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p yY NFA X, 

INTRODUCTION. 

Language :—Province of the Syntax. 

§. 350. 1. LANGUAGE is the expression of thoughts, or com- 

binations of notions in the mind®. Each of these notions is ex- 

pressed by a word, a thought by a sentence, or combination of 
words; words are merely the materials of language, which receive 

their power by their combinations with each other. 
Language is subjective, as it represents things only as they are 

conceived of in the mind. 
2. Language does not consist in an arbitrary artificial arrange- 

ment of words, but is the expression of the previous internal ar- 

rangement of notions, by means of the words or forms of speech ; 

therefore grammar, or the science of language, has rather to explain 

this arrangement of words than the nature of the words themselves ; 

and its proper province is to trace the development of a sentence 
from its most simple to its complete form, showing how, in the pro- 

gress of this development, the various phenomena of the language 
arose. But as each of these words has certain fixed properties of 
meaning which regulate its functions when combined with others in 

a sentence, and as some of the difficulties (to resolve which is an 

object of a modern grammar of an ancient language) consist in the 
right apprehension of these properties of single words, it follows 
that we must treat of words and their forms, independently of each 
other, previously to the syntax, which treats of words and their 

forms in their connection with each other in a sentence. 

Obs. In» the various theories on the origin of language, there are many 
attempts to decide whether the verb or the noun is the form in which 
human thought first expressed itself; but as such vague speculations 
depend on the assumption that these elements of language were arbitrary 
creations of the human mind, and moreover are apart from our purpose 

_® Arist. De Interp. cap.1. gor: wév ofy ~ > Smith’s Moral Sentiments. Ktihner 
Ta ev TH pwvhn Tov ev TH Wx TaPnudrev Gr. Gr. §. 386. Donalds. New Crat. 41. 
otpBoara. 

Gr. Gr. vou. 1. B 



2 Essential and Formal words. §. 351. 
~ 

of investigating philosophically the facts of language, no notice will be 

taken of them, but the parts of speech will be treated of in the order 

which has been usually adopted by grammarians, the noun first, and then 

the verb. 

Essential and Formal words. 

§.351.1. The essential notions of the mind are of things or 

persons—qualities—and actions or states: and these notions 

are capable of the same variety of relations and combinations as the 

objects they represent in the world around us. 
2. These notions are expressed by Essential words ; the relations 

in which they stand to each other, either by Inflexion, that is, 

certain changes in the word, or by Formal words used for that 
purpose. —Thus in the sentence, 7d xadov pddov OdddeL ev TH Tod 
natpos xijm@, the notions, beautiful—rose—flourish—father— 

garden, are expressed by the words xadédv, pddov, OdAdeL, TaTIp, 

xijzos, the relations between them partly by the inflexions, partly 

by the formal words év, 74, 76, tod. 
3. The essential words therefore are, noun substantive, (things 

or persons,) noun adjective, (qualities,) verb, (actions or states,) and 

adverbs derived from these three. The formal words are, pronoun, 
inflexions of essential words, numeral, pronominal adverb, prepost- 

tion, conjunction, and the verb eivar (when used only as a copula with 

an adjectival predicate), and some other auxiliary verbs, expressing 
either the relations of time, as weAAw ypddew; or, the notions of 

possibility, necessity, &c., as dvvacda, xpy, BovrAcoOa, &e. 

Obs. 1. Language in its earlier state expressed all the relations (which 
were afterwards expressed by prepositions, the verb eiva, and the other 
auxiliary verbs, &c.) by the inflexions alone@. As the full powers and 
meanings of the inflexions were by degrees lost sight of, and at the same 
time more accurate distinctions between the different relations were re- 
quired, there arose the prepositions, which originally were themselves 
essential words, or inflexions thereof.—(See under Prepositions, §. 472.) 

Obs. 2. The parts of speech may thus be arranged under the categories: 

Substantive... . otala 
Adjective ..... Trolov 

Adjective and ; 
Pronoun .... \ pds a 

(ee { mouty transitive, marxew passive. 
ketoOa, €xew neuter 

Tov 

Adverbs... .. ¢ wore 

(xeioOar— €yew in the notion of mas) 
Numeral.... .. réaov. 

* Donaldson’s New Crat. p.212. 



§. 352. Nouns—Substantive—Remarks, Sc. 3 

PARTS OF SPEECH. 

LE] NOUNS: 

Substantive. 

§. 352. 1. The substantive represents the notion of EXISTENCE. 
2. Substantives express the notion of a person (names of persons), 

or of a thing (names of things). 
3. That which is expressed as substantive has either an ideal 

existence capable of being conceived of as independent of any 
subject-matter, as wisdom, virtue (abstract substantives), or an 

actual existence in subject-matter, as man, earth (concrete sub- 

stantives) ; all names of persons are of course concrete?. 
4. Concrete substantives are divided into, 

a. Proper names expressing the notion of individual persons ; 
as, Cyrus, Plato, in which are included the names of states, or 

countries considered as individuals. 
8. Personal nouns, expressing the notion of some living being, 

as a man, a horse. 

y. Individual names, as a stick, a heart. 

6. Collective nouns, expressing the notion of a class or sort ; 

as, man, tree. 

e. Material nouns, expressing something not conceived of only 
as an individual thing, but as made up of an indefinite number of 
parts; as, tron, milk. 

Obs. So mhivOos, képapos &c. are material nouns when they stand for 
the single individual, collective when for the class, as bricks, &c. 

Remarks on the different meanings of the same Noun. 

5. Many nouns have a variety of meanings, which often seem at 

first sight to be unconnected, but which can generally be traced 
to something in the original notion. This properly belongs to the 
lexicographer, but the following hints may be useful : 

a. Some nouns signify the two contrary consequences of that action 
or state which they properly express; as, cuzdopd, an event—for good or 
for evil. 

6. Some nouns signify a notion which stands in a twofold relation, so 
that, when these relations are separated, the noun is used for both. So 
Eevos, stranger and guest: dxpos (the extremity), top and bottom: dévvos, 
in its relation to Sikaws, things divine, to tepds, things human: mOavos, 

@ Abstract nouns express the result of yéyais—Concrete nouns, of atoOyots. 

B2 



4 Remarks on the different Meanings of the same Noun. §. 353. 

probable and credible : xndeorns, a mourner and a relation. So dpeiBo, 
add\doow, I exchange, thence give or take.-—See §. 548. Obs. 4. 

c. Some nouns embody in their twofold meaning the connection be- 
tween the two notions they express, as typwpéw, L punish and avenge ; 
especially between two parts of man’s nature or habits, &c. So Adyos, 
speech and reason: 460s, character and haunts: xoopés, order and world. 

d. When two notions coalesce, the noun which originally expressed only 
one, is used to express the other also; as, arn, misfortune and fault? ; 
Aaprpés, light and rapid (wind): pappapvyn, light, and quick motion. 

e. Some nouns derive a secondary meaning from some well known 
custom, the way or mode, material or instrument with which any thing 

is done or made. So odipa, a round stone, thence a hammer: Sdédpv, a 
stick, thence ship: émutodn, something sent, thence a letter: omovdn, a 

libation, thence a truce. 
Jf. Some nouns substitute the generic notion for the specific ; as, eipwveia, 

any sort of pretert (Demosth. 136.) : dxnparos, properly dxnpatos oivos, 
thence generally pure. 

g. Or the specific for the generic ; épyn, strong feeling, then anger. 
h. Many nouns have a general primary meaning, which varies so as to 

suit the particular thought of the context ; as, dyaApa, something a person 

prides himself on, ornament, statue, &c. So a&bvppa, something with which 

a person is pleased, a plaything, trinkets, trifling ; Sewds, dreadful, clever, 
or wicked. 

i. The abstract is used for the concrete; as, Bios, life, and means of life. 

§. 353. 1. The use of the abstract for the concrete gives vigour and 
beauty to the sentence; it is naturally a poetic mode of expression, and 

therefore is more common in Greek than in other languages, as this 
language grew up under the auspices of poetry. So in Homer: yévos, 
yeven, yovos for vids: Il. ¢, 180 4 & ap’ equ Ociov yévos, ot8 dvOpdrev: Il. 1, 
124 EvpvaGeis—, adv yévos: (so Hor. Od. I. 3. 27 Iapeti genus, i.e. Pro- 
metheus:) Od, a, 216 ydvos: Il. €, 201 ’Qeeavdy re, Gedy yeveow, parentem, 

Cf. 245: Il. 8, 235 & mémoves, kaw’ édéyyxe, "Ayatides od &r *Ayatoi! Il. x, 
422 aldds, & Avon, wéce hevyere! (so opprobrium, dedecus in Latin :) Il. 
X 353 Ppageo viv, py ro te Oey phvipa yevopa: Od. A, 73. Il. p, 38 4 
Ke ow Oehoicn yoou Katétaupa yevoiuny: Il. y, 56 sq. yuraix’ edved€ davies 
TaTpi TE OM peya THpa, wdAni Te, marti te Sypo, Suopervéow pev yappa, 
kamnpeiny b€ coi air; Il. ¢& 283 péya ydp pw ’Oipmos éerpee TH po 
Tpwot re kai Upuiyo.—So in the tragic and other poets: mévos, otdyos, 
ity, Thpa, vdcos, Epis, pis, pits, Tyna, pds§ (Eur. Bacch. 598.), &c. 
are applied to persons: also frequently in tragedy, dyepéveupa for jye- 
pov, vippeupa for vundy, SBpiopa, Bookynpa, Sovdeupa, kdkupa, tydpara, 
mpeoBedpata; so the following words of contempt in tragedy, comedy, 
and sometimes in prose: képpa, tpippa, marrddAnpa, GAnpa (Soph. 
Aj. 381.), kpétmpa, AéAnpa Ant. 320: mepizpyspa daav or dyopas, Ari- 
stoph. Nub. 447, and Demosth. p. 269,19: émttpispa épdrav; kéBappa, 
an outcast, scape-goat, Demosth., Aristoph.; so G. T. dvéepna: more 
rarely in a good meaning, as péAnpa, beloved, Pind.—So also the ex- 
pressions in the Attic writers: yéAws; Aijpos, trifler; ddeOpos, perniciosus 
homo: Soph. GEd. Rex 1344 rdv ddeOpov péyav: Demosth. 119, 8 6h€8pou 
Maxeddvos (of Philip) : also Hdt. IIT. 142. extr. yeyovds re kaxds kai edv 
SheOpos ; pOdpos Aristoph. Eq. 1152: Eur. Med. 1209 Tov yépovta TUpBov, 

® Butt. Lex. ro. > Bentl. Horace, Od. I. 37. 9. 



§. 354. Remarks on the Number of a Substantive. 5 

a very grave (i. e. mAngiov dvta Tod Oavdrov, Kai rod tapov)*: (so. G. T. 
Acts xxiv. 5 Tov dvdpa*rovroy howdy); Bdpabpoy, a debauchee : very com- 
monly in prose: 6 Bios, the means of life, 75 dbehos, Homer, &c. So Xen. 
Hell. V. 3, 6 mapmdnOcis dméxreway avOpwrovs, Kai 6 ti mep Geos jv Tod 
rowovrov atpatevpatros. So Thuc. 1V.133 6 re nv aitay avOos, amodo@ra? : 

isch. Ag. 141 Spécourw for véos. So Soph. Cid. Col. 1070 mohov Gp- 
Baowgs=advaB8dra. In historians and orators, especially the collective 

words: mpeoBeta for mpéoBes, Euppaxtia for Eippayor, bwnpecia, remigium, 
érarpia, Soudeta, Thuc. V.23 (Eur. Bacch. 803): uy4 for duyddes Id. VIII. 
64, Isocr. de Pace 184: gudaxy for pvdaxes, AAuia for FAukes, Sta for 
émXira. So Adsch. Sept. c. Pheb. 251 fuvrédeca = ~vytedeis Ceol, &e.¢ 
Thue. II. 41 ryv re macay wodw tis “EXAadSos Taideuvow eivar for madeurpiar. 
So ékxAyota in G.T.; so St. Matt. xxiv. 45 Oepametas for Gepamovrwy: so 
1 St. Pet. v. 3 rév KAypwr, the congregations, 

2. In a similar way the name of a place is put for a person occupying 
that place; as, 6carpov for Ocarai, 2idwv, “ABv6os, for Sidevio, &c.; and on 

the other hand, the name of a people is very commonly used of a place, 
as in Latin. So Thuc. 1. 107 axéwv orparevodyvtwy és Awpias thy Aake- 
Saovioy pntpdmodkw: see Thuc. VI. 3. Hdt. VIII. 127.—So also the 
name of anything is used for the place appropriated to or connected with 
it in any way; as, dyer, place for games, Il. ~, 547; Képapos, prison, 
(like Tuileries,) Il. «, 387 ; Oaxos, a market-place, Homer and Xen., so 
Aéoxn Cd. Col. 164: xirav, weaving house ; aisnpos, iron mart, Hell. III. 
3. 7—and in Attic, the name of any articles of life was used for the place 
where these were sold; as, dior, éAaov, Adyava, onoapa, Tupds, KupynSia &c.€ 

Arist. Vesp. 789, év rois ix8vow.—In poetry a part is used to express the 
whole; as, mrépov, a bird, Soph. and Eur.: xepxida, the woof, Eur. &c.: 
and the part is sometimes expressed by the whole, (as Bows, ox-hide : 
drarné, fox-skin, héwv, lion-skin, ovos and odayai, blood,) or the result 

by the instrument, as xeip (like manus), a work of art. 
3. So also personal nouns are sometimes used to express things, as 

Soph. CEd. Col. 481 pedtoon for perel. 

Remarks on the Number of a Substantive. 

§. 354. 1. The singular of individual nouns sometimes has a col- 
lective force, and stands for the plural; this arose from a poetical 
way of looking at plurality as unity :—Xen. otparid draxtos dvoxpn- 

OTOTATOV, dvos OUov, SAiTHS, cKEVOpspos, immeds. So 

Il. 7, 11 tépev kata Sdxpuov ciBes. Il. £, 16 ws & dre rmoppipn medAayos 
péya kipatt kopo. So Od. a, 162. 4,169. So in tragic and other poets: 
axis, otayev, otdxus, harvest, &c.—In Prose: képa (as Hdt. [V.rio. VIL. 
193.), TAtvOos, éoOrs, AiBos, KEepapos, Gymehos, H tos cavalry, h- domris= 
omit’. 

2. The singular is also used in a plural force to signify a nation, 

a Pflugk ad loc. Elms. Med. 1178. Longin. p. 373. 
b Bernh. p. 47. Valck. Phoen. 1498. 4 See Pol. Syn. ad loc. Wolf. Cur. Phil. 

Hipp. 406. Monk. Hipp. 406. Herm. 2. ad loc. 
R. 85. 1248. Blomf. Gloss. Sept. 599. € Lobeck Phryn. 4fg9. 
Hemsterh. Luc. Timon. c. 55. f Bernh. 56. p. Piers. Moer. 351. 

¢ Blomf. Gloss. Pers. 320. Schaef. ad & Lobeck Phryn. 187. 



6 Plural. §. 355. 

viewed in its national characteristics as a whole, and represented by 

an individual as a type of the whole :— 

6 Mépons, 5 ApdBios, 5 AvBos, &c. This usage is mostly restricted to 

nations under monarchical institutions, though Thucyd. uses 6 “A@nvatos 

and 6 Zupaxdatos*: so G. T. 6 “lovdatos. 

Obs. In many combinations where we should expect the plural, the 

singular form is used; as, Eur. El. 451 raxtmopov 1é8a. Thus also a 

singular substantive is used to define a plural adjective ; as, 7deis Thy opw 

Plat., dpeoroe thy Wuxi Ausch. Pers. 442.—So also in Trag. cpa is joined 
with plural words; as, Eur. H. F. 703 xpdvos yap #8n Sapos, e€ Grou méemdu1s 

Koopetoe cpa. 

Plural. 

§. 355. 1. The plural does not properly belong to abstract, proper, 
or material nouns; but these have aiso the plural when they assume 

a generic character. 

a. Proper names, to signify persons resembling the person of the 
proper name; as, Plat. Thezt. p.169 B oi “Hpakdees te kai Onoées, Herculeses 
and Theseuses; Ausch. Ag. 1439. Xpvonidov: but generally only in comic 
and the later prose writers®; as, Oidimodes, Adzaxor. So Soph. Aj. 1114 
rovs pydévas, these nobodies. Frequently in Latin, as Scipiones, Lali. 

b. Material names are often found in the plural; the plural parts 
which constitute the whole being considered rather than the singular whole. 
So in Homer: koviat and xovin (always xovin when battle or danger is sig- 
nified ; as, brjyev adroy ek kovins). Il. p, 23 Kdwmrecor ev kovinar; Wapabor 
always: in Attic tupot cai xpiOai; Plat. Legg. p. 8874 yddage: Id. Ion. 693 
aipdtwv, of ancestry through several generations ; so G. T. John i. 13 ov« e& 
aipdarwv: Eur. Alc.496 darvas ios av aitpaow (drops of blood) weduppévas®: 
HrAvor, rays of sun, like soles, &c. 

ce. Abstract nouns are used in the plural when they signify the 
sorts or cases of the abstract notion—its particular circumstances or phe- 
nomena. 

a. In Homer: when the several acts, or things, or events differing in 
sort, time, or circumstances, whence an abstract notion springs, are con- 

sidered, rather than the abstract notion which collects and unites them 
into one; the singular signifies an act or state, without considering the 
particulars whereof it is made up, the plural sets forth the particulars; as, 
Il. v, 121 Kaxdv moucere peifov ride peOnpootvy, by this carelessness which ye 

shew: Il. v, 108 padxovrae hycpdvos Kaxdtyt, by the cowardice of one: pebn- 
poouvnat Te Aaav, by the careless actions of many. Od. a, 7 avrav yap ode- 

repyow dtacbadigow Grovro. Il. x, 104 viv & emei deca adv dtacbadinow 
epyjow, by my manifold follies ; —@dvator, mortes, sorts of death, Od. p, 
341. (Also Soph. Electr. 206.) Cf. Il. B, 792 wodwxetqow: 1, 97 Sodo- 
ppoovvys: x, 216 ouvnpootvas. So bmepomlat, droOnpootvar. ‘There are 
more plural abstracts in the Odyssey than the Iliad; though many of 
those in the former are to be taken as concrete. ; 

* Bernh. 60. » Bl. Gloss. Ag.1414. 60. Ellendt. Lex. Soph. ad voc. Musgr. 
© Lobeck Ajac. 190. Pheen. 1540. 
4 Menk. ad loc. Blomf. Gloss. Choeph. € Nitzsch. Od. a, 7. 



§. 355. Plural. 7 

8. In the Post-Homeric and Attic poets: paviar, fits of madness ; 

aipata, deeds of blood, &c. So of feelings, thoughts, resolutions: Pindar. 

Pyth. IIL. 13 4 & dmopdavpi~aod vv (contemnens Apollinis tram) dprhaxiaor 
dpevav®, Ibid. VILL. 91 peyddas e& eharidos rérara tmonrépas avopéats, ani- 
mosis consiliis, moliminibus fortibus (dvopéa, virtus, fortitudo) : evvovwr, Ausch, 
S.c. Th. 450: copia, Arist. Ran. 670. 

y- Prose: Hdt. VIL.158 tyiv peydrar dhedlar re Kai Erraupéaers yeydvacr. 
Id. III. 40 épuoi dé (Polycrati) ai cai peyddar edtuxtor ovk dpéoKovor. Ibid, 
82 éxbea, inimicitie, otdceis, seditiones, prtar. Id. VI. 11 tadartwpia, 
earumne. Ibid. 58 rav Baownav oi O@dvator. As, Cicero Tuscul. I. 48, 116 

clare mortes pro patria oppetite ; so also neces». Hdt. VI. 109 ra ’AGy- 
vaiov ppovnpata, animi. Xen. Cyr. VILI. 8, 8 da wévwv cai dpdtwav ra 
oopata orepeovoda.—So in Isocrates we find: ddnOeror, dpytor, adOdderar, 
Suvactetar, evBevar, edmopiat, ionyopiar, icdtHTES, KaLVTHTES, KAPTEpLaL, LETpLS- 
THTES, Taidetar, Teviar, TpadTyTES, TEpvoTHTEs, PriavOpwrlar, KadeTdTHTES°, 

instances or sorts of truth, &c. Very commonly: Wiyn cai Oday ; Oupol, 
animi'; Plato Rep. p. 471 D $6Bou: Id. Pheedon. p. 66 C épdtwv dé kal 
émOupidy Kal PdBwy kai cidddAwv mavtodarav kat pAvapias euninAnow (7d capa) 
pas moddns. So Hpovycers, prrogopiar, systems of philosophy: Plato Theet. 
172 C daréxPevor (Demosth. 127, 64.), dvdpiar, deeds of valour, byte Kai 
evegiar Tv copdtoyr, (like valetudines.) So in Demosth. very often: mod- 
Aas éAmidas gy (p. 813, 2.): emi éXmlou catadeimew p. 841, 19.—mloTELs 
éxew ikavds, testimonia, p. 843. princ.—etvoias dSodva, to give marks of 

favour, p. 96, 25. ubiv. Bremi: xdpites, favours, gifts: 103. also, Bor- 
evar, Sidvora, Kaipol, moditetar; p. LIT, 3 al rovadrae modutetar, where 
Bremi: Plural. indicat hance rerum civilium rationem per longum jam 

_ tempus durantem, renovatam semper, adesse igitur eam in plurali. So G. 'T, 
1 Pet. ii. 1 dmoO¢yevor —bmoxpiceus—Odvous—katahadias ; Eph. ii. 3 @ehy- 
pata tis capkés. So Suvdpers, acts of power, miracles. 

Obs. 1. In Attic and sometimes in other writers the plural was used 
with certain abstracts which might be considered in the plurality of 
their parts; as, ydpor, nuptie: mdodto, divitie: vires, the hours of 
night€: Plat. Symp. 217 D. Od. », 286. Hdt.1V.181. Sapph. p. 28. Xen. 
Cyr. IV. 5,13. dpe Thuc.I.10. So Umvo, Plat. Opdvor, the royal rights, 

Trag.f: tapat, a funeral, &c.€ So G.T. odpavot, aidves, dvatodat, Sucpat 
—ai ypapat. So of many concretes, the singular is not generally used: 
as in poetry, depuara, kdpnva, oréupata, peyapa, Kdipaxes, hextpa, TUAaL and 

rééa, the two last in prose; and the names of feasts and games ; as, ra 

*OdUpma, &c. So G.T. éyxaina, élupa—ra odBBara. 

Obs. 2. The poets often use the plural merely to give weight to the 
expressionh: Eur. Hec. 403 xdAa toxedow (for pytpi) cixdtws Ovpoupevors. 
So in Lat.: parentes, liberi, filii. So in the traged. to express fondness : 

ta pidrara, ra Tadevpara &c. 

Obs. 3. The Greeks could use the plural (as well as the singular, see 
§. 354. Obs.) both of abstracts and concretes, when the same thing is pre- 
dicated of many persons; as, kaxol tas \uxds—oi Trav av6porer Odvaror. 

a Diss. ad loc. f Kllendt. Lex. Soph. ad voc. 
b Stallb. Plat. Crito. 46 C. & Bernh. 63 
© Bremi Excurs. VII. ad Isocr. p. 210. h Arist. Rhet. III. 6 eis dyxov ris Ackews 
4 Lobeck Aj. 716. (ad sermonis granditatem) ovpBdAAera: Td 
® Blomf. Gloss. Choeph. 282. Heind. - €y moAAd roreiv. 

Protag, 310 C. 



8 Adjectives— Notion of the Adjective. §. 356. 

2. Dual.—The dual is the expression of two persons or things, 

considered as a pair—or of several things viewed in pairs. So Cid. 

Col. 337 & adv7’ éxeivw trois év Alyint@ vopos piow carerkacdevre 

éxe(vw, refers to four persons, who, by their relations to each, 

arrange themselves into two pairs. See §. 387, 388. 

Obs. 4. The dual is not used in G. T. except dvo. 

Il. ADJECTIVES. 

Notion of the Adjective. 

§. 356. 1. Adjectives express the notion of Qquaxiry, and have a 
threefold force.—1. Attributive, as Td Kaddv pddov.—2. Possessive, 

as BaoAikds Kiros, the king’s garden; or, 3. Predicative, to pddov 

€oTl Kadov. 

2. The original force of the adjective was probably only attri- 
butive, whereby some quality is represented as immediately re- 
siding in its subject. As such it had the substantival relations of 
gender, number, and case, and is always referred to a substantive. 

The use of adjectives as predicates instead of verbs, seems to have 

arisen from certain actions or energies of any thing being con- 
sidered rather as qualities than energies; as, 70 d€vdpov (OddAeL, 

energy )—éorl Oadepdy, (quality ;) thus many primitive verbs are 
lost, and their derivative adjectives used predicatively in their 
place ; as, xadds, aloxpds, dya0ds, kaxéds &c. The possessive force 
arises from the notion of belonging to some one being considered as 
a distinctive quality. 

Obs. 1. For the substantival use of Adjectives, see §. 436. 

3. With adjectives are classed participles, which represent the 
active or passive notion of the verb (past, present, or to come), as a 

quality residing in the agent or patient. Many participles have 
from frequent use %ssumed a purely adjectival meaning ; as, ddAd- 
HEVOS—TETVU[EVOS. 

4. Adjectives have either a transitive, or intransitive, or passive 
force ; as, mpaxtixds, active: évepynrids, operative: Tpdpysos, nutre- 

t10us : Kadds, kaxds: idopos, wholesome: cepuvos, honoured, &c. 

Obs. 2. Some verbal adjectives in zés, which generally have a passive 

force, are frequently in poetry, and sometimes in prose, used transitively @. 
Compound verbal adjectives in ros are thus frequently used ; as, dmomros 
dv 81 Tpwixijs ddooews — suspecting, Hec. 1135. Thuc. VIII. 45. So 
motés, Aisch. Prom. 917. Soph. CE.C. 1031. Plat. Legg. 824 B.> adé- 

* Ellendt. Lex. Soph. ad voc. uweumrrds. Schef. Hec. Pors. 1117. 
> R. P. Hec, 1117. Herm. GE. R. 192—962. 



§. 357. Verb—Sorts of Verbs. 9 

yrotos, Arist. Rhet. II. 8, 6. pepmrds, Soph. Trach. 446. wepipputos, Eur. 
Pheen. 209. dpavotos, Soph. CE. Rex 885. dpdBytos, Id. g69. dpdimhe- 
xtos, Id. Philoct. 688. &odnAnTés Adsch. Choeph. 729. vuxtuTdaykrtds, 
Id. 751. 

II. VERB. 

Sorts of Verbs. 

§. 357. 1. The verb expresses the notion of an ENERGY, ACTION, or 
STATE, and is conceived of as one of these three motions or directions 

in space—whither—whence—where. 
2. The direction whither is expressed by those verbs, in which 

the action is represented as proceeding from the subject to the 
object of the verb; as, tinTw Tov maida (verb transitive): or in 

which the object is represented as the effect produced by the action ; 
as, ypddw thy émuoTodny (semi-transitive: see §. 545. Obs. 2.): 

The direction whence, by the verbs in which the action is repre- 
sented as coming to the subject from something else; as, ry7ropat 

(id) tivos: (Passive) The notion of where, (a state) by the verbs 

which represent the action as neither proceeding from nor to a sub- 
ject, but merely residing in it ; as, dv0éo, [ bloom—intransitive. 

3. When the agent and patient of the verb is one and the same 

person, so that the action proceeds from and returns upon the 
subject,—as, timrecOat, to beat oneself: anwbetcbat, to repulse from 

oneself: xoullecOu, to acquire for oneself,—that is called the 

reflexive, or middle sense, (middle verb.) Many verbs of 
middle form, by a modification of their sense, whereby their re- 

flexive notion, though implied, is lost, have assumed an intransitive 

force; as, Bovdcvoua, I deliberate: and some even a transitive ; as, 

coplCouat oe, I deceive you; properly, I make myself wise : and in 

some, of which there is no active form, all trace of the reflexive sense 

is lost; as, paivowat, I rage: jdoua, I am pleased: (deponents.) 

4, When the reflexive action is directed from two or more sub- 
jects to one another, it is called reciprocal; as, rémrovra, they 
beat one another: diaxedevovtat, they exhort one another. 

5. Hence arises the following division of verbs :— 

1. Transitive Verbs. 

Semi-transitive Verbs. 

Reflexive Transitive Verbs. 

Reciprocal Transitive Verbs. 
Intransitive Verbs. 

Reflexive Intransitive Verbs. 

Passive Verbs. 

Gr. GR. VOL. tI. c 
I ADE dS 



10 Verbs—Remarks on Active, Middle and Passive. §. 358. 

6. For the expression of these different notions, the Greek language 
has, properly speaking, only two forms : the Active, for the transitive, 
semi-transitive and for many intransitive notions; and the Middle, 

for the reflexive, reciprocal, and the rest of the intransitives. The 
Passive action is conceived of as reflexive, (as the action ends in the 

subject,) and hence is expressed by the middle form, except in the 
future and aorist tenses which have peculiar passive forms. 

Obs. 1. There are various sorts of transitive actions; among them we 
may remark,—a. the transitive proper, where the action simply takes 
effect on an agent,—b. the causative, which is conceived as placing its 
patient in an intransitive state or action; as, éyeipo, I waken; that is, I 

cause this person to be awake: gaivo, I show; I make this to be seen. But 

many other transitive verbs are used in this sense, on the principle of gui 
facit per alium facit per se; the person who caused the action to be done 
being conceived of as himself doing it. So Hdt. III. 39 6”Apaous épepe 
Kal jye mavras. (See §. 362. 6.)—c.-transmissive. When the effect of 
the action is to transfer one object to another, both of which are in some 
degree affected by the action; as, didwps radra cou. 

Obs. 2. Intransitive verbs either express the state, as avééw, I bloom, 
or the motion of the subject, as gpyopat, I am coming. 

Obs. 3. When the intransitive verb expresses a state of feeling &c., it 
may have an object towards which it is directed; as, POovéw coi— {MO Ge, 

though this object is not directly and immediately affected by it: hence 
this, when compared with the patient of a transitive verb, may be called 
the remote patient. 

Remarks on the Active, Middle and Passive Verbs. 

ACTIVE. 

§. 358. 1. The primary power of the verb was probably intransitive ; 
and the form in pa was probably the original form of the oldest verbs, 
expressing a state; but as a state may be conceived of as affecting others, 
the intransitive notion readily became transitive without any change in the 
word. The deponent verbs are instances of this. 

2. But the necessity of some distinction becoming evident as the lan- 
guage progressed, separate forms soon arose for the expression of each : 
the active (yt) for the transitive, the middle (wat) for the passive and re- 
flexive notions. ‘This difference of sense is clear in the undoubtedly pri- 
mary form in ps, as except eiui, sum, and eit, eo, no verb in pe has a purely 
intransitive force. The later active form in @ so little retained the proper 
transitive force of the older form in px, that we find as many verbs in @ 
intransitive as transitive; as, Oddo, dvOéw, xaipo &c. From transitive 
verbs in » new reflexive notions were formed in the middle form pat. 

3. Hence the following usages arose in the active voice : 



§. 359. Verbs Intransitive used as Transitive &c. 11 

Verbs Intransitive used as Transitive or Passive—or Transitive 

as Intransitive. 

§. 359. 1. For the acc. after verbs intransitive, such as Baivew dda, see 
§. 558. 2. 

2. The state in which a person is represented by an intransitive verb, 
as eNeciv, to be in a state of pity, may be conceived of as directed towards 
an object, as éAeeiv rivd, to pity some one, and thus have a partly transitive 
force ; hence in the construction of a sentence, an equivalent transitive no- 

tion is sometimes substituted for the intransitive ; as, e£évac (=)eimew) rHv 
yiv, to leave the land.—See §. 548. Obs. 1. 

3. Intr@hsitive verbs are used as passive, when they are joined 

with forms (generally the dative, or tré or mpés with gen.), which re- 
present the state or motion of the subject as caused by some one else; as, 

éexmimrew bd twos, expelli ab aliquo: Hat. IL]. 65 odros pév dvocio pdpe 
TeteheUThnKe Ud TOv Ewiitod oikniwtdtwv: Id. VI. g2 érehedtyoay bw *AOn- 
vaiwy, slain by the Athenians: Id. 106 médw Sovrocivn Tepitecodcay Tpds 
dvSpGv BapBapov : Id. VIL. 18 peydda teodvta (overthrown) mpnypata 61d 
joodvev. Very often petyew bd twos, to be put to flight by, or in a legal 
sense, to be accused by ; Il. c, 149 Axaoi bh "Exropos dvdpopdvoio hetyov- 

tes: Plat. Apol. p.12 G pyres eyo bmd Medytou tocatras Sikas pdyoun ! 
Tbid. p. 35 D docBeias hevyew bmd twos: Xen. Hell. IV. 1, 33 Sraxetobar 
bmé twos: Plat Apol. p. 30 E éav yap pe dmokreivnte, ov padias addov Tow0d- 
Tov evpnoere—mpookelwevoy 77 mdAet UO TOO Veod (appointed to the city by): 
dpdetv 7rd Tivos, to be condemned by, Plat. Apol. p. 39 B: Demosth. p, 49, 
33 6 TrovTay Katactas bp bay Bovdetocra. So, mdéoxeww bd twos, to suffer 
at some one’s hands. Eur. Med. 1015 kdre rot kai ob Tpds Téxvwv 71, You 
shall be restored by your children. So the Dative: Eur. Ion. 84 edyer 
tmrupt, are put to flight by; Ausch. Choeph. 81 Saxptw tdxars, I um made 
to weep by the fortunes.—See §. 611. b. 

Obs. 1. So G. T., as Matt. xvii. 12 mdoxew bw adtay: 1 Cor. xi. 24 tnd 
TOV OhE@v amodorTo. 

4. Many transitive verbs, especially such as express motion, are used 
intransitively. This usage extends from Homer downwards, and is found 

in other languages. So German: ziehen, brechen, schmelzen.—French : 
décliner, changer, sortir.—Latin: vertere, mutare, declinare.—English : to 

move, turn, &c. ‘The common explanation of this has been to supply the 
personal pronoun, or some substantive; but this is both unfounded and 
unnecessary. 

5. Many verbs which properly express only an intransitive state or 
action assume a further transitive force, implied in or resulting from the 
intransitive state or action; so oxav (insidiari), Sopupopeiv, émutpoTredeww 
Twa, Xopevew BoiBov choreis celebrare Pind. Isthm. I. 8.: Cf. Soph. Antig. 
1153: so Kur. Herc. F. 690 eidioooucat, saltando celebrantes: so in the 

middle, tumteoOat Oedv, to honour, watépa, to mourn: cf. §, 362. 8., 548. 
Obs. 1. 

6. A neuter notion is sometimes derived from a passive, as éxmAnttecOa, 
to be alarmed (=to fear,) ti.—See §. 548. Obs. 5. 



§. 359. 12 Verbs Transitive used as Intransitive. 

The following Verbs commonly transitive are sometimes used as intrans- 

itive@: 

The Verbs marked + are of frequent occurrence. 

—__—_—__—_—_——— * occur only in Poetry. 

téxdiddvar, to flow into, empty itself 

(of a river), Hdt. III. 9. VI. 76. 
dyew, to move, Xen. Anab. IV. 2, 

15, and compounds, Matt. xxi. 
31. émdiddvar, proficere, Hdt. II. 13. 

dvdyew, to move back, Xen. Cyr. 1.4, — dvramobiddvar, respondere, Plat. Pheed. 

24: to put out to sea, Hdt. VII. 72 A. B. 

76>. *eveipew, to rouse yourself, Eurip. 

Iph. A, 624. 
tédavverv, to go, Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 20. 
trpoceAativey, adequitare, Id. 

didyew, perstare. 
aipew, Matt. ix. 16, compounds of. 
dvraipew, Demosth. p. 23, 20. 66. 5, 

to oppose. 
avaipev, Hdt. VI. 99, to sail away. 
dvaxadirrew, to be uncovered, Eurip. 

Orest. 288. 
avaxovrifew, to shoot forth, Od. «, 

E13: 

dveAavverv, to pass through, Hat. 

III. 86. 
erehauvew, to advance against. 

*évurdnrrew, to rush into, Il. p, 72. 

énetyew, to hasten, Kurip. Heracl. 

732. Orest. 7g0. 
avadapBavew, refici, Plat. Rep. 467. 

dvotyew, to stand out to sea, Xen. 

Hell. I. 1. as &xkaoroe Avovyov. 

arad\drrew, to depart, Hdt. 1. 16. 

apavitew, to disappear, Xen. Cyr. 
Anab. III. 4, 9. 

*Baddrew, Il. A, 722. Adsch. Agam. 

1172, Eur. Cyc. 574, and com- 
pounds. 

+ovaBadAew, to cross over, Hdt. VI. 

+éxew, to be, (that which a person 
has, often constituting his state, 

oxjpa; so Lat. habitus,) Hdt. 

III. 82: with adverbs «v, xadds, 
kaka@s, &c. bene, male habere: and 

adjectives, Eurip. Med. 550: 
also more rarely, to come to 

land, Hdt. VI. 92: domi se 
tenere, Id. VI. 39: hence 

avréxew, resistere, Hdt. 

44.4, aréxewv, distare. 
teioBadrew and euBadrev, to invade. e€€xew, to rise, (of the sun.) 

exBddrev, to spring forth. . émexew, Se sustinere, expectare, Hdt. 

emiBadrew, to fall to the share of, VI.102: in mente habere, Ibid.g6. 

Hdt. TV. 115. St. Luke xv.12. — xaréyew, se retinere; also, to come 
tperaBadrew, to change. to land. 
mepiBadreuv, to sail round, to double, Tapexew, AS TH povolky, musice se 

Hdt. VI. 44. Thue. VIII. gs. dare, Plat. Rep. 411 A. 
trpocBaddew, to fall on. mapexer pot, licet mihi, Hdt. ILI. 
tovpBadrew, to engage. | 142. 
TimepBaddrew, to surpass. mpoexew, prestare, Hdt. Ill. 142. 
8nXodr, bn hoi, patet, Hdt. IX. 68. Demosth. to. 

Thue. i. 21. mpooéxe, attendere, appellere, Hat. 
diarpiBew, versari, colloqui, Plat. III. 485—and perhaps also pere- 
Demosth. 93. xe, to cling to, Thue. II. 15. 

icdeke (deikxvyme), Hat. Il. 134, Oapouvew, to be of good cheer, Soph. 
III. 32, &c. El. 917. 

diddva, to yield, Eurip. Pheen. 21, ianrew, Ag. 1149. 

* Monk. Alc. 922. Herm. CE. R. 153. Paik. Wit, 214.6. Bos. éavrod. > Schweig. ad loc. 
4 Valck. ad loc. Diatrib. p. 233. 



§. 359. 

igvat, to leave off, Il. r, 402, &c. 
and compounds®. 

efievat, to empty themselves, ( of 

rivers,) Hdt. VI. 20. 

avieva, to remit. 
eqievaae icxup@ yedotr, indulgere, 

Plat. Rep. 388 E.> 
katopOovv, to succeed, Demosth. 23. 

kevOewv, to be covered, Soph. Ck. R. 

967. 
krivew, to bend towards, and com- 

pounds, like declinare. 
emtxAlvew, to bend towards, Demosth. 

SO. 
droxAivery, to turn to, Demosth. 13. 

*kpirrew, to lie hid, Soph. El. 826. 
Eurip. Phoen. 1117. 

*xukdoov, revolve, Soph. El. 1365. 
Trach. 130. 

plovyewv, pryvivac, compounds of, 
oupploryew, commisceri. 
mpoopeyviva, to come to blows : 

but more often in the historians 
appropinquare, Tidt. VI. gs. 

Aeirew, compounds of, 

amodurewv, to be behind, Hdt. VII. 

221. Thuc. III.10. Plat. Phed. 
78 B. 

eAXetrreww, officio suo deesse, Demosth. 

27330. \Hdt. Tl. 25;-to-fail. 
vicav, to prevail, Hdt. VI. 109, &c. 

éuyreiverw, to tend towards, EKurip. 
Hec. 190. 

oikeiv, habitari, » modus oikei, Plat. 

Rep. 462. D. 543. A.: to live 
(without any case,) Hdt. III. go. 

*raiew 4, to dash against, Aisch. 
Prom. Vinct. 855 ; so éupmaiew, 
Eur. Hec. 118: efomatew, Eur. 
Rhes. 560. Soph. Ci. R. 125 2.— 
erevormaie, Aristoph. Plut. 806, 

*raddew, to shake, quake, Eur. El. 
435- Soph. Cs. R. 153. 

Verbs Transitive used as Intransitive. 13 

*ravew, to cease, in Imper. Od. 4, 

659. Eur. Helen. 1336. Ari- 
stoph. Ran. 530. So Plato. 
kararuvoas, Kur. Hec. 917. amé- 
Mave, Od. a, 340. 

rove, to make for, to be, ri rove, 

what is it? Germ. was macht es? 
see also Thuc. II. 8. IV. 12. 

Taparrew, with adverbs ed, kaxas, or 
neuter adj. xaxd, &c. 

trratew, to stumble, Demosth. 23. 
mpoonratew, to be shipwrecked, Hdt. 

Mik os: 
onpaivey, Eur. Heracl. 830. but 

see §. 373. 2. 
*onépxew, to be excited, ll. v, 334. 
orpepew, and its compounds gene- 

rally. 
cuvanrew, manus conserere. 
cuvappocey, to suit. 

opakehige, carie corrodi, Hat. III. 
66. 

*redewv, to be completed, AXsch. P. 

V. 223. Soph. El. 1419. 
treAevray, to die. 

tyxew, to pine, Soph. Elect. 124. 
trpémew, like vertere. 

temrpémev, se permittere, Hat. III. 

81. Demosth. g2. 
imoxurrewv, succumbere, Hdt.V1.96, 

&e. 
tpaive, splendere, Theocr. II. 11. 

2 St. Peter ii. 19. 
depewv, compounds of, 

focagepewy, differre. 
trephépew mrovt@, Xen. Rep. Lac. 

OV. 9. We ae Bae 
*piew, to grow, Il. ¢. 149. Theocr. 

IV. 24. 
Txadrave, to yield, Eur. Hec. 403. 

So also we must explain dye, 
dye bn, mpooaye, pepe dn, exe On. 

Obs. 1. It is very important to remember the neuter usages of these 
verbs, especially of éy and its compounds, as the interpretation of a great 
many passages depends upon this sense. 

Obs. 2. In poetry sometimes the same word is used, even in the same 
passage, both transitively and intransitively; as, Hesiod. Opp. 5 péa pev 
yap Bpider (causes to swell), péa dé Bpidovta (swelling), yademrec: Anacre- 
ont. XL. extr. ef rd Kévrpov Tovel TO THs pedicons, mécov Sokeis Tovotow, 
"Epos, doouvs ov BadXets. 

a Lobeck. Aj. 258. 
d@ Herm. CE. C. 1691. 

> Stallb. Protag. 336 A. ¢ Pflugk. Hec. 118. 
© Pfiugk. Hec. 403. 



14 Compound Verbal Expressions, §c. §. 360. 

Compound or Paraphrastical Verbal Expressions. 

§. 360. 1. A simple verbal notion is sometimes expressed by a 

substantive and verb. The substantive (mostly in apposition) gene- 

rally contains the required verbal notion: ‘Cid. Col. 233 Séos toxere 

(=oBeirbe) pndev 60° atdd: Il. 0,171 ofjpa miBeis (= onyatver) viknv : 

Esch. Ag. 815 Widous evto (= eynpicavto) pOopds: Hdt. IV. 88 

taa ypapdpevos (=Cwypaydyevos). So Hdt. I. 127 Anbqv movedpevos 

(=AavOavépyevos) Té piv edpyee. So Plautus Menech. V. 7. 27 quid 

me vobis tactio est ? 
2. Sometimes a double verbal notion, which naturally would be 

expressed by two verbal forms, is expressed by a verb and a sub- 
stantive; so Soph. Elect. 556 é&fjpxes Aéyous eve, instead of e€fpxes 

Adyou eué: Eur. Pheen. 1549 Sepamedpacw éudxGer = eudx er Oeparrev- 

wv: Aisch. Ag. 236 gvdaxdy Katacxeiv= puddoowy Katacxeiv: Soph. 

El. 124 téKers oipwydv Ayapeuvova=takels oiud(ovoa?: Id. Cid. Col. 

1120 pykdvw AJdyov (=A€yw paxpynyopGv) téxva. So Demosth. 53, 10 

teOvaor TH S€er TOYS ATOOTOAOUS. ; 

3. Another form of expressing a verbal notion is by the verb 
eivat, and an adjective cognate to the verb by which the verbal — 

notion would properly be expressed; as, Plato Charm. 117 éfapv@ 
eivat=dpveicbar: Id. Alcib. 83 avijxoov eivar = avyovoteiv. 

Remarks on the Tempora Secunda.—-(See also §. 183. IT.) 

§. 361. The Greek language has two forms for some tenses, which are. 
distinguished in grammar as primary and secondary tenses: the second- 
ary tenses are the older forms, and in many verbs retain the ori- 

ginal intransitive notion, while the stronger notion of the transitive was 
signified by a strengthened form (see §. 183) ; and so in fact we find many 
verbs, of which the Aor. I. and the Pft. I. are transitive, the Aor. II. and 
Pft. Il. intransitive. So there is a similar distinction between the Aor. I. 
and II. Midd., and the Aor. I. and II. Passive, as we shall see below. 

MIDDLE VOICE. 

§. 362. The middle voice has a twofold function; it expresses, i. 

the reflexive and reciprocal, ii. some parts of the passive, notion. 

a. As Reflexive. 

1. The essential sense which runs throughout the middle reflexive 

verb, is Self—the action of the verb has immediate reference to 

self. This is the proper generic notion of all middle verbs; and 

the particular sense of each middle verb must be determined by 

a Herm, Elect. 122. 



§. 362. Middle Voice as Reflexive. 15 

discovering the relation in which this notion of self stands to the 
notion of the verb. 

2. There are four relations in which this notion of self may stand 

to the verb :—1. Genitive.—2. Dative.—3. Accusative.—4. Adjec- 
tival or Pronominal. 

1. The self stands to the notion of the verb as Genitive. 
As, araaas, having pushed away: dmwodpevos, having pushed from one- 

self, or repulsed: dnonéyropat, I send away from myself: amoceicacba, to 
shake off, depellere. So dutveoOar, (though this is rather for myself, than 
from myself, as in the active voice it prefers the dative to the genitive, see 
§. 596. Obs. 1.): mapéxeobar, to furnish from one’s own means—oi pév yap 
véas TWapetxovto, but roto. bé mpoceréraxro—véas mapéxew. So wapéxeoOar 
odpny or epya: rd ppéap tpipacias Tapexetar das, from itself: éxSvec0ar, to 
take off from oneself: &mo0éoOar, to put away from oneself: émayyéddeoOan, 
to declare from oneself, to promise: éxmovetobar vidv, to put away his son. 

2. The se/f stands to the notion of the verb as the Dative :— 

(Generally the Dat. Com. vel Incom.) —as, trapackeudleoOai 11, sibi 
parare: atpetobor 1, sibi sumere, to choose: aarpetoOar, to take away for 
oneself: aipeoOa, to take on, or for oneself: aipew, to take up, to lay on 
another: aitetoBor & rapaitetobar, sibi expetere: mpdttecOar ypnuara, pecu- 
niam sibi: xtGc0o, sibi comparare: probodcba, to hire for oneself, condu- 
cere: puoOovv, to hire out: dyeo@ar yuvaixa, ducere sibi uxorem, to marry : 
Bovdevw (cor), I advise: Boudevopar, J advise myself, deliberate. So évdu- 
eo8ar, to put on oneself: etmecOar pvnpooiva, to leave memorials for one- 
self: cuddéyeoOou : rywwpeiv rivi, to help some one: tiyswpetoOar, to help one- 
self. So dptvecOar; mpootoretoPar, sibi subjicere: SaveioacPar and xph- 
gacba, to borrow: Oéc0a. and trapabdcPar; petaméppacba; dépecOar ra 
Sevrepata, to carry off for oneself the second prize: katactpépecbar, sibi 
subvertere, to reduce, so kataSouhoicbat ; TiHepar, I take to myself—adopt : 
TiOépevos Baow, Eur. Hec. 1059. So kdypdoacbar. So Oeivar vopovs, 
to make laws for others: @éc8a. véy. to make laws by which oneself is 
bound. Xen. M.S. IV. 4, 19 eyes ay odv eineiv, dru of vOpwra adrods (rods 
aypaous vopous) Ebevto ;—Eya pev beodvs oiyat tovs vopovs Tovtous trois avOpa- 

mous Geivar. So also ypadew and ypddeoPat vdpovs@: Id. CEcon. IX. 14 ev 
Tais evvopoupevars Tédcow ovK apkeiv SoKet Tois ToNirats, jy Ydpous Kadovs ypd- 
WovTar. 

Obs. 1. Hence there is a peculiar difference between the active and middle 
sense of some verbs: the latter signifying that the action of the verb was 
done for one’s own benefit (Dat. Com.), and thence signifying the corres- 
ponding contrary to the active voice ; as, Adoa:, to set free ; AvaacOar, to ran- 
som: xpjoa., to lend or give an oracle ; -ac6a, to borrow or consult an oracle : 
$0 daveioat, -acba: rica, to pay; ticacOa, to punish: the active signifying 

the action or state of the giver, the middle that of the receiver; this may 
arise from the receptive notion proper to the middle verb. 

3. The se/f stands to the verb as the Accusative :— 

emitiOéva, to place on; émitiBec@at, to place oneself on, to attack: xpdo, 
I give or apply ; xpdopon, I apply myself to: tpéro, I turn ; tpémopau, T turn 

* Valck. Amm. p.136. Kuster. Verb, Med. 58. b Kuster. de Verb. Med. p. 61. 



16 Middle Voice as Reflexive. §. 362. 

myself: Od. a, 422 of & eis dpynoriv—tpebdpevor tépmrovro : Aovw, I wash ; 
hovopar, J wash myself=I Lathe: éraipa, I raise ; ématpopar, I raise myself : 
dnéyo, I keep off; dméxopar, I keep myself off=I abstain: Hdt. VI. 67 
kahupdpevos fie Ek Tod Oenrpov, covering himself: dndyEa twa, to throttle, 
hang; dmdygac8a, to throttle, hang oneself : tUmTopat, KétrTopaL, 1 beat my- 

self: rhxew, to melt, to melt away ; THKeoPa1, to melt oneself away, conta- 
bescere=to pine: éyyvacat, to pledge oneself: émBddeabat run, to lay one- 
self on something, to attack. So kelperGar, otepavotcbar, &c.: and dvapvy- 

cac0a, to remind oneself, recordari=lo remember: davOavew, to escape 
another person’s notice ; avOdvecGa1, to forget: duddfac8ar, to guard one- 
self=to beware : hoBetoGar, (poBeir, terrere:) matecOar, to cease, (mavew rid 
twos, avocare ab:) oté\\eoSar, proficisci, (oréddew, mittere:) whdleoPar, to 

wander, (wAdfew, to make to wander :) trepatotc8at (zorapdv), to pass over, 
(repatodv twa Torapov, trajicere:) patvecOar, to show oneself=appear, (pai- 
vew, to show:) €AmeoPar, to hope, (€Awew, to make to hope:) totacGat, to 
place oneself=to stand, (icrava, to place :) mhyvuc8ar, to congeal, (mnyvivat, 
to fix :) yeveo@ar, to taste, (yevew, to make to taste :) mepevdeoOau, to pass on, 
proficisci, (mopevew twa, to pass a person on:) éaahddoceoar, to remove 
oneself=to depart, (ama\\dooew twa, to remove some one else :) émetyecOar, 
to press on oneself=to hasten, (eretyew twa, to press On some one:) edw- 
xeto8ar, to feed oneself=to banquet, (ciwxeiv twa, to feed any one:) koupa- 

o9at, to lull oneself to sleep=to go to sleep, (kotpav twa, consopire :) &ydh- 
heoOat, to adorn oneself, to plume oneself, (dyadX\ew, ornare :) dpéyecOat Tivos, 

to stretch oneself at=to aim at a thing, (6péyew, to extend :) oxotretc@at, to 
look at oneself=consider, (cxomeiv, to look at :) and so in many verbs in 
da; dyddw, I show; BydsSopar, I show myself. 

Obs. 2. It will be seen from these instances, that in compound middle 
verbs the relation in which se/f stands to the verb is frequently determined 
by the preposition. 

4. The se/f stands to the verb as a pronominal Adjective :— 
dvopdleo8ar maida, to call a person one’s son®: KetpeoOar tiv Keadny : 

virtesOat tovs todas, to wash one’s own feet, (vinrew rods médas, to wash 
another’s feet :) tUmrecOar tiv Kearny, to beat one’s own head: I]. e, 97 

etitaiveto Kdpruda toga: Od. a, 262 dpa oi cin iods ypterbar yadxrpeas : 
Demosth. p. 836, 3 Anpoxdpys—ovk amoxéxpuTTa ty ovciay: Id. p. ror, 
46 ravtnv pabupiay drroBécGar :— eykadtwyac8ar tiv Kearny, suum caput ; 
(€ykahinrew, alius c.): Tepipphgac8ar xit@va, one’s own coat ; (mepippyéat, 
another’s coat): Qéc8at ta émda. 

Obs. 3. If verbs which have the se/f in the acc. relation are followed 
by a substantive in the acc., they transfer it to the subst. as a pro- 
nominal adject.; as, rimroua, I beat myself; timtopar rHv kepadryv, I beat 
my head: ovopa, I wash; édotcato xpéa (Eur. Alc. 160), she washed her 

body. 

5. Some middle verbs have the se/f in more than one of these 
relations, in which case their sense generally differs accordingly : 

atpopat, I raise myself (acc.): I take on or for myself (dat.): 884- 
oxopat, I teach myself (acc.), (some one) for myself (dat.). 

Or, the notion is the same, though the several parts of it stand in 
a different relation :— 

a Herm. Mi. R. 1014. » Kuster Verb. Med. 16. 
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tidepar, I apply myself (acc.) to=I adopt; tiWepar, J apply to myself 
(dat.)=TI adopt; see Ausch. Eum. 226, Eur. Hee. 1059, 1074: peOiecOar, 
to remove myself from, followed by gen.; pebiec9ar, to remove from myself, 
followed by acc. So Eur. Med. 736 dyovow od pedet dy ek yaias ene. So 
Alc. 1111 ovK dy peOcipny cois yuvaixa mpoorddo1s, Mss. which editors have 
altered into pebciny: Cf. Soph. Elect. 1277 rév cay mpocorar ydovay pee- 

o6a: Eur. Phoen. 519 where Mss. ékeivo, edd. exeivov: Arist. Vesp. 416 
Tévd ov peOnoopa, let go from myself. 

Obs. 4. It was laid down by Dawes, and adopted by almost all commen- 
tators, except Hermann and Pflugk, that pe6iec@a is always followed by a 
genitive, and to suit that dictum all the passages in which the acc. follows 

have been altered. It is true peéieoOa generally has a gen., but in the 
passages above it will be seen (esp. in Med. 736) that the notion of dis- 
missing from oneself is the one required by the sense. 

6. The principle laid down (§. 357. 3.), that the person who 
causes or allows an action to be done is often conceived and spoken 
of as if he did it himself, is very frequently applied to middle verbs, 
inasmuch as the middle verb represents the act as existing as an in- 
tention &c. in the mind of the subject, rather than as actually done 
by him. See §. 363. 6. 

So keipacOar>, dvaxpivacbar, Budcacbar &c. i.e. to cause some one to shave, 
&c. So yhpacOa, to give in marriage, mpeaBevopar, LT send an ambassador, 
KNpuKevopat, Tayevoual ria, apxopat twos, I cause to begin: —Bd8dgao0aun 
matdas, to send to be taught (ddackew, to teach) ; as, Eur. Med. 295 zatdas 
mepioaas exdiddoxecOa copois®: TapaypddecGar vdpous, curare, ut leges ex- 
cerpantur: a@pécac@at twa, curare, ut quis placetur: Hdt. Ill. 88 rimov 

(monumentuni) momodpevos AOivov eornoe, having caused to be made: so Id. 
I. 31 Apycion opewr cixdvas Tomodpevor dveGecay es Achqous : ypddec@ai rva, 
properly, to cause the name of the accused to be entered in the accuser’s 
name before the judge (nomen deferre), hence to accuse: Id. VII. rox 
mapérree—G.moypaddpevos (sc. véas), naves consignari jubens (Ibid. 100 ané- 
ypahov oi ypappatiorat). 

7. The self generally stands in the same relation to the middle 

as any other object would to the active verb: or it may be dis- 
covered from the context. The following rules may be laid down: 
a. If the case following the middle verb is in the genitive or dative, as 
émtiOec@at Tois moXepiors, the self must be in the acc. 8B. If the case is acc., 
then the se/f must be in the genitive or dative, as dmwOotpar tots modepious, 
I drive away the enemy from myself, (amaOéo amd rovde :) dpivopar tovade, 
I repel these for my own advantage, duvve réde oo, I drive this away for 
your advantage. 

Obs. 5. In middle verbs compounded with a preposition the self some- 
times (but not always) depends on the preposition: as Plato Gorg. 465 B 
a\dérpiov KddXos eedkopevovs. 

@ Pflugk. Eur. Alc. r111. Herm. Electr. 1269. R. P. 734. Dawes Misc. Crit. 238. 
Elm. Med. 712. Valck. Phoen. 522. 

> Lobeck Phryn. 319. c Elm. Med. 290. Ruhnk. Tim. 71. 
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8. Some middle verbs have assumed a new transitive notion 

deduced from or implied in the reflexive notion ; 

As, copifopar, I make myself cunning=TJ deceive: xpdopat, I apply my- 

self to=J use: éyyuaoPat, to bail some one: ddhorpeioOar, fo deprive: tica- 

c0a, to punish: éniotacba, to know: dyddho, I adorn ; &ydddopar, I adorn, 

plume myself, am proud of : davPdverBar, to forget: didacxe, I teach ; 8184- 

gxopat, | teach myself=I learn, Soph. Ant. 356. 726.—(See also above, 3.) 

Obs. 6. When the se/f stands in the relation of acc. the middle verb is 

generally intrans.; as, Aovouat, I wash myself, acc.: when as gen. or dat. 
the verb is generally transitive, or has some transitive force; dpivoua, I 
repel for myself=repulse. “= 

g. Deponents.—Many verbs exist only in the middle voice; and 
though we cannot discern the exact relation in which the self 
stands to the active notion of the verb, as the active form is no 

longer in existence, yet they mostly express notions in which self 
is very nearly interested: such as 6€xoas, jjyéouat, joopat, patvopat, 

aicOdvopa, ylyvoua, (gigno, Lat.) pwaxouat, domdgfoua. See §. 320. 

They are divided as to their sense into middle deponents, such as 

paivowa, and passive, such as yiyvouat, [ am born. 

Remarks on the reflexive force of the Middle Verb. 

§. 363. 1. The reflexive sense of the middle is often so weak that it is 
scarcely discernible by us. It frequently consists in the notion of doing 
an action in which we are especially interested, for our own good or harm 

(self as dat. comm.), which in English we do not usually express; as, pn&d- 
pevos padayyas, for his own advantage. 

2. Hence sometimes the personal pronoun is used with the middle verb ; 
as, Soph. Gi. R. 1143 épaute Opeyraiyny: Eur. Hel. 1328 rpdxov ob cautip. 
So Theocr. I. 82 ri 70 (for oé) rdkeas: Aschines 59, 25 bmoxnpvédpevor Tors 
éauT@v oikéras: Plat. Protag. p. 349 oty dvapavddv ceautov broxnpvédpevos. 
So G. T. comp. Matt. xxvii. 35 Stepepioavto with John xix. 24 d.epepioavro 
€avrots. 

3. The use of the reflexive or non-reflexive form often depends directly 
on the notion in the speaker’s mind (ex animo loquentis, see §. 378). So, 
for example, pépew and zopi¢ew are not unfrequently used where the middle 
would be rather expected, the speaker not regarding the action in its re- 
flexive relation to the subject. So Pindar, Ol. VIII. 64 é& icpav aé6Xov— 
mobeworarav ddEav hépew. So also picdov hépew, mercedem accipere, as well 
as p. dépeoOar: Xen. M.S. II]. 14, 1 dou hépew (pépecda): Plat. Rep. 
p- 468. C rapirreia bépew: Adsch. Pers. 197 mémdous phyyuow audi copare, 
on his body: Hdt. V. 40 éodyew yuraixa. And again, the middle is some- 
times used in consequence of some notion in the speaker’s thoughts, which 
made him prefer it: so later writers used ScaxoveioOa, imnpereicbar (where 
the earlier writers used the active), to express the reciprocal notion which 
they conceived to exist in these verbs. Sometimes the middle is used only 
for rhetorical effect, as Plat. Protag. 324. C tuypwpodvrar ai KoddLovrar @. 

4. The middle notion is, for the sake of emphasis, sometimes expressed 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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by the active verb and personal pronoun, as Demosth. P. 22415 Suvapu KaTe- 
oxevaxev éavt@. So in G. T. compare Matt. xxii. 31 éwéomace 7Hv payapay 
attod with Matt. xiv. 47 omacdpevos tiv pdxapav. With some verbs this is 
always the case, as dwéxtewev cavrdy, not amoxretverOar, emawveiv Eavrdv, amé- 
edatev éavrdv. Those middle forms, which in other verbs are used both in 
a passive and middle sense, are in these verbs of course only used pas- 
sively: émavetoGar, &c. to be praised, &c. 

5. In the Homeric and post-Homeric dialect there occur many intrans- 
itive verbs, especially those which express a perception of the mind or the 
senses, either in the middle voice only, or in the middle as well as the active 
(see §. 321); while the later writers used the form in ». The middle 
form denotes that the action or state was something personal to the subject 
spoken of ; and this confirms the notion that the middle form was origin- 
ally the proper expression of intransitive and reflexive notions. And when 
the later form in o arose, it followed that many intransitive verbs were 
used in both forms, without any perceptible difference of sense; as Il. 6, 
331 dkoveTo dads avtis: 343 GxoudLeoOa: 6pac0a1 Homer and other poets: 
Il. 0, 600 iSés8a:: Soph. Trach. 103 mwoQoupeéva dpevi: Phil. 852 adddpuar: 
I]. 0, 622 Aapmdpevos mupi mavrodev: pdéyeo9ar and pdréyewv, pedecor and 
pede, ynpvecIar and ynpvew, yodeo8o: and yoay. So we may account for 
many verbs having some tenses in the middle form, especially the future, 
as dxovo, dkovcouar; they almost all express an energy, more or less in- 
transitive, of the mind or senses. “So also weuypévev etvar for mepevyvar. 
So kexdpypar Arist. Vesp. 389 for xexdpyxa: kexhavpévos Alsch. and Soph. 
emudedpdpnpar Xenoph. Gicon. XVI. for dedpaynxa, &c. The more limited 
usage of prose generally adopted but one or the other of such forms, or 
used both with a difference of meaning. Some are found, however, with 
both forms, without any such difference, even in Attic prose ; as, kaAAvepéw 
Opal, EUSOKLMEW -opaL, OTPATOTEdEUW -opat. 

6. From this notion, thus implied in the reflexive force of the middle 
verb, of the act belonging to the inner mental world of the agent, rather than 
to the actual world without, a great difference of meaning arises between 
the active and middle sense of some verbs both transitive and neuter. 
The active form expresses an action as objective, that is, without any refer- 
ence to what is in the mind of the agent; the middle expresses the same 
action as subjective, that is, with especial reference to something in the 
mind of the agent ; hence when the thing spoken of is ideal, and a verb is 
used metaphorically, the middle is the asia form : so with verbs of seeing, 

the active signifies actually to look at with the eye; the middle to look at 

something Pe eiericaily, or to look at it not as an act itself, but in its 
consequences, intention, &c.: so épav, to look at; épGa@8ar, to look mentally : 
so Od. vi. 311 iva vootipoy jap i8qar : So mpocopay, io look at; mposepacSar, 
to (look at and) appeal to: as, oxoreiv, to look at; cxowetoar, to look men- 

tally, to consider—ri8ecbar, to place before one’s mind=to think®—)avOave, 
I escape notice ; av@dvopar, I escape my own notice=forget—Ovew, to sa- 
crifice ; QJec8a1, to sacrifice with some particular object, for oneself: Xen. 
Anab. VII. 1. 40 6 Kowparadns—eiorixer mapa Bopoy eorehavopévos as Cicur, 
but of Clearchus érvye yap @uvdpevos; so moveiv vnas, to construct ships, of a 

shipbuilder; trovetoOat vijas, to form a navy, of a statesman. So @npar, 

actual, @ynpac@ar, metaphorical—Sworety, of external arrangement; S.ocKel- 
oat, of mental—zoreiv Aéyov, to write a speech; oteteOat Adyor, to deliver 

a Valck. Diatrib. p 8. 
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a speech, harangue.—So rove dpyhv, to produce anger ; wovetobar opyny, to 
be angry—roviy m1, of the workman ; woretcOor, of him who orders it— 
troveta Oar, to esteem, to make something of —o7révdew, to pour out a libation ; 

arévSe0ar, to inake a truce—épitew, to bound; dptleo@ar, to define—eipav 

xepiov, to attack a position; metpGo@at ruvos, to experience any thing men- 
tally (Ellendt. ad voc.)-——mporeivew, of bodily actions ; mpotetvec@ar (mental), 
to offer: Hdt. IX. 34 mpoereiveto of proOdv—orabuay, to weigh; orabpa- 
o8at, to weigh any thing mentally: so ddoxw, I teach ; Si8doxopar, I edu- 

cate, or send to school: see also §. 362.6. Compare cuveBador and cuve- 
Badovto in Hdt. V. 1. So G. T. xaradapBavew, to seize; xatahapBdve- 
o@at, to apprehend, &c.: so évepyety is of actual, 1 Cor. xil. 6; évepyetobar 
of ideal energies: so aiteite, act of prayer; aitetoe, mental character of 
the prayer, Jam. iv. 2. 

Obs. 1. This distinction is very marked in those verbs in evo, which 
in the active have merely an intransitive sense of being in a state, while 

the middle signifies to act the part of such a character—to live in such 
a state; as, Bdaxevo, Tam idle; Bdaxevouor, [ am a vagabond: rovnpeto, 

I am wicked ; rovypevopor, J behave wickedly: modirevo, | am a burgher ; 
Tohttevopat, I live as a burgher. So in Xen. orparedo, I undertake an ex- 
pedition, of a general or state ; otpatedouor, J am engaged in an expedition, 
as a soldier@. And as the middle sense of such verbs is the more com- 
plete and expressive of the two, it is more commonly used than the 
active; as, eUrtpameNeverOar, dxpateverOar, dvOpwrevec8ar, &c.; while 

others, which are intended to express only a state, and not the mental cha- 

racter implied in that state, are used only in the active; as, mporevew, dpt- 
orevew. So all derivatives from substantives in evs, as Baoikevo. The 

middle derivatives in ifoua: correspond in meaning to those in evoua, as 
xaprevtiLopar, dxxiLopar (Axxo, the name of a conceited woman), J dress 
finely. The derivatives from national names in ({@ have no middle form, 
as dapito, I Dorize. 

Obs. 2. The active form however is sometimes used where we should 
expect the middle, as Thuc. I. 131 rosadra épaivero modv: Hdt. VII. 7 
Aiyurroy Todor Sovdorépyny Tojoas: so G. T. Acts xxill. 13 cuv@pociay tre- 
Trounkotes ; John xiv. 23 povyy moujcopey ; both with varr. lectt. Eph. iii. 11 

mpdbeow iv éxoinoev: Mark ii. 23 650v wovetv means there actually made a 
path, not merely took a path. 

Obs. 3. It is not meant that when the middle forms of the above verbs 
occur, they have always this ideal force, as the middle verb may of course 
be used in one of its more direct powers given in 362. 2. sqq. 

7. There is a peculiar reflexive sense appropriated to the middle forms 
of some verbs, which seems to have arisen from the arbitrary usages of 
language; as, aireiy, to ask for a gift; aireto@ar, for a loan: yapeiv, 

ducere uxorem ; yapeiobar, eet So rexeiy, properly of mother; texé- 
08a, properly of father4: so prododv, to let; pucOodcbat, to hire ; dSavetCew 
and daveilecOar - emnpigew, to put to the vote; émupydtlecOa, to vote. 

Reciprocal force of Middle. 

§. 364. 1. When a middle verb refers to two or more subjects which 
act on each other, it has a reciprocal sense; as, dpetBeoOa, to answer 

a Sturzii Lex. Xenoph. ad voc. ( Herm. Trach. 831. but ef. Aisch. Eum. 
b Valck. Amm. 13. 660. Eur. Suppl. 1089 and 1092. Here. 
© Elm. Med. 257. 593. Valck. Amm. 59. 975. Soph. id. Col. r1iro. 
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each other ; témtovtar, they beat each other ; Scaxehedovtat, they exhort one 
another. 

c. Passive force of Middle. 

2. From the reflexive receptive sense of the middle (see especially 
§. 362. Obs. 1.) arose its passive receptive sense, whereby the subject 
is represented as receiving an action from some one else, and becoming 
the patient of it: as, Lyprodpar tad tuvos, I receive punishment ; tetipqobar 
per’ "Axauois, to receive honour among the Greeks, to be honoured ; 384- 
oKxopat, I receive instruction, that is, I cause some one to teach me; then 

pass. t16 twos, I am taught ; weiBopor, I receive persuasion ; then pass. bxé 
twos, I am persuaded by the arguments of some one. 

3. The most natural and common use of the passive is where the notion 
which stands in the accusative as the patient or immediate object of the 
active verb, and which must be expressed to complete the verbal expres- 
sion, becomes the subject of the passive verb: as rumreis eve becomes eyo 
TUnTopar—«tiCo mow becomes 9 modis Kri¢erat—knp’TT@® TavTa=TaiTa Kn- 
potrerac: so Part. as emirarrépevor, 

Obs. 1. Where the former agent is to be brought forward in tie passive 
construction, it stands in the genitive with 7d, rapa, di, pds, or the in- 

strumental dative ; as "Exrwp epovetbn bwd “Ayidd€os, or “Axuddet. 

4, The passive voice is not commonly used with the more remote objects 
of the active voice, which need not be expressed to complete the verbal 

notion ; hence neuter verbs which do not necessarily take an accusative 
in the active voice, but are complete without it, (as o1yd@, mndaw) are not 
usually found in the passive form. 

Obs. 2. As the theory of the passive voice is that the immediate patient 
of the verbal notion in the active is represented as the recipient of the 
same notion in the passive, it is clear why some verbs are not found in 

the passive voice ; and why in proportion as a verb requires, or usually or 
occasionally takes such an accusative, it may more or less usually be used 
passively. 

5. The following peculiarities deserve notice : 
a. Sometimes the act of a transitive verb is the subject of the passive, 

no regard being had to the agent or patient thereof; as we say, the blow 
is struck : as Plato De Virt. 377 E. 6a év réxyvn Si8doKovTa (we find ddd- 
ok oe Tata): so participles, as Plat. Legg. 471 D 16 émtattépevoy : Soph. 
Ant. 972 dpardy Akos tuphwbév, the wound inflicted by his being blinded ; 
{rup\éo ce €dxos is a conceivable construction, as Bad\d@ ae €Axos see 584. 
36. :) Il. p. 86 obtapevny dreiAny, the inflicted wound. 

Obs. 3. So G. T. Luke ii. 21 éxdnOy 76 dvopa. 
Obs. 4. This must not be confounded with the construction where the 

ace. of the part, in apposition to the acc. of patient (see §. 384.1.), becomes 
the subject of the passive verb, as timtw oe xepoinv=% Kedah} timrera: : 
or it may remain, as runropa Thy Kehadyp. 

8. An intransitive verb which does not require and very rarely takes an 
accusative, is sometimes used passively to express that the verbal act has 
taken place without reference to the agent thereof: Demosth. 50. 37 év 
dow rdde péddeTou ; (Sometimes pehdw rade :) Thuc. V. 111 7a pev ioxupdrara 
eAmiCoueva péddetat : Isocr. jv ra wap’ jpiv Ganpérntar, (sometimes imnperéw 
tade): Alsch. 3g. 28 1d mpaypa eolynOy : Id. 54. 13 cealyntar 7d Kypuypa : 
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Hat. 111.82 ovyero dy ra Bovdedpara; (so Lat. tria verba silentur): Dem. 432. 

21 Ta péyora KwSuvederar TH méder: SO Ta AoEBynpeva, unholy acts: Soph. 

CE. R. 624 rapa jpaptnpéva: so G. T. Phil. ii. 5 rodro ppovetoOw ev vpiv. - 

Obs. 5. It is but rarely that we find such an expression as Thuc. VI. 44 

réoApnpa emexerpyOn, because the cognate notion is not generally expressed 

in the active voice in so definite a form, but generally in the indefinite form 

of ravra &c. 

y. Transmissive verbs take their object in the dative, which therefore 

does not stand as the subject of the passive verb, but the required passive 
notion is expressed by the corresponding neuter verbs of reception, as di- 
Sept, AawBave &c. The notion which stands in the accusative of the thing 

given stands as the subject of the passive verb: as ravra é360y : some- 
times however, where there is something more than mere transmission 
implied, the remote object in the dative is the subject of the passive : 
as Thuc. I. 126 émitetpappévor trav pudakny. 

Obs. 6. G.T. Gal. ti. 7 mwemloreupor 1 cdayyédcov: Rom. ili. 2 emorted- 
Oncav Ta Adya: so Matt. xi. 5 wroyoi ebayyeAtLovrar: Rom. vi. 17 eis ov 
rapeddOnte timoy Sidayjs: Heb. vii. 11 6 Aads—vevopobérnto (but we find 
vopobereiv TWA Te LXX. Cf. Ps. cxvill. 33). 

5. Some verbs, whose immediate object stands for some grammatical 
reason not in the accusative, but genitive or dative, nevertheless sometimes 
occur in the passive voice with this as the subject, signifying that the 
verbal notion operates therein: as xatynyopéw ov may become xarnyopodpar, 
because were it not for some special notion in the verb which requires the 
genitive, the accusative would have followed, as it does after airidowa for 
instance: so Hdt. VII. 144 ai d€ (vies) odk éxpya8yoav: so Xen. Symp. IV. 
29 kpeitroy muotevedOon 7) Gmotetcbar : so POovetoOar, LnrodcOar, drrehetobar 

&e. Plat. Rep. 551 A dmedettar 1d dripatcpevov: Xen. Mem. IV. 2. 33 
HVovymPels id Tov Odvocews: so Katapynifopat Aavdrov, dpxopar, Kpatod- 
par, yepovevojrat, EiXeLpoopar. 

Obs. 7. So G. T. Matt. xxvii. 12 é€v r@ katyyopetoPar atréy: Acts xxii. 
30 Ti katnyopettar: Heb. xili. 16 6 Ocds edapeotettar: Heb. xi. 2 éuaptupy- 
Onoav of mperBirepor. ' 

Obs. 8. It will be observed that these exceptional cases are merely 
idiomatic, not extending to whole classes of verbs, but only to particular 
verbs in each class, to which the usages of speech happened to give this 
form of expression. 

«. In some few instances the passive voice has for its subject the sub- 
stantive which would stand with the active verb in the dat., local or in- 

strumental, expressing that the action performed by the instrument has 
taken place, as Soph. Phil. 140 oxjmrpov dvéccetat, or that the place or 
sphere of the operation of the verb has received it: Eur. Alc. 78 ri ceot- 
Yytat Bop0g “Adpnrov, why is the house kept silent: so Id. Iph. Taur. 367 
pedabpov avdeitar: Heracl. 402 Ounmodettrar & dorv: Pind. Ol. IX. g2 éet- 
Seto wav réepevos: Hdt. 11.13 deta waca 4} xopy: Il. €, 392 exdcOn Od- 
Aaooa. 

¢. In some few instances the passive voice of intransitive verbs is used 
impersonally, though in many seemingly impersonal constructions the 
clause is the subject ; the following however seem to be really impersonal : 
Plat. Pheedr. 232 A otk dws adrois wewotytoar: Eur. Med. 364 xaxas wé- 
mpakrat mavraxy: Arist, Rhet. I. 8. 7 SunxpiBwrar wept rovrov: Ib. 15, 27 
6pOpooTaL. 
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n. There are one or two passages in which the passive voice of a transi- 
tive verb has a peculiar impersonal force ; the action being represented not 
as inflicted on or suffered by its proper subject, but simply as itself com- 
pleted: Thue. IT. 93 av emi yh éxrifeto: Atsch. Choeph. 806 rdde xards 
ktdépevov, while this slaughter is being worked. 

6. As the passive voice has a Future and Aorist of its own, it follows 
that, as a general rule, the Future and Aorist middle are almost always 

reflexive or intransitive, and only passive in particular cases. (See below, 
7.) All other middle forms are used both in a passive and a middle 
sense, hence the form réruppa is more properly called the Perfect Middle 
or Passive than the Perfect Passive. 

4. Future and Aor. I. and IT. Middle, used seemingly in a passive, 
but really in a niddle force. 

a. Future middle. Hdt. VIII. 113 otros ov« epy etpeoOar Tod Bacr- 
jos, he will not stay behind the king (depOnoeoOa, be left): Thuc. VI. 18 
riv modu tpipesOar, will wear itself away: Abid. 64 od Brdpovtas, they will 
not injure themselves, receive any injury: Xen. Cyr.1.6,9 et py eeu 7 
orparia Ta emiTndera, KaTAAUGETAL cou cdOis 7 dpx7, will fall to pieces ; Kata- 
Avonoera, will be destroyed: Ibid. I.1, 23 (mpovpnve) Tdv Sexaddpxyov tovs 
kpartorous eis Tas Tov Noxayav xopas KatacTHcecbat, to place themselves: Id. 
Anab. I. 3, 8 édeye Oappeiv, os KaTacTHCOpevav TovTay eis TO Séov, the affairs 

would arrange themselves well: Ibid. V. 4,17 todrov (retpapevorv)—emeprer, 
bras Oepamedcouto, that he should take care of himself: Id. Anab. II. 3, 23 
Tovrou els ye Svvapw ovx HtTHodp<0a, ed mowivres, will not fall short of him: 

Plat. Rep. p. 376 C Opépovrar (grow up) dé 6) jpiv obroe Kai madevOnoovrat 

tiva tpévov: Id. Crit. p. 54 A cov Cavros, BéArtoy Opdpovtar kai wadedcovTat, 

form themselves: Tl. v, 100 tedXeuTHcec8ar, complete itself: Thuc. I. 142 
Kwddcovtat, will hinder themselves: Pind. Ol. VIII. 45 dpgetar, parebit. So 
héfonar; as, Eur. Ale. 322 adrix’ ev rois obkér’ odor héfopar, L shall call 
myself: Id. Or. 440 Wijhos Kal? jpav olcetor 795° Hyépa, will bring itself 
out: Theocrit. I. 26 afyd re cot Sao Sidvpardkov es rpis duehEa, a OV exor0" 

epipws motapedgetar (give milk) és dvo meAXas. 
Obs.1. The Future middle is sometimes used passively, especially in Attic 

Greek, when the Fut. pass. is never or rarely used; the receptive reflexive 
form being used for the passive receptive form, which, when considered 
only as receptive 4, differ but little; and the poets used the shorter form 
of the middle Future for the passive: thus, tyuqoera (Thuc., Soph., Plat., 
Xen., &c.), (nuidcecbar, apeajoeoOa, ddicnoecOa, paotiyooecda, &c. So 
parrjoea (Od. a, 123.), srepnropa, &c.>; thus éeacdyevor Thuc. I. 141: Bov- 
Aevoerae Aisch. Sept. Theb. 198: Ayadpevoy Soph. Electr.1249. So G. T. 
Gal. v. 12 dmoxdwovra. 

b. The Aor. I. middle never, either in prose or poetry, has a passive 
sense: the following which seem to be passive will be seen to be in reality 
middle: Od. 6, 35 Kovpo dé dv kai mevtjkovta kpwdo8wv (let them divide 
themselves) kara Sjpov: v. 48 Kovpo dé kpwOévte dbo x. mevr. (the divided) : 
Hesiod. Scut. H. 173 kdmpor Sovoi doupdpevor Wuxds, lost their lives: Pind. 
Olymp. VII. 15 edéupdyav dppa redeprov dvdpa map’ ’AAdper@ oTEpavwrdpevov 

a Bernh. 345. Piers. Moer.13, and 367—though sevéral 
b Monk. Hipp. 1458. Hemsterh. Thom. futures given as passives in these commen- 

Mag. p. 852. R.P. Med. 336. Advers. 222. tators are in reality middle. 
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aivésw, coronam sibi peperit: Ibid. 81. Id. XIIl.17. Nem. VI.19: Id. 
Pyth. IV. 243 #Amero & ovkére of Keivdy ye mpdgacbar movor, sibi effecturum 
esse: Plat. Rep. p. 416 E ra & émirndeca, dowv deovrar dvdpes aOAnrai TohEepov 
cappoves te Kai avdpeior, takapevous Tapa TOY GAAwy Tohirav dexerOar poor 
gudakjs, i.e. apud se constituentes res ad vitam necessarias a reliquis 
civibus tanquam cuslodie mercedem accipere: Theocrit. III. 29 ovd€ ro tyre 
prov rotipagdpevoy tardynoev, sticking closely, when struck by the hand: 
Id. VIL. 110 e& & Gos vevtoas, kata pev xpda tavt dvixeoou Sakvopevos 
kvdoa.o, allow them to tear your flesh. So Anthol. Epigr. XI. 33 roixev 
opba twatapever, vibrating ; J acobs, dum parietes illum terre tremorem et 

concussionem ita in se recipiebant, ut recti starent. 
Obs. 2. G. T. The Aorists also, which seemingly are used passively, may 

be viewed as middle, §. 362. 6., §. 363.6. So 1 Cor. x. 2 éBamticavto 
(al. €SarricOncav) baptized themselves (entered into engagements with Moses) ; 
1 Cor. vi. 11 dmedovcacbe. So Acts xxii. 6 ékdeEapéevous, may be better 
rendered choosing. 

§. 365. 1. The Aor. II. middle, also, is never used passively (except 
the anomalous form exrdyyv), and probably was originally distinguished 
from the Aor. I., in that the Aor. II]. had rather an intransitive sense 
derived from the reflexive, the Aor. I. generally a reflexive transitive 
sense; as, cAeWaunv prnpdovva, I left for myself memorials ; édumopyv, I 
left myself, I remained ; avarpedapnv, I overturned myself; dvetpandpny, I 
fell: Plat. Cratyl. 395 D 7 marpis airov Gdn dverpamero®, 

2. The use of the Aor. IT. middle for the passive is only apparent, and 
arises from the affinity of the intransitive and passive notions: it fre- 
quently occurs in ¢y and its compounds; as®, Il. 7, 247 77 & €Bdopary 
pwe oxéto, stuck: Od. A, 333 KnrnOuo & Ecxovto, were charmed: Id. y, 284 
katéoxeT emevydpevds mep ddot0, stopped: Hdt. VII. 128 év @wtpare peyddro 
évéoxeto, stood in great wonder: Id. 1.13 & tedei TovT@ ecxovto, rested 
in this end: Pind. Pyth. I. 10 reais pumaiot katacxdpevos, charming him- 
self by: Eur. Hipp. 27 iSotca kapdias KatéoxeTo, fixed her heart upon : 
Od. 0, 384 karadeEov, ne Svempabeto mddus, fell. 

3. As the Pft. middle forms (réruppar &c.) are common both to the 
passive and middle voice, they are found both in a middle and passive sense, 
but more frequently the latter. As Midd.: Thue. II. 78 ékxexoptopevor, 
ef. VIII. 61: Xen. An. IV. 7.1 édvoxexopioperor: G. T. Rom. iv. 21 jv 
émmyyeAtat 6 Oeds. ‘They are also used in a sense only differing from the 
active, in that the reflexive sense in some way or other is implied in 
them ; as, Soph. Gi. C. 1016 é&ypracpévor: Eur. Med. 1127 qropery : 
Xen. An. VI. 4.16 éormacpévor: Demosth. 303. 27 éyvwopevous. 

Obs. So G. T. Acts xx. 13 Siatetaypevos: actively. 

Remarks on the use of the Middle forms for the Passive notion. 

§. 366. It has been laid down above, that probably many of the forms 
usually called passive are in reality middle, and that the only real passive 
forms are the Future and Aor. To prove this we may observe, first, 
That the passive notion is nearly allied to the reflexive, as in both the 
subject is represented as receiving some action on itself—in the reflexive 
from itself, in the passive from another¢; so that originally, it is 
probable, no accurate distinction would be drawn between what may be 

* Stallb. Plat. Crat. 395 D. > Ibid. Pheedr. 244 E. © Elm. Heracl. 757. 
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called the accidents of the notion, or state, while the essence of it, the 
receiving some action on itself, remained the same. And the passive 

notion, being conceived of as a sort of reflexive, would be represented in 
the reflexive form. Secondly, Those middle forms, Future and Aor., to 
which there are corresponding forms in the passive, have properly only a 
reflexive meaning. Thirdly, We see that these are formed from the 

active by the addition of certain endings, while the really passive forms of 
these tenses are formed differently ; so that it is probable that the other 
tenses usually termed passive, (Pres. Impft. Pft. Plpft.) formed by the 
addition of the same endings, and used very frequently indeed in a reflexive 
sense, are likewise really reflexive forms; their use as passives arising 
from the affinity between the passive and reflexive notions, and the want 
of proper passive forms: as the passive notion of receiving from another 
became more defined, the form whereby it was already expressed still re- 
presented it in most of the tenses ; while for its more accurate definition 

in past and future time fresh forms were quickly invented, partly from the 
middle, partly from the active (§. 367). So the Sclavonic language has 
no passive but uses the reflexive, and the Sanscrit has a transitive form 

(Parasmaipadam), and a reflexive (Atmanépadam), the endings of which 
latter are used to express the passive, which is distinguished from the 
reflexive only by the addition of ja to the root of the verb. 

PASSIVE VOICE. 

§. 367. 1. The Aorist and Future of the passive seem to be formed 
from the active. The Aorist II. passive seems properly to be only an 
Aorist II. active, after the analogy of verbs in ps, with an intransitive 

sense, while the Aorist I. was transitive; as, ée&ém\nfa, I frightened; éée- 
mraynv, I shuddered: éornoa, I placed; eornv, I stood; which accounts for 

the fact that few verbs have Aorist II. both active and passive ; but as an 
intransitive notion properly only expresses a state consequent on a com- 
pleted action, and not the performance or completion of that action, a 

letter (9) was inserted in this Aorist II. to signify this performance or 
completion; as e&emAdynv, I shuddered ; e&emdnx[O]nv, I have been fright- 
ened : éatnv, I stood ; éara[O)nv, I have been placed; and from both these 
Aorists were formed Futures, with the middle endings; as, Auwy-copna, 
AewpOn-copa. 

Obs. 1. The letter 6, which thus gives the passive force to the intransi- 
tive notion, answers to the ¢ or d of the participle in the cognate languages : 
da-tah, Sanscrit, from da, to give; da-tus, Latin; da-déh, Persian; tavi-ts, 
tavi-da, tavi-th, Gothic, from tau, to do; so, fac-tus, bren-dur. 

Obs. 2. In the Homeric language, this difference between the Aorist I. 
and II. passive is yet clearer: Il. y, 201 ds tpdpyn (grew up) ev dnpo 
TOdxns—e€0pépOny, was brought up: compare Od. dr, 222. Il. +, 158 SpyOy- 
tw! precibus se exorari patiatur! but Il. B, 860 adN eddpn id xepst, 
prostratus jacuit : compare Il. p, 403. 0, 521. Il. 7, 507 eet Nimwev appar’ 
avaxrov, were behind ; hepOfvar, to be left behind: Hdt. IV. 84 OidBagos 

ede76n Aapeiov—eva rraida aito kataderpOqvar: epdvyv, I appeared, is in all 
writers distinguished from édvO@yv, L was shewn forth®. But in the course 
of time the difference between these tenses was lost, so that most verbs 

formed only one or the other to express the passive notion. 

a Cf, Soph. Ant. 103. 

Gr. Gr. vou. 11. zo 
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2. As the middle forms were used for the passive, so these passive forms 
were in many verbs used to express the reflexive and neuter notion ; as, 
tpamjva., to turn oneself; poBybijva, to fear ; épynOjva, to pass forth; xara- 
mraynvai twa, to be alarmed at any one ; dmaddayjvar, to remove oneself, to 
pass away from; ropevOjva, doxnOjva, evoxnOjva: Kur. Phen. 868 *te- 
xvi0n, had children (as we speak of a man as befriended, meaning that he 

has friends). When the Aorist both middle and passive was in use, as 
éxvpny and éxvOnv, taprecba and repPOjvar, dppnoacda and dppnOjva, the 
neuter notion might be expressed by either (though with a slight differ- 
ence of meaning), the passive only by the passive form. 

Obs. 3. So G. T. darexpiOy, daroxpibets, &c. 

3. That all such verbs originally expressed the passive notions by 
the middle form is probable, from the fact, that of many verbs we find a 
middle form in the Homeric dialect, while the later writers use the passive; 

as, dyapa, nyacdpnv Ep.; jydoOny Att.: €payar, npacduny Ep.; npacOny Att. 

Obs. 4. Where both passive forms are in use, the Ionic and oldest Attic 

writers preferred the Aor. I., those of the later era the more harmonious 
form of Aor. I[.@ 

Remarks on the Deponent Verbs. 

§. 368. 1. Deponent verbs are those verbs which exist only in the 
middle; they are divided, as their Aorist appears either in the middle or 
passive form, into Deponents Middle, as xapifopa, éxapicdpnv, or De- 
ponents Passive, as evOupéopa, eveOvynOnv.—(See §. 320. 2.) 

2. In many deponent verbs the reflexive sense is apparently lost, at 
least to us, as we do not know what the active sense of the verb may have 
expressed ; so that they seem to have an independent transitive or intrans- 
itive sense; as, Bidgopai tr, epydfouai tr, Séxouai 7, though it is probable 

that there was originally a corresponding active form. Of some verbs we 
find single instances of the active; as, Bidfw, dwpéw, pnyavde, avéew. And 

some active forms may be traced through the Latin; as, gigno, yiyve, 

yiyvona. And some again exist in compounds, as in the use of the word 
peOero (Il. c, 329 aiva dé Tudeidny peeme kpatepwrvyas immovs) we find 
traces of the sense of the deponent évopau. 

3. From this original active form or active sense of the deponents it 
arose that many deponents have also occasionally a passive meaning, cor- 
responding to this existing or implied active form, especially in the Pft., 
and some also a passive form of the Aor.I., besides the Aor. I. middle. 
So of the verbs mentioned in Sect. 2., we find Biagoua, BeBiaopa, used 

passively: Hdt. VIII. 85 xapy of BwpyOn woddy (compare Soph. Aj. 1029» 
eSwpnoduny, I presented:) Id. V. go ra ek rév ’AAkuawridéav és tiv Tvbinv 
PepnxXarnpéva, compare Demosth. p. 847,10: Plat. Phed. p. 69 B dvotpeva 
te kat murpacképeva®: Id. Soph. p.224 A @ypPetoav; also, éwvqcQa. The 
following are some instances of the passive use of deponent verbs: 

a. Pft. and Plpft. épyaopéva Hdt. VII. 53. Attic also, elpyaopar ; 
Hat. I. 123 rade oi katépyaoto: immediately afterwards, katepyacpeévou d¢ 
oi rovrov, and Karepyacpévev Tov mpyyparey, compare LV. 66: Plat. Legg. 
p. 710 D mavra dmetpyaotar rH OeG: Hdt. 1. 207 xapis rod &amnynpevou, 
preter id, quod expositum est, compare IX. 26: Id. II. 78 and 36 pepipn- 

aR. P. Phoen. 986. and Valck. Phoen. 979. + Ellendt Lex Soph. ad voce. 
© Stallb. ad loc. 
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pevos, ad imitationem expressus: otxetoOar in Herodotus, and sometimes in 

other authors, means ¢o dwell (compare Hat. III. 91. 96.97: Thuc. V. 83 : 
Eur. Iph. A. 710), but Hdt. VII. 22 6 yap”Aéos eort dpos péya—oiknpeévov 
id dvOporev (just before of mepi tov “A@wv katounpevor): Thuc. VII. 70 
kextynpevos: Id. III. 61 yrvapevos: Plat. Gorg. p. 453 D darexéxpito: Id. 
Crat. p. 404. sq. A e& évreBupnpevov, well considered: Id. Phedr. p. 279 C 
€uol prev yap petpias nbxtar: Demosth. 576,15 éoxeppeva, Kal mapeoxevacpeva 
mavra déyo (though shortly afterwards, ody 6 éoxeppeévos odd’ 5 pepysvyjcas) : 
AehwPAoOa Plat. Rep. 611 B. 

b. Aorist®, GpiddyPevta Eur. Phoenix Fr. TV. 2; @vnbev Plat. Legg. 
850 A, Soph. 224 A: Hdt. IX. 108 katepyac@qvar: Id. VII. 144 (vies) 
ovk éxpyoOnoary, adhibite sunt: Demosth. 519.29 xpyo0n, (but Soph. Ant. 
24 xpnodeis, al. xpyoGeis:) Id. Aj. 216 dmredwBHOy : Id. Phil. 330 é&ehoBy- 
Ov; Plat. Men. gt C hoByOivor: Soph. Trach. 1000 katadepxOjvar. When 
a deponent verb has both the passive and middle Aorist, the passive generally 
has a passive sense, though not always, as for instance, péwpac8ar and 
peppOqvor do not differ in their meaning. But as a general rule it may 
be laid down that, where the Aor. I. middle has an active or neuter force, 

the Aor. I. pass. has its proper passive force; in the following this dis- 
tinction regularly obtains: éefdpny, except ; éd€xOnv, exceptus sum (though 
Eur. Heracl. 757 srodexPeis midd.): eBracdpny, coégi ; eBidoOny, coactus 
sum; éktnodpny, mihi comparavi ; éxtHPyv, comparatus sum; idoacba, 
sanare (Thuc. I. 123.); ia@fvor, sanart (Hippocr.); Sedcac0ar, spectare ; 
TS Qcabev, the spectacle (Thuc. III. 38.) ; ddopdpacbat, to lament ; ddodup- 
Ofvar, to be lamented; doyicaca, to reckon; édoyio®yv always pass. : 
aikioac@0at, aikioOjvar pass.: dxéoacPar, dxecOAvar pass. : dmokpivacOar, to 
answer ; damoxpiOAvat, to be divided (but in G. T. to answer). 

Obs. 1. In G. T. we find also Suek€éxOnv, eppiabny, éxaptobny. 

c. Present and Imperfect, in very few verbs ; as BidfeoOar frequently 
in Thucyd. and others®: mpocedéxeto Thucyd. IV.19, &c. 

d. The Future also very rarely, as Soph. Trach. 1220 épyac@jcera ; 
dmwvnPyoetar Bekk. Anecd. 432.16.4 G.T. ia®jcetor, drapyybijcopar. 

Obs. 3. In the decline of the language after the time of Aristotle, when 

the convenience of the form was rather looked to than the accuracy of the 
notion, the use of the middle in the passive sense was more extended. 

Verbum fimtum and infinitum. 

§. 369. 1. In every verb the Greek language distinguishes the relations 
of person, time, and mode of expression, by the personal, tem- 

poral, modal forms. When a verb is in one of these it is called 
verbum finitum. 

2. When it assumes the form of a substantive (infinitive), or of an 
adjective (participle), it is called zn/finitum. 

a Elm. Heracl. 757. |» Compare Herm. Soph. Ant. 23. Ellendt ypdoua: and xpn(w. 
¢ Ellendt Lex. Soph. ad voc. Toup. Longin. 365. d Bernh. 341. 

re Ww 
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SYNTAX OF SENTENCES. 

CHAPTER I. 

Unity of a Sentence. 

§. 370.1. The unity of a sentence consists in the relation in 
which a verbal notion of an action, or state (verb or adjective), 

stands to a substantival notion of a person, or thing, by means of 

which they form one thought?. 
2. There are three relations in which a verbal (or adjectival) and 

a substantival notion may stand to one another: 1. the predicative, 
where the verbal or adjectival notion is referred to the substantive, 
so as to form one thought, ro pddov OdAdAEL, TO pddov eoTl Kaddv: 

2. where the verbal or adjectival notion is referred to the substan- 
tive so as to form one notion (the aétributive), Odddov, or Kadov 

podov: 3. where the substantival notion is referred to the verbal, so 

as to form one thought (the objective), Oar év TO KTH: Tatler TOV 

Taioa. 

Obs. 1. The principal notion in the sentence is the one which gram- 
matically depends on the other; in the predicative and attributive re- 
lation the verb or adjective, in the objective the substantive is the 
principal word: and the word expressing this principal notion generally 
conveys by its inflexions the particular nature of the relation between the 
two notions. 

3. Compound sentences.—In all these relations the verbal and 
substantival notions differing from each other, form by these mutual 
relations a new complete thought: and as the dependent sentences 
are only substantival, adjectival, or adverbial notions, expressed by 
many words instead of one, these same relations may exist between 

a leading word and one or more of these dependent sentences; as, 

6 avijp (dv €ides) pn: 6 bd cod dpOels dvip amijyyerev Ste 6 Kdpos 
evikynoer', Sc. anjyyeid€ THY TOU Kpov vikyy. 

Obs. 2. In combinations where two verbal forms, Oavyd¢oy etre, or two 
substantival forms, as oi év tO ovpav@ aorépes, come together, the sentence 
is really composed of a verbal or adjectival and a substantival notion ; as, 
Oavpagov cine=elre peta Oaiparos: of &v tO odpavd dorépes=oi ev ovpave 
évres (adjectival). 

* Plato Soph. 262 B ovdxoty é dvopdrav mev pdvwyv ovvex@s Acyouevav ovK Fort WOTE 
Adyos, 0085 ab pnudrwv xwpls dvoudtwv ex PevTwr. 
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SYNTAX OF THE SIMPLE SENTENCE. 

Of the Elements of a simple Sentence. 

§. 371. 1. In every thought there are three elements: two, as 
it were, the materials of the thought—the verbal and substantival 
notions ; the third a mental act connecting the two, determining 

the connexion between them. The verbal notion is expressed in 
language by the root of the verb, or an adjective derived from the 
root ; the substantival notion by the substantive; the correspond- 

ence and connexion between them by the personal forms of the 
verb, or the formal word elva (copula) with an adjective; and 

the relation in which the verbal notion stands to the person speaking 
by the tenses and moods. 

2. The verbal notion is called the predicate, the thing spoken 
of another—id quod predicatum est. The substantival notion, as 

the thing on which the verbal notion is as it were placed, is called 
the subject—id quod preedicato subjectum est. ‘The predicate is 

the essential part of the sentence, that which gives a character to 
it; the subject is subordinate to it, and can therefore be implied in 

the inflected forms of the verb, as diem, I give. So every finite 

form of the verb can stand as a perfect sentence, as ypapomev ; the 
root ypd¢- expressing the predicate, and the inflexion ouey both the 
subject, and the connexion between them. 

8. As any sentence may either declare a fact, as 76 pddoy OdAAe ; 
ask a question, as tis oldev; express a desire or wish, as ypad¢e, 
topev; or a condition, or aim, pr circumstance, as jy ypadn, ds 
ypacer, &s ypddn ; sentences are divided into categorical, inter- 

rogative, imperative, and dependent. 

SUBJECT. 

§.372. 1. The subject is always 

a. A substantive, or substantival pronoun: 76 fdov OddAAEL: Tpets 

MAPov: eyo ypddo. 

b. An adjective, used elliptically as a substantive: 6 oddos 
diddoKeu. 

e. An adverb with the article, which have elliptically the force of 
a substantive ; as, ot dvw dvéornoav. 

d. An infinitive, with or without the article, and with or without 

an objective case; as, diddoxew, or Td Siddonew, or Td BiSdoKew tods 

Tratdas—ovpeper. 
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e. Any part of speech, or letter, or syllable, &c. not represent- 

ing any notion, but considered merely as a combination of lines or 

letters; as, 73 tote: TO A: td viv: Td “el TodTO yerfraL” “OpnpLKov 

éorw.—See §. 457. 3. 

f. A sentence very frequently stands as the subject; usually an 

infinitive, but sometimes some other dependent clause; as, és pév 

Zywye of paivopar (subject) dyAd to. yéyove. So especially relative 

sentences by an ellipse of obros or obro1, as (obror) obs Eheyov HNOov. 

2. The subject is in the nominative case, as the relation of the 

sentence consists in the predicate being referred to the substantive, 

not the substantive to the predicate: and therefore the verb is in- 

flected, not the substantive; as, TO pddov OdddeL: 6 GvOpwTos Ovntos 

éoriv.—See also §. 662. Obs. 

Obs. 1. The subject is sometimes expressed by the neuter article 76 or 

rd, with the genitive plural of the substantive; as, Soph. Phil. 497 7a Tay 

Stakdvev = diakovor. 

Obs. 2. In uncertain and distributive definitions of number, the subject 

is elliptically expressed by a preposition and the case of the numeral ; as, 

cis Tecoapas joay: Xen. Cyr. VIII. 3, 9 eoracay d€ mpaérov pev tav dopudpd- 

pwv €is TEeTpakioxtdtous, éumpoobey b€ Tav muAav eis Técoaupas, Sucxidioe SE 

éxatépobev trav mudov. Hence with the genitive absolute: Xen. Hell. 4, 5 

i1dn coverdeypéevav (adTaev sc.) ets THY uvdnv wept EnTaKoatous. So, xaO” éxd- 

atous, singuli, kata 20vy, singule gentes: Thuc. I. 3 xa® éxdotous joy 77 

Opidia paddov KadetoOa “EXAnvas. 

Ellipse of the Subject. 

§. 373. The subject, as not being the principal member of the 

sentence, is sometimes not expressed by any especial word, though 

it may be easily supplied from the context, or from the elliptical 

usages of every day conversation ; as, xaxés €xe, it is ill, that is, 

this which you say. 

1. The subject is indefinite, and must be considered to be a 

neuter pronoun; as, kas éxet, it is well: Thue. IL. 50 ednAace, it 

shewed itself. So Xen. M.S. I. 2, 32. 

Obs. 1. Impersonal verbs, (in English, verbs with the indefinite 7t,) the 
Greek language, properly speaking, has not; the expressions det, doxet, 
mpemer, €Eeatr, evdexerar, Exer Adyov, Aéyerar, Sometimes dydoi, Seikvuot, Were 

considered as personal, the infinitive, or substantival sentence, or some- 

thing in the context or the mind, supplying the place of subject. So G.T. 
Luke viii. 20, the sentence 7 pyrnp cov k. 7, A. is the subject of dmnyyéAy. 

2. The subject is definite, and is implied in the predicate : 
As early as Homer; Od. ¢, 142 dpyvo6 é€eins éemdéfia mavres Eraipor, 

dp&dpevor Tov xwpov, Oey ré mep oivoxoever (sc. 6 otvoxdos): Hat. II. 47 
Ovoin d€ HSe trav bav TH Sedyvy moreerar’ erecy Oday (sc. 6 BuTHp), THY odpyy 
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dkpnv kat Tov omdnva kai Tov éerimdoov—exdhupe—rH myedj: Id. III. 93 
eonpnve (sc. 6 kypug): Xen. Anab. III. 4, 36 emei b€ eyiyywoxov aitods oi 
"EdAnves BovAopevovs amévar Kai SuayyeANopevous, Exyjpuse (sc. 6 Kypus) rois 
"EAAnot mapackevacacOa: Ibid. VI. 5, 25 mapnyyeAdero b€ ra pev Odpata emt 
tov deévov Gpov exew, Cos onpatvor TH odAmyyt (sc. 6 cadmyKTHs). So éodd- 
mygev in Xen. So Dem. Lept. 465, 14 dvayvacera (sc. 6 ypapparioris). 
So we must explain det, viper, Bpovta, dotpdmret (sc. 6 Zevs, 6 beds, wlio, as 
being the only power capable of performing this action, was, in the notion 
of the ancients, implied in the verb). So Thuc. V. 52 €svewwe: Xen. Cyr. 
IV. 5, 5 suoxotdter. Sometimes the subject was expressed; as, Il. p, 25 
Ge & dpa Zevs ouveyés: Hdt. 11.117 rov pev yap xeyova ver ou 6 Beds. 

3. The subject is not implied in the predicate, but is easily sup- 
plied from the context or by the mind: 

Hadt. III. 82 e& av ordoves eyyivovta, ex dé trav craciav dévos, ek dé Tod 
pdvov améBy (sc. ra mpryypara) és povvapxinv. So in expressions of time ; 
as, Hv eyyvs nAdiov Sucpay (sc. 7 uepa). So in certain phrases the word 
deds was omitted ; as, mapeéxer pos (sc. 6 Oeds), the god affords me the oppor- 
tunity, permits: Hat. III. 73 tpi mapéger avacwoacba ri adpxnv. Then, 
through the familiar and frequent use of this expression, it came to have 
the force of the Latin licet: hence the accusative mapéxov, quum liceat, or 
liceret ; as, Hdt. V. 49 tapéxov (ipiv) ths ’Acins mdons apxev. So mpoon- 
poatver (sc. 6 Oeds): Hdt. VI. 27 iden d€ Kos mpoonpatver, cdr’ dv pedAn 
peydda kaka 7) TON 7) COvei EoeoOar (with the subject: Ibid. extr. raira pév 
ode onpnia 6 Qeds mpocdeEe). So also xpy, oportet, sc. 6 Oeds, or 4} WvOiy xpi, 
Ton. xpa (Hadt.), the god, or the oracle, declares. So also in the New Tes- 
tament, we must supply mpodyrtns, 7 ypapn, mvevpa, &c. before dyai, A€yes, 
paprupe.®, 

4, Frequently the subject is implied in and must be supplied from 
some word in the sentence : 

Hdt. IX. 8 rov”IoOpov ételyeov Kai ode Hv mpos Tédei (sc. TS Tetxos) : Xen. 
Cyr. IT. 4, 24 ropevtooua edOds mpos Ta Bactrera, kal jy pev avOiornrai (sc. 6 
Baowdteds). Sometimes the subject so implied is signified by a pronoun; 
as, Eur. Hec. 21 éemel 8¢ Tpola @ “Exropés 1 dméddvta oxy, Tatpwa 6 écria 
katerxagn, altos dé (sc. TaTHP) Ban@ mpds Geodunrm mrvet: ubi v. Pflugk. 
So €kaotos, where ovdé eis precedes; as, Plat. Symp. 192 E ov8 dp eis 
e€apynbein—adN olor dv (sc. €kactos)». So also with other cases. (See 
§. 893.) 

5. The subject oJ is sometimes omitted with the second person 
singular, a general indefinite notion (as in English, you) being sup- 
plied; as, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5,6 ov0€ Bovdcuevos ay ebpes padios. 

6. The indefinite pronoun tis (one) is frequently omitted. The 
very fact of the verb being without any expressed subject suggesting 
the indefinite zis, in answer as it were to the question tis; who? 

So Il. v, 287 ovd€ kev evOa redv ye pévos kal xeipas Gvotto (sc. Tis, one): I. 
B, 389 mepl eyxei xeipa kapettar, sc. tig: Plat. Gorg. p. 456 D kal yap rh 
@An dyevia ov rovtov evexa Sei mpos dravras xpjoba dvOpwrovs, dri Ewae (sc. 
tis) mukrevew Te kal maykpatide Kal ev Omdots payeoOa’: Id. Crit. p. 49 C 
ovTe dpa avradikeiy Sei ovTe Kaxds Tovety ovdéva avOparwy, oS dv driody TATXH 

@ Viner Gramm. p. 471. b Stallb. ad loc. © Thid. ad loc. a Thid. ad loc. 
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im aitav: Id. Rep. 347 C4: Id. Apol. p. 29 B 9 rod oteoOa cidévar (dpa- 
Gia), a otk otSev@: Hdt. IV. 190 emedy din (sc. tis) tiv Puynv: Alsch. 
Choeph. 593 aiyidav ppdoot xkérov. So Id. Kum. 645 wedas pev dv Adcevev 
(sc. tls) : cf. Soph. GE. R. 3155 and 612. So often with infinitive ; Eur. 
Or. 428 pucotpe? otras, Sore pul) MpocevvéTew (sc. Twa, ut nemo (nos) allo- 
quatur. So with a participle before an infinitive; Plato Rep. 400 A ots 
iddvra (sc. twa), dvaykdgew, k.t.. So also with the 3rd plur., the general 
notion of men, they, being supplied: Thuc. VII. 69 6 Nixias, drep mé&axoucr 
(men are affected), év Trois peyddous dyaot, kK. T. 2X. 

7. The indefinite pronoun one, they, supplied by the sense, is in 
Greek expressed by ris, or the III. plural, as A€yovor, paot,—or III. 
singular passive, Aéyerat,—or II. singular, as galns dv: so Matt. i. 
23 xadéoovor.: John xx. 2 Hpov: Heb. xi. 12 éyevnPnoar. 

Obs. 2. The real subject is sometimes supplied by ris, when there is 
some reason for not naming expressly the person: Asch. Choeph. 58 
poBetrac dé tig (sc. Clyteemnestra): Id. Ag. 369 ovx efa tis. This also 
occurs with the object ; as, Aisch. Eumen. 373 omevddpevra & dpedeiy twa 
raode pepiuvas (sc. Jupiter). 

PREDICATE. 

§. 374. The predicate is always a verbal notion, and hence is ex- 

pressed either 
a. By a verb; as, Td podov OddXet. 

b. Or by an adjective or substantive, with efva: (or its equivalents, 
§. 375. 3.), which, as connecting the predicate and the subject, is 
called the copula; as, 6 dvOpwros Ovntds eat: 6 Kipos qv Bacireds : 

or with a passive verb, as 7péOnv Baowdeds, or in the oblique cases 

with active verbs, as cvppdyxous e€er Oeovs, see §. 375. 5. sqq. 
ce. Or by a numeral with eivar; as, od Fs TdvT@Y TpGTos. 

d. Sometimes by a pronoun with «civar; as, Todro TO mpaypd éor 
7é8e : but to this pronoun we must supply an essential word; as, rdd¢ 
TO Tpayy.a. 

e. Sometimes by an adverb with e?va: (see §. 375. 3.) or éxeuw, as 
TOOE KaNGS ExeEL. 

Remarks on the Predicative Adjective, and the Copula «iva. 

§. 375. 1. The predicate was originally expressed by a verb. On the 
origin of the predicative force of adjectives, see §. 356. 2. 

2. The predicative adjective or substantive is capable of fully expressing 
the verbal notion, inasmuch as the relations of person, time, and mood are 

supplied by the inflexions of the verb eiva; as, eddaiyov cipi=evdaipove-a, 
cidaipwv ci=cvdapov-cis : this copula expresses no real notion, but only the 
mental act whereby the two material notions are united; Man (is) mortal : 
hence it is called verbum abstractum. 

@ Stallb. ad loc. b See Herm. ad loc. 

a 
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3. We must distinguish between the formal sense of this verb and its 
essential sense, etvar, fo be, expressing existence ; as, éotu beds, there is a 
God=6eds éore dv: Hdt. IIL. 108 rod betov 4) mpovoin—éotw éoica cody : 
Hdt. VIII. 68 ryv €oucay yvopnv, my real opinion. In this essential sense, 
it may, like any other verb, be joined to an adverb, by which the ex- 
istence, &c. is more clearly defined: I]. &, 130 sq. odS€ yap ov8€ Aptartos 
vids, Kpatepos Avkdopyos, Byv Hv, was (=lived) long: Il. n, 424 Scayvdvac 

xahet@s Av (it was difficult) dvbdpa &kavrov: Il. 1, 551 Kovpyresot Kkakds 
qv: Il. A, 762 &s éov (sic eram), etror’ eqv ye pet avdpdow ! Hadt. IID. 152 
Sewds Eoay ev hudakjor of BaBvrovin, they were terribly engaged by : Isocr. 
Paneg. c. I. §. 5 dor ifdn patny etvar ro pepvpoba wept airav: Eur. Hee. 
284 kay yap ty WoT, dda viv ov« ei Err: Ibid. 626 AdAdws (sc. gore) 
Ppovridwrv Bovrevpara, frusira sunt: Ibid. 732 ei te ravd’ ot KadGs: Isocr. 
Panegr. 5 patny éott rd peprvncOa epi rovt@v. So, 6 Swxpdtys hv det odv 
Tots veois: SO Kah@s, Kax@s eore &c. G.T. Matt. xxiil. 30 ef Hpeba, tf we 

had been. So in Latin, Terent. Andr. I. 1, 35 Sic vita erat. 

Obs. 1. The copula etvar is sometimes supplied by dmdpyxev, yiyveo@ar, 
divar, kupe (poet.), tuyxdvew: hence the verbs ylyveo@ar and divar are 
found very frequently with adverbs, especially local and intensive, such as 
Sixa, xwpls, Exds, eyyts: Gis, paAdov, pddtota, odx AxtoTa &c.; as, Hdt. 

VI. 109 rotor 5é ’A@nvaiwy atpatnyoior éytvovto Sixa ai yranac: Thuc. IV. 
O1 ov yap Tois COveow, ore Biya wéduKE, Tov Erépov éxOeu mpociasw : Demosth. 
Pp: 34 prince. ra 6€ mpdypara wodddKis ody OUTw wepuKey: mépuxe has, especi- 
ally in Aristotle, the sense of, it is by nature; ratta ovy ottos wéduxe, this 

is not the nature of these things : ayafov wéduxe, is by nature a good. 

4. To give emphasis to the predicate, the verbal form is resolved into 
the participle and eivac; this is rather poetical, though it is found also in 
prose, especially in Hdt.: Il. ¢, 873 tetAndtes cipev: Adsch Ag. 1178 kai 
pev 6 xpnopos ovxér ex Kuduppdtrav Eotar Sedopkas veoydyov vipdys Sikyv: 

Eur. Alc. 124 Sedopkas fv: Soph. Phil. 1219 otetyov dv Fv: Kur. Cycel. 
381 mas, & radairwp’, Fre WaoXovtes Tade: Id Hee. 117 Hv omeddav: Hdt. 

I. 57 joav of Medacyoi BdpBapov tévtes yKoooay’ 146 taira fv yevopeva ev 
Mayr: Id. LIL. 99 drrapyds éote: Id. IX. 51 7 Se (vj06s) €gtt amd Tod 
‘Agorod dcxa cradiovs dare xouga: : Plat Legg. P. 860 E ei ratra otras éxovTd 
éotyy: Demosth. p.1t, 7 taut dy éyvwxdtes Hoav, compare p. 13,14: Id. 
p- 853, 29 radr ovtws éxovT éotiv: Hdt. II]. 64 dmcdwdexds ety: £0 also 
with participles; Hl. 7, 80 émotdpevéy mep éévta. In an exactly similar 
way the verbs ylyveoO@or and wéhec@ai (poet.) are found with the participle ; 
s, Hdt. II. 76 ev rf 656 peon otetxovtes éytvovto. 

Obs. 2. G. T. only eivar: Matt. v.25 ice etvody: vii. 29 Fv Bi8dcKor : 
Mark xiii. 25 écovra: éxmimtoytes : Acts vill. 28 qv brootpépuy. 

Obs. 3. We are not to suppose that whenever eiva:, trapyeww, yéeverbar &c. 
occur with a participle, that it is merely a resolution of the verbum finitum, 

for frequently these verbs in this collocation have their proper force. 

Predicative Adjective, Substantive or Pariiciple, with other Verbs. 

5. The predicate is sometimes expressed by the addition of a predicative 
Meare to other verbs besides those given above, Ods. r., to complete the 
notion by defining the application and operation of the verb ; giving the 
state or effect consequent on the verb, but not necessarily implied in it: 
as Soph. CE. R. 166 iwdoate extomiay prdya myyatros: Eur. El. 1131 ovdels 

Gr. GR. VoL. 11. ‘ 
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révnras Bovhera KTacOar didous: Id. Hel. Hs réxys eddaipovos TUXOLTE : Id. 

Frag. 852 ov roicde yxpitat trois Kadois a&dnPéow : Demosth. 425, 2 tordvar 

ria xadkoov: so Virg. Ain. 1. 70 age diversos. 

Obs. 1. This must be distinguished from the adjective used for the ad- 

verb (§. 714.), and also from the predicative adjective attached to the 
object of the verb. (§. 439. 2.) 

6. A predicative substantive is also so used, to express some substantival 
notion with which the verb completes the predicate: Thuc. IV. 27 Keay 
7pé0n Katdoxomos: Eur. Frag. 405 dcov voonpa tyv Kump, kexTypeba : 
Men. In. XI. 2 d:eards dv js, TO Tpdw@ xpnoer vopw: Xen. Cyr. VIII. 3, 12 
immoe Hyovto OGpa rH Ato: we often use here the word as, for, as some- 
times in Greek the word éozep, or os; Xen. Symp. IV. 45 coi os Soddw 
XpiTac. 

Obs. 2. This may be referred to the participial construction by an ellipse 
of the participle of efvar, as @s dovA@ (dvre) xpioOar. 

7. A participle with a substantive is frequently thus used to complete 
the verbal notion. (See §. 681.) 

Obs. 3. Not only may the finite verb be thus used with a predicative 
noun, but the infinitive or participle, as Soph. 8. C. 11g mov xupet éx- 
témos audeis: Eur. Med. 301 xpeloowv voprobeis ev wédet. This may be 
referred to the infinitival construction by supposing an ellipse of e’va: where 
the verb admits of the infinitive, as vowiocOeis above. So G.T. Rom. i. 3 

dpia0evtos viod Gcod : so with verbal adjectives, Rom. i. 1 kytés dmrdoToNos : 
ibid. 7 kAyrTots dytors. 

Ellipse of the Copula etvat. 

§. 376. The predicate, as being the essential part of the sentence, 
can never be omitted; but when it is expressed by a periphrasis 
with eiva, this copula, as expressing only the verbal relation which 
is readily supplied by the mind, may be omitted, (when the time is 
present,) in expressions meant to be emphatic, pathetic, excited; as, 
Hdt. VI. 121 O@ua 5€ por (sc. €ore) : so Ausch. Cho. 104%. So in a 

short forcible formula, such as 670d pevav (sc. éoriv). And some- 

times eivai is omitted when it is the substantive verb. The following 
are the most frequent cases of this ellipse : 

a. In general sentences, proverbs, axioms, undisputed 
truths, &c., which in all languages take the shortest and most 
energetic forms, or where it is desired to give the sentence this co- 

louring: Eur. Or. 330 6 péyas dABos ob pdvisos ev Bporois: Ibid. 981 

Bpotév & 6 Tas aordOpytos aidv: Xen. Cyr. LL. 4, 27 otparia yap 7 
piotn (60s) taxiorn. SoG. T. St. James iii. 8 dkardoyerov Kaxov, 
(Core sc.) weary od: Acts xix, 28 peyddn 7 ”Aprews ’"Edeotov: Heb. 

V.13 Tas 6 petexov yddaxtos depos Adyw: 1 Cor. iv. 20 ovK ev Ady 
7) Baotela tod Ocod. And in the first person plural: Adsch. 
Eumen. 382 evprxavor dé Kal rédevor &e. (se. Eopev). 

b. Very commonly with the verbal adjectives in réos, and in other 
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expressions of necessity, duty, as dvdyxn, xpedv, Opis, eixds : Demosth. 

p- 129, 70 Huiv y dmep Tis €AevOEepias aywvioréov. (So frequently in 

Latin.) Ibid. p. 112, 7 avdyxn puddrrecOar Kal di0pPovc0at TeEpt Tov- 

vou: Eur. Hee. 1275 xal onv y dvdyxn maida Kacavopay Oaveiv. 

G. T. as 1 Cor. vi. 13 Ta Bpdwara 77) Kotdta Kat 7 KolAta Tots Bpopacr. 

Also in certain formulas with katpés and dpa, éore is omitted ; as, dpa 

HON ATLEval. 

ec. With certain adjectives ; aS Erouz.os, mpdOupos, dpoddos, otds Te, 

Suvards, fadiov, xademdv, &c.: also in the constructions by attraction ; 

Baupacrdy dcov, mirum quantum, apyxavov doov, zmmane quantum : 

Eur. Med. 612 érowos ap0dve dotvar xepi: Plat. Pheedr. p. 252 A 

() Wuxh) Sovdedew éroipy: Demosth. p. 48, 29 ¢ya—adoxew driody 

groupos: cf. Id. p.111, 4.: Eur. Hel. 1523 eidévar mpddupos (sc. eis). 

So ¢$potdos yap 6 avyp, the man is gone; ppodda ravra, all is gone. 

So G. T. Rom. i. 15 76 kar’ €ueé mpd8upov (sc. earl). 

d. Also in relative sentences, both when efvas is the copulative, 

and when the substantive verb: Od. v, 298 ai kara ddpar’ ’Odvacjjos 
Oeforo. So Asch. Pers. 508 dco 5& Aowwoé (sc. eioi). Il. 7, 43 of Te 

kuBepyyrar «kal €xov oikjia vydv. So regularly in the constructions 

ovdeis bs or Goris ot (nemo non); as, Soph. CE. R. 372 ovdels bs odxt 

TOVO dvELblet Taxa. See Attraction of the Relative, §. 824. 
e. Also in other dependent sentences: so II. y, 106 ézeé ot matdes 

(sc. elo) dmepplador: Thue. I. 9 ef t@ tkavods (sc. éatt) rexunpidcar. 

Obs.1. The ellipse of the Impft. jv is rare: Thuc. IV. 40 ruvos epopevov pse_ pit. 7 40 Twos épop 
ei of reOve@res airy (joay) Kadol kayaboi : Aisch. 63 s. fin. vbé (jv) ev per@ kat 
mapnpev k.T.A.—of the conjunctive of etva after the relative 6s dy, and 
after conjunctions, is but rare: such as, I]. e, 481 85 K émdevys sc. dv 7: 
ll. &, 376 8&5 8€ & avip pevexappos, sc. 7: Plat. Rep. p.370 E ay dy adrois 
xpeia: Demosth. p. 529, 14 of b€ Oeopobérar civaydvTwy eis Thy “HXtatav 
Tpidkovra Hpepav, ap As av 7 ypapn: és 7 av (Eur. Hipp. 659.), opp” av 

(Theogn. 252.), és av (Hippocr. de aer. aq. loc. ro1.): (G. T. as Rom. 
iv.16 wa kata ydpw sc. 7:) also rare of the indicative after conjunctions ; 
such as, édre (Il. 6,230.) : frequent however after ér; as, Xen. Symp. IV. 

14 oida re xpnyata 750 krjya. The elli;se of etyy does not occur ; except 
perhaps Soph. Phil. 493 6v 67 mada? av (sc. etn) efdrov Sedo’ eyo py poe 
BeBnxn®: (G.T. Rom. i. 7 xapis vuiv:) of the imperative very rarely: 
Il. v, 95 aides, Apyetor: Soph. Cs. C. 1477 thaos, & daipor: (G.T. as Rom. 
ix. 5 evAoyntos 6 Ocds.) Of the participle it is very frequent; so in the 
absolute construction: as Asch. Theb. 328 immnddov mAoxdpev (sc. dvTwv). 
Of the infinitive in dependence on a governing verb or substantive, far 
more rare: Thuc. IIL. 36 dvadoy:opds dpov rd Bovdevpa (sc. etvat). 

Obs. 2. G. T. we find also omitted of the present indic., eipt, as 2 Cor. 
xi. 6: eiot Rom. iv. 14: éopév, as Rom. viii. 17. In John xiv. 11 two 
different forms of the copula are to be supplied in two consecutive clauses : 
Ort ey@ ev TO marpt Kal TaTHp ev epol. 

a Herm. ad loc. 
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Predicative construction of words. 

OF AGREEMENT. 

§. 377. The verb agrees with the subject in person and number ; 

the predicative adjective (or substantive when it signifies a personal 

name), agrees with its subject in gender, number, and case (Nomi- 
. ’ , 

native) ; as, éy® ypdpw, od ypapers, adros ypaper: 6 dvOpwtos Ovntos 
rod ed 

éoriv — apeTiy Kady eoti—rTO Tpayya alcxpov éottv—ol “EAAnves 

mohemukdraror Hoav—d KBpos jv Bacieds—i Topvpis tv Bactducoa 

—i Tals qv Exarov avopes. 

Exceptions. 

The exceptions to this agreement naturally are not confined to the 
predicative relation, but occur also with adjectives and participles in the 
objective and attributive constructions ; and therefore it will be convenient 
not to confine ourselves to the predicative exceptions, but to consider at 

the same time all cases of this sort which spring from the same principle. 
The disagreement of the relative however deserves a separate considera- 
tion, and therefore will be postponed to its proper place. 

Constructio Kata oiverw. 

§. 378. Principle.—The Greek language in many of its construc- 
tions does not so much consider the grammatical form in which a 
notion is expressed, as the notion itself. This arose from the meta- 
physical spirit of the Greeks, which enabled them in the form of 
signification to see clearly the notion signified ; and which, impress- 

ing itself strongly on the whole of their language, imparted to it a 
clearness and precision, in expressing the minutest shades of distine- 
tion, which are scarcely comprehensible to the moderns; while at 
the same time it creates a number of grammatical anomalies, which 

at first seem to be defects, but are in reality founded on the truest 

principles of grammar. The apprehension, retention, and applica- 
tion of this principle is most essential to the interpretation as well of 
particular passages, as of the general sense of an author. This con- 
struction is called kata odveow, or ad intellectuin, or cxApa mpds 75 

onpowdpevoy, OY voodpevoy, or ex animo loquentis or scribentis. 

a. Number of the verb—a plural verb joined to a noun sin- 
gular in form, but plural in sense : 

Il. 8, 278 as pacar 7 whyOds: Hl. 0, 305 7 wAnOds eri vaas ’Ayadv dro- 
véovto, the notion being wodAot "Axatol: Il. Wy, 157 Nads Axarav TretoovTan : 
Hdt. 1X. 23 1d whos ereBonOyoav: Thuc. 1. 20 "A@nvaiov ro whHG0s— 
oiovrat: Id. 1V. 32 6 GAdos otpards a&méBawov: Id. V. 60 7d otpatémedov 
dvex@pouv : Asch. Ag. 577 Tpoinv éddvres Sywor "Apyei@v atddos Geois 
Aadupa tavra trois Kad “EAAdba Sépors Enagaddevcay, So in Latin; as, Liv. 
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V. 40 Bes per agros dilapsi, pars urbes petunt finitimas : and even Hesicd. 
scut. 3 27 Xalpete, Avykjos yeven. So G.T. John vii. 49 6 dxhos 
Pe iaccat clot. 

emKa- 

Obs. 1. The phrase Bar oixdvde exagros does not belong to this class.— 
See §. 478. ' 

b. Gender and number of adjective, participle. and pronoun— 
a masculine or feminine adjective, agreeing with a noun neuter in 

form, but masculine or feminine (and sometimes also plural) in sense : 

TO peipdKkidy eore KaNdS: TO Yyuvatkidy core KaAW: TA TaLBeKd core Kahds : 
Ken. Cyr-V. 1, 14 7a poxOnpt dvOpasrrva Tuca@v —ToV emOupiav GKPATELS ciot. 
So Plat. Pheedr. p- 240 A ére roivuy dyapoy, amrai8a, Gorkoy Ore metaTov ypdvov 
TALOKa epactis evEato av yeverOa. 

Obs. 2. pecpaxiov is seldom joined with a neuter adjective; but Ant. 
124, 26 petpaxiy éeotw dpaptrov: Lys. 99, 13 petpdxcov—duuradpevov. Cf. 
Ibid, 23. 

§. 379. In the attributive and objective constructions we find 
the following : 

a. Adjectives and participles not agreeing in gender or number, 
sometimes neither in gender nor numbers ath eh substantive of 

which they are the immediate attributives—only in poetry a: 

Il. x, 84 pike téxvov (Hector): Adsch. Ag. 81 16 émepyjpwv — raidds 
ovdev dpetwy : Id. Choeph. 893 ptAtat Aiyic@ov Bia: Eur. Bacch. 1305 épvos 
katTOavevta: Id. Troad. 735 & irra’, © mepicod TisnPets Téxvov: Aristoph. 
Ach. 880 kod\ukopdye Bowwtidiov. So Soph. Gi. R.1167 tis yevynpdtev : 
Esch. Ag. 280 tis taXos dyyéedov ; 

b. Very commonly, in prose as well as poetry, participles do not 
agree with the substantive of which they are the remote attribu- 
tives; as, 

Il. A. 690 eNav yap pP exdxove Bin ‘Hpaxdrnein: Il. 7, 281 exivnbev Se 
ddayyes eAdpevor x. 7. d.: Pind. Nem. V. 43 €9vos petaigavta: Anacr. 
IIT. 16 Bpépos péev eoopo pépovta tééov: Soph. Phil. 356 kai p’ edOds ev 
KUKA® oTpATds exBdvTa mas nondCer’, SpvivTEes BAemey Tov vd«K er dvTa CovT’ 
"AyAda: Id. Antig. 1021 ov8’ ops evorpovs amopporBdet Boas davdpopOdpov 

BeBpG@res aiuatos Nivos: Eur. Hec. 39 xareoy’ "Axiddeds Tay oTpdteup’ “EX- 
Anvudv mpos oikoy edOdvovtas evadiay mAdTHY: cf. Bacch. 1305. ubi v. Pflugk. 
Hat. I. 87 &s épa révta pev avdpa oPewwivta 7d rip, Suvapevous Se odKere 
katradaBeiv: Thuc. II]. 79 emt pev tiv wéAuw—enémdeov-—ev Todd Tapaxy Kat 
PoBo dvras: Id. LV. 15 ta téhy KataBdvtas és TO otpatoredov Bovdeveww mpos 

TO xpypa Sp@vtas Ore dv Sox: cf. eidétes Id I. 110. Xen. Cyr. VII. 3,86 
ayab Kai ToT?) WoxA, oiyn 59 Grrokumdy yas: Pd. I. 2,12 ai pevovoa dudat 

—SraywriLouevor mpds dddjdovs Siatehovaw.— (See also §. 708. 1. ) So re- 
mote attributives with local names: Xen. An. V. 5, 3 dpikovro eis Kordwpa 
—Sweréev amoixeus. So in apposition, the expression 7 Bovdy of Mevta- 
kéotot A’schin. p. 53 s. fin. 

a Elm. @. R.1167. BR. P. Phoen.1730. tion to 76 ph Ours: the neuter notion of 
> Perhaps Aisch. Choeph. 645: mapex- the act of wrong being changed to that of 

Bavres may be the attributive in apposi- the persons committing it. 
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c. Very usually indeed with pronouns; as, 

Hdt. IV. 125 injyov éxi tiv Neupida, tapaccopevav dé Kal tovtwy : Id. 

VIII. 121 rperdpevor és Kdpuotov kai dnidoavres adray tiv xopnv: Thue. I. 

136 dev'yer—és Képxupav &s adray (sc. Kepxupaiwv) evepyérns : Td. DV Mrs es 

de tiv Erdptyy os pyyedOn ta yeyernuéva wept Uvdov, eokev attots (sc. Tots 

Aaxedarpovios): Xen. Cyr. IIL. 3, 14 cvyxadéoas nav 1O otpatwwtikdv ehege 

mpos avtovs tudde: Id. M.S. I. 2, 62 éeav tis shuvepos yevnrat KNerT@u— 

rovToig bdvatés eorw 4 Cypia, cf. Cyrop. I. 2, 2., VII. 4, 5: Plat. Rep. p. 

370 e& ddAns Téhews—kai Exeivor (sc. of woAtrar) Séovra, ubi v. Stallbaum; 

ef. ibid. p.374 A: Id. Lysid. p. 204 E @ xpy epaoray mepi madikGy mpds 

addy 4 mpos diddous Aéyew: Demosth. p. 23, 18 ef pev yap Tus dvnp coTw ev 

aitois olos umetpos Todepou Kal dy@vev, ToSTOUS pev Pirotipia mavtas am@beiv 

abrov (Tov Bikurrov) én. On this construction with relatives, see Adjectival 

Sentences, §. 819. 

Obs. 1. Sometimes the attributive agrees in gender neither with the 

form nor the implied notion of the substantive used, but with another sub- 

stantive, which occurred to the author when he was writing, instead of 
the one he had used before: Eur. Troad. 535 maca 8€ yévva Spvyav mpos 
mUas w@ppadn Eeotov édyov "Apyetov Kai Aapdavias drav bea Sdowy (as if 
Aads, or some such word, had preceded). So Plato Phileb. p. 32 A dmtv- 
tov Kal Swaxpwopever, as if bypav, not vypdrtnTos, had preceded. So Aésch. 

Eum. 580 ov & eicaye (Minerva) ryvde kupdowy dixny (sc. acting as beopo- 
Oérns): Ibid. g60 Kipt éxovres Gcai, sc. gods. G.T. Acts ix. 37 Aovoavtes 
avrov, speaking generally, though it was the office of women. 

Obs. 2. This anomaly is, in many cases, not properly to be explained 
kata avveow, but it arose rather from the carelessness of the writer in not 
keeping in his mind the form he had used before. 

Obs. 3. So the number of the verb in the predicative sentence follows 
the person who was prominently in the writer’s mind; as, Aésch. Eum. 
338 Toiow OpapTety opp av yav vrehGn, sc. Orestes, who was in the mind of 

the Chorus, and is thus emphatically brought before the audience: cf. 

§. 390. b. 
§. 380. 1. When the subject is expressed by the neuter article 7d 

or 7a with the gen. pl. of the substantive, the predicate is almost 
always in the plural; and if it be an adjective or participle, it agrees 

likewise in gender with the attributive genitive; as, 

Soph. Phil. 497 14 tav Stakdvwy, rodpov ev opixpe péper Tovovpevon, Tov oikad™ 
Hmeryov crddov : Plat. Rep. p. 563 C 1d pev yap trav Onpitwy—édeuBepdtepa. 
eorv (the sing. éoriy is on account of the neuter plur. éAevOepwrepa). We 
find the sing.: Plat. Legg. 712 D 10 rév’Eddpav Oavpactov ws Tupavytkoy 
yeyovev. 

2. So when a substantival notion is expressed by a periphrasis of 
a substantive with another attributive substantive in the genitive, as 

\ , . e pits . . . 

oxy Terpesiao, the “Attributive participle agrees with the subject in 

case, but in gender and number with the attributive genitive which 

expresses the principal part of the compound notion ; as, 

Od. X, 90 sq. HAOc & eri puxh OnBatou Tetpeciao ypiceov oximtpov exww : 
1]. 8, 459 Spvidwv merenvav €Ovea mo\Aa—évOa kai évOa moravrar &yaddopevar 

eee 
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mrepvyecow : isch. Ag. 770 Opdcos atas —eidopévay roxedow%: Soph. 
Antig 1001 sq. dyvér dxotiw Odyyov dpvibwy kako Kddlovtas otorpa: Id. 
Aj. 168 mryvdv dyédou peyav aiyumiov brosetoavtes : Xen. Cyr. Il. 4, 15 76 
pev TARPS TOV TeLOv Kal TOV tTéwyv—as emidvTEes TA Onpia eéanortaiev So 

Plat. Legg. p. 657 D 16 d€ tév mpecButépwr jpav exeivous ad Pewpodvtes. 

3. So in phrases such as Gddos a@ddov, which imply at least two 
subjects of the action, the plural verb is used; as, 

Plat. Rep. 550 E Gos &AAov d6pav—rd mARO0s TovodiToy—aitav ameipyd- 
odyto: Soph. Aj. 725 otis eo d5 0d —dveideow Apavcoy, so éxactos. So 
Hat. III. 82, 5 adtés €kactos: and generally there is a plural participle in 
the same sentence belonging to these expressions; as, Alsch. Ag. 585 
Gos GAAoPev—eAackoy edhnpodvtes?. 

Masculine or Feminine Subject, with the Adjective in Neuter 

Singular. 

§. 381. 1. When the subjects, whether masculine or feminine, ex- 
press not any particular individual of a class, but merely the general 
notion, the predicative adjective may stand in the neuter singular. 
This construction is used especially in sayings, proverbs, axioms, 

&e.: 

Il. 8, 204 ovk« dyaOdy moduKotpavin’ cis Koipaves éorw: Eur. Hipp. 110 

teptrvov ek (after) kuvayias tpawela mAnpns : Soph. Ant. 683 $pévas—mavrav 
Xenparev bréptatov: Eur. Med. 329 mAnv yap réxvav Euorye pidtatov Wddts : 
Id. Or. 232 8ucdpeotov ot vooodytes dwopias tro: Ibid. 772 Sewédv ot modXoi, 
kakoupyous Grav €xwot mpoordtas: Arist. Eccl. 236 xprara mopitew edmopa- 
tatov yun: cf. Eur. Med. 329, Id. Electr. 1035 pwpov pév ody yuvaixes. 
So Id. Herc. F. 1293 ai petaBodat Auwnpov: Hdt. LL. 82 7 pouvapyin Kpdrs- 
otov: Id. VII. 10, 7 8uaPody (calumnia) yap éote Sewdtatov. So we must 
explain Thuc. I. 10. princ. Mukjvat pixpov qv, was a small thing: Plat. 
Rep. p. 354 A ocddérer’ dpa — duartehéotepov adixta dixacoovvys: Ibid. p- 

364 A kahdv prev } cwhpoovy Te Kal Sikaroodvn, ahewoy pévrore Kal émdmovov : 
Ibid. p. 375 D dpaxédv re kai dvikntov Oupds: Id. Hipp. M. p. 288 B Ondeca 
tos xah7 ov Kaddv; Ibid. C Aupa Kady od Kaddv ; XUTpO Kadz) od Kady ; 

2. So when two qualities or acts are predicated of two persons or 
things, od8€repov, duddrepov, oddérepa, duddtepa are used: 

Plat. Rep. 349 D 6 pev Sixavos ppdvipds te Kai dyabds, 6 dé Gdixos obdéTEpa’. 
Here also belong these passages: «i taéta aSdvarov Plat.: Id. Parmen. p. 
260 A tatta 617 d8uvatov epdvyn: Id. Sophist. p. 252 E tdé ye S00 dduvatov 
etpeOn, Also, Xen. Anab. II. 1, 22 th odv tadr éoriv; Plat. Phed. p. 58 C 
tt de Oy Ta rept adrov Tov Oavatov; Ti av Ta AexOvTa Kai mpaxbévta; Id. 

Gorg. p. 58 C oxenréov ti ta cupPaivovra; (On the contrary, Phed. p.112A 
GAG tive 51 jv Ta pera raira hexPévta;) So Xen. M.S. III. 9, 3 $Odvov bé 
oKxoTGv, & Ti ein, quid esset invidia; but éarts, qualis qui, the neuter sig- 

nifying the genus, the masculine the difference. So in Latin: Virg. Ain. 
IV. 570 varium et mutabile semper femina. So also in abbreviated adjec- 
tival sentences: Hdt. III. 108 # d€ 6) awa, dv icxupdratoy Kai Opacd- 

@ Klausen Ag. 728. > Matth. 301. © Madvig Att. Synt. 211. Obs. 5. 

[ 
< i, 
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ratov, drat év TO Bio rikrer &v. Thuc. |. 2. extr. map’ “A@yvatous of Suvate- 

rarou, os BéBarov dv, dveydpouv: Plat. Rep. p 420 C ot é0adpot, KéAdoTov 

dv, odk duTpel@ evadyuupévor cioly. 

Obs. 1. The demonstrative pronoun deserves a separate consider- 

ation. When the predicate is a demonstrative pronoun, it properly agrees 

with its subject in gender, number, and case; as, obTés euTiy 6 avnp—atTy 

éorl myi) Kal Gpxi) TavTwv Tay Kakev — TOOTS eate 76 avOos, So Plat. Pheedr, 

p. 245 E as tadrys otons hicews Wuxis, quum hec sit natura animi ; Id. 

Euthyphr. prince. otroe 8} ’A@nvaioi ye Stkny adthy kahodow, adda ypopiy. 
But it very often stands in neut sing.@: Eur. Heracl. 739 tobto yap pdpos : 
Plat. Rep. p. 344 A gore dé todto Tuparvis, est autem hee tyrannis> (in- 
stances such as Virg. III. 173, nec sopor illud erat, are very rare): Ibid. 
p. 432 B todré eorw F Bixatoodvy: Eur. Bacch. 305 pavia Sé Kat Todt gore : 
Plat. Pheedr. p. 245 C podvoy 8} 76 abrd Kivodv—rtobito my} Kat dpxi yeve- 
geos: Demosth. p. 367 toto yap eiow ed@dvar: Id. p. 1141 TobTo yap €oTw 
4 aixta: Id. p. 96, 27 Todt eiow of Adyou, hae verborum est vis: Id. p. 97, 
28 todT6 y eoriv brepBohkh pavias. When the plural form is used it ex- 
presses yet more clearly the notion of general indefiniteness.—See also 
§. 757. 2. 

Obs. 2. The neuter demonstrative is also joined with a masculine or 
feminine substantive when this expresses a general notion, as is most fre- 
quently the case in abstract substantives: Hdt. LI. 82. princ. rpiayv yap 
TpoKetpevov,—Oyou te—, kai Sdtyapxins, Kal povdpxou, ToAA@ TovTO (i. e. 
povapxov civat) mpo€xew eyo: Demosth. p. 22, 15 (6 Bidimmos) 86§ys5 embv- 

pet xal TOOTO (i. e. SdEav AapBavew) eGproxe. So Od. pw, 74 sq. vepedyn b€ puv 

appiBesnke Kuvavén’ 1d pev (for 7) ovmor’ épwei, kT. A. 

Obs. 3. The pronouns odSeis and pydels agree generally with the subject 
when they signify good for nothing, worthless ; as, Hdt. IX. 58 dcédeEav,— 
éte obdEvEes apa edvTes ev oidapcior eovtor “EAAnoL evarredeckviato: Arist. Eq. 
158 & viv pev ovdels, avfprov 8 vwépyeyas—; but stand in the neuter, od8ér, 

pydsév, when they signify the abstract notion of nothingness, badness, un- 
worthiness ; as, Plat. Rep. p. 556 D dvdpes tyérepol etow o6d€v: ubi v. 
Stallbaum. So in abbreviated predicative sentences: Ibid. p. 341 C 
vov yooy, edn, emexeipnoas oddev av, gram nihil valeas, nullius momenti sis : 
Ibid. p. 562 D rovs 6€ ye, etrov, rév dpydvtay Katnkdous TpomndAakicer ws eOedo- 
SovAovs te kal odSev byras: ubi v. Stallb.: Id. Apol. Socrat, p. 41 E eav 
Ookdot re etvar, pydév ovres: Eur. Ion. 594 6 pydev dv, Ka& ob8€vwv. Also 
with the article: Id.-Rhes. 821 i) rov “Exropa ro pydev eivar kal Kaxdv vopi- 
¢ere— ; cf. Heracl. 166 ef yépovtos otbvexa tipBov. 76 pndev ovtos, ws elmeiv 

€ros. So also, tt etvar, aliquid esse, petfov and wdéov eivar, are found with 
plural substantives. 

Obs. 4. When the subject expresses an indefinite, general notion, the 
words Ti, xpipa, mpdypoa, «rjpa, are frequently joined with the neuter ad- 
jective; as, Hdt. IIL. 53 qiAroruin xthpa cKxardy, res sinistra est: Ibid. rv- 
pavvis xpqpa opadepdy: Eur, Or. 70 Gropov xptpa duveruyev Sdpos: Id. Iph. 
A. 334 vois d€ y ob BeBaos Adixov KTHpa, Kod capes pitas: Plat. Theag. 
p- 122 B ovpBovdi) tepdv xpfpa: Demosth. p. 21, 12 dmas pev Abyos, dv any 
Ta mpdypara, parody tT aivera kai kevdv: Theocr. XV. 83 copdv Te Xphp’ 
évOporos: ubiv. Valcken. So in Latin: Ovid. ex Ponto II. 7, 37 res 
timida est omnis miser : Martial. Epigr. X.59 res est imperiosa timor. 
But we must be careful not to suppose, with some grammarians, an ellipse 

a Stallb, ad loc. b Stallb. Gorgias 504. 
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of xpjua, or some such word, whenever the neuter adjective stands alone, 
as the neuter alone has the notion of generality, or indefiniteness. 

§. 382. 1. Predicative Substantive.— When the predicative sub- 
stantive does not signify a person but a thing (abstract or concrete), it is 
frequently joined with a subject of different gender, and sometimes of dif- 
ferent number. This occurs also in the apposition of substantives: I]. z, 
498 col yap éy® kal éreta katypety Kali dveidos ocopar: Od. «, 453 ovKer 
€rerra OU The mor écocar Apyciowow, detrimento eris Achivis: I). yn, 98 7 
pev Oy ADBy tdde y eooera aivdbey aivds: Adsch. 8S. c. Th. 189 Kpatoica 
fev yap ovk dpidntov Opdoos: Hdt. VI. 112 réws d€ iv rots "EXAnoe kal TO 
ovvopa, TO Mydav poBos dxotua: Id. 1. 32 6 avOpwros wav cori cupdopy : 
Thue. IT. 44 idia yap rdv ovk dvtw@y AAO of emyryvopevot (sc. maides) Trou 
égovrat: Plat. Menon. p. gi C ottol ye (of coduatai) pavepd ears NOBy Te 
kat SiapOopa tay ovyy:yvopevev. In apposition: Hdt. I. 205 yedupas 
Cevyviov éni rod rotapod, SidBaow ro orpara: ‘Vhuc. Il. 144 7a dé vir 
dvakeipeva—eEnpebnoav rpiaxdora TavoTAiat; Xen. Cyr. V. 2, 7 thy Ouya- 
tépa, Sedov re Kdddos kai peyeCos: so Virg. Ain. 1V.174 Fama, malum 
guo non aliud velocius ullum: so often in Trag. we find ratSeupa, Opéppo 
(alumnus), «ySeupa: also, ta pidtata, delicie ; as, Soph. Phil. 435 UWdrpo- 
khos, 85 god matpos ny TA HidtaTa ; and Ta mpOTa; as, Eur. Med. gi2 otua 
yap Spas rnode yns KopwOias ta mp@t eocoOa: Hdt. VI. 100 Aicyivys 6 No- 
Oavos, av Tav Epetpieov Ta Tp@ta: Id. 1X. 77 Aduroy 6 Wibew, Aiywnréwy 
Ta TpOTa, Aiginetarum princeps: Theocr. XV. 142”Apyeos &kpa Meacyot, 
Pelasgi, Argorum prestantissimi viri : so Alsch. Pers. 3 ra muotd=o8 mioTol : 
Thuc. I. 25 duvdper dvtes— dpota ois “EAAnvev mAovowwrdtos : also, TA 
mwavra : Hdt. I. 122 jv ré of ev rH Ady TA TavTa 4 Kuvs, Cyno ei erat omne 
in sermone argumentum : commonly without the article; mdvra eivai tu, or 

dmavta, “ tanti ab aliquo fieri, ut ei omnium instar sis: Hdt. Il.157 mdvro 
57 jv ev roict BaBvAwviowsr Zémupos®. So toa in the New Test. and LXX., 
Phil. il. 6 “Os ody apraypor yynoato 76 civar toa Oca?. 

2. Thus plural forms, especially of abstract substantives, are put in ap- 
position to a word in the singular. This is poetic, and gives emphasis 
and spirit to the passage: it is as early as Homer, especially in the word 
Sapa; as, Il. v, 268 xpucds yap epvxaxe, Spa Ocoi0, like ‘heogn. 1293 
yapov, xpuvons “Adpoditns 8Gpa. (So Virgil, Ain. VIII. 129 Clypeum Vul- 
cani dona parentis: Ovid. Met. XV. 163 Clypeum leve gestamina nostre :) 
Hesiod. Scut. 312. peyas tptmos—ypvoeios, kduTa Epya mepifppovos “Hdat- 
oroto: Soph. Philoct. 36 ékmapa, pravpoipyou twos texvypat dvSpds: Eur. 
Or. 1053 Kat pvijpa Seéad’ ev, cédpov texvdopata: Id. Hec. 265 “Edévqv 
vw aire ypnv tap tmpooddypata: Id. Hipp. 11 “lmddutos, ayvod TWirOéas 
Taedpata®. 

Predicate in the Neuter Plural, instead of Neuter Singular. 

§. 383. When an infinitive or a whole sentence stands as the sub- 

ject, the predicative adjective is frequently in the neut. plural instead 
of the singular. Tltis is especially the case with verbal adjectives 
in téos and rds: in those in réos the infinitive subject is implied; as, 

a Herm. ad Vig. 95. Elm. Med. 887. Blomf. Aisch. Pers. 1. 
b Whitby ad loc. c R. P. Orest. 1og1. Monk Hipp. t1. 

Gr. GR. vou. 11. G 
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duurtéa Tiwi eoriv=apdvei det Tivt, we must assist some one. And 

so also in many in tés, as mord eo Til, we must trust some one : 

Od. A, 456 ovkére mora yuvagiv: Od. p, 16 eyot OiN ddybea pvOnoacba : 
Hat. L. gi rhv mempopevyy poipay dduvatd ore amoduycew kai Oe@ : Id. Hi. 35 
IIpnéaomes, &s pev eywye ov paivopa,— Sqdd roe yéyove: cf. c. 38 princ.— 
c. 61 Spépdios tod Kipov axovoréa ei: c. 82 Syov apxovros addvata py ov 
kakérnta éyyivecbar: c.83 Sidka—, Gre dei Eva yé twa Hucav Bacrea yevéoOat : 

Thue. I. 86 ods od wopadoréa trois AMnvatuis eoriv, addé Sixats Kal Adyos Bra- 

Kpitéa, Ghia Tipepytea ev rdyer: Soph. Antig. 677 otras dpuvté core rois 
kocpoupevors, KoU'Tou yuvaikds ovdapas haontea : Hur. Or. 403 od Sewd mace 
Oewa Tods cipyacpevous. 

Obs. So likewise the plural forms 14, téS¢, taita, sometimes also éxetva, 

are joined to a singular, to generalise the notion thereof—to call to mind the 
several particulars which may be implied in this single netion: Il. 6, 362 
ovdé Te TV péwyyrat, 6 (that) of pada ToAXaKis vidy TeLpdpevoy Gw@ecKoy: Soph. 

CE. C. 883 dp’ ody tBps 748°: Kur. Hipp. 466 év codoicor yap T48° eore Oyn- 
Tov, AavOavev ra pr Kadd: Arist. Ach. 126 tatta dir cdk dyxovn: Vhuc. 
VI. 77 otk "loaves Th8e city 085" “ENANOT6vTL0L,—arAa Aepujs: Atsch. c. Ctes. 
P- 55 ovk ore taita apyy: Id. de Fal. Leg. p. 50 taét gor 6 mpoddrns : 
Xen. M.S. II]. 6, 6 més yap oidv re py eiddéta ye Ta dvad@para Kal Tas Tpoc- 
édous emmmednOnva tourwy: Id. Anab. I 9, 24 ro d€ rH emmpedeia mepteivac rev 

pitov kal TO TpobvpcioOa xapifer Oar, TaUTA paddov epovye Soxei dyaora eivat : 
Plat. Phed. p. 62 D Gadd 6 avdnros dvOpwmos tay’ dv oinbein Tabta, pevKréov 
eivat ano Tov Seondrov: Id. Lege. p. 647 A. So kat taira, idque, and that 

even when an adjective cr participle follows®; as, Plat. Gorg. 508 A ov d¢€ 
poe Soxeis ov Tpocéeyew TOY vodY TOTALS, Kol TAOTE codes ov. 

Subject in the Neuter Plural, with Verb in the Singular. 

§. 384. A neuter plural subject is joined with a singular verb; ra 
(Ga tpéxe—rta mpdypatd éort kadad: Od. 1, 438 Kal Tdé7 eveita vopovd 

efécouto dpoeva para: Eur. Med. 618 kaxotd yap dvdpos 8a— dvnow 

ov« €xet, The principle of this construction is, that the neuter plural 
was conceived to express a class as one individual thing, a whole 
(collective unity); the notion of the individuality of the several 
members of the whole being lost sight of ; where the notion of in- 
dividuality is meant to be prominently brought forward the plural 
verb is used». 

Obs. 1. This construction also occurs in adverbial formulas with the 
participle; as, 8éfav tadta, quum hec visa, decreta essent: Xen. Anab. IV. 
1, 13 8dav S€ tadra, exnpvgav ovrw wociv: Plat. Protag. p. 314 C 8édgav 
jp tata, émopevdueba, ubi v. Heindorf; on the contrary, Xen. Hell. III. 
2,19 ddfavta Sé tadta Kal mepavOevra, Ta fev OTpaTevpata ander. 

Obs. 2. The dual neuter is also sometimes joined with a singular verb ; 
as, Od. ¢, 131 év 6€ of dace Saiera, the neuter duak being considered as a 
neuter plural: compare égce aed Il. v, 435, doce aivaréevra Ibid. 617 ; 

_® Reisg Comm. in Soph. CE. C. 326 p. Stallb. Plat. Apol. 19 D. 
» Aldrich. Logic. I. 1, 2. Neque enim singulare est quicquid unum dici potest. 
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and Il. 7, 139 «tXero & @dkipa SoGpe: Lucian. Tox. 17 &pdw Aéyerac: Arist. 
Rhet.r. 2.19 &udw 7. But this construction does not appear to have 
been usual. 

Laceptions. 

§. 385. a. When the neuter plural signifies or stands for names of per- 
sons or animate things, and the notion of individuality is intended to be ex- 
pressed, the verb is in the plural@: Thuc. [V. 88 1a téhy, ‘the magistrates,” 
opocavra éfémemboy: Id. VIT. 57 toodSe yey pera AOnvaiay vy eotpdtevoy : 
Isocr. Panath. go. 481 td pergdxva—sapayeyevnpeva—katedpovycav: Plat. 
Lach. p. 180 E 7a peupdxua Siadeyopeva emipépvygvtar—Kai— érawodow? ; 
Eur. Cycl. 206 més xar’ dvtpa vedyova Bdaothpata (i.e. dpves Kai epipor), 
i) mpds ye pagrois eiot; but Thuc. [. 58 ta téXy rev Aaxedayoviay bwésxovTo 
avtots, though the best Mss. read imécyero: if it is iméayovto, ra TéAn SIg- 

mifies the magistrates—if iméoyero, the cabinet. Of course the use of the 

plural or singular number properly depends on the notion in the speaker's 
or writer’s mind, animo loquentis®: Plat. Rep. p. 353 B dp’ dv wore dppata 
aut ay Epyov Karas arepydcoawwro pi) Exovra Thy attev dperqy: where the plural 
notion dPOadrpot was in the speaker’s mind: but when it had become a 
mere form of grammar, the one or the other is often used somewhat arbi- 
trarily. (See Ods. 2.) 

b. And also when the neuter plural does not express living objects, but 
the personality or the plurality of the parts is to be signified: II. A, 
573 €Y yay totavto (Sotpa) AvNadpeva ypods, where hirawdueva vives person- 
ality to the parts: Xen. Anab. I. 7,17 rairn peév ody 7H jpépa ov« euayécato 
Baoirevs, aN iroxwpotyrav davepa Hoay cai immev Kai avOporeav ixvy moda : 

Id. Cyr. V. 1, 14 ra poxOnpa avOpdmia macav, oipa, Tov emOupidy dkpath 

€otl, kdmeita épwra aitiavtar: éoti, the whole class—mankind: aitvdvtat, 
each for himself lays the blame ca. So the notion of plurality of parts 
is signified by the following plural verbs: Thuc. I. 126 ézecd) éwqOov (as 
emndGev) ’Odvpmea, the Olympic (not festival but) games: Xen. Anab. f. 2, 
23 évradda Hoov ra Suvvvésws Baciheuw: soc. 4, 10: and when the neuter 
plural is defined by a noun of number which gives it plurality; as, Thuc. 
VI. 62 kat éyévovto ef airav cixoot kai éxativ Téhavta: Xen. Anab. I. 4, 4 
joav d€ ratra bv0 teiyn. So Thuc. V. 26 dudorépaus d€ dpapripata éyévovto 
(apaprnpara is predicated of each of the two). (So G.'T. Matt. ix. 17 ép- 
$stepa auvtTnpodvtat.) Xen. Cyr. LIL. 3,15 avémavoy ta orparetpata, As- 
syriorum et sociorum. So where the neuter plural is defined by enumera- 
tion of its component parts: Od. 1, 182 @vOa S€ woAAG PHN, dics Te Kali atyes 
iaveckoy: Ibid. 223 yaov & 6pd Gyyen WeyTa, yaddoi Te oxahides te; but not 
always, see Od. d. 609. 

Obs. 1. The second person singular of the imperative is not used with 
neuter plurals ; as commands are not addressed to a class, bat to the indi- 
viduals contained therein ; but the third is occasionally, when it expresses 

rather a desire than a command: Eur. Heracl. 454 cw@qtw ré pos tTéxva: 
or where the nomin. is not of persons, but of things or circumstances: as, 
Kur. Med. 1048 yxatpérw Bovretipara, farewell, my counsel: Hat. Il. 81, 1 
Aehex Ow kdpol radra, be this said by me teo: but also Hl. 7, 29 ratra peddv- 

aR. P. Hec. 1149. Stallb. Cratyl. 425 Arist. Plut. 145. 
A: cf. Heindorf. Herm. Elect. 430. Ast.» Lebeck Phryn. 425. 
Plat. Legg. 46, and Rep. 353. Dobree ¢ Stalib. Rep. 353 B. and 503 D. 

G2 
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rey: in questions also the plural is used; Eur. Med. 82 téxy’ drove® 

olos eis buds marnp. 

Obs. 2. The non-Attic poets from Homer downwards use the plural 

very often merely for the metre: I]. A, 310 dunxava Epya yévovto: both 

constructions occur together, Il. 8, 135 Kat 67 S00pa o€onme vewr kai omdpra 

héduvtar. So Hdt. V. 112 ds cuvAdOe (cuvqAOov al.) ra orpardqeda oupmeadvta 

éudxovto. The Attic poets, except in the cases given under a and b, use 

the singular. 

Obs. 3. The use of a plural verb with neuter plurals signifying things 

may be divided into two heads. . 

a. Where plurality is to be brought forward; as, Xen. Anab. I. 7, 17 
pavepa Hoar ixyn wohdd: Id. Hell. I. 1, 23 ypdppara éddooay. 

8. Where a personal character is by a sort of poetical license thrown 
over the things, they are to be represented as agents; as, Hdt. II. 96 
raita Ta Tota dva pev Tov Torapoy ov Sdvaytar (notion of agent) mAéew ; 

(where some read dvvara:,) and immediately afterwards follows é&« yns be 
mapédxera (notion of patient): Eur. Pheen. 1344 ds (Separa) évdaxpical ¥ 
ei dpovovvt’ étuyxavov. 

Oés. 4. Of course where there is another subject in the same sentence, 
the neuter plural is followed by a plural verb, as belonging to both. So 
Hdt. VIII. 12 of vexpoi Kai vavayia e€epopéovto. 

Masculine or Feminine Noun in the Plural and Verb in 

the Singular ; cxfpa NwSapuxdy. 

§. 386. 1. A masculine or feminine subject in the plural is joined with a 
singular verb. This construction is called ox7jpa Bowwtikdv, or NiwvdapiKdva, 
probably because mostly used by the Doric poets. The instances of it 
are rare: Pindar. Olymp. XI. (X.) princ. pedtydpues Uuvor torépwr dpyat 
Adywv téANeTat, where Dissen adds, “‘ Hippon. Fragm. p. 41 AU’ fpépar 
yuvakds €oti Oita, Grav yaph tis Kaxpepy TeOvynxviay, gquamquam Gaisford- 
ius ad Hephestion, p. 253 «iow scribat:” Id. Fragm. Dithyr. V. 16 sq. 
Gxeital T dudal pedtewv ory addois, &xEtTaL Seuédav EAikdmvea xopot. In an 
oracle in Hdt. VI. 86 ot& ém yxetpes ; (but here emi is probably for erect :) 
Hom. Hymn. in Cerer. 279 €avOai dé képar katevqvobey: Pind. Pyth. X. 71 
ev 5 dyaOoiot Kettai—rodlov KkuBepydoers: Fragm. Dithyr. 1V.15. So 
Hesiod. Theog. 321 ris & Hv tpets Kepadat : UH. vy, 477 noun in dual. éxdép- 
cera doce, see §. 384. Obs. 1. 

2. In Attic writers this construction is mostly limited to éom and fy 
placed at the beginning of a sentence, so that the subject follows 
the verb, and the expression takes an impersonal form, like the French I/ 
est des hommes—lII est cent usages, &c. Soph. Trach. 520 jv 8 apptmdextor 

kNipakes: Kurip. Ion. 1146 éviy 8 ighavrat ypdppacw roid’ Ghat: so Hdt. 
I. 26 €or dé peragv ths Te madatis mOALos—xai Tov ynod énra oTdd.or: Id. 
VII. 34 €or d€ Era otdd.01 c& “ABISov és rv dravriov: Plat. Euthyd. p. 302 
C €ott yap eporye cai Bopot: Id. Rep. p. 462 E extr. gore peév mov kai ev rais 
tddas TOecW GpxovTés te kai Ojpos; ubi v. Stallbaum. So ylyverar: 
Ibid. p. 363 A xpi Sixaoy etvar—, iva Soxodvri Sixaiw civar ylyvyTar amd THs 

ddéns Apxat re kai yapor (but see §. 393. 7.). So G. T. as Luke ix. 28 éye- 

a Dissen, Pind. Ol. X. VI. Herm. Trach. 517. Ellendt. Lex. Soph. ad voc. eipi. 
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veto S€ peta Tovs Adyous TovToUs @oel Huepor dxrm. So in the dual: Plat. 
Gorg. 500 D ef govt rotTw birtd ro Biw: Arist, Vesp. 58 npiv yap obx €or 
ovre—Bovhw Scappimrovyre. 

Obs. 1. The passage in Eur. Bacch 1350 ai! ai! Sedoxtar, mpéoBu, Trn- 
poves uyai, is not an instance of this construction, dédocrac being used 

absolutely, decretum est, and rAjpoves guyat are merely an explanation 
thereof; nor Id. Hipp. 1269 Kékpaytat cupdopai, as Kéexpavra: is IIT. plur. 
with the anomalous ». : 

Obs. 2. Similarly the regular phrase éotw ot, sunt qui. 

Obs. 3. In the passage Thuc. III. 36 mpooguvehdBeto ris dppns ai vijes 
rodpnoaca, the singular is to be explained either by taking ai vijes collec- 
tively (=the fleet), or, as Arnold supposes, that 76 vnas roApjoae was in 
Thucydides’ mind when he began the sentence, which he afterwards para- 
phrased by ai vjes roApnoacat. 

Dual Subject—Plural Predicate. 

§. 387. 1. The dual is not always used where two persons or 
things are spoken of, but only where such two persons or things 
are either really a pair, as 7dde, xetpe, &c., or tn animo loquentis 
considered as such, as two combatants. So Soph. Ciad. Col. 337: 
@ mdvt éxelvw tots ev AiydrT@ vdpors ptow karerxacdevte, the four 

children divided into pairs. 

2. Hence the dual in many cases is joined with the plural verb, 
where the dual notion, as not requiring to be distinctly marked, 
is merged in the plural of which it is a modification ; as, Il. €, 275 

ta d& Tay’ eyyvOev AOov eAavvort’ okéas inmovs: Il. 7, 218 80" avépe 
Owpjooovto: Ibid. 337 tH 8 adris Epeeoor cuvéSpapov: Kur. Pheen. 69 

ta dé gupBdvr eragav. So dual participles with a plural; as, Soph. 

CEd. Col. 1676 i8dvre cal madodoa mapotcovev: the dual is used to 

denote two pairs, while the plural refers to the whole four persons : 

Od. A, 211 Odpa kat civ ’Aidao dias meEpl xetpe Baddvte Gudorépw Kpve- 

poto tetapTepecOa ydowo: especially with the I. plur.; as, Eur. Iph. 

Taur. 777 mod mor dv@ edpypeCa®:; Arist. Av. 35 dvemtduerOa— pu- 

gobvre : and dual participles as remote attributives ; as, Thuc. V. 59 
Tov 5é€ “Apyelwv do avBpes Opacvaddds Te kal “AAkid@pwr mpoced- 

Odvre TO “Ayide dueAeyeoOnv: Plat. Euthyd. 273 Daudo BrA€Warres. 

Compare dooce hacia, GAxya dovpe, §. 384. Obs. 2.—So relatives 
Xen. Mem. 2. 3.18 r@ xeipe—s x. 7. A. 

Obs. Very frequently, especially in poetry, the dual and plural are used 
indifferently in the same passage: Pindar. Nem. X. 64 Aauypois b€ rider- 
aw aap é&ixéoPav, kal péya epyov épyoavT akéws. 

a Elm. Iph. Taur. 7-7. 
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Verb in Dual with Plural Subject, or with several Subjects. 

§. 388. 1. A dual verb is joined with a plural subject or with several 

subjects, when the persons or things signified by the plural or by the 

several subjects are spoken or conceived of as so opposed or arranged as 

to form a pair or two pairs®. There is a very simple case of this construc- 

tion in Il. ¢, 10 80w 8¢ of vides HoTyv: Plat. Rep. 478 B Suvdpes d€ 
Gpdédtepal éctov: thus, Il. 6. 452 sqq. os & dre yetpappor moTapot, Kar’ 
peau peovtes, es prorydykecav cupBddherov OBpipzov Vdap,—Os TOY pLoyoLévav 
yévero iaxn Te PdSos re (the streams being compared to two combatants) : 
Il. 6, 185 sqq. =dvOe te Kal od Md8apye, cai AiOwy Adpire te Ste, viv por THY 
kopidiy amorlveroy: Ibid. 191 GAN edouaptettoy cal omeddetoy (two pairs). 
So Il. 7, 371 moddoi & ev rape épvodppates dkées Urror agavt ev moto 

pune Aimov appar’ dvakroy : and Il. p, 427 two. 8 Aiakidao, payns amdvevOev 

édvres, KNaiov, ened!) mpota TubéaOny jvidxyoo ev Kovinat meocvtTos (pair of 
horses) : Od. 6, 48 sq. xovpo d€ xpwOévre Bbw Kal TevTHKOVTA BHTHY : ByTHv 
refers not to wevrjxovtra but Kotp@ xpwéevre: Hom. Hymn. in Apoll. 456 
TipO odtws HaGov Tetinstes, ov’ emi yaiay exBint obd€ KaP Oma pedaivyns vyos 
eOece : V.487 GAN yO’, ws dv éyaov ein, weibecbe tayxtoTa’ iotia pev TpoTov 

Kdetov, AUcavte Boetas: v. 501 épyecbai 6 ay’ epol, kal inmanov’ deidew, 
eigoxe x@pov ikyaGoy, iv” eLere miova yndv: in this passage Apollo is speaking 
to the rowers, who must be considered as sitting in two rows, one on each 
side of the ship. Avschy]l. Eum. 256 épa, dpa pad’ ad, hedooetov mdvra, 
the Chorus being divided into two parts (qpiydpia): Eur. Phoen. 1298 
Sidupor Ofjpes Pdviae Yuyai—adriy’ aipagerov: Arist. Ran. 47 ti xd@opvos kai 
pomadoy guynderyy : Pind. Ol. Lf. 87 paSdytes S€ AGBpor mayyhaouia, Kdpakes 
@s, dkpavra yapvetov Aus tpos dpviya Oeiov, ‘‘ qui autem didicerunt inepte lo- 

quaces ut corvi inutili clamore certant adversus Jovis aquilam ;”’ in yapverov 
the poet especially alludes to a couple of slanderous writers, Simonides 
and Bacchylides; see Schol. ad loc.: Plat. Thest. 152 E sept rovrov 
mavres €Ens of Gopot mAiy Tlappevidov EuppépecGov, Mpwraydpas te Kat ‘Hpd- 
kNetTos Kai Epmedoxhijs, kal Tov moutav of dkpo: (here the notion of duality 

is produced by the opposition of philosophers and poets.) So I. ¢, 487 
tévyn 8 eotnkas, drap ovS Goro Kedevers Kaotow pevewev— pntas, ws aioe 
hivov Gddvte Tavdypov, dvdpact Svopevéccw Ewp kai Kippa yevnobe (&ddvTE 
sc. ov kai G\Aoe Aaoi: the explanation of the Scholiast, dpets Kai ai yuvaixes, 

is too far-fetched). Il. a, 567 is not an instance, as idv6’ is referable to 
i 
e€pe. 

2. Sometimes a plural noun and a singular one are joined with a dual 
verb, to show that they are joined together as a pair in the speaker’s mind: 
Soph. Cid. Col. 555 oxen re yap ce kai 7d BvaTnvoy Kapa Sydodtov piv. 

Obs. 1. The construction in Eur, Heracl. 212 is remarkable: attaveiw 
maTnp dv etn ods te kal rovr@v—where the predicative adjective is in the 
dual as viewed as referring to ¢wo, while the copula agrees with the sub- 
ject with which it stands. 

3. In the attributive construction we may remark upon the dual : 

a. A plural subst. is often joined with the dual pronominal adjectives, 
Sw, Svo, Buoy: Il. €, 10 Bbw vides: Od. pw, 73 of dé Bbw oxdtedor: Il. 4, 4 

dvepor Uo: Adsch. Ag. 1304 Buow oipwypacw: Id. Eum. 597 Suotr pia- 

® Dissen Pind. Ol]. II. 87. Stallb. ad Thertet.152 E. Nitzsch Od. 0, 35: 
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opdtwy: Theocr. V. 47 kpévar duu: Plat. Rep. p. 614 C 800 xdopata eyxo- 
pévo addndow. But sometimes both the adjective and substantive are in 
the plural; as, Il. 7, 326 Soroter Kagryvytouce. 

b. In Attic a masculine dual attributive is sometimes joined to a feminine 
substantive in the dual, or refers to two feminines, Eur. Supp. 140 vais? 
(daughter's children) épa: so povw: Plat. Legg. 777: Eur. Supp. 1064 
dppo patatw, Kaoropos 7 odk dfiw: the gender is lost sight of in the new 
general notion implied in the dual. Almost invariably the article 1é is 
joined to the feminine dual instead of rd, and rtoiv, generally for zatv: so 
Twde for ta8¢ (42%sch. Choeph. 207.), toUtw for tatta (Aisch. Pers. 188.), 
atte for adta (Ib. 1g1.), todtow for tadtaw (Plat. Phil. 57.), adtow for 
avtaiv: Andoc. 1.113 éde€av yap... drt adt@ pe To Ged TeEpiaydyouer, 

eyo O€, & dvdpes, bw avo pev hype rot Gcoiv cecduOa: so &AkHAw (Xen. 
Mem. 2, 3, 18.), ddAnjdow (Plat. Rep. 427 d.), otv for atv (Plat. Legg. 644) 
dppotépow (mevtnxovtépo Isocr. 1V.139.): so Thue. V. 23 dupe ta wonee: 
Xen. Cyr. V. 5, 2 to yuvatxe: Ibid. I. 2, 11 Kal piay dpdo todtw TH fyepa 
Aoyifovrac: Plat. Pheed. p. 71 E toty yevecéou. Tottw 7a réxva, tedtow Toiv 
kiwynoéow, To 6d@ in Pilato. And sometimes the article is in the masculine, 
though the attributive participle is in the feminine : Soph. Gid. Col. 1600 
Ta 8 edxAdov Anyntpos cis éxoitov mayor podovca : So masculine dual partici- 

ples as remote attributives ; this is also found as early as Homer: II. 6, 

455 oux av ef) npuereépav oxeov myyévte Kepavv@ ay és “Odvprov ikerOov 
(Minerva et Juno): Hesiod. Opp. 195 kai rére 51 mpds”ONvprov—devkoiow 
gapécoor kahupapevw ypda kadov, adavdtav peta pddov trov TpolumdvT avOpe-. 
mous Aides kai Népeots: Plat. Pheedr. p. 237 D quay ev éxdorm dv0 tie éorov 
id€a apxovte Kal GyovTe, otv émopeOa —~ ToUtvw O¢ k.7.d.® Eur, Ale. 925 
dvo Wuxas—SiaBdyte. Ken. Mem. 2, 3, 18. ra yxetpe—ddepevw. 

Obs. 2. It seems probable that the dual of the article, pronoun, parti- 

ciple and adjective had originally only one form for the masculine and 
feminine. The feminine dual of the article, ra, is hardly ever found in 
good writers. ‘ 

Obs. 3. In considering the use of the plural for the dual, it should be 
remembered that in the A®olic dialect and in Latin there is no dual. 

Obs. 4. The dual does not occur in G. T. 

Constructions by Attraction. 

§. 389. 1. The verbs etvar, yiyverOar, kadetcOa, &c., when used for 

the copula, sometimes, by a sort of attraction, agree in number with 
the predicate instead of the subject : 

Hat. I. 93 7 pev 51 mepiodos—eiat otdd.or €&, like III. 60 76 pev pjxos tod 
Opvyparos énra otdd.ot eiot: Id. I]. 15 ai OABor Atyumros éxaheeto: Asch. 
Choeph. 317 sq. Xdpttes 8 dpoiws KéxAyvtar ydos edkrens mpooGoddpors Arpet- 
das (subj. ydos, predicate Xdpires): Thuc. III. 112 éordv 67 8dw Addo 7 
"[dopévn iWnrw: Id. IV. 102 76 ywpiov rodro, dmep mpdrepoy “Evvéa 680i éka- 
Aovvro: Id. VIII. 9 aitvov éyévero—oi roddoi Tv Xiwy ov eiddres Ta mpacasd- 
peva: Isocr. Paneg. p. 54 B éom yap dpyixdtata trav eOvav kai peyiotas 
duvacteias €xovta XKUOar kal Opaxes kai Iepoa: Plat. Gorg. p. 502 C ddyou 
yiyvovtat 7d Aevtépevov? : Id. Rep. p. 422 E éxdoty yap airay wédews eiot 
maproAdae: Demosth. p. 817 princ. rev xpyudtoy 7o Kepddavov mdéov 7 

@ Heind. ad loc. b Heind. and Stallb. ad loc. © Stallb. ad loc. 
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oxr@ Tdadavra Kal Tpidxovra pvat ylyvovra: (sic Bekker e Codd., vulgo yiyve- 
rat). So id. p.877, 26 7 re mpoig dySojxovra pvat yevyoovrar. Id. 348. 22 
of avtidéyovtes byAou KaTepatvero. So especially the Latin; as, Terent. 
Andr. III. 3, 23 Amantium ire amoris integratio est. 

2. The same thing occurs in participial constructions; the partici- 
ple not agreeing with the substantive of which it is a remote at- 
tributive, but with the proper predicate of the clause in which the 
participle stands : 

Plat. Legg. p. 735 Erovs yap péytora eénpaprynxdras, avdrovs b€ dvtas, 
peyiorny dé otcav (for dvras) BAaBnv wédews, awaddarrew ciwbey: Id. Parmen. 
p- 134 B mavra, 4 87 ws ideas adras otcas UrodapBavopey : Eur. Troad. 1221 
av 7, & mor otca KadXinike pupioy pATep Tporatwy,”Exropos dihov odKos. So 
Plat. Parm. p. 153 A radX\a rod Eévds, eimep erepd eat, GAA py ETEpoV, TAELw@ P2355 Bea , Pepe 0 
eotiv évds’ EtrEpov ey yap ov év dy ety (for dvra referring to rd\Xa Tod Evds)" 
erepa 5€ ovra Thelw Evds €or Kal TAROos av éyar: Ibid. p. 145 C 7 pev dpa 76 
év ddov ev GdX@ eoriv, 7 Se Ta TavTa pépn SvTa (for dy referring to TO év) Tuy- 
xdvet, aiTo ev Eavtg. So the Relative, see §. 821.3 

Obs. 1. xadeicOa signifies not only “ to be,” but to be recognised as being. 
St. Luke i. 32. 

Obs. 2. A similar attraction sometimes takes place in apposition, the 
verb agreeing with the substantive in apposition instead of the preceding 
nominative: Hdt. I. 180, 3 ai émkaprai—aipacin (in apposition) tapa- 

, Telvel, 

Especial Peculiarities of Number, Gender, and Person. 

§. 390. 1. The construction often changes from the singular to the 
plural, and vice versa: 

a. Xen. M. S. II. 3, 2 Oavpacrov b€ rovro, ef tis Tos adeAhods Cnulay 
Hyettar,—rovs dé roXiras ovx *yettar Cnpiay, 6ri—exe.—Bbvatar emi dé ray 
ddeApav Td a’td Tovto ayvootow. Here vis has the indefinite sense of our 
English ‘ they.” 

6. A singular verb is sometimes used after a plural subject implied in 
some part of the sentence, when the notion which might be predicated of 
them all is limited zz animo loquentis to a single individual: as early as 
Homer: Il. y, 185° d\a KUvasg pev addadkke—tva BI) Gtrospudor EXkuordLov : 
Od. 6, 691 sq. Hr eori dikn Oelwy Bactdyjwr, dAdov K exPaipyor Bporay, a\Xov 
ke drhoiy : Arist. Nub. 988 érav dpyeicOa: Havabnvains Séov attods rv 
dorida TS K@ATS mT poexav Gedy TIS Tpuroyeveins : : Eur. Hec. 1189 év8p0- 

TOL OvK eEXpyy ToTe TOY Tpayyatoy THy yA@ooav iaxvew méov, GAN elTe 
xpnor eSpace, x. 7. .: Id. Androm. 421 oikrpa yap ta dvarvy7 Bpotois 
dact, kav Ovpaios dv kupy. (Cf. §. 379. Obs. 3.) Plat. Protag. p. 319 E 
ToUTOLS OvdEIs TOTO ExiTAyTTEL, GoTEp ToIs TpdTEpoY, OTL OVdapdbev Paley, ovSE 
dvros OwWackddov oidevds air, ereita GupPovrevew Emyetper®: Ibid. p. 334 C 

Gmayopevoucr Tois doGevoic1—ev rovros ois pédder CScoOar, in iis, que edere 
vult for volunt: Id. Gorg. p. 478 B. C dp’ ofv 76 iarpeverOar dv éore Kai 
Xaipovow oi tatpeudpevor ;—peyddov yap kaxod &maNddtTeTaL. 

a Heindorf. et Stallb. Protag. 319 E. Pflugk Hec. 1189. Heind. Phed. 62. Stallb. 
Rep. 389 D. Brunck Aj. 760. Elm. Med. 21s. 

a 
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c. When the gender of the persons signified has no especial stress laid 

upon it, but only the notion of personality is needed, the adjective, stand- 

ing as the predicate to, or attribute of, a femin. subst., is in the masc. as 

the more indefinite form of expression: Xen. M. S. Il. 7, 2 ovveAn\vbacw 

ds eve kararedeuppevar &dedpat re Kal AdeApidat Kai dvelpiat TooadTaL, @oT civaL 

év ti oikia recoapeckaidera TodS edeuvO€pous. In a tragic chorus the masc. is 

used when the individual woman speaks of herself: Eur. Hipp. 1105 

sqq. éiveow 8é rw’ Amida KevOwv Aeiwopar ev Te Tuxais OvarGv Kat ev Epypace 

Xedcowv. So also in the plural: Eur. Med. 853 ce mdvtes (for maa), 

ikerevouev. The masc. is regularly used when a woman is spoken of 

in the plural number: in the abstract plural notion the difference of 

sex is lost sight of, and the masc, is therefore used as a more general ex- 

pression of personality : as, Eur. Androm. 711 9 oreipos oda pooxos ovK 

dvéera tixtovtas adovs (for rikrovcay addAnv, Andromacham), ovk éxyour” 

avr} tékva: Soph. Ch. T. 1184 doris mepacpa pis 7 dp’ Sv od xpqy, Edv ots 

r (i. e. 7H pyrpi) od xpqv p’ duXdv. And so an attributive or predicative 

adjective (or mostly a participle) is in the masc. gender when the woman, 

to whom it refers, speaking of herself, uses the first person plural, 

or a plural participle; as, Eur. Hec. 511 ov« dp’ as Sovoupévous peri \Oes 

jpas: Soph. Trach. 491 (Dejanira) xotiroe véoov y emaxrov e€aipovpeba eoice 

Suopaxoivres: Id. Electr. 399 (Electra) mecotpel, «i xpy, marpi Tyswpou- 

pevor: Id. Aj. 273 (Tecmessa) ijpas d€ rods ppovotvtas nvia Evvev: Kur. Iph. 

Aul. 823 o& Oatpd o Hpas (Clytemnestram) dyvociv, obs pi) mapos Karteides. 
Also in Aristoph. Eccles. 30 sq. a woman says, @s 6 Khpvé dptios pay 
mpociovtwy Sevtepoy Kexdxkukev, as I came up. Eur. Andr. 357 ¢kovtes auTou 
TH Sikny vpeEoper. 

Obs. We must not class here the anomalous instances of masculine 
adjectives with feminine substantives, which were sometimes used by 

poetical license or carelessness; as, Soph. Trach. 207 kowds Khayyd : 
AEschyl. Ag. 562 Spdcor tiWevtes evOnpov rpiya: Nicand. Ther. 329 kata- 
Wuxévtos axdvOns: Ibid. 129 ododvtos exiSvys: Orph. Arg. 263 Gdyjevte 
kohdvy : CE. C. 751 wroxd Siairy; Soph. El. 614 and CE. C. 751 even 
TnAtKobtos is used for the feminine. See §. 127. Obs. 6. 

d. The Greeks, like the Latins, frequently spoke of themselves in the 
plural number, to signify that the action or opinion spoken of was partici- 
pated in by others in some way connected with themselves ; hence the 
plural and singular were interchanged as the notion varied. Among the 
earlier writers however this idiom is almost exclusively confined to poets. 
The prose writers used it only when the speaker was really connected in 
some common bond with others: Il. v, 257 76 vu (sc. @yxos) yap kaTedfapev, 
5 mp éxecxov: Eur. Iph. T. 349 oiow jyprdpeba, Soxoic” “Opeorny pyxed 
fduov Brtrew; ubiv. Seidler: Id. H F. 858 HAcov paptupopecta Spdo° 
& Spav od BodAopar: Id. Ion. 1250 Siwxdpec0a Oavacipos emt opayas Mvbia 
Who kpatnbets exdotos Sé yiyvopar: Id. Hipp. 244 aidodpeba yap ra dedey- 
peva por: Id. Bacch. 668 dpdow ra *xeiGev 7 Adyov orerhdpeBa : Id. Androm. 
142 Seonorav 5S énav dB jovxiay d&yopev; ubi v. Pflaugk: Id. Iph. Aul. 
985 sq. olkrpa yap mendvOapev, 7) mpata pev oe yapBpov oinPeto” éxew, Keviy 
katéoxoy éhnid’: Aristoph. Ran. 213 peyédpeO etynpuv éwav dodav : Theocr. 
VIII. 75 adda kdtw Préyas ray Gpétepav dSdy eiprov>: but with reference 
to a real community or corporation, Plat. Sympos. 186 B dp§opor dé amo 

@ Dawes Misc. Crit. 549 Herm. Vig. 713. R. P. Hec. 509. b Wiisteman ad loc. 

Gr. GR. VOL. I. H 
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ris iarpuxns déyov, Wa kal mpeoPedwper (1. €. TWOper) Thy téxvyv, Where the 

medical man Eryximachus speaks for the whole profession. 

e. So there is sometimes a change from the third to the first person 

when the speaker expressly includes himself in the latter verb; Il. e, 872 

col r émumetOovtar Kai SedpypeOa exacros. 

f. Analogously to this a plural adjective or participle (generally the 

reflexives attol, oeis, opérepos) follow a singular verb and refer to a pre- 

ceding person in the singular, who for some reason or other may be sup- 

posed to represent the whole body. Thus Xen. Hell. IV. 6, 4 *Aynot\aos 

eirev as et pu) EauTods aipnoovra, Onooo Tacay thy yyv a’rav: Thuc. VI. 1o1 

6 Adpaxos mapeBo7Fer aro Tov evwvipou tov €auTav: Thuc. VIL. 4 6 Pédummos 

darfyyaye Tovs opetepous male. 

2. In an address directed to more than one person, the Greek language 
has several singular idioms :— 

a, The imperative eiwé, and some others which express only exhortation 
or encouragement, as éye, épe, idé, are joined by the Attics with one 

plural subst. or several singulars. This arose from the idioms of every 
day conversation: Arist. Acharn. 318 eimé pou, ré perddpec8a Tar Aor, & 
Sypora: Id, Pac. 385 eiwé pou, ré wdéoxet, Svpes: Plat. Euthyd. p. 283 B 
eimé pot, & Sdxparés Te Kali bpels of GMA: cf. Protag. p.311 D. Demosth. 
p. 108, 74 eimé por, BoudedeoGe: Id. p. 43,7 77 BovheoOe, etme por, wepudvtTes 
attav muvOaverGar: Soph. Trach. 821 18, oioy, @ mwatdes, mpocémEev apap 

Tovmos TO Geompdroy npiv. 

B. In the old poets, and sometimes in prose, a plural predicate addressed 

to many persons is joined with one of the persons so addressed in the vo- 
cative singular; this person being considered as the chief among them: 
Od. B, 310 ’Avtivo, otras eorw trephiddooe peO byiv Saivvcba: Od. p, 82 
via idvere, paidim’ “OSuoced ; Pind. Ol. VIII. 15 Tipdcbeves, Gppe & exda- 
pooev rérpos Znvi: Soph. Gi. C. 1102 & tékvov, 7) mdpectov; 1104 mpoc- 
éNer, 3 wat (Adipus is thinking of Ismene and Antigone, but only ad- 
dresses the latter): Xen. Hell. IV. 1, tr ir, én, Gets 6 “Hpimmida, cai 
SiSdoxere adrov BovrAnOjvar Gmep jpeis’ of pev 57 dvacravres edidackov. So 
Arist. Eq. 1312 xaOjoOai pou Soxei eis 76 Onoeiov Theovaais. This and ana- 

logous idioms are very frequent in tragedy, especially where the chorus is 
addressed by another or speaks of itself, as at one time the whole chorus 
presents itself to the mind, at another the Coryphzeus : Soph. CE. C. 167 
Ecivor, pi) OT adiKnO6 cor miorevoas Kal petavaords: see Alschyl. Kum. 174 
sqq. 780 sqq. 837 sqq. Suppl. 179, 204 sqq. 710, 735, 910 sq., where 
the chorus is addressed in the singular or plural, as seemed fit to the 
speaker. So also the Chorus speaking of itself: Aischyl. Eum. 247 uses 
the plural; 251 sqq. the singular. So 354 sq. 6668. 

y. In the Attic dialect we find a singular construction of the second 
person Imper. with the indef. pronoun ris or was ts, with or without a 
substantive ; as, Aristoph. Av. 1186 ywper Sedpo mas imnpéerns Téfeve TAS 
tis. So Pax, 515 sqq.; hence the change from the third person to the 
second: Eur. Bacch. 327 (346.) oteryétw tig ws taxos, ehdav dé Odkous 
roves’, iv oiwvockoret, poxois Tpiaivov Kavatpepov Eumadw, kai—pebes. This 
also doubtlessly arises from common conversation ; the indefinite subject 
being addressed as if in the presence of the speaker: English, “ go every 

a Elm. Med. 552. 
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one of you;’’ hence we may see that probably the Imperat. originally was 
used only in the second person, as commands are issued most naturally in 

that form. 

Predicate with more than one Subject. 

Predicative (and Attributive) Adjective and Participle. (See 

also §. 393.) 

§. 391. 1. If all the subjects are of the same gender, the ad- 
jective stands in that gender in the plural; as, 6 Sewxpdrnys Kal o 

/ s , ¢€ / ‘ id / 4 , c = XN \ 

TlAdtev foav codoi—7 pytnp Kat 7 Ovyarnp joauv Kahai— opyn Kal 

) aouvecia eiot xaxat. So also attributives, whether immediate or 

remote; as, 6 Swxpdrns Kal 6 TlAdtwv copot or codol dvtes. 

2. When the subjects differ in gender the plural form is used, 
and with names of persons the masculine is preferred to the femi- 
nine, the feminine to the neuter: as 

‘O dvip kal 7 yur ayaQoi ciow: Il. o, 567 mapOevixai dé kai HiPeor, arada 
dpovéovres: Il. 8, 136 ai d€ mov mperepai 7 GAoxor Kai vymia Tékva ear’ evi 
peydpos totudéypevar: Xen. Cyr. ILL. 1, 7 os dé cide watépa te kai pntépa 
kal &dehovs Kal THY EavTOD yuvaika aixpah@rous yeyevnpevous, eddKkpger. 

3. With abstracts and names of inanimate things the neuter 

plural, as in English, “ things,” 1s used frequently without any re- 

gard to the gender of the subjects (see §. 381.): as 
Plato Menex. 246 @Odvos kai pws évdvTid éoriv, contrary things (éoriv is 

singular by attraction to éevdvtia): Od. &, 226 dxovres ed€eatou Kai dioroi 

huypdé : Od. v, 43.5 paxos ado kaxov Bader nde xiTva pwyadéa : Hat. IT. 57 
jv TOTe 7) ayopa Kal TO TpvTavyiov apio Nido Ao«npeva: Xen. M.S. H1.1,7 
hidor Te kai mAIvOor Kai EvAa Kal Képapos araxTa@s Eppypeva ovdev YpHoyLG eoTL ; 
so remote attributives in the oblique cases; Thuc. IV. 52 rds te dAdas 
modes Kal TAYTQY padiora THY Avravdporv. G. T. Mark xii. 28 woia €or evtody 

TPOTH TAVTOY ; 

Obs.1. Sometimes an adjective which is common to several subjects is re- 
ferred only to one of them ; as Xen. Cyrop.V.1,10 kai @dBos Kat vopos tkavds 

€peta kodveww; and sometimes to the one which is to be distinguished as 
the most comprehensive or significant or important: I]. a, 177 aiel yap €pus 
te idy, Todcwol te paya te: Il. 0, 193 yaia & ere Evy) wavTwy Kal pakpos 

”Ovpros : so with the personal nouns; Xen. Anab. I. 4, 8 €xy@ atrév kai tékva 
kal yuvatkas <v Tpd\dcou dpoupodpeva: Soph. Cid. R. 417 audiadyné pyrpds re 
kat god tatpés—apa: so Virg. Ain. VIL. 50 Filius huic, fato Diviim, pro- 
lesque virilis nulla fuit. The same holds good of a substantive in apposi- 
tion; as, Avsch. Ag. 41 péyas avridixes Mevédaos avog 75’ Ayapepvev. For 

the same purpose an attributive adjective sometimes agrees not with the 
substantive nearest to it, but with one further off: Il. 0, 344 tddpw kai 
oxoddrecow evimdrnéartes dpuxry : Thuc. VILL. 63 mv@dpevos—SErpopBixidny cai 

Tas vas amehnudta : Od.i, 222 vaov & ope ayyea mara, yavhot te oKxapides 

Te, TeTUYHEVa, ToIs evipedryev: Hesiod. Theog. 973 én yi Te Kai ovpea vata 
baddcons waaay: Id. Opp. 403 oikov pév mpwricta yuvatkd Te, Bode tT dpotnpa, 

pe Ney) 
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KATHY, od yanerny: Thuc. I. 54 td re vaudyia Kai vexpods aveihovto TA Kara 
ogas: Xen. Anab. J. 5, 6 émra éBodods kai juroBddrvov “Attixods : Plat. Hipp. 
290 C rods dfpbadpovs—mpdcwnov—mnddas—xetpas—eimep xpvoorv ye dy bv 
Kdd\dorov €wedde haiverda, sc. mpdcwrov. Analogously to this the adjective 
belonging to two substantives is joined with the latter ; as, Eur. Suppl. 23 
Té 7 €yxos THY Te SUOTUXEDTATHY TTEveY OTpuTetav. 

Obs. 2. Thus too sometimes one attributive adjective applies to two _ 
opposed substantives; as, Thuc. II. 44 ot av ris etmpeneotdtns Adyoow 
@omep olde THs TeAeUTHS, dpeis dé NuTAS: Id. V. 105 ovdev yap eEw rhs dvOpw- 
melas Tav pev es Ociov vopioews, Tay dé és opas adrovs Boudyjaews Sixacodper. 

Verb or Copula. 

PERSON. 

§. 392. When several subjects differing in person are joined 
together, the verb is generally in the plural, and the first person is 
preferred to the second, and the second to the third ; as, 

ey® kal ov ypapoper, ego et tu scribimus: eyo Kat exetvos ypdopev, ego et 
ille scribimus : ey Kai ov Kal éxeivos ypddopev, ego et tu et ille scribimus: od 
kal exetvos ypaderte, tu et ille scribitis: éey® kat éxeivar ypadouev, ov kal ekeivor 
ypddere, mets Kal exetvor ypddouev, bets Kal exevos ypddete: Demosth. p. 
129, 72 (mpeoBelas) éy® kat Todvevktos—xai “Hynoummos kal Kiertépayos Kal 
Avkotpyos kal of GAdot mpeoBets TrepunhOowev. 

Obs. 1. Sometimes the verb agrees in person with the most prominent 
subject. Of course such a change of person often involves a change of 
number also; as, Eur. Med. 1020 ratra yap Geol kdyo Kaxds ppovoto’ épn- 

Xovyodpyp. 

Obs. 2. Or sometimes with the subject nearest to it: Arist. Eq. 
229 Kay@ per atrav y@ Oeds Euldj wetar: Xen. M.S.I1V. 4, 7 wepi rod Sixaiov 
mdvu oipae vov €xew eiretv, mpos & ovTe Ov ovr ay GNdogs ovdels SUVaLT avyTermeiv: 

Plat. Pheed. p. 77 D dyes dé por doxetg ot Te Kal Syspias ndéws dv kat TodTov 
dtarpayparevcacba (pertractare) tov Aéyov. So Iseus p. 84 pets d€ kal 
Srpadrios kai StparokAjs TapeokeuaLovto Gwavtes: Nen. Anaby II. 1, 16 ov re 
"EAAny et Kal jpets. 

NUMBER. 

§. 393. 1. When several subjects agreeing in person are 
joined with one verb, the verb generally stands in the plural num- 
ber; as, 6 Sexparns cal 6 TAdtwv feov copot—é Pidimmos kat 6 

*Ad€Eavipos TOAAG Te kal Oavpacta épya amedeigavto. 

2. When two subjects are named and to be represented as a pair 
the dual is used: Xen. Mem. I. 2, 40 Kpurias cal "AAKiBiddns TO 
Loxparer Spreirmy: Plat. copla xal vods dvev Woxhs ovk av Tore 
yevotaOnv. 

tree 
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3. Exceptions.—(See also §. 386.) 

1. The verb frequently stands at the beginning of the sentence, 
and agrees with the subject nearest to it; as, Il. 7, 844 cot yap €8wKe vikny 
Zebs Kpovidys kai “And\dov: Il. a, 255 9 Kev yyOjoat Mptapos Iprapod re 
maides: I]. n, 386 jveyer Mptapyds re cal GANor Tpades dyavoi: Plat. Lys. p. 
207 D dgudei ce 6 mathp Kai 7) unrnp: Hdt. V. 21 etmeto yap dn odu Kai 6xH- 
pata cal Oepamovres kal 1) maoa TONY Tapackevy; by this construction the 
two subjects are represented as united under some common notion, such 
as ‘“‘father”’ and ‘‘ mother,” or the like. So Hdt. VIII. 106 wepuqdOe 7 re 
Tlois Kat 6 ‘“Eppotipos: Id. V. 12 Hy Itypns xcai Mavrins avdpes Iaioves: Xen. 
Anab. II. 4, 16 @mepé pe Apuaios kal Aptdogos, mustol bytes Kip@ kal vpiv 
edvot, kat Kehevouct vAdrrecOa; where the change of the number is re- 
markable. (G.T. Matt. ili. 5 efemopeveto mpos airov ‘Iepooddvpa Kal aca 
*Iovdaia.) In poetry sometimes the singular verb is placed after the first 
subject ; as, Eur. Suppl. 143 Tudeds payny fuvqye Todvveixns @ dua: 
Aristoph. Vesp. 1450 Adods mor’ dytediBacKe Kal Sipovidys. 

2. The verb stands at the end of the sentence, and agrees in 
number with the nearest subject. This construction, as in the last men- 
tioned, sometimes marks that the two subjects have a common notion : 
Xen. R. Ath. 691 E reévnres xai Shpos mAcov Eyer: Plat. Symp. p. 190 C ai 
Tipal yap avrois Kai Ta tepa Ta Tapa Tay dvOporar Apaviteto: Demosth. 307 D 
Tpinpers Kal oxetn kal KTHpaTa mepieote: Diod. Sic. XX. c. 72 Sdkpva kal 
Senoers Kai Opqvos eyéveto cupdopyrés: Strabo V. 350 A “Epykoe kal adda 
guoTnpara Umqpge. The change of the number is remarkable in Od. p, 43 
7@ & ovte yuu) Kal vymea Tékva olkade vooTHoavTt TaplaTaTaL, ovde ydvuvTaL. 

Ods. 1. Sometimes this arises from a sort of parenthetical sentence fol- 
lowing the subject with which the verb agrees: Thuc. I. 42 dy évOupy- 
Oévtes, Kal veditepds Tis Tapa mpecPuTEepwy pabwv, déiovT@ K.T. A. 

Obs. 2. If the subjects are names of persons, the verb is properly used 
in the singular only when it precedes, or stands between the sub- 

jects; but sometimes is in the singular, even when it stands after the 

subjects. 

Obs. 3. The construction, so common in Latin, of a plural verb with a 
singular subject and petd, cum, &c. is very rare in Greek: such as Eur. 
Iph. Aul. 1036 ris dp bwévaros dia AwTOd A(Bvos peta Te idoxdpov KiOdpas 
cuptyyeav @ éotasay iayav: Vhuc. IIL. 112 AnpooGévns pera trav Evorparnyav 
—oreéviovrart: Diphil. ap. Athen. VII. p. 292 D modvredads ’Addma you” 
étaipa pel érépwv: so Lucian. D.D. XII. 1 exeivn (4 ‘Péa)—apadaBoica 
kal Tovs KoptBavtas—ayw kai kat Tip "ldnv wepiTohotow. 

3. If all the subjects are neuter plurals, the verb is in the singular; 
as, mo\Xa Te Kat Kaa Kal Gavpacta éyeveTo. 

4. If the subjects are names of things in the singular, the verb is 
in the plural, when the subjects differ in species, or are opposed to each 
other ; as, 7 THs Wuxns dperi Kal TO TOU Gwpwatos Kaddos OaupdLovtat, but in 
the singular when the subjects are conceived under one common notion ; 
as, 7 THS Wuxis apeTn Kal TO TOU THparos KdAADS Bavpacerat. 

5. oxipa “AXkpavexdv—the plural (or dual) verb is used with a singular 
noun, when some other noun follows to which it also refers. This con- 
struction received its name from its being, according to the grammarians, 
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frequently used by Aleman: but it is found as early as Homer: Il. ¢«, 774 
HX pods Lpderg supPdddetov 75€ Skduavdpos: Od. x, 513 €vOa pev cis “Axe- 
povra MupipdeyéOwv re péouow Kaxurds re; Il. v, 138 ef dé x’ "Apns Gpxwor 
pdxns i) PoiBos ’AxdAX@v. So also in construction with a participle: Pind. 
Pyth. IV. 179 tov pév ’Exiova kexdddovtas 78a, Tov O’ "Epuroya, 

6. Sometimes the verb, though preceded by several subjects, agrees 
with the first whereto the others are represented as subordinate; II. p, 
387 youvard re Kai kvnpjai Te, Tédes O UrevepOev ExdoTou xeipes Tt SPOarpol Te 
mwahdcoeto papvapevotiv: Ll. y, 380 mvouq & Evpndoo petddpevov etpée 7 
Spo Oépper. Even with names of persons: Xen. Anab. I. 10, 1 Bactheds 
dé cal of ody aité Sioxwy eiominter: cf. Poppo. Here also we may refer 
Od. 6, 48 f. xovpa dé kpwOevre Sto Kat mevtHKovTa ByTHy. 

7. The verb stands sometimes in the singular, even when preceded by 
several names of things in the plural: Plat. Symp. p. 188 B kai yap mayvae 
kat xdAdafau kai épuvoiBar ex meovegias Kai akoopias wept GdAnda Tov TowotT@Y 
yiyvera: eporixay, these things being conceived as component parts of one 
state. his is illustrated by Eur. Pheen. 364 & p’ odedci, orovdai re kal o7 
mioris, 7 pe elonyaye. 

8. If several subjects are disjunctively united by 7—4%, either—or, otte 
—oUte, neque—neque, the verb is in the singular when an actual dis- 
junction is intended, so that the predicate cannot be said of the one if it 
can be said of the other; as, # otros 7) exetvos adnOn héyer, aut hic, aut ille 
vera dicit, like Cicer. N. D. IIT. 12 omne corpus aut aqua aut aér aut ignis 

aut terra est, aut aliquid, quod est concretum ex iis, aut ex aliqua parte 
corum: or in the plural, when the predicate refers to all the subjects 
equally, at the same time and in the same manner ; as, Il. v, 138 «ef 6€ k&’ 
“Apys Gpxwar payns 7) BoiBos ’ArdAX@v, 7) AxAy’ toXwor Kai ovK Eider payer Oa : 
Eur. Ale. 367 kai p ot@ 6 Td\ovt@vos xiwoy otf obmi Karn uxoTopmes ay 
yepav €éoxov®; Demosth. p. 817,12 & pev ody Anpoday i) Onpimmidns Exouar 
Tov éuav: ubi v. Bremi Varr. Lectt. p. 25. So ibid. p. 814, 4 dwavra 
radta evexeipioev “APdB@ Te TovT@ Kai Anpoparti, TH Anpevos viei, TovTow pev 
adedpidoiv dvrow, TH pev €& Gdehpob, TH B €§ GSEAPAs yeyovdtow: Lucian. 
Ver. Hist. II. 19 wohddxis yodr 6 pev “YaxwwOos 7) 6 Napxiocos @poddyouv. So 
in Latin; as, Cicer. de Offic. I. 41, 148 sz quid Socrates aut Aristippus 
contra morem consuetudinemque civilem fecerint locutive sint. 

THE TEMPORAL RELATIONS OF THE PREDICATES. 

For the expression of the undefined notion of time, see §. 401—<Aorist. 

§. 394. 1. A verb implies the notion of time as an accident of the 

act or state. And this notion of time may be brought forward more 

or less. If this be kept in mind, several of the peculiarities in the use 
of the tenses will be the better understood. It may either be merely 
the general undefined notion of time attached to every verbal notion, 

or it may be the more definite notion of time, past, present, 

future, attached to it by the speaker. 

‘Pipa O€ eote TO Tpogaonpaivoy ypdvov, éyw dé dre Tpooonpatver ypdvov, otov 

* Valck. Amm. p.180 not. Welcker Alem. p. 21. Diss. Pind. ad loc. 
» Monk ad loc. © Matth. Eur, Hec. 84. d Dissen Kleine Schriften, p. 1. 599. 

- 
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bylera pev dvopa, TO de Vysaiver phpa. mpoconpaiver yap TO viv vmdpyew. Arist. 

de Interp. HI. 

2, Every definite notion of time is considered by the speaker pri- 
marily with reference to the time present to himself—his present 
belief or conception—as being either coincident with it, or ante- 
cedent to it, or consequent upon it—present—past—future ; 
a present notion that something has happened, is happening, or will 
happen ; which relations are expressed by three forms, called 
tenses: ypddw, present; eypaya, past ; yedyw, future. And when 

these relations are by these forms expressed absolutely, without 
reference to any other action, they are called the Absolute Tenses. 

3. But an action may not only be thus defined by its reference, 
whether as past, present, or future, to the time present to the 

speaker, but may also have a reference to some other action ex- 

pressed by some other predicate, whether it be antecedent to, coin- 
cident with, or consequent on this action; that is, whether it be 

ended before this other action is going on, finished, or intended ; 

whether both are, or were, or will be going on at the same time; or 

whether it is not yet begun, but only conceived as about to happen, 
when the other shall be going on, or finished, or intended. For 
these also the Greek has forms, which are called the Relative 

Tenses. . 

4, As then the action itself is spoken of as past, present, or 
future, and may in each of these relations be conceived of in refer- 

ence to some other action already past, or at that time going on, or 
as intended to be done, there are altogether nine relative tenses, 
of which those of time past and present are expressed by the in- 
flexions of the verb, those of time future are sometimes supplied by 

the auxiliary verb ywéAdAw: the forms of the absolute present and 
future ypddw, ypdyw, perform also the functions of the relative pre- 

sent and future; as, ypddpw émoroAipy ev 6 ob malfers—enel of Bap- 
ed 

Bapou eyyvs Ecovrat ot “EAAnves paxovvrau. 

5. While the Absolute Tenses signify only the three notions of 
time, antecedent, coincident, consequent, without reference to any 

other predicate, the Relative Tenses express these temporal notions 
of the predicate, and also their relation to some other predicate, in 
past, present, or future time. 

Obs. t. The difference between the absolute and relative tenses may be 
illustrated thus : 

Present, Absolute.—The sun rises in the heavens; as a thing of every 
day occurrence, without definite reference to any thing else. 
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Present, Relative. —The sun is rising in the heavens; now while I am 

speaking. This definition generally is not expressed, as it is implied 
in and suggested by the preposition. 

Past, Absolute.—The sun rose; as a matter of past daily occurrence— 
no definite time necessarily implied. 

Past, Relative.—The sun was rising, has risen, suggests the question, 
When ? which is answered by the proper definition, When this 
happened, &c. 

6. The relative tenses are divided into Principal (Present, 
Perfect, and Future) and Historic Tenses (Imperfect, Pluperfect, 
Futurum exactum). The Predicate of the Historic Tenses always 
has reference to some other predicate, either expressed or implied. 
The Predicate of the Principal Tenses often refers only to the time 
or act of speaking ; as, viv ypdpw—yéypaha thy émiorodyny, while I 
speak I am writing, have written. 

7. The Preeteritum absolutum (the Aorist or Indefinite tense) is 
opposed both to the Impft. and Plpft., and to the Perfect. The 
Impft. and Plpft. signify a continued action in time past; the 

Aorist, a momentary action in time past; the Pft.a completed 
action in time past, but continuing in its effects; whereas the Aorist 
has no collateral notion of the effect. 

Obs. 2. Some of the differences between the use of the Aorist and the 
other tenses may be referred to the principle stated above (1.): In every 
verb is implied the notion of an act or state, and also that of time—when 

the act or state is to be brought prominently forward as something in ac- 
tual existence, and therefore past, the notion of time being kept rather out 
of view, then the Aorist is used; when the time is to be brought more 
prominently out, then one or other of the other tenses is used, as the action 

is or is not to be represented as enduring in its effects. See also §. 401. 

8. Table of the Absolute and Relative Tenses: 

| 
Present. Past. Future. 

{. Absolute. ypape éypawa. ypavo. 

l 
II. Relative. | 

a. Coincidence. , » P 
Action yet going on. ee da Pa ere 

Imperfect. 

b. Antecedence. | 
Action past. yeypapa. eyeypagety. yeypapeas éropuat, 
Preterite. 

ce. Consequence. 
Action yet to come. | heAAw ypagev. | Eueddov ypadew. | pehAnow ypapeww. 

Future. | 
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9. Examples of the Relative Tenses : 

I. a. Pres. Impf. { ypapw tiv ene RUUD CY Weiee eadsat carey lee 
(Pres. Prop.) maicers. .. . Ss 

be THY eT, te letter has \ iB 
b. Pres. Perit. been written and is ready while - Antecedent to | 3 

I speak. . 3 

c. Pres. Fut. Me ypiipeu (pay), T intend Consequent on 5 
to write while I am speaking. J 

. os 

aon ae \ eypaoy thy em. ev @ ov erates... t Coincidentwith ] 

b. Pret. Perft.. . eyeypdagecv tiv em. dre od ndOes..... Antecedent to 8 
c. Pret. Fut. .. €ueAdov ypddew ore od HdGes..... .. Consequent on } 8 

ro) we. \ ypaa ti em. ev & ob Takei... .. a at) e 

b. Fut. Perft. {7 a ag sian oo amo’ SAntevedentata 2 
payevn. Phvirets ae & 

c. Fut. Fut. eAAjo@ yp. dre od wapayernoe. . _. Consequent on } £ 2 [PEMA 970. payern q : 

Explanation of the terms applied to the Relative tenses. 

I. An action which is still going on is of course not yet completed, and 
therefore the tense expressing such an action is termed generally 
Imperfect. 

a. Pres. Impft.—I am now doing this ; action not completed now. 

b. Pres. Pft.—I have done this; action at present time past and com- 
pleted. 

c. Pres. Fut.—I shall do it ; I am at the present time in such a posi- 
tion that I shall do it. 

II. a. Pret. lmpft.—I was doing it; at some time past the action was 
going on, but not completed. 

b. Pret. Pft.—J had done it ; at some past time the action was com- 
pleted. 

c. Pret. Fut.—J was about to do it; at some past time I was in such 
a position that I was about to do it. 

Ill. a. Fut. Impft.—TI shall do it; at some future time, the action will be 
going on and imperfect. 

6. Fut. Pft.—I shall have done it ; at some future time the action will 

be completed. 

c. Fut. Fut.—J shall be about to do it; at some future time I shall be 

in such a position that I shall be about to do it. 

Obs. 1. The Infinitive and Participle express the time of the action as 
past, present, or future, (Aééar, Aye, Ae€ewv,) merely in reference to the 
verb on which it depends, without defining it by referring it to the time 
present to the speaker or some other action, relatively to which it is past, 
present, or future ; nor is the time of the action necessarily the same as 
that of the verb on which it depends; so that the different forms of the 

Part. and Infin. past, present, or future, may be used indifferently with a 
past, present, or future verb, and mostly the secondary forces of the re- 
spective tenses (see §. 395. Obs. 2.); as, BovAopar Aye, HBovdduny A€yery, 

Gr. Gr. VOL. 11. I 
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Bovdjoerar héyerv : yedOv Eyer, yeAdv Eheye, yedav he€ee : héyet yeypapevat 

(ypdwat), @deée yeypapévar (ypdwyar), NeEer yeypahevar (ypayrat) : yeypapos 

(yparpas) déyet, yeypapas (ypdpas) 2reke, yeypapas (ypdypas) defer: edmicer 
ed mpacew, Hrmiev ed mpakew, ehnioe ed mpagew : mapackevaterar os EeEov, 

mapackevateto ws héeEwv, Tapackevacerat os he~ov, 

Obs. 2. For the use of the Aorist and Present Infinitives, see §. 405. 

Obs. 3. It must be remarked likewise that the Present Inf. performs as 

well the functions of the Impft., as the Pft. those of the Plpft. 

Present Indefinite—Historic Present. 

§. 395. 1. The present most usually signifies an incomplete 

action yet in course of performance, going on coincidently 

with the time present to the speaker, i.e. the act of speaking; as, 

obros Adyet, he is saying now. But the notion of the present is 

extended so as to comprehend indefinite spaces of time, as we say 

“the present age;” and in this way the present is used indefi- 

nitely, as referring to no particular moment when the action takes 

place; as, gaol, aiunt. This indefinite present is used in general 

propositions, proverbs, comparisons, and in speaking of manners and 
customs, or of any thing which frequently or repeatedly or regularly 
happens; as, 6 #Atos Méparer: 6 dvOpwnds éoti Ovytds : Il. 7, 364 as 0 

br am Ovddvprou védos épxetar: Plat. Phaed. 58 A aAotov eis AndAov 

ot A@nvator wéptrovow. 

2. Another use of the present is historic ; when, to give anima- 
tion to the narration, past events are spoken of as present, and thus 

brought more vividly before the mind. So Eur. Pheen. 31 pacrots 
c a \ 4, , tal = 2 beiro Kal mdow weiOer rexeiv. This takes place even in dependent 
sentences, especially in adjectival sentences introduced by a relative 

pronoun ; as, 
Hadt. V. 91 peremeurovto ‘Immiay ex Suyetov, és 6 katapedyouar oi Mevovorpa- 

U , \ A , Fi: ~ > ‘ tidal: Xen. Anab. I. 7, 16 ravtnv dé tiv rappov Baoideds péyas Trove ayTi 
€ptpatos, eres tuvOdvetar Kipov mpocedavvovra: Eur. Hec. 1134 qv tes 
Lpiapudav vedraros Todvdwpos, ‘ExdéBns mais, dv ék Tpoias euol marnp didwar 

/ > , 4 G A ’ , , oe > A IIptapos ev Sdpors rpepew: Ibid. 963 tuyxdvw yap ev pecors OpyKys opors aTav, 
6r 7\Oes Sedpo. 

Obs. 1. On the interchange of the Historic Pres. with the Impft. and 
Aor. see §. 398. 2., 401. 6. 

Obs. 2. Hence the present Infin. is very often used in the oratio obliqua 
for the Aorist; as Hdt. VI. 137 ’A@nvaior Aeyovar, Sixaiws eEeAdoa’ KaToLKn- 
pévous yap Tovs Hedacyods tnd ro ‘Ypnood, evOcdrev Sppewpevovs, AdiKéew TAde" 
poitay yap aici tas oerépas Ovyatépas te Kal rods maidas em’ Vdap—* ob yap 
Eivar ToUTOY Tov xpdvov odior Kw—oikéras’ Skas bé ~AOorevy abtat, Tos TeAac- 

yous vmd UBpios—BPra.c0at odeas xk. r.d.: Xen. M.S. II. 6, 31 memvopat kat 

dd Ths EKvAAys Out TodTo hedyew rods dvOpamovs, Ott Tas xElpas adTois Mpoce- 
epe’ tas O€ ye Zeupyvas, Ori ras xeipas oddevi mpooépepov, GANA maar Téppobev 
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énjoov, mavras hacly bropévew Kal dxovorvras aditdv kynheiobar: Plat. Symp. 
p- 175 C pera ratra epn odds pev Sevmvety (cenasse), tov Sé Swxpdtn ovk 
eiorévar (introisse) : Id. Rep. p. 614 C dikaoras d€ perakd toitay Kabjobat 

A > ‘\ , ‘ ‘ / , i“ AY > , 

ovs, ered?) Suadicdoeray, Tos pev Sixatovs KehevEerv mopeverOat TH eis Se~iav— 
épav dn x. 7. d.: but see below, §. 405. 

§. 396. 1. Several verbs have in their Pres. the sense of the Pft., 
as implying the past action whence the present state arises; as, 
oixopar, J am gone=have departed ; so always, jkw, vent, adsum 

(for €AjAvOa), and the following verbs of perception, éxodw, and the 
poetic Kkdéw, audivi (for axijkoa), wuvOdvopar, aicOdvopar, yryvdoKe, pav- 

@évw. Or, the sense of the Aorist, as expressing simply an action, 
without distinct reference to any definite time ; as, tiktew, parentem 

esse = procreasse ( Aor.) 

Od. 0, 403 vaads tis Supin Kixdjokerar, ct mov axovers (hear and have heard) : 
Tl. «, 472 my 87 Toe pevos otxeTar, 6 mply exeoxes (is gone=has deparied) : 
cf. 0, 223: Od. m, 24 08 o& & eywye bYecba epapny (putabam), émei wXEOo 
( profectus fueras) vnt Widovde: Xen. Cyr. VI. 1, 45 pr Avrod, te "Apdoras 
oixetet eis rods modepiovs: Ibid. VIII. 3, 28 ob pereorpddn, ddX @yeto (as 
Aor.) é’ émep éeray6n. So amwotxeoOar: Hdt. IX. 58 Mapdduos, ws envbero 
rovs "EhAnvas G&mrovxopnevous: Id. III. 72 pas dpre re Heew (adesse, venisse) ex 
Tepoeov :- Kur. Hec. princ. kw vexpov kevOuadra kai oxdtov mihas uTov : 
Demosth. p. 28, 1 ra b€ mpdypar’ eis rodTo TpojKovta (6p), ubi v. Scheefer: 
Plat. Gorg. p. 503 C Gepiorokdéa odk dxovers avdpa ayabdv yeyovdra; Soph. 
Trach. 68 kai mov Kdveus wv, Téxvor, iSpvoba yOovds; Hdt. I. 69 mavta truv- 

Oavédpevos 6 Kpoioos ereume és Srdprny dyyedous: Eur. Med. 85 dpe yuyvs- 

oxets réde ; Id. Bacch. 1297 dpre pavGdvw. Trag. and also other poets ; 6v4- 
axe, mortuum esse, tiktew, texvotv, (Eur. Herc. Fur. 7) yevvay twa, pro- 
creare et parentem esse; and so other verbs which express the being in 
some state which arises from a preceding act, have, in relation to that act, 
a past sense, as wkdo, irra &c., but all these usages arise rather from 
the sense of the verb than the force of the tense. 

Obs. 1. The Pres. of otyopar seems in Homer always to have the sense of 
the Pft. or Aorist, but the Impft. is sometimes found in Homer in its proper 
sense; as, Il. c, 495 mdddov 8 d&éa Sotpa xara otpatoy wyxeTo, (simply was 
going,) mavtn, drpivey paxécacOa, eyerpe dé pido aivyy. 

Obs. 2. The Impft. of otyoua can be used either as a Plpft., had gone: 
Xen. Anab. IV. V. 24 6 d€ dynp adris @yxeTo Onpdcwr, or as an Aorist, Thuc. 
I. go Geworokdyjs taira diddéas wyeto. The Impft. of f«w is used as the 
Aorist, went, or came, Thue. VI. 30 6 dydos Kata Eéav Fev. 

2. The Present, with some such word as 7méAat, sometimes ac- 

quires a force between the Aorist and Pft., bringing a past action 
prominently forward, and denoting its continuance ; as, Aisch. Ag. 
363 Tov tTade mpatarv7, ew ’AdeEdvdpw Teivovta, médot (for teivavra) 
Togov. So mwédat trodro oxord, [ looked for this a long time and am 
still doing so: Arist. Eq. 236 érin ert r@ Orem Svvdpvutov md dan. 

12 
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Present for Future. 

§. 397. The Present is sometimes used for the Future, as in other 

languages ; 

a. When the future time need not be expressly marked; this is 
most plainly the case in the Infinitive with such verbs as d0x6, 

voulto, fyodpat, ola, EAT, duodroyS, ouryus &e.: as Lysias 145, 

25 tpas O& xpi) THY avTiY yrobunv €xovtas THY Wijpov éepewy, ijvTEp OTE 

geabe pds ToVs ToAEulovs SraxwSuvedew ? Nen. M.S. IL. 2, 3 ovd€ 7o- 
[eee 4 INA C- Ma 3N € Xx more brécxeto GlddoKados evar rovTov: Id. Anab. VII. 7, 31 av ot pev 

oTpariara, imoyvavtar TpoOvpdtEpov avTois suvotparevecGar: Tsocr. 130 

B pi yap cieo® avrovs pévew emt tovros. So it is used sometimes 
for the Deliberative Conjunctive (see §. 415); as in Plato Theet. 
187 E zs héyopey: Id. Legg. 831 B ap’ ody yryvdoxopev: so G. T. 

Acts iv.16 ri movodpev; What shall we do? So the Infin. in general 

propositions where the time is not confined to the present (see §. 405. 
Obs. 5.): Eur. Troad. 1204 OvnrGv 6€ pwpos Goris ed mpdgcew Soxav 

BeBara xalper: Id. Ale. 1091 pay Tip Oavodoay dpeheiv 7. TpoodoKGs. 

Obs. The verb ety: and its compounds have, in Jonic prose and the 
Attic dialect, a future force,—J will go. The Inf. and Particip. of this 

verb have both a pres. and fut. force, and so in Homer have the Indic. 
and Opt.: Od. 5, 401 rhpos ap’ e& adds eiou yéepwv—, ek S eOav KoipaTar : 
Il. a, 426 wai 67 Emertd ror efi Ards mort xadkoBares 6: Aisch. Prom. 
325 eipe kai meipdoouar: Eur. Hec. 1054 Greist Katoorigopar: Ibid. 
1196 mpos révde & eipr Kal oyous dpetponar: Id. Med. 257 ovx Gareupe mpos 
Odpovs Tak, mpl ay oe yaias Teppdvav gw Bato: Xen. Cyr. I. 2, 15 wa be 
capeotepov Onwobh raca 7 Tepta@y Todtreia, pixpov éetrdverpe ( paucis repetam) : 
Ibid. VI. 1, 5 G@meyst—otpatnyjow: Plat. Apol. p. 29 E otk ciOds adjcw 
abtov 00d Greys, GAN epjoopar adrdv kai é€etdow kai ehéyEo. So Hat. VIII. 
60 Trapécovtar—dmiact re®. Inf. and Particip.: Thuc. V. 7 evopicev dm- 
€vai, Grav BovAnra, se abiturum esse, quando vellet ; Plat. Phed. p. 103 D 

kal TO mip ye av, Mpvaidvtos Tov Wuypov aire, i) begvevon (recessurum esse) 7 
GroheicOar: Xen. Cyr. I. 3, 13 émel d€ ) Mavdavn mapeckevdtero ws a&mioboa 
mddw mpos Tov dvdpa, edeiro adtis 6 Aortudyns Katadumeiv Tov Kopov: Thue. V. 
10 éfidvtwy: Ibid. V. 65 as idvtes. 

6. When the certainty of the future event is to be signified, to 

which end it is represented as actually taking place: Il. A, 365 7 O4v 
25 , . 0 > 

o éfaviw ye (profecto te conficio), kai votepov avTiBodjoas, et Tov TLS 

Kal uovye Oey enitdppoOds éorw. Hence in oracles; as, Hdt. VII. 

140 ovTe yap 7 Kepady péver Eumedov, ovTE TO TGua—Nelwetar, GAN’ 

aja méher &e. Atsch. Ag. 126 xpdve pev dypet Tpiduou médw ade 
keAevdos: (G. T. Matt. vil. 8 6 airév AapBdver, cat 6 CyTdv edpioxer 

kal T@ kpovovtt dvoryjoera.) Infinitive: Soph. Trach. 170 rovadr’ 

Eppate Tpos OcGv cipappéva. Tov “HpaxAclov éxrehevtacOar TOver. 
a Piers. Moer, 16. 
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Imperfect. 

§. 398.1. The Impft. is to time past what the Pres. is to time 
present ; both express an action yet in course of performance, and 
not yet completed. By the Imperfect an action is represented as 
going on in time past, and incomplete, relatively to another 

action also in time past ; and either of these notions may be brought 
prominently forward and the other kept out of view, hence the 
Impft. formerly had a twofold force. 

Obs. t. The Imperfect is never used absolutely, but always in relation to 
some other predicate expressed or implied ; and when this is to be supplied, 
the Impft. has nearly the force of the Aorist in its past sense: so especially 
in the narration of past events, see §. 401.3. This predicate is in the 

Imperfect when its action is supposed to be coincident with the other Im- 
perfect ; as, ére eyybs joav of BapBapor, ot "EXAnves euayovro: if the action 

is antecedent to the Impft. it is in the Plpft. or Aor.; as, dre of BapBapor 
emeAndvOecar, of "EAAnves €uayorTo. 

Obs. 2. The action to which the Impft. refers is sometimes expressed by 
the participle, and the Impft. denotes that the two went on coincidently : 
Thuc. I. 7 meprovoias paddov éxoucar ypnudrov—extiLovto, as these resources 
increased they built their cities, &c. Sometimes a particle is added to denote 
the exact coincidence: Thuc. [. 8 étemep kai, ras moddAds adtav Kar@Kie. 

Obs. 3. Sometimes where, some present fact being spoken of, we might 
expect the Present, the Impft. is used in consequence of the present fact 
being stated with reference to some past circumstances: Xen. Hell. II. 1. 
21 of A@nvaior emevoav és Aiyds ToTapods dvtiov tis Aapwyaxod, Sretxe S€ 6 “EX- 
Anomovtos TavTN TTadiovs ws TeVTEKaiSeKa. 

2. As both the Pres. and Impft. signify an action not yet com- 
pleted, they are often used to express the design or the attempt to do 
any thing. This is especially the case where the action is such that 
the consent or cooperation of another party is necessary to its com- 
pletion. In this case the will is taken for the deed, which is therein 
commenced : 

Od. 7, 431 Tod viv oikov driyov devs (consumis), prvdaa bé yuvaixa, maida 7 

dmoxtetvers, interficere conaris. So ékrewov, aroddipny, perdebar: Eur. H. 
F. 538 ray’ €Ovnoxe rékv’, dmwddpnv & eyd, liberi mei morituri erant &c. 
Id. Med. 1149 méors 8€ ods dpyds adnpe, (tried to remove.) So also the 
Imperfect Optative after ei: Soph. Cid. Col. 992 ef rus ce Tov Slkavov 
avrik’ évOdde kreivor, (were to try to kill.) So the Participle: Eur. Pheen. 
81 eyo & (Jocasta) gpw Niova’, indorovSov podeiv éreca radi maida, piv 
Watoa dopds: Id. El. 1024 kei per, médews Gdoow ebudpevos 7) Sp’ dvicoy, 
Tadd 7 exodlav tékva, Exreve ToAdGY pilav Unep, suyyvoor av nv: Ibid, 
Iph. T. 1330 e&vevo’ droorqva mpdcw Ayapépvovos mais, os andéppntov prdya 
Qsouca : Hdt. VI. 82 mpiv—pddn, ctre of 6 beds mapadiSol, etre of eurodav 
éormxe: Demosth. p. 849, 17 008° euod mapadiSdvtos roy maida, (quum tradi- 
turus non essem), mapadaBeiv nOednoev, and so frequently in this oration. Hdt. 
LIL. St ra (1. e. &) per’ Ordvns etre, rupavvida watey (aboliturus), NeA€yOw Kapol 
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ravra: Xen. Hell. II. 1, 29 7 Ildpados es tas "AOnvas emdevoev, &mayyeh- 

houca ta yeyovdra. (G. T. St. John xiii. 11 7Ser yap roy Tapadiddvta adrdv.) 

So often the Pr. Part. after verbs of motion: Eur. Suppl. 131 
rovrous Oavovtas AAGov eSaitav modu: Demosth. p. 69,15 tods pev dvras 
; ‘ , ’ 3 A A > > UJ > A ¢ , 

exOpovs OnBaiov Aaxedaypoviovs avatpet, ods O° ama@deaev avTOs mpdTEepov Pakéas 
vov owler ; Kat Tis dy TavTa TMLoTEVoELE?D ; 

Syntax of the simple Sentence: 

3. Hence arises the analogous use of the Impft. (or Aorist in 
sense of Impft.), where the Impft. with ay is more usual, in the 
sense of Fut. with ¢edAev, to express an action which is or was 

viewed as not completed, but as being, or having been, to be com- 
pleted: dv, if it is used, refers definitely to certain conditions or cir- 
cumstances under which the action would have been completed. 

Hat. VII. 220 pévovri dé adrod péya Kdéos édelmeto, he thought if he stayed 

that great glory would be in store for him; so éBoudopyy, I would, that is, if 
I might : (so G. T. Acts xxv. 22:) Adsch. Ag. 350 modd@v yap eoOdav rh 
dvnow eihdounv: Eur. Iph. T. 26 éd@otca 8 Addi’ 4 Tédawa (Iphigenia)— 

exawvouny Eider, GAN e&ekdeyrev—Aprepus (el pn) eexeev): Id. Med. 1182 

#on—taxds Badiorns Teppdvev avOiwTeTo, assecuturus erat ; at assecutus non 
est: Id. Bacch. 612 ris pou puda€ Hy, ef od cuppopas tvxo1s* ; so in English, 
I had done so, unless &. Sometimes the omission of a gives irony 
to the verb: Arist. Nub. 1338 édidafaunv pévror ce >. So in notions of 
duty, propriety, possibility &c. the Impft. expresses that 2t ought to have 
been so and so, but was not, see §. 858. 2. 3.: xphv, oportebat; Ser, necesse 
erat ; Kah@s eixe, efqv, Ghee, &c. 

4, The Impft. is sometimes used for the Present, when the thought 

which the sentence expresses is not taken merely as an indefinite 
proposition, true at the present moment, but is referred in the 
speaker’s mind to some time past; as, 

Il. 7, 29 tods pev 7 inrpot rodupdppakot ducimevovrat, EXke’ akeidpevor’ ov 
& dunxavos emdeu, Axyrdrcd! cf. the preceding verse: Plat. Crit. p. 47 D 
Scapbepodpev excivo kai KoBnodpeba, 6 TH pev Sixaio BéedAriov éylyveto, TH Se 
ddiko Gmeédduto: for 6 Ta pev dix. Bedriov ylyverOar TH Oe ad. amwodAdvabat 

€déyeto éexdorote ih jpaev mepi tev TowvTev diadeyouevov: vide Stallbaum. 
So especially the Impft. qv is used for éoti, referring to some 
past thought; as, Il. «, 331 Kimpw em@yeto—yryyaokor, 67 dvahkis env 
Ocds: Soph. GE. C. 117 ris dp qv: Plat. Rep. p. 406 E dp’, jv & eye, dre Hv 
TL avT@ epyov: (Stallbaum Gru early aire, ds apt éh€youev, épyov tu :) Ibid. 
P- 436 C ciodpeda, dri od radriv Fv, GAAd Tela, 1. €. OTL od TaiTdv coTW, GoTTEP 
wdpe0a: cf. ibid. p.609 B. Id. Pheedr. p. 230 A drdp, & éraipe, pera€d tev 
Adyar, dp’ od rdde Hv Td Sévdpov, ep Smep jyes jas, ubi v. Stallbaum. So 
of admitted definitions or propositions, and the phrase in Ari- 
stotle for a metaphysical definition’, 76 tt Hv etvard, the being that 
which it is defined to be. 

a Elm. ad loc. Herm. Electr. go2, 1101. 
fim. Med. 416. Lobeck Ajac. 634.  EI- 
lendt ad y. &. 

b Herm. Nub. 1344. 

p. 133 Br.), zta quidem ut quidquam vel 
materiam spectat vel alia demum inter- 
posita notione (kata cupBeBnkds) accidit, 
excludatur. Unde jit ut et ejus sit cujus 

¢ Trend. de An. page 192, 7d ti jv elvat, 
8i universe explicatur definitio, determina- 
tin est (Aorrude foas. Ton. I. a: Met. Z. a. 

natura per se sola cogitatwr, et materia 
detracta ad formam pertineat. 

ad Waitz. Org. vol. ii. p. 400: Quomodo 
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Obs. 4. Thus eyeAdere is used sometimes to express that something 
which has just taken place was previously in the speaker’s mind as a con- 
templated and expected result : Arist. Ach. 347 ewedher ap’ dmavtes dvacelew 

Bonv, I thought you would; cf. Vesp. 460; with a negative, Eur. Med. 
13543 ad & ovk €uedhes, k.t.d., you did not expect: see §.408. Obs. 2. 

5. Connected with this is the use of jv (usually od« jv) with dpa 

to express an opinion or expectation which has turned out to be 
wrong*. The Impft. refers to the moment when the mistake was 
made, when the thing really was of the nature it has now turned 
out to be, though it seemed to be of a contrary nature: and dpa is 
ironical, marking the mistake, §. 788. 

Od. 7, 420 ’Avrivo’, UBpuv éxwv, Kakopnxave, kai dé o€ haow ev Snpo "1dkns 
pe? Oundekas €ppev’ piorov Bovdj Kat pvOorcr’ od 8 ovK dpa Totos naa: Soph. 
Phil. 975 68 fv dpa 6 EvANaBov pe: Eur. Med. 703 Evyyrwora pév tap qv ce 
AurretoOa, yovar: Hdt. 1V. 64 Sdéppa b€ dvOperov, kai mayd Kai Aapmpor, Hv 
dpa oxédov mavtwy Tv Sepydtov Napmrpéraroyv : Herod. here probably means 

to express that this notion was wrong. Plat. Gorg. 516 D otk dp’ dyabds 
Ta ToNeriKa Tepixds Hv €k TovTOV Tod Aéyov, i.e. OvK tip’ dyabds ear. 

6. Iterative Impft—when the action to which the Impft. refers 
is conceived to happen frequently, the action of the Imperfect also 
is viewed in the same way, hence its iterative force, I]. a, 218 pada 
T &khuov adtov.—Scee §. 402. 2. 

Perfect. 

§. 399. 1. The Perfect expresses a complete action, whether it 
be not completed till the very moment of speaking, as yéypada, 

I have (just) written; or has been completed a long time before, as 

} OAs Extiotat, it has been built. 

2. To express actions as simply past the Aorist (as a past tense) is 
generally used, representing the action as broken off from the pre- 
sent, and existing for and by itself in past time, while the Pft. is em- 
ployed when a completed action is in unbroken connection with the 
present, or is so viewed or represented. Hence the Perfect is used 

more frequently in the vivid narrations of the poets, especially the 

explicandum sit tempus imperfectum in 
formula rb rt jv elvan hee exempla osten- 
dunt ; 1415. a. 13 év 5€ Tots Adyos Kah 
€meot deityud eott Tov Adyou, iva mpocidacr 
mepl ov Hv 6 Adyos kal wh Kpéunta 7H did- 
voia; 1363. a. Q ov yap maytes eplevTau 
TovT ayabby v3 424. a. 31 TovTo F iv A 
alcOnais, (sic enim constitutus est sensus et 
definitur, et quum recte definitus sit hae 
semper est ejus natura); this I believe is 
the correct interpretation. Trendelenburg, 
p- 193, gives two other ways of accounting 

. P- 75- §- 35- 

for the tense: ‘‘ Quoniam 7b ti hv elvan 
notionem significat que quasi creativa mentt 
obversans antea est quam res ipsa, factum 
putamus ut Aristoteles Imperfectum eli- 
geret,” (this seems to me to be rather a 
Platonistic view than an Aristotelic, ) “ alia 
etiam accedit imperfecti causa ; nulla enim 
definitio rd Tl hv elvat consequitur nisi ex 
us que priora sunt repetita.” 

a For more examples see Heind. Phzedo, 
Bernh. 374. 
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Dramatists, than in the mere matter of fact style of prose, except by 
Herodotus, who loved to represent events not merely as we look at 
them when past, but as really existing before us in the narrative, 
speaking of them as a person would have spoken of them at the 
time; and very frequently in the Orators, who wished to connect 

every thing past with the moment in which they were speaking, and 
thus place it more vividly before the audience. 

Obs. 1. The Perfect also is, though less frequently, used in other prose 
writers to bring a past action vividly before the eyes as if it had just hap- 
pened, and thus emphasize it: Plat. Theet. 144 B dkyKxoa pev rotvoua, 
prnpovedw & ov, as if he had just heard it, and only forgotten it for the 
moment; cf.197 A. We find it also interchanged with an Aorist for the 
same reason: Id, Prot. 328 B emeddav ydp tis map euod paby, cay pev Bov- 
Anta, amrodedwkev 6 eyo mpdrTouar dpyvpiov (as if it were a matter of every 
day occurrence, and had just happened) éay dé pr doov dv dy déa etvac 
Ta paOnnata rorovrov katéOyxe (as if it had happened some time back) : so 
G.T. Rev. v. 7 7\Ge kai etdnpe 76 BiBriov (as if it had just happened.) 

Obs. 2. The present represents a present action, broken off from time 
past; the aorist a past action broken off from time present®; the perfect 
action linking the present to the past; so Ovncke:, he is now dying ; eave, 
he died some time ago; téOvnxev, he died, and is dead. 

Obs. 3. For the use of the Aorist where we might expect the Pft. see 
§. 404. 

3. The Pft. is also used when the action is to be represented not 

only as completed, but as present in its effects and consequences; as, 
yéeypapa tiv emortodAyv, I have written the letter, and there it is, 

ready : exriorar 7 TOAts, the city has been built, and there it stands : 

Xen. Cyr. I. 3,11 obros pév yap (sc. Astyages) trav év Mydos mavrev 
Seondrny éavroy wevoinkev: Ibid. LV. 2, 26 ovdev ore kepdarewrepov Tod viKav" 
& yap KpaT@y dua rdavta cuvnpTaKe, Kat Tovs dvdpas Kal Tas yuvaikas : Demosth. 

134, O4 ot (sc. exirporor) Kai Tiv StaOnkny Apavikacw,—xal ras pev oberépas 
avTav ovaias ek Toy émkapmidy Bim@KijKacL, Kal Tdpxaia Tov UmapxdvTwY ek TOY 

EuGv TOAKO peiCo TeTojKacL, THs 8 euhs ovoias—é6dov TO Keddavov avypr- 
kaow. The same holds good of the Conj. and Inf. and Part. of 
the Pft., and of the Plpft.: Hdt. III. 75 €deye, doa ayaba Kopos Iépoas 

temoujkor: Xen. Cyr. VI. 2, 9 sqq. édeyor, dru Kpoioos pév—ypnpévos etn—, 
Sedoypevov 8 ein maar Trois ovppdxors Baoidcdor, mdon TH Suvdper Ckaorov Tapei- 
vu— bn b€ Kai peproOwpevous etvat moAdovs—* TreTropdpévar dé Kpoioor Kai 
cis Aakedaipova mepi cuppayias, avddéyerOa dé 7d oTpdrevpa—kal dyopay Tap- 
nyyéd@ar, (G.T. John xvi. rr ére 6 apX@v Tov Koco TovTOU KEKpLTaL, NOt 
simply has been, but has been and is.) 

Obs. 4. Hence arises the remarkable use of the III. sing. Pft. Imper. 
to express a strong command or exhortation, so that the action is 
represented as already completed, and as remaining in that complete 
state; as, AedeipOw, redigquum esto ; tretreipdo0w, let it be tried; viv d€ rodro 

@ Ellicott Eph. ii. 8. “In a word, the Perfect connects, the Aorist disconnects the 
past and present.” 
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tTeToApnodw civeiv: Xen. M.S. IV. 2, 19 cuas de eipyodw po, ddicorepoy 
eivar Tov éxdvta Wevddpevoy Tod dkovros: Plat. Rep. p. 561 sq. tetéxOw jpiv 
kata Snpoxpariav 6 towdros dvnp. So the inf. in the oratio obliqua: Xen. 
Hell. V. 4, 7 é&sdvres S¢ eirov, tiv Ovpay Kexdeto8ar, be closed, and remain 
closed. 

Obs.5. This notion of continuance arises from the simple notion of the 
Pft.; a completed action implies and is the foundation of a permanent 
state which naturally follows such completion; hence we often translate 

a Pft. by a Present; as, dAwda, TeOvyKa, I am dead—the action of dying is 
completed. So kéxrmpor, T have acquired= I do possess ; ot6a, [ know =scio ; 
éyvwxa, novi, I have seen=I know ; pépvnpor, I have called to mind=I re- 
member ; kexkdypar, I have been called=I am named ; teOatpaxa (Xen. M. 

S. 1. 4, 2 eimé por—éorw ovortiwas avOporwv tebatipaxas ez codia), I have 

wondered at=TI am in wonder at ; évteOdpnpor, BeBovAeupar, J have finished 
deliberating=am now determined ; éppwpar, I have strengthened myself= 
valeo, am in health ; €otyxa, I have placed myself=I stand; wépuna, I have 
been born=I am, so yéyova: éyphyopa, I have been awakened=I am awake ; 
SeSorxa, mepoBypar, properly, I have been placed in fear=I am afraid ; 
BeByxa, L have walked=I now go on (Hdt. VIL. 164 mapadeEdpevos rip 
tupavvida eb BeBykutay, firmiter stantem) ; wéwoba, I have persuaded myself 
=I trust; pépnde, it has gone to my heart=it is a care to me (pedet, it 
goes to my heart); mépyva, 1 have shewn myself=I appear; té8yhra, I am 
in bloom (@adrXw, I blossom); Kéxysa, 1 am taken care of (Kndoua, I take 
care of ), &c. In many of these and other verbs the Pft. differs from the 
Present, in that the latter expresses the beginning of, the former the full 
operation and existence of the action, especially the following, which ex- 
press a sound, or call, of which (except «Adéw) the Pres. is but little used: 
Kéxpaya, héhaxa, KekAayya, Téetprya, BeBpuxa (Spvydopac), pewuKa (jvKdopac), 
pepnka (unkdoua). Of some Perfects the Pres. is either altogether lost, 
or only found in Epic: ot8a, ora, elwOa, Sédorxa, Sédia, ceonpa, TEOnTa, 
MEMAA, pepova, J am minded; yéywva, I call; dvwya, I order; mpoBe- 

Boura, dppidedna, dudidedpoua, these all express an action in present exist- 
ence. So G.T., wemioreuxa, nATiKa, HydmyHKa, &c. expressing the state 
implied in, arising from, acts of faith, hope, love, &c. 

Obs. 6. These Pres. Perfects can express the frequency of an action like 
the simple Present; as, Il. a, 37 KAvOc pev, “Apyupdto€’, 6s Xpvonyv audBe- 
Bykas, Kidday te Caden, Tevedord re ide dvdooeis. 

Obs. 7. The notion of the completion and continuance of the action ts 
very clearly expressed in the Perfect participle, and especially when it is 
used predicatively with the persons of eiyi, as there the participle is almost 
an adjectival expression for the state arising from the completion and 
continuance of the verbal notion. 

4. The Pft., like the present, is used to express the future, but 

with an emphatical expression of the immediate occurrence of the 
action, and of its continuance, as if it were already done; as, 

Il. 0, 128 prawdweve, ppevas HA, S€pGopas! Soph. Phil. 75 ef pe réfov 

éykpatis alc@joetat, dwda, like perii, interii, actum est de me: 

Livy XXL. 43 si eundem habuistis animum, vicimus: 
Thue. VIII. 74 va, jv pH traxovowor, tebvaKwor, they will be 

Gr. Gr. VOL. It. K 
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straightway dead: Plat. Pheed. p. 80 D atrn 6€ 6h jyiv 4 Tovadrn 
\ vA a) 2. Vf a ig HOS 3 , \ 

Kal ovT@ Twepukvia, atadXAaTTopErn TOD TowaTos, EvOUs SiaTEepUonTaL Kat 

dnédwdtev. So G. T., as Rom. xiv. 23 6 dvaxpivouevos eav pay), Svaké- 

KPLTQL, 

Pluperfect. 

§. 400. 1. The Pluperfect stands to the Perfect as the Imperfect 
to the Present; it expresses, like the Perfect, a completed action, 

not with reference to time present, but to some other action in 
time past; as, éyeypdpew ri émiorodiy eel 6 Eraipos iA9ev. This 

action, to which the Plpft. refers, is either consequent to it, and is 
expressed by the Impft.; as, dre of "EAAnves éyyds foav ot Todor 

amenepedyecay, or is coincident with it, and then stands in the 
Plpft.; as, eed) of “EAAnves éwehndUOerov of ToA€mor ameTeped- 

yeoav. 

2. What was said in the last section (1. 2.) on the use of the Pft., 

holds good with the Plpft.; it is used only (a) when the actual 
completion of the verbal notion at the moment to which it refers, 

and its connection therewith is to be expressly signified or implied: 
otherwise the Aorist is used; as, émeid7 of “EAAnves émAOov of modé- 

plo. arépuyov, when the Greek came up the enemy was gone—dazo- 
mepevyecay, the enemy had just gone: (b) when the action is repre- 
sented as continuing in its effects; as, Xen. Cyr. L 4, 5 raxd dé xal 
Ta év T@ Tapadelow Onpia dvnddker, Sidkwv Kal BaAdwv Kal KaTakaiver, 

aote 6 ’Aaotudyns odkér eixev ait® ovddéyew Onpta. And where the 

Pft. has a present sense, the Plpft. is used as an Impft.; as, 48ny, 

sciebam—ekextypyny, &e. 

3. The Plpft. is also interchanged with the Aorist to emphasize 
the action; as, Xen. An. V.10, 8 rv dyopay aveokevacar, kal ai mvAaL 
éxékhewto kal emt Tov Telxov Orda edpaiveto, they prepared the forum, 

and the gates had been shut, and armed men were showing them- 

selves on the wall; the change of tense gives both variety and vivid- 

ness to the narration. 

Aorist. 

§. 401. 1. a. The primary sense of the Aorist seems to have been 
the occurrence of the verbal notion expressed by the root, without 

any more reference to time than is necessary to the conception of a 
verb, and thus it is properly neither past, present, nor future ; but 

as such an indefinite notion of mere existence is by the mind neces- 
sarily thrown into some -time past, the Aorist becomes the proper 
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expression for past actions, without expressing any exact moment in 
past time. The action implies the notion of some moment of time 
for it to take place in, without giving any more exact notion of time: 
hence the Aorist is momentary ; but it might have been any moment, 
and therefore it is endefinite. Hence what may be called the proper 
Aoristic force is two-fold: a. Of the simple verbal notion as actually 
in operation. £. Of the verbal notion in some past time, but not 
any definite time. 

a. The use of the Aorist merely to express the actual existence of 
the verbal notion, is most clearly seen in the Infinitive, see §. 405 ; 

but we find it also in its other forms: thus the Aorist is used almost 

as a present, the context placing the action in time present, the 

Aorist marking that it has no especial connection therewith: thus 

eihopnv?, J choose (denoting a single, particular act of choice): atpéo- 

pat, I choose now, at this moment. Thus also Aorists, such as 

émyveoa, express the presence of the verbal notion as a strong but 

passing thought or feeling, differing from the present only as not 
serving so distinctly to measure time. But as this use of the Aorist 

Indicative is, comparatively speaking, so rare as to be almost idio- 

matic, it had better be referred to the peculiar usages of the Aorist, 

§. 403. 

8. The Aorist expresses an action as simply past, neither having, 

like the Pft., any connexion with time present, nor, like the Impft., 
any reference to another past action, nor any notion of continuance ; 
as, €ypawa tHv emorodAnpy (no time defined) : exricOy 1 wéAus, the city 
has been built, but at no definite time. 

2. Hence further the Aorist is used when any action is to be re- 

presented as single or momentary, i.e. as not lasting beyond 
the time necessary for the occurrence of the single act; and thus is 

opposed to the Impft. (continuance). 

3. In the narration of past events the Impft. and the Aorist are 

used. If the narration consists merely in a relation of the facts, 

without any prominence being given to the time beyond its being 

past, the Aorist is used (the narrative tense); if the narrator places 
himself as it were in the midst of the facts he relates, and tells them 

as if he saw them with his own eyes, the Imperfect is used (the 

descriptive tense): 6 Kipos modAAd evn evixgoev: Od. a, 106 of pev 

éneita Tmecooto. mpomdpole Ovpdwyv Ovuodv éreptov—ol pev dp oivov 

epioyov evl Kpytipot Kal Vowp, of O alte omoyyouot ToAUTpITOLoL Tpa- 

4 Klausen. Choeph. 325. Aoristus de tempore exacto quod uno tantum moment 
distat a presenti. Bernhardy, p. 381. 
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melas vifov kal mporiWevto, id& kp€a ToAAG Satedvro. Of course this 

must depend very much on animus loquentis. 

Obs. 1. It is not of course necessary that the action denoted by the 
Impft. should actually have been continued, or that by the Aorist momentary; 
the same event may be related by the Aorist in one place and the Impft. 
in another, accordingly as it is considered either merely as a completed 

action, or as in course of completion, which the speaker is supposed to 
describe by the Impft. as if he saw it going on. 

4. When the Impft. and Aorist are interchanged and contrasted 
in the same passage, the latter often represents the action as single 
and momentary, the former as continuing, so that the more or 

less important, the more or less transient actions are marked in the 

narration, by the use of the Impft. and Aorist. We find this usage 

in Homer applied with great effect: Il. y, 228 tjuos & “Ewoddpos 

cio. pdws épewy em yaiav, Thuos Tupkain épapatvero, mavcato 6& rds : 

Il. p, 596 vixny d€ Tpderar 8i8ou, épsBynce 8 ’Ayxaiods. (Cf. Il. a, 430 

sqq- where the Impft. is used to express the principal event; and 
453-478. Od. a, 106.312.) Xen. Anab. V. 4, 24 tots meATaords 
eddéavro of BapBapot, cal éudxovto’ émel & eyyvs Hoar of 6mATrat, étpa- 

movto” kal of pev TeATaTal evOds elmovto: Id. Cyr. I. 4, 1 rovadra pev 

67) TOAAG eddder 6 Kipos* TedAos O€ 7) pev pTHp amHNOe, KBpos be katé- 

PevE, KAL AVTOU eTpépeTo, 

5. So also the Aorist and Pft. (or Plpft.) are interchanged, the 
two latter represent the past action as continuing in its effects and 
consequences ; the Pft. with reference to the act of speaking, the 
Plpft. with reference to some other past action, or for the sake of 

emphasis (see §. 399. Obs.1.): Hdt. VIII. 8, 2 GAN 6 pep tetededTyKEe, 

Kat ov« éfeyéverd (contigit) of tiwwpicacba: Isocr. p. 163 A 6 pep 

TOAE“OS ATdVTwY Has TOV eipnucvonv awectépynKE’ Kal ydp ToL TEVvEDTE- 

povs wemoinke kal TOAAOVS KiIVdUVOUS UTOLEVELY HvdyKacE, Kal TPOS TOUS 

"EAAnvas dSiaBeBAynke kal TdvTa TpdToV TeTANaLTOpyKEY TGS. 

6. A still greater effect is produced by the interchange of the 
Aorist and the historic Present ; the more important action being 

held as it were before our eyes, as present to us, while the less 
important one is suffered to pass rapidly by in the Aorist: Thue. I. 
95 €Adov (sc. Pausanias) 8 eis Aakedaiuova tév pev idia mpds Tiva 
Gdinpatov eb0ivOn, Ta SF peyvota admodverar jut) dduxetv: Id. VII. 83 

kal dvodapBdvoual re Ta STAa, Kal of Svpaxovoror aicOdvovtar kal émadve- 

gav: Xen. Cyr. I. 3, 11 woAAdkis yap pe mpos TOY TaaTOV enOvpodvTa 

Tpocdpay.eiy OVTOS 6 wLapwsTatos amoxwdver: Xen. Anab. IV. 6, 22 ézet 

6€ edeinvyncay Kal vdt éyevero, of wey TaxOevTes @xovto (Impft. used as 

Aor.) kat xatahapBdvoucr 7d dpos: Ibid. V. 8, 6 évrad0a 8) dvayryvd- 
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oxet TE avTov Kal petro (as Aor.): Id. Hellen. II. 1,15 mpocBarov 

moheL—TH DoTEpaia TpoaBoArh KaTa Kparos aipel kal éfyvSpamdd.ce ; Soph. 

El. 897 idotca 0 ecxov Gata kat weproxond : Kur. Iph. T. 16 eis gurrup’ 

He cal héyer Kadyas rdde3. 

Obs. 2. So the Infinitives of these tenses are interchanged in the oratio 
obliqua: Plat. Rep. 358 D etvac pev yap adrov (tov Tvynv) motpéva Onrev- 
ovra mapa T@ Tére Avdias apxovtu’ GyBpov S€ woANod yevopévov Kal GeLopod, 

payfvat te tis ys Kal yevéeoOat ydopa Kata Tov TorTov, 7) évepev’ idvra Se Kai 
Oavpdcavta KataBhvat Kat isetv-—inmov yadkovv k.t.A.: Id. Symp. 176 A 
” , a , , 7 x \ ‘ S; , 
épn—onovdas te cas trommoacQat kal aoavtas tov Gedy Kat TaAXAa vopuiCopeva 
tpémecOar mpos Tov mérovh, (See §. 405.) 

Peculiar usages of the Aorist. 

§. 402. 1. As the force of the Aorist may extend over the whole space 
of past time, without reference to any single definite moment, it is used to 
express an action which took place repeatedly in past time (iterative 
Aorist, see below 2.), or in the statement of some general fact or habitual 

practice, which operated at different indefinite moments of past time. The 
verbal notion, being stated without reference to definite time, is viewed as 

general, and of universal application; while the present views it as of 
general application indeed, but as particularly true at the present time. 
The instances, whence this general fact is derived, are thought of instead 
of the general fact which is deduced from them, as if it were lying before 
us; which latter is expressed by the Present; so that the Present signifies 
a general proposition, without any especial reference to the particulars of 
the induction ; while the Aorist implies the general fact, as implied by the 

indefinite recurrence of past instances. In English we use the Present as 
the expression of this habitual occurrence: 6 av@pwros Oynrds éote: I). v, 
300 T@ be (‘Apni) BdBos, pidros vids, dua kparepos kai arapBys, €omero, Gar epd- 
Byoe (exterrere solet, Engl. who frightens) radappova rep modemotnv. So 
Tl. t, 320 &v dé if rim nuev Kaxds, nde Kai eoOdds* KaTOav Guas 6 7 depyds 
dvip, 6 Te ToAAa é€opyos: Eur. Med. 130 1a & trepBaddovr’ (nimia) oddéva 
Kaupov (parum opportune) Svvarat Ovarois’ peious & aras Grav opy.oGy Saipev 

otkos atédwKev: Ibid. 245 avnp & Grav rots évdov dyOnrar Evv@v, eo pohov 
Emauce Kapdiavy dons: Xen. Cyr. I. 2, 2 ai pev yap mretora médets mpoorar- 
Tovot Tois moAtrats pr KAETTEW, py apmacew,—kal TaAXa Ta TOLAdTAa @oAUTOS* 
qv S€ Tis TovT@y TL TapaBaivy, Cypias avrois éeméVecay: Plat. Sympos. 181 A 
i) mivew,h ade, 7) StadéyerGar ovk ort TovT@Y avTO Kad atTO Kaddv OddEeY, GAN ev 
Th mpaket, ws iv mpaxOy, Toovrov dwéBn, tule evenire solet (Engl. it turns out): 
Ibid. 188 B 6 pera tis TBpews "Epos—Brépbeipé te mora kal ASikyoev : 
Id. Mem. 525 xowdv tov “Acdnv Exov of mavtes Bporoi. So also the Perfect 
in Latin; as, Horat. Epist. I. 2, 48 Non domus et fundus, non e@ris acervus 
et auri Atgroto domini deduxit corpore febres, Non animo curas. The 
Present and Aorist are even used in the same clause: Il. 7, 689 éore kai 

@kiov avdpa poet kal aetdeto vienv. So G.T. Eph. v. 29 ovdels yap more 
Ty eavTod oxi épionoev: James i. 24 katevdnoev éavtdv. 

2. The Imperfect also has an iterative force, but with this difference, 

that it signifies the repetition of an action at some definite time or times 
marked out by the action to which the Impft. always refers (see §. 3G. 1.), 

@ Heind. Plat. Phed. 84 D. b Stallb. Plat. Symp.172 D. 
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and therefore the frequency implies a more definite repetition than the Aorist, 
which views these repetitions collectively—more as an habitual practice : 
Demosth. 834, 65 kai tpeis pev (sc. Sexacrai) oddé Tr&v cis bas apapravor- 
tov drav twos Katanhionobe, od mavta Ta dvta AdetheaGe, GAN 7 yuvaikas, 7 
mal ad’rav édenoavtes pépos Ti Kakeivors UTEetTETE’ NON Omnem rem famili- 
arem eripere sed partem aliquam illis relinquere solebatis. Here the Aorist 
atbeiNeoGe is used because the action is spoken of as the habitual practice of 
the agents; while in the Impft. imedeimere, the action is supposed to have 
taken place only as often as the former action took place. So Aisch. Ag. 
245 €sedwpev is followed by étiwa because it is wished to mark that the 
latter notion happened in a defiaite coincidence with the former. 

Obs. 1. In translating into Greek, the iterative English Present may be 

represented either by the Aorist, or Present, or Perfect : gofei, he frightens 
us now, — throughout time viewed as a whole (Indefinite Present, 
§. 395. 1.); epdBynoe, he frightens us;—has done so repeatedly in time 
past; mePd8nxe, he has been frightening us and is doing so. 

Obs. 2. Where the notion of necessity, or inherent frequency, is to be 
especially signified, the verbs guAety or @édewv are used. This is frequently 
the case in Herodotus, a writer who regarded the operation of things very 
much in the way in which nature or Providence had appointed them : 
Hdt. VII. 9, 3 atvréparov yap otdév, GdX’ aro reipns mavra avOpwrotot pidéer 
yiveoOar: Ibid. 10, 5 idéer yap 6 Oeds ta Umepexovta mavra codovew: Ibid. 
157 TO O€ eb BovdevOévte mpyypate TehevTI Os TO emimay xpnoTn eBedeL emryive- 
cba. We find durelv is interchanged with the Pres. and Aor.: Hat. III. 
82 ev d€ ddeyapxin—exOea idia icyupa prd€er eyyiverOar’ aitos yap éxaotos 
Bovdopevos Kopupaios eiva—es éyGea peydda GdAdnovoe GmiKveovTaL, As a gene- 
ral rule: e& av oTdacels eyyivovtat, ex O€ TOY oTaciwy ddvos, ex dé Tod dvov 

éaréBn, have many times: és povvapxiny' kai ev tovt@ Sredeke (apparet), dom 
Sy Lea ae 
€O0TL TOUTO apltoTov, 

3. The Aorist is also used in comparisons or similes. As a simile need 
not be always conceived as happening at any particular time, a mere in- 
definite supposition of its having happened without any notion of time is 
properly expressed by the Aorist: Hl. y, 33-36 as & ére ris re Spdxovra dav 
maXivopoos anéaty ovpeos ev Bnoons, Um Te Tpdpos EXhaBe yvia, ap 7 dvexd- 
pycev, @xpds re uv ethe rwaperds’ &s adtis Kab’ Gputrov dv Tpoev dyepoyeov (sc. 
Idpis): ll. 7, 482 pie &, ws Gre ris Spds Hovey: Theocr. XIII. 61 sqq. 
os 8 6mdx niyévercos— is eoaxovoas veBpo pbeyEapevas—e£ eivas Eaweucev 
érouotatayv emi Satta’ ‘ApaxdXéns tovovros—mruida today Sedévato x.t.r. SO 
G.T. James i. 11 dveree 6 HAvos. The absolute Present (see §. 395. 1.) 
is also used in similes, and sets the action before us more vividly as hap- 
pening before us. So also the conjunctive, representing the action as a 
mere supposition, which may any day be realised. All three forms are 
used together, il. i 138 ore Aeovra dv pa Te Trotpiy dyp@ er ci pomaeots 

dleoou xpavog bev T adds Umepadpévoy mee Sapdoon, Tod pév te cFevos Gpoev, 
emeita O€ 7 ov Tpocapuver.mSee §. 868. 4. 

Obs. 3. The future is also used in comparisons by the poets. 

Obs. 4. The iterative Aor. and Impft. have in Jonic an especial form in 
cxov: I]. 8, 198 ov & ad Shpou r avdpa ior, Bodwvra 7 epevpor, Tov oKATTpw 
ed c h U 4 s c ‘ \ a2 4 : ehagacKke, OpoKAnoacKke te pvOm: Hdt. Lil, 119 9 dé yur tod Iwragépveos 
porrcovoa emi tas Bvpas tov Baoidjos Khaleoke Kai 6SupécKETO’ Torcioa dé Gel 
T@UTO ToUTO TOY Aapeiov émeiwe oikreipai pv. So also of the same action 
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taking place at the same time, but in a different place: Il. 8, 271 &de dé 
Tus elreakey iday es mAnoiov addov: Hdt. ILL. 117 apdeoxe—in different places 
at the same time. Very often the iterative force of the form in oxoy coin- 
cides with the notion of duration expressed by the Impft.: Il. y, 388 
gudgeckev: €, 708 vaieoxey: especially éoxe. 

Use of the Aorist in the tragedians instead of the Present.— Aorist used to 

express future events.—Ti obv with the Aorist. 

§. 403. 1. The tragedians especially, but also other writers, use the 
Aorist in its primary force, to express the mere existence of a thought or 
feeling, without any reference to time past, present, or future: Il. p, 173 
viv dé cev avoodpny mayxu ppévas oiov eeumes: Ibid. 486 imma rad évdyoa : 
the notion of definite time being kept out of view, the verbal notion is 
brought all the more prominently forward (see §. 394. 7.): Soph. Phil. 
1434 kal gol tadr’, ’Axidéws réxvov, tapyveoa, I advise you this: Aisch. 
Ag. 350 ethépnv: Id. Choeph. 623 émepynoduecda: Eur. Med. 707 
(Medea) Kpéwv pw’ €davver puyada ys Kopw6ias. (Aigeus) ea & “lavov ; 
ovde radr’ émyveoa, I do not approve of this: Ibid. 224 otf acrév qveo’ doris 
avOadns yeyos mxpos Troditas early duabias Umo, I praise not: Ibid. 272 oe 
THY oKvOpardv Kai méce. Oupoupervny, Mydecav, Ettov THade yns ¢£w wepav dv- 
yada: Ibid. 791 @pwka 8 oiov epyov gor’ épyacréov toivreibev nyiv, I mourn 
over—alas for: Id. Hec. 1276 (Polym.) kai onv y dvaykn raida Kacdvdpav 
Oavew. (Hecuba) émémtuca. So Soph. Cd. Col. 757 Oedjoas, greatly 
wishing: Id. Aj. 36 éyvwy: Eur. Med. 64 petéyrwv: Soph. Electr. 668 
edefdunv: Id. Trach. 499 twapéBav, I pass by: Arist. Ach. 266 &kro o° 
ere. tpooertov, I greet you: Id. Nub.174 qoOqv, Z am pleased: Id. Equit. 
695 joOnv amedais, éyeXaca yodoxourias: Id. Aves 540 éddxpuoa, F 
weep for. 

Obs. 1. We might often translate these Aorists into familiar English by 
phrases in which there is no notion of time alone: so émqveoa, well done ; 

jobny, hurrah for ; mpooettrov, good morning to you after siv years; dvocd- 
pyv, shame upon; and this will serve to illustrate the force of the Aorist 
here. 

2. The Aorist is also used, like the Pft. (§. 394. 2.), to express future 
events, which must certainly happen. The absence of any definite notion 
of time expresses yet more forcibly than the Pft. the inevitable, and as it 
were actual development of that which as yet is future: Il. 6, 160-162 
eimep yap Te kal avrix’ Odvpmios ovk erédeooev’ Ex TE Kal GWE TedEl, GUY TE 
peyaho améticay ody opjow Keadjar yuvaéi Te Kal Texeeoow, have done it, I 
consider it as done: Il. p, 99 éamér avijp ebedn mpos Saipova hati payerOar, 
dv ke Oeds TIsa, Taxa of péya THua kUALGOy: Il. +, 412 sqq. «i pev K addr pevov 
Tpoov rod dudiysdyopa, GETO pev jor vdaTos, aTap KAéos apbutov €oTaL’ Ef 
d€ kev oikad’ ikoyw idrnv és marpida yaiay, BAeTd por KAéos eaOdov, emt Sypov 
dé por aiwy €ooetor: Hdt. VII. 10 ovkav dyorepyn cfu exapyoe, it succeeds 
not in both points, so much must be considered as certain as if it had 
already happened: Soph. Ant. 303 yxpdvo mor é&émpagav as Sodvae Siknv: 
Eur. Med. 78 dTroopneo® ap, ei KaKkov Tpocoloopev veoy maka@: Plat. Rep. 

p. 462 D éravy mov npay Sdkrudds tov TAny} maca 7 KoWwwvia } KaTa TO TOpa 
Tpos Thy Wuxnv—alets te kal maca dua ~uvyAynoE pépovs movngayTos Gdn : 
ubi v. Stallbaum. So rayd etwev, statim dixerit, Plat. Rep. p. 406 D ibiq. 
Stallb.: Demosth. p. 20, g drav & é« mAcovegias kat movnpias tis, Somep 
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obtos (Phil.), iaxvon, 7 mporn mpopacis (pretextus) Kai pixpov mTaiopa aravta 
dvexaltice kai S1éducev: Ibid. p. 24, 21 ovr@ Kal ray Tupdvyev, Ews pev Gy 
é£o wokeuGow, ahaviy Ta Kaka Tols TOANois eotiy, éredav b€ Guopos TOAEHOS TUp- 
makh, mdvta émrolqoev exdnda. So the Inf. Aor. of an absolute assertion : 
Od. 8, 171 Kai yap ékeivo pnp teMeuTn Pyar Grravra, ds oi EuvOedunv. 

Obs. 2. Sometimes, especially in G. T., the Aorist is only apparently 
used for the future, since it speaks of something which has already taken 
place. So John xv. 6 éav pi tis peivy ev eyot, éBdnbn Eo, he is (evidently) 
already cast out. 

Obs. 3. Here also we must refer the passages in which the Aorist is im- 
properly said to express conatus rei faciende. The Aorist, as an expression 
of something indefinitely past, or conceived to be so, cannot express a 
mere intention of doing the action of the verb; but the action which was 
only intended is spoken of as if it had really happened : Soph. Aj. 1126 
sqq. (Teucer) Ev 7 dixaip yap péey eEeorw dpoveiv. (Menelaus) dixara 
yap rovd evtuxeiv, ktetvavtd pe; (Teucer) xtelvavta; Sewdv y elmas, ei kat 
Gis Oavav. (Menelaus) Ocds yap exo ter pe, rade & ciyoua. Menelaus, 
wishing to exaggerate the crime of Teucer, calls him an actual murderer, 
at which Teucer remonstrates: so Eur. lon. 1498 (Creusa) év @é8@ xara- 
deOcica, cav Woyav awéBadov, réxvov! extewd o axovoa. (lon) e& euod 7 
ovx dav (non merito, immerito) ebvnckes. 

3. Analogously to this the Aor. is joined with ri ovv, (quin igitur) to ex- 

press a command in the shape of a question: Xen. Cyr. II. 1, 4 tt ody, 
en 6 Kipos, ob Kai tHv Svvapw Edhe§ds por; why have you not ? instead of, 
do so directly. ‘*‘ Hec interrogatio alacritatem quandam animi et aviditatem 
sciendi exprimit.” Weiske adh.l. Cf. Bornemann. Xen. Cyr. V. 4, 
37 Tl ovv, pn, & Vaddra, obxt Ta pev teiyn Hudak exvpa emrotnoas ; Ibid. 
VILL. 3, 46 ti obv, thn, mpos Tav Ocdv, 6 Bepaidas, obxl ov ye aitixa pada 

cUdaivwy eyévou, Kal ewe evdaivova émotnoas; aBav yap, epy, Tadta mavra 
KexTnoo, Kal xp@ Ones Bother adrois: Plat. Pheed. p. 86 D ef ody tis bpav 
evTopmrepos euod, Ti oUK amekplvato; is guam celerrime respondeat : Id. Gorg. 
p- 503 B ei twa eyeus trav fyrépwv Tovodroy ecimeiv, Ti ObXL Kal euol adToy Eppa- 
aas tis €or ; age mihi protinus indica: Id. Sympos. p.173 B ti obtv, &pn, 
ob Sinyyjow por; guin tu mihi narres 74 

The Aorist instead of the Imperfect, Perfect, and Pluperfect. 

§. 404. The Aorist is sometimes apparently used for one of these 
relative tenses; when the fact of the action having occurred is to be 

brought forward, and neither its natural time, nor its connection with 
present time, nor its continuance in its effects need be distinctly marked 
—and this in dependent and independent sentences; as, Il. v, 50 addy 

pev yap eywy ov Seidia xeipas damrovs Tpwwr, ol péya Teiyos bmepxatéBnoav 
6pito (for Pft.): Od. a, 171 tis, médev eis avdpav ;—orroins 8 ent vyos 
Gixeo; ras O€ oe vadira Hyayov eis “IOdkny ; (for Pft.): Ibid. 194 viv & 
HdOov: Eur. Phoen. 4 sqq. “HAve—os dvorvxi OnBacor TH TOP Fyepa deriv’ 
Epykas, Kadpos vik’ ANE yay tHvd’*, ek\iTav Doivnccay xOdva" os maida ynpas 

Kumpioos ‘Appoviay more HoAvSwpor éfépuce (for Plpft.): Xen. M. 8. I. 6,14 
tovs Onoavpois Tdv mada copay, ovs exeivor KaTEeAuTrov ev BiBAlows ypaYyavTes, 
Sr€pxopar (for Pft.): Demosth. p.859, 49 €xetvy 1H Hucpa Katw@pirrero, dre 
eis Tas TovTwy xeipas HAVev (for Plpft.): Ibid. p. 12, 14 vuvi de Gerradois— 
€BorOnoe (for Pft.). 

a Stallb. Symp. 173 B. 
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Ohs. We are not always to suppose, even where another tense might 
be from the context expected, that the Aorist is used, properly speaking, 
for it; it is used in reference to some view in the speaker’s or writer’s 
mind, or sometimes in the mind of some one he is writing or speaking 

to. So in G.T. Matt. xxvii. 37 éréOnxay : according to the order of events, 
it might have been the Plpft., but the Evangelist chose to narrate, a simple 
fact of the history, and not in its reference to the other events. 

Imperative, Subjunctive, Optative, Infinitive, Participle of the Aorist. 

§. 405. 1. It arises from the nature of a command that the relations of 
time cannot be so clearly marked in the Imperative as in the other forms ; 
so that the Aorist here is used not as a past tense, but in its primary force 
of expressing the act, set free from any definite relations of time; and 
the use of the Aorist or Present Imperative depends on the will of the 
speaker. The Aorist gives a strong emphatic command with reference to 
a single act ; the Present adds to it the notion of permanence, as in general 

precepts, advice, rules, &c. The Aorist is more emphatic with regard to 
the particular command, the Present in respect to the continuance of the 

rule, &c. The usage especially in the Poets is very arbitrary : Eur. Phen. 
1720 rade PAGi por, Tad dda TIWeL: Id. Hipp. 473 add’, & dire mai, hijye 
(always) pév xaxdv ppevav, dijfov tBpigovc’. So G.T. Rom. xv. 11 aiveite 
(general duty) kat émovéoate (particular exhortaticn). So Demosth-p. 838, 
10 aBée 8) paprupias Kat avdyvo%t—then AaBe ras Aras kal dvayivwoxe— 
hae érépav cai dvdyvwh. So G.T. 1 Cor. xv. 34 éxvippare duxaiws (emphatic 
command on a single point) kat p17) Gwaptdvere (general). 

Obs. 1. It may be from this distinction between the Aorist and Pres. 
Imper. that the latter is always used in negative commands. A prohibition 
implies more continuance.—See §. 420. 3. 

2. The Aorist Conjunctive and Optative are mostly used in their Aoristic 
force, to denote the simple act of the verb without any definite time, ac- 
cording to the respective powers of those moods; but the Aorist Con- 
junctive in dependent sentences seems to supply the wanting Future Con- 
junctive (see §. 814. Obs. 3.), and sometimes answers to the Lat. Fut. 
exactum: Hdt. 11.173 ra réfa of Kexrnuevor, eredy pev Séwvtar xpaoOa, 
exravoouar, emecy b€ xpjowvtar, (they shall have finished using them) €xdvover. 

Obs. 2. As in the use of the Conjunctive and Optative no more stress 
need generally be laid upon the time than is expressed by the moods them- 
selves, the Aoristic form is more commonly used in these moods than 
the Present. Where they are contrasted the Present refers rather to 
present time, the Aorist to future.—(See above, 2.) 

3. That the notion of time is less distinctly marked in the Part. and 
Infinitive as well as the Imperative, is seen from these having no distinct 
form for the Imperfect or Pluperfect. Hence the Aoristic force of the oc- 
currence of the verbal notion without time, is more decided in the Infinitive 

than elsewhere. So that unless the time present or future, or the con- 
nection of the action with present time is to be distinctly marked, the 

Aorist is used. If these notions are to be brought forward, the Present, 
Future, or Perfect, are used respectively—thus é€Botdeto ypdpeww would 
mean, ‘“‘he wished to write at the very time referred to” —éBovdeto ypdpat, 
simply, “‘ he wished to write.” 

Obs. 3. As the Infinitive has of itself a substantival, and the Participle 

Gr. Gr. von. 1, L 
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an adjectival character, we may illustrate the difference between these 
forms of the Aorist and Present by saying, that the Aorist Infinitive comes 
nearer to the substantive (ri di puyeiv=ri det huyjs), and the Aorist Parti- 
ciple to that of the adjective or personal substantive: 6 dvyay=dvyds, in 
as much as there is therein less of the verbal accident of time. 

4. Thus the Aorist Infinitive is used to express merely a simple verbal 
notion, without the accident of time whether past, present, or future. So 

dmoQaveiy tmép tis marpidos Kady éott, to die (=death) for one’s couniry: 
Xen. Cyr. V.1, 2 rovroy exéhevoe Staduddgar aire thy te yuvaika Kat Tip 
oxnynv, enjoined to him the care of : Ibid. 3 ravrny ody exedevoev 6 Kipos S1a- 
guddtrewv, €ws av aitos AdBy, to guard until: Demosth. p. 94, 19 xpn, odx 
qv AvovretOns weiparat TH Téher Sdvapw Tapackevatew, Ta’tnv Backaive kai S.a- 
Néoat meipacba (to attempt its overthrow) : Id. p. 44, 16 rpinpers mevtnKovra 
Tapackeudoa0at dye deiv. 

Obs. 4. The Aorist Infinitive is of course used in sentences which de- 
note a past event; but the past time is signified rather by the principal 
verb, on which the Inf. depends, than by the Aorist: and the Present or 
Aorist is used as it is or is not intended to bring forward the notion of 
time. So of something future considered merely as an event@: Plat. Pheed. 
67 B ord? eAmis ddixoper@ ot eyo mopevoua, KThoacat TovTO. 

Obs, 5. So when the Infinitive occurs in expressions of necessity, 
propriety, &c., the Aorist is used (as it is in the Imperative) when a simple 

emphatic statement is required, (as Set uyeiv,) the Indefinite Present 
when it is desired to give the notion of permanence; so in general 

statements, precepts, &c., which are to be represented as having a 
permanent character, as Set hedyew kakiav. 

5. The Aorist is used in the Participle in its past force, when it is wished 
to represent the action of the participle as antecedent to that of the principal 
verb; as, Tommoas ameByn, having done this he departed; but it is also used 
in its primary sense to express the simple verbal notion, almost in a present 
sense; as, Plat. Pheed. 60 C ed 7 éoinoas dvapvnoas pe. And the Aorist 
and Present are used in the same sentence: Thuc. V. 22 mpos ’A@nvaiovs 
Evupaylav érowidvto vopilovtes (thinking this at the time and acting upon it) : 
and shortly after vopicaytes, expressing their abstract opinion without 
reference to that or any other time. 

6. So the Aorist Participle is used when the writer speaks of some 
future event merely in general terms, without reference to its occurring 
at any particular time: Soph. Cid. Col. 93 xépdn pev otkioavta trois dede- 
ypevors drnv be trois Tem paoww, not ‘to those who shall send me away,” as of 
some definite time and place; but speaking generally, those who send me 
away. 

7. Verbs of intending, hoping, saying, swearing, willing, wishing, re- 
fusing, delaying, praying, persuading, ordering, forbidding, hindering, &c. 
whose object may be conceived of as future, ‘take the Inf. of either the 
Pres., Fut., or Aor., as the speaker regards the action either as simply con- 

tinuing, or continuing in future time, or has no regard either to its con- 
tinuance or its time, but only to its taking place; but the Present is 
especially employed to signify that the event will either certainly take 
place, or that it will follow immediately on the moment of speaking: 
Lysias p. 818, 4 otpor.—dvras byas Spodoyfjoat: Demosth. p. 842, 21 (4 

® Stallb. ad Plat. Huth. 288 c. 
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pytnp) viv pev oletas tuxdvTa pe Tay Sikaiwy map’ tpiv brodefacOar (MSS., 
' Reiske e conj. trod£ecOar) kai rv dderApiy exddcew (the Aor. here signifies 
the certainty of the hope, representing it as done; the Fut. that the por- 
tioning the daughter will take place when the cause is won): Plat. Crit. 
Pp: 52 B apoddyets cal? tyuas moditedecOa.: Hdt. IX. 106 miore te Katada- 

Bovres kai épxiowe éupéve te Kai pi) AmootycesOar: Xen. Cyr. VI. 2, 39 
enol mpoodywv éeyyuntas 7) pay TopevecOar (compare Plat. Legg. p. 937 B): 
Id. Anab. II. 3, 27 dudoar 4 pev mopedeoOoar: Id. Hellen. II. 4, 30 dpo- 
TavTES OpKovs 7 pyYy py pyynokakyngew. So Il. y, 120 exehever—oicepevan : 
Demosth. p. 860, 54 éAmifer padios tuas éamatyoew: compare p. 852, 27., 
853, 28. Od. y, 320 €dmovto — éhOeney: Od. 8, 280 éAmwpr roe ewecra 
teheutioa rdde epya: Plat. Symp. p.193 D éAmidas mapéxerar—rpas eddat- 
povas Tovjoat: Lysias p. 617, 8 tmddouros éXmis Hv U6 Tod mammov exTpa- 
divor: Isocr. p. 291 C npiv evdetgeoOar Boudswevos: Demosth. p. 850, 19 
Boddouar SreeNOcty : Ibid. p. 851, 22 Bovhopan eiwety: Ibid. p. 852, 25 Bou- 
Ropar éfedeygar: Ibid. p. 850, 21 7Oedov wapadodvar: I]. 8, 39 Oncew yap 
er épeddev em adyea—Tpwai: Od. 7, 95 Tov Ecivoy Eneddov audi mooer elpe- 
oGar: Il. wy, 773 epeddov erratéacPar. Even peddw eedjoew Plat. Rep. p. 
347 A: Hdt. IIL. 72 of pév ye WetdSovra rére, emedy Te peANwort—keEpdyoe- 
o6a.: and this idiom of the Fut. with péAdo is the most usual. Id. VI. 
86, 2 radra oy dpiv dvaBdAdopar Kupdcew es téraprov phva: Ibid. 88 ’A@n- 
vatoc—ovkért dveBdANOVTO py ov TO Tay pyXavicadbat ém Aiywntnor; De- 
mosth. p. 31,9 dvaBddderar Tovycew ra Scovra: Hdt. VI. 61 eXiooeto rH 
Gcov dmaddgar ris SutpopPins To waidiov: Ibid. 5 émevse AcoBiovs Soivat 
oi véas®, 

Obs. 6. Where the Aorist Participle has an idiomatic sense (as Kapdvres), 
or where the Aorist is not in use, the present participles are found where 
we should expect the Aorist. We must remember that the present Par- 
ticiple performs also the functions of the Imperfect. 

Obs. 7. In the difficult passage of Thuc. IV. 9 émomdcac8at adrods iyciro 
mpo0upyjoeoOar, if the Aor. follows the future, the time is dropped as being 
sufficiently brought forward by mpodupnoecba : if the Aor. be taken before 
the future, the attractive character of the spot is stated, while its future 
effects are denoted by mpoOvpnoecOa. 

Future.—See also §. 413. 

§. 406. 1. The simple Future expresses both futurity, and will 

viewed as futurity—a present belief that something will presently 
be, as ypawo: it is used both as an absolute and relative tense; 
when used as the former, it signifies a simple future action; when 
as the latter, it signifies an action as future, in relation to and coin- 

cident with some other action in future time: év 6 ot make?, eyo 

yeaa: IL. 6, 164 eooerar jap, dr dv mor’ GAGA “IALos ipy. 
2. The absolute Future, like the Aorist and absolute Present, is 

used in general thoughts or statements, as expressing indefinite re- 
petition; that an action may happen at several future moments, 

@ Lobeck. Phryn. 745 sqq. Stallb. Plat. Rep. 369 A. et Crit. 52,6. Heind. Plat. 
Phed. 67 B. Wunderlich ad Aisch. p.175. Herm. Ajac. 1061. Elm. et Herm. Med. 
1209. 

% 2 
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but as not having yet happened, as only possible and supposable: 
IL. €, 747 Adfero 8 eyxos Bpibd, péya, oriBapdv, TE Sdwvyor orlxas 

avdpav npdwv, toicly re Kotéccetar dBpisonmatpy: Od. 5, 208 peta & 

dptyvetos ydvos avépos, ote Kpoviov dhBov émuhdoa. The three 
iterative forms are found together in Soph. Antig. 348 kparet dé 
(sil. dpuppadys dvjp) pyxavats Onpds dpeco.Bdra, Aacrabxeva O inmov 
imdgerar dypidopov fvydv—xal dorvvdpovs dpyas &i8déato,—7TavTo- 

mépos, dmopos ém ovdey epxetat TO peAAov" “Avda povoy edfiv ovK 

éndgerou” vdcwv 8 dyaxdvev puyas fupmédpoota (as present). So in 

poetry the future is used in comparisons, as circumstances, 
which are known to have happened frequently in past time, are sup- 
posed to be likely to happen in the same way in future time: IL 6, 
131 9 S& Téc0p pev eepyev (TO BéAos) ATO xpods, ws STE pTHP TALdOS 

eépyet priav, 60 nd€i hégetar Irve. 
8. The second and third persons of the Future often express 

necessity or propriety—shall—must: Xen. Cyr. HI. 3, 52 
vopovs tmdpéar Set ToLovTous, Ov av Tols pev ayabois Evtysos Kal edev- 

Oepos 6 Blos TapackevacOjcetar, Tois 6€ KaKkols TaTEWds Te Kal GAyeLWOS 

kat aBiwtos 6 aimy émavaxetoerat: Id. M.S. If. 1,17 of els ri Baowrt- 

KY TEXVNY TaLdevdpevor—rTi Siadépovar TOV e& avayKyns KaKkoTvabotrTaV, 

el ye mewnooucr Kal Supjooucr Kal frydcouc. Kal d&ypumvyaouat, if tt ts 

necessary that they shall fast, &c.: Plat. Rep. p. 372 C D kai 6 

Travxov trodaBdv' “Avev diyou én, os Eotkas, Tovets Tovs dvdpas 

éotiwpevous. “AdAnOn, hv & eyd, eyes’ eveAAOduny, STL Kal oYov 
éfouow" GAas Te S7Aov OTL Kal €Adas Kal TYPOV—EpyoovTaL’ Kal TpaynuaTa 

mov Tmapabycopev avttois—, kal pvpta Kal dynyovs omodioict mpds TO TUp, 

petplos bnotivovtes’ Kal otTw didyovrTes TOV Biov év cipnvn peTa Dyrelas, 

ws eikds, ynpatol TeXevTGvTEs GAAOV ToLodTOV lov Tois ExydvOLs Tapadd- 

gover. And in questions the first person has a deliberative force: ri 

momoopev, what shall we do ? 

Obs.1. The second person of the future is used as a command: Eur. 
Med.1320 Aéy’ ef Te BovrAct, xerpi 8’ od Watces wore; St. Matt. vi. 5 ov eon : 
especially in a question with ov (see §. 748. and 413.), or simply for the 
Imperative: Il. x, 88 yvdoear Arpeidnv ’Ayapépvova. 

4. The Present is sometimes elegantly expressed by the Future, 
(as the Future is by the Opt. with av,) when the action is not repre- 
sented as really taking place, but only as possible under certain 
conditions: so the poetic form BovdArjcopat, volo, sc. si licet: Soph. 

CE. T.1076 roipov 8 eye, kei opixpov ort, omépy ideiy Boudjoopoan : 

Eur. Med. 259 rosotrov oty cov tvyxdvew Boudhyoopar, yy por TOpos 

Tus pnxavy tT eLevpeOn méow Siknv TOvd avtiticacOa Kakov. So Plato, 

CeAjow, TPOOvunvowa: Pheed. p. 78 A adda radra perv bn, Edy, Swdp- 
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ter, hee igitur sic erunt, more elegant than suné; so after relatives 

to mark the probable or looked for effect of the principal verb: I. 

ny 172 Bovhdy "Apyetors Swobnadspe jjris dvyjces. 

5. The Future, especially in the Part., is used in the force of 

perrew, to be likely, or to intend to do any thing. So Il. y, 137 

paxoovrar (uddAover waxerOat) wept oeio: Thuc. V. 90 wetoovta wpedn- 

6jiva, should be profited by having the chance of=péddovta meidew. 

So in Sophocles and Euripides, the formula, té A€fers=Ti péAAets 

Aéyew, what are you going to say ?, when the speaker expects to 

hear something worse than what is already said: Med. 1310 oipou tt 

héfers; ds pe? addeoas, yiva2. So in general statements to express 
general, indefinite frequency: Plat. Rep. 603 E dvijp émuesxijs avode- 

gas TL paota oiser=pchret olce, is likely to bear. So G.T. 1 Cor. 
XV. 35 épet ris=Tis pédder epeiv. So Heb. xi. 32. 

Obs. 2. The Future has no Conjunctive, as being in itself an expression 
of future probability, and hence it is frequently interchanged with the 
Conjunctive, see §. 415; but the Aor. Conjunctive, with which it would 
agree in form did it exist, seems sometimes to have a future force, see 

§. 814. Obs. 3. 

6. The Future Opt. is not used in independent sentences, or to 
express something now future, but is placed after a past verb to 
signify some intention, or wish, or result which was future at some 

time past>, see §. 202. Obs.1. So in the oratio obliqua the Fut. 
Opt. is used, where the Fut. Indic. would have been used in the 

oratio recta: Arist. Plut. 88 jaefAno’. 67-—Badiomer: Soph. Ant. 414 

el Tis TODD AperSycor wdvov, see §. 885. 3.: Soph. Ck. T. 1274 avdav 

rocatd SOovvex ovK dfowrd viv: Thuc. V. 7 dvadoyifouevav tiv 

éxelvou Hyeyovlay mpos olay eumeiplav yernoorro’. Cf. Id. VI. 30 where 

kTyoowTo and dyouwro refer to the feelings of the Athenian soldiers 
at the time. Or sometimes in a relative clause, expressing an attri- 

bute or aim of the principal clause, it here=eAdov with infin., and 

nearly answers to the Latin future in rus: Plat. Rep. p. 416 C ans 
matco. Or sometimes in a conditional clause belonging to past 
time: Aisch. Pers. 369, see §. 855. Obs. 3. 

Obs. 3. In translating into Greek, where the original speaker would 
have used éori, the proper form for the oratio obliqua is ety—when ¢orat, 
then €co.to. 

a Elm. Med. 1277. Pflugk Eur. Hec. 55. past time: A€yorr’ by, ei wh yAdoour ey- 
b Dawes Mise. Crit. 103. xAelzot pdfos. But perhaps the reading is 
© In Soph. Antig. 505, if the reading be éyxAeioe: or eyKAciom. 

correct, it is used without any reference to 
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Futurum LIT, or Hxactum. 

§. 407. 1. The Futurum Exactum is used only in independent 
sentences and expresses an action which is conceived of as past in 
some future time; Future in relation to time present, Past in rela- 

tion to time future; and expresses, like the Perfect, the continuance 

of such an action in its consequences and effects: Hesiod. Opp. 177 
Kal Toto. pepigerar €oOAG xaxotow: Plat. Rep. p. 506 A odkody iyiv 7 

moXrela TEAEWS KEKOGpHGETAL, Ed 5 TOLOUTOS adTiY emLoKOT pirAa 6 

TovTwy emoTiuwv: Ibid. p. 465 A apecButépo pév vewtépov Tavtav 

&pxew TE kal KoAdey mpooterdgerar. This notion is expressed in the 
active (and sometimes in the middle) by a periphrasis of the Part. 
and the Future of efvar: Demosth. p. 54, 22 Ta d€ovra eodueba eyvw- 

KéTes Kal Adyov pataiwy amndAaypevor. Where the Pft. has a Pres. 

sense, the Fut. Exactum has the force of the simple Future: so — 
KEKTHTOPAL, Me“vyncopal, TEOVAEW 2. 

Obs.1. In many verbs the Fut. III. supplies the place of the simple 
Fut. pass., as in do, mimpdox, mave, kintw; and it is not found in 

Homer except in this sense. The dramatists also are fond of using it for 
the simple Future passive; (hence it has been wrongly laid down that in 
Attic Greek the first Future passive is not used ;) or is used together with it 
in the same sense; as in Badd@, Aéeyo, &c. So in G.T., xexpd€ovra, Luke 
Xix. 40. 

Obs. 2. The notion of the simple momentary occurrence of the future 
action which in Latin is expressed by the Fut. Exact., is expressed in 
dependent clauses by the Aor. Conj. with some conjunction compounded 
of avy, as éav, emav, émeiddv, drav, mpl av, ear’ ay, bs av, &C.3 as, €av TovTO 

yeynrat, si hoc factum fuerit ; the Aorist: expressing the completion, the 
Conj. the futurity. But in a principal clause the notion of this tense is 
expressed either by the Aorist, leaving out of sight the notion of futurity, 
or supplying it from the context: edv raira NeEns, Auapres, you will have 
erred; or by the simple Fut., leaving the notion of completion to be 
supplied from the context: érav ratdra ypdWys, mopevcopa, cum epistolam 
scripseris, profectus fuero. 

2. Sometimes the Fut. III. is used merely to express more vividly 
the certain or immediate occurrence of some future action (as the 

\ 

Pft. for the Future) ; as, Plat. Gorg. p. 469 D (of a tyrant) éav yap 
dpa €yot dd&) Twa Tovtwvt Tov avOpdTov Gv od Spas adtixa para dei 

TeOvdvat, tebe. obTos, dv av SdEn Kav Tiva BdEn por THs KEpadjs 

avTév Kateayévar dety, Kateayas ora adtixa pdda, Kav Ooipdrioy 

dieox lobar, Svecxicpévov éorar: cf. Il. a, 212 rereAcopevoy eotar: 80 

Aristoph. Plut. 1201 mdavra cou wenpdgerar, all shall be done. 

4 Stallb. Gorg. 469 D. Dawes Misc. Crit. 149, Elm. Acharn. 590. 
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Remarks on the periphrasis with péddo for the Future. 

§. 408. The periphrasis of weAAw for the Future, as péAdo ypd- 

ew, euehrov ypdpew, percAjow ypdpev, (ypayew—ypapar) repre- 

sents the action in the moment of its beginning to be developed, as 
either (a) in relation to the time present to the speaker, as péAdo ypd- 
pew, while [ speak, [ intend now to write; pedo ypdpu, LT intend 

to write; (time undefined, action brought forward ;) but the Aorist 

is not commonly found: Il. , 46 pédAde ev Tov Tis Kal PiAtepov GAdov 

ddécoat, to kill; ddddvar, to kill now ; or (b) to the time present to 

some past action, as €weAdov ypadew, when such an action, now 

past, was present, I intended to write; or (c) to the time present 

to some future action ; as, pedAjow ypdpev, when some action, yet 

Suture, becomes present, I shall intend to write: but this last is 
often expressed by ypdyo. 

Obs. 1. MeAX@ is an auxiliary verb denoting futurity, intention, proba- 
bility ; €0€do is also used in the same way, Hdt. IX. 89. 

Obs. 2. In Homer ueddXov, generally with Fut. Infin., rarely with Pres. 

or Aor., is used to denote “destiny,” that such and such events were 
destined to occur ; it is a sort of past future, as Od. 7, 270 éueddov ere Evve- 
ceca oi¢vi; or probability that a person’s character or position was such, 
that such or such a result might be expected, as Od. A, 553 Aiav, od« dp’ 
ewehdes ov0€ Savoy AnvecOa. So Arist. Ach. 347 eueAder dp’ dmavtes dva- 
aeiew Bony, I thought you would. (See Impft. §. 398. Obs.) 

§. 409. Table of the Primary and Secondary powers of Present 
and Aorist Absolute, and the Relative Tenses :— 

I. Present (Absolute), Primary: An action now going on—unde- 
fined by the time of any other 
action. 

§. 395.1 Secondary: a. requency—general statements. 
OG 2 AOL. On “seccsccseeer b. Historic Present. 
io BOCAS Relea SeRE ae c. For Pft. or Aor. 

OTe st seas zea he d. For Future—indefinite—or to mark 
certainty. 

“Sin C0) Aa ae ea eee e. An attempt to do something. 

If. Aorist (Absolute), Primary: a. The simple verbal action. 

b. A past action, undefined by time. 
GeAOrs 2, 4. Secondary: a. A momentary action in narrations. 

S2/402. Ii, 2. seeecseceses O. Repeated action. 

COR 0a ae ea ce. Habitual practice. 
ASE) hisscecheones d, Comparison or Simile. 
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§. 403. 1. Secondary: e. Emphatic thoughts or feelings. 
Ree OTe wih 1/1 V vente enae sins J. Instantaneous Future. 
SEOs ODS. Ba oh ap. oeesine g. Attempt, as if already taken place. 
Bess |S eategetensns h, Command in shape of question. 
PA) 4 Sativa up to gee i. Seemingly for Pft. and Plpft. 

III. Imperfect, Primary: Action in course of completion in time 
past, coincidently with another past 
action. 

5.3098: 2. Secondary: a. Imperfect action—attempt. 
Ss 2) 532) AAI Be eceeeee b. Conditional. 
Ae Miewaeae chee c. For Present. 

ESO Ose lt coccinea > ace d. An action which seemed different 
from what it really is. 

os 6B ESI e. Continuance. 

3: AOR GLE NOR eaBonscspoees: f: Frequency. 

IV. Perfect, Primary: An action completed at the present time. 
W800: 3. Secondary: a. An action continuing in its effects. 
OO FONE. Ae asst ringaas 6. Strong exhortation (in Imperative). 
ee ae OOS. Fs fensoe ns sees. e.. eres. Pit. 
B30089) Obs. 65... 22002... d. Frequency, as Present. 
Son Gy Shae Ss nner ee e. Future, as Present. 

V. Plpft., Primary: An action completed at some past time. 

§. 400. 2. Secondary: a. Past action continuing in its effects 
in time past. 

53 AIC Pee nears b. Impft. of Pres. Pft. 

VI. Future, Primary: An action about to go on coincidently with 
with some future action. 

$7400. 2. Secondary: a. Probable repetition in future time. 
Si 2 UCL pe? eR See 6. Comparison. 
Beer Ge ce 6 | wa seaehmeds c. Necessity. 
BaAOGnAe ap easpepetes d. For Pres.—Possibility for fact. 
2s (COG i eh e. Intention. 

VU. Fut. Exactum (III.), Primary: Action which will be past in 
time future. 

$2407. 1. Secondary: a. Continuance in time future. 
REACT rest ie sieges atc, 6. For simple Future. 
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MOODS. 

Meaning of the term Mood.—Division of Moodsa. 

§. 410. 1. The Predicate which, as we have seen, stands in cer- 
tain relations to the subject, and to the time present to the speaker, 
stands thirdly in certain relations to the conception of the speaker. 
Every action or state may be represented either as a physical fact 
existing independently of the mind of the speaker, or as a mental 
act, conceived in the mind; hence our modes of conception are two, 

direct, arising from perception of something as really existing in 
time present or past as a physical fact; indirect, arising from a 
supposition of such existence, a mental act. 

2. Hence arise the following moods (modus concipiendi or lo- 

quendi) :— 

a. The Indicative, to express an act of perception of something 
conceived as really in existence in time present or past, as a phy- 
sical fact; as, To podoyv OddAAet—oi moAEuLOL aTe@vyov. 

The Subjunctive, to express an act of supposition, a mental 
act; either present supposition, of things supposed now to exist 
or to be about to exist; or past supposition, of things supposed 
to have existed, or to have been about to exist in time past; so the 
Subjunctive is divided into 

6. The Subjunctive of the principal tenses (Conjunctive), to 
express an act of supposition either present or future; as, tomer, let 
us now go; ti Tolayev; what shall we do? emayyé\do, EmayyedO, 

eanyyedka tva €ldys. 

c. The Subjunctive of the historic tenses (Optative), to express 
a past act of supposition; as, ov« elxov Grou tparolunv, I did not 
know where I could go; émijyyeddov, éemnyyeAkev, emijyyeda i’ 

eldelns. 

d. The Imperative is the proper expression of a wish delivered 
as a command to some one, either present or conceived of as pre- 
sent; as, ypapéra, scribito. 

Obs. Properly speaking, the Indicative could have no Future tense, as 
things future are not objects of real perception; but as the mind of the 
speaker, throwing itself forward as it were into the future, conceives 
things future as if really existing, the Indicative has a Future tense. 

& Herm. de Part. & 76. 599. Dissen Kleine Schriften, p. 23. 

Gr. Gr. Vou. . M 
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Secondary meaning of the Conjunctive and Optative. 

§. 411. 1. Primarily then the Conjunctive expresses a present or 

future supposition, founded on present existing circumstances ; the 

Optative a past supposition, founded on past circumstances. Now 

as a supposition of the former kind presents itself more vividly to 
the mind, and approaches nearer to reality than the latter, the 
Conjunctive is used to express something which if not real is very 
near it; something of which it may with very nearly certainty be 
expected that it will take place; something more than a supposition | 

—a very high degree of probability ; while the Optative is used to 
express a supposition of something which may take place, but with 
very little expectation of its really doing so—possibility : ei rodre 
Aéyots, if you say this—but I have no expectation you will—éayap- 
tavos dv, you would be wrong; but I have no expectation of 

your being wrong: éav rotro Aéyys, L expect that you will say so; 
hence the Optative is used to express a wish, this being considered 

as an indefinite possibility.—(See the Optative.) 

Observations on the general power of the Moods. 

2. There are three ways in which any thing may be spoken of; 

as really existing—as contingent—as necessary. It is usually laid 
down? that these notions are expressed by the Indicative, Subjunctive, 
and Imperative, respectively : but this does not seem to be altogether 

true; for though the Indicative may generally express a reality, and 

the Subjunctive a contingency, yet the proper force of the Impera- 

tive is the expression of a wish in which no notion of necessity is 
implied. The notion of necessity is generally expressed in Greek 
by éuvarov eivar, wedArewv, xphvat, deiv, dvayxip eivar &e. or by verbal 

adjectives in rds or réos, or modal adverbs, such as 87, pv, ios, dv 

&c., and these expressions are joined with all the moods; as, rodro 

TOLELY Gvaykaidy éotiv, dvaykatoy ay ein, avayKatoy €oTw, Suvapor, Suvatuny 

dv Tovetv, €av Stvwpar movety. The Indicative may express what is 
yet only a contingency ; as, 7d pddov dvOjce.—while the Optative is 
often a mild way of expressing a certainty; as, A¢youy’ dv, dixerim, 

for A€yw. The Conjunctive seems to come nearest to the notion of 
necessity, as expressing an action which, though not really existing, 
is conceived as almost certain to exist. 

Obs. It must be observed that the notions of cause, possibility, necessity, 

4 Herm. de Emend. Gr. Gr. p. 204. 
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and probability, though mental acts, are occasionally expressed by the 
Indicative mood, regard being had rather to the physical facts, which they 
represent. On the other hand, physical facts may be regarded subjec- 
tively, as implying certain mental acts, and then they are expressed by 
the Subjunctive. ‘This will explain many apparently anomalous uses of the 
Moods. 

Indicative. 

§. 412. The Predicate in the Indicative is represented as known, 
or conceived, to be a real, certain fact, past or present ; when future 

or contingent events are considered as certain, they may in respect 

of this certainty be expressed by the Indicative; as, ro pddov avOet 

—jvOnoev—dvOnoer: ef TodTo éyers Gyaptdvers: here A€yers does 

not express an actual fact, but only something looked at for the 

time as a fact. 

Obs. The use of the Indic. is very wide in Greek : it is frequently used 
instead of the Conj. and Opt., to place things more before one, as really 
happening, rather than as mere suppositions; to effect which was a prin- 
ciple which guided the Greeks in the choice of their expression. (See 
Oratio Obliqua.) So 6 mais édekev, dre Soxpatns ev TH THV yeiTdvav Tpobvpa 
gotnke kai ovk eBéder eiovevae: Xen. Cyr. Il. 2,1 det pev ody emepédero 6 
Kipos, émdre cucknvotev, dws evxapiororaror—)édyot enPAnOycovtar. So also 
when a supposed case is represented as if it had actually happened: kai 6) 
reOvacr, suppose them dead ; adicei tis Exov, supposing one voluntarily commits 
wrong.—(See §. 860. 8.) So G. T. 1 Cor. xv. 13 épet tts. So Luke xi. 
5, if the interrogative ris be read ris, comes under this idiom. 

Indicative Future——WSee also §. 406. 

§. 413. 1. The proper notion of the Future Indicative is of an 
action not as yet really happening, but conceiyed as certain to 
‘happen hereafter. Since therefore the notion of futurity implies 
a sort of contingency, while the Indicative expresses certainty, the 

Indicative Future is often used as a polite way of expressing 
a desire; the Future representing the action commanded as a con- 
tingency, depending in some sort on the will of the person to whom 
it is addressed, the Indicative expressing a confident expectation 
of its fulfilment: Il. «, 88 @ Neéotop—, yvrdoea ’Atpeldnv: Id. 235 
Tvdelon—, Tov pev 67) Erapdv y aipyseat: Od. B, 270 TyAeuay’, od 

OmiBev Kakds Eccen, ovd avorjuwv: cf. Xen. Cyr. 1. 6, 33. Id. Hell. 

II. 3, 34 tdpets odv, eav cwdpovire, od tovTov, GAN tyav deicedde : 

Plat. Rep. p. 432 C épa odv kal mpoOdpou xaridetv, édv mos mpdrepos 

e400 tdys, kal yor dpdoes*: Id. Protag. p. 338 A ds ody moujsere, 

kal meiSeo8é wor: Kur. Hipp. 402 ovdels dvrepet Bovredpaow. 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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2. Opposed to this polite way of expressing a desire is the use of 
the Future Indicative, used interrogatively to express a strong com- 
mand, accompanied with a sort of irony; as, od maton A€yor ; non 

desines dicere ? for desine dicere: Eur. Androm.1062 otx décor 

TaxXos Xwpycetat tis IlvOucny mpos éortav—; Plat. Symp. init. od 

mepysevets; (will you not wait®?) Demosth. p. 72 init. ob guddgec8’, 

epnv, dws pn—deordrnv etpyte>; When the command is negative, 

od yay is used, and when a positive and negative command stand to- 

gether, od is used with the former, and j7) added to the latter; as, 

Arist. Ran. 524 od pr pduapycers, for pr) pAvaper; Id. Nub. 505 od pa) 

hadyjoers, GAN akorovOnoers eyol, for pi) AdAEL, GAN’ axodovber: Soph. 

Aj. 75 ov oty dvége, unde Setdiav dpeis; Plat. Symp. p.175 A ovxouy 

kaheis avTov Kal p27) adyoers; See §. 748. 

3. This same interrogative form is sometimes used in the first 

person for the Conjunctive; as, Eur. Andr.1212 od omapdgopor 

Kopav; ovk emOjoopar 6 eu@ Kapa ktTi7nua xELpds ddodv, for o7mapd- 

Eopat, eTLOGpaL. 

Conjunctive and Optative. 

§. 414. 1. The Predicate both in the Conjunctive and Optative 
is represented as something supposed, therefore uncertain, possible ; 
and these moods are divided, as to their relations of time, into the 

Subjunctive of the principal tenses (Conjunctive), and the Sub- 

junctive of the historic tenses (Optative); the Optative standing 

to the historic, as the Conjunctive does to the principal tenses; the 
so called Pres. Opt. is the Conjunctive of the Impft., the Opt. Pft. is 
the Conjunctive of the Plpft. ; hence it is seen how imperfect a notion 
the name Optative conveys of the nature and powers of the Mood to ~ 
which it is applied. 

2. The Conj. and Opt. represent their predicate as depending on 
an act of the mind; as, ovd« oida ré ei7@, or on an expression of such 

an act; as, Aéye ti eimw: but this supposition or expression thereof 
is sometimes not expressly stated; as, r/ eitw; quid dicam? and 
so in form is independent. The cases in which this occurs are given 
in the following Section. 

Conjunctive for Indicative Future. 

§. 415.1. The Conjunctive is mostly dependent: in independent 
clauses it is used for the Indicative Future, as a sort of Imperative 

@ Stallb. ad loc. » Bremi ad loc. 
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(Conj. adhortativus), or to express deliberation (Conjunctivus 
deliberativus). 

2. This Conjunctive expresses something future, the realisation of 
which is expected from the present position of circumstances, and 
differs from the Future, only in that the latter does not express the 
future action as merely something which we have reason to expect, 
but as (by anticipation) something certain. The affinity between 
these two expressions is clear; the Future in reality depends on a 

supposition as well as the Conj. This use of the Conjunctive in 
positive sentences oceurs only in epic writers, but im negative sen- 
tences it is found, though but rarely, in Attic Greek: Il. 8, 459 «at 

Tore Tis eimyow, it may be expected that one would, will say; (in 

verse 462 we find the Fut., ds moré ris épeer:) Il. n, 197 od ydp Tis pe 

Bin ye Exov déxovta Sintra: Il. a, 262 od yap mw Tolovs Sov avepas ny qrar: Il. a, yap pas, 
ovoe iwpor, as things are at present, [ may not expect to see (ovb€e 
dwowat, I shall certainly not see): Od. €, 201 od« gar’ otros avnp 

dtepds Bpords, ovGe yévyntara, now can he ever be=he will never be: pos pores, yernrara, 
Od. 7 ovK €oT OUTOS avIp, 0Vd eooeTaL OVOE yévyTar, tt is not p MPs YAS 

possible to conceive that he will be: Plat. Lege. p. 942 C ott’ ecru, 
OUTE TOTE yevynTaL KpEtTTOV. 

Obs. 1. So in Attic the Conj. is used with odd yn, where the predicate 
depends on the fear and anxiety of the speaker: Plat. Rep. p. 492 E otre 
yap yiyverat, ove yéyoverv, obSé ovy ph yevntoar, nor need we fear that; but 
see §. 748. 

Obs. 2. On the Homeric use of Conj. with ay, xé, see §. 424. 3. ¢. 

Conjunctivus Adhortativus. 

§. 416. 1. The first person singular Conj. sometimes expresses a 
strong desire or wish, “let me,” the first plural exhortation, 

admonition. The predicate expresses a desire of some supposed 
action which arises from the present state of things, (wherefore the 
Opt. is not used in this way;) as, tower, eamus, suppose we go, it 

is time to go: Od. x, 77 éMwpev 0 ava dorv: Il. x, 450 Bop’, dru 

épya teruxtat: Eur. Heracl. 558 cadas kedevers’ pi] Tp€oNS puudopatos 

ToUpov peTacyeiv, GAN eAevOepos Oévw.—So in a sort of oratio obli- 

qua, aye, pepe, a (also, though more rarely, depo), iwnev. So St. 

Matt. vil. 4 ddes éxBadd, let me pull out. So mostly in the Post- 
Homeric dialect, especially in the first person singular, generally 
preceded by these words, as we find it also in Homer ; as, 

Il. t, 60 adn ay, eyov eéelmw,—xai mdvta Silfopac: Hdt. VII. 103 dépe, 
io: Plat. Pheed. p.63 B épe Oy, 7 8 bs, teipabd mpos tipas—dmodoynoa- 

a Nitzsch ad loc. 
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6a: Id. Soph. p. 239 B ga cxepopeba. Sometimes also joined with the 
Imperative; as, Il. ¢, 340 GAN Gye viv émipewvov, dpnia tevxea SUw: Ll. p, 71 
Odate pe Srre TdxioTa, TUAas "Aidao wepjyow. And it is sometimes as Imper. 
in first person without dépe, dye: Eur. Hipp. 1354 oxes, avetpnxos cop 
évatratow, let me rest my weary body®. So with py implying advice: Il. a, 
26 ph oe yepov Koujow eyo mapa vnvol Kixelw, let me not catch you. 

Obs. 1. In the second and third person this exhortation generally as- 
sumes the form of a wish, and therefore is generally expressed by the 
Opt.: Il. v, 119 GAN aye@’, nets Tép pw GrroTpwTOpeEv OTigcw avtdbev, if Tis 
érevra kal jyel@v AxARi TapoTain, Soin dé Kpdtos peya: Od. x, 77 EMOwpev & 
ava dorv, Boy & dSkiora yévorto, though the third sing. Conj. is sometimes 
used as a strong prohibition: Hdt. VIII. 10 py yévnrac: and permissively, 
Tl. y, 257 tot d€ véewvta: asa wish, Soph. Phil. 1095 el0—é€ooi pe, and 

regularly in the second person with py as a prohibition, see §. 420. 

2. It also expresses assent to something which cannot really be 
wished for; as, Arist. Equites 700 ef yi) 0 éxalw Kar’ éxpopyjoas 

auTos émSiappaya. 

§. 417. The Conj. in all its persons (though more usually in the 
first) is used in a question or other sentence, implying doubt, deli- 
beration, where the speaker considers with himself what, under 
present circumstances, it is right or best for him to do (Angl. must). 

(Conjunctivus deliberativus.) So $y 71s; must one say? Plat. 
Phil. 15 D wé0ev tis apfnrar; Demosth. ri kat woujoyn; Ibid. rade’ 

ovror meva8dow ; must these believe those things ? 

Il. a, 150 mas Tis To mpoppav éreow TelOnTar “Axadv; Od. €, 465 @ por 
eyo, Ti TAO; Ti vU por pyKioTta yevnTtat; what must Ido now ? Aisch. Kum. 
791, 821 vi fem; yevwpor; (for ri yev.): Eur. Hee. 1057 7a BO; 7a od; 
ma kéhow; Id. Ion 758 elmwpev i) oryopev ; Id. Med. 1275 mrapedOw dopors ; 
Ibid. 1271 otpo, ri Spacw; moi pvyw pntpos xepas; So Soph. Gk. C. 170 
moi tis povtidos EMOy ; whither shall one go to? Plat. Legg. p.835 A apia- 
at Yopav—koopnOnoorrar Tore, eite TpleTypides eire ad Sid TéwnTwy éerTaVY— 

StavepnPGor, whether they—will be: Eur. H. F. 1417 was ody ér’ eimys: 
Arist. Aves 164 6 re muOAo8e, what must ye believe? In the oratio obliqua, 
(see §. 337.) : ovK olda, morépov eimwpev, 7) ovryOpev: Il. 7, 436 dixOa dé por 

kpadin pepove—, if prv—etw, 7) Sy—dapdcow : Xen. Cyr. VIII. 4, 16 ra de 
exm@pata—ovk oid ei Xpvodvta tovr@ 86. Sometimes the expression of 

doubt is ironical : Arist. Lys. 530 Soi ye & katdpate cw ; must I be silent 
for you? So frequently after Bovhe, BovAeoe: Plat. Gorg. p. 454 C 
Botdee ody, Sv0 cidn OGpev weiods ; Id. Phed. p. 95 E etre re Bovder mpooOHs 
i) dpeAys : so after OXers, Soph. Electr. 80 Géherg petvwpev adrov; so Luke 

IX. 54. 

Obs. 2. So G.T. Matt. vi. 25 py pepysvare—rti pdynte: Mark xii. 14 
Sapev 7 py SGpev: Luke xxiii. 31 ev ta Enp@ ti yévnTar ; 

Obs. 3. For Conjunctive Aorist, see §. 405. 

a Elm. Med.1242. Heracl. 559. > Herm. Part. & 11. 4. 
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Optative in its secondary sense. 

§. 418. The Optative, in its secondary sense, expresses a sup- 
position, without any notion of its realisation; as arising in past 
time from past circumstances, it is represented as farther off from 
reality than the Conjunctive. The predicate is merely something 
supposed or assumed—a possibility; hence the Opt. is used to 

express ‘ 

a. A supposition without any notion of the realisation thereof : 
Od. &, 193 ely perv viv vaiv emi xpdvoy nyev edadn, 7b peOv yhixepov—, 

ado & eri épyov Emouev, pyidios Kev emetra kal els eviavTov dmavta ove OvaTpy- 
Earp, Néyor eva xndea Ovpor, i.e. sit sane nobis satis cibi, aliique in opere occu- 
pati sint: ego tamen, ut res ita se habeat, haud facile omnia perficiam: Plat. 
Phied. p. 85 E drodopévns dé tis Wuxns tér 7dn Thy pvow THs aoOeveias 

eTuderkvUor TO Tapa Kal Taxyd carey B.olxoLTo, animo exstincto tum sane corpus 
imbecillitatem suam ostendat et—intercidat: Id. Rep. p. 362 D ovcodv— 
ddeAdos avdpi mapein, ‘frater adesto viro.” Stallb. See also §. 426, 1. 

b. A wish. (In negative wishes, with pj, never od.) 

Od. a, 265 rotos cov prnornpow dpidjoerev Odvoceds! mavres K @kKUpopot 
Te yevoiato mupdyapol Te (K IS Kév==Ei ToT yevoiro): Od. a, 386 pn oe y ev 
appa "1édkn Baorna Kpovioy wooerev! Il. x, 304 pu) pav domovdi ye Kat 
dkderas atrohotynv! Soph. Aj. 550 ® mai, yévoio marpds ed’tuxeotepos, Ta 5 
GW Gporos! Kai yevo’ dy od xakds (4v=ci rodto yévorro). This expression 
of a wish commonly assumes the form of an hypothetical antecedent sen- 
tence, being prefaced by «i, ciOe, ef yap (§. 855. Obs.1.): Od. y, 205 et 
yap €pot tooonv0e Geo Sivamw Tapabetev! So in formulas of wishing and 
conjuring prefaced by otrw: Il. v, 825 ef yap éyav ottw ye Atos mais aiys- 
Xoo Einv—, ws viv nuépn noe Kakoyv heper Apyetovoe Tavt pada. And in poetry 
the wish is expressed as a final sentence, prefaced by as (ut, utinam) : HU. 
o, 107 as eps ek Te Geo ek 7 dvOpamev dmddorto! Eur. Hipp. 407 as ddowto 
mayxakas! So Asch. Ag. 319 @s héyous maw. 

Obs. 1. When the speaker feels that his wish cannot be realised, the 
Impft. or Aor. Ind. are used; as, ci0e rodro éyiyvero! utinam hoc fieret ! 
cide Tovro eyévero! utinam hoc factum esset! So, dpedes ypaar! would that 
you had written! and also, as, etBe (aide) Gpedov ypawa! would that I had 
written! See §. 856. Obs. 2. 

Obs. 2. In English and German the wish is expressed as in Greek, by 
the Ind. or Opt.: had he but written! would he but write! In Latin by 
the Conj.; as, utinam hoc fiat/ wherein is contained the notion of its 

realisation ; and in the Opt. only when such notion is to be excluded, as 

utinam Deus essem ! 

ce. A command is expressed in a civil way as a wish: 
Od. 0, 24 adda oty edOav airos Emtpépetas Exaota Spwdwv iris ToL apioTn 

gaivera civac: Od. &, 408 rayiord por @vdov éraipor eiev: Il. wo, 144 Knpvé 
tis of €mouto yepatrepos: Aristoph. Vesp. 1431 €pdor tis Hv exacros cidety 
réxynv: Xen. Anab. III. 2, 37 ef pev ody GAXos Tis BeATwov dpa, Gddos exEéTO” 

ef d€ py, Xetpicodos pev hyotto. 
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d. The Opt. is used vaguely to express a desire, willingness, 
inclination, without any expressed expectation of the realisation 
thereof: 

Il. 0, 45 av’rap ro kal Keive ey TWapapuOyoaipnyv—rh tev (velim illi per- 
suadere): , 151 kopicayw pepecGac: Soph. Ci. C. 42 ras mavP épacas 
Evpevidas 6 y evOad’ dv eivor News mv: Aischin. p. 85, 2 eyo dy ovre tas An- 
poobevous diatpiBas e{nhoka, ovr emt Tais évavrov aicxivopat, ovTe Tovs eipynpe- 

vous év tvpiv Adyous euavt@ appyrovs etvac Boudoiynv: Theocrit. VIII. 20 
ravtav (cvpryya) Kat@einv (1 would be willing): ra d€ t@ matpos od Katabnow. 
So Pind. Ol. III. 40 Kecos einv, I would be content to be held as vain. Cf. 
O11. 1X. 80. So Atneid X. 33 negue illos juveris auxilio, nor do I wish 
that you should, &c. So G. T. Philem. 20 eyo cov dvaipnv. Preceded by 
a conditional sentence: Eur. Phoen. 1207 ei & dyeivoy of Geol yvauny exov- 
ow, evtvxis etny eyo, I should be content to be happy. With a negative: 
Hdt. VII. 11 py yap etny ex Aapeiouv—, py tipwpnodpevos ’A@nvaiovs, I would 
be willing not to be sprung from Darius, &c. 

e. In direct questions the Opt. is but rarely found. a. In 
Homer, when the question is used as if it were the antecedent to 
some sentence depending on a condition expressed by the question, 
there is the notion of a wish or desire implied in such constructions: 

Il. 6, 93 sq. 7) pa vu pot tu wi®oro, Avkdovos vié daippov; will you 

listen to me? Thatys xev Mevedd@ emimpocuev taxdv lov, maor b€ xe 

Tpdeoot xdpw Kal Kddos aporo (that is, el re or 7iOo10, trains Kev &e.): 

Il. n, 43 7) pa vu pot me wibo1o; Kaclyvytos 6€ Tou eiul’ dAdovs pev 

KdOicov k.T. A. (that is, ef TiMo10, dAdovs pev kddicov). b. If the ques- 
tion is composed of two clauses, the first contains the wish or condi- 

tion, expressed by the Opt. without dv; the latter is the sentence 
depending on that condition, expressed by the Opt. with dv, as Il. 
n, 43 above; so Il. & 191 7 pa vu pot tL wiBoro, pidrov rékos, StTL Kev 

ETM, Té Kev apyigato KoTecTapEevy Toye Ovo; In such constructions it 

has a deliberative force (see g.). c. In Attic Greek (mostly however 

in poetry), the Opt. is used in questions to signify a supposed case, 
to be answered in the negative: dAusch. Choeph. 505 GAN’ d7éproApov 
avopos dpdvnua tis hyo; who could say ?—no one: Soph. Antig. 
604 tTéav, Zed, dvivaow Tis avdpOv trepBacia Katdcxo.; who could 

restrain /—no one: Aristoph. Plut. 438 dvag ”AwodAov kal Oeol, rot 

Tis dvyo2; where could a person fly ?—nowhere: cf. ibid. 374. 
Demosth. p. 921, 1 kal 80a weév cine peta Tis aAnOelas, pt) xpicOe 

Tekunpio’ & 8 epedoato 76 Vatepov, erELdr SiepOdpn, TioTdTEpa TAdP 

bmodkdBoure civar; hee vos veriora existimaturos quis putet? See 

§. 426. Obs. 1. 
J. In negative sentences also, where the notion of the predicate 

is such as could not take place, the Opt. is used with the negative 
a But see Dawes Misc. Crit. 375. ° 
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to deny it absolutely without the remotest possibility of its taking 
place: Pind. Ol. X. 19 76 yap éuves ob7’ aidav dddané or’ ép(Bpopor 
A€ovTes Siadddg§awvto 7/00s, see §. 426. Obs. 1. 

g. After an Historic tense, the Optative is sometimes found in the 
deliberative force of the Conjunttive (§. 417): Od. p, 236 6 8& pep- 
pnpitev “Odvoceds 7é—Ouj.dv edouto, 7) Tpos yhv eddcere. 

Obs. 3. For Fut. Opt. see §. 406. 2 

Remarks on the Indic. Opt. and Conj. in dependent sentences. 

§. 419. 1. When in a dependent sentence the notion of frequency or 
repetition is to be expressed, if the several actions be in present or future 
time, the Conj. is used; if in past, the Opt. These moods are used be- 
cause actions which happen at several different moments may be conceived 
of not as definite perceived facts, but only as something supposed: Qd. 
T, 515 avrap emp vdé EOn, EAnol re Koiros dravTas, kEimar evi AéxTp@, as often 
as night comes; see §. 842. 1.: Il. «,14 adrap 67 és vids te Bou Kai Aadv 
Axai@v, moddas €k Kethadys mpobedAipvous EXkeTo xairas, as often as he saw. 
See §. 843. 2. 

2. In comparisons either the Ind. or Conj. is used, as the thing is 
conceived of as really existing, or only imagined: Il. p, 167 of &, dare 
ogdnkes pecov aiddor, née peAtooat oikia ToUjTwvTat—, ovd’ amoheEltoug Kotdov 
ddpov, adda pévovres avdpas Onpytnpas auvvorta. wept Tékvov, ws oly ovK ebé- 
hover mu\dav—yxdooacba, piv y ne Kataktdper’, ne Gdava: Il. €,16 os & 
dre Toppupy meAayos—’ ws 6 yépav Sppatve. 

Obs. The Opt. is not used in comparisons properly so called, because 
the supposition implied therein is present: but see §. 426. 1. 

3. For Opt. and Conjunctive after verbs of perceiving and saying, with 
the conj. 67. and as, or in final sentences, see Construction of 67: and os, 
§. 801. sqq. 

Imperative. 

§. 420. 1. The Imperative expresses a desire or command, 
or even prayer or exhortation, addressed to some one present, or 
conceived of as present; as, dds ou TO BiBAlov: ypade Tiv emuotoAnv. 

Obs. 1. The Imperative, like the Conj., is used of time present or 
future, and the Conj. may, as we have seen, perform the functions of the 

Imperative. These two moods are also nearly allied in some of their 
forms, the III. dual in each being that of the principal tenses ov, but in the 
Imper. augmented into av. The Optative also is allied in sense with the 
Imper., as by both is expressed a wish or desire: hence the construction 
is sometimes changed from the Imper. to"the Opt.; as, Od. 8, 230 pi tes 
ére mpdppav ayavos Kal ijmios EoTW—GAN aiel yaewds T Ely kal aicvida peor. 
The Imperative rather expresses a command or permission, the Con- 
junctive an admonition, the Optative a wish. The Imperative is 
used when something of decision or authority is wanted, so that the more 
civil form of the Optative would be out of place, see Eur. Med. 601 ; 3 80 in 
the third person to express an emphatic wish: Ausch. Ag. 37g €oTw & 

Gr. Gr. vou. WU. N 
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annpavrov. Matt. vi.g é&yvacOjrw. It is also used in a concessive sense ; 
as, Hom. Il. 6, 429 Trav dddov pev daropSic8w adros S€ Bidtw: (so G. T. 
1 Cor. vil. 15 €i 6 dmoros xapitera xwpitéodw : Matt. xii. g 6 dra Exar 

dxovew axovero:) so Hdt. 1. 147 éotwoav dé Kai vi Kadapas yeyovdres “Iaves, 
let it be supposed that—: see Eur. Med. 313, where it is interchanged 
with Optative. 

Obs. 2. The concessive sense of the Imperative is clearly seen in some 
passages of G. T., where two Imperatives are joined together by kat; the 
first represents a conditional clause, Eph. iv. 26 apyitesbe Kal pa) GpapTov- 
ete=if you are angry. The second Imperative is sometimes supplied by 
Future, as Matt. vii. 7 aireire, kai do@jocrar tyiv: so Plat. Theet. 149 B 

evvdnoov—as exer Kal paov pabycer. 

Obs. 3. The Imper. never depends on any other verb. The Inf. is used 
in this case, as KeAcvw oor ypapew: for Imper. after dare, see §. 421. 

Obs. 4. The personal pronoun is added to the Imper. only when a pecu- 
liar emphasis is to be laid on the person; as, od pev airehOe, ob Se peve. 

2. Although the Imper. is always considered to be in the time 
present to the speaker, it has a Pft. and Aor.; but these are not 
applied to the predicate in their primary notions of time, but only in 
their secondary notions: the Present expresses the command in its 
continuance, the Aorist the command simply as a fact without any 
continuance, the Perfect that the action is now completed, and re- 
maining in its effects ; as, ypade thy éemucroAnv: bds por 7d BiBAlov: 

TéOva0t, that is, ketoo TeOvnkeds, §. 405. 1. 

3. In the negative or prohibitory forms with py, pnd, pyre, pydets 

&c. the Greeks use for the wanting first person Imper. the Conjunc- 
tive (see §. 416.) most frequently in the plural, (but Soph. Cid. Col. 
174 pa dir’ adiKyn96.) In the second and third persons, the Imperative 

Present only is used as a general rule, not the Imper. Aor., see be- 

low, Obs. 5: but if the Aorist is used, it is in the Conjunc.*: jj poe 

avrineye, or py pot avridcéns (but not py por avridefov): Il. a, 363 

€Eavoa pi) Kee vdw, iva eldouer Gupw; Od. 7, 168 7d viv o@ Taidt 

vos dw, pyd emtxevbe: Od. 0, 263 cizé pot eipopev@ vyyepréa, pid” 

émuevoys: Il. 6, 234 Apyeior, pijmw te peSlete Oovpidos aAxijs: Alsch. 

Eum. 800 tpeis 6€ rH yi} THE mH Bapdv Kérov oKHynoe, p42) Oupodode, 

yno axapriay tedéqre : Soph. CK. C. 735 dv pr’ dxveite, pit’ agar éxos 

xaxdv : Demosth. p. 494,17 pa) tolvuy bid pev Tod TOvde KaTNyopEly ws 

patrwv éxeivous adpoipod, bv & 8’ ad Katadelrew pioes, TovosE 0 pdvov 
AaBdvtes €xovory Tobr apedy : eld. p. 582, 15 py Kata TOYS Vdpovs Bixd- 

onte, @ avopes Sikactal: pi) BonOyonte TO TETOVOdTL SELVA" fur) ebopKeEtTE 

qty Sore THY Xap TavTnD. 

Obs. 4. The reason hereof may be, that by the Pres. Imper. (expressing 
continuance) it is signified that the thing forbidden must never take place, 

a R. P. Hee. 1116. 
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which is implied more or less in a direct prohibition, so that the Aorist 
would be generally out of place (see Obs. 5.). The Conj. rather expresses 
a strong desire that it may not, accompanied by a belief that it will not, take 
place, wherein is no notion of continuance ; and this difference of meaning 
is found in those passages where both the Imper. and Con}. occur. 

Obs. 5. The II. Person Aor. Imper. with py is however sometimes used 
in Epic (though but rarely) to express a decided, energetic prohibition, as 
applying rather to the matter immediately in hand, and not so much im- 
plying the notion of continuance: as, Il. 8, 410 76 ph poe marépas to? 
opoin €vOco Oud: Od. @, 248 od dé ph yodov EvOeo Oyu. So even Aristoph. 
Thesm. 877 ph Wetoov. We oftener find the III. Person Aor. Imp. with 
pn, not only in poetry, but also in Attic prose: Od. 7, 301 paris ener 
*Odvajos aKxoucdzw evdov édvros: Aisch. Theb. 1036 ph Soxnodtw tivi, ne 
quisquam hoc mente concipiat : Soph. Aj. 1334 pnd 9 Bia ce pydapas viky- 
odtw: Xen. Cyr. VII. 5, 73 «al pndets ye tuav eyov radra vopiodtw dddo- 
tpa €xew: Ibid. VIII. 7, 26 pydels i8érw: Dem. ov odrds ce eénmarnoe ph 
Sdtw dikny: Aischin. 62,15 pyr droyvdtw pydev pyre katayvdtw: Id. 23, 15 
py yap bm nod Neyopevoy, Ga yryvopevov TO mpaypa voploa— spar. 

§. 421. 1. The Attic formula oic@ ov 6 dpacov4, &c. seems to arise from 
a change, so frequent in Greek, from the indirect to the direct construction. 
(It is also explained by supposing a transposition from Spacov, otc 6, like 
Plaut. Rudent. III. 5, 18 tange, sed scin’ quomodo?) In the same way we 
may account for the Imper. after dore in a seemingly dependent construc- 
tion; as, dpdver WoTe pr) Alav otéve, for oreverv. The Fut. is also used in 
the place of the Imper. in the former formula, Kur. Cycl. 131 ofa@ ody 6 
Spdceis os draipopev xOovds; and the III. Person Imper. is also used in 

the same formula: Eur. Iph. Taur. 1203 ofc@ oty & por yevéo®w ; And the 
III. Person is used not only in these dependent questions, but also in other 
dependent sentences ; as, Hdt. I. 89 viv dy roincoy abe, ef Tou dpécKot, Ta 
eyo héyw" Katicov Tov Sopvpdbpeay emt magyar Thoe TUAHOL cbuAdKovs, of Neydv- 

Twv—, as odea (sc. xpyuata) dvaykaiws exer SexatevOjvae 7H Aut. Here the 
relative sentence of Acydvrwy, though in form a dependent, is in sense a 
principal clause=kai obrot Aeydvtay: Thuc. IV. 92 extr. moretoavras S¢ 74 
ed (sc. Hpas Sei)—épooe xwpnoat toiode, kat Sci~a, StL, ov pev epievta, mpos 
Tovs py Guvvopevovs emidvtes, KTAGOwoay, 1. e. oportet nos deo fretos—adversus 
hos tendere, et demonstrare, licere illis ea, que concupiscant, si bellum non 
propulsantibus inferant, tenere, Bauer p.645: Plat. Legg. p. 800 E ré b¢é 
TOTOUTOY Las avTo’s emavepwTo Ta, TdY ekuayeiwv Tais BOais ei TpaTOV Ev 

r000 piv dpéoxoy keioOw. This idiom seems to arise from the Greeks using 
the third person imperative as a mild expression of a desire, where we use 
“shall” and “must.” Instead of the imperative we sometimes find the 
elliptic form éres, éras pn with fut. (See §. 812. 2.) 

Obs. 2. The imperative is often introduced, both in poetry and prose, by 
the almost adverbial imperatives, dye, dyete, pepe (not Homer), t6, after 
the imperative: so in Homer in the phrase Bdor’ iO: so also, Il. &, 271 
ypet viv pou dpoocoy: Od. t, 347 TH me oivoy. cf. 416. 

Use of the Moods as Conditionals. 

§. 422, 1. The predicate may also be conceived of in the mind as 

a Elmsley Soph. Ge. R. 543. 

N NS 
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depending, or as having depended, on certain conditions. A sentence 
in which this conditional sense is expressed consists of two parts ; 
the condition, and that whereof it is the condition. 

Obs. The condition by which the predicate is limited is frequently omit- 
ted, when it is contained or implied in the context, or readily supplied by 
the mind. 

2. The conditional nature of the predicate is marked by its having 
the particle dy (Epic. xé, xév) attached to it. And the notion thus 
limited almost invariably stands in the Historic tenses of the Ind., in 

the Opt. (or Conjunctive sometimes), in the Infin. or the Participle. 
And the forms with which it is never found are Pres. or Pft. Indica- 
tive, and but rarely with the Fut. Ind. or the Imper., or the Con- 

junctive in independent sentences. 

Theories on the Etymology of av. 

§. 423. a. “Av, ava, secundum; xé, «dé, an old form of xara as 

found in xddde, &c.4 

6. "Av, connected with Latin an; xé with Latin quam >. 

Obs. In later Greek and in the New Testament the form is found, éav 

for dy, So ds edy, mov edy. 

Nature and use of the Particle av®. 

§. 424. 1. The proper force of the particle dy is the expression 
of a condition (either actually stated, implied in the context, or 

to be supplied by the mind¢), on which the action of the verb to 
which it is attached depends; so that if the condition to which av 
refers takes place, the action which depends on that condition will 
probably take place also®; and if the former does not take place, 
neither will (at least in this present case) the latter. Whether this 
condition will, or will not take place, is decided antimo loquentis, by 
the mind of the speaker. 

2. “Av therefore has a twofold force: the condition is supposed 
by the speaker to take place, and therefore the action is rendered 
more likely—(positive use of dv)—probably ; or the condition is 
supposed by the speaker not to take place, and the action is ren- 
dered less likel y—(negative use of av)—perhaps. 

a Donaldson’s New Cratylus 244. Reisig. Comment. de vi et usu Part. &y. 
b Kiihner Gr. Gr. 453. 2. Hartung de Ellendt, Lex. Soph. ad voc. 

Part. Greec. vol. ii. 225. 4 Hllendt ad voc. V. 
¢ Hermann de Part. &y. Opuse. vol. e¢ Herm. de Part. &y p..165. Herm. 

iv. Hartung de Part. Greec. vol. ii. 218. Ajac. 1061. 
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3. Hence it is used with the Ind., Opt., and Conj., which express 
certainty, possibility, probability, respectively, as follows. 

Obs. The condition expressed or implied by dy is either indefinite— 
if it were possible, if it be your pleasure &c. &c.; or definite, contained in 
the context, either as a conditional protasis, or as a participle, or para- 
phrased so as to become an independent sentence, as Il. y, 220. 

Indicative. 

a. With the Historic tenses of Ind. representing something as an 
absolute fact, it does not render the action thereof more likely, 

for the performance of a condition cannot make a fact more proba- 
ble; but the addition of dv expresses that it is represented to have 
taken place only on a certain condition; as, 7jpdpraves, you were 
wrong : dv—but only supposing such or such a thing took place— 
but I know it did not take place, therefore you are not wrong in 

this case; hence its derived sense, judptaves av, you would have 

been wrong, i.e. on such or such conditions. Hence the Imperfect 
with av may express any action which might, could, would have 
taken place, but which did not take place. 

Obs. 1. The conditions to which ay refer are either supplied by the mind, 
or expressed by a participle, or by an actual protasis. 

Obs. 2. On the Impft., or Aorist, without av in this sense, see §. 398. 3. 
and §. 858. 

8. But when the Impft. (or Aorist, or Plpft. used as Impft.) is 
used to express an action not conceived of merely as having taken 
place, but also as continuing in time past, the addition of ay signifies, 

under such and such circumstances as often as they recurred : jpap- 

Taves Gv, you were wrong under such and such circumstances as 

often as they recurred ; and these circumstances being supposed 

by the speaker’s mind to have occurred at such and such times, 
the action is supposed to have taken place at those times likewise : 
SO ijaptaves dv, you were frequently wrong +. 

Obs. 3. This use of dy with the Impft. to express frequency, is a proof 
that the condition expressed by dy is not, as laid down by most writers, 
always supposed not to take place; for if this were so, ay with the Impft. 
would only signify certain times when the action of the Impft. did not take 
place (the condition not being fulfilled), not certain times when (the con- 
dition being fulfilled) it did take place. 

y. "Av is never used with the Pres. or Pft. Ind.», for that action 

which is represented as actually existing in the presence of the 

a Brunck Soph. Phil. 290. 
> Monk. Alc. 48. Dawes Misc. Crit. 106. Herm. p. 14. 
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speaker, whether as actually going on and in course of completion, 

or already completed and existing before him, cannot be supposed 
to depend on a condition. In the few passages where dv is found 
with these tenses, either the reading is bad, adv being confused with 

apa, ad, év—xé with «caf; or dv is to be joined to some other verbal 

notion in the sentence (very often the Infin.) ; or the elided & is kat, 

and not xe: so for instance :— 

Od. B, 86 éOedes dé KE pOpov avawrar, Cod. Harlei. é6éhois (see Nitzsch 
ad loc.): Il. €, 484 7G kai xe Tis EUyeTaL dvip yvwroy evi peydpovow apis ad- 
Ktipa duéoba (Cod. Clark. omits xé with Eustath.): Il. , 553 dpa kev 
"Extop keirat, (keira is conj., see §. 300. 3::) Od. , 88 sq. ev seems to have 
been originally cai: Od. y, 255 ifroe pev rdde x’ adros dicat (« is Kai): see 

Nitzsch: Plat. Phed. p.102 init. od &, ef wep ef rav priocdpar, otua av 
as eyo éyw ovots (wowois av): Eur. Med. 930 otk oi® ay ei metoaut, for ef 

meioayu Gv: Xen. Hell. VI.1, 4 otuae Gv—ovk elvae eOvos x. 7. .: immedi- 
ately afterwards, ov« dv pou Soxd—pirlav romjoacbar vouifw yap ere paov— 
mapadaBeiv av (in these and similar passages ay belongs to the infin.). 

6. Sometimes, though but rarely, with the Ind. Fut.@ This 

tense expresses a present belief that something will presently be; 
this may be supposed to depend on some condition ; and if this is 
to be expressly marked, dv is joined to the Future. In Epic the 
weaker form «xé is frequently thus used, especially in a protasis, 
which itself depends on some condition in the mind; in Attic Greek 
it is very rare; and though in many passages the reading is bad or 
doubtful, yet we can hardly deny the existence of this construction. 
altogether in Attic Greek >: 

Od. p, 540 «i & Odvcets ¢hOor—aipa ke oly & radi Blas awoticeTar 
dvipov. The conditional sentence however is generally wanting: Od. a, 
268 adW iro pev radra Hedy ev yowvact keira’ Hf Kev vooTHoas GroTicETaL, HE 
kat ovki: Il. 0,211 GAN frou viv pev KE vepeoonOeis Umoctgw: Od. y, 80 etpeat 
ommdbev civev’ eyo dé Ke Tor kaTadegw (if you will hear it): Ll. 8, 176 Kai ke 
Tis ©) épeer Tpwov (so Pind. Nem. VII. 68 pa@ay d¢€ tis ay épet): Il. &, 267 
GN iO, eya Sé Ke Tor Xapitev play 6rArorepdwov Sdow drueuevar, dabo, si tibi 
lubuerit : Il. x, 66 adrov & dy miparov pe kives mparnor Ovpyow a@pnotal épu- 
ovow: Kur. Heracl. 769 (in Chorus) jjocovds mor’ &@v—gavotvtar. (So in 
dependent questions: compare Od. o, 524. Il. p, 144.) Hdt. III. 104 
ékos dv—E€oovtar ev TH apmayy: Xen. Cyr. V1. 1, 45 tBpucrny ody vopicav 
avroy «d 018 6te dopevos dv mpos dvdpa oios od et Gtahdayynoetat (so Guelph. 
Paris.— Schneider c. vulg. dwaddayein): Ibid. VII. 5, 21 érav d€ Kai ai- 
cOavra nas évdov dvras, TOAD Gy Ere paddov 7) viv axpetor EgovTar iTd Tod 
exmemAnx Oa (with no variation of Mss.). In Thue. II. 80 padios av Akarc- 
vaviav oxdvtes Kai THs ZaxvvOov Kal THs KehaddAnvias kpatiyaovat, the dy belongs 
to oxévres: Plat. Phed. p. 61 C oxeddr ody e& dv eyo noOnpa, otS draaricvy 
av cou éxody civar weicetar (some Mss. omit av): Id. Rep. p. 615 D edn ovr 

a Elm. Heracl. 769 not. Heind. Phed. §. 13. Schef. ad Greg. Cor. 66. Herm. 
. R. 1055. b Stallb. Rep. 615 D. 
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Tov épwTmpevoy cimretv' Odx iker, dvar, ovd dy y§er devpo (very few 7éox): non 
venit, nec, si recte judico, veniet : Aischin. 29, 30 oUT@ yap av (omitted by 
Bekker) padvora pepyycopar kat Suvygopat eizeiv, Kal duels pabnoeabe (otra, 
i. e€. ef radTa oUTw Tom OY ToWNTe). Very often in questions, for here the 

Fut. expresses doubt: Eur. Bacch. 639 ri mor’ av (dp, Dind.) é« tovrav épet ; 
Arist. Nub. 465 dpa ye rotr’ dv eyed ror’ émopopuor; Auschin. Ctes. §.155 ri 
mor av épet; cf. 827. 854. 2. Obs. 3. 

It is to be observed that the dy always precedes the Future ; whence it 
might be explained by supposing that the writer meant to use the optative, 
but changed it to the future. 

With the Imperative naturally it is not used, as the notion 
of immediate command excludes that of a condition. Where dp is 

found with the Imp. the reading is bad, or it belongs to some other 
word in the sentence, or implied therein :— 

Xen. Anab. I. 8, 8 dAda idvtwy dy, eiddTes, Gre Kaklous eloi TEpl Hpas 7) Hpeis 
mept exetvovs, where éy probably arose from the various reading iéracay > 
In later writers, such as Theoc. XXIII. 35 adda rv, mai, Kdv (Kai Gaisf.) 
TovTo maviatarov adv Tu pégov, Kav=Kal gay and supplies the suppressed 

clause (see §. 430.), gay todro mavicraroy pens, to which kay is to be re- 

ferred. 2 

¢. When the Conjunctive is used for the Fut. Ind. (see §. 415.), 
dv is sometimes in Homer’ joined with it, to mark expressly that 
the future event depends on a condition; as, 

Il. a, 137 «i S€ Ke py Bdwow, eyw Sé Kev airos ELKwpan, in that case: Il. a, 
205 ns UmepomAinar Tay dv rote Gupov ddécoy, he would in certain circum- 
stances: Il. y, 54 ov« dv rou xpatepy xiGapis: compare A, 384. II. & 235 
meiOev’ eyo O€ KE ToL id€w XApiy Fata TayTa. 

n- So also with the Conjunctivus deliberativus dv is jomed, to 
signify that the action which is being deliberated upon depends on 

some condition, either expressed or implied :-— 
Od. 8, 332 ris & td’, ef Ke Kai adros idy Koidns emt vynds THArE piov amd- 

Aytat, Gdopevos Gorep Odvacers ; Il. v, 742 evOev S dv pada wacav enuppac- 
caipeba Bovdny, 7 Kev evi vneToOL—TeowpEV, al K eOEAnat Oeds Sdpevar Kpdros, H 
Kev ereita Tap ynav EMapev dmnpoves: Od. 6, 545 adda raxiora weipa, das 
kev 07 oy marpida yaiav iknor. Frequently we must supply a verb of trying 
or deliberating: Il. 7, 307 adda pan’ dvrny orjoopat, i] KE Hepyor peya Kdéos 
# Ke epoiuny: Plat. Legg. p- 655 C re mor ay ovv héyoper : Id. Pheedr. 
p- 231 D aore mas by cd Sec neies TavTa Kahds exew HYTwvTAL ; 1. e. TAs, 

 é€dv €0 hpovyowot, raita kK. ex. nynowvtae ay; Id. Protag. p. 319 B aot de 
héyovte ovK exw mas bv dmoTG: Xen. Anab. Il. 4, 20 odx eLovow ékeivoe 
dro. dv piyaow. 

Obs. 4. From «i d is formed édv: Xen. M.S. IV. 4, 12 oxewrar, édv 
TOde Tor paddov apéoKny. - 

Obs. 5. For the meanings of a in the several dependent clauses, see 
under those clauses respectively. 

a For some seeming instances in Soph.,  —_-»_~“ Schneider ad loc. 
see Ellendt ad voc. VI. Herm. Part. a ¢ For some seeming instances in Soph., 
70. see Ellendt ad voc. IV. i 
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"Av with Optative. 

§. 425. 1. “Av limits the indefinite possibility expressed by the 
Optative by making it depend on certain conditions, as A€yous av, 
you might possibly say under such circumstances, without its being 

in any way implied that the circumstances will or will not take place. 
So in conditional sentences (see §. 856. b.): Il. 8, 80 ef pev tis Tov 

oveipov "Axaidv addos evioTev, Webdds Kev aipev, supposing he had, 
we should: Thue. HI. 59 Gru’ adv gupméoor, might happen: Eur. 
Med. 818 od @ av yévod y GOALwrdtn yuri; where the Chorus have 

no notion whether the condition will or will not take place; Hdt. 
IX. 71 tatra pév cal pOdv@ av cimoev, this they might say: Id. I. 2 
einoav 8 av ovrot Kpijres, they might possibly be Cretans: Id. VII. 

184 707 pv Gvopes av elev ev adtolou Téecoepes pupiddes Kal etxoow: Id. 

V.9 yévoito 6’ dv wav év TO axp@ xpdéve, any thing might happen. 

2, But besides this, as where may be tn animo loquentis some no- 

tion whether the conditions take place or not, av with the Optative 

has a further twofold force. dé€yos you might say—on this con- 
dition ; 

1st, if this condition is conceived of in animo loquentis as taking 
place, the action of the Optative is represented as more certain, 
one case being defined in which it will take place; hence its use for 

the Future and Imperative: A€yous you might say—av, if you please, 
&c.; but you do please, therefore, I think you will say : or, 

and, the condition is conceived of in animo loquentis as not taking 

place, and then the action of the Optative is rendered less likely: 
Aéyos you might say—av, in such circumstances; but as I do not 

think these circumstances will take place (or have taken place), there 

is one case at least where I know the action will not take place. 

a. When the condition is conceived of as fulfilled, the Opt. with 
av expresses a modest assertion of some action or fact, present 
or future, making it less certain than if it had been in the Present or 

Future, and depending on the will of the person who is addressed, 

or on some other condition which is supposed to be fulfilled : 
Xen. Cyr. I. 2, 11 kai Onpavres pev od av aprotnoavey: Ibid. 13 émeday 

de ra mévre kal eixouw érn diateAeowow, Einoav pev Gy cito mEidy TL yeyovdres 
i) TevTnKovta étn and yeveas aa: 5, 539 évOa Kev ovKETL Epyov avip dvdcatTo : 
Hat. III. 82 dvd pos yap évos Tod apiorov ovdev dpewov dv pavein: G.T. Acts 
XXVi. 29 evéaiuny dv, sc. if I could hope this. So very often in conclusions : 
Plat. Gorg. p- ele D Anpnyopia dpa tis ear 7 Tountikn : (Call.) @aiverat : 

(Socr.) Ovkody 4 pyropex Snuyyopia dy ein, would be. There is often some- 
thing ironical in this expression. 

a Elm. Heracl. 972. Ellendt Lex. Soph. ad voc. VIII. 
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b. So for the Imperative; the action of the Opt. being made 
to depend on the will of the person addressed, who is supposed to be 
willing, and therefore this milder form may be used instead of a 
direct command : 

Soph. Elect. 1491 xpos dv, if you please. So Il. 8, 250, Ulysses ad- 
dresses Thersites with a certain irony: Oepair’—icyxeo—! ob yap eyo oéo 
pnpt xepetdrepov Bpordy addov eupevar—’* To obK av Baoinas ava ordop’ exov 
dyopevots, Kai ody dveided Te TPOHEpois, vdcTov Te puddaaors! do not if you 
please. With od as a question: Il. €, 456 odk« ay db révd avdpa payns épd- 
gaito perehPov ; so, pronounced in a sharp tone, as an earnest exhorta- 
tion: Il. @, 263 odk av dy por dpakay ébomAlooaite Tayiora, TaiTd Te TAT 
éemBeite iva mpyooopey ddoio. So without a negative: Alsch. Kum. 94 
eU8oit av, will you sleep. So with the first person as a civil wish: Ibid. 
420 pabous av, I would learn if you please, 1 should be glad to learn. So 
Hat. VI. 130 xapifouw av (=i oidv re cin). 

e. When the condition is conceived of as not fulfilled, (see Lmper- 
fect, §. 424. ¢.) the Opt. merely signifies a possibility which would 
have happened had the condition happened, but which did not 
happen in consequence of the condition not happening: II. ¢, 311 

, wv ee , BA 3 n ’ , , ‘\ wY > , Kat vu kev €v0 darddouto dvat avdpGy Aiveias ei py dp’ d&v vénoe: II. y, 

410 vepeoontdv S€ Kev ein. 

3. The most common uses therefore of this particle may be thus 
arranged : 

a. Past tenses: jdptaves dv, you would err, or have erred ; con- 

dition not fulfilled. 

nuaptaves av, you frequently erred ; condition 

fulfilled. 

b. Optative:  ayapravois av, you would err; no notion of con- 
dition being or not being fulfilled. 

Gpaptavors av, you would err, or would have 

erred; condition not fulfilled. 

apaptdvas dv, you will, I think, err; condition 

fulfilled. 

dy.apravots av, as Imper. 

On av in Dependent sentences, see under that head, §. 803 sqq. 

Remarks. 

§. 426. 1. The Opt. without ad is not generally used in independent 
sentences, except in the senses given above (§. 418.); but when the no- 
tion of the Opt. is perfectly indefinite, represented as independent of all 
conditions, or circumstances whatsoever, the Opt. without dv is sometimes 
used@ in independent sentences, instead of the Opt. with dv. The supposed 

@ Ellendt ad voc. TX. 

Gr, GR, vou. 1. 0 
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possible action is indefinite, depends on no conditions or circumstances, 
whether such as by their fulfilment would make it more likely, or by their 

non-fulfilment less likely, to take place; so that it is stated as something 
possible without any further notion of any definite time, place, circum- 
stances, wherein it would be likely or unlikely to take place. This is 
called the Potential Optative. It is not found in Prose ; for the matter- 
of-fact way of looking at things, natural to prose writers, could not separate 
a possibility from those circumstances and conditions which are implied in 
the very notion, while the more free genius of poetry could do so: Od. y, 
231 peta Oeds y' eOédXev kui THAdOev Avdpa cadaor, God can save (no notion of 
his doing so) ; caoca av, might save if he would, or wili save: Il. x, 246 
ToUTOU Eg7opEvoLo Kal eK TUpds aidopEevoto dupdw vooThoumev, as a merely sup- 
posed case: Kur. Hippol. 1186 @aocov 7 héyou tus—, eornoapev, quicker 
than one could speak (no notion of any one really speaking): Moschus [. 6 | 
cari & 6 mais mepicapos’ ev eikoor maor pados viv, you might or would know 
him (no notion of your really doing so); péQous dv, when you saw him: 
sch. Ag. 1163 veoyvds dvOpérerv pdGor. Hence in fanciful similes, as dis- 
tinguished from actual comparisons: Theocr. VIII. 5g otres emi parépa 
veBpds Goto (no notion of its taking place): Ibid. gt otro kai vopda yape- 
Aci’ &xdxouro. 

2. So in quite indefinite notions ; as, Ausch. Choeph. 593 aiyidov dpdcat 
xdtov: which is so indefinite, that the indefinite ris is to be supplied as 
the natural subject, So in poetry: etmou tis, diverit quispiam; ior ths, 
videas. See Obs. 2. 

Obs. 1. In this and other analogous constructions much depends on the 
wish of the writer. If it is wished to give a fanciful turn to the thought, 
av is omitted—if not, it is used. 

Obs. 2. With negatives the Opt. without dy seems to be a stronger ne- 
gation—an impossibility, or something which is to be viewed as such—a 
supposition is denied absolutely and for itself, apart from any conditions 
or circumstances which might render it less likely to happen: Pind. OI. 
X.19 To yap éppves ott aldoy adamné oT epiBpopor déovtes SvadddgawvTo 
700s, cannot (absolutely, av on no condition): Eur. Hipp. 468 o68€ oréyny— 
cahas akpiBdceray: Id. Iph. Aul. 1210 od8els mpds rad’ avytetmo (dyteimn, 
Dind.) Bporév: Mosch. Id. IIT. 114 76 & eye 06 Bovéoum. 7o yap pédos od 
kadov aber: Asch. Choeph. 854 otro: ppéva kréperay Sppatopevnvd. So 
also with interrog. which have a negative force¢; as, Plat. Rep. 352 C tt 

& dkotcats GAA 7) Go1=ovk« dkovoas: Od. 6, 644. Soph. Ant. 604 Tis— 

KaTdoxor; quis vincat ? &v, quis vincere poterit4 ? 
Obs. 3. "Av is also frequently omitted when a conditional adverb stands 

with the Opt., such as Taya, eixétws, tows, which express in some degree 
the conditional force of dv: Afsch. Ag. 1048 dre Ootns § towse: Id. Suppl. 
727 tows—podor: Soph. Ck. R. 936 doxdddors 8 tows: Eur. Med. 888. 
So Theocrit. XXII. 74 ovk @rA@ ye paxecoaipel” ex’ deOre, where em dAdo 
ac$\w seem to be equivalent to a. 

a Except in one or two passages of 4 Herm, Ant. 601. 
Xenophon, (one of which (Cyr. VI. 1, 17.), e Klaus. Ag. 973. See Herm. Part. dy, 
though there are no MSS. variations, the p. 164, where he says, “Quod id futurum 
Editors have not scrupled to alter; in the putat esse Chorus; and notes on Elms. 
other, Anab. V.6, 4, Schneider retains yé- Med. 310 fin., where he makes the &y in 
vo.ro,) and in some of the lesser orators. the former part of the sentence continue 

b Monk Hipp. 482. Klaus. ad loc. its force to amelolns. 
¢ But see Dawes Misc. Crit. 375. 
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3. The Opt. with d differs from the Fut. Ind., in that the latter repre- 
sents the future action as certain to happen, the former as only likely to 
happen, that is, under certain conditions. (See also next paragraph.) The 
Fut. and Opt. are sometimes interchanged to express this difference of 
sense: Il. 1, 416 aidy éooetar, ovdé Ke p’ Ska redos Oavaroro Kixety: Hat. 
IV. 97 &popat roe cai ovk dv NerpOetyy: Thuc. II. 13 otre yap &mootyoetar 
didNos, Ta TE HueTEpa TMpoTyEevngeTaL, TAVOIWEY T Gy Sewvdrepa i) of mpl Sovdcd- 
ovres: Demosth. p. 356, 40 od roivuy pdvoy ex rovrav av yvointe, dtu Sewer 

' 008’ briody mémovOe,—adha kai TO mpaypa adto ei okepere?. 

Obs. 4. Many of the instances of the Potential (Opt. without dv) are to 
be explained by giving the Optative some one of the meanings—desire, 
wishing, willingness—given above? (§. 418.) ; and in some passages 
wrong readings may have arisen from an error in transcription®. 

Obs. 5. On the omission of dy in the second of two similar sentences, 
see §. 432. Obs. 2., and on the omission of ay in dependent clauses, see 
under the several heads. 

"Av, with Optative, in Negative and Interrogative Sentences, §e. 

§. 427. 1. “Av with the Optative in negative sentences seems to 
have a twofold force. If the condition expressed by dv is definite, 
it is signified that under such circumstances the verbal act of the 
Opt. will not take place; and it is frequently used as a modest way 
of saying so. 

2. When the condition is indefinite,—on any account, on any 
terms, &c., then it is used in negative sentences to increase, in a 
manner exactly opposite to the Opt. alone, (§. 426. Obs. 2.,) the 
force of the negation, referring it to the indefinite condition implied, 

rather than to the abstract impossibility : ov« av héyoun, LZ would not 
say on any condition, on any account, for the world, at all. So with 
the Conj.: Il. y, 54 ov« dv rou xpatopy KiOapis, cannot at all. It 

seems sometimes to have even a stronger force than the Future; as, 
Esch. Kum. 552 Sixaros Sv ovk dvodABos €otar, Tavdd€Opos 8 ov Tor 
ay yévo.to, he cannot possibly be. 

3. So also in Interrog. sentences : 

Il. o, 367 «t Tus we Worro—, tis dv by Tou vdos ety: Il. 7, go adda Ti kev 

pefarpe; what in the world could I do? Soph. Phil. 1393 tt 847° av ipeis 
Spopev; Demosth. p. 43,10 Aeyeral Te Kawvdv ; yévorto yap Gv Tu kavvdrepor 7) 
Makedov dvijp “A@nvaious KataTodepav. 

So also the Indicative with dv: Soph. Aj. 120 ris dv ebpébn; who 
could have been found ? 

a Bremi ad loc. »b Herm. Part. &y. p. 162. 
e Vid. Index Brunck Soph. ad loc. éy. R. P. Phoen, 412. 

02 
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Compare moi tis hevyer; whither does he fly ? 
roi tis iyo (puyn Dind.); Arist. Plut. 438 whither should he 

Yy a ? 

mot Tis dv @oyo.; Eur. Orest. 598 whither in the world ? 
rot tis Hiyn; Soph. Aj. 403 whither must he fly ? 

4. So also with the Opt. in the formulas of wishing with zés, 

tis, &c. to express the urgency or the impossibility of the wish: 

Soph. Aj. 389 & Zed, w&s ay Tov aipvrAorarov—dhéooas TEros Pdvorpe 

xavtés! how in the world=would that by some means: Eur. Med. 97 t@ pot 
pot, THs Av Sdoipav; gui fieri possit, ut peream? i.e. utinam peream / Id. 
Alc. 865 mas dy dhoipnv; Plat. Euthyd. p. 275 C was ay xados oor Senyy- 
gaipyy; Asch. Ag. 1447 ed tis dv (would thai some) ev raxer pr Tepeo- 
duvos pnde Sepmothnpys podou tov del épovo’ ev jpiv poip’ dréhevtoy Umvov. 
Without wés or some such word it modifies the wish by making it depend 
on the will of the person addressed; Hadt. VII. 38 Pythius says to Xerxes, 

Xpyoats av Te red Boudoipyy rvyeiv. 

Obs. was av, would that some how in the world: tis av, would that some 
one: wéGev dv, would that some whence: mére av, would that at some time. 

“Av with Conjunctive words. 

§. 428. “Av is joined with modal, local, temporal, sometimes final 
Conjunctions or Relatives, followed by the Opt. and Conj. 

a. With the Conj. the force of dy is generally thrown on the Conjunc- 
tion or Relative, or Interrogative, and makes it indefinite, and therefore 
comprehensive, by giving it the notion of “be it whom or what it may,” 
so that the speaker has not in his mind any definite person, time, place, 
&c.b; as, ds movet, the man who does, &c.; &§ morn, who may do it, indefi- 
nite but not comprehensive; Ss dy wow, the man, whosoever he is, who ; 

where perhaps we may supply a participle (@v) to which @y really belongs 
(see Obs. 3.), so that Ss dy often has the force of édv tis, édv tote, &c.¢ 
(see §. 820. 2.): so Ore, when (definite time); Stay, whensoever (indefi- 
nite) (see §. 842.): Arist. Plut.1151 marpis yap €or mao’ tv’ dv mpdtry Tes 
ed, wheresoever ; iva av mparrot, where he might possibly, under such or such 

conditions, fare well: Soph. Phil. 310 éxeivo & ovdeis Hvix” av pvyo0G Oehet, 
whensoever, at the different times when: Hdt. 1.182 4 yap mpdpavris tov 
Geod emedy yévntar.—ov yap dv aiei éort xpnornpiov ad’7é&t. From this close 
connection between the conjunction and dy arose the following compound 
conjunctions: éay (from ei dv—ep. cike), émedy, émav, Stray, émérav, evr’ av, 
mpi av, ews av, tv6 av, 6Oc dv, 08 av, Grou av, of av, Srou av, H Gv, Orn av, bev 

ay, ordbev av, &c.—os dy (quicunque or si quis), otos av, éroios ay, Gaos av, 

6nocos av, &c. 
b. With the Opt. the force of &y is thrown on the verb, the sense of 

which it modifies, as in independent sentences: Plat. Euth. 293 A ris aér 
eoTw 7 emothun AS Tuxdvres av (ei TUyxavopev) Toy emidouroy Biv SréhOorpey ; 

Xen. Mem. II. 1, 23 eo6qra 80 As Av padiora Spa, Siadhdprror may possibly : 
with d:addpry it would be through which, whatever it may be. 

8 Dawes Misc. Crit. 375. b Ellendt ad voc. IV. 2. a. b. ¢. d.e. 
¢ Stallb. Phedr. 68 B. 
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Obs. 1. When the force of dy is to be thrown on the conjunctive word, 
the Conjunctive should be used@; when on the verb, the Opt. 

Obs. 2. As a general rule, the Conjunctive is not used with these tem- 
poral, local, modal adverbs or relatives without dv; but when an indefinite 
sense is not intended to be affixed to the Conjunction, &c., so that it does 
not require dy, the Opt. is used. This rule is more generally violated in 
poctry than in prose>. (See §. 842.) 

(See also under Dependent sentences, §. 828.) 
Obs. 3. With the Ind. also the force of the év is sometimes thrown on 

the relative or interrog. word: Soph. Phil. 572 pos motov ay rdv8’ avtis 
évdvoceds Emer; SC. Mpds Totov dy dvta Tévde—erAcLe : Arist. Aves 290 TAs 
Gv ovk ameBade, how in the world then has he not thrown away. 

"Av with Infinitive and Participle. 

§. 429. 1. When the construction changes from the Verbum Finitum to 
the Inf. or Part., dy is joined to these forms, if it would have been used in 

the construction with the Verbum Finitum4. Hence the Inf. and Part. in 
Greek have in some degree the power of moods, which in other languages 
they have not. This is especially the case after verbs of hoping, think- 
ing, declaring, &c.¢ The particular tense and mood for which it stands 
is of course decided by the context. 

a. Infinitive used for the Opt. with av; as, ed ru éyee or you, pn, SHcev 
év: Hdt. VI. 129 droorvyéwy yapBpov av ere yevéoOar—Cleisthenes said, 
yapBpos ovk ay pou yévoro: Thue. Il. 30 extr. vopigovres, ef ravtny mpatny 

AdBorev, padios dv odior Tadda Tpocxwpyoew: Id. V. 82 vopitav péyiorov av 
opas Sbekyjoew: Xen. Cyr. 1. 5, 2 evopicer, ef ros Mydous dobeveis moincese, 
mavrev ye dy Tov nemé padios apgew; Dem. 467 fin. ois dv 6 vopos BAdew 
vpas daiverac: so with an infinitive followed by a finite verb with dy, sig- 
nifying the possibility of the infinitival notion ; Thue. V. 105 moda Gy 7s 
éxav eitrety (=a dv eimor, which he might say if he pleased) Evvehov padior’ dv 
dnAaoerer ', 

6. For the Ind. of Hist. tenses and the Aorist with dy, as «i ru eiyev, dn, 
Sodvar av. 

c. For the Opt. of Impft. Plpft. and Aorist with dv, as ct re exo, en, 
Sodvar dv: Plat. Rep. p. 350 E ef oty Acyount, ed ofS’, dre Sypnyopetv av pe 
gains. 

2. But where in the construction with the Verbum Finitum &v would 
not be used, neither will it be with the Inf., as ed re Zyee or eyo, eqn, 
Séoew=el te exer, SHoer ; and where it may be omitted with the former, it 
may also with the latter. 

3. The Inf. with dy is rendered in Latin as follows : 

ypaghew dvy=scripturum esse, 
yeypahevae dv=scripturum fuisse, 
ypaya dv=a. scripturum fuisse, or b. as Present, scripturum esse, 
ypayew av=scripturum fore. 

a Dawes Misc, Crit. 127. e Stallb. Phileb. 61. 
5 Elm. Heracl. 959. Herm. 113 R. P. f In the passage, 2 Cor. x. 9, va py ddtw 

Med. 222. Elm. 215. as Gv éxdoBety tuas, it seems best to take 
© Herm. Phil. 568. as &y in its adverbial sense. See below, 
4 Herm, Aj. 1061. §. 430. 
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4. The same principle holds good in the Part. with av, which fre- 
quently has a future sense #, and=péddov with Infin.: Soph. CE. C. 761 

and mavrds dv €pwv Aeyou Sixatov pyxdynya, who would, &c.: Hdt. VIL. 15 

etpicca Se ade Gy yryvdpeva raira, ef AdBors Ty epyy oKevnv, reperio, sic 
hec futura esse, si sumas vestes meas: Thuc. VI. 38 ovre dvra, ote av yevd- 
peva, ANoyorrovovcy, 1. e. a ovte eotw, ovr av yévorro: Isocrat. Archid. p- 129 

A értotapat tods "A@nvatous inép ye THs TwTnpias THS nuerépas OTLOdY av TroLH- 
sovtas: Plat. Legg. p. 781 A modd duewov av Exovta, ei vdpav ervxev, i. e. 
@ mond Gp. av etyev: Id. Crit. p. 48 C aliquis rév padios amoxtiwydvtey Kai 
dvaBiwoKxopevev y dv, ef ofod te Hoav: Kur. Hipp. 519 avr av don beio® 
io6t: Demosth. p. 859, 49 obdros & ovdk exwy dy ecimeiv drov Tu TovTwy arédw- 
kev: which Schefer explains, ef kat mavta ro.oin, ov av éyor: cf. pe Tan yigte 

Id. p. 129 init. mdda tis Adews Gv tows epwriowy KdOnrat, i. e. KdOnTal Tis bs 
ndéws dv tows epatnoa, scil. ef divairo, vel simile quid: Arist. Pol. 334 C ra 
ev ody Teiota Tov emuTynPEevTwv Ov, which might be found fault with. So 
also in the Casus absoluti: Xen. Anab. V. 2, 8 écxozeiro, mOTeEpov ein 

Kpeirroy dmayew Kal Tovs b1aBeRnKdTas, 7) Kai Tovs émiras SiaPiBatetv, os GAdvTOS 

dy Tod xoplov=vopilor, dre TO xwpiov adoin dv. Also to express repetition: 
Xen. Anab. IV. 7, 16 paxatpigp—eogarrov, dv kpareiv Svvawto" Kai aroré- 

pvovtes Gv tas Keadas €xovtes emopevoyro, that is, when it pleased them: 
Hdt. [V. 42 Oevcavtes av. 

Obs. 1. In G. T. a& is not used with a participle. 
Obs. 2. “Av is frequently joined with a Participle standing in a gerundial 

or adverbial force with a verb already modified with a; as, Xen. Cyr. I. 3, 
11 otds dv, if I stood—éneira heyouw’ Gv. So with two participles express- 
ing conditional action, Thuc. V. 105 eiddres kai tpas Av—ev Th adri jpiv ye- 

vopevous (if you were) Sp@vtas ay (that you would do) aité. And sometimes 
a& is joined to a Participle which stands for a conditional sentence into 
which it may be resolved ; as, Soph. CE. R. 446 oubets 7 Av ovk ay ddyivas 
mreov: Hdt. VII. 139 dpavtes av expyoarto av. 

Obs. 3. The Inf. and Part. of the Pres. or Aorist with a@ have a semi- 
future sense, inasmuch as a conditional action is at the present time un- 
certain; but are distinguished from the Inf. and Part. Fut. without dy, as 
the latter express the future as something certain to happen; as, oidd 
ce ravt’ dv doPnGevta, that you would, and rdvta poPyOycdpevov, that you 
will, 

Obs. 4. It will be seen from the above instances that the participle may 
stand either as the protasis or the apodosis of a conditional sentence. 

"Av without a Verb. 

§. 430. 1. "Av is sometimes found without a verb >, when this can be 
easily supplied from the context, (generally from some former part of the 
sentence,) or by the mind: Eur. Med. 1153 ov pr dutperns ever pious, — 
irous vopifovo’, obomep &v (sc. vopion) moors oOev: Soph. Phil. 493 dy dy 
madai’ ay éfstou (sc. ein’): Arist. Aves, 317 otk 00 Otws av: Thue. IV. 
118 dca ay sc. 7: Plat. Rep. p. 386 D Soxet por—roravrny roujoacba <yTn- 
ow avrov, olavtrep av (sc. emouodpeba) ei mpooéraké Tis ypdppata opiKpa Top- 
pobev dvayvdva py mavy 6€ Brérovow. So especially the forms in Plato : 
TOs yap av; Tas 8 ovk av; ws dy, and particularly, domep ay ei, as Zf, in 

which év either belongs to the sentence introduced by «i, and generally is 

a Elm. Med. 764. Dawes Misc. Crit. 128. b Herm. Phil. 491. Ellendt ad 
voc. VIII. © Ellendt ad voc. IX. Scheef. Greg. Cor. 44. 
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repeated therein (§. 432. a.), or it represents a suppressed verb, either «iy 
or some other verb supplied from the context; the first adv prepares the 
mind for the conditional character of the sentence. From the frequent use 
of this formula it lost its proper force, and assumed an adverbial meaning 

(quasi) : Plat. Gorg. p. 479 A oBovpevos domep Gy ei mais, i.e. womep dv 
poBoro, ei mais ety: Demosth. p. 853 §. 30 ey@ yap—ryy Sixny €haxor rovTe 

THs emitpoTHs, ovX Ev Tina ouvOecls, BoTEP Av (SC. TuVOein) Et TLs TUKO:arTEW 
emixeipav (ri Siknv Adxor). Lys. 92, 39 7) dé TO pev mpGrov ovK iOeev ds av 
dopevn pe €wpaxvia. The same is true of Kay ei, where a also belongs to a 
suppressed apodosis, and from frequent use this form assumed the ad- 
verbial force of, at least. 

2. “Av is sometimes joined to an adjective, to which the participle of 
eivat may be supplied: Eur. Ale. 179 o€ & addy tis yuvn KextHoeTaAL, Tapper 

bev ovK GV padXov, edtvy7s 8 tows, for cappev obk av paddov ovaa, i. e. 7} OdK 
av paddov capper «in: Plat. Rep. p. 577 B Botder ody mpooroumcapeba jpeis 
etvar TOV SuvaTay av Kpivat, SC. yevouever, i.e. ékelvov, ot Suvatol ay yévowTo. 

3. It is also attached to other words besides verbs, especially téxa et 
simil.: CH. R. 523 add 7AGe pev 5 TodTo Tovvedos Tax’ av opyn BracdEr, 
where ay seems to add doubt to the expression (haud, dubie, opinor). 

Obs. G. T. 1 Cor. vii. 5 «i py te Gv ek cuppevov, the dy belongs to ri, 
“« perhaps.” 

Position of av. 

§. 431. 1. When ay is joined with a conjunction and the Conjunctive, 
it either coalesces therewith, as 67’ dy into érav ; (so émdy, éereidav &c.:) or 
follows it immediately, as zplv dv, os dv. But sometimes particles, such as 
dé, TE, pev, yap, are placed between them. 

2. In the Ind. and Opt., as the force of dy is thrown on the predi- 
cate, it ought properly to be attached to it; as, Néyouw’ dv, €deyov dv: but 
it is generally joined to that member of the sentence on which most 
emphasis is laid; as, Hdt. III. 119 marpoés 8€ kai pntpos odkére pev Cwdvrar, 

adedpeds Gv ddAos odderi tpém@ yévorro: Plat. Crit. p. 53 C kal ovk otex 

doxnpov dv ghaveioba rd Tod Sxpdrovs mpaypa; Demosth. p. 851, 23 oddé 
TauTyy ay tis emeveyKoe Sixaiws THY aitiav. Hence it is regularly joined to 
those words which alter the nature of the sentence, as negative adverbs, 
and interrogatives ; as, ovx dy, 0v0’ dv, ovmor av, oddémor ty &c.—ris av, 

ti av, ti 8 dy, ri Snr av, Tas dv, Tas yap av, dp dv &c.—also to adverbs, such 

as place, time, &c. which modify and define the form and nature of the 

expression ; as, evrad0a av, rér° ay, cikétas av, tows av, ray’ dv, pddvor ay, 
Kor Gv, wddis av, oxo} av, padias av, pact av, Taxior dv, apddp'’ av, 7Séws 
ay, kav (for kal etiam, vel av). 

Obs.a. Kav is not always a crasis for kai dv, but also for kai dv; see 
Liddell and Scott ad voc. 

3. Where it denotes repetition it is sometimes placed at the beginning 
of the sentence, whilst its verb is at the end: Hdt. III. 148 6 8 ay rov 
Xpovoy TovTov TH Kdeopevei ev Noyourr ~wy Baoidevovts Vrdprns mpoyyé pw és 
7a oikia, It marks the nature of the sentence. 

Obs. 2, Expressions such as oipat, epy, &c. often stand between ay and 
the verb to which they belong: as, Plat. Rep. p. 333 A mpés ye érodnpdrov 
adv, otwat, pains xrnow®; Ibid. p- 438 A tows yap dv, py, Soxot te deyew : 

Id. Symp. p. 202 D ri ody av, Env, cin 6”Epos ; 

& Stallb. ad loc. 
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Obs. 3. If joined with the cases of doris it is sometimes placed so as to 
form a new compound: Dem. 462. 4 ts avtwos. 

Obs. 4. In some constructions dy is transposed from the Opt. in the 
dependent clause to which it really belongs, to the verb in the principal 
clause, especially in odk of8 dy with the Opt.: Eur. Med. 941 ovk ot8 dv 
ei Tetoout, for ef metoayu av: Id. Alc. 48: Xen. Cyr. I. 6, 41: Plat. Tim. 
p. 26 B eye yap a pev xOes eovca, otk dv otda et Suvaipny dmavta ev puny 
madw aBew. We find the exact reverse of this in Eur. Alc. 120, the av 

being in the dependent clause, though it belongs to the verb of the prin- 
cipal clause, pdvos & Gv ci pas T68’ jy Gppaow SeSopxwHs HoiBov mais, tpoduTrovoa 
7A\Oev av: it seems as if Euripides, when he pee the sentence, meant to 
write dyyyayev in the apodosis. 

Obs. 5. In certain parenthetical sentences, the dv which belongs to the 
Opt. stands first : so especially dy ts elaou, baty: so Plat. Hipp. M. p. 299 
A ratra jpay Neydvrov, & Immia, pavOdve (av tows path) Kai eyo, 6re mada 
aia xiverbe ravtas Tas 7Sovas ava kadas eivac: Id. Pheed. p. 87 A ri ody av 
pain 6 Néyos ere dmoreis: Demosth. p. 14, 20 rt oby dy Tig Elmou ov ypapers 
ravr eivat CTPATLOTLKA ; ; 

Obs. 6. The enclitic ké sometimes, though far more rarely than ay, is 
found at the beginning of the sentence ; like dy, it is joined immediately 
to adverbs and particles, but in these cases it does not generally admit 
of being separated from the particle by another word ; as, I]. n, 125 74 Ke 
péey oipagere yépwy immnddra Wydevs, for which an Attic writer might have 
said, 7 peya av. 

Repetition of av. 

§. 432. "Av is sometimes found twice in a sentence®, for which there are 

two reasons. 
a. It is used once at the beginning, to denote the conditional nature of 

the whole sentence, and again with that part of the sentence which it 
immediately modifies. This is especially the case when the sentence is 
broken by other sentences, or a good many words precede the verb to 
which d& belongs: Soph. Elect. 333 @or ay, ei oOevos daBoyu, Snrdoaup, 
av ot’ adtois ppovG. So when dorep ay ei is used with the Opt. or Ind., a 
is repeated in the apodosis with the Opt. or Ind. to which both refer : 
Plat. Gorg. p. 447 D domep ay ei ervyxavey Sv imodnpatav Snusovpyos, atre- 
kplvato av 57 mov cov: Dem. p. 293, 1 @otep ay el Tis vavK\npos—tris vava- 
yias airioto,—gyoeey Gv: SO domep av without ei, Xen. Cyr. III. 3, 35 
@omep Kav GAXous eikdtws dv Ouddoxorre. 

Obs. t. When in a negative or interrogative sentence ay is found twice, 
the former dy is joined to the neg. or interrog. on which it throws its 
force, and the latter to the verb, so that it increases the negation or 

question : so ovk dv Odvoig dv: Aesch. Ag. 340 otk dv y’ eXdvres adOis dv- 
Oddovev dv: Arist. Pac. 68 més dy wor’ apukoipny av: Soph. i. R. 772 76 
yup av Kai peifove NeEarp? av 7) coi. 

b. The second reason is rhetorical, é being attached to the word on 
which most emphasis is to be laid; if it is wanted to lay stress on more 
than one word, it is repeated with every such word, and may be again 
placed with the verb which it modifies, though no particular stress is to 
be laid thereon: so Hdt. III. 35 8éorora, 088 av adrév éywye Soxéw tov Oedy 
oUTw av Kada@s Badcew : Thue. 1. 76 extr. &dAdous y av ody viducha Ta Hpméerepa 

a Elm, Med. 1257. Monk Hipp. 402. Herm. Op, iv, 188. » Herm, Op. iv. 189. 
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haBdvras Setéar av padriora: Thuc. Il. 42 Soxety dy pou rov airy dv8pa—éri 
meior’ Gy €idn kal peta xapitey padior dv edtpaméhas Td cpa ai'zapKes Tap- 
éxeoOac: Plat. Apol. p. 31 A tpeis 8 tows thy’ dv dxOdpevur, donep of vvard- 
Covres eyetpopevot, KpovoarvTes Gv pe, metOduevor *AVUT, padiws av amoxkreivacre, 

eira Tov Nourov Biov kadeddovres Svatedotr ay: Ibid. ‘P35. D cahds yap ay, 
ei metGorpe bpas—, Geovs av diOdoKoune Ma) inycio Oat tuas eivac: Demosth. p. 
84y, 15 ov obk av Symov, Wevdy paprupiay «i maperkevatspny, eveypaija ay : 
Ibid. p- 852, 26 (ri pnt épa) pndeis vopicere ka@’ nav WoT Gy opviva TAOT 
av ebédew, ci pi capas 7dee Ta eVopKa Gpoupérn. Very frequently with odre— 
OuTE : Soph. Antig. 69 otr av Kedevoay ott av ei Oedets ere mpdooew €poi 
7 av nd€as Spans pera: Xen. Hier. V. 3 divev yap ris woAews ob av calecbar 
Svvacro, oT av evdaipoveiy: Plat. Apol. p. 31 D wédat av dodwAn kai ovr 
Gv bpas apeAnkn ovdey ovT av euavtov: ubi v. Stallbaum. Also in poetry ; 
as, Eur. Hipp. 961 tives Adyou THAD av yévowr av: Id. Med. 250 tpis av 
map dorida orqvar Gédows’ av paddov, 7) Texeiv amaké cf. 616 sq. Troad. 1252. 
Hec. 359. Sometimes dy is used three times with a single verb: as, Arist. 
Ach. 216; but here it seems to give a ludicrous turn to the sentence. 

Obs. 2. When two sentences are but parallel parts of one thought, so 

that the one is a repetition, continuation, enlargement, illustration of the 

other, av may be properly used only with one; as, Xen. M.S. II. 1,18 6 
bev Exov Trewav payor av, ométe BovAorro, Kat 6 éxov Supaev Tov: but when 

one sentence is the Protasis, the other the Apodosis@, a in the one does 
not supply the required ay in the other. 

Obs. 3. Sometimes Gy is repeated to repeat the verb with which it has 
been already joined: Soph. Ci. C. 1528 as ovr’ dv dorav ravd’ dv éfetroupt peeeadly J Pp E 
T@ ouT av (e&elmouut) Tékvowwe. 

Obs. 4. Ké is very seldom repeated, as in Od. 8, 733 To ke pad’ 7 Kev 
epeuve. 

Obs. 5. Sometimes in Homer Gy is joined with ké to give a greater 
force to the conditional nature of the sentence; as, Il. v, 127 sq. toravro 

, a SE, Be ” bee} , oy] >> u 
padayyes—, as ovr’ av Kev Apns dvocato petedOwrv, ove K AOnvain. 

Obs. 6. The notion of possibility implies futurity; for actions actually 
past or present cannot, properly speaking, be conceived of as at the present 
moment possible: so that the Opt. with dy gets its notion of futurity from 
its proper force of possibility. Hence dy is hardly ever used with the Opt. 
Fut., since yiyvour’ dv or yévour’ dv express the notion of futurity in the 
notion of possibility, while in yevyoo.r’ dvb, the notion of futurity would 
be needlessly repeated ; and the Opt. of the Impft. and Aorist may express 
a future possibility in any time (from their primary force of an indefinite 
supposition), but with this difference, that the Impft. Opt. signifies a con- 
tinued, the Aorist a momentary action¢. 

Obs. 7. Porson laid it down that ei ay was a solecism, and proposed to 
alter dy to dp, but this seems unnecessary. (§. 860. Obs.) 

4 Herm, Elm. Med. 310 fin. Herm. Elect. 790. 
b Dawes Misc. Crit. 167. ¢ Herm, Ajac. 1061. 

Gr. Gr. VOL. I. Pp 
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CHAPTER II. 

Of the Attributive construction. 

§. 433. The attributive construction is employed to define a sub- 
stantive ; to add to it some quality—(Attribute.) And this is 
done 

a. By the adjective or participle (direct attributive); as, ro kadov 
podov, TO OddAXor pddov. 

b. By the genitive (or dative, §.456. Obs. 3.) of a substantive ; 
as, ol Tov dévdpov KapTol. 

c. By a substantive in apposition ; as, Kpotcos, 6 Bactreds. 
d. By a participle, with or without the article, (or by an adjective 

used as a participle by the ellipse of @v,) in a sort of apposition to 
the substantive (remote attributive) ; 6 avip tadra eimev edOdv. 

By the equivalents of an adjective, viz. 
e. By a preposition and its case with the article; as, } mpés Thy 

mokw Odds (Sometimes without, see §. 459. 3.). 

JF. By an adverb with the article ; as, ot viv GvOpw7o. (sometimes 

without, see §. 456. Obs.) 
g. By certain words or sentences with the article (see §. 439. 3. 

457.); Xen. Mem. I. 3, 3 mapaivecww—rhv Kad Stvapw epdew: so an 
abbreviated relative clause, Dem. 609, 1 ’Avdporlwy ris 6mor Botheobe 

ddtyapxias doedyéorepos yéyove: Isocr. TH Scov EvOdvovs duvapéve ; 
see also §. 457: so an infinitival clause, Plato Pheed. 88 A év to mptv 

Hpas yeveoSar xpdvo. 

Obs. An attribute is either immediate, as rd kaddv pddov, or remote, 

as 6 avnp EMwv, the man who came: 6 dvip dyabds, the man who is good : 
see §. 459. 

Remarks. 

§. 434. 1. These attributive forms arise, a. From a verbal or 
adjectival or a substantival notion, which in a predicative sentence 
would stand as the predicate, becoming the attribute ; as, rd pddov 

Odddet—7TO OddArAov pddov—rTd pddov éott Kaddv—Td Kaddv fpddov. 
Kpoitcds €or: Bactkeds=Kpoioos 6 Bacireds. 6b. From a substantive 
which would stand as the subject of a simple sentence, becoming 
the attribute of the object of the predicate in the genitive ; as, 76 
devdpov pepe. kapTovs—oi rod dévdpov kapmol. c. From an article 

joined with the object of the sentence, followed by an adverb or 
preposition with its case, becoming the attribute of the subject, 
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the verb being suppressed; as, 7 (sce. épovoa), mpos thy méAWw 

(object), 686s (subject): 6 wetagd Tdmos, sc. Kelpevos. 

Obs. Sometimes the verbal notion is expressed ; as Hdt. of rére édvtes 
avOpera, &c. 

2. The principal difference between the predicative and attribu- 
tive constructions is, that one expresses the notion as an operation 
then taking place, ro pddor O4AAe.; the other as having already taken 

place, as a fact or quality, 76 AdAXAov pddov. 

Interchange of the Attributive forms. 

(See also §. 442.) 

§. 435. Properly the attributive adjective expresses some quality re- 
siding in the subject. The attributive genitive denotes that which pro- 
duces or creates the subject; as, of rod dé€vdpov kaproi: the attributive 
substantive (apposition) something identical with the subject ; but as all 
these forms express the notion of a quality of that of which they are the 
attributes, they are frequently used for each other. 

a. The adjective for the attributive genitive, especially in poetry 
Il. 8, 54 Neotopéy mapa vy: Il. e, 741 Fopyetn xeparyn. So Bin “Hpaxdyetn, 
Bins *EreoxAnelys II. 5, 386: so probably Soph. Phil. 1131 Tov “Hpaxdetov 
&OXov may mean, the laborious Hercules: Od. y, 190 SiAoxrytny, Novdytiov 
dyhaov vidv, for Iotavros: Il. ¢, extr. xpntnpa édedOepov, for eAcvOepias : I]. 
m, 831 édevOepov juap, day of freedom; 836 jipap dvaykatov, day of fate : 
Il. p, 511 vaiv dé (woicw apivere vyndees jpap. So also often, vat usov juap, 
the day of return: Pind. Ol. IX. extr. Aidvteos Bwucs: Atsch. Pers. 8 
voor T@ Bacideiw; Id. Cho. 1070 dvdpds Bagiheva 7a4On : Soph. Ai. T. 267 
76 AaPdaxelw madi: Eur. [ph. T. 5 rHs Tuvdapelas Ovyarpds, for Turdapeo : 
Theocr. XV. 110 @ Bepevixeta Ovyarnp. Prose: Hdt. VII. 105 rots Macka- 
petoror exydvoior: Id. IX. 76 aixpaddtou dovdogtvns: Arist. Aves 1198 
Swpoddkorow dvOeow, for dvOeow Swpodoxias. So also with a relative agree- 
ing with the genitive implied: Thucyd. II. 45 yuvatketas dperjs Soon ev ri 
xnpeia €xovrat, sc. yuvarkdv doar. There sometimes follows on these forms 
a genitive in apposition to the genitive implied in the adjective: see 
§. 467. 4. 

Obs. The lyric and dramatic authors frequently use a compound ad- 
jective, a. either for the genitive of a simple substantive implied in 
that adjective; as, Adsch. Ag. 1529 €todndytw Oavdtw, the death of the 
sword: Soph. C8. T. 26 dyeAar Botvopor, for Body: Eur. Herc. Fur. 395 
kapTov pndopédpov, for pov: or, 8. (which is more usual,) for a subst. 

and attributive adjective (or participle), or subst. and attributive 
genitive, of which two notions the compound adjective is made up; as, 
Pindar. Ol. III. 3 Ojpavos’Oupmovikay pvoy, for vikns’OAvpmiKjs : Asch. 
Ag. 262 evayyédouow eAriow Ounroreis, for dyabjs dyyedias: Ausch. P. V. 
148 d8apavtoderoor Avpas, for ddapavriver deopav: Eur. Orest.1649 pytpo- 
Ktévov aipa, matricide: Soph. Ant. 1022 dvdpopOdpov aipa, for avdpds péa- 
pevros ; Id. Aj. 935 dpiotéxeip dyav: Alsch. Ag. 54 Senvotypy mévoy: Id. 
Choeph. 626 yuvarkoBoudous pytidas : Eur. El. 126 dvaye wokddakpuv jdovay, 
for roAdGp daxptov : Soph. El. 861 yadapyots ev auiddas : Eur. lon. 204 Tpt- 

odpatov ad\kiv. Sometimes a substantive is added which is already implied 
P 2 
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in the compound adj.; as, Eur. Phoen. 1370 Aeuxommyxets, (for NevKov m7- 

xéa@v,) Kromoe XEpov: or one part of the compound adj. belongs directly to 
the substantive, while the other part stands for another subst. in the geni- 
tive; as, Alsch. Choeph. 21 éfdyxeip krimos for o€ds xeipoy krimos: and 
sometimes besides the compound adj. another adj. is jomed with the subst. 
which refers to some part of the notion of the compound adj.; as, Soph. 
E]. 858. sq. eAmides kowdroKor edtratpidar, for éAmides Kowovd TdKov (Tov Kowh 
enol TexOevros adéAgov) evrarpibov. So Eur. Herc. Fur. 1333 sq. juas exes 
TodoKTovous cous (of Tovs cous maidas exrewav). Prose: This is too poetic 
an usage for prose (except Hdt., whose style is very poetical) or comedy : 
Hdt. VIL. 190 cupdop) tradopédvos. 

b. The adjective is used instead of the subst. in apposition: so 
Richard Caeur de Lion, and the lion-hearted Richard; as, Pind. Nem. I. 92 

(B. 61.) dpOdpavt Tecpeciav, for T. dpdv pavtrw: Asch. Prom. 301 ovSnpo- 
pytwp aia, for aia odnpov pytnp: Soph. Phil. 1338 "Edevos dprotépartis. 

c. The attributive gen. instead of the adj.; as, €xmwpa Eddou, tpdmela 
Gpyupiou : in the poets this idiom is very much used: Soph. El. 19 peAawa 
T dotTpwy exréhourev Edppdyy, for dorepdeooa: Ibid. 757 kai mv mupa KéavTes 
evOds, év Bpaxet xak@ péyotov copa Seitaias arod0d dépovow dvdpes, for 
conod@pévov: Id. Antig. 114 euKas xidvos mrépuye oreyavds, for x.oven : 
Id. Aj. 1003 & dvoGéatov bpypa cai TédApns TuKpGs, for mKpdroApoy: Eur. 

Phoen. 1529 orolis tpupas, for rpupepa: Id. Bacch. 388 6 ras Houxtas Bioros, 
for jovxos. So G. T. Rom. i. 4 Mvedpa aywotvns = dyiov Ivetpa: Heb. 
X. 27 Trupds Lihos, fiery indignation: Heb.i. 3 ro phpate tas Suvdpews. We 
must not confound with this idiom such forms as viol dmeOelas, réxva Poros 

&c., which are imaginative expressions, and cannot properly be translated 
by an adjective and substantive. 

d. The attributive genitive instead of the noun in apposition; 
especially with the words dorv, médis, as “AOqvav in the historians: Hdt. 
VII. 156 Kapapivys S€ ro Gotu karéoxaye. So Homer “IMou mrodtebpov: so 
in Latin urbs Rome. G.T. Rom. iv. 11 onpetov édaBe tepitopijs. 

e. The noun in apposit. is frequently used instead of the attributive 
gen. in definitions of measure and weight: Hdt. I. 14 éoraou d€ otro ev 
7@ KopwOieav Oncavpo atabpoy exovres tpinkovta, tdédayta: Id. IIL. 89 rotox— 
cipnto BaBudsviov otabpov tddavtov draywéev: Id. VIL. 4 emi prod tpiy- 
kovta tahdvroor: Xen. Vect. III. g S€ka pvat eiohopd: Ibid. IV. 23 mpdo- 
od0s éfjxovta Téhavta (but IIL. 10 dvoiv pvatv mpédcodos): Lys. Epit. p. 192, 
27 6 Tis “Agias Baowheds —éoreie TEVTHKOVTG pupiddas oTpaTidy. 

Obs. 2. So in St. Matt. ii. 18 gov év “Paya jxovabn—Payxhd Kkalouca 
for “PaxnA KAaovens. 

Adjective used substantivally by the ellipse of its proper Substan- 

tive. Substantival use of neuter article. 

§. 436. 1. When the subst. to which the attribute belongs expresses a 
general notion, or one which is easily supplied from the context or 
from the usages of common speech, as dvOpwros, avOpamo., avnp, dvdpes, 
yun, yovaixes, TmaTnp, pntnp, vids, mais, Ovyarnp, ddedpds, mpayya, mpdypara, 
XPipHa, xpnpara, épyov, épya, xpdvos, ipépa, xopa, yj, Odds, oikia, oikos, poipa, 

youn, xelp, xopdn (string in music), it is generally omitted, and the adj. 
with the article is used as a substantive : 6 modéysos, the enemy. 
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a. Adjectives, participles, and pronominal adjectives, are used 
in this way. Even the participle frequently has so completely a substan- 
tival power, that the subst. which follows it is no longer in the case which 
the verb governs, but in the genitive; and even takes the possessive pro- 
noun as an attributive: Soph. Cid. Col. 436 ovdels gpwros rots’ eduiver’ 
Opehav. 

a. dvip or dvdpes: ot Ovytoi, mortales : oi copot : Hdt. I. 120 ot yewdpevor 
(for yoveis) : Thuc. V. 32 ot HBavtes (for epyBor) : Eur. Alc. 57 ot éxovtes, 
the rich: Xen. Apol. S. 20 ot guddacovtes (pvAakes) : Demosth. 857, 44 ot 
Suxdfortes, the judges: Id. 53, 44 ot héyovtes, the speakers, &c. Poetry: 
Eur. El. 337 6 7 ékeivov texdv: Asch. Pers. 245 idvrwv toioe texodar: 
Arist. Eccl. 1136 ris euns Kkextnpéevns, my owner: so 6 vduov tiOeis, in the 
orators a legislator: so G.T. Eph. iv. 28 6 kdémtwv: Matt. xxvii. 4o 6 
KatahUwy Tov vopoy : Gal. il. 2 tots Soxodar, the leaders. 

[ Those 8B. Individual, personal, collective, and material names 2: 
marked + are found in the New Testament.] 

pntnp: Soph. Ant. 512. 
poipa: Hdt. Il. 135. 

vais: Thuc. IV. g. 
vexpds : Hdt. IX. 85. 
vnoos: Hdt. IV. 85. 

voptopa : Demosth. 1246. 
todds: Hdt.V.17, &c. e& evavtias— 

THY TpeTny: THY TaxloTnv, &c. 
yata: Theocr. XI. 20, totknua: St. Luke xxii. 12. 

ty, (aia, xopa, xOav) : 7) oikoupérn:  toixeov: Hdt. VI.97. St. John xvi. 
7 Mnducn: 9 piria: 7 BdpBapos 32. 
(Demosth.), &c. oixia: Hdt. V. 20. 

yroun: Plat. kéraye tiv eunv. oivos: Theocr. XIV. 15. 

ayxupa: Dem. 319, 18. 
adedgds, adekpy: Eur. Iph. Aul. 

769: Isocr. Panath. 282. 
Hadt. II. 20 érnoia, 

aptos: Cupitns, atupos, &c. 

tatpa: Act. Apost. xxvii. 40 77. 
mvEovon. 

_ Boa: Rev. ix. 12. 

cA 

Gvepos : 

tyvvn : Xen. Aristoph, 
dikn: Hdt. IX. 78. 
digpos: Plat. Phd. 89 B emi yxa- 

prau(ndov. 

Tddpos, (ofkos) : with attrib. genitive. 
dopal: Hdt) V. 25: VIIi91. 
Spaypy : with numerals, yiAias, &c. 
éo6ns: Xen. Cyr. VI. 4, 1 FrvOee de 

owrkior, 
eros: Theocr. XXVI. 29. 

tyuepa: 7 avpwv:  emiovoa: Tpl- 
thy: aydpaoe Acts xix. 38. 

iepa: Hdt. Kapveca: “Odvpma, &c. 
iudria: St. John xx. 12. Aevkois 

kabeCopevos. 
kaipds: Thuc. VI. 35 &v r@ mapérre, 
koéAvros : Thue. 
xépn: Theocr. XVIII. 2. 
AaBy: Plat. Soph. 231 C. 
paga: Hdt. VIII. 41. 
pepis: Thuc. 

méhayos (mévros): Thuc. I. 98 ev 
TO Alyeig. 

mepiodos : Hdt. IV. 25. 
trdnyn : Hdt. III. 64. Asch. Ag. 

1394. St. Luke xii. 47. 
motapos : (Xelpappos.) 

frtiAy: St.John v. 2. mpoBatiky. 

oxeun: Hdt. VII. 62.72. 
atatnip: Demosth. 
otpatés, (atpdrevpa) : melo, &c. 

rapetov: Thuc. VI. 8 16 kows. 
TéEXYN : Xpnpatiatiky, tatpixn, &c. 
ryan: Thuc. L. 27 emi tH ion. 

tvdep: St. Matt. x. 24. 
gvdaky: Polyb. I. 53. 

txeip : 7 Seka, dprotepa, &c. 

xopon : 9 Umdrn. 
xpnpata: Ta ed, vperepa, &c. 
xpovos : ev T@ ToTe, &c, Tov adel. 
xepiov: Hdt. V. 50. Thue. V. 65 

Widos: Plat. Lach. 184 D. 

a Fisch. ad Well. iii, 252 sqq. 
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b. The attributive genitive likewise is used without the substantive on 
which it depends, this being supplied by the context, or by the usages of 
language, especially utés or @uydtnp : so’Adegavdpos 6 Sidinmov (vids): Hdt. 
VIL. 204 Acavidys 6 AvatarSpidew, Tod A€ovros, Tod Edpuxparidew : Thuc. VI. 

59 # matpds (Ouydrnp) Te Kai avdpos (yuvh) adeApoy (KacryyyTy) T ovga TU- 

pdvvev kai madav (pitqp) : Arist. Eq. 449 Bupoivys ris “Immiov: so thy 

epavrov (sc. yqv)—riv emi Méyapa (686v): so eis Aidov (oixov) ehGciv—ev 

Aidov (otkw) eivac: exkdnolav éroiovy ev (oikw) Tod Acoviaov, (Dem.)—e«is 6.da- 
oxddov, eis TAarévos o:rav—eis rHv (oikiav) Kvpov édéeiv: Arist. Eq. 79 
év Kdomdav (Sipo): G.T. Matt. i. 6 ék rijs (yevarxds) rod Odpiov: John 
XXxi. 2 of (uiot) Tov ZeBedaiov. 

c. The attributive adverb is also thus used: of viv, of rére, of mada (Gv- 

Opwiror)—ra oikor (rpdypata),—i aviprov, 4 Eqs (pépa),—rHv GAdas (680y). 
d. The attributive formed by a personal substantive (or pronoun) pre- 

ceded by a preposition and the article, as, ot dugi MAdtwva, ot Kal Apas, 
(our contemporaries) signifies, a. a person and his followers, of what- 
ever sort: Hdt. I. 62 ot dugi Neciotpatov, Pisistratus and his troops. So 
Hom. Il. », 137-140. Hadt. Ill. 76 (oi éwra tév Mepoéwv) édidocay aris 
oducr Néyous* of pev apt Tov "OTdvyv, mayxv KeAevovTes imEpBareobat, pde, 
oidedvT@Y Tav mpnyydtar, emiTiMecbar’ ot B€ Gui Tov Aapetov, adtika Te ievar 
kai Ta SeSoypéva Troréerv, pnde bmepBarrceobat, Otanes and those who voted with 
him— Darius and those who voted with him: Plat. Hipp. Maj. 281 C ot audi 
Cahfv, Thales and his school. 8. Sometimes, but less frequently, the fol- 
lowers alone, without the person named. y. The principal person named 
alone, (i. e. his essence, properties which constitute him) without his fol- 
lowers; but it is not so used till the Attic dial.: Xen. M.S. III. 5, 10 ot 
mept Kexpoma: Plat. Cratyl. 399 E ot dpi Ed6udpova: Id. Menon. extr. 
ol dpdt Oeprorokdga. 5. With other nouns, the position, occupation, &c. of 

the persons denoted by the article: so ot odv tw, ot peta Twos, the hangers 
on; ot bo ti, the subjects of ; ot amd twos, assecle,—oi év Gorter, ol Tept 

prtocodiav, ot wept THy Onpay, ot dudi tov wéXeuov: so in G. T. Rom. iv. 14 
Ol ex vopou, 

Obs. 1. In G. T. the article with the attributive genitive sometimes sig- 
nifies the followers &c. of any one; 1 Cori. 11 ot Xdéys, of the house of 
Chloe : cf. Rom. xvi. to. 

2. Here may be conveniently mentioned the use of the neuter adjective 
with or withont the article. It is not necessary to suppose in every case, 
or even in most cases, an ellipse of mpaypa or xpyya (§. 381. Obs. 4.), as 
the neuter gender, being a negation of the masculine and feminine, is the 

proper expression of impersonal notions; it denotes abstract qualities or 
states, i.e. that are not in connection with any definite subject; or if it is 
applied to personal notions, it is to bring forward some prominent quality 
of the whole body, keeping out of view the individuality of the subjects in 
which it resides. Thus it is used with or without the article (mostly with- 
out) to express, 

a. Indefinite expressions of place or time, eis péaov, eis Ev, Eis TadTd, 
—the particular place being kept out of view; so Segidv, eduvupov; so Td 

TPWTOv. 

b. Indefinite expressions of quantity, 76 moAd—rohU, émt Todd, mécov 
&c., so €v opikpotdtw—rd odpepov or adpdepov, without representing it as 
an attribute of any subject. 

c. Indefinite expressions of quality or state, circumstances or ma- 
terial, possession &c. &c., as €ig Kaddv Aeeus—eis B€ov eAOciv—eis Kowdv 
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ddyeiv : Plat. Symp. 186 D €or €yOiora ta evaytiorara, puxpov Depo, TuKpov 

yhuxet, Enpdv bypo ; vautixdy, a navy: so G.'T., as Matt. vi. 4 &v TO kpuTTe. 
Obs. 2. We must not confuse these neuters with the adverbial accusa- 

tives, such as péya, which agree with the neuter notion of the verb to 
which they are joined. See §. 548.e.f. 

Obs. 3. When the article is joined to these neuters it particularises the 
notion in its application to some particular point or thought, and thus gives 
it emphasis; thus in the verse of St. Matt. given above, €v r@ kpumr@ has 

an emphasis, which xpum7@ by itself has not ; ovuepov, what is generally 
expedient ; rd cvpoepov, that which is especially expedient. 

d. The neuter article is used to individualise the abstract notion ex- 
pressed by the neuter alone, and thus to give it a quasi personal real ex- 
istence; thus 

1. Abstract notions: 16 kaddv, Td dyaOdv or tdyabdy, the beautiful, 
the good, often in Plato, especially with airé : tatrév, the same; 76 Etepov: 
and with dv, 76 dvdpouor dv, Plat.—ro ettuxés, luck ; 7d dvatcOytov, want of 

feeling ; Hdt. VI. 14 16 kowdv (the commonwealth) trav Sapiov: 7b vautiKdy, 
seamanship ; to mpd0upov=rpobvpia Kur. Med. 178: so Rom. i.15 ro kar 
ewe TmpdOupov. 

Obs. 4. These neuter adjectives may have a dependent genitive: Thuc. 
I. 68 16 motdv 7s GAnOelas: so G. T. 1 Pet. i. 7 TO Sdxtpov ths mloTews 

(see examples, §. 442. 8.). 

2. Thucydides abounds in neuter participles thus used for subst. ; as, I. 
36 76 Seduds, fear, Td Gapaobyv, confidence ; Id. I]. 63 16 tipdwevov Tis wédeas, 
the honour paid to the state: Id. 1.142 € tH py pedetavtt, in their not 
practising: Id. II]. 43 & rode dkotvri=ev rode d&iaoe: Id. V. 9 1d 
émdv, an attack : Ibid. tob pévovtos=porns: Id. III. 10 tH Stadddooorte 
Ts yvouns. ‘This answers to the English idiom, ‘“ his being afraid,” &c.a: 
Xen. M.S. 1. 2, 43 16 xpatoty ris medews: Id. II. 6, 23 7d p-€Topednodpevoy 

(for 7 péddovoa perapedera). Poetry: Ausch. Ag. 1359 tov Spavtos: Soph. 
Phil. 675 16 vocodv (for 7 vdcos): Id. Trach. 196 76 wo8oty (for tov méOov) : 
Id. GE. C. 1604 76 Spay (for 7 Spacis): Ibid. 1220 76 O€Nov—GeAnua: Eur. 
Iph. A. 1270 16 xeivov Bouddpevovh. So Orest. 210 tH diay trapempeve : 
Arist. Vesp. goo kdemtov Beret. 

3. The singular neuter adj. expresses an abstract notion, but the plural 
the different elements or particulars which compose such notion; as, 76 
Kakov, evil: ra kaka, the evilsc. 

4. Collective names of persons: 1d évavtiov, the enemy ; 70 bahKoov, the 
subjects: rd dpoev, the male sex, rd O@Au. Especially adjectives in uxdy: ro 
hnotikdv, the piratest, Thuc.; Hdt. VII. 103 16 modutixdy, the citizens—réd 
6mActiKdy, TO oixeTiKdy (rd TreLikdv, non-Attic),—rd “EAAnvikdy, To BapBaptxdr, 
TO twmdy, &c. Thuc.: so Hdt. VI.113 76 pev tetpappéevov trav BapBdpov 
gevyev: Id. VIL.157 16 rHs "EAAados bytatvov: so Td ToANGV=7e TAHOOs, OF 
oi modXol, 76 Yetov, the Divine being=the Gods. Adjectives of this ending 
are also used in the plur. to express a series or circle of events or things; 
as, T4 Tpwixd, the Trojan war; T& “ENAnvixd, the Grecian history; ta vau- 
tukd, naval affairs : Demosth. 21 extr. Ta cuppaxikd: Rom. i. 20 74 ddpara 
TOU Geov. 

5- The neuter article with a dependent genitive is used to express the 
abstract substantival notion which is suggested by the noun in the geni- 
tive, as Ta THs TUxNS, the events of fortune; Ta THS Wodews, the affairs of 
state, t& tod wodepou, the whole war: Eur. Phoen. 382 det pepe ta Tav 

a Arnold Thue. I. 36. b Herm. Trach. 195. Reisig in Aristoph. p. 143. 
c Stallb. Rep. 476 A. a Lobeck Pryn. 242. 
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OcGv, ea que a diis proficiscuntur: Plat. Gorg. 458 B 16 tév Tapévtwr, pre- 
sent interests: Demosth. 47, 28 16 tav xpnpdtev, money matters: Ibid. 49, 
32 75 Tov Tveupdtwy, as it were the being of the wind: Id. 122, 45 ta tev 
“EXAjvwv Av TO BapBapm HoB_epd ubi Bremi “ complectitur omnem Grecorum 
conditionem.” G.T. 2 Pet. ii. 22 15 Tis 4XnPots mapoimias: Acts xxiv. 22 
ta THs 6300. So in the historians, té& twos; as, TA “AOnvaiwy dpoveiv, a 
parte stare. Also, T& THs Spyifjs Thuc.: ta Ths epmerpias Id. : 1d Tay emBu- 
pudv Plat. (the essentials of anger, &c.): 16 twos, the custom, business of 
any one: 76 Tav Taldwv Plat.: 1d TOv Gdv€wy Xen.—Trag.: ta Tobde, 7d 
Tavde, seemingly for dde, oide. 

6. The neuter article with a preposition and case is used in the same 
way, to signify the general position, circumstance, &c. of any person or 
thing. Ta Sa mwrelotou, things at the greatest distance ; t& THs TéhEWS : TO 
éw éué, ToUm ep, TodTi oé, quantum in me, te est, Ts éw épot. So 16 mpd 
tovde, heretofore ; 73 emt tovTw (r@de), hereon; Ta katd twa, the position of 

any one; TA KaTd Twos, res alicujus ; TO Kata ToUTOY, ad hune quod attinet ; 

Ta trapd Tuos, the orders of any one; Ta wept twa, the circumstances. 
7. Sometimes in tragedy, and occasionally in prose, tapd, TO épov, 

form a periphrasis for éyé, when not only the person himself, but that 
which belongs to him, is signified; as Plat. Theet. 161 E 76 épév, seem- 
ingly for éué: Id. Rep. 533 A 16 y pov oddey dy mpobvpias dmodeira. So 
also 76 odv. So Hat. VIII. 140, 3 dpétepov seemingly for tpeis. 

Complex attributive Sentences. 

§. 437. A simple attributive sentence may be enlarged by the addition 
of further attributive, or even objective forms, which define further some 

part of the sentence; as, 6 rod tav Nepodv Bacihéws vids—Kipos, 6 ray Tep- 
gav Baoidevs, 6 peyas—Zoxpdrns, 6 TdvTav avOporav péya Tohwratos avnp— 
Kipos, 6 trav Ilepoay péytotos Baowevs—6 Tav ‘ENAnvev Tpos Tos Meépoas 

mO\eEpLOS, 

The attributive Adjective. 

§. 438. 1. The attributive adjective agrees with its subst. in gen- 
der, number, and case; for exceptions see §. 379., 380., 381.; and 

the two together represent one compound notion. 
2. Attributive adj. are either essential (adj. and participles), or 

formal, (adjectival pronouns and numeral adj.) ; as, copds dvip, Td 
poddov OdAXov, ovTos 6 avnp, TpEts avdpes. 

Obs. The part. Neyduevos and kahoUpevos are used in the sense of the 
Latin qui dicitur, vocatur, quem vocant, and the English so called: Hdt. 
VI. 61 ev 7 Ocparvy Kaoupevy, t.e. in urbe, que Therapne vocatur : Isocr. 
ad Nicocl. 45 «@ tus exde£eve kal rv mpoexdvt@r TomTav Tas KadouLEvas yre- 
pas, si quis excerpat prestantium poetarum que vocantur sententias: Plat. 
Rep. 493 D 7 Atopndeta Neyopévy avdyKn moveivy ato mavra, ad dy odrou erawd- 
aw, Diomedea que dicitur necessitas est illi omnia facere, quecunque illi 
probarunt 4, 

Remarks: Substantives used as attributive Adj. 

§. 439. 1. Many personal nouns which express a station or profession 
are used as adj., and the word dvip is added to them when the person is 

a Hoogey. Viger, p. 15. 
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viewed as belonging to such a station or profession, or omitted 

when he is regarded only as performing the functions of such a 

station or profession; as, avip pdytis, a man who is by profession a 

prophet ; pdvris, a man who acts as a prophet. So évip Baorheds, &c. dvdpes 

Sixacrai, otpaTi@trar. In expressions of contempt dv@pwmos is used; as 

avOpwros yewpyds : Lysias p. 186, 6 dvGpaTrous Stroypappatiag: Plat. Gorg. 

p-513 C dsaxdvous por Nevers Kal emOvpidv TapacKevacTas av8pdtrous: although 

it is sometimes used where dvjp is more usual; as, Xen. Cyr. VIII. 7, 14 

moNrar &vOpwror. So also we find dynp joined to national names, without 

any particular meaning ; as, dvSpes A@nvator: and also in the sing.; évijp 

*A@yvatos, "ABSypitns. These personal nouns are joined with other words 

as adj., but mostly only in poetry, especially “EANqy, as masc., and in poets 

also as fem.; Eur. Iph. T. 342 "ENAnv yij: “ENAds only fem.; as, Soph. 

Phil. 223 ‘ENNds otohy: also frequently in Hdt.; as, IV. 78 “Edddda 

yAacoov: VIL. 22 Sdvn, wédts “EAAds: Id. Heracl. 131 otod} “EAAqv. In 

Trag. we find other subst. used as adjectives: Aisch. Ag. 675 tuxn owrnp, 

as fem. for cdrecpa: Eur. Hipp. 1006 mapSévov Wuxnv. So also the words 

of reproach in which abstract notions are applied to persons; as, dvjp 

Odpos, 6 dNeMpos exeivos, &c. (§. 353. 1.) 

Proleptic use of attributive Adjectives. 

(For predicative uses of adjectives see §. 375. 5. For equivalents to the 
adjective see §. 433.) 

2. An adjective is sometimes applied to a substantive, though the pro- 
perty expressed by it does not exist in the substantive till after the action 
of the accompanying verb is completed. In this construction the verb and 
adjective together generally form a pleonastic predicative notion (see §. 375. 
5., from which construction it differs in the adjective being already implied 
in the verb): Il. &, 6 eiadke Ocpyd Noerpa Oeppyvy: Alsch. Ag. 1258 eddy- 
pov, @ rddawa, Kotpnoov ordua (i. e. bore evpnpov eivar): Soph. Trach. 107, 
C8. C. 1200 rév ody ad€pxtav dupdrov tHTdpevosa. (Cf. Virg. Atn. VII. 
498.): Pind. Pyth. 51 puv idov gcaver (i.e. dore pidoy eivar): Thuc. IV. 
17 Tovs Adyous pakpotépous od pyKuvodpev: Arist. Eq. 1362 dpas petewpor : 
Plat. Rep. 494 D sndéOv efatper adrov. 

An Adjective with a Substantive which is in construction with 

a second Substantive ; Enallage of case. 

§.440. When a single substantival notion is expressed by joining a sub- 
stantive with another subst. in the gen., the attributive adj. (in poetry) fre- 
quently does not agree with the gen. to which it properly belongs, but 
with the other substantive»; as, Od. &,197 €ua kydea Oupod, the woes of 
my heart: Pind. OL. VILL. 42 B Mépyapos audi teats, pws, xepds epyaciats 
aduoxerat, by the work of thy hands: Id. Pyth. IV. 255 B Spetépas dkrtivos 
OdPou, for iperépov OABov axrivos (axris 6\Bov=Aapmpos Bos): Id. Ol. XI. 5 
Weudéwy evidy adutdgevoy (for eviray Wevdéwr ddito€evar, reprehensionem men- 
dacit adversus hospitem ; evdéov evry forms as it were one single notion) : 
Id. Pyth. VI. 5 Mu@dvikos tpvwv Onaaupds: Adsch. Theb. 709 treprOdpous 
katdpas Oidsimdda: Id. Ag. 506 Sexdtw péyyer rad Erous, this light of the 
tenth year. So Ibid. 96 weddvw puyxdbev (=pvyod) Baordetw, the cake from 

& Stallb. Protag. 327 C. Valck. Diatrib. 205. Ellendt Lex. Soph. ad v. addxputos. 
» Dissen Pind. Ol. XT. 5. Lobeck Aj. 7. 

Gr. Gr. vou. 1, Q 
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the royal chamber: Soph. Ant. 793 vetkos dvbpav Sdvaupor : Eur. Or. 225 
® Bootpixwy mwdes bee iets Id. Andr. 58 is obpds Tats Traudés (mais ma- 
dés=viwrds, grandson): Id. H. F. 449 ypatat doowy Whyat (yepacd (or ye- 
paas) Sdxpva): Arist. oe 1198 Btvyns mrepwrds POdyyos, for mrepwrod Sins : 
Id. Ran. 248 évudpov év Bu@d xdperov, for evidpm ev Bvd: Ausch. Ag. 53 
Sepvorhpy mévoy dptadixwv2: Ibid. 152 verkéwy téxtova aupdutov : Soph. 
Aj. 176 vixas dxdprwtov xép: Arist. Pac. 155 xpucoxddwov mdtayov a- 
Nov: Eur. H. F. 1039 dmtepos téxvwy @dis: Id. Troad. 564 kapdropos 
épnpia veavidwv: Soph. Trach. 817 dyKov évépatos pytpdov: Eur. Alc. 538 
E€vwv mpos GAAnv éotiay: Id. Phoen. 343 ydpev emaxtoy dray: Adsch. Kum. 
325 patpwov ayviopa pdvou P. 

Obs. 1. The principle of this is, that the two substantives form one com- 
pound notion composed of the genitive and the other substantive, as if 
they were joined by a hyphen, as @dvov-d@ynopa. The adjective naturally 
agrees with the latter, as parp@ov.. Where the notions do not harmonise 
so as to form one compound, this usage does not obtain—oxérov-pas, for 
instance, cannot form such a compound. 

Obs. 2. It must be observed that the adjective and the substantive, with 
which it agrees, must, if referred to a person, be referred to the same per- 
son. Thus Aisch. Ag. 1474 kpdtos todwuyxov ek yuvaikor, if explained by 
this construction, would not mean, your power from women of similar 
temper, but, the power of similarly-minded women. If iadyuxov refers to 
yuvaikay, sO must Kparos ; the reason is, that if the adjective and substan- 
tive referred to different persons, there would not be so strong an affinity 

between them as to attract the adjective from the substantive, to which it 
properly belongs. 

Coordinate and subordinate Attributives. 

§. 441. When more than one adj. belongs to the same subst. the at- 
tributive relation is either coordinate, when both apply equally to the 
subst., as codds re kat dyabos Kai adds avnp—Kaha Trédida, auBpdo.a, xpuceia : 
or subordinate, when one of them forms with the substantive one no- 
tion, to which the other attributive is applied, as woAXoi—dyaOol avdpes : 
ovTos 6 avijp—ayabds : TO mp@rov—xadov mpaypa. This is generally the con- 
struction of the numeral adj.: moddoi, however, is often used as coordi- 

nate ; moANG Kat Kaha Epya, where we usually say ‘“‘ many great deeds,” 
multa et preclara facinora. 

Substantival Adjective.—Adjectival Substantive. 

§. 442. Substantival adjective: The adj. not unfrequently assumes a 
substantival force, and the subst. to which the adj. properly belongs is put 
in the attributive genitive, defining the adj. instead of being defined by it. 
This occurs in the following cases: 

a. The subst. stands with the plural adj., which retains the gender of 
the subst. (prose as well as poetry); ot xpyotoi tav dvOpétwv : Isocr. ad 
Nicocl. p.24 D pnd ra orovdata tay mpaypdtwv, pndé Tos eb povoivtas 
tov dvOpdrwy: Arist. Vesp. 95 rots tpets tov SaxtUdwy: Demosth. p. 44 
Tots Hpicect Tov imméwy: Aristoph. Pax 840 otto. ray dotépwv. The geni- 
tives are partitive. 

b. The adj. is in the neuter sing., sometimes in the neuter plural: Od. 

a Klausen ad loc. » Bernh. 426. 
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«, 277 é€w dpiorepd xerpds: Soph. Ant. 1265 €yxav dvohBa Boueupdrwy : 
Hdt. VIII. 100 16 woddov THs otpatias: Id. VI. 113 16 TeTpappyévoy tay 
BapBdpwy: Id. 1.185 ta odvtopa tis d500: Id. V. 58 tad Toda tev 
xopov: Hdt. Ill. 154 16 mpdow tod peydbeos. Frequently in Attic, emi 
TWoNU, emt peya with a Gen.: Thuc. I. 1 eri whetotov dvOpdmwv : Id. I. 118 
of ‘A@nvaior emi péya exopyoav duvdpews: Ibid. 70 Tis yveopns Ta BeBaa. 
G.T. Eph. vi.12 7a tveupatiKa tis tovypias. Also ti, aliquid, and ti, quid? , 
Thuc. IV. 130 jy tT Kai otacvacpod ev TH moder: Id. VIL. 69 Aapmpdtytés Te. 
(Cf. Soph. Ant. 1229 ev to §updopds duepOapns): Xen. Anab. |. 8, 8 kai 
On Hv peoov Hpépas. So jvika jv ev péow vuKtav,—eéw pécou *Hpepas Id. 
Cyr. V. 3, 53: IV. 4,1: Id. Anab. I. 9, 26 Gptwy hpicea: Plat. Legg. 
p- 806 C you Biou (but generally juss is in the same gender as the 
substantive): Id. Apol. p. 41 C dphxavor av ein eddatpovias, an inexpressible 
piece of luck®: Id. Rep. p. 405 B 76 wodd tod Biou: Id. Menex. p. 243 B 
Sewdy Tod modkewou (as Soph. Trach. 118 Bidtou woddmovoy). So many 
phrases with wav; as, Hdt. VII. 118 ets wav kaxot dduxveitoda : Thue. VII. 

55 év wavtl dOuutas: Plat. Rep. p. 579 B év wavtt kaKxod eivac: Demosth. 
P- 29, 3 «is Wav mpoehynArvbe poxOnplas. So mod ths 86s Thuc. And very 
often, especially in prose, the neut. pron. is joined with the gen.: Soph. 
Qk. R. 771 tocodtoy éhridov: Hadt. I. 84 todto tis dxpomédtos: Id. VIL. 38 
és T6d€ HAukins: Thuc. I. 49 Evvémecov és toto dvdyxyns: Id. I]. 17 &v toute 
tapackeuys noav: Id. VII. 36 a@mep tas téexvns: Xen. R. Eq. LV. 1 ev to- 
oUt Tis oikias: Id. Anab. I. 7, 5 ev TovovTw Tod KiwSdvou: [socr. de Pac. 

p- 165 C eis todto ydp tives dvotas eAndAvOaow ; Plat. Gorg. p. 493 A ris be 
Wuxijs TodT0, ev ai émOupiat cict: Demosth. p. 51 princ. eis Tod0’ UBpews 
nrvOev: p. 33, 47 €ls TOD ieee Ta'mpdypata aicxuvys: Id. p. 20, 8 Katpod 
—mpos ToUTo Tdpeote Pitinr@ Ta Tpaypata, res Philippi ea conditione sunt. 

Obs. In poetry sometimes, very rarely indeed in prose, a masc. or fem. 
subst. in the gen. is joined with a neuter plural adj.: Soph. di. C. 923 
potay dOdiov ixtypia, for P&ras aOdlovs ixrypiovs: Eur. Phoen. 15c0 aBpa 
mapnioos: Xen. Cyr. VIII. 3, 41 jeer Sé tis 7 Tv mpoBdrwv NeAvK@péva 
pépov 7) Tov Body Katakekpynpvicpeva. This is more common in Latin verse 
and post-Augustan prose. Vilia rerum, Horace. 

c. The subst. is in the sing., and the adjective of quantity, which should 
be in the neut., agrees with the gender of the subst.; as, 4 moAA} rhs 
Hehorovyncov, for to wodd tHe 1.—This is a pure Attic construction, but 

used more in prose than in poetry. ‘The word jpious is very often so 
used. So also odds, welwv, wAetotos, and other superlatives; 6 fptous 
Tov xpdvov: Aisch. Ag. 1300 6 Uotatos tod xpdvov: Id. Kum. 422 jpuous 
Adyov (Adyos Dind.): Thuc. V. 31 émt 79 Hpiceia tis yas: Xen. Cyr. IV. 
5> 1 meumere nuiv Tov memoumpevov cirov Tov jpouv: Hdt. I. 24 rov wodddv 
Tov xpovov OrarpiBew: Id. II]. 105 rov pev mr€w Tod xpvood ott of “Ivdoi 
crovra: Thuc. VIL. 3 rv wdelotqy ths orparias mapéraée: Xen. Cyr. III. 
2, 2 modi) THs xopas: Isocr. Evag. p. 197 tov mAetotoy Tod xpdvov. 

d. So also other adjectives are in the number and gender in which 
the substantive in the feminine should be; as, Thue. I. 2 THs Ys H 

dpiom dei ras peraBodds tav oixntéper ciyev: Plat. Symp. p. 209 A peyi- 
oT kai KadNiorn THs Gpovycews. So Hdt. VI. 129 9 kupin ray *pepéwv. 
So Soph. CE. R. 1230 ray dé wypovdv pddiota AvTOVG’ at havado’ adOaiperou 
for mnpdvac at: Thuc. I. 78 tov wapdédoyov tod wod€uou. The gen. is 
partitive. 

e. Adjectival substantive. (See also §. 435.c.) A favourite construc- 

a Stallb. ad loc. 

Q2 
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tion of the poets is to express the adjectival property by a substantive, 
and put the person to whom the property belongs in the attributive geni- 
tive. ‘Phis periphrasis is not a mere pleonasm for a personal name, but 
it expresses more than the personal name; it personifies that property or 
quality which is as it were the essence of the individual, that wherein the 
notion of him principally consists; so that it represents him in the light 
in which the mind would naturally either always, or for the time, view 
him ; and this may be an expression of reverence, as Atos kpdtos; or affec- 
tion, as “lapyvns Kdpa; or awe, as ‘lmopédovtos oxjpa; or whatever feeling 
may be excited by the person or thing spoken of. So kpdtos was espe- 
cially applied to the gods: A‘sch. Eum. 27 Noce:Savos kpdtos: Eur. Hee. 
88 “Edevou puxday 7) Kaodvipas, the inspired Helenus: Ibid. 130 héxtpa 
Kacdvipas— Aytdreias Adyxys, the bride Casandra—the warrior Achilles. 
So Id. Hipp. 794 MitOéws yipas, the old Pitiheus: Asch. Prom. 1090 
pytpos c€Bas, honoured mother. So also Id. Prom. 898 TapSeviav “lois, the 
virgin Io: Eur. Hec. 1210 “Extopos 8dépu: Id. Or. ggi Muptinou oévov : 
Zésch. Theb. 488 ‘trmopédovtos peya oxjpa Kal tUmos: Arist, Vesp. 418 
Cedpou CcocexPpia. So in pic, especially the words Bia, is, xfjp, pévos, 
o8évos, are applied to heroes and warriors as their great characteristic : 
Aiveiao Bin. So also Pind. and Trag. ; as, Kéotopos Bia, Tudéos Bia, Noduvet- 
Keos Bia—ts Tydepdxoro, ts dvepou: Il. , 356 ts mwotapoto, the mighty river : 
(so Virg. Ain. IV. 133 odora canum vis: Lucr. VI. 1220 fida canum vis :) 
pe€vos > AAkw6o10, “Apnos, aveyuou, neAtov-—oaPévos *Hetlwvos. So Pind.: ob€vos 

imtey, iporev: Il. B, 851 Ladd\ayover & iyyeiro Nudaweveos Adovoy Kip. 
So Hesiod. Scut. 144 év pécom d€ Spdxovtos env ddBos, the dreadful dragon. 
(So Virg. Ain, XI. 406 artificis scelus.) So Pind. Isthm. IV. 32 aixpy 
Kdotopos: Ibid. 53 Aiavtos adkdv: Ibid. 1375 tékvwy ous=réxva dpapeva. 
(So Virg. Georg. IV. 111 tutela Priapi.) So also Soph. C£.C.717 mmoréds 
Bddotas—zaida Bdaordvovra. In the tragic and lyric authors $€yas is thus 
applied to a person of high dignity, or majesty, or beauty: Eur. Hec. 713 
GAN cicopd yap rovde Seomdrov S€pas “Ayapepvovos: Kdpa, oppa, to objects of 
love: Soph. CE. T. 1235 réOvnne Ociov “loxdotns képa: Id. Trach. 527 76 8’ 
dppuweiknroy dupa vopdpas eAcewov dupever, So ovopa, Kur. Or. 1082 & mobe- 
vov Ovo Gpthtas euns xaipe: Soph. Elect. 1241 &x@os yuvarkay, the hateful 
women. So in prose and poetry xpfpa, to express size: Hdt. I. 36 auds 
xphpa peya: Arist. Vesp. 932 kdémrov 7d xphpa tavdpds: Theocr. XVIII. 4 
péeya xphpa Aaxawav: Eur. Hipp. 646 Onpdv ddxy, bestie mordaces. ‘The 
attributive adj. is also used in this way: Eur. Alc. 971 ’Opdeta yijpus, the 
melodious Orpheus. Things are sometimes periphrased in this way. See 
some of the instances above, and so trupés céhas, bright fire: Arist. Nub. 
2 xphpa tov vuxtav: Eur. Phen. 307 tapyidwv opeypa, the outstretched 
cheek: Aisch. Choeph. 426 yépos dpéypara: Eur. Alc. 911 oxfpo Sépor : 
Id. Hec. 619 oxnpar oixwy: Soph. Phil. 952 cxijpa wétpas: Asch, Pers. 
543 evvas Aextpwv: Eur. Med. 1136 téxvwv yovy. So Id. lon 113 Kaddtorns 
mpomddeupa. Sddvns, O most beautiful laurel that servest. 

Obs.1. So G. T. 1 Tim. vi. 17 emt wodtou a&SnhdTnT: Rom. vi. 4 €v 
KawoTnte wis. 
f. So also a substantive is used for a participle with the substantive, 

which should depend on it, in the genitive; as, Soph. CH. C. 1069 dpBaors 
TWAWY, = ot avaBaivovtes maXovs. 

Obs. 2. The difference between these forms and those given in §. 435, 
ec. is, that in the former the principal subst. supplies the adjectival notion, 
in the other the dependent substantive in the genitive. 
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The Article. 

§. 443. Of all the adjectival attributives the article 6, 4, 76, is the 

most important; to understand its nature we must trace it back to 

its original demonstrative force. 

It had originally — 1st, a demonstrative — 2nd, a relative 

force. 

The Article 6, }, 76, as a Demonstrative. 

§. 444. 1. In Homer it is used as pointing out some object as 
known or spoken of, and directing the mind of the reader to 
it: there are however in Homer some instances of an approach to the 
Attic use of it, though it is laid down that Homer never used it quite as 
the simple article. 

2. It has a purely demonstrative force, when it is used as a substantival 
pronoun: in this case it may be construed either as 63, or odros, or 
exeivos, OY aités, Is: Il. a, g 6 yap Baowdni xo\w9eis votoov ava oTpazov Opoe 

kaxnv: Id. 12 6 yap dre Oods eri vias Axadyv: Id. 29 Thy & eye od Nico: 
Id. 43 as ear’ edxdpevos Tod & &xdAve oiBos Amdddov: cf. Id. 47. 55. 57- 
58: Od. a, 9 airdp 6 totew ddetrhero vooripov fpap: Il. 1, 106 é&ére TOO Gre, 
that time when. 

3. It is used as an adjectival pronoun, to which a relative sentence 
refers; when thus used it is generally put after its subject: Il. ¢, 3 
ovd’ vids Karavius éehnbero ouvOeordwv tdwy, as eméreAde Bory ayabds Acopndns : 
Od. B, 119 epya 7 emioracOar mepixadX€a, Kai dpévas eoOdas, Képded 6’, ov, 

ovm@ tu’ dkovopey ovdée Tahaidy, Tdwv, at mdpos Aoav éUmAoxapides ‘Ayatat : 

Od. «, 74 od yap por Cus oti Kopitepev oS aroneumew dvdpa Tdév, 6s Ke 
Gcoiow avéxOntar paxapecow, So frequently juare TO OTE. 

Obs. 1. In the Homeric phrases of “‘O—rév, “O—rijs, ‘O—r6, “O—rév, 

‘O—rjjow, ‘O—rotvs, the article has nearly the sense of repos: Jl. x, 224 
avy te BV epxopeva, Kai Te TPO H TOO evdnoev, this one (the one) perceives it 
before that one (the other). When the nom. stands after the oblique case 
yé is joined to it. The article here ought properly to be accented, but 
this is generally omitted. 

4. The demonstrative force is less strong where the article is joined to 
a substantive without any relative sentence ; but it serves in this case to 
bring the thing definitely before us, as something known, or spoken of 
before. When an adjective accompanies the substantive the article lays 
emphasis on it: Il. A, 607 To “pw Kexapiopeve Ovid: there is an emphasis 
intended to be laid on éu@. In many passages the substantive stands in 
apposition with the demonstrative: I]. a, 20 maida & ewol Adoal te ityv, Ta 
T dmowa déxerba (these things—sc. the ransom): Id. 33 as ear eddeuev 
& 6 yépwv, the old man before mentioned: cf. 380: Id. 35 wodda 8 erect’ 
ardvevde kiav npad’ 6 yepards: Il. n, 412 @s citov Td oKATTPOY dvecyele FACE 
Gcoiow, that sceptre—ihe well known sceptre : Il. 8, 1 ot Got, ihose who are 
gods, in opposition to those who are men: Il. ¢, 467 ay & 6 mdis, he, who 
is a boy, in opposition to Hector: (Il. ¢, 554 ofw Téye Aéovte Sw dpeos 
kopupjow erpadpérny, here the téye refers to both, and is substantival for 

T@ye, olw éovte BVM &c.:) Il. A, 637 Néorwp 6 yépwy, that old man, whom 

every one knows. So Il. a, 11 tov’ Xpvonv dpytipa: Il. pb, 317 Ta Tedxea 
kadd, those arms so beautiful: Od. p, 10 tay geivov Starnvov, aie stranger, 
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so wretched, pointing to Ulysses: Od. 1, 378 6 poxdds eAdivos, that—men- 
tioned above, 319 sqq.: Il. W, 325 Kal tov mpotxovta Soxever, for tov be 
érepov Tov mpovxovta: Il. p, 80 tov Gpiotov, he who is the best : so ot ado, 

these the others; adda, this the rest: Il. a, 107 aiel ro. TA Kak eott pita 
pect parteveaba: Ibid. 70 os ij5n Ta 7 Cdvta, TA T eoodpeva, mpd T edvTa., 
that which is, was, will be: Ubid. 167 iv more Saopds iknrar, cot Td yépas 
morv peivov &c., that, which is by far the most honourable gift, as Achilles 
points to that which Agamemnon already had received: Ibid. 217 7\6ov 
ey mavcovoa 76 adv pevos, that anger of thine which &c.: Ibid. 340 tod 
Bacidios aznveos, this hateful monarch. 

Obs. 2. The article is used as semi-demonstrative in Homer: 

a. With an adjective and substantive when an emphasis is to be laid 
on the adjective (see above 4.): Od. 7, 203 ta 8€ Auypa& wept xpol eipara 
€oTo. 

6. When a pronominal dative is placed between the article and sub- 
stantive: 6 toto. yépwv dddv iyepdvevev. So frequently to S€ ot dove: II. 
B, 217 TH S€é of Guw: Od. x, 559 Tov d€ opi dvaxra, the article bespeaks 

attention to the substantive, and by contrasting it with the pronoun gives 
an emphasis to the phrase. 

c. When persons known or already spoken of are introduced: Il. a, 33 
6 yépwv. , 

d. With other nouns, but more rarely: Il. o, 574 at S€ Boes x. 7. A. 
see line before. 

e. In a quasi-possessive sense: I]. 6, 399 adda Tov uldv yeivaro, his son: 
Od. d, 492 pol Tod madds, that son of mine. 

f. With cardinal numerals: Od. v, 110 4 8é pr ovr mavero, but one 

ceased not. 
g. With comparatives: ot mhéoves, the more : so with érepos, mpatos, &c. 
A. With substantives used collectively: Il. 1, 320 cdréav’ Guws 6 T epyos 

—Aviip & te moda eopyds: Od. p, 218 as del Tov Sporoy ayer Oeds ws Tov 
Sp.0L0v. 

2. So with participles : 6 vuxneis, the vanquished ; TO vukqaavt, the victor ; 
ta te é6vta, the universe. 

Jj. Sometimes with plural adjectives used as substantives: of dptotou, ot 
Gov. 

k. So with adverbs : 1a mpOta—rtd tpttov—ro mépos—ro Tpiv. 

Obs. 3. Many of these also are found in later writers. So where em- 
phasis is to be laid on a notion as something known or mentioned before, 
where in English we use an emphatic the, or thai, these, or those: Plat. 

Prot. 334 D éemc\avbdvopa repli ob jv 6 Adyos: so dvdpes iwpev emi Tods GvSpas 
(Xen.): Eur. Orest. 418 Sovdevoper beois 6 te ror’ cio ot Oeot, these gods : 
Demosth. 765, 4 tods vopous iyeiro vopicpa THs Toews evar: Soph. Aj. 714 
mavO © péyas xpdvos papaiver, that mighty time: Thuc. I. 11 of Tpdes Ta déxa 
€rn avratxov, those ten years. So of something existing or expected: 
Id. Il. 86 BovdAépevor thy vavpayiav moujoa: Id. I. 12 éxainrovres Zxrivov Tas 
mohets, the now existing cities. So of some possession: Xen. An. I. 8, 2 

Kipos katarnojoas ad to dpparos tov Oapaka evédv, Kai dvaBas emt Tov tmrov 

Ta maATa cis TAS xetpas ¢haBe: here the article must be translated his. 

Obs. 4. In G. T. also the article is used in this semi-demonstrative force: 
Rey. iv. 7 16 @ov—ré rpdcwmor, (his face): 1 Cor. x. 4 tére 6 €mawwos yevn- 
cera éxaore, to each shall be his praise: Rom. xi. 36 airé % Soka, the praise 
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belonging to him : Id. iv. 4 6 proOds, his reward: Acts xxvii. 38 tov ciroy, 
the corn with which the ship was laden : Luke iv. 20 16 BiBdiov, the book (see 
v.17): Joh. iii. 5 tév wrhjpa: sc, which was standing there: Rev. xx. 4 
ra xia érn, the thousand years (Millennium) : James ii. 25 tods dyyédous, 
mentioned in the history. So we generally find the article used to refer 
to known parts of history, or prophecy, or doctrine: 7) kpiots, the judgment ; 
9 ypapy, the scripture ; 4 cwtnpia, salvation. 

5. In the Post-Homeric writers also, 6, 4, t6 has frequently its full de- 
monstrative force. In Hdt., the Doric writers, and Attic poets, it is not 
unfrequently used as in Homer: Atsch. Suppl. 443 7 totow q Tots méAepov 
aipecOa péyav, rao’ gor avaykn : Ibid. 1055 6 re roe pdpotpdy €or, TO yevoir’ 
a: Id. Agam. 7 xérowa—dorépas, drav POiveow, avrodas te Tov: Id. Eum. 
690 ev dé ta, in this: so Ibid. 814 &k d€ tot, from this: Soph. Ak. T. 200 
tov (sc. "Apea)—, © Zed marep, ind o@ Oicov Kepavvg. So especially with 

the particles, pev, d€, yap (6 yap, 7 ydp, To ydp often in tragic): Soph. CE. R. 
1082 tis yap (of her), mépuxa pytpds (in apposition), as my mother ; some- 
times also with prepositions; as, mpds 8€ Toto., mpos TH, El toto. Eurip. 
And even in Attic prose it retained its demonstrative force in the following 
cases :— 

a. Té, therefore (as Il. p, 404.) : 76 ye Plat. : 176 8é at the beginning of 
a sentence, whereas, very frequently in Plato: 6 pev, or 6 8é, ot 8€, ai Be, 
at the beginning of a sentence very frequently : Thuc. I. 81 tots 8€ dAAy 
yi éore woAAN: Demosth. p.18, 3 6 pév yap—Oavpaororepos vopiterar: Id. 
p- 51 prince. 6 8 cis rodr UBpews eAnrvoev : Id. p. 68, 15 6 8€ ratra pev pedree. 
So also, 6 pév or 6 8€ is used, as in Homer, before its substantive, to call 
attention to it: Thuc. VI. 57 cai 6 pev rods dopupdpous rd aitixa Stadevyer 
6 “Aptotoyettwy : also in Plur.; as, Id. VIII. 77 : tH, THBde, hac, there, here, 
on this side, wherefore : +6, sometimes in Attic poets, as in Homer very 
frequently: thus also Plat. Theet. p.179 D'1@ ro, & pile Ceddape, — 
oxerréov. With prepos., as, ék Tod, hence: 814 16, wherefore, Thucyd. 

Obs. 5. This may suggest an explanation of the construction éy Tots, 
sometimes év tats, with a superlative ; as, Thuc. I. 6 év tots mparo dé 
’AOnvaiot Tov cidnpov KaréGevto, omnium primi (but see §. 139. 4.) : and of the 
adverbial formulas, mpd to (mpotov), before, almost always in the sense of 
ante illud modo definitum tempus : cf. Hdt. I. 103., III. 62. Plat. Alcib. IT. 
p- 109 E; and frequently the accus. is used with kai at the beginning of 
a sentence in a demonstrative force: Xen. Cyr. I. 3. 9 kat tov Kededour 
Sodva:, et eum; but in the nom. kal és, kal 4, kal ot, are used. 

b. In the formula, tiv kat tév, TO Kat 10, the one or the other, this or 

that, Ta Kat td, varia, bona et mala, these serve to signify indifferently any 

variety of objects : Pind. Olymp. II. 53 6 pay mdodros dpetais SeSadadpevos 
péper TOV TE Kal TOV Kaipdy, Variarum rerum opportunitatem : see Dissen T. 
II. p. 32. et ad Nem. I. 30; but far more usually in prose: Lysias p. 157, 
21 kai pou kddec Tov kat TOV: Demosth. p. 128. §. 68 eee yap 7d Kat Td rrou7- 
oa kal 76 pr) moujoat. The nomin. sing. 6s kat 6s occurs Hdt.1V. 68. So 
G. T. 1 Cor. xi. 21 85 pev mea, Ss S€ peOver, and also in the accus. S. 
Matth. xxi. 35 dv pev ederpav, Ov dé améxrewvar. 

c. Immediately before a relative sentence, introduced by és, écos, or 
otos, which expresses by a periphrasis either an adjectival, or, especially, 
an abstract notion. This idiom is peculiarly Platonic; as, Protag. p. 
320 D ek ys kat mupos piéavtes Kat TOV Boa Tupi Kal yi KepavyuTac: Id. Rep. 
p- 469 B raira dé raita vopodpev Kal étav tis ynpa ij Tue G@\Aw Tpdm@ Tedev- 

THON TOV Goo tw Stapepovtas ev T@ Bio ayabot KpiOace : Ibid. p. 509 E Aeya 
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d€ Tas eikdvas Mp@Toy pev Tas oKLdS, ETELTA TA EV TOIs VOaTt GuyTdopata Kal ev 
Tots Goa muKva Te Kai Aeia Kai hava ~vvéornxe: Id. Sophist. p. 241 E etre 
Bysnpatey etre Pavtacpdtey a’tay 7) Kal wepl Texvay Tov Goat epi TadTa EioL4: 
Id, Phed. p. 92 D dozmep atrijs (sc. tis Wuxns) eotw 7 ovcia Exovoa THy 
ér@vupiay tiv TOO 8 €otw (abstract notion). This construction is also used 
asa periphrasis for an indefinite object, especially in the orators : Lysias 
p- 733 Tait ovy ws adn6n €OTL, TOV TE EvOu«prrov, ov T P@TOv mpouny, kal TOv 

Gov Matarewy dcois mpoocHdOov, kal Tov, Os en Seomdrns ToUToU eivat, dp- 
tupas mapéfouac: Demosth. p. 613, 9 ca ew ipiv trols Torovtous, & avdpes 
*A@nvaiot, mpoonker Kal jucety TOUS, OLoTTrEp OUToS. 

d. In the construction ot pév—ot 8€, which properly signify some here 
—some there, part—part. This is found in Homer, and is very common 
both in prose and poetry. The use of the sing. 6 pév—é 8€ is post- 
Homeric: very frequently T6 pév—rtéd 8é, TA pév—ra B€, TH pev—ry Bé, 
partinm—partim. So Ephes. iv. 11 @@xey rods pev droarddous, Tos dé mpo- 
girtas, tos d€ k.T. A. Tis also also is joined with this formula, 6 pev tus—é 

d€ tis, alius quis—alius quis, properly, any one here—any one there; when 
the contrasted persons are uncertain or indefinite: Xen. Cyr.VI.1,1 & 
TovT®@ oi Piror TO Kipw mpoonyov oi pev Kadovolovs avtod peévew Seopevous, ot 
€ ‘Ypxavious, 6 8€ tis Saxas, 6 S€ Tis TwSpiay: here several individuals are 
signified by the indefinite singular ris: Plat. Phileb. p. 13 C tds peév eivai 
Twas 1Sovas ayabds, Tas 8€ Twas Kaxds: Euthyphr. p.12 A 1d pév adrov 
dovov, To S€ TL kal GANO: interchanged with a@Ados: Id. Legg. p.658 B eixés 
trou Tov ev Tiva emderkvivar payw@diav, Gddov G€ KOap@diar, Tov S€ TWA Tpaye- 
diay: with ris preceding; Id. Gorg. p. 499 C néovai tweés eiow at pev dya- 
Bat, at 8€ Kaxal?. 

e. 6, 4, 76 is used also as an attributive with a demonstrative force in 

all the post-Homeric writers. Thus of objects well known, or mentioned 

before: Plat. Rep. p. 329 E 1é rod Gepioroxdéous ed exer ds TH Leprhio 
(Seriphio isti) Aawopoupev — direxpivaro : Id. Charmid. p.155 D évéuoa 
copararoyv eivat TOV Kpiriav Ta Ep@TLKd, os elev em TOU Kadou heyou TALOOS 

x. 7.A. (alluding to the well known story): Demosth. p. 850, 19 ¢e&yree 
pe tov GvOpwrov (sc. Milyam, istum hominem) : so frequently in this orator : 
Id. p. 90, 3 €xOpos imdpyov tH WOdeL (Athenis, huic urbi) Pdurros : Theocrit. 
VIII. 43 &0 ad Kaha mais emwiooera: Ibid. 47 ev 6 Kadds Midtov Baiver 

Tootv, 

Obs. 4. The forms 6 7, oi ai, would properly be oxyton when used de- 
monstratively, but they more generally are written without an accent. 

Obs. 5. There are some passages in G.T. Matt. i. 26, John vii. £7. 40, 
Acts xxvi. 10, Mark xiii. 20. Acts ix. 2, where the article is held by some 
to have a purely demonstrative force of this or that; but on examination 

it will be seen that it is to be accounted for by some one of the usages 
given above, Obs. 2. 

The Article 6, 7, 76, as a Relative Pronoun. 

§. 445. 1. In the Homeric dialect, the demonstrative 6, 7, ro frequently 
assumes the functions of the relative pronoun, és, 7, 6: Il. a, 125 ada Ta 

pev Torlwov é£erpabopev ta SéSacra. This idiom may be accounted for by 
the consideration, that language originally makes no difference of form 

between principal and dependent sentences, but places them separately 
in similar parallel forms, as if standing in the same independent relations 
to the speaker. 

® Heindorf ad loc. » Stallb. ad loe. ¢ Heindorf p. 62. 
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2. This use of the article as the relative passed into the [onic and 
Doric writers: Hdt. II]. 81 ta pév ’Ordvns eime—DedéxOw Kapol taita’ Ta 
& és ro rAjbos dvaye pépew TO patos, yrouns THs apiotns Hudpryke: cf. c. 82 
prince. Ibid. ravreay tev Aeyw dpictav, que dico. 

3. The Attic comic and prose writers do not admit this relative force 
of the article. The tragedians have adopted it only in the neuter, the 
oblique cases, and mostly to avoid an hiatus, or lengthen by position a 
final short syllable of the preceding word: Soph. C&. T. 1379 Sdapovev & 
dyd\paé’ icpd, Tov 6 TavTAnpev eyw—dareorépno euavtdy: but there is no 
such reason in isch. Eum. 336 6varav toiow airouvpyiae Evprécwow, or in 
Soph. Phil. 707. 

Obs. In G. T. there does not seem to be any instance of this use of the 
article. 

aThe meaning and use of 6, 7), 76, as the Article proper. 

§. 446. The article 6, 4, 14, afterwards lost its demonstrative force 

almost entirely, though traces of it are perceptible in all its uses. 
A noun conyeys of itself merely the notion of the object signified, 
without any particular application or limitation thereof; when it is 
desired for any reason (real or imaginary), whether in the nature of 
the thing or suggested by the context, or by common sense, to parti- 
cularise this notion, the article is used, to denote that it is viewed as 

an individual, and especially as an individual distinct from all 
other members of its class; (this usage of the article was not fully 
developed till the wra of Attic prose:) but as not only a single 
person but also a class may be considered as an individual, there 
hence arises a double and seemingly contrary use of the article, 

to particularise or generalise and this both with singular and plural 

nouns. 
a. With a singular noun to denote an individual member of a 

general class, contemplated as such by the speaker—numerical 
unity, actual individuality: 6 dvOpw7os, the man, as distinct 

from other men; with a plural to denote the members of a class 
viewed as distinct from it: of dv@pwzro., the men (of whom I am 

thinking), distinct from other men. 
8. To express the notion of the whole and all its parts conceived 

of as an individual—generic existence, collective unity, 

ideal individuality; as, 6 dvOpwros Ovytds éort, the man (=all 

men) zs mortal. The plural noun denotes the whole class by its 
parts, to which the article gives an individual collective character : 

ot av@pwro, men (considered collectively): Plat. Legg. 680 C ov 
apddpa xpopeba ot Kpites Tols fevixots tounnaow. The singular either 

puts forward the individual as the type of the whole class, or (which 

2 Hilendt Lex Soph. ad voc. 6. 

Gr. Gr. vou. 1. R 
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is the better way of looking at it) expresses the generic notion to 
which the article gives a distinct individual character: 6 av@pemos, a 

man (the animal man) is mortal: 6 zais, the child (as a class) tavTev 

Onpiwy éort SvopeTaxetpiorov. 

Oés. Hence the uses of the article may be thus stated : 

a. To express the whole. 

8. To express some definite part, either as opposed to the whole, or 
to some other part. 

y. When the notion is particularised, either by the usages of thought 
or of speech, or by the context, or by the speaker or writer. 

Remarks on the Indefinite Article. 

1. The English indefinite article a is also used either to signify ‘ all,” 
but without the definite sense of generic individuality, where in Greek the 
substantive alone is frequently used—a man, avOpemos: or an individual, 
but not spoken of in a definite manner, a man—any man, where in Greek 

the indefinite ris is often used: yuvy tis dpyw etye (or eis in G. T. Matt. viii. 
IQ: eis ypazparets). But sometimes the indefinite article is added; as, 
Soph. Gi. R. 107 rots airoévras twds; ris in this case is generally placed 
after its substantive. 

2. The article is not used where merely the indefinite notion is to be 
expressed without any direct mention of or reference to any other distinc- 
tive notion. It is omitted for various reasons, and very arbitrarily; but 
where it is found it is never altogether otiose. The substantive without 
the article often practically expresses the same notion of a whole class or 
a single individual as with it; but in the one case it would be distinctively 
marked as such, in the other it would not. It always lays an emphasis, 
more or less, on the word, and thus we find it sometimes omitted or in- 

serted contrary to our expectation, according to the view of the speaker 
or writer. Thus in Soph. CE. C. 780 Ady@ pev eo Odd, Toror 8 epyouow kaka, 

it is found in one part of the sentence and not in the other, though seem- 
ingly quite parallel, but in reality there is an emphasis on the latter clause. 
So G.T. Rom. i. 21 yvdvres tov Gedy (the true God) ovx os Gedy (as the 
supreme Being, God in the abstract) eSééacav airdv. 

The Article with Collective, Abstract, Material and Personal Nouns. 

§. 447. 1. With collective names of persons and things, it 
represents the substantival notion (a) as a definite individual; par- 
ticularised either (a) by its own nature, as 6 eds, 6 HALos, } yi, or 

(6) by the usages of thought, as oi Oeo/, the gods of mythology; 7 
vooos, the plague of Athens (Thuc. II. 59); or (c) the usages of 
speech, as 6 mais, the slave ; or when the speaker wishes to emphasise 

the notion ; or (d) by the context, as where the notion has been before 
mentioned or implied ; (8) as a definite class, as 6 dvOpwros, mankind ; 
or type of a class, as 6 yewpyds, the farmer ; and as a class compre- 

hends all its parts logically distributed, it follows that the article is 
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also used (e) distributively (each or every); as, Xen. Anab. I. 3, 
21 mpowairodor 6€ pucOdv 6 Kipos tmoxvetrar jpidAtov Tact ddceiv, ob 

mpotepov edepov, avtt Saperkod tpla nyidapEerKa TOO pyvds TO oTpaTLdTH 

(every month to every soldier) ;—(f) when any thing is represented as 

comprehended under the head of all that is requisite or possible 
in certain circumstances; as, Xen. Anab. VII. 6, 23 ede. ta évéxupa 

tore AaBeiv, all which the present state of affairs required: Ibid. 

2,8 as tdxtoTa ZevopGvta tpoméuar tots tmmos (with the requisite 

horses) én 16 otparevpa: Plat. Menex. 235 A dore kal Ta mpoodvta 

Kal Ta pi) TEpl ExdoTou A€yovTes, KdAALOTA THs Tors dvdpacr TOLKLAAOYTES, 
yonrevovow nuav Tas \uxds. 

Obs. 1. The article is sometimes used in a possessive sense to parti- 
cularise the notion as belonging to some one: Theocr. III. 52 adyéw tay 
xeharav: Plat. Theet. 198 B mpdcyxes tov voor. 

2. Naturally the article need not be used when the noun is not 
individualised. a. Thus in the usages of every day speech, when the 

object is singular in its nature and yet so familiar as not to need 
distinguishing from others, as tarijp, pajtnp, vids, waides, yuri, aded- 

gos, yoveis, Oeds, avOpwros, avyp, Tatpls, TéALs, doTv, dypds, yij, otKos, 

&c. and this even when a relative follows, Xen. Cyr. III. 3, 53 wept 
yiis ev 7) eure, kal olkwy év ofs érpdpyre: or where it is wished to re- 
present a notion as thus familiar. So wWoy7, coua, and the parts 
thereof, unless there is some reason for particularising them more 

specially ; as, mAodros évexa coépards éort Kal oGpa Woxijs (Plat.) : 

Xen. Cyr. Il. 3,18 may rdv pév pnpodts, Tévde 6é XEipas, TOV BE 

Kyynpas, TOV S& Kal émiKuTTOVvT@V—Tods Tpaxydous Kal Ta vOta, which 

were thus exposed to the view. 
Obs. 2. We may illustrate this by our own phrase going to town, when 

in reality we mean the town par excellence. 

b. When two or more nouns are so joined together that they to- 
gether form a compound notion and lose their separate individuality, 
as maides Kat yuvaixes. So°EAAnves kal BapBapor (Xen.): Plat. Rep. 

574 yepovtés te kal ypads. So with abstract nouns: Plat. Pheed. 

67 dAdvots Kal xwpiopos THs Woxns=Odvaros: but in Ibid. 64 7 ths 

Woyijs atadday7. 
c. When the collective noun is used almost as a singular or proper 

name, personifying the thing signified, as “HAus, Ij, so Ovpavds, 

Oddacoca, “Avepos, Ledjnvy,” Avdns. So BacwAevs, as the usual term for 

the King of Persia ; or when the noun is used as a general designa- 
tion of some office, as Aoyayds, otpatnyds Rep. Lac. 13, 4: mapevor mept 

Ti Ovoiav TorA€wapxot, Aoxayol, TevTnKOTTHpeEs, $évwev otpaTnyo Xen. 

d. In certain phrases where the collective noun has an abstract 
R 2 
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or indefinite force, as Plat. Euthyd. 8 D tyetr@a, Scods—ievar emt 

Seinvov—eqp inmou eivar. If the article is used in these forms it is 

either demonstrative, as Eur. Hee. 800 véyuw yap rods Oeods jyovpeba, 

the particular gods mentioned in 799, or it signifies some particular 

instance or case of the general notion, as émt 16 Setavoy, to the supper 

party. 

Obs. 3. The effect of the omission of the article is frequently that the 
absence of any particular definition or limitation of the notion brings for- 
ward its general character. 

Obs. 4. Some words are found both with and without the article, and 
seemingly with but little difference; but without the article they signify 
the general notion conceived of abstractedly, and not as in actual exist- 
ence; with the article the objective existence is brought forward, as Geds, 

the Divinity ; 6 Gcos, the God we worship &c. 
Obs. 5. In certain nouns of this class the noun without the article brings 

before us the notion in its abstract nature: Xen. Mem. IV. 3, 14 dvépamov 
ux? Tod Oeiov peréxet, the soul viewed abstractedly ; 7 Wuxi avpemov would 
be the soul of man, viewed generically, and universally—every soul. So 
cvOperos, man viewed in respect of his nature; €or 6vytos—6 av6pomos, 
the class man. 

Obs. 6. In G. T, the article is used much as in classical Greek, though 
it is less frequently omitted; as we find 16 yevar, TO mAnOe, rather than 
yéver, TAHOer: SO Sometimes 6 HAtos. In addition however to the words 
given in 2. a. we find peonuBpia, dyopa, mpdcwmor, Ovpa, vopos, pnya, Koopos, 
Kriows, Kvptos, SudBodos, Sometimes without the article. The article is used 

with singular nouns in parables, &c. to express the type of a class: John 
X. 11 6 Toys 6 Kadds. 

Obs. 7. In G.'T. vépos, when the Mosaic Law is meant, generally 
has the article; without the article it signifies Law in the abstract, 
whether natural or revealed. There are however exceptions to this, 
as naturally a word which expressed so familiar a notion as the Mosaic 
Law might fall under Obs. 2. above, and be used without the article. 
It is always without the article when joined as an attributive genitive with 
a noun which has not the article, as épya véuou: the reason of this is, that 

the words together form one compound notion of a general signification, 
and without express reference to the particular works or the particular 
law, as @pya vdpov, law-works, as we say law-righteousness, heart-worship ; 

which we resolve more definitely into the righteousness of the law—the 
worship of the heart. In the Gospels the article is always used, except in 
Luke ii. 23, 24, but the defining word Kvupiov is joined with it in both 

passages. 
Obs. 8. In some passages, where vépos alone is seemingly used of the 

Mosaic law, it will be seen on closer analysis that the notion of Law in 

the abstract or Revelation will suit the context as well, if not better : 
see Rom. i. 12. v. 13. 

Obs. 9. When a substantive, which would most naturally be without the 

article, is followed by an apposition, it often has the article, as the apposi- 
tion denotes that it is to be particularised. 

§. 488.1. Abstract nouns, when considered as such, do not take 

the article, as an abstract notion is not properly capable of individu- 
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ality; but the article is used sometimes either to detine or particu- 

larise the abstract in some particular phase or energy, as Bués, life ; 
6 Blos, the life of man; édya%sv, good abstractedly ; téyadv, the good, 

good as conceived of by the mind. So @dvaros, death in the abstract ; 

6 Odvaros, either death conceived of universally, or a particular sort 
of death, or the moment of death: Plat. Theat. 142 C ddrtyov mpd 

tod Oavdrou. So dpxn, beginning in the abstract: Plat Rep. 377 A 

apXi)...Tjplcv TavTds—h apxy, some particular beginning: Demosth. 

29, 4 amply thy apxdv dp0Gs brobecOa. So gidocedia, philosophy in 

the abstract; 7 $Aocopia. either the study of philosophy, or a par- 

ticular branch of philosophy, or the whole of philosophy. 

2. Or it gives a collective force, so that the notion is taken in its 

widest extent; as, Plat. Phied. p.69 C kat 4 owdpoodvy cal i Sixaro- 

avvy Kal 7 avBpeta, Kal adty H Spdvyarts put) Kabappds Tis 7}. So with the 

plural ai dpérar, virtues collectively. 

Obs. 1. The difference between these nouns with and without the article 
may be understood by distinguishing between a comprehensively general 
and a vaguely general term, and between real and ideal existence. 

Obs. 2. ‘The names of arts and sciences, virtues and vices, are generally 
without the article, either as being familiar from every day use, and there- 
fore sufficiently particularised, or as viewed in their abstract ideal cha- 
racter. So also mAjGos, péyeOos, vos, edpos, have not the article when 
used adverbially, as definitions of space and size. So mpépacw yévos, not 
tiv mpopacw To yevos. So also dpyn, TedeutyH. 

Obs. 3. When the inf. is used as an abstract subst., as it expresses the 

completion and character of the notion, it is generally introduced by the 
article : 14 tmép tis marpidos &moVavetv Kaddv eore. 

§. 449. Material nouns, as such, are not capable of being re- 

presented as parts of a class, and therefore take the article only 
when the thing spoken of is to be represented as particularised in the 
speaker’s mind ; as, Tod oivov ative, this wine: or when the whole ex- 

tent of the notion is to be signified, 76 yada éort xaddv, the milk (all). 

§. 450. 1. Personal names, signifying individuals, but not indi- 
viduals belonging to a class, and therefore requiring no further ex- 

pression of their individuality, properly do not take the article; as, 
Zexparns épy: but they frequently take it in narratives, when the 

person is spoken of as regarded in some particular view by the 
speaker ; as, 6 Lwxpdrys ey, the Socrates I just spoke of. So Thue. 
VIL. 75 ed0xet TH Nixia kal to Anpoobdver, the article seems to be 

used to mark that the resolution was come to by each general. In 
G. T. the usage varies: so Matt. i. 2 tov “loadk &c., while in the next 

verse “Ioadx alone, and so throughout the genealogy: Matt. xii. 24 

TO BeedgeBotr, that well known Beelzebub. 

Obs. 1. When joined with an adject., the proper names generally take 
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the article, as denoting an individual of a class; as, 6 copds Swxpdrns. 

Socrates who is of the number of the wise. It has sometimes, when joined 
to an attributive of a personal name, an ironical force; as, Soph. Ant, 31 
tov &yaQov Kpéovta, that good Creon. 

2. With local names, as names of countries and cities, the article 

properly speaking would not be used, as it is not needed either to 
particularise or to generalise the places named ; where it is found it 
has rather a demonstrative force, either referring to a former men- 
tion of the country, Thuc. VI. 2 éAddvtes 58 és Thy Suxediav, this 
Sicily ; while in the same chapter SvxeA‘a occurs twice without the 
article—or it marks it as known and famous: Thue. IV. 8 dvaxopy- 
cdvrwy €x TAS “Attuis: Id. 1.130 da ths Opakys: Ibid. 131 és thy 

Endpryv, but just after és Sadprnv: Hdt. I. 77, 3 és tas Edpdis, and 

Ibid. 4 em Sdpdis: it will be seen from these examples that the 
writers used either form according to their fancy at the moment, 
and the difference of meaning between them is in reality inappre- 
ciable. 

Obs. 2. When the proper name is followed by a substantive with the 
article in apposition, it generally has not itself the article; as, Kpoicos 6 

Tay Avday Baowreds. If the article is added to it, it signifies that the person 

has been already named. When the word or sentence in apposition has 
not the article, the personal noun has it not; as, Oovxvdidns ’"AOnvaios : but 

this idiom is not so common as @ovx. 6 ’A@nv., and is only used when the 
attributive is unimportant; but when the apposition is emphatic, and is 
used really to distinguish different persons of the same name, the article 
is always added. The same distinction exists with the personal pronoun, 
when used as a personal name, éyo 6 tAjpov, I, the unlucky: éy® tddas, 
I, an unlucky man. When a participle, used as a substantive, stands in 

apposition, the article is always used with it; and generally also with the 
substantive to which it is in apposition; as, Hdt. VI. 47 of Soivixes—ot 
ktigavtes tv vncov. Names of rivers are generally joined to the word 
morapuds, as adjectives, and stand between it and the article; as, Hdt. I. 72 

6”AXvs motauds. So also hills and countries, sometimes islands, when they 

are of the same gender with the word in apposition, dpos, dkpov, yn, vios, 
&c.; as, 7d Lodvioy akpov,  Deampwris yh, * Afdos vijgos. So Hat. Il. 106 
6 Atydmtou Bacthets Seoworpis. 

Obs. 3. For the article with personal names in apposition, see §. 467. 

Obs. 4. In indefinite notions of time, place, quantity, &c. the article 
of course is not used : so qpépas, vuxrés, by day, by night ; éomépas, at even- 
tide: és pécov—etsvupov—detia, dpiotepa—am otpas, from the rear; map 

donida, to the left, or (Eur. Med. 250.) under arnis; émt 1é68a—eis dortu, 
kata yyy, by land; Sia Saddoons: so paxdpwv vigo, Paradise: so tpiry 
Hpépa—deutépw pyvi. See also §. 448. Obs. 1. 

Obs. 5. In G. T. the article is generally used with names of countries 
and rivers, and towns and rivers, except Alyumros which never has it. The 
names of cities have it less often, and it is worthy of remark that fre- 
quently the first time the local name is used it is without the article, while 
afterwards it has it. Compare Acts xvii. 15. and 17; but sometimes this 
is reversed, compare Acts xx. 1. and 3. 
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The Article with Adjectives or Participles used as Substantives. 

§. 451. 1. When, by the ellipse of a substantive, the adj. or part. 
stands as a substantive, the article is generally prefixed when the 

whole of the notion is signified, and the whole is regarded as an 

individual class ; as, 6 petov—ot dya0oi—rb kaxdv—oi éxovtes, the rich: 

5 Pouddpevos, quivis: 6 tuxdv, any one: St. James il. 6 tov arwxdv. 

So when the article is prefixed to an adjective which by an ellipse 

expresses a definite individual person or thing, 4 otkoupevy (sc. yi). 

So G. T. 4 €pnpos: but when indefinite parts only of the notion are 

signified, the article is omitted; as, xaxa kat aloxpa expagev. 

Obs. 1. The word was is sometimes prefixed to the article and adjective 
(or participle) used for the whole class: még 6 dd:Kxos (Plat.) : so wav 16 
evavtioupevov (Thuc. VI. 89). 

2. The article is also used with participles when any individual 
is so conceived of by the speaker, that he is particularized as having 
some particular character, office, employment, or position; this part. 

is expressed in Latin by, Zs qui: English, he, or they who, one 
who; as, Hdt. IX. 70 mpGrou 6% eondOov Teyenrar és Td Telxos, Kal 

Tv oKnviv Tod Mapdoviov obtrou Ecav ot Siapwdcovtes: Id. ILI. 71 av- 

pes ot mapedvres, viri, qui hic adestis : Xen. Cyr. IL. 2, 20 aicxpov 
b) f? XN SEPA Q a A wo A \ A a avTIA€yeEw, pr odxl Tov TAEioTA TovotvTa Kal @peodvTa TO KOWOV, TODTOY 

kat peylotov agvodobar: Id. Anab. IL. 4, 5 atOis 5& 6 hynodspevos ovdels 

éora, nemo statim erit, qui nobis viam monstret: Id. Hell. VII. 
/ Ss \ € al \ > , J pI) / 

5, 24 pada yap xademov evpely tods eVeAjoovtas peverv, emELOaY TWAS 

evyovtas TGv Eavtod épGot: Isocr. p. 18 B wodAods E£opev tods €rol- 

pos—ouvaywritopevous: Plat. Menex. p. 236 B ijxovce—, dru wéddAovev 

’AOnvaior aipeioOar tov Epodvta, qui orationem haberet : Demosth. p. 
101, 46 Ww, womep exelvos Eroov exer Svvapw, Thy aBikyooucay Kat 

Katadouhwooperny dmavras Tovs “EAAnvas, ottw Thy odcoucoy vyeis Kal 

BonOycoucav mac Etousov Exnte. So eiotv ot deyovtes, sunt, que 

dicant, instead of the obsolete form eictv ot déyouow, Plat. Gorg. 

OF A. 

Obs. 2. There are however passages both in prose and poetry where the 
article is wanting; in these cases the person or thing is spoken of only 
generally ; neither regarded as any definite part of a class, nor standing 
for the collective unity of the whole class; and of course the usage depends 
on the intention or fancy of the writer: Eur. Phoen. 270 dmavra yap toh- 
paor Sewa haivera: Xen. Cyr. VI. 2,1 pdOov de ev roir@ TH xpdv@ Kai Tapa 
Tov “Ivdod xpnuara d&yovtes: Plat. Gorg. p.498 A voov exovta (ovrw cides) 
Aumodpevoy kal xaipovra: Id. Legg. p. 795 B duadéper be mapmond pabdv p27) 
pabdvtos kai 6 yupvacdpevos Tod pu) yeyupvacpevou, the instructed (speakers 
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generally) differs from the uninstructed, and he who is practised, from him 
who is not: having the whole class or some one individual in view. 

Obs. 3. For the neuter article with neuter adjectives and participles, see 
§. 436. 

Obs. 4. When a participle with the article follows a substantive it is in 
apposition, as ovros 6 mapwy, he, the man, who is present ; without the article 
it is gerundial (see §. 695.) : otros mapav, by his presence, or when he 
wads present. 

Obs. 5. In G. T. also, the participle with the article is used for a simple 
substantive ; as, Matt. xill. 3 6 omeipwr, the sower. 

Article with the Pronoun, either with or without a Substantive. 

PERSONAL PRONOUNS. 

§. 452. a. Substantival pronouns have an article only in a 
demonstrative force pointing to some preceding subst.—(Frequent 
in Plato, much more seldom in later prose): Plat. Lys. p. 203 B 
dedpo by, 7) & 6s, vO judy (huc recta via veni ad nos). Ov mapa- 

Baddes ; (Von accedis ?) “A€voy peévtor. Tot, pny eyd, déyets, Kal 

mapa tivas tods spas; Id. Thest. p. 166 A yéAwra 67) Tov ene ev Tots 
Adyos awédei€e. This construction seems to be confined to the 

accusative. 

8B. With adjectival pronouns, the article is found as early as 

Homer in a demonstrative sense: II. A, 608 16 éuo kayapiopeve 

Oduye, this my heart: CEd. Col. 1200 tay cay dbepxtév bypatov 

mrapuevos. If this demonstrative notion is not required, the article 

is omitted; as, Il. €, 243. In Attic, the article is, as a general rule, 

joined to the pronoun, the article standing first, then the pronoun, 
lastly the subst.; as, 6 €uds zarjp, but as the subst. is particularised 

by the pronoun, it may be omitted, (as Lys. Andoc. 54 aamzos hpe- 
Tepos,) when the subst. is one of the common words given in §. 447. 

2. a., or expresses an indefinite person or thing. 
§. 453. Demonstrative pronouns:— a. Odros, dd¢€, éxeivos, 

avrds tpse, as a general rule take the article with the noun in Attic 

Greek, in either of these collocations: demonstrative, article, 

subst.; or, article, subst., demonstrative; as, 

ovTos 6 avnp Or 6 drip otros (not 6 otros avip), 

HOE ) yvopn.or 7) yvapun Noe, 

€xeivos 6 avip or 6 arijp éxeivos, 

avros 6 Baotheds or 6 Bacweds adrds (but 6 airés=idem). 

Obs. 1. In poetry it is often omitted@. Homer rarely uses 6, 4, 7é, with 
the demonst. pronoun: Il. 0, 206 rotro émos: Il. v, 202 keivos avnp: but 

a Ellendt. Lex. Soph. ad voc. 6c. vol. ii. p. 243. 
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Od. o, 114 todtov Tov avadrov. And in prose it is sometimes omitted, when 
the substantive is either a proper name, or a collective noun used as a 
proper name; as, Thue. II. 74 émt yqv rHvde. It is always omitted when 

the pronoun logically stands as the subject, and the subst. as the predi- 
cate of the sentence; as, Thuc. 1.1 kivyois atty eyévero, i.e. hic erat 

motus: Ibid. 65 airia att: Plat. Gorg. p. 510 D atrn, as couxer, adta bdds 
eott, this is his way as it seems: Id. Menon. p. 71 E atry éeoriv dvdpos dpern, 
this is the virtue of a man: Ibid. p. 75 B éor@ yap 8) hpiv todto cynpa: Jd. 
Apol. p. 24 B atrn gore ixavi) adrodoyia. So todtw ro Sidackddo ypavrat, they 
have this teacher ; tobtw 6:8. xp., this is the man whom they have as a teacher. 

Obs. 2. When the predicative subst. is joined with an attribute, and has 
the article, the demonst. pronoun, which stands as the subject (otros), is 
sometimes placed between the article and its subst.; as, Thuc. VILi. 80 ai 

pev Tov TeAomovynoiwv aitat viajes, for adrac (joav) ai tr. UI. v.: Xen. Anab. 
IV. 2, 6 pacros jv, map’ dv Hv H orev) AUTH dds, ef’ 7 exdOnvrTo of pidaxes (for 
map’ ov avtn HY 7 ote 69., ep 7 k.T.A.). Adtés, himself, is also thus placed, 

when a participle and article represent a relative sentence in which avrés 
would be the subject; as, Demosth. p. 459 ev 6€ 7 kowd py xpijcba TH 
vou@ TOUT@ Thy TOAW Thy adThy emiTdgacay rois idioras, for rv médAW, H adTH 
énérafev. So also tovoitos ; see below. 

Obs. 3. When in G. T. these pronouns are thus used the noun always 
has the article. 

8B. The demonst. pronouns of quality and quantity, to 
odtos and tooodtos &c. have the article, when the substantival notion 

to which they are joined is conceived of as a whole class; it is omit- 

ted when it is merely used generally : tovodro. dvdpes, men of such a 
nature ; ot tovoira aydpes, men of this class—such men as those just 

spoken of : Isocr. 426. ¢. dvarpiByv Tapéxecy TpewovTay Tots TaALKOUTOLS. 

The article stands either between the pronoun and subst. or be- 
fore them ; as, towodros 6 avip, Tocodro TO xphya, OY 6 TototTos drip, 

TO tocodroy xphwa: Hdt. HL. 52 exw roi yrduny, jpéas edevdepo- 

Oévras da Eva dvdpa 1S toodto (hance talem imperii formam) Tepi- 

oreh\New: Xen. M.S. 1. 5, 2 dudkovoy 6 kal dyopactiy tov tovodtov 

edehjoamev dv mpoika AaBeiv: Plat. Rep. p. 468 C kat xa “Ounpov 

Tois Tovoigde Sikawoy Tiysav TOV vewy door ayabot. The article however 

has most usually a demonstrative force pointing to something already 
spoken of: Ibid. p. 476 C eyo y otv dv—atnv dveipottew rev ToL06- 

tov: Demosth. p. 42, 6 dv—enl ris tovadtys eOedrjonre yeverOar yvopns. 

In poetry we find other pronouns of this class in similar construc- 
tion ; as, 6 towode, ot mALKodTo. Soph. Ant. 726. 

Obs. 4. Tovodtos also, like airés, has the article in the constructions 
mentioned in the foregoing Ods., where it stands with a participle for the 
predicate of a relative sentence; as, Demosth. p. 467 rodrov tév tovodtoy 
mept buas yevspevov, SC. Os yeyevntat ToLOUTOS. 

Obs. 5. In G. T. rowiros is followed by the article when the substantive 
is the type of a class: Matt. ix. 37 €v tay tovodtwy radior. 

Gr. Gr. VoL. I. s 
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y. Even relative pronouns have the article, as in the construction 
6 otos ov dvyp. See Attraction of Relatives. 

6. For interrogative pronouns with the article, see Interrogative 
Sentences, §. 872. Obs. 3. 

— §.454. 1. Indefinite Pronouns and Numerals. Tas or 
mavres 18 found with the article; (a) when the pronoun stands first, 

the article second, and the subst. last, as mdvtes ot dv@pwrou: or the 

article first, the subst. second, and wavres last, as ot dvOpwro mdvtes, 

it expresses either the whole of certain definite objects im- 

plied in the context (as all the men just mentioned); or the whole 
as opposed to other objects (all men as opposed to brutes) ; or 

in reference to some particular circumstances; as, mdvtes 
ot duxactal, all the judges. 

So Thue. VII. 60 ras vais érdoas mAnpooa, to man all these ships: St. 
Matt. 1.17 ma&cat ai yeveai, all the generations: so macav tpiv thy ddnOeav 
ep@ Plat., all the truth, as opposed to falsehood, or as defining some 
particular branch of truth; (thy macav adydeav, the whole truth, as op- 
posed to part of it): Ibid. tas kahds mpakers dmdoas, all the good actions (ras 
andoas, all without exception: Hdt. V. 67 ’Apyetou ta TohAG TdVTA duvréearat, 
are sung of in all sorts of various ways ; T& mévta moda, Would be much in 
ali: so éva maicav tiv Hpuepav, the whole day, opposed to night; ava macav 
quepav, daily; tpéepav tiv amacav, the whole day without interruption. So 
Thuc. VII. 59 éciv 75 orpardéredov &mav, as opposed to the fleet (7 dav 
otpatomedov, the whole without exception): Rom. iii. 19 mas 6 koopés, all 
the world. 

B. When zadvres stands between the article and the substantive, 

AS ol mdvtes avOpwro1, or after the substantive and the article, as dv- 

GOpwror ot mdvtes, the notion of the whole as opposed to its parts is 
expressed—in all—as a body—collectively, without exception, &e. : 

Hdt.V.120 reodvrav tdv mdvtwv TwodhOv, many in all: Id. IIL. 71 bme- 
oxvovpevos TA THVT (Xpruata) of pupia Sooew, to give him every sort of possession 
(without exception) by thousands: Thuc. VII. 68 dvdpdor pev rédyora mpoce- 
Gecav—noher 8€ TH Tdoy (as opposed to the individual) ry aicyiorny emt- 
kAnow. So Plat. Gorg. 470 E év rotro h maca eddapovia éotiv, happiness 
generally: Thuc. IV. 60 4 maca Sixedia, Sicily as a nation. G.T. as Gal. 
V. 14 6 mas vdpuos, the whole of the law—the law viewed as a whole. So 
with definitions of number—in all: Hdt. IX. 81 ta mdvta déxa, ten in all 

(Geka mavra, ten of each): Hdt. VIL. 4 cuvnverxe adriv Aapeiov, Baciievoavra 
Ta wdvta érea €& Te Kal TpijKovra, dmobaveiv, thirty-six, all the years taken 
together ; ta rea mavra, would be all these six and thirty years. So Thue. 
III. 66 évverAnpwOnoav vies ai tacar Séxka pddrora kal éxardv, about one 
hundred and ten in all: Thuc.II.101 tpijxovra tas técas, thirty days in all. 
When the notion of “all” is merely indefinite, neither signifying expressly 
the whole class, nor all the definite parts of a class, the article is not used. 
So Ghos: ody wddus, a whole state; Sdn OAL, the state as a whole, op- 
posed to its parts. 

Obs. 1. Herodotus follows Homer (Od. ¢, 244 cikoou mdvra) in some- 
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times using in definitions of number mavra without the article; as, I. 163 
€Biooe mayta elkoor kai Exaroy érea, for e3iwoe Ta Tdvra. 

Obs. 2. The distinction between these forms will be easily mastered if 
we recollect that the article particularises and lays emphasis on the word 
to which it is joined: thus in T& Ovousa, wévta, or mdvTa Ta Odoipa, the 
emphasis is on 6vomma, and opposes it definitely to all other animals—all 
sacrificial animals, and no others; in ta mdvta @doipa, or Odoupa Ta TdvTO 
d€xa, the emphasis is on mavra and opposes it to the parts whereof it is 
made up, the saerificial animals without exception. So maoa "EMas, all 
Greece ; 7 waca”ENhas, Greece in a body. 

Obs. 3. This use of the article with wdvres and the substantive is to be 
distinguished from its use with mavres alone— ot wévtes signifies the whole 
taken collectively : Thuc. I. 101 9 Kai Mecojyor ekAjOnoav ot waves, they 
were collectively called Messenians ; mdvtes éxdknOnoav Meconviot, would be, 
“all these were calied Messenians.” 

Obs. 4. Tas with a noun but without the article, is simply every : except 
with proper.names, to which of course the notion “ every” is inapplicable, 
or to words used as such, as yi, #duos, (see §. 447. Obs. 1. c¢.,) here mas 
without the article is ‘all,’ aca ods, every city; maca 7 mods, all the 
city ; 7 maoa Tors, the cily as a whole. 

Obs. 5. In G. T. these distinctions are observed. The seeming in- 
stances of mas without the article meaning “all,” are solved by observing 
that they occur with proper names, or that the word “‘ every” gives the 
sense of the passage as well as, if not better than “adl.”” See Eph. iii. 15. 
Colviv.12. .1 Pet.i.16. Eph. i. 8. 2 Cor.i1.12. In Eph. ii. 21. how- 
ever, maca oikodopn is the whole building. In G.'T. we always find macay 

tv ynv, the whole earth, never macay ynv. 

2. Also with éxactos, éxdtepos, the article is used to mark more 

strongly the notion of the individuality of each. “Exaoros generally 
stands first; as, Xen. Anab. VII. 4,14 kal jyepov pev fv 6 deondrns 

éxdotys Ths oixias: Ibid. IIL. 2, 36 eal tOv wAevpOy Exatépw: Plat. 

Rep. 338 D éxdom 7 dpyy. In G. T. the article is not found with 
€kaaTos. 

3. The article with aAdou signifies the rest. The singular dAAos 
&c. is also joined with the article: 7 dAAn “EAAds, the rest of Greece. 

St. Matt. x. 23 rij ddAAnv modu, the other city—opposed to év ri 
mdder TavTn. “Etepos takes the article, to denote more strongly the 

individuality implied in it. 
So ot érepou, the other of two parties ; moddoi, many ; ot moddol, the most, 

the many, the plebs ; mdetovs, plures ; ot wetous, plurimi, the most ; Ta Théova, 
the most, the greatest part : so in the sing., Té mods, the greater part: 
Hat. I. 102 orparos 6 woddés, the greater part of the army: id. VIL. 81 thy 
pev whew orpatuy dajce: ddéiyor, pauci; ot ddtyot, emphatically the oli- 
garchy. So airés, ipse: 6 aités, idem, his very self—See §. 656. 

Obs. 6. Homer uses both wodXoi and of woddoi for ceteri, and airés for 6 
avrés. 

Obs. 7. The article is sometimes apparently used with mAelous in its 
simple comparative sense of “‘ more,” but the comparative notion really 

Ss 2 
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refers to another notion in the sentence : Soph. Ant. 313 tods melovas 
dropévors ios dv 4) cerwopévovs—=Tovs ToAOUS aTwpEevovs PaAAOV 74 K.T.A. : 
Id. CEd. Col. 796 Kak’ dv AdBors TA Wetor’, ) Twrnpia, 1. e. TA TONG PGNAOV 
Kaka. 

Obs. 8. In G. T. of woddoi signifies “* the many—the most,” 1 Cor. ii. 
17; or, the “many” opposed to “ unity,” Rom. xii. 5; or the ‘ many” 
opposed to ‘‘ one,” Rom. v. 25 and 1g. 

The Article with numerals. 

§. 455. 1. The article stands with cardinal numerals (a) when the 
number is to be decidedly marked; as, Plat. Rep. 460 E ap’ odv 

cou EvvdoKet pérplos xpdvos Akpijs Ta elkoow erm yuvatrl, avdpt dé Ta 

tpidkovra >, Or the article frequently has (b) a demonstrative force, 
though here it is more properly joined with the subst., either ex- 
pressed or implied, than the numeral ; as, Hdt. VIII. 46 of Xadnidees 

tas én’ Aptewioim eikoot mapexduevot. So G.T. Matt. x. 5 rods d0- 

dexa. (c) Hence it sometimes is partitive: Thuc. I. 10 rév weévre tas 
vo pofpas. Or (d) it sometimes gives the notion of the whole ; as, 

Xen. Anab. II. 6,15 jv 68, dre erededra, audi Ta TevTHKovTa ErEa, 

jifty years in all. 
2. "Audo and duddrepor have the article either in an emphatic or 

demonstrative force ; as, Thuc. V. 23 dugw ra aédce: Id. IIL. 6 ew 
éphorépots Tols Aysect. 

3. The ordinal numerals are regularly joined with the article ; as, 
6 mpatos otparnyds. So To mpGrov, 70 tpirov, the first, third time. 

Obs. The ordinals are used also in Homer with the article, which is here 

to be taken as a substantival pronoun with the numeral in apposition ; as, 

Il. y, 265 1@ rpot@—re@ Sevtep~—re@ tpitate—r@ b€ rerapre—néeunto TF 
dppideroy diddyv aniparoy Onxe, him who was first, second, &c. 

The Article with the Attributive Genitive or Dative—with a Pre- 

position and its cases—or with an Adverb. 

§. 456. 1. a. In the forms given, of audi Tov méAEuor, ot Tepi Tia, 

Ta Tijs TOAEws, (see §. 436.) the article is used, sometimes because 

the substantival notion is particularised by the attributive with which 
it is jomed, sometimes for the sake of clearness. 

b. But besides this substantival use of the preposition and its case 
with the article, it is very frequently used adjectively, and this either 

as a direct attributive, as 7 mpos tiv méAwv 6dds, or in apposition, as 

i mpos THY wéALY ; and in this latter formula the article is sometimes 
omitted, see §. 467. 

2. The article is used with adverbs of place and time, more 

a Herm. Ant. 313. b Stallb, ad loc. 
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rarely of quality and modality, and with the adverb stands either 
for an adjective, ot vév dvOpw7ou, or for a substantive, ot vév, Ta viv. 

Obs.1. The article is sometimes joined not only with an attributive 
genitive, but also with a dative; as, ryv ty extn (Atschin.): Eur. Hee. 
1267 6 Opnfi pavris: Demosth. 726, 5 mapddoow thy tots évdexa : Soph. 

(Ed. Col. 1030 74 85A@ TH ph Stxalw xrjpara: Xen. Cyr. 7, 27 of kékro 
Bacunrels. 

Obs. 2. So also adverbs followed by a case: so Aristotle xaipovor rais 
avev Aurav nOovais. 

a. Adverbs of place: Hdt. VIII. 8 4 dvw mddus :-—6 petags réros—ot 
evOdde avOpero., or ot evOdde—ta Gyvw, Ta Kdtw, the parts above, below : 

ffschin. p. 15, 21 tov ‘AOyyynow iBprornvy: Thuc. I. 130 thy NdXatoadow 
nycpoviayv. So Eur. Med. 819 of év péow Adyor: G. T. St. Matt. vill. 18 76 
mwépay: Heb. xiii. 24 ot dwé Tis “IraXtas. 

b. Adverbs of time: 6 viv Baowevs: Xen. M.S. 1.6, 14 ot médar codoi 
dvdpes :—oi rére (Il. +, 559)— atprov (sc. juepa)—h eEalgyns perdoracis— 
so 6, 4, Td det, the perpetual: thy Sy xdpwv (Demosth.), rov det ypdvor: 
Soph. C&. C. 1584 tov det Biorov, vitam perpetuam: Eur. Hel. 721 tijs det 
toxns: Id. Bacch. 214 tév vewoti daipova: Thuc. VIL. 18 rats mpéotepoy évv- 
Onxas: Id. I. 80 thy adtixa dxwddvws SovdAccav: Id. VIII. 64 thy dvtixpts 
edevOepiay: Plat. Theet.153 E to dpti Ady@: so ot mpOtov dvOpwma: 1 Pet. 
i. 9 TOV Tada duapriay. In these forms it points to the substantive or 
participle omitted, and thus defines the notion to which it is joimed. So 
many adverbial expressions with the neuter article, when the whole of a 
space of time is signified; as, 16, ta viv, the present: Id. I. 2 ék tod emi 
mheiarov : TO ThAOL, time gone by ; Ts mpiv (Homer), 7d mwdpos, Td mpdcber, 
76 attixa, the immediate time; éx Tob wapaxphpa, immediately ; 1d éfamtvys 
Thuc.: Hdt. VIL. 17 ore és 76 perémetta, ore és TO TapattiKa: Thue. ILI. 
82 tod Ka Fpepdv, daily life. So the adv. adjectives, rd dpyatov, 76 mparor, 
Ta TpaTa, TO ourdy, in posierum ; Tod Aourod, further: Rom. 1.13 dype Tob 
SeGpo: Acts xxiv. 25 16 viv €xor. 

ce. Adverbs of quality and modality: oddpa, ravv, kdpra, diav, yar, 
ams, GdynOas, 6pooyoupevas, pavepos ; Thuc. VIII. 1 ot mavu ray orpatio- 
tov, the best of the soldiers: Hdt. UI. 104 16 kdpta Wiyos: Kur. Hee. 590 
76 Atay: Adsch. Ag. 165 17d pdtav. So Demosth. p. 44,17 ek ris dpedelas 
ravtns THs Gyav: Id. p. 848,14 tOv dpodoyoupevws Soddov: Thuc. VI. 80 
Thy akwddvws SovAecav. Also as an expression of abstract notions; Plat. 
Legg. p. 667 C 16 €6 kai rd kadés. Many adverbial forms with the neuter 
article; as, Ta paduota and és Ta pdd., maxime Hdt.VI. 63: 7d wéparav and 
TO Tapdtav, omnino—rs kdpta Hdt. J. 191: 76 mapamodd Thuc. II. 89. So 
To0 pndev, this nothingness, Soph. Aj. 1231.8 So many adjectives used 
adverbially in the Alexandrine writers; as, t6 xaptepdv Theocrit. I. 41; 
76 kadov Id. IIT. 3. 

d. The article also is prefixed to adjectival or relative clauses, to which 
it gives the form of a simple adjective; Dem. 106, 15 ty Gv mpooyjke mapa- 
oxevn: Plato Crat. 436 C rH 4 bys ob oxdnpdrnte: Dem. 609, 1 Tis Stor Bou- 
AeoOe ddiyapxias : so in an abbreviated adjectival clause where attraction 
has taken place ; Dem. 94, 24 tovtous rods orpatimras ods AcomeiOns exer TOUS 
Smotous Twas Obv (—Tods drroi0l TEs ecw). 

Obs. 2. The article is very rarely omitted with these phrases. In Homer 

a See Ellendt. Lex. Soph. ad voc. undels §. 3. 
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this omission is naturally more common than elsewhere: II. 8, 310 modar 

Tohewwy ed cidos: Hes. Theog. 486 péy dvaxte: Ibid. 872 pap adpar: 
Theocr. IX. 34 €ap éfamivas (subitum ver): Arist. Nub. 1120 dyay émop- 
Bptav. Even in prose: Hdt. I. 146 paddov “lwves: Demosth. p. 835 «ira 
Tov €xOpdv Paxeov apdyy OeGpos: Id. p. 245, 25 ev rovav’ty Sé kataorace Kai 
étt dyvoia : Thuc. V. 69 py ex woddod pedeTyn: Id. II. 4 avtixpus diodop : 
Xen. Hell. VI. 1, 4 mepi tapas xéopw for 7H mepi tapas kéop@: Plat. Rep. 
564 A dyav dovdeiav. So in Latin: Plaut. Pers. III. 1, 57 non tu nune 
hominum mores vides. 

Obs. 3. We find these forms in apposition; Thuc. VI. 32 guvemedyovro 6 
@os dpiros 6 ex yis: Dem.726, 5 tiv tapadoow—rthy tots évdexa: so G. T. 
Heb. x. 10 dia ris mpoodopas Tod cHpatos—rTHs epdtraé. 

Obs. 4. The adverbial part of these formule is sometimes separated from 
the article, and placed after the substantive; Thuc. II. 52 7 Evyxopudy ek 
tov dypwv: 1.18 pera tiv Tov tUpdvyev Karddvow ex THS EANddos: SO pos- 
sibly Rom. i.17 6 dikaus éx mictews. 

Obs. 5. The article is sometimes joined with two or even more such 
forms, each representing an adjective, and forming one compound attribu- 
tive: Xen. Hell. V. 14 4 ev woddpw amd Tdv Tohepiwy dpOovia: trav emt 
To0 Bypatos tap bpiv Adyoy Adschin.: Xen. Mem. III. 5,4 7 re ov 
Todpidy trav xAloy év AcBadeia oupdopa: Thuc. II. 42 tiv és Tods todepous 
bmép THs twatpidos dvdpayadiav: Id. VI. 80 thy adtika axwSuvws Sovdcar : 
Id. I. 141 t@ aire iro Wévtwv isla do€doparu. 

The Article before a single word or phrase. 

§. 457. 1. The article may be prefixed to any word or sentence, 
which does not express the notion of the word, but only its gram- 
matical form ; as, 76 rézt@, TO TUTes: Demosth. p. 255, 4 duets, & 
avdpes ’AOnvaiou—rd 8 bpeis Grav cizw, tiv Tow A€yw: Hdt. IX. gt 

d€xouar Tov olwydy tov “ “Hynotorpdtov”?: without the article, Soph. 

Ant. 567 GAN Se pevrou py A€y’, ov yap €or’ ru: so G. T. Rey. 1x. 12 

7 otal 7) pia, by an ellipse of Bon. 

2. This takes place also with phrases to which the article gives 

the form and power of an attribute: Plat. Rep. p. 341 B ducpica, 
moTépws A€yets TOV UpxovTa TE Kal TOV KpEiTTOVa Tov ws Eos Eimetv, 4 TOV 

dkpiBet Adyw,1 .e. utrum principem dicas ewn, qut vulgari sermone 

dicatur, an eum, qui subtiliori sermone. 

3. So sentences assume a substantival force, and can perform all 

the functions of a substantive. Thus proverbs: (as, Eur. Hipp. 267 
Tod “ pndev ayay,”) or adverbial sentences : 

Thuc. II. 89 “ Tapa modu”: Id. III. 47 TO K\Xe@vos TO avTo Sikatoy Kat 

Evppopor, that position of Cleon’s: Id. IV. gg to B€ “ ék THs EavTav” ed- 
mpemres eivar aroxpiverbar: Hdt. IV. 127 dvti dé tod, dt Seamdtyns epyoas 
eivar ends, kaiew Aéyo: Plat. Rep. p. 327 C & éru Xelmerar, Td Hv Trelowpev 

Opas, Os xp Suds apetvar: Hdt. VILL. 79 cracid¢ex—mepi tod dkdtepos 

Hpéwy mréw ayaba rv warpida épydoetar. So Aristotle ro ti onpatver dvopa, 
the nominal definition. So the dative, Plat. Phd. p.102 C 1 dm Saidov 
Paidwy eri. When a subst. precedes to which the sentence with the article 

tlie ati i 
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is in apposition, the gender of the preceding subst. is sometimes used in- 
stead of the neuter: Xen. M.S. I. 3, 3 kal mpos didous dé Kai E€vous Kai 
mpos tHhv a@dAnv Siaray Kadynv en Tmapaiverw eivar Thy “ Kad Sivapiv epdewv.” 
So Hdt. VI. 130 ris d&ta@ovos THs €§ eyed yhpar. 

Obs. So G.T. Gal. v.14 6 was vdpos ev evi Moy memAHporar ev THO “ Gyu- 
, x , ay © C2 ees x > , = “Ss myoErs Tov WAyclov cod”: Mark ix. 23 eizev air 76 €t Sbvy : Acts xxii. 30 

yravat 76 TL KaTHYyopEtrat. 

Position of the Article. 

The Article with a direct Attributive (or Participle) and its Substantive. 

§. 455. 1. The article is joined to the attributive adjective, (or participle 
used as an adjective,) as it is this quality which particularises the substan- 
tive, or forms the class for the time to be particularised ; if no such indi- 

viduality is intended, the article is of course omitted; dyaOss dvijp (any) 
good man; 6 dyads dyn, the good man (either an individual or a class) ; 
ayaboi avdpes, (any) good men; oi dyaboi dvdpes, the class of good men, or 
good men. 

2. Hence in all the forms of the attributive sentence, in which the arti- 

cle is indefinite, the attributive stands either between the article and 

the subst.; as, 6 dyabds dvip—é euds marnp—oi Tpeis dvOpes—n ava Tous 

—6 tév ‘ENAjvev rodenos—6 Tpds Tos Tépoas wddexos, or (in apposition) 
after the subst., the article being repeated before it: the apposed 
adjective is emphatic; as, 6 avnp 6 ayabds—o6 martijp 6 é4ds—oi avdpes ot 

Tpeis—n Torts 7) Gv@—6 TOAepos 6 TOY ‘EAANV@Y—O6 TOhEmos 6 Tpds Tos Tlép- 
oas: Isocr. 319 thy te Sidvotay thy eketvov—kai Tov Tporoy Tov éepavTod : 

Demosth. 861, 56 ryv pyrépa thy euavrod: or the first article may be 
omitted ; as, médepyos 6 peyas: Hat. V. 50 amd Oaddoons tis laver : Tupavvis 
7 ev Xepoornce Id. 

Obs. 1. Hence in constructions where two adjectives stand together, 
one of which has a substantival force, as ra Wevd7 cada, the latter is to be 
taken as the substantive, fulse good tidings—not good falsehoods. 

Obs. 2. Hence when we find an article, substantive, and adjec- 

tive, as 6 dvip dyabds, or an adjective, article, and substantive, as 
dyabos 6 avyp, standing together, we may generally know that the adjective 
is not an attribute, but forms part of the predicate or is in a sort of 
apposition. 

Remarks on some peculiar collocations of the Article. 

§. 459. 1. There are some few real exceptions to this rule, and more 
apparent ones. In Od. +, 379 there seems to be an instance of a real ex- 
ception which cannot be got rid of, ad dre 57 Tay’ 6 poxds EAdivos ev Tupi 
peddev ayracOa, unless we take ¢Adivos to mean “as being of olive,” but see 

§. 444. In Il. a, 340 mpos rod Baowdjjos dmnvéos, the article is demonstra- 
tive, and dmnvéos in apposition, thut king, so stern, and also in ¢, 318 ra 
TevVXEa KaAd. 

a. The adjective stands either before the article and substantive, or after 

them, with pécos, dxpos, €xxatos, peéyas, Odos &c., as Hdt. 1.185 dia rhs 

motos péeons: Id. V. 101 dia peons tis dyopas: Dem. 848, 12 ev ri ayoph 
péon: Xen. An. IV. 2, 4 OV Ody Tis vuerds. 

8. The adjective is part of the compound predicate (see §. 375. 5.) 
with ¢yew, ketoOa, or some such general yerbal expressions, as Plat. Phed., 
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109 B méretopat avTiy THY yn, kaBapdy € ev kabape Keicbar TO otpave: Thuc. 
I. 10 od8€ ra mdoia KaTadpaxta exovtes: 1. 6 Euvyoy rv Stavrav peO otrov 
éroujoavto: Cf. Eur. Med. 1050: so G.T. Heb. VIL. 24 dmapdéBarov exe 
TH tepoovyny. 

y. The adjective is used proleptically (see §. 439.) as Thuc. IV. 17 rods 
Adyous pakpoTepous pryKuvodpev, Spin out our words to a greater length: Eur. 

Hel. 698 ris riyns ebBaipoves Tvxorre. 
5. The adjective is a remote attributive, in a sort of apposition to the 

substantive by the ellipse of dy, and might stand as the predicate of a de- 
pendent clause introduced by és, &c. ; ihe effect of this collocation is to 

lay emphasis on the adjectival notion: Plat. Rep. 415 dia tpaxetas THs dva- 
Bdcews kai dvavtois, though this ascent, so rough and steep: 'Thuc. I. 49 ot 
Kepxupaion évémpnoav tas ovyKads épypous: Soph. Aj. 1123 ob yap Bdvavooy 
thy téxvqv extnodpny, I profess no mean art: Il. pb, 317 Ta Tebxea Kaha, 
those arms so famous: Soph. Phil. 942 t& té6§a pov tep& AaBov rod Zynvds 
‘Hpakdéovs, sacred to Hercules: Xen. Mem. IV. 2, 1 mow8elas tis dpiorns 
reruxnxévac: Soph. CE. R. 525 rods Adyous Weudeis Neyer: (with dv ex- 
pressed, Xen. Cyr. I. 3, 3 év Hepoas xaderov inmevew év dpetvg oton TH 
x4pa:) so with a preposition, Xen. Anab. VI. 6. 31 ev d@dvors Tots EmuTy- 
Setots : Isocr. 419. €. map éxévTwy Tov wodtT@v: Eur. Phoen. 529 ovk ed héeyew 
xp?) m1) emt Tots Epyots KaNots sc. epyous p) Kadois over, f they are not good. 
So G.T. as Acts xxvi. 24 peyddy TH odvy, with his voice raised, cf. ib. xiv. 
10: 1 Cor. xi. 5 dkatakahumtw tH Kepady, with her head uncovered. 

Obs. The effect of this collocation is to lay emphasis on the adjective, 
and we may trace this even where at first sight there seems to be a viola- 
tion of the rule given in §.458. In English the adjective thus placed may 
very often be translated as if it were the direct attributive, for generally 
speaking we distinguish these remote attributives by emphasis rather than 
by collocation ; and though of course where formal critical accuracy is re- 
quired care must be taken to represent the Greek construction accurately, 
yet in ordinary translation it would often savour more of pedantry than 
scholarship to use the literal Greek idiom instead of the English one. 

2. The attributive genitive, besides the above given collocations, (6 
tav “EhAyvev méodepos, or 6 TéhEepos 6 THv “EAAyvev,) is placed either before 
or after the subst. of which it is the attribute, without. any repetition of 

the article belonging to that substantive; as, 7@v “EAAnvev 6 médepos, or 6 
modepos TOV ‘EAAnvov: Hdt. 1.3 Mndeins ryv aprayny: Id. I. 5 ré vaveAnpo 
tis vnos : Thuc. I. 12 4 dvayapnois tev ‘“EAAnvav: Demosth. 41, 3 TH TéTe 
popn tov Aaxedapovioy : Ibid. rH viv vBpee rovrov. 

3. The article may be separated from its noun by several words repre- 
senting a compound adjectival notion, such as the preposition and its case ; 
as H ex TOV dypOv évyxoyidy ; and in this construction in poetry part of an 
attributive sentence is placed before the article ; as, Soph. Aj. 1166 Bpotots 
tov deiuynotov tao Kabcééer, for Tov Bpotots deiyynotov: or the participle 
after the subst., Soph. Phil. 1317 rds ex Ge@v rixas S00etoas: Thuc. I. 96 
6 mparos pédpos taxBeis: Id. V. 11 mpd THs viv dyopas ovens; the participle 
seems to come in as an after thought. So an adjective, as Ar. Ach, 1210 
(Elmsley) rijs ev payy EvpBodijs Bapetas sc. ovens. 

4, All the words between are generally to be taken as an adjectival 
sentence standing as the attribute to the subst., (but Ausch. Aj. 1450 
podot Tov Gel hepovo” ev nyuiv poip—vmvov.) So that where several articles 
refer to different members of the attributive sentence, they frequently stand 
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together at the beginning of the sentence; as, Plat. Soph. 254 A ta tis 
TOV TOANGY Wuyns Oupata KapTepety mpds TO Oeiov apopvra advvara. 

5. When two or more attributives are joined to a substantive, each of 
which has a peculiar force, the article is used with each. This is more 
rare where the attributives follow the subst.; (if three adjectives belong to 

one substantive, two of them are placed after it :) Thuc. 1.108 ta reiyn ta 
éavtav TH paxpa ametéeXecay: Arist. Nub. 764 thy AWov ravitnyv—tiv Kadjv 
Thy Svapavy: more frequent when they precede it; as, Thuc. I. 126 ev tH 
Tob Aws TH peytorn éopry: Plat. Cratyl. 398 B & ye ty dpxata TH iperepa 
govn : Demosth. 914, 10 (ytyverar) 6 réxos 6 &yyetas 6 eqhextos TevTakdarae 
Spaxpai: Arist. Eq.1323 ev tatow loorepdvarow oikei Tats apxaiaucw A@nvais : 
Thue. VIII. 23 tats pe éavrod vaiow tats Tpiol Tats Xias mayémAer: Plat. 

Symp. 213 D thy rovrov ravtnvi thy Oavpaorny Kepadrynv. Often 6 adXos: 
Lysias 281 év tots GAXotg Tots euois ywpios: Isocr. 347 A Tay Te mpecBewy 
kal TOV GAwv Tv Elddtwr. 

6. Tatrdv, Odrepov, sometimes take the article, as, their original article 
being lost in the crasis, they are regarded as simple words: Plat. Tim. 
37 B wepi 16 tattTé6v——6 tod Oatépou kixdos: Ibid. 44 B 716 re Gdrepov Kai 
ro tavtdv. In passages such as Xen. Hier. 1X. 5 taANa Ta todttiKd, Ta 
moAuricca Must be taken as in apposition. 

7. The article is sometimes divided from its substantive by the par- 
ticles, pév, Sé, ye, Té, dpa, Tot, Tolvuy, ydp, kal, 84, rarely a¥,—otpat, tis, 
Il. «, 424; often in Hdt. and more frequently in the later writers; and 
even by Xenophon. So Hat. VII. 146 trav twas dopupepov. So regularly 
when avzés éavrod, &c. are opposed to each other; as, Adsch. Ag. 845 tots 
autos abTod mypacw Bapiverat. 

8. When a substantive has two attributive genitives, it need not be used 
with the latter, but the article alone is repeated; sometimes the article is 

also omitted ; as, Eur. Bacch. 923 odxi ryv “Ivotis ordow, i) tis Ayauis. 
9. If several independent notions occur, (a) each of which requires to 

be distinctly brought into view, (either from the nature of the things signi- 
fied, or by their being in different genders, numbers, or cases) then the 
article is repeated before each; as, Plat. Pheed. 69 C kai ) cappooivn Kai % 
Stkatocvvyn kal H avdpeia, Kal adty H Ppdvnors pr Kabappos tis 7: (b) but where 
they are closely connected or identified in meaning or relation, the article 
is used only with the first, sometimes only with the last: Hdt. 1V. 71 kai 
Tov oivoxdov Kai pdyetpov Kai immoxdpov Kat Sinxovoy: Xen. Anab. VII. 8, 9 
AaBewv dv adroy kai yuvaixa kal tT xpywata: and (c) even where they differ in 

gender, number, or case, yet if they are to be closely identified in mean- 
ing, or in relation, the article is used only once. 

10. With superlatives it heightens the superlative force, to distinguish 
the object from others of the same class; as, dpuorov, the best ; tov dpiorov, 

the best of all. 
11. With participles in the genitive the position of the article often 

marks the genitive absolute; as, rév Trodepiov devydvtay, or devydvTay TeV 
Todepiov, while in tay hevysvt@y Trodepiay, TOY Todeniov Tov pevydvTay the 

part. is attributive. 

The Article with the Subject and Predicate. 

§. 460. |. General rule-—The subject has the article, while the 
predicate is without it: Hdt. I. 102 wé 7 tpépa eyévero: Plat. Gorg. 
4.§.115 extr. dp’ ody mapamAnoias ciclv dyaboi Kai Kaxol ot &yaQot Te Kai ot 

Gr. Gr. VoL. 1. T 
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xakol: Aristoph. Thesm. 733 doxds eyévero  xdpy. The reason of this 
seems to be, that the subject is regarded definitely, and as it were indi- 
vidually by the speaker, and so becomes a particular instead of a general 
notion ; while the predicate is the expression of some general, though 
not defined, class in which the subject is contained, and so has no indi- 

viduality. : 
2. Exceptions: a. When the subject however is spoken of generally, 

and indefinitely, it has not the article: Plat. Thet. 152 A mdvtoy xpn- 
pareov pétpoy avOpwiros, man (that is, mankind) is the standard of all other 
things : Isocr. 8 B kadds Onoaupds zap’ avdpi orovdain yapis opeopern: Id. 

28 A Neyos dAnOijs Kai vdptpos Kat Sixaros Wuxis dyabyjs Kal musThs ci@ddv eore. 
The subject can also stand without the article when it expresses a mere 
indefinite general notion. 8. When the predicate is to be distinguished 
from other persons or things, and viewed either as in its individual or col- 

lective unity, then it has the article: Philem. ap. Stob. Floril. Grot. 211 
eipnyn eott Taya0ev: Plat. Pheed. 78 radra padiora civar Ta GEUvOeTA. So 
Hat. I. 68 cuveBddrgero tov “Opéotyy rotror etva, the long sought for. So 
iy avtny bmép adrov Sikny dédaxe kabanep dv tov “AOyvatov xreivy (Demosth.) : 
Hdt V. 77 of & twaroBdtar exadeovro of mayées, the rich have the definite name 
of “ the immoBétar:” Plat. Gorg. 4g1 E tobs AdOlous Adyers TOds THdpovas. 
The article has its proper force before a predicative subst. after verbs of 
calling; as, Xen. Cyr. III. 3, 4 dvaxadodvres tov evepyéTyy Toy aySpa Tov 
éya@sy: Id. Anab. VI. 6, 7 rov Acéurmov dvaxadodvtes Tov mpoddtyy. The 
article stands before the substantive, (tov evepyérny, Tov avdpa Tov dyabdv, 
tov mpoddtnv,) because the speaker regards each definitely, as standing in 
some particular relation to himself, and therefore as distinguished from 

the rest of the class. 
Obs. 1. When the predicate therefore is spoken of merely generally, or 

to be represented as so familiar an individuality as to have almost the force 
of a proper name, the article would generally be out of place. 

Obs. 2. Hence we may see that the rule generally laid down, that where 
the subject and predicate are not necessarily distinguished by their relation 
to the verb, the subject may be discovered by the article, holds good so 
little, that the predicate may have it while the subject has not, or both 
may have it, or neither. 

Obs. 3. In G. T. the article is joined with the predicate as a demonstra- 
tive; Matt. vi. 3 odx obrdés eorw 6 téxtwv, the well-known carpenter ; or to 

individualise any person or thing, John iv. 42 obrés eorw 6 cwrhp Tod Kocpod : 
Eph. 11. 14 avros ydp eorw % elpyvn nuoy; or to speak of some person or 
thing as a type of a class: Matt. vi. 22 6 AUyvos Tod caHpatds eoTw 6 dd- 
Oodpds: 1 John iii. 4 4 Gpaptia coriv 7 dvouia: so especially the predicate 
is definite and has the article when the subject is ey, ov, oiros, éxeivos &e. ; 
St. John vi. 53 ey eiye 6 Aptos: iii. 10 ot ef 6 BiBdoKados: iv. 29 pyre ovrds 

evtw 6 Xpiotés; but when Xpiords became a proper name, the article was 
omitted, except as in §. 450.: see above, Obs. 2. 

Article with Infinitive. (See §. 678.) 

The Article with combinations of two Substantives. 

§. 461. 1. General rule——The general rules apply here also with respect 
to each substantive separately, and, as far as any rule arises from the rela- 
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tion in which they stand to each other, it may be laid down that if one is 
definitely spoken of the other is also, and that therefore the attributive 
genitive has the article, when the subst. of which it is the at- 
tributive has it; as, Td THs apetns Kdddos, but dperns Kdddos: Plat. Pheed. 
p. 64 E dé ris rod caparos kowovias. And sometimes when one of the two 
substantives is to be especially particularised, the other has not the article ; 
as, Xen. Cyr. VI. 3, 8 cuvexadece kal inméwv Kai meCdv kai appdt@v Tobs nye- 
udvas, these genitives expressing the several bodies viewed indefinitely, of 
which the leaders are particularly selected. 

2. The article is sometimes used only with the attributive genitive, as 
its omission before the other gives the whole notion a general force suit- 
able to the context, or to the particular thought in the mind of the speaker : 
Soph. CE. R. s. fin. réppa tov Biov, end of life: Arist. Nub. 852 t7d mdnOous 
trav erav: Hdt. I. 31 redevry tov Suov. 

3. The rule given in 1]. naturally holds good whenever two substantives 
are so dependent one on the other, that if one is definite, the other must 
be also: Plat. Rep. p. 332 C q Tots spos ta HSdopata: Ibid. p.354 A 
vbdéror dpa Avaitedéorepoy GdiKta, Sixaroodvys: Ibid. B Avowredéorepov F 
G8ukia THs Sixaroovvys : Ibid. p. 332 C 7 cdpacr hdppaxa—anodidovva réxyn. 
The use however or the omission of the article depends on whether the 
subst. is supposed to express a definite or an indefinite notion, according 
to the general principles laid down above; in familiar combinations the 
article is sometimes omitted where we should expect it; as, modgyou vop@ 
—UBpews vouos (Demosth.): so Plat. Crit. 410 E mapas redos dperns: Id. 
Menex. 299 A eis dvdpos rédos : so G. T. dro kataBohis Kkoopod &c. 

4. Thus in the construction of the genitive of properties the principal word 
may express certain peculiar properties of indefinite individuals ; av ta epya 
(the proper deeds) &Sedpob (of any brother) woujs (Dem.) ; or an indefinite 
property of a definite individual or class; as, Thue. IIT. 39 améaracts (re- 
volt generally) tav Biaiov re wacxevtey (the oppressed as a class); or as a 
definite property of a definite individual or class, as with pronouns, where 
the speaker particularizes the thing as belonging to him; at Tay palynpdtov 
Hdovat (Plato) the (peculiar) pleasures of the sciences; or both may be in- 
definite; Eur. Erechth. Fr. 372 1. 23 répyus (delight generally) ndcvns xakijs 
(of evil pleasure) ; and of course the way the properties and individuals are 
looked at depends much on the mind of the speaker or writer. 

5. In the proper possessive genitive the article is always used before the 
principal noun, as 6 kijmds pou ; the reason of this is that the fact of belong- 
ing to some one requires that the substantive should be particularised in 
its relation to the owner. The dependent gen. has it or not, as required 
by the notion expressed. 

6. Names of places followed by a genitive of the country in which they 
are, generally have not the article, while the genitive has it, Thuc. III. gt 
émdevoav és ’Qpendv ths wépav ys: sometimes the name of the place has also 
the article to distinguish, or to draw attention to it. 

7. In G. T. the same rules for the most part hold good ; the article is 
often omitted where a merely familiar or general notion is expressed; Matt. 
XVil. 6 recov emt mpdc@moyv a’tav: Eph. 1. 20 ev de€ig atrod: Luke xix. 42 
expuBn amd opOd\pov cov: while it is used with either substantive, if em- 
phasis is to be laid upon it, Matt. xxvi. 67 événtvoar eis T6 Tpdawmov airod, 
to mark the indignity more strongly; so Isaiah. xlix. 23 emi mpdcmoy Tijs 
yis: because mpdcwnov yjs was not a familiar expression, and therefore 
attention was to be called to it: see above, 3.: 1 Cor. ii. 16 ris éyv@ votv 

Ss AE 
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Kupiou, the divine mind ; tov votv tod Kupiou, the mind and will of the Lord : 
so Luke xv. 29 evroAny cov, any command; tiv évrohyy would be the par- 
ticular command. 

Use of the Article in the Post-Homerie writers. 

§. 462. In tragedy it is used sparingly, and generally, as in Homer (see 

§. 440. 4.) has somewhat of a demonstrative force, and is also used as a 
pure demonstrative (see §. 440. 5.). In comedy, the representation of 
every-day individual actions and persons, it was very much used. So also 
in the Bucolic poets, and in the orators who wished to give their state- 
ments as much the colouring of individual realities as possible. In phi- 
losophy it has its full force—to define and limit notions, and distinguish 

definite notions from indefinite ; and it is but seldom that in these writers 

it has a rhetorical or purely demonstrative force. 

Attributive Genitive. 

§. 463. 1. The second attributive construction is the attributive 

genitive; as, of Tod dévdpov Kapzol, or of Kaprot of Tov dévdpov, or 

Tod Sévdpov of Kap7ol, or of Kaptol Tod S€vdp0v—y TOU Swxpdrovs codia, 

or 7) codta 4 Tod &., or rod S. 7) copia, or 7 copia rob X. On the po- 

sition of the Article see §. 458. 
2. The most general powers of the genitive being causation, re- 

lation to, procession from, production, dependence on, partition, 
expressive of something, which is the cause of, creates (gignit), 
contains, possesses something, or of which something is part; it 
follows that the substantive to which an attributive genitive is an- 
nexed denotes something caused, created, contained, possessed 
by, dependent on, or a part of the person or thing signified by 
the attributive genitive. 

8. Hence in the attributive genitive is implied a verbal notion 
of creation, &c. whereby the two substantives are joined together, 
so as to form a perfect complex notion; as, Ta rév avOpdmmv: which 

might be more fully expressed by 7a rév dvOpdrwv (xpaxOevra), 6 
Tod Tatpos vids, the son springing from—produced by (verbal notion 
implied in the gen.) the father: 1 tot tupavvov divauis, the power of 
(proceeding from—residing in) the tyrant. 

4, The genitive is used, as all these, being relative notions, imply 

more or less an antecedent notion, before they themselves can be 
conceived. The thing causing, creating, possessing, containing, 
defining, is, or may be conceived as, prior in order of conception to 
that which is caused, created, possessed, contained,—when some 

other notion is to be brought forward the Dative is sometimes used. 
(See §. 465. Obs. 3.) 

§. 464. The attributive genitive is either subjective—objec- 
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tive—causative—or passive, according to the place it would oc- 

cupy if the complex notion were to be resolved by the verbal notion 

implied in the genitive. 

1. Subjective—when it represents the subject of an active verb : 

ot Tod SévSpou Kaproi=To S2vSpov Péper kaprovs—rd Tis sodias Kd\hos= 

copia mapéxes KdANos. So, Ta Tov “Opnpov moujpata—o Tod Bacireas vids. 

So Homer: réAos Oavdroo (Il. 7, 502.), the end produced by death—j rod 

avdpos dpetn—ta Tov dvOparav mpdypata—ro Tov TaTpos podov—o Tod viov 

marnp: Od. 1, 202 xpvcod pév por Sax’ edepycos emTa TadavTa:—r7O TOU midov 

pedu—bémras olvov=oivos mAHOer Sémas: Od. 4, 196 atyeov doxov exov pédavos 

olvoto :—ataydves UdaTos. 

2. Objective—when it represents the object of a transitive verb ; 
as doudds petéwv—aelder pedea. So Soph. Aj. 614 dpevds oloBdras, 

literally feeding his mind by himself: 
3. Causative—when it represents the object of an intransitive 

verb; as, 9 THs coplas emOupia= (Swxparys) éweOdpuer ths codias. It is 

called causative, because that which it expresses is the cause of that 
which the verb expresses. 

So dOos viod, desiderium filii, regret for a son: €x@os, €xOpa, pidia, evpe- 
veta, etvoud twos, enmity &c. against any one: Soph. CE. C. 631 ris dar av 
GvSpds cdpeverav exBddoe rovodde ; Kur. Or. 422 7d Tpolas picos, odium propter 
Trojam susceptum®; Id. Androm. 1060 yuvaxds aixparorides GdBos :—emtpe- 
hea TOV ToAeptKav epyov. So Soph. Antig. 1185 evypara Iaddddos, prayers 
to P. (e’xeoOai tur): Plat. Apol. p. 23 B % rod bcod Aarpeia>: Id. Pheedr. 
p- 245 E xarapvyotca mpos Ccav edyds te Kat Nazpelas: AuTal Be@v (Niaoea Oat 
twa). Also, when the verb would be transmissive, and have an accusative 
of the thing but dative of the person ; as, @vew ri tu, sacra facere alicui : 
Eur. Ion. 1234 @dpara veptépwv: Id. Iph. T. 317 ra rijs Geot Otpara: [bid. 
443 véov mpdodaypa Geas. Also in prose: 7a rév Oey Gipara Plat. Even 

when an intransitive verb would be joined with a preposition and its case : 
Eur. Or. 481 codias dyav (rept copias): Ibid. 812 xpucéas eps apyds : Thuc. 
I. 108 ev droBace tas yas=emt tHs yas: Id. Il. 79 7 rSyv Maraéwy éemorpa- 

teia=mpos tovs IIA, 

Obs. For the sake of clearness, the preposition which was used to i Be a: 
define the original powers of the cases is sometimes added to the objec- 
tive genitive ; as, eméAeta mepi twos. So also in the verb, as emmpedeioOae 
epi TLVvOS. 

§. 465. Passive—when it represents the subject of a passive verb ; > 
as, 7) THs TOEwS KTlots (=7) TOALS KTiCerar)—7 TOV Kav Epyov Tpakis 

(=xada épya mparretat) so dyyeAta, Adyos, Twes, de aliqua re=totdro 

dyyeAAeTat, A€yerar &e. 
Obs. 1. This passive genitive is also joined with a subjective ; as, 7 Tod 

“Pwptdou THS TOEWS KTicts =6 ‘Pepvdos KTiCer THY OAL. 

Obs. 2. There are yet many other combinations of the attributive geni- 
tive; as, mpoBAnpa, emrkovpypd twos, presidium contra aliquid: Xen. Anab. 
IV. 5, 13 emxovpnua tis xidvos. So Demosth. p. 41, 5 emrecyiopata tis 
avrov (Philippi) xepas, against his land: Eur. Hipp. 716 evpnua ovpopas, 

a Matthiz ad loc. b Stallb. ad loc. 
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means against misfortune : Soph. CH. C. 324 & di00a marpds Kai Kaoeyyyrns 
enol WOvcTa mpooparinpad . 

Obs. 3. For the objective and passive genitive the proper case of the 
verb is sometimes used ; as, 7 Trois didors BonOera, 7 Exdotw diavéeunows, mpos 
emiderEw tois E€vors, Tois aobeveot tpodpys. This is always the construction 
of substantival infinitives ; as, ro puoOodv Tov olkov, TO Tots Oeois eWyerOat 

Obs. 4. For the use of the article see §. 461. 

Obs. 5. A table of the attributive genitives will be found at §. 542. 

Double Genitive. 

§. 466. 1. An objective and a subjective genitive may be evolved 
from the same sentence ; as, Tod matpds TOD0s Tod vied=6 TaTHp Tobe? 

Tod viov— TOD Lwxpdtous aopias emOuula: so in G. T. 2 Cor. v.17 

emlyelos Huey olkia Tod oKyvous. 

2. a The most satisfactory explanation of this double genitive 
seemingly dependent on one noun, is that the noun and one of the 
genitives together form one notion ; and to that notion is attached a 

simple attributive genitive ; Hdt. VI. 2 ‘Iotiatos imeduve tay *lévev- 
Thy-yepoviny Tod mpos Aapefov moAcuou: Thue. Lil. 12 dud thy éxetvav- 

pedrnow Tov els nas deOv: Plat. Rep. ras t&v oiketwv-mpomAaxicers 

Tod yypws. Or the two attributives together form one notion, which 
is attached as a simple attributive to the noun ; as, 6 tay Tob Bacr€ws- 
imméwv otpatnyds; and this occurs where the similarity of ending 
creates at first sight some confusion ; as, ot Aakedaipdviot tay EéauTay © 

uppdxwv careppovovy (Xen.): Demosth. 241, 5 r@v érépav xivdvver, 

the dangers of others. 

Apposition. 

§.467.1. The third attributive construction is apposition ; which 
is the identifying of one substantival notion with another, to define 

the former one more clearly; as, Képos 6 Baoideds: Lwxpatyns 6 
gopés. The two nouns generally agree in case and number, and 

when the noun apposed is a personal noun, in gender; as, Téuvpis 4 
Bactdwooa. (For exceptions see §. 383.) Apposition may be used 

with any case: Gen. Xalpw dxotvov tydv Tév copév (Plato): Dat. 
Plat. Pheedr. 240 B xédaxe delvm Onplm: Ace. Hdt. LU. 169, 9 goti- 

kas To S€vdpea puynpevouct. 

2. Apposition arises from a verbal sentence, into which it may be 

resolved ; as, Kipos ijv BaciAeds. 

Obs. 1. In Greek the other attributive expressions assume the form of 

apposition, when they are placed with the article after their substantive : 

a Darmstadt. Zeitschrift. Sept. 1837. 
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6 matnp 6 &ya0Sds—é avnp 6 TapmHy—ot avOpwrot ot viv—TO KddXos TO THS dpe- 

THs: the article is omitted where no distinction or emphasis is intended, 

and then the second notion becomes merely a remote attributive (see 
§. 458.) : when an epithet is added in apposition to the name of a god, 
either both have the article or neither ; Zeds owrnp or 6 Zebs 6 catyp: in 
the former case it is only a title, in the latter it is to distinguish from 

others. This rule probably holds also in N. T. 

3. Apposition is used also with the substantival pronoun ; as, jpets 

of cool: éxetvos 6 Baotheds: Eur. Hipp. 1395 opas pe d€o70u", os 
éy@, Tov @Avov: and even to the personal pronoun implied in the 
verb; as, Thuc. I. 137 Oepictoxdas xo mapa oe: Eur. Andr. 1072 
olas 6 thipwv dyyeAGv kw t’vxas: Lucian. D. D. XXIV. 2 6 8€ Matas 

ths “AtAavros Siaxovodpar avtots (for éy@ 6 Matas sc. vids). 

4. When the apposition is used with a possessive pronoun, the 
apposed noun is in the genitive, to agree with the gen. of the per- 
sonal pronoun implied in the possessive : 

epds T00 GOALou Bios—Tape Tod SuctHvoU Kaxd-—oh Tis KaAALOTHS edpoppia— 
€pos adtod marnp—tpéetepos adtav marnp: Od. a, 7 abtav yap opetépyow dra- 
aOarinow ddovro: Il. p, 226 bpérepov be Exdotou Ovpov ago: Soph. El. 252 
kai Toopov abtas: Arist. Ach. g3 tév te adv rod mpesBéws : Demosth. p. 42, 
7 7a tperep aitav Kopciobe (recuperabitis): Il. 0, 38 vwttepov Aéxos abtay : 
so with a participle in genitive, Plat. Symp. 194 B tev tiv ohy avdpetay dva- 
Batvovtos emi tov dxpiZarvta. So also with adj. derived from the names of 
persons ; Il. 8, 54 Neotopén rapa vni Nudnyevéos Baorhfjos: Il. «, 741 ev be 
re Topyety cedar Servolo weA@pou : (so Virg. Ain. XII. 739 Dei—Vulcania 
arma:) Plat. Lach. prince. mamm@ov dvoy’ €xei rovpod matpds, his grandfather, 
who was my father. So Id. Apol. p. 29 D *A@nvatos dv médews tis peyi- 
omms. More remarkable is Xen. Anab. IV. 7, 22 yeppa daceéwv Bodv apo- 
Boiva. 

Obs. 2. Sometimes the article 1s omitted before the preposition and its 
case, and here the preposition and case is rather to be considered as a de- 
pendent notion, which needs not be brought so definitely forward as it is 
with the article: compare in G. T. Eph. i. 15 dkxovoas ri Kad’ tpas miotw ev 
Kupi “Ingod, which needs no particularising, and kat rhv dydrny thy eis 
mavras Tovs ayiovs (a particular sort of love): so Rom.i.17; Gal. ili. 11 
the phrase Sikatos éx miotews may be translated, he who is just by faith: 6 
Sikavos 6 ex mictews would be, the just, I mean, he is so by faith. 

Obs. 3. The difference between the three collocations may be thus 
stated; in 7 &k trav dypov ~vyxouidy, the two notions coalesce into one: 
in 7 évyxopid) ex tev Gypev the two notions are placed in juxtaposition and 
connection, but do not form one: in 7 &vyxopd) 7 ex Tdv Gypev the notion 
is emphatically repeated and added to. 

Obs. 4. Where the article is omitted before a participle (or adjective 
used as such), the word rather stands as the remote attributive than in 
apposition, 6 avip €Adwy, the mun coming ; 6 avnp 6 eOav, the man, he who 
is coming I mean. 

Obs. 5. A substantival notion in apposition may be joined with a parti- 
ciple of a verb of being, (or being esteemed to be,) in which construction it 
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has a predicative force: Plat. Rep. 572 E wapavopiay, dvopatoperny d¢é— 
edevbepiav. So G.T. Rom.i. 4 rov épicOévros viod Geod. The article is not 
used with the substantive in this construction, except where it would be 

used with a predicative substantive (§. 460.)—-so that where it is mostly a 
general notion, or where the notion was to be represented as so thoroughly 
understood as not to need particularising, the article would be out of place. 

6. We sometimes find several notions in apposition to the same 
substantive without any connecting particle—Asyndeton ; the effect 
of this is, to bring each notion forward distinctly and emphatically : 
Isocr. 6. C. rovTwyv eyxpareav doKxe. Tdvtwv, Képdous, dpyis, *Sovis, 

hums: Demosth. 460.6 rpia Ta péyiota dveidn, p0ovepous, amiortous, 

dxaptotous, civar doxeiv: Xen. Hell. 11.1, 3 évrvydv avOpem@ 60ah- 

pravti, amdvre ef tarpeiov, kdAapyov é€xovre: G. T. Rom. i. 3 mepi rod 

viod avTod, ToD yevopévou K.T.A., TOO Spicbevtos kK. T.A., “Inood Xprotod 

ToD Kupiou 7por. 

Obs. 6. There is an apposition, mostly poetic, when a word of wider 
signification is narrowed and defined by the apposition of another word of 
less wide signification : fl. €,122 yuta 8 éyxev éhadpa, médag Kai Xeipas 
imepOev: Ll. 6, 48. &, 283 “nv & icavev woduTidaxa, pntépa Onpav, Faépyapov, 
one of the peaks of Ida. (See §. 384.) In prose: Thue. III. 21 16 ody 
peta&d TovTo of Exxaidcxa wédes: Id. IL. 47 of Edtypayor ta Svo pepn eo€Badov. 
So Hdt. VIII. g2 vies Ff re Cepsordxdeos, } Te Tlohvepirov: Xen. Cyr. V. 
4, 6 noav b€ pada mévtes meCSpevor ot 700 Tasdta tmmets: Ibid. 4, 16 

ot dé Kadovovor eoafovro ——aypi Seidyv of mpOto. G.'T. Mark vii. 8 jpav 
Tepiocedpata Kacudroy, éEntd omvpidas. So to define a pronoun: Hadt. II. 
169 gore pevrot kal TOUTO ev Ti} avAH Tod ipod, TaTTas hiOtvy peyaAn. 

Obs. 7. The infinitive with article rd, rod, &c. is used in apposition : and 
sometimes the article is in the gender of the substantive; as, Hdt. VI. 130 
THs a€iooros civexa THS €& Emed yhpar. 

Obs. 8. ‘Qs is sometimes prefixed to the apposed word: Hdt. III. 86 oi 
dé katabopévtes amd Tay intev Tpocekiveoy Tov Aapeiov, as Bacidja, ut regem. 

Accusative in apposition to Sentence, see Accusative Case, §. 580. 

CHAPTER IIL 

Objective Construction. 

§. 468. 1. In the objective construction a substantival notion 
is represented as standing in certain relations to a verbal notion. 
And as the substantival stands as it were over against the verbal 
notion, it is called the object; as, émOvpO rijs coplas—ypdpw zip 

emutToAnv—evyxopat Tois Oeois—€oTn Tapa To Bactket-—Kad@s eyua- 

xéoatro—yedGv eime—EmUIvUG ypacperv. 
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2. The objective relations are, 

a. Local. 

b. Temporal. 

ce. Causal. 

d. Modal. 

a. The objective relations of place were originally expressed 
by the cases, afterwards by the prepositions and local adverbs ; 
as, Il. p, 372 vedos 8 od daiveto wdons yatas (later and maons y.): 

Il. 1, 663 ’AxidAeds cbde puxd Kdroiys (later év pvx@): Il. a, 317 

kvicon 8 odpavov fxe (later cis ovpayvdv). So later Ae mape tov 

Baothéws, &e. 

6b. Time —by the cases ; later by prepositions and temporal 

adverbs: ris juepas, TH Hepa, THY ijpépav—ev TH huépa, Tapa Ti 

pepav, mpd THs Hu<pas 7AGev.—vév 7AVev—. And by the participle 

(as Gerund); as, qpépas EModons amepuyov oF ToAeuL01,—TadTa Tojous 

(thereupon) am€Bn. 

e. Causal—(including the notions of the cause, origin, effect, 
object of the verb)—by the cases, and sometimes by prepositions ; 
as, emOvpy@ ths codlas, ypddw emucTodAnv, evxopat Oeots, SiSmpe THY 

emloToAnY TO TaTpl, U7d d<eovs anepvyev. Also by the Infin. and 

participle ; as, émOvupo ypddew—ratra héywv Gyaptdvois av, if you 

say this; 7dOev ayyedav, to inform &e. 

d. Modal—generally by modal adverbs, but also by the cases, 
and sometimes by the participle; as, kadés éAeLev — dixn dSyuoola 
émpagev—orv dlkn empakev—yehav éde€ev. 

2. The relation between the object and the verb is signified by 
the inflexion of the word signifying the object, this being the prin- 
cipal feature of the objective part of the sentence, just as in the pre- 
dicative construction the predicate is inflected. 

Obs. 1. The objective construction always consists of a verbal and a sub- 
stantival notion, and when the objective notion is expressed by a participle 
or infinitive, these forms are to be considered as substantival expressions, 

like the supines and gerund in Latin: venit nunciatum, ridendo dicere 
verum—yehov (ridendo) cimeiv radknOés—PBovdopa heyew (=TO ever). 

Obs. 2. Certain parts of the objective construction, viz. the predicate 
and the immediate object, together form one verbal notion, which may be 
and often is expressed by one word; as, otvoy xéew (=oivoyoevew)—vais 
mnyvivar (= vavmnyeiv) — Kaprrovs qépew (= kaptodopeiv) — Kaas fepevew 

(=xadXepeiv) : just as the members of a predicative construction are ex- 
pressed by one verb, as éy® mous by wow, and members of an attributive 
construction by an adjective, as dya@ss avnp by ayabds. 

Gr. Gr. vou. 1. U 
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Complex objective Sentence. 

§. 469. A simple objective sentence, consisting of a predicate and 
an object, may stand in further relations to other objects, and may be 
manifoldly complex, inasmuch as there are four objective relations (place, 
time, cause, mood), and each of these may itself be expressed in dif- 

ferent forms. But this combination of various forms, standing in different 
relations to the same predicate, expresses one verbal thought; as, of 

"EAAnves mapeckevdcavto wéhepov: and, another object being added, zpos 
tovs Ilépoas: and again, du tyv ‘EAAdda 

oi “EXAnves tov aitoyv xpdvoy bia tHv ‘EhAdda SewSs mapeckevdoavTo mddEpov 

mpes tovs Ilépoas. Each new object depends on the original one, so that 
the various objects are here linked together into oneysentence; and the 

relation in which the several objects stand to each other depends on the 
importance of the element which each adds to the whole sentence, the less 
being always subordinate to the more important. The most usual order 
is, causal, local, temporal, modal notions; but, for the sake of clear- 
ness, the number of objects must be limited, so that the unity of the 

sentence may be easily perceived. 

TOV avTov xpdvov—BbeLWGs : Aas, 

The simple Olyective Relation. 

PRELIMINARY REMARK. 

§. 470. The four modes of expressing the objective relations—the 
cases, prepositions, adverbs, participials — will be treated of in 

their order; but the prepositions are so mixed up with the cases, that 
it will be impossible not to touch upon them under that head, though the 
full development of their powers and usages will be reserved till its proper 
place. 

The Cases standing as the Object of the Verb. 

§. 471. 1. A sentence expresses a thought; that is a succession 
of notions, standing in certain relations and order to each other. 

Language, therefore, as being the expression of the operations of 

the mind, is the transcript of those notions represented in the 
relations, and in the order, in which they stand to each other in 

the mind. 

2. The several objects of the verb, together with the verbal 
notion, make up the whole verbal thought (see §. 468. Obs. 2.), 
whereby the subject is represented to be engaged in some action, or 
to be in some state, more or less complex, as the objective notions 
attached to the verb are many or few. 

3. Every verbal thought is either of an action, energy, or a state ; 

and in every such thought there is one principal notion expressing 
the essence of such action or state, to which the others which depend 

on it stand in certain relations; and therefore in language there 

will be some principal word expressive of that principal notion, to 
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which the other words of the sentence will stand in relations analo- 
gous to their order in the mind. If this principal notion of the 

whole verbal thought be taken, any other notion must stand in one 
of three relations to it: it must either have preceded it,—or be 
implied in it as part of it,—or must follow it; whence these 

three relations may be called, 1. Antecedent, 2. Coincident, 3. Con- 

sequent. 

4. Hence, strictly speaking, no language can have more than 
three cases; but as the development of the original powers of 
language kept pace with the requirements of a more civilized state 
of society, in which the various relations of things and persons were 
more accurately perceived and distinguished, it followed naturally 
that in many languages the original relation of each case was, as it 
were, split into several, and the parts so separated were expressed 
in language by a corresponding modification of form. In Greek, 
however, the original number was retained. The three cases in the 

Greek language are, 
1. The Genitive; expressing the notion which in the mind pre- 

cedes the principal notion of the thought, i.e. the Antecedent notion; 
as, emOvjew codias, the antecedent perception of codia being neces- 
sary to the conception of é7i@vpda. It mostly expresses the cause or 
origin of the verbal notion; hence genitive, (yiyvoua:, gigno.) 

2. The Accusative ; expressing the notion which is implied in that 
principal notion as part of it, i.e. the Coincident notion ; as, xalpw 
xapav, pointing out that which is implied in the verbal notion, and 

to which that notion applies; hence accusative, (airvatik?.) 
3. The Dative; expressing the notion which follows on the prin- 

cipal notion, i. e. the Consequent notion: didwul oo, receiving being 
consequent on giving. The leading notion is that of transmission to 
another; hence dative, (do, dare.) 

Obs. It must be observed, that it is no explanation of the real power of 
the Greek cases to translate them by the English of, to, &c.; for these 
forms of expression, being prepositions, cannot explain the true powers of 
a form which is independent of prepositions. But the English prepositions 
will be used in the following pages, e. g. from, not to account for the case, 
but to denote the notion of separation, which implies an antecedent notion. 

_ Origin of Prepositions. 

§. 472. 1. As language expresses not only the order of internal 
thought, but also the circumstances of external things; and as the 
relations in which these things stand to us in respeet of their position 
were too manifold to be sufficiently defined by the simple powers of 

U2 
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the cases, it happened that as men examined into and comprehended 
the position of external things, some further mode of expression 
became necessary ; and cases of certain words, which from their 

original meaning were fitted for the expression of these relations, 

were so frequently used to express them, that at last they were 
appropriated to this function, and lost more or less their original 
meaning, as azd, zapa, while xdpwv, dfknv, cicAw (Hdt. 1V. 72) which 

are, so to say, in the transition state between cases and prepositions, 
being sometimes used as one, sometimes as the other, will illustrate 

the mode by which prepositions arose. 

2. But though a relation which was implied in the powers of the 
original cases might be, and generally was, for the sake of clearness, 
expressed by a preposition, yet it does not follow that the original 
power of the cases to express this relation was either in theory or 
practice wholly lost; so that we find the same relation expressed 
sometimes by the original, more concise and vivid form of the case, 
at others by the later and more accurate form of the preposition. 

3. Hence may be seen the mistake of explaining the construction 
of cases by the ellipse of a preposition, making the preposition the 
original and most perfect, the case the later and defective form; 

thus shutting out from view the real nature of the construction, and 
teaching the student to rest contented with an unphilosophical pre- 
tended explanation, instead of leading him to search out the abstract 
powers of the cases, which were entirely obscured by thus supplying 
a preposition whenever they most really came into play. 

Obs. Of course some cases are found with a verb and preposition which 
cannot be used with the verb alone, especially in local notions, as é&dyee 

audi Sepnv: here the accusative depends entirely on dui, and no such 
construction as might be explained by a supposed ellipse of audi is ever 
found. 

4. Cases after prepositions.—The Cases retain the same force or 
an analogous one to that which they have in construction with the 
verb; where the place implied in the preposition is alone to be 

brought forward, the accusative is used as being implied in the 
preposition, as mapa roy worayov: here the notion of parallelism ex- 
pressed by apa implies coincidently its parallel aotaydv: where 
some other genitival notion, such as motion from takes the place of 
mere parallelism, the genitive is used, as apa tod wotapod: or where 
a datival notion is added to the parallelism, the dative is used, as 
mapa T ToTayg—See Prep. wapd. And when they were applied 
secondarily to other notions besides that of place, they followed the 
anologies which their primary use had fixed. 
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General Observations on the Greek Cases. 

§. 473. There is a remarkable contrast between the Greek and the 
modern system of cases. The moderns, taking a cold rationalistic view 
of things, look upon every thing as inanimate, produced or affected: the 
Greek language, with fresher, more poetical spirit, looked on every thing 
as more or less animate, as an agent, producing or working; and 
hence, where in modern languages we find a transitive verb with the 
acc. of the thing as a patient, the Greeks used an intransitive verb with 

the gen. of the thing as an agent, representing the action of the verb as 
proceeding from it. So, where in German the verb héren, ¢o hear, has an 

accusative, the Greeks used the genitive. In their view, the object entered 

the mind rather as the antecedent cause than as the coincident effect ; but 
in some verbs, either the former principle prevailed altogether, or some- 
times; so that we find particular verbs with an accusative, while the other 

expressions of the same notion have a genitive, or the same verb some- 
times with a genitive or an accusative, ex animo loquentis. 

Nominative and Vocative. 

§. 474. The nominative and vocative cannot be termed, in a pro- 

per grammatical sense, cases, as they express no objective relations ; but 

as they have certain peculiarities in Greek different from other languages, 

and as they do, in fact, perform certain objective functions (see §. 475. 2., 
§. 477. 3.), we must treat of them as belonging to the cases. 

Nominative. 

§. 475. 1. The Nominative expresses a notion in its independent 
existence, as the subject of the sentence: 76 pddov avOe7. When the 
predicate is not expressed by a verb, but by a noun with eiva, the 
noun is in the nominative, by a sort of apposition to the subject; as 
the copula may be viewed as only the expression of such an apposi- 

tion between two notions; as, 7 dpeTi éore kadkq—6 KGpos 7jv Baotdeds. 

Obs. 1. As the nominative represents a thing independently existing, in 
and for itself, the name of any thing or person, which is to be represented 
as really independent of the other notions in the sentence, is often put in 
the nominative instead of an oblique case, generally in constructions with 

dvona, émw@vupia (especially in the phrases évopad eori pou, dvoua €x@), or even 
with verbs of naming in the active voice; but in this construction the 
name can also stand in the accusative or in some other case as in apposi- 
tion; as, Od. 7, 54 “Apntn 8 dvop’ éorw éemdvvpov: Hat. III. 85 Aapeio S€ 
jv immoxdpos, TO otvopa Hv OiBdpys: Ibid. 88. Id. I. 199 MudutTa dé Kadeovar 
Ty “Adpodirny ; Adschin. p. 41, 15 mpooeiAnhe tiv Trav movnpav Kowiy emovu- 
play cuxopdvrns. So Luke xix. 29 mpds rd bpos 7d Kadovpevov ’Edardv. (al. 
‘EAméy, but see Acts i.12.) So LXX. 1 Sam. ix. g rov apopyrny éxdder 6 
Aads—6 Brérwv: Acc.; Id. VI. 52 rH ovvopa civar “Apyetyy: Ibid. kai oi 
ovvopa teOjvar EdpucOdven, ro Sé vewrépm Mpdxdea. So ibid. 63 Anpdpyror 
d€ adT@ ovvopa Mero: G. T, Matt. i. 21 Kadécers 7 Bvopa adrod "Inaodv. 
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2. The following intransitive and passive verbs, which are only 
modifications of the copulative verb eivar, in the sense of to be 
esteemed, valeo, take the nominative in apposition, to express the 
object of the verbal notion: 8tvac8u, valeo (in notions of value it 

has the acc.), bwdpxew, ylyvecOar, pivar, Kupeiv poct., adgdvecOar; ever, 

KaTaoTHva; e€orKevar, daiverOar, SyotcGar; xadcioGar, dvoudlerOar, héye- 

o0ar, dxovew (to be called, audire; poet. wdéew) &c.: aipetobar, dao- 

Setkvucbar, kpiveoOor Xe. ; vopifecOar, srodkapBdveodar &c.: Hdt. IIL 132 

jv O€ peytorov mphypa Anpoxysyns mapa Bactdet: Ibid. 157 mavta On Hv 

év toto. BaBvaAwvio.c, Zénupos. So civ, especially in definitions of 

size; as, Id. II. 29 76 6€ xwplov toto got ez ipepas Téooepas TAédos : 

Id. III. 90 rpinxdora fv tédXovta ddpos: Thuc. I. 96 Fv O& 6 apatos 

ddpos TaxOels TeTpaxdora Tddavta Kai e€jxovra: Hdt. I, 30 B8uvatar dé 

TovTO TO €mos KaTa THY EAAivov yAdooar ot e€ dpiorepis XEupos Tapt- 
otépevor Baciret. “O Kipos éyévero Bactheds rGv Iepoov: Kur. Or. 

754 ov yap aixpytis wéepuxeyv (Menelaus), év yuvaréi 8 GAkwos: 

Demosth. p. 19, 5 rovrous 6 Gthimmos péyas 0&4: Id. p. 20, 8 dua 

TovTov np péyas: Demosth. p. 241, 12 avti yap didov kal féeverv— 

vov xoAakes Kal Oeois éxPpoi—adxovouew (audiunt). 

Obs. 2. The verbs évopdtew, dvondlecOar, frequently add eiva to the 

noun; as, Hdt. IV. 33 ras dvoudgovor Ancor etvar “Yrrepsxnv te kal Aaodixny : 
Xen. Apol. Socr. §. 13 pdvters dvoudfovar tovs mpoonpaivortas eivar: Plat. 
Rep. p. 428 E dvopagovrai twes etvor, aliquod nomen habent”; Hdt. Il. 44 
ipov ‘Hpaknéos, éemwvupinv ¢xovros Caciou etvar. 

Nominative for the Vocative. 

§. 476. The nominative is used for the vocative in the Attic and 
later poetry, and very frequently in prose. 

a. Very commonly odtos (rarely arn), with a subst. in the nominative ; 
also otros without any nominative when a command is addressed to any 
one: odtos here has the force of the Latin heus. a. Without the article : 
Eur. Or. 1567 sq. ots ov, k\jOpwv ravd_e pn avons xepi, Mevédaor etror, Os 

menupyooa Opace: Id. Med. 922 atty ri xAwpois Sakpvois réyyers Kdpas ; Id. 
Hec. 1127 obtos ri mdcxes; heus tu, quid ceptas®? Id. Alc. 773 obtos, 
Tl cepvoy Kat meppovticds Bdérets; Plat. Protag. p.193 D kal eye rv devi 
yvovs avrov, ‘Immoxparns, env, obTos, py TL vemrepov amayyeAders; Ld. Sympos. 
p- 213 B Sexpdrns obtos éd\Aoxov—evradOa karékecco. So ovtos very fre- 
quently with the verbs xadé, gov &c., with an accusative of the person 
addressed : Soph. Aj. 89 @ ovTos Alas, Sevrepoy oe mpookad@ : Thid. 71—73 

OTS, oé, Tov—arevbivoyra, Tpoopodciy KANO, Aiavta hove’ oreiye Sopdrov 
mdpos. With the article: Plat. Symp. princ. 6 Padnpeds, ey, obtos ’Amon- 
Addepos, ov mepipeveisd; Theocr. V. 102 otk amd ras Spvos, obtos 6 Kavapos a 
re Kuvaiba, toute Bookxnociobe mor dvrodas ; 

b. The nominative of substantives without otros, but with the article 

a Bremi ad loc. b Stallb. ad loc. c Pflugk ad loc. a Stallb. ad loc. 
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prefixed, is used, either with the imper. or in simple addresses, in the 
same way: Arist. Acharn. 242 mpdi@’ és 1d mpdaGev ddiyov 4 Kavydédpos : 
Plat. Symp. 218 B ot 8€ otkétar, Kai et tus Grdos eoTi BEBydds Te kai wypor- 
kos, TUAas Tdvy peyadas Tois aol ewiPecOe: Ar. Ran. 40 6 mais, O boy. So 
G.T. Matt. xi. 26 vai 6 watyp: xxvii. 29 Xaipe 6 Bactheds. (So Virg. Ain. 
XI. 464 Equitem, Messapus, in armis, et cum fratre Coras, latis diffundite 
campis !) 

c. In addressing a person, when the pronoun expressed or implied 
is defined by an attributive in apposition, the article is always prefixed to 
the attributive; as, Xen. Cyr. 1V.5, 17 0 pev ovv ot, en, 6 mpeaButatos : 
Ibid. 22 od & én, 6 TOV “Ypxaviov dpxwv, imduevoy: Plat. Hipp. princ. 
‘Inmias, 6 kahds TE Kal gopds, ws dia xpdvou KatHpas piv. 

Obs. Distinct from these is the Homeric use of the nominative in 
passages such as Il. a, 231 SypoBdpos BagtdcUs, erel oitiOavoiow avicoes : 

Il. €, 403 oxétAt0s, 6Bp:poepyds, Os ov« BOer’ aicvda pé{ov. These are predi- 
cative sentences expressed with emphatic brevity, by the ellipse of the 
copula etvaz. 

d. A nominative is sometimes joined with a vocative: Il. o, 54 & pos 
éyd Seihh, & por SucapictotéKera: °"Q Kipe cal ot GAdow Mépoar eyo dyOopa 
(Xen.); tycis in apposition being supplied. So with a part.; as, °@ avBpes 
ot mapdvtes (Plat.): G.T. Rom. ii. 1 & avépore mas 6 kpivev. 

Especial Peculiarities in the use of the Nominative. 

1. Anacolouthon and attraction. 

§. 477. 1. Sometimes a word of especial significance in the sentence 
is placed at the beginning of the sentence in the nominative, to represent 

it emphatically as the fundamental subject of the whole sentence, though 

the grammatical construction requires a dependent case: Plat. Cratyl. 
403 A 6 de “Ades, of wodXot pev pror Soxodow drohapBavew Td dees Tpocer- 

pioa To dvouatt to’tTw : Ibid. 404 C Mepogpatra de, woddol pev kal todto 
oBotvrac 7 dvona: Id. Gorg. 474 E kai pny ta ye Kata Tods vopous Kal Ta 
erirndevpata, ov Symov éxros TovT@v eort Ta Kada: Hdt. IL]. 115 rotro pev yap 
6 *Epidavos (for rév ’Epidavov) aito xatnyopéer TO ovvopa: Plat. Rep. 346 D at 
GANau waoat 7o avrijs exaotn TO epyov epyagerar: Id. Theet. 743 D omoudat 
kal K@por, ovd dvap mparrew mpociorara avrois. So G.T. Acts vii. 14 6 
Maiiofs ottos—ovk otdaper ti yéyovey air@: 1 John il. 27 kai pets ro ypiopa 

6 ehaBere—ev dui péver. So where the form of the sentence is changed, as 
1 Cor. xiv. 16 6 dvanAnpav—nraGs épet ; 

2. Analogously to this a nominative is used, in seeming apposition to a 
substantive of a preceding sentence in an oblique case, (especially after 
oiov.) The nominative is so placed to express the subject of a new thought 
suggested by the former substantive, the verb eivac being supplied by the 
mind: Il. ¢, 395 Avépopayn, Ovydrnp peyadnropos ’Heriwvos, “Hetiwv, ds évarev 
k.t.d.: IL «, 437 Tod db) KadXicrous tmmovs Wov nd€ peyiorous’ euKdTEpor 
kidvos, Oeiew S dvénorww Spotor.: Plat. Soph. 266 D riénpe dv0 diy wourixns 
eidn’ Cela per kai dvOpwrivn Kara Earepoy tyjpa: Tbid. 218 E ri dra xpoora- 
Eaipe®’ dy etyvaorov pev kai opixpdy— ;. otov GoTradeuTHs. 

3. A participle in the nominative, either with or without the substantive. 

is sometimes referred as an attributive to an oblique case: the notion 
being grammatically the object, but logically (er animo loquentis) the 
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subject of the verb; as, doxei por (= ijyodpar) dpav: aides p’ exer (=aidodpar) 
trade mpdgas. 

Obs. For this and other remarkable usages of the nominative participle, 

see §. 707 sqq. 

4, Attraction of nominative to relative clause, see §. 824. 1.1. 

2. Sxjpa xa’ Gdov kal pépos. 

§. 478. When the action of a whole body is attributed likewise to several 
individuals of that body (ayfpa Ka ddov Kat pépos), the whole is put in 
the nominative instead of the genitive, each part thereof being considered 
as in apposition to the whole, see §. 708.2. So the nom. is used with 

éxactos, éxdtepos, mas, addos (espec. addos aAdobev), ot pev—ol S€. The 

whole subject is frequently not expressed, but only implied in the verb: 
Tl. 7, 175 of Sé kAjpov eonpyvavto Exaotos: Il. 1, 311 os py por tpUlyte ma- 
pypevor GAdobev aANos: Od. a, 424 57 Tore KakkelovTes EBay olkdvSe Exactos, 
i.e. in suam quisque domum sese contulerunt: Il.d, 571 Ta dé So0pa—aha 
pev ev oakei peyar@ mayev—' Toa Sée—eév yain toravro: cf. Od. a, 10g sqq. 
knpuKes ot pev—, ot 5é—. Cf. Virg. Ain. 161. So the nom. of the whole 
being supplied: Hdt. III. 158 e€uevoy ev 77 éwutod taki Exactos, in suo quis- 
que ordine manserunt : Thuc. 1. 89 oixtai ai wey moddat (for 7oAXd. pév) eren- 
Tokxcoay, dhiyar de wepujoay: Xen. Rep. Lac. VI. 1 év pev yap rais dAdas wodeoe 
Tay éuvTod Exactos Kal Taidwy Kal oiKeToy Kal Xpnudrov Apxouaw, suis guisque 
liberis imperant: Jl. €, 110 éydonoQe Exactos: Xen. Cyr. ITI. 1. 3 8redidpa- 
OkOV ide EKaoTOS emi Ta EavTOv, Bovdduevos Ta GyTa exrodav ToKicbau: Plat. 
Charm. prince. kai pe os €idoy eioidvra e& dmpocdokitou evOls méppabev HoTd- 
Lovto addos aAdodev : Ibid. 153 D Apétwy dé addos GAdo. So with the imper. : 
Id. Lach. 186 E od & Adyns Kal Nikia, €imatov nyiv éxdtepos : Id. Pheedr. 
255 C mnyi— pev es adroy edu,  S8€—aroppet: Demosth. 54, 49 of dé 
Adyous mAdTTOVTES ExaoTos Teptepydueba. So G.T. Acts il. 6 HKovoy eis exa- 
atos TH idia Stadé€xtm. So the accus. in oratio obliqua: Plat. Symp. 180 E 

dvaykatov 87) kai”Epata tov pev—rdvdnuoy dpOas kadeicba Tov dé odpavov. But 

sometimes the number of the verb is not regulated by the whole subject, 
but by the apposed particulars, €xactos, mas, &c.: Il. 7, 264 ot 8 (odijces) 
dkuyov rop exovtes mpdogw Was WeTeTAL, Kal Gpuver olor Texeaow: Xen. 
Anab. I]. 1,15 obtor pev—adhog Ada héyer: Ibid. I. 8, 9 mdvres S€ odrox 

kata €Ovn ev mraccia TANpe avOpaTav Exagtov EAvos éropeveto: Plat. Rep. 
340 D kai at addau (réyvar) maca ovtw 1d adris ExdoTy epyov épydLerar Kat 
dpehet excivo, ef’ @ réraxtrar: Id. Gorg. 503 E kai of addou tdytes Sypioup- 
yo Bdérovres mpds 76 abtay epyov Exactos—mnpoodhéeper (confert), a mpoopéper 
mpos TO Epyov TO avTov®, 

Vocative. 

§. 479. 1. The vocative is the expression of “calling” or “ad- 

dressing” any one. It has no influence on the syntax, as it is inserted 
in the sentence without any grammatical connection with the other words. 
It is not at all essential to a language, as may be seen from its not exist- 

ing in many languages, by its place being supplied, in the whole neuter 
gender, by the nominative (as is the case even in Greek): and in many 
masculine and feminine words, and even where there is a proper vocative 
form (II. Decl. in os), the nominative is frequently used in its place; as, 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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Il. y, 277 Zed marep, Héduds 6, ds avr’ epopas: Od. a, 301 Kai od, pidos,— 
@xpos oot. So in apposition: G. T, Matt. xx. 30 Kupue, utds Aafis. 

2. The vocative has the interjection @ prefixed to it; in prose almost 
invariably—in poetry less frequently, and generally with some pathetic 
force. 

3. Position of 6.—When @ is joined to a substantive and adjective, 
either the substantive or adjective is placed first, as one or other of them 
is the more emphatic; ® kadoi waides: but Soph. El. $6 & qdaos ayvdv, o 
lux pura, “quia lux, non quod pura, sed quod lux est, invocatur. _Opponun- 
tur enim statim tenebre. Tum eodem modo, ubi substantivum et adjectivum 
guast pro uno vocabulo sunt, ut & Zed matpge®.’’ Aristoph. Eq. 108 & 
daipov dyabé: Plat. Soph. p. 230 C @ mai dite. Sometimes (mostly Epic) 
it is placed between the adjective and substantive, as a pathetic expres- 
sion: I]. 8, 189 gidos & Mevehae: p, 716 dyakdees & Mevédhae. So in the 
Odyssey mdrep ® &cive: Soph. Aj. 395 epeBos & aevvdrarov: Kur. Or. 
1246 Muxnvides & gitar: El. 167 ’Ayapepvovos & xépa, Even Plat. Euthvd. 
p- 271 C Oavpaci’? & Kpirav. Sometimes & is repeated, but always with 
great emphasis: Soph. Phil. 799 @ réxvov @ yevvaiov for & yevvaioy réxvov. 
In forms of entreaty with mpds, the preposition with its case is sometimes 
placed between 6 and the vocative: Plat. Apol. S. p. 25 C ere 8€ piv etme 
@ mpos Auds Médite. 

4. Sometimes in poetry an adjective belonging to the predicate, which 
should stand in the nominative, is in the vocative, by attraction to a 
foregoing vocative ; as, Soph. Aj. 695 @ may Ilay Ghumdaycre : Id. Phil. 671 io 
SvotHve ov, SUoTHVE O7Ta Sid Téver Haveis=bs earns Svatnvos: Theocr. XVII. 
66 OdPie, Kape, yévorob. The foregoing vocative may even be omitted : 
Fragm. Callimach. (in Schol. Paris. ad Apoll. Rhod. II. 866) dvti yap exdn- 
Ons “Ip Bpace Mapbeviov, tu, Imbrase, Imbrasus vocatus es pro Parthenio. So 

in Latin: Tibull. I. 7, 53 Sic venias hodierne: Horat. Sat. Il. 6, 30 Ma- 
tuline pater, seu Jane libentius audis. 

5. A vocative is very often followed by a particle which connects it 
with the following sentence, (a) by pév with 8é following: II. ¢, 230 
Aiveta: od pev aitos x’ jvia kal te® into’ —révde 9 eyav énidvta bedéEopar 
6€ei Sovpi.i—(8) By 8é€, generally in a transition from one thought to an- 
other; as, from a narration to an address to a person, or from one person 

to another: I]. a. 282 ’Arpetdn, od 8€ wave redy pevos: Il. dh, 448 SoiBe, aod 
& cidimodas €dixas Bots Bovxodgecxes. Frequently in the tragedians: Eur. 

Hec. 372 pirep, od & juiv pndev eurodas yevy®: Ibid. 1287 “ExdBn, od 8, & 
tdAawa, Sumtvxous vexpovs ateiyovoa Gante: Id. Or. 622 Mevédae, col S€ rade 
Aéeyod; Ibid. 1065 LvAdbdy, od 8 piv rot ddvov yevod BpaBets: Ibid. 1675 
Opéra, got 8€ maid’ ey® Kateyyvo. Also in prose: Hdt. 1.115 & d€omora, 
éy® S€ Taira Tovroyv éemoinca otv dikyn: Xen: M.S. 11.1, 26 & ydvat, edn, 
dvoua S€ cou ti eorw: Plat. Leg. p. 890 E & mpoOupdrare Kiewia, tt ¥ od 
xaderd te eoti. On the contrary, the vocative is sometimes placed last : 
Eur. Or. 1643 sq. ra pev Kad’ “Edévny &S exer’ oé F ad xpeav, Opéota. The 
orators and comic writers do not admit this idiom. (y) In Epic by datép: 
Tl. ¢ 429 sqq. “Extop, dtap ov pos eool marnp Kal Tora pytnp, nd€ Kaalyyntos, 
at S€ por Oadepds mapakoitns (atrap refers to what went before), J have lost 

. all, father, mother, &c.; but you are, &c. So adda also in other poets.— 
(5) By ydp, very frequently in the Epic style; the sentence of which yap 

a Herm. Viger, 794. . » Kiessling et Wiisteman ad loc. ¢ Pfiugk ad loc. 
4 Porson et Scheefer ad loc, 

Gr. GR. you. 1. x 
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gives the reason, either being supplied by the mind, or placed in an after 
part of the passage: Od. x, 501 & Kipky, tl yap rairny dddv jyepovevoet ; 
els "Aidos & otrw tis ddikero vni pedraivy: Il. 7, 328 “Atpetdn re Kal addoe 
dpiories Lavaxaiav, moddot yap TeOvace (331 TH ce xpy woAepov pev Gy nor 

mavoa “Ayaav): Hdt. ILI. 63 dvOpeme, dys yap Kew mapa Spepdios rod 
Ktpov dyyedos’ viv dv eimas thy adnOninv, amie xaipov’ Kérepa adrés tot 
Spepdis awdpevos és ow everéAdero tadra, f) TOY Tis ekelvou UnnpeTéwy ; 

Ibid. 83 dvdpes oracidra, Spa yap 6y, dre eva yé Twa Hpewv Baorhea yeveoOa : 
where we must supply Choose a king. (e) So éwel: Od. a, 231 §etv’, eet 
ap Oy raird p’ dveipea ndé peraddas’ (sc. I will tell you, since you ask.) Cf. 
Il. », 68. 

Dependent Cases. 

GENITIVE. 

§. 480. Remark.—A. In treating of the cases which follow the 
respective verbal notions, it must not be supposed that the primary 
principles of the cases can at first sight be recognised in the construc- 
tion of every verb. The original principles formed analogies or 
idioms as the language grew with the requirements of the people, and 
these were followed more or less invariably in all verbs or words of 
kindred meaning. Thus that the notion of desire should have a 
genitive became a fixed construction, and this was followed by all 
other verbs in which the notion of desire was or might be implied, 
though less decidedly and less apparently than in the verb which 
fixed the analogy: and hence arose what may be called secondary 
principles or rules of Syntax, such as that verbs of desiring, hear- 
ing, &e. take a genitive; and these secondary principles following 
a fixed analogy sometimes violate the primary principles. Thus, 
properly speaking, verbs of hearing ought to have an accusative of 
the thing heard; but when the practice of the language was fixed 
that such verbs were generally followed by a genitive, that case was 
used with things as well as persons. 

B. We must observe also that the Greek mind seems to have in- 
stinctively preferred the vivid and emphatic constructions to those 
which were less so. Hence, where more than one case might have 
followed the verb, the one which brought the notion most vividly 
before the mind was generally preferred; though the other was also 
used when the notion so presented itself. Thus a sound may be 
considered as that whence the impression on the ear proceeds (gen.), 
or that which the ear receives (ace.); hence it happens that the 
same notion expressed by different verbs, or even the same verb, 
has sometimes different cases, as the notion is viewed in the one 

light or the other. 

: 

q ’ 

: 
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C. As the accusative case, being as it were merely the explicit 
expression of what is already implicitly stated in verbs, is the less 
emphatic case, it generally happens that where the same notion may 
be viewed as antecedent and coincident, the former is preferred ; 

that is, in other words, where either the genitive or the accusative 
may follow the verb, the latter is generally superseded by the 
former ; though of course this rule does not universally hold good, 

as there may be reasons which make the accusative, either gene- 

rally or in some particular train of thought, the clearer and more 
emphatic of the two. And the same holds good of the dative and 

accusative, and even of the dative and genitive: thus, dudve, I drive 

away—the genitive might stand to signify the point whence the 
notion began: dépuve médews, T drive away from the city; but as the 
dativus commodi gives force to the notion, it is generally used 

for the genitive—daydve rode, for the good of the city. 

1. The genitive expresses the antecedent notion: that notion 
which precedes the principal verbal notion in the series which forms 
the whole thought. 

2. a. Hither the verb always has the genitive when the notion 
implies an antecedent notion as necessary to its conception. Such 
verbs are said to govern a genitive: or, 

b. The verb occasionally has the genitive when it implies, or may 

be viewed as implying, a notion which requires a genitive, as Bada, 
I throw; twes, at some one. 

3. This notion is antecedent as being a notion of 

1. Cause.—The notion of that, wherefrom any action, or emo- 

tion, or state arises, being necessarily antecedent in the mind to the 
action or emotion or state itself; as, émOuuéw codias: the notion of 

copia must have existed before the feeling of ém@uyéa could have 
arisen. 

Obs. 1. In verbs expressive of those states or energies, which arise from 

the antecedent comprehension of the object to which they tend; as, 
emiOupew oodias, in which emiOvpia arises from the notion of copia, and 
likewise tends towards it as its end, the antecedent notion, being likewise 

the object, must be expressed to make up the objective construction : 
émOupém for instance would be an imperfect expression; but in notions 
of action or states, in which there is some other object for the verb to 
tend to and rest on, the antecedent cause need only be expressed in the 
sentence, if it is wished clearly to state what the cause of the action is; 
as, evvolas TovTd cor Sida, I give this to you, because of my good will; but 
5id@pe Todré cor is in itself a complete thought. 

2. Relation.—The notion of the correlative being necessary to 
the conception of the relative; as, weffwv rodde. If we have no 

xX 2 
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antecedent notion of the person or thing signified by 66, we cannot 
say that any one is pef{wy than he, so that the whole force of 

pelCov arises from an antecedent consideration of that which the 

genitive represents. Under this we class what is termed the: pos- 
sessive genitive, the local, and the temporal genitives. 

3. Position.—Where the position (moral, or local, or tem- 
poral) of any thing is determined by its relation to something else, 
as, 7éAas olkov, (if 7éAas is to give any notion at all,) we must ante- 

cedently know the situation of ofxos, so that the whole force of méAas 
arises from an antecedent consideration of otkos: so in os T0ddp €ixeE, 

the value of os arises from our knowledge or supposed knowledge of 
what were the powers of the mddes. 

4. Partition.—The notion of the whole is antecedently necessary 
to the notion of a part; that is, if we had no notion of the whole, we 

could have no notion of the part as a part. 

5. Separation.—The point whence a motion, action, or state of 

separation begins, is (if conceived at all) antecedent to the notion of 
the motion, action, or state; as, épxopar dduov els oe: here ddéuov 

need not be expressed to make a perfect sentence; but if it is ex- 
pressed, it must be considered as antecedent to the notion of ép- 

XOpat. 

6. Privation.—The notion of a thing being antecedently neces- 

sary to any notion of being without it; the whole force of the pri- 
vative arising from the notion of the positive. 

7. Material.—The notion of the material (if expressed) being 

properly antecedent to the thing made. 

8. The Attributive Genitive represents its notion as being in 
some one of these relations to the notion of the other substantive ; 

as, of kaptol Tod Sévdpou: the dévdpov is the cause of the xapzot. 

Obs. 2. The genitival suffix @ev is not unfrequently used for the regular 
inflected genitive, so otpavdéev, oéOev, &c.: cf. Eur. lon g60: and even 
prepositions are sometimes joined with these forms, as e& addOev, ex AidOev, 
and even with gu. see §. 83. vol. i. 

Causal Genitive. 

§. 481. 1. All verbs or verbal sentences may have a genitive 
of the antecedent notion whence their action or state arises; as in 

the Homeric expressions, dyyeAins édOetv &e.*; as, Il. v, 252 né tev 

ciyyedins per ey’ Hrudes: Il. 0, 640 dyyedtys olxveoke: Hesiod. Theog. 

a Buttmann (Lexil. ad voc. ayyeAlm, 5.), who supposes a masc. substantive &yyeAlns 
on the authority of some Alexandrian grammarians, but this seems to be needless. 
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781 dyyeNys twAcirar: Thue. V. 72 xaramarnOévres tod ph POivar thy 

éyxatédnpw: Arist. Pax, 300 viv yap jyly apmdoa mdpectw dyabod 

Saipoves; the genitive gives the cause of the verbal sentence rdpeorw 
apraca (for which things’ sake). Eur. Orest. 41 dv otre otra ba 
dépns edefaro: Aisch. S. c. Th. 146 otdvev ditas, (for the sake of the 
voice of our groaning :) Eur. Orest. 1407 &ppou tas fotxou mpovoias, 

for his inactive prudence. With some verbs it is usual to express 
the case, though it is sometimes omitted, the objective sentence 

being perfect without it. 

Obs.1. The adverbial prepositions €vexa, xapw, &c. are frequently used 
to define the notion of cause yet more fully. 

Obs. 2. This causal genitive sometimes suffers attraction ; as, Soph. CEd. 

C. 1291 &S HAGor 75n cor Oedw EEaL, for Gv HAOov Taira kK. T.X. 

2. Those intransitive verbal notions, which have either no ex- 

pressed object at all, or else an object which is likewise the cause of 
the verbal notion, require the expression of the cause in the genitive, 
the objective relation being imperfect without. These verbs are said 
to govern a genitive. 

§. 482. The causal genitive will then be treated of by considering 

a. Those verbs which take a genitive of the object, as being like- 
wise the cause—Verbs expressing intransitive or passive notions, 
where the verb has no definite object, or where the source whence 
the notion of the verb arises is also the object whither it tends, and 
therefore is the proper case of the verb, which the verb is said, in 
common grammatical language, to govern. 

b. Those verbs which very usually, though not always, take a 
genitive of the cause. Where the verb has some other object 
whither it tends, and therefore the cause need not be expressed in 
the sentence, but if it is expressed, it is in the genitive. 

Obs. If (as in the case of the verbs mentioned in a) the cause is like- 
wise the object, it follows, that when the objective notion is considered by 

the speaker rather as the object than the cause, the verb will be joined 

with an accusative, corresponding to the notion in the speaker’s mind. 
Hence some verbs are constructed with a genitive and dative or accusa- 
tive, as the thing or person is conceived of as the cause, or the object or 
otherwise. See also §. 480. Remarks. 

i 

§. 483. Where the verb is said to govern a genitive. 

Verbs of proceeding from, becoming, arising, having become or 
arisen, being produced or created, take a genitive of that whence 

they proceed, &c. ; as, 
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ylyvecOar, diver, eivar, and in poetry, puTedecOar, texvodoon: Od. 5, 611 
aipatos ets dyaboio: cf. Il. 7, 111. Il. f, 109 watpds & ety dyaGoio: Il. a, 
49 Sewn dé Krayyy yéveT dpyupdéo.o Bioto: Soph. Ck. C. 1324 rod Kakod 
métpou utevdeis: Eur. Or. 725 cixdros Kaxijs yuvarkds avdpa ylyvecOar 
kakov: Id. Hec. 380 éoOdGv yevéoOar. So often in tragedy yeyés twos : 
Eur. Iph. T. 4 tod & guy eyo. (So in the transitive sense, where the 
cause need not be expressed: Eur. Ion. 3 puds Gedy Epuce Maiav: Id. Med. 
800 ovre Ths veotuyou vupdys texydcer maida.) Hdt. III. 81 dpiorwy de 
avBpav oikds (consentaneum est) dpiora Bovdetpara yiveobar: Ibid. 160 Zw- 
mépou S€ tovtou yivetat MeydBugos: Xen. Cyr. I. 2, 1 matpds pev by Aeyerar 
6 Kipos yevéoOar KapBucou, Nepoay Baothéws* 6 dé KayBions otros Tob TMep- 
aevdav yévous Hv—pytpds dé dpodoyeirar MavSdyys yevéoOar: Plat. Menex. 

p- 239 A pias pytpds mavres adcAgol puvtes. So Arist. Acharn. 256 oice 
map €“ov Trodepos exOodords atgeTar TOv éudv xwplwv, grows from my farms. 
With ellipse of evar: Plat. Pheedr. p. 242 D rov”Epwra ovk “Appoditys xat 
Oedv twa yi ;—Here also belong the phrases with verbs equivalent to eiva 
(mostly poetical), kexdjo8at tuvo0s, alicwjus filium vocari (esse): Hdt. VI. 88 
Nixddpopos KvotOou kadedpevos: cf. Theocr. XXIV. to2. 

Obs. 1. Generally, and in prose almost invariably, the prepositions dar, 
ék, Sometimes id, are added to the genitive: Hdt. III. 159 é€« rovréwy de 
TOY yuvatkoy oi viv BaBvr@rior yeysvact. 

Obs. 2. Hence we may explain the elliptic attributive genitive (§. 463. 
3.); as, 6 Tod Baciéws vids, i.e. 6 Tod Bacidcws (yevynOeis) vids: Hat. III. 
60 Evmadivos Navotpépov: Ibid. ‘Poikos Bikew : 123 Mardvdpios MacaySpiov : 
Td. VI. 52 ’Apiorddnpoy tov Apirropdyov, Tod KXevodaiov, tov "YAAov: Ibid. 
Abteciovos, tod Ticapevod, Tov Cepedvdpov, Tov ToAvveikovs: Thuc. I. 24 

@aduas ’Eparokneidov. Poetic: Ards ”Aprepis, OiAjos taxds Atas, Ovid. Met. 
XII. 622 Otleos Ajax. In the plural number with a preposition ; as, of é« 
Ads Soph. El. 659: of é& adrod, posteri ejus Hdt. I. 56: of ad’ “Hpaxdéous 
Thue. I. 24. See §. 436. 6. 

Obs. 3. In poetry, passive and intransitive verbs have a genitive of that 
antecedent notion which is conceived to have caused or produced the state 
expressed by the verb2?: I. ¢ 331 doru mupds dyiow Oépyto : Il. 7, 406 
Soups dhels; Adsch. Ag. 817 wAnpouudvw xeipds: Soph. Phil. 3 xpartorov 
tratpos “EAAjver tpapeis: Id. Aj. 807 gwrtds Amatrnpévy: Id. CE. R. pept- 
prns btrootpadeis: Id. CE. C. 391 ris & dv Te Todd avdpds EU mpdgerev ay : 
Plat. Rep. 562 D peOuc0y axpdtou adtis: Id. Symp. 203 B peOuoGeis tod 
véxtapos: Soph. Ce. C. 274 eidétwv amwddtpynv: Soph. Ant. 256 dayos 
hevyovtos as, émiy Kdvs, as from one avoiding. So Eur. Orest. 496 mdnyels 
Ouydtpos ris eujs: Id. Elect. 123 xeioar ads &ASXou opayets AiyioOou 7, 
‘Aydpepvov: Atsch. Ag. 517 edewppeéva Sopds. So also verbal adjectives 
with a passive force; as, Soph. Elect. 343 dmavra yap co. raya vovbernpara 
Keivyns SidaKxrtd, Kovdev ck cavtis A€éyets, precepta a te mihi data sunt ab illa 
instillata. So Kur. Hipp. 668 oréyny fs Katypepets Sduor: Soph. CE. T. 
1437 Ovnt&v pydevds mpoonyopos: Eur. Alc. 676 dpyupwvntdv oeBev. So in 
Prose: Hdt. I]. 91 cavdaduoy attod mehopynpévov, worn by him: Thuc. V. 103 
yryvackerar opadévtwy, is known by them when they have failed: so G. T. 
as Rom. I. 6 dyamytots Gcod: generally this relation is expressed by the 
prepositions, b1d6, mapd, mpds, éx, Sud; as, Soph. C4. C. 1363 ék wé0ev ado- 
pevos. 

Obs. 4. So the attributive genitive (§. 463.) is to be explained by some 

a Herm. Phil. 3. 
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such notion implied in the substantive of which it is the attributive; as, 
réxynpa avdpds, i, e. Téxvna avSpos (merompevoy implied in réxvypa): Ta Tov 
dvOpdmwv mpdypata: Ta Tod “Ophpou mrojpara: Il. B, 397 Tov 8 ovmore Kbpara 
Aeiwer Tavtolwy dvéwwv, produced by: Ausch. Prom. 908 “Hpas ddareia, er- 
rores a Junone excitati: Soph. Aj. 618 épya yxepoty peyioras dperas: Eur. 
Hipp. 1356 ens Béoxnpa xeipss: Soph. Trach. 113 Nétou 4 Bopéa kipara : 
Id. Phil. 1116 mérpos Sapdvoyv: Xen. M.S. 1. 1, 33 ai rav véwv ripai, the 

honours shewn by the young men. So also Thuc. IV. 92 Opdce: icxuos, confi- 
dence proceeding from strength: Thue. I. 23 airia: éxatépwy, the causes alleged 
of each: Demosth. p. 23, 18 mdvra abtoé gpya. Sometimes the relation is 
more accurately defined by a preposition: Hdt. II. 148 ra é& ‘EA\jvov 
teixea: Soph. Phil. 106 ra é€ *Atpei8av épya: Id. Antig. 1219 ra éx Seomd- 
Tou keAevopata: Xen. Cyr. V. 5, 13 7o wap epod ddicnpa: Ibid. III. 3, 2 
woeoOa TH bd TavTwY TLLH. 

§. 484. So verbs have a genitive of the source whence any action, 

physical or mental, arises; as this is conceived to be antecedent to 

that notion. 

Verbs of “ smell” —breathing from any thing ; as, 
mvéew—olew, dadppatver0ar.—mpooBdddew. “OLew twv—dtew Kpoptwr— 

mpooBdddew pvpou—mvety tpdyou. Anacr. XXVIII. 9 pupou mveiv: Arist. 
Pac. 180 1é0ev Bpotot pe mpoogBade: Id. Ran. 348 as 750 por mpocémveuce 
xotpeav kpedv: Id. Acharn. 190 ofLouo wittys Kat mapacKeuns vedv: Theocr. 
I. 27 KicovBiov—eri yhupdvo.o mordcdov: Id. VII. 143 avr’ dodev O€peos 
pada miovos, ade OS dmwpys: Id. XXIX. 19 dvdpv rdv sirepnvopéwr. Soxéers 
mvéew. <A genitive may also be used, of the spot where, as well as the 

thing whence, the smell proceeds, though here azo is more usual ; as, d¢ev 

amo Kpyyns ooet twv, Hdt. HI. 23: rijs nepadis dew pépou: Arist. Vesp. 
1058 rév ipatiov d(noe SefidtTyT0s. So Anacr. IX. 3 1éev pupwv mveets. 

§. 485. Verbs expressing the reception of mental and physical 
perception, take the genitive of the source of that perception, that 
whence it proceeds and is received; this being necessarily antecedent 
to the perception: dkovew, dxpodcbar, kdvew Poetic, dtew Poetic, dmo- 

S€éxec0a1, to assent to—to receive what he says: muvOdverOar, aicOd- 
veoYat, yryvdoxew generally with an accusative,—écppatvec0a:—(some- 
times épév, OedoOar, Ocwpely, ckomeiv, Siackomety et sim.)—pav@dveu, 
ounéevar, to understand: more rarely, émiotac@a, eiS€var, dyvoetv, 
Umovoetv, Siavoeicbat, evvoetv: as, 

Nl. a, 37 KdOOi pev: Soph. CE. C. 793 bcwmep kai aapeorepov k\Uw PoiBou 
Te kavTov Zyvds: Od. 1, 401 of dé Bois dtovtes epoirwy dAdodev GAdos : Il. p, 
686 aye Setpo—, dppa Onan Avypis dyyedins: Il. 6,357 ds yr ywouevoro : 
Od. , 109 yrwodpe®” ANAjAwv: Plato Cratyl. 435 A ef ytyvdoxets epnod 
$0eyyopévou: I]. 8, 26 viv & énédev édves Ska: Il. a, 273 kal pev pev Bou- 

fe , , , > , , héwv EUviov, meidovTd re pv6e: Od. 8, 76 dyopedovtos éUvero: Demosth. 67, 
14 G@\Xov héyovtos cuverqre: Hat. I. 47 kat KwhoU cuvinpt, Kal ov dwvedvTos 
> , 

¢ dkouw: Xen. Anab. III. 1, 19 Siadedpevos adtav, sony péev X@pav kal otav 
exovev: Plat. Charmid. p. 154 E ri otv, pn, ovk—€VeacdpeOa mpdrepoy Tod 
ey A S . ” , cious: “isch, P. V. 701 pabety thoSe : Soph. Aj. 1161 aloyorov, Kew 
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GvSpds paraiou praip’ émn prOoupevov: Arist. Ran. 815 nvix’ dv dgvdddov rep 
idy OiyovTos édevras : Id. Eq. 804 pn Kabopd cou (see §. 487. 2.): Soph. 
Trach. 394 éprrovros cioopas enoo: Hdt. III. 29 €TratovTEs ovdnpiwy : : Arist. 
Ran. 054 Kpoppuwy Soppatvopar : : Hdt. L. 80 as dappavto Tax.oTa TOY Ka- 
pihdev of imo, cai cidoy adras, dricw aveotpepoy: Thuc. V. 83 &s qa8ovto 
teixilovtov: Id. 1V.6 as émdOovto tis Mudou cateAnpperns: Id. Il. 81 ovde- 
Tepov noeto THs paxyns: Id. I. 68 twv NeydvTav paAdov Srevoette, ws Evexa 

Tay avtois idia Suapopdy A€éyovor: Xen. Cyr. I. 3,10 od« axpowpevor S€ Tob 
GdovTos apviere adew apiora: Ibid. VIII. 1, 40 katapabety S€ Tod Kupou 
Soxodpev, &s ov ToiT@ pdvoy éevduiCe xphvat Tos apxovtas Tav apxopevev dia- 
pepev: Id. M.S. 1. 1, 12 kal mpdrov ney avT@y éeokdTe, mérepa Tore vopt- 
aia ixavas 70n T avOpamwa eideva., € epxovrat emt TO mpi TOUT@Y ppovrigew 

: Id. Gicon. XVI. 3 kai dARorpias Ys Tovro gore yravar, 6 Tt Te Ov- 

Plat. Apol. p.27 A dpa yvdioetar Swxpdtns 6 copds epov Xa- 
prevtiLopévou Kal évavti’ éuavt@ héyovtos: Id. Phileb. p. 51 C ct pou pavéd- 
veg: Id. Gorg. p. 463 D dp’ od» ay pabors aoxpwapevou: Ibid. p. 517 C 
Gyvoobdvtes GAAHAwv, 6 Te A¢youev: Il.o, 1gt GAdou & ov rev otda: Plat. Rep. 
P- 375 E otc0a yap mov tév yevvaiwy Kuvav, dre toiTo pice: aditav ro 760s, 
mpos pev Tovs oun bers Te Kal yy@pipuous as oidv Te mpaordrous eivat, mpos d€ tovs 

Ibid. p. 52 5 D viv kai évvod pyvb€éros Tod mepi Tovs do- 

yeopovs pabyuatos, as Kouydv eore x. t. A.: Xen. Cyr. V. 2, 18 évevdnoe 
airav: Plat. Lege. p. 646 D kai tis mepi tov oivov apa SiatpiBAs acaiTws 
Svavontéov: Id. Phd. p. g2 D pare euautod pyr addov arrodéxeoOat hé- 
yortos, as 7 ux éorw adppovia: Demosth. p. 82, 3 dmodexduevor TOY ouKO- 
daytovvtwy : Axovew Sikys, to listen to a cause; so aicbdvecbat kpavyis, Oopv- 
Bov, emiBovAns. 

Keren 
vatat Bee: ; 

dyvoras TovvayTiop ® ; 

Obs. 1. The thing heard, &c. would properly, and not unfrequently does, 
follow the verb in the accusative. Verbs of hearing, perceiving, observing, 
often take an accusative, as well of a person as of a thing: Il. x, 354 éorn 
Sodmov dxotcas: Od. x, 147 evomjy re muOoipyy: Xen. Cyr. III. 1, 4 as 
yo8eto Ta yryvdpeva (but V. 3, 20 dpre yobnpévos Tod yeyevnpevov): Thuc. 
V. 32 évOupodpevor tas <v Tuts payas Evpdopas: Isocr. p. 15 D emecdav év- 
BupnPdcr tods PdBous Kai kuvSdvous: for dxovew with gen. or acc. of person 
joined with a participle, see §.683. Hdt. I. 80 xdyndov inmos poBeerat, kat 
ovK dvéxerat ore Ti deny adtis dpcwv, ovte Thy ddpyv dodpadpevos. This 
is especially the case with the verbs of understanding, inquiring, examining, 
saying ; as, evOvpetcOat, oxoreiv, déyewv, Sndodv, which are rarely found with 

the genitive alone >. But as the Greeks loved to give a personal character 

2 But see Stallb. ad loc. 
b The double construction of these verbs 

of sense seems to depend on the following 
principles. With the Accusative (aic@d- 
vouat téd5e), the rdéde is the aicOnrdy 
(Arist. de Anima, ii. 12. 7 peyv atcOnots 
dextixdy €or TOV aicOnTav eldwv tvev Tis 
vAns.) With Genitive aic@dvoua todd_= 
aicddvoua atcinow tovde aicbnrod. (A- 
rist. de Anima, i lil. 2. 9. ExdoTn aicOnots TOU 
dmoKetuevou ais @ntov eat.) So that when 
the acc. is used the aic@nrdv is supposed 
to be received into the mind, according to 
the former view, when the gen., the afo@n- 
ots from the aic@nrdy according to the se- 
cond view. Now with verbs of hearing, 

the aic@nrév itself would seldom be con- 
ceived of as entering into the mind; or more 
properly speaking, the aic@yrdév would not 
be so received, but the Wé@os from the aic@y- 
tév. Hence the gen. is most usual: and 
when the accus. is used it is of the sound, the 
akovoTéy ; as, CE. C. 158 akotdoa kkovcua. 

With verbs of seeing, on the contrary, 
the aic@nrédv, or thing itself, its very image, 
is received into the eye, so that the ac- 
cus. is usual, and the gen. very rare, as it 
would misrepresent the real relation of 
the subject and object. The dys cannot 
be separated from the épatév—it consists 
in the éparév being received into the pupil 
of the eye. 
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to things, the genitive of the thing is not unfrequently used for the accusa- 
tive, as in several of the above examples. So Arist. Ach. 306 trav & euay 
aomovdav dkovoate, listen to, as if the omovdai were speaking ; while Ibid. 
337 €p00 Néyovtos obk HKoUcaTe. 

Obs. 2. With the verbs of seeing, when the notion is rather of receiving 
an expression from something seen, the genitive is used, and when the 
notion is merely of something seen, then the acc. 

Obs. 3. Occasionally mapa, or dé, ex, mpés are added to the genitive ; 
as, Tapa Tay Eelddtwv dkykdare (Isocr.): Eur. Rhes. 206 codov wap’ dvipds 
xpy coddv te pavOdvey ; and amd, as Thuc. 1.125 ao Garévtwv jxovray yropnv 
and in G. T. dxovew is also used with a genitive of the thing heard, as 
Mark xiv. 64 jxovcate ts BAaodnpias; and takes the prepositions dard 
(1 St. John i. 5) and wapd (Acts x. 22) before the genitive of the person. 

§. 486. Here also belong the verbs of examining about, inquiring 
about, speaking about, §c. The person or thing concerning whom 
any thing is said or asked, Sc. is sometimes considered as the source 
of the thing said or asked, whence it proceeds, and therefore, as 
being antecedent to it, takes the genitive: so kptvew, égerdlew, cimety, 

dpdtew, pdvar, Sndodv, &c.: as, 

Od. X, 174 eimé 5é por tatpds Te Kal bi€os, dy Karédectroy, 7) ere Tap KeElvoLoLY 
€uov yépas, né Tis Hy avdpav addos exec: Ibid. 493 etme dé poe Mndijos aps- 
povos el Te méenvooa: Il. p, 379 twemoOnv—Natpoxdoro Gavdvtos: Id. 640 

memvabat Avypis ayyedins : Soph. Trach. 1122 tis pytpds Feo THs evs opa- 
owy, év ois viv eoriv: Id. El. 317 tod Kaovyyytou Ti bys; 7Eovros i) peAAovTos : 
Id. Phil. 439 dvagiou pev dwrtds efeoyoopar.—ri viv kupet: Id. Ag. 1236 motov 
Kékpayas avdp0s oS tmepppova: Id. Gi. C. 365 & roid éxphaoln odpatos : 
Thuc. IV. 6 érvOovto ris Mudou katecAnpperns: Plat. Rep. p. 439 B tot to- 
Edtou ov Kaas exer héeyew, Ste aiTov dua xeEipes TO THEOV aUm@bortyTai Te Kal 
mpocédkovTat, GAN dre GAA pev 1) arwOodca xelp, érépa b€ 7 Mpooayopery : Ibid. 
p- 485 B paénpards ye dei epaow, (philosophi) 6 dv avrots Sydot ekeivos THS 
ovolas Tis del ovens: Ibid. p. 576 D evdatpovias te ad kai dOALdTHTOS @cad- 
Tos i) adds kpivets: Demosth. p. 23, 20 ef d€ tu mraicver, Tér’ axpiBds adtod 
tavr ésetacOnocetar. So perhaps we may explain, ibid. p. 19, 4 tTodtTwv 
ovxl viv 6p@ Tov Karpov Tod Aé€yew, de his dicendi nunc non video tempus op- 
portunum: so elliptically, Plat. Gorg. 509 D ri d€ toG adietv sc. Aeyets, 
which is supplied by the context; so Aiusch. Ag. 950 tovtwv pev ovTas. 

Obs. 1. The notions of examining, considering, inquiring, speaking Se. nf 
are often more accurately defined by wept before the genitive; so dkovew 
&c. in the sense of hearing about any thing takes epi, as the genitive 
alone is appropriated to the notion of Aearing. 

Obs. 2. So the attributive genitive ; as, Od. a, 409 dyyedins marpos péper 
oixopévoro, —Aayychia THs Xiou Thuc., de Chio: Xen. M. S. II. 7, 3 rév tod 
kuvds Mbyov.— epatyais Tivos Plat., like questio animorum Cic. Tuse. I. 23. 

With verbs of touch, again; the thing  ats@nots. (4 dt THs aicOjcews evepyea Kal 
touched is not received into the mind, but od aig@nTod 7 adTh.) 
an afo@yars from it conveys the image of it . Verbs of taste.—The thing tasted, ai- 
to the mind, Hence the gen. is more usual. | o@nTdv, is considered as conveying a taste 
If the acc. is used, the thing touched or to the sense, rather than being itself re- 
aig@ntév is conceived as implied in the ceived into it: hence the genitive. 

Gr. Gr. vou. ul. ve 
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(generally mepl) : emeiparnow Tov xpnopov Hdt. 1X. 44: Plat. Theet. p. 164 
D 6 pios 6 tis emoripys Kal aicdijcews. 

§. 487. 1. Whether the genitive with the verbs in the two last para- 
graphs expresses the person or the thing, as dxovo Zwxpdrovs, or dkove 
Oopufov, the principle of the construction is the same; when the thing 
heard is alone expressed, it is generally by a fiction of speech considered 
as the source whence the hearing, &c. proceeds ; but when the person is 
likewise expressed, this fiction is no longer practicable, as the real source 
is expressly stated, and then the thing eaca: &c. is in the accusative, 

and the source whence it proceeds in the genitive: Od. p, 389 tatta— 
Kaduods jxouva: Xen. Cyr. II]. 1, 1 6 Appéwos, as rxovce Tov dyyéhou TA 
mapa tov Kvpov, e&enAdyn, as in Latin audire aliquid ex aliquo: Eur. Rhes. 

129 pabdrres €xOpav pnxavas KatacKdtou Bovhevodpeba. So ouvrevar Twos 

Ti, as éros—dora Oeas, G.T. Acts 1. 4 Hy jxovoare pod. 

2. All these verbs are, properly speaking, intransitive; the subject 
being represented, not as acting upon, but as acted upon and receiving 
ssomething from another. The construction with the genitive is most in 

' farmony with their own force and the genius of the language ; but they 
very frequently take an accusative in a transitive force, as if the remote ob- 
ject were affected by the action, especially verbs of seeing (see §. 5&3. 65.), 
which, except in poetry, rarely have a genitive, as in Xen. M.S. 1.1, 10 

ovdels O€ mamore Lwxpdtous ovdey doeBes ovde avdcioy cre WPATTOVTOS EldeEV, 
ote Néyovros Kovoev. 

3. The verbs of hearing take the genitive in the sense of ‘ obey,” as well 
as other verbs of obeying which are more usually joined with the dative ; 
the person who is obeyed being considered as the source whence the obli- 
gation is derived ; as, dxovew, bmakovew, kaTaKkovew, dvyykouotew and vykou- 
ote. k\Uew Poetic, meieoOar seldom, dmeWetv. So the adjectives xathKoos, 

bmjKoos rarely with a dative: Il. 0, 199 ot Eev Gtpvovros GKovgovTaL Kal 
avaykn : Ibid. 236 0t8 dpa matpds avykovotnoev ’ArdANwv : cf. 7, 676. Od. 
7, 11 Panxecow dvaoce, Ve0b S as Sjpos Gkovew [dxovew tit, to listen to, 

Il. +, 515. an unusual construction with the dativuas commodi instead of a 

genitive]: Atsch. Prom.40 dvyKouotetv dé Tov raTpds Adywv oidy Te Ts: Soph. 
Elect. 340 t@v Kpatouytwy cori mavr akovotéa: Kur. Or. 436 otroi pw tBpi- 
ovo’, Gv modus Taviv KdUev (quibus obedit). Prose: Hdt. III. 61 Zpépd.os 
Tov Kupov dkouotéa (€oTi)—add’ od KapBucew: Ibid. 62 mpoayopever piv 
Zp.Epdios Bacthijos dxovew: Ibid. 101 Aapelou Baoiyos ovdapa bij kougay : 
Id. I. 126 viv dy endo mrevOdpevor yiverOe edevOepor®: Id. VI. 12 pr merdds- 
pea adtod: Thuc. VII. 73 ody aeideoOar: Id. II. 62 ddAdov StraKodew : 
Xen. Cyr. IV. 5, 19 was xpy Kadodvtos ameOetv: Demosth. p. 15. extr. 
katakovew tids. Adjective: Plat. Rep. p. 440 D baykdous trav dpxdvrer. 

Obs. In imnjxods twos the state of the subject is rather the prominent 
notion ; in dr7Kods tt the benefit enjoyed by the master. 

§. 488. Verbs which express the notion of grief, sympathy, &c. 
take a genitive of those objects, the antecedent conception of which, 
as being that whence the feeling arises, is imphed in the notion of 
grief ; as, ddyetv, oixtelpery, ho eae ddhopupeoOar, Ke. : 

Od. 5, 104 d8vpecOar twos: Od. f, 250 ore ydpou roocotroy dupopat : 

a Schweigh. ad loc, 
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Il. x, 169 ddopupedat "Extopos: Od. 7, 17 “Apyetwv édoptpeat: Alsch. Ag. 
571 ddyetv TUS Tadrrykdrov : Soph. Elect. 1075 rov dei (sc. ordvov or xpdvov) 
mTatpos orevdxyovoa: Eur. Hec. 1256 moidds od« ddyetv doxeis: Thue. Il. 65 
Gv éxaoros HAyer: (So oréva and oikreipw with acc. of object in a transitive 
force: Xen. Cyr. V. 4, 32 6 Kipos dxovoas, To6 péev waGous @kTeLpev airdv : 

Eur. Hipp. 1409 otévw oé padXov, 7) pe, TAS Gpaptias) : so Demosth. 194, 23 
ovyxaipw Toy yeyevnpevwv ; (usually the notions of pleasure, joy, &c. take an 
instrumental dative;) Xen. Cyr. V. 2, 7 ryv Ovyarépa, TevOixGs Exougay Tod 
GSeNhoG reOvynkdros, ekdywr tade cirev. So Soph. CH. R. 234 Setaas pidov, 
Jor his friend: G.T. St. Matt. xvill. 27 omwdayxvioGels rod Soddou. Analo- 
gous to this is the construction, Soph. Phil. 715 maéparos Ao9n, and the at- 
tributive genitive, HSovat téxvwv &c.; the genitive expressing the cause 
whence the pleasure arises. 

Obs. 1. So the attributive genitive (§. 464.) : Gdyos Eraipwy (de anicis), 
axos twos Il. &, 458. 1, 581. x, 428: Id. 0, 26 ddvvn “Hpakdfos: Soph. 

Phil. 965 otkros—rovS dvipds: Id. Gh. C. 730 ddBos éwercdéou. 

Obs. 2. Mepi is sometimes added: Od. ¢, 249 7 poe dyos wept T adtob 
kal mept Tavrav, 

Obs. 3. Most of these genitives of the cause or aim of the verbal notion 
were formerly explained by a supposed ellipse of évexa or xdpuv. 

§. 489. Adjectives also which express the notion of misery, 
especially in exclamations?: as, 

Eur. Hipp. 366 & tdéd\awa trav 8 ddyéav! bid. 564 & tAdpov dpevaior ! 
Ibid. 570 & 8uoTdhawa Trav euav TraInpatov! Id. Or. 1029 & pédeos HBys 
ons, Opéora, kal wérpnov Oavdrov r dopov! Id. Med. 1028 6 8uctdhawa ris 
euns av0adias! Id. Hec. 661 @ tddawa os Kaxoykoooou Bofs! Ibid. 783 
@ oxeTAia od Tov dperpnrav movev! Id. Androm. 1179 @ oyéthuos Tabgwy 
eyo! Id. Ion. 260 rAnpev ob tédpys. So likewise interjections, either 
with or without adjectival or verbal expressions of feeling: Soph. CE. C. 
149 @, @, dddov dupdtwv: Id. 598 ped rod EvvaddAdcoorros GpviOos: Eur. Or. 
412 oipor Siwypav, ois eAavvopa tadas! Id. Herc. 899 aiat naxdv! Ibid. 
1374 oipor Sduaptos Kal Téxvar, otnor 8’ euov! Id. Hipp. 1454 8 pot dpevds 
ans evocBovs te xayabys! Xen. Cyr. III. 1, 39 ged tod dvSpés! Plat. Rep. 
p- 509 C “AmodXov, Saovias bmepBodys! Even when the interjection is 
omitted: Theocr. XV. 75 xpnoT® Kakrippovos avSpés! Eur. Med. 1051 adda 

THS Eis KaKys, TO Kal mpoéoOa (scil. eué) padOaxods Adyous Ppevi! (unless 
this be an expression of wonder, see §. 495. fin.) Xen. Cyr. II. 2, 3 tis 
TUXNS, TO ewe vov KAnOévta Sedpo TvyXEIVv. 

Obs. 1. This idiom belongs to the Attic era. The article is generally 
prefixed to this gen. in a demonstrative force, pointing out the presence of 
the misfortune, &c. 

Obs. 2. The verbs expressing sorrow for and sympathy with, frequently 
take an acc. in the transitive sense of lamenting, pitying; the person or 
thing lamented, &c. being considered rather as the object or patient than 
the cause or source of the sorrow, &c. Hence such verbs have a passive 
voice: Plat. Apol. p. 34 C iva edenbein, that he might be pitied. 

Obs. 3. We find the constructions apo. tav kaka, alas for the woes, and 
oipot TA kaka, I lament (supplied from oiyor) these evils: (so Aasch. Ag. 

a Elm. Med. 996. 
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1146 i, id (=Opod) Aryelas pdpov anddvos,) and oiwor éyo Serdky, with an 

ellipse of eiue. . 

§. 490. So other verbs expressive of strong mental feeling 
take a gen. of the antecedent notion of that thing or person which 
provoked those feelings. So verbs of anger and annoyance, &c. ; 

as, 

xorodaOar, xdeoOar, pnview, Oupodc8ar, KoTetv, dxSec8ar, xaderraiver, &c.: 
IL. v, 660 tod S€ Mdpis pada Oupov drroxrapevoro YohdOy : Il. €, 266 “HpakAjos 
mepixdcato, madds éoio: Il. 7, 320 Mdpis—Avtidsx@ endpovee, KaovyynToto 
xohwdels: I]. 7, 546 Aavady Kexohwpévor: v. 553 xwopevos Zapmnddvos: Il. 
a, 429 xwopevos Kata Ovpdv eV favoo yuvatkds : Od. a, 69 Moaedawrv—Kixro- 

mos Kexddwtar, dv dpOadpod dddwoev: I]. €, 178 iepov pyvioas: Thue. II. 43 
Povygavtes Tis ov BeBaiov Soxyjcews. So Plat. Rep. 501 E dyptavotcr Xe- 
yovrev ipav: Soph. Ant. 1177 warpt pyvicas dévov: Eur. Or. 750 tows oon 
Ovyarpos Oupotpevos: Id. Alc. 5 of 5) xohwOeis. 

Obs. 1. Mepi is added sometimes to this gen., and also ék: Il. v. 566 e& 
dpé@y pntpos Kexohwpevos. 

Obs. 2. So in the attributive gen.: xddos, kéros Tus, de aliquo. 

§. 491. 1. So verbs expressing the reception of benefit, or advan- 
tage, or enjoyment, stand with the genitive only of that whence the 

benefit is received : dvivacGa, dmodadew, eraupéoar, dmaupav ». 

So Eur. Hee. 997 dvaipny Tob mapdvtos, may I be benefited from: Id. Alc. 
335 cod yap ovk dvypeba: Hdt. VIL. 180 raya & ay re Kai Tob 6vépartos érad- 
potro: Xen. M.S. VI. 3, 11 dwodatew mdévtwv tdv dyaGv. So verbs of 
receiving, which take an acc. of the thing received. 

2. So verbs expressing states of prosperity or adversity take a 
genitive of that whence the state arises: Soph. Electr. 653 ednpe- 
potcay TEKvwy, 

Obs. 1. Sometimes pépos is joined with aodavew Isocr. 203 B; some- 
times xdpw Soph. i. C. 1042. 

Obs. 2. The prepositions dwé and ék are sometimes joined with these 
verbs; as, Plat. Rep. 395 amodavew dd THs pipyoews: Id. Lys. 210 B 
ovnsopeba yap am abtave: always with apedeicba; xaprovoda always has 
the ace. 

§. 492. We frequently find an infin. with the article in the gen. 
used to express 

1. The cause: Thue. V. 72 xaramarndeévras Tob ph o0Avar Thy eyKa- 

Tan, in consequence of not. 

@ Monk Ale. 5. diate taking, the acc. case followed ; on the 
b Butt. Lexil. V. aravpav. 11.—* With other hand, if rather the consequences or 

regard to the case which it governs, the fruits of any thing were to be enjoyed or 
difference originally was this, that when derived, the genitive; or, when the con- 
the relation of the object to the verb was struction was complete, (?) aad with geni- 
immediate, i.e. supposed to be an imme- _ tive.” ¢ Ast Lex. Plat. ad voc. 
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2. The final cause’: 

Thue. I. 4 Mivas 16 Anorixov KaOnper ek THs Oardcons Too Tas mpoaddous 
paddov iévar adta : Id. V. 27 row pr karapaveis yiyvesba: Plato Gorg. 457 
E ov mpos 16 mpaypa Gakovetxotvra héeyew TOO Katadaves yeverOar: Xen. Cyr. 
I. 6, 40 Tod pi Siaedyew rv Adyov—oxérous kaiorns. So often in New 
rsa ye as St. Mark iv. 3 efi Oev 6 onetpwv Tob omretipar. Cf. St. Luke 
77: Acts xxvi. 18 dvoigat rovs dpOddpovs Tod émuotpépar: Rom. vi. 6 

Tod pyKéte Soudevew 7H Guapria: so Acts xxi, 12 mapakudovpey—trov pu) ava- 
Baivew : the genitive expresses the aim of the mapd«Anoes viewed as the final 
cause ther eof : so Acts xv. 20 dmogreidat aitois ToU GmréxecPar: see Luke 
iv. ro. And also frequently in the LXX>. So in Latin: Ces. Bell. Gall. 
IV. Naves dejiciendi operis misse: Livy IX. 9 vilia hee capita luende spon- 
stonts feramus. 

3. The result viewed as the cause: Thue. II. 4 €umetpous éxovtes 
Tovs SidKovTas TOO ph exhedyew Gute dueOelpovto woAXot, so that they 

did not escape. So Thue. VU. 21 £dverebe 6 “Eppoxparns ob x ijxtora 

00 Tais vavol pi dbupetv, so that they did not despair. This is found 

in the New Testament, and deserves particular notice, as the inter- 
pretation of several passages depends on it: Acts xvil. I @s éxpiOn 
tod amore, result of the decision: Rom. vii. 2 éAevdépa éoriv amo 

TOD Vopov TOO pH ctvar adTiy jorxadtoa, so that she is not. Cf. xi. 8: 

Acts vil. 19 éxdkwoe Tovs Tarépas HuGv, Tod woretv ExOeTa TA pen : 

so Acts ill. 12 memoinxdot Tod wepumatety aditév: Matt. xxi. 32 ov pere- 

MeANOnTE—T05 TuoTedoar, 

Obs. These constructions of rod with the inf. are very frequent in LXX. 
and in later Greek¢. 

§. 493. 1. So also the notions of being acquainted with, being 
skilled in, experienced in, gaining experience in, and the contrary, 

take a gen. of the thing in which the person is skilled or experienced, 
as being that from energising wherein the skill or experience pro- 
ceeds, and therefore antecedently necessary to the conception of 
these notions. We cannot form a notion of experience without an 
antecedent notion of the things with which it has to do: éuetpos, 
Gmeipos, emioTHpwv, emotdpevos, dvemiaTypoy (rarely odds, eid€var, cuver- 

Seva), tpiBwv, cuvyyvdpwv, ddars, aidpis, dmaldeutos, isuiTas, also idiw- 

tevew (Plat. Protag. p. 327 A) &c., meipdicbar, SiamepicOar, dromerpa- 

o0ar, memeipapevoy eivar (also we.pav Hdt.), dwelpws, Eévws exew: as, 
m” y , mY a a = , , > Eumeipos or émothpov eiul ris texyvns: Hdt. Il. 49 tis Quotas tairns ovx 

—éd8ahs aX eprerpos. — Od. a, 177 émlotpopos avéparav. —’AtratSevtos 

apetns, povouxns Xen. Cyr. VI. 1, 37 cuyyvépwv tov dvéperivey Tpaypdatov : 
Il. p, 229 ds cada Oupe eidein trepdwv: Lycurg. Leocr. p. 159 mavtwy ouver- 
Sévar: Aisch. Suppl. 453 OdAw 8 aidpis padrov i gopds Kak@v civae (like 

* codds twos Plat. Soph. p. 230 A). —TpiBur dvi immexijs Arist. Vesp.1429: Eur. 
Hec. 687 dptipabis kaxdv. *Ameipws exew tivds Tsocr. 86 A: Plat. Apol. p. 

8 Valckn. Hipp. 48. b Winer. Gr. Gr. p. 269. Piers. Meer. 426. 
© Winer. I. 292. 
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17 D &€vws exw ris evOdde Aéfews : Il. 7, 811 SiSacKdpevos Tohéuovo —Neipa- 
o8ai tuvos Il. , 390: Hat. HL. 119 dromeipicOar yrouns: Ibid. 134 tis 
“EMAd80s drromerpac8ar: Id. VI. 86, 3 meipnOfva rod Gcov: Ibid. 128 Srerrer- 
pato atréwy tis dé dvdpayaQins kai tis opyns Kai maedards Te Kal TpdtroU. 

2. So the notions of being famous for, glorious in; as, Thue. 
VIL. 69 Gv émoavets ijcav of mpdyovor. 

Obs. In the verbs of knowing, the things known are viewed as that in 
the mental possession of which the verbal state consists, rather than that 
whence the knowledge proceeds: hence these verbs generally have the 
accusative.—See §. 551. 2. 

§. 494. Connected with this notion of skill are the notions of 
capability of, power of, fitness for, talent for, the notion of capacity, 

&c. arising from an antecedent notion of the thing, from the peculiar 
nature of which the notion of capacity for it is formed ; hence the 
genitive is used with verbal adj. in uds, and others in which the 

notion of any capacity is implied; as, 

Xen. M.S. III. 1, 6 kat yap mapackevaotikdy tav eis Tov moAepov Tov OTpa- 
Tnyoy eivat xpi) Kal TOpLOTLXOV Tov eTiTHDSElwy Tois oTpatioras: Plat. Huthyph. 
p. 3 C Si8ackadixds ris atrov godias. So Hdt. 1. 107 mapbévos dvdpds 
apain: Id. 1.196 ydpou ®pain: Ibid. VI. 122 (@vyarepes) eyevovro ydpou 
@patat: Plat. Legg. p.643 D té\evos tis rod mpdyparos dperas, perfectly 
versed in. Also verbal adj. which express a transitive action: Hdt. II.174 
ipol dues GvOpdTwv ovdads SyAHpoves, capable of injuring: Soph. Ck. T. 
1437 Ovnrav—pydevds mpooHyopos. 

§. 495. The verbs of wondering at, congratulating, praising, 
blaming, &c. take a genitive of the cause whence the feeling arises ; 
and the construction here is twofold: when the quality or action 
which excites the feeling is distinctly stated, it is in the genitive, 

and the person who is the patient or object of the feeling in the 
accusative; as, (nA@ oe ths edtvylas, THs arotas: but where the 

quality is not stated, but is only implied, and represented as being 
joined to or residing in the person, so that a consideration of the 
person. himself exercising the quality excites the feeling; as, dav- 
palo aot héyovtos, or Oavud{w cod & A€yers, the person is generally 

put in the genitive, and the patient or object of the feeling is sup- 
plied from the genitive by the mind: so dyacOa, Oaupdley, {ndodv, 

eddarpovitew, émawveiv, peupeoOar (Tid Tos, acc. pers., gen. rel). "Aya- 

pat oe THs dvdpelas—Oaupdlw oe Tis sopias.—ZnhO we TOD TAoUTOU.— 

EddatpoviLw oe rH dyaldv.—AivO oe THs TpoPuptias: sO, 

Plat. Rep. p. 426 D rods Aedovras Oepareverv Tas Tovadtas nddets Kal mpobv- 
povpevous ovk Gyacat THs avBpetas re Kal edyepeias: Hdt. VI. 76 dyacOau pev” 
py Tod Epacivou ob mpodiddvt0s rots mwodujras: Thuc. 1. 84 7rd Bpadd kai 
pedXov, & pephovTar wddiora Hpav, py) aicxvverGe : Kur. Hec. g62 péuder ris 
éuns a@mougias: Il. B, 225 téo 8 avr’ éwyreupeat: so Asch. Pers. 692 

aa (ee 

—~ pe 
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Gpepatos xpovou: Thuc. Il. 38 Saupdto tov mpobévrwy: Asch. Theb. 651 
knpukeupdtoyv peuper : Soph. Electr. 1027 €ndh@ ce tod vod: Xen. Cyr. IIL. 
1, 15 ef pev Gyacat TOO TaTpds, 7) doa BeBovAcvTa, 7} dva Térpaxe, TavY cor 
cupBovdreva rodrov pupetoGar: Id. Ages. Il. 7 rad’ abtot dyapar, 6r1—zape- 
oxevacaro (see Obs.2.): Ibid. VIIL. 4 ey ody kai rodro émawed “Aynouddou, 
TO mpos TO apeoxew Tots "EAAnow wmepidety tHv Baoiews Eeviav: Plat. Rep. 
p- 367 D todr aird éraivecov Sixavocdvys : Ibid. p. 383 A woddd dpa “Ophpou 
émawvouvtes Xa TovTO ovk emaweobueba: Kur. Iph. A. 28 ot« adyapoar tatr 
GvSpos dpotdos: Plat. Rep. p. 376 A kali rodro—ev trois kvol Karower, 6 Kal 
d&iov Oaupdoar tod Oypiov®: Id. Men. p.g5 C kai Popyiou pad\wora—raira 
@yopor: Thuc. VI. 36 Caupalo tis Tokpys: Plat. Theet. p. 161 B 6 @au- 
paleo rod éraipou cov Upwraydpov: Id. Protag. p. 329 C 6 & €batpacd cou 
héyovtos : Demosth. Oavpdto tav eiwOdtav AéyerOa: Plat. Crit. p. 43 B 
a@\\a Kat cov maar Caupdto, aicOavépevos as dems Kabevders. After this 

analogy we find the transitive verb évedife: Hdt. I. 90 tovtTwy dvedioa. 
So in Hdt. 1V. 86 xai tiv ’Acinv tH Evporyn tovedvtwv tonv—tovedvtwy seems 
to depend on a notion of wonder or blame implied in the preceding sentence. 
So also adjectives which express or imply surprise: Plat. Pheed. p. 58 E 
eWdaipwv yap pot 6 avip édaivero Kai Tod Tpdtrou Kal TOV Adywv, os ddeds Kal 
yevvaiws eredevra. So we must read in Xen. Anab. IT. 3, 15 Saupdorat roo 
kdAdous kal peyeBous. And interjections or exclamations ; as, eddatpwv pot- 
pas! & oyxetNia Tédpys! Plat. Euthyd. 303 C °Q paxdpicr ope ris Oavpa- 
otis picews: Aristoph. Av. 61 “AmohNov atrotpémae Tod xaoprpatos! Id. 
Nub. 22 tod 8d8exa pais Macia: Eur. Alc. 832 dada cou! 76 py ppaoa, 
where the notion of wonder is conveyed by the form of expression. So 

Plat. Euthyd. 303 A aummaé “Hpdkdets, kadod Adyou. So Eur. Med. 1051 
adda THs euns KaKyS! TO Kal mpoécOar paddkous Adyous Ppevi. See §. 482. 

Obs. 1. Here also we find wept; as, dvedifew mepi rivos. 

Obs. 2. There are two ways whereby the quality whence the feeling 
arises may be joined to the person who is properly the immediate object 
or patient thereof: 1. by a participle in the genitive; as, davydfw 
goU éyovtos: 2. by an explanatory sentence, which gives the cause, 
either simply or by narrating the circumstances which precede the feeling ; 
as, Aisch. Ag. 1399 @avpdfopev god, ykdocay as Opactotopes: Ibid. 1200 
Oavpdte dé cou mévtov repay Tpadetcav GAAOpouv TdALW TUXELY Aéyoutay GoTeEp 
ei mapeotatets: Id. Alc. 832 cod 15 ph dpdoar: Plat. Hipp. Maj. 27 dyapa 
gov oT &c.: Id. Crit. 100 adda cai cod radar Oavpage aicbavdpevos as HS€ws 

kaQevders : Id. Legg. 190 “PadapdvOvos—yacda Sidr &c.: Hdt. V. 92, 6 
Oavpagew abrob, Tap otdv piv avdpa dmoméepese. 

Obs. 3. The person is not always put in the genitive ier the ex- 
planatory sentence is used, as Atsch. P. V. 330 (yA@ oO dOovver’ Exrds airias 
kupeis: nor yet with the acc., Kur. Orest. 1674 (r@ b€ oe Oedy KaTouKn- 
cacav dAB.ov Sdpov. (Obs. 2. 1.) 

Obs. 4. It is but seldom that we find a genitive of the person and also 
of the thing, with verbs of admiration, as in Demosth. p. 296 dydoairo tév 
dvSpGv éxeivwv Tihs dpetis, both being considered, at different moments of 
the thought, as the cause of the feeling. Things are generally rather 
regarded ‘ as the objects of the action or feeling than as the causes of it, 
and therefore are generally i in the acc.: Thuc. V. 105 paxapioavres bpov 
TO GtreipdKakov ov Lydodpev Td ddpov : ea Cyr. IV. 2, 28 ray b€ rodepiov, 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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eet chaos eyevero, oi pev eBatpatov Ta dpdmeva, of d€ eyityywoxov 75n. So 

dyaoQar, éraweiv, Weyew, peudecOai 7. Sometimes an accusative of the 
person alone ; as, émawety, Wéyew, peppeoOal twa: &yaoPa, Lydodv, Oaupd- 
few twa. So also to wonder at a person, not at any particular quality in 
him: Od. ¢, 168 as ge, yivar, &yapat re réOnra tre: Hur. Ion 263 as oe 
Oaupdto yivac: Xen. M.S. II. 1,19 was odk oleoOat xpi Tovrovs Kal mroveiv 
noews eis Ta ToLadTa, kai (yy evppawvoupevous, GyapEevous fev EavTovs, EmaLvou- 

pevous O€ Kai (nrovpévovs imdb Tov Gov; Id. Gicon. XXI, 10 eyo pev adtoyv 
ovk av dyaipynv. Double acc.: Xen. Ages. X.1 ey pev ody ra Tovatta 
emaw® Aynoidaov: Soph. Aj. 552 Tovro (ydodv ae. (See Double Acc.) 

§. 496. Verbs which express the notion of caring for, thinking 

much of, or the contraries, which necessarily imply an antecedent 
notion of the cause (person or thing) whence the care arises; as, 
emsedeoOar Or emprehetoOar, ppovtiLew, KySec0ar, mpovoetv, mpoopavy, pedeu, 

peTapeder, dpedety, dAvywpety, Katappovety, heidecOar, puddtrecOar, Svevda- 

BetoOor, and the poetic éumdbeoOar, GecOar, dhéyew, ddeyilew, Thwedetv, 

&e.: 

Od. 1, 275 ov yap Kukdwmes Atos alyidyou &héyouow, ovd€ Gedy paxdpoy: Il. 
a, 181 océGev S eyo otk adeyilw, odS Bopat Koréovtos: Od. a, 271 epnav 
eutrateo pu0wy : Od. a, 415 ovre Qeompotins ewmdtopar: Il. a, 393 meptioxeo 
maidos enos: Hdt. IL]. 151 emodwdpkee (BaBvdwviovs) ppovtitovtas ovdév tis 
todopkins: Demosth. p. 41, 8 otdev ppovtifew av expyv: Plat. Gorg. 512 
ovdey frrov adto Katappoveis. So mapaxpycac8a (to think little of), tav 
paxiwev Alyurriov Hdt. 11.141. (But with acc. Id. I. ro8. VIII. 20:) 
Ibid. 1. 120 jpiv tis ons apxis mpoomtéoy; Id. II]. 159 rov ottou mpoopéy, cf. 
IJ. r21: Thuc. IV. 11 guddcoeoOat ray vedv: Xen. Cyr. I. 2, 2 of Mepoav 
vopor (tpxovrar) Tov KoLvod G&yaoU émupseNoUpevor.—Meet poi twos: Id. V. 1, 
10 TwSpta—reipdoopar Tovey pymore pETAPEAHTOL THS mpds eve 6d00: Id. Hell. 
VII. 3, 6 brepiSdvtas ris TéAcws. In Hat. I. 24 and Thuc. VIII. 102 dvakds 

éxew tuvds for empedciubac: Theocr. I. 53 peherar d€ of ovre Te THPAS, ovTeE 
gutav: Plat. Lege. p: 843 E S:eudaBetoOat tivos: Il. A, 840 adn’ ods bs 
Tep GELO pEOHOW Te.popevoco, So petaotpepew in which the notion of caring 
for is implied; Eur. Alc. 1224 otSé vavkdAnpov xepds peTactpepoucar (see 
also §. 507.). So évrpéwew Plat. Crit. 52: otre tpav tov véuov evtpémer: 
Soph. Aj. 1117 rod d€ cod ohou ovk dy otpadeinv. So éemotpépecOar Id. 
Phil. 5992. So xuwdvvevew twos: Demosth. p- 835; 69 «i ato Ootro— rep 

TovT@oY THS eMwBeNlas Tov avrov vidy eve KivduvedovTa, Where the gen. alone 
is used, instead of the more usual construction with wep, apparently in 
consequence of the preceding tizép, as shortly before we find epi dripias 
xwduvevorvras: Demosth. p.g6. §. 27 tis matptdos Kydec8ar. Medetav also, 
in the sense of ¢o care for, has a gen. in Hesiod: "Epy. 316 pedetas Biou 
and 443 €pyou peAet@v: but in its usual sense of to practise, it always has 
an acc. So évOupetc@ar in the sense of take into consideration ; while in 
the sense of reflect upon it has the acc.: Xen. Mem. III. 6,17 évOupod dé 
Tay eiddTw@y Gri Te AEyovat, Kal 6 TL TOLOVTL: MpoonKer TOU TumpEepovTos evOupet- 
a8a: (Isocr.). The difference between the gen. and acc. may be illus- 
trated by Thuc. V. 32 evOupodpevor tds Te ev prdxats oupopds, Kal Tov Ocod 
xpneartos. 

Obs. 1. Many of these verbs take an accusative of the immediate object 
a Ellendt ad voc. 

} 
; 
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rather than a genitive of the antecedent cause; as, Od. £, 268 ev6a de vnav 
dtAa pertawdov adéyouow.—dporticew, do think on, Hdt. VII. 8, (6: émpe- 

NeioOat Plat. Legg. p. 752 D: xySec8u Soph. El. 1059: dpedety Kur. Lon 
439: Tapapedety Xen. Cyr. I. 6, 14 tapnpedynxdta—ra tov Oeav*: Plat. 
Pheed. p. 98 D épednous tas os ddyOas aitlas: katappovéiy Thuc. and Hdt. ; 
guddrrecPar generally. 

Obs. 2. MéXeur sometimes in poetry has the thing cared for as the subject 
in the nominative: Il. x, 481 pedqoouow 8 eyoi immor: Od. a, 358 pidos 8 

dvSpeoor pedyjoer maor, pddiora 8 eyoi: Od. a, 159 Tovtovow pev radra péheu, 
«Oapis kai dowdy: Eur. Hipp. 104 a@ddovsw ados Oedv re KadvOpoTrov peéheu. 
So perapéder poi 7s Hdt. VI. 63 to “Aptotwve 7 cipnuévov petepede. Rarely 
pedecOar: Od. x, 505 pyre toe Hyepdvos ye moO) mapa vt pedeodw: Kur, 
Phoen. 758 yapous—ooi xpy pédeoPar: Id. Hipp. 60 “Aprepi a peddpecOa. 

Obs. 3. These verbs are sometimes further defined by the prepositions 
mept and bwep. So in Attic prose: empedeioOae wept twos, ppovtifew sept 

Tivos, 

Obs. 4. The attributive genitive: povtis trav maid@v—xyndds twos: Hat. 
I. 4 pndepiny Spnv exe twos: Id. TL. 155 (ris orpariijs) ovdepin eorar dpy 
Garo\hupévns.—emuyscAeca T@v Todewikav Epywv: Od. 0, 8 pededjpara matpds. 
So aides, mpdvowa, mpopnfeca cod : (with wept: Demosth. p.110, 2 ovdepiay 
mepl TOV PEANSVTwY mpdvoray Exovow. So. ’Empédera, Hpdvtis mepi twos.) So 
adjectives ; as, émpedns tos: Soph. Ai, C. 116 nvAdBera roy Tovoupevwr. 

§. 497. Verbs of pouring libations or drinking in honour of any 

person ; an antecedent conception of the person being that whence 
the action of the verb arises: Arist. Equit. 106 ozovdiv AaBe dy, Kal 
ometowy aya00d Aaipovos, in Deemonis honorem. So émixetcdal twos: 

Theoer. Il. 151 arap récov aiév “Epwros axpdtw émexeito, merum sibi 
infundi jussit in Amoris honorem: Id. XIV. 18 eo€ émyetoOar 

akparov twos 70eX’ €xaoros: Callimach. Epigr. XX XI. éyxer kal 

madw eiwé, Avoxdéos: Meleagr. Ep. XCVIII. éyxer cai madw eizé, 

madw, TAL, “Adoddpas. So Horace: Od. III. 19, 9 Da Lune 

propere nove, Da noctis medic, da puer Auguris Murene. 

§. 498. Verbs which signify a desire or longing for take a gen. 
of that whence the desire arises, it being impossible to desire any 
thing without an antecedent notion of it; as, émMupetv, épav, Epac8a, 

éparitew poet., tpetpew, ipetperOor, AvAalecOar poet., EMSecOar poet., 

Trobetyv—Supiqv, mewqv: so also desiderative verbs in eiw: Il. p, 660 

(A€wv) kpeov éparigev: Il. 1, 64 wodA€uov pata emdnulov: Od. a, 315 
ArralecOar ddoi0: Ll. w, 122 edBdpevar wedfo10: Soph. Aj. 50 yxetpa 

papacay pdvou: Arist. Pax 497 of xitravres THs eipfyys: Plat. Rep. 

p- 403 A 6 € dpbds pws méduKxe Kooptou Te Kal Kado cwPpdvus TE Kal 
povotkds épav: Ibid. p. 438 A ovfels wotod émOupet, GAAG xpnorod 

MOTOV, Kat ov citov, GAAG xpynoTod oitov' TavTEs yap Apa Tév ayabdv 

émBupotow: Id. Symp. p.181 B ot fatAo: tov avOpdmav—rov copd- 

@ Bornemann ad loc. 

Gr. Gr. vou. 11. Z 
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Twv padAov 7) TOV Wuxov—éepoow : Ibid. p. 186 B ro dvdpowov dvopotwy 
> a PRS a , / A n 7 x émdupet kal épa: Hdt. V. 20 xpyoas rovrewv. So mewyv tov citwv, 

TGV TOTGY, Tod énaivov: Odyss. v, 137 olrov mewewevar: Il. £, 37 

Sipelovres GUTAS Kal moAguovo. So in Arist. Lys. 221 émdpeo8ai rivos, 

aliquid vehementer concupiscere. Later writers: kvifeodar, kalecdar, 
Gioxe0at twos: Theocr. IV. 59 tivav trav kvdvoppyv épwrlda, tas 

Tok éxvioOy ; 

Obs. 1. So also the attributive genitive: emOupla, épws, 7600s Tov Kahov 
Hdt. And also adjectives: Hdt. VII. 6 vewrépav epyov émbupytis. 

Obs. 2. These verbs sometimes take an equivalent accusative of. that 
whereon the desire, &c. for the time rested. So ipetpew—rofety: i.e. 
requesting known requests: Od. 1, 452 7 vty avaxros épPadpov mobées : Il. 
A, 161 immor—vidxous ToPdovtes aduvpovas: Od. a, 343 Toinv yap Kearny 
mobéw : Hdt. III. 36 émd@yod re 51) 6 KapBions tov Kpotoov (emufnreiv) : Plat. 

Rep. p. 329 A édopipovra—, ras év TH vedrnte HSovas moOodvres.—EhdeaOa : 
Od. a, 409 7) édv airod xpetos eehddmevos TdS (huc) ixdver; Il. €, 481 xrnpara 
TOAAG, TAT EdOeTae ds K emidevns : Soph. Ak. T. 50 ipetpovres ywwra: or the 
elliptic acc. .detv, dyamdv, orépyew always have the accusative; the 
object being considered not as the cause, but as the object of the feeling ; 
this latter notion being for the time more immediately present to the mind 
of the speaker. The object in the accusative is represented as dwelt upon 
by the feelings, in the genitive as awakening it. 

if. 

§. 499. Verbs which take their object in the accusative or dative, 
but to which the cause is usually or frequently attached in the 
genitive. 

Verbs of grudging, &c. have a genitive of that from the ante- 
cedent perception of which the feeling proceeds: 8ovetv, peyatpew 

(rit rwvos, dat. pers., genit. rei): 0ovety tue Tis copias: Thue. I. 75 

emipOdvas StaxetcOat apxis Tois “EAAnot: Asch. Prom. 626 od peyaipw 

Todde ToL Swpnpatos: Kur. Hec. 238 tod xpdvou yap od Bova. 

Obs. 1. So in the attributive genitive POdvos rivds. 

Obs. 2. This causal genitive is still more widely used in the attributive 
construction, being joined with many substantives, the verbs correspond- 
ing to which though properly expressing an intransitive feeling arising 
from some person or thing, yet are used in a transitive force and take an 
object in the accusative or dative, the object being considered rather as 
the patient, than the cause of the action or the feeling expressed by the 
verb, while the substantive expresses not the action but the state of feel- 
ing: @o6Bou twodepiav, metus ab aliquo (but PoBeicOai twa): Eur. Or. 432 
ro Tpoias pioos: Id. Troad. 372 ASovds téxvwv, pleasure in the children: 
didlo TiWds. 

§. 500. Verbs of requital, revenge, &c. take a genitive of that 
whence the desire of requital or revenge arises: ticac@at, Typwpetobor 
(ry.wpetv trag.) Tuvd Tivos (accus. pers. and gen. rei): 

4 
1 
A 
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Il. y, 366 Ar edyny ticacbar AdeEavdpoy kaxdtyT0s : Od. y, 206 ticac@at 
pynotipas GmepBacins: Alsch. Ag. 1263 eps dywyiis dvtiticacbat dvoy : 
Eur. Orest. 433 Hadapyjdovs ce tynwpet pdvou.— So tipmpetoat riva dédvou : 
Hat. III. 145 rovs emxovpovs—tipwpjsopar ths evOdde dmtgos, ob hujus 
terre incursionem: Ibid. 47 tloacPat ris dpTayis. 

Obs. 1. The accusative 8ikyv, or dative Siky, is often joined to the geni- 
tive; in which case the genitive becomes attributive: ris ons avoias— 
peéreyse Stknv?.—(See ricaca, §. 585.) 

Obs. 2. Some of these verbs have sometimes a derived sense of “‘ aveng- 
ing.” and then the cause of the action of revenge, &c. is considered as the 
patient thereof.—See §. 585. 

Obs. 3. Attributive genitive; as, Od. a, 40 ricis Arpeidao: I. d, 2 
own Iarpoxhowo: Eur. Or. 435 matpds de 61) ri a” aedet Tipwpia. 

Obs. 4. "Avti is sometimes added to this genitive: Hdt. VI. 135 Hapeor 
—Povddpevot pv dvtt toutéwy (hujus rei caussa) tywwpycac%ar Geompdrous 
meutrovat es Aehots. 

§. 501. Judicial verbs of prosecution, and sentencing ; as, aina- 
oor, emarTrdcOar, Sudxew, emegidvar, elodyew, Omdyew, ypddecdar, mpoo- 

kahetoOar, éykaheiv, emoxymresOar.—devyew —B8ixdlew, Kpivew, kpiverOar 

—aipety and ddavar. “Enatrac8ai tiva ddvov: 

Hat. VI. tog (MeAruddea) of exOpoi dtwkav tupavvidos tijs ev Xeprovnt@.— 
"Emeftevar Twi povou: Plat. Euth. 4 D émegépyopar ra watpi ddvou.— Ppdde- 
o8ai rwva Tapavdpwv.—evyew kromjs, pdvov, doeBeias.—KptvecPar aoeBelas : 
Xen. Cyr. I. 2, 7 SixdLoucr de cal eykAnpatos, ob evexa civOparor pucodar peév 
a@dAnAovs padriora, SikdLovtar dé Feiora, dxapiotias : Id. M.S. 1. 2, 49 xara 
vopov (keort) Tapavotas ENdyte Kal Toy marepa Sjoac: Demosth. p. 846. extr. 
emuokypeo0ai tur Tv Weudopaptuprav: cf. Ibid. p. 857,41. 843,13. Ibid. 
p- 861, 58 getyew Weudopaptupiav ind twos. “ANO@vat Kdomhs. So Arist. 

Rhet. I. 15,17 ody adioxetar peuvdopnaptupiav. So évoxos derdéas, like reus 
alicujus rei; butin G.T. Matt. v. 21 évoxos TH pice. 

Obs. 1. The fine or punishment is also in the genitive, the fine being 
considered as the equivalent of the offence; the statement of the punish- 
ment being viewed as the antecedent characteristic of the trial or sentence, 
&c.: Hdt. VI. 36 tmayev Oovdrou: Xen. Hell. I]. 3, 12. Plat. Rep. p. 
553 A avOparav katanpicbevtav (dumnatorum) Savdrou i) puyns.—Pavetou 
kpivew, kpiverGac—b.oxewy Bavdrou. 

Obs. 2. Sometimes tept or é€vexa is added: Xen. Hell. VIL. 3, 6 drake 
Twa Tept povou: Demosth. p. 53, 47 Tay orpatnyay exaoros Sis Kal Tpls Kpi- 
vera wap vpiv wept Savdtou.—evexa: Hat. VI. 136 ZavOumm0s — Miariddea 
ediwxe THs “AOnvaiay amdtys elvexev.—ypapecbai Twa Twos evexa Plat.: fre- 
quently alsoa substantive ; as, hevyew én aitia pdvou Demosth.—ypapec bai 
Tia ypapyy ddvou, or Sixny pdvou. 

Relative Genitive. 

§. 502. When two things or notions are so connected with each 

other, that the one is a necessary condition of the existence or con- 

& Elm. Heracl. 852, Med. 256. 

Z2 
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ception of the other, so that the notion of the one is formed from 
an antecedent knowledge and consideration of the other, or is con- 
ceived as depending on and arising from it, the verb takes a genitive 
of the notion which is thus antecedent to it, and is said to govern 

a genitive: 

1. Every notion of greater or less, superiority, inferiority, arises 
from, the antecedent consideration of that object to which it is 
superior, or greater or less; hence, 

2. All comparatives take a genitive of that object from a com- 
parison with which, the notion of greater or less (in whatever it 

may consist) arises; as, 6 vids pethwy ear. too watpés: Hur. Med. 965 

Xpuads b€ Kpeloowy pupiwy Adyav Bpotois: Ibid. 86 was tis avrov tod 

tréhKas paddov iret: Plat. Symp. p. 188 D omAciv kal didous eivar Kal 
Tols Kpelrtoow Hpay Oeois. 

3. Positive adjectives also, which imply a comparative notion, as 

the numeral multiples in dovos; as, 8umAdovos, tprmAdotos, Todamhd- 

aos: so also the numerals in whos, as Simdods, tpitdods &c.; and 

Sevtepos, &c. Uotepos ; wepiaads, dis téaos &c.; as, . 

Il. , 248 of kev €weto Sevtepor ev vneoor TwodvKAnion Aimnobe : Hdt. VII. 
48 76 ‘E\Aquixdy orparevpa aiverar ToNNaTAHGLOV eoeoOar TOG Hpetépou: Id. 
VIII. 137 Simdyouos eyevero aires Ewiitod, twice as great as before, marking 
increase in degree; Arist. Equit. 285 tpimAdovov Kexpdgopat cou: cf. Hdt. 
VI. 133. Ibid. 120 Uotepor dé drixdpevor THs cupBodfs (prelio) ipeipovro 
duos OenoacOa tois Mjdovs: Id. I. 23 oddevds Sevtepos, as Plat. Tim. p. 20 A- 

ovdevos Uotepos: Xen. Cyr. VIII. 2, 21 79d ye pévror Siaheper por Sono Tov 

mreloT@y, STL of pev, emeidavy TOV GapKOUYTMV TEPLTTA KTNT@VTAL, TA pev a’TOV 
katoputrovat, Ta dé katacnmovaw—eye dé brnpeT@ pev Tois Oeois kal dpéyouat 

del Tevdvav" erredav Oe KTHT@paL, ad ay ido TepiTTa dvTa TOV euol apkovyTwr, 
Tovrots Tas evdelas Tv pido eEaxotuar. So Hpddcos: Hdt. V. 88 ras wepd- 
vas hpronias tovecoOat Tod Tore kareaTe@ros péetpou: Anab. I. 3, 21 pucbdv 6 

Kipos tmiryvetrar Hprddvov mace Swcew, 08 mpdtepoy Epepov.—Bis tTdcos Eur. 
Heracl. 293: Sis técws Id. El. 1092. So also the superlative, when it 
expresses a very high degree of superiority arising from a comparison : 
Od.r, 481 ceto S ’Ayidded, otis avipp mpordpobe wakdptatos ovS ap drigce : 
Kur. Iph. Aul. 1594 tatrny padiota Tis Kdpys aomd¢erar: St. John i. 15 
TP@ToS pov yeyovey, and xv. 18 eve wp@Tov bpav pewionxev. So probably St. 
Luke ii. 2 mpdty Kupyviou x. 7. X. 

4. So notions of preference: Eur. Med. 1340 av mpdobev n€lovv 
eyo yhpat oe. 

Obs. In the Comparatio Compendiaria (see §. 781. d.) the person to 
which the comparative is applied, instead of the proper object thereof, is 
in the genitive, as Soph Antig. 75 mdciwy xpdvos ov Sei pw apéokew Tots Karo 
trav evOdde. : 

§. 503. Expressions of difference; as this notion arises from an 
antecedent conception and contemplation of that from which any 
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thing differs; as, Siapépew (to differ from), Sidpopos, aAXos, dAXoios, 

GAAStpLOs, GAASKOTOS, ETEpos,—EvavTlos, Eumadw, e contrario: 

Plat. Prot. 329 D ovdev Siapeper ta erepa tov érépwv: Id. Phil. 6g D 

emoTnpn émuaTHpys Sudopos: Xen. Mem. Socr. I. 2, 37 adda tov Sikatov ; 
Soph. Phil. r1g1 rd péEovres GNNoKSTH yropa TOV wdpos: Hdt. IV. 126 e&dv 
To. TovdE TH ETEpa woeiv: Plat. Men. 87 &ddotov ths emorqpns: Id. Crat. 
402 B &\dotpudtepov “Hpaxdettou: Id. Charm. 166 A étépou dvros rod mepir- 
Trov—tys Aoytotixys: Thuc. I. 28 didous érépous tév viv dvtwy: Plat. Euth. 
5 D 16 dvdovoy datou mavtds éevaytiov : Demosth. 289, 14 oddev AAAStpLOV ToL 
ore THS EauTOU TaTpidos ovTe TOU TpdtroU. 

Obs. 1. Sometimes mpd and dvti with the genitive, or mapd and mpds 
with the accusative, are used instead of the comparative genitive, even 
after d\Aos.—(See these Prepositions.) 

Obs. 2. *H also is used instead of the genitive after comparative notions ; 
as, 6 marnp pethwv H 6 vids: Hdt. VI. 57 Sumdjova vepovrar éxatépw ra mdvra 

Toto. GAAowot: so Attic prose: Plat. Rep. 130 C of d€ krnodpevor (sc. 
XpHuara) Simdy H of GAdAoe domdfovra aita: Hdt. [V. 30 wodNatAjoud eore 
Tov O€peos Hep TOO Xetpravos: Plat. Rep. 534 A.—totepos 7 Demosth. c. 
Timoth. 1193.—pudduos, jurous 4: Xen. Hell. V. 3, 21 rov fpuouv iro, 
9 mpdcbev. — évavtiov: Plat. Phedr. 275 A todvaytiov ecimes % Svvara : 
Demosth. 98, 33 totvaytioy #4 viv.iSo the adverb éumakw : Hat. IX. 56 
"A@nvaion Hioay Ta EpTahw H Aakedapdvior: Id. 1. 207 eyo yvopnv éyw—ra 

eptmahw 7 otro: Xen. Anab. III. 5, 13 emavexwpovv cis tovpmahw  mpos 
BaBvAdva.—bragepew 4 seldom: Plat. Pheedr. 228 D Sraéper ra rod épavros 
# TA Tov pn. So addos 7: &ANotos H Od. 7. 265—267. 

§. 504. Verbs of superiority—getting the better of—being pro- 
minent or eminent, which arise from a comparison, and therefore 
imply an antecedent notion of some object or standard with which 
the comparison is made: mpo€xew, bmeppépew, mpodepew, dmepBdddew, 

mepexew, meprylyveoOar, mepretvar—mpwrevew, poet.: dpiotedew, Kpati- 

atevew, kaddotedew (also prose), bmatevew, mpecBevew poet. and prose, 

Siadepew (to surpass) : 

Plat. Euth. 4 D otd€ dv S:aepor tv moAKGv: Eur. Med. 1092 mpodépeww 
es evtuxiay Tov yewopevov: Hdt. VIII. 138 6duq Smephépovta tay addwv : 
Thuc. I. 81 rots dros abt&v bweppepopev : Adsch. Prom. 923 Bpovtis bmep- 
Baddovta: Soph. Phil. 137 réxva yap téxvas érepas mpovyer: Il. ¢, 460 ds 
dpiotevecke pdxerOar Tpdwv: Soph. Aj. 1389 “Oddprou tovs 6 mpecBedwy 
matnp: Hdt. VI. 61 kaddtotedoer (1d madiov) macéwy Tay ev Srdpry yuva- 

(Cf. Eur. Hipp. 1009:) Od. o, 247 mwepleoou yuvatkdy cidds Te péyebds 
e: Thuc. VII. 21 adtay exmdayevray teprecopevous: Xen. Cyr. II]. 1, 19 
Tdxec—tepteyévou attod : Plat. Gorg.475 B oKeyoneba, a dpa humy bmepBadher 
TO ddukety TOU AdiketoOat, Kal akyovor padXov of ddtkodytes 7) of adikovpevor: Id. 

Legg. 752 E mpeoBevew rav rod\d\e@v wodewy: Id. Apol. 31 B dvéxecOar 
TOY OiKelwy duedoupevoyb: Demosth. 24, 23 orparevdpevos br TOV@V—1 w@v 
peAdOrT@Y Kal Wdifopevwr kai mvvOavopevav Treprytyvetar: Ibid. @avpacroy, «i 
pndey mowdvtes tpeis—tod° mavra Tovodvtos, a dei, wepirfpev: Thuc. V. 97 

aos Te kat ynoLTaL vauTOKPATopwY ci ju) TEPLyevoLDBe. So mepryiyveo@ae in 

a Elm, Cs. T. 381. b Stallb. ad loc. 
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the sense of surviving: Thuc. VI. 8 meptytyveoPar tod mohépou. So eyxpa- 

T™msz &c., Xen. Cyr. IV. 1, 14 ndovns eyKpaTH eivat. 

Obs. 1. The particular point wherein one thing surpasses another is, 

generally in prose writers, in the instrumental or modal dative; as, Hdt. 

I. 1-76 S€”Apyos mpoetye Grace rev ev Th “EAdSe but is sometimes expressed 

by a preposition ; as, éy ru, eis T4, katd 71, émi tw. In poetry it also stands 

in the accusative or infinitive, used as accusative, as being that wherein 
the excellence &c. consists. 

Obs. 2. The verbs éxew, pépew, BéAXew, in the above compounds, are 
neuter (§. 360.). The compound verb assumes sometimes a transitive 
force, and then the effect or operation of the transitive verb on the thing 
or person surpassed is considered, rather than the cause of the neuter 
notion of a state. So éwepBdddew generally; mpoéxew, Gmepéxew fre- 
quently: Eur. Hipp. 1365 : imeppuvtos Hdt. VI. 127. (See Compound 
Verbs, §. 641.) 

§. 505. Verbs of being superior to—being lords over, masters of 
—governing ; these being relative notions, and arising from an ante- 
cedent conception of their correlatives, which stand in the genitive: 

kupievew, Kolpaveiy, Seale, Tupayvety, TUpayvedeLY, oTpaTHyElY, OTpAaTYHAa- 

Teiv, emitpoTrede, dvdacev, atoupvar, Veproredew poet., Bacrdedew, emitdt- 

tew (seldom)—@pxew, dpxetew (poet.), émoratety, onpatvew, kpatvew 

(poet.), tyyepovederw, ‘yetoOar, xopnyeiv,—xpareiv: as, 

Il. a, 38 Tevédoro igi dvdooes: Ll. &, 84 onpatvew otpatod: Od. 4, 114 
Beprotever S¢ exaoros (ray Kukdoroy taidwv 78 dddyor, odd dd\dAndov ddéyou- 

aw: Soph. Aj. 1050 Kpatve. otpatod: Eur. Med. 19 ynpas Kpéovros raid’, 
6s aicupva xPovds: Hdt. VII. 7 ’Ayayévea—eémitporedovta Aiyimtrou—éedo- 

vevoe ivapws: Ibid. g7 Tov d€ vautiKod éotpatnyeov ofde.—Ibid. gg Hyepoveve 
dé “AXtxkapynooewy: Id. III. 15 émtpomedew Atydmrouv: cf. 82. Ibid. 142 
atte yap por Ilodvkparns ijpecke SeoTréhwv avip@v époiwy éwuvrd: Xen. Hell. 

III. 1, 10 écatpdmeve airs ths xdpas: Aisch. Pers. 7 ywpas eopever : 
Thuc. I. 6g 6 Adyos Tov Epyou expdter, fama superabat rem ipsam: Xen. Cyr. 
I. 1, 2 d&pxovtes per cict kai of Bovkddor Tv Body, Kal of immopopBol Trav iran, 
kat mdvtes O€ of Kadovpevor vopeis av dv EmotaTta@or Lowy, cikdtws dv apyxovtes 
rovtay vopigowro: Plat. Theet.179 D xopnyetv rod Adyou: Demosth. 26, 
30 «i b€ Trois pev domep ex Tupavvidos bpav émiTdttew amodacete kK. T.A. SO 
wheovextetv, to be superior to—in a metaphorical sense, to endure: Xen. 
Ag. V. 3 mheovext@v—rod Hdiou. 

Obs. 1. So the attributive genitive; as, Eur. Hec. 883 kai ras yuvaéw 
dpoévev éora kpdtos. So St. Matt. xi. 1 éfovotay mveupdtwv. 

Obs. 2. Kpareiv, to be superior to, or tc get the upper hand of, or to 
govern, from the relative notion kpdros, power, has a genitive—to conquer, 
from the positive notion kpdros, strength, it has an accusative; rarely a 
local dative, as veeveoow Od. A, 485: avdpdor kai Oeoior. Od. 7, 265. 

Obs.3. Many of these verbs of governing take a dative; this is either 
the dativus commodi, for the benefit of, or the local dative, to which 
the local prepositions ¢v and pera are sometimes added: a. otparnyetv (dat. 
commodi, seldom) : Hdt. VI. 72 éeorparnynoe Aakedaipoviosr es Oeaoadiny, 
So otparyhartety ruvu.—b. dvdaceww (dat. loci); in Homer the dative is more 
usual than the gen.: Od. a, 181 Tadiowoe punperpoww avacow : Il. p, 242 
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(Zebs) bs maou Ovnrotor kat abavaroow avacoe: Il, a, 288 mavrwy pev Kparéev 

eOéder, wavtecou 8 dvdacoev. So in the sense of “ to be the master,” in Od. 
a, 117 krjpacw oiow avdcon: cf. 6,309. So Od. a, 402 dapacw dvdooen. 
Also with dative and genitive: Il. v, 180 eAmdpevoy Tpwecow avakew inmo- 
Sdpowrw teas THs Lpuipov, among the Trojans. With a preposition: pet 
dOavdro.ww, pet "Apyciouaw dvdocew, as év O7nBy avdcoew. cc. Bacrdedew. 
In Homer, dat. loci; but also, Il. A, 285, genitive, which construction 
generally prevailed : Baowevew €v “IOdky, xara Sjpov in Homer. d. dpxew, 
generally genitive (in prose always); sometimes dative even in Homer : 
as, Il. €, 133 jpxe 8 dpa ow ava avdpav ’Ayapépvev: Il. 7, 552 npxe 8 
dpa odw “Exrap: Od. &, 230 avdpdow jpéa: AXsch. Prom. V. g4o. dapdv 
yap ovk« dp&er Geois: with ev Il. v, 690. So in Homer: dpxevew rui, but 
later, tuds. e. émotaretvy but seldom, and in prose never, the genitive. 

f. onpatvew generally with dative: I]. «, 58 onpatvew puddkeoor, (transmis- 
sion.) g. Oeyrotedew tui Od. r, 569. h. kpaivew is not found with dative 
till late Epic writers. 7. fyepovedew and fyeto@ar in the sense of, to pre- 
cede, shew the way, have the dative; to rule, or lead, gen. ; tyyepovedew, has 
usually the dative, in Homer only; as, I. 8, 816.—#yeto@ar in Homer has 
both genitive and dative; but in other writers, especially in prose, the 

genitive. We find also, Od. , 134 nyetoOai tux dpxnOpod, to lead off the 
dance (dat. commodi) : so xopnyety tux (dat. commodi) ; 7yeto@a and e&nyei- 
o6a Thuc., with accusative in the sense of, to manage, as III. 93. So also 
kpatvew has the accusative: Soph. Trach. 126 6 mavra kpaivov Baordevs. 
So Seondfew: Eur. H. F. 28 Avxos ray émramupyov rivde Seonmd(av médw. 

§. 506. Verbs which express inferiority, submission, posteriority, 
as these equally imply an antecedent standard: frréc8m, perodobar, 
vikacOat poet., Sotepety, Sotepiler, Uotepov civar, kpatetoGar, éhattovc@ar, 

pevovextety, to come short ; as, 

‘HrracGa. trav emOvucov: Pind. Nem. [X. 2 &@ dvamenrapéva geivwv 
vevixaytat Ovpar, ab hospitibus victe patent®: Eur. Med. 315 7dcxnpeévor 
ovynospecba, Kpeicodvey vikdpevor>: Alsch. Choeph. 1052 px dd6Bou vuxd 
moAv. So often in Eur.; as, Iph. A.1357. Cycl. 454. Id. Heracl. 233 
Thy evyéeveray THS TUXHS vikwpevyv: Xen. M.S. 1. 3, 3 Ovoias dé Odor pixpas 
amd puxpav ovdev jyciro pevova8ar Tov dd TOAhGy Kal peyddov TOA kal peydda 

6udvrwy : Id. Hier. 1V.1 peyadou dyaGod pevovextet.—bortepile ray Kaipav, 
tev epyov Demosth. 50, 35. 51, 39. 93,12. Id. 120, 36 ore vavpayias 
ovre mets paxns ovdeuias ATTaTO (like érracOa emibvyidv©). So akparys, 
Xen. Cyr. V. 1, 14 rév emiOupidv a&kpati. 

Obs. Nixado@at is also joined with a dative, which represents the instru- 
ment whereby the defeat is produced: Eur. Hipp. 468 gvpqopG vixopevort : 
and 4tra00a: is joined with id, frequently in Plato and the other Attic 
prose writers, which represents the genitive rather as the agent of the in- 
feriority or subjection. 

§. 507. Words expressing relationship—connection—equality— 
contraposition—community in, and the contraries, all which notions 

may arise from a previous notion of the person or thing towards 

a Dissen ad loc. ; b Pflugk ad loc. c Bremi ad loc. 
ad Monk ad loc. 
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which these relations exist: Kowds, tcos, iodporpos poet., avtimados, 

avtipOoyyos Pind., épéotios (Atsch. Eum. 577.), émévupos, Hug, iodppo- 

mos,—6poros and the poetic dpdvupos, duéotios, 6.d0Toh\os—(mpoodepys 

Eur. H. F. 132.)—ouvepyds, odvtpopos, cupdurjs, cuviOns, cuyyerys, ovp- 

Wndos, évphwvos, Edpdbutos, and the Poetic otpdopos, otvvopos—also 

addehpds, éxOpds (Plato),—the Poetic, evvopos, evOeos, Evtpodos, KAnpo- 

VOLE ; AS, 

Hdt. I]. 37 gor S€ raira épota rot “Hatorou: Plat. Menex. 241 C épyov 
Kowov Aakedatpoviwy Te kal "A@nvaioy (as communis alicujus rei) : 'Theocr. 
II. 88 kai pev xpos pev dpotog eyivero modddke Odo: Demosth. 690, 14 
kAnpovopodar THs Spetépyns SdEyNs: Soph. Ant. 192 aSedpa ravde: Plat. Pheed. 
108 B. Aisch. Choeph. 611 HAtka tradds. 

Obs. 1. “Ioos, dpoios, kowds generally take the dative; adedpds generally 

the genitive. 

§. 508. So adjectives and adverbs, expressing connection, or 
dependence ; as, émydpros, pidos, SidSoxos (frequently with dative), 

Soddos (generally dative), axcdoubos, Efis, epesiis : 

Plat. Symp. 189 B jjperépas Motons émydpiov: Id. Rep. 604 D Setdtas 
gihov: Soph. Phil. 867 Unvou péyyos Siddoxov: Arist. Ach. 438 tdéxddoula 
Tov paxav—rtouTwy é7s: Plat. Tim. 55 rs apuBAutdétys—é€Hefqs yeyovviar : 
Soph. Ant. 479 S06)os tay Teas. 

§. 509. Verbs of aiming at a mark, real or imaginary; as the 
apprehension of the object to be aimed at is necessarily antecedent 
to the notion of aiming at it, aiming imples an antecedent concep- 
tion of the mark; as, togevew, axovribew, atoxdtec@ar (Bdéddeww, tévar, 

tiTdcKkeOar [like tuyxdvew Tivds| poet.) ; as, 

Il. p, 304 “Extap & avr Atavtos axdvtice Soupt haew@: Ib. 517 cai Bddev 
*Apyto.o Kat domida: Ib. 525 “Exrwp 6 Adtopedovtos dxdvtice Sovpi hacwe: 
Ib. 608 6 & “Bopevijos dxdvtice Acveadidao, dSidpw epeoradros: Il. v, 159 
Mnptovns attoto titUcKkeTo Soupi pacw@: Il. 5, 100 étotevcov Mevehcdou kvda- 
Aipowo: Il. 6, 118 tod & ids pepadros akdvtice Tvdeos vids: Il. W, 855 Hs dp’ 
dvoyea togevew: Soph. Ant. 1234 tofedet dvdpds rovde: Id. Aj. 154 tv yap 
peyddwv Wux@r tels odk dv dudpror; Arist. Eq. 762 mpootxéc@ar cou: Plat. 
Gorg. 465 A tov HS€os oroxdtetar: Il. &, 68 evdpwv émPaddopevos. So 
metaphorically, Ausch. P. V. 928 ravr’ émyhwood Ards. 

Obs. To€evev sometimes is used with kata, to define more exactly the 
nature of the objective relation, and rogevew and Baddcw have a twofold 
sense, to cast at, and to (cast at and) hit, in which latter sense they take 

an accus. of the patient of the transitive action: so €Badev adroit, he cast at 
him; €Badev aitov, he (cast at and) hit him. 

§. 510. Verbs which properly signify a rapid motion after some 
object, and which are thence applied to the mental striving after 
an object: émetyeo@ar, Sppav (intransitive), and dppacOar, émPaddeoOat, 

a 
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enatocew, éoodpevos Hpic ; épieodar, emotpépeobar (otpépeobar and perta- 

atpépeobar poet.), évtpémeoOar, EmParever 5 

Il. r, 142 émevydpevds wep “Apnos: Od. a, 309 émerysuevds wep Sd0t0: Id. 
5, 335 Tpwwv dppay (intransitive): Il. €, 488 dppyby 8 "Axdpoartos: Hat. 

IV. 135 iéoav ths padvys: Il. ¢, 68 & Hitor,—ynris viv evdpwv émuBadddpevos 
peromurbev piywvero: Xen. Cyr. 1. 2, 3 movnpod tivos i) aiaypod Epyou epieoOar. 

Obs. "EdieoOa, to desire, is sometimes used with an accusative, but very 

rarely. 

§. 511. Verbs of feeling, catching, reaching after an object or 

aim; as, émpaterOa (to feel), pépaa poet., dpéyeoBar (to stretch after), 

as émpaterar cxoTeAov, dapwr, vdorov: Il. G 466 ds eizav 06 maidds 

dpééato haidyos “Exrwp: Il. 7, 322 tod 8 dvrideos Opacvpjins &pOn 

dpegdpevos—So metaphorically : épéyecOar TOv Kady Epyav. 

Obs. *EmpateoPar with accusative: Od. dr, 531 Eiheos emeuaiero Kdmryy 
(he clasped): Hymn. Merc. 108 emepaiero téxvny (to seck after). 

§. 512. 1. And after this analogy, those verbs or adjectives of 
obtaining or reaching any thing, which may imply the notion of 
aiming at or reaching after it; as, hayxdvew (seldom), tuyxdveu, 

(ouvtuyxdvew and évtuyxdvew often in Soph.), kupetv, émmPodos, &e. : 

Il. @, 76 a&s Kev "Axrdeds Sdpwv ek TIpidpowo Ady, awd O “Exropa dion: II. 
e, 587 Téxe ydp p’ GpdBoro Babeins: Il. 7, 609 eAmero yap tevgeo0au1—mnpofi- 
Bavtos : Asch. Choeph. 932 moddév aipdtwv émjxpice : Ibid. 1033 mypd- 
twv mpootgetar: Isocr. p.22 BC éreid) Ovnrod odpatos étuyxes, dOavdrou Sé 
Wouxns, meipO ths Wuxns dOavatoy prjpny Katadineiv.—Tuyydvew, ayxdvew 
Xpnpdtev, evrvxias—tuxXelv TeevTHs, dvdpatos &c.: Aisch. Prom. Vinct. 270 
tuxévr épyjpou: Ibid. 649. Eur. Hec. 359. 374. Hdt. IV. 140 ris yebupns 
AcAupevns evTuxXSvTes. 

Obs. 1. Aayxdvew and tuyxdvew’ generally have the accusative, in the 
sense of to find, meet with, gain, some one or some thing—the attention 
being fixed rather on the thing found, than on what the verbal notion may 
imply as its antecedent. ‘So kupety in this sense in the tragedians; as, 
Eur. Hec. 698 em’ akrais vw Kup® Oadacciars. 

2. So the adverbs: «80J, id(s), straight for any mark, péxpr(s) 
Homer, &xpr(s), wp to. ‘These notions have no meaning unless their 

object has been previously conceived in the mind: 

Arist. Eq. 254 epevye e660 trav KupnBiwv, straight for: Il. w, 254 (OvedXa) 
Obs vndv Koviny péepev: Il. 7, 584 iOds Auxtwy—eoovo: Il. p, 233 of & ids 
Aovadv—eBnoav: Hdt. VI. 95 ¢xov (dirigebant) ras véas i00 tod “EAXnoTrdvTOU 
kat THS Opyikyns: ‘Thuc. VILL. 88 e605 ris Pacndios Tov mrodv exowdyTo. 
So wédw, back towards : 4 pev toga NaBodoa wadw Kie Ouyatépos Fs. 

Obs. 2. Hence the genitive after éwi in the sense of towards. 
Obs. 3. In the attributive construction, we find the object or aim of 

the substantive in the genitive; as, ddds, kéAevbos, voaros tds: Od. €, 345 
emtpateo vooTou yains ajxov: Eur. Iph. Taur. 1066 yijs matpaas vdortos. 

4 Vide Passow Lex. » Tbid. c Herm. Vig. p. 762. 

Gr. Gr. vou. I. Aa 
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§.513. Verbs of meeting with, or approaching; the notion of 
striving or reaching after something, as an aim, being implied 
therein: dvrav, bmavrav, dmavray, dvrdv, dvtBohjooar—rehdLew (neuter), 

trehdLecOar, tryoidLew, euieddlecbar, éyyilew, dvdew, kataview &c.: 

Il. 7, 423 évthow yap eye TodS advépos, dppa Saciw. So Homer, dvrav 
payns, Omens, Saitns, to meet with, to hit upon: aytiav rodepoto, mévo.o, 

padxns, épyov, déOrwv, hence, to partake of, enjoy: Il. a, 66 ai kev mos dpvav 
kvigons alyav te Tehelwy Bovderar ayTidoas july awd Aovydv auiva. So évTrav 
ipov, exaTrouBns: Od. 7, 254 Tavtev avticomev evdov edvtav, we shall meet 

with all withina: Id. 6, 342 dvrrBohfoor payyns; so tapov, ednrios Homer : 
yauov Hesiod: émavravy Soph. Phil. 719: Id. Aj. 709 meAdoat vedv: Soph. 
CE. C.1755 tivos, & maides, xpelas dvioor: Id. Electr. 1451 pins yap mpo- 
gévou xatyvucav: Kur. Hipp. 364 mpw cay katavico ppevav: Id. Phil. 
1327 Xpons medacGels pUhakos: Xen. Cyr. IIL. 2, 4 padrov éwdyotator oi 
appl tov Kipoy Tay aKpwyv. 

Obs. When these verbs have not the notion of striving after any thing, 
but the simple one of meeting, drawing nigh to, they take the dative (see 
§. 592. 1.); so always broavrav, brovtidLew in Attic writers: dyriay te Epic : 
avridtew and sravtidtew ria, to lay hold on, Hdt., dvavray, to find: Ul. a, 

31 €por éxos dvtidwoa: Plat. Phil. p. 42 C dmavtav ASovds cai AUtras. 

§.514. Words expressing the notion of failing in, missing, being 

deceived in, which imply an antecedent notion of an object aimed 
at, or an opinion entertained: dpaptdvew, oddddeoOar, WevSec8ar, more 
rarely evdeuw, Siapeddec0ar : 

Tl. W, 857 SpviOos duaptdv: Hat. IIT. 81 yvopns dpiorns jpdpryke. 
VevderOa, cpadrecOa Edmidos, Sdéns, rxns: Thuc. IV. 108 épeucpevors THs 
"AOnvaioy Suvduews : Alsch. Eum. 717 7 kat mdtnp ri abdddetar Bouheupd- 
tov: Eur. Med. 1010 86éns éopaddny. 

Obs. VedSeoG8ar in the sense of to speak falsely, naturally (see §. 566. 11.) 
has an accus., Hdt. VI. 32. 

§. 515. So all verbs of remembering and forgetting take a geni- 

tive: these notions arising from and implying an antecedent notion 
of the thing remembered or forgotten ; as, pupyyoxew, prpryocKkesBar, 

pryynpovedew, prvdcIat—havOdverGar, émdavOdverOar, AnOew poet., AynOdvew 

Epic, to make to forget: 

Od. a, 29 pricato yap Kara Oupov dpipovos AiyioPo.o: Ibid. 321 bmépvy- 
oév re € watpds: Il. 7, 357 of dé HdBoro Suckedddou pvyjcavto, AdPovTd re 
ovpidos GAkis: Eur. Hec. 279 émAnPopar xaxav: Xen. Cyr. VIII. 3,8 
Tov pev POdvov émeheAnato : Od. n, 221 ek S€ pe TavTeV AnOdver, doo’ eradov : 
Plat. Symp. p. 180 C Adywv od wavu Stepvnpdvevev. So attributive genitive : 
pyyRY TOV KaKOv. 

Obs. Mvnpovedew, commemorare, to speak of, mention, generally has an 
accusative, especially when the object is a thing; a living person being 
sometimes considered as the source of the remembrance which is implied 
in the notion of commemorating; while a thing is regarded rather as the 

a Vide Passow Lex. 

; | : 
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patient of the verb, the thing spoken of or commemorated. So also the 
other verbs take an accusative in the sense of to keep in the memory, to 
mention or repeat from memory; as, Il. ¢ 222 Tudéa 6’ od pépynpor: Hesiod. 
Theog. 503 of of daepvycavto xdpw evepyecidav: Hdt. VI. 21 dvapvqcavta 
oiknia kak&: Ibid. 86, 2 ovre pépvnpar 7d mphypa: Ibid. 136 (rod Muriddov) 
Umeparrodoyeovro of idor THs paxns Te THs Ev Mapabadve yevouerns TWOAKG em- 
pepyynpevor kal tv Ajpvov aipeow (genitive and accusative): Id. VII. 18 
peEvyevos pev Tov ext Macoayéras Kipov otddov: Id. VI. 19 tobs (xpyopors) 
rote pvnoOnoopat, J will mention: Arist. Ran. 662 tapBoy ‘Imme@vaxros éy- 
epipyynokopay: Xen. Cyr. VI. 1,24 éras ev tais dywyais tas Th fers brrop- 
pyyjoxowro: Id. Anab. Ii. 2, 11 dvapvijow ipas robs trav mpoydvev tov 
byetépav Kwoduvous: cf. Hell. Il. 3,20. Plat. Pheedr. p. 241 A drropipvy- 
oKwv Ta TWpAXGevTa Kal NexOevra: Id. Cratyl. p. 396 C éuepyypyy tiv “Houd- 
Sov yeveadoyiav : Demosth. p. 69 princ. odS dpvnpovet rods Adyous odd€ Tas 
brocxéoes, ep’ ais THs elpyyns ervyevr. AavOdveoOar always has the genitive, 
but émdavOdvec8a. sometimes, even in prose, the accusative; it then sig- 

nifies the continuance of the mental act—to keep out of mind—to neglect— 
to lose sight of : Hdt. II]. 46 ra pév mpdra dex Sevra emudednbevar. Mvacba, 
to mention, sometimes takes mepi : Od.n, 191. Hdt. VII. 39. Dem. p. 30, 6. 

§. 516. So also the notions of beginning something are formed 
from and imply an antecedent conception of that which is to be 

begun: Gpxeuw, dpxecOar, Emdpyew, katdpxew, efdpxeu : 

Od. a, 28 rotor 5é pubwv fpxe marip avdpav: Eur. Alc. 814 mypdtov dpyer 
Néyov: Asch. P. V. 199 Ypgavto Saipoves yddou: Arist. Pax, 605 jpgev 
adryv: Plat. Leg. 892 A peraBodijs mdons dpyer: Od. 6, 19 podmis efdp- 
xew. And in Attic Prose: bmdpxew ddixwv Epywy, edepyeoias &c. This 
genitive must be distinguished from the separative, where a particular 
point whence the action proceeds is taken.—(See Separative Genitive, 
§. 5390.) 

Obs. These verbs are sometimes joined with the accusative, where the 
accusative is conceived of as the object or patient of the action begun, 
(implied in the substantive,) the notion of beginning being kept out of 
sight. So Il. 8, 273 e&dpxew (Bovdevov) Bovdds: so Kur. Troad. e&dpéo 
(uéeAr@v) portray: so Xen. Cyr. III. 3,58. Plat. Euthyd. 283 B xardp- 
xew (A€eywv) Acyov: Eur. Hec. 685 xardpyeo@ar vouov: Orest. g6o. Od. y, 
445.—katdpxopor is also used without any case, Eur. Iph. Taur. 40.— 
vmapxew is always joined with a genitive in Attic Greek, except A‘sch. p. 
Si 32 

§. 517. So also verbs of ceasing, stopping, being relieved from, 

imply an antecedent notion of something going on which is stopped : 
Anyew, maveOar (wavew Tid Tivos), sometimes teheutay, hwpav (neuter 

and also twvd Twos), exew, to stop: 

Nl. ¢, 107 ’Apycio—ijéav pdvoro: so dvatveiv, to take breath from, to 
cease ; avamvety KaKoTHTos, movoto: Eur. Med. 63 ovdé matoerar xddou : 

Thue. III. 59 teXeutav Adyou: Ibid. 104 érehedta rod ématvou: Xen. Cyr. 
VIII. 7, 17 teNeutév Biou: Thuc. I. 112 “EAAnriKed moheyou eoyxov of ’AAn- 
vaiow: Arist. Pax, 421 memaupévar xaxav: (Il. 8, 595 Motoa: — Oduupw 
maioay dodis.) So Soph. Phil. 1334 vécou paraxys ricde. 

Obs. Sometimes in mavopa the “self” is not accusatival, J stop my- 

Aa 2 
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self, but adjectival, and then of course the accusative follows, as in the 

active voice: Soph. Ant. 882 dovdds Kai ydous mpd rod Oaveiy as ot’ av eis 
Tatoait dv, no one would stop his lament. 

§. 518. 1. When any thing is spoken of as deriving its eharacter- 
istic or property from something else, this thing is in the genitive, 

as it must be conceived antecedently to the notion of any person 
being endowed with it. So Il. v, 410 vedtatos éoxe yévovo. So when 

the verb «iva: expresses the state or being of any one, it is followed 
by a genitive of that whence the state arises and which defines it ; 

as, Hdt. IV.135 édvres Adyou, being of note: Thuc. 1.113 eye rijs 
adrijs yvopns eipt. So the attributive genitives (§. 464. 2.) whereby 
the notion of the substantive is defined by a notion which is ante- 
cedent to it; as, dovdds peAewov. Of course when the idiom of the 

attributive genitive had been formed on this principle, it became 
a regular construction, even where the genitival notion rather fol- 
lowed than preceded that which it defined ; but still the theory of 

the construction is (to take dovdds peAéov as an example) that the 
notion of doidds as here expressed properly arises from that which 
he sung. 

2. When any person or thing is spoken or conceived of as the 
property, or possession of, or being either dependent on, or the pro- 

vince of another, this property implies and arises from an antecedent 
notion of the person of whom it is the property, &c. 

a. With the verbs, etvar, yevéoOar; as, tis picews péyiorov KdAdos 

éortv (certainly more correctly written €otw)—rod EZwxpdrous TOA} HV 

dpetn. So éautod eivar, to be his own master : 

Demosth. p. 42, 7 jv Spav abtav éOeAnonre yevéoPar, non ex aliis pendere: 
Thue. I. 142 176 vautikoy téxvns eoriv, belongs to art—is a matter of skill. 
Also, eivat twos, alicujus esse, alicui addictissimum esse, prose and poetry : 

Soph. Gi. R. 917 daN éoti rod éyovtos: Thuc. V. 84 oddetépwy dvytes, 
being of neither party: Isocr. p. 185 THs WédEws OvTas Kal Tov Ta BeATLOTA 
Aeydvtwv: Demosth. p. 125, 56 efvac @uNtmou#. So Ibid. eivar rod Bedrt- 
otou, studere rebus optimis. So €xew in its intransitive sense of being : 

Soph. Cz. R. 709 pavtixns €xov téxvns: Plato Pheedr. 244 éautijs €xovta, 
dependent on itself’: Soph. Ant. 737 od médis €or’ ris avBpds éo® Evds. 
G. T. 2 St. Peter i. 20 idias émuAdoews od yivetar. 

b. With many other verbs which imply dependence, possession, 
&c., though mostly there may be an ellipse of efva:: 

Il. y, 457 vixn pev 67 hatver “Apnipidou Meveddou: Plat. Protag. p. 343 E 
einbes yap TodTd ye pavely dy kai od Xiwwvidou: Demosth. p. 34, 21 Sikatou 
moXttou Kpivw tiv TOY mpaypdtev Gwrnplay avTi Tis ev TS dEyew xapiTos aipet- 

Oa. Even tow ceautis Soph. Antig. 547: so Xen. Ag. 1, 33 rHv Aciay 

® Bremi ad loc. b Ellendt Lex. Soph. p. 732. © But see Stallb. ad loc. 
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€autav trovoovtat : Arist. Equit. 711 roy djpov cautod vevépikas: Soph. CE. 

411 mpootdtou yeypdipopar: Tov airov—rmatpds Kai Sijpou mpooayopederar 
Demosth. : Soph. Cid. Col. 38 ris eof 6 xpos; tod Ccdy vopiterar; Id. 
Ant. 734 0d Tod KpatodvTos 7) més voptberas. 

3. The person or thing, to which belongs some quality or pro- 

perty essential or peculiar, is put in the genitive, since the notion of 
this quality is derived from an antecedent notion of that whereof it 
is the peculiar property ; often with an ellipse of ¢iva:: 

Il. W, 160 otc padiora Kydeds éote (better gor.) vexus, the subject of 

mourning : Demosth. p. 102, 48 Sokei radta Kai Samdvns peyddys Kai rover 
mo\NGv Kal mpaypatetas evar: dvBpds eat (ori) Gyalod ed moreiv rods 
idous : Hdt. 1.107 tpdmou yovxtov éott (ore): Soph. El. 1054 mods dvotas 
(se. Gore) Kat TO Onpacba keva: Kur. Hec. 844 éoOdob yap avSpds rH Sixn @ 
imnperetv kat Tos Kaxovs dpav ravtaxod Kaxds det: Thuc. Il. 39 aadoracis 
Trav Blady re Tacxdvtwv é€otiv : Demosth. p. 54 princ. kaxodpyou pey ydp éote 
(Zort) kpidévr’ arobaveiv, atpatyyou Sé paxdpevov trois wodepios : Ibid. p. 113, 

12 ouppdxwv 8 etvar Kai pihov GAynSwav ev trois rovvrois Kaipois wapeivat : 
Ibid. p. 13, 16 76 pev emuripay (vituperare) tows dyoa tis dv padiov Kai TavTds 
etvat (of any one), 76 8 bmep Tav mapovray 6 te dei mpatrew aropaiver Oa, Todr’ 

eivat cupBovdou: Eur. Iph. Ant. 1142 1d ovyav GpodoyotvtTds eorw: Eur. 
Phoen. 395 Sovdou 768’ etras. 

Obs. 1. To this genitive however is frequently added the preposition 
mpos; as, Mpds dvdpos ayabod eorw ed more Todis pidovs. See §. 639. I. 2. a. 

Obs. 2. In poetry this genitive of the quality is used in the place of an 
adjective; as, Eur. Phoen. 1791 oroXis kpoxdeooa tpupas for rpupepd: Ibid. 
1574 Tpavpaow aipatos for aivardecor: Id. Bacch. 388 6 tas Houxias Bioras 
for jovyos. Compare §. 439. c. 

> 

4, So also with adjectives, which express the notion of being 
sacred to, peculiar to, suitable to, or the contraries: i:os, oixetos, 
KUptos, tepds, dytos, mpewv, Xe. : 

Demosth. p. 26, 28 of d¢ kivduvor tov epeatyKdtwv (ducum) iro, pio bds & 
ovk éorw: Ibid. p. 32, 16 Kai Tavtys KUpios Tis xdpas yeryoerar. So rovrd 
pou idtov, or oikeidy eorv—é rémos tepds cote Tov Beod : Soph. Phil. g43 ra 
rééa, tepd tov Zyvds: Id. Aj. 534 mpémov rovde Saipovos: Hat. Il. 44 iepdv 
“Hpakdéos ayvov. Even TpeTovTws Tov mpagdvtwy Plat. Menex. p. 239 C, 

instead of the usual dative. Cf. Lat. proprius alicujus. 

Obs. 3. So the attributive genitive (§. 463.) ; as, 6 rod Baowddas Kiros, 
9) Tov Ywxparovs apern, matnp Neomrod€pov, pytnp Tov Swkpdrovs, ’A@nvas 
dya\pa: Od. v, 101 Avs répas: Il. +, 579 répevos oivorrédovo.—tporaia Aus 

“Hpakdéous "H8y Eur., as, Virg. Ain. IIL. 319 Hectoris Andromache. 

Genitivus Pretit. 

§.519. 1. The price of any thing stands in the genitive, as it Is 
only from an antecedent conception of the price, and a comparison 
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between it and the thing, that the notion of value arises. So on the 

other hand, if the notion of price is stated, the thing valued is in 

the genitive; as in this view it is from the value of the thing that 

the notion of price arises. So Arist. Nub. 31 rpeis pvat SupptcKou kal 

tpoxoiv ’Apvvia. 

2. Verbs of selling and buying, staking, wagering, &c.; as, dvet- 

afar, a&yopdtew, mpiacGa, kriclor, wapahapBdveww—mwdetv, drodiSoc8at, 

mepididoc001, Si8dvar. As early as Homer: 

Il. w, 485 tpimodos wepiSdpe0or He ACByTos, to wager a tripod or a cal- 
dron: Od. W, 78 euébev meprdidcopo. airns, J (Eurycleia) will wager (the 
value of ) myself against any deceit: Hdt. Iil. 139 eyo ravrny twohéw per 
ovdevds xpypatos : Id. V.6 (oi Opyixes) dveovtar Tas yuvaikas mapa Ty yovéwy 
Xpnedtov peyaddov: Xen. M.S. If. 1, 20 rév wévev Twdodow jpiv mavra 
raya@ oi Oeoi: Id. Cyr. Il]. 1, 36 od be, & Trypavn, deEov por, mécou ay 
Tpla.o, Sore THY yuvaika arohaBciv.i— Eye pev, en, & Kope, kav ths puxhs 
Tpiatny, eore pywore atpevoa tav’tnv: Demosth. p. 113, 9 Toito & early, 

d TOY dvadicKopevay XpHpatwv mavrayv Pidummos @vettat, avTos pev Trodepety 
ipiv, bp’ ipav dé pur) wodepetoOa: Arist. Pax 1200 ovdels émptar dv dpémavoy 

ovde KoANUBou, vuvi dé mevrnKovta Spaxpav eur0ho. 

§. 520. Verbs of exchange and barter, which imply the notion of 
equality in value; as, dpeiPew, dme(BeoOar, adddttew, GdAddérTecPar, 

Auew &e.: 

Il. ¢, 236 redxe Gpe.Bev, xpuoea yxadkelwv, exardpBov evveaBoiwv. So Il. 
A, 547 OAltyov ydvu youvds apeiBov: I]. A, 106 vie dw Tpidporo — éduoev 
CAxXAAEds) dtrotvev. So Od. A, 326 "EpupvAnv, 7 xpuadv pthou GyOpds ed€- 
€ato rysnevra. So Xen. Cyr. III. 1, 37 kai od be, & Appéve, dmayou ryv Te 
yuvaika kai adrovs Traidas, pndev abtav Katabets4, for them: Eur. Med. 967 sq. 

tov & enav raidoy dpuyas Wuxas av addagaipel’, od ypucod pdvov: Demosth. 
p- 68, 10 KéxproOe—pndevis dv Képdous Ta Kowd Tov “EAAjvev mpoéoOar, pd 
Gvtahddgac0ar pndepids xapiros pnd aedelas rip eis Tods “EXAnvas etvotay. 
So verbs which imply these notions; as, Demosth. p. 172, 9 tis Kab’ jpe- 
pay pabuptas—evdaipoviay mpoepevor, throwing away for. 

Obs. 1. So the attributive genitive, with a substantive expressing these 
notions: Eur. Or. 1136 sq. addéyorov b€ te TO mAROos avTdddaypa yevvatov 
pidrou, (for ddéyordv te éoriy 7d dvtadddtreaOat TH TAHOOS Tod yevvaiov pidov.) 

Obs. 2. Sometimes dvti with a genitive, or mpéds with an accusative, are 

joined with verbs of exchange. We also find the instrumental dative 
representing the thing exchanged as the means or instrument whereby 
the exchange is brought about; as, Il. 7, 472 evOev ap’ oivigovro Kapyko- 
powvres “Axarot, ddou pev YAAK, GAAor 8 aiOovr oiBhpw «x. 7.r.: Eur. Troad. 
35 Sdkpva 7 ayradddovere Tois THove pEehEeot, Tpwddes, yapydlors: mepiddcbat 

sometimes has wepi repeated, as Arist. Ach. 772 mepideu por mepi Oupuridav 
adov: Id. Eq. 791 mepi tis Kepadys mepiddcba. 

§. 521. Verbs and adjectives of valuing ; as, tipév, tyac0a1, morel- 

aOat, agioiv, déotc8a, dmagiotv, aéios, dvdgios, dvTdévos, Xe. : 

a Bornemann ad loc. 

— 
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Il. ¥, 649 tips TeTipAe8ar, lo be considered worthy of honour. So Bods 
Ggtos2: Il. A, 514 inrpos yap avnp wodkh@v dvrTdgtos GAdX@y: Hat. IIT. 53 6 de 
Aukddpov odd dvaxptovos Hlwoe roy pépovra riy dyyediqnv: Ibid. 145 eue— 
ddixnoavra ovdev agiov Seopot Syaas yopytpys jkiwoas: Plat. Legg. p.728 A 
mwas OT ent yis Kal Urs yns xpvods apetis ovk avTdgios. So dftws: Hdt. VI. 
I12 eudyovro aéiws Adyou: Thuc. III. 39 éxoddcOnoay afiws adixias. So 
*Agvoby twa tywns: Xen. Cyr. Il. 2, 17 eyoye oddev dvucwrepov vopito Trav év 
avOparos civa Tov TOv Lowy Tév Te Kakov Kai dyabov a£vodcCar.—Tipay Tiwi 
twos and twa twos, ¢o estimate a person’s fine at such a sum; tTuypdv tivi deca 

Taddvrey, Tov Gavdrov: Plat. Apol. 8. p. 36 B tiparat por 6 dvnp Oavarou. 
Eiev’ ey O€ 87 Tivos tpiv avtitiypjoopat, & dydpes *AOnvaior; 7) SpAov, Ste THS 
fias: Demosth. p. 862, 60 616 rovr@ Trav deka Taddvtwv étivqcay. So the 
midd. typac8at tive dpyvpiov, Oavdrov, rav éaxdtwy, to attach the penalty 
of fine, death, &c. to the indictment: Plat. Apol. p. 37 init. ef odv det pe kata 
TO Sikaoy THs délas TipGoOar, TovTOU TiYLOpaL, ev mpUTaveim CiTHTEws. So 
Tydodae woddod &c.—Tloveto Oar in the phrases, woAdod, odlyou woreta Oar (but 

often also with wepi and the genitive). So Hdt. III. 95 70 Wiyypa ebpioxera 
eov TaddvTa@y oyd@xovta xk. T.d., is found to be of the value. 

Obs. So the attributive genitive which defines quantity: that which 
defines the quantity is antecedent to a conception of the quantity. So 
oitia Tpi@v hpepav, provisions for three days; Thuc. II. 34 Adpyaxas—duhijs 
éxdotys piav. So also definitions of size: Hdt. I. 178 edpos SinKootwy 
mxéov. So of time after etvar: woddod xpdvou etvar, to be of long standing : 
Demosth. 814, 4 ee mévr’ étav Ovta. 

Genitivus Loci. 

§. 522.1. The genitive of the place is almost wholly confined to 
poetry. The place in this construction seems to be conceived by 
the speaker as a necessary condition to the notion of the verb, and 
therefore antecedent to it, whence it in some sort arose: Il. €, 319 

epeloaro xeipt Taxeiy yains, on the ground ; the ground being viewed 
as the necessary condition of the position spoken of: 

Il. p, 72 vépos & ov aivero mdangs yains oid épéwv: Il. 1, 219 airds 8 
avriov itev “OSvacjos Oetoto Totxou Tob érépou: Od. a, 23 Aldiomas, rot diya 
deOaiara, Zryaror avdpay, of pev Sucopévou “Yrreptovos, of & avudvtos: Od. y, 
251 7 ove Apyeos ijev “Axarikod, ddd mn GAAn mraer’ en’ avOpamous: Od. >, 
108 oi viv ov« éare yurr) Kar’ Axatida yaiay, ovre TdNou iepiis, ovr’ Arelporo 
pedatyys: Ausch. Ag.1056 éotias pecoppddou eornkey #5 ppda, the altar 
being viewed as the cause or occasion of the sacrifices: Soph. El. goo 
€oxdtys 6p Tupas vewpy Bdorpvxov rerpynpevov: Plat. Symp. p. 182 B rtijs dé 
*lavias Kat GAdob ToANaxod aicxpoy vevdopiora. 

Obs. 1. Hence the local adverbs in the genitive form: od, mov, moi, 
drov, avTov, vyov, THAod, ayxod, Sod, ovdapyov, dAdayod, and the local ad- 

verbs with the suffix ev, apparently for the local adverbs with the suffix 
Oc; as, evdobev, eyyiev, rnddbev, extroober, Omicbev, Tmaporber, mpoabev, avwbev 

katobev, evepbev, imepbev, eEwbev, eowbev; as, Il. p, 582 “Exropa & éyydbev 
iordpevos wTpuvev “Atrodov. 

a Vide Lidd. and Scott ad v. &éios. 
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2. Hence, especially in Epic, we find verbs of motion with a geni- 
tive of the way over which the motion proceeds, and which is con- 
ceived of as a necessary condition, or as giving opportunity for the 
motion : 

Il. 8, 244 ekapov moddosg medtoro P€oucar: Il. 8, 801 epxovra: medio: II. 
B, 785 Suérpnoocoyv wedtovo: Il. v, 820 Kovlovres medtovo: Il. x, 23 Oéew 
medio: Il. «, 597 idy moh€os wedtoro: Il. x, 353 éAxépevar veroto Babeitns— 
aporpov: Il. v, 64 medtoro Sidxew dpveov: Il. o, 264 wa mpnoowper ddoro: Il. 
6 38 immo drvgopévw medioio: Adsch. Choeph. 710 ipepetovtas papas 
keNevOou: Soph. CE. T. 1478 aA edruxoins, cai oe thade THs 6806 Aaipor 
dpewov 7 pe cpovpnoas tvxor! Aristoph. Ran. 174 trdyeP tpeis THs 6800 : 
Thuc. IV. 47 émeraxyuvoy tis 6806 Tods cxoXairepoy mpooidytas. So Hesiod. 
Opp. et Di. 577 jas roe mpopéper per 6300, mpoéper b€ kai Epyou. So in 
prose, iévac rod mpdcw: Xenoph. ésopevovro rod mpdaw. So metaphorically : 
Od. a, 296 vymdas dxéew. G.'T. as Luke v.19 Tolas 6900 eiceveyxwow aiTov. 

Obs. 2. There are various other ways of explaining this very difficult 
construction, one of which is to take the genitive as partitive; it seems 

certainly so in such phrases as mpodapBdvewv rhs 6d00, ths duyns. When 

once the idiom was established it would occasionally be used in passages 
where its original force was less discernible, see §. 480. In emi with the 
gen., as ef immov, &c. on horseback, &c. the genitive is local, while én 

defines the position more exactly. 

Obs. 3. So we may explain the genitive in the phrases kateayn, Evverpi8n 
ms Kkepadns (Arist.), as a genit. loci: Plat. Gorg. p. 469 D; Eur. Troad. 
1173 Kpatos ws oa Exeipe—Pdorpvxov. And so perhaps also the passage in 
Plat. Gorg. p. 496 E i) ody dua rodro (sc. Avrovpevoy xaipew, cum voluptate 
dolorem esse conjunctum) yiyverat kata Toy aditov Témov Kal xpdvov (eodem loco 
et tempore), «ire uxis ire cbpatos Bove, in the mind or the body. 

Obs. 4. Possibly also the genitives such as rodds AaBwv, which are re- 

ferred to the partitive genitive, might be considered as coming under this 
local genitive. 

3. So occasionally the sphere in which some state operates and 
takes effect is in the genitive, instead of the local or modal dative ; 

this being viewed as the cause or the occasion of the state: A‘sch. 
P. V.g09 avéddns ppevdv: the mind or temperament is viewed as the 

cause of the self will; dpéow would express simply the sphere 
where it operated. 

Genitivus Temporis. 

§. 523. 1. The moment of time in which an action takes place 

is sometimes conceived of as a necessary condition of the action, and 

therefore antecedent to it. This temporal genitive occurs both in 
prose and poetry : "AvOn OdAXex t05 éapos, the spring being conceived 
of as a condition of the production of the flowers. So O€pous, xeupavos, 
Hpepas, THs avTHS NpEepas, vuKTds, dpOpod, Seihys, SmHpys, pyvds, evauToU, 

&e. with the attributives, as tod atrov, tod mporépou, éxdatov, &e.: 
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hence the adverbial expressions, épxijs, at the beginning, and 10d 

horod. for the future (in later writers generally Aomév or 7rd dow- 

TOV) : : 

Od. 7, 118 tdwv ovore Kapmos amddAvrat od arroheiner XElwatos addée Oe- 

pous.—Poetic, fois, vyvepins &c.: Il. c, 522 (veédas) Kpovioy vynveptys 
éotnoev ém axporddoow dpecow: I). 6,470 Hots 61 Kal paddov ireppevéa 
Kpoviova dear: Hdt. IV. 48 "Iorpos toos det airos éwuT@ peer kai Cépeos Kai 
xepavos: Id. VI. 12 tod Aowmrod pr wevOapeba adrod: Eur. Iph. VT. 1265 

Chor. Umvou, somni tempore: Plat. Phed. 59 D ¢&jA@opev tod Seopwrnpiov 
éomépas : Demosth. 44, 5 ovkére Tob oto mdcyouer dv Kaxas. So G.'T. 
Matt. ii. 14 mapéeAaBe TO maidiov Kal tiv pytépa adtod vuktés. So with ad- 
verbs: Arist. Equites 250 modAdks THs Hpepas: Id. Aves 1498 anvixa tis 

PEpas. 
2. A space of time is also considered as the necessary condition 

or occasion of the notion of the verb, and is in the genitive ; as, 

LH. A, 691 eAOay yap p’ exdkwoe Bin “Hpakdyein Tov TpoTépwev étéwy: AXsch. 
Ag. 285 molou xpdvou d¢ kai mendpOnrar rods ; how long ? Soph. El]. 478 od 
paxpod xpdvou: so guxvod, woAhod, wheiotou, dAtyou xpdvou (also xpdvou 
alone, Arist. Eq. g50.), moAh@v fpepGv, erdv &c.: Hdt. Ill. 134 ratra 
éXlyou xpdvou ora tehevpeva: Id. VI. 58 emeay d€ Odyrwor, dyopi Séka tpe- 
péwv ovx ioratat ode: Thuc. V. 74 9 pev paxn eyévero mAetotou dé xpdvou 
peyiorn 53 Tév “EXAnuxay : Id. 1. 3 xpdvor of eixoy ovria: Xen. Anab. I. 7, 
18 Bacrreds ov payeirac Seka qpepGv: Plat. Gorg. 516 D wa airod déka 
ety py dxovoerav THs Pavis: Id. Pheed. prince. ovre tis Eevos aixrar xpdyou 
cuxvod exeiev: Id. Symp. 172 C roddav étav “Aydbwv evédde otk emidedy- 
pyxev. So with the article it is used distributively: tod éviautod per 
annum—rThs jpépas, per diem. 

Obs. 1. To define this relation more clearly, prepositions are semetimes 
used: ék, dé, émi, which represent the time, as it were, as something 
on which the action rests or depends: 814,—é€vtés and écw, intra ; as, &k 

vuxtés, like de nocte, ek moddov xpdvov, €€ apxis, ap’ éomépas, emt Kupov, 
Cyri @tate, ér éepov, (€uod representing the space of life,) mea etate, gene- 
rally with a present participle ; as, ¢mi Kvpov dpxovros Hat. IIT. 89; dia 
woAdod xpdvov—evtds—or ~ow@—ToAAOV xpdvov. So ek xeupds, ex Todds, €& 
ayxiporo.o, (Ll. , 352) €€ ampoodoknrov, €& éroipov, amd tov mpodavois, &c. 

Obs. 2. The temporal force of the genitive is clearly seen in such ad- 
verbs as émumodijs, €&qs, epeéjs, mov, aiyns, or (with the preposition) éeéai- 
gyns, eEamivns, like de subito. 

Genitive of Position. 

§. 524. 1. Closely connected with the relative genitive is the 

Genitive of Position, which is used when the notion of position 
(local, moral, or temporal), is determined by its relation to some- 
thing else, which is in the genitive. 

2, Adjectives and adverbs which express the actual local position, 
take a genitive of the object from the existence or conception of 
which the notion of the particular position arises; as in 7éAas oikov, 

Gr. GR, VOL. I. Bb 
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the position of otkos must be in the mind before the notion of any- 

thing else being either 7éAas or tHAod to it, can be conceived. 

§. 525. So adjectives of being opposite, corresponding in position 

to, near to, take a genitive of the correlative spot or person; as, 

avrios, évavrios, pécos, avtiatpodos (Plat., Aristotle), mapamdjovos (Plat. 

Soph. 217 B.): 

LL. A, 214 evavrion Zrrav "Axaray : Ibid. 219 mparos “Ayapépvovos avtios 

Adoev: Il. p, 31 dvttos torao’ épeto: Eur. Or. 1460 yuvarkds avtio. oradev- 

res: Hat. IL. 34 7% Atyumrros tas épewhs Kidckins paduora Ky avTin KeeTat, SO 

Id. VIL. 36 émixapcias tod Mévtov, at right angles to the Pontus. So meta- 

phorically of something mentally contrary: <Aisch. Pers. 223 ¢umadw 

Tavbe. 

§. 526. So adverbs which express position in relation or prou- 

imity to, or distance from ; the notion of proximity, &c. being de- 

rived from the antecedent perception of the object to which it 1s 
near, &c.; as, dvta, dvryy, dvtia, évtiov (also with dative, Hdt. II. 34.) 

dvtukpu(s), dmavTuKpu(s), évavtiov, KatavTiov, évitov, peragu, mpdo8ev, ep- 

npoodev, mpdrap, mpomdporle—dmaGer, wékas (also with dative, poet. : 

see §. 592. 2.), mdyolov, éyy’s (also with dative: Eur. Heracl. 37.), 

éyyur, éyyvtata, éyyutdtw (also with dative), decoy, ayy (also with 

dative), ayxod, oxeddy, xwpis, THE, THAGOL, Excs, Amdmpobev, amdmpobr, 

aveude, (at a distance), dwavevOe, and also the prepositions, dvzt, apd. 

So also the genitive after GydOev, kabdmepbe, dvw, KaTw, vépOe, audts, 

Zéw, éxtds, gow (elow), Evdov, wépa, mépay (on the opposite side—beyond 

—opposite) : 

Il. p, 29 et ke ped vta ornys: Ubid. 69 édvtiov edOeuevar Mevedov kvdadt- 
powo: Od. x, 156 dre b1 oXEdov ja Ki@y veds dudredioons: Il. p, 468 o7h & 
dmibev Sipporo: Hat. IIL. 144 katevavtiov tijs dxpomdduos exaréaro: Id. VI. 
77 ws S€ &yxXod pev eylvoyro tis TipvvOos: Soph. El. goo tupBov mpoceiprov 

éocov; Eur. H. F. 1109 méAag eAeiv rav Kaxdv: Demosth. 117, 27 why- 
ciov OnBav kai ’AOnvav: Id. 9g init. dmavtuKpd ths "Arriys: Il. p, 192 
oras dardvevde pays : Il. 7, 539 THe dihwv Kai warpidSos ains: Plat. Apol. 
38 C Bavdrou éyyds: Hdt. VIII. 144 éxds xpdvou : Demosth. 49, 34 Tol 
mdoxew—eéw yevnocabe: Il. v, 13 Atds evdov, in the temple of Jove: Od. 
7, 2607 éphis pudomidsos: Il. W, 393 tmmor duis 6806 Spaperny: Il. 0, 444 
6 Avds apis: Aisch. Ag. 183 Xadki8os mépay (opposite) : Hdt. VI. 103 
wépyy THs 6800: Soph. Ant. 334 wodtov mépay mévtou : Xen. Anab. VI. 5, 5 
mrépa pecovons ipéepas: Thuc. 11.77 peragd tod tetxous kal ris mpooxdcews : 
Plato Pheedo 71 A petatd tav évavtioy: Hdt. 1.181 pecodyte THs dvaBd- 
aios: so Il. G 118 mupdty Oéev dotidos oudadoeoons. So when the posi- 
tion is signified by a preposition and substantive, such as mpds vérov &c. : 
Id. VI. 139 9 yap Artix mpds vérov Kéerar moddOv THs Ajpvou (procul a 
Lemno). So Ibid. 22 7 d€ Kady atrn ’Axri) kadeopevn eote pev SuKedav, mpds 
dé Tuponviny terpappern tis Zueding: Id. IL. 112 répevds eore—xadkov—rov 
“Hpatotytou mpos vérov dvepov keiwevov. So in Attic writers, éyydtata, or 
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eyyutTatw yevouvs to express relationship. So mpd, mpdoGev, péxpr, in the 
notion of temporal position, before, uniil. 

§. 527. So also the adverbs* rot, wou, wy, mé0ev, of, 4 (iva, rHde 

poet.), oddapo0, wavtaxy, &c.; as, 

Od. a, 170 ris, mé0ev cis dvipav; unde terrarum? Od. B, 131 marjp & 
pos GARoOOr yains (wer dy 7) reOvnxe: Hdt. 1. 163 tis éwtrod ydpys oikjoa 

Oxou Bovdovrac: Id. IL. 43 ob8apq Atyéaréu: Xen. Cyr. VI. 1, 42 euBadreiv 
Tou Tis éketvav xdpas: Ibid. 19 xpnudrov—prjpny EtépwOt Tod Adyou ézo1- 
cdpnv: Plat. Rep. p. 403 E eidévac Grow ys €ort.—avrayod ris yns, ubique 
terrarum. So withthe temporal adverbs, as éWeé ris fyépas, Tod ypdvou, tis 
HAukias—rtpis ris Fpeépas—mwohNdts Tis pepas—awpl vukrav, ris vuKTds &c. : 
Hdt. IX. 101 mpwt ris ipepys: Arist. Eccles. 291 mpd tod Kvépous, early 
in the night: Plat. Protag. p. 326 C mpwiattate rijs AAuKctias, at a very early 
age: Theocr, II. 119 jvOov yap—asbrixa vuxtés, h.e. ut primum nox appe- 
tebat. So metaphorically: Afsch. Eum. 301 76 yaipew pa pabdv@ Sirou 
g$pevav : Soph. El. 390 wod wor «2 ppevav: Id. Aj. 386 odx Spas, W ef 
karod: Plato Symp. p. 181 E 16 yap trav maidev redos Gdndov, ot TedeuTa 
Kaklas Kal Gperas Wuxns te mépe Kai capatos. *Evtat0a TAS HAukias, Too 

Aeyou, SeGpo tod Adyou Plat.: Demosth. p. 42, g dpare—, ot mpoednrvdev 
aoehyelas, 

Obs. 1. So G. T. éws both of time and place: Matt. ii. 14 éws Tis TeNeu- 
THs Hpodov: Id. i. 17 €ws tod Xprotod. ws ob, until. So Rom. iii. 12 ove 
Zot €ws évds, as far as one=n0, not one. So Diod. Sic. 1, 27 Ews @keavod. 

Obs. 2. This genitive might perhaps be considered also as partitive. 

§. 528. So also the adverbs and adjectives 6, kadds, petpins, ds, 

TGs, StTws, Y, STH, oUTws, Ode, @oattTws, Kadds, Spas, &c.*, when joined 

with the verb éxew, (jew Hdt., less frequently Attic,) sometimes 

also eivar and xeto@o, take a genitive of that from the antecedent 

conception whereof, and relation whereto, the notion of the good or 
bad state or position arises; as in e6 wodér efyev, it is from a notion 

of the properties of the wéses that the notion of the state expressed 

by «8 é€xew is formed. This construction is more common in poetry 

than in prose: 

Hdt. VI. 116 ’A@nvaios Sé Gs Toda Eixov TdytoTa ¢Bonbeov és rd aorv: Id. 
V.62 xpypdtev €0 qKovtes. Also without ed: Hdt. VIL. 157 od d€ Suvd- 
pds Te HKELs peyadys, magna praditus es potentia. Ev, kadas, perpios exew 
Biov, ppevav, yévous, Suvrdpews: Thuc. 1. 36 kahka@s tmapdmdou ketoOar: Id. 
IIT. 92 to mpss modcpov Kah@s adrois eddKer 7 TmoALs KAPloTacHar and imme- 
diately afterwards, tis te emi Opdxns wapdSou xpyoipws Efe. Of “EAAnves 
oUTwS Etxov Suovoias mpos ddAndovs: Xen. Cyr. VIL. 5, 56 ottw tpdrrou exes : 
Id. Hell. IV. 5,15 ds téxous ckacros etxev: Thuc. I. 22 ds éxatépwy tis 
edvoias— pyypys exor (where éxatépov depends on edvoias): I. 4, 605 
OpGs Tins eoeat: Plat. Rep. p. 576 D ed8apovias doatrws éxers: Id. Legg. 

p- 869 D Karta tatta €otw Tob Kabapos civac: Lucian Somn. c. UI. as &kaoros 

yropns i) epmeipias <iyev. Poetry: Eur. El. 751 was dydvos ijxopev: Id. 
Hel. 313 ws & edpevetag roto’ ev Sdpors €xers: Ibid. 1253 as av mapovons 

@ Lobeck Phryn. 280. 
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otolas éexacros 7: Il. I. 601 od« & Spas tins eoeac: Arist. Lys. 1125 ob 
kak@s yvepns exo: Kur. Heracl. 213 qkew @d¢ yévous. So with Hxov im- 
personally : Id. Alc. 291 Kad@s per adrois karOuveiv TKov Btovu. 

Obs. Sometimes where the substantive stands first the adjective is used 
instead of the adverbial adjective, and agrees with the substantive; as, 
Hat. VIL. 157 Suvdpuos ixers peyddys for peyd. 

Privative Genitive. 

§. 529. 1. The notion of bemg without any thing, implies and 
arises from an antecedent conception of that thing : hence the geni- 
tive is used after verbs, substantives, or adjectives, expressing the 

notion of being without, freedom from, wanting, being deserted, 
falling short of, &e.; also after verbs expressing transitive actions, 
which produce such state; as, otepety, dmootepeiv, xnpodv, épnpodv, 

pouvody (poet.), and their. middle forms, &c.: daopsiv, wéveoOar, Set, 

Betv, Seiedar, (to be in need of; thence, to ask for ;) Sevec@u poet., 

eitreoGar poet., heiwew, also daodelmew, eAdelrecPar, EmdeiTeTIar, oTravi- 

ew, xpr, ededGepos, pdvos, kafapds, Kevds, Epynpos, yupvds, Sphavds, mevys, 

Wudds : and most compounds of a privative : 

Demosth. p. 845, 3 otros eve rev natpdav amrdvrav—édmeotépyxe : Ibid. 
p. 108, 73 Set 8 epywv TH wéde Kai mpdgews twos: Hat. II]. 65 rs Ba- 
auyins eotépnpar: Il. o, 100 dycev epeto, he wanted me: Soph. Ck. R. 406 
evPoundias Set: Thuc. VI. 13 adeNlas SenOevtes: Id. VILL. 7 vijes prds Se0d- 
ga. teaoapdxovta, foriy minus one: Id. V. 105 evdpevetas NehepecOar, So_ 
Hat. Il. 7 kataset wevryjxovra cradioyv: Eur. Med. g60 omavifew mémhuv. 
Often Attic : mood, éXtyou (seldom puxpod), Set: Adsch. P. V. 993 yupvds 
cil mporopmov; Kur. Med. 513 itov épypos: Ibid. 51 cod porn. So Id. 
Alc. 407 povdatohos patpds: Id. Hec. 869 €dedOepov poBou: Plat. Epist. 
332 C mévys avdpav dirov: Hat. I. 38 jy d€ toutéwy mdvtwy 7 Kabapds : 
Pind. Isthm. VI. 10 éphavév érdpov: Ibid. LI]. 26 dppavoi GBpos: Eur. 
El. 387 ai d€ cdpkes ai Keval dpevOv dyddwar’ ayopas ciaw: Id. Hec. 230 
TapéoTynKey ayov péyas mANpys oTevaypav, ovde Saxptwy Kevds: Hdt. I. 155 
TOAW—GYAWLAPTHTOV coicayv TOV Te TpdTEpoy Kal TOV viv éoTedtwv: Id. I. 32; 
Hil. 147 dwabhs kaxdv: Soph. Ant. 583 kax@v ayevotos aiwy: Eur. Supp. 
82 dkdavotes yowv: Id. Proad. 1313 dras dioros: Xen. Cyr. HI. 3, 55 
dmaidevtos povouxns. So atupos eraivey. So Soph. Ck. C. 49 wy w atysdons 
—Ov oe mpootpera paca: Soph. Gi. C. 1147 dkparpvets trav katymedy- 
pevwv. Substantives: Il. A, 605 (and elsewhere) ri d€ ce xpew eneto: Eur. 
Hee. 976 tis xpeia o° epod (sc. exer): Hdt. VI. 135 jouxin tis modvopxins : 
Ibid. 139 vows Tv mapedvrwy Kaxov ; Plat. Rep. p. 329 C t&v ye TovodTwr ev 
TO yHpa TOA Eipyyy ylyverac Kal éhevOepta.—eEvSera xXpnpdreor, dwopia epodior 
Demosth. So also participles which express deprivation : Aidsch. Ag. 479 
ppevev kexoppevos: Kur. Hel. 274 pitov rntwpevn : Asch. P. V. 472 amo- 

opanreis ppevav. 

Obs. 1. AcioOa, to request, takes either a genitive of the person only, as 

Demosth. p. 67, 3 SenOjvar mdvrav ipov ; or a genitive of the person as 
well as of the thing, Hdt. ILL. 157 ray edéero opav: Id. I. 59 eB€eto rod 
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Sypou dudakis tivos, the one genitive depending on the notion of wanting, 
the other on that of asking; or the preposition wapd is sometimes joined 
with the genitive of the person, and sometimes we find an accusative of 
the person: Thuc. V. 37 édovro Bowwrovs ; and an accusative of the thing 
when it is considered, not as something wanted, but as the request made : 

iv te (Senpa) Se@vrar.—(See Accusative, §. 548. e.) 

Obs. 2. So also passive compounds with a privative: Soph. C£.C.1519 
eyo SwWdéo— & cor yapws ahuTa (untouched by old age) ride Keloera Tore : 
Id. Antig. 847 dikwv axdavotos: Id. Gi. C. 1521 GOuxtos tyntipos: Id. 
Phil. 867 dmortov é\misev: Eur. Hipp. 949 Kandy axjpatos: Arist. Nub. 
1413 d@dos mAnyav: Demosth. p. 316,17 aOGos ris bidinmov Suvacrtetas : 
Soph. El. 231 oddémor ek Kapdrev aroraicopa avdpiOuos Ode Opjvev. 

Obs. 3. Adjectives compounded with a privative in poetry, and some- 
times in prose, take a cognate substantive in the genitive, though the sub- 
stantive generally has some attributive. This fulness of expression is very 
becoming to the lofty diction of tragedy, and it is sometimes used even in 
prose: Soph. CH. C. 1383 dardtwp euov: Id. Aj. 321 dipddntos d&cav Kw- 
xupdtev: Id. Trach. 247 xpdvos avipiOpos fyep@y: Ibid. 36 adoKevos domt- 
‘Sev: Id. Gk. C. 677 dvqvepos mavtwrv xewdvev: Ibid. 865 ddwvos dpas : 
Eur. Phoen. 324 admemdos hapéwv Acvkdv: Id. Hipp. 546 afug héxtpwy : Ibid. 
146 dvlepos advrav mweAdvwv2: Id. Hel. 526 dgidos didwy: Id. Herc. 114 

matpos dmdtopa: Id. Andr. 714 G@mat8as téxvwv. Prose: Hdt. III. 66 
atraida—-edvra epaevos Kai O7deos yovou, and in other passages in Hdt.: Id. 
VI. 12 amabdes cdvtes méovwy Tovotroy: Thuc. IT. 65 xpypdtev adwpotatos 
yevouevos: Xen. M. S. Il. 1, 31 rov wavtav ydiorov dxotapatos, emaivou 

TEAUTHS, GVHKOOS €1, Kal TOD TavTa@v Otorou Feduatos AVEaTos: Id. Cyr. 1V. 6, 
2 @trats O€ clue dppevav Taldev. 

2. So adverbs which express privation, absence, want, or eacep- 
tion from: dvev, dvevbev, without: drep, drepbe, voopw, xwpis, mAHy, 

dixa, &e.: Il. €, 473 drep hay: Soph. CH. R. 1415 why tod Satpovos, 

except: Id. Phil. 115 ot7’? Gv od Ketvav xwpis ov7 exeiva aod: Ibid. 
31 6p@ Kevijy ddxnow évOpdrwv Stxa: Arist. Ran. 102 idta ris ppevds : 

Hadt. V. 66 wépe§ Aiavtos. 

Separative Genitive. 

§. 530. 1. The notion of motion, removal or separation, implies 
the antecedent conception of a point whence the motion began ; 

hence all verbs expressing any notion of coming, going, removal, 

separation, departure, rising from, may have a genitive of the point 
whence these began ; hence all verbs of notion: Baivew poct., dmévar, 
dvaduvar poet., tpémedOar (se avertere) poct., Pépew, dyew, detpew poet., 

xwpetv (cedere) poet., wapaxwpeiv, cuyxwpetv rarely, éoxwpety, eikew and 

meixew prose, xdleo@ar and dvaxdfeoar poct., ddvcxew poct., dedyer 

often in the dramatists: éwaviorac@a and égictac@a. Attic prose : vo- 
opitew, xwpilew, Siopifew, Siexew and améxew (to be at a distance), &e. 

® See Monk Hipp. 146. 
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a. Poetic use: Il. p, 263 odS€ vv mw Aavaoi xdlovto KededGou : II. p, 
129"Extap & dup és duidov iay dvexdle® Eraipwv: Ll. 0,138 as dpa povncaca 
madwv tpdare uios éoio: Il. a, 359 dvédu modus GAds: Il. , 348 elke, Ards 
Ovyatep, Toh€nou Kat SyiorjTos: Od. a, 18 otf &vOa meduypévos jev d€Ohwv 
(also with acc., Il. ¢, 488): Il. 7, 629 vexpod xwpycouct: cf. np, 406: Il. p, 
422 pnt tis €pwettw modéworo! Here also belongs the Homeric S€xeo9at 
twos: cf. Il. £, 203: w, 305. So Eur. Hipp. 89 S€gad ve pou: Ausch. Ag. 
27 edvis errovteihagay, from: Soph. Phil. 1044 tis vécou mepevyévar: Id. 
E). 627 Opdaous ot« augers: Id. Antig. 418 yGovds deipas (coming from 
the earth) : Id. Phil. 630 veas &yovta (from the ship): Id. El. 324 Séuev— 
péepoucay: Id. Gh. T. 24 dvaxoupicor kapa Buddy: Ibid. 152 Nu@avos Bryan : 
Ibid. 229 ys dmevar: Id. Phil. 194 «axa pds adrdv THs epdppoves Xpdons 
éméByn. So Arist. Nub. 1240 éuod katampotgetar. So Soph. El. 324 os 
Sdpwv dp@ ry ony Opaov (from the house): Arist. Ran. 174 tadyeO ipeis 
THs 6900: Pind. Ol. I. 58 edppoctvas aXGtar. b. Poetry and prose: 
Hdt. II. 80 of vedrepot airéwy toiot mpecBuréporce ouvruyxavovtes ELKOUGL THS 

6900 Kai exrparovrar: Id. VIL. 161 ouyxwpyoopev ris hyepoving: Xen. Cyr. 
Il. 4, 24 Gwoxwpety rod mediouv. (Cf. Arist. Ran. 798:) Id. Hier. VII. 2 
Trapaxwpetv 6d00: Id. Symp. IV. 31 Sraviotavtat dé por dn Kai Odkwv Kai 
ddav e&iotavtar of mhovows: Id. Vectig. lV. 46 dméyer TOy apyupetwv 7 eyyv- 
tata modus Méyapa odd metov Tv Tevtaxocioy oradioy: Plat. Menex. p. 246 
E éemornun xopifopevy Sixarocdvns: so Od. a, 18 mepuypeévos aebAwv: so 
G.T. 1 St. Pet. i. 4 daropuydvtes tis POopas. 

Obs. 1. Here also belong the expressions Seétds yxetpds, or Seftas alone, 
dpiotepas, owas, from the right, left hand, right, left: Hdt. V. 77 76 de 
(réOpimrrov xadxkeov) &protephs XEepds earnxe: Alsch. Pr. 714 (Sch.) Navas de 
XELpds of oLdnpoTeKroves oikovor XddvBes: Eur. Cycl. 681 mwotépas THs xerpds ; 
but é« is generally added. 

Obs. 2. Some of these verbs, as dedyeuv, have an accusative, when the 
notion is rather that which is implied as part of the verbal action, the 
erson whom one flies, than of the point whence the motion begins, or the 

point which is left behind; and very frequently, especially in poetry, the 
exact point of the motion is further defined by the prepositions.—(See 
Prepositions.) 

Obs. 3. The adverbial genitive in ey is sometimes used with these 
verbs instead of the inflected genitive; as, otpavé0ev: but even to these 
the prepositions &mé and ék are added: Hesiod. Op. 763 &« Ardéev. 

2. Here belongs the genitive after verbs of beginning, where the 

point whence the action commences is expressly marked : 

Od. 6, 499 dppnécis Oeod Hpyxeto, from the god: Od. dp, 142 dp§dpevos 
TOU XWpou dOev oivoyoever: Pind. Nem. V. 25 tvuynoay Ards dpxspevar: Thuc. 
1. 1 dpfdpevos <dOds cabiotapevou, from its very commencement. 

3. So also after other verbs where the point whence the action 
commenced is expressed: Soph. CE. R. 808 sxou (from the chariot) 
xapa ov Kadixero. This perhaps might be considered as a local 
genitive. ad 

Obs. 4. The prepositions avd and é« are sometimes added to this geni- 
tive, to define it more accurately: Xen. M.S. II. 1, 1 crkorGpev dp§dpevor 
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amd THs Tpodys, Oorep ANd Toy oTorxetov. So Latin incipere ab aliqua re: 
Plat. Legg. 701 A jpge—eék povorkis. 

§. 531. 1. All intransitive verbs of leaving off, ceasing, &c. which 

imply the notion of removal or departure from, take a genitive of 
that whence the motion, real or supposed, began; or transitive 

verbs, of driving away from, keeping off, delivering from, deviating 

from, hindering from, may take a genitive, though it need not be 
expressed to make up the objective construction, as these verbs take 
an accusative of that which is the immediate patient of the transitive 
action: tévar, desistere Homer, peOévat Homeric, dramatic, and prose: 

peOlecPar, adrévar, Tid Tivos, ddlecOar, Sprévar in Hdt.: dpierbar, dvrévae 

dramatic, in Thue., and some other prose writers: maprévar Aristoph., 
Plat. : mpotec@ar Demosth. (generally acc.) : kwhvew, épytierw, eipyeuw, 

Prdarew, cipyeoOar, €xew and anéxew, to keep off: améxeoOar, dhadkeiv, 

dpuvew, Muew, éNevOepodv, dwahddzrew, pieoGor (Hur.): odLew (Trag.): 

as, 
Il. 5, 130 parnp maddg eépyet priav: Tl. v, 525 eepydperoe modeporo: Od. 

€, 397 Tovye Ocoi KaKdtH TOS EMucav : Od. a, 195 Tévye Geot BAdartovcr Kehev- 
@ou: Thuc. I. 136 évavtwwOijvar (—Pdamrew) xpetas tuvds, to be hindered 
from: Od. a, 69 dPParpot dXdwoev avrideov Mohvdpnyov, cecando privavit : 
so Guuvw in the sense of drive away from, Il. 0, 731 Tpdas dpuve vyav; then 
to defend, Id. v, 109 dpuvew vndv: so dpivopar, Il. +, 527 d&puvdpevor Kadu- 
Savos: (for duive with dat. see Obs. 4.): Thuc. V. 83 katékAyoav— Maxe- 
Sovias "AOnvaior Tepdixcav: Od. x, 288 Os kpatés GXdAKHOW Kaxdv Huap: Od. 

8, 380 «<imé—, boris p dbavdtav Tedda Kai ESyoe KedeUOou: Asch. Ag. 120 
BdaBevta AoisOiav Spdpwv: Eur. Or. 1515 o dwadddger kakav: Ibid. 767 
owlfvar kakdv: Hat. I. 60 ednPeins dmmddaypevov. So Arist. Ach. 201 kax@v 
Gmaddayets : Id. Pax. 772 Kai py p datper yevvarotdtou rév momrev: Hdt. 
V. 62 tupdvvwy éhevbepdOnoay: Thuc. VII. 43 dvévar tis épddou, to leave 
off advancing ; “Advévar tia ris airias, Tov Wevdonaprupi@v: Demosth. p. 18, 

2 py povoy wédewv Kal TOTwy—aiverOar Tpoiepévous, GANA Kal TOY trd THs 
TUXNS TopackeuacGEevTwy TuppdaXwy Kal KaLp@V (aloypby eoTL). 

Obs. 1. Many of these verbs may fall under the head of privative geni- 
tive. 

Obs. 2. The verb etSouat takes a genitive, following, as it would seem, 
the analogy of dméyec@a ; as, Eur. Med. 1057 deioa réxvoyv; though from 

our not knowing the force of the active voice, we cannot define its con- 
struction with any accuracy. 

Obs. 3. In prose and not unfrequently in poetry, some of these verbs are 
joined with ék or amb—éeAevbepodv, Avew, THCev—etpye, ameipyew, e&eipyetv, 

epntvew: Thuc. II. 71 Wavoavias édevPepdoas tiv “ENAdda amd Toy Mydov : 
Plat. Rep. p. 571 C amé mdons dedvpevoy re kal damAaypevoy aicxivns: Id. 
Gorg. p. 511 C D & xudiver cdfew. Even ravew, mavopa, as Soph. El. 
231,987. Eur. Hee. 917. Med. 333. El. 1108. 

Obs. 4. *"Autvw is more commonly found with the dat. commodi, (dpive 
rovde oor) than with the genitive; the notion attached to the verb being 
rather that of benefit resulting to the person defended than of the driving 
away of the person attacking. 
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Obs. 5. So attributive genitives, as Eur. Med. 1285 Bwpdtev adn: Hat. 
IX. 85 dteorot ris waxis. 

2. Recipient verbs take a genitive of the person or thing whence 
any thing is received ; as, d€xouat et simil. Eur. Hipp. 89 8ééar6 ru 

pou: Id. Sup. 848 rpdua ASyxns woAEuiov éegaro: Id. Phoen. 521 as 

Tépw Tadaiav AdBw xappovay. 

Temporal Separation. 

§. 532. From this genitive of local separation is derived a genitive 
of temporal separation—the point whence a space of time begins, 

but this is rare; and the most usual construction is with é« or émé: 

see Hdt. III. 155, VI. 40 rpirm yap pev érei tovtwv, in the third year 

Srom this—reckoning from this point ; whether it is before or after 
the context will determine: Xen. Hell. I. 1, 2 per dAlyor bé TotTww, 

after this; émé is more frequently used: Hdt. VI. 69 vuxrl rpirn md 
tis mpétns: Ibid. 86 kara rpirny yevenv thy aw endo: éx, Thue. I. 2 

éx Tod (xpovou sc.) emt TA€iorov: Ibid. edOds &ms Tadatod. So also the 

suffix ev is used of time: Xen. Anab. LV. 4, 8 éwbev, immediately 

Srom day-break. So de tertia vigilia, &e. 

Partitive Genitive. 

§. 533. The notion of the whole being antecedently necessary to 

the very notion of part, those words which have or imply a partitive 
sense, take the word expressing the whole in the genitive : 

1. The verbs etvar and yiyvecOat : 

Hdt. IIT. 141 dmécrekke—orparnyov ’Ordvea, avdipav tev Extra yevdpevov : 
Thue. I. 65 kai airos 7Oede TOv pevovtwy etvar: Xen. Anab. I. 2, 3 qv dé kai 
6 Soxpdrns Tav audi MiAntov otpatevopevwy: Id. Cir. I. 2,15 ot & av ad ev 
Tois Tedelots (avdpdar) Siayevortar dverridnmrot, ovTOL TOY YEepaiTépwv yivovTar : 
Demosth. p. 122 yap ZeAeta éote THS “Actas: Plat. Euthyd. p. 277 C tév 
hapBavovtwy ap’ eicty of pavOavovres: Id. Pheed. p. 68 D rov Odvarov iyyodvrat 
mares ot Ado TOV pEyloTwy Kak@v etvat. So with an ellipse of eivac: Thue. 
IV. 18 cwhpdvuv 8 dvdpay (ciat) of rwes x. 7. d., they are of the number &c. 
So with singular words which imply a plurality of parts: Hdt. VII. ror 
@y mwodeos: Id. VI. 35 €ov oikins reOpirmodédpov. 

Obs. To distinguish more accurately the part from the whole, ek is some- 
times used. This partitive relation is also more distinctly expressed by 
tis or eis, though there is no ellipse of either of these where the genitive 
stands alone. 

2. The verbs riBévat, riWecOar, moretaBar, HyetoOar, to place §c. among: 

Plato Gorg. 500 B ériény tév mepl tas HSovas Tv payerpexny: Id. Rep. 
p. 376 E pouotxis 8, etrov, tins Adyous: ad musicam refersne sermones ® ? 

4 Stallb. ad loc. 
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Id. Phileb. p.60 D pédvnow kai adyOn SdEav tis abrijs Béas tUEmevos : Ibid. 
p- 66 D & ris Wuxrs eSepev adrijs, emuorjuas re Kai réxvas k.T..: Id. Rep. 
p- 424 C cai cue roivvv—Oes tav reveropévev: Ibid. p. 567 E moveto8at ria 
Tov Sopupdpwv. So dpOucicQar: Hur. Bacch. 1316 tév pidtérev dpvopjce 
téxvwv: Theocr. XIII. 72 otrw pev kdddoros "YAas paxdpwv dprOuetrar. 

Obs. Some of these genitives may also be referred to §. 518. 

3. Any verb” whose operation extends only to part of the objects 
signified by the objective substantive may be followed by a partitive 

genitive : 
Il. €, 121 Adpnorow & eynpe Guyatpav, one of the daughters of Adrastus : 

Od. &, 211 jyayopuny b€ yuvaixka trohukdypwv avOpdTav: Hdt. 1. 67 e& 08 by 
Aixns Tv dyaPoepyav kahcopevwy Lraptintéwy avetpe: Id. Il. 157 6 de em- 
AcEdpevos Tov BaBudwviwy efnyaye: Id. VII. 6 xarédeye Tv xpynopay, some of 
the oracles: Aristoph. Ach. 181 guvedéyovro tév NiOwv: Thuc. IV. go rav- 
tnv te eipydgovto Kal tHv TeTaptny kal THS TepTTHS (part of the fifth) pexpe 
dpiorov. 

§. 534. The attributive genitive—a. joined with a substan- 
tive; as, 

atdyoves vSaros—owpatos pepos: Hdt. II. 136 daikovro ths “Itadtas eis 
Tapavra: Id. VI. 95 dmixovro Tis Kuduktas és To AAnjiov mediov. 

6. With adjectives used as substantives, pronouns and numerals 
used as substantives; as, of xpnotot tév dvOpdmwv. (See §. 442. a.) 
This construction is less frequent with adj. than with participles and 
the article, (the article giving the distinctive and partitive force,) and 
more in prose than poetry: thus, of ed ppovobvres tév avOpdrar. 

Xen. Cyr. I. 3, 2 Mepoav pev odd ndddtotos 6 euds maTnp, MySay pévror— 
TOAV ovTos 6 epos maamos Ké\NoTos: Eur. Med. 1228 Ovntadv yap ovdeis 
eoTw evOainoy dvnp: Adsch. Ag. 809 tév te Sixaiws Kal tov dkaipws modw oi- 
kovpovyra wokwtay: Eur. Heracl. 594 of Oavotpevor Bpotév: Hipp. 1282 pova 
tavde: Med. 476 “ENAjvwv door: Plat. Gorg. 525 C rovs axpiBads tov vopwv 
dvayeypappévous. So especially superlatives: 7 mAciorn ys, TAcioTo TOY 
“EXAjvev: Hdt. III. 60 péyota tOv drdvtwv “EXAjver eLepyacpeva: so dpu- 
Seixetos in Homer used as a substantive, I]. 5, 248 Kéwy apideixeros évdpav.— 
C. ToAAol, dAiyot, Twes TOV aVOpadtrwV,—«is, EKagTOS, Tas,—oi pev—oi dé, Adar, 

érepor &c., with genitive ; often of rovodro. with genitive: Xen. M.S. II. 8, 
3 Tois rovovras Tov Epywv. So with Relative: Hdt. VI. 8 Aiodéwy ot AgoBov 
vépovrat: Eur. Hec. 864 otk gore Ovytav Sotis gor éedevbepos. See also 
§. 442. c.—d. When an individual is spoken of as belonging to a class, 
or family, or nation, Thuc. VI. 3 ’Apxias tév “Hpaxderdav, one of the Hera- 
clide: Xen. Hell. J. 6,16 rév dca otpatnyav Aéov kai ’Epaowidns: Id. 
Anab. I. 8, 1 Maraytas—rav Kip toto. 

Obs. 1. Of course the adjective signifies only a part of the whole, not 
the whole itself: thus oi Ovyntot avOpwroi—zoAXoi, or dAtyot CwOperot, signi- 

fies a whole, composed of many or few individuals ; roAol, 6X¢yor dvOparer, 
a large or small part of the whole. 

4 Stallb. Soph. 232 B. 247 B. 

Gr. Gr. vou. 11. ce 
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Obs. 2. Here belong also the Homeric phrases, wherein the adjective 
has a partly superlative force ; dia, mpéoBa, wérva Oedwv: Od. &, 443 da- 
pone felvwv.—- ira yuvorxdy, © tdédawa woplévay Eurip.: Theog. 1307 
éBpie TatSav. The tragedians strengthen an adjectival notion by adding 
a partitive genitive of the same adjective : dedaia Seihaiwv, dppyr apphtov, 
€xOpoi éx9pGv—éoxar éoxdtwv caxd Soph. Phil. 65. 

§. 535. Verbs of participation, share, communication, commu- 

nity, since all these notions imply part of something, especially those 
compounded with ovv or pera; as, petéxew, eveoti, petectt prov, 19d- 

vou, peTadBdvar, mpoodiSdvar (sometimes mpoSiSdva., Hur. Suppl. 350.), 

Siadivddvor, kowwvelv, Kowoliola, éwapxeiv, to communicate : petadapBd- 

vew—ouhhapBdvew—sometimes ovdANapBdvecPar—ouvaipecOar &c. (the 

preposition giving to most of these verbs their partitive force: as, 
Soph. GE. C. 567 tijs és avfpiov otdév—por— péteotw Hpépas: Eur. Med. 

303 rode KowwvG téxns: Id. Or. 430 sq. petddos hidacs cota THs edTpa- 
fias: Xen. Cyr. I. 2, 15 kal dpyav kai Typav petéxew: Id. Rep. Lac. I. 9 
Ths Suvdpews Kowwveiv: Id. Cyr. VIL. 5, 78 sq. Oddarous prev Kat Wuxous Kal 
Gitwy Kat ToTév Kal vavov avdykn Kal Tois Sovdous pretadvd6var—orepuxns © 
emorHpns Kal pedérns—ov petadotéov: Id. M.S. I. 2, 60 maow apddvas 
émnpket tOv éavrod: Id. Cyr. L. 3, 7 Trav Kpedv Siadiddvar trois Oeparevrais. 
So Homer: xapifopérn wapedvrev, giving of what there was: Soph. Philoct. 
282 vdcou cudddBorto, take share in, relieve by bearing part of: Med. 
946 Euddropar S€ rovdé wor kayo wévou: Id. Iph. A. 160 avAAaBe pdxOav : 
Thuc. IV. 10 advdpes of Evvapdpevor rovde Tod Kuwddvou: Asch. Pers. 724 
yrwpns dé wou ris Sarudvey Euvippato. Here belong also: Med. 284 gup- 
Bddderou dé moda Todds Seiparos, conferre aliquid. So Lysias 184, 31 Tod 
pev yap kal dvuyciv buas pépos te Kal obros ouveBadero: Thuc. III. 36 apoo- 
€uveBddero rhs opps: Hdt. VIII. go mpooeBddero mdbeos (vulgata e con). 
mpoaedadBero). 

Obs. 1. Sometimes the partitive notion is expressed by peépos, or poipa in 
the accusative, the verb being no longer partitive with respect to its object 
Hépos, which is itself partitive in relation to the substantive which follows 
it in the genitive ; a person who shares any thing with another, takes the 
whole of the part (j¢pos in accusative), part of the whole (substantive in 
genitive): Aisch. Ag. 507 petéxew piArdrov rdpou pépos: Eur. Iph. T. 1299 
péreoti ipiv Tov mempaypevay pépos: Arist. Vesp. 972 TovT@v petaiTet Td 
pepos: Hdt. 1V.145 potpav ryséoy petéxovres: Eur. Suppl. 1078 petédaxes 
Tvxas Oidurdda, yépov, pépos. So also toos, which implies pepos in it: Thuc. 

VI. 40 ico peracxety: Arist. Plut. 1145 perciyes tas toas mAnyas. So also 
t—something, or some part of, Hdt. 16, 3 add te Tov Oeod peréxyov : Kot- 

vovo@ai tr—peradiddvac t. Xen. Anab. IV. 5, 5. So another construction— 
the part is in the nominative; péreori te por: Hdt. VIT. 157 protpd roe ris 
“EXAdSos otk ehaxiorn pera. 

Obs. 2. So also the phrases ti por tds; Il. , 360 th por EpiS0g Kai dpw- 
yis; Eur. Hipp. 221 ti kuvnyeotwv cai cot pederns ; 

§. 536. Verbs of actual or imaginary contact, to take hold of, 
to be in dependence or connection with, as it is a part and not the 

rt 

; 
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whele which is touched; as, 6:yydvew, patvew, AnrecOar, epdarecbat, 

BpdrrecOar—hapPdvew rather poct., AapBdveoOar (Adfuoba poet.) : ém- 

AapPdverOar, dvTiAapBdverbar.—exeoOar, dvtéxecOar, twepréxeoOar (ioxavay 

poet.), yAixeoOar (properly, to stick to)—very rarcly émecQa, cuvé- 
mecOar, épeideo0ar : 

Nl. 5, 463 rov b€ weodvra moday EhaBev: Il. 6, 371 EANaBE yxeupl yevedor : 
Il. 7, 486 xdvios Sedpaypeévos aiparogoons: Il. @, 357 yovvor dwdpevor: Il. c, 
102 oéo & é€erar: Od. 6, 288 icxavéwy diddrnros: cf. Tl. wy, 300. Hat. 
VI. 13 mpodpadoros émdaPéoOar: Ibid. g1 émdapBdvecOar tay emeamacthpar : 
Ibid. 31 dvnp avdpds apdpevos ris xepds: Id. I. 93 Aipyn S Exetar tod o%- 
patos peyddy: cf. VI. 8. Id. IIL. 72 epyou éxapeOa, opus aggrediamur. Id., 
VIL. 5 rovvrov Adyou etxeto, amplexari.—Nepréxeo9at tivos often in Hadt., 
cupide aliquid amplecti : cf. Id. III. 53. Ibid. 72 rov yap avrod yhuxdopeba. : 
Thuc. I. 140 tijs yyouns tis aris €xopai: Xen. VI. 3,17 xowy ths cornpias 
éxeoOar: Hdt. IL. 25 mdvra ra oiriwy éxdpeva: Plat. Rep. p. 329 A avn 
arta, d TowvTwv exetar (que cum his conjuncta, his similia sunt): Ibid. 
p- 362 A adyPetas exspevov, cum veritate conjunctum: Id. Symp. p. 217 D 
dverrateto ody ev TH eXopevy EMod KAivy, lecto mihi proximo: Kur. Med. 55 
pevav avOdaretar, mentem tangit»: Id. Or. 502 rod vépou éxeoOau, to slick 
‘to the law: Ibid. 452 dvtAdLou cal wévev ev tH péper: Ibid. 792 ducxepes 
Wave vooodvros dvdpds: Demosth. p. 15, 20 dvtikdBeo8e trav mpaypdtov. 
So Hom. Il. n, 59 peooou Soupds Ehaiv, taking the spear by the middle ; where 
peéooov is not attributive but predicative—dovpds signifying a part of the 
spear, and péooov defining it. 

Obs. 1. ’AvrimoueicOa takes a genitive, seemingly after the analogy of 
yrixeoOar. 

Obs. 2. In the phrases AaBeiv twa youvwv—dmreaOai twa yeveiou, &c. if 
the partitive force is to be looked for, we must not conceive that the geni- 

tive signifies the part of the person touched. The partitive genitive does 
not signify a part taken as the whole, but the whole considered in one of 
its parts, so that yovvey would not be the knee, which is part of a man, 

but some part of the knee, viz. that from whence the touching object as it 
were hangs or depends; though probably this construction of these verbs 
arose from their general analogy to the partitive verbs, and hence we 
must not press their distinct partitive force too closely. 

Obs. 3. Many of these verbs have an accusative: the notion of touching 
or taking hold of the part, being exchanged for that of seizing or occupying 
the whole ; as, Tl. 8, 357 Adhucbar piPov.—ébdrreoar Plat. Lege. p. 664 E. 
Demosth. p. 16, 24 cuvépacda: Ta mpdypata.—yNixeo8ar Plat. Hipp. p. 226 
E—6tyyévew and a@mrecOar are joined in Pindar with the local dative : 
Pyth. IV. 296 douyia Oryévev: Id. VIL. 24; IX. 43. Isthm. III. 30. OL 
I. 86 ebdar’ dv émeor.—(See §. 590.) 

Obs. 4. The preposition éx sometimes defines this relation of dependence 
more accurately: dvamrecOa €x twos. So éxt with verbs of holding by, 
leaning on: émt pedins epebeis Il. x, 225: exeoOau emt twos Hdt. VI. 11. 
Soph. Ant.1142. Hence ép éaurod, éautav, leaning on oneself—independ- 
ent. So yrtxerOar wepi revos. 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Pfiugk ad loc 

CC 2 
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Obs. 5. After this analogy verbs of praying or vowing are joined with 
a genitive of the person or thing by whom or which any one implores or 
vows; such as, AlooeoQo1—ixereveww—ikvetoOar : the person praying being 
conceived as touching the knee or the image of the divinity: Od. 8, 68 
Mocopar jyerv Zyvds "Ohvptiov 75€ Gepsotos. So AtcoecOar warpds, ToKHwr. 
So Hat. VI. 86 eye év ce petépxopar Tay Gedy (per te deos obsecro)a. The 
following passages support this explanation: II. x, 454 f. 6 wév pw epedre 
yevetou xeupi maxein Gipdpevos NicoeoOa: Il. x, 345 py pe, KVOV, youvor you- 
vateo, pnde toxnov: I. t, 451 7 & aiev eve Muocéoketa youvwr: Il. y, 584 
intoy dydpevos yarnoyor "Evvociyaoy duv6.: Hdt. VI. 68 & prep, Ccdv oe 
Tay te GAAwy KataTTdpevos ikereVo kal TOO “Epxeiou Ads todse : Id. VIII. 65 

Anpapyrov te kal ahNov paptépwy KatamTopevos: Eur. Hec. 752 txetedw ce 
TOVSe youvdtwv Kal cov yeveiov Sekas 7 evdatyovos. When dvti is added to 
the genitive it expresses the notion of the person being before the image 
of the god. 

Obs. 6. It may perhaps be better to consider this genitive as arising 
from viewing the person or thing by which any one prays as the cause 
and origin of the prayer (see §. 481.), whence mpdés or bmép is used with 
the genitive (§. 638. 2. d.): Od. A, 67 viv 5€é ce Tdv omBev youvdLopat, ob 
napedvtav, mpds T GAdxou Kal maTpds: Il. 0, 665 tav Umep evOad eyw youvago- 
pat ov mapedvTar, 

§. 537. Verbs of eating, drinking, have a partitive genitive ; as, 

eobiew, pdyew, mivew, yeverOar, yee, podery : 

éoGlew kpedy: Od. 1, 102 pnt tis NwToto ayo vooroio Aabjrac: Hat. I. 
188 tod povvou niver Baciteds: Xen. Cyr. I. 3, 4 (dvdyxy cor) amoyeteoOar 
TovT@y Tov TavrodanGv Bpapdrayv: Ibid. 10 Kai ri 61, & Kipe, raddda pipov- 
pevos Tov Sdkav, ovK aweppdpyoas tod owou: Id. M.S. IV. 3, 11 yeveoOar 
Tuns—yevew twa tyuys: Plat. Pheedr. p. 227 B 7 djdov Ste TOV Adywv tpas 
Avoias eiotia; for the usual instrumental dative; Id. Rep. 352 B edwyxoi 
tov héyou fruere sermone (like Theophr, c. 8 Sox poi ce edwynoew Kawav 
Aéywv for the usual Kawois Adyous). Here perhaps is to be referred, Hdt. 
VII. 138 dpvodpevos rod Hdiov, drawing in unto himself of the sun, as it were 
drinking it in. 

Obs. The verbs of eating and drinking not unfrequently take an accusa- 
tive ; the partitive notion arising from the particular action of eating and 
drinking being lost sight of, and the more vague notion of eating in ge- 
neral being substituted, as is clearly the case in the two first examples : 
Il. p, 319 edouct re (ipérepot Baouhjes) mova pijra, oivdv t €£arTov pedupdea: 
Od. xk, 10 oirwes dvépes eiev—ottov edovtes: Od. 1, 347 Kithoy, TH, Tle 

oivoy, ere payes dvbpdpe kpéa : Xen. Cyr. I. 3, 9 ov« éxmlopar atros tov 
oivov: Ibid. 6 xpéa ye edwxod. So éobiew xpéa and xkped, mlvew otvov and 
owov. As in English, he eats meat—he eats some meat, he drinks wine—he 

drank some wine; so in the old proverb: Gdwp S€ mivwy oddév dv rékous Kaddv 
(vdap rivey=idpordrns). 

& Valck ad loc. 
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Material Genitive. 

§. 538. The notion of any thing being made implies the antece- 
dent existence of some material out of which it is made, which, if 

expressed, is accordingly in the genitive, as being the cause, source, 
origin of the thing produced. 

Verbs of making, forming, being made, formed, &e. : 

Il. n, 222 oxvrordpor bx’ dpicros—emroingey adkos aiddor, émtaBderov, Tatpwy 
Latpehéwy : Il. x, 262 audi dé of kuvenv kepadjguy €Onkev, pod monTHy : Hdt. 
V. 82 xadkod mrovéovtat Ta dydApara: Id. II. 138 éotpwpevy cori ddds AOou : 
Eur. Hel. 1360 kusaod re otepOetaa xAda. 

Obs. 1. This construction is often expanded by the prepositions éx, dé, 
and 8&4; and the instrumental dative is also used. The view in which the 

speaker looks at it determines the case. 

Obs. 2. The attributive genitive of the material belongs here (see §. 435. 
c.); as, €xmopa Edkou—tpdteLa dpyupiou—orédavos SaxtvOwv : Theocr. I. 58 
@@xa—rtvpoevta péyav Nevkoto yddaKtos: Id. II. 73 Buacoro kaddv cvpoiwa 
xXTOva. 

§.539. 1. Verbs of being full, or transitive verbs of filling, &c. ; 
as TAHOw, TANPdw, TlTAnpL, peotdw rather Poetic: yépew, BpiOew, Bove, 

—vdooew, emuvdooew,—oarttew, eUTopetv: as, 

Il. a, 103 peveos d€ péya ppeves dudipedava tipmdavt : Il. 1, 224 myod- 
pevos 8 oivoto démas : Od. «, 219 f. rapool pev Tupdv BpiOov, atetvovto 5€ onKot 
dpvav 7d épidav : I]. a, 148 Kodpor S€ kpytnpas éwectépavto wototo: Od. o, 
22 oTOos Kai xethea dupow aipatos: Hesiod. Sc. 290 BpiOdpeva craxvor : 
AEsch. Ag. 659 épapev dvOotv médayos Aiyaiov vexpois avdpav ’Axatov vauti- 
kav T épemiwy (both dative and genitive), like florere frugum Lucret. 
I. 256. Soph. Cid. C. 16 xépos—Bptwv Sddvyns: Xen. Symp. IV. 64 
oaypevos—mAovtou ty yuxv eooua: Plat. Apol. p. 26 D ra ’Avagayépou 

BiBria—yéper TovTwv TOV Adyov : Demosth. p. 33, 29 Tay dndvrav ebropioat. 
So words which imply such notions: Arist. Vesp. 1386 edwxnpeévoy Kak- 
xptwv : Soph. Electr. 851 mavovptw mappnvm Seay orvyvayv 7 &X€wv aidve : 
Plat. Symp. 203 Tov véxtapos pedvodeis. 

Obs. 1. So also the attributive genitive; as, mifos pediros, déras owwov : 
Od. 1, 196 atyeov doxdv éxov péavos oivoto. 

2. So also adjectives expressing fulness ; as, whéos, €wmheos, wAypys, 

peotds, TAovatos, Sacvs—and the Poetic ddverds, Emuatepys, ToucTedis, 

mepiotedys, datos Epic: amAnotos Trag. : 

Od. a, 165 adpveidtepor xpuooid te eobirds re: Od. B, 431 émortedpys 
owov: Soph. CH. R. 83 mwodvotephs Sadyns: Id. El. 895 weprotepis avOewv : 
Xen. Cyr. III. 1, 3 diabedvrav cai éXavydytwy 1d mediov peotdv: Id. Anab. 
II. 4, 14 B8acds dévdpwr. So Umovdos Soph. Ck. R. 1396. So Horace : 
generose fertile teste. 
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Obs. 2. The instrumental dative is sometimes found with these words, 

as especially Bpvew and dacvs. 

§. 540. Verbs of being satisfied, or satisfying ; as, doa, doacba, 

KopéoacGan : 

Il. €, 289 aiwaros Goo ”Apna: Il. 1, 489 dour’ doa: Il. A, 562 exopéc- 
cato hopBjs. So Il. 1, 705 tetapmdépevor Pidov jrop cirov kai oivoo : Hesiod. 
Sc. 255 dpécavto ppévas aizaros : Plat. Symp. 203 B peOucGeis rod véxrapos : 
Od. v, 295 ate 8éhwv. So the adverbs ddyv, Gris. (So Virg. Asn. II. 
586 animumgque explesse juvabit Ultricis flamme.) 

Obs. The poets use a material genitive with many other verbs; the 
material being considered as the antecedent condition of the production 
or action. The Epic is very rich in this idiom, which is more and more 

lost in the latter language; as while the Greek mind in its primitive fresh- 
ness regarded the action as springing into life from the materials of 
which it was composed or the cause as actively working, the later Greeks 
regarded it rather as a mere lifeless work: Od. y, 408 darootihBovtes 
édeibatos: Plat. Phed. p.113 A Adpyny movei—Léougay UdaTos Kai mAod. 
Verbs of burning : Ul. t, 242 airas & éumpyioew padepod mupds: Il. 7, 81 py 
5) mrupds aidopevoo vias évumpyowor: Od. p, 23 ee ne mupds Gepéw: I. ¢, 
331 GAN Gva, py Taxa doru Tupds Syiovo Bepytor: cf. Il. A, 667. Il. n, 410 
(véxvas) trupds pevttooguev. Verbs of bathing, wetting, washing: Il. ¢, 6 
hedoupévos “Oxeavoio: Il. ¢, 508 NoverOar eiippetos morapoio: Od. 8, 261 
xeipas vupdpevos modujs GNbs: though here the genitive may be local.’ Also 
Il. v, 214 méooe & GAés.—Katandooew Arist. Eq. 99: Plat. Lys. p. 210 A 
Tovs opOadrpors epmrdooa. tis tTeppas: Il. 1, 491 katédevgas owou: Eur. Pheen. 
674 aipatos édeuce yaiav: Soph. Trach. 661 wayypiote meiBots: Plat. 
Pheedr. 230 B 7 ayn pet Udatos. 

Genitive absolute. 

§.541.1. The so called genitive absolute is also to be re- 

ferred, either to the causal genitive—the action expressed by the 
substantive and participle in the genitive being considered as the 
antecedent cause, or condition, of the action of the verb or the 
sentence with which it is joined. So Thuc. IV. 11 dpév rod yYwptou 

xaemod dvtos Tovs Tpinpdpxovs—Aaroxkvovvtas, here rod xwplov xadeTod 

évros expresses the cause of the hesitation of the Trierarchs: Hd. 
I. 208 e€avayxapeiv os attod SiaByoopévov: here the genitive expresses 

the cause of the eavaywpeiv. 

2. Or the genitive of time : Kvpov Baothedovros, while Cyrus was 
reigning: ép0pov yevouévov, though this notion is frequently more 

accurately defined by énf: émt Kvpov BaciAcvovtos &e- 
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Genitive with Substantives and Adjectives. 

§. 542. 1. When two substantives are so joined together, that the one 
seems to depend upon and derive its force and meaning from the other 
in any one of the relations given above, that substantive on which the one 
depends is in the genitive, as being in some respect antecedent to the 
proper conception of its state or nature, and hence arises the rule, that 
when two substantives are joined together, the one that explains and more 
accurately defines the other is in the genitive, as it is the expression of 
some notion whence the notion of the other substantive sprang, (see 
§. 521. Obs.) And when verbal notions, which take an accusative or 

dative, take the form of a substantive, they may have their object in the 
genitive. 

2. The same holds good of adjectives ; even many whose verb takes the 
accusative are joined with the genitive: Adsch. Ag. 1156 io ydpou Tdpidos * 
deOpior Hidwy (which have ruined his friends): Arist. Pax 678 d&moBoh- 
patos Tov hwy: Eur. Hec. 235 kapdias Syxtypia: Ibid. 1135 tmomros dv 
87) Tpwikns dddcews 2. 

3. A genitive is sometimes found with active participles, and seems to 
depend on an adjective or substantive implied in that participle; as, Soph. 
Cid. C. 437 €pwrtos rovd edatver’ wbedhGv: and perhaps Ibid. 1084 édydévev 
Bewpycaca, spectator of the contest: Hom. Il. 7, 811 8i8ackdpevos oheporo. 
Acts ili. 12 tetrounkder Tov mepirareiy aitév, but see §. 442. 

4. Adjectival genitive :— Frequently where a compound notion 
might have been expressed by an adjective and substantive, the adjec- 
tival notion stands in the form of an attributive genitive; it generally 
expresses the most important part of the compound notion, (see §. 435. c.) 
So in G.T. as James i. 25 dxpoatns émAnoporis. 

5. Table of Attributive Genitives. 

i. Genitive of causation: 

a. Of the cause: as, Il. 8B, 397 kipara rayroioy dvépwv: Plat. voowv 7 
Tohépwv pbopd—Opdces icxuos, confidence proceeding from strength. 
So G.T., as kivdvvor woTapav. 

8. Of the author or agent ; as, réxynua év8pds—Opypou moujpata— 
9 > / ® 3 A , , 
Hpas ddareia, of which Juno was the author: éyns Booxnpa xeupds 
—épyov Mpagitéhous—ai rv véwy tipai, shewn by the young men ; 
TroTpos Saipdvov—Sarpdvev tvxas. So G.T., as ducavocivn Ocod. 

y. Of the origin, birth, &c.; as, avdpa yevvaiov matpds. Oovkvdidys 6 

‘Oddpov. G. T. "Iovdas *iaxdBou. 

6. Of the occasion or source, whence the principal notion arises ; as, 
TpOTraoy THs vaupaXias—vikn paxns—pdxOos Téxvwv—mdvev Narped- 
pata—dvayyuxat Kak@v—dvdrvevois Tohepovo—xdpos yooro—popdryy 
§uvod Sopds—xpadros dpioteias—Opdvev xpdrn—ioxvos xdpuv—rpia- 
kdota tddayta pdpou—dacpds pdpov—6800 orddia—dvopdtwv poppy) 
pia. G.T., as kpiows weyadns fpépas. 

a Pflugk ad loc. 
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Genitive of relation: 

a. Necessary relation, where one term implies the other; as, father 
and son, matip uvlod: superior and inferior, as Seamorns 80vhou— 
dodAos BeamoTod. So wyepovia tHs “EANdSos—rv Trav Kkpevoodvwv 
SovActav—mouis yuvarkds—yqs Kpatn7—époévwv Kpdtros—yatas Koi- 
pavos. SoG. T. as Matt. xi. 1 eovolay mveupdtov. 

Obs. 1. The genitive in vids matpés may be considered as causal. See 
Ooi. 

Obs. 2. In Soddos SeamdTou the genitive may be considered as possessive. 

B. Genitive of definition: defining, explaining, or limiting the applica- 
tion of the principal substantive eS 

a. Genitive of reference: defining the particulars in which the prin- 
cipal notion is spoken of, and to which it applies; as, ray kakoup- 
yov vouos, the law of (applying to) evil doers ; XExous emiarodds 
(Eur. Hipp. 859): 7ro Meyapéwv Wdeopa—sé ths BAEBHS vopos— 
din atoBohis—rod mpdypatos Adyos—adkon TaTpds—Sdptrou pvjoTis 
— oor tis pehovepgou. G.T., as tapaBod} Tob omeipovtos; pap- 
TUptov TOU Xpratos. 

b. Genitive of the object or sphere, in or on which the principal notion 
of the agent or state operates, or takes effect, or manifests itself ; 
as, O:SdoKados Ao yor —dordds perewv—apeEia aN hav—ras TOV KAUKOY 
ovvovalas—ov héyar Tovs ayavas add’ Epywv—AnOn kaKov. So G.T., 
as ovvelOnots Tov €lowAou. 

Obs. Sometimes this genitive expresses not only the sphere in which 
the principal substantive operates, but also some further relations thereof, 
which require to be distinguished. 

. Genitive of the object towards which the principal notion is di- 
rected : 

1. Object of feelings : pws THs yuvakds—emipehera TOY TPAYPdTOV— 
mé00s Tov GuvTpSpwv—Oadppos Tav Trodeptwv, hitwy dé pd8os—rd 
Novcaviou picos—Anpoadevous didia Kai “AOnvatwv edvola. So 
G. T., as PdBos *lovdater. 

2. Of a motion: 7H Tav Natadv emarpareia—mpéo odor paxdpar— 
voorov yatys Parjrav—hopBns vootov. G.'T., as petouecia Ba- 
Bud@vos—cicodos dylwy. 

3. Of an action : émyeipnow rey “EmimokGv—emire’yiopa THS Bacihéws 
apxis—Tékvov mAayav. 

4. Of a thing: tpdmaoy rov Tohepiwv—-epupa Tis Todepias Ye~pds— 
mpoBrypa xetnovav. G.'T., as mpoBara opayijs. 

d. Genitive of procession ; that from which something proceeds ; 
separation from an object : dréoracis trav *AOnvaltwyv—ékBacts adds 
—bwpdtov dAy—arecrot tis paxns—Avors KaKOv. 

e. Privative genitive of the object, the absence or want of which is 
denoted by the principal substantive : édea XPnpdtav —xpeto e100 
—ovxia THs mohvopkins—amopia €podiwv—epnpia émukoupnodvTwy— 
so G.T. as xpetav tatpod. 
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ii. Genitive of quality —adjectival genitive, see 4., which 
constitutes or characterises the principal substantive : 

6 rhs houxtas Bioros—aatpwv evppdvy—adareia Tovev—xyida Eupdopas 
—odpa onddou—épxos d8évtwv. G.T., as Rom. xv. 3 6 eds ris 
UTropov7s. 

Obs. We find sometimes a double adjectival genitive: Eur. Med. 645 
Tov dpaxavlas €yovca Suoréparoy aiay’ oixtpotdtwv &yéwv. 

iy. Genitive of quantity: 

6 Aipy eixe TO oTdpa OKT otadiwy (Thuc.). 

v. Genitive of value, or equivalent, or measure: 

Xen. dvoiv pyvoty proOdy: Thuc. orria tpy hpepdv (see §. 521.) : 
Thue. Il. 34 Adpvaxas pudys exdorns plav—yxidiov Spaxpav Sikny— 
mown étépav—ricis “Atpetdao. G.'T., as Matt. xxvil. 6 ripy al- 
patos. 

vi. Partitive genitive: 

a. Personal: avdpi rod S8hpou—avdpa rav éhevOépwv—rav tirméwy veavi- 
oxo—avdpas odGv attav. (See §. 533. 1.) Thuc. ’Apyias tév 

“‘Hpakhedav. G. T., as cis Tav dadexa. 

b. Local; Xen. oppicavro tas Xepoovycou ev *ENaodvti—rov Nerpaiws 
ev A\iGoropias. G.T., as Kava ris Tadi\atas. 

c. Things: pixpoy this tuxns. G.T., as dya Gyiwy. So the genitive 
after neuter adjectives or pronouns : eis rodro 4AuKkias—eis TodTo 
Epdcous—ev marti dbupias. 

vi. Material genitive: expressing that of which the principal 
notion is composed or constituted. 

a. Actual material: Plat. rpia radavra ypuciou—rarns éptovo—dpBpos 
xaddlns. G.T., as Burticpods alpatos. 

b. Component parts: ot 6epediot Tavtoiwy AOwy iroKeivtac—dppa tame 
oxTo—yevos avOpdTwv—aiyelpwy drcos. G.T., as dyeAn xolpwv. 

c. Contents: S00 yoixas additwv, kai d00 KoTvAas olvou—moAAa Tota 
, - a See) A > lal mn > , , 

olTOU—vavs eElkoct Kal ExaTOY dvdpav. G. 'T., as adBaorpov pupou. 

vill. Genitive of possession: 

a. The person or thing to which any thing belongs; as, 7 rév cogt- 
oTav téxvy—KopwOiwy en’ Apmpakiav ednrvbe kat Aevxdda: Thue. és 
Tvdvav tiv “ANeEdvSpou— 6 tov Bacitéws Kyros—rav exOpdv Kaka. 

G. T., as wéXews TOV “loudatwr. 

Obs. Here belongs the periphrastic gen. Atés xparos. 

b. Characteristic or constituting gen. When a notion is cha- 
racterised or particularised by being identified with, or consti- 
tuted by, some other notion, or by being distinguished by some- 
thing which gives it a peculiar nature, property, character, &c. it 
is viewed as belonging or appertaining thereto, and is followed 
by the possessive genitive : dorv ’A@nvav, see §. 435. d.—répevos 

Gr. Gr. VoL. 11. pd 
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oivorédoto, consisting in a vine plot ;—dppa Noatwv immey (identity), 

—évBpbs dicis, the pvous is characterised by dvdpés—ooptas b:- 

dayh, the teaching proper to wisdom ;—zéors tod avBpetou tpoTou— 

Eiporav xéptav eddévdpwv, famous for: veptépwv Seprpara, funeral 

gifts, or proper to the dead. So when the nature of an event is 

defined by time, as kptots juépas peyddys. So the neuter article : 

ro THs avdyxns—ro THs dUcews. (See §.518.2.) G.T., as ro THs 

oUKTS- 

Obs. This differs from the genitive of reference (ii. 8.), because this latter 

only gives the sphere in which the principal notion operates : codias ddan, 

instruction in wisdom, as distinguished from instruction proper to wisdom, 

would be referred to this head. 

c. Genitive of dependence ; as, KAgapxos kai of éxelvov. So G. T., as 

of XAdys. 

Obs. 1. Sometimes a substautive is followed by two genitives falling 
under different heads; as, Soph. Aj. 998 d&eia yap cou (reference nl. B.)— 
Bdéis as Qe08 tivds (cause, 1. B.). 

Obs. 2. Of adjectives followed by a genitive some are to be viewed as 
representing a verbal notion, and referred to the verbal construction ; 
some are used elliptically for substantives, and to be referred to some one 
of the classes given above. 

Obs. 3. Frequently where a compound notion might have been expressed 
by an adjective and substantive, the adjectival notion stands in the form of 
an attributive genitive; it generally expresses the most important part of 
the compound notion—see §.435.c. So in G.T. dxpoarai émAnoporis. 

Obs. 4. It will be seen that some of the instances given under the 
several heads might be looked at in a different point of view, and thus 
classed under the simple genitive of reference: but all attributive genitives 
will fall under one or other of these heads. 

Double Genitive. 

§. 553. 1. We sometimes find a substantive followed by two geni- 
tives, see §. 465. In this construction the substantive and one of the 
genitives form one compound noticn, on which the other genitive - 
grammatically depends; as, Hdt. VI. 2 ‘Iorvatos inéduve tav “Idvev- 
Thy-fyepoviay Tod mpos Aapetor moAcuov: Ibid. 67 kata pev 64 Thy 

Anpapdrov Katdravow-r4s-Baotdyins: Plat. Pheed. 85 A oid 70 atrév 

Seds-r0d-Oavdrou: Arist. Eq. 521 xdpwv t&v avtimddwr vikns-tpdTaLa. 

So in G. T. Acts v. 32 iets eopev adtod pdptupes-tav-pypdtwv ToUTwY : 

2 Cor. v. 1 émyetos 1pOV oikia-Tob-cKyvous. 

2. So also adjectives, derived from verbs which take or might 

take a double accusative, are followed by a genitive of each of 
these objects: Soph. Antig. 1185 MadddBos Ses Oras tkoluny ebypatov 

Tpoonyopos. 
a Herm, Ant. 1170. 
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ACCUSATIVE. 

§. 544. 1. Every verbal expression of a state or action implies one 
or more notions as parts of the whole, necessary to and existing 

coincidently with itself as parts of the principal notion: thus the 
notion of beating contains in itself the notions of a person strik- 
ing (agent), of a blow (act), and of a person struck (patient) ; 
and these two last notions are coincident with and implied in the 
notion of striking expressed by the verb, and are in the accusa- 
tive. They make up and complete the verbal notion which cannot 
be, strictly speaking, conceived of as complete without them. 

2. This principle varies in its application according to the sense 
of the verb. All verbs active, passive or middle, imply coincidently 
their cognate notion—the feeling or state, or the act or 

thing done, or the effect or thing produced: but in those 
verbs which express this feeling or act or production as taking effect 
on, or in some other person or thing, as the patient thereof, there is 
a further coincident notion of this patient: (Arist. Phys. III. 3, 4 
TO yap Tolety kal TacxXeL €oti TO av’Td): so that in these verbs there 

are two coincident notions, as will be seen below. 

Obs. 1. A neuter verb sometimes has a transitive force when its effect 
on some thing or person is considered ; and a transitive verb is sometimes 
neuter when it is not considered in its effect on its patient. 

Obs. 2. When one of these coincident notions is for some special reason 
to be taken out of its coexistence with the verbal action, and represented 
in some other light, then it is placed in the case proper (gen. or dative) 
for thus representing it. With some verbs this takes place always, with 
others occasionally. Thus in em@vpéo the thing desired (object) might 
be and sometimes, though but very rarely, is meee as coincident ae 

the émévpia and placed in the accusative: but as the Greek mind generally 
viewed the thing desired as the cause of the émupia, it almost always 
stands in the genitive. 

Obs. 3. Another way of stating this principle might be that where the 
state of the agent or patient is brought forward more prominently than 
the act of the verb proceeding from it, or producing it, then the genitive 
or dative is used. So in @upoto6ai twos, the state in which the agent is 

and the cause thereof is considered: so in Saxptw roiede, the instrument, 
whereby the state is produced: so in PAdmrew tii, the injury received by 
the patient rather than the injury done by the agent. With regard to the 
genitive this is probably the ground of the unphilosophical explanation 
of that case by saying that, when it has a genitive it is equivalent to a 
substantive : émupéw rovtoy=emiOupntis eipe rovTov. 

Obs. 4. Here, as elsewhere, we must remember that when once the 

analogies of language were formed, they were followed by verbs, in which 
the principle whereon the construction is founded is less apparent. 

pd2 
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3. As the cognate notion, being already implied in the verb, is 
readily supplied by the mind, it is not expressed in the sentence 
except for the sake of emphasis, as BovAds Bovdedvew, or, more 

generally, when the nature, character, or manner of the verbal 

operation is to be more exactly defined, as dpiotnv Bovdjy Bov- 
Aevewv, or where a question is asked, as tiva BovAiy Bovdedets ; or 

where a relative represents the cognate substantive in a dependent 
sentence, as BovAiy iv éBovAevov: hence verbs of state and feeling, 

and neuter action, do not, except in such cases, take an accusative. 

4. So in transitive verbs also the objective sentence is sufficiently 
perfect without the accus. of the cognate notion, because this is 
readily supplied ; as, rézr@ oe: but where it is wished to define the 

nature or manner of the verbal operation on the patient, the verb 
takes a double accusative. This happens with different verbs more 
or less frequently, according to the requirements of language or the 
usages of speech; with some verbs it is found once, with others 

oftener, with others generally, with some never ; but where the verb 

is so general and vague, that without further definition it conveys no 
accurate notion of the way in which the patient is affected, as épyd- 
Copat oe—diddoxw oe, the cognate accusative is used (except where 

the action is purposely left indefinite); as, épyd¢ouar kaxdv oe, bi- 

ddokw dicatootvnv oe. And on the other hand, where the verbal 

notion is in itself sufficiently express and definite, so that it stands in 
need of no further definition, as ikaw oe, the verb is frequently or 

always found with a single accusative of the patient. 

5. So also when no person is stated as the patient of the action 
(the action of the verb being alone considered) a transitive verb is 

joined with an accus. of the cognate notion only; as, airéw rdd¢, I 
make this request. And some transitive verbs, though they are 
not joined with a double accus. in any one passage of the writers 
who remain to us, yet have an accus. of the cognate action i one 

passage (the patient being omitted), as dpkxeiy rodro; and of the 

patient in another (the cognate notion not being expressly stated), 
as dpkeiv dvdpa, and these separate uses of the two accus., together 

with the double accus. being used with analogous verbs, shew that 
such verbs are capable of being followed by the double accus., 
though language, as far as we know from the small portion of Greek 
authors which we possess, has not so used them. 

§.545. 1. Transitive verbs.—The notion of beating implies as 
its parts— 

Agent and his operation. Act. Patient. 
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The verbal form expresses the agent (by the ellipse of the pronoun) 
and his operation, while the other two notions, coincident with it, 

and together with it completing the whole notion, are in the accu- 
sative ; as, 

Agent and operation, Act or thing done, Patient, 

TUTTIO. TUpypa (wAnydas). TumTOmEvon (ce). 

From which it is clear that every verb, which implies a patient as 
well as the act, may have a double accusative case. 

Obs. 1. The notion of the act or thing done is not always, nor even 
generally, expressed by the noun cognate to the verb, as rvypa, but more 
frequently by a word expressing the same or an equivalent notion; as, 
mAnyn=Tvppa; and very frequently it is represented by an adjective in the 
neuter singular or plural, agreeing with the notion of the verbal act in the 
neuter, and expressing the mode or character thereof, or sometimes in 
the masculine or feminine, if a masculine or feminine substantive sug- 
gests itself most readily to the mind of the speaker; as, Soph. Electr. 
Tov det matpos (sc. ordvov) orevayovoa: Eur. Pheen. 325 Saxpudecoar icioa: 
Soph. Ck. R. 810 od pay tony ericer. 

2. In neuter verbs and those which have no patient, there 
is only one coincident notion, viz. of the state, or act, or thing 

done, &c. 

The state of yoy implies— 

Subject and his operation, State, 

Xalpo. Xapav. 

The intransitive action of /abour implies— 

Subject and his operation, Act or thing done, 

TOVO. movovs (or poxOovs, or tadra). 

So production implies— 

Agent and his operation, Production or thing produced, 

TOL. TavTa SC. ToLNpara. 

3. In passive and middle verbs the agent and patient being 
one and the same, there remains only one coincident notion, viz. of 
the act— 

Agent (Patient) and his operation, Act, 

TUTTOMAL mohAads (sc. tAnyds). 

So Eur. Rhes. 537 ris éxnpsx9n mpdrnv dudaniv: xnptoow pvdaxiy 

(=kijpvypa): Plato Phedr. 240 E gvdarrouévw dvdaxds. So Thue. 
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1.126 émretpappeévor thy pudaxqy = émitpomjv: Id. V. 39 tadta éme- 

otahpévor: Arist. Ach. 1 éca 67) Sé8nypor: Id. Pax. 644 mAnyas as 

éruntovro: Id. Ran. 636 ténte. tas toas mdynyds: Asch. Ag. 1343 

mémdnypat wAnyqv: Arist. Ran. 357 Baxxetov érehéoOy: Thuc. VIII. 

5 b70 Bacthews wempaypévos TOVs Hdpous (Tpdoow TOV dédpov) : SO TeEpI- 

TiWecOar kuviv, éoOyjra, &c. These instances are sufiicient to illus- 

trate the principle of a construction which is so frequently met with, 
that it is needless to accumulate passages. 

Obs. 2. We must distinguish between those neuter verbs which imply 
a result, and therefore require to have their coincident notion stated to 
complete the verbal action, as ro@ radra (sc. rompara), I make this (semi- 
transitive), and those which are complete without the cognate notion being 
stated, inasmuch as they imply no result; as, in addAowa or xaipw—the 

coincident notion may be stated if required, but the verbal action or state 
is perfect without it. ‘The former seemingly approach nearer to the 
character of transitive, but they are not really such, as they have no real 
patient; when a personal accusative is joined with these verbs it is really 

only an equivalent expression for the act of the verb, as in émoinoay tupav- 
vous, the accusative tupdyyvovs=moinua, or thing produced. This may be 
further seen by the fact that in these verbs the participle passive is only 
another expression for the act or result, as mou 76 morevpevoy or trotnpa, 
while in the really transitive verbs the passive participle denotes a patient 
separate from the act or result, as in trumtw tumrdpevoy, the accus. is not 

the blow, but the person struck. 

Obs. 3. Neuter verbs have properly no accus. of the patient, as the 
agent and patient unite in the subject; but many neuter verbs both of 

state and feeling have an object wherein and whereon the state or feeling 
consists, operates, rests, and is completed; as, doBéopat oe; these semi- 

transitive verbs seldom have a double accusative, (only when it is specially 
required to mark some peculiar manner in which the verbal notion operates 
on the object) as in reality the object is substituted for the state or feeling 
which is the cognate notion of the verb; this substitution may be clearly 
seen in such instances as Soph. Phil. 1250, OA. otpdtov & "Ayady ov PoBei 
mpdooev rade; Wuere orparor is the object on which the PéBos rests, which 
Philoctetes in his answer substitutes for it, @I. iv r@ dixaim tov ody od 
rap86 déBov: and in most languages the substantives, which primarily 
signify the feeling, are used equally for the object whereon the feeling for 
the time rests; as, aidés, elms, PdBos, xapa &c. 

4. In verbs in which the notion of the object is, or is viewed as 

being rather antecedent or consequent, as d€xoual ov, there is only 

an accusative of the cognate notion of the thing received, &c.: d¢- 
xouat cov Td5E=T0 SEexXOEv SGpov. 

5. So in transmissive verbs, where something is spoken of as 
transmitted from one person to another, the notion of the person 
affected by the operation of the verb is not coincident with but con- 
sequent on that operation, as receiving is consequent on giving; and 

the grammatical patient of the verb, i.e. the passive participle, 
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the thing given, is the same as the act of the verb or gift, so that 
there is only one accus., viz. of the gift or thing given. 

Thus the notion of giving implies— 

Agent and his operation, Gift or thing given, 

dfompt. d@pov or diddpevov. 

Obs. 4. It may be asked why verbs of transmission have not an accusa- 
tive, why it is did@ui co. and not ce? ‘The answer is, that the object of 
the yerb is not implied in the act—the verbal notion of giving is complete 
even though the gift is not accepted, and the notion of the patient or, 
more properly speaking, the personal object of the act, follows in the mind: 
it is consequent and not coincident. 

6. When the operation of the verb is more exactly defined by 
stating the exact part or parts where it operated, this is also in 
the accusative as being merely another way of expressing by a sort 

_of apposition the operation of the verb; as, riatw oe Kepadipy, oe 

not being a sufficiently accurate expression for the patient (rumré- 
evov) kepadyv is added, as being the part really struck. So in 
neuter verbs; as, tpeuovca KkGAa=Tpdmov KbArAwY, poyodvTa TeEdpa, 

the accusative is of the equivalent notion, the part wherein the feel- 

ing, &c. consists, and is substituted for the feeling, &c. itself: Od. 

a, 208 dupara gorxas airs the resemblance consisted in the eyes ; 

Ta Oppata KaddwoTever, the eyes were the kddd\gos. So wddas oKvs 
"AxidAcds. 

§. 546. Hence the following rules may be laid down :— 

1. The accusative case represents the coincident notions of the 
verb. 

2. All verbs which imply the two coincident notions of the act or 
effect (or its equivalent), and of the patient, may have a double 
accus.; either of these notions may be omitted at the will of the 
speaker, and therefore these transitive verbs are frequently found 
with a single accus. of the patient, or, more rarely, of the act or 
effect. 

3. All verbs which do not imply a patient have one coincident 
notion—the state, or act, or effect,—and therefore have or may 

have one accus. case. 

4. All passive verbs may have an accus. of the state, or act, or 
effect of the verb. 

5. All verbs whose object is either antecedent (as receptive), or 
consequent (as transmissive verbs), imply but one coincident notion, 
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of the thing received or transmitted, and therefore have only one 
accus. case. 

6. All verbs may have an accus. of the part to define more accu- 
rately the operation of the verb. 

Obs. The cognate subst. is sometimes placed in a different part of the 
sentence from its verb; as, Plat. Rep. 567 C Trohepio eivar Kal éemuBoudevew 

€ws av Kabnpn tiv mékw—Kadeoy ye, en, Kabappdv. 

§. 547. For the better examination of the functions of the accus. 
ease the following division of verbs according to their notions will 
be useful :-— 

A. Verbs with one Accusative case :—of Cognate notion. 

1. Neuter verbs of state or feeling, implying a cognate notion 
of that feeling or state; 7dovas dec0a, vdcoy voceiv. 

2. Verbs of neuter motion, implying a cognate notion of the 
road; as, Batvew dddv, or of the place arrived at, Baivew wdduv. 

3. Verbs of action, implying a cognate notion of the act or thing 
done; as, TpdtTw Tpayya, Tovew Tdvovs. 

4. Verbs of production, implying a cognate notion of the pro- 

duction or thing produced ; as, wovéw rroinua, d€um ddpov. 

5. Verbs of transmission, implying a cognate notion of the thing 
transmitted ; as, dwpéw dapov. 

6. Verbs of reception, implying a cognate notion of the receipt ; 
as, AapBave AW. . 

7. Verbs of perception, implying a cognate notion of the per- 

ception or thing perceived ; as, aicOdvopar aicOynow. 

8. Verbs of possession, implying a cognate notion of the pos- 
session or thing possessed ; as, xTjata KéxTnpa. 

B. With two Accusative cases :—of Cognate notion, and patient. 

Verbs of action or active motion, implying an accus. of the 

patient and a cognate acc. of the act; as, dWdoKw oe TéXvyV= 

duddypara. 

Verbs with one Accusative. 

§. 548. 1. This accus. is used to define the operation of the 

verb, and in many of these constructions the Latin and modern 

languages would use an ablative or dative case, or an adverb. ‘This 

is done either by the cognate substantive and an adjective, as apfor- 

yv Bovaiv Bovdcdew, or by a neuter adjective agreeing with the 
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verbal notion, as dpiora Bovdevewv, or by an equivalent substantive, 
which is to be resolved into a cognate substantive and an adjective, 
aS TiTpooKELY Pdvor=Pdvioy Tpadua, or into a cognate substantive 

and genitive ; as, pee towp=pdov tdaros. Tor the use of this ac- 

cusative, see §. 544. 3. 

Obs. 1. A good many verbs exchange their neuter for an equivalent 
sense, and thus take a corresponding accusative; as, doeBeiv eis Geods, and 

daeBetv (to dishonour) tobs Peods ; so that, when they have an accus., they 
must be explained by the corresponding expression. So éftévar trav yay: 
fisch. P. V. 713 éxmepav xOova; so drodi8pdoKew Tov Seordrnv. So Eur, 
Pheen. 873 Gcovs dwexSpapodpevor: Thuc. VIII. 102 éxmdeGoar vais; Soph. 
Electr. 1378 mpototyy oe: Il. 0, 227 vepeoonbecis bmderkev yeipas epds: bto- 
Xwpetv tov dxdov (cf. Thuc. II. 88.), dmoxwpety Xen. Cyneg. V. 18, efava- 
Xwpew ta eipypeva Thuc. IV. 28: Soph. Trach. 505 e&idGov (= sought) 
déhOa : exorihvar Kivduvov, reformidare, bwexotqvar Plat.: dmoorpépecGar 
Xen. Eur.: éwextpémecOar—éxtpérecOar Demosth.: ddicrac8ar Xen. Cy- 
neg. III. 3: éykNivew ria Id. Cyr. If. 3, 65. So Eur. Hec. 812 mot p 
imeEdyers TOda: so bwépxecCat ria, and otxeo9at twa: Arist. Av. 86 6 xo- 

Aowds p olxetar bd Tod Séovs: Theocr. XV. 8 70 & EKATTOTEP@ én GATOLKELS : 

St. Matt. xxi. 31 mpodyoucw tas, go before you; dyev being neuter, see 
§.359: (Virg. Ain. XI. 750 vim viribus exit.) So especially verbs of sound 
signify the action which that sound implies; as, ktumety rv ynv, to sound 

the ground, to beat it with a noise: Hom. Il. A, 160 Kpotddulov dyea, they 
ratiled them along: Eur. Ion 1151 6xnw émaddey, rattled the chariot along. 
So Theocr. II. 36 16 xadkiov dye, sound the gong. 

Obs. 2. So also passive verbs: Soph. Electr. 1645 éxmA\ayeiod oe: so 
G. T. Acts xxi. 3 dvacdavévtes tiv Kumpov. 

Obs. 3. Analogously to this usage the verbal notion implied in a peri- 
phrasis (see §. 360. Obs. 3.) takes its proper accusative: Soph. Electr. 556 
efjpxes—Aédyos eve. So Hdt. IV. 88 (Ga—ypayapevos (= (wypawdpevos) tiv 

(edvéuv : cf. Id. 87 evtduvoyv—ypdpparta eOvea: Soph. Trach. 208 tra kdayya 
=khdere) Tov— AtrohAGva. 

Obs. 4. Some verbs have a double sense arising from two different re- 
lations implied in the original notion (see §. 352. 5. b.), each of which may 
have its proper accusative; as, duei(BeoOa, ddddooew, to exchange ; hence 

to give and receive ; ticacOa, to avenge and to punish; épeidew, to put one 
thing against another, to keep it up, or push it down. So orevSecOar eipyyyy, 
to make a peace; omévderOat veixos, to end a quarrel. 

Obs. 5. It is evident that the sense of the equivalent notion often re- 
flects back a meaning to the verb, by defining in different ways its generic 
meaning ; thus tivw, A’sch. Choeph. 650 tiver picos Epwis, pays back the 
accursed deed, i.e. punishes it: tivew Sixnv, to pay the penalty, to suffer 
punishment : tivew xapw, to be grateful. 

2. So that this accusative is either®, 

a. Accusative of cognate substantive; as, Bovdijv Bovevo, xaipwo 

Xapav : 

Obs. 1. Many verbs, which are not in good writers followed by their 
cognate substantives, are in later writers found with them). 

® Lobeck Paral. 509. b Lobeck 1. e. 

Gr. Gr. vou. 0. Ee 
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Obs. 2. Adjectives also sometimes take this cognate accus.; as, Plat. 
Rep. 490 D_ xakods macay xakiav: Ibid. 579 D S800d0s peyioras Owretas 
kai BSoudeltas: Id. Apol. 22 E copds ri exeivoy codiav, pyre apabhs thy 
épadiav. 

b. Accusative of cognate notion, the proper cognate substantive 

being generally wanting or obsolete; as, xeyyévn O€ow, Kownoato 
tmvov : 

ec. Accusative of equivalent notion, the accus. not being the 
cognate subst., nor expressing the actual cognate notion of the 
verb, but a notion substituted for it, as being that wherein the 

action, or state, or effect of the verb for the time consists, and 

being in a sort of apposition to it; as, dvriatOaveiv dixkny=Odvarov, 
which is the dikyv. As stated above, this equivalent substantive 
would follow the real cognate subst., if expressed, in the genitive; 

as, avravyet povov=adyry ddvov, or vice versa, as avtikatOavety Siknv 

=Odlkynv Oavdrov ; or it would assume an adjectival form. And some- 

times the cognate notion is joined in an adjectival form to the 
equivalent acc., as, mpopce KadXlppoov towp = pdov voatos. This 

equivalent accus. is very common with verbs of saying, &c.; the 

words spoken being substituted for the Adyos, (see verbs of saying) 
and is most generally used with verbs of production, reception, per- 

ception, transmission, possession, &c. where the act or effect implied 

in the verb requires to be especially defined: 

d. Accusative cognate to a notion implied in the verb; as, ova 

(=o0 d€yer) Adyovs: Soph. Cad. Col. 84 exapwa (=Kdutrov ydvv, 

ECouny) ESpas. 
Obs. 3. This accusative may either be the cognate substantive to the 

notion so implied, as ovya Adyous; or the equivalent notion to it, as ovya 
tuxas; or the elliptic accus., as ovya radra. 

e. Elliptic accus., where an adjective in the neuter gender, (some- 

times masculine or feminine,) is joined to a verb, agreeing with the 
coincident state, or act, or effect implied therein (see §. 891. 893.) ; 

as, Mpdrrew Ta émeoTaApéva, SC. Tpdypwata; méya (Sc. xdpua) xatpew : 

here belong all relatives; as, 0 (sc. mpaypa) mpdrtovo.. 

f. Derived from this is the adverbial accus., which is joined to 

almost all verbs in a purely adverbial sense. 

Obs. 4. We sometimes find two adverbial accusatives, as Eur. Ion 255 

tt xphpa & dvepedvynta ducOvper. 

g. Accusative of duration in space or time—the sphere of an 

action in space or time may be considered to be (as it really is) co- 
incidently implied in the action. 
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Obs. 5. One or more forms of these may be required at the same time, 
so that more than one such accusative may be joined to a verb. Further, 
these spheres of space or time may be considered expressly as the ne- 
cessary condition or cause of the action, and be in the genitive, or as the 
instrument thereof, and be in the dative. 

Obs. 6. In verbs of action which have no patient, the cognate act or 
effect may be expressed by the passive voice as well as by a substantive ; 
as, Aéyw Adyov, or Aeyduevoy ; while in transitive verbs the passive voice is 
the proper expression of the patient ; as, rumtm oe rumrdpevov, not Tippa 
runtopevoyv: but see §. 364. 0. 

Obs. 7. On the use of the cognate substantive we may remark, that if 
the verb conveys a sufficiently definite notion, as xaipx, tohepéw, vorégw, the 
cognate notion is added only when some further definition is required ; 
and this is done in three ways; 1. by affixing the adjective or adjectival 
pronoun containing the required notion to the cognate substantive, as dewny 
vécov vooewv ; or 2. the adjective alone agreeing with the neuter notion of 
the verb, as, dewa vooeiy; or 3. by substituting for the cognate notion a 
substantive equivalent to it, but containing, besides, the notion whereby 
the verb is to be defined; as, vooety ahyos=adyaby voor. 

Obs. 8. Instead of the cognate or equivalent accus. the instrumental 
dat. is sometimes used, expressing that whereby the feeling or action or 
state of the verb is produced, or the modal dat. to give the circumstances 
in which it operates, (see §. 603.,) rather than the operation of the verb ; 
as, Soph. Gi. R. 65 trv y evdovra: Id. Trach. 168 (jv ddumnt@ Blo: Hat. 
IIL. 130 edwpéero—dayréi Swpeq*: Plat. Phil. p. 21 B peyioras 4Sovais 
xaipous av. So Hat. I. 87 doa tat; and this dative gives neuter verbs a 
passive sense (see §. 359. 3.). 

Obs. g. Adjectives expressing a verbal notion are often followed by the 
same accusative as the verb would have; so diopa mépipos (see §. 581. 2. 
Obs.). 

Verbs expressing the feelings, states, or motions of the body 
or mind. 

Obs. These verbs do not require an accusative to complete the notion. 

§. 549. Verbs of being pleased, sorry, despondent, of pity, love, 
madness, content, discontent, displeasure, anger, envy, grudging, 

may have an accus. of the feeling, or that wherein the feeling con- 
sists ; Sopot, xalpw, ynPdw, epdw, dxPopar, oixtetpw, oikTiLw, yeddw, pat- 

vopat, &c. 

a. Accus. of cognate subst. : 
Plat. Phil. p. 63 A jdovas ASec8u. (So Plaut. mea gavisurum gaudia) : 

Eur. Hipp. 32 épdo° ¢pwra: Asch. Eum. 490 oikroy oixticac@at: Eur. 
Med. 1041 ri mpooyehGte tév mavicraroy yéhwv: Arist. Thesm. 793 pavias 
patveo8ar: Eur. Bacch. 1261 édyjoet ddyos: Hipp. 337 ApdoOns epor: so 
G. T, as Matt. ii. 10 éxdpyoav xapav peyddny. 

b. Accus. of cognate notion : 
Arist. Rhet. I. 2, g yxatpew ydovnv: Eur. Orest. 1043 réprov éynow : 

Asch. P. V. 979 pepnvdr od cpixpay vocov: Soph. Trach. 98% Bdpos 
dmerov éupepovey pony: Xen. Eph. Il. 1, 31 épav emOvycay. 

a Lobeck Paral. p. 523. Bernh. Gr. Syn. 107. 
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ce. Accus. of equivalent notion : 
GxGopat €Akos=AyOos €dxeos: Tl. v, 352 AyOero Tpdas Sapvapevous, the 

grief was the defeat of the Trojans: Bur. Hel. 831 ri xpjw &bupets: Theoer. 
XIV. 26 katatyKeto tivov tpwra=tHéw epwros: that in which the grief, 
joy, consisted being substituted for the grief, joy, itself, as we say, “ this is 
a great grief, joy,” &c.: Eur. Hipp. 1340 xatpo Orynoxovtas=xapay Ovnckdy- 
tov. The particular yapa was their Oavaros: Med. 888 vipdny re xndevov- 
cay (=xndos vipdns) ndeo8ar oebev: Ll. 6, 379 ynenoer mpopaveica: cf. Thue. 
IV. 47: Soph. Phil. 1314 joOnv marepa te Tov epov evAoyourrd oe: Id. GE. 
R. 936 16 & eros ray’ dv Soto: Id. Aj. 136 ce pev eb mpdocorr’ émyaipo : 
Eur. Ion 541 rovro tep Gets, so xalpw rodro: Soph. Aj. 790 adyelv mpakw : 
Ibid. Phil. 906 rair’ av@par. So Plat. Menex. p. 89 D Bucxepatvew ard : 
Id. Legg. p. 908 B 8ucyepaivew Ocovs: Id. Soph. 229 E ra pev xoderat- 
vovtes: Demosth. p. 68, 24 1d Avoirehodv dyathoovtas. So Xen. Cyr. I. 
3,5 pucatrépevoy raira ta Bpopara: Soph. CE. T. 310 0ovjcas dar: 
Plat. Euth. p. 4 D dyovakt@ ratra: Id. Pheed. p. 62 D dyavaxrtety rods dpo- 
vipwrdrous amidvras: Thuc. Il. 51 é&€kapvov tas dd\opipres=Kapdrovs. — 

Obs. 1. Properly speaking, it is not the person which constitutes and is 
equivalent to the cognate feeling of joy, dislike, &c., but some thing or 
act; wherefore we do not find yaipo, dvcxepaive, &c. with an accus. of a 
person, except with a participle, or an explanatory sentence introduced by 
é7t, &c. whereby his act is denoted, or unless the same is implied in the 
context, as Sucxepatve Bods, the notion of the gods: Ts émos (=6re héyo 
Tatra) Tay’ dv 7So10. Indeed it would seem that this construction arose 
from the substitution of the participle for the infinitive, as in o¢ pev ed 

mpaccovr emxaipo the verb might be, and probably originally was, followed 
by ce ed mpdooew, so that the acc. really belongs to the infinitive, and 
remains when the infinitive is altered. 

Obs. 2. In the notions of hating, loving, pitying, as distinguished from 

feeling dislike, desire, &c. &c. the object is prominently brought forward 
as distinct from the feeling, though implied in it, and hence these have an 
accus. of the patient, and some a double accus. case, while verbs of anger, 

envy, take the patient in the Dativus Incommodi. 

Obs. 3. Some verbs signifying the states of resignation, contentment, ac- 
quiescence, which most naturally would have an instrumental or transmissive 
dative (see §. 587.), have an accus. derived from their primary sense ; as, 
atépyew, to love: Aisch. P. V. 10 rupavvida otépyew: Id. Ag. £551 otépyew 
rade SvoTAnra. So Demosth. 68, 24 76 Avotredodv &yatoovtas: Plat. Rep. 
Pp: 399 C dyamavta ra droBaivovra; so aivéw, I praise: Eur. Alc. 2 Oj0cav 
TpareCay aivéoat, to deign to; cf. Id. Phen. 481. 

d. Adverbial accus.: 

Arist. Nub. 817 ri d€ rotr éyeddoas: Il. ¢ 484 Saxpudev yeddoaoa: Od. 
8, 270 dv yehav: Il. 1, 77 tis dv rade ynOyoevey; so Arist. Ach. 7 rav@ as 
éyoveOnv: Il. «, 181 rade patverac: Eur. Ion 255 dvepevynta Suo8upet : 
fsch. Theb. 373 roar’ addtwy: Arist. Ach. 10 @duvnOyy érepov ad tpayo- 
Oukov. 

§. 550. Verbs expressing fear, hope, confidence, wonder, shame, 
&c. take an accus. of the feeling or that wherein it consists : poBéo- 

par, Seldw, derpatvw, Oappd, Oaupatw, &e, 
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a. Accus. of cognate subst. : 

Plat. Prot. 361 B ¢éBouvs poBodvra, cf. Eur. Suppl. 548: Plat. Symp. 
198 A Sos SeSrévar: Kur. Andr. 869 Seip’ 6 Sepaivers: Plat. Prot. 361 B 
Odppn Pappotow: Demosth. 426, 20 ovre qoxdvovto aicxivny, they were not 
ashamed of the shame: Arist. Rhet. I. 9, 20 ra aicxpa atoxdvovta. 

6. Accus. of equivalent notion : 

Soph. Phil. 1250 orpardéy & ’Ayaov ot poBet. (The orpards was the do- 

Bos:) then poBetoGat tr. or twa, considered as, and substituted for, the 
oBos: Il. p, 175 €pprya paynv. So Soph. Ci. C. 604 rabos Setoartes : 
Plat. Rep. 382 D Se8ims rods eyOpovs. (Cf. Demosth. 10, 2 rovré eore pa- 
iota S€og; hence Sed1evar rodro=Séos, cf. Lys.105, 9:) Eur. Hec. 54 
pavracpa Sepaivouca : Id. Med. 39 Sepaivw wy. (Cf. Eur. Herc. F. 700 
mépoas Seipata Onpav=Sewors Onpas.) Eur. lon 1280 ot Bopov Emtmfgev Ocod : 
Esch. Eum. 38 ovdev Seioaca: Eur. Andr. 362 év 8é50uxa : Id. Suppl. 179 
Ta oikrpa Sedouxévar: Adsch. 42, 7 Sedrévar ra dewa: Plat. Pheed. 88 B Oap- 
petvtt Odvarov=Odppos Oavarov. (Cf. Plat. Prot. 361 B ovxovy aicypa Oappn 
Oappotow ;—OSappotor de Ta aicxpd Kai kaxd.) Hence Oappety re or twa. » So 
Eur. And. 994 Odpoet yepovros xelpa: Od. 6, 197 Odpoer TOvOE y deOXov : 

Xen. Cyr. V. 42 iva oe Oappyowor: Eur. Hec. 875 ra & adda Odpoe : 
Demosth. 30, 7 ovre Bidummos eOdpper TovTovs otO obror Bikirov: Soph. 

Trach. 110 édmifovtes aicav: Il. 0, 539 HAteTo vicay: Thuc. VI. 78 BovAn- 

ow édmifer: Soph. Trach. 367 mpooSdxa réée: Eur. Hipp. 244 aidodpeba 
Ta Nedeypeva=aida: Plat. Symp. 216 B atoxdvopar ra dpodoyovpeva. So 

frequently Infin. with article: Plat. Rep. 414 E yoxdvou 1d Weddos deve : 
Soph. CE. R. 1079 dvoyeveray aioxdvetar: Demosth. 174 Oaupdloper aira : 
Plat. Gorg. 458 E a (sc. @avpara) Ooupdtw : Ibid. 428 D Caupdlw codiar : 
ZEsch. Ag. 853 Saupdoys rode: so Eur. Orest. 890 éxmayhoudpevos rarépa, 
the person being the @atdpa: so exmdnrrecOa, &c. 

§. 551. 1. Verbs of thinking, willing, caring, considering, calcu- 

lating, deliberating, dreaming, hesitating, shufjling, pretending, &c. 
take an accus. of the thought, &c. or that wherein it consists: codi- 

Lopat, Soxdw, Soéalw, vodw, ppovew, NoyiLopar, Boudedw, pxSopar, pytiopar, 

peppnpilw, peptuvaw, dppatvw, pevowaw, &c. 

a. Accus. of cognate subst. : 

Eur. Hel. 120 B8oketre Sdxnow: Plat. Rep. 493 A ddéypara a S0fdLoucw : 
Demosth 1364, 17 Aoyuopov avOpamwwov AoyiLdmevos : Il. 1, 74 dpiorny Bovdny 
Boudevew: Il. +, 104 vdov vonoer: Plat. Parm. 132 C vdénpa voet: Id. Prot. 
325 C émpeodvrar emmérerav: Id. Rep. 405 C racas orpodas otpépeoSar. 

‘b. Accus. of cognate notion : 

I]. v, 153 Bovdds pytidwvtes: Adsch. Choeph. 549 pycato mpdvoay. 

ce. Accus. of equivalent notion, &c., the thought, notion, &c. being 

expanded into that wherein it consists : 

Plat. Rep. 413 A ra évra Sofdfew: Id. Theet. 2cg B oe (=ddéav cod) 
Sogdow: Xen. Hell. VI. 1, 5 Aoyiodpevor tas Zw poipas (which formed the 
Aoyiopds) : Plat. Phil. 18 C rodrov rév Secpdy Noyodpevos: Eur. Pheen. 131 
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mpooBdoeis Tekpaipetat, the calculation being the mpucBaces : Hdt. VILT. 4 
€BouNevoy Spyopdy (=ovdiv dSpnopov): Aisch. Choeph. 985 rotr’ éyjoaro 
atiyos : Od. 6 14 vdarov pytidwrtes : Soph. Trach. 289 ppdver wv as H£ov7a, 
(his arrival was the dpdvypa): Thuc. VI. 34 katadpovety rods emidvras: Od. 
T, 2 pdvov peppypitwv: Od. o, 127 dédov pepphpie: Soph. Uk. R. 1124 
épyov pepipvav: Od. 6, 732 ddov dppatve, SO TéAEnov, Todv, Pdvov: Od. B, 

275 dddv yy ov pevowas: Il. a, 549 piOov vofjoar: so oKypaobar vdcoy &c. 
(the disease &c. being the pretence) : Thuc. V. 54 mpodpacicavto rov pjva, 
(the month was the zpddacrs.) 

d. Accus. of notion contained in verb: Thuc. V. 105 moreder 

=muistas doxei) ddfav: Soph. Ant. 159 piri epéooww=odddpa py- 

dopevos. 

e. Elliptic accus. : 

Plat. Pheedr. 228 C adn6y 80x: Id. Rep. 380 D rovatra Soxeiv: Id. 
Menex. 243 ddn67 (dd€av preceding) éS0fe : Xen. Apol. I. 1, 3 radra d0€4- 
few: Plat. Symp. 194 dyporkov (sc. déypua) S0fdcw: Od. p, 570 rodr’ évdyoe : 
Plat. Prot. 347 E érepa voet: Il. &, 221 ratra pevowas: Od. 8, 533 detkéa 
peppypiter: Ll. €, 20 diyAddia (Sc. dpunpara) dppawe: Xen. Ap. 15 raira 
motevonte : Plat. Tim.go C ra Ocia ppovodvres : Soph. Phil. 77 avrd rotro 
copioOqvar: Xen. Hell. VIL. 5,5 ra jpérepa ppovodcar : and Thuc. So radra 
mavra yryveckew: Hat. V. 102 76 oxnmrdpevor: Plat. Rep. 533 A rode dude- 
oBytet: Id. Lach. 196 B roatra otpépeoOar : so G€hw, BodAowar tadta. 

J. Adverbial accus. : 

Plat. Pheed. 65 C Noyifetar eddAduora: Xen. Apol. II. 5, 23 wodda pept- 
pvav: Il. 0, 703 arada ppovéovtes : Eur. Med. 1129 ¢povets dp6a: Soph. 
Phil. 1006 edevOepov dpovetv: Atsch. Ag. 221 1d mavrdérodpov dpovetv: Hat. 
VIIL. 10 katappovijcavtes ratra, thinking thus meanly of them. 

Obs. So after words which imply the notions of thinking, &c. we find 
an accusative with a participle; as, Thuc. VI. 24 rois pev yap mpeoBurépars 
@s i) KataotpeWopevas ef’ & emeor, 7) ovdev av ohadeioav peyddny Sdvapyw : 
dvvapiv depends on vopicacw implied in as, see §. 703.4. So Plat. Rep. 
345 E ds ody adroiow wp€éderay Ecopevny. @s=vopicarvres®, It will be ob- 
served that this seemingly anomalous construction arises partly from the 
notion arising from @s, and partly from the substitution (see §. 549. Obs. 1.) 
of the participle for the infinitive. Plat. Phed. 10g D as &:a rovrov ov- 
pavod Ta dotpa xwpodvra: Hdt. 1X. 42 @s meprecopevous Huéas “EAAnver : 
Soph. Cs. T. 101 as (vopiLovtas) réS aipa xeipatoy moAw: Eur. Ion 963 col 
& és ti Sdéns HOev exBadreiv rékvov; ws (Soxdv) tov Oedv cdoovta rev y ovTod 
yovov: cf. Thuc. 1V.5. It must be remembered that it ought not to be 
said that vopifew, or doxeiy, is understood, but rather that it is represented 
by as. 

2. Verbs of conceiving, knowing, believing, knowing from me- 

mory, holding, concluding, or the contraries, take an accus. of the 

knowledge, &c. or thing known, &c.: émictapar, yryyéokw, oi8a, vo- 
pile, jyodpar, dmopG, dpnxavd &c. 

Accus. of equivalent notion, of that wherein the knowledge, &c. 
consists 

® Stallb. ad Phed. tog D. Elms. Heracl. 693. 
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Plat. Crat. p. 409 C 1d mip dmopO: Adsch. Ag. 1177 répp’ dpnxave : Plat. 
Men. p. 93 A dperiy éntotavto : Id. Gorg. p. 484 B dopa otk émiotapa (re- 
collect): Id. Leg. p. go08 C vopitwy deovs: cf. Eur. Suppl. 732. So Id. 
Hec. 800 jyetoOar Geovs: cf. Arist. Eq. 32. Plat. Parm. p. 134 E yuyvi- 
okouvot Ta avOpamiwa mpaypara: Id. Prot. p. 337 D et8évar tiv hiow ray 
mpayparov: Adsch. Pers. 242 eiver Adyor: Id. Choeph. ror eydos vopitoper : 
Soph. CE. R. 1525 aiviypara 78: Demosth. p. 69, 3 dpynpovet rods Adyous : 
Plat. Crat. p. 409 D 4 dmopd: Id. Euth. p. 301 B rotro dtopfoa: Eur. 
Ion 548 radr’ dunxavd: Plat. Hipp. p.285 C a émiotacar: Id. Rep. p. 285 
A 6poia vopicavtes: Id. Apol. p. 24 E rodro atré ot$e: Id. Euth. p. 2 B ovx« 
exeivo kaTtayveconot, IT will not believe this. 

Obs. 1. In the usual construction of vopife, yyvecko &c. the accus. of 
the knowledge, or opinion, &c. is resolved either into a substantival sen- 

tence with ér, &c. (see Substantival Sentences) ; as, vopitw Ore of Oeoi cici 
=vopifw Geovs: or the accus. and infin.; as, vouitw eivar Oeovs. 

Obs. 2. Nopigo in Hdt. is used with a dat.—(See §. 591. Obs.) 

Obs. 3. We find an accusative after some of these verbs which may be 
classed with the constructions mentioned in §. 549. Obs. 1.; as, Eur. 

Hipp. 1251 tov ody méécda watd omws éotiv Kakés=maida eivae Kakdy, OF 
maida Kakov 6yTa. 

§. 552. Verbs of living, faring well or ill, suffering, being ill, 

being liable to, in danger, dying, perishing, &c. take an accus. of 
the state or that wherein it consists. 

a. Accus. of cognate subst. : 

Hdt. [V. 112 (env e{oov: Plat. Prot. 355 A katoBudvar Biov: Id. Phed. 
114 A Biaow Biov: Id. Rep. p. 444 C Chew Conv: Asch. 22, 35 diarpiBas 
ScerpiBov: Hdt. II]. 147 wdOos péya Mepoas twemovOdtas: Il. «, 386 mnpyar 
éemacxov: cf. Ausch. P.V. 470. Soph. CE. C. 361 mabjyal a érafov: Plat. 
Rep. p. 451 A xuwdvveuvpa kuwduvedew: Demosth. p. 139, 9 Kwduvedoartes 
Tovs €oxdrous Kiwdvvovs: Plat. Alc. p. 139 E vécov voce: cf. Eur. Andr. 
220. Andoc. p. 114, 31. Arist. Aves 31. Od. ¢, 303 darwhoped” aimdv 
Od\eOpov: Plut. Crats. XXV. ody Odvarov &woOvyoxew: Plat. Prot. p. 324 
D aropia iv aropets. 

b. Accus. of cognate notion : 

Eur. Med. 248 dkivduvoy Bidv Lapev: cf. Soph. El. 599. Plat. Rep. p. 465 
D, Arist. Aves 161 {ire Bioy : Iseeus p. 36, 31 dobevav vdcov: Plat. Rep. 
p- 408 E vécous kdpvew: Od. y, 220 dAyea wéoxopev: Alsch. Choeph. 433 
ahyea Té8opev: Soph. CE. C. 564 HOAnoa xvduvedpara: Eur. Med. 581 
(npiav SpXtoxdver: Asch. Ag. 534 dikny épddv: Plat. Apol. p. 39 B Oavd- 
tov Oikny ophdv: Od. a, 166 daédode Kaxdy popov: Il. y, 417 Kakdv otrov 
OhéoOar: Il. », 384 b0icecOar. 

c. Accus of equivalent notion : 
Isocr. 315 C BeBiwka rov mapedOdvra xpdvov=xpevov Biov: Arist. Aves 

609 mevre yeveas avdpav tder: Demosth. p. 520 mpdypara aicxyiora (=7dbn) 
émdQopev: Plat. Gorg. p. 495 E vocet dfOddpous=vécov bp6ddpev: Soph. 
Phil. 1320 vogets ddyos=adyody vécov: Arist. Aves 1481 domidas pvdddp- 
poec: Kur. Ion 620 draidevay (dade(a Dind.) vooeiv: Id. Phoen. 763 dpde- 
oxdvers duadiay = shAnua duabias: Id. Med. 404 yéAwra dpdeiv: Andoc. 
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p- 18, 7 BraBiy dpdety : Iseeus p. 117, 7 @pdouv tiv Siacray = dtkny rhs S- 
airns: Plat. Apol. p. 36 A @he xiAias Spaypds=(npiayv: Demosth. p. 835, 
15 Kwouvevew tiv emwBedAiav=xivduvoy: Ibid. p. 1033, 1 evdopaprupiar : 
Eur. Hel. 76 dmddavow cixods Eaves dv Aids Kkdpyns, arddavow is in apposition 

to Oavaroy, implied in eOaves; so G. T. Matt. v. 6 mewavtes tiv dtkavoovyny. 

d. Accus. cognate to the notion implied in the verb: 
Eur. Orest. 207 Bioroy EXkw=PBiop €dxov, protract. So Id. Phoen. 1534 : 

Eur. Hipp. 898 dvrAjoer Biov : Thuc. II. 44 edtuxetre Biov : Asch. Choeph. 
1003 vopitwy (habitually living) Biov: Eur. Phoen. 1535 €Akeus paxpdmvouy 
Codv: Plat. Rep. p. 534 C éverpomodotvta (=r dveipm Biotvra) Biov, so ayew 
Biov, npepas &c. 

Obs. "Ayew in its neuter sense signifies to do any thing continuously : thus 
Soph. Aj. 382 ayes yeAora: vopifew, to do any thing habitually. 

e. Elliptic accus.: 
Demosth. p. 760, 14 Capev ta Kad? jas airovs: Kur. Troad. 615 voces 

érepa: Soph. Ck. C. 595 mémovOa Seva: Plat. Rep. p. 318 A @ctov memdy- 
@ate. cf. Phedr. p. 238 C: so raira mdoyew, to be similarly affected: 
Eur. Med. 953 €v ed8atpovyow, so mdvra eddarpovey: Eur. Hec. 429 mavra 
Suotux® : Demosth. p. 1460, 23 €v rovro edtuxqoor: Eur. Hel. 1213 rad? 
edtuxew: Thuc. I. 6 époudrpora 8rartépevov. 

Jf. Adverbial accus. : 
Eur. Ion 632 perpia Cav: Soph. Frag. 326 tiv avoooy: Plat. Rep. p. 495 

C ot8 ady6n Caor: Od. x, 472 oikricra Bdvoreyv: Eur. Med. 349 modda 
SrépGopa.. 

§. 553. Verbs which express a man’s position, or condition in the 
world, serving public offices, slavery, age, &c. take an accus. of the 
condition, &c. or that wherein it consists: dpxw, yopnyéw, Tprmpapxew, 

hetoupyéw, mpeoBevw, Souedw, Bacrhedopar &e. 

a. Accus. of cognate subst. : 
Arist. Av. 308 dpxew dpynv : Demosth. p. 836 yopyyet cai tprypapxet Kal 

ras diAXas Netrovpyias hertoupyet: Ibid. p. 92, 11 mpeoReias mpecPetew : Xen. 
Apol. 3, 12 Sovdevew Sovdciav : Plaut. servio servitutem : Plat. Legg. p. 676 
B rodiretas mewodteupévat : Ibid. p. 680 E Bacieiav Bacrheudpevor: Aischin. 
3, 30 tepacbar icpwovwny: Eur. Iph. A. 1364 atpeQets atpecw. So Plat. 
Rep. p. 404 A petaBoras petaBdddovtes. So Thuc. II. 13 daroarqoeobor 
Ourdny anrdcracw, 

b. Accus. of cognate notion : Soph. Aj. 435 dépuoredoas kad\oreia. 

c. Accus. of equivalent notion : 

Soph. Gi. C. 869 Biov (=yhpas Biov) ynpavear : Eur. Here. F. 436 7Bov 
obévos=obevapay FB8nv: Eur. Electr. 131 tiva oikoy, riva wéhkw (=Tivos oikov 

Aarpeiav) Narpevers. 

d. Elliptic accus. : 

Demosth. p. 62, 25 ra mpoorarrépeva (Aevroupyrjpara) devtoupyay : Eur. 
Hel. 283 oid wopOeveverar: Soph. Electr. 950 Wexrpa ynpdoKougay : 
Demosth. p. 440, 16 rowidra mempeoBeuxdtos: Ibid. p. 535, 12 Xopnyetv 
Avovvora. 
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e. Adverbial accus.: Antiph. p. 117 dpicra xopynyjow: Hur. Khes. 

405 Smnpeteiv Tara. 

Obs. Aatpev also has a transitive sense of waiting on, like deparevo. 

§. 554. Verbs of eyeing, looking, having the aspect of, &c. take 
an accus. of the look, &e. or that wherein it consists. 

a. Accus. of cognate notion : 
sch. Pers. 79 kvavoiy Nedoowy Sépyna: Id. P. V. 903 epws auxrov dupa 

tTpoodpdkor pe. So probably Soph. Ck. C. 1084 ravd’ dyavav ewpnoaca 
(read Oewpycaca) Tobpov oppo, seeing with my own eye. See §. 542. 3. 

b. Accus. of equivalent notion : 
Od. +, 446 wip dpOadporor SeBopxds—=aupds Sépypa. So the Homeric 

phrases : Bdémew, SépxecOar “Apnv, épav addxnvy=dpapa adkjs: Ausch. Sept. c. 

Theb. 500 Bdérwy pdBov=Breupa PéBov: Eur. Pheen.; Id. Ion 1263 dva- 
Brérrav PrAcya=Breupa Proyds. So in the comedians; Bréwew vamv, in6- 
Tpiupa, Oudakas (sour grapes), aikiavy, amortiay, cvppaiav. Sometimes with 
the infin. used as a subst.: Arist. Vesp. 847 tTipav Bdérw. 

c. Accus. cognate to notion implied in the verb: Eur. Med. 92 
Taupouperny (== Tavpixovy BA€emovcav) 6upa: Ibid. 187 dmroraupodras 

O€pypa. 

d. Adverbial accus. : 
pbovepa Bdérew : Theocr. XX. 13 oga Br€rorca : Hom., &c. Sepxdpevos 

Sewdv, cpepSadéov, taxepd, SO edeewvov Spay: I]. B, 269 ayxpeiov dav: Eur. 
Ale. 773 ti cepvdv otra kai reppovtixds Br€wers. So Arist. Vesp. goo kre- 
mrov Bdeéren. 

§. 555. Verbs which express the notion of flowing, springing 
JSorth, flourishing in, shining, burning, breathing, &c. take an 
aceus. of the stream, &c. or that wherein it consists. 

a. Accus. of cognate subst.: Plat. Aleib.: pionua guadvtwy. So 

Il. 8, 27 tdpGo’ topara. 

b. Accus. of cognate notion : 
Eur. Pheen. 225 Adprovoa oehas=Aaprdda : Hom. Hymn. Apol. mpopé- 

ew KkadXippoov vdop: Eur. Hipp. 1210 KkaydAdLov dppov: Theocr. II. 134 
aidwy oédas. 

c. Accus. of equivalent notion: 
Soph. Aj. 413 guodor péevos : Id. El. 1385 guody aia: Eur. Orest. 1512 

Gvtavyet pdvov=adyiy pdvov: Hom. tvelovres pevea=mvevpata péveos, SO 
‘Apea mvew: Eur. Hipp. 1246 mvéwy opixpoy Biorov: Pind. Pyth. IV. 225 
Trew prdya=nvedpa proyds. So Id. rip mvetw : Soph. Ant. 1146 wip tve- 
évtwy dotpoy: Id. Trach. 845 téyyet dyvavy: Anacr. XXXVII. 2 Bpvew 
péda: Asch. Pers. 622 Oaddotdons Biov=OddAdos Biov: Pind. Ol. IIL. 23 
dévdpe EBaddev yz : Theocr. XXV. 16 roinv Obadebouar, Aexwaves. (So ellip- 

tic: Eur. Frag. Dan.10 yf 7’ npiiv OddAouca.) Theocr. V. 124 pettw yada: 
Ibid. 126 pettw pedi. So Absch. P. V. 370 e€avalécer ydrov. So Eur, 

Bacch. 620 otdlwv iSpdra : Id. Hipp. 122 mérpa Bap otdtovoa. 

Gr. Gr. vou. 1,  f 
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d. Adverbial accus.: stew #50 &c.: Eur. Iph. Aul. 381 dewa 

guoas. 

§. 556. Verbs expressing bodily condition, position or motion, 

sleeping, sitting, standing, rising, falling, leaping, dancing, &c. 

take an accus. of the position, &c. or that wherein it consists; as, 

clSw, Smvéw, Kopdopat, iadw, dwrdw, iLw, Kailw, Elo, jpot, Oaxew, Sodtw, 

Odcow, GAopat, TinTw, Keipar, ioTapar, Xopedw, dpx€opot, Sppdw &c. 

a. Aceus. of cognate subst. : 
Eur. Bacch. 925 ordow éotdvat: Soph. Phil. 275 avdoracw orjvar : 

isch. Ag. 1494 Ketoot xoirav: Soph. Ant. 1045 wéwtwxe mrapara. Cf. 
Eur. Elect. 686. Ausch. P. V. gio mecetv mrapara: Arist. Aves 1395 Tov 
GddSpopov GAdpevos: Id. Eq. 77 StaBeByxas Biya. Plat. Lach. p. 181 B. 
Eur. Andr. 653 weonpata wémtwoxe: Id. Ion 535 tiva ovvdytnow cuvavi- 
cavta: Plat. Legg. p. 942 E xopeias yopevew: Plat. Rep. 404 B petaBodas 
petaBdddew. 

b. Accus. of cognate notion : 
Eur. Herc. Fur. 1061 et8e. dmvoy: Ibid. 1034. Il. A, 241 Koupyoato 

xaAkeov Umvov: Theocr. III. 49 dkporov vmvov iatwy: Il. x, 159 drvoy dwrets : 
ZEsch. Ag. 983 ier Opevov=edpay: Eur. Orest. 954 xailwv rpiroda: Aisch. 
Ag. 190 céApa Hpévwv: Eur. Rhes. 547 jpéva xoiras: Atsch. P. V. 389 Oa- 
Koovtt €Spas=Oakos : Soph. CE. R. 2 pas Oodtete : Arist. Thesm. 889 Odo- 
oew edpas: Adsch. Pers. 303 mdnua (=dApa) apydato: Thuc. I. 37 kempevy 
deow: Adsch. Ag. 32 ppoipsoy (mparov xdpov) xopevoopor: Hdt. VI. 129 dp- 
Xoato cxnpaT.a= opxovs. 

c. Accus. of equivalent notion : 
Soph. Ajax 249 élépevoy (vydv: Arist. Aves 1481 domidas uddoppéder : 

Eur. Orest. 871 @docovr dkpav: Id. Iph. A. 141 tou xpyvas: Soph. Aj. 
1021 evyuxiay réepw (=vmvov) iavew: Eur. Rhes. 740 xoirov (=Umvov ev 
koir@) tavew : Eur. Suppl. 987 €otnke mérpav, the mérpa was the ordors : 
metaphorically, Ibid. 1018 reAevrav qv €otaka : Id. Orest. 1256 orH@ ai pev 
apagnpn tpiBov : Id. Phoen. 319 tweptxopedouga adovav=7dtv xépov : Id. Iph. 
A. 1058 ydpous (=yapixdyv xdpov) éxdpevoav : Eur. Troad. 750 weoav mndnpua 

=réonpa: Id. Hipp. 829 éppjoaca mpdnua: Eur. lon 1268 merpaioy diya 
SiokevOyoeTar. 

d. Accus. cognate to the notion implied in the verb : 
Aisch. Ag. 2 povpas nv Koipdpevos=ev koirn dpovpayv: so Hdt. IX. 93 

Koupnodpevos pvdakny : Arist. Nub. 540 xdpday’ (xdpov), etAkucev=€Akvoas 
exdpevoev, danced slowly : Thuc. IV. 32 abdvtes (=aroBaivovres XaOpa) rHv 
aréBacw: Eur. Suppl. 1047 aiapnua Koupilw=xovpes aiwpodpa: Arist. 
Aves 330 éykatakpovwy mrodt (= xopevor) xopetav : Soph. Cid. Col. 85 éxapwpa 
(=€Copar) edpas. 

e. Adverbial accus. : 

Il. 0, 684 dodares Opdoxwv: Ll. b, 266 orfvat evavriBiov : Eur. Hipp. 
1079 evavriov otdvta : Soph. Frag. 704, 2 pardpa xopever : Id. GH. R. 1300 
peifova mydjoas®. Cf. Trach. 1001. Id. Ant. 1325 A€xpra eionAaTo. 

a Cf. Herm. ad loc. 
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Obs. Xopetw has a transitive sense of ‘to celebrate by dancing :’” éxépev- 
aay tov Oedv (=Oeod xdpov); Soph. Antig. 1152 aice..... Xopevovar, Tov 
tapiav “lakxov. 

Verbs of Motion. 

§. 557. 1. Neuter verbs of motion have a twofold sense—1. Motion 

along, to go; 2. Motion to, to arrive at; wherefore the accusative 

after these verbs must be considered in its relation to each of these 

senses. 

a. Motion along.—The notion of going implies, as coincident 
with it, the notion of a space along which the motion takes place ; 
as, Baivew dddv. to go along a road. 

b. Motion towards.—The notion of going to, arriving at, 
implies the notion of the place arrived at, as coincident with its 
completion, just as the notion of “ beating” implies the notion of a 
patient beaten. 

2. The use of the accusative however, with verbs of motion in 
this latter sense, is confined to poetry, as the more accurate usage 
of prose defined the direction more clearly by a preposition. 

Obs. The notion of arriving at is not communicated to the verbs of 
motion by the accus. case, but is an independent and distinct sense of the 
verb itself, called out by the context with which it is joined: in which 

sense the verb is used, whether motion along, or motion towards, is deter- 
mined by the context, as in the two following instances: Od. a, 330 xkXé- 
paxa & iyyAjv cateBnoaro. Here the context shews that xaraBaivw means 
““to move along,” or “‘ down along ;’” but in Od. B, 337 @ddapov KareByoaro, 
we see the verb signifies “‘ to move towards,” though the case used in both 
is the same, and therefore cannot determine the sense. 

§. 558. 1. Verbs of moving along.—So Baivew, epxecdar, mepav, 

Eprew, mopevecOar &c. dddv: 

Il. a, 151 S86v eNOepevar: Il. p, 225 eNevcoped? aia xédevda : Il, £, 390 
dmécouto deparos "Exrap tiv adtny dddv adris: Od. 1, 261 abra xédevOa HA- 
Gopev: Aisch. Ag. 81 rpirodas ddods atetxer (So itque reditque viam): Arist. 
Aves 42 Bddov BaSilopey: Il. a, 151 dddv 2MOwpev : Arist. Aves 4 6Sdy mpo- 
popoupevw : Thuc. III. 24 éxdpouy dddv; Plat. Rep. p. 405 Sueéddous Sueg- 
eM@civ: Thuc. V. 10 er dddv: Od. y, 71 mdbev met typa Kedevba: II. 
G 292 rhv dddv, qv “EXévny ep aviyayev edrrarépeay ; Od. a, 330 «Alpaca & 
by kateBHoato: Od. , 85 katéBaw’ imepdia: Od. £,350 Eeordv eppdr- 
katov kataByvar, to creep down the rudder: Od. , 261 oixabe féuevoe GAAnV 
606, Aa Kéhevda HAOopev ; Eur. Rhes. 428 TEpay vootov=vdoripoy ddd : 
fisch. S. Th. 467 kdipaxos mpooapBdces oteixer mpos exOpav mipyov: Id. 
Pers. 733 podetv yepupav: Eur. Bacch, 986 podetv Spsuov: Asch. Cho. 727 
Tate mvdas : Soph, Aj. 845 Suppyndaretv rév odpavdv. So metaphor, dpa- 
fevw tov Biorov: Soph. CE. C. 1686 mévriov Kdvdor addpevar ; Theocr. &dd- 
pevos @pea: Eur. Med. 1067 adn etpe yap 5) rAnuoveordrny 68dv ; Il. 8, 385 
dyyeAinv otethav: Soph. G2. C, 20 mpovatddys 6d6v: Soph, Trach. 563 

Ff2 
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éondpnv ordhov: Ausch. Pers. 448 vicov Hv Mav éuBarede. Arist. Thesm. 
1067 Sidpetouca vara aifépos: so metaphorically, Hdt. VI. 119 tpémeror 
tpupagias dSovs: cf. Thuc. V. 10. Xen. Cyr. 1. 6, 43 dyew (orpariay) 7 
orevas i) mAatetas 6900s: Demosth. p. 49, 34 @yav kal éepav rots méovtas 
tiv Oddarrav. So Soph. Phil. 1027 mety orddov=mdodv: cf. Id. GE. R. 
422. So Eur. Iph. T. 410 @wheugay vdiov dyna (=ocrddor or mdodv) : II. 
A, 140 ayyedinv (= dddv ayyedins) eMOdvta: Il. , 235 eEecinv ehOdvtr: De- 
mosth. p. 392 darhpawev mpeoBelav=modv mpeoBetus: Soph. Phil. 163 o7(B8ov 
dypever: Alsch. Ag. 286 mévroy (=véra mévrov) vwtioat: Soph. CE. R. 193 
Tattooutov Spdunpa vwticar (to fly along): Id. Gi. C. 1400 ciov rédos 6d00 
&hoppyOnpev= dev ofay redodcav: Eur. Ale. 752 Gpetyao8ar midas, to pass 
through : Xen. Hipp. VILL. 10 6 pev bedyy mavroia ydpia : Soph. CH. R. 113.4 
Tov KiOatpevos térov éwdyotatov (=7Anoios jOopev): Arist. Ach. 234 ynv mpo 
vis Sidkew, to pass quickly over: Aisch. P. V. 685 yav mpd yns édatvopar, 
so éNatvew (to run) Spdpov: Demosth. p. 393 6d0v éwerydpevor: Thuc. IV. 5 
émetyovto Tov mhodv; so havivat (sc. €hOdvra) 686v: Soph. Trach. 58 Opdoker 
(passes quickly through) Sépovs: so Od. a, 409 768 ixdver, he is taking this 
journey: Eur. Hipp. 1134 katéxwy 70d) yupvddas tmmous = (yupvdtwv) tpdxov ; 
80 dvtny (ddd) EpxecOan, dvriB.ov édBetv, and many other adverbial expressions 
of daily occurrence ; as, rv taxiorny (dd6v), celerrime (Xen. II. 1, 18.)—rhv 
mpornv, primum (Hdt. IIT. 134). Demosth. p. 28, 2.4 Ibid. p. 34, 21 TH 
adANws—Aeyew, frustra dicere: Ibid. p. 73, 32 ov8 iva Thy GAws ddodecyxe : 
Ibid. p. 34, 21 Thy GANws mpojpnpa A€yev, non frustra statui dicere—rhv 
ev0ciav, rectd—paxpav, a long way, paxpotepay Plat.—daddnv Kal adAnv, now 
one way, now another—dytev, avtiBinv, avtiov, mAnolov, adrédiov, properly 

that same way, illico: Od. 6, 449 abté8v0v & dpa puy rapin Aoticacba dvwyev : 
Il. W, 116 modda & avavta, kdtavta, mdpavTd Te Sdxprd 7 7AOov. So active 

verbs of causing motion, Eur. Med. 1067 dAW ety yap 89 tAnpoverrarny 
686v, kal rovade TWépw TAypovedTépay ere. 

2. Verbs of stepping take an accus. of the step or its equivalent ; 

as, Batvw todd= odds Baow (on foot) : 
Soph. Aj. 42 émepmimres (=eurecay Baiver) Baow: Sept. c. Theb. 371 

Sidkwv wopmipovs xvdas modav: Eur. Elect. 1173 Batvouow e& oikwy 7dda: 
Id. Ale. 1153 vdormov éNOorg 75a. So Id. Med. 1164 Batvouca: so dtooew 
xépa, Baow &c.: Id. Phoen. 1412 mpoBas cadrov SdeEidv: Id. Orest. 1470 
Muknvid’ dpBirav mpoBds : Id. Heracl. 802 éxBas wéda: Id. Hec. 1071 wa 
765 émagas: Ibid. 53 wepa wdSa: Adsch. Choeph. 676 dedp’ dmeliyny modas, 
came on foot. 

§. 559. Verbs expressing or implying motion to: 

Il. @, 382 apoppov & dpa kipa katécouto cada péeeOpa: Eur. Andr. 1120 
xwpet dé mpdpvav: Adsch. P. V. 708 otetxe yas: Eur. Med. 668 éordédns 
dugdaddy : Ibid. 757 adigopar wédkw: Ibid. 1143 otéyas éomdpyv. So Il. 6, 
1Q5 Kekdyato (sc. €Adeiv) Boudkny. So Il. ¢, 87 7 dé Euvdyouca yepaas vyov 
"AOnvains: Soph. CE. C. 1562 é&avtoar vexpdv wAdKa (Dind. extavica): Od. 
y, 162 06 pev amoarpéWavres EBay véas dudicdtooas: LU. a, 317 Kvicon & ob- 
pavov tke: Od. a, 176 moddoi toav avépes nyerepov 8@: Od. B, 337 Oddapov 
kateByoato: Od. 1, 351 oyerAue, mas Kev Tis GE Kul Varepoy ciddos tKoLTO— ; 
Od. ¢ 296 tkdpeba SHpata marpds: Soph. Gi. T. 35 dotu Kadpetov pohwv : 
Td. El. 893 AAOov rarpos dpxaiov tadpov: Eur. Med, 7 Mndeva tépyous yis 

a Bremi ad loc. 
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Zrdevo’ "Iodkias: Ibid. 12 duy7—adixeto xOdva: cf. 680. 682. 920. 1143. 

Id. Rhes. 289 Spupdv poddv. So perhaps we might explain txvetoOat iva, 
to belong to a person ; as, Hdt. 1X. 26 nyéas ixvéerar ; (but for a better way 
see §. 674.) So active verbs of causing motion; as, Eur, Alc. 457 mépipou 
ce ddos, to send you to the light; Il. «, 291 Bédos 8 iuvev AOnvy piva ; and 
these verbs have two accusatives, but these are not to be confounded with 
the double accusatives properly so called. 

Obs. 1. All these verbs may be joined with an adverbial accusative, de- 

fining the character of the notion, and agreeing with the neuter notion of 

the verb; as, Eur. Med. 1164 d@pov Batvouca. 

Obs. 2. The sense of direction, fo, containing in these verbs is usually 
(prose always) more definitely marked by the prepos. eis, dvd, kaTd, UTrép, 

emt, wept, Gpht, ped, mpds, mapd, bid, ds, (see these prepos.) and by the 
local suffix dé, as dorvde €A@oper. 

Obs. 3. Those verbs of motion which imply some further notion, as 
departure, approach, pursuit, flight, &c. take naturally a cognate accusative 

of that notion; as, Plat. Rep. p. 496 E ray d&maddayhy daaddagerar: Arist. 
Av. 854 mpocdiia mpoovevae: Eur. Herc. F. 896 xvvayeret Suwypov: Id. 
Hel. 21 Siwypa dedyav: Plat. Symp. p.197 D gvmérar guvddous. And 
sometimes we find an adverbial acc. with the other accusatives, as wéum@ 
oe yay Téd€ (thus). 

Obs. 4. The distinction between the different cognate accusatives given 
in §. 548. 2., holds good with all verbs, though, for the sake of brevity, they 
will not in the following pages be classed under their separate heads as 
before; it being presumed that they are sufficiently illustrated in the fore- 

going pages, to enable the reader to determine for himself under which 
head they fall. 

Verbs of Action. 

§. 560. Any notion of doing implies 

The Agent and his operation, The Deed or thing done. 
TpaTTo. Tpaypa OY TODTO. 

So that all verbs of doing may have an accusative of the coincident 
notion of the deed, or thing done. 

Obs. In most verbs which express indefinite production or action, the 
cognate or equivalent accus. is added to give to the verb a definite sense ; 
as, Tolm Teixos, OY Sépov=Toinua ; mpdtrw Tapoy, oY eipnyny—=Tpaypa. 

1. Mpdttw, épydfopar, pélw, omevdw and omovddto (to do eagerly) 

mpayparevonar &e. : 
Plat. Lach. p. 179 D mpdypata émpattov, then ratra, dpiora, moduTiKd, 

cowa &c. (sc. mpdypara) mpdtrew: Eur. Alc. g7 mpdtrew rapov: Xen. mpat- 
tew cipyynv: Hes. Op. 404 xpqpa mpngers: Arist. Ran. 615 twowujow mpaypa: 
Hdt. VI. 2 mphocew zpyypara: Eur. Hec. 1122 rovpyov eipyaoat: Il. o, 733 
épya épydtouo: cf. Soph. Ant. 1228. Od. p, 321 evaioa épydteo@ar: Od. 
©, 457 epyov épeLov: Eur. And. 838 réApay av (=rodpnpdv epyor 6) Epega : 
Soph. Phil. 1206 maddyay péés: Il. A, 502 péppepa pébwy: Od. o, 138 
ToAAd ardocbara épefa: Eur. Ion 448 omedSovtes pdovds : Adsch. Ag. 151 
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omevdoneva Ovciav: Eur. Supp. 161 edyuyiav éomevoas: Id. Iph. T. 200 
omevdet domovdacra: Id. Hel. 1629 peydda orreddets Kakd : Plat. Gorg. p. 481 
B ratra onovddter: Id. Soph. p. 259 C otk déta éorrovSaxas: Xen. Apol. 
VIII. 17 orovddtovra ra éavrot Sa. So xpdopac as expressing an action 
has not unfrequently an adverbial accusative; as, Thuc. I. 15 d&a éxpavro, 
treated properly: cf. Hdt. I. 210; II. 95.106: so G.T., as Luke ii. 8 
guddooovtas pudakas 4. 

2. Verbs of accomplishing, confirming, bringing to an end, finish- 

ing, beginning (to do), endeavouring (to do), daring, &c.: dvw, dvda, 
éviTw, TEpdw, Tpdoow, TEpaivw, Teh€w, TeNeuTAw, ToALdw, &c. 

Arist. Aves 439 8:d@wvtor Siabqxny: Asch. Ag. 1471 kpatuvers Kpdros, 
confirmest thy power: Od. y, 490 jvov 6dev: Eur. Herc. Fur. 576 airods 
(sc. mévovs) yvuoa: Asch. Pers. 748 xedevOov jvucev : Id. P. V. 700 xpetav 
nvicacbe : Soph. UE. R. 1530 réppa Biov wepdon: Eur. Iph. A. 19 égenépace 
Biov: Od. v, 83 mpdooew Kedevdov: Od. 1, 491 mpdocew dda: Soph. Aj. 
22 mpayos wepdvas: Thuc. I]. 114 mpdgavtes Any rhs mékews=mpaypa : 
Soph. Trach. 79 redevriy rod Biov tedetv: Id. Ant. 1114 Biov tedew: Id. 
E]. 726 tedobvtes eBdopoy Spdpov: Od. 8, 280 tedeuTHGaL epya, SO radra 

tedeuTav: Arist. Plut. 419 téApnua Todkpatov: Soph. Elect. 471 zetpav 
(=rodpdv) toApjoew: Eur. lon 976 ra duvara téXpnoov: Id. Hec. 1123 
€thns téApav: Id. Herc. F. 1184 tds aiva=ainarnpoy epyov: Asch. Ag. 
1231 Toadra toApa. Plat. Tim. 36 E dpynv ap§ato. So Plat. Legg. p. 797 
B xawwotomety te veov. So Thuc. omovdas omévdetar: Hdt. VII. 148 omevod- 
pevor eipnynv, So tépverv (to make by sacrifice) dpxia muord, cvvOecias, pudrdrnra, 
Homer. So Hdt. VI. 63 dépxous émmdacav. 

3. Verbs of serving, doing good or ill to others, &c. take an accus. 

of the good or harm done; Eur. Med. 620 wav6" éwoupyetv cor: Id. 
Alc. 845 ’Adurre smoupyqca xdpuv. 

4. Verbs of sacrificing take an accus. of the sacrifice or that 
wherein it consists, the offering, victim, &c.: vw, pelo &c. 

Eur. Iph. A. 721 @voas Ovpara: Od. a, 291 xrépea xtepetlew: £, 94 tepeu- 
gous’ iepyiov: Hdt. VIII. 99 eOuptwy Gvpimpara: Plat. Rep. p. 362 C évoias 
Ovew: Od. &, 446 Bice dpypara Oeois: AXsch. Eum. 108 deinva €bvov: Eur. 
Iph. T. 1332 @vouca prcya=bvoiav proyes: Adsch. Ag. 1417 €Ouce maida : 
Arist. Av. 922 ty Sdexarny O@dw = buciavy trys Sexdtns cednvns, SO evayyedia, 
diaBarjpia (Oipara) Odew: Od. y, 5 icpa pélov: Il. py, 206 péLouar EexardpBas : 
Soph. Trach. 288 @vpara pégy. 

5. So verbs of celebrating feasts, &c.: Hdt. 1.147 dyouor dprjv. 

§. 561. Verbs of learning, concluding, studying, practising, being 
in the habit of, &c.: pavOdvw, doxd, pedetdw, émitndedo, vopilw, to 

have a custom, &e.: 

Soph. Trach. 450 pdénow éxpavOdvers, so pavOdverw rr=pdbnow: Plat. 
Lach. p.184 E ordéuoy done: Id. Legg. p.795 B mayxpdriov hoxnkds : 

@ So if in Soph. Antigone we read d{xaia, must supply airi, and take mpépacw edvijs 
it may be joined with ypno@els as the ac- to be an accusative in apposition after the 
cusative, ‘‘ treating him justly.’ So Il. 7, analogy of xdpiv, dicqy, see §. 580. 
262 ovr’ eivas mpépacw Kexpnuevos, we 
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Id. Gorg. 527 Sixacoodvny Kai GAXnv dpetiy (=doxnow dperis) &oKodvtas : 
.Demosth. 799, 13 doKotvtes POdvov: Aisch. P. V. 1066 kakdrnr’ doxely : 
Eur. Hel. 1149 €pwras, dmdras, ddd 7 e€evprjyata doxotKa: Xen. Cyr. I. 
5, 7 moremexa doxew: Hdt. I]. 77 ponpnv émavyew: Plat. Gorg. 511 C 
pedeTtav téxvas=pederas : Demosth. 1129, 9 pedetav tiv drodoyiav: Xen. 
Cyr. Il. 3, 1 pedetav ras rages: Plat. Apol. 28 B emirndeupa emitndev- 
cas: Thuc. VI. 54 éwerndevocay dperyy: Hdt. I. 51 radra“EdAnves vevopt- 
kaot: cf. ch. g2: so ch. 42 avnv vopthoucr: ch. 64 <opriy vevoptkact : 
Id. I. 142 yAdooar tiv adtiy vevopixace. 

§. 562.1. Verbs of eating, drinking, &c. take an accusative of 
the cognate notion or its equivalent—/food or thing eaten—drink or 
thing drunk: Béckopar, vépopar, Seimvéw, PiBpdckw, ew, éobiw, matéopar, 

ddyw, citéopar, tedyw, rivw, podew, Satvupar Xe. : 

Hom. Od. ¢, 354 mordv tmivey: Alschin. II. 13 Seumvav woduredR Seirva: 
Xen. Cyr. I. 2, 11 apucrov Sermvyoavtes : Id. Symp. I. 11 rdAddrpia Bee- 
mre: Il. x, 94 BeBpwoxas pdppaxa: Adsch. Theb. 1035 odpxas mdécovtat 
Od. 1, 84 eidap EBoucr: Il. €, 341 ciroy Gover: Id. 8, 345 kpéa €Spevar: II. 
0, 636 Bodv eer: metaph. oikoy, xripara, Oupdv ew: Od. x, 460 éoStere 
Bpopny: Od. v, 19 éraipous Hobe: Il. a, 464 ondayxv émdoavto: So Ll. d, 
76 Anpryrepos dxrnv: Od. 4, 94 dyou xaprdév: Od. 6, 33 ewnia paydvte : 
Arist. Eq. 412 xuvds Bopay avtodpevos: Theocr. XXV. 8 Béckec@at Bdow : 
Hdt. I. 78 voyas vépeoar: Arist. Ach. 801 tpdyous dv épeBivOous : so oivor, 
aipa, wivew: Theocr. XVIII. r1 woddv émwes (oivov) : Eur. Cyc. 569 dors 
av mlvy wodvv: Arist. Vesp. 814 qaxiv popjoopar: Id. Ach. 278 eiphyns 
popycer tpvBAlov (=cipnynyv ek tpvBdiov): Il. w, 802 BSatvuvto daira: So Il. 
, 201 eihamivny Satvuvto : Il. 7, 299 Satoew yapov=ydpov daira: Il. 1, 531 
Geot Saivuv® éxarduBas: Eur. Iph. Aul. 123 Satcopey tpevaiovs : Od. t, 162 
Sawdpevor Kpéa. 

2. Verbs of putting on, &c. take an accusative of the dress, or 
that wherein it consists: Il. o, 517 ciara éoOyv. 

§. 563. 1. Verbs of labouring, undertaking, toiling, playing, 

contending in games, enduring labour, &c. take an accus. of the 
labour, &c. or that wherein it consists: qovéw, poxPéw, poyéw, ThA, 

Tohpdw, Kaptepew, dOAeUw, dywviLopar, Gpidddopat, maralw, tpéxw, tall 

&e. ; 

Plat. Rep. 410 B wévous wovioe: cf. Ausch. Pers.682. Eur. Hee. 779, 
Orest. 1613. Arist. Pax 150. Demosth. 1443, 23. Plat. Rep. 410 B 
yopvdowa (=névovs) mwovyoer: Eur. Hipp. 1369 émdvyoa poxOovs : Id. Iph. 
A. 213 Gurday érdver: Aisch. P. V.44 ra pndev Spedodvra pi) wéver parny : 
Eur. Supp. 577 wovotca wodda: Id. Andr. 134 poxOov poxQets: Xen. CEc. 
XVIII. 2 mévov poxPoGor: Id. Apol. I. 1, 7 7a\Aa wdvra poxOyaouct: Eur. 
Pheen. 1666 padraa poxSets: Eur. Hec. 815 poxSodpevy pabjpara: Od. 8, 
170 €pdynoev deOdovs: Od. 7, 19 aAyea poyyoy: Il. a, 162 TéAN epdynoa : 
Eur. Hel. 603 mévous thivar: Id. Phoen. 1514 dyea tha: Ibid. 192 dovdo- 
cvvav Thatqv: Id. Herc. F. 1250 moda thaoa: Id. Iph. T. 115 ToApacu 
mévous: Ausch. P. V. 143 dxyow dpovpdav. So Eur. Alc. 1071 kaptepetv 
(=kaprep@s tAjvar) Geov Sdow: Id. Supp. 317 a&OAyoas wovoyv: Id. Orest. 
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1124 &ywrotpeba dyava: cf. Alc. 647. Suppl. 427. Arist. Ach. 481, &c. 
Hdt. V. 22 dywviterOar orddiov (=dydva oradiov): cf. Xen. Anab. IV. 
8,20. Arist. Eq. 617 mas 1o mpayy jyoviow: Demosth. 653, 25 ypadiy 
dywvitecOar: Ibid. 194, 5 dywvifeoOou kivduvoyv: Xen. Anab. IV. 8, 7 xad- 
Auora Gywviodvtar, SO G&pihaoOat arddiov, Siavdov, Adyov: Eur. Hipp. 971 
raita Gpiddhopar: Id. Hec. 271 dpudd@por Adyov: Il. , 733 tpirov émd- 
hovov: Plat. Men. 94 C émddatoay «ddAdora: Hdt. VIII. 102 dyavas Spa- 
pew: Id. IX. 74 sept rod mavros Spdpov Oéovtes. So Oetv rov wept Wuxijs, 
So rept owrnpias &c. (sc. Spdpov), so Tpéxw rov wepi &c.: Soph. Ant. 987 
Apspyvy mévov: Id. Trach. 80 daéov dpas: Plat. Parm. 137 B madiav 
matlew: Arist. Pac. 816 dpmatbe rv éoprnv: Xen. Cyr. VI. 1, 4 rowidra 
ématgev: Pind. Nem. III. 46 d0tpwy peydda epya. So Arist. Ach. go rair’ 
epévdkcles. 

2. Verbs of carrying, &e. take an accusative of the burden, or 
that wherein it consists, as p€pw axOos. 

§. 564. Verbs of fighting, contending, going to war, going on an 

expedition, being victorious, &c. take an accus. of the war or vic- 

tory, &c. or that wherein it conSists: pdxopar, modepdw, rodepile, 
épilw, otpatedw, otpatevopor, vikdw &C.; as, 

Il. p, 175 paxny épdxovto: cf. o, 673, 0, 533. Xen. Ages. V. 5. Plat. 
Theet. 123 A rovatra paxetar: Kur. Phoen. 1574 papvapévous kowdy evu- 
ddwv: Aisch. Theb. 545 kamndedoew payny=karndrov pdayny payeioOa : 
Arist. Ran. 191 vevaupdxnke ryv wept tov kpe@v: Plat. Rep, 551 D médepov 
modepety : Il. y, 433 modeuov twodeuttew : Theocr. V. 23 ¢pw jpioe: Hes. 
Theog. 534 éptlero Bovdds=epw Bovdrs : Il. 1. 389 Kdddos (=epww Kaddovs) 

é€pito.: Demosth. 515, 15 otpareias éotpateupevos: cf. Adschin. 50, 39. 
Iseus. 76,10, Thue. I. 112 rév iepdy rédepov eotpdtevoav: Xen. Ages. 
VI. 3 dca éotpatevoato. So Demosth. 1353 e&eMOav orparetay : Od. dr, 544 
vikns nv viknoa. Cf. Eur. Suppl. ro60. Il. 6, 389 mavra (sc. deOda) évixa : 
Eur. Troad. 650 4 vwKév: Id. Alc. 1030 Ta peifova vik@ar, So Kparéw: Hat. 

I. 61 yveunv kpatyoavtos (see Double Accus.): Thuc. I. 126 OAvpma viKay, 
SO otpepavotabat OAvpmia, So viKav yvounv: Id. VII. 67 wav vavpayias : 
Plat. Legg. 964 C dperny vxdv: Hdt. I. 175 vindv wodiopa. 

§. 565. Verbs of being wrong, impious, pious, &e. take an accus. 
of the impiety, error, or that wherein it consists: dceBéw, etboeBew, 

Gpaptdave, dumdrakéw &c. 3 as, 

Plat. Legg. gio doeByoas doe8nua: Soph. Phil. 1441 edoeBetv ra mpds 
Geots : Eur. Hipp. 320 ri’ tpdptnkev ayapriay: Adschin. 26, 22 yvvaikeia 
dpaprjpata épaptave : cf. Lys. 189, 2. Plat. Legg. 730 A. Soph. Aj. 
1096 Gpaptdvouow éxn: Arist. Pax 657 tpdptowev radra: Od. x, 154 rode 
ypBpotov: Xen. Cyr. Ill. 1, 22 dvOporwa dpaptdvew : Alsch. Ag. 1212 
rad’ npwhaxov. So Livy X.10 noxam nocuerunt. 

Obs. The object of these verbs is generally denoted by eis or wept. 
Instrum. dat. as cause of error, is also used: Plat. pjyaoe Gudpty. In 
Xen. Hell. I. 7, 10 dpapravw is used with accus. of object. So A’sch. 
Eum. 260 doeSew in the transitive sense of dishonouring. 

§. 566. 1. Verbs of saying, telling, uttering, proclaiming, &e. or 
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verbs which imply these notions, take an aceus. of the word, tale, 

&e. or that wherein it consists: aivéw, dyyé\\w, knpicow Xe. ; 

Soph. Phil. 1380 atvov aivéoas: Arist. Ach. 1083 dyyeAtav Hyyeune : 
fEsch. Choeph. 882 dkxpavra Bdfw: Id. Pers. 593 éAcet@cpa Balew: Hom. 
Bdlew menvupeva, dvepodia, viria: Od. v, 100 ddoOat dyynv: Il. B, 100 
do0a gros: Alsch. Choeph. 93 pdoxw rovmos: Il. 0,17 pdto dyyedtny : 
I]. a, 106 etwas eros: cf. Soph. Aj. 128. Adsch. Ag. 1047 A€yovea Adyor : 
Il. B, 788 dyopas ayopevew : Arist. Ach. 299 héye Adyov. Plat. Ion p. 538 
B &c. Soph. Aj. 1153 etme Adyov: Il. a, 552 etwas piGov: Demosth. p. 
406, 11 pypara eimety: Od. 0, 555 eimé dvopa=eros: Kur. Orest. 415 py 
“ @avarov” etwas: Pind. Nem. IX. 34 égeuma admorov: Eur. Iph. Aul. 448 
dvohBa eimeiv: Demosth. p. 226, 18 dvoyxepes eimwety: Adsch. Pers. 122 

dmdwv éros: Eur. Suppl. 800 orevaypov dicate: Od. a, 273 ppdberw pidov : 
Od. y, 140 pidov pubeicOnv: Od. +, 16 dvopa pu@jyoopar: I]. v, 202 Kepro- 
pias pudqoacGar: Il. ¢ 382 ddyOca pubjcac0ar: Atsch. Suppl. 277. Eur. 
Med. 321 Adyous héye: Plat. Rep. p. 463 E éheyouev pnya: Ibid. p. 393 B 
héyn ppow: Od. 7, 303 héywv erdpocw Gpoia: Adsch. Ag. 625 od wevdy 
heyw: Eur. Med. 316 Aéyeis axotoa pad@akad: Il. B, 182 Oeas dra pwvy- 
caga: Soph. El. 329 dwveits parw: Id. Gh. C.624 abdév éxn: Demosth. 
P- 400, (7 Tatra tpaywdet: Plat. Rep. p.600 D “Opnpov (=‘Opnpov én) 
papwdety: Id. Ion p. 633 C a fopwdet. So Arist. Ach. 655 kapwdyjoer 7a 
dikaa: Plat. Crat. 414 C tpaywdety ra dvdpara: Eur. Hipp. 585 yeywvetv 
éra: Demosth. p. 657, 3 Snpyyopety Adyov: Ibid. p. 441, 6 éxeivo SeSypy- 
yopnkds: Aischin. p. 83, 37 pyua b0cyEdpevor: Adsch. P.V. 33 $0€yger 
yous = Pboyyiy ydov: 0éyyerOar ramewdy, dobevés: Eur. Med. 1307 é- 
Oey Adyous: Id. Iph. T. 1385 Bony (Bo Dind.) éSeyéaro : Arist. Ran. 247 
xopetay epbeyédeoOa : Alschin. p..387, 23 Knptacer knpvypa: Aisch. Agam. 
1349 Kynptacew Bony: Ll. p, 701 Kaxov eros &yyeheovta: Demosth. p. 849 
paprupiay épaptupycey: Hdt. IIL. 147 evrodds éverethato: Adsch. Kum. 716 
pavreia paytetoer: cf. Aischin. p.68, 41. Eur. Ion 346 radra cai pavteto- 
pac: Ibid. too dypas povteveoGe: Il. +, 420 Odvarov pavtrevemr. So Hat. 
xpa@ tade: Plat. Pol. p. 493 A adnOéorara pavteder: Soph. Aj. 770 éxoprrer 
podov: Ibid. 1230 iwyn exdpareg: Asch. P, V. 78 Gywoa ynpderor: Hat. 
55 aiviocerOar (=7rrypevas Aeyew) erea: Plat. Lys. p.214 D roiro (aim- 
ypa) aivitrovrar: Xen. Anab. IV. 4, 10 GXyPedouca rovadra. So Plat. Apol. 
p- 19 C pdrvapiav dduapodvta : Eur. Ion 800 évopdfer dvopa. 

So accus. cognate to the notion implied in the verb: Soph. Trach. 
753 oye (=ovd Adyer) Adyov: Aisch. P. V. 106 ovyav réxas: Eur. Lon 

868. Plat. Thext. p.161 C 7d 8 éudv ovyd: Aischin. p. 15, 19 ovyav 

Thy €avTod cyppopdv: Kur. Frag. cwwév ra dikara: Ausch. Ag. 920 

Bodwa mpocxdyys=Kexnvas Bods: Soph. Aj. 1227 xavety (=xKexnvas 

A€yewv, to speak open-mouthed) pnuata; so pyyvuyt, to speak with 
an effort: Hat. I. 85 eppnge (e£ativas eparnce) poviva. 

2. Verbs of praying, vowing, promising, imprecating, swearing, 
cursing, threatening, reproaching, ordering, &c. take an accus. of 

a So possibly in Soph. Ant. 858 otoy depends on the notion of Aéywy implied in, or 
rather paraphrased by, epavoas aAyewordras éuol wepluvas. 

Gr. Gr. von. 11. G g 
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the prayer, &c. or that wherein it consists: edxopar, edxetdw, Aooo- 

por, dpdopor &c. ; 

Eur. Iph. T. 629 cdxqv nigw: cf. Plat. Ale. p. 148 C. Legg. p. gog E 
Oucias edyeoOar: Id. Alc. p. 141 A Kaka etxeoGar: Il. y, 274 meyad’ evxeTo : 
so Il. 6, 347 peydda edxeTéwvto: Il. v, 219 dredal rds dmethouv: Arist. Ach. 
228 ri rovro ameinet rovros: Eur. Med. 153 réde Niooou: Ibid. 607 dpas 
épopévy : cf. Phoen. 67. Od. 8,135 dpycetat "Epwvis: Aisch. Theb. 633 

@pato. roxas: Eur. Rhes. 505 moda kaka HpGto: Hom. wodAa Aparo: Kur. 
Orest. 673 txeredw ride: Plat. Legg. p. 800 Bdacdypety Braodypiay: I. 
B, 255 ddknv por dvetSioas: Od. o, 379 yaorépa dverditwv : “isch. Choeph. 
917 rotr dvedioar: Soph. Gh. C. 754 dvedos dvetdioa: cf. Id. Phil. 523. 
Eur. Andr. 978 éveBilew ras Ocods euoi: Id. Orest. 4 od« dvedifw roxas: 
Soph. Aj. 243 Sevvdlov xaxd pnuara: Plat. Legg. p. 706 D airo Rowopet 
rov ’Ayapépvova: I]. €, 528 moda kededwv: Plat. Conv. p. 183 A épxous 
dpvivar: Ll. r, 133 Spocev épxoy, so Opvupe mdcas Tas Beots=dpkoy : Thuc. 
V. 24 Spxov dpvvov: Arist. Ran. 140 épxoy dpooey: Il. &, 271 Opooaov 
ddarov Srvyos dep. So Hdt. VI. 74 efopxoiv Srvyds vowp: Id. 1V. 172 
dpvvouct Tovs mapa odio avdpas Sikaordrovs: Hur. Orest. 1517 thy €pqy 
uxiy Kataépoo’, jv dv edopkoip eyo: Id. Hipp. 713 opvupe cepvyy “Aprepuv. 
So frequently without the verb which is readily supplied by the mind : 
Soph. Antig. 758 ov, rov "Od\vpmov, hence pa, ov pa, vai pa, pn, vn Aia, vai 

pa Ala, &c. 

Obs. 1. The instrumental dative is sometimes used after verbs of swear- 

ing: Arist. Nub. 248 t@ yap duvur’; 7) oapeorow. 

3. Verbs of singing, shouting, groaning, sounding, &c. take an 

accus. of the song, or that wherein it consists : 

isch. Ag. 1191 Spvoier duvoy: Arist. Nub. 970 kdpapevey kaymyy : Ibid. 
1155 Bodoopar Body. So Asch. Ag. 1349 xnptooew Bony: Kur. Med. 543 
Spvicar pedos: Plat. Legg. p. 870 E vépov bpvetv: Id. p. 822 C pnpny 
Spvotytwy: Eur. Iph. T. 183 potoay rav spvet: Id, Herc. F. 687 maava 
Spvotou: Id. Troad. 385 suvqce kad: Aisch. Ag. ggo bpvwdet Epyvov: Id. 
Choeph. 385 épupvacat ddoAvypdv: Il. ¢ 570 imepdey «Odpite: Ausch. P. V. 
574 Sropet vopov: Id. Ag. 1445 pédpaca ydov: Eur. Med. 148 iaxay otav 
pédmwer: Id. Cycl. 70 gba» pédmw ; Id. Ion 881 KOdpas evorav pédtov : 
Soph. Aj. 338 @wiicce Body: Eur. Hipp. 168 diteov "Aprepiv, the airy was 
“"\ orews.” So Ausch. Ag. 48 kddLovtes "Apy. So Soph. Ant. 110 ov (se. 
‘Apydbev pdra) Modvveixns kdlwv, the cry was as it were, “Argos for ever :” 
Arist. Av. 60 Body rév Seomdrny, the Bon was ‘‘ & Acomodra:” Adsch. Pers. 13 
Batfer dvdpa, the shout was “ dyjp:” Soph. Aj. 73 Atavra hwvd, the dovn 
was “‘Aias:” Aisch. Eum. 189 Aevopdv te kat puLouow oikricpov modvr, 
they groan forth ‘death by stoning,” (‘* Nevere jas”) and many cries of 
« nity,” (‘‘ oixrigere:”) Id. 828 éraioas marpos avddy, the addy was ‘ matnp.” 
So Aisch. Choeph. 655 rtpirov 765’ exmépapa Sopdrav Kah@, (the cry was 
“« éxmépa, exmépa exmépa:) Soph. Ant. 133 vikny &daddgfou : Adsch. Eum. 510 
ros Opoodpevos: Id. Ag. 1141 Opoeis vdpov: Soph. Aj. 785 Opoet ern: Id. 
Ant. 1287 Opoets Adyov : Eur. Orest. 1248 Opoets adday : Soph. CH. C. 1245 
Odvarov Opoet: Aisch. Choeph. 35 duBdapa €dXaxe: Od. p, 85 Sewvdv heda- 
kuia : Ausch. P. V. 406 crovéev héMaxe: Id. Supp. 789 tke dudav: Id. 
Pers. 280 tite Body: Arist. Eq. 490 xpayov kexpdgéetar: Alsch. Frag. 265 
kéxpaya péedos: Tl. m, 88 d£éa KexAnyds: I. o, 280 paxpa pepuxds: Il. B, 
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314 €deewa tetpry@tas: Kur. Ale. 760 duovo’ bhaktoy : Soph. Trach. 867 
koxurovy nXet: Eur. Rhes. 308 éxtdmer PdBov: Il. p, 593 peydd Extute : 
Od. 6, 454 a¢nxes pepaxutay: Adsch. Theb. 867 tyuvoy iaxetv: Soph. Trach. 
642 ax@v kavayay: Ll. 6 468 cpepdar& idyov: Pind. Nem. IV. 26 xedd- 
Byoe vpvoy: Eur. El. 716 pOdyyov xeddder: Id. Hel. 370 Body: Pind. Ol. 
II. 3 xédcpov duped Kedadjoopev: Asch. Ag. Q20 mpooxdyys (=Keynvas 
Boas) Béapa. 

4. Verbs of crying, mourning, groaning forth, lamentation, &c. 

take an accus. of the cry, groan, &c. or that wherein it consists ; 

Il. @, 722 dowdy epyveov: Soph. Aj. 317 e&opwfkev oiuwyas: Arist. Av. 
213 Opyvety vuvous: Asch. Theb. 78 Opéopor dyn: Eur. Orest. 1385 otévw 
appareiov pédos: Aisch. Ag. 711 moAvOpnvoy vuvov otéver: Id. P. V. 4.33 
atévoucw dAyos vikrpov: Eur. Herc. F. 753 otevdlwy ppoipiov pdvov: Id. 
Pheen. 334 otevdtwy dpas: Eur. Med. 1184 devdv orevégaca : Soph. Trach. 
51 yowpevny ddvippara: Adsch. Ag. 1074 ratra dvwtdtugas: Arist. Vesp. 
555 oikrpoxootvtes hovyy: Soph. CE. R. wodda Saxpdoavta : Eur. Andr. 
1201 duddoxa Saxptw: Od. £, 174 ddacroy d8dpopar: LI. , 328 mdAN ddogu- 
pdpevor: Il. wy, 12 epwkev 8 edeewa: Il. o, 37 Kwxdoaca o£: Soph. Phil. 
695 dmondalw ordvov. So cognate to notion in verb: Ausch. Theb. 855 
epeaoete, raise, (like the noise of oars,) mitvdov. So Id. Ag. 1146 ia, ia 

(=créva) Aryeias pdpov anddvos. 

Obs. Almost all these verbs have the transitive sense of crying for, 
lamenting, &c. and take an accus. of the patient or object; as, daxpio ce: 
otevata ae &C. So also tUmropat, kdmropat, tikdopai (to mourn for) twa. 

§. 567. Verbs of setting forth, confessing, agreeing, admitting, 

yielding, denying, &c. take an accus. of the confession, &c, or that 
wherein it consists ; 

Eur. Orest. 1581 dpver—dumpay ye tiv dpynow: Hat. VI. 88 ouvtidetar 
apodoainv: Soph. Phil. g8o épwodkoy@ rade: Plat. Crit. p. 52 A 6podoynkas 
opodroyiay: Id. Conv. p.195 B modda adda Gpodoyov: Id. Alec. p. 151 B 
S€Xopwar kai rovro: Id. Legg. p. 781 A rovro eigavtos: Soph. As. C. 172 
etkovtas @ det: AUsch. Ag. 1380 Td5’ odk dpvncopar: Soph. Phil. 118 otk dy 
dpvoipyy ro Spav: Kur. Ion 1026 dpyyjcy pdvovs. 

§. 568. Verbs of deciding, prosecuting, defending, determining, 

decreeing, accusing, laying to the charge of, blaming, &c. take an 
aceus. of the decision, suit, blame, &c. or that wherein it consists : 

Demosth. p. 1280, 23 Siknyv Suxdfovrar: Hdt. V. 25 edtkacav Sikas. Cf. 
Arist. Vesp. 414. Plat. Legg. p. 877 D ray dixny kpivy : Alsch. Eum. 682 
mpatas Sikas Kpivoytes : Demosth. p. 632, 24 Sixdlew Wydiopa. So Soph. 
Aj. 449 eWyguoay dikny: Demosth. p. 327, 22 Kplvacoy ra mpdypata: Id. 
P- 744 vopoberety 7a adrois cuppeporvra: Id. p. 1468 Kpwdons tov dyova: Id. 
P- 575, 18 epyptoarto rip BenOecav: Id. p. 988, 22 eykAnua Sidkovow : Id. 
D. 1270, 3 dikny Siew: Antiph. p. 115, 24 ypadas SiudKkwv: Id. p. 310 
ypapny dedyew: Id. p. 1184 gedyer Siknv: Iseus p. 37, 16 mapavopuiay 
katnyopotar : Demosth. p. 366, 21 Kkatnyopetv evOvvas: Thue. III. 42 mpoo- 
katTnyopourtes emiderEw : Plat. Gorg. p. 491 Tatra Katnyopets: Id. Legg. p. 
636 C Kpnraév tov wept roy Tavupydy pddov katnyopodpev : Arist. Vesp. 489 
mpaypa Katnyopy : Ibid. 106 tydv rHv paxpay: Id. Plut. ro peppy péupe- 

eg 2 
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o8a, or péppeoPal re=peuw : Hdt. VE. 88 pepddpevos rHy cavrdv éféda- 
ow: Eur. Med. 215 py poe te péupnobe: Arist. Pac. 643 drra Staddo : 
Soph. Phil. 327 éykadety yddov=eyxAnua xddov, the fault of your anger® ; 
di. R. 702 éyxaketv veixos. 

Verbs ef Production, or Effect. 

§. 569. The notion of producing implies— 

The agent and his operation,—rorkw. 

The effect, production, or thing produced,—nolnya (reixos). 

Hence all verbs of producing, or which imply production, have 
an accus. of this effect. This is not generally the cognate subst., 
but the cognate or equivalent notion, defining the particular nature 
of the production. 

1. Verbs of making, forming, building, founding, contriving, 

plotting, inventing, preparing, &c.: wov€w, tedxw, S€pw, TAEKw, TrUo- 

ow, farTw, éhatvw, (to work by beating, or to build in a line) texéa, 

Teixilw, TAWMEdw, oxevdto, oixile, dptiw, textaivw, Ktilw, gw, Edw, Eror- 

palw, Tovew, pnxavaopar, dSorod &e.: 

Il. v, 147 reixyos (=roinna) émctouv: Il. 6,195 tetdywv Oopnea: Od. 8, 
174 Owpar’ e€revge : Metaphorically tedxew dérous, Bony, aryos &c.: Od. &g 
eipato oikovs (Sduov): Ll. ~, 192 Oddapov Sepov, so reixyos, mipyov &e. : 
Eur. Ion 826 émhexe mAoxds : Metaph. mhéxwv Adyous &c.: Od. a, 439 
mrgaca xitava: Hdt. VI. r twddnua Eppapas : Metaph. xaxdv, @dvarov, 
dddov, &c.: Il. p, 296 edadvew aorida: é€Natvew reixos, otravpovs: II. 1, 
dypov : Pind. a’daxas : Arist. Ach. 995 épxyov: Hdt. IX. 7 reiyos 76 évetyeov : 

Il. », 449 Tetxos éterxicavto: Thuc. VI. 75. Hdt. VI. 100 éoxeudtovto zpo- 
Sociav: Plat. Crat. p. 424 EH érav dvdpeikedov cxevdfwow. So passive: 
Demosth. p. 319, 3 xatnyopiay cuveokevacpevoy : So Tepe mopmnv, to set 
forward the procession, so wépmew éoprnv, Havabjyaa. So Hdt. V. 64 orddov 

otethavtes. So Pind. wddov otéAdew, cf. Soph. Aj.104.5: Hdt. IIT. 52 mdoiov 
oré\New : Od. &, 648 evyda vaas Eoterhka: Pass. Hdt. VIL. 62 éotadpevos 
oxeunv: Il. @, 190 Swdov jia: Ll. a, 86 dtAiccaTo Sépmov: Plat. Rep. 
P- 453 B oixioere rod: Il. A, 438 Sodov Hptue: Ll. 0, 303 dptuvéovow eedva: 
Od. 6, 771 ydpov aptiver, so Bovdjy, pevdea &c.: Il. €, 62 TextTHvaTo vias : 
Metaph. pir: Od. r, 262 OnBns eos Extisav: Asch. P. V. 814 xticat 
amouxiav : Soph. Ant. 1101 ktikew rdpov: Od. d, 44 ovddv éfeov: Il. £179 
éavov €fuce: Eur. Alc. 364 Oa étotpate: Dl. Wy, 245 rvpBov movéecOar : 
Xen. Cyr. I. 6, 19 pnxavas eunydvw: Ibid. I. 6, 10 pyxavacOar wépov: 11. 
6,117 trade relyea pnxavdwyto: Adschin. p. 13, 24 pnxavao@Oar rHyv dodo- 
ylav: so trovetv, to write or compose. So Demosth. mpeoBevew cipnyny, to 
bring about a peace by an embassy. Xen. Anab. IV. 8, 6 tiv dddv GSoroiour : 
cf. Ibid. V.1, 7. Plat. Phedr. p. 230 D dppaxov edpyxévar: Demosth. 
p. 187, 27 ebpioxew Adyoy ; Eur. Andr. 28 woddds av edpots pnyxavds : Alsch. 
P. V. 58 evdpetv mépous. 

Obs. Oikifw has two transitive senses : to seltle, as oixitew twa and to 
occupy by a settlement, as oixi¢ew thy ynv; so also Kriew rhv yy. 

a Herm, ad loc, 
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2. Verbs of creating, begetting, putting forth, bringing forth, 

exhibiting, shewing, &c.: yervdw, texvdw, pitdw, pdw, tiktw, oneipw, to 

beget, paiva, Seikvupr &e. ; 

Aisch. Supp. 47 éyévvace "Exaov, so yevvay tpixas, dddvras, to put forth 
hair ; and Metaph. votv, dé€as &c.: Eur. Phoen. 19 texvecerg maida: Id. 
Andr. 1235 tiktew réxva: Od. 7, 264. Adschin. 289 C rekva tiktov: 
Theocr. XXVII. 31. Eur. Her. 994 70AN Etuxtov : Metaph. tiktew v8pur, 
péBov &c.: Soph. Ant. 645 dvadeAnra dite réxva: Plat. Rep. p. 407 D 
éxyova gutevew : Soph. Trach. 31 épvocapev waidas: Il. a, 235 pvdda duce, 
will put forth; so mo&yeva, yhoooay ; and Metaph. dpévas &c.: Soph. Aj. 
760 avpworov piow Bdactdv: Alsch. Ag. 23 pdos mupatokwy : Soph. Elect. 
24 onpeia paivers: Id. Phil. 297 ebnv agavrov pas: Plat. Pol. p. 514 B 
Gatvpara Selxvucav = Oavpacta Selypatra: Id. Legg. p. 764 B mapdderypa 
Sevivta : Id. Symp. p.179 D qdopara Selgavtes: Soph. Aj. 1293 és & 
EoTreLpe. 

Obs. Acikvupe has also an active sense analogously to ypada, of informing 
against. See Double Accusative. 

8. Verbs of writing, painting, engraving, spinning, working, 
&e.: ypddw, evréuvw, éyxoddnte, éyykidw, igaivw, mAdcow, Toikidho, 

texvaw &C.: 

Il. ¢ 169 onpara ypdpas : Thuc. V. 29 €ypaev emorodny: Plat. Phedr. 
p- 278 C ovyypdppara €ypapev: Ibid. p. 258 C Adyous e€ypadov: Id. Legg. 
p- 948 D dpynow ypdovta: Hdt. IIT. 24 eoporetvtes 7d cidos: Id. IV. 88 
(a ypapdwevos: Ibid 87 evtépvwy ypdupara: Id. I. 187 évexddape ypdp- 
para: Id. Il. 4 g@a éyydtWor: Id. TV. 98 dGardas Gupara: Eur. Ion 1417 
ipyy Vpacpa: Od. B, 96, &c. iordv (=Vpacua) dbatver: Plat. Charm. p. 161 
E ipariov bhaivew: so Metaph. pyr &c., spatvew; Plat. Tim. p. 73 C 
oxnpara TAdoas ev xpvom: Menand. Fr. mAdopara wAdtTew : Metaph. Adyous 
&e. mAdocew: Il. o, 590 xépov toikuddev: Kur. Iph. T. 223 cikd Tirdvor 
mouxthhouca : Od. 7, 110 iordy texvqoar: Metaph. Soph. Phil. 80 texvac0ar 
kaxa: Il. y, 212 Uawwov pious. 

§. 570. Verbs of pouring, scattering, &c. take an accus. of the 
stream, &c. or that wherein it consists: xéw, omévde, eyxavdlw, bw, 

Sedw, to pour; dotpdmtw, otdéhw, dptw &c.: as, 

Arist. Nub. 1280 dew vdwp: Id. Ach. 1033 uradaypov évotédagoy : Hdt. 
VII. Od. «, 518 yxony xetobar: cf. Soph. Gi. C. 477 exeav xoas: Asch. 
Pers. 220 xéacQar yods: I]. 1, 15 xéer vdwp: Il. 7, 3 yéew Saxpva: Adsch. 
Supp. 1007 mapa xgouow: Soph. El. 84 xéovtes Aodtpa: Metaph. yéew 
dyduv, pidra, kaddos &c.: Eur. Electr. 511 omovdas €otrerca: Id. Or. 1322 
omeicaca xods: Arist. Eq. 105 éyxdvagov orovdyv: Pind. Olymp. VII. 50 
Soe xpuodv: Soph. Aj. 376 epeprdy aiw eevoa: Adsch. P. V. 356 jotpamrev 
cédas: Il. 7, 38 véxrap otdge : Asch. Choeph. 1057 otdtovow aiva: Eur. 
Iph. A. 1467 ordtew Sdxkpv: Id. Bacch. 620 otdlwy idSpdra: Eur. Hipp. 526 
otdlers méfov: Id. Alc. rors éXewhdpny omovdds: Hdt.1V.17 otrov ometpew : 
Od. v, 352 népa éoxédace, So aiua, dydvy &c. 

Obs. Xneipw has a further transitive sense, as omeipew thy yy; and cxe- 
Savvyme also signifies to divide, separate, as oxeddoat Tov Nady. 
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§. 571. Verbs of heaping up, digging, &c. take an aceus. of the 
heap, &c. or that wherein it consists: xéw, xéw, dpdccw, vnéw &e.: 

Hdt. I, 162 xopara yxoov: Thuc. II. 75 xouara éxouv: Soph. Ant. 80 
tapov xdoouoa : Ibid. 1203 tipBov xdoavtes: Od. «, 487 xvow émexetato 
puddrov : Od. B, 222 ojpa yedow—ripBov Od. 6, 584. Hdt. IV. 71 épuc- 

geto dpvypa: Id. 1. 185 dubpuxas dpugaca: Il. 7, 440 tappov dpugav: Hat. 
I. 186 dpuage Zdurpov: Od. r, 64 vinoay Edda ToAKa. 

§. 572. Verbs of preparing meat, drink, &c. take an accus. of the 
preparation, or meat or drink so prepared: pdtto, kepdvyupr, dTrifo, 
mécow XC. 

Hat. I. 200 pdtrew pata: Il. 8, 260 otvov képwytar: Od. y, 393 Kpytipa 
KepdcadQar : so Kekpapevoy Tpia kat dvo: Tl. A, 640 SwAvscEe kveeova: Hat. 
I. 161 ovdcis méppata éméooeto: Id. VIII. 137 émeooe ottia. So Metaph. 
Kepdcao8ar didiav. P 

Verbs of Transmission. 

§. 573. Verbs of transmission imply— 

The agent and his operation, The thing transmitted or the gift, 
dd@mt. d@pov. 

Verbs of giving, contributing, granting, paying, selling, inflict- 
ing, &c. have an accus. of the gift, favour, payment, &c.: diSwp, 
Tivw, éextivw, Tehéw, xapiLopar, vepw We. : 

Il. v, 299, &c. Sapa Si8wor: Asch. Eum. 7 8i8wor déow: Od. c, 268 

Sens Serivny: Hdt. VI. 89 So0Gvar Swrivyy: Od. p, 287 Kaka Bi8wor: Od. 

a, 390 édva d:ddvres. So person considered as a gift; Plat. Rep. p. 468 A 
Tov (avra Swpedy (in apposition) Siddvor: Hes. Op. 82 dadpov edapycav: TI. 
t, 594 dap’ erékeooay: Plat. Protag. p. 311 D xpypyata tedetv: Id. Legg. 
p- 847 B redos tedeiv: Id. Alc. 119 éxarov prvas teNéoas: Hat. 1. 14 avé@nke 
dvaOjpara: Demosth. p. 309, 20 xapileoOor xdpiras, then yaptleo@at 7: 
Il. wp, 255 xddos mate. So person considered as gift; Il. v, 416 démaca 
rourdv: Il. y, 289 Tynqy tivew: Hdt. V. 56 damotice ticw: Soph. CE. R. 
810 tony erroev: Plat. Rep. p. 615 B éxtivew exriopa: Od. B, 193 Oanv 
tive, so Tivew Sixny &c., tivew pdvov = diknv ddvov: Il. o, 407 Cwdypia 
tivew: Arist. Av. 191 pdpov pépew: Lys. p. 150, 1 eiaoopas eicevnvdxacw : 
Demosth. p.1249 xAlas Spaypas etop€pew. So Soph. Phil. 465 wdobtv jpiv 
eiky: Eur. Alc. 427 kowotc0ar mévOos, so d\Adooew tx, to give in exchange : 

Plat. Legg. p. 862 B xamndelas pyre mwdeito pyre dveioOw: so Arist. Eq. 15 
mpootpiBetar mAnyds. 

Obs. 1. Awpéopa also has a transitive sense to present, Swpéopar rid Te. 

Obs. 2. So many verbs which have the patient in the Dativus Commodi 
have the act or commodum defined by an elliptic accus.; as, BonOjoa ra 

dikaa, sc. BonOjpara, so dpkéca raita. So Adsch. P. V. 635 roicd’ imoup- 
yijoa xdpw: Id. Ag. 1170 kos emnpkecev. 
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Verbs of Reception. 

§. 574. The notion of receiving implies— 

The agent and his operation, The receipt or thing received, 
d€xopat. dpov. 

Hence all verbs of receiving have an accus. of this coincident notion. 

So S€xopar, NapBavw &e.: 

Il. a, 20 xrnpara Sex€o0w: Il. 7, 400 rodro S€xopar: Il. @, 434 Sapa S€- 
xeoOur. So of persons; Il. a, 446 é8€faro maida. So Plat. Rep. 416 
Séxec0ar pioddy : Ibid. 368 C AapBdvouor pucdov: Ibid. 501 E rédos dy- 
Werat &c.; so G\Adooew Ti, fo receive in exchange. 

Verbs of Perception. 

§. 575. Verbs of seeing, hearing, receiving information from, 

&e. have an accus. of the perception or thing perceitved—the sight 
or thing seen—the hearing or thing heard; «ido, aicbddvopa, dxovw 

&e.: 
Eur. Med. 1167 iSetv Oana: Il. 8, 275 vépos cide: Eur. Hel. 71 ry 

eidov bWw: cf. Plat. Phed. 250 B. Eur. Hipp. 809 i8w @éav: Id. Hel. 
117 €tdes od tiv Svornvoy: Asch. Pers. 48 éyw mpooddo8ar: Id. P. V. 69 
épav Ocapa: Plat. Legg. 887 D dpavtes oes. Applied to persons ; as, 
Soph. CE. C. 311 yuvaiy’ 698: or things; as, Ibid. 1454 6p@ radra: Eur. 
Bacch. 1232 Aevoow adtns dw: Plat. Theet. 192 D aicOnow aicOdvopa : 
Id. Pheed. 75 rddXa aicOdveoPoar: Soph. Cs. C. 301 rotvow’ aicOytar: Id. 
Aj. 1318 yo8dpny Bony: Hat. I. 80 ddpunv dodpovdpevos : Soph. Ak. C. 518 
dxovop’ axotdoar: Id. 240 dtovtes avdar : Il. k, 532 xrvmov ie : Eur. Orest. 

1325 Kew Bony : Id. Suppl. 1161 Kddwv eros &c.; so dxovew 71.—(See 
§. 487. 1. 

Obs. For the genitive after these verbs see §. 485. 

Verbs of Possession. 

§. 576. The notion of possessing implies— 

The agent and his operation, The possession or thing possessed, 

KEKTNLAL XpnwaTa= kTHWa. 

Hence all verbs of possessing have an accus. of this coincident notion ; 
. these verbs are followed also by an accus. of a person, considered as 

a mere possession ; as, dodAov = xrTijpa. 

1. Verbs of inhabiting, possession, finding, having, holding, oc- 

cupying, enjoying, containing, wearing, &c. take an accus. of the 

possession or thing possessed, &c.: oixéw, vaiw, varetdw, véepw, vépopa, 

xavddvw, xwpew, KexTypat, exo We. : 

Xen. Mem. III. 6, 14 otkov oiknoeev : Eur. Alc. 437 oixetedors ofkov : 
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Arist. Ran. 977 oikias oixety: Eur. Phoen. 1231 ofkov oikyow: Asch. Eum. 
654 Se@par’ oikyoe : Eur. Iph. T. 699 otket Sduous : Id. Andr. 243 oixodpev 
mokw: Id. Hel. 1096 otkeig Gorépwr roikiApata=Torkihrvs aotépe@y oikous : 
Id. Iph. A. 1508 érepov aiéva kai poipav (=€répous oikous) oiknoopey : Id. 
El. 925 dAyota oixets : Od. p, 419 ofkov évarov: II. p, 308 ofkia vorerdacke : 
Il. 0, 190 voréwey dda: Eur. lon 11098 arpeora vatouer: Il. v, 8 dea vé- 
povtat, So édkcny vépeoOar: Il.v, 185 véwnor repevos : I]. 8,751 epya (fields) 
éveuovto: I]. w, 742 €& perpa xdvSave: Hdt. 1. 51 ywpéwv audopéeas éfa- 
kogious : Id. IV. 61 xwpéougr ra kpea: Absch. Ag. 1051 povny kexTnpery : 
Plat. Theet.175 C kextypévos xpuolov: Eur. Phoen. 555 xpnuara xéxtyvtar : 
Id. Bacch. 514 Speidas xextycopar: so éxew tu, Or twa, considered as a 
possession. So Ausch. Supp. 253 Kapwotta. yOsva: Soph. CE. C. 1357 
arohds dopetv: Id. Elect. 420 oxijmrpov obpdper. Id. Ant. 705 jos pédper: 
Arist. Eq. 757 @ovpiov Ajua dopey: Hdt. ILI. 12 doOevéas hopéovar ras 
Kepanas. 

2. Verbs of obtaining, acquiring, finding, gaining, taking, catch- 

ing, buying, taking to oneself, choosing, gathering, reaping, &c. 

take an accusative of the acquisition or thing acquired, gained, &c.: 
KTQOMAL, KepdSaivw, dmtohadw, Teovertéw, eumohaw, alpopar, dpvupat, Sede- 

dlw, Spémw, Spaccopar, dpralw, mpiapat, Lwypéw, eiptoxw, kup, and tuy- 

xavw (sometimes), aipéw &e. : 

Il. 1, 400 ra (krypara) éxtigato: Od. w, 192 éxtyow dot: Eur. Med. 
1047 KTGo@ar kaka : Id. Hel. go3 ra krnra xtéc0a1: Soph. C2. R. 889 xépdos 
kepdaver : Id. CE. C. 72 kepddvy péeya: Id. Trach. 231 xpnora Kepdatvew 
émn: Thuc. VI. 61 mdeovextetv tatra: Demosth. 1434 mAeovextety adda: 
Od. 0, 455 Bioroy rodiv éuroddwvto: Soph. Trach. 93 xépdos eurokg : Eur. - 
Med. 7 16 evpnua olov evpykas : ef. Ibid. 553: ftisch. P.V. 267 autos ebpd- 

pny movovs: Hdt. I. 195 wodddv xpuciov ebpotca: Soph. Aj. 1023 mavra 
tavta ebpsuny (acquired): Arist. Thesm. 1008 ravri ra BéAtio7 darohehau 
Evpumidov. So Hom. xidos dpéo8ar. So of a person considered as a gain : 
Soph. Ck. C. 461 carp’ dpeicbe: Id. GH. R. 1225 meévOos apetoOe: Id. Aj. 
75 Sediav dpets: Eur. Ale. 55 dpyvuuar yepas: Id. Iph. A. 995 ratra ted- 
fopar: Soph. CE. C. 1106 aireis a tedger: Eur. Phoen. 490 @ pi) Kupyoas : 
Id. Hec. 698 kup vw: Id. Bacch. 754 Hpmalov réxva=apraynv. So Od. o, 
174 jptage xnva: Kur. Hipp. 1427 mév6n kaptoupévw, so Kaptrodc8ar Try 
yiv=kaprovs rhs ys: Id. Iph. Aul. 1299 dvéea Spéwew : so Id. Hipp. 210 
Top’ Gpugaipnv: Soph. Aj. 55 exeupe pdvov, a harvest of blood: fl. o, 241 
Tas aitol KapoperOa=extnoducba kduvovres: St. Matt. vi. 19 Onoaupilere 
Onoavpovs. 

Accusative of Time. 

§. 577. As verbs of motion imply a coincident notion of a space 

over which the motion takes place (see §. 558.), so all verbs imply a 

notion of time over which the action extends, coincident and coex- 

tensive with it; whence all verbs may have an accusative case of this 

coincident notion of time, if it be required definitely to express it : 
xpdvor, tov xpdvor, during this time; different from xpdve, cbv xpdve, 

with time, as the instrument ; véxta, hepay (poet. qpap) : 
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Od. «, 142 évOa rér’ exBavres 800 T Hpata Kal B00 vuKTas Keipeda : I]. 8, 292 
éva pave péevov: Il. x, 312 008’ eOedovow vixta pvdraccewevar: Hdt, VI. 127 
4 6é SUBapes euate tobTov Tov xpdvov padtora: Id. IV. 181 Tov op%pov. (So 
TOUS dpOpous Arist. Lysistr. 960.) : Xen. Anab. IV. 5, 24 KaTahapBaver Thy 

Ovyatépa Tod Kopdpxov evvdrny hyepay yeyapnuevyy : Id. Cyr. VI. 3, 11 Kai 
xOés dé kal tpityy Hpepay ro adr rodro emparrov: Eur. Ale. 784 thy avpuov 
péddoucay ef Bidcerac : Demosth, p. 116, 23 toxvoay dé te Kai OnBaior tods 
teeuTaious Tougt xpdvous pera TiHy ev AevKrpors paynv. Accus. of time 
and place together: Soph. G2. R. 1134 jos rov Kibapdvos tomoy — 
émAnoiagov rGde ravdpi tpeis CAovs—pavas. The accus. of place marks that 
the shepherds were wandering over; not merely in, Citheeron: Arist. Ach. 
141 rovroy émuvoy tov yxpdvov. So even with substantives, by an ellipse of 
evac: Eur. Orest. 72 tapQeve {otca) paxpdv 8} pHkos xpdvov. 

Obs. 1. When the time is in the genitive it is considered as the cause 
or antecedent condition of the action (§. 523.) rotro éeyévero tattTns 
TiS Hpepas, on this day ; tavtny Thy jpépay, during this day ; so vuktds, at 
night ; vixra, during the night. Sometimes we find the point of time in 
the accus., but this only in general notions of time, such as seasonably, 

lastly, where the accus. stands for the cognate substantive; as, Arist. 

Ach. 23 jovres éwplav=deopov jéw: Hat. I. 2 thy dpnv (=epaior, neut. 
accus.) émaywéev oicr atyas; so Td Tédos, TO TehEUTALOV, Kaipdv, oddéva 
xaipdv: Il. 0, 510 BeArepor i) drrodaOar Eva xpdvov (at once), ne Bidvac. 

Obs. 2. Hence arise many adverbial expressions; as, jos, Thmos, epic ; 
(= uap and rijyap), evvipap, mavthpap, vi«rwp, Tavvexa, onuepov, ai'pior, 
TaTes, dvap Kal Umap, dkny, apxnv, THY apxnv (properly at first), omnina, 
mépas, TO mépas, TeAOS, TO TEAEUTALOV, véov, €vayxos, nuper, TpsTepov, TO TpaTov, 

70 mpiv (rd mapos Il. K, 309.), TO adrixa, raviv—ro mada (Hat. VII. 129.), 

ra mpo (Thue. I. 3.), taépxatov (Ausch. Suppl. 341.).—Katpdv, commodum 
(poet.).—mpérov, Td madatdy, TO AowTdy, TO ewOwoy (Hadt. IIL. 104 Gepydraros 
8€ e€ate 6 FAtos TovToue Toicr avéporoicr TS EwOivdv), TO peonyBpwdv (Theocr. 
I. Tina), detkwvov, vorepoy, mavvctatoy, e€amwva, Snpdy, (poet., dnpoy Xpovov,— 

elvdvuyes, elvderes—éros eis éros Soph. Ant¥ 340. So madatdy xpdvov, both 
of point and of duration of time; rijv epainy (sc. dpnv) Hdt. LV. 28. Eur. 
Ale. 809 4 duds dd oz@ xpdvoy TWadatdy ciaedépxero: Iph. Aul. 419 xpdvov 
trahatov Sopdrey éxdnpos ay. 

Obs. 3. This notion of duration of time is also expressed by the prepo- 
sitions 81d, 6d, dvd, katd &c.—(See Prepos.) 

Accusative of Quantity. 

§. 578. Expressions of space, distance, time, value, &c. which are 

defined by the mention of their parts, have an accusative of these 

parts or measures, as being equivalent to the cognate notions of 

space, distance, value, &c. which would be in the accusative ; as, 

Il. Wy, 529 Aedwero Soupds Eépwnv—=Aeippa, the distance of a speur’s cast. 
So émopevoaro S00 atadious=éropevoarto Ti 6dév duotv oradioy: Hdt. I. 31 
atadlous dé mévte Kal TecoepdKovta Siakoulcavtes amikovro és 76 ipdy: Id. VI. 
I1g améxew Séxa kat Sinxoclous otadtous: Ibid. 135 Mariddns amemdhee— 
Ildpov—zroopkynoas te €& Kat eikoor Huepas: Xen. M.S, III. 6, 1 ovderw 
elxoow ery yeyoves, like viginti annus natus.—So Suvac0a, to be of the value 
of: Hdt. III. 89 16 8€ BaBvAdnov rddavroy Stvatat EvBoidas éBdopqxovra 

Gr. Gr. von. 11. Hh 
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prvéas: Xen. Anab. I. 5, 6 6 ciyAos 8uvatar émra SBodots. So Edxew, to 
weigh : Hdt. I. 50 éAxovra tpitov *pitddavrov—and even with the cognate 
notion expressed: Ibid. éAxoveav ctaOpov tédavta Séxa. 

Obs. 1. This definition of quantity is often more nearly defined by apd ; 
and to define an uncertain quantity, ets, él, dl, mept, kata, mpds. 

Obs.2. Here also must be classed the adverbial accusatives : moXdd, 

spe, 4 Todd, plerumgue, @s Ta WoAAG, Todd (qOAdsv), péya, peyada, 
péytota, dAlyoy, pixpdv, pixpd, cuxvd, paxpd, icov, ToaoTo, dcov, wdvta, TO 

émtmav, in all (Hdt. VI. 46), adv, enough, dxvny, the least, Arist. Vesp. 92- 

Particular uses of the Equivalent Accusative as a means of 
defining the verbal notion. 

§. 579. 1. It is clear from the foregoing examples, that the par- 
ticular object or pomt wherein any feeling, quality, or action con- 
sists, is put in the accus., as being substituted for the cognate 
notion of the verb. This is especially the case with verbs expressing 
qualities or feelings: kaAAvorever T& Sppara =Kaddds, as the eyes 
were the beauty. 

So Od. a, 208 ¢oxe aird Oppata, the likeness consisted in the eyes: Il. 
Y, 210 treipexev Gpous. So Hat. I]. 111 capvew rods dpOarpous : Id. III. 
33 Tas ppevas vyiaivey: Xen. M.S. I. 6,6 adyeiv tods wddas: Ibid. IV. 1, 
2 of TA THpata—Tas puxas ed mepucdres: Plat. Rep. p. 453 B duapéper yury 
avipos Thy @dow: Ibid. p. 462 D 6 avOparos tov Sdxtuhov aryel. 

2. Hence it is also used with adjectives (positive, comparative, or 
superlative) expressing quality, &c.; as, kadés, Kaxdés, dyabds, codds, 

dpdvijsos, Xpyou.os, xpynotds, Sixatos, ikehos &c. “Ayabds TéExvyV TiVd : 

Od, a, 164 édhappdtepos médas civac: Il. €, 801 Tudeds puxpds perv eqv 

béyas : Od. a, 373 eois éevadtyxuos avdyy : Od. ec, 211 od peév Ony kelvns ye 
Xepetwv edxopar eivat, ov Oepas, ovde chunv? émet ows ode gorxe OvnTas abava- 

ryote bepus kali eidos épitew: Ibid. 217 oeio wepippay Tnvedoreta eidos akiBvo- 

Tépy peyebds 7 etoavra ideoba : Il. 0, 642 ek marpos word yxeipovos vids é.petvov 

mavTolas apetdas, jev modas, nde payeoOas kal vdov ev mpwTo.ce Muxnvaiwy eré- 
tuxto. So mpatos: Adsch. Pers. 443 ev mpatoug mictw, among the chief for 
faith: Ul. B, 478 oppara Kai xepadyy ikehos Aci repmixepavye, “Apet 5é Corny, 
arepvoy b€ Tooeddwu: Asch. Pers. 27 Sewot paxyny: Eur. Hec. 269 7 
Tuvdapis—eidos edmpeneotdty: Hdt. IIL. 4 Barns kai yvopny ixavds, Kai Ta 
mohepia GAkipwos qv: Xen. Cyr. Il. 3, 7 avéorn Pepavdas 76 copa oi« ahuts 
Kal TH uxiy otk ayevvet avdpt €orxws: Ibid. VIII. 4,18 S8euds ravtnv rip 

réxynv. So oopds ra toraita: Arist. Nub. 1186 @idddypos riv diow: Oau- 

paotds To péycbos, TO kdddos Plat. So Hdt. I. 19 "Aconoins émikdyow. So 
“Esch. Theb. 363 kawvorrpoves edvay aixudd\@tov, the mya was the edva. 

Obs. 1. It is perhaps hardly necessary to point out the once common 
error of explaining these accusatives by a supposed ellipse of cara—though 
they are sometimes more accurately defined by the prepositions eis (looking 
towards), mpéds (with reference to), xara (according to): Il. y, 158 eis ama 

éouev : Eur, Orest. 541 paxdpwos—ndiv és Ouyatépas, codds pds tu: Soph. 
CE. R. 1087 Kata yvepny dps. So sometimes we find the local or instru- 
mental dative for the accus.: owpacw dddvaror—kakiorous Tots Hecr. 
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3. So also with exclamations which express wretchedness; as, 

oipot (=dvorvyis) Ta Tdbca, wretched that [am in my sufferings. 

4, Hence arises an adverbial accusative, with the verb eiyé &c. 

(expressed or implied), denoting some particular sort of bezng, (size, 
or place, or relation,) which was implied in the notion of being 

as it presented itself to the mind, and without which the verb «iva. 
would not have the definite meaning required ; such as eépos, bios, 

, ~ aA > , ” , Q A , 
peyebos, Bdbos, piKos, TAOS, dprOdv, yévos, Ovowa— pépos, TO Gov peEpos, 

TO abTod pepos—rTd 8’ &AnPés—yvaipyy Eprp : 

Hdt. VI. 83 Kéavdpos yévos eav Biyadeds dm’ ’Apxadins : Plat. Euthyph. 
2 A gore dé tov Sihpov Mirdevs: Hdt. VIL. 109 Aipyn eovoa rvyxaver woei 
Tpinkovta otadiov—rtiv trepiodov : Id. VI. 36 amo dé rod icOpod rovrou 7 Xep- 
covnoos elow aod eort Gradiwy cikoot Kal TeTpakociwy Td pHKos: Xen. Anab. 
LE: 5, 1 meta tavta adixoyto ext tov ZaBarov motapov TO eUpos TeTTAapwv Te- 

Opov: Ibid. 1V. 2, 2 of péev emopetovro 76 WAHPS ws Sucxidver: Arist. Pax 
232 Kal yap e&tévar, yudpnv epiv, pedree. 

Obs. 2. Sometimes the modal dative is used; as, wAQet woddas. 

5. So we find two adverbial accusatives together: Hdt. I. 178 
péyabos €otoa exacTov péetwrov—one of size, the other of place. 

6. Here also belong some neuter accusatives denoting some par- 
ticular case or way in which any verbal notion operates, and which 

from their frequent usage have generally a pure adverbial sense ; 
as, evavtiov, Todvaytiov, tavavtia, Tahda, oumdy, de reliquo, 76 8 ddov, 

omnino, métepov, métepa, Odtepa, auddtepov poet., dpddtepa prose, dora 

epic, oSérepa, 74, toto (tata) péev—roiro (Taira) Sé, Tait’ dpa, 3, dr, 

otov, ate, ovdév (pydev) TL, ToAAd, TdvTa (Ta TOAAG wavTa Hadt. I. 203), 

76 Katd (eis, emt) Te (Tia) : 

Ul. x 179 apddrepov, Bacuheds 7 dyabos, Kpatepos T aixpnrys : I]. 6,145 
Baowdyi Sé Ketrar dyahpa, appdtepov, kdopos O inm@ edatypi te Kddos: I. n, 
418 rot S amdiCovro pa aka, &udtepov vexvds 7 ayéepev, erepoe de ped VAnv: 
Od. 8, 46 6 pou kakdy eumecer otk, Soid TO pev TaTep ecOhov am@deca K.T.D.: 
Plat. Gorg. 524 C ei twos péya fv TO copa pioe i} tpopy 7) d&pdtepa. 
Appotepa, erepa: Id. Apol. 22 E pire re coos Sv thy exeivav codiav, pyre 
dpabys tiv auabiay, 7) dppdtepa [sc. copiav kai duabiav}: Id. Euthyph. 9 D 
d 8 ay of pev prreou, of Sé picdow, obdétepa 7) Guddtepa: Id. Pheed. 68 C. 
Soph. CE. R. 1197 éxpdtrnoe Tov mavt evdaipovos 6ABov: Id. Phil. 66 rotrer 
yap oudev p? adyuveis (dAyuvet Dind.).—TS éw éevé, todm ene, Todmt ce, Td eis 
ene, TO epdv, TO ody, quantum ad me: Soph. Ant. 889 todmt tHvde Thy 
Képyv: Plat. Phileb. 17 C 16 kat’ éxetvny thy tTéexvnv. So Xen. Anab. I. 6,9 
TO Kata ToUTov etvar, and also Spowa, émitTnd’és: So Td pds HAiou Sucpay Kc. 
So G. T., as Acts xxiv. 25 16 viv éxov. 

7. Some substantives, standing in the equivalent accus., have 
assumed from long usage a purely adverbial sense; as, kpéros, 

strongly. 
Hh 2 
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AEsch. Suppl. 763 xp7 puddcoecOa kpdtos (=xKpatepav pudraxnv) : TAxos— 
Taxos éhGciv (=Taxiorny 6ddv): péyeSos: Hdt. Il. 44 Aadprovres péyabos= 
peyadnv Aaprada: Soph. Ant. 446 pikos=paxpov Adyov: Demosth. 367 76 
pépos: Plat. Crit. 45 14 tovrov pépos. So katpdv: Soph. Aj. 34 katpov & 
ednxets. But generally this is more definitely expressed by kara, ava, eis &c. 

Accusative in Apposition. 

§. 580. 1. The accusative (frequently with a genitive depending on it) 
is put in apposition to the patient of the verb, or the cognate or equivalent 
notion, with which it agrees; as, Il. A, 27 dote Kpoviov ev véei oTnpiée, 

tépas pepérov avOporev: Pind. Ol. 1.57 dev Gray, dv of matnp vmepKpéeuace, 
kaprepoy ait@ hiov: Eur. Med. 192 Gpvous etpovto—Biov repmvas &Kods: 
Ib. 597 6cdov dioa raidas Epupa Sopacw: Plat. Rep. 468 A ddvra airov 
Swpedv: Eur. Orest. 727 cicop pidtatov Bpotav,—ndciay dpw: cf. Hec. 
1074. Ausch. Choeph. 578 dkparoy aia mierar, tpirny wéow: (cf. Eur. 
Andr. 466.) Ibid. 97. Arist. Eq. 9 §uvaudiav kravowpey OvAvVprov vopov : 
Il. +, 302 emt b€ orevaxovto yuvaixes Ndtpoxdov mpddacw, cpav 8 aitav Kyde 
éxdorn : Xen. CEcon. XI. 3 rd Bokoby eivar €ykAynpa, wevys Kadodpar. 

Obs. 1. This construction is illustrated by Eur. Ion 1288 aad’ eyevopeoOa, 
matpos obatay Aéyo: where Aéyo marks definitely that there is a particular 
ovota implied in the verb éyevdperOaa, 

2. And even when there is no accus. of the cognate notion or its equi- 
valent, an accusative stands in apposition to the verbal action contained in 
the sentence which precedes it, and which would stand, if expressed, in 
the cognate accusative or its equivalent; as, Pind. Olym. 1X. 79 émwvupiav 
Xap vikas adyepoxou KehadnodperOa, (vuvov) Bpovrav: Il. w, 735 piper amd 
mupyov, uypdv OheOpov=crcOpiay pivw: Eur. Hipp. 815 & Bialws Bavoic’ 
dvovio te cupdopa, cas XEepds TaAotcpa peheas, sc. Gavarov, madacpa: Id. 
Orest. 498 mAnyels O@vyatpos ris éuns—(mAnyyv) aioxiotov Epyov: cf. Id. 
Iph. A. 234. IRd. Orest. 1105 “Edevny xravopev, MevéXew AdTrHY TUKpdy: 
Esch. Choeph. 199 «tye cupmevbciv epoi, Gyahpa tupBou Todde Kai Tiny 
matpos: cf. Plat. Gorg.507 E. Eur. Alc. 7 kai pe Onrevery (Sovdciav) TOVE 
Grow nvayxacev: Id. Andr. 290 Kumpis cide Adyous Sodious—TuKpay ovy- 
xuow Ppvyay mode: Id. Electr. 1261 “AdippdOioy 67 extrav’ epddppav “Apns, 
piv Ovyatpds dvocioy vupdevpatov. So sixny and tpdmovy, Ausch. Ag. 2 

Kolpm@pevos oreyas Atpedav cyxabev kuvds Siknv: Id. 48 péyav ek Ovpod kAa- 
(ovres "Apn, Tpémov atyum@v; or it sometimes agrees with an indefinite 
notion of action implied in the definite verb of action in the sentence; as, 

Xen. Cyr. VIII. 5, 32 ra pev yap tapeOdvta (mpdypara), Kipov nvgjoarte, 
in your former actions. So especially we find many accusatives which 
from long usage have the force of prepositions or adverbs ; as, xdpw, 
gratia; ydpw éunv, ofv, mea, tua gratia (poet. also xpéos for xdpw Eur. 
Hec. 892.); Swpedv, gratis; Swtivyy, (Hdt. V1. 89 Bwtivny yap ev Ta vop@ 
ovk efqv dodva, gratis dare per legem non licebat;) mpotka; pdtny, incas- 
sum; potpav; apxyv, omnino ; wépas, lastly ; yvdpnv éphv Arist: Vesp. 983 ; 
perhaps also évexa, Hdt. VII. 61 eiyov ruipas—demidos odnypens pw: Id. 

a In Soph. Trach. 1062 yuvh 5& OjAvs me, and not after the natwre of a man, as 
ovoa Kouk avdpds dvow, it seems best to ovtca ovx avdpds giuw does not seem 
take gvow adverbially like df«ny, tpédrov capable of being construed not being of 
(see below 2.), with the verb in the fol- the nature of a man, on any known prin- 
lowing line pévn pe 6%) KabeiAe, but a ciple of construction. 
woman, like a woman as she ts, destroyed 
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VIIL.117 otdéva Koopdv cumimrddpuevor: Il. p, 366 Sépas mupds: Arist. Vesp. 
338 rod S edbegv—raira Spay ce Bovderac. So especially in similes and 
illustrations: Sé€uas poet., instar, ad instar ; Plat. Pheedr. 250 E rerpamodos 
vopov, in morem ; so Il. r, 262 mpddacw edvis. 

Obs. 2. It would seem as if the difficult accusative, Matt. iv. 15 686v 

@addoons must be referred to this head. 

3. And when a verbal notion is resolved into a periphrasis for poetical 
effect, an accusative is used to define and illustrate the notion so resolved, 

standing seemingly independently, but in reality in apposition to the verbal 
notion in the speaker’s mind, and implied in the sense: Atsch. Ag. 224 
érha & obv burip Ovyatpts yevéecOar—(ebvyarpdéve) yuvarkoTroivwy wohepwv 
Gpwydv—=6voiav: Id. Theb. 289 pépipvar (omupotor tapBos, tov dpoiTerxh 
Aewy : Eur. Phoen. 211 Ze@vpov mvowais immevoavtos (=mvéovros) K&\\oTov 
kehddyua : Id. Orest. go2 rideica Aevkdy dvuxa bia Tapyigwv (=TITTovea 

mapnidas) atpatypoy dtav : Soph. Ci. R. 722 ovr’ ivvoev ovéa yevéobat 

matpos, ove Adioy, TO Sewdy obdoPetto, mpos madds Oaveiv. Here perhaps 
may be referred II. 6, 186 fv pada moddHy, the notion of Kouigew being 
paraphrased in v. 188. 

Obs. 3..In some cases a nomin. appears to take the place of the accus., 
but in reality it refers not to the whole sentence, but to the subject of the 
sentence: Eur. Heracl. 70 ixérau dytes BiatdpecOa kal orépy puaiverar, mode 
7 Oveidos kal Oca atypia, sc. we ikérar dvres, being so shamefully treated, are 
dverdos and aria. 

4, So the expressions 16 8€ peéyotov, Té ye peyioTov, kal Td péeyoToy, TS 
Sé Sewdtatov, kal Td SeuvdT., Kal Td EayxaTov, TO ye Eox., TO Kedddatoy, Td 
teeutatoy, which are so frequently used in the Attic writers. Also when 
a Proverbial expression is introduced, Soph. CE. Col. 139 devi yap 6pa, Td 
parifopevoy: cf. Thuc. VII. 87 s. fin. 78 heyspevor and Phed. 66 C. The 
article is but rarely omitted: Thuc. I. 142 peytorov d€ TH TOY xXpnudrer 
omdver ko\toovra. When a greater emphasis is to be laid on one of these 
expressions, it assumes the form of a sentence, and the really primary 
sentence is made to depend on it; as, Plat. Phed. 66 D 16 8€ écyartov 
mavtov oT OdpuBov mapexer Kal Tapaxny. 

Obs. 4. There is a sort of apposition in such verbal sentences as zrocev- 
Hevos xopav detav. (See §. 375. 5. 548. Obs. 3.) 

Obs. 5. The seemingly anomalous uses of the neuter pronouns 6, where- 
fore, tatta, aita taita, therefore, are to be referred to this class of accusa- 
tives. This idiomatic accusative arose from the action which carries out 
the intention being viewed as the intention itself—as we say, “ the very 
thing I meant to do,” when wishing to signify that the action has fulfilled 
our intentions : Plat. Prot. 310 Creal adTd Tatta, viv yko mapa oe. SO 
G. T. 2 Pet. i. 5 kat abd todTo omovdyy macav mapeceréyKartes. 

Emphatic (or so called Absolute) Accusative. Accusative after 

Adjectives. 

§. 581. 1. Somewhat analogous to the accus. in apposition is the accus. 
which (standing generally at the beginning of a sentence to mark the 

notion principally to be kept in view throughout) has been called the ac- 
cusative absolute, and wrongly explained a supposed ellipse of card: but this 
accus. either depends on some word carried on by the speaker’s 
mind from the preceding sentence; as, Od. a, 274 pvnotipas pev emi 
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oderepa oxidvacba dvax6c pntépa 8, ct of Oupos eopparar yapecoOa, ayy tro 
x. tT. X., where pnrépa depends on dvaxéc: or a verbal notion expressed 
by a periphrasis (see §. 700. Ods. 1.), as G.T. Rom. viii. 3 16 d8dva- 
TOV TOU vopov ev @ Nabcver 6 Oeds Tov EavTod vidy TEw as kK. T. AK. =KaTapOace 
or some such word: or some following verb, as, Arist. Nub. 1148 
Kai pot TOV Uldv, ef peudbnxe Tov Adyov exeivov, Elp, Ov apTiws cionyayes: 
where vidy is the patient of «imé in the sense of “ speak of :” (cf. §. 898. 2.) 
or it is an accus. of time or quantity placed for emphasis at the 
beginning of the sentence; as, Xen. Cyr. VIII. 5, 32 Ta péev yap maped- 
Odvra tpeis ev Kipov nignoate orparevpa Odvtes: or there is a change of 
construction in the sentence, as Hdt. 1.67 ray de dtapOapecav ved 
Tovs avipas, of Té Kapxnddvioe kal Tuponvot €daxov avtay tovs moddods, kal 
Toutous e€ayaydvtes katéNevoov: Thuc. VIII. 15 ta te yihva tadavra, ov dud 
Tavros Tov Toeuou eyAlxovTo pi GYyaoOat, evOds EAXvoay Tas emikeypevas Cnulas 
T@ eimorte i) emupnpicarte bro THs mapovaons exmAnkews, Kai eyrnpicavto KwWeELV. 
tadavra depends upon kweiv, though the construction is broken.— See 
§. 760. Obs. 1. 

2. Sometimes the accus. depends on a verb in the speaker’s mind, which 
is readily supplied by the nature of the passage, and is omitted for the sake 
of emphasis. So Soph. Ant. 441 cé 67, o€ thy vedoucay és redo xapa, is 
# Katapvet py Sedpaxévar Tdde, where the fact of the passage being an address 
suggests Aéyw. Cf. Soph. Ant. 857. Ausch. P. V. 766. Eur. Her. 202. 
Arist. Nub. 84. So od pa rév”OAvprov: so Aisch. Ag.1146 to, ib=oréva. 

3. The accusative stands also after adjectives derived from or com- 
pounded with transitive verbs, and expressing the verbal notion; as, 
“Esch, Ag. 1090 moda Euvictopa Kaxd: Lbid. 103 éeAmis dpiver rHv Bupo- 
Bopov dpeva Avmnv: Id. P. V. 905 dmopa mépipos: Xen. Cyr. IL. 3, 9 ém- 
OTHPOovEs TA TPOOHKOvTA : Soph. Ant. 788 ovépds oe: Id. Trach. 544 dutH- — 
ploy AUmypa: Eur. Med. 686 tpiBwv ra toudde: Id. Rhes. 625. Id. Hipp. 
1029 guyds xPdva: Plat. Charm. p. 158.C efapvos civar ra Epwrepeva: Id. 
Ale. p. 141 D dvjxoov eivac évia. 

4. oxfjpa KaG Sdov kai pépos. We sometimes find an accusative, without 
any verb of its own, followed by two other accusatives of its parts, each 

with its proper verb, on the joint notion of which it depends. So Thue. IT. 
Q5 ZurdAdkns éotpdrevoev emi Mepdixkav—Ovo brooxécers, THY pev Bouvdopevos 
avarpaga thy & avros atodovvar: troaxéoers depends on the two verbs fol- 
lowing—Soph. Ant. 21 od yap radou vév T® KactyvyTo Kpéwy Tov ev TrpoTi- 
gas Tov O° dtidoas exer; 

5. After verbs expressed by periphrasis (see §. 360. Obs. 3.) the proper 
accusative may of course be used.—See §. 548. Obs. 3. 

Accusative of the patient—Double Accusative. 

§. 582. 1. Those verbs which, besides the notion of state or feel- 
ing, act, effect, motion, implied in the verb, imply further the opera- 

tion of any of these on some person or thing, as the patient or object 
affected thereby, have an accusative of that patient or object as 
implied in the verb, and making up the notion of the whole verbal 

operation, as all such notions of action imply the notion of the 
patient, see §. 544. Thus verbs of striking, wounding, cutting, &e. ; 
as, TUTTM oe, S€pw advtov. Verbs of hurting, insulting, benefiting, 
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deceiving, pleasing, &c.; as, BAdarw oe. Verbs of depriving, taking 
from, stripping, killing, &c.; as, orépopai ce: it will be needless to 

enumerate all the verbs which imply a patient, as they will readily 
occur to the mind, or be recognised when met with. 

Obs. 1. We must however be careful to distinguish between the accus. 
of the effect, déua ddpor, or act, Ovo Botv=Ovoiar, diddcKw ypapparta, and 
the real patient of a verbal notion, kreivw ce, dWacKw oe. 

2. These verbs imply therefore two notions—the act, &c. and the 
patient, as making up the whole verbal notion; and hence such 
verbs may have a double accusative case, if it be necessary to define 

clearly both the act, &c. and the patient; as, dddoKnw oe kadd. (See 

§. 545. 1.) 

3. But as this is not always necessary (with some verbs indeed 

never), it happens that the use of the double accusative case is 
mostly confined to certain verbs whose sense generally requires a 

definition of the act and the patient to convey a clear notion to the 

mind of the hearer, or to express the meaning of the speaker. 

1. Verbs of saying something of, or doing something to another 

person; as, épya¢esOat, movety, mpdrrew &c.—dAcyew, eineiyv &e— 

kakd, ayadda &c.: an accus. of the thing said or done, and of the 

patient. 

2. Verbs of asking, praying, &c.; as, aireiv, airetoOar, anareiv, 
épwrav, eperOar, eferacew, ioropetv &c.: accus. of the question asked 

and the patient. 

3. Verbs of teaching, reminding, &c.; as, diwWdoKev, madedverw, 
avapipvioKxew &c.: accus. of the instruction and the patient. 

4. Verbs of dividing into parts; as, dalev, réuvew &c. : accus. 
of the divisions and the patient. 

5. Verbs of concealing from ; as, xpiatew: accus. of the conceal- 
ment, or that wherein it consists, and the patient. 

6. Verbs of advising, persuading, challenging, compelling ; as, 

melOew, emotpivew, enalpe, Tpokadrcioba, avaykdtew: accus. of the 

advice, &c. or that wherein it consists, and the patient. 

7. Verbs of depriving, taking away from, stripping, putting on, 
&c.; as, ddaipeioOa, orepeiv, amooTtepeiv, ovdav, exdverv, &c.: accus. 

of the deprivation, &c. or that wherein it consists, and the patient. 

Obs. 2. This double accus. with some of these verbs, as dpaipéw, may 
arise from there being a twofold sense in the verb, thus apaipeiv re, to 
take away from some one, or to their loss; and to deprive some one of 
something. 

8. Analogously to these verbs, those also of taking away some 
impurity, &c. as kabaipw, Aovw, vinropat, &c. are used with a double 
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accus. case; one of the cleansing, &c. or that wherein it consists, 

viz. the impurity &c., and the patient ; so also tate. 

4. It is not meant either that the verbs implying these notions 
always have a double accus. case, but only that generally or fre- 
quently in good writers they are so constructed, as both the notions 

more or less frequently require to be defined; or that no verbs 
except those implying these notions ever have a double accusative. 
This construction is found with other verbs in good writers, when 
they may wish to define the exact nature of the verbal operation, 

as will be seen from the subjoined list, though it mostly happens 

that this is not required, the verb being already sufficiently definite 
in this respect ; and in later writers several verbs are found with a 

double accus. which are not so used in good writers; and many verbs 

are found with the two accus. (of the act, &c. and the patient) sepa- 
rately, though not together, the objective sentence being sufficiently 
complete by the use of one of them only. 

Obs. 3. Where the patient of any of these verbs is in the dative case, 
it arises from the notion of the benefit or harm resulting to him being the 
prominent feature in the thought ; as, Hes. Opp. 42 kpt artes Biov avOpo- 
mowot, for their benefit : avOpmmovs would simply be, cuncealing it from men: 
when the act or the equivalent is in the dative instead of the accus., it is 
represented as the instrument of the action. 

Obs. 4. It may seem at first sight strange that certain classes of verbs 
which might be expected to be either all transitive or all neuter, are some 

transitive and others neuter; such for instance as @iéw, dpovew : both 

express properly states of mind, and yet one has a double accusative, the 

other has a dative. The fact is that when the state of the subject is viewed, 
rather than the actual operation of that state on the patient or object, the 
dative is used, when vice versa the accusative ; thus in @éovéw oor the evil 
temper of the subject is considered; in Pew ce the feeling is viewed in 
its operation on the heloved. 

Verbs which have a Double Accusative. 

(Those with an Asterisk prefixed are of common occurrence.) 

§. 583.1. “Ayo: Xen. Cyr. I. 6, 19 dyew arevas ddovs orparidv. 

See also Arist. Pax 125. 
Pass. Soph. Antig. 878 d@yopat 65dv. Very commonly acc. of person 

only. Acc. of cognate notion only: Hell. IV. 4,13 tye ryv émi Méyapa. 
So dvdéyw: Il. ¢ 292 tiv dddv qv “Edévny wep dvrfyayev. So Soph. CE. C. 
96 eéqyayé pe tHvde rHv 6ddv: Arist. Pax 1093 6ddv tyyepovetov. 

2, Adicéw: Demosth. 118, 19 dbixetvy Adlknua éxetvov : Thue. III. 56 

ASlknoav woAAG Has: Pass. Eur. Med. 221 obd€v (ddiknua) Adixnpevos : 

Id. Andr. 350 mécas & dv edvas (the ddiknua) Ovyarép’ ASixnpevyy. 

Acc. of injustice, or unjust act alone; as, Plat. Rep. 344 ddiciav Hduxy- 
Kota : SO ovd€ev, ToLadTa, TAcioTa, peyiora Kc. ddixew: Eur. El. g20 Adtkes 

r€xn. Acc. of person only; as, Eur. Med. 692 dBukel p’ "Idcor. 
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3. Aidéopar (to reverence): Eur. Med. 326 aidéoe: ovdev durds. 

Generally with acc. of patient only: Id. Hipp. 1258 aiéovpevos deovs. 

4, Aixilo, alkifouar: Il. x, 256 devi ExmayAdv oe: Xen. Anab. 

III. 1, 12 pas ra alcyiora alkicdpevos. 

Acc. of person only: Il. o, 22 "Exropa deixifev. Thing as patient: Ibid. 
54 yatav devices. 

5. Aivéw: Adsch. Ag. 1482 aivets dafuova kaxov aivov. 

Acc. of cognate notion alone: Soph. Phil. 1380 atvoy aivéoas: Ibid. 
1398 a & pveoas: Aisch. Choeph. 78 Sdikata kat pr Sikara aivéoa. Acc. of 
person: Ibid. 1009 atrov aivé. Thing as patient: Asch. Eum. 975 aiva 
pvOovs. 

6. Aipéw, I prosecute: Ise. p. 64, 19 etre dv0 dixas Evzodw. 

Acc. of thing only: Plat. Legg. p. 784 D €An riv dikny. Acc. of person 
only: Auschin. p. 75, 41 uipeire tov Sjpyov, accuse the people. 

7. Aipéw. [ take: Kur. Hee. 443 aicxiora Tpoiap eine. 

8. Aipw: Eur. Hipp. 1361 atpere mpdodopa pe. 

The patient of the verb is either a person, as Eur. Bacch, 942 aipew wy, 
or a thing, alpw xeipa &c. 

9. *Aiztéw: Od. 8, 387 ire via adrdv, the vats being the request ; 
so Arist. Av-190 airovpeba diod0v Bowrods. 

Also acc. of the request only: Il. ¢, 358 ree immous: Esch. Pers. 216 
airod rade; and acc. of person only: Soph. Ant. 1199 airnoavtes evodiay 
Oedv: so darattéw, Eur. Phoen. 601 daira oximtpa oe. Acc. of request 
only: Ibid. 81 matp@ dmaret oximtpa. Of person only: Id. Orest. 1586 
> , , 

amaite Oeous. 

Obs. Aireiv twos te Kur. Very commonly aireiv, airetoOar mapa tivds Te. 

10. *Aitidopar: Arist. Ach. 514 aitiéyeba tadra (airiduara) tovs 
Adxwvas: cf. Demosth. p. 250, 23. 

Ace. of accusation only: Demosth. p. 1404, 23 airvacacOa taira.—(See 
§. 568.) Acc. of person only: Il. A, 78 yrudwyvto Kpoviova: Eur. Med. 
605 pndev addov air, Thing substituted for person: Eur. Orest. 276 
airwagbe Gogara: Demosth. p. 314. 20 airidoacro ay meviar. 

11. “Adyiva: Soph. Phil. 66 ddyvveis oddev we*: Pass. Soph. Phil. 
1022 Tovro 0 air’ ddytvoya. 

Acc. of sorrow only : Soph. CE. R. 446 adytvas méov. Acc. of person: 
Kur. Hipp. 798 ddyuvoici oe. Of thing considered as patient: Id. Med. 
398 adyvvet Kéap. 

12. *Adeipw: Od. 6 227 dArewev Aina mavta (Tov xpea). 

Acc. of cognate notion only : Thuc. 1V. 68 Nima adetacba. Acc. of 
patient alone: Plat. Lys. p. 217 D ras rpixas ddeiere. So G.T. Heb. i. g 
xplw. 

8s Herm, ad loc. 

Gr. Gr. vou. i. Ii 
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13. "ApetBopor: Hdt. IL. 52 dueiBerOar oddtv marépa: ef. Id. VII. 
135, and Od. p, 393- Soph. CH. C. ggt. 

Acc. of answer: Eur. Suppl. 478 odpeyavr’ dpeiyy pidov. Acc. of per- 
son alone: Od. 1, 272 p2 avris dpeiSero. 

Obs. The words used in the answer are frequently used in the dative : 
ape(Beoba eréecor &c. 

14. ’Apepdo : Hom. Hymn. Cer. 312 jyepoev typnv Oddpria Sépar’ 

éxovras. 

Acc. of thing lost: Eur. Hec. 1028 duépoas Biov. Acc. of person: I. 
T, 53 aduepoat Tov opotov. 

Obs. The thing lost is generally in the gen.: dyépdew Biov, dpOddpov, 
al@vos. 

15. ’Apricxw: Arist. Ran. 1063 tods Bacirevovtas pdxia dymi- 
oXOD. 

16. *Avayxdfo : Soph. Phil. 1366 dvayxdéers rade eve: cf. Id. 
Electr. 256. Pass. Plat. Pheedr. 254 A dewa dvayxaCopeve. 

Acc. of thing alone: Eur. Iph. T. 595 dvayxager rade. Acc. of person 
only: Eur. Hec. 364 p dvaykdcet. So mpocavayxafw Plat. Symp. p. 181. 

17. *AvaSew: Arist. Plut. 765 avadjoas oe evayyedua. 

18. *Avapipynokw: Xen. Anab. IIT. 2, 11 dvapyvyjow Kkivddvvovs tyas. 

19. *Avidw: Soph. Ant. 550 duds rar’ éué: Pass. Soph. Phil. go6 
TOOT’ aviGyal. 

Acc. of person only: Od. 8, 115 duces vias "Axaov. 

20. *Awataw: Thuc. V. 9 dzarjoas & (KAeuypata) Tov moAcuov : 
Pass. Soph. Ci. R. 594 tocotrov jrarnyévos. 

Acc. of deceit only: Soph. Phil. 929 oi’ nrdrnxas. So Il. y, 399 radra 
nmeporevew. Acc. of person only: Soph. Trach. 500 Kpoviday dmdracev. 
So éfamatdw Demosth. p. 105, 62. 

21. *Aroupdw: Il. 6 17 amnipa Oupdv dudo: Il. W, 291 aanipa 

inmovs Aivelay. 
Acc. of thing taken only: Il. 1, 107 dmotvpas xovpyy. The person is 

sometimes put in the gen.: Od. o, 272 ris éBdov amnipa. Also dative 
incomm.: Il. p, 236 modécow Supov arnipa. 

22. "Anodeipw: Hdt. V. 25 tod rov marépa—amedetpe Tacay Tip av- 

Opwrninv. 

23. *Anoxteivw : Plat. Apol. p. 39 C dmexrdvare ofay timwpiav 
(=Odvarov) epé. 

Elsewhere with acc. of person only. 

24. “Anoomdw: Soph. CK. C. 866 anoonacas dup’ eye. 

Generally acc. of thing only, or person considered as thing : amoomay re 
or Twa, 
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Q5. *Awodixpaw: Il. p, 123 amodAxpnoovta aid oe. 

26. *Anopedyw: Demosth. p. 1041, 8 arépvyoyv dlkas abrovs: Id. 

p: 1021, 2, &e. 

Acc. of suit only: Ant. p. 115, 32 dmodet&eoOa tiv ypapnv. Of pro- 
secutor only: Andoc. p. 16, 17 amopedv£opuai adrér, 

Q7. *Andw: Od. t, 399 imvev peydda Tots KixAwzas. 

Acc. of thing said only: Eur. Supp. 800 orevaypov amicare: Il. &, 399 
réccov nmver: Asch. Pers. 122 rodr eros dmiwv.—(See §. 566. 1.) Ace. 
of patient only: Ausch. Theb. 1309 ce dmvovoa: Soph. Aj. 887. 

28. *AnwOgopar: Thuc. I. 32 dmewoducda thy yevoyévny vavpaxiav 

Kopuiv6iovs. 

(See Kparéo.) 

29. ‘Appdtw: Plat. Lach. p. 188 D ippoopévos kadAlorny appoviay 

Avpav: cf. Arist. Eq. 995: Plat. Pol. p. 591 D ryv appoviav dpyor- 

TOMEVOS. 

30. *AowaLopor: Plat. Lys. p. 133, 22 domacduevor 7a borara Tovs 

avrév: ef. Eur. Ion 1363. 

Commonly acc. of person only; as, Od. x, 498 namdfovro ’Odvona: or of 
a thing substituted for person; as, Eur. Ion 587 ryv cvpdopay dordfopat. 

31. *Atusato: Soph. Ant. 544 pyro. w atydoys TO py Oaveiy 

=drislayv): ef. Id. GH. R. 339. Pass. Eur. Iph. Aul. 943 dvage 
HTLLAT EVN. 

Commonly acc. of patient only : Od. , 116 aridger we : or thing con- 
sidered as patient, Eur. Hipp. 611 épxous arisdons. 

32. Adddw: Il. €, 170 Emos puv nvda. 

Acc. of person only: Od. e, 28 ‘Eppeiay néda. Generally with acc. of 
thing spoken only.—(See §. 566. 1.) 

33. Adgavw, atéw: Alsch. Pers. 756 avgavew ovdév dABov: Pass. 

Plat. Rep. p. 328 D rocodrov avgerar: G. T. Col. il. 19. 

Generally with acc. of person only. Acc. of increase only : Eur. Iph. 
T. 413 idémdovrov auidday (avEnua) avEovres peda@po.or. 

34, *’Adaipeopar (efarpeouar): Il. a, 182 adaipetrar Xpvonida eye : 

ef. Xen. Cyr. [V.6, 4. Pass. Hdt. II]. 65 éaoupebéw thy apxijv: 

so Id. 137 éfarpebévres rov Anuoxijdca Kal Tov yavdov dmarpedévtes : SO 
agehetv Aisch. Hum. 360: é§aivuto Il. €, 155. 

Acc. of person only: jv oe dpéAwpa. Acc. of thing only: I. «, 316 
ex Oupov €dorro. — So Arist. Ach. 164 Ta oxcdpoda topPovpevos. With a gen. 
of person: Xen. Hell. III. 1, 7 ddaipnodpevos 76 tdap airov. With dative, 
see §. 602. 1. 

Iv] 2 
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35. *Bdtw: Il. 1,58 Bates memvdpeva Bacwdijas: Od. y, 127. Eur. 
Rhes. 719. isch. Theb. 553. 

Acc. of thing said only : Hom. dvepoda, ypma Sates: Eur. Hipp. 119 
pataa Bafer : Alsch. Choeph. 869, &c. 

36. Bade (to Ait): Od. p, 483 EB8adres cada tov adrjrr: Il. 8, 480 
€Bade mpGrov (SAjua) adrov: Il. 7, 511 Bader d (€Axos) piv: so Attic 

attraction of accus.; Plato Rep. 408 A tpavparos of E8atey pu. 

Ace. of throw only: Eur. Suppl. 330 8\nuara Sadeiv. Commonly with 
acc. of person only; as, Il. A, 410 €8aXe GANov: or thing considered as 
patient ; as, Il. ¢, 17 €S8ade orpées. 

87. Bano: Arist. Ach. 112 Bao Banya ce. 

Acc. of dye only: Plat. Rep. p.429 E yp@uara Sarry. Commonly with 
ace. of patient only: Od. «, 392 méAexuy Barre. 

38. Builopa (to take away by force): Il. }. 451 Sujoato ploor 
vet: Pass. Xen. Anab. VII. 6, 40 StacOetra rotro. 

Generally acc. of patient only. 

39. Bddmrw: Plat. Legg. p.g20 C SAdrrot cuixpdrara Tods xpaue- 

vous: Pass. Ibid. p. 696 B péyiora av BAarrouro. 

40. Bodw (to call on): Eur. Med. 205 Sod Aryupa axea Tpoddrar: 
ef. Id. Troad. 335. 

Ace. of ery only, see §. 566. 3. 

41. Topéw: Ht. OT. 88 eyduee rods mpérovs yawous Kvpov @vya- 

tepas: cf. Eur. Troad. 357. Arist. Av. 1725. 

Acc. of marriage only: A&sch. P. V. 766 yapet yanor. Commonly ace. 
of person only; as, Od. 0, 241 Eynue yuraixa: Il. 4, 388 Kovpny od yapéo 
*Ayapieuvovos. 

42. Teddw, to laugh at: Theoer. XX. 14 éyéAake cecapds xal 
coBapér pe. 

Generally dat. of person. 

43. edo: Eur. Cyc. 149 yevow axparor pedu ce. 

44, Todw: Soph. Trach. 51 yowuerny ddvpnara ri éfodor. 

Generally acc. of patient only. 

45. Tpadw, ypadouae (J prosecute): Plat. Euth. p.2 E yéypatrae 
ypagpyy ce: Demosth. p. 1296, 5 ypawacda adttods Cyulav: ef. Arist. 
Ay. 1052. 

Acc. of suit only: Plat. Legg. p.g28 E ypager@a: ry» ypadny, (with a 
gen. of the accusation of the crime.) Acc. of person only : Ibid. ypaper@a 
marepas. ; 
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46, Tupvatw: Eur. Hipp. 112 yupvdow 7a mpdodopa Inmovs, 

Pass. isch. P. V. 594 Spdpous yupvatera. Generally acc. of person 
only. 

47. Aaipw (dépw): Arist. Nub. 441 dalpew doxov (=6€ppa) cdpa. 

Acc. of skin only: Od. x, 19 doxdv 8eipas. Acc. of patient only: Ibid. 
533 pada detpavras: Pass. G. T. Luke xii. 47 dapyoerar ddLyas. 

48. Aaiw (to divide): Hdt. VII. 121 dacdpevos zpets polpas tov 

otparov: Thue. III. 21. So Plat. Legg. p.695 C énra pepy tepo- 

pevos: Arist. Eq. 768 Aémaéva katatetpyOetny. 

Generally only acc. of patient ; as, dato yqv. 

49. Acé&dopar, to greet: Xen. Cyr. ILI. 2,7 beftwodpevor wodAAa 

tov Kipov. 

Acc. of act. only: Eur. Rhes. 419 wukvyy ayvotiv beotpevor. Of person 
only: Xen. Cyr. VIII. 7, 2 mavras deftwodpevos. With dat.: Ausch. Ag. 
852 Oeoiar mpara deE@oopat. 

50. Ad€opar: Thuc. V. 37 ed€ovto Tldvaxrov (=éenpa) Tovs Bow- 

rots: like airéw. 

More commonly with acc. of the thing requested, and gen. of person; 
as, Plat. Apol. p.18 A rotro tyay déopa. And the Infin. frequently 
stands for the request: Id. Rep. 338 A éd€ovro tpay py addos woe. Ace. 
of request only: Thuc. I. 32 édpdopa (sc. denpara) déovra: Iseeus p. 78, 
34 dénow Seopa: AEsch. p. 328, 43 denow edenby: Arist. Ach. 1058 denpa 
@ detrai pov. 

51. Adyopar, to greet: Eur. Iph. A. 1182 defdueba défw iv ce 

défacba xpeov. 

52. Aéw: Hdt. V. 72 xarednoav rip (d€o.v) ext Oavdtw Tors GdAovs : 

ef. Id. III. 119. Pass. Eur. Hipp. 1237 decpov deGels. 

Commonly acc. of patient only; as, Il. a, 406 rév—ot8 enoav. Fre- 
quently a dat. of the bond, with év: Od. pw, 161 adda pe Seon Syoar’ év 
apyahéo. 

53. Anhéew: Hdt. IV. 115 énAnodpevos yqv modAd. 

54, AvaBdddw: Arist. Eq. 63 tovs évdov Wevdn diaBddrAc. 

Generally with acc. of patient only. 

55. Avupéw: Hdt. IV. 148 atrovs ef polpas dueikevr. So Thue. 

VI. 42 tpia peépy veipavtes: Plat. Legg. 760 B 7) xdépa taca—ica pépia 

vevepnTar, 

56. AvatpiBw, to put of: Od. B, 204 diarplBn dv ydpov (=rpiBjv) 

"Axatots. 

Ace. of delay only : Od. v, 341 d:arpiBw ydpor : cf. 8, 265. 
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57. *Addonw: Il. Wy, 307 edidakdv oe immoctvas: cf. Od. £, 234, 
6, 481. Asch. Eum. 571. Eur. Hipp. 421. Arist. Ach. 656. 
Hdt. VI. 138. Midd. Soph. Ant. 356 edidafaro dpyds: cf. Eur. 

Andr. 740. 

Ace. of instruction only: Eur. Hipp. 917 réxvas pupias diddokere. Acc. 
of person only: Id. Andr. 740 diddf@ yapBpovs. So Hdt. Il. 51 doris ra 
KaBeipav dpyra pepinrar. 

58. Auxdlo, to judge: Adsch. Suppl. 230 duxd¢er tordras dikas 
TopTAakiy para. 

Generally acc. of suit.—(See §. 586.) 

- 59. Avoxéo: Plat. Crit. p. 51 E diovxodpev taAAa rhv médw: cf. 
Id. Prot. p. 318 E. Pass. Plat. Rep. p. 462 C dpiora dvoixetrau. 

Acc. of thing only: Demosth. p. 332, 23 roaira duoeiv. Acc. of 
patient only: Plat. Pheedr. p. 240 E mavta rov kdopov Storxet. 

60. Ake, to pursue: Il. p, 75 Sidkwov axixynta (isypara) tmmovs 

Alakidao. 

Ace. of pursuit only: Il. «, 223 kpaurva didkecv. More commonly with 
acc. of person ouly; as, Il. «, 672 Avds vidy diaxor. To pursue at law: 

Demosth. p. 1368, 8 eSiwxe ypapyy Srépavov. Acc. of suit only: Ant. p. 
115, 24 ypapas dias: cf. Plat. Euthyd. p. 4 A. 

61. *Apéw: Eur. Suppl. 1176 "Apyeiwv xOdva dédpaxas éoOda: ef. 

Id. Iph. A. 371. Soph. Aj. 1384. Plat. Rep. p. 308 B, &c. 

More commonly with acc. of act, or thing done only.—(See §. 560. 1.) 
But very commonly ed, kaxas, Spay tiva. 

62. Avotopéw: Soph. CE. C. 985 Svoropeiv radra eye. 

63. *Eyxapidto: Plat. Legg. p. 753 H éyxwpidover towatra diKavo- 

ovvny. 

Generally acc. of patient only : Plat. Phaedr. p. 258 A éavrév eyxopidbor : 
Id. Rep. p. 568 B ray rupavvida éykopiager. 

64, "E0ito: Plat. Meno p. 70 B tOixev os jas. Pass. Eur. Fr. 
Aut. I. 8 26 @0.00évres: Isocr. p. 343 C €tOiopar tpdtov (= 00s). 

Acc. of habit alone: Plat. Rep. p. 469 B rotro eGife. Acc. of patient 
only : Ibid. p. 934 C eOigew tiv puxny. 

65. Ei8e, to look on: Eur. Or.1020 idotca tpdcowiv oe. So Ausch. 
P.V. 902 mpoodépkecPar dupa pe. 

Generally acc. of sight only, either person or thing. 

66. Eipyo: Arist. Vesp. 334 elpywy tadra ce. 

Generally acc. of patient only. 
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67. "Exduo: Od. £, 341 efédvoar elward we: cf. Ag. 1269. Midd. 

Il. y, 114 tedxed 7 e£edvovr0. 

68. ’Exdéyo: Alschin. p. 17, 3 e€€Aeyov ra TéAy rods TapamA€ovtas. 

Acc. of exaction only: Demosth. p. 49 efede&e xpnpara. 

69. "Edatvw: Arist. Nub. 29 éAavvers toAAods Spdmous Eye. 

10. ’Eddw (to strike): Od. , 219 obAnv tiv Tore pe obs ijAace: cf. 

Il. y, 75, &e. 

Most commonly with acc. of patient : Od. 6, 507 jAace wérpny. 

Y1. *Eddyxo: Plat. Lys. p. 222 D e&edéyfar totro jas. So Pass. 

Plat. Euth. p. 295 A tatra efedéyxopau. 

Acc. of thing only; as, Plat. Tim. p. 54 B rovro edeyavrr. Acc. of 
person only; as, Id. Gorg. p. 470 C edeyéa oe. 

72. "Evapitw (to spoil): Il. p, 187 évapifa ta (€vtea) TlatpdxAoro 

Binv: cf. IL. x, 32, &e. 

More commonly with acc. of person only, in the sense of ‘ to Kill.” 

3. “Eéerdto: Xen. Cyr. VI. 2, 35 eferdgere ta déovra Todis if’ 

Upv. 

74. "Efopkéw: Hadt. VI. 74 rods mpootedras éfopxoty Urvyds towp 

= dpkov. 

45. "Erawéw: Soph. Aj. 1381 éawéoa mavra oe. 

Acc. of praise alone: Soph. CE. C. 1006 érawév moddd. Of patient : 
Id. El. 1044 érawéces éué. Thing as patient: Ibid. 1047 ray’ emawew ex. 

16. *Eneudnpéw: Alsch. ap. Plat. Rep. p. 383 B erevpjunoev marava 

TUXaS. 

77. ’Emonépyw (to exhort): Thuc. 1V.12 énéomepxe toradra aAXovs. 

Acc. of song of triumph only: Eur. Iph. A. 1468. Iph. Taur. 1403. 
So Plat. Euthyd. p. 301 edpjper rotvro. Acc. of person : Id. Epin. p. 992 D 
evgpnpewv mavras Ocovs. 

78. *"Enw (to speak of): Eur. Med. 61 eizety rode deandras : 

Arist. Ach. 649. 

Acc. of person only: Il. a, go "Ayapépvova etrns ; but generally with acc. 
of thing said only.—(See §.566. 1.) So eimeiy ed, xaxds twa very usually. 

79. *Epydfopar: Soph. Aj. tog épydoe: kaxdv tov dvornvov: Eur. 

Hec. 264. Plat. Crito p. 96, &c. 

Commonly with acc. of act only; as, Il. o, 733 epya épyd¢ow.—(See 
§. 560. 1.) 
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80. "Ep8w: Il. y, 351 Zopye xaxd pe: ef. Il. 8, 12, &c. and Adsch. 

Pers. 236. Hdt. I. 137. 

Commonly with acc. of act only—(See §. 560. 1.) 

81. "Epopar: Od. 7, 237 70 pev ce eipfoouar: cf. Od. 7, 46. y, 243. 

Arist. Nub. 344. Eur. Andr. 603, &c. 

Acc. of question only: Eur. Ion 341 kei” odk jpduny. Acc. of person 

only: Id. Troad. 945 o8 o, aGdN’ épavriy epntopa. Sometimes gen. of 

person: Id. Here. Fur. 177 Avds kepavyoy nNpopny. 

82. “Epw (to say of): Hur. Ale. 954 €pet rade pe. 

Acc. of person only: Eur. Hel. 824 pet we. Commonly with acc. of 

thing said.—(See §. 560. 1.) 

83. ’Epwrdw: Od. 1, 364 elpwras dvoud pe: cf. Od. 8, 347, &c. 

Eur. Iph. Aul.1129. Plat. Phil. p. 18 A. 

Acc. of question only: Plat. Gorg. p. 466 B epornpa paras : Thue. is 

ras miotes (=éporjces) epwravres: Eur. Iph. Taur. 501 od ovr’ €pard. 

So Soph. GE. R. 604 mevOou ra xpnoGévra. Acc. of person only: Od. «, 

Q7 cipwras pe. 

84. ‘Eoridw (to feast): Ise. p. 46, 10 éotiav Oeopodpopia Tas 

yuvaikas. 

Acc. of feast only: Eur. Herc. Fur. 483 éo7:@ ydpous. Of person only : 
Id. Alc. 768 éori Eevor. 

85. *Edepyeréw: Plat. Apol. p. 36 C evepyerety evepyectav Exactov. 

Acc. of benefit only: Plat. Pol. p.615 B evepyecias evepynkdres. Acc. of 
patient only: Id. Crat. p. 428 A evepyerer Swxpdrn. 

86. Eddoyéo: Arist. Ach. 372 evAoyi dixaa adrovs: Pass. Soph. 

CE. C. 720 mAciar’ evrAoyovpevov. 

Commonly ace. of person only: Eur. Ion 137 roy Bookorta evdAoya. 

87. Evbpaivw: Xen. Apol. IL. 4, 6 edppaivev mdcicra tovs ed mpar- 

rovras: cf. Id. Cyr. IV. 2, 19. 

Generally with acc. of person only; as, Soph. Aj 469 ‘ArpeiSas dv 
evppavarue. 

88. Edvxéw: Plat. Gorg. p. 522 A edoxovv dea twas: Midd. Xen. 

Cyr. I. 3, 6 edwxod Kpéa. 

Generally with acc. of person only; as, Eur. Cycl. 345 edwxiré pe. 

89. *Edixvéopar (to strike): Hdt. VII. 35 emuxéoOa mAnyas ‘EAAq- 

OTOVTOV. 

90. *Ex@aipw: Soph. Elect. 1035 €xOalpw €xOos oe. 

Acc. of hatred alone: Soph. Phil. 59 ¢x@os éyOnpas. Generally with 
acc. of patient only. 
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91. *"Ew (to put on): Od. £, 396 éooas eiyard pe: cf. Od. 0, 337, 
&e.: Midd. Od. 7, 72 efyar eiuara: Od. w, 249 deuxéa Eooa. So 

Il. ¢, 181 {dcaro Cévnv: Hat. VII. 69 Cerpas ireaopévor. 

Acc. of garment only: Od. 7, 457 «ivata eae rept xpot. Generally 

double acc., so d&prévvupe: Xen. Cyr. I. 3,17 nudiece rov éavrov xirdva 

éxeivov: Arist. Eq. 891 airov mpocapgrd 763. So Hdt. I. 80 oroddda 

éoTahpevor. 

92. Znddw: Soph. Aj. 552 rodrd ve (ndodv exw. 

93. Zypido: Xen. Cyr. IT. 1, 17 Cyudons Trelw cavrdv: Pass. 
Plat. Legg. p. 843 E ¢nulav (yuodcda: Hdt. VIL. 39 Wuxi (Gaisf. 

Wrox) Cyydoeat: Thue. IIL. 40 peydda Gywidcerar. 

- Generally with acc. of person only, and instrumental dat. of punish- 
ment. 

94, Odm7w: Hdt. Il. 41 Odarover rods Bods tpdmov rovec. 

95. Ccparedw: Plat. Euth. p.13 D Oeparedover iy (Oepanetav) tovs 

deondras: ef. Id. Rep. p. 426 C. Pass. Plat. Menex. p. 249 C Oepa- 
melav Oeparevojevos: cf. Ant. 126, 18. 

Generally with acc. of patient only. 

96. Oowitw (to feast): Hdt. 1.129 oie 76 (Seimvov) piv: Pass. 

Eur. Phil. Fr. VII. @owéror cdpxas. 

Generally with acc. of person only. 

97. ‘Ikeredw: Od. A, 529 ixéreve ToAAG pe: cf. Eur. Hel. 939. 

98. ‘loropéw: d&votopéw; Eur. Phoen. 624 toropets rode pe: ef. Id. 

Andr. 1123. Soph. Trach. 404. So éftoropéw: Eur. Hec. 236. 

Acc. of question, or thing asked only: Soph. Gi. R.1144 rovmos ioro- 
pets. Person, about whom the question is asked, put for the question : 
Ibid. 1150 ov ioropet. Acc. of person to whom the question is put; as, 
Eur. Ion 1547 istopnow BoiBov. 

99. Kafaipw: Il. 7, 667 KxdOnpov aipa Sapmyddva: Pass. Plat. 

Legg. p. 868 C kabaiperOa kafappovs: Ibid. xabdpcers. 

Acc. of impurity only: Id. Soph. 227 C éca kaOaipe. Generally acc. 
of patient: Plat. Rep. p. 403 D xaéaipor xpvady. 

100. Kakoupyéw: Xen. Cyr. VJ. 3,11 Kaxovpyy ti tods évavtiovs. 

So kakéw. 

101. Kadéw, kixAjoxw (to name): Il. o, 487 iv kat dpakav érixdy- 

aw kadgovow. So Il. €, 3co Kadéovow KoTvAnv (=érikAnow) pu: 

ef. Od. 6, 550. Xen. Cie. VIL. 3. So Hdt. IV. 181 énikanow airy 

kadéerat. So dvaxahew Plat. Rep. p.471 D: mpocewerw ‘Esch. Ag. 

.162: Kddétw Ibid. 174. 
Gr. GR. vou. 11, Kk 
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102. KaracBévwups (to make to cease): Soph. Aj. 1149 xaraoBerese 

Bony To cov oTdpa. 

Generally with acc. of patient only. — 

103. Kefpw: Eur. Troad. 1173 kewpev Boorprydv oe: Pass. Hadt. 

III. 8 xodpny xelpecOar: Eur. Hee. 910 émoxéxapoar orepdvay: Arist. 

Vesp. 1313 oKevapia diakekappeve. 

Generally single acc. of thing cut; as, Eur. Hel. 1124 keipavres eOetpay: 
Soph. Aj. 55 exeipe dvov. 

104. Kededw: Il. v, 87 xedevers Tadra pe: Od. 6, 153. 

Acc. of command only: Il. ¢, 528 moda Kededov. — (See §. 566. 2.) 
Generally with acc. of person only. 

105. Kep8aivw (make a gain of): Eur. Hee. 518. 

106. Keptopéw: Eur. Hel. 1229 xepropeis rf pe. 

Generally acc. of person only: Eur. Bacch. 1292 éexeproper Oedv. 

107. Knpicow: Soph. Trach. 97 rodro xapdgéat tov ’Adkpyvas vidv- 

108. Kwéo: Aristot. Anim. I. 5 xwetv xlynow Gov. 

So Lucret. Moventur motus. So Plat. Rep. p. 529 hepetar hopds. 

109. Koddfto: Soph. Aj. 1108 KéAage ern exelvovs: cf. CE. R. 1147. 

Elsewhere with acc. of patient only. 

110. Kparéw (to conquer): Eur. Epig. Il. 1 éxpdrnoay éxre vikas 

Svpynkoctovs. 

Acc. of conquest only: Eur. Hipp. 1016 xpareivy adyévas: cf. Demosth. 
p- 320, ult. Eur. Med.120 wodhda xparotyres: AXsch. P. V. 957 véov Kpa- 
tetre: Thuc. I1V.18 ra viv mpoywpyoavta xparjoa. Generally acc. of 
patient only; as, Eur. Alc. 493 xparnoas Seomérny. So Pass. Hdt. III. 
106 rovro éooobvTat. 

Til. Kpive (to try): Eur. Hec. 645 xpiver iv (epi) tpircas Taidas : 

ef. Demosth. p.781, 6. Midd. Eur. Med. 609 kpevodpae mAclova. 

Acc. of suit alone; Eur. Heracl. 180 Sixny kpiverev: cf. Adsch. Kum. 652. 
Acc. of person alone: Eur. Troad. 924 ékpwe rpioody Cedyos. 

112. Kptmrw (to hide from): Aisch. P. V. 628 xpi ns rotrd pe: 

ef. Soph. Electr. 957, &c. Plat. Lys. p. 891, 1. Pass. xpimrowae 
TOvTO. 

Generally with acc. of concealment only, or that wherein it consisted ; 
as, Eur. Bacch. 653 kpvwes od xpiyw. Single acc. of person: Xen. 
Cyr. VII. 3, 4 oe kpoo: Plat. Theet. p. 130. 

113. Kruméw (to strike): Eur. Orest. 1451 xrémnoe mayan xpara. 

Generally acc. of patient only. 
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114. Kwdtio: Soph. Phil. 1242 émixwdAdvowy rdde pe. 
Generally acc. of person only. 

115. AavOdévw: Pind. Ol. I. 64 Aadewev te Oedr. 

Generally acc. of person only. 

116. *Aéyw (to speak of): Hdt. VIII. 61 édeye kaka rots Kopw- 
Oiovs. 

To say, with acc. of thing said only.—(See §. 566. 1.) Frequently with 
acc. of person, and ed or kak@s. 

117. Aicoopar: Od. B, 210 Alooopa TadTa vyas. 

Acc. of prayer only.—(See §. 566. 2.) Of person only: Il. a, 174 oe 
Aiooouat. 

118. Aotw: Soph. Ant. 1201 tov pev—Aovoavres ayvov ovtpdv: 

Il. o, 345 Aovoecay Bpdrov (that wherein the Aocdors consisted) Tdrpo- 

KAov. 

Acc. of washing only, or that wherein it consists; Il. &, 7 Bpérov Aovon. 
Generally with acc. of person only. 

119. Aoxedw: Eur. Ion g21 edoxevoaro Aoxedpara. ce. 

Generally with acc. of person only; as, Eur. Ion 948 ris Aoxever ce ; 

120. Avupaivopar: Arist. Aves 100 Avpatverat Tovadra ene. 

Acc. of act only: Hdt. III. 16 ra\da mavra AvpaiverOa: cf. Eur. Bacch. 
632, with dat. of person. Acc. of person only: Soph. C8. C. 855 ae 
Avpaiverat. 

121. Aunéw: Eur. Cycl. 337 Avzeiv pndév airév: ef. Plat. Apol. 

p-41 E. Pass. Id. Gorg. p. 494, &c. A Avzoiro Avmas Ke. 

Generally with acc. of patient only. 

122. AwBdopar: Il. v, 623 AwByoacbe iv (ASBnv) ewe: cf. Hdt. 

Ill. 154. 

Acc. of insult only: Il. a, 232 dorara AwBjcao. Generally acc. of per- 
son only. 

123. Maottydw: sch. p. 9, 12 €uactiyouy mAnyas TurrdAakov. 

Generally acc. of patient only. 

124, Médmw (to sing): Eur. Ale. 448 pédwovor ToAXG oe. 

Generally with acc. of song only.—(See §. 566. 3.) ‘Eur. Troad. 148 
efdpxeto (=efapxero péAro@v) pdodmny Oedvs. 

125, Metradddw: Od. 7, 115 peTdAda Ta AAG eye. 

Acc. of question only : Od. 7, 467 raira peraddnoa. Acc. of person 
only : Od. 7, 190 "ISoperna peradXa. 

Kk2 
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126. Méreww: Eur. Bacch. 345 péreysu diknv révde: ef. Ibid. 516. 

Esch. Kum. 231. So peradov Kur. Orest. 423. 

Generally with acc. of person only. 

127. MiSopa (to plot against): Il. w, 176 pndero épya ("Exropa) : 

ef. Il. x, 52 kaka pyoar ’Axatods. 

Generally with acc. of thing plotted. —(See §. 551. 1.) 

128. Mntioupar: Od. o, 27 pnricaiuny Kaka ov. 

Generally acc. of act only. 

129. Muyséopar: Arist. Plut. 302 sqq. kipxnv—pipynoopar mavras 

tpdmovs: cf. Nub. 430. 

130. Moppoddutropat: Plat. Crit. p. 46 C poppodrddrrntar mA&clo 

Tpas. 
Acc. of bugbear only: Plat. Ax. p. 364 B rods poppoddutrovras tov 

Oavarov. 

1381. Nitw: Od. G 224 vitero GApnv xpéa. 

132. Nuxdwo: Eur, Troad. & vixav méow. 

183. Noodifw: Pind. Nem. VI. 106 évdoducer dvbed ce. 

Acc. of thing taken only, (with gen. of person:) Eur. Iph. A. 1287 
voopicas Bpépos. Acc. of person only: Eur. Rhes. 56 évdoqgicds pe. 
(Often with gen. of thing.) 

134. Novderéw: Eur. Orest. 299 vovdereiv ce pira. 

135. =upéo: Hdt. V. 35 upycavra rplyas pu. 

(See Keipa.) 

136. *O8tpopar: Soph. Aj. 693 dddperar ofa (ddvppara) maida. 

With ace. of person only : Od. 8, 110 édvpovra: airév. Acc. of lamen- 
tation only, see §. 566. 4. 

137. ’Ovedita: Soph. CH. C. 1002 dvedi(ers rovatra epe. 

Generally with dat. of person. Acc. of act, see §. 566. 2. 

138. ?Ovivnpr: Od. W, 24 dvqjce robrd oe: cf. Hdt. VII. 141. 

Generally with acc. of patient only. 

139. *Ovopdtw: Eur. Ion 800 dvoydcer dvopa atdrov: cf. Id. Hel. 

1209, &c. Pass. Soph. Phil. 605 dvoua & ovopdgero. 

Often with acc. of person only. 

140. ‘Opxow: Thuc. VIII. 75 apxwcav dpxovs mavras: Arist. Lys. 

187. 

Acc. of patient only: Ise. V. 4, 17 épxa@cavres tds: so éfopxdow Hat. 
VI. 74. Acc. of oath: Id. III. 133 : so G. T. épkifw Acts xix. 13. ° 
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141. Odrdfo: Il. €, 361 otracev 6 (€Axos) we: Asch. Choeph. 

640 dvavralay ova. 

Generally with acc. of patient only. So titpdécKw, with acc. of wound 
in Pass. Eur. Pheen. 1445 terpopevouvs oayds=rtpavpara, 

142. *NMo8edo: Plat. Hipp. Min. p. 364 mawdedw adra daddovs : 
ef. Adschin. 74, 37. Pass. Plat. Legg. p. 695 A maidevopevous 
TEXYNDV. 

Acc. of thing taught only; as, Demosth. p. 938, Io madevew mardeiar : 
Soph Phil. 1361 madever kaka. Acc. of person only; as, Eur. Andr. 602 
yuvaikas TraWevere. 

143. Nato: Soph. Ant. 1307 €xawwev avratav (mAnynv) pe: Ibid. 
1272 peya Bdpos emaicev pe. 

Acc. of blow only: Soph. Ci. C. 550 emacas vocov (=mdnynv). Acc. 
of patient only : Id. Ant. 1274 w émacer. 

144, Napaxpovopo.: Demosth. p. 1062, 39 mapakpovdmevor Tmpayya 

ducacras: cf. Id. p. 844, 1. 

145. Natw: Pind. Nem. II. 39 ézavoev dxpav ppevdv viv. 

146. *Metw: Hdt. I. 163 eee rotr0 robs Pwxaéas: AXsch. Ag. 

1185. Soph. GE. C. 797. Hur. Hec.1205. Cf. Plat. Apol. p. 37 A. 
Xen. Hier. I. 16. Pass. Od. v, 21 wdvra miOéc0a.: Hdt. VIII. 81 

ovK éme(Oovto Ta dyyeAOevta: Thue. I. 21 reusOqvae ri dvaxdpyow. 

So dvaretOw: Arist. Nub. 77 dvamelow iv tovrovi. 

Acc. of thing only: Soph. CE. C. 1442 px) weif 6 py Set. Generally 
with acc. of person ; as, Ibid. 1516 meiders pe. 

147. Mepaive (to do): Soph. Aj. 21 wepdvas mpayos ipas. 

Generally only acc. of act.— (See §. 560. 2.) 

148. Anpoive: Plat. Legg. p.932 E anuatver doa addov. 

Generally with acc. of person only. 

149. Mumickw (to give to drink): Pind. Isth. V. 74 aicw tdwp ode. 
So Mortifw St. Mark x. 42. 

150. *Nodw: Hdt. III. 59 emoincay xaxa Alywiyras: ef. Id. IX. 
113, &c.: Il. x, 395 “Exropa deuxéa padero (moveiv) epya. 

Frequently with acc. of person only, with ed or xaxas ; as, Hdt. II. 121 
TOUTOV €v TroLEOUCL. 

151. Nopedw: Eur. Ale. 444 mopedoas Aluvay (=7édpov) yuvaika: 
Soph. Trach. 560 édpeve sotayov (=mdpov) Bpotovs: Midd. Plat. 

Menex. p. 236 D mopevovra mopeiav. 

Generally with acc. of person only; as, Eur. Hipp. 755 émdépevous 
avacoay. 
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152. *Mpdttw, -opar (to exact from): Hdt. HI. 58 eénpigav rd- 

Aavra abro’s: Pass. Thuc. VIII. 5 i706 Bactdéws mempayyevos Tovs 

ddpous. So mpdrrecOar: Asch. Ag. 705 mpacoopéva ativwow tlov- 

tas: cf. Demosth. p. 845, 2. So eionpdtrew: Demosth. p. 1227, 9 

elompagat TA dvadapata TovTOD. 

Acc. of exaction only: Demosth. p. 1484, 2 ra dpeddpeva eiompagas. 
Acc. of patient only: Id. p. 518, 9 rods imepnyucpous eiomparrovray. 

153. Npotornp: (to pray): Soph. Elect. 1370 mpotorny moAAd oe. 

154. Mpoxadgonar: Arist. Ach. 652 mpoxadodvra: eipyvnv tyas: cf. 

Thue. II. 72, &c. Plat. Huth. p.5 A. 

With acc. of proposal only: Plat. Legg. p. 855 E &@ mpoxadotpeba. Ace. 
of person only: Il. 7, 39 mpoxadeooera tuvd. 

155. Npooritve (to entreat): Eur. Phen. 293 spoomitve pas ce. 

156. ‘Pélw: Il. y, 354 pear xaxa Eewvoddxov: ef. Od. B, 72. 
With acc. of act only.—(See §. 560. 1.) With acc. of patient, with ed, 

Kaas, or kaxkas; as, Plat. Legg. p. 642 C nas od kahds 7) kakds epege. 

157. Zaivw: Soph. CE. C. 321 caiver paidpa pe. 

158. Xurifw: Xen. Symp. IV. g oiricavres ocKxdpoda tovs aAexrpv- 
édvas: Midd. Theocr. IV. 16 zpOxas otri¢era. 

159. Exuvdkedw: Hes. Sc. 468 oxvdedoavres Tedxea Koxvov. 
Ace. of spoils only : Hdt. IX. 80 écxidevoy Wedta. Acc. of person only : 

Eur. Phoen. 1426 éoxvdAceve viv. 

160. =ré\hko: Eur. Bacch. 827 oreXG ce orodny. 

161. trévw: Eur. Orest. 1368 crévw pédos oe. 

Acc. of lament only : Soph. Ant. 1249 mévOos oreve. Acc. of patient 
only : Id. GE. C. 1710 ce orevet. 

162. Erepéw: Plat. Legg. p. 958 E orepetrw boa () yh péper) Tov 

(évra: Pass. isch. Eur. Hel. 95 Blov orepels. So dmootepéw : 

Demosth. p. 839, 13 droorepet THv Tysjv pe: cf. Id. p. 54, 50. Pass. 

Thue. VI. g1 ras mpocddous amoorepjoovtat. So déroppaiw Od. a, 403, 

and épyyéw Pind. Pyth. III. 97. 

163. Erepavdw: Arist. Ach. 647 éorepdvwody pe evayyédua. 

164. trite: Hdt. VIL. 233 eorigov oriypara BacrdArjia. 

165. Zuddw: Il. x, 368 ocvdrjow redxed oe: cf. Il. 7, 500, &e. 

Acc. of spoils only: Il. n, 78 revxea ovdAnoas. Acc. of person only: x, 
343 Twa ovrjowr. So dmoovddw: Adsch. P. V. 171 tias amoovAara. 

166. Tapdcow: Soph. CE. R. 483 rapdoce: bevvd (rapdypara) pe. 
Acc. of thing only : Soph. Ant. 794 veixos rapdgas, 80 médepov, ordoes. 

Acc. of patient only : Eur. Hipp. 969 rapagéy ppéva. 
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167. Tdéocow: Aisch. Theb. 284 rdf tov péyav tpdrov (=rTdEw) 

avtnpéras : Pass. Eur. Suppl. 657 defidv teraypévous Képas (=rdéw) : 

Plat. Legg. p. 878 D rarrécdw rages: Aischin. p. 381, 7. Midd. 
Thue. II. 83 éraavto Kvcdov. 

Generally with acc. of patient only. 

168. Tevxw (to do to): Soph. Phil. 1173 1é ce revfo ; 
Generally acc. of act only. 

169. TiOnpr: Plat. Rep. p. 479 C Onjoes kaddlova Oéow ara. 

Generally acc. of patient only. 

170. Tixtw : Eur. Bacch. 765-6. 

171. Tye: Xen. Cyr. VIL. 3, 4 tysjow réAdAa oe: Pass. Soph. 

CE. R. 1223 peyiora triuepevor: cf. Adsch. Choeph. 293. 

Generally acc. of patient only. 

172. *Tipwpdopar : Eur. Cycl. 691 ériywwpynoduny povov ce: cf. Id. 

Ale. 730. Xen. Anab. VII. 1, 25. 
Acc. of wrong only : Soph. El. 349 mavra tipwpovpevns. Acc. of patient : 

Eur. Hec. 882 rov euov govéa tipwpnoopa. With dat. to avenge: Soph. 

El. 399 marpi Tywpovpevor. 

173. Tivopar: (See §. 585.) 

174. Tia: Ol. a, 244 67’ dpicrov ’AyaGy otdéy Erioas. 

175. Tpépw: Hdt. Il. 2 tpépew rpopjv madia: cf. Plat. Rep. 

p- 414 D. Eur. Elect. 509. Pass. Plat. Menex. 238 A dpiora 

TpEepeTau. 
Generally with ace. of patient only. 

176. Ténrw: Ant. p. 127,13 rénrew tas TAnyas Tov avdpa: Pass. 
Arist. Nub. 972 tumrépevos modAds. So Il. w, 421 Edkea dao" érdmy. 

So Arist. Eq. 5 mpootpiBero. mAyyas Tovs oikéras. 
Generally with acc. of patient only. 

177. ‘YBpitw: Soph. El. 613 t8pice rovatra rHv texovoav : cf. Kur. 

Elect. 264. Pass. Eur. Bacch. 1296 t8puw tBpiodels. 
Acc. of insult only: Eur. Bacch. 247 vUfpes tBpitew: Hdt. HI. 118 

bBpioas trade: Soph. Aj. 954 eprBpicer Ovydv=Oupod vBpw.—(See Ellendt 
ad voc.) Acc. of patient only : Eur. Pheen. 1638 ifpigers marépa. 

178. ‘Ypvéew: Eur. Bacch. 72 tprvynce ta voyicbevta Ardvucov. 
Acc. of song only, see §. 566. 3. Acc. of patient : Eur. Iph. Taur. 1457 

“Aprepw vpyncovar. 

179. ‘Yropipvjckw: Thuc. VIL. 64 tropupricxw rade “AOnvaiovs : 

Plat. Rep. p. 530 C, &c. 
Acc. of thing only: Plat. Rep. P4427 E dd7 69 imopipynckes. Of 

person only: Id. Phil. p. 31 C tropipynoxe qyas. 
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180. tudo: Od. 0, 245 idet piddryta dv. 

Generally with acc. of person only. 

181. ¢o0Béw: Thuc. VI. 11 éxpoBotor 6 jpas. 

Elsewhere with ace. of person only. G. T. 1 Pet. ili. 14. 

182. Xoprdfw: Plat. Rep. p. 372 D éxdprates raira airds: Pass. 

Cratin. ap. Athen. 99 E xopra¢ouevor yada. 

Acc. of patient only: Hes. Op. 454 Adas xopragewv. 

183. véyw (to find fault with): Plat. Pheedr. p. 243 C wéyouev & 

TOV Epwra. 

Acc. of fault : Plat. Gorg. p. 483 rots Woyous Wéyoucw: Id. Pol. p. 402 
A ra aioxpa eyo. Acc. of person blamed: Id. Prot. p. 346 C ce eyo. 

184. ved8o: Eur. Protes. Fr. 6 wWeddovor moAAa Bporods: Soph. 

CE. C. 1145 eWevodyny obdey ce: Pass. Asch. Choeph. 748 modAa 
wevobeioa. 

Acc. of falsehood only: Plat. Legg. p. 663 wWeddos eetcaro: Id. Hipp. 
Min. p. 366 B wodda Wetdovra. Acc. of person only: Soph. Gz. C. 627 

, 

Wevoovdi pe. 

185. *’Qgehew: Eur. Alc. 876 adedcis oddev trav véepbev: ef. Plat. 

Phil. p. 58 C, &c. Pass. Id. Rep. p. 346 C adediav apedodv7a. 

Ace. of benefit alone: Plat. Gorg. p. 520 B ovdev apedjxact. Acc. of 
patient only: Id. Legg. p. 763 D aed riv mow. 

Obs. 1. Besides these, many verbs expressing the notions given in 
§. 582, are found with a double accus. in later writers; as, Achill. Tat. 
I. 25 pamiger pe wAnynv : and several verbs which in good writers are found 
with an accus. of the patient only, are, in later writers, found with an 

accus. of the cognate notion 2. 

Obs. 2. Several verbs, though they are not found with both accusatives 
of the cognate notion and the patient together, yet are found with each 
separately ; as, xahimrw o¢, and xadinr@ mriypa Ul. «, 315.—(See Lexi- 

cons.) 

Obs. 3. We must not consider as an instance of double accus. the case 
of verbs compounded with a preposition, where one of the accusatives de- 
pends on the preposition ; as, mpocavdav ti twa; so IIL. €, 329 aia d€ Tudet- 
Syv péOeme kpatepdvuyas immous; nor yet those constructions where the 

substantive in the accus. forms with the verb a periphrasis for a verbal no- 
tion, as moveioOar Aelay radTa. 

Obs. 3. In the passive voice the patient is of course absorbed in the 
verb, so that one accusative only is left, that of the act or the equivalent 
notion substituted for it, see Wevda, apedéw above, and §. 545. 3.; so in G.T. 
2 Thess. ii. 15 mapaddces as €d:8dyxOnTe. 

Obs. 5. So in G. T. dyamadw : John xvii. 26; Eph. ii. 4 Bamrifopa: 
Mark x. 38 gerifo: Luke x. 46 dyyapevo. 

a Lobeck de Fig. Etym. Opuse. 501, sqq. 
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Use of Accusative to define the part—xhpa «al? GAov Kai pépos. 

§. 584. 1. We must not confuse with the real double accus. case the two 
accusatives of the patient and the part, which are frequently found with 
all pure transitive verbs ; the part being put in apposition to the patient, 
of which it is only a more accurate expression; Il. e, 292 yhécoav mpupviv 
tape: I]. A, 240 Tov & dope TAHE adbyéva, Atoe Se yuia: Ibid. 250 Kparepdy pa 
€ wevbos 6pBadpous exave, kaoryyyntoo meadvtos: I]. 7, 465 Tov Bare velatpav 

cata yaotépa : Ibid. 468 6 de MydSacov ovracev immov eyyxei SeEwv Gpov: Il. p, 
83 “Extopa 8 aivov axyos mixace ppévas dugdipedaivas : Il. ¢, 355 o€ padiora 
novos ppévas audiBeBnxev: Il. y, 438 pn pe, yovar, xaderoiow oveideor Gupdv 
evunte: Od. a, 64 roidv oe eros hiyev Epxos dddvtav: Od. x, 161 rév (€dadov) 
& ey ekBaivovra kar akvnttw péca vata mrnéEa: Il. W. 47 epe ker’ ayos 
Kpadinv : Il. v, 44 Tp@as Se rpdpos aivis tmndvbe yuta Exactoy : I]. v, 406 as 
apa tévy éepvydyta Nim dotéa Oupos adynvwp: Soph. CH. C.113 Kai ov p eé 
6605 1éda Kpvyov: Arist. Ach. 1029 bradeiWey pe THPOadpo : Eur. Phen. 
42 mado b€ vw—rtévovtas eEehoimocov : Hdt. LV. 71 Kkaraxexnpopéevov—rhyv 
vyduv : nor again where the distributive words éxacros &c. were put in ap- 
position to the whole; see below, Obs. 3., and §. 478. 

Obs. 1. Sometimes we find the part substituted for the patient, this being 
put in the dat. commodi; as, Il. ¢, 493 ddke d€ ppévas “Extopt pidos. 

Obs. 2. This idiom being once established in the language, the accusa- 
tive of the part. was used where the dative would have been the more 
natural construction ; Il. 6, 24 “Hpy & ov« éyade otHGos xodov, unless “Hpy 
be the right reading : or perhaps it falls under §. 477. 1. 

Obs. 3. We sometimes find two accusatives which fall under the cyjpa 
xa@’ Gdov kai pépos; Il. v, 44 Tpdas dé tpdpos aivés bandvbe yula ExacTov. 

2. This acc. continues also in passive verbs, though the former patient 
has now become the subject of the verb, as it defines the exact operation 
of the affection or state signified by the passive verb: Hdt. VI. 38 mAn- 
yeis Thy kehahty mwedéxei: Id. VII. 69 "ApaPror S€ Leipds tmeloopevor €rav— 
Aiiomes b€ mapdadeas te kai eovtéas evappevor: Ibid. go Tas pev Kepahdas 

eidixato pitpyo. oi Baowjes a’tréwy: Xen. Anab. IV. 5, 12 éAcimovro b€ kat 
TOV aoTpaTiwTay oite StepOappEevoe 7d THs xLdvos TOdS SpPBahpous, oire id TOU 
Wixous Tods SakTUAoUs Tov Today dmoceanmores : Eur. Helen. 1192 Avan ods 
diepbapoa dppévas: Id. Med. 3 Mydeca—epore Oupov exmdayeio’ “Iacovos 
(exmAntrew Ovpov épwrt): Demosth. p. 247, 11 éopwv rov Pikurmov—rtov 
6pbadpov excekoppevov. So Eur. Hec. 1035 rupdAotpa péyyos : Arist. Ach. 
18 €6nxOnv tas 6ppts : Eur. Phoen. 267 mducpevos xetpa : Adsch. P. V. 362 
rumets e&eBpdv7nbn aOévos : Eur. Hipp. 199 AeAvyar pedcoy cbvBeopa. 

3. And after this analogy this acc. is used with neuter verbs; as, Eur. 
Iph. Taur. 308 orafav yévevov : Id. Alc. 849 poyotvra mhedpa : Soph. CE. R. 
742 xvoafwv kdpa: Od. «, 455 @dece dé xpda marta. 

Obs. 4. It was the fashion once to suppose in these constructions an 
ellipse of kard, which was merely a roundabout way of saying that the real 
nature of the construction was not understood. 

Jonstruction of tricacOar. 

§. 585. Tivew in the active voice means, to pay ; twew rode raira, to 

pay back satisfaction, penalty, &c.; so Hat. VI. 72 tiow é&éruve : Soph. 

Gr. GR. vob. 1. i 
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Aj. 113 Tice Siknv=ticow: and, the person injured being substituted 
for the injury done, to pay the penalty for, Ul. p, 34 7 pada Tioes yvw- 
Tov éudv; or sometimes to repay the injury to the agent thereof, hence 
to punish, Aisch. Ag. 1430 TUppa Tippare ticot. In the middle voice, ri- 
vouat Tavra is properly, to pay satisfaction to myself=to take satisfaction for : 
Eur. Or. 322 atparos twdpevar Sixyy: then if the equivalent notion of the 
injury done, or of the agent, is substituted, it takes the sense of punishing, 

Twupevar pdvov ; if of the injury received, or of the patient, that of avenging; 
thence it adopts two independent senses of punishing and avenging: Eur. 
Elect. 599 govéa ticatpny warpds : Id. Troad. 1034 tioar Sdpapta : and then 
from these two senses it has a double accus.—-of the person punished, 
and of the satisfaction, (Kur. Med. 261 dvtiticac@a: Sixyy mow), or of the 
act substituted for the satisfaction; as, Od. 0, 236 éticato épyov detkées dyti- 
Geov Nndja; so also Tipwpéopat. 

DATIVE, 

§. 586. 1. As the Genitive expresses the antecedent, the Accusa- 
tive the coincident notions, so the Dative expresses the notions 
consequent on the verbal notion. 3 

a. Those notions which, in the order of things and of concep- 
tion, are actually consequent on the notion of the verb, as receiving 
is consequent on giving. 

B. The accidents, accessories, circumstances, instruments, which 

are not conceived of as necessary causes or conditions, nor yet as 
coincident parts of the verbal notion, but which follow thereon in 

the speaker’s mind, as notions of minor importance, as being after- 
thoughts and additions to the essential parts of the objective sen- 
tence. 

2. Hence it follows, that many uses of the dative depend on 
the place occupied by the notion in the speaker’s mind. The same 
notion may be in the genitive, accusative, or dative, as it is con- 
ceived of as the cause, or the cognate notion, or the accident or 

instrument of the verbal notion. Thus réprecOar tovde, to derive 

pleasure from this (cause); téptecOar TodTo (sc. xappya), to be pleased 

in this (cognate notion) ; réprecOa tovT, to feel pleasure produced 
by this (instrument). 

3. The dative therefore will be treated of under the following 

heads :— 

a. 1. Transmissive Dative. 

2. Dativus Commodi. 

3. Dative of Reference. 

4. Dativus Incommodi. 
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B. 5. Circumstantial or Modal Dative. 

6. Local Dative. 

7. Temporal Dative. 

8. Instrumental Dative. 

a. Transmissive Dative. 

§. 587. 1. Those notions which express or imply the transmission 
or communication of any thing, word, good or evil, pleasure or 

pain, &e. which some person receives, or is conceived of as receiving, 

have a dative of that person; the notion of receiving being con- 

sequent upon giving, as giving is antecedent to receiving : dexopat 

TOE TOD: HlOwpt TOLTO cot. 

2. It is clear from what has been said on the accusative, that the 

thing transmitted, the gift, aid, benefit, pleasure, pain, harm, &c. 

is in the accusative of the cognate or equivalent notion. 

§. 588. 1. Verbs of giving, granting, indulging, offering, paying, 

&c. or verbs which imply these notions: Si8dvar, Swpetobar, tive, 
, > , , , = , vA 

xapilecOar, dmdlew, wapéxew, vowilew, to pay customarily ; Siddever re 

Tvl, Swpetobai &e. re Twi: 

Xen. Hell. III. 1, 8 xapioac@at rais maddakiow aitod: Il. p, 547 tpi Ova- 
roiot Tavucon Zevs: Hat. IL. 50 vopifoucr ijpwor ovdév. So Arist. Av. 192 
Ovcwow Geois: Ll. n, 314 Bory tépeuscev—Kpoviorr: so émupyndive rui= 
Wipov Siddva. So also kahetv tiv dvopa, Plato. 

Obs. 1. Swpeicba also signifies to present—révde rade. (cf. §. 573. 
Obs. 1.) 

Obs. 2. So after substantives: Soph. Trach. 668 ray cay ‘Hpakd<i Bw- 
pnpdtav: Arist. Nub. 305 (Chor.) otpaviois beois Swpypata : Thuc. V. 35 
Tv Tov xwpiov addrAjdros obk amddoow: Plat. Apol. p. 30 D Hy rod Geod 
Sdouv duiv. This is very rarely found in the orators. 

2. So words which denote that something is allowed, allotted, 
decreed to any one, awaits any one: For po.—e~eoti pou; yiverat por 

TeTpapevor, Eimappevoy, poipd por eori: Adsch. Ag. 1149 épot dé pipver 

axicpds (but see §. 600. 3.) : so Eum. 497 mpoopevet toxeGow: Xen. 

Cyr. VIII. 2, 6 S:apéver 7) toAvdwpla tots Bacihetow: Xen. Tots av- 

Opditros drréxertar: so G. T. as Luke xviii. 31 Ta yeypappéva ro Yio Tod 

avOporov. 

3. So verbs of giving a share to, sharing with, transferring to, 
selling, &c.: petadi8dvar, dmoveperw, Kowobv, kowotcOar, xowwveiy &e. : 

Xen. Mem. Socr. I. 7, 1 petaSiddvat rots pido: Plat. Legg. p. go6 D 
abrois Tov ddtknpdroy tis dwovéyy: Ibid. p. 805 D pi petexovody avdpace 
yevaay: Arist. Pax 1254 made Baditwr adta Tois Aiyumrioss. 

TH lice 
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§. 589. 1. Verbs of saying, conversing with, showing, or convey- 
ing by words, praying, swearing to, promising, pledging, &e. or 

which imply these notions : eimeiv, héyew, xpav, SiadéyerOar, hadeiv, 

Anpetv, eUxecOar, dwedy., KaTEvX., TpOTEUX., GpaAar, katapacbar, &e. ivi: 

Il. y, 296 etxovto deois: Hdt. I. 55 of xpa rade: Soph. Aj. 509 @eois 
épato.: Eur. Ale. 714 dpa yovedow; Id. Hipp. 219 kvot Owugar: I. 8, 433 
Tois dpa piOwv Hpxe (SC. A€yetv). So Aisch. Ag. 1570 Satpov dpkous Oepeva. 
So Arist. Nub. 1008 éxérav mAdravos mredéa Wibupitn. So G. T. as John 

XV. 22 €\ddyoa atrois. 

2. So after certain verbs which imply the notion of praying or 
wishing, we find a dative of the person to whom the prayer or wish 

is transmitted : 
Il. 0. 369 maou Oeoiow yetipas dvioxovtes (but 371 xelip’ dpeyer eis otpavory 

dorepdevta): Od. 1, 294 tpeis dé Kdalovres dverxebopev Ari xetpas : I]. «. 16 
éXkeTo Xaitas tWde edvte Av’: so Eur. Ion 1467 dvaBdétw yAtov Napracw. 

Obs. In prose this relation is more commonly signified by ért, mpds, eis, 
with accus. 

3. So verbs of conveying reproach, blame, counsel, orders, &c. to 

any one: éveSiLew, oopetoOar, péuheoOar, emutipav, éykadeiv, émka- 

hetv, emumAjooev, Kedevew, mpootdacew, émtéAdecOar poet., évtéhrecOar, 

émoTéAewv, Trapatvety, tapeyyuay &e. : 

Hdt. III. 142 ra ro redas émumdjoow: Plat. Legg. p. 706 D dodopet 

atT@ “Ayapepvova: Isocr. p. 5 C aAdous eTLTLLONS. And analogously kata- 

yeday ror: Hdt. II. 37 modda roéydApare KateyéXace ; Ibid. 38 od yap av 
ipoioi Te Kal vouatouor emexeipnoe KaTayedav: cf.155. 1V. 7g. VII. g. (but 
with the more usual construction with gen., V. 68.) : Thuc. IV. 61 od rots 
aipxew Bovdropevors péppopat, GAA Tois Uraxovew éroporepas ovow: Il. a, 295 
adrowsw 67 rair’ émtéddeo: Il. 8B, 50 adrap 6 knpikeror AryuPOdyyouct KEhev- 
gev Knpvocew ayopnvie Kapnkopdwrtas "Axyaotvs: Asch. Ag. 28 evhypotvTa 
ide Naprddi: Eur. Ale. 701 évedilw iro. So fl. «, 58 onpatver pudd- 
Kero. 

Obs. 1. So in Pindar étpdvew: Pyth. IV. 40 7 pav pw @tpuvov Gaza 
Avowrdvors Oepardvrecow puddéa*. So Homer: éwotpivew éraporow, inmed- 
ow: they generally have an accus. in the sense of urging. 

Obs. 2. MéphecOar, to blame, without the notion of transmission of 

blame, has an accus. So Backaivew: so émurdytrewv, to blame: Il. ¥, 580. 
Plat. Protag. p. 327 A émtwdntte roy pr Kadas addovvTa. 

Obs. 3. The dative with keAevewv, in Attic prose, is very doubtful, except 
in the sense of admonishing. The accus. and infin. is the common Attic 
construction. 

Obs. 4. Even after substantives, such as tapakeXeuors, we find the dat., 
especially in Plato. So Symp. p.182 D 7 mapakéMevois ro ep@vTs mapa 
ndvrov Oavpactn. So also Hsch. Theb. 898 dcadrdaxrijps dpeppta. So 

Asch. P. V. 445 péppu dvéparas exov. 

4. So verbs which express that some thought has oceurred to, or 
entered into the mind: Hat. L. 86 ro 6& Kpolow évedOetv, it occurred 

to Creesus. 
a Dissen ad loc. 
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§. 590. 1. So verbs of mingling oneself with, uniting oneself to, 
joining, holding converse with, clinging to, or causing others so to 
do; &c., as, épuretv, plyvucGar, kataddhdtrecOar, to be reconciled ; Svad- 

AdrreoOar, fuvadddtreaOar, Katadvew, FevotcOar ; Eis Adyous EAPety Tivi : 

Hdt. III. 131 6 8€ Anpoxndns—odvparet Gpidnoe : Id. VI. 21 woAtes yap 
adrat pddiora—adanrgor efewdOnoov: Thuc. VIII. 48 7d “Aki Biddy reves eis 
Aéyous HAPov. So Spider rots dyaGois dvOporos : Kur. Phoen. 673 guvqwpe ya 

pita wv: Thuc. IL. 16 petetyov 77 oiknoes, clung to their mode of dwelling ® : 
so G. T. as 2 Cor. vi. 14 pu) yiveoOe Erepoluyoivtes dmiotots. 

2. So adjectives, &c. expressing these notions—#ios, kouds, ouy- 

yerys, and many words compounded with odv and petd,—pty8a, odp- 

prya—kowewvia : 

fl. 6, 437 ply ardor Beotor: Hat. VI. 58 odpptya rice yuvarét Komrov- 
Tai Te Ta petr@ma, kai x.t..: Plat. Soph. p. 252 D addndous etrexowwvia : 
Ibid. p. 257 A exer kowwviay aAAnAOLS 7) TOY yevav iors: Ibid. p. 260 E 

\ , ba! A Qe 5; , 
TV KOLVWVLOV AUT@Y To By) OVTL KaTlo@pev. 

Obs. 1. This relation is also expressed by ovv and pera: so also 6pudeiv 
év, peta, Tapa Tie: so mpds and eis with the accus., dpedetv, kowvovy ets Tiva: 

and still oftener, kowotcOa ets twa; KataddAdtrecOa Teds Twa Xen. So 

Demosth. p. 71, 21 od yap dopadeis tais moditeiars (rebus publicis) ai mpds 
ToUs TUpavvous Opidiat. 

Obs. 2. Hence the familiar interrogative phrase ti got (not éori) pot 
tui; what have I to do with? the first dative depending on ri gor, the 

second on ri-éori-po ; (G.'T. as Matt. vill. 29 ri qty Kai oor ;) the later prose 
writers add xowdy. So also the phrase mpGypd pou kat tun got: Hdt. V. 
33 gol O€ Kai Trovrovor Toiot TMpdypao Ti €ote: Arist. Eq. 1028 rt yap ear 
*EpexQet kai Kodorots xal kvvi: Demosth. p. 320 prdev elvai cor Kai Odin 
mpaypa. So tt 8€ pou (or cor), quid ad me attinet ? once in Homer, Il. ¢, 
360 Ti enol epidos kal dpwyjs; and even in Hes. Theog. 35 dAda tin por 
Tavra mepi Spov 7) wept mérpnv; often in Aristoph. 

Obs. 3. On xowos with gen., see §. 519. 

§. 591. Verbs of communicating or applying. giving up oneself 

to, adopting, &c.: xpdopor, tpémopar, tiWepar, &e. : 

Eur. Med. 347 ketvous d€ khaim Evuopa Kexpnpevous: Ibid. 240 ér@ pa- 
Auora xpyoetar fuvevvern: Hdt. LIL. 17 yxpGoOar rH vdaTe: so xpicbar ra 
Geo, to apply to, or consult the god. So @éo8a. ravty 7H Whe, youn, OF 
ravtn Oéo@ar. 

Obs. 1. In the construction of vopifew with the dat., such as Hdt. IV. 
117 yAdoon vouife: Ibid. 63 bot: Thuc. IIL. 82 edceBeta vopifew: Id. I. 
38 &y@ou vopifovres, there seems to be a notion, supplied by the mind, of 
xp7e0ar, or some such word, to which vopifew added the notion of << ha- 
bitually,” ‘* being accustomed,” and thence was substituted for it. 

a There is no difficulty in allowing to the sense required by the context, and gets 
petexw the sense which werd with dative rid of the unscholarlike solution that peré- 

gives to it (see §. 642. 4., and cf. wetoiuh- xw in its partitive sense has a dative in- 
gus ayuiais Pind. Pyth. ix. 83), and this is stead of a genitive. 
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Obs. 2. For the accus. with ypdopa see §. 560. 1.: in G. T. 1 Cor. vii. 
31 Of xpopevar TH KOoPw TOvT® al. Kéopov; which is a construction unknown 
to classic Greek. 

§. 592. 1. So verbs of going towards, meeting, approaching, fall- 
ing on, causing to approach to, sending, pouring, &c., when the 
notion of the relative position of the parties is not so much thought 

of, as the transmissive act of causing oneself or others to approach 
some person or thing ; dvtay, dvray, dvridlew, dmavTay, Swavtidtew, my- 

ovale, wehaler, eurehaleobar, éyyitew, &c. méprew : 

fl. », 374 emevyopevooe & tkovto: Thuc. I. 13 Sapiouw AAOev: Eur. Med. 
Q1 mwédabe pyrpi: Id. Orest. 1433 vnpata & teto wédm: Il. €, 709 Aipvy Ke- 
kupevos Knpuoids: Alsch. Choeph. 87 tip8@ xeotoa: Il. 7, 218 mpoxadéc- 
gato xdppuy: SO Tapetvat ru: SO mépmew Ti tue: so G. T. as Mark xiv. 53 
ovvépxovtrar abT® : John xi. 33 rods cvvehOdvras adty: so Act. xxi. 31 dvéBy 
gaois To XtAtdpxw. So perhaps also the construction peculiar to G. T. 
Matt. xx. 18 katakpwodow Adrdy Oavdrw, as in late Greek kataducdLew riva 
Bavdtw. 

Obs. wéurew is also used with the acc. as a verb of motion; Eur. Alec. 
456 mena oe dos. 

2. So adverbs, éyyus, wédas, dyxod, follow this analogy when they 

express not so much the position of the objects in relation to some- 
thing else, (see §. 526.) as their approach to something else. 

§. 593. 1. Verbs of giving oneself up to the guidance of, follow- 

ing, obeying, yielding, giving way to, trusting, &c.; as, éreoPa., 
dxohouSeiv, dmdeiv poct., dpaptety poet., d.adéxec0a.—reideoPar—ima- 

Kove, ameOetv, elke Xe. : 

Od. 1, 108 sq. of pa (sc. Kixomes) Ocoior wemoOdtes aOavaroow vite gu- 

Tevovow xepow urdv, ovr dpdoow: Hat. III. 88 ApaSeon b€ otdapa Kath- 

Kougay emi Sovrosivy Néponor: Id. VI. 86, 5 Acurvxidns—, ds (quum) ot ovdé 
oUT@ éonkouov of AOnvaiot, araddacoero: Ibid. 14 evavpdxeoy dvnKovoTHoavtes 
toio. orpatnyotor: Xen. Cyr. I. 1, 2 maocas toivuy ras ayéAas tavras eOoxodpev 
opav peadAov eGeXovaas ae(BerOar Tols VOPEVOLY 7) TOUS avOpévraus ToL apxovot : 

Ibid. VIII. 6, 18 r@ tpepive@ ayyeA@ (pact) rov vuKrepwov dradséxeoOar: Plat. 

Rep. p. 400 D evidoyia dpa kai evappoortia Kai eboxnpootvn Kal evpvOuia edneta 
dkohouber. So Soph. Aj. 671 yxemaves exxwpodow cixdpre Oeper, é€iotatar 
dé vuxros aidvns Kikdos Th AevkoTor@ Tuepa. So Eur. Hec. 1054 amoory- 
copat Ouu@ Cedvte Opynki: Id. Pheen. 40 rupavvas exroddv pebiotaco. 

2. So also adjectives, adverbs, and sometimes substantives, ex- 

pressing these notions ; as, dxddouBos, -ws, dkohouOnTiKds, émopévas, 

Siadoxos, Siadoxny, esis, eegts, dmadds : 

Eur. Andr. 803 kaxdv xaxkg Siddo0xov: Xen. Cyr. J. 4, 17 9 Stadoxh rH 
mpdabev cbvdakh épxetar ek wOAews: Demosth. p. 45 extr. (orpareveaOa) &k 

SiadoxAs a\dAndrous: Plat. Craty]l. p. 399 D doxet rovros é&fj5 etvar: Arist. 

Lys. 633 €§1s Apioroyeiron. 

Obs. 1. Some of the words under this and the following head sometimes 

_ 

ee ee 
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have a genitive: the following or obeying presented themselves to the 
mind rather as arising from and depending on some relation as a cause, 
than as a mere accident of the motion or action of which they are modifi- 
cations. 

Obs. 2. With verbs of “following,” émec9ar, dpapretv, dmmmbetv, dxodoubety, 
this dative is sometimes more clearly defined by owvv, pera, dva, expressing 
two persons being together; or, émoOev, emi, expressing the position of 
the person following ; Od. n, 165 (Zeds) 606° ikérnow Gp aidoiovow omndet: 
cf. Hes. Theog. 80. Id. Op. et Di. 230 ovdéror’ iOvdiknor pet? avdpdace 
Amos omndet: Hdt. 1. 45 omobe Se civerd of 6 Ghoveds: Thuc. IV. 124 §dv 
Xadkibedouv nkorovGovy: Xen. Cyr. V. 2, 35 abv rots wKaow emovra: Ibid. 
V. 5, 37 emt pev ro Kuagapy of M7dou etrovro.— Opaptetobar with acc.: II. 
#, 400 Tov & Atas kai Tevkpos duaprncav®. So Pind. Nem. X. 37 émetat dé, 
Ocaie, patpaov Todvyvetoy yevos, adscendit ad illustre genus; after the 
analogy of verbs of ‘‘ going ;” so in late Epic writers ; érecOai twa. We 
find also émeoOat (én) Tivos. 

§. 594. 1. Hence verbs of agreeing with, &c.: spodoyeiv, cuvawweiy, 

erawey &c.: Il. o, 312 “Exrope péev yap éryvnoav: so dpodoyetp, 

cuvawely Ti Tit. So onévdecOu, to make a treaty. 

Obs. 1. "Ewawetv, to praise, has naturally an accusative. 

2. Hence also verbs, adjectives, and adverbs of coincidence, equa- 
lity, similarity, &c.: éoucévar, eidecOar poet., d6porotv, duorodcPar, Soros 

Attic, (6potes Lonic,) dpotws, toos, tows, €& icou, év iow, duds Hom. &c., 

and Ionic prose, épdepys, tapamAjovos, Tapamdyoiws, 6 adtds, idem, 

doattws espec. onic, &a—ddekpds—and many compounds of épod, 
ouv, PETA : AS, Spdyhwooos, Spdvupos, cuppwvety, TUudpwvos, Euvadds : 

Il. 7, 716 dvépe eiadpevos aifn@ re kparep@ te, Agia: Od. a, 105 eidopévy 
Ecive, Tapiov nynropt, Mévtrn: Soph. Antig. 644 rov ditov tysdow ¢& icou 
matpi: Hdt. VI. 69 nArOE por Hdopa etddpevov Apicrau: Id. I. 123 ras maéas 
Tas Kupou tyot Ewuto® Sporodpevos, compurans : Id. IIL. 37 ears yap rod ‘Hpa- 
oTov T@yahpa Toict Powrkniovsr Iaraikoior éuepeotatov: Ibid. 48 cara O€ tov 

adtév xpovoy Tov Kpatnpes TH aprayn yeyovds: Id. IL. 67 ds 8 attws tHov Koi 
of ixvevrat (Ichneumons) @anmrovrac: Xen. Cyr. I. 3, 4 mpas péev yap apros Kat 
Kpéas eis ToUTo (SC. TO euTANTOHVaL) dye Lpeis O€ eis pev TO AUTO Huty orev- 

dere: Id. VIL. 1, 2 omdicpévor S€ mavres Hoav oi Tepi Tov Kipov Tois abtTots 
T@ Kupo émdos. (After the analogy of 6 adres we find ets with dat.: Il. y, 
238 ro por pla yelvato pyrnp: Il. r, 293 rpeis Te Kacryvynrous, Tos pou pia 
yewwato pytnp: Plat. Legg. p. 745 ro mpos rH médeu pepos To mpos Tois éoyxa- 
tots ets kAypos :) Demosth. p. 34, 21 Tov opdvupov euaur. 

Obs. 2. So in the attributive construction after substantives ; as dpowd- 
Ts, Gpoiwors, Evppovia: Od. y, 49 dpndixin euol aire: Plat. Rep. p. 401 D 
aoTep apa pépovta amd xpnotay Torey wyleav, Kai evOds ex Tmaidoy avOdvy 

eis GpoudTynTd Te Kal idiav kai Euppwviay TS Kad@ eyo cyovua: Id. Phied. 
p- 109 A époidtys €auro. Arist. Pax 1065 cuvOqKas mOyxors. 

Obs. 3. Oios and rovodros are not found with a dative, though there are 
passages in which they seem to be: thus, Hes. Op. 314 daipov 8 otos 
énoOa To epyatecOat cpervov—Saiporr depends on dewov. In many passages 
an attraction takes place, as in Plat.:Rep. p. 349 D rowotros dpa ear éxare- 
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pos avtav, otomep eoxev®: Ibid. p. 350 C apodoyoiper, @ ye Spotos éxdtepos 
ein, TowovTov Kal éxdrepov eivat, for Tovodrov Eéxdtepov elvat, oi0s @ Gpowos ein. So 

Phed. p. 92 B ov yap 6) appovia yé cou rowodréy cut, © dmetkders, 1. e. 
ToLovToy eoTLV, olovy @ amerkdets. 

Obs. 4. On gen. with époios see §. 519. 

Obs. 5. Instead of the construction with the dative, we sometimes find 
the conjunction kat, whereby the two similar or equal things are placed as 
it were parallel to each other. This is more usual in prose than in poetry. 
(So té in Homer: Il. €, 442 ovaore idov ouctov abavatav re Oedv, xapat 

epxouevav 7 avOparav:) Hdt. 1. 94 Avdot d€ vopoor pev Tapamdnoloror xpe- 
evra kat EdAnves: Id. IV. 58 vouos d€ rotor Aaxedaipoviowss kata Tov Bact- 
Anwv Tovs Gavatous eoti witds Kai Toto. BapBapoice Toive ev TH Agin. So ev 
iow, ica, 6potws, @oauTds, kaTa TadTa Kai &c.: Plat. lon p. 500 D odx dpoiws 

metroinkagt Kat ”Opunpos. This construction is also in Latin: similis, et, ac, 
atgue. We also find, especially in Attic prose writers, the comparative 
particles, @s, domep, with icos, 6 aités : Demosth. p. 119, 33 Tov avrov tpd- 
mov, @omep k. T,X. So also the relative is used in this way—Hadt. VI. 42 
kata Ta avTa TA KAL TpOTEpoY Eixov. 

3. Words, &c. of being suitable to, proper for, binding on, &c. : 
as, Tpémew, Gppdrrew, mpooyjkew followed by an infin., mpemdévrws, dmpe- 

TAs, Elkds EoTr, EiKdTws, vdpos Xe. : 

Xen. Cyr. VII. 5, 37 Baowdet jyeiro mpémew: cf. V. 3, 47. Plat. Apol. 
p- 36 D ti obv mpémer dvdpt mévyti— ; Id. Gorg. p. 479 E ott tmpoon- 
Kew dOdim «iva. Here also seem to belong the impersonal verbs Set 
and xpy; Eur. Ion 1316 rotors & évdixors fepi xabicew—eéxphv : Soph. Ant. 
736 add yap 7 pol xpy ye THOS apxew xOoves: and avayKatov &c. 

Obs. 1. For mpoonxew followed by acc. see §. 674. 

4, So verbs &c. of pleasing : évidvew, dpéokeww, dpéoxerOar, éeape- 

oKeoOa : 

Hdt. IX. 97 py dou, rotor taita apéoxetar, iis non acceptus ero, quibus 
hec placent :; Ibid. Srapruntnot dpeckdpevos: so Id. VI. 129 éwira pév dpe- 
aT@s opxeero, sibi placens. So Od. 6, 777 jpapev nyiv. 

Obs. 2. This might perhaps be considered as the dativus commodi. 

Obs. 3. “Apéoxew, émapéoxew, are also found with an accusative»: Arist. 
Av. 359 Ta 8 adda p jpecas Aeyov. So dvddvew ; Theocr. XXVII. 22 vdov 
P5580 PY 7 & euov ovris €ade. 

Obs. 4. So substantives ; Soph. Ant. 1171 dvdpt apos ryv HBovnv. 

Dativus Commodi et Incommodi. 

§. 595. From the dative’s expressing the notion of transmission 

it is also used when any good or evil is received by any one; so 
that all verbs or verbal expressions may have this dative, when the 
action thereof is to be represented as being for the harm, or benefit, 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Elm. Med. 12. Stallb. ad Plat. Rep. 557. Valck. Hipp. 
106. 184. Wust. ad Theocr. xxvii. 22. 
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guidance, instruction, sake, of any one. But there are also certain 

verbs whose sense implies a dativus commodi, others a dativus in- 

commodi. 

Dativus Commodi. 

§. 596. 1. Verbs of helping, favouring, being favourable, bene- 
ficial, &e.: denyew, dpuvew, &hefew, ddadkety, tyzwpetv, BonOety, emkou- 

peiv, et simil.; as, dwodoyetoOar, Aucuteheiv, (Ade TéAN poet.), ewapKetv, 

xparopetv, and many compounds of ody, as cundépew, conducere, cup- 

mpacoew &c,—Xparopety tut GAcOpov Homer : 

Eur. Or. 523 épuvo &, daov mep Suvards eit, TO vopy : Ibid. 924 4 (‘Ope- 

ors) ndehnae Tipwpelv Tatpi: Plat. Apol. p. 28 C a TLBwPHTELS Natpdxho 
TO eraip, rov ddvov. So Il. €, 433 of airos Gmweipexe xetpas. Ausch. Pers. 
839 trois Oavoiat movros ovdev dhehet. So Eur. Med. 813 udArapBdvovca 
vopous Bpotay: cf. Arist. Pax 417. So Soph. Gi. C. 1435 ofav & edo8oin 
Zeis: Il. n, 21 Zeds Tpdeoar kai “Extopt Bovdcro vikny. So Srad€epew ruvi, to 
be a person’s interest. So peder por, whether for good or for evil. So 
movetv, Spav, modtrew &c. sometimes take a dative of the person for whose 
benefit or hurt any thing is done. 

Obs. 1. Many of these verbs, such as dpivo, dpyyw &c., signify properly, 
“to ward off; and with the dat. comm., ‘‘ for the benefit of some one :” 

“the benefit resulting to him” (twi), being considered rather than 
“the retreat of the enemy,” (rds): Kur. Med. 1275 dptigar pdvov 
Tékvoig: SO dpuvew Twi tt, and twds: so sch. Theb. 416 elpyew rexoton 

pytpt. Thence from this being the prominent notion, they assumed the 
independent notion of “ helping,’ but retained the construction with the 
dat., as it was on this that the notion of helping depended. 

Obs. 2. So with substantives; Eur. Iph. A. 135 opdyroy Aavaois: Asch. 
Prom. 401 avOpamouw dpehtjpora : Hdt. VII. 169 &k rév Mevedéw Tipwpy- 
pare: Plat. Ale. p. 1 160A tip ev To Toe po Tots $iror s BonPevay: Id. Phileb. 
p. 58 C xpelav rots avOpamucs. So ri mAdov éori por; Soph. Antig. 268 
ovdev qv epeuv@ou whéov. 

Obs. 3. In those verbs which sometimes take an accusative and some- 
times a dative, it would seem that where the act of the agent is rather 
considered, the accusative is used, where the benefit of the patient, the 

dative. 

2. So verbs of serving as @ slave, ministering to; the slave was 
considered as existing only for the benefit of his master : Soudederv, 
Smmpereiv, hatpevew, Ontedew Twi: Kur. Med. 588 rod" émnpetets Adyo. 

So G.T. Matt. 11. 11 mpocekdvqoay aire. 

3. So when the ruler or guide is supposed to act for the benefit 
of those under him: jyetoar, jyepovedew tivi, to be his guide—for 

his benefit. So otparnyév Eur. Andr. 324: Hdt. VI. 72. So otparn- 
Aatetvy Tivi—xopnyetv tivi. Plat. 

Obs. 4. “Yrnpetetv is used with a genitive, when the relation between 
master and servant, with a dative, when the benefit of the master, is con- 

sidered. 

Gr. Gr. vou. 1. Mm 
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4. So expressions of kindly feelings or wishes towards any one ; 

as the adjectives ¢iXos, edvous, ddeAysos &e.—rivi. So substantives : 

Thucyd. V. 5 zepi didtas rots “A@nvators: so cipyyny Tut &e. So also 

édeciv is found with a dative, Plat. Phedr. 233 B: so G. T., as 

Heb. y. 2 perpiorabety rots dyvoodcr. So the forms of greeting in the 

Epistles. 
5. So verbs of caring for, &c., the benefit of the patient being 

considered, rather than the cause of the feeling. (See §. 496.) 

Obs. 5. The assistance, or that wherein it consists, is in the accus. ; as, 
Bonbeiv Sikard (BonOnwara) tux. So Soph. Aj. 439 €pyo dpkécas. 

§. 597. So possessive and attributive notions take a dativus 

commodi or incommodi, which usage arises from the thing possessed 
being conceived of as being for the owner’s benefit or harm. So 

after civar and ylyvecOa; as, TO Képw Hv peyddn Baorrela : 

So Plat. Pheed. 63 C evedrmis eps civad re To TeTeNeuTHKOTL : Od. ¢, 112 
totow (Kixdoyn) 5° otr’ dyopat BovdAndédpa, ovre O€uiores (sc. eigiv): Ibid. 
366 Odris epory’ dvopa (sc. ore). So Arist. Vesp. 240 os éorar Adynte vuvi : 

Hdt. If. 145 dca ‘Hpoxdéi civac érea: Plat. Rep. p. 329 E tots yap mouactors 
moda Tapapvdrd paow civac: Thuc. IL. 45 pédvos (sc. éort) rots Laor mpds 76 
avrimadov: Arist. Ach. 446 Tydépo & (city) ayo gdpova. From this usage 
things stand in this dative, as if they were capable of receiving good or 
harm: Hdt. 1.170 Is évopa atte, “Is cai tH ToTapeo: Soph. Ck. R. 735 ris 
xpdvos nv Totade e&eAndAvdas, what time had passed to these things. 

Obs. 1. So also with substantives we find the possessive dative instead 
of the genitive: Ausch. Sept. 420 paraioy évipdor dpoyvnudrey: but mostly 
only the personal pronouns: I]. p, 174 “Exrope ydp ot Oupos €BovdreTo Kidos 
épéEar: Hdt. I. 31 of 8€ ode Ades: Id. II]. 14 amédaBe thv ot wathp cixe 
apxnv: Soph. CE. C. 962 pdvoug gor: Xen. Cyr. V.1, 27 9 yap pow puxn 
(Schneider wrongly, éwy .), &hy, odx ws Bovdretoovea mapeckevaorar: Plat. 
Rep. p. 431 B dwdPdere roivuv, jv 8 eyo, mpos Thy veav hpiv modi, this 
new city of ours: Id. Theet. p.210 B 4 paveutixy Hptv téxvn. So Eur. Hec. 
1267 6 Opyét pavris: Id. Orest. 363 6 vautiNovor pavtis. So Adsch. Theb. 
438 trav dvSpdow hpornudrev: Hat. 1. 92 dvabjpata Kpoiow: Thuc. VII. 
50° 7 Tals ZupaKogiors atdots. So Hdt. Il. 17 ray ddav ro Neto. So G.T., 

as Luke vii. 12 vids povoyeris TH pntpt. 
Obs. 2. We find two datives in some passages, where we should expect 

a dative and a genitive. So personal prenouns are used seemingly for 
possessive; as, Pind. Ol. VIII. 83 éveroe kev Kaddtpay@ Avmapoy Kécpov 
“Ohupria, dv oft Zedvs yéver dracev, their race: Ibid. {1.14 eppov dpovpav 
ere mar piav optow Kduicov howm@ yéver, 1. e. serva regionem paternam futuro 

genert eorum®; Eur. Heracl. 63 Bove. mévoy par THE mpoodewat xept. 

Though the real construction may be that the personal pronoun is in the 
dativus commodi or incommodi, while the other depends on the trans- 
missive notion of the verb. 

Obs. 3. In the oyfjpa Kal Gov kal pépos, we find, most commonly in 
Epic, the dative used in a seemingly possessive sense, where we should 
expect the genitive: Il. A, 11 (&, 151) “Axouots d¢ péya obevos euBar’ éxd- 

a Dissen ad loc. 
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otw xapdiy: Il. 6,129 Sidov dé ot yvia yepolv. So G.T., as 2 Cor. xii. 7 
€660n por oxdhow TH capt. In Il. A, 447 To dé petaotpepOevte petadpevw 
ev Odpu mEev Gpov peoonyvs: the dative peraorpepOevre depends on the verb, 
peradpeve is local. 

§. 598. The dativus commodi is, as has been said above, joined 
with all verbs, to express that something is done, for the use, sake, 
pleasure, honour, guidance, protection, safety, benefit, furtherance, 

&c. of some person or thing: Il. v, 600 opevddvn, iv dpa oi Cepatav 

éxe Tousen. Adwv: Plat. Legg. 660 E mAovret éav7o : Kur. Frag. CXI. 

ovx até copds: Dem. 269, 15 Exactos odxt TH Tatpl Kal TH pyTPL 

yeyerytat GANG Kal rH Tarpld.: so in the phrase ti, oddév, mhéov eori 

por. (§. 596. Obs. 2.) This is especially the case with 8€xopar: d€xe- 

ofa Twi T1, to receive it at his hands ; to please him; as a comph- 

ment to him; for his sake, or benefit, &c. (oxjpo ZuKceekdv) : 

Il. 0,87 ©€psote dé kaddAutapyo déxro demas: Il. p, 207 ore payns ek vooTH- 
oavte dé£erar AvOpopdyn kdvTa Tedxea ydel@vos: Od. 7. 40 as dpa povycas 
ot edcEaro yadkeov éyyos: Soph. Elect. 442 adn, at her hands, at her re- 

quest. So Atsch. Choeph. 762 watpt. So Pind. So Arist. Ran. 1229 
ey® mpiopa TOd, to serve him. So the dative pot, for my sake, at my re- 
quest, prithee: Eur. Hec. 535 dé£ar yods pou tdcde. So Hdt. VI. 86 od by 
prow kal Ta ypnuata SeEac: Arist. Ach. 60 mepi eipyyns mputavedonre pou: Id. 
Eccl. 726 iv’ dmoBdéropa kai héywot pou (when I look) ; so khiOi pou, prithee 
fear. So also Xen. Hell. III. 1,15 apvaBdle goagor airds: Soph. Ai. R. 
1402 ot épya Spdcas bpiv: Eur. Hec. 459 avéoxe mrépOovs Aatoi: Arist. 
Ran. 1134 €y® came TH ; must I hold my tongue to please this fellow ? 
fina, 159 Tiny apvupevor Mevehaw : I]. 7, 290 és pou (for love of me), déxerat 
KAKOV €k KaKOU adel : Aésch. Ag.i 14g épot de pipver oxeopds (but see §. 588). 
—So Ackdlew tit, as Hdt. VIL. 61 enupnditew cimonrs avBpi. —NpoaBetoat 
tun, ob acceptum beneficium alicui reverentiam ostendere ; often in Hdt., as 
ILI. 140.—4dodpovetabai tue for the more usual twa, to be gracious to any 
one: Soph. Aj. 1045 Meveduos, @ (for whose sake) d1 révde modv eoreida- 
pev: Il p, 313 “InT08dw mepiBavra : Eur. Med. 5 avdpav dpiotéwy, ot TO 

mayxpvoov dépos Mehia jerpOov: Id. Heracl. 452 méevyev emis Ta@vde por 

gertnpias (cf. Xen. Cécon. Il. 14 arodetyew por): Demosth. p. 126, 59 
irioridns pev empatre GidtaTw, in Philippi gratiam res administrabat. So 
Eur. Alc. 685 caut# yap ébus: Id. Her. 2 mépuxe tots méAag. So in acts 
done in honour of the gods; as, kwudlew, Pind. dpxeta0ar trois Ocois, oTe- 
pavotobat ded: Aisch. Ag. 578 Beots Advpa raita—enacoddevoav : Hdt. 
VI. 138 “AptépiBs dpriy dyew: Id. U1. 40 eanv mpovnorevowor TH “lov: Arist. 

Av. 501 mpoxvdwdeio@a tois iktivoig: cf. Id. Thesm. 107. Hdt. IV. 34 
Tho TapVEvorcr keipovtar. So dédodvéate Arist. Eq. 1327. So perhaps G. T. 
Rom. vi. 10 (7 TH Ged, but see also §. 59%. Obs.1. and §. 603. 1.: 2 Cor. 
V. 13 etre e€€otnpev, Oew (ari) elre owppovoiperv, Spiv. 

Obs. So with substantives; as, Adsch. Cho. 235 peAnpa Sdpaow : 
Plat. Rep. p- 607 Ad’ BEMaUS Geois Kat eyK@pua TOLS dyaBois * uilicls Symp p. 194 

D rod eyx@ptov TO Epwrt : Id. Legg. p. 653 D éoprav aporBai tots Geots : 
Demosth. p. 1313 iepootvn ra Hpawnee So G. T., as Matt. xxvil. 7 «is 
rapiy tots §évots. 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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Obs. 2. So, metaphorically, things for which any material is used, as if 
they were benefited, &c. : Arist. Eq. 870 xarrupa tats éxBdow, for his slip- 
pers: cf. Hdt. IV. 142, though here a preposition is more usual. 

Dative expressing reference to. 

§. 599. 1. So when any thing is spoken of as done with especial 

reference to any person or thing, as if he or it were interested and 

in some sort benetited therein, (or the contrary,) the dativus commodi 

(or incommodi) is used ; 

Od. a, 28 totow pidov Apxev : Eur. Med. 872 vav imeipyaora dita: so 
Ode, obras yew Twl: Prot. 313 D to det emBupoovTe. emawotor: Thuc. I. 
20 atadainwpos Tots woddois 7 CyTNoLs THs adnOelas: Plat. Phed. 58 C 
moAvs xpdvos eyévero TO Lwxpdter ev TS Seopornpig. Very commonly in the 
phrase—détds cipt tuvds te: or alone—déids eipt tur, Tam, in reference 
to such a person, worthy, &c.: Eur. Hec. 309 hptv & ’Ayaddeds aécos tems, 
vva, ita de nobis meritus est Achilles, ut nobis dignus honore videaturé : as J 

Arist. Ach. 8 déov yap “ENNdSt: Ibid. 205 déov yap tq wWédker: Xen. M.S. 
I. 1, pr. a&ids eore Oavarov TH WOE: Ibid. §.62 eyot pev dy Taxparns Tovv- 
Tos @y eddxer Tipps Sos etvar TH WOAEL pAAXoY 7) Oavdrou: cf. §.64. Plat. 

Symp. p. 185 B otrds eatw 6 ris Ovpavias Oeov epws Kai ovpdrios Kat ToAAOd 

d&vos Kai WOer Kal idrdTats. 

Obs. 1. So G.T., as Rom. vi. 2 dwe@dvopev TH Gpaptia, as far as regards 
sin: Ibid. 10 ¢9 to Oce : 

2. And frequently, especially in Lonic, a participle is added, ex- 

pressing the circumstances which make the person (or thing per- 

sonified) more or less interested in the action, We. : 

Fdg.1, 14 ah bei dé Ady@ XpEewpevea od KopivOiwv rov Snpoaicy €ativ 6 On- 
oaupos, recte estimanti non est thesaurus Corinthiacus : Id. VI. 143 és rods 
Todepious TH Oe@ eipijaOar 7d xpnorhpiov, cuAdapBavovTL Kata Td dpOdv, GAN’ 

ovk és ’A@nvaiovs, si quis recte intelligat. So wapadtrovtt, Thuc. Il. 51.—So 
ouvehévtt, cuvtewovte cixeiv, and without eimeiv. So especially in definitions 
of place : Hdt. VI. 33 amd 8€ "lavins admadXacoopevos 6 vavTiKds oTpatos Ta 
er apiotepa éom€oyte Tov ‘EAAnorévtov aipee wavtaY : Id. 1. 51 6 pev—exéero 

emt Sef eorovte: Id. IT. 90 amo b€ “EAAnomovtiov trav emi deka Eo eovtt. 
So @8e, ottws éxew Twi: so Od. 7,192 To & Hdy Sexarny i) Evdexdty TEEV Hos 
oixopéva: Tdt. IX. 10 Quopéve 8 ot ei rH Mepon 6 Hdwos dpavpoOn ; Id. I. 
78 ratra émdeyopevy Kpoiow rd mpoacteiov dpiov ray évendjoby: Id. VI. 21 
Toujcavte Ppuvixw—kai Si8agavte és Sdxpva émeoe 76 Oarpov: Kur. Ion 1187 
ev XEpo Exovte dé orovdas—Pracgnpiav tts oixerav epOeyato, spoke not “ to 

him,” but “ when he had the libation ready.” So when a person or event 
is brought prominently forward to define a date; as, Hdt. IL. 13 kai Moipu 
ov K@ Hv Erea eivaxdora TeTeNeuTHKOTL. So with things personified: Od. «, 
149 Kehodonor S€ vnuol KabeiAopev iotia TayTa. 

3. Here also belong the peculiar usages of certain participles of 

wishing, hoping, &e. such as Bovdopévo, Sopevw, dopevw, EAtropéever, 

generally with eivar and ylyveoOar: 

Il. n, 7 @s dpa td Tpoecow eedSopevorot parytny: Tl. & 108 epot de kev 

a Porson ad loc. b Wesseling ad loc. 
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dopévy cin: Od. y, 228 odk dy eporye eAtropevm ra yévorto: Od. , 209 
yryvacka 8, as ah@iv éeNBSopevorgw ikdvw olovor Spowv: Asch. P. V. 23 
dopéva S€ cor— vd amoxpiwer pdos : Id. Choeph. 522 Q€Xovt.—epol ppdcov : 
Ibid. 465 edxopévors dv €or: Eur. Ion 642 6 edxroy dvOpdmoror Kav dKou- 
ow 7: Soph. Gi. C. 1505 mobotvt, rpotpans: Hdt. 1X. 46 Sopevorow 
Hpiv of Néyur yeydvace: Thuc. II. 3 to whyPer ray MWraraewy ob Boudopéve 
jv tov A@nvaiov adicracba: 1d. VI. 46 ro Nukia mpoodexopevw jv Ta rept 
réav ’Eyeoraiov: Plat. Rep. 358 D adX dpa, et gor Boudopevw (sc. earir), 
& \éyo. This is not a Latin idiom, though it is sometimes adopted from 
the Greek; as, Sall. Jug. 4 uti militibus exaquatus cum imperatore labos 

volentibus esset: Tac. Agric. 18 Quibus bellum volentibus erit. 

4, So also the dative is used with os &c. to signify that the thing 
is spoken of with especial reference to the circumstances, &c. of 
some one: Soph. CE. C. 20 paxpay yap, os yépovtt, mpodoTadns dddv : 

Id. Antig. 1161 Kpéwv yap jy Grdwrds, ds epot (as he was looked at 

by me) tore. 

Obs. ‘Qs is used merely to mark that it is spoken of subjectively, only 
as conceived by the speaker. 

§. 600. 1. So also after verbs which signify or imply bezng, or 

seeming to be, a dative is used of the person, with reference to whom 

the thing is or seems to be, in the opinion or estimation of. So 
Soxet por Tdd¢e, it appears to me to be so: 

ll. y, 164 odre pou airin eooi, Beot vu por airioi ciaw : Od. 5, 569 ovver’ 

éxets “EXevny Kai ow yapBpos Aws éoot. So after adjectives without any 
verb: Hdt. IIL. 88 ydyous rods mparovs Néponor, matrimonia ex Persarum 
judicio nobilissima: so Id. 1.117 Ovyatpt 77 of, in the eyes of, py einv ad- 
Oévrns : Arist. Aves 445 vixav maou Tots Kpitats, in the eyes of the judges : 
isch. Ag. 345 Scots dumdaxnrés : Arist. Pax 1186 Qeotow obra kdvdpdow 
prpdomdes: Soph. Aj. 1358 rototde pevroe partes eumdnkroe Bpotots: cf. Id. 
CE. R. 40 kpariocroy maior. So Ibid. 616 kadds €de£ev eddaPoupeva receiv : 
Id. Antig. 904 kairo: o° eyo Tivnoa Tols dpovotow ed: Eur. Med. 580 pot 
yap doris ddikos dy coos héyew wépuke mArEloTHY Cnulav dduckdver, 1. €. MeO 

enim judicioa; Plat. Soph. 226 C rayeiav, ds epot, oxeyw emrdtreas: Hdt. 
II. 22 ray ra moddd core avdpi ye Aoyifer@a.—olw te édvtc: Plat. Pheed. 
101 D ei cou (in your opinion) addAndous Evppavei 7) Siapovei—So as y epot 
Kpity (which may also be expressed by as y’ uot xpyjoOar kpiry) : Plat. Rep. 
536 C as y esol dkpoaty,—os ewot pytope: Soph. CE. C. 1446 dvaéca 
yap Tactly core dvotuxe (omnium judicio). So G. T., as Acts vii. 20 doreios 
T Geo, in the sight of God, i.e. very, really. (This form of expression 
is a Hebraism, cf. Gen. x. 9.) 

2. The datives of the I. and I. personal pronouns are very fre- 
quently thus used, to express that the person has some peculiar in- 
terest in the action—that it has some especial reference to him—the 
nature of which, and consequently the proper translation of it, must 

be determined from the context. This appears to have arisen from 
the simple and emphatic usages of every day speech : 

a Pflugk ad loc. 
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Il. ¢, 201 py pou Sevoiato popBis: ALsch. Ag. 1472 Sikay ror Kdpakos 
€xOpov: Soph. CE. R. 170 voce? dé pou (alas /) mpdmas orddos: Od. 4, 42 os 
pyres pou arepBdpevos Kios tons, as far as I am concerned : Xen. Cyr. 1. 3, 2 
épav 5} tov Kéopov Tov manmov, euBrérav abt, €deyev (6 Kipos)* 7Q phrep, os 
kadds po. 6 mammos: (Livy Pref. ad illa mihi si quis acriter intendat ani- 
mum: Virg. Ain. v. 162 Quo tantum mihi dexter abis ?) Xen. Cyr. I. 15 
fv 8€ pe Karadinns evOdée, kai pdbw innedvew, bray peév ev Mépoas &, oiwai cor 
éxelvous rods ayabods ra meliki padiws wxnoew: Plat. Rep. 389 D ti de; 
gadpootns apa od Senoer Hpiv Tois veavias; (where we must not join jpiv 
with veaviais): Ibid. 391 D pnde hptv emcxerpetv reibey rods véous : Id. Theet. 
143 E dxotoa mavu dévov, oto bpiv rev modtT@v pecpaki evrerdxnxa : Id. Soph. 
216 E rod peév E€vov hpiv 7dcos dv ruvOavoipny: Id. Protag. 328 A «i {yrois, 

ris dv thpiv didakere rods roy xeporexvav viets adTHnY TavTNY THY TEXVNV,—Ov 
pddiov oipa eivar rovt@v SiddoKadov havava. The ILI. personal pronoun is 
less frequently thus used—chiefly by Hdt.: Plat. Rep. 343 A eimé pou, epy 
6 Sexpdrns, Tirén oor €otr; Ti dai; jv & eyw" ovk amoxipverOar xpqv padrov F 
ro.aira eparay ; “Ort Tol oe, pn, KopuCavTa Tepiopa Kal ovK amopwrrer Sedpevor, 

ds ye abty ovdé mpdBara vide Topeva yryvookets, to her shame. ‘‘ Nimirum 
dativus significat, nutricem et ipsam in hujus turpitudinis societatem venire®.” 
So Soph. CE. C. 444 dvyds od Zéo mrwxds Popnv. So Id. Aj. 1128 Ode 
& otyopat, as far as he is concerned. 

3. So we sometimes find a dative placed at the beginning of a 
sentence, of the person to whom the notion of the sentence refers, 

whether for his good or harm, or to denote that it holds good with 
regard to him. So Asch. Ag. 1149 epol 58 piuver oxiopos: Plat. 
Phileb. 253 té Tov Tot ppoveiv Ehopéve Bliov—ovdev atoKwdvet. 

Dativus Incommodt. 

§. 601. 1. Verbs expressing (really or metaphorically) hostility, 
vying with, opposing, fighting with, contending, standing up 

against in deeds or words, being angry with, differing from, &e., 
which express the notion of the speaker’s wishing for the other 
person’s harm: orfvat poet., broorjvar and shictacar, pevew poet., 

epitew, pdxecOar, popvacbar poet., modepetv—dywvilecOar, SixdLeoOar, 

hayxaiver Sixyv, dpdroBytetv—deidsew, cantando cum aliquo certare, 

&c.; xododobat, vepecav, Oupodcbar, peveaivew, KoTetv, xaheTaiverv, omép- 

xeo0ar (Ion.), poveiv, Backativery, eis xeipas éNOeiv Xe. : 

ll. , 600 atté—E€otn, stood up aguinst him: Jl. x, 85 mpépos totaco 
tottw: Il. 8, 509 pnd eixere xdppns (gen. separ.) *Ayelous : so pévew tut, 
and broorhvar, bplotacbar Todepiw, guudopaits Thucyd.: Il. a, 277 épife- 
pevar Baowdqi : Od. 6, 188 hainkes edioxeov GdAAyAovow : Theocr. I. 136 «Ké 
dpéwv Toi cxares Gnddor Sapvcawto : Id. VIII. 6 Ajjs pou detoar: Id. V. 22 
dAdd ye Tor Siaeicopar: so éemraiperPar, aiperOar ddpv twi: Od. a, 20 6 & 
domepxes peveatvev avridém “OSuoni : Hdt. V. 33 éomépxeto 7H “Apiotaydpy : 
Demosth. 30, 5 jvexder Hpiv 6 Pidummos: Eur. Hipp. 426 dprddaobar 
Biw : Soph. GE. R. 784 Bucpdpws yoy tH peOevte roy Adyov: Hdt. IV. 28 
kexopiotar (7s opposed to) waar Totor év ardor xewplowwr Xep@or. The 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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circumstances under which hostility is shewn to any one are put for the 

person; as, Soph. Aj. 153 tots cots &xeou KabuBpilwr, insulting your woes. 

2, So adjectives; as, dvrios, evavtios, éxOpds, wohepuos, Siddopos, Sid- 

dwvos: Hdt. VI. 77 iovro avtiow roior Aakedatpovioisr: Demosth. p. 72 
Le \ XX ‘ 4 e b) \ > , \ , > 

prince. Bacweds yap kal Tdpavvos amas éxOpos eheuPepia. Kat vopots Evav- 

tlos: SO also éprrodev tw, 

Obs. 1. On these adjectives with the genitive see §. 525. 
Obs. 2. Sometimes a substantive expressing these notions is followed by 

a dative: Hur. Iph. A.183 “Hpa Maddd&u 7 epw: Plat. Rep. p. 444 B 
éravdotacw pépous twas TO Sw: Thuc. I. 73 dvtAoylay rois tperepors oup- 
paxous: Adsch. Pers. 842 BapBdpowor mHhparta. 

Obs. 3. So also SiaPdddeoOat tu, to quarrel ; and transitive, SuaBéddew 
twd. Twi, to make a person quarrel with another. Plat. Pheed. p. 67 E et yap 
SiaBEBAynvrar pev wavray} TH odpati, infensi sunt: Arist. Ach. 24 @ott- 
teoOat tur: Il. , 499 mAnxtifecOal tur: Ibid. 225 meipnOqvat tu, to 
measure one’s strength against a person: Thuc. I 73 mpoxwSuvetoar to 
BapBdépw. So sometimes in Latin: Virg. Ecl. V. 8 tibi certet Amyntas: 
Ibid. VIII. 55 certent et cygnis ulule. So Matt. xxiii. 31 paptupetre éautots. 

Obs. 4. Sometimes this relation is defined by petd: I] p, 148 pdpvacOa 
pet’ dvdpaot, and it is also expressed by mpos and émt with accus. So in 

Latin: pugnare in aliquem: Cic. pro Ligar. 4 contra ipsum Cesarem est 
congressus. 

§. 602. 1. So sometimes verbs of taking away, &c.; the harm’ 
and annoyance received by the patient being the point especially in 
the speaker’s mind: Od. a, g abdrap 6 toiow adpetdero vdoTipoy Tpap. 

Obs. Sometimes the dative is commodi instead of incommodi: Xen. Cyr. 
VIL. 1, 44 76 pev én Kpoioov ovorpareve &edetvy apiow edenOnoav: Ibid. 

IL. 26 payas b€ cor Kai Todkepovs aharpo. 

2. Under the dativus incommodi is to be classed the construc- 
tion B\drrew twit: Thue. IV. 29 otpatomedw BAdmrew. So kaxovpyetv Id. 

VI. 77 rots kaxovpyetv: Hat. HI. 16 @ Nupovdpevor: so AwBGoOal tur, 

3. So also the dativus commodi et incommodi is joined with 
all sorts of notions, which, either from their own meaning or the con- 

text, are conceived to have a good or evil tendency, to bring good, 
or harm, or hindrance, to any person or thing; so substantives or 

adjectives with or without etvar and yiyveo@ar, such as xphorpov, dyador, 

padiov, xademdv, évaytiov, kahdv, aicxpdv, pido, éxOpdv e€art prov TL: 

Il. a, 188 Mydelon 8’ dyos yévero: Eur. Or. 794 dxvos yap trois pidors 
kaxov péya (€ari). So Soph. Antig. 571 Kakds eye yuvaikas uléor oTvyo. So 
Asch. Ag. 1117 dxédperos yéver: Id. Choeph. 471 Sépacw euporov: Id. 
Supp. 148 pvovos Swypois, against: Id. Theb. 996 kaxd Sépact Kai Govt, 
mpd mavrov & époi: Eur. Hipp. 189. xepotv wévos: Thue. IIL. 10 ov« ent 
katradovhocer Tos "A@nvalois—aAnr’ en’ edevdepaoer tots “EAAnor: Ibid. 24 

dvaipeow veKpois. So Soph. Aj. 716 peteyvad On Oupev *Arpeldats. So Il. 

a, 284 xddov AXA. So oipor, alas! for me wretched. So G.T., as 1 Cor. 

Vill. 9 mpdckoppa Tots aobevéow. 
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B. Circumstantial or Modal Dative. 

§. 603. The cirewnstances, or accidents, or accessories of any 

thing, are put in the dative, as being afterthoughts, neither ante- 
cedent to, nor part of, the principal notion of the thought. 

1. The circumstances under which, or the point in which, any 
thing takes place; and when there are several, more than one dative 
may be used: 

Od. &, 253 émdcopev Bopen dvépm dxpadi Kado: Il. a, 418 7O ce KaKy 
alon recov ev peydpovow : Soph. Trach. 1228 7rd yap rou peydda muorevoarT’ 
€“ol opiKpots (guum res parve sunt) amoreiv, THY mapos Evyxet xapw: Id. Aj. 
178 kdurav éevapor Wevobcioa SHporg cit’ EKapynPodtars: Hdt. VI. 139 ened 
Bopen dvépw aitypepdy vnis eEavion ex THs bperepyns es TH TmeTepnv, TOTE Tapa- 
Sooopev: ‘Thuc. 1. 84 povo.—edmpayiars te ovk cévBpicoper Kai Evpcpopais 
jooov érépwr etxopev: Id. IV. 73 7 Bedtiotw rod émAutiKod PrapOjva. So 
the article with infin.: Thuc. IV. 34 Bpaduréepous ovras TO dpdvacbar. So 

G. T., as Acts xv. mepitéuvnobe TH Vet Moivéws: 1 Cor. vill. 7 TH ouvel- 
Syoet Tov cib@Aov—eabiovor, 

Obs. 1. Generally émi is used to define this more accurately, as emt 

TOUT@ ; OF ev. ° 

2. The mode or manner, ov wherein any thing takes place, is in 
the dative : 

Il. y, 2 Tpaes pev kKayyy 7 evor7 7 toay, dpyifes Bs: Hesiod. Op. gt ai 
(vocor) & emt vuxri adréparor hordot, kaka Ovytoior pépovoa, ayy, énet povyv 

e&eideTo pnrleta Zevs: Xen. Cyr. I; 2,2 Bia els olklay Tmapwevat. So St. James 

1.18 hoy ddnOcias: Acts xxiv. 4 19 of émerkela. So dixy, emipeheta, Synpoota 
(sc. 686), iia (656), méhn (650), Kowy (65), together; tpdmw towde Hdt. 
VI. 39 Kopi8y carefully ; omoudy), properly, with trouble, egre ;—&dXy, TauTn, 
dpa (Dor. dp, fr. “AMOZ, unus, und vid) together; 8uyxq, duplici modo ; 
exh, frustra; jouvxq. So to, whensiones To Syed adn Peta—t5 Noe 
7) épye&c. So Eur. Ale. 712 pad boxy pv. So G. T., as Gal. v. 1 éXeu- 
Oepia aTnkate: so perhaps 2 Cor. i. 24. So the pleonastic definitions of 
quantity, such as wAyGer woddoi are to be referred to this head. 

Obs. 2. Xuv is sometimes joined hereto, as ctv Bia or ev.—See §. 622. 3. 
Obs. 3. ‘This modal dative performs the function of an adverb. 

§. 604. 1. The accessories — that whereby any thing is accom- 
panied: Eur. Bacch. 129 xrémoy eddopact Baxxaév accompanied by. 

This is very common when the substantive is accompanied by airds, 
“very,” “itself,” “and all,’ as this gives the notion of an accom- 

paniment or an accessory : 

Il. ~, 8 aX’ abtots trmoiot Kai Gpyacw docoy idvres TdtpoxXov Kai@per : 
Il. t, 541 wodda 8 Gye mpobedupva xapai Bare Sévdpea paxpa adtyow pifnaor Kat 
adtois avOeor pov: Soph. Aj. 25 efOappévas ebpioxopey Aelas amdcas adTots 

Topviey emotdtats: Kur. Med. 163 év (sc. Jasonem) ror eyo vippav 7’ 
eoidouw avrois peddQpors Staxvaropevous (cum ipsa domo pessumdatos): Hat. 
III. 45 ra réxva kai tas yuvaixas 6 Tlohvukpatns és Tovs vewrotkous ouverdyoas 
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eixe €Toimovs—Urompica adtoio. vewootkoior : Lbid. 126 dmokreivas bé pu 
nhavoe atte immo: Id. VI. 32 ras médcas fh ee aUTOtaL Totat tpoict : 
Ibid. 93 Kat odeav véas téccepas attoicr avipdou eihov: Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 8 
Tohdovs yap (édeyov) ij5n adtots tots Ummors KarakpynpricOjvac. Here also 
seem to belong, Hes. Theog. 742 gépoe mpo Ovehha OueAd\y: Soph. Ai. R. 
175 @dov 8 av GAXw mpocidors, one after another, (or ade may depend on 
mpos in mpoowdaus:) so Kur. Pheen. 1496 $dvm dvosg : in this construction 
emi is more usual, 

Obs. t. The dative is sometimes more accurately defined by ovv: Il. &, 
498 Invekewas—adyxéva peooor éhaccev, amnpakev dé xapate adty ody mHAnKt. 

2. So very frequently with verbs of coming, going, that whereby 

the person comes or is accompanied is in the dative ; generally col- 
lective nouns, such as otpatd, ordkw, wAHGeL, or their complements, as 

otpatidrats &c., in Homer very frequently ; as, mérero mvows dvepouo: 

Hat. V. 99 of ’A@nvaior dmxéaro eixoow vnuot: Id. VI.95 edcov é£akooinat 
Tpijpeot es tHY “lwvinv: Thuc. I. 102 "A@nvator nAGov WANPEr od« OALyw: Id. IT. 
21 éofalov—orpate Hehorovynciov : Xen. Cyr. 1. 4, 17 adros b€ tots tartous 
mpooehacas mpos Ta TOY Miydav dpovpia, Perhaps G. T. Rev. vill. 4 dveBy 6 

karvos Tov Ouplapdrey Tals TpoTEuXats. 

Obs. 2. dv and Ga are sometimes added to this dative: Hdt. VI. 118 
AGris d€ ropevdpevos Ga TO oTpaTe eis THY ’Acinv—eide dw ev TO Umva: Cf. 
Ibid. 98. So also in the Homeric épa avons dvéporwo: Od. w, 193 4 apa 

aby peydhy apety extrnc@ akoitw, a wife accompanied by. So Plaut. Trin. 
PV; = amicus cum magna fide ; dua is used to mark coincidence of time : 
Hdt. [. 57 dpa 7 peraBorn.— Cf, §. 606. 

Local Dative. 

§. 605. 1. The accident of place is put in the dative, except when, 
occasionally in poetry, the place is conceived of as the antecedent 
condition of the action of the verb.—(See §. 522.1.) So that all 
verbs may be followed by a dative, when it is wished to define the 

place; as, 

Il. ¢, 663 adrap “Ayidreds ebde puxe Krioins edrjxtou : SO p, 30 puxe Oadd- 
pow: Il. 7,158 (Avxor) €dadoy Kepady péyay otpect Syooavres Samtovow : 

Ibid. 483 (miruv) otpeou réxroves dvdpes e&érapov: 595 “EANAS: oixia vatov: 
Il. p, 473 tevxea 8 "Extrap aitos éxov Gporow ayddderae Alaxidao: Il. e, 754 
etpov € Kpoviova—ruevov—akpotdty Kopudy ToAvderpddos OvAvprrovo: II. @, 
306 ods péow epxet: I]. B, 210 Kiya modupdAovicBoo Garacons aiyraho pe- 

yadw Bpeuerac; Hes. Op. et Di. 8 aidepr vaiwy : Soph. Trach.171 ri madacav 
hnyov avdjcal more Awdavi—epn: Id. Gh. R. 817 6 py Evan Zéeote pnd 
dorév tiva Sdpois Séxeoba. So where the fuller construction with éy is 
more usual: Plat. Rep. 400 C xai rovrwy tuotv, in some of these. 

Obs. 1. Here belong the dative adverbial forms, which are used both in 

poetry and prose : aeNcbetis Papvodvtt, Mu@ot (from Tv6e), Lhyrrot, ‘IoOpoi, 

olor, — nowy ¥)»—aou(v), *APHVnoW, OnByow, Nratadow, Odupriace Res 
TH, THE, TadTy &c.: Plat. Menex. p. 245 A Baowhei S€ atrn pev ov« erdApnoe 

Bonbjoa, aicxuvopérn ra rpdraa ta Te Mapaddye Kai Zadaptve Kai Nhataiats.— 

Gr. Gr. VOL. 11. Nn 
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With tadrn, mHde, we often find atrod (also air}) joined; abrod (aire) 
tavrTy, THOe, eo ipso loco (Hat. VII. 10, 8. and 44.). 

Obs. 2. This use of the dative alone is confined mostly to poetry; in 
prose (and also in poetry) we find this dative more exactly defined by ey, 
ava poet., dui, epi, emi, pera (poet.), mapa, mpds, tro. 

2. Hence this dative is used to express the notion of with, among : 

Tl. 5, 95 maou Sé Ke Tpdecor xdpw Kat Kidos apovo (among)—eéx mavrwv 
dé pddiora ’Ade~avdp@ Baowdaji (with): Vl. ¢ 477 apumperéa Tpdecor: I. o, 
432 dvdpa karéxra Ku@rypouor Cabéoror: Il. a, 247 Totor de Néotwp Hdvemis dvd- 
povoe: Il. B, 433 Tots dpa prior jpye Vepnros inméta Néotp: Od. a, 71 ov 

patos éoTl péyorov Taow Kukdoditregot: Od. 0, 227 Mudlover pey’ eEoxa Sopata 
vaiov: so avOpdmos, inter homines: Eur. Hec. 595 avOpdarous 8 det 6 prev 
movnpos ovdeyv addo wry Kakds, 6 © eaOdds eoOdés4: Id. Bacch. 310 py rd 
Kpdtos avyer Svvapw avOpdtmog Eexew: Ibid. 402 W of OedEihpoves vépovta 
Ovatotow "Epores (like Plat. Prot. p. 343 C evSoxipeiy tots tore avOputrois) : 
Eur. Pheen. 17 6 OnBarow ediwmos dvaE: Ibid. 88 & Kdewov olkoig "Avtvydvn 
Oados marpi: Id. Hec. 1267 6 Opnygt partis eie Avdvucos raSe.—In prose : 
Hat. VI, 70 AaxedSaipoviowss cvxva Epyourt Te Kai yvopunoe arohaympuveeis, inter 
Lac. et rebus gestis et consiliis clarus factus: Plat. Rep. p. 389 E ota kat 
“Opnpw (apud H.) Atopndns déyer. So Aisch. Ag. 39 kod pabotor Ajdopa, 
among them: Thuc. I. 6 of mpeoBirepor abtois ray cidatudvav, among them : 
so toto. & dveatn: Soph. Ant. 861 epavoas ddyewordras pol pepipvas— 
kArewois AaPdaxidarow, that which is among the Labdacide: Hesiod. Th. 569 
ws ev avOpwroict mupds THAETKOTOY avynv: Soph. CE. C. 966 otk av e£evpos 
€mot apaprias dverdos ovdev: Plat. Rep. p. 421 E érepa—rtats pudafw ctpy- 
kapev. G.T. Eph. v.19 Aadodvres Eautots. 

Obs. 3. The genitive represents the place as the antecedent condition 
of the action. The accus. as‘the space over which the motion extends. 
The dative as the place wherein it happens. In atrod ravrn, e0 ipso loco, 
the genitive and dative are united. 

3. So also this local dative is sometimes found after verbs of 

governing—in Homer more usually than the gen. with dvdocew: 

Od. a, 181 Tadioww dvdcow: Il. wp, 242 Ards bs mace Oynroicr kai abava- 
towow dvdooe: Il. a, 288 mavrecor § dvdooew: Od. a, 117 krhpaow oiow 
dvdooo.: Od. a, 402 dopacw dvdcoos. (So with prepos. ev, perd.) So 
Baotdevew, in Homer: Il. é, 134 tpxe & apa opw: Od. &, 230 avdpacw 
jpga (only in poetry): Alsch. P. V. g40 Sapdy yap ovk dpe. So in 
Homer: dpxevew tui: so émotatetv: Od. dX. 485 Kpatéers vexveoor: cf. 
Ibid. 490. But several of these might be referred to the dativus com- 
modi (§. 597, 598.). 

Obs. 4. And after substantives: I]. «, 546 dvdpeoow avaxra: Arist. Av. 
1732 apxovra Oeois péyar. 

4, So metaphorically of the sphere in which any moral action or 

state takes place or operates: I]. a, 116 Gudw ouds Cope pidrgovoa: 
cal ‘ , 2 5) , x a , s ¢ : 

Ib. 342 ddoujou ppect Over: SO aTEOETH bE Tois dyorow (in this argu- 
fol , a , , 

ment) éxmod@v yhpas TO cov: SO ToLEiobat Tiva potpas, to place a 

a Pflugk ad loc. 

! 

: 
; 
a 

| 
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person in account. So G.T. 1 Cor. xiv. 20 pi maudia, Ai iis Tais 

dpectv. So after an adjective used substantively : Col. ii. 14 70 yeupo- 
ypacpov Tots Sdypacu. 

5. Under the local dative, as expressing the particular point 
wherein any thing takes place, we must class such expressions as 6 
adtés eful tH yuoun—wWrpe, Bovdredyart Soph., L am in the same 

mind &c.; Thue. mretords edue ri yodun, [am mosily in this mind. 

Obs. 5. The adverbial datives are used both in the transmissive as well 
as the local force of the dative; as, xayuai, humi, humum. ‘So adverbs in n 
or 7 (see Obs. 1.): Il. a, 120 yépas epxerau addy : Hits ike 29 TH av (quo- 

cunque) Kededn, excioe oTparevovtac : Plat. Gorg. p. 456 B cis rodw, dry 
Bovre, eXOdvra. In w, avw, kdtw &c. ; o, here, and ee often in Theocr. 

So Ge: Il. o, 392 mpdpoN Ode; Od. a, 182 viv § Gde Evv yyt KarHrvOov: 
cf. p, 545. Arist. Ach. 745 @8 coBaivere. In on, as wedoi, humi, humum, 
#asch. P. V. 272 mwedot Bacar: évravdot Hom. and Plat., huc; Attics, 

hic; as, Plat. Prot. 310 A Kxaéifdpevos évravot (but oi, émoe, mot always 
hither, &c.). In Qa, évOa, évrada, evOdd< (Od. 7, 204 éhevoerar evOdd 
*Odvaceis: Soph. El. 380 évtaida meyer, va prot’ jdiov péyyos mpood- 
Wee: Xen. Cyr. 4,9 «is wodw, EvOa Kal adros karépvyev: Id. Hell. L. 7, 16 

aveBnv evOdde : Plat. Gorg. p. 494 extr. 7 yap eyo dyw evraiéa); also tn, 
in alto and in altum (Sappho: dye 67 7rd pedraOpov deipare, téxroves dvSpes) : 
tva, wht and quo (Od. 6, 821 Ww oiyera), éxet, xetOt, illic and illuc 
(Hdt. I. 209 émedv eyo rade kuraotpeydpevos €h\Ow éxet: Ibid. 121 édOav 
dé éxet). 

Temporal Dative. 

§. 606. The accident of time is considered as local, and is put in 

the dative, except when it is conceived of as the antecedent condition 

of the action.—(See §. 523.) 

Il. A, 707 tpire jpate: Il. v, 335 qpare ra, ore x. 7,A.: Il. 0, 324 vuxrds 
épokyd: Hdt. T1l.131 ro wpdtw eret_imepBadrero rovs mpwtovs inrpovs— kat 
pay Beurépy érel tadavrov Alywijrat Snpooin picOcdvTa* tpitw dé eret ’APnvaior 
éxaTov pvewov" Terdpte dé éret ET eis dvav raddvrwy.—So prose: THBde 
TH vuKTi, TavTy TH Anepa, exelyy TH AHEpa, TH AUTH vuKTI, woAots Erect : 
Xen. Hell. IIT. 2, 25 mwepudvte de to eviauT@ pawovas mad ot Epopor ppovpay 
ent thy “Hdw: Id. Anab. IV. 8, 1 tH mpdTy hpépa adixovro ei roy worapov. 

Obs.1. In prose generally, and in poetry frequently, év is added; and 
sometimes emt, as in Homer: ém’ quate rode, ew uate, emt vueriimdpa is 
used with this dative; as, Hdt. IV. 201 dpa ro cap. 

Obs. 2. The genitive, accusative, and dative, therefore, are all used to 

express relations of time, and they differ as follows: the time is repre- 
sented by the genitive as the antecedent condition of the action; by 
the dative as the space wherein the action took place; while the 
accusative expresses the duration of the action. So compare tavrys 
THs npépas ot “EdAnves epaxeoavTo, this day giving them the occasion, with 
Tauri} 72) ju<pa, on this day, and Tavrny Thy npepay, throughout this day. So 
we find the accusative and genitive, in the same sentence, expressing each 
its proper notion ; as, Hdt. Il. 95 mas avip adréwy appiBrnorpor ernra, ta 

Nn 2 
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Tis hpepys (oy day) pe ixOis dypever, Thy 8é vita (throughout the night) 
avT@ xXparat, ev TH avamraveTat KOIT]). The gen. and dative may express the 

same actual point of time, but differing in the way in which it is looked 

at, as in the above example. So the secuontine differs from the dative as 
it does from the genitive: Hdt. VIL. 55 tadryy pev thy hwepyy otroe ty Oe 
borepaly mparo. pev k.t.A.: Xen. Anab. II. 1, 3 wai A€you, ore TAUTHY pev 

Thy Hpepav mepipeivew dv adirods—* tH dé GAN amevar Gain emi “Iwvias : bid. 
IIT. 4, 18 tadty pev qpepa am7dOov of BdpBapor, Thy S€ Emrodaay hwepay Eper- 
vav of "ENAnves, TH dé SoTepata eropevovro bia Tov mwediov. 

Instrumental Dative. 

§. 607. The instrument or means whereby any thing is brought 
about is in the dative, as being an afterthought in the mind of the 

speaker, the conception of which is not necessary to the verbal 
notion; so that any verb may be followed by a dative, if it is 
wished to express the instrument. If the instrument is considered 

as the antecedent cause or condition of the action, it is in the geni- 

tive (see §. 481, 599.). So when the motive or the reason is found 

in the dative, they are viewed as the instruments of the action. 

Frequently the practical effect of this dative is to give neuter verbs 

a passive sense. 
1. Verbs of joy, sorrow, and similar feelings or states, take a 

dative of that whereby they are produced, when it is not conceived 
of as the cause whence they spring, (see §. 488.) nor as that wherein | 
they consist, (see §.549:) yalpew, qSec8o, dyddreoOor, ewaipecOar 

(yedév Hur.), umetoOar, adyetv, orevdtew: so wonder, as Oaupdter, 

dyaoa.: rarely of hope, éhmifew—; contentment, as orépyew, rarely 

: discontent, 

as dyavaktetv, Bucyepatvew, Suchopery Hur., xarewOs pepew, axSeoGar, 

otépyecOar, dyatav, dpécxer Oar, dpxeto0ar, contentuim esse 

doxahdv Kur.—; shame, as aiocydveoOar : 

Hdt. VI. 67 ddyqoas ro ereipwrjpate eiwme: Id. IIL. 34 od« d&peoxdpevos 
(contentus) rH xpicer: Id. 1V.78 dcairn ovdapas Apécketo Skvduxy : Id. 1X. 33 
hn ovKére GpkeeoPar TovTo.or povvorcr: Thuc. 1V. 85 Oaupdlw rH arokheioe 
pov Tay muhkGv.— Edmilew 77 tToyn Thuc. II]. 97: Zrépyew rots mapotow 
Isoc.: “Ayamév rois trdpyovow dyabois Lysias p. 192, 26: XadeTs épew 
Tos mapotor mpaypaor Xen. Anab. I. 3, 3: AioyxtveoOar trois mempaypévors 
Id. M.S. II. 1, 31: Plat. Hipp. maj. p. 285. extr. eikdrws cou xalpouow of 
Aakedaipdviot, dite moa e€iddTt.— AydhdeoVan 7H vinyn.— AyaoVevtes TH Epy@ 

. Plat. Symp. p.179 C: “Ayavaxtety r@ Oavarw, Sucxepaivew Trois Adyors Plat.: 
Demosth. p. 13, 14 &yamjoas rois mempaypevors jovxlav oxnoe. So Eur. 
Hipp. 20 rovrowe pev vuv od PBove, am not made jealous by: Id. Hee. 251 
kakuver Toicde Trois BovAevtpaow: so Il. £, 138 Kparepds yap exe rpdpos avdpds 
opoxAn : so G. T., as 1 Pet. iv. 12 yay evileoOe 79 mupacer. 

2, So verbs of causing these states; as, Eur. Orest. 210 od ydp 

we dpéoker TH Alav maperpeva, 
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3. So also verbs of action or state; as, Hdt. 1. 87 éxpnga rH of 

pev eddapovin, tH euewvtod b€ Kkaxodaysovly: the good and bad luck 

being represented as the active instrument of the action: G.T., as 

2 Cor. i. 24 more 7) Eotjxate, but see also §. 603, or §. 605 :) or of 
motion, Asch. Eum. 235 Aofgiov kehedopaow jko, 

§. 608. 1. The actual means or instrument, by or with which any 

thing is done : 

Il. 8, 199 rv oxymtpw eAdoacke : I]. K, 121 Badrew xEppadlous.—Badrevy 
AiBors, dkorrifery aixpats. So Arist. Av. 619 Qvpais Ovpdoa: Od. u, 82 
évbev & evynpap pepspny ddovis dvéporow mévrov en’ ixOvdevta: Xen. Cyr. IV. 
3, 21 6 per (immoxévtavpos) yap duotv dpOadpotv mpoewparo kai BSuoiv @row 
Hove’ eya d€ tértapor pev spOadpots rexpapotpar, téTTapar Se wot mpoaraby- 
coma’ ToAAa yap hace kai inmoy advOparo.s Tots dpPahpots mpoopavra dydodv, 
moANa S€ Tots wot mapakovovra onpaivery : Ibid. 18 mpovociv pev ve é£o mavTa 
TH dvOpwrivy yop, Tals Se xepotv éthogopyoe, Swofopa, dé TO tm, Tov & 
evavriov avapréy@ TH TOU immou paopy. 

So the state of mind wherein or whereby any thing is done ; 
as, PdBe, edvola, ametpia, ppovjart, dpyn, UBpet, ddixla &c., woveiy Te. 

Or these may be referred to the modal dative. 

Obs. 1. Also with adjectives,—that which is conceived as the instrument 
whereby the quality is produced, is in the dative: Thuc. IV. 114 ovdev 
xelpous TH ekeivarv ida: so also moot rayts, where the accus. is more 
usual (see §. 579): and even with subst., especially in Plato : so Soph. 
CE. C. 1026 ra yap B6dw TO pur) Stkaip kryuar’ oixi caferac: Plat. Legg. 631 

C kujoas ré odpate: Id. Soph. 261 E rev 79 pwvy wept rv ovotay dyho- 
pdrev: Id. Polit. 280 D ras Bia mpdges: Id. Rep. 397 A dia pipnoews 
pwvais re Kai oxnuaow, imitatione per voces et gestus. 

Obs.2 This is sometimes expressed by the preposition ev, the dative 
being © considered local: Hesiod. Scut. 199 é¢yyos ¢xovo’ €v xepoi, but Ibid. 
214 cixe d€ xepatv (like manu and in manu tenere). —Oupo €dArecOa and €d- 
necba év orndeoow Homer, like animo and in animo volvere. Avapépew Twt 
and éy rive or emi rer. OdGadpois and év dpOahpois Weir, or év Oupacw dew. 
—Sypatvew ri tur and onpaivew ev iepois, €v ovpaviors anpetors, Ev oi@vois, ev 
npas (Xen.), wvpt katew and év mupi Kate. 

Obs. 3. Sometimes, though very rarely, a person is conceived of as an 
instrument ; Soph. Elect. 226 tive ydp mor’ dv—dxovoarp eros, by whom. 

§. 609. 1. With comparatives and analogous words that where- 

by one thing exceeds another is in the dative, conceived of as the 

instrument whereby the difference is produced : 

Hat. 1. 184 Sepipapis yevenor mévte mpdrepov eyévero tis Nita@xkpvos. —So 
TONG, odiye peifov, ddttyo mpdrepov : Hat. VI. 58 dpe, certo numero : 
Ibid. 89 borépioav hpepn beh tis ovyKeyuérns, by one day: Ibid. 106 wor 
Noyiun 9 ‘EAAas yéyove dodeverrépy: Plat. Rep. 373 E peiLovos THs moAEws 
Sei ore opixps GAN Sw otpatorédw. So Thuc. V. 28 dpira Erxov Tots 
maar: so diapépew dpovyoer, ioxyvew 7H gwpate: so tmepBaddew, mpoexew 

TW. 
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2. So notion of price and value, buying and selling : 
» > Tl. n, 473 evOev ap’ oivigovro—adror pev Yodo, Grou 8 aiOarve ordnp@. So 

notions of punishing, fining : (npwodtv rid xrias Spaxpats: Hdt. VI. 136 
Gypr@cavros Sé (rod Sypov tov MiAriaSea) Kata tiv adixiny wevTHKovTe TANKYTOL- 
ot. So with a participle; Hdt. VIII. 60, 3 Meydpovor cepdavéopey mepreotat, 
ex servata Megara lucrum capiemus. 

8. So that whereby any judgment or opinion concerning any 
thing is formed. So with verbs of measuring, deciding, &e.: ota- 

Oudobar, yryvdone, eixabew, Kpive, TexpatpecQa : 

Tl. e, 182 domidc yryvdoxew: Hdt. I. 2 rowtt@ otabunodpevor mprypare, 
ex tali re judicantes : Id. VII. 11 ef xp) orabpdoac8ar roicr tmapypeévorcr c& 
exeivar, ex tis, que ab illis fieri cepta sunt: Ibid. 237 rotor Aeyopuévowor ot08- 
popevos: Id. IIT. 15 moddotoe cal Gdowor éote otaOpdoacbar, dre x.T.d.: 

Id. VII. 16, 3 1H of eoOyre Texparpdpevov, ex veste tua judicium faciens : 
Demosth. 113, 10 Tour épei, eimep ois mpos rods Gddovus memoinke Sei TeKpat- 
pecOar'—So yryvdoxew, eixdfew rivi, Thuc—So the dative to, wherefore, 
accordingly. 

4. So that whereby any thing is shewn or expressed, even where 
there is no verb of shewing or expressing ; as, Asch. Ag. 135 ofke 
yap éenipOovos "Apteuis Gyva wravoisiv kuol TaTpds, is shewn to be hos- 

tile by these winged hounds. 
5. So in Aristotle, the middle term whereby a conclusion is drawn ; 

thus the middle term of second figure Soph. Elench. VI. 8, (illus- 

trating a fallacy): 7 yap xi@v kat 6 KuKvds TH heuKw TadTov: SO pro- 

bably Rhet. I. g, 22. 

§. 610. So also the material is put in the dative, when it is not 
conceived of as an antecedent condition of the thing made or done. 

(§. 538.) See Il. x, 438 Gpya dé of ypvod re Kal dpy’pw eb Hoxntas : 

Hat. IL]. 57 ayopy cat 76 rputarqiov Mapio AlOm joxnueva.—So Bpveww 

avOeot, otavery topar. &e. 

§. 611. a. So also passive verbs or adjectives take a dative of the 
agent, or subject of the active notion, considered as the instrument, 
whereby the state, &c. is produced, not as the cause whence it 
springs.—(See §. 483. Obs. 3.) : 

Il. c, 103 Sapev “Extopt Siw: Il. «, 465 KreiverOar “Axavots: Eur. Hec. 

1085 oot eipyaora xaxad: Hdt. VI. 123 pot dedn\ora: Isocr. Paneg. 1 eipy- 
aOa ois Gddows: Demosth. 844, 1 Ta todtT@ mempaypeva.—So radira por 
AeAektar: so wPOn avrois et sim. 

b. This dative, joined with neuter verbs, gives them a passive 
force: daxpto kakois, I am made to weep by the evils. 

So Thuc. IV. 35 ov« etyor xwpiov ioxtr, were prevented by: icxéos, would, 
be, by reason of : so Eur. Ion 82 gevyer mupt, put to flight by: so G.T. 
2 Cor. x. 4 dtvara 76 ew, through God. 

Obs. 1. Two or more datives may be joined to the same verb or sub- 
stantive expressing different relations; Atsch. Theb. go8 Siaddaxripe 8° ov« 
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dpepryia irors : Id. Ag. 520 fadpoicr roto Sppace déEace Kdopw Baoiréa 
TOAAS xpdvw: Xen. Hell. Ill. 1, 13 §evuxw pev “EMAgvixd mpooBahovoa TOUS 
tetxeow : Hdt. VI. 70 Aakedarpovioucr ovxva Epyouai Te Kal YYwpHOL drohap- 
mpvvéets : Arist. Aves 1307 repay dei cor Tots érrolkots. 

Obs. 2. The dative in apposition is used instead of the genitive; Hdt. 
V. 65 emi pic06 totor téxvoior. So of the part in apposition to the whole; 
Soph. Aj. 310 dmplé dvugt cvdAdaBar xept: Il.A, 599 ciorHKer yap ext Tpdpvy 
peyakyrei vgt : so G. T. 2 Cor. xii. 7 €666n por oxddow TH capkt. See §. 597. 
Obs. 3. 

Remarks. 

§. 612.1. From the principles which have been laid down and 

the examples which have been given in the foregoing pages of the 
force and usages of the three Greek cases, it will be clear that when 

synonymous verbs are used with different cases, it arises from some 

slight difference in their notions, which, for the most part lost in the 

Latin and modern languages, was retained by the Greek. And 

where the same verb is found with different cases, it arises from a 

greater or less modification of their proper notion in the speaker's 
mind at the moment, so that by the use of one or the other of the 

cases, as was required, he was able to express the exact notion in his 

mind. And to observe and trace out these differences is a useful 

branch of the study of-Greek, as it forms habits of aecurately dis- 
tinguishing and expressing notions differing slightly, yet often ma- 

terially, from each other. 

2. Sometimes where some verb is commonly used in a particular 
form of expression, as for instance 7jye(Bero in Homer, a case is used 

at the beginning of a sentence proper for such a verb, while the 

writer, from carelessness, or for the metre or emphasis, afterwards 
uses a verb of cognate meaning, but which would have a different 
construction; as, Il. y, 203 thy & adr ’Avtyvep TeTVvdpevos avtlov Huda 

=7jpeiBero: cf. V. 274. 

Verbal Adjectives in réos, Téa, Téov. 

§. 613. 1. These verbal adjectives are formed from all the sorts 
of verbs, as emdupyréov (emiOvpety twds), Kohactéoyv (KoAdCew Tuva), 
aoknteov (ackety tL), BonOnréov (Boney twi), joonréovy (jocacbal 

Twos). 

2. Verbal adjectives are either impersonal, as doxytéov éott tiv 

apernv—or personal, as 7 dpérn doxntéa éoriv. From neuter verbs 

they are impersonal—from others either personal or impersonal. 
3. The impersonal verbal adjective is followed by the case of the 

verb from which it is derived: doxnréov (or in plural -réa) ort rip 
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apernv—emOvpnréov (or -réa) éari ris dperns—emixerpynréoy (or -réa) 

éorl T® Epyw: Xen. Cyr. IIL. 1, 15 xodacréov ap’ av ein—rov marépa: 
Soph. Antig. 678 odre yuvaikds ovdayds yoonréa (from jooacbai twos, 

inferiorem esse aliquo). 

Obs. 1. From deponents also, such as Bidfopar, épyafouar, considered as 
passives, (as etpyacra, factum est,) are formed verbal adjectives, with the 
same force and construction as those given above; as, eépyacréos, faciendus, 
Bracréov eoriv avtovs, ii cogendi sunt ; sO pipntéov rovs ayabovs, from pipeiobai 

Tiva. 

Obs. 2. Those verbs which in their middle voice assume a new sense, 

and consequently a new construction, have their verbal adjective in both 
of these senses and constructions : mevoréov eoriv abtdv, one must persuade 
him, from weiOo tivd, and revoréoy éoriv atta, obediendum et est, meworeov 

Tois vonous, from meiOopai tun, obedio alicui; dmaddaxréov ear abtév Tod 

kaKou, from dmad\arrety twa Tod Kakov, and dmaddakréov cory Hptv Tov dvOpa- 

mov, from dmadhatrecOal twos, to free oneself, or depart; as, Plat. Pheed. 

p. 66 E dmadXakréoy aitod. 

Obs. 3. Where the verb has a double accus. case (of the act and the 
patient), or a cognate accus. and a dative, the verbal adjective is followed, 
when necessary, by the cognate accus. ; as, Soph. Phil. g94 mewréov tae, 
(weiOeaOai tii Tt.) 

4. The personal verbal adjective agrees, like other predicative 
adjectives, with its substantive, in gender, number, and case. It 

can also be used as an attributive; as, doxyréa éoriv 4 dpeTH, or 1 

aokntéa apern: Xen. Mem. Socr. III. 6, 3 apednjréa cor ) TALS eoriv. 

5. The logical subject of the impersonal verbal adjective, the 

agent or person by whom the verbal operation is to be performed, 
stands properly (if expressed) in the instrumental dative as in 
the passive voice: ’Aoxntéov (or -réa) éori cor tH dpeTiv—daoKnyréa 

€otl oor 7 dpetTH—e€mLOupnreéoy (or -Téa) earl tois avOputots THs apeTis : 

Demosth. p. 14,17 pyul 69—BonOnréov eivar trois Tpaypacw Spiv. 

Obs. 4. This dative is sometimes used with verbal adjectives in rés, 
which generally express possibility (English -ble) :. Hesiod Theog. 732 rois 
ovk €€trév eoriv, quibus non licet exire: Aristoph. Lys. 636 apa ypukrév oti 
Dp ; 

Obs. 5. In Attic Greek an accusative of the agent is sometimes used 
instead of the dative; as in the verbal adjective is implied the notion of 
Set (on which the accus. depends) and the infinitive: Xen. M.S. III.11, 1 

itéov dv ein Peacapevous: Plat. Gorg. p. 507 D tév Bouddpevoy eddaipova 
evar cappootvyny Siwktéov kai doxnréov : cf. Id. Rep. p. 413 Ea: Id. Crit. 
p- 49 A ovdevi tpdrm paper Exdvtas Adiucntéov civac: Thuc. VIIL. 65 as otre 
prcbodopytéoy cin rovs GAous=ov dear tods GdXovs picOodopeiv. (The two 
constructions are sometimes found together: Plat. Rep. p. 453 D ovkody 
kal Hpiv veuotéov Kal Terpatéov caerbar ex Tod Adyov, iroe Sedpiva tw’ édmt- 
Lovtas npas trodaeiv av—;) Eur. Phoen.712 sq. efovatéov rap’ dra Kadpetov 
moet—exTOos Tippev TaVS ws paxoupevous taxa: Id. Hipp. 461 sq. ws taxos 

* Stallb. ad loc. 
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dvioréoy (sc. nas) tov evOdy efermdvtas aupi cov Adyor, (celerrime explorandum 
nobis est rem aperte declarantibus :) Demosth. p. 21, 13 modAny i) tiv perd- 
oracw Kat peydAny Secxtéov THY petaBorryy, Elopepovtas, efidvtas, dravta TroL- 
odvtas éroiwws.—And the verbal adjective is frequently interchanged with 
an infinitive: Xen. M.S. I. 5, 5 eyot pev Soxei—edevOepm avdpi edxtéov civat 
per) Tuxew SovAov TovovTov, Sovrevovta Sé txeTede_ Tods Oeovs x. 7r..: Plat. 
Gorg. p. 492 D ras pev emibupias pis ov Kokaatéoy, «i pédde Tus oioy Set etvar, 
eavra dé adras as peyiotas TANpwow Mddobev ye mobev Eropdter. 

Obs. 6. Difficult constructions of this nature may be generally explained 
by this resolution of the verbal into det and the infinitive. 

Obs. 7. The personal verbal adjective has a purely passive sense: tdde 
mounteov ectiv= Sei rode Toveio Oat. The impersonal verbal adjective has also 
a passive force whenever it takes the person in the dative, as mowréov rade 
éori cot; but it has a partly active force, as it takes the object in the case 
proper to the active verb. 

Prepositions. 

§. 614. 1. As in the course of time the requirements of language 
on the one hand increased, and on the other, the intellectual quick- 
ness by which the mind was able to recognise and distinguish between 
the several relations of the cases decreased, it became natural to 

represent those relations more accurately. In this way certain 
words (originally themselves cases of nouns) came into use, as defini- 
tions of the relations of the cases, by representing the substantival 
notion or object as standing in a eertain position to the verbal 
notion: and as the Cases represent the internal order of notions in 
the mind, the Prepositions are derived from and represent the ex- 
ternal position of things around. 

2. The prepositions then properly express notions of the space or 
position in which one thing stands to another—either the parallel 
notions of by—from the side of—in front of —round—with, or the 
opposed notions of space—above and below—in and out—before and 
behind—on this side and on that—on and off—thereon and there- 
Jrom—forwards and backwards—towards and from. 

3. Every notion of position must be conceived of as something 
either in motion—whence or whither, or at rest—where. ’Ané and 

éx imply in themselves a notion of ‘ whence”—eis and és a notion 
of “ whither” —év and owv a notion of “ where,” while the rest have 

a general notion of position, and the sense of the verb, and the force 
of the cases which are joined to the prepositions determine in which 
of these three notions each is used. Thus the abstract force of the 
preposition wapd is not of motion, but only of position—‘‘ by the side 
of ;” but with a verb expressing motion, and a genitive expressing 
the point whence the motion begins, it signifies from the side of, 

Gr. Gr. vou. 1. 00 
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7AGov Tapa Bacihéws: joined with a verb of motion and an accus. 
signifying either the road traversed, or the place arrived at, it ex- 
presses the coming to a person, so as to be by his side; as, 7jA@ov 

mapa Bacwéa: or, with inanimate things, the travelling by the side 
of, or parallel to that thing, 7A@ov mapa moraycv: and with a verb 

which implies mere position, and a local dative, it defines the posi- 

tion, and signifies, by the side of, at, or before, mapa To Bactre?, in 

Sront of the king. In fact, prepositions, being used principally to 
define more clearly the relations signified by the cases, naturally 
take a peculiar sense from the relations of the case to which they 
are joined—not altering, but merely expressing more clearly, that 
relation. 

4, Some relations were so prescriptively defined by prepositions, 
that the construction with the case only became a solecism—so not 
olkely ofkw, but oikeiv év olkw. 

5. We do not find every preposition with all three cases, for the 
original force of the preposition has sometimes made it inapplicable 
to the expression of one or more relations, as they were looked at 

by the Greeks. So that some prepositions only define the relation 
of the genitive, (avril, amd, éx, mpd:) or only the relation of the 

dative, (ev, cJv:) or only the relation of the accus., (dvd, eis (ws) :) 
or gen. and accus., (did, xard, dmép:) or all three, gen., dat. and 

accus., (aul, emi, wed, Tapa, wept, mpds, O70.) 

§. 615. 1. Prepositions are divided as to their meaning :— 

a. Juxtaposition: wapd, dupl, by the side of; ent, by and on; 

oty and pera, with.—b. Contraposition: él, on; dvd, up, on; 

omép, above; ind, below; xara, down; mpd, mpds, avri, before; dmabe 

(not properly a preposition), behind; év, ets, in, within; éx, ef, out, 

without ; ba, through, within; wept, round (about); os, to; amd, 

Jrom, away. 

2. As the notion of time is nearly connected with the notion of 

space, and as time is considered as a space, the relations of place 
and time in which a substantival stood to a verbal notion were ex- 
pressed by the same preposition; as, mpd rév mudGy éotyn and mpd 
THS Tpepas anjOev: ex Tis TéAEws anépvyev and ék tod Tod€uov 

(immediately after the war) éy€évero eipyun: év ratty TH xépa and év 
TOUT TO XpOVP TOAAG Kal KaAG Epya amedei~ato &e. 

§. 616. 1, As the increase of civilisation and exchange of thought 
required a greater variety and accuracy of expression, the notions 
of local relations expressed by prepositions were applied to repre- 

aoe Oe 
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sent, define, and specify more particularly the causal or modal re- 
lations of things or persons which were less accurately expressed by 
the cases—things or persons being considered to stand in certain 
positions to each other; thus, pdyeoOar mepi tivos expresses the 

cause, round which, as it were standing round it, the contest was 
going on; which might be expressed in an equally correct but less 
defined form, pdxeoOat twos: so eit dv dpyijs, [am in @ state of 

(passing through) anger. The poetic language, which loved to paint 
things as if actually and really existing, frequently expresses the 
well relations by the preposition and ie local dative, as if realising 
the actual position of the parties; as, Il. 7, 526 aitds 7’ duol véxur 

katareOynSti pdxwopar: so dapynvat, tpaphvat, kretverOar bud tur Le. 

So on the contrary, the local notions of place and time some- 
times lose their local force, and being regarded as causal, (either 

causing or suffering something,) are expressed by the cases, as we 
have ie seen; as, védos edativeto dpewv, tpexew mediovo, THs 

nucpas; Baiveww 6ddv, Tacay nEepar. 

§. 617. Every preposition has a proper original meaning (generic 
force), varying as it is joined with different cases or different verbal no- 
tions, but retained more or less in all its various applications ; this is most 
discernible in the relations of place and time, while, in the causal usages, 
the original meaning is often difficult to trace, and sometimes wholly lost ; 
as by fresh and sometimes somewhat forced analogies the relations of 
place were applied to men and circumstances. 

Obs. 1. The original force however of the cases may in most of the 
combinations with a preposition be discerned. he preposition often either 
brings out the original force of the case yet more emphatically, or modifies 
it by attaching some additional notion: thus éuvvva: Oe@y, to swear by the 
gods ; mpos Cedv, as it were before them: so Sadygeu te Torey, to do some- 

thing harmfully (the dat. is modal); exé adds to the modal notion the 
more definite one of motive: éwt 8ndjoe Toretv, to do it for his hurt. 

Obs. 2. All prepositions are originally adverbs of place, from which they 
differ, inasmuch as the former Belong: to the substantive, the latter to 
the verb. There are some local adverbs which, as being seldom found 
except with a case, are used as prepositions, and are called Prepositions 
improper.—a. Local and other adverbs, used both alone and with sub- 
stantives; as, dvra, dvrnyv, avria, dnompobev, arompdbi, €Ew, exTds, GyxXt, avTiKpU, 

dppis; dvev, diya, tHre, vioghw &c.—dpa.—b. Substantives with a geni- 
tive; as, évexa, caussa, Sixnv, instar; xdpuwv, gratia, &c.; with an accus.: 

Hdt. 1V. 72 xvxdr@, around.—See §. 621. Obs. 2. 

Obs. 3. It not unfrequently happens that the force of the verbal notion 
is modified, or added to, by the preposition and its case with which it is 
joined; as, oras émi ouvedpiov, going to the assembly and standing there ; 
ards émt ouvedplw, standing by the assembly.—See §. 645. 

Obs. 4. It may be useful in acquiring an accurate knowledge of the 
Prepositions to view their several meanings in three lights: 1. Their 
original proper local meaning as applied to time or place. 2. Their 

002 
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causal meaning directly derived from and traceable to this original force. 
3. Their idiomatic meaning derived from and traceable to the original 
force by an analogy more or less remote and fanciful. 

Obs. 5. The local force of prepositions is divisible into motion or rest. 

PREPOSITIONS CONSTRUCTED WITH Ojv@ CASE. 

1. Genitive only. 

*Avtt and mpd, before. 

*Avti—Tp6. 

§. 618. *Avré [Sanskr. atd (super, supra, trans, ultra); Lat. 

ante; Litth. ant; Goth. and, anda]. Original meaning, 

*‘ before,” “ face to face,” “ over against.” 

1. In its proper local force, opposite to, before, as orjvat avtt 
Tivos. 

2. Causal. One object being conceived of as if standing before 
the other. 

a. In adjurations &c., for the more usual mpds with gen. see Soph. CE. 
C. 1326 dvti watdwv tvSe ixerevouer, by these children, as it were standing 
before them: so G. T. as Rom. iv. 17 katévavte ob emiorevce cod. 

b. In comparisons of equivalent or corresponding notions: one of 
the objects being conceived as placed before, over against the other, Il. ¢, 
75 dvti ror ei’ ixérao, f am to you as a suppliant: Dem. 212, 20 évti tay 
d&pyupworytwv, as it were slaves: Soph. CE. R. 543 dvti tav ecipnpevov to 
avtdkovoor, corresponding to: Eur. Med. 891 vy’ dvtt vytioy: Hel. 1250 

xdpis dvtTl xdpitos eAOérw: so Plat. Phil. 63 C ev dv® évds, one against the 
other: Theogn. 344 dvr dvav dvias: so G. T. as John i. 16 xdpu dytt xé- 
pitos, grace for grace; 1.e. grace corresponding to grace. 

c. In comparisons of difference, or preference, before, rather than, as if 
one object took the place of the other ; 3 as, aipcio@ai tu vtt Twos; Xen. 
Anab. I. 73 rv édevOepiay édoiuny dv dvti Gv €xw Tavtwv, in preference to, 

before: Id. Cyr. II. 1,8 dvti tod payxeOar— weiberOar eOéder: Soph. Trach. 
574 orepEai—dvtt gou mrcov: Id. Ant. 182 peifor’ dvtt ris adtod mdtpas 
pidrov. 

d. With notions of exchange, value, buying, selling for; as eveioba, 
addarreoGar avtt xpuoob— dgios dvtt moNh@v : Xen. Cyr. 1. 6. 10 me(qv Sbvapw 
exer, av? As adAqy ovK be£at, in exchange for which: Andoc. 22. 40 dOda 
dvti Ts movnpias, as the price of : Soph. Elect. 537 avr ” adéAou Sjra Mevedéw 

kravov: so G. T. as Matt. v. 38 dpOadpov dvti 6p0adpoGd: xvii. 21 éxeivov 
dos dv7t €pod Kai cod: Heb. xii. 16 dvti Bpdcews. 

e. Hence in notions of substitution, for, in the place of, instead of, 
except; Aisch. P. V. 467 @adacodm\aykta otis GAdos avT epod cipe vavTiiov 
oxynparo: Xen. An. II. 1,12 Sodd0s dvtt Baothews: Hat. VII. 37 dvi Hpeé- 
pys—vvé eyévero: Aischin. 22. 40 1 yvopn dvti ris mpdtepov— mapéotyke : 
Soph. Cid. Col. 499 dvtt pupiwy play uyyy rad’ extivoveay. 

Obs. 1. So G. T. Matt. xx. 28 dotvar ryv yuxny adrod AvTpov avti toddOv, 

St 
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Nps. 

in the place of 2: Ib. ii. 22 ’Apxédaos Baowrever vO “Hpddou : 1 Cor. xi. 15 7) 

kdun avti meptBodatou, instead of, to serve for. 
f. Hence from the notion of equivalence comes that of requital or 

recompense ; so avri gives the reason or motive of any thing, as av ob, avo 
av, wherefore, in return for, on which account, because: Soph. El. 585 bi8a- 

£ov av Srou, tell me, wherefore: Eur. El. 358 advtt yap xpnotav héyov 
Eeviov xupyoe@: so G.T. as Luke i. 20 av® dy, because: xii. 3 avo ay, 
wherefore: Eph. v. 31 évtt toutou, for this reason: Heb. xii. 2 avtt ris 
MpoKEypLerns aUT@ XapAs vmEepewe oTavpor. 

Obs. 2. As a general rule the compounds of dri take a dative, as con- 
veying a notion of hostility ; but many, in which the notion of substitution 
is contained, (as évtimapéxew,) or of striving after any thing, (as dvtéxe- 
a6a1,) take the genitive proper to these notions. 

§. 619. Mpé [Sanskr. pra; Lat. pro, pre; Litth. pro, pra-; 

Goth. faura, faur ; English pre] is used in the same way as dv7/; 

but, as having a more general meaning, is applied in a greater va- 
riety of relations. 

i slhocal: 
a. Before, pro, as ornvar mpo mud@y, po otkov: Adschin. 47. 41 mpd Tay 

Sp0adpav mpopaiverae: so G.T. as Acts v. 23 mpd tov Oupar. 
b. With the collateral notion of motion on in the phrase: Il. 6, 384 

mpo 6000 eyevoyto, forward on the road—further on the way. The genitive is 
local, and mpé defines the position more accurately; so metaphor. Dem.144, 
3, 21 ray mpd 6800, what will further you. So Ausch. Prom. Vinct. 682 yav 
™po ys eAavvopa, I hurry through (properly, forward,) from one land to 
another. 

c. So “ forwards from”’ Hom., with gen. suffix 6c: odpavd@. mpd, IidOe 
mp6, forwards from Troy ; 700. mpd, forwards from the morning—that is, 
the whole morning forwards, Il. , 50. The genitive is separative. 

2. Temporal—before, as mpd fpepas: Hdt. VII. 130 mpd moddos, 

multo ante: ot mpd jpev. 

3. Causal : 
a. Very nearly allied to the local force, in expressions of assistance, de- 

fence, before, for, as mpoxabjobar: (Lat. presidium ;) as, pdyerOar mpd twos 
—oéoba pd SAMOS Hom., pro patrid mori. 

6. In comparisons, valuations, nearly the same as avri; before, above ; 
as, TPd Toho’ moreioAar, TPS TOANGY XpHpPdTwY TYnHTacOa Isocr. c. Soph. 
p. 293 B, to value before much riches: Ant. 22.39 mpd yé robrov rodpioeter. 
Hence with comparatives, and notions of superiority, for dvri; as, ai- 
peiaOai 7 mpd twos, to choose before the other, instead of : Thuc. I. 141 6é:- 
kaiwors pO Sues Tois méeAas emitaccopéevn: Plat. Pheed. 99 A ei pay Sexad- 
TEpov Gyunv Kal KdddLov etvar TPO TOO pedyew: Id. Crit. 54 B pyre raidas repi 
melovos To.od pyre TO Cyv pyre Gddo pndey mpd Tod Sixaiou: Id. Rep. 361 
E enawveiv 7pd Sikarocuvns dduciav: G.T. as James v. 12 T™po TavTw. 

c. Hence substitution, being equivalent, like dvri ; as, 800d0s mpd Seomdrou. 
d. Of the reason; like dvri, properly of recompense, or requital, as pd 

Tavde, “* wherefore—for these things.” 
a Magee on Atonement, c. 245. 
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e. Thence of internal causes: pre; as, Il. p,667 mpd @dBoro, pre metu. 

Obs. The compounds of mpd are mostly followed by a genitive; as, mpo- 
apeicOai te xpyjatés Twos—rpoopay, mpopvAdTrey, Tpovoeiy TWOS—mpoorarev- 
ew TWOs. 

2. “And, from—ek, é&, out. 

§. 620. These prepositions imply motion from, and they differ, in 
that the former signifies rather external removal from some- 
thing, the latter a motion from within something; and in the 

causal usage, the former signifies a more remote, the latter a 
more immediate cause. 

"Ané [Epic avai; Sanskr. apa; Lat. ab; Goth. af; German 
aba, ab, abe, abo], primary meaning “ from.” 

1. Loeal: 

a. A removal from a place or object, with verbs of motion ; as, a6 

Tis ToAEws FAGev: Plat. Prot. 309 B dw ékeivou gpxouac: so G. T. as Matt. 
Vill. 34 67s pera amd tov déplwv. Very often with verbs of rest; Il. v, 
261 cakxos amd €o—€oxerTo, but generally giving the notion of some elevated 
place or object whence the action is supposed to proceed; as, ap tmreyv, 
amd veGv, payeoOac: Adschin. 68. 2 dvexpéuacav nuas amd Tdv édXTidwv. 

b. With verbs which imply motion, real or metaphorical; as, loosing, 
delivering, removing ; Dem. 270. 23 dvéotnoev aithy ard TattTys THs KaM‘s 
épyagias: so G.'T. as Matt. vil. 4 ex8ah@ 10 kdpos dro Tod 6fOadpod: so 
G.T. as Matt. i. 24 dieyepOeis dard TOO Utvou. 

ce. Distance from a place or object with verbs of rest (mostly 
Epic.); D1. 8. 292 pévew amd ts GAdxoro: Il. wp, 70 dt "Apyeos arodéoba : cf. 
Il. », 227. Od. a, 49, 203. Thuc. I. 7 dd Baddoons oxicbnoar. 

d. A point whence some line or action begins, Thue. IV. 61 ot« 
Grd THs atv dppevra AGnvaior: Id. VI. 5 ‘Ipépa ad TAS ZdyKdngs oxioby : 
Id. ILL. 51 amd ths Nicatas mipyw mpocxovre: Soph. Aj. 877 ryv ap Adlou 
Bohav (xéAcuGov): Xen. An. I. 7. 12 Suwpuxes joav &wd TOG Tiypytos moTauod. 

2. Temporal: 
a. Departure from a point of time, from, after; so a@ hpépas, de 

die ; ad’ HAtou dvidytos ; dd vuKTds, de nocte ; ap’ éonépas ; so G. T. as Luke 
Vil. 24 Gh Hs Hpépas: Ld. xiii. 25 ad’ 05 (xpdvov); Matt. il. 16 awd dreTods. 

b. So where a point of time is marked by an action; Il. 6, 53 
Seimvov €hovro,— amd Seinvou Gopnooovro: Hdt. VI.129 yevéoba Gd Seinvou: 
Plat. Rep. 365 E dduknréov kai Ouréov &wd Tay adiKnpdtov. 

c. Temporal distance from, Xen. Mem. Socr. I. 2. 25 wodtv xpévov 
G15 Zwkpdtous yeyovdre: so G. T. as Matt. i. 17 yeveat dad “ABpadp. Some- 
times written do. 

3. Causal: 

a. Origin or birth, as etvat, yiyverOa amd twos; Hdt. VI. 125 amd de 
"ANKpaL@vos Kal adris Meyakhéos eyévovto Kai kapta haprpol. 

b. Procession from, dependence on something ; as, pydea dard Ceca, 

the will of the gods: Od. ¢ 18 Kdddos dd Xapitov: Hat. I. 51 ra dao ris ‘a 
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Setpys, necilaces : so of wd Boudtjs, qui sunt a consiliis : oi dnd THs oKyVAS, 
players: tév és Tob Shpou Thuc. : of dd MAdtwvos, ot dm Tis “Akadnpias 
(so Cic. Tuse. II. 3,7 ti qui sunt ab ea disciplina): ta am twos, que 
sunt in homine et ab eo exeunt, verba, sensus, facta: Dem. 91, 5 ta ye ad? 
ipav Eroma imdpxorra 6p: so belonging to, Xen. Cyr. il.1, 5 tovs dro pu- 
ylas, those (coming from) belonging to Phrygia. So G.T., as 2 Tim. i. 3 
Aarpevo Awd Tpoydvey : Acts xil. 1 Tey Garo éxkAnolas. 

c. So in a partitive force, as if the part were taken from the whole ; 
out of ; Hdt. VI. 27 am éxartdv kat eikoor Taldwr cis podvos amepuye :. Thuc. 
I. 110 édéyor drs TOAMGY: so G.'T., as Mark vi. 43 dd tay tyxOdor. 

d. Causation by an agent, (as if the act or state proceeded from 
him) with passive or neuter verbs instead of imé with the genitive (but 
seldom) ; Hat. Il. 54 Gjrnow peyddny awd oh€wv yeveoba: Eur. Iph. A. 
1426 tam éyo0 Aedeypeva : Thuc. I. 17 éempay6n te dw abta@v otdev epyov 
déiddoyov : so G. T., as Matt. xvi. 24 dé tOv mpecBuTépwy wabeiy: 1 John 
ii. 28 aicyvvOdpev Ga aitod: Matt. xi. 14 éd:cat@6n dard Tv Téxvwv adrijs. 

e. The cause, source, occasion, way, means, and instruments, 

viewed as that whence the act proceeds: with, by, in, from: Plat. Crat. 
409 A 4 ceAnyn amd Tod Alou éPer 7d Pos: so Grd fuppoxtas adrdvopor 
Il. 2, 233 Gd omousfjs, in earnest. Nearly in the same force, Ausch. Eum. 
974 amd yvopns: Id. Aj. 1302 rAjpov da edTOApou ppevds: Hat. VIL. 164 
amd Sikacocdyyns: so Grd THS Spews, from sight ; amd tavTopdtou— amd 
mpodavois : (Matt. xvii. 35 amd tOv kapdvav:) Eur. Troad. 767 Kxaddiorey 
yap Sppétev daro Ta Khewa med? dr@decas Spvydv: Il. , 605 dd Proto 
mépvew : SO 7 Gd Kudpou Bovdry, chosen by ballot: Dem. 49, 34 amo Tav 
ipetépwy ipiv rodepet cuppdxwv, sociorum vestrorum ope: Thue. I. 81 ras 
mpocddovs a Gy Td vautixdy tpepovor: Xen. Cyr. 1.1, 5 ro dh’ Eautod Hoo : 
Id. III. 3, 53 1 drs tay Todeplav PeBo (like metus ab aliquo): d&g Eautod, 
from oneself: Thuc. 1V. 68 ag’ éautod yvdyns, out of his own head: Plat. 
Legg. 832 E d&vrns rodav 9 &d Tob cépatos, Hence many adverbial ex- 
pressions ; as, dm éupdtev Soph. CEd. Col. 15: dm ordpatos ; ard yhaio- 
ons cimeiv; aw dxpas ppevds: so G.T., as Matt. xvill. 7 otal 7 dope Gard 
Tov cKavddhov. 

f. So with notions of learning, &c., from, by; Plat. Legg. 772 B amo 
Ths xpetas pavOdvoyras: Thuc. III. 38 amd tév €U ELTOvTwWY OKOTOUYTES: SO 

G. T., as Matt. xxiv. 32 dad Tis cuKis padere. 

g. With verbs of naming, from, after ; démé twos xadcioOa : Hat. VII. 
74 Gm OdNuprrou S€ oupeos Kadeovrar OdiAUpTINvot. 

h. Metaphorical removal from, away from, missing of, failing in ; 
as, To€evew amd oKkoTrod, fo shoot away from the mark; Il. x, 324 ovx os 
oxonds éxcopat ovd’ amd Sdéns, falling short of men’s opinion: cf. Od. X, 348: 
so ad éAmidwv, amd yvopns: Alsch. Ag. 998 dar édXmid0s, contrary to my 
expectation: Plat. Rep. 470 B &wé tpdmou Ayers: Id. Theet. 143 C xai 
ovdev ye amd tpdtrou: Id. 179 C ov dd cKkomod cipyxev; and elsewhere in 
Plato. In this phrase it is sometimes written do, but without good 
reason: so G. T., as Matt. xvi. 6 mpooéxere Grd THs Lupns: so Matt. x. 28 
poBnOnre amd TOV K.T.X. 

i. Metaphorical distance trom, far from, apart from, without ; Thue. 
VI. 61 Gnd Téy StAwy (ywpis drrA@v Schol.) : Soph. GE. C. goo amo putijpos: 
Il. o, 272 Gm ovatos yévoiro, be it far from my ear: Aisch. Theb. 273 
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ovd’ dar “lopyvou A€yw, nor do I leave out Ismenus in my words ; i.e. nor do 
I speak apart from Ismenus. 

k. Material, as that whence the thing proceeded; as, &w dpyuptou 
(see §. 538. Obs. 1.): so G. T., as Matt. ill. 4 dé tprxav Kap7dov. 

§. 621. *Ex, éé, ex; preposition of motion. Primary meaning, out 
of, as opposed to év, preposition of rest, and eis, preposition of 
motion. 

1. Local: 
a. Aremoval either from the interior of any thing, or the im- 

mediate vicinity and connection with any thing; with verbs of motion ; as, 
€k THs TWoAews ampdOer, ex THS paxns epvyev (and, on the contrary, rather 
expresses departure from the neighbourhood of the city, or battle) : Od. a, 
600 kovin & ék Kpatés dpwper: so G.T., as John vill. 42 €« tod Oeot e&jAGov. 

b. Hence metaphorically of an act as if it proceeded out of the 
place or position spoken of; as, Thuc. 1V.14 é&k ys vavyayeiy: Il. €, 322 
€§ dytuyos nvia reive: Ll. 7, 77 cimev aitodcy e& ESpys : so G. T., as Luke v. 3 
edidackev €k TOG Totov. 

c. Hence with verbs of rest, as implying contact with something 
whence the verbal notion proceeds; as, Alsch. Ag. 116 yxepds ék SoprmdATou, 
on the right hand of : Hdt. VII. 109 é§ edwvdpou xepds: so G. T. éx Sebtas, 
ex Sefiav, e& edwydpou. 

d. Hence to express the immediate succession of one thing on an- 
other; like er alio loco in alium: Plat. Pol. 289 E of d5€ wédw ék médEws 
dddarrovres: Id. Apol. Socr. 37 adAnv é§ Gdns Tews apecBouero: cf. Soph. 
244 B. 

e. Distance from, with verbs of rest, as being removed from the 

object; (Epic.) as. Il. €, 130 ék Bedéwv, out of reach of the darts: so Hat. 
III. 83 ék tod pévou kabjoro, instead of the more usual éxrds or &fo. 

2. Temporal: 

a. Immediate procession from a point of time, or some event 
or act which implies it; from ; as, Hom. é§ dpxifs, from the beginning : 
Soph. El. 780 é& jpépas, from dawn: éx vuxtés or vuxtav Xen.; so ék Tat- 
Sev: Il. , 535 éx yeveras: Tl. &, 86 é& 06, from the time that: so G. T., 
as Matt. xix. 12 ék KowNias pntpds: John ix. 32 ék Tod aidvos, from the 
beginning : hence the adverbial expressions, é§ batépou—e§ borépas—ék TOU 
hotrod : Dem. 190, 19 é§ ddiywv Hpepav Aeyew, after a few days’ prepara- 
tion; and in G. T. Luke xxiii. 8 é& ixavod, for a long time, literally from a 
time long enough ago: Acts xxiv. [0 éx woAh@v erav. 

b. The immediate succession in time of one thing, or act, or 
state, upon another; after, straightway after; as, Hdt. TX. 8 é& fpeé- 
PNS €s Nucpyv avaBaddopevor, day after day ; then simply of a change from 
one event or state to another; after, from: Hdt. 1. 87 é&k 8€ aidpins 
Te Kal vnvepins ovvdpapceew e€arivyns vedea, from a calm: Thuc. I. 120 ék peév 
eipyyyns moAepeiv, ek Sé wodepod madi EvpBpvac: Xen. Cyr. II]. 17 6 ods 
marTnp év THOE TH pia nuepa E& Ahpovos cappav yeyevnrac: Eur. Orest. 279 ék 
kupdtwv yap avéis ad yadny’ 6p@: Soph. CH. R. 454 rurdAdgs ék SedopKdrTos : 
Eur. Hec. 55 & pirep, iris €k Tupavvik@v Sdpwv Sovrctov juap cides. 

c. Simply after; Eur. Hec. 915 ék detmvwv tmvos Hdis: Dem. 463, 4 
éx tonpapxias: Adsch. Choeph. 340 é tavde : so G. 'T., as St. John xiti. 4 
éx Seinvou: Rey. xvii. 11 €x Tov éEmtd, after Lhe seven. 
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3. Causal: 

a. The origin of any thing: that which can be viewed as the cause, 
source, means, occasion, circumstances out of which some act or thing 

proceeds, but always in an immediate sense, while amd is more remote?; 

as, elvat, ylyvecOar Ex Twos : ill, & 896 €k yap ened yevos ecoi: Id. 525 €& 

epnebev, coming from me, i.e. on my part. 
b. The agent (for id) with passive or intransitive verbs, almost en- 

tirely Ionic, especially Hdt.; rarely in Attic prose; Il. 8, 669 épirnOev éx 
Avs: Hat. Ill. 62 ra evreradhpeva éx tod Mdyou: Ib. mpodeSdcdar ék Npy- 
Edomeos: Id. VIL. 95 *ABudnvoics yap mpocereraxto é« Baothéos: Dem. 729, 
19 kar’ cicayyeXiav éx THS Boudys: Deinarch. 95, 42 é§ “Aperomdyou hevye, 
ce the sentence of: G.'T. as Gal. v. 8 9 metopovy otk ék TOY KahodyToY. 

The cause, occasion, instead of the instrumental dative, but rarely 

of eninate objects ; as, e& piS0g pdyecOau, Ek Kadpatos Hom.: Il. 1, 562 
ef doewv pytpds Kexok@pévos: Hdt. VI. 67 epevye dé Anuapnros ex Srdprys— 
€k Towovde GveiSeos : Soph. Cf. C. 887 ex twos PdBou Bovdvrovvra pw eoyere: 
G. T. as John iy. 6 kexomaxas ék THs 6Sourroplas. 

d. Mode, means, instruments; so, ék Qupod diiciv: Dem. 572, 2 e§ 
idtou mpdyaros : Plat. Gorg. p- 510 D &k twavtds tot vod: (G. T° eo Matt. 

XIV. 30 eyanav eg 8hns THS kapdias : ) so €k Bias and the like: so Soph. 
Trach. 875 é& dxwytou odds: Id. GE. C. 848 ék oxqmrpow ddoumopeiv: Eur. 
Hee. 573 é€x yepav pvaddors €Baddov: G.T. as dicacody ék miotews : Luke xvi. 
Q ek Tod Mapwva rijs adicias: Matt. xx. 2 ék Syvapiou, for a penny: Rev. 
Vill. 11 dvoOvynokew éx Tav Sddtwv. 

e. Conformity to, in consequence, by virtue of, according to; Vl. x, 18 
matpdbev &x yevens dvopatwy dvdpa exaotov: Hdt. I]. 152 ék tis dyuos Tov 

oveipov: Plat. Crit. 48 B ovcotv éx tov Gpohoyoupevwy TotTo oxemréoy: Id. 
Charm. 100 B ék tovtou tod Adyou, according to this argument: Dem. 727, 
6 €k THs héfews, according to the indictment: Id. 1380, 27 ék yévous icpo- 
ovvn: Id. gt extr. ék todtwy ra dikaa tidevtrac: Id. 93, 16 et ye ék THs ém- 
atohis Set cxomeiv: Id. 114, 15 é« Tov dvopdtwy paddov 7) TOV TpaypdTuv 
—okepar dv: so éx Tob, why? é& taou, é& éhaxtotou (see §: 501. O6s..1.): 
Thue. v. 20 é& fpucetas, by the half: so dvopageoOa Ex twos, as virtus ex 
viro appellata est Cicer. Tuscul.: so G. T. as Rom. il. 27 7 éx @dcews dxpo- 
Bvotia. 

f. Figurative removal, or procession from; Il. 0, 107 as eus & Te 
Ocav, ex T dyOpwrwv, drddoro, from among. 

g. The point whence an action or state begins; G.T. as Mark 
X1. 20 ovkny cénpauperny éx pilav: so whence a feeling proceeds ; as, 1 Tim. 
i. 5 dyam ex Kalapais Kapdias. 

h. Dependence on; Hat. III]. 19 mas ék owikwy iprnto orpatds : Tl. 
v, 632 c€o 8 ex tade mavta TeAOVTAL. 

i. Partitive, as if the part were taken out of the whole, often with a 
collateral notion of selection or preference; among, so é& “AOnvatwv of dpe- 
aro: Il. 0, 680 éx woddwy micvpas: Hat. II]. 25 é« Sexabos, from every ten: 
Id.t, 139 ek wévtwv, one out of all; in the name of all: Il. o, 431 epol é« 
tmacéwy: Arist. Kq. 562 pidrar’ ek Tov &Nwv Gedv, above the other gods: 
so the singular expression, ék Tpitwy, one of three, yourself the third : Plat. 
Gorg. 500 A cip nos jyiv ef kai od éx tpitev: Eur. Orest. 1178 é« tpitev 

a Cf. Isocr. Panath. of uty amd Gedy (descendants of the gods) oi 5& é& attav (sons of 
the gods). 

Gr. Gr. vou. 11. Pp 
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8 guoi—here also must be referred the phrase rds or ta é§ dvOpatrwy, all 
among men, to express excessive, very great, or very many ; Plat. Theet. 
190 E té ef dvOpdimwy mpdypata: Aisch. 9, 12 Tas €& dvOpimwv mAnyds. 
G. T. as John iv. 13 é Tod mvedpatos axe. 

k. Hence belonging to, as it were a part of; G.T. as Luke il. 4 é& 
epnpepias ‘ABia: Acts x. 45 of ék wepitopiis: 1 John ii. 21 6 dp éx THs &Xy- 
Betas: Rom. iv. 16 6 ék miotews: 1 Cor. xil. 14 ov« eoriy éx TOU odpaTos. 

1. Material, as ékmwpua éx §ddou (see §. 538. Obs. 1.); Od. ¢ 22 éx Tob 
morapod viferOar: so G.T. as Matt. oe 29 arepavoy e& dxavOdy: Id. xxii. 
25 yepovow e& &pmayiis: 2 Pet. ili. 5 yn e& Gatos: Luke viii. 3 fayei && 
apTou. 

Obs. 1. Most compounds of ék take the genitive. 
Obs. 2. The improper adverbs which take a genitive are given under 

the gen.; besides these, the following substantives are used as (improper) 
prepositions and take a genitive. (See §. 550. 2.) a. Sixny (S€uas poet.), 
instar: See §. 580.2. On Gdnv see §. 578. Obs. 2.—b. xdpw (poet. 
and late prose), gratid, for the sake of; generally after, but sometimes 
before the genitive: Eur. Andr. 1231 xdpw cay rév mdpos vuppevpdrov. 
For the gen. of the personal pronoun, éyod, cov, the possessive pronoun 
is joined with it as an attributive; as, éuyvy, oy xdpw, med, tud, gratid. 
—c. évexa (evexey even before a consonant, and évexa before a vowel in 
Attic Greek ; civexa and eivexev, (Ion., but found sometimes in Attic,) ovvexa 

old poets), appears to be the acc. of an obsolete nom., causd and gratid. 
The gen. may be placed either before or after it; it very often means, “as 
far as concerns” — with regard to: Hat. HI. 85 @dpoee toutou eivexe, as 
far as this goes, be of good heart. It often gives the more remote cause, 
os by reason’ —** in consequence ofat, Plat. Rep. Pp. 329 B ei yap jv roir 
alrvoy, Kay eyo Ta avTa TavTa emensovOy evek& yé Yipes; i. e. in consequence of 

my age*: Demosth. p. 17,17 xpyora 8 ety cravros evexa, ulinam hee pro- 
spere succedant omnibus adjuvantibus—d. éxqte (only poetic), “ after the 
will of.’ In Homer and Hesiod it is joined only to the names of the 
gods, as Auds €xytt, “by the favour and help of Jupiter” —* by God’s bless- 
ing.” In other poets it has the same sense as évexa. e. kUkAw occasionally 
for mepi; as, KUKA@ Tod Tetxeos Hdt. IV. 202: sometimes with an acc.: Id. 
72 KUKN® Td oFpa. 

Obs. 3. We even find an improper preposition joined with a proper one ; 
Thue. VIII. 92 &md Bons evexa: cf. Xen. Hell. II. So also Plat. Legg. 
701 D rivos 5) ydpw evexa?, 

Obs. 4. °Ex in composition signifies completion, (as, éxmoe, to finish off ;) 
as well as removal, separation, &c. 

Prepositions with Dative only. 

"Ev and avy (giv). 

Ev. 

§. 622. *Ev [evi poet., elv and eivi Epic, (Kur. Heracl. 893,) all of 
which, as well as és, es, are formed from évt, évs] signifies that one 

thing is contained, surrounded, embraced by another ; in, on, at, 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Arnold Thue. VIII. 92. 
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by, corresponding to our in, as its especial force is union with some- 

thing ; hence it is opposed to ék. 
Obs. The passages in tragedy in which eiv occurs are uncertain ; but see 

fsch. Suppl. 871; Soph. Ant. 1241; Eur. Ale. 436; Iph. Aul. 767. 

1. Local: 
a. The notion of being in, enclosed within, contained by a spot, 

or object—in ; as, év viow, év yy; G.T. as Luke ii. 7 év ty pdtvq: John 
Xv. 4 €v TH Gpaedw. With names of cities ; as, €v Endpty. Hence, being 
surrounded by; as, Il. 0, 192 odpavds év aib€pr kai vepédnor, enveloped in: 
Plat. Legg. 625 B dvdmavda év rois iyndois SévBpectv eice oxiapai. So of 
clothing or arms (Post-Homeric) ; as, év éo67t1—év Omhots, ev TéEo1g dua- 
yoviter bar—ev otepdvors, corollis impeditus : Xen. M. 8. Ill. 9, 2 pavepoy 
Gre Kai AakeSaipdrior ovr’ dv Opaélv év wéATaLg Kal akovTiois, ovrE SkvOas év 

tofois eOédorev dv StaywviterOa : so metaphorically; Eur. Med. 433 od yap 
ev Gpetépa yvopa x. 7. AX, the yvopun is viewed as if it were a place; so év TH 
Wuxy : €v dpevds S€Atovse (Soph.) &c. ; 

b. Then of persons—among—(the notion of being in a number or 
crowd) ; as, év mpopdyors Hom.: Plat. Legg. 87g B &v re @eoior kat av- 
Opomos. So Hdt. LV. 52 ev édtyouor peyay, great among a few: G. T. as 
t Pet. v. 2 7d év Gpiv moipmov: 1 Cor. li. 7 év Tots reXelorg: so of things, 

Xen. Cyr. I. 6, 19 &v Tots peyiotots civar, to be among the greatest. 
c. Hence before, curam (surrounded by a number of hearers): Od. 8, 194 

év maou: Plat. Legg. p. 886 E xarnyopeiv év dveBéow avOparos : Demosth. 
of Aéyortes ev Gpiv®: Id. p. Q6, 27 of karnyopodvtes ev bpiv: G.'T. as 1 Cor. 
vi. 2 év Gpiv kpiverac 6 Kdopos: Matt. xxi. 42 é€v épBarpots Sway, in your 
eyes. 

d. The notion of one thing being oz another; the notion of surrounded 
by being lost in the simple notion of position; as, év yq méveoOa, to be 
poor on earth ; gotn ev ovpeow, ev immois, ev Opdvas: so Il. 0, 463 vevpyy év 
tééw, the string on the bow; Il. d, 29 mre ev Eider, the knobs on the sword. 

e. The notion of one thing being ad, or by another ; Xen. Anab. V.1, 1 

emt Oddatrav thy ev TO Bicone fae Hdt. Il. 37 7 év BouBdort modus ; so 
ev dprotepy, on the left hand, Hat. VIL. 42: Xen. Anab. IV. 8, 22 wédw 
—oixoupéevny ev TO Edgeivw mévr. The Attics used it with names of cities, 
and especially with fields of battle; as, 7 év Mavtweia payn, at: Demosth, 
116, 23 pera tiv ev Aedktpois payny. 
f. Analogously of a book or author; G. T. as Rom. xi. 2 év’HAta: Heb. 

iv. 7 év Aautd. 

2? Temporal : 
The time (viewed as space) in which any thing takes place; in, on, 

within, by, in the temporal sense of these words (post-Homeric) ; €v vuxtt 
&c. ; 3 év TouTe TH xpdve, ev w, in the time that, whilst: Plat. Pheed. 67 A 
év @ Cepev : Lys. 154, 28 év rétrapow % mwevte Eteor, during four or five 
years: (G.T. as John v. 7 &€v dé: Luke xi. 1: Matt. xii. 2 év 1o caBBdrte, 
on the sabbath :) Xen. Mem. iii. 13, 5 ev wévte Hpepars : (G. T. as John ii. 19 
év Tptolv Hpepats, within three days :) so when a point of time is defined by 
an event or action ; Auschin. 44,23-€v TH mpotépyn mpcoPeia: G.'T. as 1 Cor. 
XV. 52 €v TH Eoxdty odAmyye: Matt. xiii. 4 év To ometpew, when he sowed. 

Obs. The dative alone also expresses time and place (see §. 65, 606). 

a Bremi ad loc. b Lidd. and Scott, ad v. 

P p 2 
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The difference between the two constructions is that with the preposition 
the position, real or supposed, of one thing zm another is more defined. 

3. Causal: 

a. Of means, instruments, particulars, accompaniments, &c. in 
which an object or act may be viewed as received, contained, held, exist- 

ing &e.; in, with. Of organs of sense; in the phrases dpay, épacOa, on - 

reoba ev dpOarpois (poet.): Il. a, 587 ev dpOarpotow iBwpar, very fre- 
quently. 

b. Then of other instruments, by, with, on account of, in the poets: Il. a, 

38 ev trupt Kalew : ev Seopa dpoat, ev XEpot AaBeiv, Sayzqvac Hom. and especially 

Pindar ; as, Nem. XJ. 17 év Adyors aiveto@a, like €v podtrats tuveivy, cehadeiv 

&e.: Id. OL. ¢, 15 dydailer@a povorxds ev ddtw: Id. Isthm. IV. 30 Kdéovrae 
ev opptyyecow : Id. Pyth. II. 8 & xepoty eSdpaoce modovs. This mode of 
expression is frequently employed by the poets; it brings the means or in- 
struments more clearly before the eyes than the mere instrumental dative. 
Prose: in or by, especially Xenophon, dnrodv, Syddv eivat, onpaivew, ev Tive: 
Xen. Cyr. I. 6, 2 & re iepots dydov Kal Ev odpavtors oypetors: cf. Ibid. VIII. 

7,3. ‘Thue. VI. 1 év etkoor cradioy HeTpep dtetpyeras: Xen. Anab. II. 5,17 
émicews €v H tpuas Brame ixavol einuev dv: G. T. as John xiii. 35 év toute 
yrooovra.: Matt. iil. 11 Barri{o ev Wari: James iil. g ev atty (yAooon) 
evAoyovpev x. T.X.: Matt. vi. 7 €v TH ToduNoyia. 

ec. Then applied to persons viewed as the instrumental agents; 
Hdt. IX. 48 Yevo bivac ev piv, to be deceived by (or, as we say, in) you: 
Thuc. VII. 8 & to dyyého dpayia Beivay : so G.T. as Matt. ix. 34 ev To 
apXovTe TOV Sarpovier : Acts Xvil. 31 Kpive ev dvdpt, by the man. 

d. Situations external, or internal circumstances, feelings, in 
which any one is viewed as being caught or detained, and as it were sur- 

rounded ; as, €v TOAELO, EV ne ae ey Saiia év p6Bw, év dpyy eivac: Soph. 

Ay 272 B3e0" oiaw elyer’ év kaxots: Plat. Crit. 43 C kat dddor—ev Tovad- 
tats fupdpopats adioxovrac: Id. Phil. 45 C ev tovodtors voorjpaow exdpevor : 
Id. Rep. 395 D ev Eupdopats re kai wévGeoe Kal Apyvors exopevnv: Id. Pheed. 
108 B ev wdon exouern arropia: Ibid. dedeuévos ev dvdynats: Id. Gorg. 513 
B & mdoy eddaipovia oikeiv. 

e. Thence of persons in whom any verbal energy is viewed as residing 
or taking effect; Ausch. Ag. 1448 rov del fépwo’ Ev hpiv poip’ aredevroy 
vavov: G. T. as Matt. x. 32 dpodoynoe: ev Enot: Matt. xi. 6 cxavdadioby ev 
épot: 1 Cor, iv. 2 év Hptv pddnre: 1 Thess. v. 12 xomeavres év bpiv: 1 Cor. 
X. 15 wa ovr yevnrat ev Gp. 

f. Of the sphere in which the verbal notion expressed or implied 
operates; or any occupation, or position, viewed as such; as, of ev 
tee, those in power: Soph. Ck. T. 562 1dr’ otv 6 padvtis ny ev TH TEXVH: 
Thid. 1016 ovdev ev yéver: Hat. Il. 82 of ev mowjoer yevdpevor: Thuc. III. 
28 of év mpdéypacr: Xen. Cyr. IV. 3, 23 of pev 5) ev tovtous Tots Adyous 
joav; Plat. Pheed. 59 A ev rhocopig. elvar ® :—oi év yewpyiars—ev TEXY 
eivac Plat.: G. T. as Matt. x. 27 év To dwtt: 1 Thess. ili. 2 ouvepyov ev TO 
EdayyeXio: Rom. vi. 2 (jv ev Gpaprtia. 

g- Hence many semi-adverbial expressions are developed ; as, € 
tow eiva, to be equal; ev Adora poi eotw Hdt., it is pleasing to me: so €& 

aSela : : Hdt. VI. 37 Kpolow €v yveipy yeyovas, known to Cresus. So also 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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with Zyew, mouciobar, as ev Spoiw, ev chadpe rrovetabac Hdt., to hold it in 
little value: Hat. If. 141 ev ddoytnar € éxew : SO Eur. Supp. 164 €v atoxdvats 
éyo=aicxtropa: G.T. as Heb. vi. 18 €v ots advvarov Wetoarba O<dv: Rom. 
Xiv. 22 6 py Kpivey éavtov ev @ Soxipacer. 

h. Hence of persons, in whose hands power resides, as ev epot, gol cori 

mt. Hence the phrase év éaut@ civat, to be in one’s own pow er, sui compotem 
esse: Arist. Lys. 29 6dns rijs "EANados év Tats yuvargiv €or 1 cornpia : so of 
things on which something depends ; Thuc. I. 74 €v tats vauot ray “EAAY- 
vev Ta mpdypara éyévero: Eur. Hel. 1031 év 7 Stkatw & ehnides cwrnpias. 

i. The points or particulars in which any thing occurs ; as, Dem. 701, 1 
épol év xuAlats early 6 Kivduvos: so Alschin. 41, 42 dmoxuwduvevew ev TW. 

k. The mode and manner; as, év 8iky, év ow7n: G.T. as James i. 21 
ev Tpaiitynte. 

l. Confor mity—afler—accor ding to—on the terms of : Thuc.1.77 év tots 
Spotors yopois Tis Kpices movev ; Dem. 2345 24 ev Tow Suow 6Bohot eGecipouy 
div, in the two obol seats : Isx. 52, 10 ev To Tpite pepe TOU «npov eyevero vids 
mountos, on thirds: G. T. as Matt. vil. 2 Vv @ Kpipare pivere, Kprnvecde. 
So év peéper, in turn ; Rom. 1. 4 év Suvdper : 1 John i. 2, 3 év Toute, herein : 
Heb. x. 10 & @ Gehfpare Wytacpevor eopev: Eph, iv. 16 év pétpw évds €xa- 
orov: 1 Thess. iv. 15 év Méyw Kupiov. Then with names of persons; Eur. 
Ale. 723 kaxdv TO Aqjpa, Kovx év dvSpdow, 75 adv, not in the fashion of a 
man. 

n. In the opinion of; so év épot, év aol, ev éxeivw (poet.): Eur. Hipp. 
1320 00 O& T exelva, Kav Epot hairy Kakds, ex illius et meo judicio: G. T. as 
1 Cor. xiv. 11 év enol, according to my judgment. 

Obs. 1. The comp. of év generally have the dat. or the acc. with eis, and 
some the acc. alone, as eumintew twa or ti; occasionally in tragedy. 

Obs. 2. Ev is often joined seemingly with a genitive by an ellipse of otk, 
as é€v "ASou. So by a curious construction of juerépov for judy: Hat. I. 35 
pevey ev hpetepou: G. T. Heb. xi. 26, some read ev Aiyumrou sc. yj. 

Obs. 3. The expressions év Xpiotd, év Kupio, év Nvedpare dyiw in G, T. 
do not always express merely conformily to, but rather embody the in- 
dwelling of the Christian in Christ. 

Obs. 4. There is much difficulty in the use of ev in 2 Pet. i. 5 emtxopnyn- 
gate €v TH TloTeL tuay THY apeTyy, K.T.A.: the natural way of explaining it 
would be “by” (see above, b.); but it does not seem clear how in the series 

of graces there given the one is produced dy the other. It would seem 
best to take it as denoting the sphere in which the verbal notion émxopy- 
ynoare is to take place: in that state in which faith exists a further de- 
velopment and addition is to take place as it were out of it. 

§. 623. Xuv [originally KSYN, then in the common dialect ovv, 
and in Latin cum; gév old Attic, but also Doric and Ionic; Homer 

rarely, and only for the metre]. Original meaning—community 
and conjunction; Lat. cum; Eng. with. 

Obs. 1. The connection expressed by ody tu, as compared with peta te- 
vos, is actual: the two things are viewed as actually joined together : in pera 
twos they are rather side by side; érecOar ovv tir is “to be actually joined 
together,” and would be used of two prisoners bound together—petd twos 
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“in company with,” and would be used of two persons walking together ; 
of course it is not meant that these distinctions are always observed in the 
use of either preposition. 

1. Local: 

a. Actual existence with some one in the same place, or act, or state, 

as 6 orparnyds abv ToIs oTpaTidTais—avepos ody hathamt : Soph. Elect. 1159 
Oavévra abv aot: Id. Phil. g20 dv cot ra Tpoias media wopbjoa: G.T. as 
Rom. vi. 8 dmeOavopev abv Xpiote : Acts il. 14 Teérpos abv tots évdexa : Gal. 
ili, Q evAoyourra odv TO arpi ABpdep: Mark ii. 26 odv aire ovor. 

2. Temporal. Very rarely coincidence in time: Xen. Cyr. IV. 

5, 21 Sbv TS H6Bw ArjyovTs azretot. 

3. Causal: 

a. Being with a person, with the collateral notion of protection 
and partisanship: Il. y, 439 obv ‘A@yvy: Xen. Cyr. III. 1, 15 odv Ow: 
Soph. CE. R. 145 etrvyeis obv TH Ged Gavovpel 7) mentaxdres: adv Bevis 
eiretv Demosth. Plat. Legg. 682 uv tuct Movoats kai Xdpior, with the aid 
of. Hence to express a league with a person to defend him; as, ody tive 
eivat or yiyverOat, ab alicujus partibus stare: Xen. Hell. III. 1, 18 oty 
Tots EAnat paddov 7 obv Th BapBdpw civar: Id. Cyr. V. 3, 5 obv exetvea pd- 
xeoOa. 

Obs. 2. G. T. 1 Cor. xv. 10 4 xapis Tod Ceod 4 ody épot: Acts xiv. 4 Kal 
of pev noav adv Tots “louBatos, of S€ adv Tots atrogTdXoLS. 

b. Accompaniments—means and instruments—conceived of as 
it were in cooperation with, and guiding the action—but almost entirely 
confined to real, not moral, actions: Eur. Alc. 915 mevxats odv Mydidow 
atv @ Gpevatoig goreryov gow: Adsch. Suppl. 11g Wodddke & éumrve giv 
hakidi.: Od. €, 293 abv S€ veheeoor kaduwev yaiay 6pod Kat mévTov. 

c. Accompaniments of mode and manner: ovdv xpdve, oby TaxeL, 
abv Bia, obv p0dvw, moretv 71. So where the verb is limited and defined by 
a noun: Il. 6, 161 ody re peydho dmrérioay, ody opyjow Kepadyor, yuvorgi re 

kai texéeoow: Xen. Cyr. Ill. 1, 15 civ to oo dyabe ras ripwplas Toric bat, 
7 obv TH on Enpia. G.T. as Matt. xxv. 27 exopsoduny dv 7d enor abv TéKo. 

d. Endowments; that which is oo to a person: Od. @, 193 adv 
peyahy apérn exrioe dkourw. 

e. Community of opinion—conformity to; as, olv To vépw Try 
Wipov ridecOar: Soph. Aj. 1125 bv TH Stkatw roi pey eLeorw ppovew. 

Obs. 3. In Luke xxiv. 21 ody tao Todtous, with, in addition to, all this : 
cf. Nehem. v. 18 «ai adv totros, for all this, with all this being so. 

Obs. 4. The compounds of ovv almost invariably take a dative; but 
where cvy gives to the verb the notion, that “the subject performs it with 
somebody else,”’ it is followed by a partitive gen.; évyrvyydvew sometimes 
has a genitive depending on the simple verb, while civ refers to a dative 
expressed or supplied by the mind. 
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"Avd, els, @S. 

"Ava. 

§. 624. "Avd. Original meaning on, up [see xara]. It is exactly 
opposed to xard, the one signifying a motion from above to 

below, the other from below to above. 

Obs. 1. In the Epic, Lyric, and Choral songs of the tragedians, ava has 
also a local dative; as, év& oxymtpo, Gyo, Tapydpo depo in Homer. So 
evder 8’ ava oxdmte Avs aierds Pind. Pyth. I. 6. 

Obs. 2. In Od. 8B, 416, &c. the dvd seemingly joined with a genitive 
belongs to dvaBaivew, on which the genitive depends, like em Butverv.— See 

below, Ods. 6. 

1. Loeal: 

a. Direction towards some higher object: Il. r, 212 dvd apé8upoy 
retpappévos : Od. x, 132 av dpc08dpny dvaBain: v.176 Klov’ dv bYndiy épv- 
oa: Il. x, 466 Ojxev dvd pupixny. But this is confined mostly to the 
course of a river: dv& Toy ToTandy Hat. IT. 96: dva poov wrciv, up stream ; 
(xara wotaudv, down stream.) 

b. To express an extension of any thing in actual space—from bottom 
to top—throughout ; with verbs of rest, as well as motion: Il. v, 547 
(PrAAp) ava vOra Aovoa Staprepes (ab infima dorsi parte usque ad cervicem), 
simply in: Il. a, 670 dv& Sapa: Il. 8, 209 ava otpatdv.m—dva paxny, Opt- 
ov, vias, dorv, wediov &c. in Homer@: Il. 4, 395 moddali Ayarides city dv” 
"EMNada: Hdt. VI. 131 Kai otrm Adkparovidar eBaoOnoav dvd thy “ENAdSa.. 
So metaphorically : dva oréua ¢yew Hom., Eurip. El. 80 (as it were to cast 
up and down in one’s mouth), éva @updy Hom. 

Obs. 3. G. T. as Matt. xiii. 25 dvd péaov tov irov. 

2. Temporal.—Extension in time—duration—throughout ; in 
Homer, only Il. €, 80 ava vinva: Hdt. VILL. 123 dva rav médepov 

TodTov. So ava racay thy jpépav, ava vinta: Id. VII. 10, 6 dvd xpdvov 

efevpor Tis av, with time—properly from a prior (as it were lower) 
to a later (as it were higher) point of time. So where xpévovr is taken 

for a point of time: Eur. Ion 830 rotvou’ ava xpdvov weTAGoMEVOV, ON 
the moment. 

3. Causal: 

a. Mode and manner like xara: the action being conceived of moving 
along in conformity to some higher and opposite object. So dvd kpdtos, 
strongly ; év& pépos, in turn. 

Obs. 4. G.T.: ava péaov, between ; as 1 Cor. vi. 5 diaxpivr ava pegov TOU 

adeA pov. 

a Lidd. and Scott ad voc. 
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6. Hence arises its use, in definitions of number, often with a dis- 
tributive force; as, Hdt. VIL. 106 mépreoxe 8€ ava wav Eros, guotannis : 

Xen. Anab. IV. 6, 4 ava wévte Tapacdyyas Tis jEpas, five parasangs every 
day: Hat. VII. 184 dvd Sinxocious dvdpas ev éxdory vni: Arist. Ran. 554 
kped etkoow av tprwBorrata, worth half an obol each. 

c. Lastly, in vague expressions of number, (first in Hdt. :) Eng. 
about; Lat. circa; as, Hdt. 1V. 101 7 d€ 606s 4 Hyepnom ava SinKdora 
oTddia, cup BEBAnrac. 

Obs. 5. G. T. as John i1. 6 bdpla xwopotoa ava petpytas Svo i) rpeis : Luke 
IX. 3 pyre ava SUo xiTO@vas exe: Mark vi. 40 dvd Exatov Kal ava TevTHKOVTO 
Matt. xx. g edaBov dva Syvapiov: Rev. iv. 8 ava mrépuyas €, 

Obs. 6. The compounds with avd are joined with the accus. or gen. 
according to the verbal notion of the compound, as discernible in the 

elements thereof, or the context; as, dvaBaivew to dpos, to climb the moun- 
tain; but in Hom., like émPaivew (see Obs. 2): Od, 4,177 as cima ava vyos 
€Bnv: Od. 8, 416 dv 8 dpa Tydépaxos vnds Baive, stepped on board ship; ava 
expressing the stepping up the side of the ship; and the gen. being used, 
because the spot where Telemachus reached the deck is considered as 
part of the ship, or 7 may be a local genitive. So with the gen., where 
the compound notion is such as, by the ordinary rules, to require it so to 
be; as, Il. a, 359 dvedu modus GASs.—dvarvetoat tévoco Hom.—So dvakov- 
ite, avacafew with gen. Soph. : dvaiooew Eur., &c. 

§. 625. Eis (és Ion., Hom. old Att.*, and poets for the metre, and 

in certain combinations és retained its place) is only a modified form 

of év; whence the Dorians and /Lolians use és and év in the same 

sense and constructions, and és is found in inscriptions with dative. 

Herod. always uses és, and generally Thucyd. It expresses the 
same relations as év, except that it has the notion of a direction— 
whither, while év has the notion of rest—where. It is used to ex- 

press the direction or motion of ansaction—into an object, or up to 
an object—into immediate contact with it ; especially to express the 
reaching some definite point. 

Obs. 1. The genitive is joined with es in Hom., as eis Aidao by a familiar 
ellipse of Sdpov (see Od. x, 512.): so Il. ¢ 378 né 7m és yaddwv 4 eivatépwv 
evmémhov : and after this analogy, Od. 6, 581 a ets Aiydmro.o dcimeréos 
motapoto oTnaa vias: so Arist. Lys. 1064 Hker ody eis €wod : cf.1070. 1211. 
So Plat. Phed. 69 C eis “A8ou. 

1. Local: 

a. An actual motion towards andsinto an actual object, in, into; as, 

igva eis Thy TOAW: I. a, 366 BxdpeO és ONByv. (G. T. as Matt. xiii. 53 expu- 
ev eis adta tpia.) So with persons, but generally with the collateral notion 
of their dwelling (Epic) ; as, Od. y, 317 és Mevédaov édOciv, to the house of 
Menelaus ; (but Od. €,127 eAOav és S€omrowav env, is simply to my mistress). 

a Hllendt Lex Soph. ad voe. 
» Dissen Pind. Pyth. I]. 11. and p. 638. Herm. Opuse. I. p. 265. 
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Seldom in pure Attic, as Plat. Apol. 17 C eis Gpés (i.e. eds dixacrnpror) 
elovevac: Demosth. 113, 11 €is Pwkéas, the country of the Phocians, as mpds 
ouppdxous (as allies): in Attic writers with a hostile sense, against; as, 

Thue. III. 1 eorparevoay és Thy "ATTUKHY, (but Xen. Anab. I. 6, 7 amootas 

eis Mucous, joining the Mysian revolt ;) hence generally against: Plat. 
Hipp. Maj. 292 C oia éis ewe exeivos epet: Eur. Andr. 63 dewd cat Bovdreverat 

—é€g oe. 

Obs.2. So G.T. very commonly: Matt. xxvill. 16 emopevOnoay eis Thy 
Fadttaay: John xi. 38 epxera: ets TS pvnpetov: Mark xill.14 devyérwcapr eis 
Ta dpy: Acts xvi. 40 eiondOov eis Thy Audiav, to the house of Lydia: Ib. xx. 
29 eloehevoorrar els bpds, shall enter in among you. 

b. So towards—on—position without motion: Hdt. VII. 42 és dpiotepiy 
xepa, on the right hand. 

8. A metaphorical direction, approach, contact with, entrance, reception 
into: implied in a verb of motion, or in an action. 

ec. Direction of the sight: Il. y, 364 idev eis obpavdv etpvv: Xen. 
Symp. 1,12 dmoSnéWas eis Abté\uKov. 

Obs. 3. G.T. Luke vi. 20 émdpas rods 6pOdApovs eis Tobs pabyTds : Acts 
i, 10 drevigorres Eig TOV OUpavoy. 

d. Various relations in which es is to be translated according to the 
context: Soph. C&. R. 430 otk eis oheOpov: Ibid. £158 eis 768’ Eas: Id. 
Cid. Col. 860 dAW és ti tpeve: Id. Phil. 825 eis Umvov méeon: Lys. 104, 
26 eis Spas rH airiay mepirpeyar: Adschin. 79,12 €is Thy éoxdtnv dOupiav 
epBareire: Eur. Andr. 430 eis xetpas eAdciy: Plat. Euthyd. 300 E redev- 
Tay eis EVOusnpov, to finish with Huthydemus : Id. Mem. 88 C eis eddatpoviay 
redeuta: Id. Euthyd. 285 D 7 dopa pr eis doxov TeAeuTH GEL, finish with being : 
Demosth. 66, 20 dépecOai eis Thy Eautod pucw.— (See also below, 3. c.) 

Obs. 4. G. T., as Luke x. 36 éumeodvros eis tods AnoTds. 

Obs. 5. In G. T. dkovety eis Gta, the eis signifies the reception of the 
thing heard into the ear. 

y. Extension without motion; as, é« Oaddoons eis Oddacoay. 

e. The place where an action takes place; that which a motion, or 
action implying motion, reaches, extends to, or which it comes into con- 
tact with and takes effect on, on, at: Soph. Trag. Inc. 694 épxous eyo 
yuvatkds eis Uwe ypapo: Id. Ant. 1222 és 8 bypdv dyxdava—rapbeva mpoo- 
ntvooera : Id. Phil. 738 madragov eis Gxpov 1680: Alschin. 42, 31 mpoedpia 

eis TA Atoviota. 

Obs. 6. G.T., as Mark xi. 8 gorpwoav eis Thy 686v: Acts xxvi. 14 kara- 
TecdvT@v Eig THY YH. 

jf. In the sense of coram, among, with the noton of direction towards 

the object as if it were reached or arrived at; as, Adyovs moeicba eis 
tov Sipov: Plat. Menex. 232 A moddd 8) Kai Kadd dmedyvavto eis Tavtas 
évOpwmous ; Eur. Hec. 303 4 & ciroy eis Gmavtas ovk dpynoopa: Plat. Gorg. 
526 B edddyipos eis tods GAdous “EAAnvas: Id. Prot. 349 A dmoxnpvEdpevos 
eis Tavtas Tods "EAAnvas: Thuc. VII. cadov—és tods “EXAyvas: not in the 
orators. 

Gr, Gr. vou, 11. aq 
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Eis. 

Obs. 7. G.T., as Luke xxiv. 21 knpuxOjvai—eis mévta Ta €Ovy : Acts iv. 
17 SdiavepnOy eis Tov Nady: Rom. xvi. 26 eis mdvta Ta EOvy yropiodévtos. 

2. Temporal: 

a. Duration up to a point of time—wp to, until: és qédov Katadurta. : 
Od. 4, 374 kai pev és 7@ Stav dvacxoipny: Hdt 1. 66 és ene, up to my time : 
Demosth. 25, 26 ex maidds eis yipas. 

Obs. 1. G.T., as John xiii. 1 €tg Tédos. 

b. The looking forward to some point of time—on, at, for: Hdt. 
IX. 52 dpas és Thy ovvexecro dmadddooesGa: Demosth. 77, 14 avaBaddeoba 
eis katpov kaddXiw : Od. & 384 dar edevoecOa i) és B€pos 7) és SmaHpyy: Xen. 
Anab. V. 3, 11 émo.otvro Onpav eis thy Eopthy, for the festival. So witha 
notion of delay: Eur. Iph. Aul. 122 és GAXas dpas raidds Saicoper bpevaious : 

Arist. Ach. 172 mapeivae eis Evqv. So in prose: eis thy botépaay, for the 
Jollowing day : «is tpttnv jpépav: Xen. Cyr. V. 3, 4 ijxere eis Thy TpraxooThy 
Hpéepav. 

Obs. 2. G.T., as Acts iv. 3 eis Thy atpiov: 2 Tim. i. 12 pudaéar eis exet- 
yyy Thy Hpepav. 

ce. Looking towards a space of time; hence duration for a space of 
time—during, for: Thuc. III. 46 és tév €mevta xpdvov, for ever after : 
Xen. Mem. III. 6, 13 eis évautdév, for a year: Il. h, 444 map Atos eAGdvtes 
Onrevoapey els éviautov : Eur. Iph. Aul. 165 eis pédovta xpdvov. 

Obs. 3. G.T. Luke xii. 9 eis moda Eryn : Matt. xxi. 19 eis tov aidva, for 
ever: Luke i. 50 els yeveds yeveav: Heb. x.1 és 1d Sinverés, continually. 

d. An act or state taking place in a space of time; in, at: Od. 
5, 86 rpis rikrer ppda TeAeopdpoy eig évrautdv: Od. +, 134 €is Gpas dayoer, 
reap at harvest time. 

e. Approximation to a point of time—towards : ets éomépav, towards 
evening. 

3. Causal: 

a. The destination, aim, object, intention, purpose, use, func- 
tion, result, for, on, to; as, éxpyoato Trois ypnyaow eis Thy wodw: II. ¢, 

102 eivew eis ayabdv, for good: so eis ti, for what: Soph. Phil. 111 eis 
képdos te Spay: Xen. Mem. III. 4, 5 Samavay eis vinny: Lys. 157, 32 
dvpopéeva eis THY TWOAW: AXschin. 79, 24 émackeiv eis TA Navabyvara. So 
of persons: Ibid. 162, 29 dvnd@peva eis Spas, spent for your service: Xen. 
Cyr. II. 2, 8 eis tods modepious Saravicess, on your enemies : Id. Che. 4, 5 
cis Gmdaous Sei Siddvac rpopyv. So with a definite notion of causing, or 
producing, or effecting something: Id. Cyr. I. 4, 5 ov« dmedidpacker eis TO 
pay wovetv: Thue. III. 22 eis adté toGto mapeoxevacpevs, for this very pur- 
pose: Ibid. 37 és thy rév Evppdyov xdpw padakiferOa: Plat. Gorg. 517 E 
xpnaoroyv els Thy dpetiy. 

Obs. 1. G.T., as Luke v. 4 xaddoare ra Sikrva eis dypav: 2 Cor. ii. 12 
eMOav eis thy Tpwdda eis TO ebayyédov: Mark vi. 4 eis paptipioy adtois : 
Matt. x. 10 mnpav eis 686v: Luke ix. 30 dyopdcopey eis tavta Tov adv: 
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Eis 

Rom. i. 1 dpapicpévos eis evayyeduov : Mark viii. 19 rods wévre dprovs éxAaca 
eis Tods TevTaKioXtAious. 

Obs. 2. Eis with the article and infin. is used in G. T. to express a point 
arrived at by an action ; the result without any notion of aim or purpose : 
Rom. i. 20 €ig T6-€tvat avrovs dvarodoynrovs. Cf. 1 Thess. ii. 16. Heb. xi. 3. 
cf. 803, Obs. 1. 

b. So the object of a feeling, or mental state, or action proceeding 
therefrom : Thuc. I. g2 thy és tov MaSov mpodupiayv: Eur. Orest. 424 arnOis 
és pidous: Id. Heracl. 148 ets ce popiav: Id. El. 253 eis ey’ evoeBns: Dem. 
60, 13 Kakol THY Wuyny eis Tov Shpov: Ibid. 520, 14 édv Tis bBplon els twa: 
Ibid. 33, 30 oxamrev ets Eautdv: Andoc. 19, 28 ray eis bpas eAridov. 

Obs. 3. G. T., as 1 Pet. iv. 9 pirdecvor etg GAAHAOUS: SO eAmiCew, TecTEd- 
ew ets twa: Rom. i. 27 ev rH dpcker—eis GAAHAouS: Acts xxiv. 24 Tijs eis 

Xpiotov ricrews. 

c. The state, sphere, position, obligations, or privileges, into 
which persons or things enter or are to enter, or where having as it were 
entered, they act,—metaphorical accession, transition, hence change 

adherence, &c. of any one thing or person to another: Thuc. 1.6 és 
TdvtTas Spoiwy Stautnudtey, extending to all: Lys. 894 fin. eis tots maidas 
emitpor@ : Dem.1313, 20 €is tods Sypdtas eveypdd>ny: Arist. Eq. 925 eis 
Tous Toucious—éeyypapys : Eur. Troad. 474 eis tépav’ eynudpny: Ibid. 611 
FO evyeves €5 Soddov Fee: Adschin. 76, 12 Kataorhva eis dpxyv: Iseus 80, 7 
eyéevero €ig ee 7 KAnpovopia: Alschin. 8, 16 karaWnpiferba: eis dpytprov, to be 

condemned to a fine: Demosth. 822, 14 ets Ta Hpérepa Saveicuvtr, borrowing 
on our property: Id. 611, 4 €is TA OGpaTa exomoavTo Tivwpias: Xen. Cyr. 

III. 1, 19 xpnwara—eis épytptoy AoyoGevta, reduced to money.—See also 
above, I. d. 

Ws. 47 Gre 1.s a8. t Cor. xiv. 76 eis Spas pdvous KatnvTnoev : SO Banti- 

(ew, BanriferOar cis 71, or twa: Ibid. x. 2 eis Tov Mwojy éBartivavto : Acts 

ii. 38 eis Apeow apapriay: Matt. xxvill. 19 BanriCovtes airods eis TS dvopa. 
k.T.A : Acts vill. 16 BeBarrirpeévar eis Tb Gvopa Tod Kupiov “Incod: Matt. 
ili. 11 Barrige tyas cig petdvoray : (but Rom. vi. 3 ¢SamrioOnpuev eis Xprotoy 
*Inoodv has a deeper meaning: Ibid. eis tov Odvatov ato’, made partakers 
of his death; like 1 Cor. xii. £3 Bantec. ig Ev cGpa:) so AoyiferOa eis S- 
kaoouvny, to be placed tu the account of—to be reckoned for : Acts xix. 27 
eis obd€v AoyioGjvac: Matt. v. 22 evoxos eis yéevvay: Id. xxi. 42 eyernOy eis 
Kegahhy yovias: Id. xix. 5 kal écovra dvo cig odpxa play. 

d. Mode and manner—conformity to: in, according to, regarded 

as objects which the agent is endeavouring to reach, or towards which he 
is looking, or as what the action is tending to. So a variety of adverbial 
expressions : €igs TodTo—eis Kahdv—eis Tdxos— eis Sdvapiv—eés TA TPGTA— 
és oddév: Plat. Lege. 1,635 eis &, wherefore—according to this: eis kapdv 
—és tédos—eis bmepBody &c.: Ll. B, 379 és play Bovreverw: Thuc. V. 111 
és ptov Boudny: Theocr. XVIII. 7 cewduv & apa macau eis vy pédos: Plat. 
Prot. 343 C éis todo 16 ffjpo 76 aopa meroinxey: Id. Legg. 867 B Bedricroy 
Eis etkova—tpdo Oeivac : Xen. Anab. HI. 3, 19 immous eis twwéas Karackevd- 
aopev, according to the surt of riders : Aéschin. 21, 38 Aoyigopar radybes Ets 
évdpds Guvow, according to the nature &c. So of parts according to which 
any division takes place: so eis 8do, of soldiers, two deep : Xen. Lac. Rep. 

at IL. 4 eis tpets THy evoporiay dyew: Id. Cyr. I. 1,13 €ts Eva mopevorro H Takis. 
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“As—Atd. 

Obs. 5. G.'T., as Matt. xiii. 30 dycare eis B€opas : Id. x. 40 6 dexdpevos 
mpopytny eis dvopa mpopyrou : Id. xii. 41 perevdnoay eis TO KHpuypa ‘Teva : 
Luke xiii. 11 eis 16 wavtedés : 2 Cor. iv. 17 ets OwepBodjy: Id. vi. 1 és Td 
kevov: Matt. xxvii. 51 eaxton és duo. 

e. To express some particular reference to—with regard to—in 
respect of —in, on; as, dvorvyxeiv, poBetoOa eis t Soph. : Eur. Or. 541 edri- 

xnoev és téxva. Prose: Oavpacev or érmawveiv eis t1—Siaépe eis dpetTyyv— 
eis oHpa—eis xpypata: Xen. Cicon. II. 4 eis dé td cov oY pa—xal Thy chy 

Sdgav oS ds dv ikavd pou Soxei civai cor: Plat. Legg. 774 B eis pev ovv 
xpypata, wilh respect to: Thuc. 1V.18 és (with respect to) dpdiBddov doda- 
As: SO Brerew, dmoBderew ets tr, to look at—to have respect to, like mpos. 

They are used with different substantival notions: so mpés rods Adyous and 

eig 7a mpaypara are joined in Demosthenes. 
Obs. 6. G.T., as Matt. xxii. 16 od Bdérets eis Tpdowmov dvOpoarev: Acts 

li. 41 Aé€yer eis adtév, says with regard to him. 

jf. To express some number viewed as a point approached or reached— 
about—up to: Thue. I. 74 vais és tas tetpaxooias: Xen. Cyr. III. 1, 19 
me{ol €ig TéeTTapas pupiddas: Demosth. 815, 5 eis EBdounKovta pwas: Id. 

816, 24 eis puptas Spaxyds. Hence as a distributive : eis Suo, two; eis 
éxatov, a hundred. 

Obs. 7. The compounds of «is mostly take the accus.: eisépyeoOa and 
eisvevae accus. and dat.2 So Soph. Trach. 298 pot yap oikros deivis eiceBy : 
Id. Antig. 1345 sq. ra & emi pati por mérpos Suskduictos etondato. See 

§. 626. “Qs, ad, to, is used by good authors only with persons, 

or things conceived of as persons. It is more common in Attic 
Greek, though we find it as early as Homer: Od. p, 218 os aiel rov 
Opmotoy dyer Peds os tov Spotov: Hdt. I]. 121, 5 eoedAOdvta be ds Tod 

Baotdréos thy Ovyarépa: Demosth. 54, 48 mpéeoBers métopdev as Ba- 

ovrea: Id. 98, 35 méurere Gs Hpas—apéoBers. It is joined with names 

of towns, used instead of the inhabitants thereof; as, Thuc. VIII. 

56 ijKovtos @s Thy MiAntov: Ibid. 103 as “ABudor. 

Obs.1. We must distinguish between this @s and the s joined with eis, 
ei, mpds, with accus, (as eis, as emi, @s mpds twa), which is no preposition, 
but merely expresses a supposed, and therefore intended, direction towards 
something, as 7f to: Thuc. VI. 61 dmémeov pera tis Sadapevias ek THS SeKe- 
Alas Ws és Tas “AOyvas: Soph. Phil. 58 mdcis & ws mpds otkov. Hence also 
in @s éwt with a dat.: Thuc. I. 126 carédaBe rHv axpdmodw Gs emi tupayvide. 

Obs. 2. ‘Qs is not used in composition. 

4. Prepositions with Genitive and Accusative—b.a, xara, inép. 

Aca, through. 

§. G27. Avi (Aisch. dua’). Original force—through ; properly— 

asunder, (perhaps connected with 6és): with gen., in the direction 
—whence ; accus.—whither. 

& Sec Elm. Med, 56. 
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Ava. 

I. Genitive. 

1; Local: 

a. A motion extending through a space or object, and passing out of 
it—through, and out of, then throughout. So Homer : 816 dpou 7Adev eyxos, 
through the shoulder and out ; Sia Zkardv, out through the Scean gate: Ii. 

p, 281 ivoev dé Sid Tpopdxwy : Ibid. 293 emaiéas BU Gpthou: 294 TAiSe— 
kuvens Sud xadkotrapyou: Hdt. VII. 8, 2 peAko—eday orpardv Bid THs Etpd- 
ans emi rHv “EAAdda. Yet more forcibly: Ibid. 8, 3 Sid adons SvefehOov rs 

Edpéms: Ibid. 105 é&fdauve tov orpurdy Bid THs Opyixys emi tHv “EAAdOa : 
Id. 111.145 Suaxtiwas 81a tis yopy’pys, to creep out through the prison: 
Id. IX. 25 d:a ths imeapeins, through the country at the mountain foot. This 
notion Homer expresses yet more forcibly by a combination of 81d with 
€« or mpd; as, Od. p, 460 80 ék peydporo avaxopeiy, through the house and 
out at the other side: Od. o, 386 8v ex mpodiporo Oipage evyew: IJ. & 
494 Sdpv & dPOadpwio 81 mps—7AOev. So in G. T. passim: as Matt. iv. 4 
éxropevopévov Sia Tod oTdpaTos Ocod: Luke iv. 30 dieAOoy Bid péoou adrav : 
1 Cor, xiii. 12 Bdéropev BV eodatpou. 

b. An extension through a space—throughout, but without the above 
given collateral notion of the reappearance of the subject of the action. 
Mostly poetic; as, Od. p, 335 8a vigou idv: 8d medtou, per campum: 
Xen. Hier. II. 8 81a wodepias ropeveoOar, So somewhat figuratively : Hdt. 
Il. 91 81a méons d&ywvias, through the whole course of games. (See 3.) G.T., 
as Acts xili. 49 Steepero 6 Adyos BL SAns THS xdpas: 2 Cor. vill. 18 od 6 
émawos 81a Tagav TOV exkAyoLov. 

Obs. 1. This gen. is applied figuratively in the phrases: 814 Stkacoodvys 
igva, to pass through justice, i.e. to be gust ; 8a Tod Sukatou mopeverOar,— 
Sid pdBou épxyecOae Eur. Or. 757, to fear; 81a gidlas ievar rwi Xen. Anab. 
IIL. 2, 8, to be friendly to a person. See below, 3. 0. 

c. So of intervals of space: Thuc. III. 21 81a Séka emddgewv, every tenth 
battlement: Hdt.1V.181 81a Séka Apepewv 6500, at the distance of ten days’ 
journey: Thuc. II. 29 81a tocostou, at such a distance. 

Obs. 2. The gen. expresses the time (or space), as an antecedent con- 
dition of the action (see §.523.); and dia the extension of the action 
through that time or space. 

2. Temporal: 

a. Extension in time, during, through : 81a tavtds Tob xpdvou rotatra 
ovK eyévero: SO St Hpepas, Sid vuKTds: Xen. Mem. J. 2, 61 81d Tavtds too 

Biou: Id. Cyr. II. 4, 2 81a mavtés: Plat. Symp. 203 D dirocodar 81a travtds 
tod Biou: 81a téXous Eur. So G. T., as Heb. ii. 15 8:6 tavtds tod Cay: 
Acts v. 19 80d vuxtés : cf. xvi. 9. 

b. The lapse of some period of time—after ; properly, through it, and 
out of it ; as, 8 €rous (Sid here, as dv duidov, is through and out again) ; 
81d modAovd, paxpod, ddlyou xpédvou, also $v dAtyou, ToAod, without ypdvov, or 
Sud. _xpdvou 7AGe, after long time he came: Hat. VI. 118 dddd pw (roy avdpi- 
dyta) Sv éréwy eikoar OnBaior aitol ek Ocomporiov éekopicayto emi Aniov, post 
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Aud. 

viginti annos. So G.T., as Acts xxiv.17 80 ét@v mdedvev: Mark ii. 1 
Su Hpepav. 

ce. So of any thing recurring at stated intervals of time; as, 81a tpitou 
étous ovvyecav, every third year—after three years (inclusive of the year 
then current), 816 méyarrou Erous, 8d mevte eTay, Guinto quoque anno, Sd 
tpitns jpepas: Plat. Legg. p. 834 E 8a wépatev érov; Xen. Rep. Ath. I. 
16-8V éviautod, every year. 

3. Causal (direction whence) : 

a. The origin; as, 81a Baoihéwy meuxevac. 

b. Property or quality (as if one were passing through it), in combi- 
nations with eiva and yiyverOa; as, Thuc. [V. 30 81d mpodudakijs : Id. V. 59 
Sd PdPou civa, BV e€xOpas yiyrvecOai ti, BL Epidos, dpyis, dopadelas eivar or 
yiyvecbar: Ibid. eye twa BV dpyfs: Eur. 80 oiktou AaSeiv : Thuc. 81d paxys 
edciv. G.T., as Rom. viii. 25 8 Gropovis drekdexoueba: 2 Cor. ill. 11 ef 
yap ro Katapyovpevor, Sra Sdéys: Heb. xii. 1 80 Gropovis rpexopev. 

c. With persons—the agent or instrument; as, 80 €autod (often in 

prose), 8¢ épod Dem., SV éketvou Thuc. : Demosth. 132, 22 of 80° éxetvou ras 
moNtretas movovpevor: Id. 144, 4 8 adta@v efyoy rv wow: Xen. Anab. IT. 3, 
10 édeye Sv Eppyvéwy: Plat. Pheed. $3 A 7 81d tOv Sppdtov oxeyis. G. T., as 
Heb. i. 2 80 06 Kai rods aidvas énoinoe by whom—through whom (as an instru- 
ment) He made the world: Acts iii. 16 9 miosis 7) 80 adtod: Matt. i. 22 7d 
pndev tno tov Kupiov (author) 814 to’ mpopytod (instrument): Heb. ii. 16 
of e&ehOdvres €& Aiyimrov 81d Mowiicéws : so 81d “Iyood Xprotod as the Instru- 
ment of Salvation: Rom. v. 5 8d mvedpatos dyiou: 2 Tim. ii. 2 81a moh- 
hav paptipwv: so 1 Cor. i. 4 Bu 06 ékdyOnre: cf. Gal. i. 1. 

d. With things—the means or accompaniments, as if the action 
were passing through them—with: 8v é0adpa@v dpav—8.a Xeupav Exew : 
Plat. Apol. 17 D cay 816 tev adtdv Adywv dxoinre pod arodoyoupevov BL @yTrep 
eloba éeyew: Eur. Hipp. 1306 8v épxav: Arist. Nub. 583 Bpovri eppayn 
Sv dotpamjs. G.T., as 3 John 13 81d péAavos kai kaddpou ypdpew : 2 Thess. 
il. 2 Sid Adyou, SV émuorodfs: 1 Cor. vi. 14 tyas eeyepet Bid THs Suvdpews 
airod: Rom. ili. 25 idaornpioy Bid wiotews: Id. il. 12 KpiverOar 81d vdpou : 
1 John v. 6 édéav 80 Batos: 2 Cor. v. 7 81a mlotews mepurarovper. 

e. Hence material; as, 80 éXépavtos. 

f. Mode and manner; as, 8a omoudis: Thuc. II. 18 81a tdxous: so 
$1a mavtéds: Eur. Pheen. 261 cicedééaro 8.’ edweteias: G. T., as Rom. ii. 27 
rov Sua ypdppatos mapaBdrny: Heb. xiii. 22 81d Bpaxéwv. 

g. Value; as, Soph. Ci. C. 584 Sv oS€vog mocicAa, to esteem as 
nothing : 81a mretotou Oavpagcpeva (Thuc.). 

h. Hence of comparison and superiority; as, Il. p, 104 6 & empeme 
kal 81a TavtTwv (throughout, among all): Hdt. I. 25 dens akiov cai 81d TévTwv 
tov avaOynpdtwv : Id. VIL. 83 Kécpov d€ mreivtov mapeixovto 81d wWavTwv Teép- 
oa: Pind. Isthm. III. 55 “Opnpos reripaxev Bu dvOpdtrwv. 

Obs. 3. Most of these usages arise from the notion of in being implied 
in that of through. 
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Atd. 

Il. Accusative. 

1. Local.—The extension of any thing throughout and over a 
space, (Homer, Pindar, Tragic chorus sometimes, but never in prose :) 

Esch. Suppl.15 pedyewv 816 xp’ Gvov.— 51a. SGya, dua Kparepas toptvas 

Hesiod.: Eur. Hipp. 753 86 wovtsov kiya emdpevoas euav dvaccav. 

Obs. 4. The difference between Sia medioy igvar and dia rediov is, strictly 
speaking, this—the genitive represents the space passed through (6:4) as 
the antecedent condition of the notion; the accus. is of the cognate notion 
of the space over which the motion takes place: du4 in both cases marks 
that the motion extended throughout the space. 

2. Temporal.—Extension through time; as, 61a vi«ra. 

3. Causal: 

a. The cause or reason, as well the antecedent as the final—an- 
tecedent, in consequence of; as, Hom. Od. , 67 8v dtacbadias emabov 
kaxov: Plat. Symp. 203, 2 dvaBi@oxerar 814 Thy Tod matpds ddaw: so Ba 
Touro or Tadta—o& 6 or 86, wherefore ; Sidte (dia rodro dru), because, for 
this reason, wherefore. G.T., as Matt. xxvii. 18 86 8dvov, for envy— 
Final cause, for the sake of: Thuc. 1V.102 8a 16 tepréxew adrny, in 
order to surround it: Ibid. 40 8V dxO4Sova, in urder to annoy: Id. V. 53 
Sia Tod Ovparos Thy eloTrpagw. 

b. The means—with things—that which is employed in doing some- 
thing ; as, 81d Boudds, Sid pve. 

c. The instrument or agent—with persons, through whose agency 
or instrumentality something occurs or is done; as, Od. 6, 520 wxjoa Bu 
"AMqynv: Plat. Rep. 367 D dixavoovvn airy 80 éauthy Tov éyovra dvivnow: 
Xen. Cyr. V. 2.15 81a tods €0 paxoupevous ai paxya xpivovra. So in the 
Att. formula: ei 7 816 todtov, were it not for him; especially when some- 
thing has been prevented: Lysias 423, 60 dmodéoa mapeckevdtovro tv 
modw, et py Sv Gvdpas a&yafods2: Demosth. 680, 26 Whdicpa rowodrdv te 
map ipav evpero, e& ob Kupwbevros ay, ei pr BL pas Kal ravtny TH ypadyy, 
ndiknvro havepds oi dio trav Bactkéov. G.T., as John v. 57 kdyo (@ Sd 
tov matépa: Rom. vill. 20 81a tov brotdgayta. 

Obs. 4. Avé is sometimes found with the genitive and accusative in the 
same sentence; with the accusative it signifies rather im consequence of = 
propter ; with the genitive, the active instrument or cause whereby=per ; 
Demosth. 67, 5 rods Aoyicpods dkodaai pou Sv ols (why) Tavdytia eyol mapé- 
otnxe mpoodoxav Kai Sv av (through which) éxOpov jyodpar @ikummov: Id. 
62, 23 8 adrév (for his sake) xpiow cidnpévar (rov médepov) Kat Ta Tvéca 
Gcivar BV Eautod, through his agency. G.T. Compare Rom. xii. 3 Aéyo yap 
Sia THs xdpitos ris Sobcions por (=) xupis &v poe A€yer), with Ibid. xv. 15 81a 
TY xdpw tHv Sobcicar, by virtue, in consequence of the grace &c. 

Obs. 6. The accus. follows most of the compounds of 8:4, except those 
implying the original notion of disunion (S/s), which take a dative, or pre- 
eminence, which take a genitive. 

a Bremi ad loc. 
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Kara, from above, down. 

Kata. 

§. 628. Original meaning—Direction from above to below, desuper. 
Position over against, contraposition to. So that if two similar 
things were placed opposite to one another, each would be xara to 
the other. 

I. Genitive. 
1. Local: 

a. Actual motion from above to below—down, from, desuper, 

deorsum, downwards. The local genitive expresses the point whence, 
or the space over which the motion takes place, xatd the direction of it : 
Il. a, 44 By dé Kar’ OvAvdprov Kapyyvev: Id. p, 438 Sdkpva kata Brepdpwv 
xée: Hdt. VIII. 53 eppirreov éwurods Kata Tod tetxeos kdtw: Xen. An. V. 
7,9 ®xovTo KaTa Tov TeTPaV Hepdpevor : Soph. Elect. 1433 Bare kat dyti- 
Otpwv: so Hdt. III. 60 Améva Babos kata épyuewv, where xara seems 
otiose, but really expresses the measure, as from top to bottom. Especially 
in the phrases kat dkpys woAw aipeew, to take a city by storm, properly 
from the highest point (citadel) to the lowest. So Od. ¢, 313 éAacev peya 
kdpa kat akpys, completely.— (Hence kata mavtds, ka? G\ou= dyes, dros.) 
G. T., as Matt. vill. 32 Spynce kata Tod Kpyyvod. 

6. Direction downwards towards an object—down upon: Od. p, 15 
Kata XQovds oupara mpéa. So simply of an action directed to any object 
below or supposed to be so; as, ro€evew Kath Twos, matey Kat& Twos, to 
strike at something from above: rimrew kata Képpys, down on the head : 
Il. «, 696 Kar db0adpaev Kéyur dydvs: Arist. Nub. 178 kata& tis TpameCas 
katandoas, down on. So the familiar expression kata xeipds vdop: Plat. 
Crit.120 A kata tupds orévdovres. The gen. denotes the object aimed at, 
the preposition the direction of the blow: so G.T., as Acts xxvii.14 €Bade 
KAT auTHS dvepos Tuparikds. 

c. Motion down below—uwnder: Il. , 100 Wuyx7 Kata yOovds @yeTo: 
I]. v, 505 aixpy Kata yalas @yero, into the ground: Hat. VII. 6 apavigecOa 
kata tHS Paddoons: Ibid. 235 Katadeduxéevar Kata THS Paddaons: Xen. Cyr. 
VI.1, 19 Kata THs yas Karadvopac—or under without motion: Soph. Cid. 
Col. 1699 rov Kata yas oKdror. 

Obs. 1. This sense of the preposition is applied figuratively ; as, G. T. 
2 Cor. vill. 2 7 kat& Bdbous mrwxeia, deep poverty, properly reaching to the 
very depths. 

d. Sometimes, but mostly in doubtful passages, rest in or at a place, 
where the original force of the preposition often seems almost lost : Soph. 
Trach. 675 Wi kat akpas omdddos, on: Hdt. I. 9 emedy kata vetou yévy. 
So Thue. IJ.62. Id, VII. 28 xata& yijs, by land: for the more usual xara 
ynv: Hes. Opp. 615 mAciwy kata x@ovds dppevos ein. The gen. is local as in 
dua yjs. G.T., as Luke iv. 14 e&pdOcv ka Odys THs Teptxdpou: Acts ix. 31 
ai éxkAnoias ka® Odys THs “loudaias: 1 Cor. xi. 4 avip KaTa Kehadis eyov. 

2. Temporal: Lycurg.184, 34 katd wavrds Tod aidvos, as we say, 

down to the latest time. 
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Kata, 

3. Causal: 

a. The simple object or aim considered as the cause (hence the geni- 
tive) of, about ; as, Aéyew katd twos, of any thing : the genitive expresses 
the subject of the speech, &c. (see §. 486.) : the prepos sition figuratively 
represents it as below (as in the phrase Aéyew emi tiv) : Plat. Phiedr. 
260 B émawov xata tod dvou: Ibid. 279 A pavrevdopa kat aitod: Demosth. 
68, g peyordy core Ka byav eyxopov : Adschin. 6o, 36 of kata Anpoabévous 
emavow: Ibid. 84, 27 kat a&AdHdowv exovres Odkas. 

b. More generally in the sense of hostility—against ; as, héyew, Adyos 
Kata twos: Xen. Apol. Socr. 13 WevderOa kata Tob Gecod: Id. Lys. 164, 41 
Kata Tov dpydvtwv Yevdorvra. Not only of words but also of actions: Soph. 
CH. R. 228 roumikAnw imeéehov adros ka attod: Id. Ant.145 Ka atrotyv— 
Adyxas otnoavte: Demosth. 646, 4 ai kata OnBatwv eAmides: Id. 367, 4 
Kowov Umdpxel KATO WaVTOV TOV GUVeiKwY. 

ce. In the case of—about—in regard to—the object of consideration, con- 
sidered as lying beneath, under consideration ; so oKxomeiv katd twos: Plat. 

Phed. 70 D py rotvuy nat ayOpdmav—oxdmer—adda Kal Kata Ldov* révtoy 
kat dutav: Id. Meno. 74 B play apetiy NaBeiv Kata mévtav : Demosth. 1095; 

Q kata TOv Toney, in the case of adoptions: Plat. Phileb. 19 B dpav kata 
mavtés: Arist. De Anim. I. 1 pia pebodos kata. mévtav : Demosth. 615, 27 

KaTa TavTds ToD xpdvou oKeydpevos, with regard to. Wence the adverb 

kaOoXov. 

d. In oaths and adjurations, &c. by—especially Attic. The geni- 
tive expressing that whence the force of the oath or adjuration proceeds, 
the preposition representing the (real or supposed) laying of the hands 
upon it: Arist. Ran. ror épdca kab tepdv: Demosth. 553,17 Sprve kar 
éfwielas, he swore by his own destruction; he wished he might die, if &c.: 
Id. 1038, 12 kav’ ébwhetas ervopKei, signifies the violation of such an oath: 
Id. 1268, 24 act yap hepa tan eiecior TovUs Taidas avToU KATA TOUTMY Spiel 

o6a: Id. 852,19 7 patnp KaT euod Kal Tis adekpqs—miorw nOeAnocey em- 
Ocivar, to pledge her faith on the head of myself and my sisters. So of a 
vow viewed as that whereby a person prayed or promised: Arist. Equit. 
665 «tyeoba KoO ExatouBys: Ibid. 660 kata xidiwv edxiy yydpwv: Dem. 
1467, I exeoOa Kata viknkntnpioy, with a vow of offerings for a victory. 

Obs. 2. So G. T. as Matt. xxvi. 63 é£opki(o oe watd Tob Ceod : Heb. vi. 
13 met KaT OUSEvOS ciye peiLovos Sudoa. 

Il. Accusative. 

§. 629. Kara with gen. is exactly opposed to dva in respect of the 
_ point whence the motion is supposed to begin, but with the accus. 
they agree in their notion of position, both signifying an extension, 
over an object, or with verbs of motion, motion through it. The 
relative position of two parallel perpendicular lines, as 

would be expressed by either preposition with the accus.; avd from 
Gr. Gr. vou. u. RT 
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bottom to top, card top to bottom. Most of the secondary senses of 
kard with accus. are derived from this notion of position, over against 
(e regione), paralel to, opposite to. 

1. Local: 

a. With verbs of motion, over against and to, (the verb gives the prepo- 
sition the force of to;) Il. @, 295 Kata Ike KduTd Telyean adv ecAcai: , 
Xen. Anab. V. 216 Svdkey kata Tas TAGs. 

b. A motion through space; down, along, through ; Il. @, 147 rods 
eddiée kata poov; then generally kara pdov, kata woTapov opposed to ava : 
Il. 0, 682 diode een Kal’ S8dv, along the high road: Ml. 6, 276 €pxo- 
pevov kata mévtov: Soph. Trach. 418 feiro kaG odpov: Plat. Pheedr.114 A 
Kata Kwxutov ekBadker: Plat. Pheedr. 229 A kata 7d bddtiov ievae: sO Kata 

yay, kata Oddagoav ropevec Oa, kata oTpatdv, KaTa vaAas Hom., as dvd otpdtoy, 

ava vias: both express motion through, the supposed point of commence- 
ment being different: G. T. as Luke viii. 39 daAdOe kab Odyv Thy modu. 

c. Extension through space (viewed as beginning as it were from 
above, and extending downwards): over against, opposite to, on, in, at, with 

persons, among ; as, Hdt. Ill. 14 wapyecay ai rapbevor kata Tobs Twatépas : 
so ka “EANdda, Kab? dd6v: Tl. c, 89 Kod Soptyny: Eur. Med. 244 kat’ 

olkous, ai home: Aisch. Ag. 243 kar dv8pavas: Hdt. VIL. 145 Kar’ &ddy- 
hous, among each other: so such phrases as Il. a, 271 Kat’ éwautov, by my- 

self: Hdt. V.15 kat éwiitous, by themselves: Dem. I. 45,11 kad’ Eautods 
exaoro., may be referred here: Xen. Anab. 4, 6, 11 kata tadryy Thy ddr, 
at this pass: Id. II. 109 ai éx:dvat kata Tacav thy yi ciot: Plat. Rep. 
435 E of xara Opdxyy: Hdt. VI. 19 émeay katd todto yevapay TOU Ndyou, 
at this point of my history : so in Homer kata dpéva kal kata Oupdy: so 
G. T. as Acts xxvi. 3 7a Kata tods “loudaious &n: Luke xv. 14 Amos Kata 
THY Xopar. 

d. So of places in vicinity, or of parallels in latitude or longitude ; Hdt. 
I. 76 xara Zweayv: Thuc. VI. 104 kara tov Tepwatov Kkédmov : Xen. Anab. 
7, 21 kopas, tas kata Buldvtov: G.T. as Acts 11. 10 THs AiBins THs KATO 
Kupyyyy : Acts xxvii. 12 Aipeva Bémovra katd iBa. 

2. Temporal: 

a. Extension through time, as dvd, the point of commencement being 
different : duration of time, during, contemporaneously with : Hat. I. 67 
KaTa Tov mpdtepov wOAewov: Id. II. 134 kara “Apacuw Bacidevorvra, adN od 
Kata todtov: Id. ILI. 120 Kata Thy KapBicca votcoy eyevero rade: Thuc. 
IIL. 32 kata wdodv, during the voyage: Xen. Mem. IIL. 5, 10 of ka® Eautots 
dvOpwror: so of kata twa, the contemporaries of any one: 76 kat eye, things 
in my time—the person being put for the time of his life: so G. T. kar 
dvap, during a dream: Heb. ili. 8 kata thy qpepay Tod metpacpod. 

b. A particular period of time, viewed as a space of time; the 
notion of duration is dropped, and katd signifies simply at: Thuc. I. 23 
Kat ékewoy tov xpdvov: Demosth. p. 70, 20 Kat éxelvous Tos xpdvous, dre 
x. tT. A.: Hdt. Il. 131 Kata tov attov xpdvov: so kat dpxds, at the be- 
ginning: so G. T. as Matt. xxvii. 15 KaQ’ éoptyy, at the feast : Acts xvi. 
25 Kata TO LETOVUKTLOV. 
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:. Distributively, see below, 3; as, Xen. Anab. 1.9, 17 Kata piva, every 

month ZEschin. 77, 19 Kal exdoryy Apepay, every day : Plat. Rep. 298 E 
kat éviautév: so G. T. as Hebr. ix. 25 kar éviaurév, every year: Acts ii. 
46 Kad Hyepav, daily. 

Obs. naP jpépay, kat Hpap signifies either daily, every day (see below, 3); 
or some particular day ; Soph. ‘Ant. 55 play kaG hpépay: Cid. Col. 3 nad? 
hpepay rv viv: Ibid. 1081 redei Zevs Te kar Gpap, to day, or by day: Soph. 
El. 251 kat’ qpap cai kat edppdvyy dei, by day and by night. 

3. Causal: 

a. Secundum—according to, in accordance with, following, after. A model 
or rule for any action: the object being supposed to be placed lengthwise, 
as a model might be, and the action directed according toit: kat aicay, 

kata poipay, Kata Kéapov, according to order: Hat. 1.61 xara vopov: Ibid. 

35 KaTa vopous Tovs emixwpiovs: Ibid. 134 Katd& hdyor, ad rationem, pro ra- 
tione: Id. Il. 26 Kata yvopny thy eunv: Eur. Phoen. 788 wrod kata mved- 
patra povoay pede, to the breath of the lotus pipe: Id. Alc. 446 xara 
AUpay. 

b. Hence generally of any thing to which the verbal notion has reference 
more or less special, as this is in some sense the model or rule of the action, 

with reference to, in respect of, about, concerning ; as, Hdt. I. 3 kara rh 
tpodiy trav maidev tovadra édeyou : Id. 1. 85 katad pév vey Tov KpYTHpa ovTws 
éoxe: Id. VIE. 142 of pev Kata tov hpaypov ~vveBadrovTo TovTo TO EvALvov 
reiyos etvat. so dtahepew xatd 7 Lysias: Soph. Trach. 379 7 kapra Aapmpa 
kal KaT dppa kal ddow: Id. C8. T. 1087 Kata yvepyy iSpis: Plat. Pheedr. 
227 B xara MivSapov, according to Pindar, as Pindar says: katd tv, quo- 
dammodo Plat. Gorg. 527 B: kar od8ev Id. Polit. 302 B: kata mévta, in 
every respect; Kata Totto, hoc respectu, propter hoc, very often Hdt. : 
Demosth. go, 2 ods Kata Tods vopous ed’ tiv €or, Grav BovAnoGe, Kodd- 
(ew : Ka abtous, as far as regards themselves: Demosth. 16 kar éné, as far 

as I am concerned, xa® dcov, inasmuch. 
So to express some relation which the subject follows as its model— 

in proportion to, for; as, kata dvow, secundum naturam: Thue. I. 22 xara 
76 GvOpadtrevoy, according to human nature ; kata divapi, after one’s power ; 
Kata Kpdtos, according to one’s strength; kata Td péye9os: so after com- 
paratives, Hdt. VIII. 38 pefovas 7 Kar dvOpirav dicw: Thue. VII. 75 
peitov 7) Kata Sdkpua: Ibid. 45 med 7 KaTad Tols veKpouds, more than in 
proportion to the slain. 

d. Hence the object of a verbal motion, at which any one looks and 
undertakes the motion, for, after: Od. y, 72 7 Te Kata mpHgv—ararnobe : 
Ibid. 106 mAagépevor kata Ants: Hdt. TL. 152 kata Ayiny exarw@oavras : Id. 
Ill. 4 drooreitas kat adtév, after him: Thuc. VI. 31 Kata Q€ay Kew, spec- 
tatum venisse : Soph. Ek. C. 1068 épparac kat’ d&pauxtypia: Id. Aj. 32 Kar 
ixvos dvo@: So Kata Ti, wherefore ? for what ? 

Hence sometimes the cause of an action as that which directs the 
action; Hdt. VII.178 kata 1d €x8os 16 Ococddov: Plat. Prot. 337 D car 
atts touTo, for this very cause: Id. Gorg. 457 D kata 0dvov—rov éavrey 
héyew, for the purpose of: Id. Tim. 76 C kata taita ta mdOn, in conse- 
quence of. 

f. Approximation to a number, about ; Hdt. If. 145 kara ra Effjxovta 
éren Kat xia, about 1060 years. 

n Le i) 
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g. Mode and manner as the model of the action—by, in, according to ; 
Hat. I. g xa® qovxiav: Demosth. 92,12 cupBaiver ro pev ep’ a av edOn 
Tait éxew Kata ToAdhy Houxtav: Kur. Andr. 554 kat otpov, favourably : 
Hdt. VII. 178 xara téxos: Id. IX. 21 Kkatd cuvtuxtay: so Kata Td jpou, 
Kata puxpdy, Kat ddtyov, kaTd& wohd or wodhd, by little, by far &c.: so 
Xen. kar dp0aduous, fuce to face: so kata pdvag (sc. polpas), alone: Plat. 
Pheedr. 245 A exBakxevovta KaTd TE wdds : Id. Apol. 22 A xara Ocedv, as God 

wills ; so katd 75 icxupdv, by force : Kata& 76 6p0dv: so more definitely after 
the fashion of, like ; .as, kata GvOpwrov: Hdt. 1.121 od kat& Mitpaddrny, 

not like Mitradates : Asch. Ag. 342 yivar kat avdpa odppov’ cippdves déyers : 
Plat. Apol. 17 B od Kata tottous pyrwp: Id. Parm. 126 C xara tiv wdwToy, 
after the fashion of: Id. Gorg. 467 A katd ge, in your own coin. Soa 
number of adverbial expressions; Demosth. 98, 34 xapifec@ac xa® Srep- 
Bodny, exceedingly ; xa0éd (for ca’ 6) or KaOdte (Kad Gre), as far as—accord- 
ing to which or what; Kad or xaddaep (kal Grep) as. 

h. And hence any division, (as early as Homer,) these divisions serving 
as models or rules for the distribution: kata €@vea Hdt., kata poda: Id. 
VI. 79 drowa eort Svo prea Kat avdpa, viritim—Kata képas, vicatim : Hdt. 
VI. 42 kata Tapacdyyas, by parasangs : 1d. 1V. 180 kata xdvdpous peyddous, 
in great lumps; Thuc, I. 117 Katd& xpdvous tra£apévor drodovva, to pay at 
certain times.—év xo év, one after the other—singly ; xa éwtd, septeni : 
Hdt.. V..1 5: 

Obs. The compounds of katdé take the genitive where the verbal action 
is to be represented as aimed at some one; this force is communicated 
distinctly to many simple verbs by xara; the gen. being considered as the 
cause of the action, and card representing the superiority of the agent. A 
cognate accus. of the act is found frequently both without this gen., (where 
cata is not the principal element,) as Katyyopetv tavra, to say this openly ; 

and with it, as Kkatyyopetv ti tuvos, to say something against some one; kata- 
yryvdoxew ti (as dvovay, kNomnv) Twos, KaTaKplvew TLvds Oavarov, KkaTadiKdterw 
twos Oavarov, kataWynpiferOat rivos Sediav, katapedsecGat rivos ; KaTappovely 
twos despicere, katayehay Tivés ; KaTackeddLleiv, KATAXEW, KATAVTAELY TL TLVOS. 

Sometimes the preposition is repeated: katnyopeivy and katayvyvookew Kata 
twos Xenoph. Some of these verbs take an accus. of the patient instead 
of a genitive of the cause of the verbal notion: katadpovety twa Eur. 
Bacch. 503. So xatayedév with acc. in Eur., xatnyopety twa Plat., kata- 
SuxdLeofar with acc., Lysias, xataytyvdoxew tua Xen. Cyr. VIII. 4, 9g. 
Oecon. II. 18. So Demosth. 102, 52 buds eo. katamohitedovtar®. So a 

dativus incommodi, instead of either accus. of patient, or genitive of cause 
of verbal action: with xataxetv in Homer frequently ; so also katayeh@y : 
Hadt. VIL. 9 rods ev ri Etparn karocxnpévovs odk édoers KaTayeddoat Hpiy'— 
Soph. Aj. 153 dyeow kabuBpivew.—xataxpivew in Hdt. VII. 146 rotoe pev 
KaTaKeKpito Oavaros. 

“Ytrép. above. 

§. 630. ‘Yrép, [Sanskrit upard; Lat. super, above.—] 

I. Genitive. 
i Local: 
a. Motion above and over an object. Mostly poetic: Il. 0, 382 xipa 

a Cf. Schzfer et Bremi ad hunc loc. 
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—vnds brép tolxwv xatanoera. So in Homer : brép kepadis orival rine : 
Xen. M.S. III. 8, 9 6 FAuos rod Ocpous bmwép Hpav Kai Trav oTeyOv Topevépevos 
oxy ad’rav mapéxer: Xen. Cyr. VI. 3, 11 rogevdvres trép tOv mpdaev. 

b. Position—above a place or object. The genitive signifies the rela- 
tion of position (§. 524.), trép defines it: Pind. Nem. VII. 65 dvjp ‘lovias 
Gmeép Gos oikéwy: Hdt. VIL. 69 "ApaBiov dé kai Ai@idrav tay bnep Atydmrou 
oiknuevav npxe Apoauns: Ib. 115 of bwép Oaddécoons: Thuc. I. 46 gore de 
Aepyy Kai modus bwép av’tod: Nen. Anab. III. 4, 8 eyévovro brép tov éno- 
pévev : so of the position of a place on the sea, situated above the sea—inep 
Oaddoons oikeiv : so of stature; Od. ¢ 107 wacdwy 8 Umep ifye Kapy exet. 

Obs. It is not used in its local force in G. T. 

9. Causal: 

a. ‘Yrép is used much as epi, in the notion of defending, helping, &c. 
for a person’s good (connected with its local force)—to stand over, and 
defend or help a person ; for, in behalf of, on the side of ; as, paxerOar brep 
Tis Tatpides..—o tmep tis “ENAddos Gavaros: II. n, 449 Tetxos eretxioavTo 
veav Umep: Id. a, 444 pe£a bmép Aavady, in behalf of: Aisch. Prom. 397 viv 
imép wévtav dyay: Eum. 100 ovdels bwép pou—pnvierac: Soph. Ci. R. 107 
Gy bmép cvara menor dhkav: Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 12 Gwép Hav mpdrrew: Dem. 
305, 20 padiota bmep exPpav, for the enemies’ good: And. 119, 12 THs bmép 
TouTou puapias, wickedness done for his sake: Demosth. 19, 4 modirevecOar 
imép Tivos (Sidinrov), in alicujus gratiam: Ib. p. 30,13 orparnyeiv wep O- 
Atmmou : Ib. p. 100, 43 bwép Tv Tpaypdtwv crovddgew: so G.'T. as Mark 
ix. 40 Orép Guav. 

b. Substitution for—one thing being placed as it were over another 
and thus substituted for it ; a the place, in the stead of : Eur. Alc. 700 «i 
THY Tapovoay KaTOaveiv Teices del yuvaiy bwép ood. So Plat. Symp. 179 
B Gwép tod atiriis avépds arodaveiv. So Gorg. 515 C eyo bwép cot azo- 
Kpwovpat, in your stead: Xen. Cyr. Ill. 3, 14 emet crwmas A€Ew ST€p cou kal 
émép Guay: Id. Anab. VII. 4, 9 bmép todrou drofaveix. So G. T. as, Rom. 

v. 8 Xpuorés brép Hpav amcbave>; so requital, Lys. 148, 41 brép ddixnpdtev 
TLU@pLas, 

c. The cause of some feeling, or affection, or action, where id with 

gen. is more usual; as, tmp mévOous, tmep mabeéwy: Eur. Suppl. 1125 Bapos 
pev ovk aBpibes ahyéwv Umep: Id. Andr. 490 kretver d€ tiv Tadawav—diogpo- 
vos €pidos Umep: Soph. Antig. 923 kdavuad’ imdp£er Boadutntos Umep: Xen. 
icon. 167 trép tovtwy wept adrod Katayvavat Tods dicacras: Aisch.S.c. Th. 
404 tpeua—trép idov ddopevwy: Soph. Ak. R. g8q yuvaicds expoSeio® 
bwép: Xen. Cyr. II. 2, 4 bwép ob, for the sake of whom : héyovar tadra kai ada- 
Covevovrat: Td. Anab. 1.7, 2 bmép fs eyo dpas eddapovifo; Lycurg. 161, 37 
imép THs Tatpidos—evvoray eye. Also Sdedidvar bmép tivos, to be afraid for 
some one: Plat. Apol. Socr. 24 A bmrép mowutav dy@duevos: Dem. 116, 20 
brép Tay Tpaypdtev—oBodpar. 

a “Id unum interest, quod wept usu fre- 
quentissimo teritur, multo rarius usurpatur 
umép: quod ipsum discrimen inter Lat. 
prep. de et super locum obtinet. Sed 
Demosth. a vulgari usu sic deflectit, ut 
passim ponat brép, ubi assuetus consuetu- 

dini positum malit wept. Buttm. Ind. ad 
Midian. p. 188. 

b Magee on Atonement, I. p. 245. sqq- 
Raphelius, Annot. II. p.253-4. Schleusner 
Lex. ad Voc. Viner Gramm. p. 328. 
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d. With verbs of entreating, supplicating: Il. ©, 466 xai pw bwép Tatpds 
Kal pntepos nuKdpo.o Nicoeo Kal réxeos, for the sake of—by: so G.'T. 2 Cor. 
v. 20 dedpucba wep Xprotod. 

e. The object of an action, considered as the cause, especially with the 
article and infin.: Demosth. 52, 43 6wép tod ph wabetv kaxas tro bidin- 

uv: Xen. Hier. [V. 3 dopypopoto.—trép Tob pydéva Biaio Oavdt@ d&arobvy- 

oxew: Dem. 703, 5 imép 8) todtTav mdévtwv AVow: so G. T. as 2 Cor. xii. 8 
bmép toUTou ededuyy: John xi. 4 bmép THs 86éyg rod Ocod: Ephes. vi. 20 baép 
Ou mpeoBevo. 

f. Generally to express a special reference to something—about, as wepi 
with genitive: A®sch. 8. c. Theb. 107 Souhocdvns bwép: Soph. CH. R. 1444 
GvSpos adédiov wevceoO Grep: Id. Elect. 544 twép tis Kacrywytys: Xen. 
Cyr. VII. 1, 9 @dpper bwép éxeivwv, about them: Id. Mem. IV. 3, 12 mpovo- 
ciobar bwép tov peddovtwav: Hdt. If. 122 ra reydueva tmép Exdotou: Lys, 
102, 31 duxyy AaBeiv bwep Gv dyoly Adujobar: Dem. 1116 fin. dcxdoew dpo- 
poxate ov Trept @v ay 6 pevyov Evo adn’ brép adtay av dv 7 diwkss 4: Ger 
as Rom. ix. 27 «pd¢eu bmrép Tod “lopand: Rom. i. 5 baép tod dvéparos. 

II. Accusative. 
1. Local: 

a, Motion above, over, beyond an object (rarely in Attic Greek) ; 
Hdt. L¥e-188 perme: imép Toy Bépsov, over the house. Position above, 

above, beyond ; Xen. Anab. I. 1, 4 émép “EXAjotovTov oikovcu: Plat. Crit. 
108 E rovs éwép eee ommdas: In G. T. it does not occur in the local 
force. 

2. Temporal: 
On the other side, in point of time; Plat. Tim. 23 C Swép thy peyioryy 

POopav vdaow, before the deluge; so bwép Thy HALkiay. 

3. Causal: 
a. Beyond, and so contrary to; so bwép atcay, imép potpay : Il. p, 327 

imép O€ov, contrary to the will of God. 

6. Beyond, above, and so more than, greater than; bmép Sivapw, bwép 
avOpwrov: Hdt. V. 64 bmép ra tecoepyjxovra erm: Plat. Parm. 128 B éaép 
Hpas, beyond our comprehension: Dem. 172, 7 «vdaipav bwép thy wodw, be- 
yond the interest (or the endurance) of the state: so G.T. as Acts xxvi. 13 
ras Thy Aaparpéry ra rov jAiov: Matt.x.37 bmép eve, more than me: 2 Cor. 

. 13 bmép Tas Gas exkAyoias. 

Obs. The compounds of baép take a genitive. when the notion of supe- 
riority is the prominent notion in the compound verb, as tepdpoveiv: 
otherwise it does not materially alter the sense or construction of the sim- 
ple verb. 

5. Prepositions with Genitive, Dative, and Accusative: dpi, wept, 

emi, peTa, Tapd, Tpds, UT. 

"Appt and mept. 

§. 631. 1. "Aoi, wept, express the same position—a bout, around; 
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dui, two sides only; nepl, all round. They agree also in their 

usage, except that dugé is mostly confined to the Tonic dialect and 

poetry, while zepé is used in all the dialects, and therefore has ac- 

quired a greater variety of meanings and a more general usage. 

a. “Apt, about. 

Q. *Aupt (duni) [Sanskr. api; Lat.apud; in Comp. amp, amb, 
am, an]. General force—the relative position of two things, so 
that one is bounded on two sides by the other. 

I. Genitive. (Seldom in Attic Greek.) 

1. Local (Post-Homeric) : 
a. Removal of something surrounded from the thing surrounding it; 

the gen. signifying the removal, dy@é the relative position of the things : 
Eur. Or. 1458 dpot ropdupéwy wéthwv Eihn onaoavtes, drawing the sword 
Srom the garment which enveloped it. 

6. Round any thing—(in rest); Hdt. VIII. 104 rotou d&ugt tadtys oi- 
Kéovot THS mOdL0s: Soph. Phil. 1349 mévT apd’ euod, round me: Theocr. 
XXV. 9 dpe’ "EXtootvtos. The gen. signifies an antecedent condition 
(§. 522.) of the notion of the verb, dui defines the position. 

2. Causal: 
The thing on which a person is physically or morally employed, is con- 

sidered as the cause of such employment, and therefore is in the gen., 
while dudi defines the relation more clearly by adding the local notion of 
“about;” as, pdyeoOar appt twos, round—jor: Il.7, 824 paxeoOor miSaxos 
Gud ddtyas: Od. 6, 267 dpi prddrytos deiSew (for the more usual zepié), 
as it were, lingering in song round love: Eur.*Hec. 580 rod appt ofs 
Aéeyw Tradds Gavotons: so aud Apav héyov Aischin.: Hdt. VI. 131 dpot pev 
Kplovos Toy pynoTHpev Tocatra eyévero, as in English about: Xen. Cyr. III. 
1, 3 ths Sikns—ris dpot tod watpds: Pind. Ol. XII. 7 cipBorov—épdi mpd- 
§t0s ecopevas. 

Obs. t. dui does not occur in G. T. 

Obs. 2. In Il. 8, 384 audis seems to be used for audi in the sense of 
round. See Lidd. and Scott. ad voc. 

Il. Dative. 

1. Loeal: 

a. Position, round, about, at, near, on; as, ppt wUdas: Il. B, 388 re- 

hapa apdi ommPecow : so orjoa tpiroda dui tupi Homer, to place it on the 
fire, so that it stood therein; Il. 8, 428 dp’ dBedotow ererpay: then to 
express total envelopment: Eur. Pheen. 1514 dudt krdBorg eCerPar, among— 
surrounded by twigs. So épdi Nepéa, at the Nemean games: very rare in 
Attic Greek, as Soph. Aj. 559 eto mudwpov dpi cor pvdaka. 

2. Temporal: 
In; Pind. Ol. XIIT. 37 dpd’ Evi GXtw, in one day. 
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3. Causal: 

a. The cause or object of an action or feeling, as with gen., with this 
difference, that the dative represents it as being in some local relation; 

about, for, with the notion of its actual existence in some particular 
place; while the genitive keeps the position out of view, and brings 
forward the notion of causation: Il. 7, 565 dot véxur carareOvy@re pd- 
xecOar: Ll. y, 157 ddl yuvaikt dryea racyew: Soph. El. 1180 ri dy mor, @ 
Eé&v, dud’ pot orévers rade; Hdt. VI. 129 of prnoripes epw efyov apt Te 

Pouotky Kai TO Aeyouerva és TO pevoy. So with verbs of fear, anviely, &c.: 
Od. a, 48 adda pos apd’ OSucHi Saihpor Saiera jrop: Hdt. VI. 62 oBndecis 
Gui TH yuvarkt : Il. 7, 407 dpol Sé vexpotow xaraxyépey ovire peyaipo : Aischin. 
80, 46 podxdov exew apt Euvotor mpaypact. With verbs of saying: Hat. 
III. 32 dpopi $€ td Oavdtw adrijs duEds—)éyerar Adyos. 

b. Some mental cause; as, Eur. Or. 825 dydi 68a, pre metu (as it 
were encircled by fear): so dpdt Oupo, pre ird; audit tapBer, pre pavore : 
Adschin. 21, 26 dp’ dotpayddouor xodwGeis. 

c. The means or opportunity, considered as being in a local position, 

so that one thing is surrounded by another, lingers round it (often in Pin- 
dar): Pyth. I. 12 Oédyer ppevas dpohl te Aatoida copia BabvxdArav te Mawar, 
demulcet mentes per Apollinis et Musarum ariem: Ibid. VIIL. 34 tro redv 
Xpéos, ® Tmat,—e€va woravdv Gut paxave, dua res, tuum facinus divulgeiur per 
meam artem alaium. 

Il. Accusative. 
ie -Local: 
a. Extension round any thing: as, dudt péeOpa Il. 8, 461. 

b. Thence an action in the interior (within the circle) of anything: 4. 
A, 706 pdt te Gotu epdoper ipa Ocotow, around in the (=round) the city. 

ec. So also of those environing any one: of dpoi twa, a person and those 
round, i.e. his followers. 

2. Temporal: 
An indefinite time; as, dpi tov xepdva, about winter: Xen. Cyr. V. 

4, 16 dudt Sethnv: Xen. An.1.8,1 duct dyopay wA7jovoay. An indefinite 
space of time: Pind. Ol. [. 97 Aourov api Blotov, for the remainder of his 
life. Thence an indefinite number; as, dui Tods puptous, circiier. 

3. Causal: 
a. A mental lingering round, employment, pains about something 

(also in Att. prose) ; as, etvar, fyew Apdt tr: Xen. Cyr. V. 8, 44 dpi Set- 
tvov éxew: Ibid. VII. 5,52 dp’ imrous, appara, pnxavas éyev: Xen. Anab. 
I. 1, 8 dpi dada Kai trmous Saravar. 

b. Thence of any thing which extends as it were round about something 
else, about ; as, Ta dppt tov TWONepov: Alsch. Suppl. 243 ctpykas dpot Kdcpov 
ayevd) Aédyov: Pind. Isth. VI. 9 Oupoy edppaivew dp ’1ddaov: Adsch. 8. c. 
Th. 843 pepyva dppi mod: Id. Ag. 715 dpopt pédeov aipa. 

b. Mept, round—about. 

§. 632. Nept (ol. wép, Sanskr. par?- (i.e. circa); Lat. and Lith. 
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per; Goth. fair.) Original meaning—round, in a circle: Ion. 
mwépié: Hdt. IV. 4, 15. 

y I. Genitive. 

1. Local: 

The position of one thing round, encircling another, (only in poetry, 
and but seldom.) The genitive expresses the antecedent condition (§.522.), 
the preposition defines it, by adding a notion of particular position. Homer 
only Od. ¢, 68 adrod (there) terdvvaro Tept O7TELOUS yapupvio jpepis: and 

Ibid. 130 Tov pev eyav eodwoa mepl TpdTLos BeBaera, as it were riding on the 

keel, encircling it with his legs: Eur. Troad. 818 (Chorus) reiyn mept Aap- 
Savias povia karéhvoey aixya : cf. Sapph. in Aphrod..ro. 

9. Causal: 

It is used in a great variety of senses: the gen. expresses some ante- 
cedent condition to the action, the prep. defines it, and frequently repre- 
sents the action as if it were actually springing from the centre, so to say, 
of such condition. 

a. The cause, as audi, but in in a greater variety of relations : payeo@at 
mepl THs matpises: Eur. Alc. 178 06 6vijcKw Trepi. 

b. The object or subject matter. With verbs of moral or physical 
perception, &e. about, concerning ; dxoveww, cidévae &c.; of saying, asking, 
proving, &c.; as, Aéyew epi twos, Adyos TWept Twos—epecOar TEpt TLvOS2 ; 
of care, fright, and other passions; as, PoBeioOa wept matpidos, mept 

EauTaV emipedciobar, emipehera mwept twos: so Dem. 1140, 10 Tept pev THS 

paptuptas—avtrot por Séxovow cEedéyxery aitny: so G.T., as John xv. 22 
mpoacw ovk €xovow Tept THS Gpaptias. 

c. Thence generally the cause, occasion, relation, reference, ob- 
ject, in various combinations ; as, Eur. Phoen. 524 eimep yap déikeiy xpr, 
Tupavvidos mépt Kadhiorov adixeiv, about, for the sake of : Demosth. 52, 43 
THY pev Gpxiv TOU TOheLov yeyernweryny Trepl TOU TYLWpHoacOaL Pirrrmov: Il. x, 
474 T® & adris cuvirny Epidos rept OupoBdporo. 

d. Some mental cause; én or from; as, wept €pidos pdyeoOa Hom., 
Srom strife: Thuc. IV. 130 tepi épyis, (mepidpyns al.) pre ird. 

e. The relation of an agent to that which belongs to and surrounds 
him, as if he were the possessor thereof, as in the Attic formulas : ra mepi 

Twos, @ person’s affairs, &c.; of mept twos, those belonging to any one: 
Demosth. 50, 36 ev d€ trois mept Tod wohepou Kal 77 TovTov mapacKevy Grakta 

dravra (sc. éotiy). 

f. Superiority: Homer wepi dddwv, pre ceteris: Il. a, 287 wept mévtwr 
€upevat Gov, properly, from the midst of them; as if preeminent in a 
group: Od. p, 388 aN aiel xaderos Tept TévTwy eis pynoTHper, amidst them 
all: soG.T., as 3 John 2 evxopar wept mdvtwv. (The verb eivac is commonly 
found in these constructions with wepi; as mepveivae with gen, often has in 
Homer the sense of surpassing.) 

g. Estimated worth; Theog.118 edd\aPings cori wept mhéovos, is a matter 
pertaining to greater caution. Then Hdt. and very frequently in Att. writers 

a Liddell and Scott Lex. 

Gr. GR. VoL. 11. Ss 
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in certain phrases: epi mwoAddod, mepl meiovos, mept meloTov, mepi dALyou, 
epi eAatrovos, mept eAaxloTou, mept ovdevds Troveto Oar OF HyetoOai Twa, to esteem 
one high, higher, &c.; wept wood gorw Hpiv, of great value to us. The 
gen. signifies the antecedent notion of the value, as it is good Greek to 
say TmoA\ov toreiOar, but rept represents the value as being an object of the 
mental act, to esteem it as heing about a great matter ; see the passage from 
Theognis above. . 

Obs. 1. wept with its subst. sometimes stands at the beginning of a.sen- 
tence, in the same way as the accusativus de quo, 1 Cor. xvi.1 wept TAS 
hoyias, concerning the collection : cf. ibid. xvi.12. 

Obs. 2. In G. T. we find the phrase tacpos rept dpapri@y (1 St. John 
ii. 2): Heb. x. 18 rept dpaptias mpoopopa: and Heb. x. 26 mept Gpaptiay 
@voia; and thence by an ellipse wept Gpaptias is a sin offering; as, Heb. 

x. 6; Rom. vii. 3. 

IL. Dative. 

i Local: 

a. A position in rest in a circle, environs, neighbourhood (like 
aupi), but generally with the collateral notion of close connexion, as 
Owpaé mept tots ordépvors: Il. v, 570 domaipew mept Soupt: Ll. o, 453 pdpvavro 
Wept Zkaiqor WUAnor, at: Hdt. VIL. 61 wepi pev tHov Kepadyar eixov tedpas : 
Plat. Rep. 359 D wept TH yeupt xpvootv daxriduov pepe: so Il. a, 303 

aiva—eponoe tept Soupt : Soph. Aj. 828 wenrara wept giper, on the sword : 
Od. A, 424. drobvickay mepl dacydve. 

b. Simply round, in: Plat. Phed. 112 E epi kékho, round, in a circle. 

2. Causal: 
a. In, about, the object, or sphere round which the verbal notion 

occurs ; like dud with dat., as payeoOar trepi te poet.—Sedievar rept Tur : 
the agent being viewed as it were standing round, clinging to, interested 
about, the object: Hdt. II. 35 wept éwutd Sematvovra: so analogously 
Thuc. Il. 69 wept atta opadjvac: Plat. Pheed. 114 D @appeiv wept tu, to 
be of good cheer about it. 

b. Some ground for an action, internal or external: I. 6, 183 drv- 
(erba wept Kamva (Wolf, im6 karvod).—So wepi xappate, PoBo, oOever, ddvvy, 

pre (as it were surrounded by). 

Obs. epi is not used with a dative in G. T. 

IIL. Accusative. 

1. Local: 

a. Motion round or in a circle, around and into, or on any 
thing: Il. «, 139 mepl ppevas 7AVP wn, round his mind came the call ; Arist. 
Ach. 1195 mept Mov reowr. 

b. Frequently with verbs of rest to express as it were a circular exten- 
sion through space, a position round, at, through; with persons, among 

a Nitzsch ad Od. p. 243. 
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or with: Ll. o, 374 €ordpevac wept torxov: Hat. LIL. 61 KapBion—ypovigovre 
wept Atyunrov—enavoréara divSpes Mayor, in and round Egypt: Id. VIL. 131 
6 pev dy wept (in) Meeptyy d:erpiBe rpépas ovyvas, (see dui with accus. :) 
Thue. VI. 2 dkouy Boivixes wept Tacav Thy LuKehiav, per Siciliam: Demosth. 
QO, 3 BiAurros—mepi “EAdjorovtov ay: Xen. Cyr. 1. 2,4 dyopa 7 wept Te 
dpxeta : so Plat. wept tods BapBdpous, among the barbarians: Arist. Ach. 
6092 amoddoa wept KdePUdpay. So analogously: Pind. Pyth. 1V. 216 a 
Tepl wuxev yabnoer, in his soula. Hence oi wept twa, those who are about 

a person; ot wept NAdtwva, Plaio’s scholars: cf. dupi. So Hdt. 1.174 ra 
Trepi Tods pOadpous. 

2. Temporal (Post-Homeric)—an indefinite period, like audi: 

Thue. II. 89 wept tovtous rods xpdvous: Xen. An. I]. 1,6 wept (about) 

TAHVoucay ayopay, 

3. Causal: 

a. As the object of an action or feeling —occupation : wept (audi) Sépta 
moveto ac Hom. (as it were, running about.) Attic: apehds €xew Tepl twa; 
very often eiva: wept Tt, and so 

6. About—indefinitely of numbers as of time: tepi pupious, about ten 
thousand ; generally to express a particular reference to any thing; the 
point with regard-to which, about or in which any thing takes place, or 
any one is occupied; as, Xen. Anab. III. 2, 20 e€apaprave wept twa: 
Ibid, I. 6, 8 adixos wept twa: Id. M.S. 1.1, 20 cappoveiy wept tos Qeous : 

Thuc. I. 122 wept adrév arate: Plat. Rep. prince movnpos wepi tr: Id. 
Gorg. 490 C wept outia Aéyew: ai wept 76 GHpa pSovai—ra repi tiv dpeTHy, 
the essence of virtue: ta wept Thy Sixyy, the matters of the suit. 

c. Also the subject matter of an argument, or treatise, or system, 

or study: Plat. Phedr. 261 D tept Sixacrypid corw 4 dvtiAoyiKn: Id. 
Crat. 408 A epi Adyou Stavapiy dor: Taca ) mpaypareia. 

Obs. 1. In the philosophical works of Aristotle, wept signifies, “to be 
engaged in or upon,” and takes its definite sense from the word on which it 
depends. So dpern eorw wept 740 Kat mpdgers, the subject matter of virtue 
is passions and actions; apern éotw Twept HSovds Kal AUTas, virtue is the re- 
gulation of pleasures and pains. 

Obs. 2 The compounds of wepi generally follow the simple verb; as 

mept does not commonly form the principal part of the compound, except 
where a notion of superiority exists in the compound; as, weptylyveoOai 
Thuc. I. 55. So the dat. with meprorqvor Lys. 126, 4, and frequently in 
Demosth. in the sense of ‘‘ to defend.” 

"Ent, on. 

§. 633. "Eni (Sanskr. abhi). Original force upon, on, whence 
almost all its various meanings may be derived. It originally ex- 
presses the position of one thing on another, the latter being as it 
were the support or the foundation of the former, that whereon 

a Dissen ad loc. “ Pindarus suaviter addit av mept puxav quasi ambiente et recreante 
anmum calore letitic.” 

GS52 
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it rests. Thence, as an action is conceived to rest upon the motive 

or cause &c. for which it is done, (the motive being as it were the 

foundation of the action—that whereon it rests ;) émt expresses the 

motive, the cause, &e. (like on in old English); and as this motive 

implies, with different verbal notions, different relations, émt has a 

corresponding variety of meanings. 

I. Genitive. 

1. Local: 

a. Being on any point or space whether in rest or motion. The geni- 
tive expresses an antecedent condition of the action or state, and emi 
defines the peculiar position: Il. x, 225 éwt pedtns epeoGeis: Hdt. VIL.111 
ro 8€ pavtiiov Trodro ote pev ETL TOY obpe€wv Tov bWndordrav: Id. VI. 129 
em adtis (rH rpatétys) dpxnoaro : so Isocrat. of "AOnvaior—ég Exatépas THS 
Hmetpou woes exricav: Plat. Legg. 728 A émt yijs Kat tad ys xpuvods: so 
ep inmmwy dyeioba, on horse-buck; Hat. I. 35 ra dyOea of pev dvdpes emt Tov 
Kedahewv popéovor, ai dé yuvaixes emt Tay Gpwv: Thuc. 1. 126 émt tay cepvav 
Bedv KabeCopcvovs: Plat. Gorg. 486 C émt kdppys timreww, cf. Theocr. XIV. 
34: Xen. Cyr. 1V. 5,17 emt tis ys xaramimrortes, falling to the ground: 
so ép immer avaBaivew. So Acts xX. 11 okevos kaOcépevov émt TAS yas: Matt. 

XXVi.I Badodoa 76 pipov ent Tod odpatos: John xix. 19 eOyxev emt otTaupod. 
So metaphorically : Soph. Ant. 190 tavtys (xAovds) Em wheovres dpOjs : Arist. 
Pax 699 xidv émt fumds mreor: Id. Equit. 1244 Amis eo’ Hs dyovpeda: so emt 
tUpou axis: Xen. Ages. I. 37 emt ris dpyxijs euesve (see below, 3. f.): Plat. 
Phileb. 14 A caoipeba emi Twos édoyias : Hdt. Vil. 10, 4 mpookeyydpevos 

€mt gewuTod, as it were resting on yourself, i. e. tecum.—sSee below, 3. e. 
6. A motion towards a place or thing. The genitive represents the 

place as something aimed at (the desire antecedent to the notion, §. 507.) ; 
as early as Homer®. So Thuc. J.116 mew éwi Zdpou: Xen. Cyr. VII. 
2, 1 émt Ldpdewy hevyew: Demosth. 123, 48 dvayopeiv ew oixou maddy : 
Thuc. I. 63 7 émi Tis “OhvGou, 7 es Tiy Iluridaar, towards Olynthus or to 
Potidea: Eur. Elect. 1343 orety éw “AOnvav. Also Hdt. VII. 31 6600— 
emt Kaptys epovons. 

c. So of vicinity—the place being viewed as immediately over the 
other. So ra émt Opaxys, on the Thracian frontier: Thuc. V. 34 Aémpeov 
keipevov emt THS Aakwvikhs Kat Hdelag: Xen. Anab. IV. 3, 38 peivac émt tot 
motapov. So G.T., as Luke xxii. 49 ywdpevos émi tod témou: John vi. 21 
TO Totoy eyevero emt THS yas: Id. xxi.1 éml THs Oaddoons : Mark xii. 26 
émt tod Bdrou: so Isocrates, ra @podoynpéva emt Too Sikagtypiou: Matt. 
XXVili. 14 €av dxovab7 TovTo emt TOO Hyepdvos.—(See Causal, a.) 

2. 'Temporal.—The time when any thing happens or exists; the 

time being, as in the local or temporal genitive, considered as a space 
or spot whereon the action rests as a foundation ; as early as Homer : 

Il. 8, 797 ew eipyyys: Il. «, 637 emt mpotépwv avOpdmwv : Hdt. V. 117 
ew tpéons éxdotns: Id. VI 98 Emi yap Aapelou—eyévero mAéw Kaka TH “EX- 
Addu: Demosth. émt tav KwSdvev, in the moment of danger: Thue. II. 54 

a Liddell and Scott Lex. 
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emt TOU Tapdvtos, at the pr esent time: so G.'T., as Heb. i. 1 é éoydtwy rev 

Apepav rovrey ; Rom. i, 10 ém Tay Tpogevxay pov. (We often find the 
gen. with a present participle expressing an action with which the verbal 
notion is coeval, whence é¢i is said to express duration of time: emt 
Kdpou Baothedorros.) So also éf’ Hav, nosird memorid : Demosth. 28, 2 éw 
epou Yap—yeyove ravraa: Ibid. 34, 21 émt tay mpoydvay : Xen. Cyr..1 6; 
31 émt TOV fweTepwy : Demosth. 34, 23 Tov rT emi TOY Tpoydvev epywv kai 
trav ép tpav: Ibid. 22, 4 ofor omtp&é rob! ipiv emt Tyso0€ou, duce Timotheo ; 

Thue. VI. 103 rovs otparnyods ép ay tavra EvyeBy: so G. T., as Matt. i 
II émt THS peToiKkectas BaBudavos: Acts xi. 28 émi KAaudiou. 

3. Causal: 

a. With verbs of saying, swearing, affirming, witnessing before some one : 
the judges, witnesses, generals being considered by the Greeks as that 

whence the action proceeded, arising and having its force from their 
authority—the antecedent cause of the action; while emi still further de- 
fines the relation by representing it as resting on these persons; or it 
may arise from the sense of at or before, derived from that of on: éyeuw emt 
Suxactay, éml paptipwv: Demosth. 273, 8 émwpdoavto éwt tay oTparnyor. 

So G.T., as Acts xxiii. 30 Aéyew emt cod: 1 Tim. v. 19 «id pay emt BUo 7) TpLay 
paptipoy. So Hdt. IX. 11 eimav ew SpKou, quasi substrato vel supposito 

jurejurando, 

b, The occasion—after verbs of naming any thing—Kadeioda émt 
twos, to be named after some one or something, whereon, as * were, the 

name rests: Hdt. VII. 40 Nuoaior b€ xadéovrar—inror ent tobse: Ibid. ec. 74 
émt dé Au8od Tod “Arvos eoxov tiv emovupinv: Id. LV. 45 exew dvopua emt tuvos. 
wig eravupinv moveiaOat ert TWOS. 

. A cause, or object viewed as the cause.—The genitive expresses 
dat whence the action springs, and emi represents the action as resting on 
the object: Aéyew éml twos, dicere de aliqua re: Plat. Charm. 155 D emt 
Tod Kado Adyav maidds. So Hdt, éwi orev ; for why ?—é€p éautod, sua sponte: 

Id. VII. 151 emt mpopdoros, by reason of this excuse. G.T., as Gal. iii. 16 
ov A€yer ws emt TWoOAAGY: John vi. 2 onpeia a eroie emt TOV dobevodvTwy. 

d. Conformity to—after the fashion of, in the case of (where 
mept is more usual): with verbs of examining, deciding, saying, shewing, &c. 

The genitive signifies the antecedent condition whence the action springs ; 
emi represents this condition as that whereon the action rests: Zyreiv te 
emt Twos, Kpivew Te emi Tivos, TKoTelv Te etl TOS, Aéyely TL ETL TiVOS, emdeiEat 

ze €mt twos: Isocr. 203 éwt Tay éXatTévwv Kali Tov Biov Tod Kad” Hpyepay embei- 

Eevev av tis k. Tt. A.: Xen. Cyr. 1. 6, 25 kai éwt tov mpdgéewv Se, jy pev ev b€per 
@o., Tov dpxovta Sei Tov HAdov meovetodvTa havepov civar: Plat. Rep. 597 B 
BovXex ovv, edyv, ew att@v ToUTwy Tov pupnThy ToiToy CyTHT@pEV, Tis TOT earl ; 
visne, ad hee ipsa imitatorem istum exigamus» ? Ibid. 475 A «i Bove, pn, 
€w enou Aéyew mept Tay epaTtKGy, Ott CUTw ToLotGL, TYyX@pP@ TOD Adyouv xapw, 

ita ut de me rei eremplum petatur¢: Demosth. 18,1 émt woddav (in 
many cases) pév av tis ideiv—Soxel po THY Tapa Tav Oey ev'vovay avepay yryvo- 
péevny 77 7OAe. So possibly Soph. Antig. 748 aéavdray ovdels, odd apepior 

emt dvOpitrwv, nor in the case of (among) mortal men: Aischin. 25, 16 6 
Adyos Em TOO Tapadelypatos gorat, shall be proved by an example. 

a Bremi ad loc. b Stallb, ad loc. © Tbid. 
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e. Dependence on—éemi representing a resting on something: éq’ 
€avTov, EavTar, nav aviTav, éavtis, by onesel/—properly, resting or depending 
on oneself : Homer Il. y, 194 etyeabe—oryy ep bpetwv, iva pi) Tpdés ye mv- 
Oorvra: Hdt. V. 98 oixéovras ths Bpvyins x@pdv Te Kai kopny ew Ewutdv: Id. 
IV.114 olkéopev éw fuéwv attav. So in Attic writers: Soph. Gi. C. 746 
émt tpoomdhou pds oixety, with (as it were depending on) one servant maid. 

So also él éwutod BdddXeoOa, secum solo reputare, in Hdt.; Id. VIL. 10 
mpuokeWcpevos wt sewuToU.—See above, l. a. 

f. The mode and manner of an action or state, as if resting on, or 
in it: Arist. Vesp. 557 mt otpatids rois cvociros: Plat. Theet.172 D émt 
oXoMis mowodvtas: so Demosth. 1390, 23 émt kepadatwr cimeiv: Id. 9,61 éw 

efouctas—erparroy : Id. 39, 21 emt Tod dvépatos Tovrou mavta Tov xpdvoy Hv, 
he went by this name: Id,18, 22 rovaita dvta émt tis adyOetas, really : 
Soph. Elect. 1061 éw toas (polpas), equally: Dem. 317,11 émt tod modé- 
pou Siacwdevras, in the war: Eur. Suppl. 1153 éw éppdtwv, in your sight : 
Soph. Aj. 1268 ov® émt opixpdv Adywr, even slightly. See also above, |. a. 
Hence apparently the phrase so frequent in Attic historians: ép' évds, émt 
TpiOv, TeTTdpwy yevérOa, TeTdxOa, oTHva, one, two, three men deep. See 
above, }. a. 

g. Hence also emi is used to express a steady continuance in a thing 
(see above, 1. a.); as, Soph. Ant. 1142 ¢yerae émi vocou: Demosth. 42, 6 
dv—kal, bpeis emt THs Tovadtys eOeAjonre yeverOar yvepns, firmiter adherere 
huic rationi: Ibid. 9 odx oids 7 eoriv, €x@v a karéotpantat, pevey emt TOUTwV: 
Id. 66, 3 Kwddoar’ dv exeivoy (Philippum) mpatrew ravta, ép Gv eore vov, 

quibus nunc studet: Id. 93, 14 oleabe tovs Buavrious peveiv ent THS avolas 

ts avtns : Id. 101, 47 pevew emt THS EauTod, dome se continere. 

h. An object, conceived of as if it were a place on or over which a 
person is standing or placed. Hence of offices, occupations, employments : 
Hat. V. 109 ew of éraxOnpev, over which we were placed: Xen. Men. III. 

EA I 2 lol cA c BaeeN lal , h 2s s 
3,2 €b As Spxqs jpnoa. Hence oi éwt tov Tpaypatwv, those entrusted with 
the management of affairs; .6 ent tOv twméwv, over the cavalry: Demosth. 
1297 of ént Tod Saveilew dvres=oi Saveorai®. G.T., as Matt. ii. 22 Baor- 
Aever El “loudatas: Acts viii. 27 jv emt waons THs ydlas, 

Il. Dative. 

§. 634. 1. Local.—Position on, and hence in a secondary sense 
at, or by a place or thing. 

a. On or in (rather more usual in poetry than prose): Hdt. V. 77 «An- 
povxous emt TH Xwpy Acimovor: Id. VIL. 217 eyevovro emt TH AkpwTynpiw rov 
ovpeos: Ibid. 41 emt tots Sépaci—pords eiyov xpuoéas: ct. Ibid. 74. Plat. 
Rep. 614 B xeiwevos émt tH wupa: Thuc. 1. 80 Kvijpov—cat brdtras emt vau- 
ow dNiyats meprovor. So G.T., as Matt. xiv. 11 xkedadi) emi mivake. So 
in a somewhat metaphorical force : émi to ebwvdpa, on the left (Xen. Anab. 

I. 8,14.). So Id. Cyr. VII. 2, 3 pévew emi tots dmdots, to-remain under 
arms. So G. T., as Heb. x. 16 d:So0ds vdpovs pov émi tats KapStats. 

b. By, near, at: Udt. IIL. 16 eOapev éwt thor Odpnor: Ibid. 89 oikeov 
emt ty EpvOpy Pardooy. So Il. ¢, 424 Bouoty ew’ eidurddecow, as they were 

a See Lobeck Pryn. 164. and 474. 
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tending them: Xen. Anab. VII. 3,13 #Aos jv emt Suopais: Id. Cyr. I. 3, 
TI émt To Selmvm, at supper. SoG. T,, as John iv. 6 émt tH mhyn : Mark : j i: ows Z , 
1. 45 €m épypors Tomas : Acts xxvill.14 €m auTots émipeivar, with them. 

c. Hence applied to being stationed at or over any thing, to manage or 
protect it: Demosth. 928,11 mdevocioba emt tots xphpaow, to embark to 
take care of the property, as supercargo: Xen. Cyr. VI. 3, 28 rav émt tats 
pyxavats, those stationed at the engines: Demosth. 21, 19 etvae émt Tots mpd- 
ypacw—oi él tots mpdypacr Demosth.: Eur. Alc. 438 ds émt kdaa mdadlo 
te yépov iCer: Demosth. 946,13 eémcxaOnpevos emt tH tpamélyn, a banker : 
Id. 1427, 1 rv vopwr, Ef ots core, to protect which. So G.T., as Luke 

Xll. 44 €mt tots bmdpxouor katactnoe aitévy. Perhaps this usage may be 
referred to its causal sense, applied to the object. 

d. After, in, position: Xen. Anab. VI. 5 émt td péow erecOar, to follow 
the centre: Id. Hell. Il. 4, 8 émt 8€ tovroig of merpoBodrda: so of emt TAot 
(retaypevor) Xen., those who were stationed in the rear of the whole army. 

2. Temporal: 

a. A period im which any thing is done; as, Il. 6, 529 émt vuxti, the 
time being considered as a space or spot on which the action occurs: I]. 
v, 234 éw ypate TwHde, to day: Xen. Mem. I. 2,8 ent to Biw wavti, in all 
one’s life. So G.T., as Heb. ix. 6 émt ouvtedela trav aiovev. So with a 
participle: Aisch. Eum. 343 yryvopévarow ep Hutv, at our birth. 

b. After: Nl. n, 163 em TH8€ avéeorn: Xen. Cyr. II. 3,7 avéorn éw aita 
Sepavdas : Demosth. 927, 3 tHv émt Kuvi, the day afier the dog-star sets: 
Theocr. XXIV. 137 éw dpatt, at day-close: Plat. Pheedr. 207 E ew atty 
vexrap emétice. So the phrases éw egepyacpevors, after all was over: Xen. 
Cyr. Ill. 1, 21 émt tovrtos, (thereupon) etme. So of an accumulation of 
things: Od. n, 120 éyxvn éw dyxvy, pear on pear: so Eur. ddvos én dove, 
murder after murder: so Arist. Eq. 411 mwodN emt troddots: G. T., as John 
iv. 27 émlt ToUtw thereupon. 

c. To this temporal force, we may refer its use to denote that which 
supervenes on something already existing: Hdt. 1V.154 émt @uvyatpt dun- 
topt, having already a motherless daughter: cf. Eur. Ale. 305. Od. n, 216 
ov ydp Te oTuyepy emt yaotép. (when one has a hungry stomach) kivrepov 
ao. 

3. Causal: 

a. The object or aim of an action considered as the motive or 
foundation thereof—with verbs which express or imply motion the accu- 
sative is commonly used: Hdt. IX. 82 emi yedOr, for a joke: Id, I. 41 
k@res-—émt Sydyjger avéwor, with a view to: Thuc. V. 44 ov« emi Kako, 
not with any view to injure: so émt Todt, with this design: Plat. Prot. 312 
B otk émt téxvy epabes, ws Snuroupyds Eropevos, adn’ emt moadeta : Xen. An. 
VII. 6, 3 Kadeiv emt éevia: Arist. Av. 583 émt meipa, to try for an experi- 
ment : Xen. Symp. I. 5 émt copia, to learn wisdom: Plat. Apol. 20 E ént 

Sia Body ™ euy) héeyer: Demosth. 68, 12 yet?’ ovv, ef pev bas €dotro irovs, 
émt Sixatows aipyoecbar: Id. 92,9 emi maou Tots Sikators ovpBovrevovow, 
With persons—/or the use een so vdpous Ocivac or Ceo Oa eri tur Plato and 
Orators. So G.T., as 1 Thess. iv. 7 od éxddeoev em dxaPapcia, 
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b. Generally in a hostile sense—against ; frequently in Homer, and 
indeed in all writers: (the dative is instrumental; as, Thuc III. 82 mo\e- 

poupevey TH Tay evaytiov Kakdoer:) Hdt. 1.61 pabov ra movevpeva ew équTe : 
Id. VI. 88 ro wav pnxavnoac Gat émt Atywyrnot. So G. T., as Luke xii. 52 
Tarp ep ui, kal vids emt TaTpl. 

. 

c. It expresses also the antecedent cause or occasion: Thue. VII. 
46 éw edtpayta dvappoobervtes : Demosth. 35,11 tiv émt tots Epyous ddgav : 
Hdt. LV. 162 émt mavti to Si80pevm, on each gift: Plat. Rep..470 B dcapopa 
émt TH TOU oikeiov €xOpa: ‘Demosth. 548 ep aipate pevyewy, Sor murder : Il. 
k, 185 odds 8 dpupaydds éw abtg : Andoc. 20,18 émt mavtt, on every 
occasion. So G.T., as Luke v. 5 émi to frypatt cou, at thy word: é¢ o, 
wherefore, since, because. 

d. The ground of any mental affection ; as, yeAav peéya, poveiv, xaipeu, 
, > ~ > , 2 . — 

paiverOa, ayavakreiv émt tue (for dative, see §. 607.). So Demosth. 21, 3 
avOei te emt tats édniow: Xen. Mem. II. VI. 11 Ew dpety pidroripovpeva. 
So G. T., as 2 Cor. vii. 13 émt tH Twapakdynoe.—eydpnuev: Mark vi. 52 od 
ournKkay emt Tots dpros: Matt. xviii. 13 xalpew ew atte. 

e. The condition or ground of any thing —on these terms — the 
terms being considered as the foundation on which the whole rests. (The 
dative is modal as without em’: Hdt. VI. 130 éeyyv@ maida voporor rote 
’AOnvaioy, cf. Soph. El. 1043.)—on the terms of, Eur. Iph. Aul. 29 ov« émt 
Taotv o epitevo’ dyaots, on the terms of your having nothing but good: so 
émt fytots, and especially émi tote, éf @, éml totTo.s, em oddevi, nulla 
conditione, nullo pacto : Hat. Ul. 83 éni todtw trekiorapar rhs apxjs ep’ 
QTE Um ovdevos tpewv dpEopar: Demosth. 1283, 18 émt ty vyt daveifecPa, on 
the mortgage of. So of consequence viewed as the condition: Thuc. 
V.go émt peylorn tipwpia odadreicay, failure followed by the most fearful 
punishment. G.T., as xnpitrew, Bamrifew émt to dvdpate “Ingod. So in 
G. T. with words expressing trust or confidence, as Mark x. 24 rods 
memoioras émt Tois xpypacu, the em brings out the notion of resting on. 

f. Hence the price, reward—with a view to, for the sake of, &c.: Il. 
t, 602 émt Sdpors epxeo : ll. k, 304 Sdpo emt peydhy : Hadt. III. 48 emt tive 
Xpypare SeEaiar’ dv Tehevtéovtas Tods TaTépas KaTakalew Tupi: SO eT épyupy 
Tv Wuxnv mpodotvai—eémt Képdeow Aéyew (Soph.) : Demosth. 816, 12 em 
Spdxpn Sedavercpevov: Id. 103, 1 py mo? Hynonobe emt Toho yeyerncOat, 
magno constitisse: Arist. Ach. 13 émt pocym adder, Sor the prize of a calf: 
Ant. 119, ae éml TOUS ipatious SvapGeipavres avrovs. So Iszeus 69, 36 

Tpoika Hvrep em auTH €haBe, for her : Aéschin. 15,16 daveiteoOa tiv pray ew 
évvea SBodots: Demosth. 1185, 12 em evexdpw, on pawn. (It sometimes 
represents a conditional sentence, with an adjective or participle joined to 
the substantive: Eur. Ion 228 ém dogdxtors pyovot py mapir’ cis puxdr, 
if the sacrifices are not offered.) So G.T., as 1 Cor. ix.10 ém édmt&« dpo- 
tpiav: Heb. viii. 6 émt kpelttoow émayyeNlats. 

g. The mode, means, instruments, circumstances, particulars, 

accompaniments of the action or state, conceived as the foundation 
thereof—in, by, with, &c.; Soph. El. 108 émt Kwkutd: Id. Ant. 759 ém 
Woyouor Sevvdceis eve: Demosth. 803, 14 ep ots 6 vduos xedever: Hdt. VI. 7 
émt Kown éxpyoe: Plat. Rep. 522 C éw dSuvapta Bdrcreiv: Demosth. p. 
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495, 7 €mt TO Tay Cedv dvdpate, in the name of the gods: Xen. Ake. 13, 9 
TH yaorpi emt Tats emOuptars yapifdpevos: Lys. 191, 21 emt Tokepw tiyxas, 
in war: Xen. Mem, III. 10, 4 Emi tots d&yabots Padpot, Emi S€ Tots KaKois 
oxvOporot: Ibid. 1. 2, 25 ewt maar tovtos SuePOappevn : Soph. CE. R. 1029 
emt Onteia marys: so ew adtopdpw, in the very fact: Xen. Cyr. IV. 5, 15 
éml maou mapeivar: Dem. 744 fin. éd’ abtots (in their own case) otk viovrat 
Sev rd adto Sikavoy Toir eivac: so ep Eautots, among themselves (Xen.). 
(So G. T., as Heb. ix. 17 Suadnnn yap emt vexpots BeBaia, in the case of the 
dead :) so éoOiew ént to ottw dor, with bread: Arist. Ach. 833 matew ef” 
Gdi padday, with salt for sauce: Id. Eq. 707 emt tH hayos Adivor’ dv, what 
sauce will you take: so émt to cit mivew (Xen.): so émt TH KUduKe ade. 
So G. T., as Matt. iv. 4 (jv éw dpte. 

h. So of additions: Od. p, 308 rayis gone Ocew emt eidei. So G.T., 
as Matt. xxv. 20 GAXa mevre Tadavra exépdnoa Ew abtois: Luke xvi. 26 émt 
TATL TOUTOLS. 

i. So the personal object or subject of any thing said or done : Aéyew 
emt tut, to speak a panegyric on a person who is conceived as lying at the 
speaker’s feet. So Adsch. Eum. 327 emt to teOupévw, over the victim: Il. 
€, 104 T@ Em paxpov dice: Xen. Cyr. VII. 7, 3 ew dvdpt eddaipou vopiterar: 
so Andocides, edoge pu) éw dvdpt vouov teva, ei pr) Tov adrov émt Tacw “AOy- 

, ie = > 2? ah , 
vaious. So G. T., as John xii. 16 ratra jy éw ato yeypappeva. So after 

ovopagew, kareiv &c., to give a name to, in Thue. and Plato. 

k. Dependence on any thing or person (for Dat. see §. 588. 2.) ;, as, 
émt tive eivat, to be in a person’s power: Soph. Phil. 1003 pi) mt tO8 Zoro 
rade: Hdt. VIII. 29 ew fpty gore dvdparodicacOa peas: Id. VII. 10, 3 
ew avSpl ye evi mavra rau Baoidéos xpnuata yeyernoba: Plat. Rep. 460 A 7d 

dé mAnbos trav yapav emi Tots apxouor woujcopey (in the discretion of ): Id. 
Gorg. 508 C civi—eént to Bouhopevw: Demosth. go, 3 é¢’ duty gor Trovrous 
Kodd¢ew: so ei €ml Toi TodEpLots eyévovTo, Ti dv émafoy (Xen.) : To émt TOUTW, 

as far as he is concerned (Xen.): Id, Hell. VIL. 4, 34 Gras py adroi év* 
€kelvois, GAN exeivor emt odiow ciev: Demosth. 4Q1, 24 Ta pev Tor jv emt 

Tois Té67 ect, depended on the then morals : Iszeus 44, 40 rdv KAjpov emt TH 
pytpt yevéoPar, came into the disposal of. 

1. Adherence or abiding by any thing, as it were on it: Plat. Prot. 
356 E pevovear én to ddnOet. 

m. Relation of one thing to another: Plat. Gorg. 463 C rérrapa popia 
emt Téttapo. mpdypac.: Id. Soph. 229 A ev ée’ Evi. 

n. Conformity to, viewed as the condition—after, according to: Eur. 
Hec. 727 ép' otomep TadOvBios iyyerke: so G.T., Rom. v. 14 éml To dpoud- 
pati, after: Luke i. 59 ént tw dvépare. 

Ill. Accusative. 

§. 635. 1. Local: 

a. Motion towards, and arrival on or aé some local object: Il. a, 12 jA@ 
émt vias: K, 150 Bay & emt Tudeldyv: A, 7 yeyoveuer emt KAiolias Alavtos, so 
as to reach; so dvaBaivew éf trmov—ent Opdvov: ¢, 375 earn ew ovdév iar. 
So metaphorically the point or degree which is reached ; Xen. Cie. 20, 23 
émt BeAtiov teva, to improve.—See below, 3. a. a. 

Gr. Gr, voL, I. at 
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b. A position or extension in space on or over an object—over, at : 

Il. n, 88 mréov emt oivorra mévtov. So metaph.: Il. a, 350 dpdav Emi oivorra 
movtoy : Od. 4, 577 éw évwea xeiro wédkeOpa: Xen. Mem. I. 4,17 76 dupa 
Stvarar Ew WOAAG eEixveicOar oTdd.a, to reach over: Id. Cyr. II. 3, 8 én 

tas OUpas, at the doors: Il. p, 447 éc0a émt yatoy mveict re kal eprev: Plat. 
Legg. 666 A ov xpi mip Ent wip oxereverv. So in Poet.: émt yiv, emt Od- 
hagoav, by land, by sea. So G.T., as Matt. xiii. 2 emi rov aiyraddv cioryKes. 
With persons, among: Od. , 94 Tdvtas éw dvOpdrrous KAcos: Plat. Tim. 
23 C 76 KaddXorov Kai apiotoy yevos ew avOpwtrous. Hence the adverbial ex- 
pressions é dpiotepd, emt Segud, emi Ta paxpdteps, lengthways. So metaph. 
én Td TAHO0S, os emi TO Tay EitElv, Os emt TO TWOAU, as if extending to most, 
all, ete. 

2. Temporal: 

a. The end, or period of an action or state; as, éw 4, until morning. 

b. Extension or duration—a space of time—during—till it is com- 
pleted—for : Il. 8, 299 éwt xpédvov, for a time: so émt woddas Hpépas, Eb 
hpepav: Xen. Cyr. V. 2, 4 éw avOparey yevedy, for a generation of men. 

3. Causal: 

a. The object—intention of a motion expressed or implied : 

a, Simply to fetch, bring, procure, reach, manage any thing; Od. 
y, 421 emt Body ira, to fetch an ox: Hat. 1. 37 emi Onpay iva: Id. V. 12 
éw Udwp émeprov: Id. VII. 32 anérepme emt ys aitnow: Thuc. IV. 8 émt 
Tas vais émeuar, to fetch the ships: Demosth. 249,16 émhe éf “Iepov émt 
Tapatopmryy Tov cirov, to convoy the corn: Arist. Aves 298 éml tov Stavdov 
HrOov: Ll. 8,687 oiv emt otixas yynoaro, to form them into line. So Thue. 
Il].115 émi tas vais d:ddoxov, to command the fleet: Xen. Cyr. IV. 5, 14 ém 
rods méLous kabiordva, to appoint him to the command of the infantry—where 

eri retains its local force as above: Id. Hell. III. 4, 20 Zevoedéa éragev émt 
Tous immets. Hence émi ti; for what ? Eur. Pheen. 1324 éml rotav cupdopdv : 
SO mpotpemew Twa et” dpetyv.—See above, ]. a. 

8. With hostile intent—against ; the end or object of the expedition 
&c. being the enemy; IJ.A, 343 dpro 8 éw avtods: Hdt. 1.71 orpatevecba 
émt Audovs: Ibid. go edavvew Emit Népoas: Ibid. 153 emt “lwvas méumew orpa- 
tyysv: so metaphor., Demosth. 62, 28 radra ép Eautods jyotvrar eivat. 

b. The point or degree which any action reaches or extends to: Thuc. 
II]. 115 ovx émt modd rds diwkers movodvrar: so €mt Tpinkdora, up to three 

hundred: én péya, wodd (or Emumodd) wéov, petLov—eémt técov, Ed Scov, 
inasmuch. So Xen. mciov i) emt 800 otddua. 

c. Particular reference to some object viewed as the aim of the 
action or state—for: Plat. Rep.371 E rv ioxiv—ixavyy émt tods mévous 
éxovow : Ibid. 411 E emt 8€ S00 ovte toUTw—dvo réxva Gedy ainy dv dedaxévar 
> , ae et tes) Ai SEN , , \ -~ 34? 
dvOporos: So TO éw eué—ro emt oé: Od. 7, 385 Sacdpevar Kata poipay ep 

"pas, 
d. The particulars, mode, degree, sort, sphere, on, or in which 

any action or state developes itself, as if it took place there: [l. 8, 765 
eT VO ticas: Ibid. €, 355 éxmece emt Bpexpov: so Ibid 392 emt Kd ETL VOTOV cLoas : E3051 : PpEXPov: § . 7, 392 Em Kap, 

> ’ / 

headlong: Hat. VII. 131 €mt Kepadtqy obedpevor: Eur. Hee. 1058 Baow 
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ridépevor Et xElpa: SO et toa, in the same way Il. p, 436: Thuc. I]. 11 én’ 
éppdotepa, both ways: Plat. Rep. 370 B diadépav emt mpagw: Il. 8, 218 apo 
émt otf00s auvoxwkdte: Xen. Anab. V. 2, 32 émt 1680 dvaxwpeiv, to retreat 
step by step: Ul. ¢, 79 dpioror Tacav éw iBuv. 

e. With a more definite notion of conformity to—according to 
some rule, rank or order to which any person or thing is brought: Od. e, 
245 em otdOuny, ad amussim: Hat. III.171 émt 16 cwdhpovéotepov adripy 
AduBave, according to prudence: Il. y,113 épv€av émt ottxas: Xen. Cyr. 
VIL. 5,2 emt Stmddovoy 75 Bdbos yryvdpevor: so teTdxyOar emi tokhoUs—emt 
hemrtév: So emt pilav Exdotyy, one by one. 

Obs. The compounds of ezi are constructed with gen., dat., and acc., 

according to the sense of the compound verb. 

3. Mera, with. 

§. 636. Mera (ol. 7é5a), with; connected with pécos : expresses 

community, coexistence with.—See ovv, §. 623. Obs. 1. 

I. Genitive. 
1. Local: 

a. Connexion and community with—of persons in the same place 
with some one else, or viewed as such in respect of a common action or 
state—with, among: Vhuc. VI. 14 peta too@vde paptipwr airiay oxeiv, in 
company with: Od. 7,140 peta Sudwv mive cai joe: Eur. Hec. 209 peta 
vexp@v Keiconat, I shall lie among the dead, and myself be dead: Plat. Rep. 
359 E xabjoba peta tov dAdwv. G.T., as Luke xxiv. 5 ti (yreire rov 
(@vra peta TOV VEKpOY ; 

Obs.1. In G.T. Luke xiii. 1 pera is used of things connected together. 

6. Hence an active connexion—fo aid a person; as, seta Twos paye- 
aba, to fight (in company) with a person: Demosth. 117, 24 peta tav d- 
knpévwv todepety: Arist. Ach. 661 76 yap ed pet éyob—ovppayor gorar.— 
eivar peta Twos Thuc., ab alicujus partibus stare. érecOar peta twos, to follow 
a person, in Att.: Plat. Rep. 467 extr. cw@jcovrar peta mpeoButépwr rjye- 
povev érdpevor, following with the older leaders. So G.T., as Matt. xii. 
30 6 py dv per épod. Luke x. 37 6 roujoas €deos pet adTod. 

2. Temporal,—yfor, during, in—the time being viewed as joined 
to the verbal notion: 

Eur. Suppl. 1118 peta toddod xpdvou focas, living for a long time. So 
Thuc. V. 25 pet dvoxwyfjs, in or during a truce: Isocr. 172 tiv dnpoxpatiay 
—pe? As (under which) oi mpdyovo. favres: Thuc. 1.19 peta fuppaxias 
nvOnoav. 

8. Causal: 

a. Mode and manner—means considered as accompaniments of a 
thing or action or state: Thuc. I. 18. extr. peta kwduvwy ras pederas Trovov- 
pevor: Id. V.16 peta Sépwv avayopnow: Id. VIII. 27 od yap aioxpov—peta 
katpou (seasonably) iroxwpiaat, dA\a peta STouotV TpdTroU aicxiov ~EvpBHoe- 
a6at, nv noonOdor: Plat. Rep. 352 A mparrew pe® abtod, by his own means ; 
fischin. 67, 28 WevderOa pe Spxou; Xen. M.S. III. 5, 8 per dperijs 

AU Ge 2 
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mporevery with (as it were joined with) virtue: Demosth. 29, 3 peta tap- 
pyoias moreiobar Adyous: Id. 95,21 peta Tappyotas ckeraoa Ta mapdvta mpd- 
ypatra: Id. 93,13 peta mAeloTns fouxlas dnavO, dca Bovdera, idurros 
Stouxnoerar: Id. 130, 74 dpiv of mpdyovor TodTo Td yépas extnoavToO Kal KaTé- 
Aurov peta TodhOv kai peydhov Kwddvev. So G. 'T., as Acts v. 26 pera 
Bias: Heb. xii. 17 peta Saxptwv ex(nrioas: 1 Tim. iv. 14 peta émbecews Trav 
xeipov: Matt. xiv. 7 pe® dpxou: Luke xvii. 15 peta davis peyadns. 

6. In conformity with—unity with: peta tv vouev Demosth., with 
the laws—in wnion with the laws (rdv vopwv éxopevos, legibus adherens): 
Plat. Apol 32 C peta tod vopou kai rod Sixaiov ounv waddéy pe Seiv daxivdv- 

veve, 7) ped tpav yeverOa : Id. Pheed. 66 B peta tod Adyou : Demosth. 19 

prince, pet GAnPetas oxoreiobar (€xdpuevos tis ad.). G.T., as Eph. vi. 23 
dyarn peta TiSTEWS. 

Obs. 2. In Aristotle, peta Adyou, of which reason is an element: kata 
hdyor, which is regulated by reason. 

I. Dative. 

Only poetic, and especially epic: 

a. To express a local union, where in prose ovv and ev are used—in, 
among. In general it is joined with the plural, (or the singular of collec- 
tive nouns,) or with persons or things considered as such, or the parts of 
animate things; pet d0avdtows, with—among—in the midst of—between : 
PETA OTPATO: peTa XEpal, Tooat, yevuccr, yappyndyot, peTa ppeciv, in the 
mind ; peta vnuot, kupact. Frequent in Homer, as Il. A, 64 as "Exrap peré 
Tpwtois. pdveckev, among the first: Od. 6,156 viv yeO? buetépy éyopy 
voaro.o xati¢wy: Pind. Ol. II. 29 peta képacot: Adsch. Choeph. 365 per 
Gov (dA Schol.) SopuxwATe Aad: Soph. Phil. 1110 xparaais peta Xepoty : 
Eur. Hec. 353 mwapevois pera: Arist. Aves 250 per adkudvecou. 

b. Society—community ; 3 aS, peTa Tvoins dveuoro Hom., together with 
(so dpa my. a.). 

c. Hence to signify an addition to; Od. «x, 204 Sixa mavras npidpeor, 
dpxov b€ pet Gpdotépoiow dracca, with, or to both. 

Ill. Accusative. 
1. Local: 

a. With verbs of motion. a. Into the midst of—among—tio : as, ixéoat 
peta Tp@as cal Axaovs: Il. p, 460 diccwv dor’ aiyumis peta xqvas : Il. ¢, 
511 pera nOea, to his haunts : Il. ¢, 165 tmmous peta vias eAavvew : Il. yn, 418 
pe? Gryv: Il. p, 149 pe Surtoy: Od. p, 43 ohaipay eppupe pet Gpcitrodov, 
to her maiden. Sometimes metaphorically : Od. 8, 308 és pe pet aarprf- 
KTOUS Epidas Kai veixea Bade, into the midst of. 8. Generally direction or 
striving after, connexion or union, whether friendly or hostile, with a 
person or thing; as, Byvac peta Néotopa, properly into union with, to see 
Nestor ; ll. v, 297 By dé pet “opevqa, he set out after, to join him. Thence 
generally of succession in space—behind, after, next to: Ul. v, 492 daoi 
€rovO aoei Te peTa KTLAOV EomeTo pda, behind the ram: Pind. Ol. I. 66 mpoj- 

kav viov peta TaxUToTpov €Ovos avépwy: Il. o, 321 epevvey peta txvia, On oF 
after the track: per Sypov, in a row. 
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b. With verbs not expressing motion: a. among ; Il. o, 188 Bovdy 
peta mavtas dporos: B. after; Il. B, 153 mace peta wAnOUW: Il. y, 277 ov 
peta, after whom: Ib. 354 peta tov: Hdt, IV. 14 eoyxarou peta Kévntas 

> , 

OLKEOUCL. 

2. Temporal: 
Succession in time, analogous to the succession in space; as, peta 

tata, after this. The subst. in the acc. is often joined with the part. ; as, 
Il. p, 605 peta Anitov épyndevra: Hdt. IT. 34 peta Eddwva oixdpevor, after 
the departure of Solon; Ibid. 150 peO’ Apepyy, and also Attic, interdiu, 
by day (properly after day rise). 

Obs. 1. In G. T. pera with accusative is only applied to time. 

3. Causal: 
a. The object; after, to fetch, get, &c.; Il. r, 346 otxovra pera Seinvor, 

they are gone to get their supper: Od. 6, 701 peta thy dxony, to get news 
about : Ib. x, 352 peta Satta, for the sake of a meal; Od.a, 184 mreiv peta 
xadkdy, ad aes petendum: Il. v, 252 peta Epe FAvOes: Eur. Alc. 66 Etpv- 
obéws répavtos Urmerov peTa SXHpa. 

b. Accordance with,—according to—a metaphorical following after 
any thing: I]. 0, 52 r@ ke HoveSdwr ye—aipa peraorpéeyere vdov pete cov Kal 
enov Kip, after your and my heart's desire. 

c. Thence the same notion is applied to the relation of value and rank, 
&c. secundum, after, next to, especially with superlatives ; as, ca\\uoros peta 

Myrelova: Dl. 8,674. Il. o, 54 pera mévtas dpyAukas éwAev apioros: Hat. 
IV. 53 morapos péycotos peta. lotpov. 

d. Occupation, in the phrase peta xetpas exew, as if it were held be- 
tween the hands : Hdt. VII. 16, 2 radvrny thy orparndacinv Kat TO Kdpta (quam 
maxime) cixouev peTa XELpAS. 

e. In consequence of; Il. A, 227 peta Kéos, in consequence of the 
news ; as if following it. 

Obs. 2. The compounds of pera, which denote ‘ change,” generally take 
a genitive of the old, and accusative of the new state, or position; as, Eur. 

Med. 257 ovyi cvyyern peOoppicac0ar tad eyovca auppopas: Orest. 254 
taxis de peteQou Aicoay. 

4. Napa, by, and mpés, before. 

§. 637. These prepositions are nearly allied in their signification. 
The chief difference between them is, that wapd is used rather of 

external relations of space, zpdés of internal relations of causation. 
This difference is perceived most strongly in the gen., where mapa 
generally expresses an external procession in space, mpds rather the 
procession of some energy or operation. 

a. Napa, by. 

Many of the significations of mapa are apparently contradictory : 
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such as to, from, in consequence of, against, but all of them are de- 
rived from the different relations of position which are signified by 
this preposition. 

Napé (Epic. wapat: Sanskr. para; Litth. pas, par-; Goth. and 
German, fra, fram). Original meaning—by the side of. Hence, 
as everything may be considered as contained in a square, and thus 
to have four sides, the relations expressed by the preposition will 
vary according to the position by one or other of these sides in which 
the object is supposed to stand, and the case with which the preposi- 
tion is joined. 

C 

A 

Obs. The letters refer to these lines to denote the position in which the 
object is supposed to stand. 

I. Genitive. 

1. Local: 

(A) In front of—and as the genitive with verbs of motion signifies the 
point whence the motion begins, it is used in the relations of space, to 

define more clearly this point which might have been denoted by the gen. 
alone : (§. 530.) coming from the side of, motion from, mostly with persons ; - 
as, eAdciv mapd twos, like the French de chez quelqwun; so pacyavoy épio- 
cacba Tapa pypod: Il. 6, 468 map domidos céepaarvOn, from out of the side 
of the shield. So Pind. Pyth. X. 62 mapa todds, from the side of the foot, 
close by: Hat. VIII. 140 dyyedin feet mapa Bacdjos. In Soph. Ant. 1124 
O7nBav vaiwv wap’ bypdv ‘lopyvod pelOpwv, it seems to give vatwy the force of 
coming from the Ismenus and inhabiting : so Demosth. 873, 11 Tapa Lavtos 
Tipokpdatous exeivy ovvexnoe, she coming from (leaving) Timocrates coha- 
bited with him. So always of an embassy, apd, not mpds; as, reppOjvac 
tapd twos Hom.—dyyedor, mpcoBers apd Twos—ayyédAdkew Tapd Twos, Ta 
Tapa twos &c. 

2. Causal: 

a. The person or thing whence knowledge or hearing, &c. pro- 
ceeds; as, pavOdvey tapd twos, dxovew mapd twos: Hdt. II. 104 map’ Ai- 
yuttioy peyabyxaor. So Demosth. 108, 75 ra pev epya map spav adtay 
(nreire, ra Se BeATioTa emiorHun A€yeww Tapa TOO Tapidvtos (from the speaker) : 
Hdt. VII. 182 mapa mupodv: Iseeus 57 fin. 52 D mapa taéy—Oepamdvtwv 
Tov €deyxov mroveicbac : Plat. Tim. 52 D rapa tis eps Whpou AoywGeis, cal- 
culated from my vote; Arist. Ran. 251 rovri tap’ buav AapBavo, this word of 
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yours I take: Id. Aves 982 bv—mapd témohh@vos eLeypayaunvy: Thue. I. 
22 map’ GANwv axpiBeia emeEAOdv : SO Tap’ EauTOD, EauTav, sponte sud. 

8. With passive and intransitive verbs (especially in late prose) for ind, 
when the energy is supposed to proceed immediately from (as it were, the 
side of) any one—by his means. (So above mepPOjvar wapd twos) : Plat. 
Symp. 175 C otpa ydp pe Tapa ood copia mAnpobnoecOa, 

y. Hence with verbs of giving, receiving, proceeding, &c.: tap’ . 
éauto0d, from his own resources: Hdt. VIII. 5 tap’ éwurod didovs: Id. VIL. 
29 map éuewutod : Ibid. 106 dia rodro b¢ of ra bapa mépmerae Tapa Tod Bact- 
Aevovtos alel ev Méponor: Xen. Cyr. VIII. 2, 25 trav map’ eketvou AapBaver : 
Ibid. VIII. 6, 12 dyaois rois wap’ éyod: Auschin. 76, 13 ra Tapa tis TUXNS, 
coming from fortune. 

6. From—of any feeling or sensation which is supposed to proceed 
from some one to its object ; as, 7 mapd twos edvoia, good will from some 

one towards some one: Plat. Tim. 85 E77 wap’ atts Oeppdrnre. 

Obs. 1. In some passages mapa with gen. seems to mean near, but on a 
closer examination it will be found to retain its sense of coming from, as 
in the passage given above, Soph. Ant.1124. The other passages are, Id. 
Ant. 967 mapa Sé Kuavéwy rehayéwy Sidvpas aos dxrat Booropia; where mapa 
may be read mdpa, taken for mdpevor, i.e. for etot: Pind. Pyth. 75 dpéeopa 
Tapa Lahaptvos APnvaiwy xdpw picddv, [ will draw from Salamis: Pyth. X. 
62 mapa odds, from what is at my feet, that is, on the spot: Il. 0, 5 eypero 
—tapa xpuao8pdvou “Hpys, from the side of; Kur. Herc. Fur. 1127 tap’ 
“Hpas dp dpas Opdvwy tdde, from the throne of Juno: Arist. Ach. 68 kat 6y7° 
erpvxopecba Tapa Kaiiotpiwy mediwv ddoumhavowwrtes, wandering from the Ca- 
ystrian plains, 1. e. into the interior. 

Il. Dative. 
(A).—Loeal: 
A point in front of, without motion (local dative)—among, before, at, 

with, by the side of ; as, orn wapd to Bactdet; and of course this original 
sense is variously modified by the context: Thuc. II. 89 mapa tats vauat, 
in front of, or at; Hdt. IV. 53 xuéapds mapa Oodepotar, a clear stream 
among muddy ones: Id. VII. 150 rap’ Spiv attotor, by yourselves: Thuc. 
V. 23 map’ “AOjva, in the temple of Minerva: Theocr. VII. 101 tapda tputd- 
Sear decider, to prophesy at Delphi : Aischin. 68, 41 pavteverOat pavrerav Tapa. 
tT Ged: Plat. Phileb. 29 E 16 map hpiv copa: Soph. Phil. 139 tap’ dt 
=rTovrov map @), TO Avds oxitpov avdcoera, with whom it rests to wield the 

sceptre : Id. GE. R. 612 rov wap’ aitd Bioror, the life which in him=his 
own life: Aischin. 75 ult. rd Baowdixdy xpvoiov Tapa Tout, is with him: Ib. 
86, 33 ai dé map’ Suiv eddiva: Lys. 96, 46 map’ épol, chez moi, at my 
house ; Aischin. 1. 18 rodiretae rpeis etvar Tapa Tacw dvOpdtrois Suoroyodvrar : 
Lys. 168, 37 mapa tots mpdgaciv dorw ra ddicnpata, rest with them: so 
G. T. as Rom. ii. 11 od yap éore mpocwmoAn ia Tapa Oecd. So péyas Tapa 
Baowret, in the king’s presence: Stivacba mapa tur, to have influence with 
any one—as it were, before him: Plat. Thext.170 D kpivas mapa caute, by 
yourself: Plat. Rep. 529 A mapa courts. 

&@ Herm. Ant. 955. Diss. Pind. Pyth. I. 75. 
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Obs. 2. The difference between mapa and ev is well marked in Soph. 
Elect. 1329 ov map attots adn’ év abtotow Kakois. 

2. Thence Causal: 

To express standing before a person as a judge, and submitting to his 
decision or sentence: Hdt. III. 160 map& Aapetw kpity, judice Dario : 
hence iz the opinion of : Id. I. 32 tap’ éuot, meo judicio: Id. III. 86 rods 
Tapa odior avroicr Soxéovras ddBiovs: Eur. Elect. 1015 os map jpiv, as 
among us: Demosth. 18, 3 tovovt@ Oavpacrérepos Tapa TWaor vouicerar (6 
Bihimros) : Soph. Aj. 924 tap’ exOpots, even in his foe's judgment : Ibyc. 
Frag. mapa Geots aumdakar, in the eyes of the gods: so G.T. as Acts xxvi. 8 
ri amuorov kpiverar Tap Gpiv; Rom. xii. 16 py yiveoOe ppdviypor ap’ EauTots. 

Ill. Accusative. 
(A. B. C.)—1. Local: 

a. (A) In front of, and with verbs of motion, defining more clearly the 
point whither the motion tends—to the side of—which might have been 
denoted by the simple acc., (§. 559.) In the simple sense of ¢o it is only 
used with persons, or sometimes things considered as persons; as a city, 
&c.: ef. Hdt. 1. 48 mapa ra xpnornpia : (Except Pind. Ol. Il. 70 mapa tip- 
ow:) Hdt. 1. 36 dmxécba mapa Kpoicov: Ibid. 86 jyayov mapa Képov : 
Thue. I. 95 perardéacba map “AQynvaious, to go over to the Athenians. 

b. (B) Motion by the side of—parallel to—along ; Il. 1, 653 mapa vijas 
icav madw, they returned back by the ships; cf. r, 8143 a, 347: Tapa Thy 
BaBuhGva mapevae Xen., Tapa Tov motapov, by the side of the river. 

c. (B) An extension in space (without motion) alongside of an object— 
parallel to: Od. p, 32 of pév koupnoavro Tapa mpupynaora vnds: Hdt. IX. 15 
mapa tov “Acwrdv: Id. I. 180 mapa xethos éxdrepov: so metaphorically, 
Dem. 778 inodty mapa wévta taita, you slip by all these: Id. 24, 22 7 
TUXN Tapa TavT €oTl Ta TAY avOporav mpaypata, runs throughout all human 
things; Eur. Alc. 835 ép8hv map oipov: Pind. Nem. IX. 49 mapa xpy7hpa, 
over one’s cups: so map &Anda, side by side (Dem.): G. T. as Matt. IV. 
18 repuraray Tapa Thy Oddaccay. 

d. Thence generally to express an indefinite vicinity—dy—in the neigh- 
bourhood of, at, with. So wapa mé8a, at one’s feet: Arist. Aves 390 Tap 
auThy THY xUTpay dKxpay dpavras, looking along the edge of the dish: Id. Ran. 
162 wap atrhy tiv 68dv, by the very road side: so G. T. as Matt. xiii. 4 
enece Tapa Thy 686v: Acts x. 6 oikia Tapa Pdhaccay. 

2. (B) Temporal: 
a. Extension in time (Post-Homeric)—during ; as, wap’ jpépav, mapa 

Tov WéhEpov,—Trapa THY dau, inter potandum—wapa Tacav Xopyytay. 

b. So of critical moments during which any thing happened ; as, tap’ 
abtév tov Kivduvev: Demosth, 49, 10 mapa tTdv Katpdv—Povdevoerat, in ipso 
tempore: Id. 470, 12 mapa kaipods: cf. 471: Id. 229, 20 Tiype@pias Tap 
avTa TA Gdikypata xpycOa, at the very moment of the offences being com- 
mitted, i. e. before the offence is forgotten: Pind. Ol. If. 65 kewdv mapa 
Startav, in poverty. 

3. Causal: 
a. (B) Position—or eristence by the side of, in the possession of any one, 
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penes aliquem; with; Hdt. VIII. 140 muvéavecbe riv viv map’ éué eovicay d6- 
vanw: so Demosth, 822, 20 dpyvpiov mapa tods KAtvoTroLOUs, with, in the 
hands of: Arist. Ach. 759 wap’ épé moduripatos, with me: Xen. An. I. 9 
fin, of Tap’ adrév didor: Dem. 192,12 tap’ adtév pe cvpBovdov tovoiro, with 
himself—by his side. 

b. Accordance with—agreeing with—parallel to—according to ; often 
with verbs of trying, examining, estimating, &c.: Plat. Rep. 550 A épav ra 
emiTnocUpata avTov eyyvbev Tapa Ta TOV GAAwv: Demosth. 824, 5 Tapa tov 

Noyov, dv dmopepovew,—emideiEw: Id. 1402,17 Tapa Tods Xpopévous diaddar- 
tév tov, according to those they live with. 

c. Besides ; springing up as the leaves from the stalk, a: mapddvés te : 
Kur. H. F, 680 rav “Hpakdéous KadXivikoy deiow mapa te (besides) Bpdp.ov 
oivodétav. So mapa taira, preter hac. Arist. Nub. 6098 ovk gore Tapa Tait 
ww 

a\Xa. 

d, Hence through, by means of, according to, by. (So Hooker V.1 ‘So 
that it be not Jong (along) of them;’’) as the Latin propéer, only used of the 
antecedent, not of the final cause, except perhaps by Pindar : Thuc. I.141 
Tropa Thy éavrov Gpéhevay, by his own carelessness : Demosth. 435 15 ovde 
yap obTos Tapa Thy avtov popny TOGTOUTOV emnuenrat, Ooov Tapa Thy HeTEpay 

dpedecav: Dem. 743, 21 Trop’ dhiyous Wihdous, by a small majority: seus 
41, 36 mapa mévte Wihhous péerecxe THs Toews, by a majority of five: Ibid. 
110, 2 o8 tap’ €v ovde Ovo eis rodTO Ta mpdypata adixrac®: Thue. VIIL. 33 
Tapa TocodTov eyéver ait pun TepuTeceiv Tois AOnvaios. So mapa rovro, wapé, 
quapropter: G.T. once, 1 Cor. xii. 15 apd todto. 

e. In comparisons, (B) contrasts, one thing being placed by the 

side of another: Hdt. VIL. 20 éote pyre tov Aapelov (atoXov) Tov ext SKvOas 
Tapa toutoy pydev daivesbar: Plat. Legg. 721 D tovdrov tap’ éxeivoy tov 
vowov dkovere: Id. Cratyl. 385 E keipeva dvdpata “EXAnot trapa tobs &AAous 
"ENAnvas, in distinction to, kat"E\Anoe mapa BapBdpovs. Often with the col- 
lateral notion of superiority, pre, preter: Xen. M.S. 1. 4,14 mapa ta 
GAha. Coa, Sorep Geol, of dvOpwror Biotevovar, in comparison with, beyond other 

creatures; so G.'T. as Rom. xiv. 5 kpivew tpépay tap’ fyépav: Rom. i. 25 
mapa Tov Ktiaavta : Luke xili. 2 duaprwdoi Tapa waytas. 

f. So in modal expressions such as, tap’ éXyov roreic Oat, to esteem Titile 
—as if one thing were by the side of the other and compared with it—ap’ 
Alyov, pixpdv, Bpaxv, by little—napa modv (waparrodd adv.), by much, by far— 
(so Thue. III. 89 rod ‘‘ mapa wohu,” see §. 457.)—rap’ ot8év ridecba, as 
nothing: Hdt. 1. 120 Tapa opixpad Kexwpyke, have turned out of no moment. 

g. After comparatives or comparative expressions, as Gos, Etepos, Sid- 

gopos: ‘Thuc. I. 23 dlov ekdeiers wuKvotepar Tapa Ta ek Tov mpw yxpdvou 
punpuovevopneva: Plat. Pheed. g3 A ovd€ pry moety te oddé Te mao xew ado 
Tap a@ ay éxeiva i) mon 7) Maoxyn. So Eur. Alc. 926 Trap’ edTuxi] TwOTHOv, in 
contrast with: so G. T. as 1 Cor. iil. 11 Gov wape Tov Keipevov. 

h. Hence proportion—according to, in: Demosth. 467, 6 mapa ras rpid- 
kovra puptadas didoow tpiv puplous pedipvous, for, or on, every 300,000 bushels 
gives you 10,000: Demosth. 606,-28 wapa& tas eiodopds, (in the revenues ;) 
tap’ iows tTaédavta tpidKoota, (in (say) three hundred talents ;) €dXeumpa rér- 
rapa kat Séka €ort rddavta: Xen. (ic. XX. 16 cis mapa tobs dexd Siaheper TO 

a Bremi ad loc. 

Gr. GR. VOL. II. uu 
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év apa epyaterOa, one in the ten: Thuc. VIII. 29 mapa wévte vats, for every 
five ships. 

iz. Hence of interchange: jpépa wap hpépay, day by day, alternis diebus— 
also alone, map’ jpépay, map’ jpap.—rAnyjy Tapa TAnyyy blow upon blow, 
Arist. Ran. 643: Plat. Rep. 384 A Adyov mapé Adyov. 

k. Proximity to in a moral sense—near: Thuc. Til. 49 mapa tocotto % 
MuriAnvn AAGe Kwvdivov, came within, or near such peril; cf. VII. 2. 

l. Up to—within—except ; frequently, to express a short distance from : 
so with infinitives: Hdt. IX. 33 mapa €v médatopa edpape kav ’Odvmidéa, 
up to one, within one, as if the €v ma\awpa was all that separated him from 

victory: so Thuc. IV. 106 mapa vixta, within one night; Isocr. 385 mapa 
piKkpov 7/ACopev arobaveiv : so G.T. as 2 Cor. x1. 24 Teooapdkxovra Tapa pidy. 

m. Contrary to ; mapa potpay, beyond, transgressing fate ; mapa ddgav, preter 
opinionem; mup éhrida, rapa piow, mapa Td Sikatoy, mapa Tovs Spxovs, mapa Svva- 

pw, map agiav, (Contrary to curd, as cara poipay.) So G. T. as Rom. i. 26 

Tapa vow. 

Obs. 3. There is no passage where mapa must necessarily express the 
local position, beyond, across, on the other side (D); and the notion of agaiust, 
in its secondary sense, is generally considered to arise from the notion of 

deviation from ; but it seems to me that in most of these phrases there is 
rather the notion of transgression, and this would come very naturally from 
the local notion of passing over which might have been expressed by mapa, 
though is not actually so used @. 

6. Mpés, before. 

§. 638. Mpés (or sori and originally mpori, both forms also Epic ; 

Sanskr. pratz) is derived from zp, and has the same original mean- 
inge—before; but it is joined with all three cases, and with the 
genitive expresses a far greater variety of causal relations than 
mpd. While zapa expresses the relation of position on all four sides, 

mpés expresses only one, namely, in front of. 

1. Genitive. 
i= Local: 
a. Before—in front of —this side of—coming from ; the genitive expresses 

the point whence the motion is supposed to begin, and is further defined 
by the preposition ; used especially of the position of any spot towards : 
Hdt. IIL. 101 oixéovor mpds vdtou dvépou: Ibid. 102 mpds Bopéou dvéemou : 
Ibid. 107 mpds peonpBpins “ApaBin—eori, (as also in Latin, ab oriente 
for versus orientem): Xen. An. IV. 3, 19 ovpayods katractncacba Tpds TOO 

TOTGpP.0U. 

b. The vicinity, or approach of one thing to another, the preposition 
being used to define the particular relation which the local genitive some- 
times expresses alone (§. 522.)—near thereto, and in front of : Il. x, 198 

a Bernhardy, Syntax, 259 p., ‘‘mapa 8d£av, worin die negative Richtung dariiber 
hinaus evscheint.” 
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a’tos d€ mort wrodwos werer dei, he hovered before the city: Hdt. il. 54 «iat 
obTot of y@por Tpds Bakdcons: So Teds TWOdGv Arist. Vesp. 438: mods Kepa- 
Ms Ibid. 1221: Thuc. I. 62 ampds ’OdvvOov eatparomededovro. The dative 

could also be used, but would denote merely the actual vicinity, while the 
genitive represents the spot as that whence the local notion in some way 
arises. 

Obs. The same position may be expressed by the acc., a motion towards 
being supposed ; (as in Latin also, versus or ad montem) — with the genitive 
it is from there (towards here)—with accusative (from here) towards 
there: Ovos oixnuevov mpds A& Te Kat HAtov dvaroddas Hdt. I. 201: mpds 
Bopiy re kai vorov Id. II. 149- Sometimes we find both constructions to- 
gether; as, Hdt. I. 121 rov per mpds Bopéw éorearta, roy Sé meds vétov: Id. 
VIL. 126 otre yap 76 weds Thy NO Tod Neorou—idoe tis av heovta, vite mpds 

évmépys Tod “AxeAgou, 

9. Causal: 

The cause, occasion, author, generally any agent: the action being 
considered to arise by virtue of the presence of a person, or thing con- 
sidered as a person. 

. Of descent; as, of mpos atpatos, blood relations ; mass matpés, mpds 
Cnet, from the father’s or mother’s side. 

b. Something which proceeds from and belongs to any one; Soph. Ci. R. 
668 ra wpds obdv, your affairs: Id. Ant. 700 ri wpds Taidwy, that belonging 
to children: so Od. ¢, 207 mpds Auds eior—Eeivoi te mraxoi te, they belong 
to, proceed from, are as it were his children, and under his protection : hence 

fitness or propriety, in accordance with which certain actions arise from 
the properties or natures of persons or things; wpds yuvaixds ore, it is 

the property of a female, it arises from the nature of a woman; mpds Sixys 
gotw, it is right. (See §. 521. 2.) Plat. Lege. 721 E apés tod Aakwrikod 
tTpomou Ta Bpaxvrepa del mporiparv. 

c. So regard for, or partisanship with, whence any action arises: Thue. 
III. 59 od mpds THs Uwetépas 8déys: Plat. Rep. 440 E ridéobae ré Sma wpds 
to hoyiottKoU, on the side of : Dein. 1006 fin. mpos épod—rhv Wihov eOcabe. 
G. TT once, Acts XXVIl. 34 ™pds THs Hpetépas owTNpias bmdpxee : so eivat mpés 

twos, stare ab aliquo, facere pro aliquo, Hdt.: Eur. Ale. 57 mpds tév éxdv- 
Twv, BoiBe, Tov vduov tiOns, a law for the rich ; proceeding from them or from 
regard to their interest. 

d. This joined with the person, or point whence any thing proceeds. — 
The author or giver of any thing: II. a, 239 oire Dees tmpos Ards 

eipvata, auctore, datore Jove. . The person from whom some word or 

opinion proceeds, or is viewed as proceeding: Thuc. I. 71 d&cxov ode 
Tpos Vedy Tay dpkiwy, ovte Tpds avOpdtw, before gods or men ; Xen. Anab. 

Ih Q, 12 opodoyeirar ™pos wovtoy: Id. If. 3,11 dyapiotws e£ew ov're TpOs 

bpav ov're mpds “ENAados ; cf. Id. V. 7, 7: Hdt. 1V. 144 etras 765 16 eros 

eeimeto aOdvaroy prvnpny mpds “EA\nowovtiwv, gloriam ab Hellespontiis omni 
tempore celebratam: Id. VII. 5 orparnddree emi tas ’A@jvas, iva Adyos—ce exn 
mpos avOpwrwv dyabds, ut lauderis ab hominibus (apud homines): Tbid. 13° 
yropnv énipOovoy pds tev mAEdvwv, sententiam in invidia or odio habitam 
a plerisque. y. With dkovew, pavOdvew et sim., to define more clearly 
the relation of genitive. 6. With passive and intransitive verbs, even in 

UU 2 
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Homer, frequently in Hdt., and often in Attic writers, to define more 

clearly the relation of the simple genitive (§. 453. Obs. 3.): Il. ¢ 456 mpés 
Gdns iordy ipaivors: Eur. Med. 1615 xarei—npds téxvwy: Soph. Phil. 
1343 madeiv mpds toUTwv: Id. GE. R. 292 Oaveiv mpds d8ormdpwv: so the 

phrase aitds mpds abrod: Soph. El. 562 mevbd kaxod mpds dvdpds: Id. Ant. 
QIO épjpos mpds btkwv: from, by, at the hands of ; Hdt. 1. 61 dripager@ar 

mpds Metovetpdtou: Id. 1.73 ravra mpds Kuagdpew awaddvres : Soph. Trach. 
150 mpds avSpds hoBoupery : Hat. IL. 139 iva xaxév te pds Oedv 7) mpds av- 

Opadtrwv AaBor, at the hands of : Id. 1V. 98 eixos Evyyvopdr te ylyvecOa pds 

tov Oeod, in the sight of. 

e. In oaths and adjurations ; as, mpds Oedv, per deos, properly before the 
gods ; but the genitive expresses that the oath derives its power from the 
gods. So mpis is used when the genitive is paraphrased: Soph. Gi. C. 250 
mpds 6 Te cor Pirov ex oéev avTopat, 

f. The cause or reason—defining the relation of the simple genitive : 
Hat. II. 30 dvdakai Karéoracav mpds AtOidtrwv, pds *ApaBiwy, mpos AcBuns, 

custodie collocate erant adversus Aihiopes &c., properly before the Authi- 
opians &c.; but the genitive denotes them as the cause of the guard, as in 
Latin, munimenta ab hoste &c.: Soph. Antig. 51 mpds aitopopev d&pmda- 
knpdtov duds des dpdéas, propter facinora: Id. Ck. R. 493 mpos orou, 
wherefore: Ibid. 1236 mpds Tivos mor’ aittas ; 

Il. Dative. 
1, Local: 
a. Position in front of, before, close to an object; as, mpds Tots Kpt- 

tais: Dem. 602, 4 mpds Td StarryTy hevyer: Soph. CE. R.130 7a mpds root: 
Xen. Anab. 7, 2, 14 #5 dvtwy mpds Tw Telxer: so G. T. as John xviii. 16 
Tmpos TH Supa. 

b. At, on, near; Xen. Cyr. V. 3, 1 mpds Tots dptors eyévorvro: Id. Hdt. IV. 
2, (1 of ToTapol Tpds Tals THYAts Od peyddo cioi : Id. Cyr. VII. 1,7 ai dowivdes 

mpos TOis Gpors odca: so metaphorically Soph. C2. R. 1169 mpos abte@ cipi 
to Setvw Aéyerv: Id. Aj. 95 eBawpas eyxos ed mpds Apyciay otpate: Id. Ai. R. 
181 mpds Ted@ Ketrar: Thuc. III. 72 Atpevardy mpds adty: Xen. An. I. 8, 

10 mapedaiver od mdvy Tpds abTe TH oTpaTedpart, not quite close to: G.T. 
as Rev. i. 13 mepif@opévos mpds Tots PacTots. 

c. With verbs of motion, to; Soph. El. 320 mpds dupavos é&d8o1g eAOovoa 
gaoveis: Id. Ant. 1174 KAivopar—mpos Bue@aicr, I fall into the arms of : Xen. 
Hell. 4, 6, 9 jecav mpds Tots ioxupots: so G. T. as Luke xix. 37 eyyiforros 
76n Tpds TH KaTaBdoeL Tod dpous Tay EhaLov. 

Obs. 1. When zpés with the dative is joined to verbs of motion, it prac- 
tically differs but little from the accusative. When the dative is used, the 

motion is viewed as continuing till near the place, when the accusative, 
simply motion towards the place is meant : so Xen. Hell. IV. 3, 18 mpos to 
“EXtkove medevydras, escaped into Helicon: Ibid. 1V.6, 19 dcanimrovor mpos 
tov “EXukova. 

Obs. 2. mpds with dat. in G. T. is only used in its local force. 

2. Temporal:— Towards ; Arist. Vesp. 1085 mpos éamepaq, to- 

wards evening. 
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3. Causal: 

a, That to which a person applies himself—occupations, studies, employ- 

ments ; as, eivat, ylyverOar pds Aéyors, Tpdypaor &c. (Demosth.) : Demosth. 

380 jy Gros Tpds TO AHppate: Arist. Nub. 1010 mpdg TovTo1s mpoceyis Toy 
voy: Plat. Legg. 722 B mpés toute dcavonOjva. 

b. And, thereon, in addition to, besides; as, pds todtTw—mpds TovTo.oL 

Hadt.: Soph. Aj. 579 Opnveiv er@das mpds Topavte mypate: Dem. 1025, 20 
Tpdos Tots avrov, in addition to: Xen. Hell. 1, 7, 1 mpds tTovtw cidovro ’Adei- 
pavrov. 

c. Aim, result, viewed as that whereon a person is occupied; Xen. 

Ath. Rep. 2, 19 cd mpés To opetépw dyala ad’ emi Kaka. 

IL. Accusative. 

1. Local: 

a. A motion in front; towards an object, to; where the simple ac- 

cusative might be used (§. 559.), but mpés defines the notion more clearly. 
So figuratively Eur. Med. 393 réApns efus mpds 15 Kdptepov: Dem. 23, 37 
mpoorevae Tpds TA Kowa: Id. 85, 17 mpowepxerOar Mpds Tov SHpov. 

b. Frequently in a hostile sense, against ; as, paxerOat, wohepety pds TiO, 
properly to go to his front and fight him: Il. p, 98 mpds Satpova payerOa : 
Thuc. 1. 18 4 payn Myjdev mpds "AQnvatous: Hdt. VIL. 149 mraiopa mpds Tov 
Népoyy, simply against, the notion of motion being dropped: so Xen. Mem. 
2, 1,6 dyuprvdotas ¢xew mpds puxy Kai Teds OdAry: Dem. 1103, 25 drav mpds 
éxetvous elovd, when I go into court against them: so G.'T, as Acts xxiv. 19 
el TL €xolev TAOS ME. 

c. On this side of, towards—to define the position of any thing. See 
its uses with the gen., §. 638. Obs. 

d. Position, over against, on, at; as if there were a motion towards it ; 

Od. B, 342 €é£eins mpds tTotxov dpnpdres: Soph. Phil. 22 cir’ yee xOpov mpds 
avtov Tévde: Id. El. 931 apds tddpov krepiowata: Arist. Plut. 1131 ddvvy 
mpos Ta oTAGyxva : Xen. Hell. I. 3, 10 mpds tovtous raxOévras, over against, 
opposite to these; G.T, as Mark iv. 1 6 dyNos mpds thy Oddaccav jy. 

2. Temporal: 
a. An approach to a point of time, towards, as Xen. An. 4, 5, 21 t™pds 

hpépav, towards day-break : Pind. Ol. I. 67 pds eddvOenov pudv: Id. Pyth. 
V. 23 pds 4@, towards morning : Eur. Med. 592 mpds yapas, as you are 
growing old. So also of number; mpds éxatdv, towards an hundred: so 

G. T. as Luke xxiv. 29 mpds éomepay, towards evening. 

b. Sometimes of a point of time, when an action is defined by some 
thing else; as, Xen. Hell. 5,1, 9 mpds Thy Lekqvyv paxoupevavs, by moon- 
light : G. T. as Luke viii. 13 mpds katpdv, for a season, 

3. Causal: 

The person or thing towards which an action, or energy, or feeling, or 

thought, is conceived to be directed or to tend. 

a. The object, or use, or result—/for, leading to; Dem. 71, 23 mav- 
roSama cipnpéva tais médcou POS udaK}y Kai owtypiav: Thue. II. 13 mpds 
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tov kukdov: Plat. Thezt. 180 A trepBaddee pds Td pySe cpiKpdy eveivar THs 
Houxias : SO Ta Tpds Gylevay, things conducive to health: G.T. as 2 Pet. iii. 

16 @ orpeBdodow—npos Thy iBlav airay dmddevav: 1 Cor. x. 11 eypadn mpds 

vouSeoiav tpar. 

b. With all verbs of speaking and saying, or which imply these notions ; 
the words being directed to the person, ‘‘ to me;” déyeww, ayopevew mpds 
twa: Dem. 95, 21 BovAopac—rods tuds—e£eraca Ta tapdvta mpaypata. So 
hoyifer Oa, oxemrecOa, &c., mpdos Eautdy, secum cogitare: G.T. as Heb. x1. 
18 mpos dv edadrnOn. 

c. Behaviour, or feelings, or relations towards a person or thing; II. ¢ 
235 Os mpds Tudeidnv ... revxe aueiBev: Hdt. VII. 149 meveioOar mpds “EX- 
Anvas Evppayiav: Dem. 1418, 11 pirodpoveicba meds Gmavtas Kal ndéws 
exew: Xen. Cyr. 3,1, 2 tHv mpds Eautols piriav: Thuc. IV. 59 mpds ad- 
AjAous caradraynva : Id. IIL. 44 od Scxaféucba mpds attois: Dem. 40, 40 

apevdeiv mpds twa: Id.1185 mpds Tidbeov mpaéa: G.T. as Luke xxiii. 
12 ev €xOpa Gvtes POs GAAHAOUS:, Rom. v. 1 elpyyny €xopev TPds Tov Oedv. 

d. Accordance with, according to, in consequence of, afier, on; Hat. II. 52 
mpos ToUTO TO KHpuypa: Id. 1.38 mpds oy Thy Ow tadtHY Tov ydpov TodToY 
eomevoa, in consequence of : SO Kpivev 7 ™pds TL, according to : so the phrases 
mpos Biav, by force ; mpds HSorvyv, mpds xdpiv, mpds axpiBeray : hence mpds 
tatta, in these circumstances: Soph. Aj. 40 mpds tl; wherefore? Asch. 
Prom. 1002 mpos Tas Tapotcas Eupdopas dphes ppovav: so Id. Eum. 247 os 
Kiev veBpov mpds aipa, by the drops of blood : lbid. 1005 mpds $s tepov Tavde 
mpordprey, following the light: Soph. Phil. 148 mpés éwhy det xetpa mpoxapar, 
according to the sign given by my hand: G.T. as Luke xii. 47 py rouoas 
mpos 76 G€Anpoa adrov: John xiii. 28 mpds tL; wherefore ? 

e. So, to express particular reference to, with regard to, in; (like 

€is) SO oKoreiv, Bérew mpds Te Plat.: Thuc. mpds Exaotov dei €xOpov 7 pidov 
ylyvecOa, with an eye to each: Demosth. 28, 2 droBdéWo eis Ta mpaypata 
kai—mpos Tovs Adyous: Eur. Med. 247 mpds piav yuxhy Prcwew: so Arist. 
Eth. Nic. IV. 3, 29 mpds a&Adov Gv, to live in dependence on another, look- 

ing to him: Demosth. 361 mpds todtov mavr’ eoxdrovy Kal pds ToOTOV ézol- 
ovvro tHv eipnynv: so the phrases ovdey pds Atdvucoy and ovdev rovT@y Tpds 
éué (Demosth.): so diapépew mpds apetyy, Kadds pds Spdpov, pds raOyy— 
TéAetos Tpds Gpetyv: G.T. as Heb. i. 7 mpds Tous dyyeAous Acyer: Ib. iv. 13 

Tpos Ov jpuiv 6 Aéyos: Matt. xix. 8 mpds Thy oxdypoKapdiav tpav enerpewer : 

Id. xxvii. 4. ri mpds pas. 

Jf. The person to whom any thing is referred, before; Arist. Ach. 111 
Mpos toutovt, coram leguio: Demosth. 529,16 ypapécbw mpds tods Oecpo- 
Oéras: Id. 1054 gaye mpds Tov dpxovta : Id. 45, 42 mpds Smotov Apyorta, 
before what Archon. 

g. Hence (especially in Hdt.) comparison or proportion considered 
as placing one thing in opposition to another ; in Latin contra: mostly with 
collateral notion of equlity or superiority—pre, preter: Thuc. I.10 mpds To 
khéos, compared with the glory: Hat. Ill. 34 mpds tov marepa redeoa: Id. 
VIL. 44 A@nvaior mpds mdvtas trols GAdovs mapexdpevor vas dySakovta kal 
exardv, against those of all the other members of the league: Id. III. 94 
"Ivdoi— -fdpov arayiveoy mpds TavTas Tos GAdous, éEjKovTa Kai Tpinkdowa TdAavTa 
Wihyparos: Eur. Orest. 1115 ovdev 1d doddov wpdg TS pt) SoGAov yevos, in 
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comparison of. So with comparatives: Thue. III. 37 of dauvddtepor trav 
avOparev mpds Tobs Euvetwrépous ws emi TO TAEiOTOV GyeLvoV oikovaL TAS TOhELS : 
so G.T., as Rom. viii. 18 ot« dca—mpds Thy pedAdoucay Sdfav. 

h. So also of interchanges, or parallelism, or contrast, Dem. 
507 diravOporia mpds Odvoy avtitarreras: Plat. Gorg 465 C 6 éyorouxy 
ampos tatpuxyy: Id. Pheed. 69 A jdovas mpds (against) ASovas Kai AiTas Tpds 
Autras Kat poBov mpds PoBov karadddrrecOa, Kal peifw mpds EAdTTw, Somep 

vopiopata : SO émos mpds Eros, word for word. 

Obs. In Aisch. Choeph. 154 mpés €puza may either fall under I. d. or 
under III. d.; in the former way ¢pupa is the tomb, in the latter it is the 
libations viewed as a safeguard. 

5. ‘Yard, under. 

§. 639. ‘Ywé (poet. dwai; Sanskr. upa; Lat. sub; Goth. wf). 
Original meaning—under. 

I. Genitive. 

1. Local: 

a. A motion from under any thing—/from below—from beneath—out of 
(as seen more apparently in the compound bérék with gen.) : Od. 1, 140 
avtap émi Kpatos Ayevos pect aydady dap, Kpnyn bd omelous, from under the 
grotto; Il. p, 235 vexpdy bw Atavtos epvev, from under the hands of Ajaz : 
ll. h, 56 avactncovra bd Codou jepdevtos : Arist. Vesp. 206 todudpevos 
ind tOv Kepapidov: Od. 6, 39 immovs—éAvoay brs Cuyod: Xen. An. VI. 4, 
22 aBwv Boiv bd Gudéys, from out of the team: Hes. Theog. 669 bmd 
XOovds je howade, from under the earth: Eur. Hec. 53 mepa yap 78 bm 
oxnyns moda: Id. Andr. 441 7 Kal veooody tov’ 61d TrEp@v ordcas. Here 
the preposition is nearly adverbial ; it belongs rather to the verb than to 
the substantive. 

b. Position without motion—wunder something ; where the dative is more 
usual: but the dative signifies only the position, while the genitive de- 
notes that some genitival relation is implied in the construction ; as, Il. 6, 
14 pio és Taprapov—, 7jxe Ba@voroy md yBovds ear Bepebpor, the deepest 
abyss of (possessive) the earth below ; or, under the earth. So very fre- 
quently in Homer: I]. a, 501 Sekirepy & ap’ bw avOepedvos edotca (as Ory- 
yavew twos), catching him by the chin; or, under it. So with verbs of 
casting, hitting ; as, Il. 7, 606 tov Ban br6 yvaSpoto Kai ovaros. The pre- 
position here is almost adverbial. 

Obs. In G.T. ixé with gen. is only used in its causal force. 

2. Causal: 

a. The author, or agent, of an action—dy, at, or under the hands of, with 

passive and intransitive verbs used as passive (mostly the latter); as, 
krewerOar bmd twos—drobaveiv bmd twos: Il. ¢ 73 Tpaes bw “Axatdv “Duov 

eicaveBynoav, were obliged by the Greeks to retire to Troy : so devyew, poBei- 
cba, 646 twos: Il. 6,149 bw epeto PoBerpevos: Il. 7, 591 Hv p avnp apeq— 

Sytwv bd Oupopaictéwy. G.'T., as Matt. i. 22 7rd pnGev bmd Tod Kupiou ; 
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Luke xiv. 8 érav KAnOjs 6rd twos : Id. ix. 7 Ta yivdpeva bw abtod. So Heb. 
Xl. 3 Uropepernkdta bd TOV GpapTwoy. 

b. The cause—occasion—actuating influence: 

a. Hdt. I. 85 smd ths wapeotons suppopijs, under the influence of ; the 
calamity being as it were upon him, and he under its pressure: Id. ITI. 
129 bmd Tob mapedvtos Kaxod: Id. I. 191 bd peydOeos ris wédvos: Id. III. 
104 bd yap Tod KadpaTos of pvpynkes dhavees yivovra bro yyy: Thuc. IT. 85 
extr. dd évépwv Kal bm drAolas evdierpuper od« dALyoy xypovov: So bw avdyKnS: 
Plat. Legg. 695 B bm6 péOys paiver@a: so bwd piyous: Demosth. 1155, 
22 bwd tov Nertoupytav, (by the pressure of the public burdens) ra pév évéxupa 
ketrat: Aisch. 13, 3 Katapaptupeicbar bw Tod auto’ Biov. G.T., as Luke 
Vill. 14 67d peptpvOv cupmviyoyra.. 

6B. Of a mental cause: Hdt. I. 85 61d Séousg kai caxod poviy eppnée. 
So t16 xapas, POovov, dpyns, areipias, cappoovuns, appooivyns, &c. : Demosth. 

107, 71 ove mponxOnv ov bd Képdous, ov bwd prdoTipias. 

c. A mere intermediate cause—means or instrument—as it 
were a cause under the guidance, accompaniment, cooperation of which 
any thing happens ; in some of which cases we use the word under; Hom. 
Il. 5, 276 bwd Zedporo iwijs epyduevoyv: Hdt. VII. 22 épvocor brs paotiywv. 
Ibid. 56. Also of persons: dicdvrwy tw “Ayadv Il. 8, 334., under a shout 
from the Greeks: Hdt. IX. 98 Go xyfpuxos mponydpeve, by the mouth of 
the herald, preconis voce; especially of the accompaniment of musical 
instruments ; as, Hdt. I. 17 eorparevero 645 aupiyywv. So bw addod xo- 
peveiv, UO hopptyywv, bwo Tuymdvey. So bw addythpos deiSev : and Thuc, 
VI. 32 bio KypuKos emoiotvto evxds, preeunte precone. repeating them after 
the herald. So Eur. Hipp. 1292 6a edxdetas Gaveiv, under the auspices of 
good fame—famously ; Demosth. 1234, 15 bao krjpuKos mw@dodar, by auction. 

d. Subordination to: Od. 7, 114 dperdou dé Aaoi Ew abrod. 

Il. Dative. 
1. Local: 

a. Position without motion under any thing; as, ao yy etvar-—bp Hriw: 
applied to mountains, ‘‘ at the foot ;” Ll. 8, 866 éxo Tpwdw : Hdt. VI. 137 
KarouKnpevous, yap Tovs Hekacyols bo TH “Ypnooo: Plat. Pheedr. 288 D ri 
exes OO tari ; 

b. With plural nouns—wnder and among, or between: Eur. Hipp. 732 
MAuBarors UO KEvOpaor yevoiuay : Soph. Ant. 337 mepay bw oldpaow, passing 
between the overhanging billows. : 

2. Causal: 

a. The author, as with gen., especially poetic : Sapjvac bad Twi, wi- 
nmrev 6nd Tw, 7d xepoi: Il. p, 758 bw Aiveta re kai "Exrope icay. So 
Plato : memaidevpevos, reOpappevos 6nd TW, e. g. WO TH watpt: Asch. Kum. 

€ 74 , 

376 bm adpovr Adpa. 

b. The intermediate cause, the occasion of, &c., as gen., but rather 
. € MS , , Oe) ’ a oat eC) ’ 

poetic; as, two BapBity xopevew, bw adil &Kc.: Il. 6,171 bw apupon 
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wopmy : Pind. OL. V. 5 62d Boubuotas, at, or en occasion of the sacrifices : 
Eur. Heracl. 782 3d moddév kpdtovow. 

c. Subordination; as, movety re Od tir, to subdue under some one: 

Hdt. VI. 121 Bovdopévous umd BapBdpoot re etvar AOnvaiovs Kai dws “brain : 
Id. VIL. 157 rv “EMAdBa bn éwiita moras Bat. So Attics: evar d1d Tit : 
Plat. Rep. 574 E ijv umd vopocs: so bh Eaute worciobar: bad watpt reOpa- 
pba. 

Obs. “Yr6 with dat. does not occur in G. T. 

WWI. Accusative. 

1. Loeal: 

a. Motion or direction under; as, etvac bw yatav: Od. 5, 425 ome 

aévtov edvcato. G.T., as Matt. vill. 8 Umd thy otéyny cicédXOys: Luke xiii. 
34 emovvakat THY vooo.dy UTd Tas TTEpuyas. 

6b. Motion towards any lofty place, as we seem to go under it; as, 
dm "Idvoy jAOev: Hdt. VI. 44 umd thy iretpov éexopifovro, passed under the 
shore. So metaphorically : Hdt. IX. 93 timayaydvres piv Uwd SikactHproy, 
the judgment-seat being raised. So. Id. VI. 136 timdyew twa brs tov 84- 

-: ere N A 257 2 a Spey ‘ ~ 
pov: Ibid. 82 td tods épdpous: Demosth. 56, 31 dyew Und Thy WHdor. 

c. Position under an object: Il. rt, 260 ’Epuries umd yatay dvOpwmovs 
rivovrat: Od. B, 182 épydes huraow Uw abyds jediowo: Eur. Hec. 149 rods 
umd yatov: Hdt. 1.127 vreore oikjpara ond yqv: Id. VIL. 114 76 Und ya 
Aeyopeve civat Oe@ avtixapi¢erOa: Id. V. 11 ta Uwd Thy GpKtov dolknra Soxéec 
> si , Cis ta eg om ee X Q 2 2 , eva: Ibid. 9 Cevyvupévovs um’ Gppata. G.T., as Acts il. 5 of umd tév odpavey. 

2. Temporal : 

a, An approximation to a point of time, as in Latin sub ; as, iné 
voxta, sub noctem, towards: Hdt. 1. 51 perexuiOnoav b€ Kai odtor bad tov 
ynov karaxaévra, at the time when the temple was burnt: Id. VI. 2 bine thy 
tpstyv exchOoiwav vixta. G.T., as Acts v. 21 Umd Tov dpOpor. 

b. Extension in time—which is conceived as extending under and 
parallel to the object: Hdt. IX. 58 tm6 tiv mapotxopervny vixra, during the 

preceding night : ll. 7, 202 wavO Und poviOydy, all the time he was angry. 

3. Causal: 

a. Subordination ; as, Uo xetpa woveiy, UTO XeEipa AaSeiv: Plat. Rep. 
620 E dyew uno thy éxeivou xeipa: Hdt. VII. 108 kai jv imo Baoiqa Sucpo- 
opos: Id. VIII. g2 Uno tov melov orpardv, under the protection of. G.T., 
as Rom. vil. 14 mempapévos Uno Thy épaptiav: Matt. viii. g éywv Um’ épautov 
OoTpaTLoras. 

b. The mode in which one thing is under another. So of an indefi- 
nite measure, in the Attic phrase éwé tT, in some measure, aliguatenus : 
Plat. Gorg. 493 C rair’ éemcixds pev eotw umd te aroma, this is in some 
measure wonderful®. 

c. In G. T.—The moral position, circumstances, occupation: 
Matt. vill. g avOpemds cis umd efouciay: Rom. iii. g Ud Gpaptiav eiva : 
Gal, iii. 10 Uno Katdpay eiat. 

&@ Stallb. ad loc. 

Gr. GR. VoL. 11. x x 
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Remarks on some peculiarities of the Prepositions. 
al 

The original Adverbial force of Prepositions. 

§. 640. 1. In Homer, the prepositions are used both in their primary 
force, as local adverbs, and in their secondary force, as prepositions ; that 
is, as defining the local, and afterwards the causal, relations of the cases. 

They are also used adverbially in Ionic Greek, as Hdt, far less frequently 
in Attic. The particle $é is often joined to them, and they are frequently 
placed first in the sentence for greater emphasis. 

2. We find used as local adverbs— 

"Av7i: Plat. Gorg. 520 A dvr’ (in return) ed meicerat. 

"Amd: Od. ¢, 40 modddv yap Gard mAvvOi eiot TOANOS. 

k: Il. o, 480 mepi S dvrvya BaddX€ pacwwnv—ex 8 dpyvpeov Tehapaova (and 
therefrom=eé avtis). 

Nps, before: Ll. v, 800 ds Tpaes mpd pev GAdow apypdres, adrap em’ GAXo.. 
Also Sophocles. 

°Ev very ‘frequently : Od. 1, 116—118 vicos—reravvora tAneco’, ev © 

aiyes dreipetia yeydaow ajpian Ibid. 132 sqq. ev pev yap eywaoves—ev & 
dpoois Aein—é€v Se Aiwnv evoppos. Also Tonic: Hdt. ILI. 39 év de 87 Kai 
AeaBiovs—eide (among them, in its). So also Soph. CE. R. 27. 

Xuy (civ dé), at the same time: Il. Wy, 879 airap 4 dpvis—adyxev’ amexpe- 
pacev, avy Se mrepa muxva Aiacbev. Also Traged., especially Soph.; as, 

Ant. 85 xpudy dé kedde’ abv S atras eyo. 

*Avd, upon; generally sursum—only Homeric: I]. 7, 562 pedaves 5 ava 
Bérpves joav. With accent thrown back, as interjection: dva, up then ! 

Homer and also Traged.; as, Soph. Aj. 192. Eur. Troad. 98. 

Eis: Il. 6,115 7a & eis audorépw Aropndeos appara Bytny. 

Aud, through ; Homer, especially 814 mpd, see below, 3. 

Katd, down ; desuper and infra, often in Homer: Il. v, 799. Od. & 349. 

Hesiod. Sc.173. prout, Hdt. III. 86 oi cE KaTa ouveOnkavTo, mapnoay emt 
tov imme (where however we may read kar’ a); katdqep, so as, Hdt. VII. 

yO, 3. 

*Apot: Homeric, also Pind., Eur. 

Nepi, round : Od. 1, 184 wept & addr bWnrn Sedunro Karwpvxéeor AiBorow, 
above: Od. a, 66 ds mepl pev vdov éori Bporav. So very often in Homer. 
Also in Homer, very much : epi xjpe purreiv twa: Od. 6, 44 76 yap pa eds 
mept ddxev dodny: cf. Od. €, 433. 

"Ent, thereon—thereto—besides: Il. o, 529 xreivov & émt pndoBornpas. 
Also in Hdt. not unfrequently emi 5€, thereupon, tum: VII. 219 émt 8€ kal 

avropoda jioay: cf. 55. Also Soph. CK. R. 183. 

Merd: Homer—a. Often together—thereto—besides. —b. Behind,—pera 
S¢€, postea. In Hdt., as III. 11, 39. VI.125 mpara pev—pera dé; VII. 
12 peta dn. 
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Napd, thereby; often Homer. So especially mapa 8€. Also Eur. Iph. 
A. 201. 

Mpds, thereto—besides. So mpés ye, mpds 8é. So very frequently Homer, 
and also Attic writers: Hdt. HI. 74 mpéds 8 @u: Id. VI. 125 Kat mpés, 
insuper.—mnpés alone Id. III. 6.—xKat mpéds ye: Eur. Med. 704 ddroda Kai 
Tpos y' eéehavvouar xOovds: Plat. Rep. 328 A@. Ibid. 466 E rai m™pdos ye 
af£ovor: Demosth. 835, 68 Sika 8 gar €\eciv—npas—orepopevous, Kat Tpos 
i76 TovTwy LBpiopevovs: bid. 491,112 pos dé kai od Sikacov. Often at 
the end of the sentence: Ibid. 47 extr. rddavra evevnkovta kal piKpov Te 
mpds>: Eur. Or. 622 Mevédae, aot d€ rade Aéya, Spdvw re wpds: Id. Pheen. 
610 kai katakteva ye Tpds. 

Obs. 1. Eur. Med. 628 épores bwép pev dyav edOdrres, falls under Tmesis. 
—(See §. 643. 6. 

‘Yw6, under ; often in Homer: émé 8€ Od. 8, 636. Also Eschylus ; Ag. 
1164 mémdynypa 8’ Gral dyypate powlo. 

Obs. 2. In G.T. only 2 Cor. xi. 23 baép eva. 

3. In poetry we often find two prepositions joined together; whereof 
the first is almost always adverbial, the second is sometimes followed by 
its case. This is not a mere pleonasm, but gives a poetic fulness to the 
expression.— 

Ava mod; Il. ¢, 66 4 dé Sia ™pO avtiKpd Kata kvotw tm doréov HAVO 
dkoxn (where even dvrixpv is added: Il. p, 393 tdvura dé re maoa (Boetn) 
Sid. mpd. 

"Appi mept very frequently: Od. r, 608 dpdi wept oridecow: Il. b, 16 
dx9at 3 dpi mepi peydd’ taxor : Il. 8, 305 apt wept xpyvqv.—So also Hymn. 
in Cer. 277 epi t’ dui re. (Hence the Doric adverb meptaprerié.) 

Mapéxe: Od. +, 116 mapéx Auévos, from — by way of; in Homer the 
mapa is followed by the acc., as I]. ¢, 7 moddov b€ Tape Ga Hixos éxevav. 

Often in Hdt. in sense of besides: III. QI wdpe§ rov apyvpiov: cf. Id. I. 
14, 93 and elsewhere. 

‘Ym’ ék Homer: and Hat. III. 116 Aéyera 8 bw &k rev ypumav apmacew 
‘Apipacrrovs. 

"Anénpo depov: Il. 7, 669 and 679. 

Mepi mpd: Il. A, 180 wept mpd yap eyxei Odev, round and forwards. Cf. 
7, 699. 

Obs. A similar idiom to this occurs, when to a verb compounded with a 

preposition, this same preposition is prefixed as an adverb (see §. 643. 
Obs. 1.): Il. w, 709 ay 8 ’Oduceds modduntis dviotato: Od. «, 260 &v & 
imépas Te Kddous Te Tddas TY evédnaev ev aiTi. 

4. The prepositions ék, dua, are sometimes joined to substantives to 
which the suffix ¢x has been added (see §. 83.), though this is properly a 
datival form, as Od. 8, 2 €§ edvage: Il. x, 183 82 dpeogu. 

Prepositions in Composition. 

§. 641. 1. Prepositions were not only used to define the rela- 

tions of the cases, but were also compounded with simple verbs, 
not merely as local adverbs, but in one or more of their secondary 

@ Stallb, ad loge. b> Bremi ad loc. ¢ Spitzner Excurs. XVIII. ad Il. 

>. ap i 
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powers, as expressions of cause, &c.: and being thus united to the 

verb, they so added to or modified its sense, that a great variety 

of new verbs were formed, more or less differing from the simple 

verb, as the one or the other element of the compound prevailed 

therein. 

2. The force and the construction of these compounds varies as 
the one or the other of the component notions, the preposition or 

the verb, has the predominant force in the new verb: they may be 

classed as follows : 

a. Where the compound has essentially the same sense as the 
simple verb, more or less modified by the preposition, as aipetoOae 

and tpoatpetoOar,—éyew, and perexew with accusative. 

B. Where, (instead of the usual construction of the verb, the 

preposition, and its case,) the preposition is joined to the verb 

without affecting the meaning, but only perfecting the construction 

thereof, as eiovevar dduov=tevar eis Sdpov. 

y. Where a new notion results from the combined foree of the 

preposition and the verb, so that, the preposition supplying the 

main notion of the compound, the construction of the simple verb 
is suspended; as, peréxo, I have with some one=I share; xaty- 

yopew, I accuse; katappove, I despise; amaddaoooua, [ depart; av- 

TiBatva, I oppose. 

§. 642. Some compound verbs are used in more than one of these 
ways,and the sense of the compound is to be determined by the case 

which follows; for which rules may be laid down. 

a. If the case be that of the simple verb, the compound has either the 
same essential sense as the simple verb, modified more or less by the pre- 

position, as mpoopay roy médepov, to foresee the war; petéxew tovro, to have 
this afterwards ; or a new sense, which by the common rules of construc- 
tion, requires or admits of the same case as the simple verb, as dotvva: to 
give, and drodécda, to sell: and this must be decided by the context, or by 
a lexicon: so eréyew rovro, to hold this back. 

Obs. 1. The preposition is never quite otiose, but always adds something 
to the verb. 

b. If the case be that of the preposition, the compound verb must either 
be resolved into the simple verb, and the preposition followed by its case, 
as elanAOov Sépov=7dOor eis Séduov: or it has a new sense, in which the no- 
tion of the preposition, as determined by its case, predominates and is car- 
ried on to its case, as Katnyopety cov, 10 accuse you ; mpoopay Tod mohépov, to 

take thought about the war; enéxew tovrov, to hold back from this ; éenéxew 

rouT@, to give one’s attention to this. 

c. If the case be neither that of the preposition, nor of the simple verb, 
then it depends on a new notion arising from their combination ; as, zpo- 
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opav to Todeuo, to provide for the war®: peréyo rodde, L have this in 
common with others=TI have a share of it®. 

Obs. 2. Where the preposition is used with more than one case, the 
sense of the compound varies more or less with one or other of these cases, 
as the sense of the preposition with the several cases, as mapaorareiv twit, 
to stand by a person ; wapacrareww twa, to go and stand near a person. 

Obs. 3. When two cases follow a compound verb, as katnyopew ravra 
gov, one of them properly depends on the verb (radra), the other on the 
preposition (cov); or if the compound be looked upon as expressing a 
simple notion (accuse), and not a compound one (speak against), the two 
cases depend on the common principles for the construction of simple 
verbs. (See §. 501.) 

Obs. 4. Sometimes two datives follow a compound verb, one of which 
depends on the verb, the other on the preposition: Aisch. Ag. 1323 4Alw 
Oe emevxopat, mpos vatatoy das, Tots epois ‘Tipaopocs: €xOpots povedar Tots epots 
Tive pov Hip eVxopat (8. 53%. 1.) emi rots eats exOpois tive, &c.e: Id. 

Choeph. 828 exaicas marpis Epyw Spoodca mpds ce, Tékvov, maTpos attiy a 
aitn Opoovca—avaas Tatpos avdav, emi matpos epyo. 

Obs. 5. Prepositions also compounded with adjectives are followed by 
their proper case: Atsch. Ag. 17 Umvou dvtipodmov dkos: Eur. Hec. 152 
tupBou mpomern: Id. Alc. 314 vauanae TO O@ TWaTpl. 

Tinesis in Compound Verbs. 

§. 643. 1. As prepositions are properly merely local adverbs, the older 
dialects, which commonly used them as such, would naturally place the 
preposition apart from the verb, in many cases where the Attics always 
used the compound: and even where [!lomer uses the compound in the 
same sense as the simple verb, we are not to suppose an actual Tmesis 
wherever we find the verb and the preposition used instead of the com- 
pound ; for Homer would use both the old forms of speech and those which, 
in his time recently introduced, were in later periods of the language uni- 
versally adopted. We must distinguish from the real Tmesis the following 
cases. 

. Where the preposition seems to be separated from the verb, but 
really is used alone in its original force of a local adverb: Il. y, 34 616 re 
tpdpos €\NaBe yria: Il y, 135 mapa & eyyea paxpa wémmyev: Il. 5, 63 em & 
€povtat Oeoi aAdor: I]. 6, 161 Ek te Kal de Tedet: Il. v, 368 ra 8 6 yepov 
IIpiapos bn6 7° EoxeTo kal karevevoev Sooepeva, properly he held himself under 
(=bound) : Od. 6, 6 bwéoyxeto Kai Karévevoev dwogpevac: Od. 5, 525 bo & 
€oxeto picédv (pregnant construction), he held himself under, 1. e. promised : 

Il. 8, 108 ovs (immous) mor dw Aiveiay ENOpyv (EXeoOa twa tT, I). 7, 59): 
v, 394 €k b€ of jvioyos TWAHYH Ppevas (TANTTeTOar pevas can be used as well 

@ Schol. Aristoph. Plut. 225. “Qowep and wera in its sense of close connection 
yap kal wetardauBdvw totrov Kal rovTo 
pauty, oftw kal Td weTéexw SimAGs cuvtde- 
geta’ Kal bre wey oti veri Td eta exer 
Thy Sivauw, bre 5€ aitiatiKh TO exw 7) 7d 
AauBave. 

b This is the probable explanation of 
the passage in Thue. I]. 16 ty otxyoes 
petetxov, taking €xw in its neuter sense, 

and union (636. iii.), so that weretxor sig- 
nifies they clung to, which is the exact sense 
required by the passage: the neuter sense 
of éx» in many of its compounds, such as 
Tapexw, Tpocexw, avexw &c. needs no illus- 
tration. 

© Klausen Ag. 1244. 
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as éxmAnrrecba ppévas) : Od. pw, 312 peta & dorpa PeByxer: Il. a, 67 dard 
Aoryov épovar. The adverbial preposition sometimes, though but rarely, 
follows; as, Il. p, 195 evdpiLov Gm evrea. 

Obs. r. Here belongs an abbreviated form of expression ; when the same 
compound should be repeated in each of several succeeding sentences, the 
verb is used only in the first, and the preposition stands alone in the others: 
Il. W, 799 Kata pev Sodixdoxroy éyxos O7k’ €s dyava pepov, kata O° domida Kai 
rpvpdareav: Il. o, 483 év peév yatay €xev§ év S odpavor, év d€ Oadavoav.—H dt. 
often; as, If. 141 kata pev payeew robs haperpedvas aitéwv, kata dé ta TOga: 
Id. VIII. 33 Kata pev exavoay Apupdy nod, Kata bé€ Xapddpynv: Id. IX. 5 
Kata pev édevoav aitod tiv yuvaika Kata dé ra réxva: (but Id. IIL. 36 kat 
Gms pev cewitiv decas—ad S€ Geoas Kidpov with the verb repeated.) 
Here we must refer such instances as Il. y, 268 dpvuto & atrix’ émeira avag 
dvbpav "Ayapépvav, dy 5 ’Odvoeds Twodvpntes (as if dvicraro had preceded) : 
Il. €, 480 sq. &@ ddoxsv te Pidny Eduov kal vymiovy vidv, KAS de Krjpata woAAG 
(as if xaré\urov had preceded :) Il. , 233 pepe béka mavra radavra, éx de bv’ 
aidwvas tpinodas. This does not occur in G. T. 

b. Where the preposition is separated from its case; but in Homer the 
preposition here also retains its adverbial force, and in construction be- 
longs to the verb; these two together form one notion, and this, and not 

the preposition, governs the case: this only differs from the real ‘Tmesis 
as it is supposed to belong to an era of the language in which the prepo- 
sition and verb, though joined together in construction, had not yet 
thoroughly coalesced. «a. Genitivus separativus: Il. ¢, 292 Tod 8 de 
pev yNoooav tape: Il. €, 694 ek & dpa of pnpod dépu—dce bvpate : Od. ¢, 140 
éx déos eiAero yulww: Od. 6, 149 oxéedacov 8 ard xjdea Oupod, away from the 
mind.—Genitive—expressing the spot as the antecedent condition of the 
action (§ 522. 1.), or a reaching towards and after the object (§. 58.) : 
Od. B. 416 av & dpa Tydémaxyos vyos Bair: Od.t, 117 Gave vnds EBnv.— 

Causal genitive: Od. ¢ 29 ék ydp ro Todtwy aris dvOpmmovs dvaBatver 
éoOdn: Il. X, 831 ta ce mpoti pacw "Ayxeddijos ded15ax6a, where mpoti seems 

to mean ‘‘ before,” “‘ formerly.” —Comparative genitive: Il. v, 631 7 

ré oe chal wept ppévas Eupevar aww, more than: Il. p, 75 dvtt roe ip’ ixé- 
tao, I am in the place of —8. Local dative: Il. «, 382 mreiora Bopors ev 
krnpata keirat, lie within, in the house: Ul. 0, 266 apt Se xairar dpors dic- 

govrat, on the shoulders, around: Od. 6, 343 év S€ yedws Spr abavaroror, in 
the midst, among the gods: Od. 0, 440 peta ydp Te kai GAyeot tépTeTaL avjp, 
in the midst, among sorrows.—Dativus commodi: II. e, 566 wept yap die 
mouseve Nadv.— Transmissive Dative (§. 587.): Il. r, 394 €v d€ xadwods 
yopdndas “Baroy: Od. €, 520 emt d€ xAaivay Badrev aire@ : Il. 7, 291 €v yap 
Ildrpoxhos dBov fixev &macw, to all he infused fear: Il. 6, 485 év 8 ereo” 
’Qxeave Aapmpoy dos jediowo : Il. O, 335 Tpwecow ’Odvpmios ev pevds @poev.— 
y. Accus. of place (§. 559): Il. 6,115 ra 8 ets dugorépw Aropndeos Gp- 
pata Sirnv.—Of the patient (§. 5€6. 1.): Tl. 8, 156 “A@nvainy “Hpn pds 
poor ceurev. 

Obs. 2. This sort of tmesis, as a general rule, exists only when a parti- 

cle, such as peév, dé, ré, pa, yap, per dp’, & dpa, intervenes between the subst. 
and the preposition, as is very often found in the Post-Homeric authors, 

and even in Attic Greek. In Eur. Hipp. 770 there is no particle, aera 
dupi Bpdxov Aetna Kabappdtovea Seipa,.. but defpa may belong to Kafappo- 

(ovea, and api to aera. 
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c. Actual Tmesis however frequently occurs in Homer in such com- 
pounds as had already obtained an independent existence; as, Il. 6, 63 

emt 8 eovtat Geoi dddow: I]. a, 68 kat ap’ életo: Ibid. 442 mpd p’ Ereppev : 
Od. y, 325 émt xvepas nOev: Il. 8, 100 dvd dé Kpeiwy Ayapenvor €oty : Od. 
677 & & da tier év & oivov exevev: Il. a, 67 Gd Aovyov dpovar: Il. a, 
436 kata Se mpupvyoia ESyoav: Il. a, 98 awd rarpi Pil ddpevon: Il. pw, 13 
Kata pev Tpowv Oavov boos dporot ; with several distinct notions inter- 
vening ; Il. a, 236 wept yap pd € xadkos Eee. 

2. The real Tmesis, (i. e. the real disjunction of the two elements of 
an acknowledged compound) properly speaking, belongs to the later dia- 
lects, especially the Attic, when the preposition coalesced so closely with 
the verb that the new word took its place in the language as such. It is 
found pretty frequently in Herodctus, as VII. 164 extr. dm6 mdvta Ta xpn- 
pata Gywy : especially where dv intervenes, as, I.194 da dv éxryjpugay ; more 
rarely in the Attic chorus, and still more rarely in the Dialogue, and mostly 
where a particle, especially d¢, or exclamation is the dividing word, so that 
the connection between the two parts or the unity of the compound notion 
is not utterly destroyed ; 

a. Where a particle is the intervening word, as Hdt. VII. 15 =epéys— 
dvd. te ESpape ek tijs Koitns Kal wépret dyyehov : Id. VIII. 89 dard pev eave 
6 otpatnyds : so in poetry very frequently dé: Alsch. Pers. 457 dpdi 8€ 
kukdovvro : Soph. Trach. 565 é« 8 qdo’: Eur. Hec. 1172 é&k 8€ mydqjoas : 
also, but less frequently pév; Soph. Gi. R.1198 katé pev POioas: so Té, as 
Eur. Hipp. 257 dmé 7 aoacba: so tot, as Hipp. 342 €k tor memAnypac: 
so ye, as Alsch. P. V. 696 apo ye orevagers: so mod, as Ibid. 1060 peta 
Trou xwpeire: so vuy, as Eur. Supp. 57 peta vuv dds: so dpa, as Eur. Iph. 
Aul. 1353 8v dp’ dA@daper: so ydp, as Id. Elect. 1323 81a yap Cevyrvow: 
so dy, as Id. Alc. got abv dv eoxev. 

8. Where the enclitic pronouns intervene, pot, pé, ool, oé, viv, Tt. 

y. Exclamations, as Eur. Hec. 504 méuwavtos, @ yuvat, peta (the prepo- 
sition after the verb is remarkable). 

5. Sometimes also an emphatic or important word or words, as Afésch. 
Pers. 656 éw aydvs mendrara: Soph. CE. R. 1689 katd pe pdvios “Avdys ov : 

Eur. Hec. 829 katd pe 7éd0v yap Aor. 

3. In Attic prose, Tmesis, except in one or two instances, is not found : 

Thue. III. 13 pr gv xaxas trovetv adrovs per A€nvaiwy adda EvyehevOeporv (to 
increase the antithesis:) Plat. Gorg. 520 E dvr ed movety : and immedi- 
ately after, ef ed moumoas ravtyv Thy evepyeciay avT cd TetoeTar; though avri 
may be merely adverbial, see §. 640. Demosth. 105, 65 ov« jv aodades 
héeyew ev OdvvOw Ta Bidimov, pi ody ed TeTOVOdTwY TeV TOY 'OALPOiav TO 
Tloridacav xaprodobat, 

4. The prepositions mdpa, @m, péra, mépi, wo, eu (the accent being 
thrown back Anastrophe), are used for the III. singular of the respec- 
tive compounds of eiui, as apd for mapeore &c. In Hdt. we find mépa and 
pera so used. In tragedy é and mapa—eni is doubtful, A’sch. Eum. 357. 
Soph. Ck. C. 1220. Sometimes also for the III. plural; as, Il. v, 248 

mohées 8 vt poor: Hdt. VI. 86 odd” em xeipes: Od. t, 125 ov yap Kuxho- 
meco. vées épa pitondpnox. So probably Soph. Ant. 966. So also eye 
mdpa for mapecue. 

5. So G. T. St. James i. 17 6 od« & mapaddayy. Cf. Gal. iii. 28. Col. 
iis 17. 
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Prepositions gotned with Adverbs. 

§. 644. Prepositions are often joined with local adverbs, which however 
in such composition assume a sort of substantival force, there being an 
ellipse of the substantival expressions of place. Many of these compounds are 
also written as one word, so closely are they united ; and then they have 
a compound adverbial force, sometimes with a case. This species of com- 
pound seems to have been more frequently used from the time of Hero- 
dotus, than before him. So troxdatw, imepavw; eumpooberv (inante, contrary 
to exunte), xatomicbeév, cLoricw, eicormiow or évoticw; eéd0ev (exinde), éextdc- 

bev, €& 6pdbev, amevtedOev, mapavTdbev ; Katavrobi, map aditée.; emimpdcw@; SO 

also with temporal adverbs, as eis TéTe (pure Attic, often in Plato), és Thos 

Od. n, 318: eis vév Plat. Tim. 20 B: ék téte not till Aristotle: eis ote 
Od. B, 99: és 06 Hdt. I. 67: peéxpu tore Id. VI. 34: és modo8ev Eur. Hec. 
961: Plat., Isocrates eis td mpdo0ev: Theocr. XVII. 104 émt paddov: mpd- 
maha. Aristoph. Eq.1155 (jokingly); and thence in later writers: eioopé 
Thuc. VIII. 23. Demosth. 1303, 13 : mpomépuor Plat., Demosth.: és ad- 
tika Aristoph. Pax 367: mapautika very commonly: é drag, etodmag 
(lonic éodrag, Hat. V1.125), nabdrag, émimpoobev and éumpooGev, very com- 
monly, éwimayyu Hes. Opp. 260. So G. T., as Matt. iv. 17 dio TéTeE: Xxvi. 
29 aw Gpti: 2 Pet. ii. 3 é€xmadat: 2 Cor. xi. 5 bwepdiay: Acts x.16 emt tpls. 

Obs. Such prepositions compounded with ét take their cases : mpooéte 
toutw: egét. watpav Od. 6, 245: eioéte trou xOifdv Apoll. Rhod. IV. 1397. 
And even with a particle between them; as, évyetau@l, évpevreuBevi in 

comedy. So G.T. Matt. v. 32 mapextos Adyou tis mopveias. 

Pregnant Construction of Prepositions. 

§. 645. Prepositions with the dative are sometimes joined to verbs of 
motion, whither, and with the accus. to verbs of rest, where, especially in 
the Homeric dialect: this is called the pregnant construction. In the 
former case, the speaker regards the state of rest following on the com- 
pleted motion; in the latter, the motion which precedes, and is implied 
in, the state of rest; so that the two parts of the action, which in other 
languages require two verbs to express them, are in Greek signified 
by one. 

1. The verb of motion is considered rather as implying the notion 
of rest. A preposition is used with a dative instead of another preposi- 
tion with an accusative; or the dative is used with a preposition instead of 
the accus.: this occurs with the following prepositions :— 

a. ’Eva (for eis or emi or mpds with accus.): Especially in Epic dialect : 
Il. €, 370 4 8 ev youvaor minre Avwvns 80 ’Adpodirn, fell and lay : Od. a, 200 
€y® pavtevoopat, ws evi Qupw abdvaror Baddovor: Il. A, 743 pure & év Koviy- 

ow. So Baddew év xovinor Hom.: IL. w, 131 ev tedxeoow eduvov (but Od. 

w, 428 és revye eSuvov): Il. a, 441 marpi pio év xepot rider: Tragedians 
less frequently ; as, Asch. Choeph. g2 xéovea révde réavov év TULBYO TarTpds : 
Ibid. 440 mvéovo’ év éxOpois xorov: cf. Eum. 756. Soph. Aj. 144 év qmot- 
pvais mirvoy: Ibid. 367 év Bouot mecwv.— Prose, ridévar év Xepoiv, as in 
Latin, ponere et collocare in manibus: Thuc. IV. 14 rats év 7H yh Katate- 
gevyviats (on account of the past tenses); and even Ibid. 42 év Apmpaxia 
kat ev Aeuxadia amjecay. So Hdt. VIL. 114 ev “Evvéa “OBotor eropevovto : 
Xen. Hell. 1V. 5,5 first es 5€ ro “Hpaov xarépuyov, and then of & év tw 

a Ellendt Lex. Soph. I. 598. 
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Hpatw xaramedevydres (as a completed action) efjecay: Plat. Euthyd. 
292 E év tatry tH Gtopia everenraxew. Very frequent in late writers. So 
also sometimes in Latin; as, Ovid. Fast. III. 664 in sacri vertice montis 
ahit ; Ces. B. G. V. 10 naves in littore ejectas esse: Sall. Jug. 5 in amici- 
tid receptus. 

Obés. 1. Instances such as Od. 1, 164 modddy yap (otvov) ev a&ppupopedow 
exaoTo NpvTaper : io. 229 & XElperou af’ aiyida: Enr. Hec. 527 AaBeiv 

év xepow: Hdt. III. 23 év méSnou ypvoenor dedéoOa et simil., do not seem 
to belong here. The dative seems to express the notion of the means or 
instrument.—(§. 608. Obs. 2.) 

Obs. 2. So G.T., as John iii. 35 mavta dédaxev év TH xXEtpt adrod: Id. 4 
dyyedos KaréBawvev év 77} Kokvp~BHOpa: and perhaps Id. vill. 37 od xwpei év Upiy. 

b. "Api, wept, with dat. for accus.: Il.A,17 xvnpidas pév mpora Tept Kv%}- 
pyow €Onxev, placed on the shin bones, so that they fitted firmly round 
them: Ibid. 19 Sevrepov ad Odpnka wept otnPecow eSuvev: Od. 6, 434 pot 
mupt otjou tpimoda. The dat. is local. 

Obs. 3. In the Homeric phrase, xpéa dpdi SBedois everpay (e. g. Il. a, 
465), where we say, “on the spit;” the dat. seems to express the means 
or instrument, with the collateral notion however, of the meat being 
around the spit (§. 652. i1.) 

c. Ent: Dl. a, 54 76 yap emt dpeot Ojxe Ged Neveddevos "pn (so ev pect 

Gcivat). : 

d. Mpds: Od. 1, 284 véa pév por xaréake TocedSdov evooix$av, Tpds TévpyoL 
(eas : ‘ Spuac? , ’ x ’ f — 

ae sent atv d€ Siw papas, ote cKUakas, TOTL yaln KomTe. So 

le 
e. Mapd very rare: Xen. Anab. II. 5, 27 iévar mapa Trsoadepver, to go to 

(and stay with) Tissaphernes. 

f. ‘Yxé in the phrases, dé tue ylyveo@ar, Zo come into a person’s power ; 
roe te Un6 Tit, alicui aliquid subjicere ; Toeicba Up EauTe, sihi subjicere : 
Demosth. 104, 60 od yap ud’ adt@ riy TéAW ToujocadOa Bovderar PiruTTos : 
Ibid. 116, 21 Ta Nowa Uh’ atte rojcacba: id si notionem habet subjecti- 
onis c. dat. constr. non solum verborum, que@ indicant suljectionem esse finitam, 
sed eorum etiam, que fiert eam significant®. 

Obs. 3. It is often uncertain whether the dative depends on the preg- 
nant force of the preposition or on the proper force of the verb, the pre- 
position being used to define this more accurately. In the following it is 
clearly the latter ; the dative referring not so much to the motion of the 

verb, as the action of the agent: yeipas idddew emt oltw—ijxar Bedos ent Tut 
—répar bveipov emt twi—edavvew tous emt yyvotv—riraivecba toa ert 
twi— Greoba ert Twi—padxerGae emt twi—_erecba ew avbeow. 

§. 646. 1. The verb of rest is considered as signifying the notion of the 
previous motion implied in it, when the preposition eis with the accus. is 
used instead of év with the dative: the particular sort of motion, whether 
coming, sitting down, drawing, &c. must be determined by the context : 
ll. 0, 275 addy Nis eis S8dv, came and appeared: Od. 5, 51 és Opdvous 
€Lovro : Kur. Iph. T. 620 ddN eis dvdyxny keipe®’ : Id. Or. 1330 avayxns 3 

és Luyov xaSéorapev: Hat. III. 11 (rods maidas) eopafov és tov Kpnripa. 

So Cato R. R.156, 5 in aquam macerare: Ibid. 39, 2 in fornacem coquere : 

a Bremi ad loc. 
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Hidt. IIL. 62 mponydpeve otdgs és péoov ra evreradpeva; Ibid. 64 os eddkee ev 
TO Unve drayyeidal Twa oi, dos SpEepdis tLopevos és Tov Bacidyiov Opdvov Wavicece 
TH Kepadh tod oipavod: Soph. Ant. 1236 és typov dyxava mpoomtdccetat. 
So eivar eis Hat. I. 21, especially mapetvar ets: Id. VI. 5 tapetvor és Sdpdus : 

Id. IV. 14 aviver eis Mpoxdyvnoov.—keiobar eis (so Plaut. Casin. II. 3, 26 
ubi in lustra jacuisti ?): Id. VIL. 60, 2 és Thy Zahapiva Uméxkertor yyy 
Téxva Te Kat yuvaices (carried into safety in): Id. ILL. 31 mdvra és tovtous 
dvakéatat (1. g. dvatebeséva eoti) : Id. VI. 100 eBovdevovro éxhitrety THy TOAW 
és Ta Gkpa tis EvBoins, to leave the city and goto: Plat. Rep. 468 A roy 
dé (dvra eis Tods Todeptous GAdvTa, i.e. eis TOUS TOAELioUS TETOVTA avovat: 

Demosth. 834, 67 kai viv kopivacOa tdpavrov (ytev ets kivSuvov KaecTnka 

Tov péeyorov: Arist. Pax 342 és Twavnyupers Oewpetv. 

kaOnpévov aitov €ig TO Opos: John ix. 7 viva eis thy KohupPyOpay : Id.i.18 
6 dy eis Tov KdV TOU latpds: Acts vil. 4 (7 ym) €is Fv tpets viv KaTorKetTe : 
Id. viii. 40 ebpéOn eis “ALwrov: Id. ii. 3 exdbioe ep’ eva exaoroy: cf. Matt. xix. 
28. Inthe G.'f. we find the same verbs with «is or éy with very little 
practical difference in the motion. Cf. Matt. xxi. 8, with Mark xi. 8; 
and Matt. iv. 16, with Mark i.16. The same action is viewed in different 

points of time. 

Obs.1. So frequently in G. T., as Mark ii. 1 eis otxdy éore: Id. xiii. 3 

2. So émi with acc. instead of gen. or dat: dvaBaivew ép tmmov. So 
Arist. Eq. 169 émavdBnéc Kamit toudedy rodi. So analogously Il. «, 268 
Skavbciav & dpa dake, gave us (to be carried) to Scandea: Xen. Anab. VII. 
7,57 pavepos nv oixade mapackeva(dpevos. See also §. 647. 

3. So mpds: Asch. Ag. 1557 €otnke mpos opayds: Eur. Orest. 474 
mpos Se€tay airov otds: Arist. Ach. 1032 kde mpds Tods Ilurrddov, go and 
cry: Id. Vesp. 773 mpos 70 Tp KaOnpevos, going and sitting by the fire. 

4. Mapdé: Eur. Alc. 237 papawopevay vdc@ trap “Adnv. So Soph. Ms. C. 
1552 kpv ov map’ “Ady. 

Obs. 2. Sometimes the accusative depends on a motion which usually or 
necessarily follows the action of the verb, as éa\wcay és “AOjvas, they were 
taken (and carried to) Athens. So also where there is a verb evidently 
suppressed: Arist. Ran. 1279 eis T6 Badavetov Bovhouac: Xen. Hell. I. 3, 
22 éxddecev Tovs Skipiras, Tovs evdexa emt TOY Onpaperyy. 

5. The verbs of standing, sitting, suspending, holding, &c. are joined with 
émé and éx, and denote a motion from their objects which is implied 
therein: Il. A, 130 To & adr’ ék Sidpou youvatéoOny: cf. 8, 306. Tl. € 153 
"Hpn & ciseide xpvodOpovos ofpOadpoisr orac’ é& OdAGproLo0 ard piov: Il. €, 131 
TO pev ap immoiv, 6 & dard xOovds apyuto mefds: Od. h, 420 adirdbev éx 
Sipporo KaOnpevos fe 8 diordy: Soph. Antig. 411 kaOjpeO” dkpov é€x Taywv 
imnvepor: Od. 6, 67 Kad’ 8 ex maccadddr kpeuacev pdppryya Atyecav, he hung 
it on, so that it hung down from it. So in prose: qépew ék tav Lworhpwr, 
to carry at the girdle; éx xeipos AapBdveoOa: Hdt.1V.10 éx tov Lwothpwv 
gopeiv iddas, hanging from the girdle—(See §. 621. iii. g.) So also Ausch. 
Eum. 80 dyxadev AaBav Bpéras, taking into the arms, so that it hangs there- 

Srom. 

6. So also other verbs of action are found with ek; as, Eur. Hec. 946 
€mel pe YAS €k Tatp@as Gmddecev. 

Obs. 3. Local adverbs admit also of this pregnant construction, viz. 
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a. Adverbs of rest, joined with verbs of motion (whither), to signify the 
place of rest after the motion: Soph. Trach. 40 keivos 6’ Omou (for ézox, 
quo) BéBnxev, ovdeis ode. (So Id. Philoct. 256 pnSapod dijA0é wou: Arist. 
Lys. 1239 Tavtaxod mpeoBevoouev.) Xen. Hell. VII. 1, 25 Smou BovdnOciev 
efedeiv. So Tacit. Ann. I. 22 responde, ubi cadaver abjeceris, 6. Ad- 

verbs of motion (whither), joimed with verbs of rest, to bring out the 
notion of the motion implied in the state of rest: Adsch. Suppl. 603 dijpov 
kparovoa xelp Oro (for drov, ubi) mAnbverac: Id. Choeph. 1021 rotr dp’ of 
Strot (677 Dind.) redci, quorsum evasurum sit: Soph. C8. C. 23 exers dudaEae 
6 pw Oma Kabeoraper, quo progressi simus et ubi stemus: Ibid. 383 rods be 
govs OTor Geol Tévous KaToLKTLOvaLY ovK exw pabety: Eur. Herc. F. 74 mot marip 

dmeote yns; Ibid. 1157 mot Kaxav epypiav evpw; quo me vertam, ut requiem 
inveniam ? Id. Hipp. 371 donpua 8 otk &r eaotiv ot PBiver r¥xa Kimpidos: Id. 
Iph. T. 359 ot (ob Dind.) pw aore péoyoy Aavaidar xetpotpevor €oagov: Arist. 
Av. 9 Stot yis eopev; whither (have we come and) are we? Id. Lys. 288 ot 

amovdiy éxo. Demosth. 102, 50 mot dvudvdpeba ; quo nos vertamus, ni 
perniciem vitemus ? Id. 51, 40 6 mAnyeis del tHS TANys exeTaL, Kav Erépwce 
matragéy Tis, EKELGE cioly al yxeipes. 

Attraction of Prepositions with the Article. 

§.647. Another species of pregnant construction occurs when the article 
with a preposition expresses a substantival notion, as ot ék Tis dyopas; 
since there is no motion needed here, the preposition ev, as the proper ex- 
pression for a state of rest, ought to be used; but instead, either dzo, ék, 

or eis, 1s joined with the preposition, by virtue of a notion of motion 
(whence or whither) drawn from a verb of motion either in the sentence, 
or to be supplied from it; this is called the attraction of prepositions. So 
ol éx THS ayopas (those who were in the forum,) axépvyov, fled from it; éx is 
used for ev, because the notion of motion in the mind of the speaker is 
communicated from dmépuyov to the whole of the sentence, which there- 
fore requires the preposition signifying motion. 

a. ’Amé, ék for ev: Hdt. III. 6 tods d€ ék Meuduos és raira 81 Ta dvvdpa 
THs Supins Kopthew : Id. II]. 22 Hobovro of ex t&v TUpyov pudakes: Id. VI. 
32 Evverevyxovto b€ Kal 6 GAdos Spiros 6 ex THS YAS; Soph. El. 135 adN ovros 

tovy é@& “Aida mayxvivov ipvas matép avoraces®: Plat. Apol. 32 B Gre 
byeis Tovs Seka atpatnyovs Tovs odK dyehopEevous Tors EK Tis VaUpaxias <BovArcabe 
aOpdovs kpivew> ; Id. Pheed. 109 E oi ék tis Caddttys ixOves dvaximrortes : 
Hat. VII. 70 of dro ray Katactpwydtwey Tots dxovtios—expavto : Thue, VII. 
70 pu) AetwecOa TA ATO TOU KaTATTpUpaTos THs G\Ans Téexvns: Demosth. 114, 
15 Tovs &k Seppiov telxous—orpatidras e&Barev: Id. 53, 45 Tas amo Tov 
Bypatos éAridas exréurecy. 

Obs.1. This also takes place with local adverbs, ExeiOev, evSo8ev &c. 
being used for kei, €vdov, &c.: Arist. Av. 1168 65¢ pvdaké tav éxetBev dyye- 
Aos €oGei pos nds Setpo: Id. Plut. 227 rodro dé 7d Kpeadiov tay EvdcbEv zis 
eigeveyxdt@ haBov; Eur. Or. 850 eorxe—o® dyyedos deEew ta KetOev cod Kact- 

yuntov mepr: Plat. Apol. 40 C kai peroixnois ti} Woy Tod tdérov Tod évOdvde 
eis G\Xov térov: Demosth. 13, 15. dyvoet tov exeiey moNepov Sedpo Féovra. 
So Thue. VI. 71 roforay tév adrdbev (for adrovd) Evppdyov: Plat. Rep. 307 
E mpos tas efw0ev mdrers Croyol eopev dye eipnyny. 

b. Ets for év (far more rarely) : Hat. IT. 150 eAeyov b¢ of excya@ptoe Kai ws 

a Herm. ad loc. b Stallb. ad loc. 
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és THY Supt Thy és AcBuny exdidoi 7 Aiwvn adty: Id. VIL. 239 76 és Achpods 
xpnotnpiov, the oracle ( for which fe people sent) to Delphi : > SO peta Tay Eis 
MutiAnyy orpatiaray (Iseus). So Xen. Cyr. 1. 3, 4 1a otkade wobet for 
otkot: Eur. Or. 603 Oupate for év 6vpacs. 

Construction of Prepositions with different cases. 

§. 648. The same preposition sometimes (in late authors frequently) 
occurs in one sentence or paragraph with different cases. The reason of 
this is either, that although the sense is the same, yet the two relations in 
which the two objects are viewed as slightly di fferent, as pds Bopéov, and 
mpos vorov : thus in 

A | B, 

the position of A may be regarded either as declining from (gen.) or ad- 
vancing towards (accus.) the line 8 (see also §. 646. 2.); or a different 
case is used for the sake-of variety : Pind. Isthm. VI. 8 sq. tim ra&v wapos, 
® pakatpa 878a, ka\@v emxapiov padora Oupov tredyv <ppavas ; q—; 7) Or 
Gud tuKvats Terpeciao Boudats ; 7) 67 vad Iddaov trrépnty ; (Gundy evppat- 
vew audi run and audi twaa). So G.T. edmritery, qetrouWevat, emi TUL, and 
twé—xataorioa ert twos and Twi: so Matt. xxiv. 2 apeO7 didos emt AiBov : 
Mark xiii. 2 émt At@w &c. Or, thirdly, with a real difference of sense: 
Hat. VII. 61 mept pev ryou Kehadyor cixov tidpas—mept b€ 7d cGpa KOavas : 
Demosth. 478 «i ai pev mapa tots addors Swpeai BeSator pevovow aiTe, THs 
dé map Upav (granted by you) péxyns tovr dpapeOnoera., So G.'T. Heb. ii. 

‘ , i ’ 

10 8 6v ra wavra, Kat 8 OU 7a TavTa. 

Interchange of Prepositions. 

§. 649. 1. Sometimes prepositions are interchanged, either (a) with- 
out, or (b) with a difference of meaning: a. Hdt. VI. 86,1 éva 
macay pev tiv GddAnv “ENAdéa, év 6é Kat Tept “loviny tis ons Suxatoovvns jv 
Adyos words : Demosth. 74, 35 77s emt ty ’Artikiy 600d, Kai ris €lg TeAomov- 

ynoov KUplos yeyove. Demosth. frequently Tept and bmép with genitive (see 

above, imép). Id. 621, 7 sqq- itép Tov Xeppovyoov éxew vpas doahas— 
Wept rovrov pot cot draca y omovdn: Id. 74, 35 Kat memoiny’ tpiv py Tept 

rav dixaiov pS’ bwép trav e£o mpaypdroy eivar tiv Bovdnv, add’ bTép Taev ev 

Th xopa. 
6. Demosth. prince. émt modd@v pev ay tis ideiv—Boxet poe tv mapa Tov 

Gcav etvorav havepay yryvopevny TH Toe, odvx Fxecta Se év Tots Trapovar 
mpdypact: Id. 35,25 éml pey b€ trav “EAAnuiKav jjoav Toodrou’ év S€ ToIs 
Kata tiv TéAW adtiny bedoacbe Sroio ev Te Kowwois Kal ev Tois idiots. So G.T. 
Rom. v. 21 ¢Saci\evoev 7 Guaptia év To Oavdrw (past)—iva 7 xdpis Bacidevon 
bia Stxacoctivys eis why aidvioy (future aim). 

2. Sometimes the same preposition is used in the same sentence and 
with the same case in different meaning: so G. T. Luke x1. 50 iva éx(nrnO9 
rd ailua—Gmd THS yeveds TavTys Amd TOO alpatos "ABed. 

Repetition and Omission of Prepositions. 

§. 659. 1. In a string of substantives joined by té and kat or the copu- 
lative Sé, the preposition is either repeat ed before every one, as Plat. 
Tim. 18 C xatd te wéAcyov Kal Kata tyv adAnv Siairay (so where re and 

2 Dissen ad loc. 
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cai are omitted (Asyndeton): Demosth. 129, 71 éxméyropev mpéoBers 
° > , > c , > rt 

mavraxoi, €ig TeAomdvynovv, eis ‘Pédov, eis Xtov: or placed only before 

the first subst.: Xen. Hell. I. 1, 3 dwé te trév vedy Kai THs yjs: Thue. 
Ill. 72 és rv axpdrodw kai ra petéwpa tis médkews. So G.'T. less fre- 

. ’ , > y , > ~ ‘ a > , A 
quently, as Acts xxvi. 18 emotpewat GMO okdtous eis Pas kai THs eLovoias Tod 

Sarava «.t.d. In Asvndeton it is scarcely ever omitted, except in poetry : 
Theocr. I. 83 xapa macas ava xpivas, mavr’ ddoea root popeira: Ibid. 117 
6 Bdxodos dup eyo Addis ovk €r’ av Uday, ov« er ava Spupes, ovk adoea. 

Obs. 1. In G. 'T. when the second preposition is omitted, the two notions 
are viewed as parts of one whole: John iv. 3 év mvetvpate kai ddnéeia, as 
parts of the spiritual tone of the mind: Acts xxvill. 23 da6 te Tod vopov 
Macéas kai Tay mpodnrar. 

2. In poetry it is sometimes omitted before the first, and placed before 
the second only: Od. a, 247 7) adds 7) emt ys: Pind. Isthm. I. 29 peeOporot 
te Aipkas épavev kai Tap Eipora: Id. Nem. X. 38 Xapirecoi te kai obv Tuvda- 
pias: ‘gquum in continuatd constructione facilius languescat oratio. hoc 
artificio poetico nova vis et alacritas secundo membro conciliatur, eaque vera 
causa est hujus collocationis®.” So also traged., as Asch. Suppl. 311 «at 
piv KavwBov xamt Méeudy ixero: Eur. Hec. 146 (Chor.) a@dX i6c vaots, tO 

mpos Bopovs): Id. Helen. 862 Tpoias d€ cadeis kawd BapBdpov xOovds: Id. 
Heracl. 755 ped\w tas marpioridos yas péAho@ Trept Tav Sduav x. T. A. Arist. 
Ach. 533 xp Meyapéas pyre yh pyr év dyopa pevew. 

Obs. 2. The seeming instance of this in Phil. ii. 22 os watpt réxvov, obv 
€pot cdovAevoey may be explained by taking wa7pi as a simple dat. commodi. 

3. When a relative follows the substantive joined with the preposition, 
and is in the same construction with it, the preposition is often repeated 
before it: Xen. Vect. 1V.13 dam adta@v pev otv éywye af Gy pedo eye 

ovdev Tt a&t Oavudtecda. So G.'T. John iv. 53 év ekeivy 7H Spa ev y etTev. 
Frequently, however, and almost generally in Attic (especially prose) 
writers it is omitted: Xen. Symp. IV. 1 év 76 ypdve, 6 ipav dxovw: Plat. 
Rep. 492 A év Graow ois core: Id. Phed. 76 D év todtT@ admdddupev, 

@tep kai AawBavopev’ : Demosth. 848 extr. mwepi pév twer, Gv airis Bov- 
Neral : Plat. Rep. 533 E tocovtav mépu oxéeyis Sow jyiv mpdkerrar. So in 
Latin; as, Cic. de Fin. [1V. 20 Zeno negat Platonem, si sapiens non sit, 
eddem esse in causd, qud tyrannum Dionysium. So G.T. frequently, as 
Acts xili. 39 dad tavtwv Gy otk eduvnOnre Sixacwbjvac. 

4. In disjunctive or antithetical sentences it is rarely omitted either in 
classical Greek or in G.T. We find instances of its omission however : 
Plat. Pheed. gg A % tept Méyapa 7) Bowrovs: Arist. Lys. 116.37 ov trept 
TOv dvopdtay diapeperOar adda THs TovT@y davoias: 'Thuc. 1. 141 év Bpayet 
pev poplw oKoTovcl TL TOY KOLVOY, TO Se mA€ove Ta olkeia mpacoovor: Xen. 

M.S. 1. 3, 8 roaira pev mept tobtwv éralev dua orovddtav, appodictwy Sé 
Tapyver TOY KaNoY iaxupas améxeoOa. So even less frequently in G. T., as 
Heb. x. 28 émt dvolv i) tpici paptruow. 

5. The preposition is frequently omitted in the questions and answers 
of the dialogue of Aristophanes, and (especially) Plato, but not in tragedy : 
Arist. Pax 1080 moiov yap kata xypnopov ekavoato papa Oeoiow :—6viep Kad- 
Aurrov Onmou memoinxev “Opnpos: Plat. Soph. 243 D epi d€ rod peyiorou rte 

a Dissen ad loc. > Pflugk ad loc. © Stallb. ad loc. 

d Bremi ad loc. 
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Kal dpxnyod mpwrov viv oxexréov: Theat. Tivos 5), Aéyers?; Td. Polit. 283 
C rept 8) totvtwr aire 6 Adyos hpiv—opbas ay yiyvorro. E. Tivey; X. Mn- 
kous Te Tepe k.T.A,: Id. Rep. p.456 D mas ody &xets dd£éns Tod Towdde Tepi ; 
Tivos 67; Tod StokapBdvew mapa cav7d x.7.A.: Id. Protag. 110 ind tivos, 
gycer. Tob dyabod, pjcoper, vy Ala. 

6. Lastly, a preposition is omitted in the second member of a compari- 
son, after as rarely; after domep 7 frequently in Attic writers, as in Isocr. 
Pac. 161 E mpos 8€ rods emimAntrovras Kal vovberodvtas tas ottw Siatibedbe 
duckodes, @S Tods KaKdv Te THY TAL epyaCopevous (for @s mpos Tovs kK. T. Xr. :) 
Plat. Rep. 330 C mepi ra xpnpata omovddfovow, as épyov €avrav: Demosth. 

127, 63 dvov mpos tors tnep Brimmov héyovtas exew H Tos vrEp E€avroy for 
i) ™pos rovs», So after &ddos 4 Thuc. III. 53 Kal ev dixkacrais ovk év Gots 

—yevérba 7 Spiv: less frequently when the two members of the compari- 
son are distinctly drawn out; but very frequently where the two members 
of the comparison are joined together and coalesce, since the repetition 
of the preposition would destroy the unity which it is the purpose of such 
a collocation to produce: Hom. Od. 6, 413 Ackerar ev péeoonotr vopels as 
moeor pnrov: Thuc. VI. 50 @s mapa pidous kai evepyéras “AOnvatous ddeds 
dméva: Plat. Rep. 520 E @s éw dvayKxatoy aitav ekaotos eior TO dpyew 

(i. €. Exaotos aita@y eive emi ro apxev ws em dvaykaiov): Ibid. 545 E as mpos 
matdas npas mafovoas (1. e€. mpos yas ws mpos maidas): Id. Protag. 337 E 
gupByvat vpas BoTep UTS dtartyTav jyav cupPi:BaldvTov. When the object 

of comparison is placed before the thing compared, the preposition is sel- 
dom repeated; thus Plat. Legg. gos B as év katémtpois—rtais mpdéeor : 
but Id. Pheedr. 250 D aomep b€ ev katémTpw ev TH EpOvtt EavTov dpav eAnée : 
Id. Rep. 553 B xraicavta SoTmep Tpds Eppate Tpds TH TOdEr (for mds Eppare 
TH TONeEL). 

7. In apposition, the preposition is generally placed before the first 
noun and not repeated: Thuc. I. 73 od mapa Sdcxactais ipiv. 

Obs. 3. If a notion depending on a preposition is repeated by the de- 
monstrative pronoun, the preposition is generally repeated before the 
demonstrative; as, €k Tod mpdttecOat eva @y ov mpoonKev, €k ToUTOU kK. T. A. 

Aéschin. 

Obs. 4. When a verb, compounded with a preposition, is to be repeated, 
either the verb is omitted, and the preposition alone repeated, §. 645. 
Obs. 1.; or, vice versd, the verb repeated and the preposition omitted : 

Eur. Bacch. 1064 AaBoyv yap éharns ovpdviov axpov Kdadov, KaTHYEV, HYEV, NYEV 
eis pehav wédov: Plat. Pheed. 59 B mapfy kal KperdBoudos cai 6 marnp attov — 

qv S€ kai Kryourmos k.T. Ae. 

Position of Prepositions. 

§. 651. The nature of the preposition requires that it should stand in 
immediate connection with its case. There are the following exceptions : 

a. The particles yé, pév, yap, nev yap, dé, odv, also dpa pev odv, at, Kal, 

etiam, toivuy, tows, 6), and the adverbial ofva (Plato), frequently, in prose, 
as well as in poetry, intervene between the preposition preceding and sub- 
stantive; as, év pev eipyyy, év wev yap etpyvy. So also Hdt. VI. 69 év yap 
oe TH vuKTL TaUTH dvarpeopar: Id. IIT. g 81a 67) tovTou: Plat. Rep. 300 Tapa 

a Heind. ad loc. b Bremi ad loc. © Elms. ad Eur. Med. 1219. 
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yap oivac tods vépous: Demosth. 20, 3 év otpar woddois. So also Soph. 
Aj. 155 kata & ay ris éod. So occasionally enclitics such as 6a (Homer), 
moté (Pind.), dacivy (Hom.), tol, od, pé, ot (Attic poetry): so also dpa. 
In Hdt. we find mpds ere todtroun I. 64.: II]. 65. So Pind. éw dor’ 
Gov. 

Obs. We rarely find such a separation as Xen. Symp. IV. 55 émt vi Aia 
Tois Appoow: Demosth. 859, 51 wept pev roivuv, env eyw, TovTou. 

6. For emphasis: a. when different cases of the same word follow one 
another; as, Od. ¢, 155 map ovx eOehav €Behovoy: Il. x, 244 mpd 6 t0O evdy- 
cev —8. Mpds in oaths and exclamations: Soph. Phil. 468 ampds viv oe 
TaTpos, TPOS TE pNTPOS, POS T El TL GOL KaT’ OiKOY ~oTL mpoodires, iketns ikvov- 

pac: Id. C8. C. 1333 mpds viv oe Kpyvav, mpos bev opoyviwy aire mbéoba : 

so in Latin, per te deos oro: but sometimes also without any perceptible 
reason ; as, Od. A, 11.4 dyes 8 €v mypara otkw. 

c. Sometimes the preposition (with the accent thrown back on the first 
syllable, Anasirophe) is placed after its case, as "I6akny kdta Kowpavéovor : 
Od. o, 409 “Apremids dv: Ll. €, 472 kaxav €: Il. 0, 59 payny cis. Not 
so often in comedy, except mepi: (Arist. Vesp. 1118 ty0d¢e THs yopas Umep.) 
Sometimes when the substantive is joined to an adjective: Eur. Supp. 284 
enav Bredapov em: Ibid. 512 daipovos rovpod peta. In Attic prose only 
mepi with gen. (very frequently), and even when divided by other words: 
Hdt. VI. 101 todtou odu euehe mépt: Plat. Apol. 1g C av eye ovdev obre 
peya ovre cpexpov wépt: Eur. Med. 925 tékvwv revs evyvoovpérvn wépt: Soph. 
Aj. 948 T0608’ exeyyeAGev dv kdta: so amo Hel. 481: péta Soph. Ant. 7o: 
umep Id. Trach. 705 : two Eur., Iph. Aul. 1363. So perhaps Ausch. Ag. 
1055 ovro. Qupatay THYd cuol cXOAr) Tapa TpiBeuw. 

d. If the subst. is joined with an attributive, the preposition stands 
either with both; as, ev 7@ mpdypate 7@ Tod Kupov, or ev TH TOkeL@ TO 
paxpo; or before both, as ev 76 paxp@ Todep@, ev TO TOU KUpou mpaypate: 
or between the two, in which case, if the substantive precedes, the 

accent is thrown back; as, payn Eve xvdsavetpy (but Boas émi vnas): or is 
placed after both, and then, of course, the accent is thrown back (see c.) ; 
as, THs euns Wuxns Tepe. 

Obs. “Ava, dvti, dpopt, 84, never throw back their accent; mpd never 
follows its case, and ey only in Epic. 

e. Sometimes the preposition is placed at the beginning of the clause, 
and is separated from its case by a number of other words; as, Thuc, VI. 
76 wept dé of pev aiow adda pr exeive Katadouddcews, of dé, K.T.A, 

Obs. 1. In comedy and prose writers the preposition does not so often 
stand between the adjective and its substantive. In Hdt. mostly only éxé 
or wrepi. 

Obs. 2. Sometimes the preposition stands after its own noun and before 
a genitive depending on that noun; as, Eur. Heracl. 513 xeipas eis éxOpar: 
so Il. n, 313 KNtotnow év "AtpeiSa0 yéevorto. 

Obs. 3. A preposition sometimes separates an adjective in the compara- 
tive from an adverb belonging to it; as, woAd év deworépos for ev word 
dewvorépors. 

Obs. 4. The quasi preposition évexa often stands after its case. 
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PRONOUNS. 

Use of the Pronouns. 

§. 652. 1. The substantival (éyé, ov, adtés) and adjectival or pos- 

sessive personal pronouns are only used when particular emphasis 
is laid upon them; hence especially in antithesis; as, cal od tata 
éxpatas;—kal 6 ods Tartip améOavev ;—eyo ev Grey, ob OF peve. 

Usually the substantival pronouns are supplied by the inflexions of 
the verb, the adjectival by prefixing the article to the substantive ; 
as, ypado, ypapers—h pytnp, my mother; eixé ot—ol yoveis arép- 

yovot 74 téxva, their children. 

Obs. 1. In the Homeric dialect, however, éy® and ov are used where no 

emphasis is meant: Il. a, 207 7A@ov éyw mavcovea Td Gov pévos. So also 
in Attic in such phrases as as éya dxovw, oluar, TuvOavopat. 

2. Of the accented and enclitic forms €yod, 0b, éxod 1s emphatic, 

pod is used where no emphasis is intended. Hence in antithesis 
the accented form is always used; as éod pév Kateyédace, a b€ 
> 7 
eTIVETED. 

Obs. 2. In poetry, however, we sometimes find the enclitic even where 
emphasis is required, in the same way as poetry also expresses an em- 
phatic nominative by the mere inflexions of the verb: Soph. C&. C. 726 kai 
yap «i yépav (éy@) Kup@, Td THadE Yaopas od yeynpaxe o6évos: Kur. Andr. 237 
6 vous 6 ods por pr Evvotxoin: Id. Med. 464 wai yap ei ov pe orvyeis, ok ay 
Svvaipnv got xaxas ppoveiv more. This is less surprising, when the pro- 
noun is the first of two persons in the same sentence; for civility’s sake 
the emphasis, though really. existing, is concealed by the use of the unem- 
phatic form; as, Eur. Suppl. 3 eddapovety pe Onoéa re: Id. Or. 736 Kake- 
oros eis pe Kal KacvyynTny euny. 

3. Instead of the adjectival pronouns éucs, ods &e., the gen. of 

the substantival are frequently used ; both the simple (in the singular 
and dual always the enclitic forms) pod, cod (cedev) and also the re- 

flexive €uavtod (=euod atrod) &c., with the simple pronouns. The 

article (see §. 461. 5.) is placed before the subst. and the gen.; as, 
6 Tarip pov (cov, Hudv, buy, v@v, avTod, aitis, adtov): or between 

them, as pot (cod, judy, tuov, aitod, aitis, attév) 6 TwaTHp, or is 

omitted altogether; as, Plat. Gorg. 466 C aérepov yvdunv cavtod 

amopaiver ) eve epwrds: with éavtod, the article comes before the 

genitive and subst.; as, 6 éavrod (é€uavrod, ceavtod) zaTip: or is 

repeated if the gen. is placed after the substantive; as, 6 aarijp 6 
EavTov (€uavtod, ceavtod). Avtod, ad’tév are sometimes, contrary 

to the rule, placed between the article and the subst.; as, Isoer. 
151 A tais a’r@v émpedefas: and sometimes éavrod (or atrod) is 
placed after it without the article: Arist. Nub. 516 rij vow atrod : 
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Isoer. 103 D, or placed before the article, Arist. Ran. 424 éavtod Kai 
omapatrew Tas yvabovs. 

Obs. 3. When besides the gen. pod &c. any attributive is joined to the 
subst., both are placed between the article and substantive ; as, Aristoph. 
Ran. 485 «is thy Kdtw pou Kosar. 

Obs. 4. The personal pronoun in gen. is sometimes placed before the 
subst. and even separated from it by another subst. or verb, when it stands 
in the place of and supplies the notion of the dat. commodi or incommodi : 
Plat. Pheed. 117 B otdev adXo (sc. xp Toreiv) ) muvTa Tepticva, ews ay Gou 
Bapos ev Tois okedeor yerntac: Id. Symp. 215 E odd reOopiBynrd pou ) Wuy7 
ovd’ ayavakret. 

Obs. 5. We find the simple and the reflexive personal pronouns used 
for each other.—a. euavrod wavrod &c. for éuod cod &c., when it is wished to 
mark distinctly that the character of the action is somewhat affected by its 
being done by the agent himself; that it is something which he would 
not be expected to do, or that he is peculiarly interested in it: Xen. Cyr. 6, 
4, 3 ey kai oe TOV KadNioToy Kal EnauTHY NEioxa: Soph. Electr. 961 evkdecav 

gauTy Kdpor mpocBadeis ; Thuc. 1. 43 ta apiota Bovdedocode piv abtots (see 
§. 654. 1. c.). 8. On the other hand, the simple pronouns ¢yod god &e. 

are used where we might rather expect the reflexive form, when it is not 
wished to represent so distinctly the relation between the agent and the 
effect produced in himself thereby. So Xen. Hier. I. 6 d0x6 por aicda- 
veoOa, I seem to feel: Arist.Ran.g17 ndiOws jada, cap’ icOi— kaaut@ Sora, 
even I agree to that. So we frequently find the simple pronoun before the 
infinitive, followed by a reflexive pronoun referring to it; as, Plat. Apol. 
31 Bro épeé trav epautot nucdnkevar. 

Obs. 6. Sometimes the adjectival personal pronoun supplies the place of 
the genitive of the object; as, Od. A, 201 ods 7é60s; as, Terent. Heaut. IT. 
3, 66 desiderio tuo for tui: LH. +, 321 oy mod: Soph. Trach. 343 Taya 
vouOernpata, your advice to me: Id. CE. C. 332 of madrep, rpopyPia : Lbid. 
1413 THS Epys Smovpyias : Thue. I. 69 ipetepar eAmides, hopes of yor ae eels 
Cyr. IIL. 1, 28 etvoia kai prria Ml éu, benevolentid et amore mei: Id. VIL. 

3, 32 Tis euas Swpeds (doni mihi dati®) : Id. Anab. VIL. 7, 29 od didia TH 
oy emeicOnoay bd Gov “per Oa : Plat. Gorg. 486 A edvoia yap Epa TH OF. 

Obs. 7. The possessive personal pronouns eyuds and ods sometimes imply 
the genitives euod, cov, so that a relative refers to them: Eur. Phoen. 1518 

€pots ayeor—& mpoxdaiw. Thus also the combinations ra opérepa a’t@y— 
Dperépots avT@v dpGahpois—for opav, bpav avtav, and more rarely eudv avrod: 
epdv avrns : SO @ avtod vd@: éol aitov OjTes: vwitepov héxos avrar Il. 0, 39: 
Tois olaw avTov (Soph. Qs. T. 1248). 

Obs. 8. The substantival pronoun of the third person is properly és 
(Latin is), which though nearly obsolete in the nominative occurs in the 
oblique cases; the nominative is supplied wholly by the reflexive pronoun 
avtés, and the oblique cases partly.—See §. 654. 

4, These divided forms of the several reflexive pronouns are how- 
ever not always used in this emphatic sense, but sometimes as re- 
flexive in Homer; as, €0 avtod—oi ait@—é attév—(atrov pur Od. 6, 

244, Hdt. II. 100.) qpéas abtots—opév abrév—opiow airois—aeas 
avrovs—oot aire, and Hat. I. 24 plv—eovtov? Od. w, 78 euedev repi- 

ddoopar avTis. 
a4 Bornemann ad loc. 

Gr. Gr. vou. 1. Z 2 
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Reflexive Pronouns. 

§. 653. 1. The reflexive pronouns éavrod (atrod &c. in inde- 

pendent clauses) always refer to the subject of the verb on which: 

they depend, as dmékrewev éaurdv ; but in a dependent clause, or 

a clause with an acc. and inf., they refer either to the subject of 

the infinitive, or of the governing verb of the principal clause ; as, 

hn mavtas Tovs avOpdaous Ta EauTov (suc) dyamav—vopiter rovs ToAtTas 

UTNpETELY EauTeO. 

2, In the latter construction, however, the cases of the pronoun 
aérés can stand, and this is always so when the dependent clause is 
a remark of the writer on the subject, rather than reflexively 

conceived by the subject of himself: Xen. Cyr. I. 1, 5 (6 Képos) 

Tov Ovav Tottwv iptev, ov Eauta duoyAGTT@Y dvTOV, OVTE AAAAOLS* 

Kal Gpos nodvvyiOn edixéoOar pev emt tocatryy yiv TO Eavtod pdBw, 

(Cyrus’s own notion, then Xenophon remarks upen it,) dore katamAq- 

fa Tavtas Kal pndeva emixerpety abte* edvijOn 6& emiOvplav euBadeiv 

TocavTny Tod TavTas abite xapiecOar, Got. del TH abt youn afoby 

xuBepvac bar. 

3. The properly reflexive forms éuavrod &c. are used also for the 
simple pronouns, see §. 652. Obs. 5. a.—airés has in these combina- 
tions sometimes an emphatic sense, and then the simple pronoun is’ 
separated from, and placed either before or after airds. If it follows 
avtos, the enclitic form is used; as, avrov pe UBpice, he insulted me, 

my very self; but éueé adrov tBpice: eve adtdv, c€ aitdv, &c., are more 

rarely used, and generally only in the refiexive sense, as rimrw éueé 

avtov, I beat myself, and not another. In the plural, airév per, 

avrovs yas, &c. seems to have been thus used for the simple pronoun, 

while the other form, 761 atrév, &c. is generally appropriated to 

the more or less reflexive meaning. 

Use of Reflexive Pronoun. 

§. 654. 1. The III, personal pronoun is used personally, him, her, it, 
and also reflexively, himself, herself, itself. 

a. It is used in Epic and Ionic in both senses, as Il. a, 226 epi yap pa 
€ xadkos ee We, and Il. W, 203 Kadedv Te pw eis € €xaoros: Hdt. VIII. 136 xadv- 
mrepbe ot mpyypara ecco Oa, and 7a xpnornpia TadTa of mpodéyor : pw is in Homer 
rarely reflexive, as in 76 pu eevodwevos, and Hdt. only I. 11 and 45, in both 
it is used personally for the three genders both of persons and things ; pos- 
sibly in Il. », 285 as a plural ; opets does not occur in Homer, in Hat. it is 
used for avrot ; in both oy is used for airav and éavrév, opas for adrovs, 
and sometimes éavrovs and odéa for aira. The Dat. civ is used in both 
for adrois ; odiow is in Homer used indifferently, in Hdt. as reflexive or 
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reciprocal, as III. 98 e@vea ovk dpdpova odior, among themselves : ode is in 
Homer only plural for airovs; @, not found in Hdt., is in Homer both 
personal and reflexive. 

b. Attic. The best Attic writers generally used atros, adr, airé for the 
third personal pronoun, and éavrod, -js, -od for the third reflexive, as €\ea 
att@ for ot, dméxrewev éautéy for € (reflexive). The genitive singular (per- 
sonal) of or &ev, is very seldom, acc. é never, found in Attic poetry, and in 

Attic prose only in certain passages of Plato. The Dative oi is used only 
in its personal sense, ¢o him, her, often in a participial or dependent con- 
struction with a semi-reflexive reference to the subject of the sentence, as 

Xen. Anab. I. 2, 8 Awdd\dNev Néeyerar exdeipar Mapovar epifovrad ot. op€ is used 
in tragedy for him, her &c.: for atrév as Arist. Eq. 1020: for abrqy, as A’sch. 
Pers. 194; Eum. 580; for atrods “isch, Theb. 739; for attds ibid. 804 ; 
and (of things) for attods Adsch. Supp.507. viv is used in tragedy for him, 
her, it, and even in the plural. The plural forms odéy, ods, odict, are 
used as reflexive for the more usual éavrav &c. and opGs and opior some- 
times for adrovs, adrois, as Thuc. I. 126 eyxAnpata moovpevor das opior peyi- 
arn mpopacts ein. In Eur. Med. 1296 vir is joined to the reflexive o¢é, det 
yap viv nroe yns ope Kpuperyvae Karo. 

Obs. opi is used for airé Soph. Cid. Col. 1487; and for éavro Hdt. 
VILL. 136 ra cwrvxdvra ot raOjyara, like oi in Attic Greek. 

c. The compound reflexive éavrod &c. is sometimes used for the simple 
personal pronoun when it is desired to mark that the act done has special 
reference to the subject of the sentence (see §. 652. Obs. 5.): Xen. An. 
II. 3, 29 €BovAero 6 Kiéapxos dav rd oTpatevua Tpos Eautoy (and not to the 
others) éyew rv yvounv: Ibid. I. 6, 4 Kipos cvykanet els thy Eautod oxnvny : 
SO elovévar exéevoev ei péAdors ody EauTw (rather than with any one else) ék- 
mew (Xen.): so odpas adrovs and odicw attois for airovs, avrois. 

d. When the III. reflexive pronoun (0%, &c. or éavrod &c.) is used re- 
flexively, the general rule may be laid down (especially with reference to 
the plural forms), that it refers to the person (or thing) which is most pro- 
minent in the speaker’s or writer’s mind: that, round which the other per- 
sons or circumstances group themselves ; but the application of this rule 
naturally depends on the character of the passage, as though the principal 
subject of the sentence is generally the most prominent, yet sometimes a 
grammatically subordinate person is the most important in the speaker’s 
mind; and sometimes it is required to give some dependent clauses or 
notions a prominent place, and this is done by using the reflexive pronoun 
in reference to them, rather than to the principal clause : so Xen. Anab. I. 
8, 2 Kipos mapnyyeie kabioravba eis trav Eautod raw cxusrov. We some- 
times find the two reflexive pronouns together in the same clause, and 
then ogio. refers to the principal notion in the whole sentence, odiow 
a’rois &c. to the subject of the verb on which it depends, Thuc. IV. 30 
mpoKadovpevor et BovowrTo Tovs év TH vyT@ avdpas optor (the Athenians) ra Te 
drda Kal ops abtods (the men in the island) KeAevew wapadodva. 

Reflexive Pronoun of III. Person for that of I. and II. Person. 

2. a. The simple reflexive pronoun of III. (od &c.) is sometimes 
used for I. and II. Pers., but only Epic ; as, Il. x, 398 @véw Boudedoute pera 

ZZ2 
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opiow (for ped twiv) : Apoll. Rhod. Il. 635 atrap éywye eto (for eyov)- odd’ 
nBavov aruLopar. 

b. The compound reflexive subst. pronoun éavutod (abtod) for euav- 
rod and ceavrod (frequent both in poetry and prose, but commonly only in 
plural ; the instances in sing. are mostly uncertain readings) : Aisch. Frag. 
123 Tad odx bm Gdwv GANA Tois abtav Trepois GAtgKdpeoOa : Soph. CE. T. 
138 ovx imép tov idwv, add’ aitds abtob TotT’ dmocked@ pvoos, med ipse 

causd (unless here atrés adrod is the reading, see §. 656. Obs. 1.): Thue. 
I. 82 ra attOv dua éxmopifdpeba: Xen. M.S. 1.4, 9 ovd€ yap riv éovtod 
auye Wuxi opas (v. 1. ceavrod and cavrod, see Schneider): Ibid. I. 6, 35 
emt Te Tois KaXois epyots Tov Pilov aydAhy odx Frrov i) ei Tos EauTOU, Kal emt 
Tois dyabois Trav Piwy xatpers oddev Hrrov i emt Tots EauTod (v. 1. cavrov, see 
Schneider): Plat. Pheed. 78 B Sei Huds dvepeoOa Eautods : so G.T. as James 
i. 22 €autous for vuas a’rovs: 1 John i. 8 for nuds atrovs; Heb. x. 25. 

Obs. 1. This interchange may be thus explained ; a general reflexive 
notion is expressed by III. personal pronoun, while the particular person, 
to whom the reflexive notion refers, is defined by the person of the verb, 

or by a pronoun attached. 

c. Reflexive adjectival pronoun: oérepos is properly plural, but 
is also used in the singular; éds, és though properly singular are often in 

Epic applied to the plural: thus, éés for ends, ods, nuérepos, tpérepos (epic) ; 
Od. 1, 28 otro. €ywye Fs yains Sdvapar yAvukep@repov addo idéc6ar: Od. a, 402 

Sdpacw otow avdooos: Od. v, 320 GAN aici Gpeolv ow éxov dedaiypevor 
jrop Hopyy: Ll. r, 174 ob dé hpeolv yow iavOjs: cf. Hes. Opp. 391. 

b. As oderepos is used in the plural and singular, so it is sometimes 
used for eds, ods: Theocr. XXV. 163 ocei rep opetépyow evi ppect Bad- 
Ropar (mente med): Ibid. XXII. 67 oerépns pi heideo réxvys (arti tue 
noli parcere.) 

Obs. 2. On the Homeric use of avrov, &c. for the reflexive pronoun of 
all three persons, see §. 656. Obs. 1. 

Obs. 3. “Os, suus, is supplied in Attic prose by the genitive atrod or éav- 
tod, and is rarely used in the Attic poets. 

Reflexive instead of Reciprocal Pronoun. 

3. The reciprocal pronoun adj ov &c. (=aAdoe GdAwy—AAAow Gd- 
hous &c.) signifies that the same action is done by each upon the other : or 
with a substantive it signifies that the substantival notion and its effects 
apply to both separately and collectively ; Il. «, 873 piyora Geot rerAnores 
eipev &AXyAwv idrnre, by our mutual bad feeling ; it is often represented by 
the reflexives ofSv, aitav &c., as Hes. Scut. 403 dddAnos Koréovres eri 
oheas dpynowor: then also in Traged., Pindar, and other poets ; very com- 
monly in Attic and later writers: Thuc. 1V. 25. VI. 77: Soph. Ant. 145 
matpos évos pntpds Te pias ove, kad’ abtotv Stxpareis Aédyxas ornoavT’ ExeTov 
kowov Oavdrov pépos Gude : Plat. Lys. 215 B was ovy of dyaboi rots ayabois 
nuiv iro éoovrar thy apxnv, ot pte amdvres moGewvol addyjdous, ikavol yap 
EauTots Kal xwpis dvres, pte TapdvTes xpelay abTaV €xovo1® ; Demosth. 43, 10 
i) BovdeoOe—repudrvtes abtOv wuvOdverOa, each other; Id. 124, 50 émedav 
d€ emi TovTOLS Mpos voTodyTas ev AUTOLS mpoomecy : so G. T. as Eph. v. 19 Aa- 
Nodvres Eautots: but addAyAwv can never stand for éavtdy : so in Thue. IIT. 

a Cf. Heindorf, p. 32. 
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81 we must explain of roddoi Trav ikerav—-diepOerpav adrod (there) ev TA lep@ 
&dAyAous, one another. 

Obs. The subst. pronouns of I. and II. person are also used for aAAn- 
hov : Demosth. 30, 7 empagapev jpeis Kdkeivos mpos pds (i. e. dAAndovs) ei- 
puny , 

Demonstrative Pronouns. 

§. 655. 1. The pronouns 68¢, dye, obtos, éxeivos, point to the scene (near 
or distant) of some action ; hence they are used in an animated address, 

and even are applied emphatically hy the speaker to himself ; so especially 
in the speeches of Homer: Il. «, 82 ris & obtos Kara vyas ava orpardy épyea 
oios: Od. a, 76 add’ dyer’, Hpeis oi8€ mepippatipebu mavres, let us here de- 
bate: Ibid. 186 vnis dé por 48 eornkey em’ adypod vdodu modrnos: Il. 7, 344 
"AxtANeds—keivos Gye TpomdpoiGe vey dpOoKpatpawy jora (he there): Od. >, 
207 e€vdov pev OF) 68’ adros éy® Kaka ToAAA poynoas AvOov: Soph. Aj. 1080 
getnpiay éxovra Tévd (emphatic) éericrago : so 7é8€ in Homer frequently, 
here, Od. a, 409: in the dramatists and Hdt. 88¢ is especially thus used : 

Eur. Suppl. 1045 48 éyo mérpas eri— dvarnvov aiwpypa xovpita, marep: Id. 
Or. 380 68° ety’ "Opeorns, see—here I, Orestes,am: Id. Iph. Aul. 156 odpa- 
yida piace iv eri dAATt@ THVdE (here) Kopiters: also otros in Attic prose; 
as, Plat. Rep. I. init. npduny, érov ein. Obtos, en, dmicbev mpocépyerar, 

there he comes behind me: Aisch. Prom. 434 @ecior rois véous TovTous (see 
below, 4.). 

Obs. 1. When some object is especially present to the mind of the 
speaker or writer, odros sometimes refers to that object, though another 

substantive has intervened to which it would naturally apply ; Plat. Prot. 
320 A droomdcas ard ToUTou—ev *Apipovos EMALOEVE, KAL ATEOWKE TOUT (not 

Ariphron) : Id. Polit.276 D: so G.T. as Acts ix.11; Ib. viii, 26, and 
probably 1 John v. 20. 

Obs. 2. Of course these pronouns in the neuter may stand for any notion, 
which is, or may be viewed abstractedly as being neuter. So they may 
refer (generally prospectively, §. 657.) to the substantival notion of an in- 
finitive, or to the whole sentence. Thus in Phil. i. 18 & Todt xaipo, the 
demonstrative refers to the sentence immediately preceding, not to the sub- 
ject or object of the sentence. 

2. So also in poetry o8e in the sense of éuds; signifying something be- 
longing to me, or in which I am engaged; as, Soph. Ant. 43 «7 rdv vexpov 
Edy THdE Kovdreis xept (=TH eu Odes) ; so obTOs is used generally for any 
known object to which the speaker points as mentally before him; so in 
Plato tatta, this world and all therein ; and so especially of any famous or 
notable person or thing ; Hdt. VI. 44 ’Ivdov morapov os Kpoxodeidous Sevrepos 
oUTOS ToTaLay TavTwy mapexerac: Xen. Anab. I. 5, 8 ¢yovres tovTous Te rods 
moAvTedeis xiT@vas Kal Tas Totkidas avaévpidas: Plat. Menon 80 A kai Soxeis 
pot TavTeA@s—Opordraros eiva Td Te eidos Kal GANa TauUTyn TH mAaTeia vapKy TH 

Oadarria: Id. Symp. 186 E eye cius odtos Swxparns. 
3. The notion of ‘ something lying before us” is also apparent in the 

phrase od t48° éotiv, or eioiv, which occurs as early as Homer (Od. a, 226 
ovK epavos tdde 7 éotiv), but is especially used in the Attic dramatists : 
Eur. Androm, 168 ot yap 08 “Exrwp tdSe, od Upiapos, ovdé xpuods, aX’ 
‘Eas modus : Arist. Eccl. 980 ot yap rami Xapiéévns T48 €otiv: also Thuc. 
VI. 77 obk "Iwves tdde eloty odd “ENAnordvrioe : so Tade Tava, all here ; 
as, Plat. Theet. 168 D ré8¢ mévta Aj cod madia eoriv: also tatta TavTa, 
all there. 

a Vide Schafer, p. 284. 
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4. From the sense of something being actually or mentally before the 
speaker, the use of odtog and oe for eyd and ov has arisen; odros with 
reference to some feeling to which the person spoken of is viewed as 
present, é5¢ simply to his being actually present : Plat. Gorg. 489 B ottoot 
that fellow (contemptuously), dvyp ob wavoerar pAvapov for od od matoe : 
thus in tragedy frequently dvip ode for eye (in this construction the article 
is never used), and sometimes 6de is joined with other personal substan- 
tives; as, Soph. G8. C. 650 adn’ ov re py Adxwor TOOdE Tuppdxou= pod oup- 
paxov. 

5. When joined with adverbs of time and place, toito, ré8e, tadta, tdSe 
denote more forcibly the time and place, as it were, by pointing at them, 
as avvod Thde, exactly here: Hdt. VII. 104 eye ruyxdvo taviv r48€ eotopyas 
exelvous, at this very time. 

6. “Ode represents something as if it were actually present to the senses, 
ottos refers to something as present to the thoughts, more at a distance, 
éxetvos as still further off, something present to the memory ; so that odros 
when used in contrast with exetvos has something of the force of éd¢; but 
odtos generally refers to what precedes, 6d to what immediately follows : 
Hdt. VI. 53 tatra (what I have just spoken of ) pev AaxeSaypdviot Aéyouor— 
tdde (what follows) 6é—eyo ypade : Ibid. 58 tatta per (que dicta sunt) Coe 
rota. BaowWedor Oedorat ek TOU KoLvOv THY Sraptinréwy’ amoOavovor Se TAdE (GUE 
sequuntur): Cf. VII. 133: Plat. Menon 93 B ei diSaxrév eorw apetn, mada 
okoTodpev’ TOUTO O€ GkoToUvTEs, TOSE GKOTODHEY, dpa k.T.A. The same dis- 
tinction obtains also in tTov.odtos and todede, oUtws and @de: not unfre- 
quently however the reverse is the case, when a simple demonstrative force 
is required, without the peculiar sense of here, there being brought for- 

ward ; and sometimes otros and 6ée occur in the same sentence, in which 

case 6d¢ lays emphasis on the notion or clause in which it is found, as if it 

were actually going on before the eves; Soph. Ant. 297 todto yap médes 
mropbei, 768 avdpas eEaviornow Soper : Id. Aj. 580 dedork’ dxovwv THvde THY Tpo- 
Oupiav: so we find in Hdt. and Thuc. obtos, tovodtos, odtTws referring to 
what follows ; d8¢, roudcde, Se to what has gone before: so todto is used 

in abstract expressions, paraphrases, &c. where the actual existence of 
what is spoken is naturally kept out of view; Eur. Hipp. 194 rodé’, ére 
tovTo o7iABer : Hdt. VI. 12 Saxe todo 6 re 57 jv: so in Plato tod 6 eparas, 
Lat. id quod, not hoc quod. 

Obs.1. Before a relative sentence we generally find otros, seldom 68e ; 
if ode, it is emphatic; as, otrds eorw dv cides avdpa: but Plat. Legg. 627 
E wérepos otyv dpelvay ; datis—mpoord€etev, 7) O8€, 5 dv Tobs ypnotods apxew 
Tonoete. 

Obs. 2. In Epic, when the same subject belongs to two sentences, 6ye 
is often used emphatically in the second sentence, to mark distinctly the 

identity of the subject, and to lay emphasis on the clause; Il. 8, 664 atpa 
dé vias emnge, moddy 8’ dye (idemque) Nady dyetpas Bn pevywv emi movrov: II. o, 
586 ’Avridoxos 8 od peive, Odos wep Cov TodepuLoTHS, GAN by ap érpece. So in 
Epic, and especially in Hadt., 6 8€ is used in a series of actions referring to 
the same subject, as we should say, and then he, but he, &c.: Il. 0, 302 Kat 
Tov pev p apdapapO* 6 8 apvpova Topyvbiava—xara urnOos Badrey io, idem- 
que: Cf. 320. Od. x, 85, 431: see §. 764. c.: Hes. Theog. 491 epuedre 
—é€ehdav, 6 8 ev adOavaroow avigéew, to overthrow him and then to reign: 

Hdt. VI. 3 rv pev yevopéevyny adroict aitinv od pada e&ehawe, 6 8€ Edeyé ou 

(but he). Rarely in Attic Greek; as, Eur. Or, 35 vooei rAnpwv ’Opertns, 
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6 8é€ mecdv ev Sepviois Keita (see also §. 658.): so obtos in Luke xix. 2 
Kal adros Av apxiTeA@vyns Kal OUTOS iv mAovoLos, Where it is wished to mark 
distinctly both his office and his wealth. 

Obs. 3. This repetition of the subject by 6 8€, dye, obtos Sé is often called 
for by the mention of another person in the preceding sentence, or by 

some obscurity in the construction, which makes it necessary that the sub- 
ject should be distinctly stated: Il. v, 321 atrika 7 peév Erevta kar’ ofpOad- 
pov xeev ayddv (Nocerddwy) THndeidy “Ayudti? 6 8€ (Hoceddwv), pedinv edxadxov 
domidos e&€pvoev peyadnropos Aiveiao: Cf. Il. a, 190: Od. e, 13: Hdt. VI. 
16 décor S€ Tay Xiov advvaror écay ai vanes bwd Tpopdtay, obToL S€, ws edio- 
kovto, katapuyydavovot, ‘This idiom is much used by Hom. and Hdt. in 
disjunctive sentences : j—i) 6ye: Od. 8, 327 Hf twas ék Ttdov a&er dpov- 
Topas—, i) bye kal Sadprndev: Cf. Od. 6, 789: Il. p, 239: Hdt. Il. 173 
Addor dy Tou poveis, i) Sye amdmAnxtos yevdpevos: so Lat. ille; as, nunc 
dextrd ingeminans ictus, nunc ille sinistrd Virg. Ain. V. 457. 

Obs. 4. Sometimes obtos is used twice in the same sentence of one and 
the same person: Plat. Lach. 200 C rév Nixnpatov tobtw Adit’ emerpé- 
Tout, ei eOeho. obtos : Demosth. 846 extr. mpudpevor mapa tovtou ToUTw 
Tas tiynas dueAvoay (where instead of rotrm we should expect air@). If 
éxetvos is used, adtés generally follows, not odros, though sometimes even 
exetvos is used twice of one object: Soph. Trach. 605 émws pndeis Bporay 
Kelvou mdapoev appidtcerar xpol,—mpw KElvos avTov—bei~y Ocoiow: Id. Aj. 
1039 Kétvog Ta KeElvou oTepyéera, Kayo tade: but Plat. Cratyl. 430 E deiéat 
atte, dv pev TUX), eketvou cixova: Lys. 429 &ws 6 Aceydpevos im exetvou 
Kaipos eTtpeh@s Ur’ abtod éernpynOn : sometimes ékeivos follows airés, referring 
to the same person; Xen. Ag. 1, 8 pdyecOa adto Kal 7d TaKetvou Saravevta 
Bova Oat padXor. 

Obs. 5. Otros &c. is sometimes omitted: a. Before relatives—(see 
Relative Sentences, §. #34.) : b. In poetry—in animated passages, and ex- 
pressions of feeling: Od. 6, 292 adyiov, (this is) bad enough! Theocr. XV. 
79 Ta Tokiia mparov GOpnoov, heTTA Kal ws XaplevTa (sc. TadTa)* Oedy mepovd- 
pata daceis: cf. Ibid. 83. c. In prose—where it is wished to sum up 
what has been said in a brief conclusion : Plat. Pheed. 89 E ovkovr, 7 & ds, 

aisxpdy ; nonne hoc turpe est? d. By orators—in the rhetorical phrases, 
Texpnptov dé, ketbadaroy dé, onpeiov b€ péyoror, atriov O€ &c.: this arises from 
the animated character of the oration. e. Before a participle in gen. 
abs., see §. 696. Obs. 3. 

7. When éxetvos and otros are used in opposition to each other, the 
latter signifies something nearer, (either in time, or space, or thought,) to 

the speaker, the former a more remote object. Sometimes this is reversed, 
but generally only when the more important object to which odros refers 
stands first in the sentence, as Xen. M.S. I. 3, 13 rocott@ Sewdrepdv eorte 
Tav padayylov, dom éxelva pev aapeva, ToOTO dé vd’ antépevoyv: Demosth. 
107, 72 kai (det) rd BeArioTov dei, py TO PaoTov dmavras Aéyew én’ exEivo 
(ro paorov) pev yap 7 pvors ait Badietrar, emi TodTo (Td BeATiaTOV) dé TS Oy 
det mpodyerOar SiSaokovta tov ayabdv roditny “ relationem dicas logicam, 
non grammaticam ; quippe td pacrov removendum, 76 BédXtictov amplexan- 
dum*., So in Latin, hic and idle. ’Exeivos is sometimes used where we 
should expect odros or 6de, of something or somebody before the speaker ; 
it seems here to denote respect as being a less familiar way of speaking of 
a person; Xen. An. I, 1, 18 Kipos xaOopa rov Bacwéa kai TO app ekeivoy ori- 

@ Scheefer ad loc. 
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bos: sO KXéapyxos kai of éxeitvou: Plat. Euth. 14 D tis avtn 1) imnpecia Tots 
Oeois ; aireiv re dis adrovs kai diddvar éxeivorg: so G. T. as Acts vii. 425; so 

also 2 Cor. vili. 9. 

8. *Exetves is sometimes (like in Latin ¢/e, though more rarely) used 
emphatically of something present to the memory, of well known objects, 
or famous persons; as, Soph. Ant. 384 98° eor éxelvy trodpyov 7’ Eeupyacpern : 
Eur. Troad. 1188 ra 7OAN dordopad’ ai 7 eat rpopal trva 7 éxetvor Ppovda 
pot (that restless sleep): Arist. Plut. 958 éxetvou tov movnpov Képpatos: De- 
mosth. 301 KadXiorparos éxetvos : so often in late prose. So especially 
in Eur. (not Soph. or Aésch.) Aristoph. Plat., &c.: tot éxetvo, 768° exetvo, 
where éxeivo signifies some common expression or proverb, and toéto or 
769 denotes it application to the present case; as, Eur. Or. 804 Todt’ 
éxetvo, Krag éraipous, pu) TO ovyyeves povov: Arist. Ach. 41 TodT éxetv’ ovya 
*heyov. 

Obs. 6. The nomin. odtos (rarely attn) is used as a vocative in Attic 
Greek ; as, & otros: Soph. Aj. 89 @& otros Atay, deitepdy ce mpocKade : 
Lat. heus tu. 

The Reflee—Demonstrative Pronoun Aires. 

§. 656. The original meaning of attds is ad tds, again he=the same ; in 
which sense it is found frequently in Homer; and from the original sense 
of idem was derived the sense of ipse, he the same, and no other, (opposed 
to @ os,) and this is its general force: so 6 vids aités, or aitis 6 vids: af- 

terwards 6 adtds signified he the same (opposed to €repos). adtés is joined to 
oUTos. altos obTOS Or ObTOS adTés, this very man, the man himself. So abt 

ToUTO, TOUT auTd, hoc ipsum, just this, no other ; or with éxetvos: Hdt. V.17 

per’ adtov Ketvoy Soxiporaros, next to him himself ; it is sometimes prefixed to 

éxaortos, each for himself: Hdt. VIL. 19 Oéh@v adtds Exactos Ta mpoxeipeva 
Sapa AaBeiv. 

“Obs. Aitos 6 avnp, or 6 avnp adrds, signifies the man himself, or the very 
man; 6 avrdés avynp, or sometimes avnp (or 6 aynp) 6 adres, the same man 
(see also §. 453.). 

1. It is used for the reflexive pronouns—atrés, ipse, can be referred 
to any personal pronoun implied in the verb or in the sentence: Il. a, 133 
9 eO€hets, Opp’ abTds ExNS yépas, adrap ew’ avtas jarGa Sevopevoy: Thuc. L. 40 as 
pev GUTOL Te peTa TpoTNKdVT@Y éyKAnLaToy épxopeOa : Eur. Fragm. 862 dravres 
éopev es TO vovbereiv codol, attot 8 drav opdhopev, ov yryvaokopev. Thus 
Homer often used it for the reflexive pronoun of all three persons: Od. 4, 
247 Gdko 8 abtév (for éavrév) dwrti xataxpinrev jioxeyv: Od. ¢, 27 col be 
yapos oxeddv €or, iva xp) Kaka pev adthy (for cavtnv) evvcba ; cf. E, 389 
abtov for cavrév: x, 27 abtav yap amoddpel adppadigow. So also Hdt. and 
sometimes the Trag., wherefore perhaps the readings, adtot kat adtav, 
avTos mpos auto, (for aire, aiTov) abth mpos adthy (for euaurqv) Soph. EL. 
285, &c. are correct. 

Obs. The difference between the use of atrav &c. and airéyr, is, in these 
phrases, that in the former the reflexive sense is more decidedly called 
out: and the one or the other is preferred by editors according to the view 
which is taken of the use of the demonstrative for the reflexive pronouns: 
avtn Kat’ adrny, herself against herself, ipsa contra ipsam: aitn Kab? abrny, 
she herself against her own self, ea ipsa contra seipsam. The same applies 
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to the G.T., where in many passages either may stand, according to the 
person to whom they severally are supposed to refer; so Matt. ili. 16 «ide 
TO mvedpa Tod Ocov—éepxsuevov ew abvtdv, refers to the view taken by the 
narrator: if ép abréy be read, it refers to the subject of the verb eéée, viz. 

Jesus. 

2. Since adds, ipse, separates as it were the object from every thing 
else, it is especially used in the neuter in Attic Greek to express the 
abstract idea; as, attd Td Kaddv, atts TS Bikaov, the very just; or, and 
indeed more commonly, without an article: att Kaddv, the idea of beauty 
—beauty taken by itself in the abstract. So Plat. Menon 87 D ars 
thy apernv: (cf. Symp. 199 E ddeAdds, att5 toito, Step eorw.) The 
plural adtdé is more rarely used of generic notions: Xen. M.S. IV. 5,7 
avTa évavria: Plat. Soph. 225 C mepi dixaiwy adtav. (Hence we find in 
Aristotle a variety of compounds, such as avroBovAnats, adtoemibvpia.) So 
also adth émothun, science in the abstract. 

3. From this separative and exclusive power of aétés, the following 
meanings are also derived. 

a. Alone, solus (ipse, non alius): Plat. Menex. 245 D attot “EAXnves oF 
préoBdpBapor, pure Greeks: Il. v, 729 ad ovras dua ravta duvnceat o6Tds 
éheoGar: Xen. Laced. II. 5 atta ra mpd trav wodav dpav, ea sola, que sunt 

ante pedes: Plat. Pheed. 63 C aérepov adtos exov thy didvovay TavTny év TO 
exes ameva2: hence the Attic phrase, abtol eoper, we are by ourselves, 
Arist. Ach. 504. Theocr. X. 19. 

b. But also himself (ipse) emphatic; as, abtds 6 S@xparns edaxpucer. 

c. Of himself—sponte—like ipse, since a person can hardly be said to do 
that himself which another compels him to do: Ul. p, 254 add tis adds 
(TO. 

d. In Homer it is very often used in opposition to some person or 
thing, which is to be distinguished from the object signified by atrés— 
whence it stands for a variety of substantival notions ; as the soul in oppo- 
sition to body (Od. A, 602), or body to soul (Il. a, 4 adtods dé Eh@pia Tedyxe 
kuveoowv), or a man to his goods (Od. 7, 329, 332), or his relations (Il. 
6,4). So Thue. I. 143 eicBavtov abtéy re kai Tov peroikwyv, the two classes 
are opposed: Eur. Hel. 519 dAXovus tupavvous autév dvra Bacidea Biov mpoc- 

aireiv: so when the contrasted person or thing is not stated, himself and 
no other person: Demosth. 44,19 mAevoréor eis Tas tpinpers abtots (in per- 
son) euBaow: so Kal adtés, even himself, as well as others. So G.T., as 
Mark ii. 25 émeivacey adtés Kai oi per aitov. Hence aités, as in Latin 
apse, is used of a lord or master, opposed to his followers; as, aittds &py : 
so Arist. Nub. 219 adtés. ris attés ; Sa@xparns- 

e. Autés, as in Lat.-ipse, is used for adtés obtos, the very one. So espe- 
cially the neuter: Plat. Rep. 362 D atrté, 7 & és, ove elpnra, & pdduora 
dee pnOjva>: Id. Charm. 166 B en’ atrd fers epevvdv, dr@ diadéper, this 

very point. So G.T., as Rom. ii. 3 modv adtd, these very things. 

J. Joined with ordinal numerals, it means himself in person, and is gene- 
rally used of the chief of an expedition: Thue. I. 46 Kopwiav orparnyds 
jv Zevoxheidns—mréwatos attés, he with four subordinate generals. 

4. When the verb is followed by a reflexive pronoun in gen., dat., or 
acc., the reflexive sense has an emphasis laid upon it by the use of the 
nom.adtés, which brings the self of the subject forward as if it were dis- 

8 Stallb. ad loc. b Tbid. 

Gr. Gr. vov. uu. 34 
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tinct from the self of the object: Od..a, 33 of S€ kat attol opyow dracéa- 
Ainow vmrep pdpov adye exovow, (they themselves, no others,) just as in Latin, 
sud@ ipsi temeritate; while v. 7 abt@v yap odbetépyow dracbadinow odovro 
signifies, swd ipsorum temeritate, by their own follies, not those of another : 
Soph. Antig. oe (Atuov dhodev) adtds mpds abtod: Plat. Pheed. 94 E otre 
yap av ‘Ounpe spodoyoipey, ore attol Hpiv adtots. In this idiom, attdg is 
sometimes placed between the preposition (or the article) and the reflexive 
pronoun ; as, Alsch. Ag. 836 tots attds attod mjuacw Bapiverac: Id. Prom. 
929 Totov makaor}y viv mapackevatera ew abtds atte. 

5. Adtés is sometimes followed by a relative sentence, and then stands 
instead of the simple odros or ékeivos, but with the additional notion of éhis 
very one: Eur. Troad. 662 drérruo’ abtiy, (her, not her herself,) Hts dvdpa 
Tov Tapos Kawvoior AéxTpois amoBahovo’ GANov didreit. Especially Plato; as, 

Parm. 130 C év dropia—repi aitav yéyova, rorepa xpy pdvat Gomep TeEpi Exei- 
vev i) GAs (see above, 3.e.). This is rarely found in other good authors : 
but see Eur. [ph. A.1025. Thuc. VIL. 34 vopioavres 8¢ att ody jooacba, 
dv dmep ov8 of erepor vixayv: Xen. M.S. III. 10, 14. 

6. Adrtés, in composition, sometimes signifies ‘“‘ together with.” So abtd- 
ToKos, cum ipso fetu, young and all: cf. Ausch. Eum. 404.8 

7. Autés is also very often used for the simple personal pronoun (fe, 
she, it, see §. 654.), the reflexive sense being lost. 

Obs. 1. In G. T. airés is used twice in one sentence, referring to differ- 

ent persons: Mark vili. 22 mapaxadovow abtév (Xpiorov) iva abtod (trupdAov) 
dipyrat. 

Obs. 2. The neuter airé is used to refer to a notion implied, either in 

the whole of a preceding clause, or the verbal notion of it: Thuc. I. 122 
riv ‘EhAdda nrevbepocav’ rypeis Se ovdS Hiv adtois BeBaodpev ats (sc. TO edev- 

Oepovaba). 

Prospective use of the III. Personal and the Demonstrative 
Pronouns. 

§. 657. 1. The III. personal pronoun, o8, ot, €, piv and the demon- 
strative, 6, 7, 76, are often used in Homer to direct the reader’s attention 
to some substantive which is to follow, and as it were to prepare the way 
for it: Il. a, 488 atrap 6 pnve, vnvol mapnpevos @kuTdpoow, Acoyevis Tindéos 
vids, médas @kds “Ayuddeds: Il. v, 321 avrika TO pev erecta Kat 6pOadpev 

xeev axddv, Myeidy “AXAAi: I]. b, 249 wa pw mavcete révo10, Stov “Axuddjja : 
Od. a, 125 4 & éeomero, MNaddas “APyvyn. In the Post-Homeric writers we 
find this more rarely, sometimes in Attic in the formula, 6 (oi, ré) pév, and 
Bier 36) 02. 

2. Similarly the neuter demonstratives, tadta, todto (rarely éxetvo) are 
used 

(a) To prepare the way for a following substantive ; as, Od. a, 159 rov- 
Tolow pev TAOTA péAer, KUapis Kal dordy: Plat. Gorg. 478 C od yap tor 
jv eddaovia, ws fouxe, kaxov &taddayh, adda tHy dpxnv pydé KTHow: Id. 
Apol. 37 A tovtou tipapa, ev mputavel@ ovticews: Id. Rep. 583 D totto 
yap Tore O0 tows Kai ayarnrov yiyvera, Hovxta: Ibid. 606 B éxetvo xepdai- 

vew nyetrat, THY HSovny. 
(6) For a whole sentence todto, (more rarely téS¢): Plat. Gorg. 515 

E adda 168€ pou ciré emi rovT@, ei A€yovTar “AOnvator Sid Nepixdéa Bedtious 
yeyovevat: Demosth. 41,5 aA’ older, civdpes °AO., ToOTO Kadds eketvos, OTL 

a Blomfield Gloss. Ag. 134. 
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TavTA pev EoT GravTa TA xwpia GOAG Too Tohepou Kelpeva Ev peow: Soph. 
CE. R. 819 Kai TAB ovtis GAXOs Hv 7) yom epavTd Thad Apas 6 mpoorbels. 
This usage is very common before infinitives, generally without the article; 
as early as Hom.; as, Od. a, 82 et pev 81 viv tobto pidov paxaperor Oeoiow, 

vooticar “OSuoja Saippova: Plat. Apol. 38 C amd rod aitopadrov ay ipiv 
ToOTO cyevero, Ene TePvdvar 84: so also Td Tolovde; Plat. Prot. 358 C duabiay 
TO TolovSe A€yere, TO Wevdy Exew SdEav: G. T. as 1 Cor. vii. 37 70 adrd TobTOo, 
TO kata Gedy AuTHPAVaL. So also in gen., dat., and acc.; as, Plat. Gorg. 
474 E od Snmov exros todtwv cori ra Kadd, TOO H SHedera eitvar 7 dea 7 
G&uddtepa: Id. Apol. 35 C od yap emt todtw KdOnrar 6 dixaorys, Ent TH 
kataxapiLesOar Ta Sixata. Even before a participle with article: Plat. 
Legg. 680 D pay otk Ek Todzwv, TOV KaTa pilav oiknow Kal KaTd yevos BLE- 
onoppevev (rovadtar ToduTeiat yiyvovta). See also §. 780. Obs. 2. So also 
with a feminine substantive, of which the following clause is an explana- 
tion; Thuc. VIT. 63 €xeivny re tiv ndoviy evOvpeioOar ot Téws “ASnvaior vope- 
(opevoi— eOavpatecbe kata THY “EAAdda: Demosth. 100. 4 pd atry cwrnpia— 
70 avdpav ayabav tuxeiv. So G. T., as John xvii. 3 atty S¢ eorw 7 aidyos 
(wi), iva ywookwor oe kK. T. 2. 

Obs. In G. T. we also find eis toéto (Acts ix. 21), év todtw (1 John iv. 
13), also thus used. 

Retrospective Power of the Demonstrative and Personal Pronouns. 

§. 658. 1. On the other hand, after a substantive or pronoun, between 

which and its verb another sentence intervenes, or on which emphasis is 
to be laid, it is not unusual to place obtog or (especially) adtés, to recall 
the preceding substantive to the mind, or to bespeak especial attention to 
it.—See also §. 655. Obs. 3. As early as Homer, though but rarely: I. 
a, 300 Tav 8 a@AXwv a po goTt-—TO@v ovk ay Te hepors. Also rarely in drama- 
tists ; as, Soph. CE. R. 386 ef Thad y dpxis ovvey’ Hy epol médis—eicexei- 
pioev, TauTnS Kpéwy exBadeiv iveiperar. Very frequently in prose, especially 
Herodotus ; as, III. 63 6 d€ por Méyos, Tov KapBivuns éenitporoy tay oikiey 
dmedeEe, OUTS Tadta évereiharo : Ibid. 85 tev Ondéwv immav pinv, Tv 6 Aapeiov 
immos éorepye padtota, TaUTHY dyayay és TO mpodaTewoy Karednoe : Thuc. 1V. 6g 
at oikiat Tod mpoaoreiou emddéers AapBavovoa, atta irjpxov ésupa: Id. VILLI. 
61 Acovra—, 6s — EvveEqrGe, Tobtov Kexopropevor: Plat. Rep. 398 A avdpa 
67, ws Coie, Ovvduevov bd codias mavtodardv ylyvecOar Kal pupetoOar mavTa 
xpnuata, ei nuiv adixoro eis tiv mé\w—mTpockvvoiper av abtdov, (for the sake 
of clearness :) Xen. Cyr. VI.1,17 tpeis dé ra mpdcopa tyiv adrois tis Acov- 
plas, éxetwa xrasGe Kai épyatecOe : Demosth. 837, 6 airny dé thy duaOqxny 
—tavtyy &, where also dé is repeated to increase the emphasis. So in _ 
Antithesis: Hdt. 1V. 165 1 d€ pntnp Bepetipn teas pev “Apkecihaos Kk. T. A.— 
4 O€ efye xr. d.: Xen. M.S. 1. 2, 24 "ANKtBiddys—aorep of Trav yupriKdv 
dyavev dbAntai padios TpwTevortes apedovar THs dTKnTEwS, OUTW KAKELVOS 7MEAN- 
gev avrov: so G. T. as Acts vil. 34. 

Obs. 1. In G. T. we find rowodros so used; as, 2 Cor. xii. 2 of8a avOpo- 

mov ev Xpiot@—aprayevra Tov ToLouTov. 

2. So also personal pronouns are thus repeated (the enclitic form being 
always used in the second): Soph. Ci. C. 1407 prjrou pe—py pe aripdonré 
ye: Eur. Pheen. 507 pot pev, ei kai pr Kad “EXAjvey xOdva reOpauped’, add’ 
obv Evvera pou Soxeis eye : Xen. Cyr. IV. 5, 29 oxeyrar 8€ Kai, ot@ dvTe por 

mept oe olos dy mepi eye ewertd por peppy; cf. 699. Obs. 3. So G. T. as 
Mark v. 2 e&eA@ovre atte ek row mAviov, evOe@s annvTncey atte. 

sae 
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Obs. 2. For Relative Pronoun, see Syntax of Relative Sentences, §. 816 
sqq. For the Demonstrative 6, 7, 76, see Article, 444 sqq. For the Inter- 
rogatives 871 sqq. For Relatives and Demonstratives in the same clause 
§. 833. Obs. 2. 

Indefinite Pronoun tis, tt. 

§. 659. 1. The indefinite pronoun tis often has in its substantival force 
a collective sense, like the English indefinite ‘‘ one ;” as, otx av tig etpor 

avépa coperepov: even in Homer very usually. It often has an ironical 
force, and signifies a great number; as, Demosth. 42, 8 adda kal pucei Tis 

exeivov (Pikimmov), & dvdpes °AG., kai Sedvev kai POovet®. In the plural it has 

an indefinite sense ; certain persons, any one: Thuc. VI. 94 mepituxdvtes Troy 
ov mroAAots. 

2. It is also used in all its cases for éyd, od; Arist. Thesm. 603 soi tis 
tpeWera; (for ey): Soph. Aj. 1138 rodr’ eis dviav rovmos épxerai tue (for 
coi): Plat. Ale. IL. init.—Socr. daivn yé te eoxvOpwmaxévat Te Kai eis ynv Bdé- 

Tew @S TL Guvvoovpevos: Alc. Kat Ti dv Tis auvveoito; (for éyo) : so Thuc. 

VI. 77 kai olopeba od kai és attév twa Héew TO Sewvor, to our individual selves. 

3. When joined with substantives, it supplies the place of the indefinite 
article (see §. 446. Remark) ; as, avnp tis, a (certain) man: Soph. Phil. 
600 pavris Hv Ts, a prophet ; or it lays emphasis on the notion, like guidam 
in Latin; Soph. CE. C. 284 érav 8 6 xipis tis map, when any one in au- 
thority is here; marking that all that is required is that he should be in 
authority, 6 xtpsos alone would be ‘the master,” meaning some particular 
person; so of unknown objects, Soph. CH. R. 167 rovs atto€évtas xeupi TYpo- 
pew twas, the murderers, whoever they may be: or it marks the uncertainty 
of the speaker: Id. GH. C. 124 mdavaras tis 6 mpéaBus, seems to be a wan- 
derer ; or it individualises the notion, so Aristotle 6 tls av@pemos, individual 

man, opposed to the class man; so Plat. Soph. 237 C 76 ti in opposition 
to 76 6v; so it is used with adjectives to signify an individual of a class, as 

Theoc. VII. 38 eye dé tug od raxume6ns, I am one of the distrustful sort. 

4. When added to adjectives, indefinite numerals, and adverbs, it 

brings these words more prominently forward, by either increasing or 
weakening the notion, according as the meaning of the word or the 
context requires; as, péyas Tis, puKpds Tis, Tas Tis, ExaoTds Tis, OUdEis 
Tis, OAtyou. Tivés, Totds Tis, mécos tis: Plat. Rep. 432 C 8ucBatds tis 6 

tomos caivera kat xatacKios, as in Lat., Cic. Acad. II. 1 incredibilis que@- 

dam ingentt magnitudo— ; habuit enim divinam quandam memoriam rerum: 
fEsch. Choeph. 121 amas tl dpdfovea, as it were openly :—Bpaxs tt, 6.06 
TL, €yyus TL, TXEdSY TL, TaVU TL, TayTdtTact TL, TOU TL, OUSEév TL, TdAGL TL, BLa- 
depdvtws tr: Hat. III. 38 ovrw vopigfovor moudd tu KadXicTovs Tods éwiiray 
vopous exaoror eivac: Eur. Alc. 79 add’ otd€ piday tig 7éAas obdeis. A word 

may also intervene: Plat. Phed. 63 E adda oxeddv per te de>: Id. 
Lysid. 204 E od yap mavv, épn, Te abtod dvopa A€yovow: Id. Lach. 192 C 
oxedov yap t ofda: so G. T. as Acts viji. Q péyas tis is more forcible 
than peéyas. 

Obs. 1. Hence the substantival sense of tis: eximius quidam, exi- 
mium quiddam, as the Latin, aliquis, aliquid. In this meaning tis is 
always accented, and generally placed before its verb: Eur. El. 939 ntxes 
tis eivat, you boasted you were somebody; Plat. Amat. 133 C 16 pév mpa- 

a Bremi ad loc. ’ Stallb. ad loc. 
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rov édoée ti eitretv. So also ti Spay, to do some wrong. So G.T., as Acts 
V. 30 Aéyor etvat tiva éavrov. 

5. When joined with pronouns and cardinal numerals, tis expresses in- 
definiteness and uncertainty; as, Plat. Symp. 175 B e@os tt toGr exer: 
Id. Gorg. 522 D atty tis Bondeca. So ottw 67 tu sic fere.—Tpeis twés, 
some three: so mas Tis, every one ; Exaatds Tis, each one; Ets TLS, Some one. 

So Shakespeare, ‘‘ We four set upon some dozen:’ Plat. Rep.601 D ravras 
twas tpeis. So Acts xxiii. 23. 

Obs. 2. The phrase adopted from common life by Herodotus and the 
Attic writers 7 tis 4 od8eis signifies ‘scarcely any one: Hat. III. 140 
avaBeBnke & 7H Tis H OUSEls K@ Tap Hpeas a’rav: Xen. Cyr. VII. 5, 45 rovrwy 
TOY TepieoTnKiToY 7 Twa H ovdeéva oida: Plat. Apol. 17 B odroe pév ovr, 
oTep eyo héyw, H Te H Ovdev aAnOes eipyacwy, i. e. nihil propemodum veri 
dixerunt®, they have said scarcely a word of truth. 

6. When joined with verbs as an adverb it marks that the verbal notion 
applies only in a certain degree; in some sort, in a certain sense, up 

to a certain point possible, somewhat possible; Plat. Cratyl. 414 A 
TO O€ Ondrv amd Ondijs TL patvetat emavopacba, appears to be possibly so called. 

7. Tis is sometimes omitted, where it is very indefinite, the very indefi- 

niteness suggesting ris without its being expressed.—(See §. 373. 7.) 
Obs. 3. For its partitive force with subst., see §. 534. ¢. For its inter- 

rogative use in indirect questions, see §. 877. Obs. 2. 

8. The pronominal words ovdeis, pndeis, are sometimes represented in 
G. T, by od (uy) mas, the negative being separated from the pronoun, and 
joined to the verb: Matt. xxiv. 22 od« dv €o@6n taca cap€: 1 Cor. i. 29 
Oras ph Kkauxnonta Taga cdpE: but od is sometimes joined to was, as Matt. 
Vil. 21 ov mas 6 héywv, not every one; so in Aristotle as a particular nega- 
tive>: so also m@s od as an universal negative (Luke i.37). Or, if ov be 
taken as privative, the sentence is practically affirmative: 1 John il. 21 
Tav eidos ex tis dAnOcias obK ear, every lie is not—of the truth; rather 
than, no lie is of the truth: cf. Eph. v. 5; iv. 29°. 

9. In Mark xiv. 36 ti éy® @édo, the ri has the force of the relative pro- 
noun.—(See §. 877. Obs. 1.) 

Position of ris. 

§. 660. The regular position of tis is as an enclitic after the word to 
which it belongs, as dyjp tis, kadds Tis avnp, but it is in closely connected 
combinations of words sometimes placed before it; as, Il. 7, 406 as 8 Gre 

tis dos: Demosth. 123, 47 ore roivey tig einOns Adyos. When tis re- 
fers to two members of the sentence, it is sometimes joined to the latter ; 
as, Plat. Phileb. 43 A ovre 7S0vy—otr dv ts AVrn. The Ionic frequently 
places it between the genitive depending on it, and the article belonging 
to the genitive ; as, ray tis tepéwy for Tay Lepéwy Tus. 

Obs. 1. The enclitic tis seems never to have been placed at the be- 
ginning of the sentence by the old writers. In such passages as A’sch. 
Choeph. 111, 650. Eur. Phen. 1097. Bacch. 69. Suppl. 1186. ris must 
be taken as interrogative, and written ris. In G. T. it more frequently 
stands after its substantive. 

Obs. 2. Tis is sometimes found at the beginning of such sentences, 
as, according to the ancient system of punctuation, were considered as 
separate sentences; as, Theocr. I. 32 évrocOev d5€ yuvd, Tr Gedy Saidadza, 
TETUKTQAL, 

@ Stallb. ad loc. » Biese, vol. i. p. 100. e See Ellicott Eph. iv. 29. 
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SYNTAX OF THE INFINITIVE AND PARTICIPLE. 

§. 661. 1. The same relations of time, cause, mode (not place), 
which are expressed by the cases, are also expressed by the infini- 
tive and participle. 

2. The relation of time is expressed either by the simple par- 
ticiple, or the participle in construction with a substantive; as, 

Tadra Tojoas anéBy, after this act ; tod gapos edOdvtos Ta AVON 

OadXre, on the approach of spring; the causal relation (of cause 
and effect), either by infin., as péAA@ ypddew, or by a participle, 

AS Tiywdpevos xalper—beod Bi8dvt0s TavTa av yiyvorro—mapecKevacovto 

mrohepyoovres : the modal relation by the simple participle, as yehéav 

€i7e. 

Remarks on the notions expressed by the Infinitive and Participle. 

Infinitive used absolutely. 

§. 662. 1. a. The Infinitive properly occupies a place between the crude 
root and its complete development in the moods, tenses, and persons of 
the verb; hence it expresses the verbal notion, as an act or state, inde- 

pendently of any agent or patient, and thus in a quasi substantival form : 
this however differs from the substantive inasmuch as the notion of time, 

which is excluded from the substantive, is necessary to its conception. 

b. The Participle expresses the verbal notion in an adjectival form, but 
it differs from the adjective as the infinitive from the substantive. 

c. As both imply time, they are capable of being modified to express 
the temporal relations of the verb, and by virtue of their verbal character 
they can have cases depending on them following the construction of 
their verbs. 

2. The adjectival nature of the participle is clearly seen in its agreement 
with the form of the adjective, and also in its use as an attributive of the 
subst. And though the infinitive differs from the substantive in its form, 

yet its substantival character is apparent in its use, and also from the fact 
that it is joined with the article. In Sanskrit also the infinitive is used as 
a substantive, though it retains the government of its verb. 

3. The infinitive without the article also differs practically from the 
substantive, in that it always, with certain exceptions (see below, 5.), de- 

pends on some verbal notion, (verb, or adjective or substantive with éor/,) 
even when apparently it is used as the subject; as, od kaxdv eore Bacihevew, 

it is not bad that one should be king; and therefore always has the nature 
of an object in government, as the equivalent notion of the verb, the 
effect, &c. (eAmifw vikjoev—=spero victoriam—jko pavOavev—reibw oe Tatra 

moeiv.) The Indian infinitive, which is always the object, has the accusa- 
tival termination. 

4. In course of time the article was prefixed to the infinitive, to mark 
more clearly its substantival character; and by this form, (which differs 
from the substantive only as expressing abstract notions, and retaining the 
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government of its verb,) may be expressed all the relations signified by the 
cases, or by the cases with a preposition. 

5. The Infinitive retains some traces of its independent character in 
certain phrases, in which the verbal notion stands absolutely without 

depending on any other word : it expresses a notion in the mental process 
which occurs suddenly in the train of thought, without any connection 
with what goes before or follows after, except so far as to modify, or 

qualify it, like our phrase ‘to be sure.” ‘Thus é6Xtyou, pixpod, wodAod Bet, 
for which we have no exact equivalent idiom—anearly, wanting but little ; 
éxov eivor, qualifying a negative clause, willingly, at least ; 16 viv etvar, at 
present, at least ; (@s cuvedsvTt, GthOs, cuvTGpws EitrEty, WS TO OAov eEitrety &c.) 
TO é Exeivw eivar, as far as he is concerned ; ds eimeiv, like our “ so to say ;” 

@s cipfo0a.—as Soxeiv, apparently ; as eikdoor, to make a guess; obtTwat 
&kotcat, to hear at least ; dcov p eidévar—é Ti p’ eidévar, as far as I know ; 
Soxdew guor—yryveoke Kah@s (Eur. Med. 228), as is well known—to wit 
(see §. 836. Obs. 2.); for this infin. without os, see §. 679. 2., with ds, 
§. 864. 1., §. 569. 6. 

Obs. 1. In certain constructions of the oratio obliqua, and of the infin. 
for the imperative, the infinitive seems to be used thus independently, 
and Krtiger refers them to this head ; but they seem to be distinguished 
from the phrases given above, inasmuch as they are in close connection 
with the context, and they do not represent a notion standing unconnect- 
edly in the train of thought. The former depends on a verb of say- 
ing or thinking implied in the context or in the form of the sentence or 
passage ; the latter on the notion of desiring, &c. likewise implied in the 
context. 

Obs. 2. For the aor. infin., see §. 405. 4 sqq. 

INFINITIVE. 

Without the Article. 

§. 663. 1—a. As subject: 

I]. x, 173 emi Evpod tcrarat duis i) pada Nuypds OdEOpos ’Axatois He Brdvar : 
(Here the substantive in the first clause illustrates the substantival cha- 
racter of the infinitive in the second.) Od. a, 392 od peév yap zu Kkaxdv Bact- 
Aevepev: AEsch. Ag. 584 del yap 78a Tois yépovow eb pabetv: Eur. Med. 
652 pdxOwv & od« adXos UrepOev, 7 yas marpias orépeobar: Hdt. III. 81 6 pev 
yap, €t Te Tove, ywaokov Toreer’ TH SE OF ywooKew (intelligentia) év1..—See 
also §. 666. 1. 

Obs. 1. The verbal element in the infin. does not allow of its taking an 
attributive adjective, as kadds @dvaros, but in place thereof the adverb is 
used, as xad@s Ovnokeww, 

2. So also it is used in apposition (a) to a nominative or accusa- 
tive ; as, 

Od. a, 82 ef pev 84 vey todto idov pakdapecot Ocoior vootiaat ’Odvoja ; 
fésch. Choeph. 310 Spdoavte wadety rprycpav pidos tade dove: Eur. Hec. 5 
kivduvos éoxe Sopi mecetv “ENA nuixd: I]. p, 243 eis olwvds dproros, dpsverOar 
mepi marpns: Hdt. 1. 32 ef py of TéXN emiomolTo, mavTa Kada exovTa TehEUTHTAL 
ev rov Biov. So G.T., as Eph. iii. 8 4 yapus—ev rois €6veor evayyedioac@a : 
so in verse 6, eivas is in apposition to 6 sc. puarnptor. 
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3.—(8) In apposition to a demonstrative, to explain it either alone 
or with an adjective, or subst. : 

Thuc. V. 6 dmep rpooedéxero— ava Bycecbar : Od. a, 370 émel Toye Kadov 
dxouewev earivy dodod: cf. 6, 197. Hdt. VI. 23 pucOds dé of jv cipnucvos Ode 
tro Tov Taplov, TavTov—ra Hpioea petahaPe : Eur. Med. 259 tovodtov odv 
gov Tvyxave BovAnvopar—aryav. See also §. 657. 2.; and for the infinitive 
after a relative, §. 835. 2. ; 

Obs. 2. For the phrase ris && eved ynya Hdt. VI. 130, see §. 457. 3. 

b. As object.—The infinitive as the object stands as the accu- 
sative after the verb; and, generally speaking, signifies that to 
which the verbal notion applies, the particular point in 
or on which it developes itself, or takes effect, or operates. 
When the notion of cause is required, the gen. article rod is prefixed 
to the infinitive (see §.492.). If any particular relations of a gen. 

or dat. are to be distinctly signified, the article is added, as it always 

is when a preposition is joined to an infinitive. 

§. 664. The infinitive occurs as the object with the following 
classes of verbs (or their participles) and adjectives. 

A. Verbs which signify any sensual or mental energy of the 

subject, or some expression of such energy: 

1. Verbs which denote a motion of the will; the infinitive de- 

notes the aim, or the result thereof; or that whereon or wherein 

the verbal notion rests or operates :. it stands as the equivalent accu- 

sative, as is clear from it being always possible to insert a demon- 
strative in the accus. to which the infin. would then stand in apposi- 
tion; as, BovAopat Tovety = TovTO, Sc. Tovey : BoUhopat, Oho, Edw, pEARo, 

eTmBupO, pépova, Sikard, omouddfLopar, mpoOupodpar, Siavoodpar, mpdQuyds 

cipe, emxerp@, TetpOpar, Boudedowar, apackeudlouar, pnxavOpar, ToAMa, 

dvéxopar, STopevw, ETAyv, etwOa,—Sdonar (J pray), Aocopa, ikereda, 

Tapawd, émTé\w, Tapogivw, meiQw, dvayryvdckw (perswadeo, Ion.), cup- 

Boudedw, voubeTd, Kehedw, mpootdttw, éyw (jubeo)—eidw, €@, Tepropa, 

émutpéra (allow), cvyxwpd, dpedS Xe. So also the contraries thereof ; 

aS, Sédorka, PoBodpar, poBepsy or PdBos oti, Pevyw, dvaBdddAopar, dKva, 

aicxivopat, aicxpdv éotw,—éxw (take hold of), xatéxw, kwhiw, eipya, 

dmayopedw &c. So BovAowat, wed\dAw ypahew—emiOvuo TopevecOar— 

TOARG Uropuevety TOV KivdOvvov—Tapawe cor ypdety : 

Il. A, 783 Lnredbs pev @ madi yépov éwéteAN *AyrTi, aiév dpioredew Kab 
imeipoxov eupevac GAXov: Hdt. VI. 75 rijv WvOiny dvéyvwoe ta epi Anudpnrov 
yevopeva déyerv ; Ibid. 83 otros rovs Sovdous dvéyvwoe emibécOar rotor Seond- 
tnov: Id. V. 49 dvaBdddopal roe dmoxpiverOa: Id. VIL. 11 roird oe péoetae 
pndéva a&ov pro Ody AaBeww: Kur. Alc. 11 bv Caveiv éppuodpyy : Thue. ILI.110 
TH GAAn orpaTia dua wapeokevdleto Bonbeiy em aitovs.—Kadtiw ce tadra 
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mov: Eur. Hec, 768 marnp vw e&erepwev dppwdav Oaveiv: Id. 'Troad. 718 
héEas dpicrov maida py tpéew matpds, that one should not bring up: Id. Or. 
263 oxijow oe modav: Plat. Gorg. 457 E goBodpor duedeyyew oe: Id. 
Lys. 207 E Staxwddoucr roiro roy, 6 Gv BotiAn: Id. Phed. 98D dpe- 
Aijoas tas as GAynOads airias Néyeev: Demosth. 16, 23 ris dy abrov ere Kkwht- 
seu devpo Badigew. So Acts xxiv. 10 vedoavtos ait@ rod Hyeudvos heyew. 

So after the optative as a wish: ety po tvxeiv Xe. 

Obs. 1. Here also belongs pevew and its compounds—(o wait for, to ex- 
pect (wherein is implied the notion of “ wishing”’), followed by the infin. 
Hl. 0, 599 Te yap (quapropter) peeve payreera Zevs, vnos eavopsevns vedas bcbOan- 
potow Beo8ar: Od. a, 422 pevor & ent Eomepov ehOety, like pévew "H@ diay: 
Aasch. Ag. 460 péver 8 dxotoat re pou pépysva vurrnpepés, expects to hear : 
Plat. Rep. 375 C ov mwepysevoicw addovs opas Biod€oar, ddd adrol POncov- 
tat ait Spaoavtes: Hdt. VILL. 15 ove dvéwewav-—apEac. 

Obs. 2. NelWew, to persuade, generally takes its object in a substantival 
sentence expressed by os and the verb, rarely the infin. (see §. 665.) : 
Xen. M.S. prince. wodAdkes eOavpaca, trict mote Adyous ’AOnvaiovs emevoay ot 
ypawauevor Swxpatyy, @ aE.os Ely Oavarou TH TOXeEL. 

Obs. 3. To bring the notion of “the effect,” &c. prominently forward, 
the old writers added dore to the infinitive with these verbs. Homer 
once: Il. ¢, 44 ef dé cor atta Oupos eréeoovra, dote veecOa: Soph. Ak. C. 
1350 Oukaiav, GoT euov KAvew Adyous: Eur Hipp. 1327 Kimpis yap #Oed’, 

@ate yiyvecba rade. Often after wet@ew; as, Soph. Phil. 389 ETELOEV, WOTE 

—dyew: Hdt. VII. 6 avemeoe ZepEca, dove woreew tadra: cf. VI. 5. Also 
ovyxwpey Bote in Thucyd. Sometimes also to mark yet more distinctly 
the notion of ‘‘ intention” or ‘‘ purpose,”’ or to give urgency to the com- 
mand or request, &c. és or ws is used with the conj. or opt., or ind. fut., 

instead of the infin. : Od. 0, 344 Moceto 8’ aiei "Hpaorov kAvToepyov, STTWS 
Avoevev “Apna: Hat. II]. 44 eSenOn, Skws dv S€oi70 orparod and elsewhere : 
Xen. Cyr. 1. 4,13 Boudevopat, dws ce dodpH : yAixeo9ar also is followed by 
és with ind. fut. So in Attic prose, mpoOupetobar, Siavcetcbar, pyxavaoar, 
Tapakehevec Par, SiaxeheveoOar, TapackeudleaGar with os and indic. fut. 

Obs. 4. So twa frequently in G. T., as 1 Cor. xiv. 5 0é\w—iva- mpody- 
reunte : Matt. vii.12 doa dy Oédnte Wa madow ipiv, This usage of iva with 
conj. for infin, is very common in G. T. with all sorts of verbs; keevew 

never takes this construction. 

§. 665. 1. Verbs which signify the operation of some power of 
thought, or feeling, or sense, or the expression thereof. The infini- 
tive stands as the equivalent accusative of that in which the feeling 
rests or consists, and denotes and defines the point in which the 
thought, or feeling, or sense, operates, or the result thereof; as, 

oipot, Hyodpar, Bouhedw, vopilw, EAtropar, eAmilw, Qaupetwo, evxopar, Aoyt- 

fopar, Sox, Kuwduvedw, patvopar (vider?)—Soxet (placet)—rpoatpotpar 

(statuo)—€i8w, pavOdve, yryvdoxw—héyw, dni, ayyéAdo, &c.; their 

passives and their contraries, dpvodpat, dmortd, katapvodpar &c.: KdMdw 

&e.: 

Hdt. TIL. 53 cuveywaéoxeto éwiited odkere etvar Suvards Ta mphypata emopav 

Gr. Gr. vou. 11. 3B 
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re kal dvemew: Id. VELL. 108 Bonet émiBrdxew: Ll. «, 147 Boudtas Boudevew 7 
pevyepe 7 ne paxeaban : Thuc. Il. 74 4 modes éxwSdveuce waca diagpbapivar. 
—'Edy etvar orparnyss. ——O ’Ad eEavdpos épy ctvar Ards vids: Hdt. Il. 44 ras 
dvopdboucr AnAwot eivat “Ymrepoxny Te kat Aaodixyv: Plat. Prot. 311 E yagi 

ori — dvopatoual ye Tov avipa etvat, Azyw eidévar ribrae=pusbalane Livmevey : 
Xen. M.S. I. 2, 49 Saxpdatys rovs marepas mpomhaxibe edi8acKke, meiGov 
pev tos Evydvtas alT@ aopetépouvs Tore TeV matépov : Piat. Prot. 346 B 

Sipovidys Hyjoato cal adrds 7) TUpavvov 7) Ahoy Twa Tov TowovTaYy eéTaweoa, 

thought that he must ; Eur. Or. 555 ehoytod pny we épivar, I considered that 
I must help. So G.'T., as Rev. xiv, 10 od petevénoay Sova (proper result 

of petavoia) ai7é ddgav. 

Obs. 1. “Qare is also used with the infinitive after these verbs to denote 
more clearly the effect or consequences: Eur. Or. 52 édmida de 57 Tw’ €xo- 
pev, oore wy Gaveiy. And also a substantival sentence with os or ér is used 
instead of infin. 

Obs. 2. For another construction after these verbs, see §. 673. 1. 

Obs We sometimes find an infinitive depending on os ofua &e.— 5 lied 

(See s. 304. 7) 

2. So also expressions which imply any of the notions in this and 
the foregoing section ; as, 

Eur. Med. 785 bapa pépovras (=Kkerevovtas) tyvde py pevyew xOova : 

Ibid. 1051 adda ris euns Kakns (= Oavpdfw), ro Kai mpoeaPar padOaxods Adyous 
gpevi. — (See §. 679.) Tl. o, 178 céBas 8€ ce Gupov ixéoOw TMadrpoxdov 
Tpojoe kvow péedanOpa yevéo@ar: Arist. Vesp. 835 Badd’ és képaxas! rorov- 
Tovl TpEepew Kova. 

§. 666. 1. After verbs or adjectives which express or imply the 

notion of ability, efficacy, power, prosperity, capacity, causing, or 

their contraries; as, 8dvapar, Suvatss, dduvaros, oids T eipt, also otds 

eipt (00x ofds eit), Exw—rrod &e.—Sewds (strong, clever), ixavds, 

émiriSeros, dAlyos, joowv eipi &c.—so todcde, Torodtes, woids cipr Ke. 

(but rarely and rather poetic).—airids cips (auctor sum),—katepyd- 

fopar, Siawpdtrowat. The infinitive stands as the equivalent accusa- 

tive, as SWvapar moveiy TadTa: 

Od. 1, 411 votadv y otras Eote Atds peyddov &hé€acbar: Il. », 483 os pada 
kdptepds éott piyy eve paras évaipew : Hdt. VIL. 129 dv@vipous rods aAdous 
evar moder: Id. V. g7 orparnyov &woddtavtes airay eivat MeAdvérov: cf. V. 
55. Od. f, 173 od ydp to ce ye Totoy eyeivaro méTMa pHTNP, OLdV TE puTHpa 
Biod 7 Epevar kai dictav: Od. B, 271 ef by Toe God matpos evéoraxrar pevos 
MU, OlOS ekeivos Env TeNéoat Epyov Te éxos te: ‘Thuc. VI. 12 mpaypa péya eivat 
kal pit) Otov vewrepw BoudedcacOar: Ll. ¢, 463 Toros davdpds dpuvew dovdroy 
jap: cf. Od. B, 60. Od. $, 195 motot x’ cir’ Odvo7ni dpuvewev. (So Od. 
p, 20 tAtkos; Hadt. III. 34 kotos:) Il. @, 369 yépwv b¢ tor obros dmndet 
dvip arapivac8ar, too weak to; Hdt. VI. 10g 8Xtyous yap eivar orparih TH 
Mndov oupParéew: Id. VIL. 9 ddtyov dwokurdvtt dmikecbar: Id. Il. 20 rods 
érnolas avépous elvar aittious my Odew tov morapov: cf. II]. 12. Oids T eipi 
move Taira: Xen. Cyr. 1. 4, 12 ris yap dv—ood ye tkavwitepos metoar: Ibid. 
Sewéraros Node: Ibid. ILI. 18 Sewdtepos Siddonew: Ll. Ww, 531 Arotos &” 
Hv avros éKauvepev app ev ayare. 
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2. After verbs or sentences expressing actions or states, to denote 

the object or effect thereof: 

Thuc. VIII. 29 Evpmd\éov wapadotvar ras vais.—Biddexw ce ypddew &c. 
Ibid. 107 Siapudagotcas tas oxedias mopevOjvae Baordéi: I]. v, 223 tpécoar 
(to fly) ovxere pippa médes hépov ex Todeyoro=ovx edbvaTo Tpéaoa.. 

Obs. 1. “Gere is also joined with the infin. after these verbs to mark the 
aim more strongly : Soph. Phil. 656 ap €oTwW, @oTE Kayycbev Geav aBew ; 

Id. El. 1446 mapeor’ ap’ piv, dore—pabeiv : : Plat. Lege. 709 E é£es, dote 
—bioxnoar: Id. Prot. 338 C advvarov tpiv, dote Lear TovdE cope. 

tepov twa éhecba®: Id. Phedr. 269 D 170 pev divarba, & Paidpe, Gore 

dyovoriy Tédcov yevéerOa>. So often Plat. ixavds dote: Xen. Ages. I. 37 
eroingev (sc. Agesilaus), dot dvev huyys Kai Oavdtov—ras Tddes dtatehéoat. 
After moeiv, instead of infin., we sometimes find 6mws with ind. fat., 
when the notion of “ taking care,” is to be expressed: Hdt. I. 8 zolee 

Okws éxeivnv Oenoent. (See §. 812. 2.) So also os with fut.: Arist. Ran. 
1249 €xo y Os atTov amodciEw xaxdv. So twa in G. T., as John xi. 37 Ton- 

cau iva Kai otros py dro0dvy. 

Obs. 2. When the notion of ceyuee) is to be expr essed, ep © or ep’ ate 
are used eee infin.: Hdt. I. 22 ScaddNayj—eyevero en’ Gre Zclvous ddNAAoLoe 
etvar.— See §. 67. 2. 

§. 667. The infin. is also used. 

After various adjectives, participles, and even subst., to limit or 
explain the way in which the notion thereof applies to the subject 
of the verb. The accusative stands as the equivalent accusative, or 
after a substantive as the accusative in apposition: aétos, 8ikavos 
(worthy), Kadds, Sdxipos, Sus, padios, xadewds, odpdepoy &c., Oadpa, 

@6Bos. “Agids Eort CaupdheoOar: so Kur. Hipp. 451 mpocOels Seotow 
Gpabliay dpovety kak@s (apposition) : 

Il. ck, 403 ddeyerwol Saynpevar, difficiles ad domandum : Hdt.1V. 53 Bopv- 403 ddey prpevar, diff ! 53 Bop 
abevns tiverBar HBiaTds core, dulcissimus ad bibendum, (wivecOa defines the 
wouoros :) Thuc. I. 35 adda padiera pev (odpdepov from ouppéporra, above) 
ie ad)ov éav kexThoBar vads: Plat. Rep. VI. 418 Aéyov TpoorfKkovra &ko0- 

: Hdt. VI. 112 réws d€ jv rotce "EXAnoe Kal Td otvona Td Mydav Hoos 

peavan: a horror to hear,— Gaiipa iSéc0ar, a wonder to see: Plat. Symp. 
185 D Sixatos et % tadoat pe tis Avyyds i) eye imép epod. — Eur. Hipp. 
Liste 

Obs. 1. Homer also uses the infin. with adjectives in the same way as 
the accus. (§. 579.) to express that in which the quality consists: II. x, 
437 Qeters (=2ddas) 8’ dveporrw Spotor (tor): so Ll. x, 73 vém dé re mdvT 
emréouke (== dporos jv)—xetobar: Od. 6,123 Oelew dpioros: Il. 0, 570 ovre 
Tmosiv Oacowr, ovr’ adkios, ws od, pdxerPar. So also after the phrase, 
kaivuobai twa, to surpass a personin: Od. y, 283 Exatyuto Pid’ avOparev 
via KuBepyagar. 

Obs. 2. So G.T., as Eph. iii. 4 puornpiov—ver. 6 eivar ra Ovea x. TX. 

gives that in which the mystery consists. 

Obs. 3. After the analogy of Oadua idéoba, we find the infin. after verbs 

@ Stallb. ad loc. 5 Heindorf ad loc. 
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of ‘‘ appearing,” “‘ shewing oneself ;” exactly supplying the place of a cog- 
_ lal 2 A > A > 2Q. > 

nate accusative : épav, eicopay, iSctv, iSéoOar: Od. 1, 143 ovd€ mpothaiver 
iSéc0ar, non apparebat ad conspiciendum, i.e. nec se prebebat conspiciendum : 
Hes. Theog. 700 eloato 8 dvra dfOadpoiow Betv 75° Gupaow docay dxodcoe 

7 € 7 - ‘\ > \ See) ead , 2 Le] 
avtas, &s 6te yaia kal otpavds edpds UaepOev mihvaro: Tbid. 216 Wety épdvy : 
Plat. Phed. 84 C 6 Sexpdrns, os idety edaiveto. ; 

Obs. 4. With the adjectives and substantives of this and the preceding 
paragraph, the infin. act. or midd. is joined instead of the passive ; as. 

Kahés ear idetv, he is fair to look upon. The subject of the infin is either 
easily supplied from the context; as, Il. o, 258 réqpa d¢€ pnitepor wode- 
pitew joav “Ayal. Achivi faciles erant (sc. nobis) ad devincendum, or is 
indefinite, in which case we may supply twi: Hdt. VIL. 59 d0ge—7@ Zepén 
6 xGpos evar émiTiSeos evdiardgar re Kai eLapiOpjoac tov orparor, idoneus, 

in quo ordinaret aliquis &c.: Thuc. 1.138 é§tos Ooupdoor: Plat. Pheed. 
62 B dAdyos Suvatds Katavofoat (se. cuivis): Id. Phed. g2 D imdéeors 
dfia dmoséfacbar, digna quam quis accipiat: Id. Rep. 368 E fdwv Kara- 
pabety: Id. Pheed. 110 B déyerar eivar toradTy 9 yf aity idetv. With the 
dative: Id. Rep. 599 A faSia movety py €iSdte rv aGAnOeav: Eur. Med. 
316 réyers Gkotoot padOdK, duleia ad audiendum (sc. twi dxovew or akovovtt, 
qui audit) : Id. Or. 1153 sq. waoas yovactiv ééla otuyety Epu 7 TvvSapis zais. 
So G. T., as 1 Thess. iv. 9 od xpelav exere (al. eiyouer), ypddew vpir. 

Obs. 5. The infinitive active is often used after other words where we 
should use the passive: the verbal notion being referred to the actual 
subject of the feeling, rather than to the grammatical subject of the sen- 
tence: Eur. Med. 1060 éres éxOpois eye maidas mapnow trois éuois KabuBpt- 
oat, to be insulted. 

Obs. 6. When the infinitive is used with eori and a neuter adjective, as 
dtkatdy éatt TodTo Troveiv, the infinitive is the subject, and not the object. 

§. 668. 1. After the verbs civar, wepuxévar, with a substantive, to 

signify the object, or define the nature of the states expressed by 

those verbs : 

HL. v, 312 vyvol pev ev péconow dpuvew eiot kai GAXor. Often in Homer 

and other poets, and sometimes in prose: Soph. Phil. 80 @oa kai picee 

Ge pu) TepuKdTa, Tocaita dwveiv, pyde TexvaoOa xaxd: Ibid. 88 epuv yap ovder 

éx réxons mpdaceww Kaxds: Demosth. 100, 42 €oté yap bpeis od« adroit meov- 
exrfous Kal karacyxeiv dpyny eb mepuxdtes. See also §. 666. 1. 

2. After abstract substant. which with eiva: or yiyvecOa &e., ex- 

press a verbal notion, to signify the application or effect thereof; as 

early as Homer with substant., which express some mental state : 

Il. p, 245 cot & ov S€0g eor étroheoOar : Il. v, 175 emed ror Oupds avairiov 

aitidacOa : Od. ¢, 314 éAmwph Tou erecta idovs 7 iBéew Kai ixeoOa. Also 

Il. v, 98 viv dy ciSerar Hpap tm Tpdeoor Sapivar: Hdt. I. 32 ef py of tUXH 

émlotouro—tedeutHoat ed Tov Biov: Id. VII. 52 emt tobtowt 4 maoa Meporxn 

otpatuy eyévero SiapOeipar cai mepimorfoa. In Attic, mpdypara, acxodiar, 

dxAov trapéexe Tivi &C., with infin.; as, Thuc. 1.16 émeyiyvero S€ addots Te 

@drobt Kwddpata pr avéOAvar: Xen. Ages. 1.7 doxohioy air mapeew 

otpatevew emi Tous “EdAnvas: cf. Cyr. 1V. 5, 46. Anab. Ill. 2; 27. 7Biats 

+ 
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Phed.115 A. Demosth. 102, 53 jouxtay d€ morotow exeive mpdrrew, dre 
BovXerat. 

Obs. The article 7é is often added after substantives by writers after 
Homer: Plat. Rep. 465 B d¢os d€ 16 t@ macxovte rods GAovs BonPetv: Xen. 
Anab. II. 5, 22 rijs doxnoeas mpooyeyeynuévns adit TS Kpatiotous €tvat. 

§. 669. The infin. is also used with single words or phrases, or 
whole sentences, to complete, or define, or identify the notion in- 
volved therein; and expresses the nature, operation, effect, or 

intended effect, and particularly 

1. After cupBaiver, cuvverxey (Hdt.), accidit, xatédaBe (Hdt.) ac- 

cidit, €o7. in the same sense, Set, xpy, avdykn, Sixarov, apeAupdv eat, 

kaipds éott &c.; also after adixeto, Wey, ct came to; mwdpeotw, efeotw, 

éveort, licet, or words or sentences implying these notions: 

Hdt. VII. 166 ouveBy Teadova vexay: Id. VI.117 cuvqverke 8 adrdOs Owdpa 
yevéoOar rodvde: Ibid. 103 Kai pw—katédaBe a&roOavety td rdv levoratparov 
maidoy : Id. III. 71 ened re dé és Aapetov &rixeto yyouny d&mropatvecOar: Thuc. 
VIII. 76 % Sapos rap’ edaxvorov HOE 76 ’AOnvaiwy Kpdros aeh€oPar: so Od. 
t, 540 turddy edednoey oikjiov axpoy ixéoOar: so after a sentence to express 
intention: Il. 6, 223 orj7—vnyi pedraivy, Fp ev peoodr@ éoxe—yeywvepey 
duporépoor; Theogn. 634 yiyvetar ebpety gpy dvdporv. In G. T. also after 
eyeveto, aS Mark ii. 23 éyéveto TapatropeveoOar adtdv. 

Obs. 1. “Qote is often used to define these notions of effect, &c. more 
clearly: Hdt. IT]. 14 cuvnverxe Sécte: Thuc. V. 14 évveBn Sore. So or 

éore Plat. Pheed. 103 E®: yéyovev dare Isocr.124 A. In G.T. tva, Matt. 
XVill. 1 oupdeper tva kpeyacby: Id. x. 25 dpkerov iva, yévntar. 

Obs. 2. Aisch. Theb. 730 x@dva vaiew érdécav >Oipevoriow Katéxewv, there 
seems to be an ellipse of gor before POevoiow. 

Obs. 3. In G.T. after éeyévero, we find, instead of an infinitive depending 
on it, a finite verb connected with it by cai: so Luke v.17 kai éyévero év 
HLa TOV TpepOy, Kal aitos AY SiOdoxwv’ and even without kai, see Matt. xi. 1. 

2. The infin. is used with verbs of giving, taking, going, sending, 

causing, &e. or words or sentences which imply these notions, to 
express the aim or object, and often answers to the Latin supine: 

Il. n, 251 “Edevny Sdopev ’Arpeidnow ayew.—BH 8 i€var, he stept forth to 
go—jropev pavOdveyr—: Il. t, 442 rovvexd pe Tpoenke SiBackepevar rade 
mavra: Od. a, 138 xépuBa & dudirodos mpoxdm éméxeve Pépovoa vipacbar : 
Hdt. VI. 23 rods d€ xopudaious (principes)—€dwxe rotor Sapiout katacpdéar : 
Thue. II. 27 trois Atywyras of AaxeSapdvioc €d0cay Ovpéav oikeiv Kal THY yAV 
vepeoBar: Plat. Apol. 33 B duoiws kai mrovoiw Kai mévnte mapéxo epavTov 
eporav: cf. Arist. Nub. 441. A®sch. Eum. 831 épovta py mpdocew Karas : 
Il. o, 168 dyyekos—7HOe OwpyjooecPar. So G.T., as Mark viii. 4 & trapé- 
haBov kpatetv: Matt. x. 34 7AOov Badreiv. 

Obs. 4. We also find the construction with iva and conj.: Mark x. 37 
dds, va—kabiowper. 

Obs. 5. After a verb of “ giving,”’ when a dative of the person, to whom 
any thing is given, is not expressed, the infin. pass. would seem to be the 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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proper construction; and sometimes, though very seldom, it is so found; 
as, Plat. Charm. 157 B 6s dy pi tiv Wuxny mapdoxn tH ér@dq tnd cod 
GepamrevOAvar: cf. §. 667. Obs. 3. 

Obs. 6. The infinitive etva is in Epic and Ionic attached to these verbs 
where it is not needed; as, Il. A, 20 dake Eewniov eivar: Il. 6, 299 orjoev 
—épxos epev modéuov: Il. ph, 405 Aidov Oécav éupévar ovpov dpovpns: Hdt. 
VIL. 154 amedex6n—etvor trmapxos. This is not frequent in Attic Greek : 
Thue. Il. 13 apinow avra eivar Snudora: Plat. Prot. 231 B diswow eivar. 

Obs. 7. After the verbs évopdtew, évondteoPar, and the substantives 
dvopa, emwvuptn, we find the infin. etva added. See §.475. Obs.2. This 
infinitive with passive verbs is nominatival in apposition, and accusatival 
with active verbs. 

Oés. 8. On the other hand the infinitive efva is often omitted where we 

might expect it; as, Eur. Med. 454 may xépSos ryod. 

Obs. 9. For the use of the infin. with av as the Latin future in rus, see 

§. 429. The infin. however without ay sometimes is thus used: Plat. Prot. 
316 rovro 6é oterai of pddiora yeveoOar : cf. Thuc. VII. 28 pn& os drootivat. 
So G. T., as John xxi. 25 xwpnoa. 

Obs. 10. Some of the infinitives in §. 667. and 669. may be viewed as 
standing for the subject of the verb, see §. 676. 2. c. 678.3. a. 

Remarks on the use of the Infinitive with the Article for the 
Infinitive without tt. 

§. 670. 1. From the substantival use of the infin. it would naturally fol- 
low that the article would be attached to it, when especial emphasis was to 
be laid on the notion expressed by the infin. ; and as this infin. is conceived 
of as standing to the preceding verb generally in the relation of the accus., 
result, effect, operation, or intention, &c. (as the verbal notion may 

require,) this article is always the neuter ré, even when the preceding verb 
is constructed with a substantive in genitive, as Eur. Med. 1050 dada rijs 
eps Kdkns, TO Kal Tpoeoar padOaxodls Adyous ppevi: Arist. Eccl. 788 ris 
pwpias, TO pndé mepipeivavra—ererta avapévey. This construction is em- 
phatical, and is very often used in antithetical, or negative sentences; it 

most frequently occurs in tragedy: Adsch. Ag. 15 7d pr BeBaiws Brépapa 
oupBarety inv: Id. Eum. 220 16 py) yevéobour: cf. Id. Pers. 292: Soph. 
CE. C. 441 of & eradedciv, of rod matpds, TH marpi Suvdpevor, TO Spav ovK 
79€dynoav: Id. Antig. 79 16 yap Bia Toditav Spav ehy dpyxavos; Ibid. 264 
jpev 5° €roor—kal Spkwpotetv TO pte Spacar, pyre To Evverdévar TO Tpaypa 
Bovrevoarre: Ibid. 1006 pddes per, kapdias S efiorapar TO Spav, egre quidem, 

sed cedam, ut faciam: Id. Phil. 1341 gorw tus, Zot, 6s oe KwAUCEL TO Spay : 
Eur. Iph. A 452 76 px) Saxpicar aidSedpar: Thuc. I]. 53 16 pev mpootrada- 
Tepetv ro SdEavre kad@ ovddeis mpdOupos jv: Xen. Apol. S. 13 76 mpoedévar 
Tov Gedy TO pedAov Tavres Kéyouot: Id. M.S. IL. 6,6 76 pév troverwrépay 
Thy Twokw Trovety GvaBadodpeba : Id. Symp. III. 3 oddeis cor, ey, avTrhéyer 
To py ov héfew: Id. Hell. V. 2, 36 od pevror EmerOe Td px) ToAUTPdypov Te 
kai kaxompdypov eivar (meiew twa tr): Plat. Soph. 247 C aicxtvovtar 7d 
Tohpay dpodroyeiv: Id. Legg. 943 D xpi poBetoOar Td pire emeveyKety yevd7 
tipwpiav: Soph. Elect. 1030 paxpos 76 Kpivat taita yo Aouwros xpdvos: SO 
G. T., as 1 Cor. xiv 39 76 Aadeiv yAdooats pu) KwAUete. This infin. some- 
times stands in apposition to a substantive: Hdt. I. 204 4 yéveots, 7d 
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doxéew, mAcov Te Etvar avdpwrov: Thuc. VII. 67 ris B0Kyoews 7O Kparictovs 
evar: so G.T. as Phil. ii. 6 ody Gpraypdv yynsaro tO eivar ica Oed. 

2. In the following passages the verb generally constructed with the 
genitive has the inf. as accusative: Hdt. V. ror 16 py Aenhataoal odeas 
éoxe réde: Thuc. II]. 1 rov mreiorov 6pdrov tov Wire eipyoy 75 ju1}—7a eyyds 
Ths méAews Kaxoupyetv: Xen. Rep. Lac. V. 7 to io oivov pi) opahdcoPar em- 
pedetoOar: Plat. Rep. 354 B ot« dweoxspyv ro pH ovK ent roito éOety am’ 
exetvov 48: Id. Criton. 43 C ovdev adrovs emdderat 7 mdcxia TO pi) oxi dyava- 
KTElv TH Tapovoy TYxH (neque senuectus eos liberos prastat a mortis metu >) : 
Id. Lach. 190 E ey aittos 6 ce doxptyac8ar: Demosth. 392 00d’ dpvyais 
éotlv adtois TO prj—mpdtrew: and even when rovrov has preceded: Xen. 
Anab. II. 5, 22 6 éuds épws tovtou aitios, 76 Trois "ENAnow ene muordv yevée- 
ofa. 

3. Sometimes, however, the infinitive has the article in the genitive, 

where we should expect the acc.: Thuc. 1.87 7 d€ diayvapn tot ras omovdas 
AehdoGar. (See also §.67?.) ‘This is very common in LXX and G.'T., 
see §. 492. 

Obs. The construction in this and the succeeding section are by some 
referred to the absolute or independent infinitive ; but this does not seem 

to be the case, as these infinitives are actually in dependence on the con- 
text, and on some notion which, though not expressed in language, evi- 
dently exists in the train of thought. 

The Elliptical use of Inf. in commands and wishes. 

§. 671. From the use of the infin. after verbs of willing, wishing, pray- 
ing, &c. we may explain the following apparent anomalies. 

a. Imperatival Inf.—The inf. is used (in Epic, and sometimes other 
poets, and even in Attic prose) in the place of the imperative, to express a 
command or wish that the person addressed would himself do something. 
It depends on a verb of wishing or desiring in the mind of the speaker, but 
can only stand for the second person sing. or plur. The subject of the 
infin. itself, and of the verb on which it depends, (such as ede; Il. a, 277 
pyre ob, IInd«idn, O€N épibevevar Bacrd7i) is the person addressed, and it is 
sometimes placed before the inf. in the nominative (or vocative); where- 
fore if a predicative adjective follows the inf. it is likewise in the nomina- 
tive; Id. p, 501 “AAkipedov, pi) On poe admpobev icx€pev tamous, a\da pan’ 

eumveiovre petappev@m : Arist. Pax 555 dkovere hed, tobs yewpyods daévar sc. 
kekeva: Od. a, 290 sqq. voornoas by Ererta idny és matpida yaiay onpd te 
of xeGat, Kai emi krépea KTEpetEar—xal dvépe pytépa Bodvar: Il. B, 75 tpeis & 
Gdodev drow Epqtiew exceaow: Hdt. VI. 86 extr. od 79 por cai ta yphuara 
deEa, kal rade Ta TUpBorta Tae AaBav' ds & av eyov raita dratrén, TOUT@ 

Gmodotvar, ei redde: Id. VII. 159 ei pev BotrAcar Bonbéew rH “EAAAS, tobe 
apEdpevos vd Aakedapoviov’ i & apa pn Sixaois dpxetOar, od dé py BonPéew: 
Plat. Rep. 473 A éav oioi te yevopeba cipeiv ws dv eyyitata Tay ecipnpévov 
modus oiknoete, Pdvar nuas evpyxevae x.t.d.¢: Ibid. 508 B rotrov roivu, 
qv & eyo, ddvar: Ibid. 509 B kal trois yryywokopevois roivey py pdvov 7d 
yryvooxecOa pdvar: Ibid. p. 580 B kal od ovr, ris mpatos Kata thy ony 
ddEav eddaipovia kai ris Sedtepos, kal Tos a\dovs—xpivar: Id. Soph. 218 A 
av & dpa te TO pHxer Tovav ayxOj, pr ene aitvaobar TovTav: Ibid. 262 E 
AeEw roivuy gor A6yov—Grov 8 av 6 Adyos 7, vd por dpdlew: Demosth. go, 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Tbid. ¢ [bid. 
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39 mpatov pev, ® avdpes’AO., TovTo wap’ tpi adrois BeBaiws yvOvar, ore 77 
moder Bilummos wodevet*®, So the form of salutation, yxatpew Acts xv. 23: 
so Phil. iil. 16 76 aité otorxety Kdvor, rd aitd dpoveiv, uniess it depends on 
epGacapuev (see §.669. 2.). The omitted notion is very easily supplied when 
it follows an imperative, Thucyd. VI. 34 wei@eoOe kai mapactivar mavri : 
Arist. Ran. 167 pic8woat twa—eay S€ pi) ’xo ; Tére pw’ Gyew. 

b. Optatival Infin—The infin. is used in forms of wishing or praying, in 
invocations and entreaties that the person addressed would cause some one 
else to do something ; the accusative is joined with the infin. and the two 
together stand as the object of an implied verb, expressing or implying the 
notion of wishing, or desiring, such as Set, Behe, evxopat, 84s (Adsch. 
Choeph. 16 & Zed, 865 pre ticacOa pdpov marpds), wots, cause: Il. B, 412 
Zed kvdwsrte—, ut) Tplv em Hedrov Sova Kal emi Kvépas ehOetv, mpiv pe Kara 
mpnves Badéew Ipidpowo pédabpov : Il. n, 179 sq. ade b€ Tus etweckev, iSav eis 

ovpavoy evpvv* Zed mines i) Alavta Naxetv, i) Tudéos uidv, 7 adtoy Baoihija zo- 
Avy pvToLo Muxiyys * Esch. Suppl. 255 Oeoi wodira, pn pe Sovdetas TuxEts : 

Hdt. V.105 & Zev, éxyevéoGar por AOnvaiovs ricagOa, may it be granted me: 
Esch. Choeph. 370 mapos d€ of kravdvtes pu OUT@ Sapyvar ; where the no- 

minative marks that the suppressed verb is @edov ; so Il. X. 259 vexpov 
*Ayawoiot Sow madw" as be ov pee. Interchanged with the imper. III. 
person: Il. y, 285 Zed marep—Hedwbs @—ipets pedptupo gore, puddooere F 
dpxia morta’ ei pev Kev Mevedaov ’AdeEavdpos Karamépyyn, adros ert’ “EXevny 

éxéTw Kal Kripata mavra'—ei B€ x’ ’Ade~avdpov kreitn EavOds Mevedaos, Tp@as 
emer’ “Eevny xa xtnpata ravt a&tmodotva: (but if Menelaus kilis Paris, then 

grant that &c.). So naturally after an optatival sentence, which itself sup- 
plies the suppressed verb ; Il. x, 98 pyre tis ody Tpdwv Bavaroy piyo.—vaiv 

& exdupev’ ddeOpor. 

c. Hence the infin. (either alone or joined with a subject or predicate in 
acc.) can be used of all three persons, as a general expression of necessity, 
or of something which ought to be done. a. I. Person: Hdt. VIII. 109 
vov pev ev Ti EAAdSa kaTopetvavtas (-es Gaisf.) nuéwv re airéwy émipedyOjvar 
kal TOV oikeTéwy (i. €. mas xp) OY Set KaTapetvavtas emipeAnOnva). Soph. 

Elect. 8 of & ixavopev ddoxew Muxnvas tas wodvxypvaous épav. 8. IL. Person ; 
as Hes. Opp. 391 yupvov ometpew, yupvdy S¢ Bowrety (i.e. xpn oe y. o7.). 
y. If]. Person: Hdt. I. 32 apiv & av redeurnon, émoxéew, pndé Kaheew xo 
dABiov, GAN edtvxéa, where tiva (one) must be supplied as the substantive. 

d. Hence it is used, of I. and II. person, in questions expressing reluc- 
tance. a.I. Person: Hdt. I. 88 & Baowded, xdrepov héyew mpos oe Ta voewv 

TvyxXdvo, 7) oyav ev TH mapzoyte xpdve, shall I (must I) speak or be silent ? 
Bion V. 4 ei & ody ddea ravra, Ti por Tod’ TAHOva poxOHv. . II. Person: 
Od. x, 431 d Sdeidor, wéo” iwev; Ti Kax@v ipelpere tovtav, whither are ye 

(fated) to go? 

e. Lastly, it stands with at ydp, e(@e, as an expression of a with, in the 
place of the optative, with the nominative, the verb to be supplied being 
Gdhehov, ~es, -e, &c.6 (Cr. Eur. Pheen. 804- 806.) : Od. 7, 311 sqq. al yap, 
Zed te mdrep kat A@nvain Kai” AmodAov, Toios ewy vids eou, Ta Te povewy G7’ 
ey Tep, maida T euny éxépev kai epos yapBpos kahéecOar avd weve | (for 
€xous—kadoio) : Od. o, Wes sqq- at yap, Zed te marep—, Totos éwy Tor yOrCos 

€v npeTepour Sdpourt, tevye exov Gpouw, EpeoTdpevar kai Gudvew avdpas 

pynornpas. This construction occurs in Homer only in the Odyssey ¢, and 
does not appear to have been much used elsewhere: Eur. Hel. 262 & 

a Bremiad loc. » Klausen Choeph. 349. Aelre: Td SPeAov Schol. © Buttm. Lexil. 
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eEareipbcio’ ws dyakw adOis mad aloy.oy eidos dvti Tod Kadov haPeiv (AdBov 

Dind.) (for Ad@Bou or €AaPov 2.) 
f. For the parenthetical infinitive alone or after dare, or as, see §. 662. 

5. 679. 2. 864. 1. 

Nominative, Genitive, Dative, and Accusative, with the Infinitive. 

§. 672. 1. Most of the verbs which take the infinitive as their 

object have also a personal object on which the infinitive depends ; 
as, yyoduat oe ayapteiy or jyotpat oe evdaipova etvar: this object is 

in the case which the usual construction of the verb requires, accus., 
gen. or dat.; as, S€opa cod €AGeiv—oupBouhedw cot cwppoveiv—éno- 

Tpivw oe pdxeoOat, see §. 674. 

2. But when the same person is both the subject and object of 
a verb declarandi or sentiendi, governing an accus., the object is 
not, as m Latin, expressed by the personal pronoun in the accusa- 

tive, but altogether omitted, so that the nominative stands with the 

inf., as otopar (oler, olerar) Gpaprety (for olowar épautoy Gywapretv, ole 

cauTov a., vleTar éauTov ay., credo me errasse, credis te errasse, cre- 

dit se errasse) ov« Edy abtés A€ye_v=adTos od« pn EavTov A€yewy. 

3. When an adjective, or a participle, or a substantive follows 

the infinitive as part of the predicate, it is in the same case as the 
personal subject which precedes (gen. dat. or ace.) ; as, én oe edSat- 
pova eta. 

4. Hence in all the infinitival constructions, when the infinitive 

expresses some action or state of the subject of the principal verb, 
any participle or adjective which may follow is in the nominative: 
thus, Thue. I. 81 AjOer diadepopev Gore THY yijv Onodv émihoutadvtes : 

Xen. Symp. 8,15 7 tys Wuxijs pidta dua 7d Gyvh cirat axopeotorépa 

éomw. This construction is called Attraction with the infinitive. 

Nom. with Inf. 

Od. a, 180 Mévrns ‘Ayxuddovo Saihpovos etyoua vids, cf. 418: Ibid. 187 
feivor & GdAnov Tatpwior edydued eivac: Thuc. ILL. 11 76 wi tpodywy Eeh- 
Gety dmorpémerac : Absch. Ag. 1588 poipay evper’ dodady 76 py Pavey TaTp@ov 
aipdgar méSov. 

Gen. with Inf.: Aéopai cou mpoOdpou eivac: Hdt. I. 176 raév dé rev 
Avkiav dapéevov ZavOiwv civar: se esse Xanthios: Id. UI. 75 apévou dé kai 
Tavra éroipou etvar moiew Tov Ipyéaomew : Xen. Hier. II. 8 ebpyoeis—od- 
Aovs Tupdvvovs— diePOuppcvovs—ind éraipwv ye TOY pariota Soxotvtav pidwv 
eivat: Plat. Apol. 21 B Aor ei twa Tay doKovvtwy coday evar. 

Dat. with. Inf.: Xen. Anab. II. 1, 2 o€e rots rév “EAXAnvey otpatnyois 

cugkevarapevors a elyov kal eomdicapevors mpoiévar: Demosth. 35 prince. 
ov yap adXorplos bpiv ypwpevois mapadetypacw, GAN oikeious, & avdpes ’AOn- 

a Pflugk ad loc, 

Gr. Gr. vot. 1. 3.¢ 
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vaior, eWdatpoow eLeore yevéoOar: Hdt. 1. go «i dxaplorowce vdpos eivar roice 
“EXAnvixoice Geoice. 

Acc. with Inf.: ’Exorpuvev airov mpéOujoy eivar. So both constructions 
in one sentence: Hdt. VIL. 136 Zépéqs otk ey Spctos EverGat Aakedapoviouce 

Kelvous pev yap Guyxéat Ta TavT@y dvépomev vopipa, GmOKTELYGYTAS KHpUKas, 
adrds de Tatra ov TounceL. 

Obs. 1. "Ey aitds moreiv, he said that he (himself) would do it; epy abtév 
Trowel, fe said that he (another person) would do it. 

Obs. 2. The construction of the inf. with acc. is, comparatively speaking, 
rare in G.T.: it is often supplied by a dependent clause introduced by 
ore &c. 

Remarks on these Constructions. 

§. 673. 1. Sometimes, however, instead of the nominative with the in- 
finitive we find the full construction as in Latin; as, olopat épaurov apapteiv, 

credo me errasse (for otopa dp.), vouiter éautév civat evOatpovéecrarov, putat 
se beatissimum esse (for vopier eiSatpovéoraros eiva:) ; but almost always for 
some definite reason. The principal reason is to lay emphasis on the 
subject, especially in antithesis; as, Od. 6, 221 rév 8 adov epé dype 
morv Tpohepestepoy etvar: I]. n, 198 eet odd Ene vHisd y' ovTas EAmopa ev 
Sarapine yevéoPar te tpapéuev re (that I also, opposed to preceding words ov 
yap tis pe Bin ye Exoy aékovta Sintra, ode pev idpein): Ll. v, 269 ovde yap 
ovd €pe mye Aehacpevov eupevar adxjs (opposed to the words of Idomeneus) : 
Hat. IL. 2 of Aiyimrioc—évopiLoy Ewiitots mparous yevécbar mavtwy avOporev 
(se, non alios homines): Id. 1. 34 Kpotoos évéuite éwiitdv eivar mdvtov 6dPud- 
tatov. In other instances the accusatives, épautév, ceauTdv, éauTdv, are 

used on rhetorical grounds, or to define more clearly the person meant, or 
to round off the sentence; as, Xen. Cyr. V. 1, 21 vopi€oume yap épautov 
éorxévar Néyovre tadta k. Tt. A. 4: Id. VIL. 2, 26 raira pev 81 kai rovadra woAda 
éunxavaro mpos To mpwrevey map’ ois €Bovero Eautov gudetoGar: so G. T. as 
Rom. ii. 19 mémodas ceautov eivar 63nyov Tov TUprdv. The enclitic pronouns 
are sometimes thus used without any particular emphasis being intended : 
Hes. Opp. 656 ev0a pe pnye Dv viknoavta céepe Tptmod ateaevta: Plat. 
Rep. 400 B olpat dé pe dxnxoevar”: Id. Symp. 175 E oipar ydp she mapa 
oov ToAARS Kal Kadyjs oodias mypubiicecOar : id. Charm. 173 A otpor per, 
jv © eyo, \ypety pe. 

2. The personal pronoun thus joined to the infin., as the object of the 
verb, sometimes, though but rarely, is placed in the nom. instead of the 
acc., by attraction to the suppressed subject of the verb; Thuc. VIII. 76 
(in orat. obliqua) mokw te yap opiow umdpxew Sduov vvk deters (seal. epnoav 
oi ev Zapp) Kal Suvarerepor eivar odets (for kat Suvatwrépous eivat Eavrous), 

Zxovtes ras vais, mopiferOa Ta enirpdeva TO ev TH wWOdAeL: Thuc. I. 87 76 amapa- 
oxeuot Tote TuXElv. So we must read Xen. Cyr. II. 4, 25 vopie 3, Gomep ev 
Onpa, fpas pév Tors enityrorvras eoecGa, ad de Tov emi Tais dpxvor. (Schneider 
cum Castalione et Stephano, o¢ 8€; Edd. prime, od dé.) Id. M.S. II. 3, 
17 Tl yap GdXo, &py 6 Sexparns, 7) Kwdvvetoers emdei~at, ob pev Xpnotds Te Kai 
pidddedpos civar, exetvos dé (Sc. kwduvevoes emdeiEar) Pathds te Kai ovK 
éiétos evepyecias; Demosth. 579 vopicers—rnpas pev anoynpreicba, ob de 
ovde tratcec9ar; Ibid. 130, 74 «f & oleae Xadkideas tiv “EXAdda cooew jj 
Meyapéas, dpets 8 dmodpdceoOa 7a mpayyara, ovk dpOas oteobe®. In Hadt. 
1. 2 rods 82 iroxpivacbai—ovde wy abtot Sdceu exeivorcr, as if of dé brexpivavto 

a Bornemann ad loc. » Stallb. ad loc. ¢ Bremi ad loc. 
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had preceded the nominative, is caused by a change from the oratio obliqua 
to the recta, in consequence of a sentence having intervened, which inter- 
rupted the construction. 

3. Sometimes we find a nominative joined to an infinitive, though it 
does not refer to the subject of the principal verb: this arises from some 
verb to which the nominative does refer being implied in the verb actually 
used. (See §. 707.) Il. 7, 258 totw viv Zebs (=dpvupe) mpdra, Oey braros Kai 

ipiotos, pl) pev eye Kovpyn Bpronid. xeip’ ereveixar, o'r’ edvns mpopacw Kexpnpye- 
vos ovre tev Gddov: eye, though really belonging to the suppressed opvupe, 
is expressed with the infinitive, for the sake of emphasis. 

4. Sometimes, by a singular attraction, the noun preceding the infin. 
is in the case of the subject of a parenthetical sentence; as, Thuc. V. 50 
avOis trade n&iovy (oi HXeior), Aémpeov pev pr dmodovvat (rov’s AakeOaupovious), 
ei pr Bovdovtar, avaBdytes dé emi tov Bapov tov Aws Tod ’Odvpmiov, ered? 

mpoOupotvtar xpycba Te lepd, Gmopdsoar x.t.rA.: Id. VIL. 48 (6 Nixias ovdk« 
eBovdero) eupavds odas Wyditopevovs peta ToAAOY THY dvaxopynow Tois Toe- 
pious KatayyeAtous ylyvecOa’ Aabetv yap av, dmére BoUhowTo, TodTo ToLodvTES 
TOAAG Hooov : Hdt. 1. 27 vnowras b€ ri doxéers c¥yeo Oar Gddo i) ewel Te TAXLOTA 
émUOovtd ce pedAovra emi oior vavmnycecba veas, haPetv dpwpevor Avdous év 
6ahacon. This probably arose merely. from the writer’s forgetfulness of 
the former part of the sentence. 

Obs. This attracted nominative pronoun or adj. is joined sometimes 
with the inf., even where deity &c. requires the accus.: Plat. Protag. 316 C 
oKOTE, TOTEpOV TEpl avTav pdvog oiler SEty SiahéyerOa mpds pdvous 7) per Gdov : 

Demosth. 414,15 nyovpny ev tovros mpOtos aités mepicivar Seiv aita@y kal 
peyadowuxdtepos paiveobar: Xen. Hier. [1.8 of rvpavvor avtot &mAropevor 
olovtar avéyKyy etvar Sudyeuv. 

Remarks on the use of the Accusative with Infinitive instead of 

Genitive and Dative with Infinitive. 

§. 674. It is remarkable, that verbs which are followed either always or 
generally by a dative of the personal object, often take an accusative of this 
object in construction with the infinitive. The reason of this seems to be, 
that the accusative in reality no longer stands as the personal object of 
the verb, but coalesces with the infinitive, so as together to make up one 
compound notion of the action of that person. So in xedevo gor rodro 
mouev (I order you to do this), the coi is in the dative, as being the per- 

sonal object of a verb of transmission; but in keAevo ce-tTotto-tovetv, (TI 
order that you do this), these last three words together (c¢ being joined 
with zoceiy), are equivalent to the xéAevopa, as in A€yer oe xalpew, the Adyos 
is xatpe oJ. Wherefore, as the person in the accus. and the infin. together 
represent the cognate substantive, the person takes the form of the accu- 
sative, according to the common principles of accusative construction. 
This usage is illustrated by Aisch. Choeph. 552 radda & eEnyod pidors, Tods 
pév Te Troveiv, Tous Be py Te Spav A¢yov. So etmetv, A€yew, ppdlev, (coi 7), 
kehevewv, which sometimes takes dat., sometimes accus. with infin. With 
those verbs which take both cases with infin., the difference is, that when 

the dative is used, it is considered as the personal object of the verb; when 
the accus., as part of the compound cognate notion. So Il. 8,50 avrap 6 

Knpixeror diyuPOdyyour Kéheuoe kypicoew ayopyvde Kapynkopd@vtas *Axatovs, 
he gave an order to the heralds: but, Hdt. VI. 81 6 8€ KXcopevns tov ipea 

2. 6d 
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eéxeAeue Tods Ethwtas ard Tod Bapod dmdyovras paotiyaca, he ordered, that the 
Helots should &c.; the order being, of EX\ores pacTiyovre = kehevopa : 
Xen. Cyr. L. 3, g KéXeucov 67, @ nine Tov SdKav Kal epot Sovva 7d Exmrapa : 
Soph. Gs. T. 350 evveTtw oe TO KnpUypLaTt—eppeveLy (= €nos). Hence xalpew 

Neyer Twa (lke aliquem valere jubere, aliquem missum facere, non 

curare) and xatpew eizeiv, eye, pate Twi, both Attic. Here belong the 
following verbs: peyatpw (vol re): Od. y, 55 KAdOe, MoceiSaoy yaoxe, pndé 
MEyNpYS THely evxopevorce TeNevTH Tat Tade Epya, grudge not to us: but, Od. B, 
235 GAN’ ijrou pynoTipas dynvopas o'r. peyatpw epdew epya Biaca Kakoppadinat 
voowo, I grudge not that they: Od.a, 346 8ovew with accus. and infin., II. 8, 
296 vepecifLopar. So mpoojker, mpemer, eSeatr, odpdopdv éott, have the dat., 

or the accus. with the infin. ; ocupPatver, Set, xp Ausch. Suppl. 203 Opacv- 
oTopely yap ov mpéTer Tous Haoovas: ‘Thuc. II. 36 voui¢ov—rdv mdvta, Opidov 
dorav—fdpdopoy eivar airav emaxodoa: Plat. Gorg. 479 E todtw mpoojkew 
addi eva: Aisch. Ag. 1551 vt oe mpooncer eye. But Plat. Ion 539 E 
ovk ay Tpémor ye eriAnopova eiva pawdSdv &vdpa. Hdt. VILI. 140 évopéw yap 
tpiv ovk« olor Te Eoopevoror Trohepecty ZepéH: So Thue. Il. 74 guyyvedpoves d¢ 
cote pev adukias KohdlecOat trois Etapxouct mporepors, where ecopévos and 
Umapxovor are attracted from their infinitives by the ev and ody in evopéw 
and ovyyvepoves: there is a singular attraction in Arist. Equit. 1312 xaj- 
oOai THs por Soxet eis 76 Onoeiov mheodaats, where it should be mdcovaas, but 
is attracted by the dative jyiv implied in poi. 

Obs. 1. If a predicative word follows the infin., referring to the object 
of the verb, this predicate, by coalescing with the infin., frequently forms 
with it the compound cognate notion; while the object, thus being (so to 
say) released from the infin., returns to its proper government as the ob- 
ject of the verb; as, Hdt. LII. 36 evereidaro tuis Oepdmovor AaBovras (sc. Tovs 

Oeparovras) piv amokretvae : Aisch. Ag. 1200 Oavpalo S€ cou mévrov mépav 

Tpahetoay adddOpovy wédw Kupetv Aé€youcay orep ei Tapectarets. 
Obs. 2. And sometimes the proper construction of the verb obtains in 

an after part of the sentence: Soph. U2. R. 350 evvemw oe tH Knpvypare 
@rep Tpoeinas eppevew @s... dvTr yys pidotopt. Cf. Eur. Med. 56a. 

Obs. 3. When the dat. or genitive is joined with the verb before an 
infin. we sometimes find the person in the accusative repeated with the 
infinitive; as, Hdt. VI. 35 edéovro adtod ro ed pw meibecOa: so G. T., as 
Acts xxi. 17 eyevero rou broorpéyavti—yevéo bar pe ev exoracer. 

Obs. 4. In the curious construction Hdt. I. 104 rodro 5¢ mapaperBopévorce 
eivar €v Mnéixq, the dat. falls under §. 599. 4., the personal avrovs being 
omitted before the infinitive: or the dative may arise from a carelessness 
in style, Herodotus having meant to say, rv Mndcqyy etva, like 1V.158 
ovykri¢ovor, (as if dyewor cuvoicew followed) Barro Kupnyny, dnewov mpnéev, 
where we expect atrovs ovykti¢ovras dpeivov mpnéew; or the word Onpny or 
yiv may have occurred in the question of the Therzans, and may be thus 
supplied before decoy mpngéew in the oracle. A similar construction occurs 
Demosth. 712 fin. 76 8€ kataotrnoavte rods eyyuntas—aeiobat trav dSecpav 
sc. abrovs (but see §. 699). 

§.675. Hence we may see how it happens that participles or adjectives 
after infin., which ought to be in the same case (genitive or dative) as the 
object of the verb to which they refer (§. 672.3.) are often in the accus., 
because they are not considered as referring to that object, but as separated 
from it, and as belonging to an accusative implied in the infinitive to which 
they are joined. 

a Elms. Med. 56. 
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a. The object of the verb in the genitive with accusative following 
—Hat. VI. 100 *AOyvatwy edejOncav odior BonPods yeverOa (but Id. V. 80 
SeéoOar Tav Aiywnrewr Tipwpyrnpev yeveoOa) : Thuc. I. 120 dvdpaov codpé- 

vov pev €or, Ei pu) GdiKoivTo, novydgew, AGyaWay dé GduKoupevous ek pev eipyyns 

Trohepew. 

b. In the dative, with accusative following.—Il. 0, 115 sq. py viv 
por vepeoyoer, OAdpria Sapar’ €xovtes, TicasOa dvoy vios, tdvT emi vijas 
*Ayaav: Od. x, 531 Erdpovow erorpivar Kal dvoEa pnha—delpavtas Karakja : 
Esch. Choeph. 136 kai od k0Oi pov, marep, airy Té por dds edtuxeotépav 
TONY pntpos yeverOa xeipa 7 edoeBeatépay: Id. P.V.217 kpdriora bn por Tov 
TapeoTtatav Tore epaiver’ civar TpogAaBdvTa pyntépa, Znvi cuprapacrareiv: Kur. 

Med. 815 oot dé cvyyvapn eye rad gore, py) Wdoxoucav ws eyo KaKas®; 
Hadt. VI. 78 wapayyedrXer ofr, Grav onunvy 6 Knpv& TovéecOa apioroy, TéTE 
dvahaBdvras Ta dra yopéew és rods ’Apyetous : Ibid. 109 év cot viv—€ore jj 
karadovA@oar AOnvas, 7) ehevOepas Torjoavta pynudovva AuréoOat és Tov amavTa 
avOporov Biov: Id. IIL. 36 evereiAato toto. Oepdrovor AaPdvtas py droKTe?- 
vac: Thue. IV. 2 etzor d€ totrous Kal Kepxupaioy dua rapamh€ovtas tay €v TH 
monet extpednOnvar: Id. VIL. 75 ots avri per rod GAXovs Souhwaopevous FKewv, 
autovs ToUTo paddoy SeBtdTas py) TAOwor EvyéBy dmévar: Lys. Epitaph. 129 
(R) ei pev yap oicv re jv Tods ev TO Tor€um Kwvdvvovs Biapuyotow GPavdtous 
evat: Ibid. 86 evépifov attots mpoonkew dyabods «iva: Xen. M.S. II. 6, 

26 ei eéqv trois Kpatiotors ouvOepevous emi tovs xetpous iévac: Id. Anab, I. 
2,1 Eevla—ieew mapyyyede AaBdvta rovs dvdpas. And even the two con- 
structions are found in the same passage: Il. y, 109 epot dé rdr’ dv modd 
képd.ov etn, dvrny 7) Axna kataKteivayta véccOar, née Kal abT@ dea Oat eikesds 

mpo modnos: Soph. El. g58 9 mdpeore pev orévey mAoVTOV TaTp@ov KTHOW 
eotepnpevn, mapeote O° adyeiv eis roadvde Tov xpdvou GAexTpa ynpdokougay dvu- 
pevaa te: Eur. Med. 1236 sqq. pida, dédoxrac rotpyov ws taxyiord pou 7raidas 

KTavovoyn THod apoppacOa xOovds, kai pi TXOANY Gyoucay ekdovvat Téxva GAA 
povedoa >, 

Obs. 1. This principle resolves some of the difficulties which arise in 
some passages of the tragedians, in which there is a seeming ellipse of the 
datival «; as, Soph. Aj. 1006 sot yap podeiv por divarov—rois cots apygavt 
ev TOvotoL pydawov : dpyéavra not dpyéavre. 

Obs. 2. For some constructions of the acc. participle seemingly the same 
as this, but really depending on a different principle, see §. 711. 

Accusative with Infinitive, as Subject of a Sentence. 

§. 676. 1. From this substantival usage of the accus. and infin. 

as representing together the cognate notion of the verb, it arose 

that ‘they performed other substantival functions, and stood with 
some verbs as the subject: thus in A€yovor tov Képov vixjoat, the 
tov Kop. vixij.=the victory of Cyrus; then the form of the sentence 

being altered into “ the victory of Cyrus is reported,” the compound 
notion retains the form whereby it originally derived its substantival 
power as the compound object of the verb, and stands in that form 
as a compound subject to the verb which would otherwise be im- 

a Pflugk ad loc. b Pflugk ad loc. Elm. Heracl. 693. 
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personal—rév-Kipov-vixficar A€yerar. If the nomin. were used it 
would immediately destroy the substantival power of the expression, 
and the compound would separate itself into the subject and predi- 
cate of the verb, as 6 Kéipos, (subj.) A€yerat vixjoa: and it must be 
observed that this use of the accus. and infin. as a subject depends 
on the original form of the thought, which is implied in its altered 
expression ; as, Aéyerat Tov Kipov vikjoar=éyoucr; wémpwrar Tov Ba- 

ora anoaveiv=fatum constituit ; Soxet wot ce Guapreiv=Fyotpa ; 

dyabdv éort ce Tovs yovels ayanav=probo &e. 

2. It is used as the subject, 

a. After passive verbs, Aéyetar, dyyéAhetar, dpodoyetrar &c., (for 

which however we often find the active form used:) Hdt. IIL. 9 

A€yerar TOV Baciéa—ayayeiv: Ibid. 26 és pév 6%) Todroy Tov yGpov 

héyeran GmixéoOar tov atpardv: Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 26 Kat Kipov 6& 
atrov aly moddois baxptous AéyeTat avoxwpijcat. Immediately after- 

wards, moAAa 6€ 6Hpa diadodvat daciw adriv (tov Képov) tots HAL- 

kidtais—. Tots pevto. AaBdvras kal Se€apevovs Ta bGpa héyerat 

"Aotuayer amobotvar’ “Aotudyny b& Sefduevov amomeuwau' Tov b€ Td- 

Aw te anonéeuwat eis Miyjdous: Plat. Phaed. 72 A dpodoyetrar b& 

kat TavTyn, Tobs (GvTas ex TOV TEOvEedT@v yeyovévat.—But Xen. Cyr. 

V. 3, 30 6 ’Accovpios eis THv xdpav evBadrdrew ayyéAderar: Ibid. I. 

2. princ. matpos pev 61 A€yerar Kopos yeveoOa. KayBicov. Both 

constructions, Plat. Charm. prince. cat pay jyyeAtal ye 7 dxn loyupa 

yeyovevat Kat ToAAOdS TEOvavat. 

6. With wémpwrar, eouxe, mpoonker, mpémer, Soxel, gupPaive. &c.: I. 

g, 329 dupw yap némpwro duolnv yatay €petoat adtod évt Tpofy: Il. 

a, 126 Aaovs 8 otk éméouxe wadiAdoya Tadr’ emayefpew: Hdt. III. 

124 €ddxeé of Tov TaTépa—Aodobu pev iT TOU Atos, xplecOar bE Hrd 

tod HAtov: Id. VILL. 9 évixa: Thue. IV. 3. extr. 76 6% €83xer—rods 
Meoonviovs av BAanrew x. 7.A.: Plat. Pheed. 74 A ap’ otv od xara 

mavTa TadTa oupPalver Ti avapvynow etvar pev ad ouolwv K.T. A. 

Obs. Aoxeiv is sometimes used as a personal, (see §. 677. 1.,) as in Lat., 
videri : Xen. Anab. Ill. 1, 21 AeAvoOae por Saket Kal 7) exeivov UBpus, kal 7 

qpetéepa Urowia. So also oupBatvew, the nominative substantive subject 
being placed first: Plat. Phaed. 67 C xd@apots dé eivar od rotro gupBatver 
x. TA. for EvpBalvee KdPapow roiro eivaca: Id. Rep. 438 E ewLoTH MN —7Towd 

87 tts auveBy Kai adit? yevéo8ar. Sometimes the two constructions are in- 
terchanged, Xen. Anab. III. 1, g eS0§ oxqmros reoeiv els tiv oikiay Kal ek 
TOUTOU Adprreo Dar macav: here the notion which stands in the nominative 

is the most important. 

e. With adj. and subst. with eiva, (2) when the infin. signifies 
5 

a Heindorf ad loc. 
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something to be done; as with éyatcv, xaxdv, Kaddv, dihov, émerkés 

éorw &c.—poipd éorw &c.—-od« ~orw, odsws Eorw &e.; (the éor’y may 

be supplied by the mind:) Od. n, 159 sq. od wey rou T6d€ Kadhvov, ode 

é c. é L Ao0a em eoydpy ev xovinow: Il. v, 226 s €ouxev, €eivov pev xapat joa € Xapy covinow : II. v, 226 sq. 

meAAet 02) didov eiva breppevei Kpoviwrt, vavdyvovs &rohéobar an’ ”Ap- 

yeos €vOdd' "Ayatovs: Il. p, 421 potpa map’ avéepe rode Sapivar TavTas 

duos: Il. v, 114 Hucas y’ odtmus €ote pedepevar TOAEpOL0 : 

Or (8) when it signifies an object of a ental emotion, expressed 
by an adj. or subst.; Il. 7, 182 ad pév yap 7 vepecontév Bactdija avop? 

imapécouoOar, OTE T j Aemnvy: U 156 o8 vépeois, Tpa amapécoao0ar, OTe Tis TMpdrepos xadenHvy: Ll. y, 15 peois, TpGas 
Ni Oise / ? \ no ic} ; F \ ov 5 By 4 , a 

kal evxrvypidas Axalods ToLnd appt yuvarkt wodbv xpdvov Grycea TéoxeW : 

IL. p, 336 sq. aidas yey viv de y’, Apyipidev im ’Axadv “I\uov eicava- 

Bava dvadxeinos dapevtas ! Il. 1, 230 ev Solty ye cawoepev 7) amodecOar : 

Adsch. Theb. 721 (see §. 669. Cbs. 2.) might be referred here. 

Change of the Impersonal into the Personal Construction. 

§. 677. 1. In the instances given under §. 676. 2. a. and b., we see the 
Greeks avoiding the impersonal construction by placing the ace. and infin. 
as the subject of the passive or impersonal verbs. Another mode of avoid- 
ing this construction with the verb «iva: is, by separating the accusative 
from the infin., placing it in the nom. as tlie subject of the verb eiva, and 
making the adjective, which with eort makes up the verbal notion, agree 
with it. (See also §. 684. Obs.1.) This is especially the case with the 
adj.: 8lkatos, Gévos, emibofos, Suvatds, aunxavos, xademds &c.; as, Sikaids 
eit TovTo mpatrew, for Sikady cori pe Tadta Tparrew.—Alkatds ele eivae edev- 
Gepos : Il. a, 107 det rot Ta Kak’ €ore piha pect pavreveoGa : Ll. v, 726 “Exrop, 
dunxaves coor mapappytoior wheoVur : Hdt. VI. 12 éwidofer rwird toiro Tret- 
ceoOai cicv: Xen. Cyr. V. 4, 20 Gétot ye perro eopev tod yeyernpévov mpd- 

ypatos TovTov amohatoal re dyabdy : Id. Anab. I. 2, 21 ddds dpyyavos eiceh- 
Qctv orparevpatr: bid. 1V. 1, 17 Suvarhy Kal brofuydos mopeverOar ddr: 
Plat. Rep. 471 C Suvarh atrn 4 modirela yevéoOor®: Id. Pheedr. 256 B of 
peifov dyabdv otre cadppootyn avOperin ovre Ocia pavia Suvath Topica av- 
Opare: Id. Rep. 559 B Suvarh d€ cohafopevrn—dmadddtreoOat : Ibid. 330 C 
(of xpnpatiodpevor) yadetroivyyeveoGar eioty ovdev eOédovtes emawveiv aN }) 
tov mdodrov : Id. VIII. 137 of b€ rov puodv, epacay, Sikaoe civar doaBdvres 

ovtw e&evat, for dixady eorw avro’s &c. This sometimes takes place with 

the passive verb given in §. 676. 2., or with doxeiv, see §.676. Obs. 2. : 
Eur. Hec. 673 fs amnyyé\6n tahos mavtwy ’Ayaiov dia xepds orovdyny exeiv 
for amnyyehOn tacpoy k. 7. d. 

2. Somewhat analogously to this the object of an infinitive is made into 
the subject of the verb; as, Eur. Hipp. 867 eyoi pev odv &Biotos Biov Téxa 
ein Tuxeiv, for ein epot Tvxelv Tdxas. 

Obs. 1. The construction with certain verbs compounded with év affords 
a remarkable instance of this attraction, where even the object of the infin. 

is made the subject of the verb: Hdt. IX. 7 rijs tperépns émurnSedtatdv 
€or eupaxecacdat TO Opidcioy tedioy (i. e. emitnSe@raroy eotw paverarAat 

a Stallb. ad lec. 
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ev TO Opiacie medio :) Eur. Pheen. 727 evBuoTuxirar Sewov evppovns Kvépas. 
And this occurs not only with adj. but with verbs: Demosth. 294, 13 ra 
Tay “EMAjvey aruxnpara eveuSoxipety GmréKetto, for dékeito edd. €v Tois atuxXN- 

> /, > A 4 > , , 

paow: Plat. Pheedr. 228 E epnavurdv cor éupedetav mapéxew od mavu déboxrat. 

Obs. 2. In this construction another clause sometimes follows referring 
to some other person; and the accusative of this person is used with the 
infinitive, as if the impersonal forms had been used in the former clause. 
The former clause is to be marked as the most important (see §. 676. 
Obs. 2.); as, Hdt. [V. 137 ovre aitos Munoiwy otds te gora apyewv, ovre 
&hov ovSeva ovdapas, as if it had been oiéy re. 

Obs. 3. The exact contrary to this change of an impersonal into a per- 
sonal construction is found in I]. y, 286 tipi & ‘Apyetous arotwepev HvTwW 
éouxev, for iris Couey. 

Obs. 4. For the use of the infinitive in narrations, see §. 884. and Oratio 
Obliqua §. 889. For the use of the participle for the infinitive, see under 
Participle. For mpiv with infin., see §, 848 

Substantival Infinitive with the Article. 

§.678. 1. The Infin. with the article (7d) is treated as a sub- 
stantive, capable of declension by means of the inflexions of the 
article, and thereby of expressing all the relations which are ex- 
pressed by the cases of a substantive. It retains however so much 
of its verbal nature as to admit the objective relations: ro émoroAjvy 
ypape, TO KadGs ypapew emiotodAnv &c., TO KadGs OvyjsKew, TO drep 

THs Tatploos OvijcKev. 

2. In this way whole sentences, by prefixing the article, may 
assume the character of one lengthened substantival notion. The 
unity of this notion is often marked by the position of the article 
first, and the infinitive last, so that all the words between them are 

marked as belonging to the infinitive, and making up with it one 

notion. This Oiaceaog however is not always oe and in 

poetry is not unfrequently violated ; as, Soph. Ant. 723 kat tov 

Aeydvtwv €d Kaddv TO pavOavew for ro Tév Ed A€eydvTMV pavOdvelY 

Kadov. 

Obs. In G.T. this substantival infinitive is very frequent. 

3. If a noun is joined with the infin. as the subject thereof, it is in 

the accus., as 70 dpxeww adtods eA€yero, unless it is the same as the 

principal subject of the sentence, when it is in the nomin., as épacap 
adrot &pxew—(see §. 672. 1, 2.): and this even where the preposi- 

tions are joined to the article.—See §. 672. 4. 

a. Nominative (as subject).—T6 OvjoKxew twa wmep ths Tatpidos 

Kady Tus TUxn: Xen. Cyr. V. 4, 19 76 dpaprdvew dvOpsrous dvtas ovd€er, 

oiwat, Oaypaorov. In apposition as an explanation: Plat. Rep. 
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590 E 7 tay ratdov dpxh, To ph av EAevdepous eivar: cf. Thue. I. 32 

swppootvn TO Sokeiv x, tT. A.—-See §. 670. 1. fin. 

b. Genitive—whether as attribute of another subst., or object of 

a verbal notion: Thue. II. 65 épeyduevor to6 tpGros Exacros yiyvecOar : 

Hdt. 1. 86 ef rus pov daydvev pioerar tod pi) (OvtTa KataKkavOjva : 

Xen. Anab. I. 3, 2 KAéapxos puxpov efépuye tod pi) KataveTpodivar : 

Id. Cyr. I. 4, 4 @s 6€ mpotyev 6 xpdvos adrov (Tov Kipov) ctv Te 

meyer eis @pay Tod mpdonBov yevéoOar: Id. M.S. I. 2, 55 mapexdrer 

eTereloOar Tod @s ppovipdrarov eivar Kal @peAortarov: Plat. Rep. 

354 B ov amecxduny tod pr ovK Et TodTo eADeiv am’ éxeivou: Dem. 

16 prince. doxe? TO Gvddga tayaba to KtrnoacOar xadeTO@rEpoy eivat. 

The genitive is very often used to define a preceding subst.: Thuc. 
I]. 87 7) dtayvepun ris ’Exxdnolas tod ras orovdds hedvoPar: Plat. Legg. 

657 B i—bhrnots tod Karvy Entetv del povorky xpro8u : (cf. Ibid. 

776 D fh re tév “HpakvcwrGy Bdoudela tis TOv Mapiavévvey Kxatadou- 

Adcews.) With prepositions; as, évti, instead of, xwpis, péxer, 

éx, especially éwép and évexa with py: Thue. I. 45 apoetrov 6€ ratra 

Tod py Nuew Evexa tas oTovdds, ne federa frangerent: Xen. Hier. 

IV. 3 dopudopotow ent tos Kaxovpyous bwép tod pndéva TOV TOALTOV 

Bialo Oavat amodvyoxew: Plat. Crit. 44 B xwpis pev tod éorepiobar 

Towovrou émitndetov?: Demosth. 101, 45 Kdkeiva bwép tod rtovTwy 

yevéoOat xvpios kal TaAAa Tavta Ttpayparevera. Also the simple 

genitive (without a preposition): Thuc. V. 72 fin. tod ph $0qvar rH 
eyxatoAnwiv, as the reason. The genitive is especially used to 

denote something to be done—an object, aim, purpose, (in a nega- 
tive sense most commonly,) this object, &c. being considered as the 
cause of the action (§. 492.).. This was an Attic idiom, not so usual 

in the old writers, but very usual in Demosth. and still more so in 

the later writers, and especially in LXX and G.T.: Xen. Cyr. I. 

3,9 ol yap Trav Baoid€wy oivoxdor—eis Thv apiorepav (olvov) éyxed- 

MEvOL KaTappododar, Tod br, ef pdppaka eyye€orev, py AvotTeetvy avTois: 

Plat. Gorg. 509 D éay dvvapyiv mapackevacntar tod pi ddiKetoBar. 

Without any negation: Ibid. 457 E oBotpuar ody dredéyxew oe, my 

pe UToAGBns od TpPOs TO TpAypa idoverkovvTa eye TOO KaTadaves 
yevéoSar, GAAA Tpds ce, i.e. NE suspiceris me non Tei caUssa conten- 

dentem dicere, ut manifesta fiat, sed tua caussa?. 

ce. Dative.—Xen. Cyr. IV. 5, 9 éApiyotro te TG Kip kal rots 

Myjéots tH KoTadumdvras avtov epnyoy oixeoOar: Plat. Pheed. 71 C 

TO Liv €or. te evavtioy SoTmep TO eypyyopévar 70 Kabevderv : Demosth. 

92, 11 ovdert Tév mdvtmv Tréov KEKpaTnKE Tis TéAcws PidumToS 7 

@ Stallb. ad loc. b Ibid. 

Gr. Gr. vou. ul. 3D 
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™ mpdTEpos Tpos Tots Tpdypact ytyvecOar. With the nom. in at- 

traction for accus.: Thue. II. 42 kat mafety padrdAov ynodpevor 7) 

TO evddvtes odleoOar: Plat. Hipp. Maj: 299 D éepwrd, ef tus (76017) 

ait@ TotTw diapeper, TH 7) pev HSovh evar, 77 3€ ph HBovh etvar tov 

noovéy. With prepositions; as, év, éwi: Soph. Aj. 554 & to 
gpovety ijouctos Bios: Plat. Gorg. 456 EH éxeivor pev yap mapédocay 

em T@ dvxalos xphoba rovros: Thue. I. 34 emt 76 dodAm. Very 

common in G. T. 

Obs. 1. The dat. with infin. is used in G. T. to express the cause or 
instrument (see §. 607.) but not the aim or result, unless 1 Thess. i. 3 

TO pydéva catverOar ev rais Odiect. 

d. Accusative—Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 21 6 Kipos éépero, pdvov dpav 

7 taiew tov aAdtckouevov: Plat. Gorg. 512 E atrd pév yap 7d 

aroOvyckew ovdels PoSeirar: Id. Apol. S. 28 D word paddAov defcas 7d 

(jv. Frequently in apposition, as more accurate explanation of a 
preceding accusative: Xen. Cyr. V.1, 28 dafuovos av datnv thy ém- 
Boudin (alii BovAnow) civar 75 ph edoar dyas peya cdtdaipovas yevéoOar. 

With prepositions, as mpés, and especially 8d: Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 3 6 

Kidpos 81d 7d prdopabhs etvar ToOAAA—TOvUs TapdvTas avnpéta—, Kal doa 

avtos tm GAXov, Bia TS ayxtvous civar TayY amexpivero. The nomina- 

tive here is in attraction to the subject. 

Obs. 2, With many verbs the infin. is used both with and without the 
article, as may be seen by a comparison of the instances given of each; 
but when a preposition is joined with the infin., as if it were actually 
a substantive, it must have the article, as without it it is not capable of 

inflexion. Herodotus alone uses avri with the infin. without the article; 
as, 1. 210 és dyti pev dovdA@v emoinaas edevOepous Tepoas civat, avtt dé dpxe- 
gba im adrov, apyew dnavrov, apparently for antithesis. In other pas- 

sages, as VI. 32, VII. 170, the reading is doubtful. 

Obs. 3. For the Infin. with Acc., for Infin. with Gen., see §. 675. a. 

Infinitive with the Article (a) in exclamations and questions, 

(b) tn adverbial expressions. 

§. 679. 1. As the equivalent accus. is used to express the annoyance, 

or object of pain, dislike, &c. (see §. 549.), so the infin. with the article 
(which, however, is sometimes omitted in poetry) is used in similar ex- 
pressions and questions: Xen. Cyr. IL. 2, 3 ekxeivos mavd dvabeis etme mpos 
éauTév’ THs TUXNS, TO ewe viv KAnOvta Sedpo TuxXetv! Soph. Phil. 234 & Pir- 
tatov pavnua’ ded TO Kai haPeiv mpdoPOeypa TowiS avdpds ev paxpa xpdve ! 
Without the article: Avsch. Kum. 835 eye madetv trade, ped, ene madad- 
bpova kata yay oikeiv, arietov, ped, puoos! See also §. 665, 2. 

2. Many phrases, in which the article ro precedes the infin. eévac, 
joined with an adverb or prepos. and its case, are used adverbially in a 
parenthetical and restrictive sense : this arises from the independent power 
of the infinitive (see §. 662. Obs. 5.); the infin. signifies the state; as, 
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1 viv evar, the present state; and is used adverbially, ‘with respect to 
the present state,” pro presenti temporis conditione ; 74 thpepov eivar, pro 
hodierni diet conditione: Thuc. IV. 28 éxédever fvriwva Bovderar Sivapw da- 

Bovra 16 emt ods etvar, as far as they were concerned, éemxewpeiv.—rto ev 

exeivois etvar Thuc.: Xen. Anab. I. 6, 9 16 kata todtov eivar, as far as 

belongs to him: (Plat. Protag. 317 princ. éya dé rovros dace kaT& ToUTO 
eivar od Evppepopar, ego vero cum his omnibus, quantum quidem ad hoc attinet, 
non consentio, it should probably be read with Ast, 1rd Kara rodro eivaca, 

To voy is also used in this sense without ecivae (see §.486.6.). (For this 
usage with os see §. 564. 1.) 

Obs. The following passages grammarians generally class here impro- 
perly: Hdt. 1.153 kat rovs "lavas ev ovdevi Adyo mouodpevos Thy mpoTHV 
etvat. Elva, (65d, being supplied,) is here the predicate of "Iwvas, and the 
construction is correct without it; cf. Id. VII. 143 extr. “A@nvaiot radra 
opt eyvaoay aiperanepa eivat padov i) Ta TOV XpNopONdy@v, ot vIK €wv vavua- 

xinv dpreeo Oat, TO 8€ ouptray eivar, ovde xeipas dvtacipeaOa, GAA exuTdvTas 
Xepnyv thy *Arrixny, GdAnv twa oikiCev, 1. e. censuerunt Athenienses potiorem 

esse rationem, quam illam, que erat ab oraculorum interpretibus proposita, 
qui, apparatum navalis pugne dissuadentes, summam rei in €0 verti aie- 
bant, ut ne manus quidem tollerent &c.: Id. Vi. 137, where the infin. idciv 
stands (as elsewhere) in the oratio obliqua for the imperfect: Soph. CE. C. 
1184 (1 191) épucas avrov, aote py ye Sparta ce Ta TO KdkioTa SucoeBeaTd- 

Tov, Tdtep, Oeuis OE Y Elvan Keivoy avTiOpay Kak@s : join wate Oépus etvar (not 
aote avriOpav) ; Gets eivat is here a predicate of the sentence ce ketwov dyti- 
dpav : and 6éyis is indeclinable). 

3. Analogous to this idiom is the phrase éxkay eivar, which is used to 
qualify a negative sentence by making it depend on the will of the speaker : 
Thue. II. 89 tov dé dy@va ovK ev TO pola EKOY ELVEL TouTopat. I will not (to 
be willing to do so) that is (as fur as my will goes) fight in the gulf. We 
have an analogous phrase in the adverbial infinitive, ‘‘ to be sure—’ you 
will not, to be sure, do so. 

4. For the use of the Infin. with dy, see §. 429. 

PARTICIPLE. 

§.680. 1. The simplest use of the Participle is attributive: 
and it is thus used either as an immediate attributive, the 

article preceding it, as 6 rapov avip, the present man, or as a (more 
or less) remote attributive (the article standing before the sub- 
stantive), as 6 dvip mapdv, the man who is present ; or, in apposi- 

tion, as 6 dvyp 6 mapév. It can of course by the ellipse of the sub- 
stantive have, with the article, a substantival force, as of etrvyotvres, 

the fortunate (persons), &e.—(See §. 451.) 

Obs. 1. The participle differs from the adjective as it represents the 
quality as energising or in operation; and as partaking of the verbal cha- 
racter it expresses time, which the adjective does not. 

2. The participle is used also predicatively, to complete the 

@ Cf. Stallb. b Arnold Thue. II. 89. 

BG 
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verbal notion; that is, to add to the object those accessories which 
are required to give the verb its full meaning; this may also be 
done by the infinitive, as xaipw tO warpt éOdvrr, or Xaipw Tov Tatépa 

éNGciv, and therefore it may be said (though inaccurately), that the 

participle is used for the infinitive. 

8. It has also an adverbial or gerundial force, to express 
notions of time, cause, mode and manner, which are the acci- 

dents of the verbal notion, and not actually necessary to its definite 

Meaning, as Tod Eapos EAOdvTOs TA GvOy Oadret. 

Obs. 2. This predicative use of the participle is of course to be distin- 
guished from its adjectival use as a simple predicate with éeori, imapye &c. ; 
as, Thuc. I, 38 «7 rois mA€oow dpeckortés eopev.—See §. 375.°4. 

Obs. 3. We may again observe that the aor. part. comes nearer to the 
adjective than the present, as involving less of the notion of time.—See 
§. 405. Obs 3. 

4. The essential force of the participle is attributive, which it 
retains throughout: hence it must always be joined with a subst. or 
pronoun expressed or implied, which is represented as being in the 
action or state expressed by the participle, while the infinitive repre- 
sents the person joined to it as being concerned either as agent or 
patient in that which is the sphere, or effect, or result, or aim of 

the action or state of the verb. 

Objective construction of the Participle joined to the object of the 
verbal notion, and thus completing it.—Nominative Participle, 
standing as object 

§.681. 1. The participle with a substantive completes the notion. 

of an action or state by expressing some essential attribute of the 
object of the action or state; thus yxalpw, J rejoice, is an imperfect 

notion, as we do not know the cause or the object of the joy—xaipw 
T® TaTpt €APdv7. is a complete notion, as we know of what nature the 
joy is—See §.695. So 6p6 tov dvOpwnov tpéxovra—xalpw TS Piro 
€AD6vTt-—olda UvOpwrov Ovyntov dvTa--dKovw avtod A€yovros—Tavw adrov 

ypapovra. In many of these constructions in Latin, quod, in English, 
that, with the subjunctive would be used; and in others the infini- 

tive. 

Obs. 1. In these constructions the infinitive might have been used, but 
the effect of the participle is to place the object of the verb in more imme- 
diate connexion with the subject thereof: yaipo o@ rarpi édOdr7e connects 
the arrival more actually and vividly with the joy of the speaker than xaipo 
aov marépa eGeiv, OY Tov TaTpos cicdda. 
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2. The part. of course stands in the same case as its subst., and 

this in the case of the governing verb; as, daxoJw Lwxpdrovs and 

ykovod ToTE avtod Tepl diAwy Siaheyopevov.—Xaipw cot and xalpw cor 

€Odvt.— Op dvOpwrov and 6p avOpwrov tpéxovta. So Asch. Ag. 

271 €d yap Ppovodvtos Opa vou KaTIyopel. 

3. With all purely neuter verbs, which have no immediate per- 
sonal object (such as edrvxéw) or middle verbs, the participle of 

course stands in the nominative. So also must the part. be in the 
nom. when it refers to the subject of a passive or reflexive verb, as 

these have no present object; as, dpéuar, datvouar, pavepds eit, 

dHAds ciue (Has ed Tomnoas). So éravovto dadixodvres. But with some 

verbs which must have a personal object, where the object and sub- 

ject are identical, (such as ofda (€yd) éué Ovynrov dvra,) the subst. or 
pronoun which should represent the object is suppressed, and the 
participle by attraction to the subject is in the nomin.; as, ofda 
Oyyntos ov. 

Obs.1. In Eur. Hipp. 57 we have the nominatival and accusatival con- 
struction in the same sentence : od ydp oi3 dvewypévas midas “Acdou dos Te 
Noicbiov Brérwy rdde: so Thuc. VII. 47 éopwv od KatopSoivtes (se rem nox 
prospere gerere) kai tobs atpeTiditas bx Gou€vous. 

Obs. 2. This attracted nom. part. does not occur in G. T., though of 
course the nom. is used with neuter or middle verbs; as, Acts v. 42 ov« 
émavovto SiddoKortes: Id. xii. 16 émwépeve kpovwv: but the participle less 
frequently stands for the infinitive than in classic Greek. 

4. The principle of this construction will easily explain both its 
nature and its limitations; the state, which the subject is in, is 
spoken of as producing some effect on his perceptions or feelings, of 

which, when so produced, the state is again the object; as, auap- 

Tavev aicddvopat, the auapria produces the ato@yos, though it is 

also the thing perceived. Hence this attraction takes place with all 
verbs of sense or feeling, as alc@dvoua, dpaw, or neuter expres- 
sions thereof, as duoAoy. Hence also it is not thus used with 

verbs where the consequent effect or operation of the verbal notion 
is expressed, but where the notion of the participle is conceived, 
either as actually present, or as existing either in act or in- 
tention; as having taken place antecedently to the notion of the 
verb; as, duapraver 6p, sinning I (now) see it; or (more rarely) 

coincidently with it; as, éweparo xatidv, he endeavoured to come 
back—or, coming back he endeavoured ; the endeavour consisted in 
beginning xartéva. So Thuc. 1 35 rovobde Svvayuv mpoohaBetv reptd- 

weobe, you will allow them to obtain forces: mpooaRévras would 
represent them as already obtaining them.—Sce also §. 685. Obs. 
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5. As this participle refers to present and past circumstances, it 
follows that it is used only of really existing things, while the infini- 
tive is used where the writer does not define whether the act really 

is or was in existence or not. So doxe? dv is of something real and 
true; doxe? eivar, it may be true or false. So gaivoua todv, TI 

evidently do it; alvowar moretv, [ seem to doit. See also §. 683. 
Obs. 1. Hence also it is not used in negative sentences where the 
past or present existence of the participial action or state is to be 
denied: Hdt. VII. 39 BaotAéa od Kavynoea trepBadréoOa, not w7mep- 
Badopevos. 

6. It is however sometimes found with future notions where we 

should use the infinitive, when the future may be paraphrased by 
méAAw, and expresses the present fact or persuasion that something 

is about to happen. Hence when the participle refers to some 
present conviction or intention with regard to something future; as, 

Hat. I. 29 of 8€ perijioay adéovres, but they, with the intention of 

fetching him, went after him; Eur. Iph. Aul. 1503 Oavotca, (being 

about to die,) otk avaivouar: Thue. Hl. 67 tva tpets pev eldire 

dtkalws avT@v Katayvwodspevoi—xarayvwoduevor refers to a future sen- 

tence. So Id. VI. 54 apomnAakiy (expressing his determination to 
insult him) wapeckeva¢ero: Eur. Heracl. 992 xayvev dyéva rove 
dyonotpevos: Hdt. VIL. 159 toOs dpgdpevos td Aaxedammoviwv, the 

present certainty of future subjection is here expressed. So with 

negatives, where the action or state of the participle is viewed as 
ieee aS aes : : 

at present existing, though not to continue: Eur. Hipp. 354 ov« 
dvefopar (aoa, L now living will not endure to live; and where the 

ov or pi) is privative, as wavOaveis obk-ci8ds, you now know that you 

were ignorant. 

7. The conditions under which the participle may be used in this 
predicative force are, 

1. In the oblique cases: 
a. The verb must admit of an immediate object; some action or 

state of which is required to complete the verbal notion: thus 
pedo cannot take the participle in this construction. 

b. The notion of the participle must be either, in act or intention, 
antecedent to or coincident with the verbal notion: thus we 
could not say cupBovAev@ vor movodvtt, in the sense of ‘I advise 

you to do it ;” momo oe ypadorra, I will make you write. 

c. The action of the participle must be viewed as real, and not merely 
supposed ; hence the verbal notion must not be one which ex- 
presses or implies mere suspicion, thought, expectation, uncer- 
tainty: thus we cannot say, 7yodpar buds movotvras — BotAopat 
buas ehOdvras, or a negative notion which implies the non-exist- 
ence of the participle.— (See above, 5.) 
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2. In the nominative case: 

a. The verb must be either neuter, or middle, or passive, as yaipo 
noav, I rejoice to do it; or an active verb which admits of the 
object being identified with the subject, as auaprdvev 6pé. The 
conditions 6. c. above, hold good here also. 

Obs. Most verbs which may be followed by the infin. take also the par- 
ticiple, with the difference in meaning given in §. 680. Obs. Some verbs, 
however, which have the infinitive do not comply with one of the condi- 
tions given above, 7.1.4. c¢., and only admit of the infinitive. Idiom 

again has attached to some verbs only the participial construction, such as 
dpdw, and generally dxovw, aicOdvoyor: (where these verbs have the infini- 
tive, it is to signify that the perception is uncertain or not clear.) While 
on the other hand to some verbs, that might have had the participle, idiom 
has very generally assigned the infinitive, such as Aéyo, pnpi, and other 
verbs of declaring, saying. 

Remarks on this construction. 

§. 682. 1. When it is to be expressly marked that the subject of the 
verb is also the object of it, this attraction sometimes does not take place ; 

but the participle and pronoun follow the verb in the accus.: Xen. Cyr. I.! 
4,4 ody, & Kpeirt@v der Oy, Tad’Ta mMpovkadeiro Tovs ouvdytTas, GAN’ arep ev 

yoer Eautdv yrrova Gvta, Taira eénpxe : Ibid. 5, 10 mepteidov attods ynpe 
ddvyarovs yevouevous : Deinosth. 817 extr. awéypawe tatra—€xovta Eautov. 

2. With otvoida, cuyytyvdckw euauTe the participle may either agree 
(a) with the subject, as odvo8a (cvyyryvock@) eépauto €6 Toijoas: Plat. 
Apol. 21 B eya—£vvoda euavtd codds ev: or (6) with the personal pronoun 
following the verb; as, ovvoida épautTd ed wojoavte: Ibid. 22 D époute 
EvuySew ovdev émuotapévw: or (c) the personal pronoun may be omitted ; as, 
Eur. Med. 495 émei §dvoi8a ovx evopxos avy. But when the object of these 
verbs is not the same person as the subject, then the part. and subst. are 
either in the dat., as cvvowda cou ed Toujoarytt, or both in accus., as cvvoda 
ce ed Torjoavta; Xen. Cic. Wl. 7 eye cor cdvoida emi pev kop@dav Oéay kai 
ndvu Tpot avioTtdpevov, Kai mavu puxpay dddov Badifovta Kal eye dvarrelOovta 
mpobupas ouvOeacOor, or where an infinitive follows (see §. 674, 675.) the 
subst. in dat., and participle in accus. : here the dat. depends upon ovy, and 
the accus. on the infin. after oiSa. The infin. is also used after cuyywookw : 
Hdt. 1V. 126 ov 8€ cuyywookeat eivar foowr. Also with éorxévar, to be like, 
and Gpotoy etvat, the participle is either in the nominative or dative: Plat. 
Cratyl. 419 C ddvvn Se dxd ris evdicews tis himns KeKAynpevyn Eorxey: Xen. 
Hell. VI. 3, 5 éotxate tupavvioe paddor 7) rodureias HSdpevor: Id. M.S. IV. 
3,8 radta wavtdmacw Eokev avOporav eveca yryvopeva : Id. Anab. III. 5, 13 
Spoor joav Caupdlovtes: Plat. Menon 97 A cporot eopev ovk dpbas apo- 
hoyyxdor: Id. Rep. 414 C €orkas, ey, dxvotvte Aéyew: Id. Apol. 26 extr. 
€ouke yap domep atvypa Suvtbévte, Siatrerpwpevw x. 7. A. and the partic. being 
omitted (see 3.) : Id. Phed. 62 C 6 perros viv 87 edeyes, TO Tovs PioadHovs 
padiws dv eOedew amobynokerv, €ouke TOUTO, & Sakpares, &téTw (SC. Gyre). 

3. The participle dy is often omitted with predicative adj. and subst. : 
Soph. Ck. C. 783 pace dé kai toicd’, ds ce SnLoow Kaxdy (sc. dvra): Ibid. 
1210 a@s toh (sc. dv): Id. Antig. 471 dnAot ro yévyny’ dpodv €€ @pov rarpos 
tis matdds (sc. 6v): Eur. Hipp. gor ony Sapapé’ 6pa, mérep, vexpdv (sc. odear) : 
Ibid. 1076 capas 168 epyov — ce pyrier xaxdv: cf. 1288: Id. Hec. 348 
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Kaky pavodpar kai Pidrdwuyxos yuvry: Ibid. 423 ayyeAde ravdy &O\wrtdtHv Enea, 
So also after jyetoPat, vopifew &c.: Eur. El. 67 eyo & tov beoiow jyotpa 
pitov: Demosth. 45,18 ei8as ettpemets buds. And even when etvat is the 
substantive verb: Ibid. 51, 41 éav ev Xepporvnow mibnabe Sidimroy (sc. évra, 
i.e. versantem). So probably we must explain Eur. Hec. 1215 carve & 
éonpny (intrans.) doru rodeuiov Umo (sc. dv), the city appeared by the smoke 
(xarva), (to be) under the hand of the enemy, i. e. fired by them. 

4. Where the participle is in the nom. by attraction, the Latins would 
use either the pronoun with infin., as sensit se errasse: or in fut. time, the 
future in rus with esse, as sensit se lapsurum esse; cr sometimes the Greek 

construction, as sensit medios delapsus in hostes. In similar cases, in Eng- 

lish we should use either the pronoun and infin.; as, I know myself to be 
mortal; or the finite verb with “ that,” I know that I am mortal. And, as 

a general rule, such Latin and English expressions may be translated into 
Greek by this construction, when the verbal notion of the part. is con- 
ceived to exist antecedently or coincidently with the notion of the verb. 

§. 683. The verbs which admit of the participle being thus used 
to complete the objective notion are 

Verbs of sensual or mental perception ; (the action or state must 
always be viewed as really existing, and antecedent to, or coincident 
with, the perception; and hence when thee subject and object are 

identical with most of them, the attraction to the nominative may 
take place ;) as, épav, dxoveww, khvew poet. : voeiv, évvoetv, dyvoetv, eidevan, 

émictacQar, pavOdvew, yryvdoxew ; ppovetv, voile, évOupetoOar ; muvOd- 

veoOat, aicbdverOar ; pupvyokerOar, emdavOdverOar, cuverdevar, ouyyid- 

oxew &ec.: 

Thuc. I. 32 kat qpeis advvaror épGyev Ovtes mepryevérOar. “Opa ce TpéxovTa.. 
Seldom with genitive: Soph. Trach. 394 didakéov, ws Eptrovtos eicopas €p0d. 
—Axovew, only in the genitive: Xen. M.S. II. 2, 4 jeovoa dé more attod 
kat trept piroy Siadeyopevou: Kur. Phoen. 1342 & dSapar’ eionxovoar Oidtmou 
rade Tratdwv dpolas Evudopais dhwddtwv: Soph. El. 293 érav Kdvy twos 
Héovt “Opeotnvy.—Oida Ovntds av—oida civOpwrov Ovnrdv dvta: Hat. III. 1 & 
Bacrred, diaPeBAnpevos i776 ’Apdoros od pavOdvers; Ibid. 40 750 pev truvOdve- 
o0a avdpa dirov kai geivov €6 mpyooovta: Id. VI. 23 of Zaykdaior ws ér- 
Oovto éxopevyy Thy OAV éEwuT@v €BonOcov aitH: Ibid. 100 ’Eperpiées dé Truv- 
Bavdpevor Thy oTpatiny Thy Meporkhy émutdéougay ’AOnvaiay edenOnoav x. tT. d.: 
Plat. Rep. 450 A maou ratra dedoypeva jyiv voutle. (More rarely with gen. ; 
as, Il. p, 426 kdaiov, ered) mpata rubéoOnv Hvidxoro év Kovinor TeodvTos :) 
Eur. Med. 26 mpés dvdpos yoer HSiKnpévy: Xen. M.S. II. 2,1 atcOdpevos 
dé more Aapmpokhéa mpos Ty pntépa xaderratvovta. And with gen.: Id. IV. 
4,11 yoOnou ody maroré pou 7) pevdopaptupobvTos 7) cuKOpaytodytos ; Evopéw 
with dative: Hdt. VIII. 140 évopéw bpiv ovk ofowi re Eoopeévoror. 

The verbs in thick type in this and the following paragraphs 

(except §. 691.) may have the participle in the nominative, either as 

being neuter or by attraction.—See §. 682. 3. 

Obs.1. As the verb must evidently express a real perception or know- 

a Pflagk ad loc. 
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ledge of the action of the participle, it follows naturally that when the 
object is not conceived of as actually existing, but only as possible, or 
where an actual consequent act (as distinguished from the intention so to 
act) is to be expressed, the infinitive, not the participle, is used. So with 
the verbs vopitew, eidevar, émiotacBar, to understand how to do something ; 
pavOdvew, not to perceive, but to learn; yvyvdoxew, to decide, determine: 
puprnokeaOa, to remember to do a thing, the object is in infin.: Eur. Hipp. 
996 ériotapar Geods céBew, I understand how to honour the gods (conse- 
quence of understanding) ; but Id. 1254 ened wv éoOddv vt emiotapar, I 
know that he is good (antecedent to knowledge): Soph. Aj. 666 etodpe- 
o8a per Ocois cixew : Il. (,443 paBov eppevor eoOdds dei: Xen. Cyr. [V.1,18 
ei pabyjcovtar évavtiodc8a : but enable dyabds dy, he knew that he was good : 
Soph. Antig. 1089 va—yve tpépew tiv yhacoay novywrépay: but éyve tpé- 
gw: Isocr. 361 D €yvwoar Taciwva uot trapadodvar maida, they determined 
that he should: Xen. Cyr. Il. 1, 22 dyévas re aitois Tpoeiwev aTaVT@V, OTbGAa 

éytyvwoev (judicabat) doxeioOa ayadv eiva ind otpatiwrdv : but Thue. I. 
25 yvovtes (being aware) ovdepiav—and Kepxipas tipwplay otcav: Xen. 
Anab. III. 2, 39 pepvicOw avnp dyabds eivar, remember to be; epabe avinp 
ayabds dv, he felt that he was. So G.T., as Heb. x. 34 yryvaoxovres éxew, 
judging that ye have: Luke viii. 48 éyvoy thy ddvapiv é&edyndubutav. 

Obs. 2. After eisévat and émiotac@at, in the sense of to know, the infin. 
often follows, (but very seldom after muv@dveo@ar and aic@dvec@ar, to ob- 

serve,) when the action of the dependent verb is future, and perceived as 
such, or where these verbs express only a supposition of the notion of the 
verb having taken place, or taking place, as the part. gives the notion of 
its actually being past, or present: Soph. Phil. 1329 kai matAav tobe rhode 
pnmor’ evtuxetv vdoou Bapeias: Hdt. VIL. 172 émiotacbe npucas dpodoynoew 
T® Iepen : Thuc. VI. 59 aicavdpnevos (opinans) uirods péya mapa Baowdei 
Aapeio Stvac0ar : Plat. Pheedr. 235 C mdnpes mas, & Saipdve, rd or|Oos Exov 
aigOdvopar (opinor) mapa tavta dy éxew eimety erepa py xeipo. So Hat. 1. 45 
ouyyivwokdperds of etvat Bapvovpypopwraros: not dy, because it was an un- 
real impression on Adrastus’s mind. 

Obs. 3. The difficult passage 1 Tim.v.13 dpyal pavOdvouc. mepiepxo- 
pévat, cannot be translated they learn to go about; the participle must be 
taken as the remote attributive, and pav@dvovor joined with dpyai (sc. etvat) 
in the predicative sense of date yeveoOa dpyai (see §. 375. 3.), as Plat. 
Euth. 376 C codoi pavOavovow which Stallbaum takes dare coo yiyverOa. 
The construction belongs rather to the infinitive, §. 665. 1. 

§. 684. Verbs of appearing, shewing, declaring, discovering, as 

they declare any mental or bodily state, when the state of which 
these speak is viewed as existing really and previously ; as, devxvdvat, 
Syroav, SHAov toretv, paivew, to shew; datvecOa, to appear; éorKévar, 

to appear—to resemble—be like ; dpovos eivar, S4hos and davepds eivar, 

and sometimes dyyéAAew ; dyyéd\heoOar, dpodoyeiv, eAéyxeiy, EFeAEyKXELY, 

to convict, prove ; adioxec8ar, to be convicted ; moveiv, to represent ; 

evpioxey, to find ; eipioxeoOar, be found, &c. 

Hadt. VII. 18 ‘ApraBavos, bs wpdrepov a&rooneddwv podvos epatveto, Tore 
emonedSwv havepds Hv: Id. VI. 21 ’A@nvaio.—BHAov ewotnoav brepaxPeoVEv- 

Gr. Gr. vou. 11. 3 E 
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tes TH Munrov ddooe: Thuc. Ill. 84 9 dvOpencia piow—dopevn é4dwoev 
dkpatns pev opyns ota, Kpeiaowy b€ tov dixaiov, wohepia S€ Tov mpotxovros : 
Eur. Med. 84 xaos &v és didovs Gdtoxerar: Isocr. 190 D rots moutais— 
Tous Beods oidy Te ori Trotfioat kai Stadeyopevous Kal cuvaywvilopevous, ois dy 

BovdnOdow: Plat. Criton. 50 A éupéevopev ots Gpodoyyoopev Suxaiors otow : 
Demosth. 846, 5 émideiEw d€ TodTov od pdvoy GpohoynKéta civar Toy Midvav 
€AevOepov, GAA Kai havepoy Toit épyo TWeTonKSTA, Kal Tpds ToUTOLS ek Bawdvou 
mEpt aitav tedeuysta TovTov rods dxpiBertdrovs éhéyxous, Kai ovk eVehjoavT 
éx rovtay emdci~ar thy aAnOevav, add’ del TWavoupyouvTa Kal pdptupas weudeis 

Tapexdpevoy Kal SvakhémTovTa Tois avrov Adyous THY GdyOevay TOY TETpPaypEver : 
Ibid. 818, 16 davyocetar—radl’ dpohoyynKes: Ibid. 819, 20 padiws édeyxOy- 
cétar peuddopevos. So G. T., as Matt. i. 18 edpeOn exovoa. 

Obs. 1. Instead of the impersonal forms, 84Adv Eoti, pavepdsy eoti, patve- 
tat. apparet, the Greeks used the personal; as, SiAds ecip, havepds etp, 

datvopar, tiv warpida ev moujoas: and the part. is constructed with the 
subject thus created: Soph. Aj. 326 éydds éorw ods Te Spaceiwy Kakdy: 
Hat. III. 26 dauxdpevor pcv pavepot eiot es”Oacw mokw: Xen. Anab. II. 6, 
23 atépywv dé havepds pev Hy ovdéva, drm S€ hain pidos civar, rovt@ evdynhos 
eyiyvero émBouhedwy: Plat. Apol. 23 D katdédndou yiyvovrar mpootrorovpevor 
pev eidevat, eiddtes O€ ovdev. 

Obs. 2. Many of these verbs in a different signification take the infin. : 

a, Aevkvivar, to teach ; what is learnt being consequent on teaching : 
Eur. Androm. 707 8¢€igw 8’ eye oor pr) Tov ISatoy Hdpi peito vopilew Tndéos 
€xOpdv more: Ibid. r001 6 pnrpopdvtns—Betéer yapety oe pndev dv expiy eye. 
So when the object is represented not as something actually perceived as 
in existence, but only supposed as possible: Xen. M.S. II. 3,17 ri yap 
aro, en 6 Saxpdrns, 7) kivduvetoes emdergar od pev xpynortds te kai puiadeAgos 
eivat, exeivos dé davdds Te Kal odk Géios evepyeias; "AN ovddery oipar TOUT@Y 

ecco Oat. 

b. *Ayyé\New : Demosth. 29, 4 damyyéedOy TeOveds : Xen. Anab. II. 3, 11 
Kipov émuotpatevovta yyyerdev : but Xen. Cyr. 1.5, 30 6 Acadvpuos eis tH xo- 
pay €uBdddew ayyederou (it is not expressed whether he has really entered 
the country). And other verbs of this class, which are generally con- 
structed with infin., sometimes take the part. ; as, Néyw, pnpl, ppdle, évvémw 
Trag., NéyeoOar Plat. Phileb. 22 E: paprupéo Soph. Ant. 995 : épodoyet- 
oat Isocr. Paneg. 47 B: dvaivoypar Trag.: Eur. El. 687 pndé pe tacav deéye : 
Plat. Gorg. 481 C aérepdv ce pdpev viv omouddlovta i) mai~ovra: Soph. El. 
676 Bavdvt ’Opéorny viv Te Kai mada A€yo. 

c. Patverbat, Soxetv, to seem, have the infin.; apparere, to shew oneself, 

the part.: Hdt. IIL. 53 xaredaivero eivar vw0éotepos, he seemed to be; be- 
cause the seeming does not imply the reality of the fact; but épaivero avip 
Gyabds dy, he shewed himself a brave man: Plat. Criton. 52 E pndé Sikoror 
epaivovré cor ai duodoyiar eivar. 

d. Nouetv, facere, efficere, takes infin., as mo oe yedav, efficio ut : 
signifying to represent, the participle. See examples given above. 

§. 685. Neuter verbs of mental feelings and affections, as that 

action which caused the feeling must have existed before it or coin- 

cidently with it; as, xatpew, #SecOa, ynOetv; dyanav, to be content ; 
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GxGer8ar, dyavaxtely, doyaddy ; aideioGar, aioxdverOar ; perapehetv ; padiws 

depew &e.: 

Il. v, 352 Hx0eto—Sapvapevous (rods "Ayaiovs) (see §. 550,): Hdt. IX. 
98 Hx8ort0 exmepevydtwv: Id. VII. 54 perewednoe of rov ‘EAnomovroy pactt- 
yeoorte: ‘Thuc. V. 35 rots & ex tis vyoov deoporas petepédovto aiobedw- 
kotes: Eur. Med. 244 dvip 3 érav rois eyOov &xSntar guvdv: Id. Hipp. 8 
TipwpEevor Xatpouow (oi Geol) dvOporeav tro: Plat. Rep. 328 E xatpw ye Suade- 
yopevos Tois opddpa mpcoBvtas: Lbid. 475 B tré opexporépwy kai pavdorepov 
Tinopevor GyaT@ow: td. Pheed. 62 E rods pev ppovipous &yavaxtety dmrobvn- 
gkorTas TpErel, Tors Oe apovas xaipew. Also with an object, as xatpw cor 
eNOdytt; but often with accus. (see §. 549. ¢.): Soph. Aj. 136 o€ pev & 
mpdcoovt émyaipw: Id. Phil. 1314 qoOyv ce eddoyodvta warépa Toy epdv. 

Obs. When the consequent effect of these feelings is expressed, the 
infin. is used. AicytveoOer and aidetc8or take the infin. when the feelings 
prevent the person from acting, the participle when the person has done 
something which causes them: Xen. Cyr. V. 1, 20 kai rotro pev (sc. dmo- 
d:ddvac xdpw pyre pe SivacOar) oik aicxivopar héywv' 7d de" Eav pévnre map 
€uol, drodaocw, tovto, et tore, aicyuvoipny dy eimetv: Plat. Apol. 22 B 

aicxdvopor ov tpiv eimetv—radndy : Eur. Hec. 968 aicxtvopat oe mpooBhe- 
mew evavtiov, shame prevents me: Xen. Rep. Lac. 1.5 ¢Onxe yap (Avkoip- 
yos) aidetobar pév cioidyra 6dOAva1, aideioba 8 evra. But Soph. Aj. 506 

aidsegar pev matépa Tov cov ev AVype ynpa Tpodettrav. 

§. 686. The neuter verbs of satisfying oneself, enjoying the pos- 

session of, being full of any thing, as that which satisfies, or is pos- 
sessed, or which fills, must have existed antecedently to these states : 

téprecOar, epmimacOar, peoctds etvar &e. : 

Od. a, 369 viv pev Savdpevor tepTrbpeba: Il. o, 633 erei tdpmyncay és 
ddAndovs dpdwvtes : Soph. C8. C. 768 peotos Hv Supodmevos: Eur. Ion 925 
od roc cov Bdérov ewritrapar tpdcomov: Hdt. VII. 146 emecay radra Onev- 
frevor Ewor TAnpEees. 

§. 687. The verbs of permitting, allowing to go on, not caring 

for, tolerating, persevering in, continuing, a past or present action 

or intention, &c.; and the contraries; as, mepvopay (poet., ideiv), Kati 
deiv, elowelv, ob ppovtite, emitpeven (seldom); dvéxecOar, kaptepeiv, 

topéve (seldom); thAvar and todpav (both seldom, usually with 

infin.) ; Aewapetv, perseverare, kdpvew; Siateheiv, SiaylyvecOar, Sidyew : 

Od. , 162 éréApa evi peydpoow éoiow Baddopevos kai evisadpevos TeTANSTE 
6vp6, like Eur. Hipp. 476 tédpa 8 épdoa: Plat. Gorg. 470 C pi) Kapys 
evepyetov : Hdt. VIL. ror ei “EAAnves brropevéouct xetpas ewol dvTaerpdpevor : 
Id. IX. 45 Aumapéete péevovtes : Id. ILL. 65 (iptv emoknrro) pr wepiidetv thy 
Hyepovinv adris és Mndovs wepteNodoay: Demosth. 118, 29 peifo yryvopevov 
tov GvOpwirov weptopOpev : Isocr. 268 E 4 modus adrois ovk émitpéper Tapa- 
Batvouct tov voépov, permit them to go on overstepping the law: Eur. Or. 
740 py p dev Oavdvé’ bm dorav: Id. Hec. 256 trois pirovs Bddwrortes ob 
dpoytifere: Id. Hipp. 354 ovk dvefopar Laca: Id. Med. 74 “Idowy ratdas 
efavegetar macyovtas. Also with the gen.: Plat. Apol. 31 B dvéxecOar 

Cap ae 
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A , , 

TOV OiKElwY dpedovpever (see §. 504.) : Demosth. 112, 6 dvéxeo8at twov ev 
Tats exkAnoias KeySvTwy todas, OS K.T. A. 

Obs. 1. The verbs dvéxecOar, Sropévery, Thijvot, ToAMGy, in the sense of 
to dare, have the infin.: Hdt. VII. 139 extr. catapeivavres dvéoxovto rév 

emdyra émi thy xapnv SéEacPa1.— Emitpérewy, usually the infin. So teptopéy, 
when the notion is not of permitting something already existing, but 
something which may exist. So often Hdt., and Thuc.: Hdt. Vier 

mvevpata avéyov éuminrovra ov Tepiopay tiv Oddacaay ioe TH EwvTHs XpA- 
o8ar: Thuc. II. 20 robs A@nvaious fAmiev THY yay ovK dv Tepudety TpnOAvar. | 
—'Aroxdépvew in the sense of fo cease to strive after something, has the 
infin., because this notion implies that the dependent action is not in 
existence: Plat. Crit. 45 pyre—dmokdpys cavtoy gaoa. 

Obs. 2. The notion of preventing properly excludes the participle, as of 
course the action to be prevented is not in existence. Where this notion 
occurs above, as in ov« emirpewer, the action to be prevented is viewed as 
already begun. 

§. 688. Verbs of beginning, and ceasing, making to cease, &e. ; 
(as the beginning is coincident with the action begun, ceasing is 
consequent on that from which one ceases ;) as, dpxecOar, bmdpxew ; 

Tavew, mavecOar, Ajyew, SraddAdrrew, dmadddtrecOar, kdpvew, to be 

weary of; of relaxing in any thing, as pebrévar, pePlecOar, pebrévar 

poet., NeteoGar, éxdetrew, emudetrew : 

Il. @, 48 Kdadoas pebenke, having wept he left off (weeping)=he ceased 
to weep: Hdt. VI. 75 KAeouevns d€ mapadkaBav rov cidnpov, apxeTo ek TaY 
Kynpewv éwitov AwRadwevos: Eur. Hipp. 706 matoar Aéyouva.—MNatw oe 
GSikodvta.—Navopat oe dduxdv: Xen. Cic. I. 23 (ai emOvpiar) aixilopevar 
Ta c@pata Tov avOporeyv kal Tas Wuxas Kal Tos oikous ovTeTE AYouTW, gor” av 

apxoow ad’tav.— E\deimetar eb mordy rods evepyerovvras éavrdv Ibid.; Plat. 
Pheed. 60 C 6 eds Bovddpevos adta (ro 760 Kat TO AvTNpov) BiaddAdgar trode- 
PouvTa, eed? ok nOvvaro, Evvnev eis Tadtoy avtois Tas Kopupds: Id. Symp. 
186 B dpgopor dé dad ris iarpuxns €éyov. 

Obs. 1, “Apyeo@at is used with infin. when the notion of the dependent 
verb is only in intention, not in act; as, Thuc. I. 107 jpgavto Kai ra paxpa 
teixn A@nvaior oikodopety : oiKodopobvTes, when it is actually begun. Navew 
is also sometimes joined with the infin. when the ceasing from the action 
is to be definitely represented as the effect of the active verb: Il. A, 442 
ép Emavoas emi Tpwcoor pdxeoOar, effecisti, ut ego pugnare desinerem. So 
Hdt. V. 67., VII. 54. Plat. Rep. 416 C iris (ovcia) pire rods pvdakas as 
dpiarous €tvar tatoo, gue neque custodes impediat, quominus quam optimi 
sint. 

Obs. "ApxecOa in G. T. is always used with Infinitive. 

§. 689. Verbs of being in luck, or success, distinguishing oneself, 
doing well, being deficient, being in error, take a participle of the 

notion which precedes any of these states; as, edtuxeiv, «6 movety, 

Gpaptdve, ddixetv &c., SO katampotgecOar, impune facturum esse : 

Eur. Or, 1212 ecimep ebtuxjoopev éddvtes, tf we shall be successful enough 
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to take it—if having taken it, we shall be: Hdt. VII. 17 otre—viv xata- 
mpotgear dmrotpémwv rd xpedv yeveoOa: Thuc. I. 53 d&iKcetre—modepov dp- 
Xovtes kal orovdas Avovtes,— Apapraver Tavita ToLwy : Plat. Phed. 60 C ei y 

€rroitnoas dvapvyncas pe, you have done well to remind me: Hat. V. 24 €6 
éroinoas adixdpevos: Plat. Euthyd. 282 C kai €0 émoinoas dmadhdgas pe 
oxéews moAAjs. So G.T., as 2 Pet. i. 19 6 kahas Tovette mpoaéxovtes. 

Obs. There is a remarkable attraction to the nominative in A’sch. Theb. 
1027 Kava kivBuvoy Bard Odyac’ adedgdv, I will take upon myself the risk to 
bury ; where @ayaca is attracted from its construction after Badd with 

€vavTnv understood, to the nominative éy# implied therein (unless Bade be 
neuter, as in Ausch. Agam. 1172. Eur. Cyc. 574.). So Virg. Ain. 1. 314 
cui mater media sese tulit obvia sylva. 

§. 690. 1. Metpacbar, very frequently in Hdt. (as the notion of 
attempting any action generally may be taken to imply that this 
action is begun, “ doing it he tried it,” or “he tried to do it”), and 

also sometimes in Attic: and the Ionic phrases, modAds éott, mavtotds 

éott, e. g. ody tt, which imply the notion of endeavouring, he used 

all means to do it: so Tapackevdfeo@ar, but generally with os and 

fut. part. : 

Hdt. 1X. go modNds Hy Atoadpevos 6 Ecivos: Id. I. gS 6 Anidkns Hv woddds 
ind tavtos avdpos kal mpoBadddpevos Kai aiveduevos: Id. IX. 109 travtotos 

éyéveto ov Bouddpevos Sovva, nihil non tentavit, quo efficeret, ut non daret : 
Id. VII. 10, 3 mavtotor éyévovto SkvGar Sedpevor “lavav ica tov mépov. (So 
after this analogy: Plat. Euth. 8 C mévta tovodot cai héyouat devyortes tiv 
dicny: Hdt. VI. 172 Tweipynodpebd teva cwrnpiay pnxavedpevor: Id. VET. 139 

 ovdapol adv éretpOvto dvtiedpevor Baordei: cf. Id. VI. 5, 9.)—Thuce. II. 7 of 
*AOnvaio TapecKeudlovto Ws ToepnoovTes. So émelyeoOar is, in Hdt. joined 
with part.; as, VIIT. 68, 2 fv pev py émeryOys vavpayiny Trovedpevos. 

Obs. 1. The infin. is naturally used with tavtotos éyéveto &c., where the 
action of the dependent verb does not refer to the speaker ; in Hdt., as 
IL. 124 mavtoin éyeveto pr) dmodnpjoa tov Todvkpatea. MetpacOar and 
TapackeuvdleoGar take the infin. usually, when the part of the action yet re- 
maining to be done, or its completion, is more especially considered ; so 
also émetyeoOor, Hdt. VIII. 68, 3 iv dé atrika émerxOys vaupexjcat, though 
shortly before the part. occurs with this verb. 

Obs. 2. In wapackeudfeo@ar with ws and fut. part., the fut. expresses the 
intention, which exists before the verb, and gives rise to its action; that 

the action itself of the participle does not yet exist is marked by as. 

Obs. 3. This participle with mavroios &c. is to be distinguished from its 
gerundial use in wavroius roov, doing it in all manner of ways. 

2. The future participle is used with such verbs as épxopa, 
jew: Hdt. IIL. 6 rotro épxopar ppdowav, to say (with the intention 

of saying) I am here: Id. VI. 70 és AeAdods xpynodpevos to xpn- 
oTynpl» wopeverar: Xen. M.S. Ll. 7,5 c€ ye S8dgwv Sppnpar. So 

generally when the fut. part. is joined with the verb, it expresses 

an intention: Hdt. IIT. 36 @AduBave 76 réfov os Katatogedowy aiTov. 
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So wéu7w ce défovta. + The pres. part. is joined with verbs of going, 

when the subject of the verb is supposed to continue a state of real 
or metaphorical motion already begun: Hadt. I. 122 jie ravrny (Ti 

yuvaika) aivéwv da wavtos, he proceeded to praise. 

§. 691. Certain expressions (mostly impersonal); it ds fitting, 
useful, profitable, good, agreeable, shameful, to my mind, &c.; but 

they have the infin. as frequently as the participle, and even more 

so; the notion of the dependent verb being conceived to follow as a 
result from the notion of the governing verb, not to have preceded 
it as already attached to the subject; Mpémer por &ya9d dvm, to me 

who am good it suits well; and dya0@ «iva, it suits well that 1 

should be good: 

Xen. Gc. IV. 1. 1 al Soxotor caddiota tay emietnpaey Kal epot mpémoe ay 
pariora émusehopevy sc. adrav: Plat. Pheed. 114 D rodro kai mpémew poor 
doxe-—oiopevw ovtws éxew9®. So pidov éotiv: Asch. Ag. 160 «i 705’ abté 
pitoy Kexhynpevw.—Avorredet: Lysias 174, 14 ots ovd€ draé éuortéAyoe 
mevGopevors : Soph. CE. R. 316 dpoveiv as dewvdv, 2vOa py TEA AUEL HpovodvTt : 
Plat. Apol. 41 B dvtumapaBdéddovte (sc. poi, conferenti) ra epavrod wan mpos 
Ta excivav odk ay andes ein: Id. Rep. 458 B (ratra) Eupdpopdtat ay etn mpa- 
xOévra TH Te WOE Kal Tots Pidak&e (and ~vadopwrar av cin Tavta mpaxOyvar) : 
Id. Phil. 42 D drav6’ éréca rovair’ dvdpar’ exer EupPaiver yryvopeva: Id. 
Alcib. 113 D oxorotow érorépa cuvoice mpdéaow. So éott, Ureoti, Eiveoti 
poe te: Soph. CE. T. 296 6 pn “ott SpOvte tapBos, ovS eros oBei. 

Obs. 1. When the part. is applied generally, not to any definite subject, 
the article may be joined with it: Plat. Legg. 656 A pav ody te BdaBnv 
éx0 nvrwa pepe TO Xalpovtt Tovnpias 7) oxrpaow i) pedcow: that any one 
ie hee bi Mi aoa nd : 

Obs. 2. In the passage Od. ¢, 193 ovr otv eobjros Seunoea, otre tev 
dAdov, dv éméory’ ixernv radareipioy avtidgavta, it does not seem as if dyria- 
aavra were the particip le for the infinitive, but we must rather supply jy 
deveoOa after eméuixe. 

§. 692. "Exew, in the sense of to hold oneself, to be, forms, when 

joined with a participle agreeing with the subject, an apparent peri- 
phrasis for the simple verb, as it cannot be said to supply any defi- 

nite form thereof, but expresses the continuance of the action 

when already begun, (as in Latin hadeve with a passive part. in 

accus.; as, rem aliquam pertractatam habere ;) it may be trans- 

lated, “ continues to do so and so :”” 

Soph. Ant. 22 rév pev mpoticas, rev 8 atysdoas exer, continues to honour, 
&e. : Eur. Med. 33 abixero per’ avépos, és oe (1. e. avrny) yuv atipdoas 

exer: Id. Bacch. 302 “Apeds Te poipay petahaBdy € exet twa: Id. Hecub. 1013 
mémwv evTos 7} ih? exets; Id. Med. go od 8 as padtora rotcd épynpdcas 
éxe: Soph. Ant. 1272 é€yw padav Seidavos, I never cease to feel that: Hat. 
VI. 12 dvdpi Paxaci ahafovi—emitpepavtes jjuéas avto’s €xopev> ; Demosth. 

a Cf. Heindorf. b Valckeniir. ad loc. 
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818. extr. ry pev roivuy mpotka—exer haPdv: Tbid. 113,12 Kai pay kat 
Depas mpanv ws pitos—eis Oerradiav ehOav exer kaTahaBay. 

Obs. 1. On the contrary : ¢y@ eye, I can say, habeo dicere. 

Obs. 2. This idiom is to be distinguished from the phrase in Soph. C&d. 
R. 731 ovd8é mo An€avrt’ exer, continue without ceasing, in which the parti- 
ciple is gerundial and not infinitival. 

§. 693. (694.") The part. stands thus with tvyxdve, I happen ; 
kup®, T am there, I chance; davOdvw, [ escape notice; (the thing 

which is not observed being antecedent or coincident with the escap- 
ing observation ;) $0dvw, I anticipate ; oixopa, [ hasten away. It 

expresses the antecedent or coincident notions to which these several 
actions refer : 

Hat. I. 44 6 Kpotcos dovéa tov maidds edavOave Booxwv: Id. III. 83 xai 
viv avtn 1) oikin SiateNéer povvn edevbepy eovca Iepréay.—Ardyw, d.ateha, 
Staylyvopar. Sie. kaka tovav: Thuc. 1V.113 étuxov édira ev rH ayopa 
KabevSovtes as mevtnxovta (there chanced to be sleeping): Plat. Rep. 412 
Knooro S€ y' av tis paduora, 6 Tuyxdvor Prdav: Eur. Alc. g54 doris éxOpds 
av xupet: Xen. Cyr. I. 3, 12 yaderov jv GAXov POdeat toito Toujcayta : Eur. 
Med. 1169 kai podis POdver Opdvoicw éurecodca.—So ovk dv pOdvors Aéywv ; 
Plat. Symp. 185. extr. i. e. will you not be quick in saying this? Id. Pheed. 
106 B ovk ay $0dvois tepaivwy; i.e. statim reliqua conclude. 

Obs. 1. With tuyxdvew and xupety the part. gv is sometimes omitted ; 

as, Soph. El. 45 6 yap péeyvotos avrois tuyxdver Sopvééwv. Sometimes where 
there is no adjective: Ibid. 313 viv & dypotor tuyxdver : Eur. Hipp. 1421 
és Gv pdduora pidtatos Kupy Bporav: Plat. Rep. 369 B tuyxdver judy exaoros 
ovk adtdpKys, dAAd modhay evdens”: Id. Apol. 38. princ., and Gorg. 502 B 
ei O€ te Tuyxdver dndés. Sometimes also after Siatehety : Thuc. I. 34 doda- 
Aéotatos dy Siatehoin: Xen. Hell. VIL. 3,1 GAkipor SrereAecay. 

Obs. 2. We must not confuse with this use of the adjective for the par- 
ticiple by the ellipse of dé» its proleptic use by the ellipse of e«tvar.—(See 
§. 439. 2.) 

Obs. 3. P@dvew, to anticipate, often has an acc. of the person anticipated 
or prevented: Hdt. VI. 115 Bovddpevor pOHvar Tods “AQnvatous dmixdpevor és 
To dotv. The comparison implied therein is sometimes expressed by 7: 
Od. X, 58 epOns melds ioy 7 eyo odv vnt pedaivn. So with q and infin.: 

Hdt. VI. 108 @atn re wodddkis dv dvSparrodicbévtes H Twa mudecOa Hucwr. 
Also mpiv 7: Ibid. 116 épOnody re diixdpevor amply 7 tois BapBapous ike. 
Similarly to ovk dy Péavos Aeyor ; we find odk av POdvors without a ques- 
tion, ‘‘ You cannot be toe quick in saying it,’ where pédvew signifies nimis 
cito aliquid facere, nimis properare: Hdt. VIL. 162 otk ay p0dévoite rip 
TaxloTnv oniow amrahhaccdpevor, si quam primum abieritis, non nimis cito 
abieritis, non nimis properaveritis, i.e. nulld interpositad mord, e vestigio hinc 
abire maturate! Ov pOavew followed by xai, kai evévs, may be translated 
by, scarcely —not so soon as: Isocr. 58 B of Aaxedaipdvice obx epOnoav 
tuOdpevor Tov rept tHy Arrixyy TOAEHOV, Kal TavT@Y TaV GAwv dpueAnoarTes 
HKov lv duvvodrres. 

a §, 693. in former editions is 694. b Stallb. ad loc. 
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Obs. 4. The construction of AavOdvew and Odvew is sometimes reversed, 
so that instead of having a participle, they are placed in the participle and 
seem to be accessories to the action of another verb: IIL. », 390 ap & amo 
tetxeos GATO habdv: Hdt. III. 71 ovdK adros pOas eyed Katryyopos €otat, dda 
odeas avros eyo karepéw. So in Homer pOdpevos, as ds wv’ EBare POdpevos? : 
Xen. Cyr. ILL. 3, 18 pOdvovtes 5 Snodpev tiv exeivov yi. : 

Obs. 5. ¢0dvew is but rarely joined with infin. : Arist. Nub. 1384 ov« 
EpOns gpdoar. It is wrong to class here Il. 7, 860 ris & old et K ’Aytdeds— 

$64y Eno xd Sovpi rumeis awd Ovpdy ddé€ooar ; here drAcooa Ovpoy is the con- 
sequence of ruzeis and does not depend on 677. 

§. 694. (693.>) Another sense in which the participle may be said 

to complete a verbal notion is, where it explains and defines a de- 
monstrative, which is joined to a preceding verb; but this rather 
belongs to its gerundial use : 

Plat. Pheed. 59 A kai mavtes of mapdvtes oxeddv Te oUTW Sreketpeba, Ore prev 

yehavres, evidre Sé Saxpvovtes: Xen. Anab. [V.1, 4 ryv dée—euBodnv dde 
mo.ovvTat, dua pev adeiv reipmpevor, Gua b€ POdoa. So Soph. Ck. T. 10 rive 
tpdm@ kabeorare ; Seloavtes i) oTépgavtes. 

Obs. 1. There is a curious use of the participle in Thuc. VI. 1 dcetpyerat 
TO pi) odoa, where Thuc. seemingly meant to write etvar, but adopting the 
participial construction forgot to alter the té which belongs to the infini- 
tive: Id. LV. 63 dca 1d dn HoBepodrs tapdvtas ’AOnvaiovs—exmdayevtes. 

The Participle used as the Latin Gerund for a remote attributive. 

§. 695. 1. From this use of the participle, whereby some essen- 
tial part of the whole verbal action is supplied, we must distinguish 
the participle when used to express certain accidents of the verbal 
action, such as are expressed by adverbs or adverbial expressions ; 
which though not necessary to a full conception thereof, yet add dis- 
tinctness to the notion of it, by stating the circumstances, conditions, 

&c. under which it took place, or by which it was accompanied. 
When thus used the participle is called, for the sake of distinction, 

the gerund, as it answers to that form in another language: 6 av0év 
kiT0s =Op@ oe Tpéxovta, oda Ovntds oy. We must distinguish be- 

tween oida Ovntos dv, I feel myself to be mortal, and rodro otda 
Ovyntos dv, I know this in consequence of beiny mortal: 6p ce tpé- 

xovta, I see that you run—6p6 oe tpéxovta, I see you while you are 

running. 

2. Of the gerundial use of the part., there are two sorts—da. 

Where the part. has the same subject as the verb of the sentence, 
in which case it agrees with it in gender, number, and case; as, 

6 Kipes yehav eime, ot maides yehavtes elnov.—h. Where the subject of 

the participle is not the same as that of the verb, in which case the 

a Liddell and Scott Lex. b §. 694. in former editions is 693. 
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partic. and its subject are usually in the gen. ; as, tod maiddg yehdvros, 
6 K®pos eizev, which construction is termed Casus absolutus. 

Obs. For the reason why the gen. is used, see §. 541. 

3. The adverbial notions which are thus expressed by the partic. 
are 

a. Temporal. 
6. Causal, including the notion of the conditions under which 

any thing happened. 
c. Modal. 
Obs. 1. The gen. part. sometimes stands alone in the absolute construc- 

tion, without its subject, which is either sujplied from the context, as Plat. 

Parm. 137 C épora os droxpiopeévou (sc. euod) ; so with an ellipse of God, 
which is naturally implied, Arist. Vesp. 774 Govtos eivec: Lys. Fr. 45, 4 
auckotdlovtos (when it was dark) éd@dvtes: so directly from the context, 
Thue. VII. 30 ra pev xara tiv MuxdAnooov wader xpnoapevwv (sc. Muxadno- 
ciwy) k.t.A.: or, when it is wholly indefinite, a demonstrative pronoun, 
Tove, TovTov, or the indefinite words mpaypdrev, ypnpatarv, avOpaTay &c. are 
without difficulty supplied by the mind (see §. 84. 6.): Il.0, 190 rou eyou 
€axoy modujy Ga vaiepev aiel mahAopevwv, when they cast lots: Hat. III. 13 
of b€ Aiytrrii—eevyov’ KateknPévtwy dé (sc. aita@v) és Méuduy erepme— 
KapBions (knpuxa): Thuc. I. 116 Tepexdys—@yero xara tdaxos emi Kavvov kab 
Kapias, éoayyehbevtwv, ote Boivicca: vanes ex’ aitovs méovoty: Xen. Cyr. I. 

4,18 onpavevtwy d€ To "Aorudyer Gre wodepol eiow ev TH Xopa, €EeBonOer Kat 
avtos mpos ta dpia: Id. IIL. 1, 38 Stacknvodvtwy dé (sc. aitav) peta 70 
Seizvov, emnpero 6 Kopos: also in sing. Thuc. 1. 74 capas SydwOévtos, dre ev 
Tais vavol Tov “EMAnvey Ta Tpdypata eyeveTo: SO OUTWS EXOVTOS (CUTwS éxdvTaV 
Plat.), quum res ita se habeat : &Sndou dvtos ; so in Latin, cognito, edicto, 
pettto, &c. for postguam cognitum erat, &c. 

Obs. 2. The participle as a remote attributive follows the general rules 
for the position of the article when it takes it, thus hevydvrev rév Todepiov, 
or Tév worepiov pevydvrwy, are both generally absolute : in tév hevydvrar 
wo\epiov the participle is a direct attributive, in tév Todepioy rdv pevydvTav 
it is in apposition. So 1 Cor. xii. 22 ra doxodvra acOevéorepa eiva is an at- 
tributive to wéAn Tov c@paros, though the collocation is unusual. 

Obs. 3. The ellipse of évros or évrwy, so that an adjective stands with a 
substantive as a genitive absolute, is very rare. In Thuc. [II. 82 ot& éroi- 
pov mapaxadeiv adrovs, the verbal notion is carried on readily from the pre- 
ceding éxovrav. Xen. Anab. VII.8,11 ds Eroipwv 5) xpynpdtwv seems to be 
a real instance of it, so also Soph. Gi. C. 1588 Snyntipos obd€vos Pidrwv : 
Ibid. 83 ws Enob pdvyns wéAas. In CE. R. 966 av bbyyntdv may be taken as 
the causal gen. (see §. 483. Obs. 3.) ; so Spnyntod tds 1260; see §. 376. 
Obs. 1. 

Obs. 4. The participle év is sometimes found with another participle, 
which then=either subst. (1), or adj. (2). 

1. Xen. Symp. VIII. 2 KpirdBovdos .. . épwpevos av. 
2. Xen. Hell. 1.2.2 twes... Sveamappevous dvtas ... rors Widods €diwxnv. 

Id. IL. 1. 28 Breckedacpever S€ ray avOparav dvtwv. 
See too Aischin. Ctes. 62, 25 érépwv tiv dw Siahepwy yevopevos. 

a. Temporal. 

§. 696. The participle is used to express time which is defined 
Gr. Gr. VOL. It. 3 F 
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by giving some action or state: Xen. M. S. I. 2, 22 moAdAot ra xpr- 
para édvaddcavtes, GY mpdcbev amelxovto KEpdav, aicxpa voptCovtes 

eivat, TovTwr odK anéxovtat, after spending ; so we frequently find a 

periphrasis with woujoas= thereon: Hdt. VI. 96 évéenpyoay kai ra ipa 

Kal THy TéAW" TadTa b€ Tojoavtes ET TAS GAAaS VHTOVS AvayorToO, OY a 

repetition of the preceding verb, in the participle, without radra: 

Thid. 108 ’A@nvatovo.—ereOjxavto Bowwrot’ émbépevor 6€ EcodOnoav TH 

paxn: Id. VII. 60 advras rovrm 76 TpdTmw eEnpiOpncay: apiluroartes 

d& Kata €Ovea deracoov. Gen. absol.: Il. a, 88 odris, eneé Lavtos kal 

em xdovi Sepxopevouo, gol KoiAns Tapa vyvot Bapelas xelpas eToice. 

Obs. 1. Here also belong the following participles, which we translate 
by adverbs, or adverbial expressions ; a. dpxdpevos, at the beginning, at 
first : Thuc. IV. 64 dep xai dpxspevos eirov. We must distinguish this 
from dp§dpevos amd twos, which may be translated “ from, downwards.” 
This participle dp&dyevos generally agrees in gender, case, and number, 
with the substantive, of which it defines and limits the sense ; as, Plat. 
Rep. 600 extr. ovxotv Tiwpev dad “Opnpou apfapevous mévtas Tods Ton- 
TUKOUS pints cidwAwy aperis etvat, all the poets from Homer downwards ; but 
sometimes with the subject of the verb: Plat. Symp. 173 D Soxets por are- 
xvas tmavtas avOpamovs aOdiovs rycicbar TARY Sa@xpdrous, ad cou apEdpevos : 

Cf. Xen. Cyr. VII.5,65: so G. T. as Luke xxiv. 27.—8. teNeutav, at last, 

finally ; Plat. Rep. 362 A tedeut@v mdvra Kaka mabey dvackwdvdevOnoerat 4 : 
Id. Apol. 22 C tedeutav (at last) ody émi robs xetporexvas ya: Demosth. 125, 
57 Svotuxeis Eperpieis Teheut@vtes ereiaOncav Tovs tmep abtav héeyovras €k- 
Badeiv.—y. dvadurov xpdvov, after some time, or diad. roddv, ddiyov xp., eT™- 
oxov woddy xpdvor, puxpdv: Plat. Pheed. extr. ddtyov xpdvov Siadimay exiv7On : 
Id. 59 E ov rodty 8 otv xpdvoy emuoxav je”: Cf. Hdt. VI. 129.—5. dvicas, 
immediately, quickly: Arist. Lys. 438 dvicavte dyceror, illico colligate: so 

G. T. dvaotds see Matt. ix. 9. 

Obs. 2. We often find participles of “‘ coming” and “‘ going’”’ joined with 
the verb, to put the whole action in a clear distinct light, most commonly 

in poetry, but also in prose, as Xen. Cyr. II. 2, 6 otrw kai eyo édOwy edi- 
Sackov éva Aéxoyv : so Matt. iv. 13; ii. 8: but sometimes the finite verb is 

used, and the connection between the verbal notions expressed by kai, 

Matt. iv. 11 mpoo7ndOov kai dunkdvovr avtov. 

Obs. 3. To define more distinctly the notion of time, émi is often joined 
with the gen. and the part. present (only) est Kvpov Baodedvovros (see 
§. 633. 1.) : the notion of past time is sometimes expressed by peta, with 
ace., as Hdt. VI. 98 peta de todtov evOcirev efavaxPévta Aros exevyOy: Ibid. 
132 peta d€ Td ev Mapabav tTp@pa yevspevov MiAriddns—avéero : and of inde- 
finite time, by 6m with acc., as 61d thy mparnv éweOotcav vinta. (See 
§. 639. III. 2. a.) To define any thing as following in time on the action 
of some other person, pera is used, as peta EéAwva, oixdnevov—as following 
on some other sort of action, émi with dative. (See §. 699. Obs. 2.) 

Obs. 4. The time is also more accurately expressed by the addition of 
the temporal adverbs, adtixa, ed@us (Ion. idéws), éfathvys, petal, dpa, to 
the genitive absolute, or the simple participle, as Hdt. I. 179 éptcaovtes 
&pa thy tadpor emrivGevov : Id. VI. 10 ravra pev vuv ews Gmikopevev es riy 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Thbid. 
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MaAntov tay Iepoéwy eyivero: Xen. Anab. III. 3, 7 pevyovres Ga critpworov: 
Plat. Pheed. 60 B kai tpiBuv &pa—epn®: Ibid. 77 B éres py, dpa dato- 
OynoKovtos Tod dvOpamov, Stackedavvirae » Wuxn: Ibid. 70 A épa, py €vOds 
Gmahhatropevn (1 Wux7) Tov coparos — diackedacOeioa oixnrac: Id. Rep. 
238 C edOis ody pe idav 6 Képados nomdgerd te Kal eimev, simul ut me con- 

spewit : Id. Lys. 207 A 6 Mevegevos ex ris aidjs petagds taihwy cioepyera, 
whilst he was playing: Id. Rep. 336 B kai 6 Opacipaxos modddkes pev Kal 
Siadeyouevav nuav petagd Spua avtiiayBdverOa tod Adyov. On dpa with 
dat., see §. 699. Obs. 2. 

Obs. 5. To express more clearly and emphatically any sequence, whether 
of time, or otherwise, on the action of the partic., the adverbs évtat@a, 
otw, olTw $y, Ode, are joined to the verb of the sentence, as Hdt. VI. 23 
meOopevay d€ Tov Saplay Kal oxXdvTwy THY Zaykdrnv, evOatta oi Zaykdaior €Bon- 
@cov (as Virgil. Ain. IT. 391 sic futus, deinde comantem Androgei galeam 
clipeique insigne decorum induitur) : Id. VI. 104 drodvyav dé kai rovrovs, 
otpatnyos ovtTw "AOnvaiwy amedéxOn, ita demum imperator creatus est: Id. 
VIL. 174 Geocadoi dé epnpwbévres cuppdyeor oUTw $i eundicay mpobvpos.—In 
poetry the part. is often joined to the verb by kat: Il. x, 247 os hapevy 
kal kepdoovvyn nynoar AOnyn. 

Obs. 6. We find a curious change of construction in the form 4@ 7\ev 
éxyov &c. (Thue. I. 9.), which he had when he came; the principal verb 

being in the partic., and the verb expressing the time being made the pre- 
dicate of the sentence. So Thuc. V. 31 & €xovtes xafiotravro : see also 
§. 705. 3. 

‘b. Causal. 

§. 697. a. The cause or reason: Xen. M.S. I. 2, 22 modAAol 
TQ Xpyuata avadéoavtes, GY Tpdcbev anEixovTO KEPOGY, aicxpa vopt- 

Lovres elvar, TovTwy ov« améxovtar: Plat. Phed. 102 D dé€yw dé 

TOUS Evexa Poudspevos (i.e. Ott BovAopar) Sd€ar oor S7ep epoi. Very 

common in interrogatory and relative sentences: Plat. Phed. 63 
A tl yap av Bouddpevor (1. e. cur) Avdpes copol ws aAn9Gs deondras 
> (Qo tm 4 , , , ‘ al > / 
dpelvous attav pevyouev ; For ti pa@dv and ti ma0ay radta énoujcas ; 

cur hec fecisti ? see §. 872. k.—Gen. abs. Thuc. VII. 13 ra 6é 
TAnpopara Sua 768 ePOdpy Te nuiv Kai €t viv POeipera, Tov vautav TOV 

pev dia ppvyavicpov Kal aprayhy wakpay Kal vdpelay id TOV imnéov 

dmrohhupévov, of O€ Oeparevovtes—avTopodrova. 

b. The actual circumstances: Eur. Hipp. 800 (dow Oavodons 

HyTpés. 
Obs. 1. The participle thus joined with a substantive has an almost sub- 

stantival force, so that it can be replaced by a substantive with a genitive 
depending on it: Thuc. I. 100 ois modepuioy Hy Td xwpiov ai Evvéa 68ot xtt- 
{dpevov=H KTiots Tod xwplou: Id. 1. 2 at Suvdpers rici peiLous eyywopevar 

ordocs=TOv Suvdwewy eTddcers: I]. p, 2 od8 Aa’ ’Arpéos vidv-—Ndtpok os 
Tpwecor Sapets. 

Obs. 2. Here also ottw is sometimes added to the verb, to mark the se- 
quence more distinctly: Plat. Lach. prince. tas dé nuets nynodpevor Kat ika- 

vous yvavat, kal yvovtas amhas av eimew 4 Soxei bpiv, obTW TmapedaBoper. 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
3F2 
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c. The conditions, or supposed circumstances: Plat. Symp. 
193 D ob 8% Tov airioy Oedv Spvoivres Sikaiws av tuvoipev "Epwra: 

Ibid. 104 C od pévr’ dv KadGs Trotolnyv—, ® “Ayabwv, rep cod tu eyo 

Gypotkoy Sogétwv: Ibid. 196 C xparav 6@ fdovGv Kal emiOuudy 6 

"Epos diapepovtws av cwdpovot: Id. Phileb. 43 C ai peraBodal Karo 

TE KaL Gvw yryvopevar AUTAaS TE Kal HOovas amepyd¢ovra: Demosth. 

122, 45 ov yap av adrots Evehev—, pr) TOD SwohapBdvovow, i.e. ef 

py TODO tmeAduBavov®: Thuc. IV. 18 ratovres, should they fail. 
In questions: Plat. Gorg. 509 B riva dv Bonbeay pH Suvdpevos 

avOpwnos Boneiy Eavt@ KarayéAaotos av rH GAnOela ein; —Genit. 

absol. Od. a, 390 kal kev totr’ €O€Aoyu, Ards ye Bi86vT0s, dpéaOar (Deo 

volente): Eur. Hipp. 1433 avOpdzo.oe b€, Sedv 8i8dvtwv (si dii auc- 
tores sunt), eixos e€ayaptdvewv: Demosth. 130 extr. cat olouat cat viv 

ere emravopOwdivar dv Ta Tpdypara, TobTwY yryvopévey, 

Obs. 3. It is evident that the participle here represents a conditional 
clause. 

d. Limitation or concession, with generally an emphatic force, 
which is usually signified by the addition of the limiting or concessive 
particles kat, kairo, wép (which in Homer are often strengthened by 

pans) katwep OF kai—nep, dps, Ereita, eira poet., kata prose, also kat 

tadra, to the participle. Without any adverb: Xen. Cyr. IIL. 2, 

15 ws ddrLya Suvdpevor tpoopav GvOpwrot TEpt TOD eAAOVTOS TOAAG eTtL- 

xelpodpev mpdrrev !—With it—kat: Il. €, 651 “Exropa kat pepadta 

paxns oxnoecOat diw:—mép: Il. a, 241 Tots O ovti dujcEaL, dxvdpevds 

mep, xpatopeiv: Il. 7,638 ppddpov wep drip (sc. ov): Asch. Ag. 1084 

péver TO Oeiov dovdla wep ev peri (sc. ovon): Ibid. 1568 eye & odv 
eOéha—radde pev orépyew, dvoTAnTa wep dvta :— éprrys, Il 0, 399: 

—xai wep, divided in Homer, xai—vep, so that wép is placed be- 

side the word on which emphasis is to be laid; (only Od. n, 224 kai 
mep;) but joined in Attic Greek, xatwep: I]. B, 270 kat d&xvdpevot tep : 

Xen. Anab. I.6, 10 tpocextvncap kaimep €iddtes, Stu emt Oavdrw ayoiro: 

so also in Attic, ob3émep: Eur. Phoen. 1624 ot« dv mpodoinv obdémep 

mpdcowy Kaxés:—katror: Plat. Prot. 339 C ovd€ por eupedews 7d 

Tlitrdkeov véyerat, Katto. copod mapa dwrds cipnpevov: dpws, as Hdt. 

VI.120 borepor 6& amiKdpevor THS TvpPoAts (preelio) ipelpovto Spws 

Oejoacba tovs Myjdovs: (though it properly belongs to the verb 

of the sentence, yet generally it is attached to the partic., and 
often is even placed before it:) Eur. Or. 680 kdyé o’ txvotdpat, Kat 
yuvy Tp obo" pws: Id. Med. 280 eprjoopyar dé Kal Kak@s Tacxouo” Spas : 

Xen, Cyr. V.1, 26 ovrws exopev, ws abv oor pev byws Kal ey TH TOAE- 
pla dvtes Oappodpev: Id. Econ. XVI. 8 obs ay aicOdvepat Spws kal b 

@ Schiifer ad loc. 
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méayovtas ert adiKely TeLpwpevovs :—€meita, eira: Plat. Charmid. 163 
A bmobpevos soppootuny elvat TO Ta EavTOd TpaTTELY, ETELTA OVSEV yor 

K@dve Kal Tos Ta TOV GAAwY TpatTOVTas gTwdpoveivy: Xen. M.S. I. 

I, 5 €i TMpoayopedav @s ITO Deod pawdpeva Kata Yevdouevos eaivero : 

—xal taita: Plat. Rep. 404 B “Opnpos—év tais tév jpdwv éorid- 

ceo obre ixOvow avrods EoTid, Kai taita én Oaddrry év “EAAnondvT 

dvtas, although they were: Demosth. 922, 5 Oavaro (npidcavres cio- 
ayyeddévta ev TO Syy, Kat taita roAlrny tuérepov dvta, capitis eum 

damnantes delatum ad populum, quamvis civis vester esset : so that 

it sometimes has the sense of especially: cf. Hdt. 11.120. So with 

a demonstrative agreeing with the preceding substantive: Hdt. III. 
73 bre apydueba t7d Mijdov Kal todrou wra ovd« éxdvtos. So with el- 

lipse of the participle of eivar: Hdt. VI. 11 Kat tovtowsr ws Spyméryor : 

rarely after the participle: Plat. Rep. 341 C viv yotv, edn, émexel- 
pnoas, ovoev dy Kai taita, quamvis nullus et impotens sis. 

§. 698. e. Means: ‘Xen. Cyr. III. 2, 25 Anifépevon (Gow, ruptu 

vivunt: Id. M.S. IIL. 5, 16 mpoapodvrar paddov otrw Kepdaivew amr 

GAANAD, 7) TUVweoGvTES adTovs : Isocr. 241 D rods “EAAnvas edidakav, 

Ov TpdmroV SrockodvTes Tas avT@Y Tatpidas Kal Tpds ods TodEpoGvTEs pLeya- 

Anv thy ‘EAAdba Touoeav: so very commonly xpépevos with dat. 

where we use “ with :” as ToAAT TEXVN Xpwpevos Tos ToAEplous évi- 

KNGED. 

J. Mode or manner, often translated by “ and :” yedav etme, he 
smiled and said : 80 habdv, secretly, p9dpevos, d0dcas, dvicas, quickly : 

Hom., Hdt., Thuc., see Hdt. VIII. 107. So dopevos, with pleasure : 

so G. T. as James 1. 18 BoudnGeis: Matt. V. 11 wev8opevor, falsely. 

Obs. t. Here also certainly belong the forms with éxwy, signifying con- 
tinued action, which introduced themselves from the colloquial dialect, 

Aypets Exar, you trifle so—properly, you trifle conducting yourself so: or as 
a question, Tl Aypets Exwv; pAuapeis Exwv Aristoph.: Plat. Gorg. 490 E 
moia vmodnpata pdvapets Exwv; what shoes are you thus continually chat- 
tering about ? Arist. Nub. 509 tt kumrdfers exwv mepi tiv Ovpav; what 
are you about stooping so unceasingly about the door ?—also pepduevos, and 
(used intransitively) dépwy, summo studio, maximo impetu: with verbs of 
motion: Hdt. VIII. g1 éxws d€ tives tods ’AOnvaios Siadiyoucr, hepdpevor 
(cum impetu delati) eoemimtov &€s rods Aiywnras: Id. IX. 102 Siwodpevor yap 
Ta yeppa obrur hepdpevor comemecor adées es Tors époas: Id. VIII. 87 (vais) 
St@kopern yap tro THis Artikis pe€pouga eveBare vyi pidin, cum impetu aggressa 
est amicam navem. 

Obs. 2. So also where we use “‘ with,” the Greeks use éxwv, dywv, dépwv, 
AaBev: of animate or inanimate things or possessions, éxwv and haBdv: of 
animate, Gywv : of inanimate pépwv ; as, Xen. Cyr. I. 3, 1 épyerar— Mav- 
davn mpds Tov Tatépa kal Tov Kipoy roy vidy exovta: so 6 Kipos Eidos pépov 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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mpoonace—inrov adyov i hOev—inréas KaBayv rovs Twodemlovs Katedingev. The 
Homeric and poetic dialects use €xwv, pépwv, haBjv and ayer, frequently 
with verbs of giving, or placing, to bring the action immediately preceding 
the giving or placing before the eyes: I]. , 302 Saxe Eihos dpyupdndov ody 
koke@ Te Hépwy kal evécorw teAauave: SO Soph. Ant. 1278 as €xwv re kal 
KEKTHLEVOS TA peEV Kakd. 

Obs. 5. Sometimes in G. T. the participial notion is represented by a 
finite verb, and the connection between the two verbs is denoted by kai 
or d¢: Matt. xvill. 21 moods auaprnoec—kal apnow airév=dpeprycayte 
apnow (see §. 696. Obs. 2.): Rom. vi. 17 xdpis TH Ged Str Fre SodAor THs 
Gpaptias, Umnxovoate S€ x.r.A.: see Luke xxiv. 18. 

Dative absolute. 

§. 699. We also find, though but very seldom, the dative in the 
absolute construction with the part., as expressing the notion of 
“when” defined by some action or state (see Dat. §.606): Xen. 
Hell. III. 2, 25 mepuidvre 6€ tH énautw, haivovor mad of epopor ppov- 

pay ext tHv "Hdw: Theocrit. XIII. 29 xolrav 88 Kadidpubdvtes és 

*Apy® “EAAdorovtov tkovto, vétw tpirov duap aévte: see also §. 674. 

Obs. 4. So also Modal: Thue. II. go 8e&o xépa hyoupévw. (See 
§. 604.) 

Obs. 1. We must distinguish these cases from those given §. 599. 2. 
Obs. 2. To define more clearly the notion of coincident time, dua is 

added to the dat. absolute: Hadt. III. 86 dw qwépy Stadwokotoy : Ibid. 86 
dpa S€ To inm@w TodTo ToLAGaVTL, doTparn €& aidpins Kal port? eyévero; Thuc. 
IV. 1 Gpa to itm adkpdLovtr, simulac frumentum adultum est; also éni, 

either in the notion of after, éw éfe.pyaopeévors eOetv Hdt. VIII. 65. or to 
express a consequence or sequence on, Id. II. 22 emt xidve Tecovon avaykn 
€oTt toa ev TEVTE NEpNot. 

Obs. 3. The repetition of a pronoun (see §. 658.) sometimes makes a 
dative seem as if it were absolute, but it really depends on the same verb 
as the pronoun: Hdt. VIII. 20 todtouar b€ otd€v rotor éreor xpyoapevorar— 
mapnv ot cuppoph xpnoba: so G. T. as Matt. vill. 1; ix. 28. 

Accusative absolute. 

§. 700. 1. Lastly, in Hdt. and Attic writers, the accus. (singular 

or plural, usually the former) is used in the same construction as the 
genitive, but scarcely ever except when the participle has no definite 
subject, as in impersonal verbs, as éfdv (from éfeoru, it is lawful,) or 

impersonal phrases, as aioxpov ov (from aicxpdv éotw, it is shameful), 
or passive verbs used as impersonals. 

2. Since the acc., as we have seen, signifies extension or parallel- 

ism in time, as tadra éyévero tavrnv tiv vi«ta, §. 577., the action, 

therefore, during which another action takes place defines the time, 
and is conceived of as parallel to and coincident with that action, 

a4 Elms. Heracl. 693. 
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and may be translated by whilst, as é£dv, whilst it is allowed, and 

thence it is used in the sense of our “ while,” as expressing a state 
of things which exists coincidently with the action of the 
principal verb, while the genitive expresses the state of things 
conceived of as the antecedent cause or condition thereof. 

a. Hdt. 1. 129 ei, mapedv ait@ Baowéa yevéoOar,— dAdo Tept- 

€Onxe TO kpdtos: Id. VI. 72 mapedy 5€ of dtoxEpia TavTa Tojoac0at, 

€dwpoddknoe apytpiov modd: Id. V. 49 extr. mapéxov (quum Lliceat) 

de ths “Aoins maons dpxew evmeTéws, GAO TL aipyoesOe; Ibid. 50 
xpeay ydp puy pr A€yew TO eov—Ae€yew: Id. II]. 65 ddeAdeoxrovos 

Te, ovdev Séov (quum fas non esset, fiert non deberet), yéyova: Thue. 

I. 76 mapatuxdy loyvi te krycacda: Ibid. 126 bmdpxov tuiv moAEpelp : 

Id. VIIL. 79 86&av adrois, (quum tis visum esset): Id. IV. 125 Soxoéy 

(quum viderctur) dvaxwpeiv: Kur. Her. 186 wWijd@ Soxjoay: Arist. 

. Plut. 277 daxdv: Id. Vesp. 1288 pédov: Demosth. 832, 59 mpoo- 

fKov, (quum deceret): Id. 25, 24 moAAa idfa mAEoveKTHoat ToAAAGKLS 

dyiv e&dv ovx nOeAjocare.—Also middle or passive partic. ; so Thue. 
I. 125 Sedoypevoy bé adrois, edfds pev addvara jy emxeipeiy aTapa- 

oxevois ovow: Id. V. 30 eipnpevov, (quum dictum esset): Ibid. 56 

yeypappevov?: Hdt. IIL. g1 dpédpevov and tavtTns, commencing here. 

So St. Luke xxiv. 47. (al. ap€auevor.)—And thirdly, an adjective with 

ov, as Xen. Cyr. II. 2, 20 aicxpdy dv, (quum turpe esset) ; &&ndov dv 

Thue. I. 2 : Suvarév dy, &80vatov év: Plat. Crit. 46 A otdv te dv Kal Buva- 

tév: also without dv, as d4dov, Plat. Rep. 449 C: Id. Protag. 323 
B os dvayxatov ovdéva—perexew avrns: Hdt. Il. 66 tatta dé yus- 

peva, mevOea peydda tovs Alyvmriovs xatahauBdver: Thue. LV. 125 

@orTe, On aupotépos pev Soxotv avaywpeiv,—kupwhév bé oddev (sed 

quum nihil decretum esset),—éxdpovv én’ otxov: Plat. Gorg. 495 
C dAdo te ody (i.e. nonne igitur), ws Erepov (sc. dv) Thy dvBpelay 

Ths emoTHuns, Svo TavTa eAeyes ; nonne, quia diversa esset fortitudo 

a scientid, duo hee ponebas? So also in the plural; as, Xen. 
Hellen. III. 2, 19 86favta 5€ tadta Kal wepavOevta, Ta prev oTpaTEevpaTa 

_amnddev. So Soph. Ant. 576 Sedoypeva. 

Obs. 1. In many of the examples which are brought of other accusatives 
absolute, we shall find that the accusative either depends, in apposition or 

government, on some word in another part of the sentence, more 

or less distant, as Soph. Electr. 881 ovy tBpe A€yw rad’, GAN exeivoy (sc. 
héyw) os TapdvTa vey: or On a word supplied from the context, Eur. 
Ton 964 IIAIA, coli & és ri ddéns HAOev, exBadreiv Téxvoy (=i ddéaca e€éBares 

a So Aisch. Choeph. 805 yépwy pdévos the laws of divine retribution, the ancient 
une ev Sduos Tékor, TOBE KaA@s KTGpe- Ate brought forth a fresh Ate, at the very 
vov, while this act of slaughter is being moment the deed of blood was wrought— 
wrought. The notion is, that according to this is what the Chorus is deprecating. 
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réxvov ;) KP. as (Sd€aca) Tov Vedv adaovta Tév y abTod yévor (see §. 703. c.) : 
In Hdt. lV. 71 vexpdv, vipduy are accusatives of the part., see §.584. Thuc. 

VII. 25 ds AQnvaiwy twpcoSokipewr ovtwy Kal TO Tapov. oTpdteuLRA adToy S10- 
Tohepnadpevov, the accusative depends on éyA@carras preceding, or on some 

part of a verb, such as 8oxetv, or vouifew, implied in the adverb os (see 
§. 703. c.) : so Soph. CE. R. 109 davdpndarodvras ) pove pédvov maduw Avovras 
ws (=Sdoxodvras) Té8° aitpa xeipahov mdr (see §. 551. Obs. §.703.). Or 
it depends on a verbal notion expressed by a periphrasis (see 
§. 360.) : as, Soph. GE. C. 1120 pi Oavpage—, téxv’ ci bavévr’ dedata pykive 
Adyov=pakpav héeyw, I speak about at length; or on some change in the 
construction, as Ausch. Ag. 647 carnpiov O€ mpaypdrwy edadyyehoy HKovTa 
—réas kedva Tois Kakoiot ouppi~w; Hkovra depends on the construction with 
mpémer in the preceding lines, which Aischylus, for emphasis, suddenly 
changes to the first person : so Soph. Ci. C. 765 vocotwvra depends on ea, 
or some such word, which Sophocles meant to use: or it is an ac- 
cusativus de quo, in a sort of apposition to the whole sen- 
tence, or to the principal notion thereof, see §. 581.1. But Eur. 
Heracl. 765 Kehedousov “Apyos, (?) at the bidding of Argos, and Hat. VII. 
218 nav ovpos édv Spvav emtmewv seem to be really accusatives absolute ; 
but still they are impersonals. 

Obs. 2. So in G. T. an accusatival construction, interrupted by a paren- 
thesis, depends on some verb, which stands after and in connection with 
that parenthesis, see Eph. ii. 1—5 ; cf. §. 708. Obs. 

Obs. 3. Where the subject is implied in the impersonal verb, the gen. is 
used ; as, Uovtos, (Aeod sc.) oadtifovros (§. 373.): otherwise the gen. is 
seldom used with impersonal verbs or phrases, such as 86§avtos tovtou. 

Obs. 4. It is evident that the uses of gen., dat. and. acc. absolute spring 

from the simple power of the cases, and that as definitions of time, they 

properly have a meaning analogous to the power of each case. 

Obs. 5. a. Gen. abs.—Time considered as a cause: rov éapus éAOdvros 
ra dvOn Odddec: hence it is rarely used with impersonal verbs, as the agent 
of a verb is conceived of as the cause. 

8. Dat. abs.—Time considered as a point: meptidyrs r@ evravte, at the 
return of the year. 

y. Acc. abs.—Duration in time—whilst. 

The Comparative Particle ws with the Participle and Absolute Cases. 

§. 701. ‘Qs is joined to the participle alone, or with the gen. and acc. 
absolute, when it is to be signified that the action of the participle does 
not really exist, or when its real existence is to be kept out of view, and 
represented only as something supposed or thought of, referring to 
the opinion which a person formed, or was to form of it. 

a. With simple part. : Xen. Cyr. I. 1, 1 of de, Kav érocovoty xpdvov 

apxovtes Siayevovtar, Oavpdgovrat, Ws codpol Te Kai edtuxeis yeyevnpeévor: Plat. 

Rep. 329 A dyavaxrotow, Ws peydhov twav ameotépypevor (i. €. ryovpevor 
pey. T. ameorepnoOa, like Isocr. 52 B 7A@ov—oi ‘Hpakdéous maides—ras pev 
ddXas modes brepopavTes, WS ovK ay Buvapevas BonOjoa, Tv O jperépav ikavny 
vopilovtes eivar). 

b. Genitive absolute: Plat. Alcib. 106 B ovkotv ds Svavooupevou cov 
radra épora, & pnpi oe diavocicOa (1. e. vopigov ve diavocicOar) : Xen. Hell. 
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VIL. 5, 20 mapnyyyeAcy adrois rapackevdferOa, &s payns eoopevys (i. e. vopi- 
(ov paxyny évecOa) : Ibid. V. 4, 9 exnputtor e&tévar mavtas OnBaiovs, &s Tov 
Tupavver TeOvedtwy, quia tyranni mortui essent. The reason of knpirrew is 
not the actual fact of the tyrant’s death, but the persuasion of the of knptr- 
tovres that it was so—jyovpevoe rods Tup. Tebvavat. 

§. 702. A singular use of the gen. abs. with s occurs with the verbs 
eidevar, émlotacGar, voew, Exe yropyy, SiaxetoOar Thy yvouny, ppovtifery, 
and sometimes Méyew and the like, where we should expect to find the 
accus. with the infin. The gen. also signifies that the netion of the participle 
is the cause of the mental act expressed by the verb; the infinitive would 
represent it as the object to which the mental act refers. This relation is 
marked even in the position, as the genitive absol. almost always precedes 
the verb. The connection of the verb (as a consequence) with the gen. 
absol. is also generally marked by the addition of otra: Xen. Cyr. I. 6,11. 
extr. @§ ody €od, en, pydewore Gpehjoovtos Tov Ta emiTHSera ToIs OTpaTLTaLs 
ovppnxavacba, unr ev diria pyr’ ev Trodepig, ots exe THY yrepnv: Id. Anab. 
I. 3, 6 ds epob oty idvtos, mn av Kai tpeis, otto Thy yvopnv exete: Plat. 

Rep. 327. extr. as rolvuy pn axoucopevav, py, oUTw Sravocicbe2: Ibid. 470 
KE. Ibid. 437 A srobdpevor &s toUTou ovrws éxovtos: Id. Cratyl. 439 C 
StavoyGevtes—as idvtwy re GtrdvTwy del Kal pedvtwy : Id. Menon. 95 E otc®, 

as ev rovros pev, OF SBakrob ovans THs aperHs, Néyer: Eur. Med. 1311 ds 
over’ dvtwv Gav Tékbav, dpovtibe Oy. 

Obs. ‘Qs is never used with the dat. absol., and this is confined to its 

original force of a definition of time. 

§. 73. c. Seemingly accusative absolute: the os supplying the 
notion of Soxew &c.; see also §. 700. Obs. 1.: Plat. Rep. 425. prince. rois 

NMETEpOLS TALTW evvoparéepou eVOds Tadtas peOeKTéov, OS, TMapavdpou yryvopEerns 
7A d , ‘ , yy > , 4 > , ” 2. 

avTi}s,—evvopous Te Kal oToudatovs—dvdpas avédverGa &duvatov dv: Ibid. 427 

E od yap tréoyxou (ytnoew, & ovy Sordy cor bv p47) cd Bonbeiv Sieatwootvyn. So 
&s éfdv, ws tapdy &c. For some other examples see above (§. 551. Cbs.) ; 
also Plat. Rep. 345 E ri 8¢; jv & eyo, © Opacipaye, Tas dAas dpyas ovk 
> - e 3 \ ba ea + caeyy > A N > >) c SN > = > , 
evvoeis ort ovdeis eOedet Gpxey Exov, GAA po Ody aitotow, @s odxt aitoiow BHé- 

Nevav ecouevynv ek rov dpyewv, adda Tois apyopevacs; cf. Ibid. 426 C. Ibid. pevn PXEW, XK 
¢ . , - / la w” + , 

408 D“Ounpos tov etdoxpnoarta ev TO TOM po voToLoOw Atavta &pyn Suyveréeoor 

yepaipecOat, @ TadTHY Oikelay ovGaY Tiny TO BOVTL TE Kal avdpeto : Men. 
rc 7 ~ , ” a A , 

M.S. 1. 2, 20 806 kal rods vies of marepes eipyovow amb Tay Tmovnpov avOparev 

dps, OS THY pev TOY xpnoTrav Spidlav aoxnow ovaav THs apeTis, Thy Dé Tov 

movnpav karadvow : Ibid. 1. 3, 2 evyero d€ mpos tods Ocods ams tayaba .50- 
vat, @3 TOUS Feous KdAdLcTa ELOOTES. 

Obs. 1. Sometimes the gen. and acc. are interchanged: Plat. Euthvphr. 
4 D as avdpoddvov bvtos kai oddéy bv rpaypa: Id. Rep. 6c4 B Aéyee wov 6 

vopos, OTe KGAA TOY OTL padLOTA HoUXiav tye ev Tais Evppopais Kai jut) yavakreiy, 
as ol're Shou Ovres To dya0od Te Kal KaKod Tov ToLOvTwy (talium casuum), ov'rTE 
eis TO TpdaOev ovdev TpoBatvov TO XaheTas pepovte, ote TL Tay avOparivey ag.ov 

dv peyddns omovdis, 6 Te Set ev adrois dtu TdxioTa Tapaylyvec Oa Hpiv, TovTH ep- 
Today ytyvopevoy 76 AuTretoOar» : Xen. M.S. IL. 2,13 as ov're dv Ta tepad edoe- 
Bas Oudpeva—oiire GdXo KadGs Kai Sixaias ovdty dv todTou mpdtaytos. 

Obs. 2. We must not class here those instances in which the participle 
actually stands with a subst. (in aceus. or in the nominative with os), in its 
comparative force, ‘as if,” as the object of a verb of thinking or saying : 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Tbid. 

Gr. GR. VOL. 11. 2G 
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Hdt. I]. 1 KapBvons "lavas pv kat Aiodéas ds Sovhous TAaTpwtous edvTas evd- 

pile: Aisch. Ag. 673 Néyouow pas @s dkwddtas: Soph. Ak. T. 625 ds ov« 

bmetEwy ovdé muotevcwv A¢yets ; So with date (§. 704.) : Id. Antig. 242 dydois 
8 @s Te onpavay veov. 

The Comparative Particles date, are, ota, otovy, with the Participle 

or Genitive absolute. 

§. 704. Instead of os we find, not so often in Attic as in Ionic dialect, 

dote, dote 84 (only Hdt.), Gre, dre 3H, ota, otov, when the reason of any 
action is brought forward, not as the certain and actual reason, but as sup- 
posed or represented to be the probable reason by the speaker, or some 
one of whom he is speak king—where we should frequently use the word 
“probably :” Hat. VI. 79 ate yap ruxvod ébytog Tov aAceos, ovK Spey oi évTos 
rovs extés: Ibid. 107 ota dé of mpecBurépw edvtt Tay dddvTwY ot Theives Ecei- 
ovro : Ibid. 136 jv yap ddivatos (MiATiddns arrodoyécaOat), BOTE THTOpEvoU TOD 
pnpov: Plat. Protag. 321 B Gre 5) odv ot wavy te coos Gv 6 ’Emimndeds 
€dabey avtov Katavak@oas tas Suvdpes eis Ta GAoya. In Attic Gomep with 
the partic. has often merely a comparative force ; as, Lysias 178, 39 ay 
avtol NapBavere xdapw tore, GoTEp tpeis Ta TOVT@Y peo Bospopoivres, dAN’ ov Tov~ 

To@Y Ta UpeTEepa KNeTTOVT@D. 

Remarks on the general use and some peculiar Constructions of 

the Participle. 

§. 705. 1. It will be evident from what has been said, that the partici- 

pial construction has a far wider range than in most other languages, and 
that great clearness, precision, and neatness of expression results from this 
use. 

2. The participle is frequently used with the finite verb where we use 
two finite verbs; as, Il. y, 406 foo map’ avrov iotoa, go and sit near him: 
eNOav eroinae, he came and did it ; and this is the way in which such phrases 

are most correctly rendered into English. See §. 696. Obs. 2. 

3. Although the Greeks make great use of the participle to express the 
accidental accompaniments of an action, and thus distinguish it from that 
action itself, yet this is sometimes reversed; the principal action is ex- 
pressed in the participle as a mere accompaniment, while the accompani- 
ment assumes the character of the principal verb of the sentence: Soph. 
El. 345 €Aod ye Oarep’ 7) ppovety xaxas, 7) THY Hilov Ppovotca pr prnuny exe, 
1. €. 7) TOY Pireav pt) pynpny exovea (ed) dpoveiv. Cf. §. 696. Obs. 6. 

Obs. 1. The passage in Luke i. 9, eiveh Ody Oupracar, is not an instance 

of this interchange, (as if it ought to be eiceOetv Ouprdowy,) as eioehOav is 
simply the remote attributive of the subject of @vpcaca.. 

4. By a peculiar Greek idiom there is attached to the verb of the sen- 
tence a participle of the same root and similar meaning—this is exactly 
analogous to the constructions, payny paxerOa, pvyn pevyew &c.: Il. v, 
315 mupi mica Santa Sarcopevy : Hdt. VIL. r0, 1 rH dpyeivw (yyopuny) atped- 
pevov EheoGar: Id. VI. 34 tdvtes Se tiv ipny dddv b1a Poxewv Te Kai Bowwrdv 
nioay: Plat. Thezt. 183 D imméas eis mediov mpoxadhet Swxparn eis Ad-yous 
mpokadoupevos: Id. Euthyd. 288 D riva mor’ ody dy ktnodpevor emornuny 
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ép0ds Kryoalpeba; what knowledge (acquiring), should-we rightly acquire 
(it) ? Xen. Cyr. VIII. 4, 9 GAN Srraxotwv oxo} bmyKousa : So also when a 
participle with the article prefixed is used as a substantive: Plat. Apol. 19 
B ri 87 Aeyovtes Sr€Baddov of SaBdddovtes ; 

Obs. 2. So G. T. as Heb. vi. 14 edNoyav edoyyow ce Kal TAYyOdvev TY- 
cig oe. 

. Sometimes we find a participial construction changed in a succeeding 
Me Feounected sentence into that of the finite verb and 1 nomin. case : even 
in Homer; as, Od. a, 162 daréa riderar 6uBpeo, Kee” em Hreipov, 7 civ ari 
kopa kudivder: Thuc. IV. 100 aX re Tpér@ Teipdcartes Kal pnxavijy Wpoor- 
yayov: Plat. Soph. 222 B es 8) én yxatpess, cire pndev tEts repo, etre 
@\Xo pev tpepdy tu, Tov be avOp@roy aypuoy, Eire Tuepov pev h€yers ad Tov avépo- 
mov, avOparev dé pydepiay yet Onpay®. 

6. The Greeks generally are very accurate in their use of participles of 
the same or of different time with the verb of the sentence. So Homer : 
@s €imay Otpve pévos (English, saying), because the words are already 
spoken. The participles of the respective tenses are used as follows : 

a. Present Participle. 

a. The action of the participle going on coincidently with a now 
_ present action, as Plat. Rep. 493 A Gecod potpav aird céoa héyoy ov Kakes 
epets. G. T. as Acts xx. 23 7o Ilvedpa.. . dsapapriperar déyov. 

8. The action of the participle viewed as now present in contrast 
with a past action, Xen. Symp. 4, 52 eiui viv pev tupavy@ orks, Tore de 
aapas Soddos jv. So G.T. as 1 Cor. ix. 19 édedGepos Gy edovhova. 

y. The action of the participle viewed as usual, or continued, Xen. 
Mem. I. 2, 61 6 Saxparns BeAtiovs worBv Tols Guyyryvopevous améreumey : SO 

G. T. as 1 Thess. ii. 4 Gcd TO SoxipdLoyte ras Kapdias. 

6. The action of the participle going on coincidently with a past 
action (this is really the imperfect participle); Od. a, 127 eyxos eornoe 
depo: so G.T. as Acts xxv. 3 mapexddovy airoy aitodpevor: Acts xl. 21° 
"Tax@B aroOvyoKwy evAdynoey: so with an adverb of past time, as Eph. ii. 13 
tpeis of Tote Ovtes: I Tim. 1.13 pe Tb mpdtepov dvta BAdodnpov. 

e. For the future, when an action, which reaches into future time, is 

viewed as now beginning in act or intention; Enr. And. 822 7\Ges 
Gyyé\hov. G.T. as Luke ii. 45 tmeorpeway dvalntoivtes avrov. 

¢. The present may be used for the future when an event is viewed as 
certain. G.T. as Matt. xxvi. 28 76 aiza 76 Exxuvdpevor. 

. When the participial notion with the article stands for a substantive, 
expressing some attribute as in existence, present to the speaker; 
as, of dudocododvtes : so G. T. as ot cwhdpevor=Gyror, those who are in a 
state of salvation, ot darohdpevor, the now reprobate. 

b. Aorist. 

a. As aorist proper, expressing the occurrence or existence of the verbal 
notion without any defined time, as Plat. Phaed. 60 C ed y éeroinoas dvapvy{- 
cas fe: SO oTpaTHynoas emote, as a general: so G.T. as Col. ii. 12 rod 
Geod Tod eyelpavtos Xpiorov: Rom. i. 3 rod dépraOevtos Yiov Ocod: Ibid. v. 8 
dv évos Gpaptycavtos : Matt. xxii. 25 6 mporos yauyoas= dats. 

8. As past tense; narrative (§. 401. 3.) of an action which occurred in 

a Heindorf ad loc. 
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past time joined with a past finite verb; so Homer, os eitav drpuve peévos 
(Anglice saying, but in Greek more accurately in the past.tense) : so G. T. 
as Acts i. 24 mpooevgdpevor eirov rightly translated “ they prayed and said,” 
not ‘ they said in prayer.” 

y. For fut. exact.; an action which will be past in future time, as Xen. 

Cyr. 5, 4, 10 dmeh@dvtes dpxovra Eheoe : so G.T. as Eph. iv. 25 dmobépevor 
TO Yevdos Aaneire. 

ec. Perfect or Plpft. 
a. A past action; Thuc. V. 35 ’A@nvatoe rods ex ths vncov Secperas per- 

*cuédovro atodedwKotes: so G. T. as John xix. 35 6 Ewpakws pepapripykev. 

8. A past action continuing into present time; Plat. Tim. 31 B otpavés 
yeyovds core: so G.T. as Matt. xxvil. 37 eméOnxav rH airiay yeypappevyy. 

y. An action which will be past m future time; Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 12 kat- 
evnppévor evovrat. é 

5. A quality or state viewed as having begun in past time, and now 
continuing ; Isocr. 34 @avnoopa: yap ovdéva pev moor aduKnoas (having in- 
jured) mreiovs dé Kal TOY TodTaY Kai TOV Gov “EAAHVeY Eb TETrOLnKeS, (a Con- 
tinual benefactor) i) cvpravtes x. t.d.: SO G.T. as Acts xxii. 3 dvnp yeyevyn- 
w.evos ev Tapoe avateOpappevos Se ev TH moder TavTD. 

Obs. 3. Where the Aorist and Perfect occur in the same sentence, the 
former signifies the simple act, the latter the continued act, or the quality 
or state implied in that continuance, as in the example given above, ovdéva 
maror &dukyjoas expresses that he never committed any act of injustice, «6 
temounkads marks the present and continued course of action, and the 
quality of benefactor implied in it: so G.T., as 2 Cor. xi. 21 ray tpo- 
NPapTHKOTwy Kal pu) pEeTavonodvtTwy: I Pet. ii. 10 of od« éNenpevor (during a 
long period) viv dé édenPévtes (act). 

d. Future; not so often used in G. T. as in classical Greek. 

» a. Simple future of something about to happen; Eur. And. 560 Q@avou- 
perny dyovoi pe: G.T. as 1 Cor. xv. 37 76 oGpa Td yevnodpevov oveipers. 

8. An intention or likelihood; Hdt. III. 6 rotro gpyoua dpdowv: Xen. 
Mem. 3, 6 wodAhka—Set Tov ed otpatnyjaovTa exe. 

y. Fut. exact.; something that will be past in future time. G. T. as 
Heb. ili. 5 e’s paprupiay rév NahynPynoopevev. 

7. When an adj. or subst. occurs, not in dependence on, but in the 

same construction with, the participle, the participal dv is used with them : 
Hdt. I. 35 dvnp cvppopy éxdpevos kai od KaSapds xeipas ev. But dy is often 
omitted, especially in poetry, the verbal notion of existence being reflected 
from the accompanying participle to the adj. or subst.; Piat. Rep. 393 D 
7AOev 6 Xpvons—Aitpa hepwv kai ixérys. 

Asyndeton in the Participial Construction. 

§. 706. 1. Two or more participles stand in the same sentence without 
being connected by a copulative conjunction kat or té. This is the case 
when the two participles are opposed to each other, or in a climax, or 
where two or three parts of an action, independent of each other, are 

brought before the mind in rapid succession, as is frequently the case in 
poetry: Il. f, 324 4 kai ema@pr’ ’AyAni KuKdpevos, tYdoce Odwv, pPoppupwv 
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abp@ re kal aivare kai verveoow: Il. x, 414 mavras 8 edderaveve Kudwddpevos 
kata Kémpov, efovouakdndnv dvondtwv avdpa exaorov: Il. 6, 231 sq. €abovtes 
Kp€a Todd Body dpOokpaipawy, mivovtes KpnThpas emaredpéas oivoto: Od. #, 256 

sq. avtov & eivi Ovpyot katnobe KEKAHYOVTAS, XEtpas epol dpeyorTas. 

2. We must distinguish such a sentence from that where, in a succes- 
sion of participles, one stands subordinate to and explanatory of another, 
or where they stand in different relations to the verb; (for instance, one 

expressing the cause, the other defining the nature of the action:) Od. 4, 
114 ddkpu 8’ dd Brepdpor xapddis Bade, rarpos dxotoas (postquam audiv.), 
xXAawav roppupeny avr opOadrpoiiv dvacydv: Od. €, 374 adros S€ mpnvijs ari 
KdTTece, Xelpe TeTATTAS, ynxewevar pepass, (the latter is an explanatory defi- 
nition of the former:) Il. A, 212 wéddwv déa Sodpa Kata orpatiy Sxero 
mavtn, otpivwv paxécacba. In prose such a combination of participles is a 
favourite method of expressing briefly but forcibly a number of single ac- 
tions: Plat. Apol. 31 A dpeis & tows tay’ dv ax Odpevor, Somep of vuord- 
(ovres eyetpdpevor, Kpovaavtes ay pe, TELOduevor "Avit@, padlws av dmokreivatre : 
Id. Pheed. 70 A ed@ds dmaddattopevn Tod cHpatos Kai éxBatvousa Sonep 
Tvevpa 7) Kavos Siackedacbeioa oiyntar SvatrTopevy Kal ovdey Ere ovdapod 7 A, 

Seeming and real Anacolouthon in the Participial Construction.— 

Interchange of Cases. 

The Nominative Participle really or seemingly used absolutely. 

There are very few instances of a real nouinitive absolute, that is, 

standing without a verb expressed or implied; it frequently occurs from 
the writer’s having, for emphasis, changed the construction in the latter 
part of the sentence, or used a periphrasis after an intervening paren- 
thesis. Most of the seeming instances will be explained by the following 
paragraph. In Arist. Pax 932, however, there is a nominative which does 
not seem capable of any such explanation: w’ év rixkAnoia os ypr Todepeiv 
héyov Tis, of KaOnpevor bd Tov d€éous Kéyao’ “Iavixds dt. In Hadt. Il. 104, the 
words pecotoa 7 Hpépyn, seem to be the nominative to the verb kaiet, 

§. 707. A participle in nomin. not unfrequently refers to a subst. in 
gen., dat., or acc., when the thing or person expressed by any one of 

these cases is grammatically the object, but really the subject of the 
verbal notion, as in the phrase Soxet por=éy& jyodpar. 

a. Dative: Thue. II. 36 ed0fev adtois (i. e. enpicavto) od rods mapédv- 
Tas povoy damokteivat, ada Kal To’s araytas MutvAnvaious—émuKahoourtes K. T. A. 
(like Sallust. Jug.112 populo Romano melius visum—rati >): Id. IV. 
108 kai yap épaiveto attots (i. g. Hyotvro), epevopévorg pev ris "AOnvaiav 
Suvdpews emt Toaovrov, don vorepov Stehavy, To Sé mA€ov BovdAnower KpivoyTes 
doapet 7 mpovoia acdpadet: Id. VI. 24 Kal €pws évérece Taow (= émeOdpouv 
TWdvTES) Suords ekmrcdoa’ Tos pev mMpesBuTéporg &s—xaraoTpeWouevors ef’ & 
€mdeov—tots & ev nrikig—evéAmides dvtes cwbyoecOa: Id. VIL. 42 tots pev 
Zupakouators kal fuppdyxous Katdmdyéis ev 7H airixa od« dAlyn eyéveto (=o! 
Supakovoto KateTAHXOncav)—épGvtes x. 7r.d.: Xen. Cyr. VIII. 8, 10 jv de 
adtots voptpov (—=vdpipov Hyodvto) dé mpoyoidas ciohéper Oar cis TA TUETICLA, 
Spdovore vopiLovtes TH py imepmivew Frrov dv Kai oopara Kat yrouas opddrdew : 

a Stallb. Apol. 27 A. b Cf. Stallb. Apol. 21 ©. 
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Kur. Cycl. 330 dance Onpev cana TreptBahav €j.0v kal Tup avatar, xtdvos 

oddev pot péder (=od8ev ppovrifw) : Plat. Legg. 686 D dmoBhébas yap mpos 
TovTov Tov gTdhov—Edoge LOL mayxados—eival: so G. T. as Eph. iii. 18 wa 

Sen Gptv Kpatacwbjva (=a kparauobire) €ppiLwpevor k. T. X. 

6. Accusative: Il. G 510 6 & dyhainpe temoubes piuda € yoova éeper 
(=fipda dépera) : Sl. €, 135 kat mpiv wep Guvped pepads Tpdeoor paxyerOar, dy 
Tore pu tpis téacvov Ehev pEvos (= xeaare) Eur. Hec. 970 aidds p’ exer 
(=aldoipar) ev rHde mérpe tuyxdvouo iv’ civil viv2; Id. Hipp. 23 Ta ToAAa 
O€ mahau mpoxsipas’ ov Tovov Todo pe Set (—=ov rane TOVOU d€opar) : Id. 
Ton 92 5 KaK@Y yap apre kop’ GrekavthGv ppevi mpipynbev aiper pe (=alpopar) 

@o cov Adyov brs. So after an interjection: Asusch. P.V. 567 x xplee TLS 
ad pe Tov TéNaWav olorpos Toy cidwdov”Apyov ynyevovs (added Sa) TOY prpi@moy 
eloopaca Betray. 

c. Genitive: Aisch. Eum. 100 tafotca & otra dewa mpds trav prratoy, 
oudels bmp He Satpdvev pyvierar = ovdevds Saipdvos pave Exe) § Kur. Iph. 
T. 695 sqq- cubes dé, maidas €& cuns dpoomdpou KTH odpevos,—Ovopd T epob 

yévout dy (= dvopa eyot odours av): Hdt. 1V. 132 Aapetou i) youn env 
(= éytyvwoxe)—eixdfov : Thuc. 1V. 73 pi) émdvrav (=6re py ewreoav) Noyt- 
{opevor k.t.A. (See below, §. 708. 2. B.) 

Obs. For the nominative participle with the infinitive instead of accusa- 
tive, see §. 673. 4. 

§. 708. 1. So we find also a subst. and partic. in nom. where we 

should expect a gen. absolute, so that it appears to be a nom. absolute. 
This nom. is considered as the subject of a verb implied in the form which 
grammatically requires the gen. absolute; but by the use of the nom., the 
real agent or patient of the ‘verbal notion is brought forward in the sen- 
tence: Thuc. [V. 23 «at ra wept IvAov bw aporépav kata Kpatos émohepetTo 
= dudsrepat éwohepouy), "AOnvator pev-—rnv viwov TepimA€ovtes—, Mehorrov- 

vyjovoe dé ev Ti nmeipe otpatomredeudpevor : Id. Il. 53 Ocav dé PoBos i avopa-~ 
Tov vopos ovodels dmreipye (= ovdev epoBotyto) TO pev kplvovtes Koreas 1d SVE 

70 Kal pera ratta 4 bvoSog Av (=évvidOov)* “Apyetou pev Kai ot Bey 
evréves kal opyn XwpouvTes, Aaxedarpdrvot dé Bpadéas : Soph. Antig. 259 sq. 
Adyou 8 ev aAAHAOLTW eppdbovy KaKoi (= KaKods Néyous elroy adArAovs), PUAag 
édéyxav didaca>, So the nominative preceding and its verb expressed by 
a periphrasis : Asch. Kum. 95 eyo & id tpav oS awytipacpevy dddouwy ev 
vexpoiow @s pev xravor, dvedos ovK eAelTEr—=del dvevdilopar : Id. Ag. 1009 
Kat TO pev po xpnudtev KTnoioy OKvos Bahay, ov« edu mpdmas Sdpos = Ecude 

Sdpov: Id. Choeph. 520 ra mdvra ydp tus éyyxéas avO’ aipatos évds, parny 6 
p6x80s = padrqy poxOet: Id. Theb. 681 dvdpav 8 épaiper Cdvatos 3’ adto- 
KTOVOS, OK OTL yipas rovde Tov pudopatos=ovk é€@ TO piagpa ‘ynpaoKel : 
Id. Eum. 477 kal pi) TUXoUoaL TpaypaTos viKnPopov xopa perades (se, eocerat) 
ids x. 7. A.=idv peOhoovuor: Hat. VIL. 157, 4 adds péev yap ywouevg 7 “ENAds 
xelp peydhy ouvdyetar: so Virgil. Ain. I. 25 nos abiisse rati—ergo omnis 
longo solvit se Teucria luctu. 

Obs. Sometimes a nominative seems to be independent, from a paren- 
thesis intervening between it and its verb: Hadt. 1. 186 éxtpébaoa—ro pe- 
eOpov és ro—xepiov, ev & émipmdarto TovTO, ev TovTa aneEnpacpevoy Tod apxaiou 

peeOpov, Todro pev—ra xeikca—Gvorkodépyoe. Similarly G. T. as Acts xxiv. 
G00. 

2. An anomalous construction, closely connected with this, occurs when 

two subjects stand together in a sentence without any copulative particle, 
a Pflugk ad loc. b Cf. Elmsl. Gi. R. 60. © Meyer ad loc. 
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and a participle in the nom. is joined thereto : one of the two subjects is 
contained under the other as a part, and both belong to the same verb. 
Either the participle is joined with the whole, and the verb refers to the 
part, or the part has the participle, and the verb is joined to the whole: 
(Xxfjpa Kad” Sdov Kai pépos: cf. §.478.) There are several cases of this. 

a. When the action or state of the verb is to be especially attributed to 
the part or member of the whole, the verb is made to agree with this 
part ; as, Hdt. VIII. 83 «ai of otAXoyor ray emtBatéwy Tornodpevor tpor- 
yopede ck mavrav Oeprotokhens : Thuc. VII. 31 abdrot S¢ AroupdLovro, Edpu- 
pedwv pev es tiv Kepxipay whevoas: Il. y, 211 dpdw 8 eLopevw yepapwrepos 
Hev OSuaceds : Il. x, 244 atv re BU Epxopéerw Kai Te TPS O Tod evdnoey: Od. 
©, 483 épxia mora tapdvtes 6 pev Bacidevérw aiei: Od. I. 462 sq. eX9dvtes 
(sc. jucis) & nBudy awd oreiovs Te Kal adds, TPOTOS bn’ apvecod Audpy, Ureé- 
hvoa 8 Eraipous. 

8. When the reason or circumstances of the action are to be at- 
tributed especially to the part, the particip le agrees with this part; as, 
Thue. I. 49 at Attikat vies —PdBov [ees Tapetxov Tos evavtiow, payns b€ ovK 

pXov, Sedidtes ot oTpaTnyot THY Tpdoppnow TOV ’AOnvaiav ; so with accus , 

(Id. IV. 118 exxyoiay 5é mojcavtas Tods otpatyyobs—Povrevcacba AOyvat- 
ous:) Ibid. 73 of yap Meyapets—novxyafoy Kai adrol, (AOnvaiwr) pr éemiovtay 
(=<6re pr AOnvaior emyecav, see §. 7'}7.c.) Noyibdpevor Kal ot ekeivar (’ACy- 
vaioy) oTpaTnyot. 

y- So particularly with ot pév, ot 8€; whereby the whole is separated 
into its parts, which are in a sort of apposition to the whole : Xen. Cyr. LI. 
1,25 evo. yap poBovpevor, pry AnpOevres dmolavaow, bad Tov PéBov mpca- 
mobOvnckovow, OL pev PLTTTOOVTES EavTods, OL Sé Atrayydpevor, ot Sé Amochattd- 
pevor: Eur. Or. 1470 sqa. tore Suampereis eyevorto puyes, éaov "Apeos a\kav 
a « , > , > be) a c 5 > 4 \ ¢ ‘ , a c & 
jocoves “EdXaddos eyevOped aixpas, 6 pev otxdpevos uyds, 6 dé vexvs av, 6 dé 
Tpaipa pépwy, 6 dé Nocdpevos. 

6. And also frequently with €xaotos, éxdtepos: I]. +, 655 of 5é€ Exagtos 
c 4 , , = A - ” | ‘ a 

€d\av Sémas—ometcayTes mapa vnas toay: Hdt. II]. 82 aétis yap Exaczos 

Boudspevos Kopudaios civar yuopyot re viKay, és éyOea peydda addAnAowoe Gukve- 

ovtat: Thue. I. 141 Wedorovynowwe mavres iodpndor Ovtes—ro ep Eavtoy éxe- 
, = 7 c s - > , ‘ , , , 

atos orrevdy : Ibid. VI. 62 ot Aotmot ray AOnvaiav otpatyyoi—bvo pépy moun- 
Gavtes TOV oTpatevpaTos, Kal haxav Exdtepos, emreov : Id. VIL. 70 jpyov de— 
Sikavos pev kal "Aydbapxos, Képas éExaTepos Tod Tavrds Exwv: Cf. Plat. Rep. 483 
B. Demosth. 118, 29.2 

3. A rhetorical anacolouthon occurs when a person considered as the 
principal agent (as opposed to another subject which is subordinate) in 
the action which the whole sentence expresses, is placed with a participle 
in the nomin., in the beginning of the sentence, and followed immediately 
by the other subject with pév and its proper verb; after which the principal 
subject, being repeated by the particle 5é, follows with the proper verbwm 
finitum ; Thue. III. 34 6 8 (Téxns) mpoxaheodpevos es Aéyous ‘Inmiav—, 6 
Bev (‘lntrlas) €&9 Oe map" avrov, 6 (Mdxns) 6° eketvor nev év duAaky adder 

etxev: Id. 1V. 80 kat mpoxpivaytes (of Aaxedarpdvior) es duryeAious, ot pev 
(Ethotes) eoredvecay tore kat Ta fepa mepijOov, &s HevOcpwpéevor ot 8€ (Aa- 

Kedatpdviot) od TOAAO Vortepov Hpdvicayv—aitovs : cf. Xen. Cyr. LV. 6, 3. 

4 Bremi ad loc. 
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Nominative Participle with a Verb supplied directly from the context. 

§. 709. The partic. sometimes stands in the nominative seemingly with- 
out any verbum finitum, which Wie os is to be supplied either by what 
has gone before or by what follows : Aisch. P. V. 770 ob djra mpiv ay &k 
Seopay duels sc. dmootpépw from preceding verse: Hdt. 1. 82 Aaxedarpdvioe 
S€ ra évaytia toiTov EBevTo vopov" ov yap KOpa@vTES mpo ToUTOU amo TOUTOU 
kopav (scil. vépov €Bevto): Thuc. I. 25 Kopivévoe d€ kara te 70 Oikavov vrede- 
Eavto tiv Tipwpiay, da O€ Kal ploer Tov Kepxupatav, dre att@ay *Tapyp.€édouv 

dvres dimorkoe’ ore yap ev Tavnytpeot Tais Kowwais BiBdvTes (scil. mapnpedouy) 
yépa Ta vourCdpeva, ove KopwOig dvbpi mpoxatapyspevor tay icpav k.T.. So 

also with conjunctions; as, et, édv, trav, &c.: Xen. M. S. II. 1, 23 6po oe 

dmcpobvra, wolav 6ddv emt Tov Biov tpamrn’ ed obv ene Hirnv momodpevos (scil. 
riy ext Tov Blov 6ddv Tpamy). And in dialogues, in reference to what some 
one else has said: Plat. Phedr. 228 D év kedadaivts exaoroy eeEjs Sterpe, 
dpkdpevos amd Tod mporov. ZQ. Selfas ye TpaTov, & qiddrns, Ti dpa ev TH apt- 
aorepa éxes. G.T. as Acts xxiv. 5; so 2 Pet. ii. 17 (see also §. 435. Obs. 
2). But in very many passages the verb e/ué must be supplied. 

Obs. In G. T. 2 Pet. ii. 22 the nominative without a verb occurs in a 
proverb, KU@V eet €mi ro tduov e&papa—ts ovoapevyn, in a demon- 
strative force as though the speaker was pointing at them (see §. 476. 
Obs.). 

Genitive Purticiple for some other case. 

§. 719. We sometimes find the genitive absolute, even where we should 

expect the participle to agree with the subject of the verb, or some object 
thereof. It must be observed, that the subject of the gen. absolute is 
frequently supplied from the context. By this construction the notion of 
cause is rather called out. 

Gen. abs. instead of nomin.: Hdt. 1.178 modts kcéerar ev medio peyaro 
péyebos eotoa pérwnoy exaoToy eikoot Kal Exatov oTadiwy, éodons TeTpaywvou ; 
Ibid. 208 Képos mponydpeve Topupe eLavaxapéety adtod SraBqoopévou er’ 
exeivyy : Id. Il. 111 tod worayod KatehPdvtos peyrora oy Tore em OKT@kaldeKa 
mxeas—Kuparing 6 ToTapos eyevero : Thue. IL. 83 mapa ynv opav kopihope- 
vey Kal—mmpos Tijy aytimépas ijmetpov diaBadhovi@v—karteidoy (SC. avTol) Tovs 

’"AOnvatovs: Id. I1.13 BonPyodvtay 6 bpav mpobipos mow mpoohnyeobe : bid: 
70 Kal es Aéyous KATACTAV TOY (Kepxupaiar) eWnpicavto Kepkupator : Xen. 
Cyr. I. 4, 20 raira eimévtos adtod EOage re (sc. adrdés) Aéyery TO AoTvayet : 

Ibid. VI. 1, 37 py te TAOw id cod ds BicyKdtos €pod peydda. So some- 
times in Mecats : Ovid. Amor. If. 12,13 Me duce ad hanc voti finem, me 

milite veni: G.T. as Matt. i. 18 pynotevdetons pntpds—evpeOn kT Ne 
b. Gen. abs. instead of accus.: Hdt. IX. gg ot yap @v Sapo, &riKo- 

pévav ’APnqvatav aixpahdrwv—rodTous Avoduevor TavTas drroméumovot—es Tas 
*A@nvas: Thuc. II. 8 és tods Aaxedatpovious, ddAws Te Kal MpoermovTwy (Aake- 

Sapovior), dre THv “EAAdSa €AcvOcpodow : Id. IL]. 22 mpoogucEav Se 7@ Tetxer 

TOV TodeLiov Aabdytes TOUS HUaKas, ava TO TKOTELVOY pEV ou TpoLdovTwV auTav, 

Woda 5e—od katakoucdvtwy : Id. IV. 18 oqeis dé—exrodopxnoew TS Xwptov 
kari TO eikds, olrou TE Ovx evdvTos Kat OL OALyns TapacKeuns KaTELANPpEvOU (SC. 
avrov) : Id. V. 31 erera Tavoapévev adrav oi Heo emnvdrykatov (adtous) ; 
Ibid. 33 Aaxedarpdrioe d¢—eorpatevoav—rijs “Apkadias es Nappactous— kara 
ordow émKadesapevoy ofas : Ibid. 56 iOov emi tiv "Em idavpov @s épyjpou 
ovens: Acts xxi. 17 yevopévav ypav eis ‘Iepood\vpa—ed<Eavto Has. 
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c. Gen. abs. instead of dative : Hdt. IIL. 65 rév pév vuv padiora piv, 
€ped ainxpa mpos TY Mayov TeTrovOdtos, Tyswpéeew ewot : Id. VI. 85 peddév- 
tov d€ dyew rev Aiywytéwy roy Acvruxidea, eié ode Oeaoidns : Id. VII. 235 
pa) THS GAAys “EAAdBos aAtoKopevys i7d Tov meCod BunOewor TauTy (sc. ‘EA- 

Addi) : Id. IX. 58 kai Gpiv (dpav) perv €otor Mepodwoy dareiporor odd % ye 
eped eyiveTo ovyyvopn, emawedyTwv TovTouS, Toioi Te Kal ouvvyydéate: Thue. I. 
114 kal ¢s adrnv biaBeByKdros dn Mepixh€ous—nyyeAOn adta@ (Ilepexdei) : 
Eur. Med. gio eixds yap dpyas Ondv rovetaOar yévos, ydpous TapepaohGvtos 
a@Xolovs, wéoger®.: Soph. Phil. 884 as ovker Gvtos yap Ta cupBdrAad Gor— 
épaivero: so G. T. as Acts xxii. 17 eyeveto d€ por Umoatpevvavtt—xal mpocev- 

XOmevou Lov. 

Ods. We must distinguish from these instances the Homeric construc- 
tion, where the genitive partic. follows on a dat. pron. (see §. 600. 3.) ; 
as, ll. &, 26 Adke bé oe mepl ypot xadkds areipys vuscopéevwv Eipeow: Od. «, 
257 jp & avre Karekhacbn idov jrop decdvtwy POoyyov te Bapiv aitdv te 
méAwpov : Ibid. 458 sq. r@ Ke ot eyxedadds ye Sua oreos Mddvbis GAA Bewo- 

pévou paiotro mpds ovdei. Here the gen. part. agrees with juay &c. sup- 
pressed, which is the proper case after jjrop, while opi depends on Adke 
&c.: so that jyiv carexddoOn pidov jrop may be viewed as identical with 
yuav irov jrop. Hence the dat. part. sometimes follows a pronoun or 
substantive in gen. (§. 712.) Nor must we class here those instances 
where the gen. abs. is joined with a verb, which requires the dative, but 
in this construction is used without a case: as, Demosth. 71, 20 7 Néyovtos 
dy Twos moteboat oiecbe (rdv Sikuxmov) ; where we might also say, # éyovre 
Gy Tim TigTEvaat Olea Oe ; 

Accusative Participle for other cases. 

§. 711. 1. Sometimes an accus. participle is used, though it refers to a 
substantive in another case. The ground of this anomaly is, that in the 
speaker’s mind it depends on a verbal notion equivalent to the phrase 
used in the sentence (see §. 700. Obs. 1. and 707.), but which requires an 

accus. instead of a dative: Asch. Choeph. 410 sq. wémadrae 8 adré por 
pihov xéeap (=rpdpos exer pe) trévde KAUouoay ofkrov: Id. Pers. g13 A€AvTa 
yap eyo yuiev papn thvd’ nruxiay éoSdvt dorav: Soph. El. 479 dreort pou 
Gpacos adumvéwy k\ougay dpties dveiparov: cf. Plat. Ale. 148 D.» 

2. Sometimes the accus. partic. stands at the beginning of a sentence, 
though the verb thereof requires another case. The accus. then follows 
the construction of a preceding sentence, whether from carelessness or on 
some rhetorical ground: Hdt. V. 103 ekmA@oartés te Ew Tov “EXAHoTovTOP, 
Kapins tiv mohdjv TpocextHoavto codices cUppayor eivat’ Kal yap Thy Kadvoy 
mporepov ov Bouhowévyy, as if the construction went on, Kal rv Kadvov— 
TPOTERTHTAVTO, TVppaxéelv, @S everpnoay Tas Sdpdis, TdTe Oe Kal a’tn Tpoge- 
yevero: Plat. Pheedr. 233 B rovatra yap epws emideixvutar’ SuoTuXobvTas per, 
@ pr) AUTHY Tois Gas Twapéyxer, Gviapa Totet vopitew’ edTUXODVTAS Sé Kal Ta fr 
noovns déia Tap éxetvwy eraivou dvaykater tuyydver : ‘ quum sic procedere de- 
beret siructura, cai ra pi Hdovas Géva emawev dvayxdter, quo rotundior exeat 
periodus, subito convertitur oratio®.” Here there is clearly a rhetorical 
force in this construction ; the accus. edtuxotvtas being placed in antithesis 

to Suctuyobrtas. 

® Pflugk ad loc, b Elms. Heracl. 693. ¢ Heindorf ad loc. 

Gr. Gr. vou. 1. 3H 
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3. In other instances a substantive and participle in the accus. are used 
to give prominence to the object of the speaker’s words, coincident with 
the whole paragraph, without any reference to the grammatical con- 
struction of the sentence, which has frequently for emphasis or elegance 
been broken or changed, see §. 581. 1.; (we should preface the sentence 
with—‘“‘ as for :”) Plat. Legg. 819 D wept adravra raira évotcdy twa pice 
yedoiay te Kal aicxpay avovay ev Trois avOporos mao1, TAUTHS amaddarrovet. 

Dative Participle for another case. 

§. 712. 1. A dative participle follows where some other case is required, 
by virtue of some notion implied in the verb on which it depends; but 
far more rarely than the nomin. or accus:: Thuc. I. 62 qv b€ yvdpn Tob 
*Apiotéws (= cdokev air) Td pev pe éavtov orpardmedoy Exovtt ev TO Icbp@ 
émirnpe Tovs A@nvaiovs. 

2. So also where the dative is used as a remote attributive for some 
especial reason, and must be disjoined therefore from the noun to which it 
seems to refer; as, Eur. Iph. A. 491 GAXos té pw edeos THs TadaiTa@pov Kdpns 
€onOe ovyyeverav evvooupevw, pity came over me, as I thought on, &c.—See 
§. 599. 

Obs. 1. For the Homeric passages: I]. «, 188 do te odio Umvos oho- 
Aev? as TOV yNndvpos Umvos amd Bepadporiy Ghodet vixTa pudagaopevoige KaKHY : 
Il. £, 141 ’Azpeidn, viv 84 mov “AxiAdijos Gdoodv Kip ynOer evi arnbecar pdvov 
kai pigav "Axaoy Sepxopevw, see above (§. 710. Obs.). 

Obs. 2. For the use of the participle with ay, see §. 429. 4. 

ADVERBS. 

§. 713. 1. The adverbs express the notion of the place, the 
time, or the mode and manner of a predicate or attribute ; as, 

éyyilev 7jAOev—yGes aréBn—kahds anéOavev, and are analogous to 

the cases of substantives which also express these notions; as, 
medicio Oéew, Paivery 6800, Tadta eyévero THs hpépas, Baivew sddv, 

Twacav Thy ywepav, ToUTw Tw TéTw, TadTH TH Hepa. Hence it arises, 

that most adverbs are relics of inflexions which are become obso- 

lete; as, ob, where, dvw, Kdtw, of, olkot, 7, 6m &e. 

2. In its widest sense, the term “adverbs,” or “adverbial 

expressions,” includes all the forms (whether single words or 
phrases) whereby these notions are expressed ; such as, yed@v €?7e— 

dua. TAxovs—aroven—tpity huepa &c. 

Remarks on the use of Adjectives for Adverbs. 

§. 714. 1. The poets especially are fond of signifying the adverbial no- 
tions of place, still more frequently those of time, sometimes those of mode 
or manner, and causality, by adjectives; a greater energy is hereby given 
to the expression, the attribute of the action (adverb) being represented 
as the attribute of the agent. 
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a. Adjectives used instead of adverbs of place, or cases used 
as such: Il. p, 361 roi & dyyxnotivor emurrov for dyxe addAndov: Od. d, 146 
i€e puxottatos aici for ev puxorrdtm. So the adjectives kpnvatos, dpetos, 
odpdvios, bAatos, dyopatos &c., are joined in a predicative force to the sub- 
ject or object, when the adverb might have been joined to the verb; as, 
Ar. Vesp. 1430 pire oxédos otpanov. So also mparos, vararos, péoos, TAdyi0s, 
peTewmpos, akpos, G\yoppos, emumddaos, Tpupvds, Tapabupos, Ovpatos, Badaco.os, 
treprévtws &c.: Soph. Ck. T. 1411 Oaddaorov expivare for eis Oadaccay : 
Ibid. 32 epéotioe eCdpeba for emi ri €oria: Id. Antig. 785 povras brepmdy- 
tios for vmep tov wévtov. So G.T., as Matt. x. 2 mpOtos Siuwy x. 7. dr. 

Obs. 1. Uparos, voraros, and many others of those here mentioned, are 
also applied to time. 

Obs. 2. Here also belongs the use of the demonstratives o8¢, obtos, éxet- 
vos, for here, there, mentioned above (§. 655. 1.). Other adjectival pro- 
nouns are also used as adverbs.—a. “AdXos, on the other side, separate, 

apart: ll. @, 22 as & td SerAdivos peyaxnreos iyOves Gor evyortes Tip- 
mAGot pvyovs Aypevos eddppou: Od. a, 132 map & adbros Kdcopoy Oéro Trorkidov 
extodev GAKwv pvnotnpev, apart from the suitors on the other side. So with 
the article in Attic, in alterd parte, and without it, in alid parte, 

then preterea, pariter, also: Thuc. VIL. 61 dvdpes orpari@rar A@nvatoy 
Te kal TOv GANwv Evupdyov, Kal GANov Evpydyov would be and their allies 
elsewhere (and their allies on the other hand). b. Nas, as oi orpati@rae wavtes, 
or of wdvtTes orpati@tae épuyor, for 76 wav, TA tdvta, fled altogether. 

c. “Exagros or @s &k., each one, singly, every time ; and in this case it is 
placed either before the article, or after the subst. 

b. Adjectives for adverbs of time; as, onpepwds, onretos, ewbivds, 
H€plos, Umnotos, OYtos, vdxLos, pecovv«TLos, Oepivds, XOLfds, eaptvds, xetpepwds &c. 5 
especially those in atos, as devrepatos, rpiraios &c. (defining the notion of 
When ?)—ipepyjovos, oxotwaios, dexnpepos, @praios, pnviatos, Stunvos, éviavaros, 
mavnepios, nuattos &c.—Also xpdros, paxpds, Onpds, too long, &c.; Il. a, 4G7 
Hepin 8 dveBn péyav odpavov for ps, early: Ib. 423 Zeds, xOrilos €8n Kara 
daira for x@és: Tl. 8,530 Gryotor OwpynxOerres for iro tHy 7H: Xen. Anab. 
PVe 1,5 okotiatous dueAGeiv TO mediov, in the twilight.—retaptatos, TepmTatos 

apixero, on the ath, sth day.—etdov marvsx.or Il. 8, 2.—xpdvios HAGev, after 
a long time. 

c. Adjectives for adverbs of mode, and other causal relations: 
o£vs, Taxvs, aipvidios, Bpadv’s, iméamovdos, domovdos, dpKios, —Exov, dkwv, dope- 

vos, doxvos, eOehovtns—jovxyos— avxvds, weyas, TOUS, abpdos, TuUKVYds, OTdYLOS, 
povos, &c.; as, bwédoctrovBou dmjecav—v7o omovdcis: Hdt. VI. 103 KarndGe ert 
Ta €wtrov btdoTovdos : Soph. Phil. 808 7d (vdcos) por dfeta poura kal Taxet™ 
anépxerae for dg€ws, taxéws: Id. C2. C. 1637 Katyvecer tad Opxios dpdcew 
for OpK@ : Thue. II. 5 moTapos eppun peyas : adBoves peovta Xen.: Hur. 

Hipp. 443 Kumpis od hopnros iy woh} pup. 

Obs. 3. The difference between mp@tos and mp@tov, pévos and povoy try 
ematodny éypawa is clear; mp@tos, pdovos, I am the first, the only one, who 
ever did so; primus scripsi; mp@tov, povov, it is the first, the only thing 

which I did; or, 1 wrote it first, before I did something else ; or, I wrote it 
by myself. 

2. Adverbs for adjectives —The adverb with éx@ is frequently used 
instead of the adjective with eiui; xax@s éyo is the same aks kakds €ipt, CX- 
cept that in the former the notion of stale is rather brought forward—in 
the latter, that of quality. 

gH 2 
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Local Adverbs. 

§. 715. 1. The adverbial notion of place is expressed, as we 

have seen, by (a) the cases: gen. (§. 522.), dat. (§. 605.), accus. 

(§. 577.): (b) the prepositions with their cases; and (c) by local 

adverbs. The prepositions with their cases and the local adverbs 

differ only that, in the former, the position is determined by its 
reference to something else ; as, éorn mpd tijs méAews: in the latter, 

it is arbitrarily determined by the speaker’s mind without reference 
to any thing but his own position ; as, €orn ravrn, éxet: except where 

two adverbs are opposed; as, évradda, ob, there, where. 

2. Local adverbs are derived either from pronouns, or from 
essential words (§. 351. 3.).. The former only signify motion or 

rest, whence, whither, where ; as, évtad0a, td0ev, evtavot: the 

latter express, besides these notions, that of position; as, omoev, 

eyyvdev &c. 

Adverbs of Time. 

§.716. The adverbial notion of time is expressed (a) by the 
cases: gen. (§. 523.), dat. (§. 606.), accus. (§. 577.); (6) prepos. 
with cases; (c) participle as gerund (§. 696.), and (d) the adverbs 
of time. The prepositions express it relatively, as in notions of 

place ; the adverbs positively. 

Obs. 1. As the prepositions express notions of time by a metaphorical 
application of the notions of place, considering time as a space, it follows 
naturally that many local adverbs express notions of time. 

Obs. 2. Those adverbs which express frequency (repetition in time), 
as dra€, Sis, tpis, moAXaxis, Or intensity (quantity in time), as moAv, axeddv, 
belong to the class of temporal adverbs. 

Adverbs of Mode and Manner. 

§. ‘717. The notion of mode and manner is generally expressed 
by adverbs, though frequently by the participle as a gerund, and 
sometimes by substantives, with or without a preposition. These 
adverbs are mostly derived from essential words, and so closely con- 

nected with the verb that they often form but one notion; as, xaxés 
Aeyew (kakoAoyety), ed A€yew (EvAoyetv) Ke. 

Modal Adverbs. 

§. 718. 1. There are also other adverbs which do not (as these 

given above) belong immediately to the predicate, but to the whole 
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Nov. —H8n. 

thought of the sentence which they define. These are called Modal 

Adverbs. 

2. They signify an affirmation (vat) or negation (0d, py), the cer- 

tainty, credibility (7, pv, tavtws &c.), the uncertainty, doubt (a, 

mov, tows &c.), of the thought. 

Obs. Only those adverbs will be treated of here which are of grammati- 
cal importance ; for the others, see the Lexicons. 

The Temporal Adverbs viv, viv—7on. 

a. Nov, viv. 

§. 719. 1. Név (formed from véfov, Lat. num, etiamnum, formed from 

novum, num scil. ¢empus; English now formed from néwa), expresses 
the present and continued existence of something, but can be 
joined with the imperfect when the speaker uses the imperfect for the 
present (see §. 398. 4.): Eur. Hec. 1144 kaxov Tpooy, ev omep viv—exd- 
pvonev: Demosth. 847, 9 viv—avro cad’ avto diddgew épéhdopey; but the 
form, lengthened by the demonst. t, vuvi (numce), is not so applied, as the 
demonst. t points to what is really in act or intention, present, and hence 
is joined only with present, perfect, and future ; as, vu ypado, y<eypapa, 
ypaye or pedro ypadew. It is used also to mark a succession of one event 
after another: Aisch. Choeph.117 rots airios viv, now=afler you have 
done so and so. 

2. The notion of time is applied secondly to the logical notion of 
causality, and then viv (or, at the beginning of a sentence, viv 8€), signi- 

fies a present conclusion from what has preceded, now=therefore, as the 
Latin, nunc, nunc vero, nunc autem, que quum ita sint: Eur. El. 
975 pytpoxtévos viv (under these circumstances) pevéopat, 760’ wyvos Ov. So 
often with imperative : Ausch. P. V. 82 evradéa viv UBpi¢e, or with py: U1. o, 
I15 py viv pou veueonoer—rticacba dvoy vios—, eimep por Kal poipa, Ars 
mAnyevTe Kepavye, Keio Oat. 

3. Név, when used in this sense of therefore, became enclitic (viv); this 
is only used in poetry (from Homer downwards) : but the compound form 
pevvuy is used in Ionic prose to denote a transition from one sentence to 
another, or in-a string of sentences; and totvuy (see rot) is used generally. 
This vév is sometimes used as an adverb of time; as, Il. «, 105 o& @nv 
"Exropt mavta vonuwata—Zeds extedect, Goa Tov vuy eeAmerat, but more usually 

as a weak illative conjunction. 

b. "HSx. 

4. "Hdn, at this moment, already, answers both in etymology and its 
whole use, to the Latin Jam, Sanskrit adja. 

a. Time. 1. The existence of something in a definite point of time, 
without the notion of duration, which viv has. Thus in vir Aéyo, the viv 

applies to the whole period of speaking; in 75) Aéyo, the #5, merely 
denotes that it has commenced. It has reference and is in contrast to 
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"H8n. 

some other point of time. Thus with the present it signifies, in reference 
to time past—just at this moment ; in reference to time future—already : 

H8y A€yw, I have just begun to speak, or I am speaking already. (Thus 
viv 75n or Sn viv combines the two notions “just now.”) With the 
perfect or a past tense it may be translated by ‘‘just,” in contrast to 
some more remote time past. With the future by ‘‘ immediately,” in 
contrast to some more remote time future, as 78y am7ddev, or aweAndrvbev 

—ydy dzedetcera. So in commands, exhortations, impatient 
questions, (quid jam?) as Pind. OL. VI. 22 & ®ivtis, dda CedEov Sy 
por obévos Hpidvev, a Taxyos: it denotes impatience of delay: Arist. 
Av. 326 xiorov 48y mod; where are ye now? When applied to space it 
denotes the point where a new country or territory immediately begins, 
and may be translated by cmmediately after, or from this point: Hat. 
III. 5 azo raitys WSn Atyumros: so Thuc. II. 95 Paxetow Hdyn cpopos 7 

Bowwtia éoriv. So of a definite division of time: Thuc. I. 30 xempavos 

789, it being already winter—winter having begun.—2. If the action is 
so spoken of that time past is contrasted with time present, 75y with a 
past tense signifies hitherto, already, or with a negative, as yet; if time 
future with time present, 43m with a future tense signifies henceforth, or 
with a negative, no longer ; so 7dy od, not as yet, or no longer, no further ; 

as, wudéoba HSy (as yet) Ta dvépata abraov ov etyopev—ydn ody (no longer), 
E£opev mvOcoba.—}3. Of unexpected, or long expected things: the time 
spoken of being contrasted with that in which the expectation lasted, at 

last, not till now; as, avaravowpey An wote, jam tandem aliquando—ndy 
mor’ év waxp® xpovy.—4. Sometimes it is used indefinitely, before this, time 
past being contrasted with time present; 78 wore: Il. y, 184 Sq Kal 
Spvyinv eiandvOov, many times before this—5. With a participle and past 
verb it signifies that the action of the verb began the moment the action 
of the participle ended. 

b. The secondary senses of 745 arise immediately from this temporal 
force. It denotes reality, certainty, definiteness of any thing, im- 
plied in the notion of its being immediately and already present to us, now 
then—at this very moment, already, immediately, without difficulty, without 
ceremony : Eq. 210 Tov obv Spdkovra Gyo.—dy kpatnoev: Eur. Troad. 234 
Soddor yap 51) Awpidos eopev xOovds Sy at this very moment: Xen. Hell. VIL. 
1,12 dn yap jyjoeobe kata Oddarray, now then ye shall. In this sense it re- 
fers to the preceding sentence, and denotes an immediate consequence 
therefrom, wherefore it is sometimes employed merely to connect the sen- 
tence with a preceding one, on which it depends; as, Xen. Cyr. VIL. 5, 58 
momoas 6€ TovTo, Ta GAXa HS Hpxero Siocxetv.—It frequently expresses the 
completion of a climax, but now, at last, jam, jam vero; as, 48y 8 
dxotoate; hence it is frequently joined to demonstrative pronouns, (though 
as an adverb, it should be joined to the verb,) as odtos 489, TéT Sy, ev- 
Ta00 dy, ottws 78y, &c. So also kat Sn, and even: Plat. Symp. 204 B 
djrov Sy, ey, TovTS ye HSH Kat mardi. 

Obs. "H8y, with the article is also joined, as an attribute, to a subst. ; 
as, 7 dy xapis, the present favour. 
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Ay. 

Ay, dara, Onv, dnOev, djTovder, Sai. 

a. Ay. 

§. 720. 1. Aj supposed by some to be a shortened form of 76, by 
others a lengthened form of d¢, can never stand at the beginning of a sen- 
tence, (except in Epic, 8) téte, dum vero, 8h yap, yam enim I]. 0, 488,) but 
generally immediately after the word to which it belongs. It is used to 
express the ewactness, reality, certainty, of the notion of the word or sen- 

tence to which it belongs: in many of its significations, it answers to our 
word just, or sooth, in sooth, forsooth. 

2. It is applied in its sense of exactness to words of time; and by thus 
laying emphasis on the time implied by the word, repeats the notion of 
that time, as it were, in an adverbial form, and thus has a great number 

of significations, most of which may be expressed by now, just now, but 
now, lately, immediately, then: Arist. Ran,604 dxovw tis Ovpas Kai BH Yedqov, 
even now. a. So with present time: Plato Phed. 60 C éxedy imo rod 
Seapod Hv ev TO oKeet TpdTepoy TO adyewvdy, Kew Sh Gaiverar exakodovbody Td 
760—then follows : so vév 84, just now. b. Past time—but now, just now : 
Tepi TovTev ey dh od edeyes, which you just now were saying; so also hitherto, 
ovdev Sh Kaxdv mpomerovOas, nihil dum. c. Future time— immediately ; 
rovTo 8) Syhace, viv Bh SyA@oes: so with imperatives, and conjunctives 
used as imper., as twuev 54, lef us go now: so py 8H, after verbs of fear; 
Il. &, 44 deidm ph 8H (lest now) pou tedéoy eros GBpipos “Extwp : so oddév Sh 
kaxov treioerat, d. At length—now at least—then ; of something unexpected 
(expressing surprise), (then;) or of something long expected (sometimes 
expressing impatience), (at length ;) these senses arise from the emphatic 
nature of the ‘“ now,” or “ then,” expressed by 69, as in English;) & qdrep 
od & ev Aida 8h ketoar: Arist. Pax 942 6 yap Bopos bupacr kai 8h. e. With 
expressions of number: II. @, 197 évyjpap Bh veikos ev aOavdtovow dpwper, 

for now nine days ; so moddaxe 64, Jam sepe ; viv dy, Tédos by, de SH, veaorti 
54, tarepoy by, és 6 dn, Ste by, Grdre Sn, €€ ob 6H; like donec jam. 

Secondary sense of 8. 
, 

§. 721. 1. From these notions of “now” and “then” is derived the use 
of 84,—laying emphasis on the word to which it is joined and signifying, 

as a conjunction, at once, without hesitation, straightway, now then, &c.: so 
in Homer we find péev (=pryv) 874: Il. c, 309 xp per BH Tov piOov arnreyéws 
droemeiv, now then: hence, with the imper., now then: I]. @, 650 éxros pev 
Si Ac~o: so TéTe BH, OUTwS By, evtadOa SH—oi 8 Gre S4—when they then; 
hence év@a 8y Hdt., here then=thereupon: émedh, since then=whereas, 

(quoniam=quum jam:) so @s 8H, as then; et 84, if then; and even for 
757: Kai 8h, and now, in the middle of a sentence; sometimes too it is at- 
tached to the last of a string of subst. to express lastly ; Plat. Meno 87 E 
tyierar, papév, kai iaxvs Kai KadAos Kai mAotTos BH. Hence it is used gene- 
rally in a rapid string of sentences — immediately— shortly ; often 
with a notion of a climax, as py te ys 84, or pate SH—prjror ye By, 
nedum—or to resume a sentence after an interruption, especially 
after a parenthesis, and very frequently to express a logica] conclusion; 
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or a simple result from what has gone before: Xen. An. IV. 4, 18 edeyov 
ére xatidovey otdrevpa—eddKer BH (therefore) trois orpatnyois k.7.A.: Plat. 

Rep. 494 A ék 8) rovtwy tiva dpas carnpiay proodpo hice: so also in 

Aristotle, when he sums up an argument, cf. Eth. Nic. III. 5: he 
uses it also to mark a new point in an argument, like in English, 
now. Here belongs also the use of peév 84, with a reference to what 

has gone before, followed by 6, which marks a new thought; as, Hdt. 

I. 32 Srv pev 84, Solon then, (as I have told,) Kpotcos dé, and Cresus &c. ; 

so also ro.adra peév 81) Tatra, hec hactenus; and the combinations 8€ 8%, 

GAG Sy, ete 8H, &c., which are used to connect sentences; so the ques- 
tions m&s 8x, tl 84, wod 54, how now, &c., as expressions of impatience, 
astonishment, tl 8} méte, Tas ov 8H, Ti ovr By. 

2, Exactness applied to other notions: a. often joined with a pro- 
noun or conjunction in explanatory sentences, to intensify their 
force, when reference is made to something well known; as, Plat. Rep. 
407 B kivdvvos od opixpds ofareiow ota Sh ev Todeu@ pidrei, justas. 6b. With 
a pronoun, which is used to recall an object in the former part of a sen- 
tence, whose immediate connexion with the latter part has been inter- 

rupted ; as, Il. ¢ 395 ’AvSpopayn Ovydrnp peyadnropos ’Hetiwvos, "Hetioy ds 
évavev Ud T1hdxe tAnéoon, Todrep dS) Evyarnp exe "Exrops xahkoxopvoTh: comp. 

Il. 7, 155: Hdt. 1V. 76 karadds és tiv Kadeopernv “YAainy 7 & ore K. T. A— 
es Tavtoy 9} katadvs. c. Sometimes with the collateral notion of ex- 
cluding every thing else—exactly this, and nothing else: and in this 
sense we often find ph 4, with imper.: Ll. «, 447 ph 84 poe piéw ye Adrov 
euBadrreo Oupo, just do not think of Sigil S so oxdret 8H, only just look: dye 
84, pepe 8x, tc BH. 

3. With particles, just: as 8H, tva 84, just that: with explanatory. 
particles, yap 8n, os $y, (mostly ironical) ota 8H, dre Sh, adda 84, for just, &c.: 
yap 84 very common in Herodotus. 

§. 722. 1. The certainty, reality of that to which it is joined, in 
which sense it may often be translated by in sooth, forsooth: Plat. Apol. 
27 C ody otras exer; is it not so? exe 8H, in sooth is it: and it is some- 
times used with a collateral notion of at least: Soph. Phil. 877 emed4 
Tovde Tod Kakod Soxet ANON Tis eivar Kavarwavra By; if not Ayn, at least cer- 

tainly avarav\a. 

2. This notion of certainty or reality is frequently used ironically, 
Forsooth as they pretend; Thuc. VI. 80 rods ’AOnvaiovs pidovs Bh dvtas jay 
eadoat apuapretv, as being friends forsooth ; hence it is frequently used to 
denote that something pretends or appears to be that which it really is 
not; as, Xen. Hell. V. 4, 6 cionyaye ras érarpidas 8H, and so very often in 
Hdt. and Thue. (as 6)6ev), to express the pretence on which something 
is done: that the account or reason, which is given, is either not in itself 
true, or that it is absurd, or not the one on which the party really acted : 

Hdt. I. 1 és 8) 16 "Apyos marks that the story depends on doubtful 
authority. 

3. Somewhat analogous to this ironical force is its use in supposi+ 
tions, supposing this were really so: et 3h €dOorev, supposing then they were 
really to come: Eur. Med. 386 kai 8h reOvaor, suppose them then to be 

actually dead. 
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§. 723. 1. By the addition of these notions of certainty and reality the 
notion of the word is as it were repeated and its force is heightened, 
and 8¥ is to be translated so to express this heightened force according to 
the meaning of the word ; pdvos 8H. quite alone ev Bpayet 8H ; dabevig: 3%, 
decidedly weak: Il.0, 95 @ktipopos 84 poe téxos €ocear: oddot 84j—oAAdKus 
37 : especially with superlatives ; kpdtiotoi 8H, decidedly, by far, the greatest : 
so also with pronouns, of which it increases the personal demonstrative 
force, so as to denote the greatness, or dignity, or importance of the per- 
son or thing spoken of, or referred to; éketvos 8, that well known man. 

Hence also with indefinite pronouns, it increases the indefinite- 
ness: Hdt. 1.86 @eav stew 8H, Deorum nescio cui: &ddot 8H, others, be 
they who-they may: Ul. a, 295 &Novsw BH rad7’ emiteAdeo, to others I cure 
not whom : so otog 8H (oia 64, such and such things) ; dcov 84, such and such 
a one: Grogov 84—SaT1s 8H, to such and such u quantity ; dmou 84, some- 
where or other; (qv érocoy Sh xpdvov, I know not how long; with tis or 
wore, 8 comes first; 84 tis, guidam nescio quis : 84 wore, guondam nescio 
quando. 

Obs. We find sometimes the pronoun repeated where dcov 6) is more 
usual; as, Arist. Vesp. 213 Sc0ov Sc0v onidnv: so G.T., as Heb. x. 37 
puxpov Gaov, Saov, a very little. 

2. With interrogatives, to increase the force of the question, and 
often denotes that a definite answer is expected to this point: Od. $, 362 
wh 8%) Kdpnvda rééa Hepes, where then? answer me this: Plat. Phed. 61 E 
kara TL Bh oby Tore ot act, why in the world then? Id. Theat. 148 A tis 5h 
obv & rai, deimerar Aéyos; so often with ody, and in answers to give em- 
phasis: so when the answer gives more information than the question 
asks, Soph. Aj. 49 kai 8% ext ducoais jv otpatnyiow midaLs. 

3. With numerals, it either heightens or limits their force according 
to the context. 

§. 724. 1. Hence it arises that cai 84 is used to introduce the most im- 
portant member of a sentence kai 76 dH péyvotov; or when a particular 
follows an universal—aAXox S€—kat 6) kat: Hdt. 1. 30 drikero mapa “Apaow 
Kal 8) Kai—zapa Kpoiooy: so Hdt. III. 39 ev 8€ 8 Kal AcoBious, and among 
them the Lesbians: so negative o63é 84—pyde 87. 

2. It is also used with various adverbs and particles, to express the 
certainty of the sentence to which they are attached: 4 84—7 pada dy 
—kat 3y, ob 8H, SHmou, surely ; ob 84 Tou, surely not ; both post-Homeric ; 
and sometimes they have a certain irony: Xen. M.5. ii. 3, 1 od Simou 
kal ov ef TOY ToLWUTOY avOporor, 

b. Afra. 

§. 725. 1. Aqta, formed from 67, as év@adra from évda, &c. has the same 
notion of exactness with 67, now then, but with a greater force, corre- 
sponding to its lengthened form. It is not found in Epic or Doric, nor 
often in Hdt., but very frequently in Attic. 

2. a. Very often after interrogatives; a. to increase their force, 
gam, demum: and to mark a conclusion or consequence: Arist. 
Acharn. 1011 ri 847, emeddav ras Kiydas brt@pévas idyre; quid tum demum 

Gr. Gr. vou. 11. 31 
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Orv, SHGev, Syroudev. 

dicetis, quum;—f. to qualify them, when a person asks with somewhat 
of impatience, how something which appears contradictory can happen; 
as, Aisch. Theb. 93 tis dpa pioera, tis ap’ emapkeoer eav if bear ; Tiérepa 

oar eyo TOTIMET@ Bpérn Oaipovey ; -——after ovKouv, pov, eira, éweiTa, aad apa, 

S77 is used to intensify or qualify the question according to the con- 
text. 6. In questions, generally to give emphasis to the word with 
which it stands: Eur. Iph. A. 867 otcOa 847d y', Gotis Gv Gor Kai Tékvos 

etvous épuv ; do you really know? e. Very frequently with answers, to 
express the exact correspondence of the answer to the question, just so, 
exactly so, like 6y, but stronger: Plat. Rep. 333 A GvpuBoraa de déyers 
kowovnpara, Te ado :—Kowerypata S4Ta :—d. 7 S4Ta, certainly ; ob dra, 

minime vero, ph Sqta, only not this, to give emphasis to the negative 
entreaty : py Sata Spdoys ravra, only do not this. e. With wishes, com- 
mands, exhortations, it expresses ‘‘just,” as an expression of impa- 
tience, like 67: Arist. Nub. 6 daédo1o Sqr, ® modepe, TOAA@V evexa! may 

you jusi perish, and nothing else:—oxére Sqta, just but look. f. With 
a\Ad, or yap, it belongs not to these conjunctions, but it adds the notion 

of exactness to some part of the sentence; this is often ironical; Eur. 
El. 926 #dnoOa yap 847 dvdc.ov ynuas ydapov. g. It is used as a conjunc- 
tion, to mark the continuance of the narrative &c., and generally with a 
notion of a climax; as, éte dqTa, when at length: Hdt. 1V. 69 amoddvor 
Sta (nearly the same as ovv) airots tpédr@ rode, Hence with conjunc- 
tions and relatives: kat 897a, and just, and in sooth. 

c. Onv, SHGev, Symovbev. 

§. 726. |. Oy is a collateral form of 67, which prevailed mostly in the 
Sicilian dialect, (hence so frequent in Theocr.) but it is also found in Epic, 
as an enclitic, whence it was introduced in its enclitic form @ev, as a 
mere suffix, into Attic : (@jv only Adsch. P. V. 928.) This particle is less 
independent than 67, and can only affect the sense of the single word with 

which it is joined, and not of the whole sentence. Its use varies in the 
different dialects; in the Mimes of Sephron it has the temporal force of 
6n, and is accentuated; in Theocritus it is also accentuated; it is most 
frequently joined with a pronoun: éy® Oyv, I for my part: 7o Oqv in 
a demonstrative sense, as Theocr. XV. 15. Shortly, denique, ut pau- 
cis dicam 5 Ibid. 63 es Tpotay TELP@LEVOL nvOov "Ayatol, KadAvorou Talo@v* 

meipa Ohvy mavra redeira. In Homer @yv is always ironical, as in Attic 
djmov: it is very frequently joined with ov« (ou pev Oyv—ye, but certainly 
not—at least: Od. €, 211 ov pev Onpy Keivns ye xepei@v evxopat etvac), and 7, 

Tel, yap. 

2. In Attic it is found in its shortened form: 6Oev (6¢ Eur, El. 266.) 
only in the two compounds, 878ev, S4moudev. 

a. AjPev is used, almost always, in the ironical sense of 6, forsooth, 

scilicet,) (§. 722. 2.) especially to express that the writer does not believe 
that the reason or account he is giving is the true one, but only the one 
given by others—and it but seldom has a more explanatory force: Hadt. I. 
59 (Ilewciorparos) tpwpaticas éwvrdov Te Kal Hpidvous, HAagev és THY ayopny TO 

(edyos, ws exmehevyas rods eyOpods, ot uy eXavvorra és dypov nOéAnoay amoherat 
S7H0ev, as he pretended. 
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Aai—Mnyv. 

b. AnrouGev, certainly, clearly: Xen. Cyr. 1V. 3, 20 eye dé, Av inmetvew 
pado, dray pev ewi Tov immov yevopat, Ta TOU immoKevtavpov ByToUbEy diarpd- 
Eopat, 

Obs. A still shorter form of @jv appears in el§e, where de has the force 
of 67 in emphatic questions and addresses (if only that). 

d. Aat. 

§. 727. Aai is a lengthened form of 67, as vai, of vn: it is frequent in the 
language of common life, rare in tragedy. It is found only in the combi- 

5 , , , 5 ce . 

nations ti Sat, ms Sat; and seems to express a. astonishment in a 
question, what else then? what then? when the speaker answers to an 
objection, by asking, ‘if not this, what can it be?” Arist. Av. 64 dA 
ovk eopev advOpara.—Tt Sat; Id. Vesy. 1212 wd Kedevers mpoorKOqvar ;— 
Mndapaés.—Nas dai ;—b. A repid, unexpected transition from one person 
to another: Plat. Phaed. 71 A kai pi é& icxuporépov ye 7 dobevéorepoy Kat 
2 , \ ~ , f , > “ , > Sm 9 ‘ 
ex Bpadvutepov 76 Garrov—Ilavu ye.—Tt Sal; ay Te xetpov ylyyntat, ovux €& apec- 

vovos, Kal, eav Oukadtepov, c& adiKwrepov ; 

Confirmative Adverbs. 

a. Myv (Doric and Epic, pay). 

§. 723. 1. My signifies certainty, assurance, surely, and answers to 
the Lat. vero. It can never stand first in the sentence, but generally de- 
pends on that word which gives the general force to the whole sentence— 
especially particles ; so in addresses it is joined with the imper., as aye py, 
€mou pyv: in questions it is joined with the interrogative word; as, ti pay, 
qui vero, mas phy, &c.: Plat. Phedr. 229 A B épas ody éexeivny tiv in- 
Aoratnv maravov ; Ti phy, quid queso ? 

2. The other uses are three. 

1. A simple assurance of what is said. 

2. In an antithesis either to what has gone before, or follows, to 

express the certainty, /herefore, when there is not a real, but only appa- 
rent opposition between the two sentences; in which case it has a further 
power of laying emphasis on what is said; as, Plat. Rep. 465 B ravraxi 
57 €k TO vépwv eipnyny mpds aGdAndovs ot dvdpes Eovor; oddyjy ye. Tovtov 

pay ev eavtois pn craciadvr@v ovdev Seuvdy, pn mote 7 AAAn TOdLs Tpds TOvTOUS 
7) mpos GAAndovs StxootatHoy, these then. 

3. In antithesis, where the opposition is real. 

3. It is combined with the following particles : 

a. °H pyy, strong assurance—d¢ruly—surely. Hence commonly in 
oaths, and a. simply: Xen. Cyr. 1V. 2, 8 ra mora didwow atrois, F pyyv— 

os pidros Kai motos xpnoceoOa adrois: Plat. Crit. 51 E duodoynoas 7 phy 
melecOar ore weibera ovre meiber nuas. 8. Opposed to what has gone 
before: Ile, 57 drap ob tédos ikeo piOav' H pay Kale véos cool, wos O€ Ke Kat 
mais eins, you are assuredly. y. Opposed to what follows: Il. », 354 q 
pov apcoréporow opov yévos n& ia marno, GANA Zebs mpoTepos yeyover Kai 
melova HON. 

312 
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Mev. 

b. O8 phy, ph pry, certainly not. a. General assurance: Hl. p, 318 
oU poy akAneis Aveinv Kara Koipavéovow iperépor Baordjes: cf. Il. p, 41, 448. 
8B. Opposed to what has gone before: Il. 0, 16 ads dédXos, ”Hpn, “Ex- 
ropa Siov éravce paxns, epdByoe S€ Naods : OF pav oid et adre Kakoppains are- 
yews mparn éravpya, and truly I know not. So &dW of pay odd€ Il. Wy, 441: 
Soph. CE. C. 692 ovde Movoray Xopot vev aneatvynoay, oude pa (ovd a Dind.) 

(neque vero) xpvodvios Adpodira. 

c. Kat phy: and truly. a.General assurance, where «ai is merely the 
copula, (Attic more commonly kai pévroe): Il. wy, 410 b8e yap eepéo, Kat 
pay rereAcopevov éora, or where «ai refers to something implied in the con- 
text, (such as éomep Kai éyers, domep Kai Soxet,) yes truly : Plat. Pheed. 58 

E kat phy eyeye Oavpdora éraboyv mapayevopevos. 8. Opposed to what has 
gone before, where cai means also vel, as kat phy, ef vero: kai belongs 
either to the word following pj, or to the whole sentence. Kot pry is often 
used when some new paragraph is begun: Od. A, 582 kat phy Tdvradov 
eiaeidov. In the dramatists it is often used on the entrance of a new cha- 
racter. Also kal py nal, et vero etiam, and indeed also; Kat phy ob8é, 

and indeed not. 

d. “A\KG phy: a. General assurance, (these words are sometimes 
divided by the word to which they convey an emphasis: Il. p, 488 &dX’ 
od pay tpiy ye Kal Gppace dadadéorew "Exrop Upiapidns éeroxyoerae’ ot yap 

édow), when the person wishes to express his willingness to comply with a 
demand, ‘* but in truth: or where any one hastily takes up what another 
has said: Eur. Hec. 400 rio8 Exotaa wadds ot peOncopar,— ANN ovd eyo 
piv tHvd ame avtod Aurov, ané I in truth also. 8B. Opposed to what 
has gone before; but surely also, sed vero: Xen. Cyr. V. 3, 31 Kai apa 

Sikata srotoiper dv, xdpiv arrodiddvres GANG pv Kai Evuopa y av. Often in 
logical arguments ; as Lucian, ei etait Bapoi, cio Kal Geot? &AAG phy (atqui) 
eiol Bwpoi' eiolv dpa Oeot. 

Obs. When joined with the imperative it increases the urgency of the 
request. 

b. Mév (confirmativum). 

§. 729. 1. Instead of pny, the Ionic uses the shortened form pév, which 
occurs in Homer also, besides pny and pav. It is never placed at the 
beginning of a sentence, but is joined to the leading word in the sentence : 
Il. n, 89 Kai mor€ tis eimnor-—* advdpdg prev 76d oHpa mada Katatebvn@tos, Of a 
hero in truth : 1). 0, 203 # Tt peraorpeers ; oTpemtat pev Te ppeves eoOhav, 
are, surely, to be turned. 

2. Mev is also used, (as pny) either to give a general assurance, or 
when a sentence is opposed to what has gone before, or what 
follows: Od. »,154 ® mémrov, ds pev cud Ovued doxei civar apiota, immo 

vero sic. So frequently after a vocative, it marks that the sentence is 
opposed to something ; Od. ¢, 344 pirep eun, Tobov pev "Axatay ov'ris epeio 
kpeiooav © k COehw Odpevai Te Kal dpynoacba., immo vero arcum. 

3. It is combined with the following particles, to add emphasis and 
certainty to the notion: 

a. *H pév, which Homer uses exactly as 7 phy (§. 728. 3. a.) in oaths 
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and asseveration. a. General assurance: Od. &, 160 m pév roe tude 
ravra TedeleTar, os ayopevo: Hdt. LV. 154 e€opxot, H pév ot Supxovncery, 6 Te dv 
den67. B. With reference to what has gone before: Od. A, 447 
Ainv yap muh Te Kai eb pect pydea oldev—TInvedoreca’ H pev pw vipdny ye 
venv KaTeAeimopev Hpeis epxdpevor mOAepovde, and truly she was young. y. In 
opposition to what follows: Il. @, 416 4 pév pu—erker, o0d€ py ai- 
OXVVEL, 

b. OU pév, pH pev (=o pv, py pov §. 728. 3. b.). a. General as- 
surance: Il. &, 472 00 pev por Kakds ciderat, otd€ Kaxav €&, ddd Kaoiyynros 
*Avrnvopos 7) mais: Hdt. IL. 118 Kati duvivras kal dvopori, ph pev exe “EXevny: 
so o0 péev ydp, émet ob pev, since in truth not; ph pev 8H, od pev Tou. B. With 
reference to what has gone before: Il. 0, 735 je teas hapev civar 
docontipas omiccw, né Te Tetxos cipetov, 6 k’ dvdpdoe Aovydy auiva; OO pév re 
axedov eore Todt, but truly there is no city near. So od8€ pév for adX od 
phy. Also ob pev 84, ob pév Tor, ob or oF8€—od pev or obde jrev—odde pev 
o08€=adN’ od pev ovdé. y. In a sentence referring to what follows 
—(rare): Od. 8, 31 08 peév vitios joOa—ro piv’ tap pev viv ye Tadis os 
vnmia Bacers. 

c. Kat péev (=kxai pny §. 728.3. ¢.). a. General assurance: Il. , 488 
Kat ev Tov Keiwor Tepwarerat apdis edyTes Teipova’, and surely. 8. Ina sen- 

tence referring to what has gone before, when a new paragraph 
is mtroduced; and also when there is an emphatic reference to the former 

sentence: Il.«, 499 the gods are mighty, kat pev tobs Oveeco.—rapatporar” 
dvOpwrot, but even these. 

d. Té pév is used in a sentence which is opposed to another: Hdt. VIT. 
234 €oTe ev TH Aaxedaipou Srdptn, modus avdpav oxtaxicxiAiov pdiota Kn 

obroe martes €iot Gpotoe Tois evade payerapevoioe’ o1 ye prev GAXoL, the rest how- 
ever, AakeOaipdrioe TovTOLTL pev OdK GpotoL, ayaboi Oe. 

e. “Atap pév, &AAG pev, to mark the certainty of the sentence introduced 
as in opposition to something else. a. Simply: Od. », 156 GAN’ epéw pev 
eyo. 8. With reference to what has gone before: Od. 0, 405 v7- 
cos—otre mepemAnOys inv Técov, GAN ayabiy pev, evBoros K.T.r. 

f. Név pev 84 with fut. at the beginning of a speech, in which any thing 
is spoken of as being now at last determined for certain: Od. 7, 253 Nov 
pev 84 por, écive, mapos mep edv eecwds, ev peydporow epoioe pilos T Eon 
aidotds Te. 

g. Et pev 8y at the beginning of a sentence, if or since there is; laying 
emphasis on the e?. Very often in Homer: Od. a, 82. 6, 831. 

Obs. 1. Mév is used with the imper., as pny. 

Obs. 2. Mév is very often placed after a pronoun, whereby some. afore- 
mentioned person is repeated, and thus it signifies the identity of the per- 
son thus introduced again: Od. \, 51 mparn dé yuxn "EAmnvopos 7j\bev— 
V. 55 Tov pev eye Sdxpvoa k.t.d. Mey in this repetitive force may be used 
more than once in a succession of sentences: Od. ¢, 319 sq. (pdmadov) Td 
pev exrapev, TO pev dupes eloKopev, TOO ev door T dpyuay eydv anéxoya Tapa- 
ords. It is also used in this force with adverbs ; as, évOa pev, there, where. 

But pév is frequently used with pronouns in an adversative sentence; II. 
B, 324 Tint dvew eyéverOe— ; Hutv pev 765 ednve répas peya. 

Obs. 3. Sometimes pév is followed by another pev, the one having an 
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Mévto.—7jTot. 

adversative force, the other joined to a pronoun to mark the identity of 

the person: Il. o, 432 sq. ék pév p ddAdov adidov avdpi Sapaccev—é pev 57 
ynpat Avyp@ keirat evi peydpors dpnpevos’ AANA S€ por viv. 

c. Mévtou, pevodv, prev 3x. 

§. 739. in the other dialects yey is found for pyv only in the compounds, 
févTou, pevouv, pev 97. 

a. Mévro. strengthens or qualifies the notion (especially in answers), 
sometimes ironically. So kat peévto., od pévtor, GANG pevTor (especially in 
answers). It is also used in reference to another sentence, and generally 
signifies, that although from what has gone before it might not be ex- 
pected, yet such or such a thing is so, nevertheless, yet ; especially pév— 
pévtor, indeed—yet : but also where there is no such contradiction between 
the sentences : Plat. Pheed. 87 E ei? yap peo 70 oGpa Kai dmoAdvorro—, avay- 
kaiov pév T ay ein TO TeAevTAloy Upacpa TLE ad’THy Exovear, still at all events. 
So kat pévrou, kat pevror kal, GANG peévTor, ere ye pevToL. 

b. Mevotv or pev otv, which seems to answer to the Latin immo, is almost 

entirely confined to replies, either affirmative, or negative, or corrective 
(see §. 880. 9.) Ody gives decision to what is said. So od or ph pevoor, 
immo non. Plat. Symp. 201 C coi otk av Suvaiunv dvridéyew, GA’ ovras 
EXET@, @S Od HéEyers. OF pevotv TH aAnOcia, Hava, Sivacar avTiréyew, i. e. 
ammo vero contra veritatem non potes disputare®; or rather, you cannot 
Sight against truth. Sometimes pevody is used where a person replies to 
himself, or corrects a reply or an assertion—nay rather, nevertheless : 

4aisch. Choeph. 999 Sikrvov pév obv, nay it is rather: Eur. Hipp. 1012 
paras ap nv, ovdayod pevodv dpevav, I was foolish, or rather out of my 
mind: Aristoph. Equit. g11 eyod pév ov, no, rather on mine: Aisch. Eum. 
38 Seivaca yap ypais ovdev, dvrimas pev obv: so Thucyd. II. 44 xademdov pév 
odv vida, I know in good truth it is difficult. So G.T. Luke xi. 28 pevody 
ye pakapioe k. 7. d., nay rather. It is also used without any such adversative 
meaning where the writer wishes to draw attention to what he said, verily 
then, in good sooth: ovv connects it with the general train of thought, and 

pev gives emphasis : Od. v, 122 ra pev obv mapa mubper’ €dains dOpda Ojnxav, they 
then verily : Soph. Phil. 350 keivos prev obv exevro, he in good sooth lay dead : 
sometimes in an apologetic clause, Eur. Phoen. 441 madai peév ody tprnbev 
aN’ duos epd. To G.T. as Luke iii. 18 wodda peév obv Kal érepa ednyyedi- 
ero: cf. John xx. 30: Acts i. 6 of pév otv cuvedOdrres. 

c. Mev 84, then in truth, always in the combinations 7 pév 8%, of pev dn, 
GANG pev BH, kal pev By, ye péev—B8y for 7} pay dy &c.: Xen. Cyr. 1.6, 8 ri 
dé, pn, oicba, 6rdca ate ott; Ma Tov Aia, pn 6 Kipos, od pev 57. 

d. "H—7To1. 

§. 731. 1. a.7H like pyv expresses confirmation, assurance (Hesych. 
4=4anOas, dvrws), but it does not refer to any thing out of the clause to 
which it is joined, as pry does (see §. 782. 2. 2.). For 4 pv in strong 
asseverations, see §, 728. a. §. 729. a. It is also joined frequently with 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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mov, Tol, yé: 4 Tou, to be sure, I suppose, &c. It expresses a certain degree 
of doubt, and is often ironically used to express this shade of doubt in 
conclusions, of which no doubt can be entertained: Isocr. 164 A érov yap 
ey , ‘ ’ 5 ey , ear , a , 
A@nvddapos kai Kadd\totparos—oikioat dXets viol Te yeydvact, H Tou BovAnOEv- 
Tes Nueis ToANOVs Gv Tomovs ToLoUvTOUS SuvnOeinuev KaTaTXElV. 

Obs. For &\N 4, at profecto, we often find a false reading ad 7, it 
being supposed that aN’ 7 is only used in questions. 

2. b. “Hrot, which is only used in Epic writers, appears to be a combi- 
nation of the confirmative 7 and the restricting particle roc. It expresses 
certainty, and often accompanies pey in the same sense. In all these 
phrases pev appears to be used only to strengthen jro: Od. 7, 309 & 
matep, nto. (in truth) euov Oupov kai ereita y dio yrooea: Il. w, 460 & 
yEepov, NTOL ey@ Oeds GpBporos eiAndovOa ‘Eppeias’ col yap pe matHnp Gua Topyrov 
éracoev: Il. pb, 446 yror eyo Tpwecor modw mépe teixos eOeysa. So GAN 
HTou, GAN Aro pév: Od. &, 259 EvO rou (then in truth) pev ey KeOpnv 
€pinpas éraipous avrod map vnecor pevew kal vnas epvoOa: Il. yn, 451 rod 8 
Ato KAéos €ora, doov 7 emidvara nos: Il. n, 191 & Piror, ATO KAjpos epds : 
Od. p, 165 Arto eye Ta exaota A€yov érapuor Tipavoxoy, surely: Od. ¢, 86 

év@ nToL mAvvol noav, there in truth. 

3. "Hou is often used emphatically where two things are contrasted ; 
either in the first sentence to give emphasis, as a preparation for what 
follows ; as, I]. 6, 323 jrow (then truly) 6 pev (Teucer) dapérpns é&cidero 
mukpov diorov, Onke © emi veuvpy’ tov & ad KopvOaiodos "Extwp—Badrev Nibw oKpid- 
evrt; or in the second, so that it introduces the contrast, and practically 
has the force of guamquam, though its real meaning is emphatic in good 
truth, surely then: Od. f, 98 r@ & dpa Obvpos—eéodrre vevpyy evtavicew 
Swoictevoe Te oidnpov" ATO dicrod ye mpaTos yevoeoOa Epedrev. 

4. From this power of expressing certainty it arises that jrot as well as 
pev (unv) is used with the first of two assertions, to mark its reality, 
which from the second assertion might be doubted : Od. 0, 6 etipe dé Tyré- 
payov kai Néeoropos dyhady vidv—* Hror Neotopidyny parak@ Sedunpévoy irve 
Tyrepaxorv & ody Umvos xe yAukis: Od. @, 154 ikovto mport doru mepikhutév’ 
Aro. OSuoceds vorepos, aitap Tye€paxos mpdc0 iycudveveyr. ”Hrou is more 
emphatic than pév (uyv) : both however can be used also with the second 
of two assertions to mark its reality, though somewhat contrary to the 
former sentence (see §. 729. 2.) : GAN Aro, but which yet: Od. 0, 486 
Evpar’, 7 pada 87 pot evi pect Ovporv dpwas, tadta exaota héyov, doa O17 Tabes 
dyea Oupo BAN ToL col pev mapa Kai Kax@ eoOddv COnkev Zevs. “Hrow, as 
well as pév, is joined to the imperative, to make the request more urgent : 
Od. 8, 238 rot viv Satvucbe—xai pvdors tépTredbe. 

5. "Hrot is joined with a conjunction which introduces a dependent 
clause to add the notion of certainty thereto; as, Od. ¢, 23 ov yap 37 

fol ‘ > , , Save ¢ »” , > \ > , , 

TovTov pev €Bovkevoas vdov avTn, ws NTO Keivous ‘Odvced’s amoricetar Oar : 

80 O65 8 HToL—dhp ATor Od. y, 418. . 

e. NU (Epic), Enelitic. 

§. 732. Né expresses an asseveration, but is seldom used seriously, to 
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increase the force of the sentence, but has somewhat of an ironical bitter- 
ness; surely, forsooth, nempe, scilicet : Od. a, 347 prep éun, tir dpa pbo- 
véeis epinpov aodov Téprewv, On of voos dpvuTar; ov vb T dotdol airvoLr, GAA 

mot Zevs airtos.—So étet vu, since surely, as men know too well: Cf. Il. a, 

416: we also find 4 pd vu, pH vu Tou, od-vu Tt, surely not; and with a past 
tense indic., after a hypothetical sentence also expressed by a past tense 
indic. kal vu ke: Od. 6, 363 Kat vu kev Hia mavta Katepbiro Kai peéve’ avdpar, 
ei pytis pe Oe@v cdopipato, et nimirum—pertissent nisi—commise- 
ratus fuisset: but sometimes it is used to express serious emphssis: II. 
o, 392 “Hoare, mpdopon’ ade! Oé€ris vb (Thetis here) te ceio xarifec: Od. B, 

320 &s vu mov vupw eeicauto Képdiov eiva, “ sic nimirum, opinor (mov), vobis 
satius videbatur :’’ so also in questions; as, Od. a, 62 tt vu of rovoy advcao, 
Zed; why then? Cf. Il. a, 414. 

Ff. Ny, vat, pa. 

§. 733. Ny, Lat. ne, expresses an asseveration, but only in affirma- 
tive sentences—especially in oaths, vh tov Ata, truly by Jupiter: vat is a 
lengthened form of vy, (as dat of 6y,) and has the same force, but is often 
joined with pa, as vat pa tov Aia, pd is only used in negative sentences : 
Il. a, 86 o8 pa yap ’Ardéddova, &c.; sometimes the negation follows at 
some distance: Eur. Med. 1061 pa rovs map’ adnv veptépovs adaoropas, ouToL 
mort €oTal TOUTO. 

Intensive particles : wép, yé. 

a. Nép. 

§. 734. 1. Mép, Lat. per, (nuper, &c.,) is an enclitic form of the adverb 
epi, through and through, throughout, throughly : hence very (of which a 
lengthened form is wepicows) ; whence wép (like 67) increases the force of 
the word to which it is attached, and if the word be that which gives a 

character to the whole sentence, it modifies the meaning thereof, according 
to the proper force of the word. 

2. With single words, of which it increases the force: (Lat. per 

gratus perque jucundus.) Od. 0, 539 té mep GAda (all things else) padiora 
meiOn. 

1. With participles, or more commonly with an adjective and the 

participle of etya, it either increases the force of the verbal or adjectival 
notion, as Il. y, 201 "Idkns kpavayns wep ovens, very rough: Ll. a, 132 dyabds 
mep éwv, very good; or of the time of the verb; Il. ~, 79 yewdpevdv trep, 
at the very moment of my birth. 

2. With substantives, (or adjectives without éov), adverbs, éugo- 
tepot rep, both together, ovk ddtyov rep—puvuvOd. mep—mpatdv mep—totatdv 
mep, quite the first, last, mika wep, very wisely. It sometimes expresses 
a contrast to another notion not expressed, by laying a strong emphasis 
on the word: II. x, 70 adda kai avtot mep movempeba, we our very selves, 

(not leaving it to others :) Il. B, 236 otkadé wep obv vnvoi vedpeba, to our 
proper home, (and not stay here:) Od. y, 236 @dvatov pév—oddé Oeot trep, 
not even the gods, (let alone men;) or the notion, the contrast to which 
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wep denotes, is expressed, in which case it may be translated ‘‘ at least :” 
I]. 1, 301 e@ dé ror Arpetdns—a@ddous Trep ig Seas and sometimes in this 
last case 7ép is joined with both the words: [l. a, 353 prep émet pw erekes 
piwuvOadidv mep edvTa Timmy wep por, very short time, very greal glory. 

3. With relative nouns, or adverbs. In Homer it defines exactly 
the relative notion; in Attic it generally calls out more strongly the re- 
lative notion; Lat., cungue; English, soever. “Oowep, exactly the same 
who—just who ; dcoonep, exactly as large as, or (Attic) how large soever ; 
oids trep, exactly such a person ; otd wep, just such as; dmou wep, just where, 
wherever ; Bev wep, Just whence, or whence soever ; ot ep, évOa wep, tva trep, 
&ec.; domep, just as ; 7 Tep, Gre mep, nvika ep, mpiv mep; so with reference 
to a demonstrative, cE, R. 1498 tiv texodcay jpocer, bev TEp aitos comdpn. 

3. With sentences.—r1. When laying empiasis on the word (gene- 
rally a conjunction) which gives the character of the sentence, it modifies 
that character according to the sense in which the conjunction is used: 
Soph. El. 543 édv wep kcal A€eyns: if (emphatic = even if) — lessens the 
probability of its happening: Soph. Cid. Col. 1210 édv tep Kapé tis cooly 
Gedy, if it pleases the gods to save me: as long as they save me: so Otay Tep 
Soph. Phil. 767 =dummodo, until: Elect. 386 =ut primum: so elmep, if 
in reality, even if: €ws wep, up to the very moment, until: tATep, Il. @, 603 
Nin Epynoato oirov tywep Sadeka waides—éhorto, although to her, 2. And 
even where there is no conjunction, if the participle, or adj. with éoy, seems 
to be in contrast to something just spoken of, or about to be spoken of, and 
thus gives a peculiar character to the action, wép, by laying emphasis on the 
participle, draws out this latent force, and takes the sense of ‘ although.” 
Homeric (except Soph. Phil. 1068), as yevvatos wep eddy, though so noble : so 
i€uevos Tep, though desirous ; so Homer, passim. 

b. Fé (Dor. ya) enclitic. 

§. 735. The proper force of yé is (like wép) intensive. It lays an em- 
phasis on the word to which it is attached, and thus derives various signi- 
fications, according to the sense of the word, or its relation to the con- 
text: its most general use is when two things, or persons, or notions are 
contrasted, or supposed to be contrasted, in the sense of at least—at all 
events. The object of the contrast frequently must be supplied by the 
mind. 

‘1. Where the contrast is disjunctive-—When something is repre- 
sented as resulting from the character of the one, as contrasted with the 
character of the other: Il. 0, 48 ei pev 87 ody ereira, Booms mora “Hpn, 
ivov énoi ppovéovea pet abavarowor kabifois, TH Ke MoceiSdwv ye, Kai ei pada 
Bovderae Ady, aia peractpéeere vdov, since he is only Neptune; Xen. Cyr. 

VIII. 1, 30 Grav yap 6pdcw © pdadiota e€eotw iBpitew TodTov capPpovodrra, 
oUT@ paddov of ye aobevéatepor eOdovew ovdév UBpiotixdy rowodvTes avepol 

eivac—argument a majori. 

2. Where one alternative is contrasted with the other, yé is used with 
the one on which the emphasis is to be laid: Hdt. IV. 120 ef d€ py Exdvtes 
ye—, Gd’ Gxovtes, x. 7. ., if you will not do it voluntarily, you shall invo- 
luntarily : one alternative sometimes is to be supplied, éyéye ravra rojo, 
I myself, (since others will not.) Od. , 259 dp’ ed €ida, et éredv y (whe- 

Gr. Gr. vou. 1. 3K 
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ther wn truth or not) “Wdxny rnvd ixdueba, So in disjunctive sentences with 
4—7, jro—h, eite—ette, where of two persons one must suffer or do 
something, yé is joined to the one which is to make the greatest impres- 
sion: Hat. I. 11 #rou xetvdy ye, Tov radra Bovdedoarta, dei awd\Avoba, 7} oe, 

Tov ene yupviv Onodpevoy: so in urgent questions, where the alternative is to 
be supplied; as, Aristoph. Vesp. init. dp’ otaOd 7’, oiov kv@dadov uddrroper, 

do you not, at all events (surely) know, (or not) ? If the ye is meant to give 
emphasis to the whole question, it is jomed to the interrogative word : 
Plat. Criton. 44 E dpd& ye pa epod mpounbet ; do you surely (at all events) 
take some thought for me, (or not) ? 

3. Where the contrast is connexive.— When in disjunctive sentences 
a pronoun is to be repeated, yé is added to it in the second sentence, 
to mark the identity: Od. y, 214 elmé pot, né exav broddpvaca, i o€ ye Aaok 

éxOaipove’, or do the people haie you, I say: so Soph. Gh. R. 1098 ris o&” 
érixrev—i) o€ ye: Hdt. VIL. 10, 8 Mapdcvov peyd rt kaxdv e&epyacpevov Tep- 
cas, td Kuvov Te Kai dpriav Siahopedpevor, i} Kou ev yh TH TOV AOnvaior, Hh 

ge ye ev 77 Aakedatpovioy.—So also when a pronoun is used in the first 
member of a disjunctive sentence, to repeat a person before mentioned, 
yé is used with it: Od. 6,131 matnp & ends dddobe yains, Coe dy 7 TEO- 
yyxev: Il. k, 504 adtap 6 peppnpile— 7 Sye Sippoyv—eepvor, } ere TOY TrEdveY 
Opykav and Ovpoy €dotto, whether he, I say: Ul. x, 33 dpokev & 6 yépur, 

keadnv & dye Kdwato xepoiv, he groaned, and (he I say) beat his head ;— 
so also in narratives with pronoun, dpa ye, otye, rotye, &c., and dye atter 
another pronoun, repeating the foregoing subject; so Il. w, 171 Ketvds ye, 
tds ye, he I say, with emphasis on the person to whom the demonstrative 
refers. 

4, Fé is often used to give the reason or character of an action ex- 
pressed in a preceding seutence: Eur. Iph. A. 1342 od det rdvde dia paxns 
podeiy macw ’Apyetots yuvatkds odver’, ovdé KaTOaveiy’ els y avip Kpeiooar 
yuvakav pupiov dpav dds, as quidem: so yép (i.e. y dpa), yé To, your 
(1. €. ye ody), pévye. 

5. It frequently limits the assertion of a sentence, by annexing certain 
conditions on which it would be true: Od. a, 229 vepeconaurd Kev avnp, 
aioyea TOAN’ Spdwy, doris wivuTds ye peréAOor, a man would be angry, that is 
to say, if any sensible man should come; or an expression in a sentence : 
Od. t, 529 Kdv&, Moceidaov yarjoye—, ei éredv ye ods ecipe: hear, O father, 

that is, if 1 am indeed your son. 

G6. It is used when an assertion is followed by a statement which would 
imply a contradiction— nevertheless in truth: Eur. Med. 83 deomdrns yap 
éor’ éuds’ arip Kakds y dv és didovs adioxera. It is often accompanied by 
AAA — kal pyv—Kairor—peévror—roe: Aisch. Prom. 982 add’ exdidaoxer nave? 
6 ynpdokwy xpovos. —Kai phy aby o'r@ cadpovety extoraca, and yet, never- 
theless: so Od. 7, 86 ci & 6 pev as dmdd@Xe Kal ovKere vooTids eaTiv, GAN dn 

mais rotos AmédNwvds ye exnte Tndepaxos, yet nevertheless he has a son. 

7. Téis sometimes ironical: Eur. Iph. Taur. 1213 €0 ye «devers wow! 
you forsooth take good care of the city. 

8. Té in the tragedians is also used very commonly in answers, to ex- 

press an assent and an extension of the notion signified by the question — 
certainly and moreover. It also sometimes is used to mark that it is only a 
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partial assent to the question: Eur. Iph. Taur. 498 aérepov iy pytpds 
eorov ek pias ; udeTytl y, copev & ov kacryynta, yuvai. See §. 880. c. 

9. Té is also joined with relatives and other conjunctions; it either 
gives the reason of what has preceded : so doye, doris Ye, olds “Ye Sgos ye, 
&e., who indeed, qui quidem : Gotrep Ye, as indeed : dtou ye, émet ye, guando- 
quidem, as ye, OTe ye —etye, siquiden: : yap, 1 2e..y apat) Kens M.S. 11-1, 
17 ti dtapépovow (oi eis tHv BaodeKyy texvyv wadevdpevor) tov €& dvayKys 

cakxotrabovvrey, Elye Tewnoovor Kal Sunoovoe «.t.d.; si quidem ;—or limits 
the assertion; so Gaye, datis ye, (==0t7ds ye, 6s ye) that is to say who, qui 
quidem :—el ye, si quidem (=Tére ye, et ye—ovTos ye, et ye)—Tplv ye, prius 
quidem, quam, ot—rpiv ye, non prius quidem, quam, that is to say, not 
before; as Il. €, 303 péya éepyov, by ov dv0 avdpe epovev: Eur. Alc. 492 

Todous andkw Koipdva Tipyv6ia— , et px ye mip mvéovor, nisi quidem, that is 
to say, unless: so eémei ye, that is, taking into consideration : so also xatrot 

ye, adda ye, when the latter of two sentences seems to contradict the 
former, quamquam quidem, verum quidem: Eur. Iph. T. 720 drap ro rod 
Geod y od duepOopev oe To pavtevpa, Kaito. y eyyds Eornxas pdvov, although 
at all events, quamquam quidem. 

10. In kai—yé, (only Attic,) e¢ quidem, yé qualifies, or explains, or adds 
to the preceding sentence: Plat. Pheedon 58 D adda rapjody ties, Kat 
moAdoi ye, and indeed many: cf. 65 D ae Kal Kahdv ye TL Kai dyabdr : 
Eur. Med. 607 dpas tupdvvots avooiws dpwpéevn—Kat cois dpa y obaa tvy- 
xavo Sopos, yes, and, &c. Where a number of objects are strung together, 
yé is used with the last, or one of the last, to prevent the sentence lagging : 
Plat. Criton. 47 B ravry dpa ait@ mpaxréov Kat yupvacréoy Kai éSeoréov ye 
kai toréeov, and to eat surely, (at all events:) so od8é—ye, pndé —ye (in 
Homer, at least not: Il. €, 221.) Té ye, odte ye, are used only where yé 
has a purely adversative force; as, Xen. Cyr. II. 4,13 par adtés ye tro- 
xelpios yeveobar.—e ye, like cai ye, is often used in logical forms, «i jyepa 
earl, pas eorw* hepa 8é ye eoriv, but at oil eveuts it is day: in yé phy, Kat 
pyv—ye, 7 pyy—ye, it qualifies or explains the sentence preceding. 

Obs. 1. Of course if the explanatory or limiting sentence is expressed by 
a participle, yé is used as with other sentences; Od. a, 390 Atés ye d:ddv70s, 
that is, God willing. 

Obs. 2. Té naturally is placed after the word to which it belongs. It 
sometimes however stands between a preposition and its case, or an article 
and its substantive : or when two or more words form a whole notion, as 
Bios ye avOpwmwos, or Bios avOpamuweds ye. Hf it refers to the whole sentence, 
it generally stands next to the governing conjunction, but Homer often 
allows the pronoun 6, 4, 6 to come between them, and also other words, 

as may be seen from examples given above ; and sometimes it is separated 
from the word without any definite reason; as, Eur. Med. 818 od & dy 

yevows y° aO\twratn yur7. 

Tot, Enclitic. 

§. 736. Tot lays an emphasis on the word or sentence to which it is at- 

tached, to denote that what is said especially applies to that word. 

1. Applying to a sentence in the confirmative sense of the Latin 
sane——verily—of a truth, indeed: Eur. Rhes. 570 épa kar’ dppyny ny pvda- 

7 E52 
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Ew evrvxns.—uddgopat tor, J will verily: Soph. Phil. 245 e& *IMtou tou d47a 
viv ye vavotode, a Trojd sane navigo. Sometimes it conveys a notion of 
wonder, or impatience@: Plat. Gorg B wad i ikpo@ é 5 a 1ce4; Plat. Gorg. 499 mahal TOL Gov akpo@pa, & 

Sexpares, for a long time, in truth, have I been listening to you. It is espe- 
cially used with general propositions, maxims, assertions to confirm 
them—sane> ; Od. 6, 329 od« dpera Kaxa Epya’ Kixdvec Tor Bpadds axiv: Id. 
351 Seal Tor Seth@v ye Kat eyyva eyyvaaoda: Theogn. 74 mavpoi tou to\AGv 

x ” s — B — cal if y , 2 >? \ > . 
mito €xovot voov: Soph. Phil. 475 rotor yevvatousi tor 76 7 aiaxpov éxOpov 
kal TO xpnorov evedées: Ibid. 673 Ff tot Katpios owovdn, wovov An€avtos, tmvov 
kavaraviay yyayev: Xen. Cyr. VIEL. 7, 14 Kai wodirai tor dvOpwror dAdodamav 
oikedrepot Kal avootroe drooknvey: Id. Anab. VI. 3, 24 460 Tot avdpetdy 71 Kat 
kahov viv eindvTa Kat Tomoavta, prnpnv—mapéexewy éavrovd: Il. W, 315 pare 
> , ~ , ’ , ree fee} y 4 ' , > 
euBdadrAcCo Gupe mavtoiny—* pte Tor SpuTdpos pey dyeivav, née Bindw* pyre O 

atre kuBepyntns—rvju Oony iOive—, pyre & nvioxos mepeylyverat Hvidxoro. 

2. Applying to a word, with a less definite emphasis, to denote that 
what is said especially applies to the word to which roi is attached. 
Where we use the more emphatic tone, roi may be used by the Greeks for 
his part®: he (for his part emphatic) will do this. So éyé tow, éydye tot, 
Hpets Tou: Xen. M.S. I. 6, 11 & Sa@xpares, éyoh Tor oe Sikatov pev vomit : 

Id. Cyr. V. 2, 23 éyd to, en, & Hepixders, eAida Exo: SO OU ToL, oé ToL 
&c. in addresses to a person who seems to pay no heed, that his attention 
may be awakened by hearing himself particularly addressed: Arist. Plut. 
T100 cé€ ToL, o€ ToL eyo, Kapiov, duvipewov: Id. Av. 406 ia ero, oé Tor 
Kako: Soph. Aj. 1228 o€ tor oe tov rhs aixypadwriSos Aéyw. So Id. Phil. 
1095. And in prayers and entreaties, to signify that the person addressed 
is the only person to whom one can apply; as, mpés se tor ndOopevtl : 
hence frequently in addresses to the Deity. So tatté to, this verily ; 
Otrogd Tor BovrAct, in truth what you will. 

3. Toi is also used when two sentences are seemingly opposed, and may 
be translated by ‘‘ yet,” laving emphasis on the one so as to mark its 
truth, though admitting that it is somewhat contradictory to the other : 
Aasch. Suppl. 86 Ads tpepos od« etOnparos erixOn’ mavtra Tor pdeyeOer Kav 
oxdT@ : So pevtou, tamen (§. 730. a.) 

4. It is subjoined to a number of particles®, to most of which it gives 

an intensive foree—verilyf: &dAd tor, when something is suddenly intro- 

duced, ‘‘ but verily,’ Soph. Trach. 1239: ydép tou very common, yé Tor, 
autdép Tor, atdp ToL, Kaitou, oUTOL, pHTOL, TorydpTor &c. Toivuy &c. 

5. It is frequently found in crasis with dv¢ and dpa, in its simple as well 
as its compound forms. 

Obs. It will easily be seen that in English we express many of these 
notions by an emphasis on the word, while in Greek this emphasis is dis- 
tinctly embodied in the form of roi. 

a Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 449 B. e Hllendt Lex Soph. ad voc. 
b Ellendt ad voc  Stallb. Plat. Symp. f Pass. Lex. tof. 

219 A. Heindorf Plat. Prot. 346 C. g Elmsley Cid. Col. 1351, and Acharn. 
¢ Stallb. Prot. 316 B. 323. 
4 Heindorf Plat. Prot. 316 B. 
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§. 737. 1. Odv (lon. év) (probably a contraction from ev, que quum 

ita sint) is used by Homer and Pindar only as a suflix to pronouns and 

conjunctions : datis obv, OoTrEp obv, door ovv, pevody, yovv, ovKouY, pav (17) 

otv), & odv, add’ ody, etr’ obv, yap ov. Its strictly illative force (which 

wil be treated of under the Jllative Particles) was not fully developed till 

after Homer, though he uses it in certain combinations, such as ézel ovr, 

@s ovv. 

2. The proper adverbial force of ody seems to be really, truly, then ; 

and like that word in English, it is used for referring to a state of things 

whence something follows—generally marking an inference from some- 

thing which has gone before, or is suppcsed to be known: «i & éoriv, 

Gomep ov ati, Oeds, as there is then truly: Ausch. Choeph. 96 domep 

otv dra\ero ma7np, as then (as is well known) my father died. So Soph. Aj. 

gg!. Alsch. Ag. 604 yuvaika morny—oiavmep obv eheme, as in truth he 
left her. Soph. Phil. 1306. So it is used to confirm a statement of which 

there is some doubt: Hdt III. 80 kai edéyOnoav Adyot dmsoror pev eviowwi— 

ehéxqoav 8 dvb. So when a statement is repeated and confirmed in spite 
of contradiction: Eur. Alc. 72 md dv od déEas oddev dy Tredy AdBors, H o 

oov yuvh Kdrevow eis “Adov dédpous, the lady f say. So in the commencement 
of a new sentence, it expresses something of wonder or feeling as if the 
person doubted it: od 8 oty éOvnxas, you are dead then! 

3. It is used also as a conjunction to mark the continuation of a 
sentence—then—thus then: Soph. Elect. 305 év otv rotovras ore cacppo- 
vey kx. Tt. X.: Ed. Aj. 28. Asch. Ag. 224 érha & ody Ovrnp yeveoOa, thus he 
endured then: Plat. Prot. 316 A jpeis pev otv eciondOopev (see §. 739. b.): 
Arist. Thesm.755- In the continued narrations of Hdt. it is found in its 
Ionic form éy, in the sense of “ straightway*’,’ and between a preposition 
and the verb with which it is compounded: dm oy eSovto, they sell it then 

=straightway. So Hdt. 1V. 60 kai érerra Bpdx@ wept dv EBade tov adxeva. 
It sometimes expresses an impatient permission to a person to do what he 
will: Soph. Gi. R. 662 68 ofv tra, let him go then. 

Obs. It is very commonly used as a conjunction in the Evangelists, 
especially St.John; in the xixth chapter it is used twenty-one times to 
continue the sentence. 

4, In interrogative forms it very often expresses deduction from what 
has gone before, with a notion of objection thereto: Soph. Phil. 100 
ti otv p dvwyas GAdo mAny Yevdy Aeyew, why then do you (as you thus do) 
require of me nothing else, but &c.: cf. Id. 102. Adsch. Theb. 704 tt obv 
ér dv caivousev O€Oprov podpov. 

5. It is also used after an interruption in a sentence®, to take 
up the thread, I say, as I suid, (inquamt:) Thue. VI. 64. 

6. It is often used in a dialogue to express a wish for, or in a question 
which is meant to elicit, further information : §Aisch. Choeph.171 mas 
otvy madad mapa vewrépas pddo: Soph. Phil. 568: so Ausch. Theb. 810 

a Pass. ad voc. e Matth. Gr. Gr. 611. 
b Matth. Gr. Gr. 625. f Lidd. and Scott. 
¢ Ellendt Lex. Soph. ad voe. 3. g Well. Lex. Aisch. ad voc. 
d Eilendt Lex. Soph. ad voe, 2. h Ellendt Lex. Soph. ad voe. 3. 
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Bapéa & obv duws ppacoy: or merely to connect the question with what has 
gone before. 

7. It is also used as a suffix to pronouns and pronominal adverbs, lay- 
ing emphasis on the indefinite notion, in the sense of the Latin cungue : 
SboTicouy, 6Twaouv, &c. 

8. Todv (=yé ctv), Ion, yay, has various shades of meaning, as the ye or 
the ovy prevails in its compound sense. When it most nearly approaches 
to the simple ye, it differs from it in that the ody gives it more emphasis 
by making it seem as if the notion limited by yoov were a consequence 
of something preceding, and thus marking more clearly the connexion 
or contrast between the two clauses or notions; as, Hdt. 1. 31 Soxéwv 

mayxu Sevtepeia your otceg Oar (€2 pr) dpioreta, which had been already assigned), 
the second place then. 

a. With a single word it throws an emphasis on it, by marking 
that some assertion holds good with respect to it, though it does not hold 
good with respect to something preceding: Hdt. I. 31. 

b. With the second of two clauses it confirms the first by limiting it 

emphatically. 

c. It confirms an assertion by giving the grounds for it: 
Thue. IL. 74 émeidy eSeicare trep tuav Kai odx judy TO mhéov EBonOyaate : OTE 
your jev ere cSor od mapeyéverbe : Xen. Cyr. V. 1,01 70 8 €pav ebedovordy 

€or; Exaotos youv Tay Kad’ avtov epa. So often in joke: Arist. Vesp. 391 
@xnoas your éxitndes iwy iva trait’ dkpogo: cf. 262. 

d. It is used with relatives or conjunctions to give emphati- 
cally the reason of some former expression or assertion, by 
stating the limitations which made it necessary : Soph. Electr.770 ré@vnke- 
Sis cor Taiz’, & yoov BovAer, Néyo—thus it gives an emphasis to the preced- 

ing word: Il. ¢, 258 rovr 8 od mah adrtis droicetoy @xces immo Gphw ap’ 
Huci@v et youv erepds ye Prynow. 

_ e. It is used in answers as the simple yé (§. 735. 8.) to mark that 

the question is only partially answered: the ody here is used to 
keep up the dialogue (§. 737. 3.) : Soph. CZ. C. 23 exeus duddfar Oy pw’ dro 
kabéorapev. Tas youv A@nvas otda, tov dé x@por ov. 

f. It is used ironically, chen, with special reference to some former 
expression: Eur. Phcen. 627 pirep, dAAa ov poe xaipe—xapta yoo macxe 

TEKVOV. 

Obs. It will be evident that as the foregoing particles express not 
thoughts but rather shades of thought, it is impossible to give an equiva- 
lent English translation which will suit every passage. Indeed many of 
these notions, which in Greek are denoted by the particles, are in English 

expressed by an emphasis on the word; and the difficulty is increased by 

the fact, that almost all of them derive a special force from laying an em- 

phasis on the particular word or sentence to which they are joined. The 

student who wishes to master these words, (which, seemingly unimportant 

as they are, give great force and exactness to the language,) must first 

master their general meaning, and trace this through the leading usage of 
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each; he will however often find that the context will require him to use 
a fresh word to express their exact force in particular passages, and hence 
will arise a variety and richness of colouring in the language, which can 
be given exhaustively neither by Lexicons nor Grammars. 

Negative Particles, 0b and py. 

§. 738. 1. There are two sorts of negation: a. Negative proper, where 
the sentence is negative, the agreement of the subject and predicate being 
denied, as, he is-not learned. b. Privative, where the predicate is nega- 

tive, expressing the absence of some quality, and the presence of the con- 
trary, as, he is not-learned=unlearned ; with which predicate the subject is 
said to agree: so Thue. I. 100 08x ot &duvatdtatov. 

2. The former is properly expressed by od, (od« before an unaspirated, 
ovx before an aspirated vowel, Attic also ovxi, like va:y/) and its com- 
pounds, such as ové€, otre, &c., and by px and its compounds, as pnd, pyre, 
&c. ; the latter, by od, pH, and the inseparable privatives, a, dv-, vy-. 

Obs. 1. Sometimes od seems to have the force of the privative dy-, as it 
so affects the predicate, as to convey exactly the contradictory thereof to 
the mind; as, ra od Kaha, inhonesta, ov xadds, turpiter, obx eis, obk Sdtyor 

=Toddoi; 08x HKioTa=pddiota; ok ahavys=evdogos: Xen. Hell. VI. 4, 
18 of ov« ehayroroy Suvdpuevor ev TH TOE: SO especially with verbs of saying 
and thinking : as, ov oypr, nego; obx bmoxvodpat, I refuse ; obKx €0, pro- 
hibeo ; ob Kehedw, veto: so od atépyw, I hate ; 08 mavu, not at all; ob padd, 
by no means ; obx facov, rather; odx qAKvota, most. If the nature of the 
sentence requires it, py can be used in the same way; as, Soph. Phil. 444 
drrov pydeis én : so en ekeivoy radta ph Kah@s mpaga. This idiom must 
be classed among the instances of the much used figure of Greek speech, 
called Aurérys, whereby more is meant than is actually said. These nega- 
tive forms imply, though they do not express, the contradictory to the 
predicate which is denied of the subject ; as, od orépyo, not only I love not, 
but (by implication) I hate. 

Obs. 2. It is necessary to distinguish between the negative and priva- 
tive uses of od and pn, as there are apparent violations of the general rules 
for the use of these negatives, which are resolved by viewing them as 
privative, The privative force is clearly seen in such passages as Eur. 
Rhes. 928 és ot-Bpdtevav eo yapay (és xéea Dind.), where od-Bporetay is clearly 
one word. 

Obs. 3. Sometimes, though rarely, the elements of the compounds of ov 
or pn Sue places, (but always for the sake of particular emphasis,) so 
that a negative compound is exchanged for a privative phrase, ‘‘ none” 
becomes ‘not one: Eur. Alc 198 ae nor ov: Hdt. VIII. 119 &v pupinor 
yropyor pilav obk éyo=oddeuiav, as in English J have not one,=none; and 

ov privative is also sometimes separated from its adjective ; as, Hdt. V. 64 
OU pera TrodU. 
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O6 and py. 

Difference between ob and py. 

§. 739. There are various ways of expressing the difference between 
ov and pi: 

Thus od is an absolute expression of negative facts, that is, of external 
nonexistence—it denies the existence of a thing in the external world, 

independently of any impression or conception in the mind as to its ex- 
istence or nonexistence : pis an expression of negative impressions, a 
negative view without any reference to the actual existence or nonexistence 
of the thing denied—it expresses that in the belief, wish, intention, 
view, &c. of the subject, the thing spoken of has not existed, does not, or 
will not exist. Thus odk €ott rovro, (this is not,) refers to the actual state 

_ of things in the external world—Soxei rodro ph etvar, refers to the negative 
impression, I rHink ?@t is nof—ov again is a physical, py a mental ne- 
gation — ov denies a thing objectively py subjectively. — Again od 
conveys an independent and immediate negation; ‘he is not good :” 
py, a negation depending on a supposition; ‘ I think that he is not 
good.”’ The force of od is complete, in the sentence in which it stands— 
py always points out of the sentence to a preceding supposition, either 
actually expressed in some other sentence, or implied in the context. 

OdK in independent sentences. 

§. 740. 1. Od therefore may be defined to be a positive negation, 
whether actually of a fact in the indicative, or of a possibility in the 

optative; as, od ylyvera:, ob eyeveTo, 00 yevnoeTat ToITO—OUK dv yiyvotro 

tavta. So also Homer uses it with the conjunctive for the future in- 
dicative; as, ov ydp m@ rolovs idov avépas, ode wpa (§. 415.) : IL ¢ 201 

ovK a7 —aynp-, o08é yevyTat. 

2. It is used also in questions, zs it not ? non, nonne, when an affirma- 
tive answer is expected Or required: o0 Spdcerg Todto; nonne facies ? od 
mrepysevers; will you not wait=wait : and where the questions are suggested 
by strong feeling, tis od, m@s 08, signify every one, every way; as, Tis av 
ouK eroApnoev; who would not dare ? 

Obs. Ob may be attached privatively to single notions, to deny their 
existence, and to convey the contrary notion also in questions; as, od Spd- 
gets rovTo; omittes hoc ? ov tobto Spaces; non hoc facies ?=aliud facies ? 
dp ov devgéetar; itane ? manebit ? ob réOvnxev; estne inter vivos ? ap ovx 
61d goo TéOvnxev ; itane? ab alio occisus est ? 

M1 in independent sentences. 

§. 741. a. My is used in sentences which express a command, either 
in the imperative or conjunctive, as this negation depends on the 
fancy or desire of another person; ph ypape— py ypavys. 

Obs. 1. If the command is expressed in a civil way by opt. with a», 
(either as a question or not,) ov is used, not pH, as the negation is still 
actual, conditionally on the circumstances referred to by ay taking place : 
Il. B, 250 T@ odk Oy Baordyjas avd ordp exov a&yopedors, do not be always 
having the king’s name on your lips, properly, if you were sane you would not 
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O08 and pH. 

(positive negation) &c,: so in a question; Od. ¢ 57 mdazna did’, obk dy 57 
poe epomAtogeras amrynv; so also ov is used with fut. ind., to forbid any 

thing; as, ob dpdoes tovtro; you will not do it ?=do it not; or ina ques- 
tion to command, od dpdces rovro ; will you not do it ?=do it. 

b. In sentences which express a wish, whether in opt. or ind. py is 
used, as the negation depends entirely on the fancy or desire of another 
person: Od. 9, 316 pt) rovro dikov Aut warpi yevoiro! I). +, 698 py Oedes 

Nacerba! Soph. Antig. 666 ob? ay duvatuny par emioraipny déyev: Dem. 
387,13 tpiv b€ rowdro pev oddey ovr jv (absolute negative), pyre yévorro 
Tov ourov. 

. With a conjunctive, expressing deliberation or exhortation; 
as, a ypapoper | ne scribumus! Xen. M.S. 1. 2, 45 mrepov Biav dope 
elvar 7) py Pompey ; uirunme dicamus, an non dicamus? So in a sentence to 
which an affirmative answer is expected: Plat. Rep. 3 55 B dvOpérous dé, @ 
Eraipe, pay) oto POpev BAamtopevous eis THY aioe. apetiy xElpous ylyve- 

cOa; mavu pev ody: Ibid. 337 B mas eyes; ph Atroxpivopar; must I not 
answer you ?=TL will answer you. 

Obs. 2. O8 can only be used in this construction, when it belongs pri- 
vatively to a single word, with which it forms one notion; as, od dapev, 
negemus, see §. 738. Obs. 1. 

d. In questions to which a negative answer is expected or wished 
for, py is used with the indicative—whether ; as, ph Spaces rovro; whether 
will you do this ? anne hoc facies ? ph réOvnxev 6 matnp ;—pAy Setol codpeba; 
we will not be cowards? Od. & 200 fh ph mou twa dvopeveor pic eppevar 
aySpev ; Plat. Prot. 310 E py TL vewtepov ayyeAdets; In such questions the 

negation depends on a certain assumed confidence in the person’s mind 
that the thing is not, (whence the indicative is used,) joined to a certain 

apprehension that it is, (whence pq is used.) The conjunctive also may 
be used in such questions, when the person does not pretend to express 
any confidence that it is not so, but only curiosity or anxiety as to whether 
itis or not: Od. 1, 405 tinte récov, Todvdnp’, dpnpevos a5 €Bdnoas—; 7 

pyres gev pia Bpotav déxovtos edatver; 77 BTUs o avroy KTEtvy dA@ ne 

Bingpy ; surely no one is driving away your flocks ? you are not afraid lest 
some one should kill you ? 

e. In oaths py is sometimes used with indicative instead of the posi- 
tive negation ov, as the negation is conceived to depend on the oath, and 

the determination arising therefrom in the mind ;—as surely as there is a 
God, I am determined not : or it may be referred to the knowledge of the 
God who is invoked as a witness; as, I] «, 330 tor@ viv Zeds aitos—ph 

Hey Tois immovowy avnp emoxnoeTat GAos Tpwov, ada oé pny Staurrepes ayNaiet- 
oOa. Cf. Il. 0, 41. Aristoph. Eccl. ggt pa ryv *Adpoditnv—ph *yo o° 

agpyjow: Id. Av. 194 pa yiv—ph ’yo vonua kop drepov HKoudd Te. 

J. My is not used with the ind. except in these formule and in the de- 
pendent sentences specified below. 

g. As a general rule, od is not used with an independent conjunctive, 
nor pr with the independent optative. The exceptions are 

. ov with conjunctive when it is used privatively; and in Homer. 
See §. 740. 

pn with optative when it expresses a negative wish. 

Gr. Gr. vot. 11. 21 
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Od and py. 

Ovx and py in dependent Sentences. 

§. 742. 1. In dependent clauses introduced by 6m and ds, “that,” ov is 
used, as these clauses assume an independent force, representing that 
which is said or known as a (negative) fact; not depending on the 
knowledge &c., but simply the object of it; as, eAeyev, dre (as) obx 
jpaptev—oida, étt TovTO OvX oUTws éxe. So dmas: Arist. Kq. 473 ovK ava- 

Meiers Oras ob ppdco. 

2. For the same reason ov is almost always used in causal or tem- 
poral dependent clauses ; as it belongs to some one notion in the clause 
as a fact, rather than to the whole clause as a reason; as, Ore oUk fAOev : 
Il. x, 95 py pe Krei’, met Ox Gpoydaorpios “Extopés eiut. But when it is 

viewed as part of the reason &c., then py is used; as, in John iil. 18 6 py 
miorevev ijon Kexptrat, StL py Twemloteukev, the negative forms part of the 
supposed reason, and does not simply express a negative fact. My is rarely 
found after 6re when the time is represented as the reason: Demosth. 
464, 13 Ste dé TovTo ph mowduey, since they do it not. 

§. 743. In relative clauses both are used, though py is the more 
usual. 

]. Od is used when a mere negative epithet or definition by a 
negative fact, as if in answer to gui or quid, is given. 

(a.) Hence when a notion standing in the principal clause is simply 
defined, or explained, or pointed out by a negative clause without any 
reference to the whole clause; as, avip, dv obk eiSes—avip, dv otk dv Gavpd- 
(os: Isocr. 71 B AaBdvres eEaxioyxidiovs tev “EAARvwv—ol ev rais abTav oby 
oot + Aoav Gv, who were not able (simple definition); pi oiol te Acar, 
would be, as being unable (reason). Hence in such combinations as oddels 
Gotis ov, oddevds GTou ov. So also odk éo@ Saws ob: these expressions 

form as it were but one word; as, nullus non. (b.) In sentences in 

which py would be naturally used (see below, 2.), where an antithesis 
makes the negation to rest on some single notion instead of the whole re- 
lative clause; so in such formule as Odd€v-—éA\Ad—Oddev—mAyp: Soph. Phil. 
1010 Os o¥Sev 75n TAHY TO mpootaxbey Toeiv: Thuc. I. 39 Av ye ob Tov mpod- 
xovra—, AAG «.7.d. This antithesis may be supplied by the mind. 

2. My on the other hand is used when the relative clause would be an 
answer to zotov, or roidy tT, quale or quale quid, guare—that is, when it is 

not a mere epithet or definition, but refers to the reason, or the result, 
or the aim of the principal clause, and, (whether it expresses a fact 

or a supposition,) depends immediately thereon, so that it is intro- 
duced by and completes it; especially therefore where the relative clause 
expresses the condition, or aim, or result of the principal action : 
Soph. Phil. 407 oa yap vv mavtds av Adyou Kaxod yAwoon Oydvta Kal 
mavoupyias, ap’ is pndev Sikavov és réhos péANer woeiy: Id. El. 37g peddovor 
yap ve—evtaida mépa, evOa py ror jdiov héyyos Tpoodper : or when the 
nature or characteristics of the subject of the relative clause are 
brought forward as connected with the general notion of the principal. 
The relative may be resolved into oios, et rus &c., or in Latin into qualis or is 
qui (=ita comparatus ut) : Hdt. 1. 32 ev yap 7 paxpd xpov@ modda pev Eore 
ideew, ra (ola) pr tes Oder, Toda Se Kai Tabéew; Plat. Pheed. 65 A doxei, 
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06 and ph. 

@ pdev 75d trav roovTor, pydée pereyer adta@v, odk akcov elvac (nv (el rin 
pndev &c.): Thuc. 1. 40 adX Gots (ef tes) ph TéAepov avr’ cipnyns Toujoer. 
Thence étt py, except, besides (properly ovdev ére py: Ore py is not a simple 
negation, but qualifies the expressed ovdev, then stands generally for e¢ yy) : 
Plat. Phed. 67 A eav TO copate pi Kowovepev, StL ph maca dvaykn: Hdt. 

1.18 roioe dé MaAnaioor ovSapoi lovey tov ToAchoy TOUTOY GuvETTeAappuVoY, OTL 
py) Xiou podvoe. 

Obs. The difference may be thus illustrated : dyaOés éorw aviip 6s ob 
moet, the relative sentence belongs to dnp, the man who does it not is 

good ; ayabds eotwv avnp os px Tore (the relative refers to the whole clause), 
the man is good in that he does it nol. 

§. 744. 1. In all final and conditional clauses, introduced by twa, 

@s, STs, Opa. or El, édv, Hv, Stay, Emdtay, emeSdy, Ews av &c. py is always 

used, as these clauses depend entirely on the principal; as, e¢ ph Aéyets, 
eav pr Aéyns, Grav (6r6rav) TadTa ph yévynta. 

Obs. It is no violation of this rule when ot is used where the nega- 
tion rests privatively on some particular notion in the conditional clause, 
either actually or where an antithesis in a preceding or following clause 
produces the same effect : Xen. Cyr. VI. 2, 30 py Selonre, as ovyx-ASéws 
kabevdnoere : I]. w, 296 ei dé ror ob-B8dcer (recusabit): Soph. Aj. 1131 € 
tovs Oavovras ovx-éas (prohibes) Oamrev. But ibid. 1183 add’ apyyer’, €or’ 

cya pow rapov pednbeis rade, kav pydels ea (even if no one allows it): Lys. 
137, 2 éav pev ovv paoxy—eav be ov-pdown. So G. T., as James ili. 2 & 
Tis oU-Wrater: 1 Cor. xv. 13 i dvdotacis vexpay ovk-€oTt, is a Nonentitv: 
John x. 37 ef ov-mwoi@—ei d€ moi. Ov is used with ei or émet after Oavudtw 
&c., since «i here is used for ére to express an actual fact—since it is so ; 

as, Gavpato, ef raita ov moveis : so Wherever ei=since, as Eur. Med. 88 ei 

rovade y eivns odvex ov OTEpyeL TaTHp. 

2. In clauses expressing consequence (see §. 863.), ov is used when 
@ore is joined with the indicative, that is, when the consequence does not 
follow necessarily and immediately from the principal clause, but is rather 
represented as an independent fact: pm when doe is joined with infin., 
that is, when the consequence does so follow, as in this latter case the 

negation depends on the former clause: Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 5 taxd ra @npia 
dumdoxet, @ote 6 “Aotuayns obKeT cixev ait@ avddEeyew Onpia: Plat. Phed. 
66 D exrdnrre: (76 cGpa), Gore ph SivacOa bn’ aiTov Kabopay radnOes. 

3. In indirect questions py (whether) is used, as these depend on 
the principal clause; od is only used as in §. 743.1. b.c. So also pm, lest. 

Obs. We may observe, that in a string of dependent sentences py is 
carried on from the first clause to the others by «ai or ré, sometimes by 8¢ 
(Il. «, 515.)—it is stopped by #, so that the clause with «ai is negative, 
that with 7 is affirmative: thus Soph. i. R. 889 e ph 76 Kepdos Kepdavet 

Scxalos kai (wh) Tay doénroy epéerat, 7} TOY AOikToy eEerar patdfor. 

OvK and py with the Infinitive, and with single words. 

§. 745. With infinitives or infinitival clauses, whether with or 

without the article, uy is generally used, as these depend on some verb, or 
verbal] thought, expressed or understood: Xen. M.S. Il. 1, 3 ri d€; 7o py 
evyew rods movovs, GANA eOeAovrijy tropevery, ToTEpO av mpooGcinney; Eur. 

gL 2 
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Troad. 631 70 ph yeveoOar 7@ Oaveiv ioov reyo : Plat. Pheed. 93 D mpowpodo- 

ynrat, pydev padrov pn® Frrov érépav érépas Wuxnv Wuxijs evar: Id. Apol. 18 
D dvdyxn—eréyyew pydevds dmoxpwopevov (but ibid. C iol roddot Katnyopovr- 
Tes amo\oyoupévov oddevds). So especially after verbs of believing, phy- 
sical or mental perception, willing, determining, ordering, shew- 
ing, making known, proving, swearing, assenting, denying; and 

expressions of necessity and the like; as, avdyxn, xpy, eixds, aduvaroy, 

Oikarov éore. 

Obs. 1. After verbs of saying and narrating, od is very often used, 
when the infinitival clause assumes the character of the oratio recia: the 
fact expressed therein being conceived of as independent of the speaker’s 
mind, it may be resolved into 6m with indic.; as, Plat. Phed. 63 D dyoi 
Seiv ov8€v ToLovTov mpoodepery TO appdxp (= dre oudéy det), he says, that 

“one must not ;’ pydéev—mpoodepew would denote that the notion ex- 
pressed resulted from the view taken of it by the speaker, depending on 
nai, he says one must not: Soph. Ant. 278 ryvd’ od« etvar raid’ ’Avtvydyyy, 
that this is not Antigone.-—See also §. 742. 

Obs. 2. So where the infinitive is the result of an attraction (see §. 824. 
1.°3.), as Thuc. III. 39 ria oteabe évrwa ob Bpayeia rpopace &trootynaeo Pat 
for Os ovx amooticerat. 

Obs. 3. O8 stands seemingly with the infin. when it really belongs pri- 
vatively to some particular notion; as, Eur. Rhes. 805 pydév dvaorg? ob- 
toheptous Spaca rade, those who are not—enemies: or where a negative 
notion stands in antithesis to a positive one of equivalent meaning; (the 
positive notion may be supplied by the mind :) Arist. Eccles. 581 ad’ _od 
peddew, GAN aatecfa. Kai Sy xpy THs Siavotas: Eur. Andr. 586 Spay et, 

Kak@s § oJ. But if both the notions are negative, pay must be used; as, > 

Xen. Hell. IIL. 2, 19 evdpicav adrov ph BotdeoOar parroy i pi Bdvacbar. 

Obs. 4. So also where the negative with the infinitive is only a repe- 
tion of a preceding negative ov.—See §. 747. 2. 

Obs. 5. With abstract substantives (or adjectives used as substantives), 
either od or pj is used, according to the dependent clause into which the 
subst. or adj. may be resolved: Thuc. 1. 137 ypdawas rijv r&v yepupav ov 
Sidduow = dre or ws (that) ai yepupai ob SreddOnoav: Id. V. 50 Kurd rH 
ok éfovglay Tis dyovicews = dre (because) 7 dyonors od« é€jv. On the other 
hand: Id. I. 22 kal és pév dxpdacw tows rd ph pu0ades adtav dreprécrepov 
gaveita, scripta mea fortasse, quia nulle in iis exstent fabule, lectoribus 
minus jucunda videbuntur (ex mente lectorum) ; but 76 0b pvd., quia nulle in 
us exstant fabule (really, actually, without reference to any supposition); 

Arist. Eccles, 115 Sewdv & eoriv 4 py epmerpia (ei py tis early eureupos ; 
but 7 o0k eyr.=<dre Tis obk eurrerpds cori). OF must also be used when it 
is privatively joined with the subst., so as to form an equivalent positive 
notion: Eur. Hipp. 196 60 dmeipoodvay addov Bidrov KobK awéderéw Tov brs 
yaias: Id. Bacch. 1286 ev ob—xaip@ mipa. So G.I, as Rom. x. 19 &v 
oUn—eOver. 

Obs. 6. To these abstracts belong 16 pydev eivac (=7d rowirov etvar, ofov 

pydev evar), a nonentity, not actual but supposed; Hdt. I, 32 9 dé juerépy 
evOapovin OUT@ TOL CITEPPLATAL €s TO pydev, K.T. Ny 
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Od and py. 

2. Od and py are transferred from the infinitive to which they belong 
to the verb on which the infinitive depends, as ov« ey A€yew: Ll. n, 343 
ot pyot Sacew: Thuc. LV. 25 otk €py ards GAN’ exeivoy orparnyety: Plat. 

Eathyph. 8 D oi pev paow addijdous ddccciv, of € ob pacw: Thuc. 1.77 mapa 
TO pay oteoPar Xpqvar—p7 belongs to xpjvac: Aéschin. $2, 3 €av pi) tpoororh- 
Tat tay aKkovew, mpootouftat py dxovew: Thuc. Ill. 47 ef dccnoav, ph 
Tpootroveta at, SC. ddiKeiv. 

Otk and py with Participles and Adjectives. 

§. 746. 1. Ob is used when a negation is applied directly or abso- 
lutely to a simple fact, or definite person; as, 6 ob morevov, he 
who believes not; py on the other hand, when the negative phrase re- 
presents a supposed case or person, or is intended to bring forward 
something beyond the fact, some mental conception, as of the cause, 
condition, aim, reason, result, mere opinion or aspect in which 
the person is to be viewed (see below, 3.) : 6 py morevor, if he does not 

believe, or since he does not believe; or, the character of the person who is 
of a sort not to believe, he who may possibly not believe ; or, the nature of 
the person who is of a nature not to believe: Soph. GH.C.1154 didacKé pe 
cos pa ciddr adrov padev ay od mvvOdver, as if I knew nothing: Id. Trach. 725 
ovk oti ev Tots py KAAOLS Bovevpaow oS edmis, if they are not good: Eur. 

Heracl. 282 pdrny yap 78nv add y ay xexropeba Todd ev "Apyet, pa oe TYLw- 

poupevor, frustra tantam Argivorum pubem coégissemus, nisi te puniremus : 
Xen. Anab. LV. 4, 15 otros yap eddxex kai mporepov moda Hon GAnOcdoa roadra, 
Ta OvTa Te WS OVTA, Kal TA BY dvTa @S OUK OVTA (2f anything was not, he re- 

presented it as not being. So G. T., as Matt. xxi: 25 ph exwv omeppa, 
as not having seed: John vi. 64 of py mortevortes, those who were such as 
would not believe : so when the negation is attached to a conditional form, 
as eav Tus €hOn pH Exwv. So of course where a participle stands for the 
conditional protasis: Thuc. I. 74. So Hdt. IV. 64 daevetxas pév yap Ke- 
adn, THs Anins petadrapBaver, THY av AdBocr BY éveixas dé, ov, if he does 

not, &c.; or, where the verbal notion is brought prominently forward, as 
the cause &c., and not thereby a fact. 

2. OG however is sometimes found where we should expect py. a. When 
the participle can be resolved into a relative, or causal, or temporal de- 
pendent clause, wherein the verbal notion is to be viewed as a simple fact, 
rather than in its further relation of cause, &c.: 7diker dv 6 08 motetwv, he 

who does not believe—in that he does not believe; 6 py motedwv, supposing 
one were not to believe, or since he does not believe, &c.; bringing the cause 
or reason forward: so Plat. Phed. 63 B ei pev pr Ouny Héew mapa Ceots— 
nOixovy dv otk a&yavaxtav TH Gavaro, I who am not troubled at death; here 

py and ov are used in the same sentence, because Plato loses sight of the 
supposed case in the first clause, and states the actual fact in the second 
clause. So G.T., as 1 John v.10 6 py moretor 76 Ocd Wedorny memoinxev 
aitév, ére ob memioteuxey, the fact is brought forward as a fact, and the 
supposition on which it depends lost sight of. Cf. 2 Cor. x. 14. 

b. When the participle or adjective with ov privative is in antithesis ; 
the effect of the antithesis being to give it a privative or independent 
character : Eur. Andr. 711 9 oreipos otoa pooxos otk avéferar TikTovTas 

ddNous, OUK ExouT adr} Téxva: Arist. Eccles. 187 6 pév AaBav— 6 5’ ov da- 
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Bay: Thuc. 1, 124 §uvehOdvtes prev, duiverba & od Tokpavtes: Xen. Cyr. II. 
4, 27 00x Hyceudvas €xwov avOpamous Tava ava Ta Opn, GAN Grn av Ta Onpia 
vnynrac. 

3. After verbs of mental action or the expression thereof, either ov or 
py may be used; the former marks that the thought is independent of 
any supposition, the latter represents it as in some way or other depend- 
ing on the mind of the subject of the governing verb; as, ofdd oe tadra 
oU ToijcovTa——ijyyerde Ty mdALy OU TotopKyOetcay: Xen. Cyr. L. 2, 7 kai 
ov av yao. Suvapevoy pev xapw amrodwWovat, By atodiddvta de, kohdCovar rovTov 

isyuvpas: Plat. Rep. 486 A kai rode det oxomeiv, Grav Kpivew pedrns iow 

prdcoperv re kai ph (sc. Prrdaogorv odcav): Ibid. B Wuxijy cxorav diddcoor 

kai py: Thuc. I. 76 ef topev ph av ipas yevyoopevous jaocur Aurnpods, refers 
entirely to the impression on their minds: so Ibid. 124 Wpicacbe tov 
mOdenov pH HoByVertes Kk. Tr. 

4. So also when ov or py stands privatively with adjectives or sub- 
stantives ; 7 is used when they represent a conditional sentence ; as, avjp 
ouUK evdainev, the unhappy man; dvip ph evdaivev, the man if he were un- 
happy. So with adverbs: Thuc. VIII. 80 ph dopadds, were it with danger. 
So G. T., as 1 John v. 16 dyapriav ph mpds Odvatov, if it is not unto death : 
€or dpaptia ov mpds Odvatov, actually, not unto death. 

Obs. It will be seen from the foregoing that the use of od and py depend 
upon great nicety of idiom, an acquaintance with which can have been 
gained only by great familiarity with the language. It is worthy of re- 
mark that the G. T. writers are accurate in their use of these words, 
though py is the more prevailing idiom, regard being had to the aspect in 
which the person is viewed in the mind of the speaker or hearer, rather 
than to the actual fact®?. Many somewhat peculiar usages of py in G.T. 
may be explained by reference to what has been said above: 1 Pet. i. 8 
oux eiddres (actual fact), ph dpavres, though you saw not: Rom. i. 28 ra ph 
xa@jxovra, refers to the abstract character of the thing spoken of : Ephes. 
V. 3 Ta OUK ayjKovra, actually and practically so: Rom. iv. 19 ph acdevyoas, 
since he was not: Luke i. 20 ph dvvdpevos Aakjnoa: the participle repre- 
sents not the actual fact, which has been already given in ova, but ex- 
plains the cause of the silence, viz. the physical inability to speak ; but 
Acts ix. Q jv nuepas tpeis ph Bdérav, Kai ovx éhayev. My seems to be 
improperly used, though Winer adopts Hermann’s notion (Soph. Ant. 
691) that py is thus jomed with a verb to signify that the thing denied 
might have been expected to exist; but in the passage in the Antigone 
jres py is used because the act of Antigone is brought forward to illus- 
trate her character. 

Repetition of the Negative. 

§. 747. 1. When in a negative sentence there occur indefinite pro- 
nouns, such as any one, any how, any where, at any time, &c. they are all 
expressed negatively ; these negatives neither neutralize nor strengthen 

each other, but each one is independent of the rest. The negative must 
be of the same character, either od or wy throughout ; as, Plat. Rep. 495 
B opixpa pious ovdev péya ovderote ovdeva ote iSidtyv, OTE méALW Spa: Id. 

a Ellicott ad 1 Thess. ji. 15. 
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06 and pj—od py. 

Phileb. 19 B ouBeis cis ovdev ovdevds dy tua otdémote yévorro dws. So 

G.T., as John xv. 5 00 Stvac0€ roreiy ovdév : Luke xxiii. 53 of otK fy ov- 
Sémw oudeis Keiuevos. : 

2. So also the negative is added to each of the several clauses or mem- 
bers of a sentence which is already negative ; as, oU Sdvatat oUT ed Aéyew 

our ed moveiv Trois Pidovs (though in poetry it is sometimes omitted; as, 
Od. «, 293 0d’ dredeurev eyxara Te capkas Te Kal doréa, instead of ovd’ éyxara 

08 ov're adpkas k.T.d.) : So Od. A, 612 ph Texvnodpevos pHB adrdo te TeExv7- 
caro: (for the participle repeated with its verb, see §. 705. 3.) So where 
the negative is paraphrased : Od. 6, 681 ph pyenotedoartes pod addo8’ bu- 
Anoavres (Uotata evOdde Sermvycercav—) ph atOis evOade EMPorev. So also 
oudé, pyde, ve quidem, not even, are used after a negative expression ; as, 
oU Sivatrat ovSé viv ed Toeiv rovs pidovs. Hence we find in the beginning 
of a sentence the following forms: Ov—ou, OU pay oudé, OUdE pev oude, 
Ob yap odd, OWSE ydp odd€ (the second negative is merely a repetition of 
the first): Il. G 130 od8€ yap ob8€ Apiavtos vids, Kpatepos Aukdopyos, Ory hv. 

So G.T., as Matt. xii. 32 otk dpeOnoerar adt@, ovTE €v TovT@® T@ aidye oUTE 
€v T@ wedXovte, 

Obs. 1. The phrase ot8€ modAod Bet, after a negative sentence, in the 

sense of multum abest—minime gentium, is remarkable, wherein the ovée, 

instead of neutralizing, increases the force of the really negative phrase 
moddov det: Demosth. 117, 24 dpws ot iyiv ovre OnBaiors ovte Aaxedat- 

, > , , , ag ¢_\ meiue , ~ 4 , 
poviors ovderwrore—ovvexapnOn TOvO brs Tov ‘EAAnvav, Torey 6 Te BovAaOe, 

oudé mroAdod Set, dAda k.7.A.: Id. 100, 42 ovKovy Botderat Tots EavTod Katpois 
AY Rye. a , , > , > a A a 7 - a” Thy map’ Lpav eAevbepiay eedpeverv, OVS ToAAOD Set, od Kax@s—raita hoy- 

(Cpevos. 

3. Sometimes the negative of the principal is repeated in the dependent 
clause: Plat. Apol. 31 E o0 yap gorw doris avOporwr cwOnoera ovTE dpiv 

oUTE GAAw ovdevi TAO yunoiws evavTiovpevos, nemo est, gui se servare possit, 
si vel vobis vel alii plebi libere adversatur. 

Obs. 2. Of course we must not confound with this repetition of the nega- 
tive, those constructions where the two negatives practically neutralise 
one another, the second being used privatively; as, Arist. Ran. 42 otro 

divapac py—yehay, I must laugh. So G.7T., as Acts iv. 20 ob duvdpeba ph 
hadety: 1 Cor. xii. 15 0b mapa rovTo obK éort ex TOU GopaTos. 

Seeming Pleonasm of ob pi—ph o6—py, ob6.—Dawes’s Canon. 

a. Ov py. 

§. 748. 1. Od py is frequently joined with the future indicative, or the 
aorist (rarely the present) conjunctive—in the former case it has the force 
of the imperative, in the latter of the future—od ph toujoets, do not 
do this; ob ph wowjons, you shall not do this. These constructions are 
common in G. T., though of course the readings in many of the passages 
vary between the aor. conj. and fut. indic. 

2. There are two ways of explaining this construction— 

a. By supposing, after od, an ellipse of some expression of 
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Od uy. 

anxiety or fear, on which the clause introduced by py depends, so that 
ov pn Toujon = ov Oewov fui) TOUT), haud vereor ne fuciat, and we sometimes 

find the usually omitted notion expressed by Beuvdv, S€os, dBos, &c.: Arist. 
Eccl. 646 odyxi S€0s, wn ce Pron: Xen. M.S. 11.1, 25 ob pdBos, py ce 
aydyw eni 7) tadra mopiferGa: Plat. Rep. 465 B odd€v Seuvdy parore 1) GAAn 
rods—dtyooratnon®: Id. Apol. 28 B odSev Sewdv ph poBnb7. 

b. bThe true way of explaining it is by viewing it as a question, 
which, in the future, is equivalent to the imperative; as, od peveis; will 
you not stay ?=peve: (cf. Soph, A. R. 430) od py pevets; will you net not- 
stay ?=do not stay: or with the conjunctive is equivalent to a future ; 
py peviis; must you not stay ?=you must slay, you shall stay : ob py pens ; 
must you not not-stay ?=you shall not stay. The following are examples 
of both constructions: Eur. Hipp. 606 od ph mpocoisers xeipa, pad dpe 
méndav: Id. Hec. 1039 GA ov Te ph pdynte AawWypo wodic: Plat. Rep. 
341 C adW ob ph otds 7 ys: Id. Criton. 44 B rowtrov emrnSeiov, otov eyo 

obdéva py wore ebpjow : Ibid. 486 D add ov ph dopev: Id. Rep. 492 E ore 
yap ylyvera, ore yéeyover 0b8€ ody ph yevnTa ddoiov Hos, mpos aperny mapa 

THY ToiT@Y Tadelay Temadevpéevoy: Lbid. 597 C odre epuTevOnray tmd Tod Geod 
ovte py pudow: Ibid. 473 D ob8é adry 7) moXireva pajTote mpdtepoy uy Te Kal 
pos nriov t8n: Id. Phedr. 260 E otte eoriw ode pywote tordpas yevytar: 
Id. Legg. 492 C otr gor, ote more yévntar Kpeirrov : Id. Phileb. 21 E 
ovderepos 6 Bios —eporye tovT@y aipetds, OUd GA@ pywote—Har97 : Ibid. 15 E 
GAN ovTe py) TavNTal ToTE OTE Hp~aTO VoV. 

c. In this construction we sometimes find several futures following one 
another, some with a negative, others with an affirmative sense, for which 
the following rules may be laid down: od runs through the whole sen- 
tence, and applies to each clause ; pa is continued by a conjunctive par- 
ticle, but dropped by a disjunctive; and if, after an affirmative future, 
one of the later futures requires to be negative, py must be again used 
with it; as, Eur. Bacch. 343 o¥ ph mpoooices xeipa (do not) Baxxevoes 8 
idv (do, the pn being dropped) pad cfopdpéet, (do not,) popiay ry ony 
ewol. Thus a negative clause is followed by an affirmative, py being 
dropped by an adversative conjunction: as, Arist. Nub. 505 08 pi Aadyoers 
GAN Akodoubycers evo. Sometimes ov stands in one clause with the future, 
and py follows with another future, so that the first sentence is affirma- 
tive, the other negative: Eur. Hipp. 498 obyt cuyxdeicers orcpa (shut your 
mouth), kat py peOnoers avis aicxiorous ddyous. 

Obs.1. Sometimes the construction is changed from od py, with the 
conjunct., to a simple future; Soph. El. 42 ot yap ce py ynpa re Kal xpdve 
pakpo yvao ov’ Gwontetoouow ; Id. Cid. C. 450 add od re py Adxwor Tovde 
ovuppaxov, ore och —oynors Ager. 

Obs. 2. In the oratio obliqua, where the future would be used in the 
oratio recta, ov py is (though but rarely) joined with the opt., in the same 
wav as with the first and third persons of the future ind.; as, Soph. Phil. 
610 sq. ebdamise, Tari Tpoia réepyaw’ ws ob py Tote Tépootev. 

Obs. 3. Dawes has restricted this use of od yy, with the conjunctive, to 
the second aorist only, but without reason, as there are many instances to 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Elm. et Herm. Med. 1120. € Pflugk ad loc. 
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the contrary?: Plat. Rep. 29 D 06 ph mavowpar, the best MSS.: Id. Pheed. 
66 B od pyrore xrnodpeba: Id. Rep. 609 A ob yap réye dyabdy pxroré re 
drohéon (fut. would be dzodei): Xen. Anab. IV. 8,13 oddets pyxere petvy 
(fut. pevet): Soph. Phil. 381 od pxror’ és tiv Skdpov éxmdedons (fut. e&k- 

m\evcel). 

Obs. 4. OU wn with the first person singular of the future, naturally 
has the force ofa simple strong negative, as there is no first person 
singular imper. for it to represent; So Soph. El. 1052 adn’ efor’, ot coe 
py peOeoual more: Arist. Ran. 508 pa tov ArdAXa, ob ph oe TEpLdoudmed- 
@dvra. Sometimes also with the third person: Soph. Ck. C. 176 ottor 
pytoté o ex ravd’ Epdvev & yepov akovra tis Ger: Arist. Pax 1037 ov ph 
tmavoer: Hdt. Lil. 62 08 ph dvaBdaoryce. So G.T., as Matt. xvi. 22 06 
py €otar oo rodro: John viii. 12 00 ph weputatnoer—add’ e£ex. Sometimes 
too with the second person: Soph. C8. C. 848 ovKouy mor’ ek rovrow ye 
py oKnrrpow ere SSovmopygers: Adschin. 79 ob px more BeATiovs TrojceTe, 
tovs S€ xpnotovs eis tHv eaxaTny aOvpiay éuBadette. With other tenses and 
moods it has sometimes only the force of a strong negative ; as, Soph. Cd. 
Col. 1024 ots ob py wote yopas fuydvres tod éredgwvtar Ocois. So G. T., 
as Matt. xxiv. 21 ola ov yeyover—ovdé ph yevntar. It seems to have this 
force in Soph. Phil. 418, which should be read as a question: ob pi Oavecr; 
are they never to die? So with an infinitive for py od: Hdt. VILL. 57 dare 
ov ph duackedacOjva. 

b. My after negative notions—paddov % ov. 

§. 749. 1. With verbs (or adjectives) expressing or implying the semi- 
negative notions of fear, anxiety, care, delaying, doubt, distrust, 

denial, forbidding, preventing, preserving, freeing, &c. the in- 
finitive is used with py, instead of without it as in English: so that the 
negative notion of the verb is increased thereby ; Hdt. I. 158 ’Apiorddcxos 
—€oxe pi) Toujoa raita Kupaiovs: Id. IIT. 128 Aapeios dmayopever tpiv pH 
Sopudopéev ’Opoirea: Thuc. IIL. 6 kai ris pev Oaddoons eipyov ph xpinoae 
tovs MirvAnvaious: Id. V. 25 daréoxovto ph em) tiv éxatépwv yyy orparedoae : 
Eur. Hec. 866 vépev ypapai eipyouot ypnoda pi Kata yyopuny tpdros’: Id. 
Androm. 643 rovro & oi copol Bporay éfeuhaPotvtar pi Pidors Tevxeev Epwv : 
Id. Iph. T. 1380 @6Bos & jv, Gore ph TéyEa 7éda: Demosth. 813, 1 Eepuye 
pydev diayvavac epi avrav4—Apvotpar ph «idevac: Hdt. IL]. 66 Sevas—sé 
IIpnédonns efapvos nv ph pev amokreivac Spépdwv: Thuc. 1V. 40 dmorotvtes 
pu etvar rods wapaddvras trois Tebve@owy Spoiovs: Demosth. 818, 16 ph AaBew 
efapvodpevos : Ibid.15 ApproBytnge ph exeev: Eur. Med. 1242 ri pédomev 
p) mpaooew Kaka: Aisch. Choeph. 958 kpatetrat mas To Oeioy mapa Td pH 
vroupyetv: Adsch.P.V.248 Ovnrois Emavoa pi mpodepxerOar pdpov: Thuc, 
III. 42 rovs pepowevous pt woAAdKis BovleveoOar: and even where the nega- 
tive verb is expressed by a periphrasis, as [bid. 32 kat éAmida o08€ Thy éAa- 
xiotny etxov (otk FAmiCov) pH wore IeAotovynciwy vais eis "Iwviay mapa- 
Badretv. So also where sore precedes the infinitive: Xen. An. III. 5,11 
dorte py OhiaOavew 7 tAn oxHoer: and with the article 76, as Demosth. 688, 

26 mapa tpeis Wnphous apetoav Td ph Oavato Cyurdoar: Thuc. I. 76 ovdeis Tw 

a Elm. @.C. 177. b Elm. ad loc. ¢ Pflugk ad loc. 
d Bremi ad loc. < 

Gr, Gr. vou. 11. 3M 
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Mi) ov—px after negative notions. 

ToO pi) mAcew exe Gwetpdmeto: and with participle used for infinitive : 
Hat. 1X. 51 iy brepBddwvtat vavpaxiay pi rovevpevor, if they defer to fight. 

Obs. M¥ is rarely omitted—we find however some instances: Aisch. 
Ag. 1022 ovd€ rdv 6pboday rav POipevev avdyew Zeds Enaugev : Soph. Ck. T. 
129 etpye Tovr’ céerSévac: Eur. Med. 813 Spay o° dtrevverw rade: Id. Orest. 
263 axyow oe mndav Svotvx7 mydnpatra: Thuc. 1. 62 éras eipywou rods exeibev 
émtBonbeww. See §. 750. Obs. 2.3. So G.T., as 2 Pet. i. 12 od« duednoo— 
UITOPLpYNOKELY. 

2. After verbs of doubt and denial, the negation of the fact doubted 
is repeated by ov, even when the ind. or opt. with 67 is used instead of 
the infin.: Plat. Menon 89 D éri & otk gorw emornun, oxeyrar edv cor Sox@ 
eixétws amote : Id. Prot. 350 D rovs dé dvdpeiovs os ov Gappadéor ici, Td 
€pov bpordynua, ovdamod amédecEas, ws 00K 6pOGs wpoddsyyoa : Demosth. 871, 
14 ws & ovK exeivos eyeapyer THY yqv, ovk nOvvar apyvnOAvar: Id. Phil 124, 54 
av ovd dv dpyyPetev evior, ws odK eici Towodro. : so also in French, after 
empécher, prendre gurde, craindre, avoir peur, appréhendre, ne 

nier pas, ne douter pas, ne disconvenir pas, que with ne is used; il 
craint que sa maladie ne soit mortelle. So Italian; as, guardarsi di 
non credere alle favole—io temo che Lidia questo non faccia. 

3. So after 4, guam, after comparatives, or comparative expressions, ov 
is sometimes used, as arepetition of the negative notion of disjunc- 
tion implied in these expressions: Hdt. 1V. 118 ieee yap 6 Heépons ovd€v tr 
paddov én’ teas, 7) ob Kal emt peas: Id. V. g4 drodekvivtes te Ady, ovdev 
padov Alodedor peredy THs Widdos xapns, 7) OV Kai ode Kai ToivL GAL K.T.D. : 

Id. VIL. 16 Gavavar Sé odd€év pAaAAGv por Gpeider €xovTe THv ony eobyjTa, H OU 
kai THY euny’ OUdéE TL PANO ev KoiTH TH OF avaTravopEere, i) OU Kal év TH ui: 
Thuc. II. 62 oU8 cikos, yaderas fepew aitav paddov 7 OU Kymov Kal eyKaddo- 
Tiopa mAOUTOV Tpos TavTHY Vopicavtas d\tywpnoa. In all these instances the 
ov might be accounted for by the ovéd€ preceding; but in the following 
passage there is no negative preceding: Thuc. III. 36 perdvoid ris evOvs jv 
avTois Kal avadoyiopds, @pov TO BovdAevpa Kal peya eyvOcbat, TéAW OAnv drabei- 
pat wGAXov H ov rovs airiovs: compare the French, as, #1 n’écrit pas mieux 
cette année-ci quil ne faisait Vannée passée—il faut plus d’esprit pour ap- 
prendre une science quil n’en faut pour sen moquer—on méprise ceux qui 
parlent autrement quwils ne pensent. 

c. Mi ov. 

§. 750. 1. Mi od is used with the indic. or conjunctive, after notions of 
fear, anxiety, doubt, &c. to mark that the object of fear, &c. does not, 

or will not happen. My performs the functions of a conjunction (see §. 814.), 
lest or whether, while od belongs to the clause depending on that conjunc- 
tion. Compare Sedouxa ph dmoddvy, I doubt that he will die; 5€. ph ov 
€hOy, I doubt that he will not come: Plat Phed. 76 B doBotpa, ph avprov 
Tnvixdde OUKETL Y avOparav ovdels dkiws oids re moeiv: Id, Menon 89 D apes 
ti Brérov ducyxepaivers kai Gmotets. pi) OUK emorHun HY apern; that virtue ts 
not a science. Very often the expression of fear, &c. is supplied by the 
mind or context; as, Plat. Crit. 48 C jpiv &, eed) 6 Adyos otras aipet py 
udev ciAAO oxerTéov H, i) Orep viv by eéyouer, vide, ne non aliud quid spec- 
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tandum sit. In Il. a, 28—pH vu toe ob xpaiopy oKimTpoy Kai oTEupa Geoio— 

4 is simply the final conjunction (see §. 805.). 

Obs. 1. Instead of pi od we find ph py; as, Xen. M.S. 1. 2, 7 eOatipage 
—el pe daBoiro, pa) 6 yevdpevos kadds Kdyabds TE Ta peyrota evepyeTHTavTe 
py Hy peylotny xapw e£or, were to doubt lest he would not feel the greatest 

gratitude.—(For the Fut. Opt. see §. 406.6.) So that the former py is a 
conjunction, the latter a repetition of the negative notion in déBorro. 

2. M}) od is also used in the sense of quominus, or when it stands in a 
question so as to imply a negative, guin, with the infinitive 

a. After verbs of failing, preventing, denying, distrusting, &c. 
when a negative is joined with them: od8ev KoAdver pi obK Anes eivat TOTO : 
or as a question, Tl éumodav ph odk doOavetv ; nihil impedit, quominus id 
verum sit—quid impedit, quominus moriar ? Hdt. VI. 88 ’A@nvatoc—oik- 
ett dveBdddovTo pr 08 TO Tray pnxavncacOa em Alywnzyor: Plat. Rep. 354 D 
otk dmrecysuny Td ph obk emt TodTo ehOeiv am’ exeivov, mihi non temperabam, 
quin illo relicto ad hoe accederem: Id. Menon 89 D 16 pev yap didaxrov aire 
eivat, eimep emuotnun eotiv, otk avaTiOepot ph OF Kaas Neyer Oa, non repugno, 
quin hoc recte dicatur :; Xen. Symp. II. 3 od8els cou, en, évruheyer TO py 
ov déEeev: Soph. Trach. go odSev éddchpo 7d pi ob macav mubéoba Tavs’ 
ddnbecav, nihil pretermittam, quin—cognoscam : Lucian D. M. 94 viv pev, & 
AdéEavdpe, otK dv efapvos yévoio, ph ovK euds vids etvar, non negabis, quin 
filius meus sis: 1d. Lapith. 440,00K av €apvos yévoww, pi obxi pdppakoy dro- 
deddaOa Kpirove emi rov marépa, non negabis, quin venenum vendideris. 

b. After Sewdy, aioxpov civa, aicydvyy civar, atoytverbar, which imply a 
negative notion: Hat. [. 187 Aapeig dé Sewdv eddKee eivae all ou hae Ta 
xonmara: Xen. Cyr. VIII. 4, 5 rov db€ mpwrevovra ev Spa yoxsveto foal ou 
meloTa Kat dyada & Exovra map abrou palver Gas : Plat. Prot. 352 D aicxpdv 
ore kal enol copiay Kat emioTHpHY pH ObXL mdvT@Y Kpdrioroy avat eivar®. 

After all negative notions where in Latin, quin with conjunctive 
would be used: Hdt. VII. 5 otk otkds ears, "AOnvaiovs jy ob Sodvar dtkas 
rav éroincav.—Ob Suvapat, dduvaTds eps, OUX Otds T ciye pH OU Aeyeww, NON 
possum non dicere, non possum quin dicam: Hat. ill. 82 Sjpou— dpxovros 
advvata py ou kakéryTa éyyivecOar: Plat. Phed. 72 D tis pynxdvy (=adiva- 
Tov), al ouxt mdvta Katavadobiva eis 76 Tebvavac: Id. Gorg. 462 B yo xov8n 
go pi Spohoyioat (=dpunCjvat), TOV prroptKoy avdpa py obxt Kat Ta Oikava 

etdevac: Soph. Ant. 96 metoopat yap ot TrogovTor odbev, Gore py ob Kaas 
Oaveiy: Arist. Aves 37 00 pucouvT éxelyny Thy TOAW TO PH OU peyddny eivat. 

3. M% od is also used with participles after negative expressions : Hdt. 
VI. 106 ecivdry 8é otk ekededoeoOar Efacav ph ov TAnpeos EdvTos TOD KUKoD : 
Soph. CE. R. 12 Sucddyntos yap av einv, roavde ph ob Karorkteipwy Edpay, nisi 
vestra me supplicatio tangat ; Ibid. 221, Id. Gi. C. 360. 

Obs. 2. There are very few instances of the infin. being used without 
these negatives in the constructions given above, a. b. c.: Plat. Lysis 209 
B od Staxwdtouct ce otte 6 marnp ovre ) pytnp emreivai Te Kal aveivae jy av 
BovrAy T&v xopdav, Kal Wiae Kal Kpovew TH mANKTp@. And not many of ra 
being used alone with such verbs: Soph. Aj. 96 képaros mapeote KOUK 

@ Heindorf ad loc. 
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dtrapvotpat To py: Plat. Parm. §. 41 08 wavrn dv dn Expdyou TO ph Erepa 
eivat G\Andov: Xen. M.S. 1V. 8, 9 euoi d€ ri atoxpdv (otk aicxp.), 7d 

, A A An ’ A 

€répovs py Ovvacba wept euod Ta Sikaca pHTE yvoval, pyTe Toujoat. 

4. My however may be used instead of py of after od dtvapar, advvaros, 
ovx olds T eipe, ov dnt, ov eyo &c. It may be that these verbs may be 
considered as taking the ov in a privative and not a negative force, and 
thus conveying positive notions of inability or refusal; or perhaps this 
idiom is to be attributed rather to the arbitrary anomalies of common 
speech, as these expressions, when used positively, are practically nega- 
tive: oU Suvapar ph Trorety, non possum non facere: Aisch. Prom. 106 av 
ovTe olyay, ovTe py) ovyay TUxas olov TE por Taod eori, nec tacere, nec non 

tacere possum.—OU ypu TrodTo py ovTas exew, non dico id sic se non habere. 
My and py ov are found together: Xen. Apol. extr. ovre py pepynodar 
Svvapat adrod, ove pepvnpevos pay ovK emaweiv. 

Obs. 3. Hermann@ holds that ph ov denies somewhat doubtfully, while 

py is an emphatic negative; but whence the doubt can arise in ph od is 
not clear. The use of py ot seems to arise from the Greek practice of ap- 
plying the negative to all the members of the negative sentence. Thus in 
drapvodpa py Spav ravra, the py is the repetition of the negative notion of 
denial applying to the dependent clause ; in ov« drapvodpat pr) od Spay ravra, 
the negative ov is applied to the member of the negative clause dpav, so 
that 7) od is a more, instead of a less, emphatic negation. 

5. Od is joined with certain adverbs which give it a qualifying sense : 
povoy 00, dcov ob, almost, all but ; as, Isocr. of codicrai—p.dvov obK dOavd- 
Tous UmiaxvouvTar Tomoew Tos cuvdvtas: Thuc. VI. 34 of avdpes emépyovrat 
kal Ogov oUTw mapeow: Id. 1. 36 Tov péddovTa kai Saov ob mapdvTa TOdEpLoV. 

a Ad Viger. 797. 



SYNTAX OF THE COMPOUND SENTENCE. 

CHAPTER IV. 

Compound Sentences. 

§. 751. 1. It is not improbable that in the simpler ages of lan- 
guage the successive thoughts in the mind were represented by 
successive sentences, as it were parallel to and unconnected with 
each other; as, winter ts gone—the spring 1s come—the fields 
are green. 

2. But as language was more and more developed by the in- 
creasing intercourse of common life, the unity which really exists 
between successive thoughts in the mind was more and more realised 
in language, so that in course of time certain words were appropri- 

ated to the expression thereof, which were termed Conjunctions. 

3. Sentences are connected in two ways—either they are pro- 
perly independent of each other (coordinate), but united by a con- 
junction (coordinate or copulative conjunctions kai, ré, 5€ &e.); 
or dependent the one on the other, so that the one is incomplete 
without the other; as, d€vépa OadAe, bre TO ap ADE (subordinate), 

and this connection is expressed by the subordinate conjunctions 
dre, S71, ws, &e. 

4. Each sentence to which these conjunctions are attached should 
properly be a complete simple sentence; but when the same mem- 
bers belong to two or more sentences, they are generally only ex- 
pressed once; as, 6 Swxparns jv codds kal 6 3. Hv dyadds=6 &. jv 

aopos Kal ayabds—6 &. iv codes Kal 6 TAdtwv iv copds=6 S. kal 6 
TIA. joav codot.—O &. coos iv x. ay. kat 6 TIA. cod. i k. ay. =6 

S. cal 6 TIA, Foav cool cab ayadct. 

5. The grammatical arrangement of sentences does not always 
represent their actual logical relations to each other. Thus it is 
possible so to connect two sentences, one of which depends on the 
other, that, as far as the form of expression goes, they are exactly 
the same: r0 éap 7)A0€ kal 7a poda OddXe: for Ste Td Eap HAGE, TA p. O. 
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Subordinate (Dependent) thoughts standing in a coordinate form 

as if independent. 

§. 752. 1. In Homer we find many instances of this; as, Il. ¢, 147 @vAAa 
Ta pev 7 dvepos xapadis x€éct, Ga Sé O VAn tHrcOdwoa Hvew Eapos 8 emyiyve- 

tat apy (for dre €apos emvylyverar Spy): Il. 0, 551 vate b€ map Ipiape" 6 8€é 
pu tiev ica téxeoow (for és pw rev): Il. p, 300 sq. 6 & ayy’ airoio rece 
mpnyns emt vexp@, THA’ ad Aapioons epiBodakos* ovd€ ToKetow Opentpa Pirois 
dédaxe, pivuvOddios S€ of aidy Emde bm’ Aiavros peyabvpou Sovpi Sapevre (for 
dre puvuvO. of aiay émdero) : Ll. x, 335 viv & ere kai paddov voew pect Tipn- 
cacba, bs érAns emed elver’, eet Wes dpOarpoiow, Teixeos e&ehOciv, GAA F 
évtoo0e pevovor (for emevdy GAAor evr. pevovor): Od. , 37 sq. dye by por, 
pata itn, vnpeptes eviomre, Owe by pynoTHpoLy avaidéou xelpas edyKey, povvos 
€wv, ot 8 atev doddées Evdov Epipvov (for dre of aAdoe alev—évdov Eptpvov): 
Tl. x, 185 modds & dpupaydds em aire avdpav nde kvvdv' amd TE ohiow Unvos 
»” 5 e Ld > , dhodev (for ois Urvos amdédodev). 

2. So in Herodotus, to whose loose and careless style this form of ex- 
pression was particularly agreeable: Hdt. I. 36 vedyauds re ydp ear, Kat 
TouTé of voy pede. Many of these combinations come into common use 
even in Attic Greek; as, té—xat, or kai alone, for 6te, of things that hap- 
pened at the same time; G&pa—xat, so soon as: Id. III. 76 (oi émra ray 
Ilepo@v) jioay evEdpevor toto Oeoior, Tov Tepi Upn&aorea ciddres ovdev’ & TE 

57 7H 680 péon oTelxovtes eyivovto, Kal Ta Tepl IIpnédomea yeyovdra emuvOd- 
vovto (=6re—envvOdvovro) : Id. VIL. 217 nos te 51 duepawe Kat eyevorto ert 
T@ akpotnpio Tov ovpeos: Id. IV. 199 cuyxexdprotai TE obTOS 6 egos KapTos, 

> aA , Lo “~ ’ ~~ , 

Kal 6 ev Th KaTUTEpTaTy THS ys Tematveral Te kal Opya, @oTe €xmémotal Te kal KaTa- 

BéBpwra 6 mpOtos Kapros, Kal 6 TedeuTaios GuuTapayiverat. Soph. ds. R. 718 
kai=dre: Thuc. 1. 50 dn Se jv oe Kat of Kopivécor eéarrivns mpvpvay expov- 
ovro: Id. III. 39 xpav dé MuriAnvaious Kk. T.. Kal ovk ay es TOde eEVBpicar : 

Plat. Symp. 220 C ifdn fv peonpBpia kat avOparo noOdvovro: Hdt. I. 112 
oe \ a“ a4 aS) , pe i ee , A Gua dé radra eheye Kat dnedeixvve : Isocr. Paneg. 73 C Gpa dvadddrrovrae Kat 
Ths €xOpas emdavOdvovra. Soin comparative sentences for dozep after 
€ asl a > ~ ‘ > \ c & a , ‘ 6 avtés, dpowos &c.: Thuc. I. 120 evOupeirar yap ovdets dpota rH miorer Kat 
(=dorep) epyo emeEcpxerar: Ibid. 141 o Th avty dpyh avameOopévous Tode- 
peiv kal ev épym mpdooortas : Soph. CE. R. 1187 toa cat 7d pndev faoas. See 
§. 594. Obs. 4. 

Obs. So in G. T., as Mark xv. 25 iv dpa rpirn Kat (for OTe) eoravpwcav 
avrov: Matt. xxvi. 53 dvvayar—zapakadéoa Tov marépa pov Kat (for 6s) mapa- 
OTNTEL ol K.T. A. 

3. It is also a peculiarity of Herodotus, that when he wishes to express 

a negative motive, he prefixes it coordinately with ovkwy (ovKcovy) to the 
sentence expressing the consequences which result from it, which is not 
connected by any conjunction, being referred back as a result to the ody in 
ovcouv: Hat. 1.11 otkwv 8) (6 Tvyns) ereibe, GAN wpa avayxainv adnbéws mpo- 

keipevny 7) Tov Seomdtea amohAvvat, 7) a’TOv Um adwv aTdAAvTOa, aipéerat adTos 

mepteivae for ov meiOwv Se, aX’ 6p@v—aipéerat : OY ovK e€rreOe —aipéerat ovv &C. : 

Id. 1V.118 otkwy roujoere tradra, jets perv meeCdpevor 7) exdeiWropev Ty xopny 
k.T.A, for tpaoy py Towovvrwy (or ef pu) Toteite) TadTa, Hueis ovv 7) exA€EiYromev 
kT A: So ydp is placed before the sentence on which it depends. 

i 
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4. Sometimes the subordinate clause is placed coordinately in order to 
give it emphasis, by making it seem as important as the principal clause : 
so Pind. Pyth. X. 45 Opaceia S€ mvéwv xapdig pddrev Aavaas mote mais, dyetto 
S *A@dva (for dre yyeiro ’AOnva, or yyouperns A@nvas). See also §. 86). 8. 
for the conditional protasis expressed as if it were independent. 

Different forms of coordinate Sentences. 

Sentences logically coordinate, expressed in a coordinate form. 

§. 753. 1. A sentence logically coordinate with another is either an 
extension or a limitation of the thought; in the former case the con- 
nection is copulative, in the other adversative. 

Copulative. 

2. This consists in the joining into one thought two or more sentences, 

which are, as it were, parallel and independent of each other ; whereby the 

second coordinate clause merely gives a wider application to the thought 
of the preceding one. This is either by simply stringing them together 
(connexive), or when the statement applies more strongly to the latter than 
to the former clause (incressive). 

Connexive. 

3. This is expressed by the conjunctions té, té—ré, kal, Te—kat, Kat— 
, 

KQL. 

Té. 

§. 754. 1. The proper mode of uniting two clauses into one thought is, 
by attaching the connecting particle to both; so that in the first it points 
forward to the following, and in the last backward to the preceding. 

2. The original and most general copula is té, and from its general use 
it may supply the force of many other conjunctions. It seems to be con- 
nected with ris, as its corresponding Latin copula gue with quis. 

Obs. If we suppose that ris had originally a relative force, we can see 
how ré as its derivative got its connexive force; as the relative is in itself 
connexive inasmuch as it throws the mind back to the sentence or notion 
to which it refers. 

Te—rTe. 

3. Té—ré signifies that the two sentences or notions are parallel to 
each other, as—so; thus frequently in antithesis : epyov te eros te, as the 
deed, so the word: ratip avipav te Ocav te. So used frequently in a succes- 
sion of notions: Il. a, 177 alet yap épis Te Pidy wodepol TE payar Te. SO when 
two qualities combine to make up one; as, Il. y, 167 jis te peyds te. So 
of two actions coincident in time: Hdt. VIII. 108 eddxcedy te vavpaynoew 
adeas, mapapréovTd Te ws ddeEnoopevor. Hence oUre—oUrte, elte—eite, édvte 
—édvte. In prose we find té—ré far more rarely, and generally only when 
whole sentences, or at the least, complete portions of sentences, are to be 

connected: Thuc. II. 64 dépew xpi ra te Saydvia dvaykaiws Ta TE amd TaY 
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mohepnioy dvopeios : Xen. Cyr. VILL. 1. 5 rapapev te odv-—emi dd 7d dpyxeior, 
doxpev TE, OC ov padtota Suynodpeba Katéxew & Set, Tapexopev TE Huas aitods 

xpnoOa Kvp@ éri dv dé. In antithetical words or sentences, té approaches 
in sense to 9 followed by 7, vel—vel ; whence sometimes they are inter- 
changed, either té—7, or y—TE: Plat. lon 535 D ds dv—kddy T ev Ovoias 
Kai éoprais—H hoBynrac: Il. 8, 289 H maides veapol xnpai TE yuvaikes. 

4. Té—ré are frequently used for wév—8é, so that when in the first 
clause something is allowed or stated, the first té prepares the mind for 
something following thereon, while the second té refers the mind back to 
the former statement: so in a number of clauses which make up a simile 
(see Il. y, 32.). Méy—8é separate the whole into its two parts or clauses 
(on the one hand—on the other,) while té—té, by virtue of their primary 
force, unite them as parts of one whole; so Hdt. I. 22 kai dvo0 te dyri Evos 

vnovs TH AOnvain dxoddunoe 6 Advadttns, adds TE eK THs voUToU avéeoTn. 

Hence (a) té—8€ are often found in two successive clauses, especially 
where one of the clauses, generally the first, is negative; or where the 
second clause is to be opposed to the former, as the more important: 
Eur. Or. 201 ov te yap ev vexpois, rd 8 eudv olyerar Biov Td mA€ov pépos ev 
atovayaiot: so té followed by émeira 8€ kal or dua 8€ kat or Scav’tas 8é Kal, 

&c.: or when some notions in the two clauses are opposed; or when the 
second clause conveys not merely a notion equivalent to the former, but 
something more: Hymn. Hom. Ven. 110 ovris rou Beds eis’ Ti pw abava- 
Thow éiokes; GANA Katabynry TE, yuri S€ pe yelvato wyTnp ;—(b) and also pev 
—ré, which will be treated of under pev—6e. 

Té alone. 

6. In all the cases where té—té may be used, ré may be used in the 
second clause alone. The two clauses are naturally less closely connected ; 
the second clause is not represented as necessarily following on the first, 
which is represented as existing independent of it: so senatus populusque 
Romanus ita censuit, the senate is the principal notion: marnp avdpav beav 
te, father of men, and moreover of gods: Il. a, 5 avrovs dé EXwpia revdxe 
Kivecow oiwvoict te maor: Hdt. VI. 107 és tov Mapadava ras véas eppce 
ouros, exBavras Te és ynv Tovs BapBdpous diéracce. 

7. in prose, especially Thucydides, sentences separated by a stop are 
connected by té, where 8€ would generally he used ; this té generally sig- 
nifies itaque, and so, or it may nee translated for example : Thue. I. 9 ‘Aya- 

péepveyv Té por Soxei—rov orddov ayeipar, Agamemnon for example. Ibid. 22 
KTHpa TE es del paddAov 7 ayovopa es TO Tapaxphpa dakove Evykerrar, and so 

Krjpa és aei, &c. 

8. When an expression, common to two clauses, is used only once, 
either in the first or second clause, té is used to carry it on from one 
to the other; and is placed either in both, or only in one of the two 
clauses: Soph. Ci. R. 253 bwép 7 euavrod (sc. tmép) rod Oeod te: Hat. 
VII. 106 of te ex Opaknys kai (sc. of €&) “EXAnordvrov: Eur. Phen. 96 & 7 
eidov (sc. a) cionxovod te: Xen. M.S. III. 5, 3 mpotpewovtat te aperis éem- 
pereioOat Kai (SC. mpotpémovrat) adkipoe yiyverOar: Arist. Vesp. 1277 damact 
irov avdpa te coperaroy (for pioy dvdpa goparardy re civdpa.) 
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Remarks on the Epie use of té. 

§. 755. 1. In Epic poets frequently, (and in Lyric, though but rarely, 

and in Attic only in some few fragments,) té is joined to conjunctions and 
relatives, to denote more distinctly the opposition and connection of the 
clauses of a sentence; so as—so. This idiom seems to arise from the old 

practice of expressing subordinate clauses as coordinate, and it remained 
after the more logical form of expression had been developed by the con- 
junction. 

2. Thus when in Epic poetry we find té occurring with other conjunc- 
tions, where it seemingly is otiose, it is used to join the two sentences 
more closely together, and is placed either in both clauses, pointing for- 
ward to the one and backward to the other, or only in the first and not 

in the second, or only in the second and not in the first ; or one of the 

clauses in which it should stand is supplied by the mind, as, Od. a, 188 
Ecivoe dy GAAjA@v waTparoe edxdpued civar c£ dpyijs elmep TE yepovT’ eipynat (Sc. as 

you will hear) if you just ask &c. It occurs less frequently in clauses which 
are connected by a demonstrative pronoun in one, and a relative in the 
other, and only if the demonstr. and relative are not in juxtaposition : as, 
El. a, 218 6s Ke Oeots emimetOnrat, pada T ékAvoy «ito; but more frequently 

in other clauses; so frequently eimep te—ré, I]. 5, 160 etwep ydp Te Kal ad- 
tik’ Odvpmios ovk érédecoer, €k TE Kal de TeAci. Or Etrep—ré, also eimep Te 
with the: apodosis suppressed, 4 te, so certainly, Od. B, 62 4 TF dv dpv- 
vatuny, et por Suvapis ye mapein : so Mév te—Sé te, or AdAG Te, us On One side, 
so on the other: but in either of the clauses té may be omitted; Té—8é 
té, or Gd Te (Il. a, 82) : Mev re—8€ or &AAA: or even the former clause 
may be supplied from the context; thus, S¢ te, or &AAd Te without pdv ; 
thus, Aé—ré, Té—8€, Té—adrdp frequently answer to each other; kal ve, 
(atque=ad que, yet to that,) where the former clause is implied in the con- 
text, so as, so also: Il. 1, 509 Tov dé péey aynoav, Kal T ekAvov evéupevoro :-— 

yap te, for too, then, so as, so: Il. , 602 viv dé prnc@peba Séprov: Kai yep 
T nvKkopos NwBn euyncate airov, tiwep Sddeka maides evi peydporow ddovTo ;— 

so also sometimes q Te, or even "H te—v Te. See Disjunctive Sentences. 

3. From this idiom another has arisen, whereby té is added to conjunc- 
tions and relatives in dependent clauses, to attach to the relative (or con- 
junction) a demonstrative notion, arising from its relation to some other 
sentence expressed or implied, to which the ré refers and thus gives the 
emphasis ; so, és, who ; date, he who, just who (not only in Homer, but in 
lyric poets, and the chorus of tragedy, and even here and there in Hat.) : 
GoTis Te, ods Te, Gos Te (=Toi0s, oios; Téaos, daos ; just of such a nature, 

such w size, such a quantity, us); @ote, so as, so that ; aoet te, Ete, HiTé, 
Cmws te, thus as, ote te, then when, va te, there where. Thus Od. é, 81 
éxOte viv & Eeive ta te Suwecoe wdpeoti, those which, just what, (without ré, 

what): Id. 0, 318 “Eppetao—ég pa te x. 7-d., he who: Od. £, 254 ém¢opev— 
pywWias Te Weel Kara poor, just as if, dae, as if. 

4. In Attic prose the following formulas occur : otdg te eit, 1 an able 
(=queo), properly rovdrés eiys oios, the té supplying the suppressed roe- 
odros: also ote, Woelte, and éate (i.e. és, 6, te), quoad, and also, €eute 

postquam. 

Gr. Gr. VOL. 11. <N 
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Position of ré. 

§. 756. Té being an enclitic, cannot stand at the beginning of a sen- 
tence or a clause, but must always depend on some word— generally 
that to which its force applies, but from this there are the following ex- 
ceptions. 

When the word to which 7¢é properly belongs is very closely con- 
nected with another word, so that they form as it were one noticn, (as the 
article and substantive, dependent genitives, preposition and its case,) ré is 
placed between them: Il. y, 54 ov« dv rou xpaiopy KiPapis, Ta TE ddip’ ’Adppo- 

ditns, 7 Te Koun, 76 Te efdos: Eur. Phoen. 332 eis atrdxeupa te ohaydv. 

b. When +ré belongs to the whole sentence, or clause, it is placed after 
the first word thereof without affecting its sense; thus in Hdt. VI. 123 
oirwes ehevydv Te Tov mdvTAa yYpovoy Tovs TUpdvvOUS, eK HNXAYAS TE THS TOUT@Y 
e£édurov of Meorotpartibat Hy Tupavvida ; ré belongs not to pnyavijs, but to the 

predicate e&eAurov, connecting it with the former clause. 

Obs. 1. This naturally happens when the preposition after which ré 
stands applies also to another noun following; as, Plat. Legg. 796 D ets 
te ToXirevay Kat idiovs olkovs : so G. T. as Acts xxv. 23 ovy Te xuLdpxous Kai 

avSpaow. 

Obs. 2. It sometimes happens, from a change in the latter part of the 
sentence, that ré stands with some particular word, when it should stand 

after the first word: Thue. I. 133 atri@pévov rod dvOpdrov Ta Te Tepl avToy 
ypapevra Kat TaAN drodaivovtos: the ré should stand after aitv@pevov, but 

the clause kal rad’ drrodaivovros seems to be an addition which Thucydides 
did not mean to use when he began the sentence. 

Obs. 3. In the combinations given above, §. 755. 3. the re is sometimes 

separated from its end by pa, wep, pev &c. 

Kat. 

§. 757. 1. The force of cat is repetition, union, and emphasis; it 

occurs not only as a conjunction, but also in its original force as an ad- 
verb ; in which it has its full meaning of too, while as a conjunction it has 

a weaker force, like et formed from érz yet. 

Kat as a copulative Conjunction. 

Kat—xkat. 

2. Kai—xal, (properly Too—too; And—and; As well—as also ; Not 
only—but also ;) gives the clauses to which it is joined a more forcible and 
independent meaning than ré—ré; wherefore it is used when notions of a 
different nature, or more or less opposed to or contrasted with 
each other, are to be connected, and each notion is dwelt upon, so 
that emphasis is laid on each; as, avOpwro Kat dyabot kal kako(—kat mevnres 

Kat mrovotor—kal Taxvs kat _Gypios (but not Kal Kaxol Kal wovnpol)—xKat xpn- 
para Kat dvdpes—xal vov Kal dei—kal mpora Kal vorara: Xen. Cyr. Me 2 
dpxovres pev ela KGL of BovKohor Tov Boay Kar of immopopBot Tay immoyv Kar 

mavres Oe ot Kahovpevor vopeis ay dv émurataou (oor : Eur. Hee. 751 roApav 
dvdykn, Kay Tix Kay py Toxo. G. T. as Rom i. 13 iva kapmdv twa oX@ Kal ev 

fm 
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ipiv xabos Kar ev rots Noumois eOveow: John vi. 36 Kat éwpdkaré pe, Kal od 
muotevere. The two verbs are placed in contrast, so as to lay emphasis on 
each, Matt. x. 28 kat Wuxi Kal copa arodéoa. Hence also with participles 
it means sive—sive: (see Tée—ré §. 754. 3. and Te-—xai;) and sometimes 
#, in the second clause answers to kat in the first: Plat. Lach. 191 E kat 
pevovtes } avaorpeportes. 

3. Kat is sometimes repeated after a parenthetical clause: Thuc. 1V.117 
kal dpa, el odiow Kaas exo, Kat EvpBnvar ra mrelo; so G.T., as Matt. ix. 

IO Kal éyévero, adrod dvakeipévov ev TH oikia, Kat ov kK. 7. AX. 

Obs. 1. This use of Kai—xai must be distinguished from the passages 
where the second kai is used adverbially ; as, Soph. Phil. 274 pdaky Baa 
kat te Kat Bopas érapéAnua: so G. T., as Matt. ii. 26 Kat edwxe Kat rois 
Ki TSA. 

Obs. 2. Though xai may be used in passages where 7 might have stood, 

and vice versa, yet we may not say that cai is used in the sense of 7, or vice 

versa. Two notions may be joined by «ai or 7; if by the former, they are 
represented as component though opposed parts of a whole in which they 
unite; if by the latter, as distinct divided parts ; xaxol kai aya6oi is a logical 
division of man: kako # dya@od is not necessarily so, but merely two opposed 
classes. 

, 

Té—kat. 

§. 758. 1. Té—kat, gue—et ; so as—so also; marks that the two clauses 
are in close or necessary connection: Il. a, 17 ’Arpeidai te Kal &doe evKvy- 
pudes "Axacol.—kadds te kayabds; even numbers as, tpeis te Kat deca. It 
differs from Kat—kat, as it does not make the mind dwell on each notion 
separately. In most points the use of Té—kat corresponds with that of 
Té—ré, except that it expresses a more intimate connection and that kat 
implies the greater emphasis of its clause. Thus Té—xat are used like 
Kai—xat in opposed sentences which are coordinate and are conceived of 
as one whole: dya@a te Kal Kkaxd-—xpyorol Te Kal tovnpoi—ra TE epya bpolws 
kal of Adyor—viv Te Kal tTére Soph., as now, so also then ; viv te Kat mada Id. 
Ant.181:;: Xen. Hier. I. 2 7H Scadéper 6 Tupavyixds TE Kal 6 iduwriKds Plos. 
Hence where two opposed notions are used exhaustively, to express a 
whole class or sort, in the sense of sitve—sive, 7—7; vel—vel (§. 757. 2.) ; 

d te Set pitta kat Torema vopigew: Plat. Legg. 831 D wacay réxvny kai py- 
Xavqv Kadrio Te Ka doynpoveotépar, sive honestam, sive turpem ; thence when 

two notions are simply placed in juxtaposition for Mév—8é: Eur. Rhes. 
339°00 T ev Tapatveis KaL ov KaLpias oKoOTE!s. 

2. Two actions which are coincident in point of time, or stand as ante- 
cedent and consequent to each other (as one takes place—so the other), are 
connected by Té—xat. 

3. The incressive force of kat is seen clearly in the combinations, 7oAAd 
Te kal Kaha epya dmedeiEaro: Hdt. VI. 114 dddou A@nvaiwy moddol Te Kat 
ovvopacrol: and yet more so when it connects the universal and particular 
(quum—tum) ; as, Grou Te kal 6 Swxpdrys: so aos Te Kal, guum aliter, 
ium, especially : Ibid. 136 Mirtadéa—éoyov ev ordpuare of Te Got KaL padiora 
EavOirnos: Plat. Symp.176 D éyayé co ciwba meibeoOa &ANws Te Kal Grr 
dv rept iarpixns Aéeyns. So tad te GAKa Kal-——, especially : Thuc. I. 3 €évy 
ta Te GANG Kal 7d HeAaoyxdv. So Alsch. Prom. 637 aAdws Te TavTWS Kal 
kaotyyntras tarpds. “Adws te without kal expresses a mere addition, pre- 
tereaque, adde quod: Plat. Phed. 87 D adda yap av atin éxdorny tov 

3N2 
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Wvxv Toa Caopara KararpiBewv, AAAws TE €i Kal TOAa ern Bion. Instead of 
kai alone a strong emphasis is given to the second clause by kai 8} kat, 
tum vero etiam: Hdt. VI.137 adda te cyeiy xopia kal 8H Kal Ajpvor: 
and, particularly, Plat. Rep. 357 A 6 yap TAavcwv dei te avdpedtatos dv 
Tuyxavet, Tpos dmavta, Kal 8} Kal Tore To Cpacupdxov tiv améppnow ovk are- 
deEaro@, 

Obs. 1. Kat may be used several times after té, each particular preceded 
by kai being as it were dwelt upon, as Il. y, 431 otv Te Bin kal yepol, Kat 
éyxei: or in the first clause the conjunction may be omitted, and the fol- 
lowing clauses united by the repetition of kat, as Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 7 dpxrou te 
moAXovs On TAnoidcavras SiePOetpay Kai €ovtes Kal Kdmpor Ka Tapddrews* ai 
dé Zrador kai Sopxddes Kal of éypror Gies Kat of vor of dypior doweis eioiv: oF 
in Epic té is used with several clauses, kat only with the last, as Od. y, 413 
"Exeppov te Ztpartios Te Ilepoevs + ”Apnrds TE Kal avtideos Opagvpndns. And 
between kai—xat, there may be placed two distinct notions united by té kat: 
Hat. VII. 1 (emeragée Exaorowr) kal véas Te Kal immous Kal GiToy Kai mora. 

Obs. 2. Kat—té are not thus combined, because the first clause may not 
be more emphatic than the second: nor do we find the combination kat— 
Te as connecting two coordinate notions. 

Obs. 3. We find kat followed by té—7é. The «ai connects the sentence 
with the preceding one; the té—ré connect two notions in the sentence 
itself: Soph. Aj. 53 kat mpds Te roiuvas extpér@ ovppuxtd TE K.T.A.: SO WE 
find kat té—xat ; Hdt.V.1 kat roddév te expdtrncay Kal édurov odéwy dXriyous. 

Obs. 4. On the force of «cai and ré to carry on a negative py through 
several clauses, see §.744. Obs. For xai used for dre &c. see §. 752. 

Obs. 5. We do not find in classical Greek ré xai used simply to connect 
a sentence with a preceding one, but in G. T. we find, Acts xix. 27 peANew 
te kat al. peddew Sé kat: Ib. xxi, 28 ere Te Kal. 

Kat alone. 

§. 759. 1. Kat (like re) may be used alone, without another «ai preced- 
ing, when the emphasis is to be more decided. It marks the imtimate 

connection of the two clauses or terms, the two are as one (té adjungit, 

kai conjungit): Men. Cyr. 1. 4,7 ai Se Edador kat depxddes Kat of dypior dies 
Kal of dvot of aypioe dsweis cioiv: Ibid. VIL. 5, 39 6 & dydos mreiwy Kal Treiov 

éméppet. So it has often the sense of atque, or ac, et quidem, the latter 
clause being either emphatic, or limiting, or defining, or explain- 
ing, or confirming the former as the context requires: Plat. Apol. 23 A 
9 avOparivn copia OXiyou Twos a&ia eori Kal ovdevds, (parvo digna ac nullo.) 
So moda kat éo6\d Hom.: Dem. c. Aph. II. prince. woAda kal peyan’ eyev- 
opevov: Cic. Legg. HI. 14, 32 pauci atque admodum pauci. So kat tabta, 

idque, that too, with a participle or adjective. So G. T., as 1 Cor. iii. 5 
kal exdore, even as to each. 1 John i. 2 kai introduces an emphatic asser- 
tion of part of verse 1. 

2. Kai has this force at the beginning of a question wherein the 
speaker takes up something which has been said, and applies it in an 
argumentative tone, frequently as a sort of argumentum ad absurdum : 
Plat. Theet. 188 D kat ris avOpomoy 7o pi bv Sogdoe; Xen. Cyr. IV. 

3,11 GAN etrou tis dy, Ore maides Byres eudvOavoy. Kat mérepa maidés ciot 
ppoviperepor, Bote pabeiv Ta padpeva Kat Secxvipeva i) avdpes;—=ac multo 
minus prudentes sunt. So especially kat w&s: Plat. Ale. 134 C dvvairo & 

a Stallb, ad loe. b Ibid. 
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dv tis petadiddvar 6 pn €xer;—Kat mas; = ac minime quidem: so G.T. as 
Mark x. 26 kat ris Stvatat coOjva ; 

3. In this way xat gets an adversative force, and sometimes seems to 

stand for kairou: Eur. Herc. F. 508 dparé p édomep qv mepiBdentos Bporois, 
dvonacta tpdcowy. Kat p apeiief 1) rixn—ruéepa pa: so in G.T. for ddd 

, as ef > ‘ - 4 > , A a” 

or 6¢, as Mark xii. 12 éjrouy airov kpatjoa Kat edoBnOnoay Tov dyXoyr : 

1 Thess. ii. 18 7OeAnoapey edOciv mpds ipas Kal evéxoev nuds 6 Latavas. 

4. Lastly, its incressive power is used in imperative clauses, which 
it connects with the preceding, as well as generally in expressions of some 
action following suddenly and forcibly on what goes before; as, kat pou 
dds tH xeipa!—kat por haBe ro Wygiopa: Il. a, 584 as dp’ en, kat avaitas 
Sémas—pytpi pin ev xepot rider. 

Obs. 1. Kat is used often to connect two clauses instead of té—kat. 

Obs. 2. In English we say many great men, bat in Greek generally, 
moddoi is considered as a substantival word and is joined to the other 
adjective, either by kat or té alone (rare and only poetic), Eur. Hec. 620 
& mwhetot éxov kéANOTA Te: or by Té Kat, or (Homeric) by té—ré, in which 
case moddoi stands after the adjective: Il. 8, 213 dxooua te moddd TE Hn. 
So in Latin, multe et preclare res. 

Obs. 3. When Homer after a temporal conjunction such as 6re, jpos 
&c. joins the sentence depending thereon by kai, this arises from the old 
fashion of coordinating clauses (see §. 752. 1., and dé in Dependent Sen- 
tences) : it marks the immediate consequence of the one verbal notion upon 
the other; Il. a, 478 jos & npryevera avn pododdkrudos Has, kal TOT emer’ 
dvdyovro peta orpatov evpryv ’Axaav: Hdt. VIII. 64 as d€ odu ed0€ée kat éeroi- 

evy ravra. G.'T. as Luke il. 21 Ore emAnoOnoay nuepar—xat exr7On k.T. A. : 
cf. vil. 12. See §. 761. 3. 

Obs. 4. Coordinate sentences ought to be alike as to the mood and tense 
of their verbs, but sometimes in poetry, and even in prose, they differ; and 
especially we find a participle in one sentence and the finite verb in another: 
Il. 6, 347 épntvovro pévoytes addndrowwl Te KEeKASpevor Kal Tacc Ocoicw xEipas 
avioxovtes peydd’ ebxeTowvto éxaotos : Demosth. 236, 15 GAN ay dkovorre 
TavTa amayyeAA6vT@Y TOUT@Y, KAKELVOS evTOS ein TUA@Y KAaL pNdév ExoLl ipeis 
Toumoat. 

Kat, etiam, as an adverb. 

§. 760. 1. Kat like ére is properly an adverb, even, also, etiam. But 
this emphatic force of kat implies a connection with another clause, and 
hence «ai derives its power as a conjunction. When «ai is used in this ad- 
verbial sense, it often refers back to a principal sentence introduced by od 
povoy, ov paddov, Or womep kal, eimep kai &c., or this clause is supplied by 
the mind ; as, kat 6 Swxpdrys raira éde€ev (sc. od pdvor of GAAoL, Or Gomep Kal 
of G@AXou.) 

2. According to the nature of this former clause, whether expressed or 
implied, xai has either a strengthening or a weakening power. In the 
first case, kai with verbs, subst., and numerals, means also, even, quite, yet ; 

with adject. and adverbs of quantity and intensity—entirely, certainly, 
very ; with temporal and conditional expressions-—already, even already, 
yet, even yet ; as, Kal KatayehGs pou—xal od Taira @deéas: I]. A, 654 Taya 
kev Kat dvairiov aittd@ro. Also with comparatives: Il. x, 556 Oeds Kal dpel- 
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vovas immous Swpycatto : SO Kal Tpis—kal Alyy, Kal KdprTo,, Kal TAVU, KUL TOUS, 

kal Tas—kal mplv, kat maar, Kal xOés, Kal adtixa, Kal Sy or Woy, Kal swe, 
kat wad, Kal voy Or TL Kal vov—Kal ws, Kat oUTws, vel sic. 6. In the last 
case, even but, but even: Od. a, 58 icucvos kat xanvdv anopackovta vonoa.. 
So with pdvos, ets, the indefinite and demonstrative pronouns, after 

relatives, interrogatives, and p, as, Plat. Rep. 335 B éortw dpa dixatov 
dvOpwrou B\drrew Kal dvrwodv avOpworov: Ibid. 445 C devpo viv—iva xai ids, 
doa Kal cldy tye  Kaxla: Demosth. 46 ri yp) Kat mpocdoxav; What shall 
one but expect ? (=nihil plane exspectandum est :) Eur. Hee. 515 mas kat 
vw eEerpdgare ®: Ibid. 1064 mot Kat pe huya mr@ocover pvxov: Id. Hippol. 
II71 mas Kat Si@der’, eiwé ; ‘* Qui ti xpy A€yew interrogat, is, quid dict, non, 

an aliquid dict debeat, querit ; sed qui ri xp wai eye, ts non solum quid, 
sed etiam an aliquid dicendum sit, dubitat (plene: quid dicendum est, st 

omnino aliquid dicendum est» ?’’) 

3. After adverbs of comparison, és, donep &c., we find kal, even, to give 
emphasis to the comparison ; Plat. Rep. 466 D év dvOpamos—oéorep Kat év 
@dXovs Coos: so G.T. as Matt. vi. 10 @s ev otpare Kat emi yas: James ii. 
26 dorep 70 Opa k.T..: GoTEp Kat 7H TloTIs kK. T,X. 

Remarks on xat which belongs to another cal in a dependent clause, 
such as eomep kai &e. 

§. 761. 1. If nat, etiam, belongs to another kat in a dependent clause ; 

as, Kat 6 Swxpdryns tai7r édeEev, GoTEp Kal of GddAou: it frequently is omitted 
in the former or latter clause: in the former, when the speaker is not at 
the moment thinking of the latter, or does not mean to point forward to 

the latter ; as, 6 Swxpdarns tadr’ edeEev, domep Kat of GAAXo.:—in the latter, 

when the former is to be more emphatic; as, kat 6 Swxparns radr’ ehegev, 

@otrep ot addot. 

2. The relative or demonstrative sentence to which «ai refers is fre- 
quently omitted, and mast then be supplied from the context; as, kat 6 
Saxparns édekev (scil. dowep or drep Kai of ahd): Xen. M.S. III. 10, 11 
Tas ovv, py, TO appvOu@ cTopate apporrovta Tov Pwpaka cvpvOpov Toteis ; 

"Qomep Kal apporrovra, epy, scil. ovr@ Kat evpvbpov. 

3. It is a curious feature in this use of «ai that it is transferred from 
the clause to which it more properly belongs, to the other clause where 
it is not so much wanted, so that the unity of the two is more strongly 
marked ; as, 6 Swkpdrns etmep tis Kat adXos, for Kai 6 &., elmep TLs adXos : 

Hdt. 1. 2 dvarpagapévous Kai radda, Tov elvexev drixato, apmaca Tov Baowdjos 
tiv bvyarépa Mndey, for cat dprdca. So in temporal and conditional de- 
pendent clauses it is transferred to the principal clause, to mark that 
one action follows immediately on the other: Thuc. IL. 93 os de coger 
abrois, Kal €xapouv evOvs for as Kat COoéev: and ws kai may be translated by 
simulatque; simulac decretum est ab iis, continuo discesserunt. So often 
in Homer: “Ote—xat tote : Ei kat: émet kat. See §. 759. Obs. 3. 

Incressive or Emphatic Adverbs. 

§. 762. Emphasis is expressed by kai, et, or the adverb kat, etzam, 
but more forcibly by od pdovov—GAda kat, or obx dtt—GAAG Kat &e. 

a Pflugk ad loc. b Herm. ad Viger. 837. 
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Ob povov—adha kai: odx Or &c. 

1. ‘O Sexpdrns ob pdvov codds jv, GAG Kat dyabds. Kai is sometimes 
dropped in the second clause, whereby that clause is more emphatically 

contrasted with the former, so as to throw it into the shade; Xen. M. 

I. 6, 2 Kai iparioy nuierar ob pdvov paidov, AANA Td adits O€pous TE kal yetpa- 

vos: while O8 povov—aXa. kat denotes rather that the two clauses coexist 

and are of equal weight in the thought. 

2. Here belong the following elliptic phrases : Odx dtu (or Mh dt nedum) 
—G\a Kai (or GANG alone) ; Oux dws (or My Gmrws)-— ahha kat (or GAG 
alone) ; Ob povoy, dtt—GAANG Kai: Ox otov—adha: Odx é OTL, (or Ody ¢ oTrws, ) 
that is ovK« épéa, dru (Gres), as in Latin non dico; oby otov, i.e. od Toiev 
ciov : ph Ott, (wh Stws,) 1. e. py A€ye, py eyo (let me nol say) or py d€yns, 
rt, (6r@s,) not lo say, as in Latin, ne dicam. 

3. According to the nature of the two opposed clauses, these forms, obx 
ott &c., (I do not say that, nedum) mean not only, or not only not, or not to 

mention. 

a. If they be directly and equally opposed to one another, of dtt=not 
only not; as, obx OTe epuyev, dAN’ evixnoe, not only did he not fly, but he 
conquered, properly ov« épa, bre &h., adN ev., non dicam eum fugisse, sed 
vicit. 

b. If the latter is stronger than the former, obx 6t1=not only ; as, obx 
Stu érpecev, GAN epvyev, not onl was he afraid, but he fled, 

ce. If the former is the more important, and is followed by oty én, odx 
dmws, these mean not lo say merely ; as seGUyEM obx Otrws erpecer, he Sied, 
not to say was merely afraid : Thuc. 1.35 08x omws k@dvrat, ‘< not to say.” 
Sometimes the clause which really should stand first i is put after the other 
and is introduced by od, or a@\ha, or GANG Kat: Xen. Cyr 3. torere: 
dvaorainte Gpxnodpuevor, py Strws dpxeicbat ev pvdua, GAN obS dpbodcba ediva- 
ae, non solum non saltare, sed ne rectis quidem pedibus stare poteratis : 

instead of o88 épOodcba edivacbe py ras, (not to say merely) dpyeicOa : 
Plat. Apol. 40 D py Ott (Ou@rnv Tivd, GANG Tov péyay Baoiréa, ne dicam pri- 

vatum aliquem: instead of rov péyav Baoidéa pr 6re itarny, not merely: Id. 
Symp. 179 B kat pay dmepan ob yna Kew ve peovot eOehovow ot epavrTes, ou pdvov 

ore avépes, AAG Kat “povaixes : : Demosth. 67 extn. (rovs OnBatous yetro) ovX 
omTws avrimpagew kat Stakwdvoew, GANA Kal ovotpatevoe, ay avtovs Kedevn 

(scil. cvorparevew), non solum non, sed etiam. 

Obs. So also px te, pa} ros are used, generally accompanied by yé and 67: 
Demosth. 24, 23 ov« é 8 avrov dpyodyta ovde rois idous emitdtrew inép 
avrov Tt moveiv, py Te ye 1) Tots Ocois, ne dicam (nedum). 

Two opposed clauses standing coordinately to each other. 

§. 763. 1. Two opposed clauses may be coordinate when the latter 

a In the curious phrase, Thuc. VI. 18 Bdve., ‘‘not only does he defend himself 
ov pdvoy emidvtTa, TIS GuvveTat GAAG Kat BR} against an invader, but even (not to say at- 

Gmrws Eretot TpoKaTarauPdver, it seems as tacks him) anticipates him;” denoting that 
if the best way of taking it would be to Thucydides prefers the term mpokaTaAau- 
consider ui) 8tws &reiot as parenthetically Bdve where @reios might have suggested 
introduced between ka) and mpoxatadgu- itself to the hearer’s mind. 
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limits or denies some notion or thought in the former, as, he is poor, but 

brave—he is not bold, but cowardly ; the former clause, as it allows or 

concedes something, is called the concessive, the clause coordinate to it, 
the adversative clause. 

Limitation. 

he. 

2. Aé is the most general expression of opposition, and expresses 
every sort thereof. As uniting the force of the copulative conjunctions 
(ré, kat), and the adversative (dAAq), it is used in both ways. 

Mev—be. 

§. 764. 1. As the adversative clause is marked by 8é, so is the conces- 

sive by pév, which gives to the former clause the notion of allowing some- 
thing, and thus points forward to the disallowing something else, that is 
to the limitation in the second clause, and the force both of 6¢ and yey is 

weaker or stronger as the case may be. 

2. The derivation and original force of pév and 8 is of course somewhat 
doubtful : .wév is by some derived from pny, vero, and 8€ from dea, to bind : 
it seems far better to consider pevy as the neuter of eis, one, as if it were 

pets, pia, pev, and 6€ as connected with dis, v0 2; so that they would mean 
in the first place,—in the second place, and these meanings may perhaps be 
traced in all the uses of these particles; we may translate them very often 
indeed—but, or on the one hand—on the other. 

3. a. Mév and 8é are used in distinctions or divisions of place, time, 
number, order, person ; the single members being placed in contrast to each 
other by pev—éé, so that the one is separated from the other; as, “Evrav@a 
pev—eket b€: "EvOa pév—évOa 5é: ‘Ore pev-—oré 5é: Toré péev—rore be (Gre 
and rére in this sense are accented like Moré) more pév—moré dé: "Adore 
péev—iiddore b€: “Apa pev—dya S€: Upaérov pev—Ereira b€ : TH pev—rij Oe : 
Ty pev—amy b€: Td pév—ro b€: Ta pev—ra dé: and Tovro pév—rodro be 

(especially in Hdt.) : and from the original distinction of place is derived 
the distinction of person; ‘O pév—é 8é, hic—ille, properly he here—he 
there. 

b. Hence frequently the whole is followed by two parts distinguished 
by pév—8é, in the same case with the whole, especially nomin. and accus. : 
Hdt. 1.175 véporow—ra prev Kpyrexoior ta S€ Kapixoioe xpavrac: Plat. Legg. 
838 A réyvnv—ryv pev padiay exo, THY 8 ad—yarewordtny : Id. Phedr. 248 
A ai 8€ addar Wuyxai } pév—v 8é: so in Homer, but only when the whole 
is in the dual or plural; as, Il. n, 306 to—6 pev—é 8€. 

Obs. 1. In G. T. instead of 6 péev—é dé, we find ets kai eis, as Matt. xx. 

21 €ls ek dei@y kal ets €£ eLovipor. 

Obs. 2. Sometimes the two clauses do not correspond in their forms; as, 
“O pév—aiddogs BE: Ol pév—enior SE or Eat. § of : Ot pev—adXog BE: Ot pev 

—é€repor 8¢: Ot pév—xal ot : “Ore pev—enidre SE &c.: Thue. VII. 73 Kai ot 
pev cimdvtes amnAOov, Kat oi dxoveartes Sunyyedav Tois oTpatynyots : Plat. Phaed. 

a R. P. Tracts, 303. Sewell Hor. Philol. 128. 
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59 A Gré pev yeddvres, evidte S€ Saxptovres : Id. Protag. 934 A eywye moda 
oS & dvOpwros pev aveed eori—Ta B€ ye dtbediwa (for word otda, & avOpar. 

Ta pev avo, eori—rTa d5é ye op.) : Demosth. 117, 24 Todto pev dpiv—kat 
médw Aakedatpovios : Ibid. 123, 48 mpdtov wéev—oirw 8 apyaios efyov: Ibid. 
125, 58 tore pev—trdhw dé. 

Obs. 3. In the second clause the proper contrary subst. is sometimes 
used instead of the article: Plat. Rep. 366 E as 76 pev (7) ddicia) péyoror 

- ¢ ” \ > Ce a f 4 , > , 
kakav, doa toxer Wux7) ev atti, Sixavocdvy Sé péyiorov ayaddy: Id. Theet. 
157 E ddu«eiv § eoriv év r@ rowvT@, Grav Ts p21) xepis pev ws dyovt(dpevos Tas 
SarpyBas moujrat, xwpis dé diadeydpevos, kai év pev TH maiCy—ev S€ TH Siahé- 
yeo0ar orovdaty. Sometimes, for the sake of emphasis or clearness, the 
substantive is expressed, as well as the articles, with pév or dé: Thuc. VII. 

86 évvéBawe dé, tov prev morepL@TaToy adtois eivar, AnpooOevyy, dia Ta ev TI 
vnoe@, kai Wve, Tov € did Ta adTa emiTNderdrarov. 

c. When the same word is repeated, or an equivalent word used in two 
sentences, the sameness of the common notion is somewhat lessened, and 

its importance increased by the use of pev—dé, which by separating them 
makes it seem as if they were different notions placed in contrast to each 
other : Hesiod Th. 655 mept pév mparidas, wept 8 €ool vénua: Hat. II. 52 
kal ethe pev ty ’Emidavpov, ethe 8€ adrdy Lpoxdea kai eCaypnoe ; Id. VI. 112 
TpAror pev yap “EAAnvav—bpdy@ es Todeplous expyoavro, TPO. S€ avéoxovTo 
cobra Te Mnoixyy opéwvtes, kai tods Gvdpas tavtnv eaOnuévovs : Id. VII. 9, 1 
Tov émotdpela pev THY payny, emotdpeda S€ riHy Svvauw, cf. 18. Xen. M.S. 
IT. 1, 32 eyed dé odveye pev Oeois, ouvert 8 dvOparos trois dyabois. 

d. When different predicates belong to the same subject, or different 
actions to the same person, pév and Sé are used to mark that each action 
is distinct - Soph. Phil. 239 eyo yévos pev cis THs mepippUTou Skvpov, Theo & 
és otkov, avddpar S€ Tats "AxiAews Neowrdd\epos : SO in a principal and depend- 
ent clause ; Hdt. [. 103 of éew€Badov pév és tiv “Aoiny, Kuyppeplous éxBaddvres 
ek THs Edparns, tovrow S€ emomdpevoe evyovor ovT@ es Tiv Mndixhy xopny 
drixovro. It is a peculiar idiom of Homer and Herodotus, when an em- 

phasis has been laid by yey on the action of some subject, to use of dé with 
the second predicate, as it were to repeat the subject : Hdt. I. 66 oi Aake- 
Saypdvior Apkddav peév tev didANov arelyorto, ot 8 (sc. Aaxed.)—éml Teyenras 

eotpatevovro: Id. VI. g «i b€ radra pév od momoovar, ot S€ mavras dia payns 
ehevoovra, rade oe Neyere: Id. VIL. 13 dvetpou pév rovrou Adyov ovddéva erroL- 

€eTo, 6 8€—Zéreye. 

e. We sometimes find in a succession of notions to be distinguished 
from each other, pév with the first, and then 3¢ with each succeeding one: 
Hdt. 1V. 83 emird€ovtas rotor prev me(dv orpardy, Toto. S€ véas mapexetv, TOLoL 

S€é Cevyrucbar Tov Opniktoy Béomopov : cf. VI. 122. IIT. 108. Xen. Mem. 2, 
6 ad >? a ce £ ‘A - ed , > A »>y? ¢ , c \ r} 

5, 2 TOY OLKET@Y O [LEV TOU dvo0 pvaiy Eds éotv, 6 8€ v8 Hyipvaiov 6 Bé rEevTe 

pvav 6 8€ kai dexa. So Arist. Rhet. I. 2,18. 

JF. So actions connected in place, time, or causation are joined by Mév— 
dé as by Tée—xai; only that by this latter a more intimate connection, 
while by the former a more external connexion, is intimated : Soph. Ai. C. 
1623 jv pev ovonn, Pbéypa 9 eéaichyns twos OdiEey adrov. 

g- So two clauses of the same construction are opposed to each other 
by Mev—de (or airdp), in order to connect the former, (which ought to 

Gr. GR. VOU. 1. 30 
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have been expressed by a dependent clause,) with the context, by putting 
it in contrast to the latter. This occurs in Homer, though probably not 
with this rhetorical intent, but from the old practice of placing subordinate 
thoughts in a coordinate form; it may be often translated by “‘ whilst :” 
Il. a, 165 od peév voi more icov €yw yépas, 6mmér *Axatol Tpdev exméptao €v- 

vaidpevov TrodicOpov" GANA TO sev rEtov TOAVAiKos TOhEpoLo XEipes euat SrémoVT"* 
arap iv mote Sacpos ikntrar, ool Td yepas TOAD peigov, yo 8 dAcyov re pidov te 
épxow tx@v emi vnas=ov pev ool mote ioov exw yépas—, adda, xeipav epav 
TrElov TodEpoLo SreTroUT@V, Tol Td yépas TOAD peiCov yiyverar: Ibid. 182 ws ey 
dgaipeirar Xpvaonida BoiBos Amdo, Thy pev eyo ody vl T euf Kal epois érd- 
povow Trépo, éyo 8€é « &yo Bpronidia—kduoinvie (while I send away, &c.) : 
so Il. 6,270 atvrap dy’ Hpes manrtnvas, enet ap tu” diotevoas ev buiho BeBAnkev, 
6 pev (sc. BAnOeis) ave mecav ard Ouudy ddeccev, abtap 6 adtis iwy, mais as 

ims pytepa, Svoxev eis Atav® (=since the man had lost his life, he &c.): 
Eur. Iph. T. 116 paxpov pev FAOopev korn mépov (since we have made so long 
a voyage) ek Teppdtav S€ vootoy dpotpey TékwW: Demosth. 281 aicxpdv éotiv, 
ei €y@ pev Tovs mévovs, bpueis S€ unde Tos Adyous airav ave~eabe, that whilst I, 
&c.; but the blame also implied in the latter clause is here brought out 

more strongly by its contrast with the former clause. 

Remarks on pév and 8é. 

Position. 

§. 765. 1. Mév and 8€ never stand at the beginning of a clause. When 
they refer to the whole of their respective clauses they usually stand 
second; but when they are intended to lay emphasis on some particular 
word they are placed after it. 

2. Hence sometimes pev—dé belong to the predicate of the whole clause, 
and not to the word to which they are joined: Il. a, 183 thy pev eyo— 
méppo, éya S€ « ayo Beonida. So especially d¢ is used with personal or 
demonstrative pronouns at the beginning of a clause, though the oppo- 
sition resides in some other word, generally the predicate: I. 6, 119 kai 
Tod pév p apdpaptev, 6 8 jvioxov Oepdwovra—Pdde. If the substantive or 
adjective is joined with the article or a preposition, the pév or 8€ generally 
come between these: Demosth. 815, 6 7a peév GANG wavra dmeotepnKact, THY 

‘ oikiav S€ Kal avdpdmoda—rapadedaxacw 4: Isocr. Paneg. c. 41 mpds peév Tous 
pidkovs—rpis 5 exOpors. 

Obs. In poetry, dé is frequently placed third in the sentence, not only 
after a preposition or the article, as sometimes in prose, but also after two 
or even three words which are closely connected; as, A‘sch. Pers. 719 
meCos 7) vavtns S€ metpay tHvd euapavev tadas: Id. Ag. 45 mapakdivovo’ éré- 
kpavev S€ kK. T. 2X. 

Mev and 8€ with disjoined or dissimilar Clauses. 

3. Sometimes a periphrasis intervenes between the pév and 8€ ; 11.8, 494 
aA 4 , ‘ A > a , = 

Boaray pev Tinvehews kat Aniros npxov—5 | 1 ot 8 ’Aamdndédva vaiov is’ ’Opxo- 

pevoy Mivvecoy, Tav npx Aakadados kat ‘lddpevos. 

4, One of the opposed clauses may be expressed by the verbum finitum, 

a Bremi ad loc. 
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‘ Mév—Se. 

while the other either takes the form of a participle or a periphrasis ; as, 
radra Kalas pev mpakae Sdgas, opddpa 8€ dpaptdvers. 

Mév—, péev—. 

5. If wev is used in adjectival (relative) or adverbial sentences, it is often 
repeated in a following demonstrative sentence, for the sake of emphasis : 
Hdt. II. 121 xai tév (i. e. dv) pev Kadeovor Oépos, Toitov pev mpockuveoval Te 
kal €0 mowovor Tov S€ XELMaVa K. T.r. 

Mév—pev— ; 8€—Be. 

6. Thus Mev—pev are often followed by corresponding Ae—éé, which 
gives force to the expression: Plat. Apol. 28 E éya ody Sdewa av eipya- 
opevos, ® avdpes “AOnvaior, ci, STE EV pe Of ApxovTes ErarToy, ols tpeis eiheobe 
apxew pov, kat ev Hordaia kal ev Apdurdde kal eri Andio, TOTE pev ov ekeivor 
érattov éuevov—kat exwdtvevoy amobaveiv, TOO Se Ocod tdrrovTos, ws eyo BnOnv 

Te Kal UréXaBor, pilacopaived Ke detv cay kal e€eracovra éuavTov Kal Tovs GAXovs, 

evtav0a Sé hoBnbeis i) Oavatoy 7) GdXo OTLody mpaypa Aitrotpe TV rdéw a: [so- 

crat. Areopag. 18 map’ ots pév yap prte hudaky pyte Cnula Tov ToLovT@y Kabe- 

arnke, un ai Kpioers axpiBeis clot, mapa TodTos pev SiabOetpecOat Kal Tas éme- 
etkeis TOV Gbiocwv’ Strou S€é pte AaGeiy Trois adixovor padidv eott, pHTe havepois 
yevouevais cvyyvapns Tuxev, evtatOa 8 e&irndovs yiyverOar tas Kakonfetas. 
But this form of parallelism is seldom found so perfectly drawn out ; either 
the second pev is omitted, as Xen. Cyr. VI. 2, 14, or both; or the second 
8é is dropped, or the two latter clauses are joined into one, so that there 
is only one 8€: Hdt. III. 108 dca pév Wuxny re devdd kal €badma, Tatra pev 
mdvra Todvyova TeToinxev—6oa S€ oxeTALa Kal avinpa, ddrydyova k. T,X. 

Obs. In Homer we do not find Mév—pev—, 6¢—: but where pev is 
twice used, the second is not a repetition of the first, but is opposed to 
the following é¢, while the first pev belongs to the protasis of which the 
two clauses (wey—8é) are the apodosis: I]. v, 41—47 etws pév p amavevbe 
Geot Ovnrav écav avdpav, téws "Axatol pev peya Kvdavov—, Tpaas 8€ tpdpos 

aivos tmndvbe yvia éxacrov—. AdTtap emei x. tr. r. To the first pév (clos 
weév), adtap corresponds ; to the second, 8€ (Tpéaas 8€). 

Méev—é dda, &c.—Meév té, or kal, or 4, oO” ElTe. 

7. Of course instead of $é€ any other adversative copula may be used ; 
as, GAAd, at, auTdp, drdp, pevrot, Spas, piv, &c. But instead of such a 
copula we sometimes find a. té or kat, and in Homer, ABE; ; or b. the con- 
struction is entirely changed, no regard being had to peév. 

a. In this construction, though the sentence begins as if the clauses 
were to be distinguished from and opposed to each other, they are after- 
wards represented as parts of a whole: Od. x, 475 rov & azo peév puds re 
kal ovata yndéi xadk@ Tdpvor’ prdsea T e&€pvcar (for do pév pivas Tapvov, €k 
Sé pndea epvoav :) Od. , 49 emer dpevot pev ag inrav avdpace Hdpvac bat, kat 
66 xp) mefov edvra: Od. y BOT adap enol mdpa pev xAaivat kal (for mapa dé) 
pnyea kaha: Il. a, 267 Kdptustoe pev évay, Kal Kaptioros euayovto : Od. p, 

168 dvepos pév emavcato ASE yadnyyn emdreTo: Eur. Or. 22, 24 (‘Ayapepvore) 

a Stallb. ad loc. 

302 
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Mev—é. 

mrapbévor péev tpeis Spupev ex pias, XpuodOepis, “Ipryevera 7°, "HAcKrpa rT ey, 

dpony 7 “Opeotns, pytpos dvucwwrarns : Ibid. 500 xpyy avtoy emGeivar pev 

aipatos Siknv éaiav bidkovr’, ekBadeiv te Sopdroy pytepa: Thuc. II. 46 twa 

oleae Furia otk dpewov pev i) viv, rapacKevdcacOa, Todopkia Te Tapareveio Bat 

és rovcxarov: Xen. M.S. 1.1, 10 éxeivds ye det pév nv ev 76 havepO—, kat 
eye pev @s TO TOAV, Tois S€ Bovdopevors €&yy dxovew.— And subdivisions 

which intervene between pev and d¢ are connected by te. 

b. Il. 6, 374 adda od pev viv vaiv émévtve padvuxas inmous, ofp’ dv éya— 

revyeow és Téepov Owpyéopar: Tl. o, 134 GANa od pev pyT@ KaTadvTeo WOdov 

“Apnos, mpiv y ene Sedp’ ehOovoav ev dfOahpotow ina. 

Obs. 1. In many passages the use of Mév—ré or kai, insteap of Mev—de 
is only seeming, each particle being used in its proper sense. In such pas- 
sages pev stands alone, (§. 766. 2.) the corresponding clause with de being 
supplied, and the 7é or kai is a mere copula, and does not belong to the 

pev: Od. 5, 190 ’Arpeidy, wept pév ce Bporav memvupevoy evar Néotap pas 6 
yépov, br” empynoaiucba ocio. Kat viv, et te mov eott, miBod por: Od. w, 24 
’Arpeidn, Tept pev oe apev Ai reprixepatvo avdpdv jpowv pirov eppevar— 
4 rt dpa kai col mpata mapactnoec Oa epeddrev Moip’ ddron; Il. 6, 274 ev9a 
riva mpatov Tpoav Ede Tedkpos duipav; "Opatdoxoy peév mpOra kal ”“Oppevoy 75 
Odedeotny k. T,X. 

Obs. 2. So when 8€ is found before per, or Mev—6e, the first dé belongs 
to a preceding sentence, as a copula: Aisch. Eum. 98- ¢ya 8é—as pev 
éxravov—aicypas 8 dA@pat—the first dé is a copula. 

Mév alone. 

§. 766. 1. The adversative copula (8¢, té, &c.) which should answer to peév 

is sometimes wanting, when the word to which 8$¢ &c. would be attached, 
in itself implies the opposition sufficiently ; as, évrad@a pév—exet, and very 
often mpatov pév—émerta: Eur. Med. 548 ev rade deifm mpdta pev codos 
yeyos, éreita cdppar, eita col peyas Pitos4: cf. Id. Hec. 357: Xen. M.S. 
III. 11, 14 ef mpOtov prev Trois Kexopeopevors pnte mpoodépors, pyte tropipyn- 
okois,—emetta Tors Seouevovs itopipynoxos : Demosth. 836, 3. 40, 2. 18, I 
mpartov pev dzictovs, eita: Soph. CE. R. 602 rotro péev—meibew ra xpyodEvr’ 
ei capas nyyeihd oo, TouT GAN éeav pe k.T.A. Xen. Cyr. | ae ee router (sc. 

pépov) & gorw ev pév maciv, ev S€é epyBors, GAO Tedeiors avdpdow, Go Tois 
tmép Ta oTparevowa Tn yeyovdat. 

2. The adversative clause is often wholly omitted, and must be supplied ; 
this especially occurs with personal and demonstrative pronouns: Od. 7, 
237 ceive, TO pév ce mparov eyav eipnoopar: Hat. III. 3 déyerar be Kai dd¢e 6 
Adyos, €pot pev ov mOavds, to me indeed incredible (but to others perhaps not 
so): Xen. Cyr. II. 2, 10 ey peév od« of8a.—So ds pév Aéyovow: Plat. Apol. 
21 D édoyioduny, dre ToUTOU peév Tov avOparou eyo coperepds eiue: Id. Pheed. 
58 A tadta pev nyiv ijyyerde tis”. Also the forms oipar pev, Hyodpor pev, 
SoKG pev, ovK oida pév &c., I indeed think so=surely. And this pey may 

stand after any word, as the adversative clause to it may be supplied. So 
in questions, where it may be translated by but certainly, to be sure, &c.: 
Plat. Charm, 153 C mapeyévou pév, 7) 8 os, rH waxy; but were you really ? 
&e. , 

a Pflugk ad loc. b Stallb. ad loc. 
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Mev— 5é. 

Aé without pév. 

§. 767. 1. Aé€ often stands alene :—a. When the second clause is not 
in the speaker’s mind when he conceives the first. 6. When he purposely 
refrains from pointing forward to any second clause. c. When the former 
clause is but slightly opposed to the second. d. When the first clause is 
not expressed, but supplied by the mind @. 

2. Hence 6€ can be used alone in all cases where Mev—éé might be 
used; the opposition being of course partial and imperfect: and so 6 pev 
is often omitted before 6 5é: Xen. Cyr. 1V. 5, 46 épare immous, Goot piv 

mapevow, ot S€ tpocdyovra (for doo, of pev—). Cf. Plat. Apol. 18 D>: Xen. 
Hell. I. 2, 14 of aiypahwror—@yovto es Ackéetav, ot & és Méyapa. In poetry 

pev is sometimes omitted, where a perfect opposition between the two 
sentences might be looked for: Eur. Or. 100 6p@as édegas, od pidos B€ por 
héeyers: Ibid. 424 od codés, ddrnOis 8 és Pidrouvs epy idos: Ibid. 454 sq. 
dvopa yap, épyov & ovk éyovow of piror, of py “wt raioe cupdopats ovtes Piro: 

so G. T., as Matt. xxvi. 67 événtucay cis To mpdcwrov aitot—ot S€ éppdzcay. 

Obs. 1. Aé can refer to other conjunctions as well as pev; as, yé, Té, Kal, 

ym &c.: Xen. Cyr. IV. 4, 3 6 d¢ Sujxové te Ses Tavtwy Goa €BovhovTo eye, 

€reita 9€ Kal emnverev avTous. 

3. We find then 6é without wév in the following cases, where the con- 
trast is but very slight, or sufficiently implied in the form of expres- 
sion :— 

a. Where a word is used twice, or its equivalent is in the second clause 
(§. 764. 3. 6.): Tl. @, 484 ds ’Ayireds OdpByoev, idav Ipiapoy Ocoedéa’ Odp- 
Bycav Se kai GAAor: Eur. Med. 98 prrnp kuwet cpadiav, kwet 8€ xddov. In 
prose, pev is placed in the former clause. 

6b. When several predicates or attributes belong to the same subject 
(§. 764. 3.¢.): Hdt. VIL. 8, 2 Apicraydpn TH Mugoia, Sovdw 8 Hperepo. 

c. Where actions are coincident in time, place, or causation (§. 764. 3. 

d.): Eur. Pheen. 415 vvé juve Adpacrov 8 7dOov cis mapactadas. So Eur. 
Med. 249 (@pev kar’ oikovs of S€ (whilst) papvaytar Sopi. 

d. After negative sentences: Thuc. IV. 86 otk emi xak@, em’ ehevOepacet 

S€ Tay “ENAjvev mapeAnAvOa: so Acts xxiv. 18. 

e. To introduce a limitation or explanation or correction of a preceding 
notion, where we use but; Plat. Prot. 329 E émel wodnol avdpetol eiow, adi- 
ko. 8€: so G.T., as 1 Cor. ii. 6 codiay Aadodpev ev Tois Tedeiors, Topiay B€ od 
Tov aiavos rovrov: 1 Cor. i. 16 €Bdmtica 8€ Kai Tov Sredava oikov, 

4. As pe is often used twice alone, so is dé, especially to take up an 

interrupted sentence, and also to sum up thoughts already separately and 
loosely stated (ut paucis complectar) : Hdt. 1. 28 ypdvov 8€ emvywopevov kat 
KATECTPAppEevwy TYedov TavT@Y TOV éevTOs “AAvos ToTaLod oiknwevav (mANY yap 
k.7.A.), KaTeoTpappevwy Sé€ rovToy x. 7. A.: so G. T. 1 Cor. x. I avros Se 

IladAos tapakaX® tpas—bs kata mpdowmov tarewvds—Séopa $éx.T.d. Fre- 
quently however the sentence which 6¢ thus takes up is really continued in 
what seems to be an interruption, and thus 6¢ is merely a copula: Aisch, 

a Elms. Med. 137. b Stallb. ad loc. 
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Aé. 

Eum. 95 ey & i? tpav a8 drnripacpérn—dvetdos ev POcroiaww ov« ekNelmrerat 

(=del dvetdiCopar) aloypas ¥ dd@par, and I wander in disgrace. So 8é€ is often 
placed in opposition to a parenthesis: Hdt. VIII. 67 eet Gy dmixaro és ras 

} , 
"ACnvas mavres obTor TAIY Haplov (Mdpror S€ bmodeupOevtes ev KvOv@ exapaddxeov 

\ / ~ > he ¢ Se X A € > / > \ ® iN oN 

Tov TOAcOY Ki) aToBnTeTaL), Ot SE hotTol ws amikovTo es TO Dadnpoy k.T.X. 

Obs. 2. Sometimes however in Aé—8é the latter 5¢ is merely copulative: 

Il. y, 259 as aro, piynoev 8 6 yépov, exedevoe 8 (copula) éraipovs. 

5. As we sometimes find Mev, pev—oé, d€, so Ae, dé is sometimes found 

without Mey, pév preceding in the contrasted clauses: Plat. Pheed. 78 C odk- 
ouv dmep del kata Tavra Kal @oavTas EXEL, TavTa pdhioTa Eikos evar Ta akvvOera, 
Ta Se GAXor’ dAAws Kal pydérore KaTa TavTa, TATA Sé civar Ta EvvOera ; 

6. An idiomatic construction in which 8¢ alone has a very good effect, 

is in exclamations of displeasure, &c. where 5€ forms a strong contrast to 
the thought which the mind supplies: Demosth. 582, 1 aA’ ok adv cidews 
elmotev Tov S€ Bdckavoy! trav S€é dAeOpov! rodrov dé LBpi¢ev! avarveiy SE! 

Aé as a Copula.—é for yap, obv.—Aé in Questions and Answers. 

§. 768. 1. From this weaker adversative use of $€ its use as a copula 

is derived, in the second place: whereby sentences are connected, though 
the thoughts are to a certain degree hereby opposed to each other, the 
thought which follows being represented as new and distinct from the old 
one which preceded: this may be translated by and. 

2. Hence 8€ is used when the speaker passes from one object to 
another: Il. a, 43-49 os par’ edxdpevos’ tov & ekdve BoiBos ’Amd\A@v" BH 

S€ Kar’ OtAVpTOLO Kapnvov—, exayéav B ap’ dicrol em duwv yoouevorco— 6 

D Fie vuxri cows’ ler emer amwdvevOe vedv, peta S idv enxev’ Sewn S€ kdayy? 

yever apyvpeo.o Buoto. 

3. Even clauses which are properly subordinate are often joined by oe, 
it being left to the hearer or reader to make out the real relation of the 
sentences from the context (§. 761. 2.). Thus 8€ often expresses the reason 
and stands for ydp: except that yap makes the clauses logically subordinate 
—one the cause of the other—as 5¢é makes them logically coordinate, as if 
both were of the same separate character and importance: II. +, 496 sq. 
ovde TL OE XpH vNrees Hrop éxew* oTpemToi SE Te Kal Oeoi adroit: Il. €, 416 rov 
& ovrep exer Opdaos, Os Kev tOnTar, eyyds wv’ xademds SE Ads peyddoro Kepavves : 

I]. a, 259. Eur. Hipp. 196 60 dmeipootvay addov Bidtov KovK anddaew Tov 
tnd yaias’ pidos 8 dros epdperda: Thuc. 1. 26 KopivOio, gore 8 ioOyos 

TO xwplov, emoddpkovv tiv médwv. So in Latin, autem. And 8€ is used for 
ovv, when an imperative clause, the reason whereof is contained in what 

goes before, is joined on by de: Il. 6, 204 oi— bap’ avayovaw modda TE kat 

xapievra’ ov 8€ odhior Bovdco viknv! Cf. Hdt. V. 40 ob 8€ radra Toiee. 

4. And in addresses, questions and answers, 8$¢ is used, and marks 

the transition from and continuation of the dialogue, as the person 
who asks or answers the question is supposed to interrupt himself or the 
other person, take up what he is saying, and join thereto his own thought : 
Xen. Cyr. V. 1, 4 KeAevopevos 8€ 6 "Apdomns emnpeto’ “Eapaxas 8, ey, THY 
yvvaixa, ® Kipe, fv pe keAevers pudarrew; Id. M.S. II. 9, 2 kal 6 &., eimé por, 
epy, & Kpirav, kivas 8€ tpépeis, va aor To’s AUKovs amd Tv mpoBdTwy arrepv- 
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Aé. 

koot; And do you prithee keep dogs, (while you remain unprotected from bad 
men ?) Hdt. 1.115 6 8€ duetBero wdc" °Q Séorora, eyo 8€ Tavra ToiToy eroinca 
avy dikn, (you are right,) but, &c.: Soph. Gt. T. 378 Kpéorros, 7 a00, ratra 
ragevpnpara ;—Kpéoy 8€ vou map ovd€v, ddd’ adtos od cot. So Alsch. P. V. 3. 
See §. 479. 5. 

Adverbial use of 8€.—Kat 8é. 

§. 769. 1. Aé besides its copulative has also an adverbial force, where- 

by sentences are placed in contrast to each other, but not united into one 
thought. It is used thus in od8€, pyde, also not, and in kat 8é. 

2. Kat 8é€ (divided, except in Epic, by the word in which the contrast 
resides) may be translated by and on the other side, also, then too, which is 
derived from its original force of in the second place. Od. 7, 418 ’Avrivo’, 
UBpw, €xov, kakopnxave! Kat 8€ ve haciv ev diype Idkns ped oundckas eppev 
dpiotov Bovdj Kai pidovor! and THEN: Kur. El. 1117 kal od & avbadys eds, 
you aso, not only Afgisthus : Hdt. IV. 105 Kat dprvovor 8é Aeyovres, and 
they swear it roo: Xen. Hell. V. 2, 37 kai of re Ghdou mpobvpas TH Tedevtia 
imnpérovv—kal 7) Tov OnBaiov S€ médAis—mpobvpas Evvérepwre kal Smitas Kal 
imméas. Sometimes peév precedes: I]. yw, So aA eye pév kip auexave orv- 
Yep, mep Ade yewoperdy wep’ Kal 8€ cou aire poipa—reixer tnd Tpaov— 
dmoheo Oat. 

Ae in the Apodosis. 

§. 770. 1. Aé has here also a double force, adversative or copulative. 
Sometimes péy stands in the former clause. 

a. The adversative 8€, which in sense approaches to ad, here marks 
that the apodosis or some part of it is opposed to its protasis. It is used 
(a) often after an hypothetical protasis—(8) after a comparative or relative 
protasis.—a. []. a, 135 aN ef pev dooovo1—, ei 5€ ke py Sdwow, eyo SE Kev 
attos €hopa, I then, &c.: Ul. pw, 245 eimep ydp tr addou ye mepixrewapeba 
mavtes—, voi 8 ov d€os or amodeobar: Od. p, 54 ai dé Ke Acoonae Erdpovs—, 
ot 8€ o@ ere wAcdvecou Tér év Seopoion Sedvtay : Xen. Cyr. V.5, 21 GAN ei 

pnde rovr’, py, Bovder aroxpivacba, od S€ TovvTeidey eye, ci kK. 7.A.—B. IL. 

146 oiy mep PvAdov yeven, Toin B€ kai avdpov: Od. n, 108 éocov Painxes epi 
mavreov pes avdpav via Oony evi mévt@ édavveuev, ws 8€ (so on the contrary) 

yuvaikes iordv texynoa. So G. T. as 2 Pet. ii. 20. So where a new subject 
is introduced into the apodosis: Hdt. V. 1 iv pev cadéowvra opéas of Mepi- 

vOtor, Tos S€ emiyecpeew. The corresponding clauses are not always fully or 
equally developed; as, Il. f, 319 aA os pev & immoroi—mremobas appadéws 
€mi ToAAOy éXlooerat évOa Kai vba, inmor 8€ TAAaVG@VTaL ava dpopor (for roiTe &é, 

to him also): Il. , 255 émei téxov vias dpicrous—, Tav 8 ovrivd np Aedei- 
Oa: Soph. Phil. 86 eyo pev ods av rv Adyov Gdy@ KAvew, Aaepriov Tai, Tods 
d€ (rovade Dind.) kai mpacoew orvy@: Xen. Cyr. VIII. 5,12 dozep of émXi- 
Tat, oUTw 8€ kal of meATaTal Kai of Tokdrat. 

Obs. 1. For 8, &\\d and adtdp are used, as in Latin, a¢ after si: Il. a, 
82 eimep ydp Te xoAov ye Kat adtjuap KataméWy, AAA Te Kal peTdmiabev Exet 
kdrov, Opa terecoy : Il. 0,153 eimep yap o “Exrwp ye kakov kat avddxida 
gyoe, GAN od Teicovtar Tpdes kat AapSaviaves : Il. r, 164 eimep yap Ovpa ye 
pevowaa TroAepicew, GANA Te AdOpn yvia Bapdverar: Il. x, 390 «t dé OavdvTey 



AQ Syntax of the compound Sentence : §. 771. 

Aé—ad, &c. 

mep katadnOovr ely AiSao, adtap eyo Kai KeiOc Pidov pepnvjgop’ éraipov. So 
= «ox » lal arm ic , , 

aire: Il. 8, 738 of & "Apywroarv exov—, tov ab nyeuoveve—Hodvmoirns. 

Obs. 2. Thus 8¢ stands, especially in Attic, after a protasis, which is 
shortly expressed by a participle; as, Xen. M.S. HI. 7, 8 Oavpdgo ov, et 
éxelvous, Grav TovTO TOL@GL, PAdiws KELPOUMEVOS, TOUTOLS dé (so in the common 

edition) pySéva rpdrov oler SuvycerOae mpocevexOnvar, that although,—yxrT to 

these, &c. 

b, The copulative 8€ (which here seems at first sight to be redundant) 
joins together the protasis and apodosis, as if they were coordinate ; this 
seems to arise from the old idioms of the language, which loved to give 
an independent character to subordinate clauses. Hence mostly in Epic 
and Herodotus, but very rarely in the more accurate Attic idiom. It is 

used after a protasis expressive of a relation of time: Od. A, 386 adrap 
éret Wuyas pev dmeckedao’ GdAvdis GAA ay} TepoePovera yuvackov OndvtTepawy, 
Ade F emt Wuyi) Ayapéwvovos “Arpeidao: Il. w. 199 adrap ened) mdvtas Gy’ 
Hyeudverow Ayidedls aticev €v Kpivas, Kpatepdv 8 emi piGov éredrev: Il. gd, 
53 Tov 8 &s ody évdnoe woddpkns Sios "AxiANeds—, bxenoas 8 dpa etme mpds Ov 
peyadjropa Oupdv. So “Oppa—rtdéppa 8é: “Owdte—Sé, “Ews—Sé: So Hat. 

IX. 70 €ws pev yap dnjoay of ’APnvaior, of 8 jpdivorto. 

2. Frequently a sentence composed of such a protasis and apodosis is 
opposed to another similar pair of clauses by é—8é, so that the second 
protasis introduced by the second 6¢ is a sort of apodosis to the first, and 
the second apodosis belongs to the second protasis. The effect of this is 
that the protasis of the second set of clauses refers to the first of the 
whole series, while each apodosis belongs to its proper protasis, so that the 
first apodosis is in a sort of parenthesis. This is very common in Homer. 
In the first apodosis the 6¢ may be omitted : Il. a, 53-58 évvfjpap pev ava 
otpatov @yxeto Kda Oeoio (TH Bexdry F ayopnvde kah€ooato hadv *Axtddevs") 
ot 8 eel ody yepbev dpunycpées 7 eyevovto, Tota. B ayiordpevos petepy mddas 
akds "Aydded’s : Il. €, 436-439 Tpls pev emerr’ emdpovce KaTaKTdpevat peveaivar 

(pis S€ of eorupértée Hac domiS ’ATddov") GAN Ore bi) TO TETaproy eTeo- 

auto Saipon ioos, Sea 8 dpokdrnoas mpooedn éxdepyos "Amé\hov. So the first 
$é sometimes stands in the first clause, and the last S¢ in the last, re- 

ferring directly to the first, so that all between are in a sort of parenthesis: 

Od. y, 470-474 of 8 émel darycav Kpé’ imeprepa Kal epvoavro, SaivuvO ECope- 

vou’ (emt & avépes €xOdot bpovto, oivey evowoxoedvres evi xpvacois Oemdecow. 

Adrap émei mécuos Kal ednrvos e& epov évto,) Toior Bé pidwy jpxe Vepnos imndra 

Néorwp: Od. 56 ddpa pev jas jv—rtéppa 8 arcEdpevor pevopev—* Fpos 

F—xai rére S4—: Il.4, 550 Shpa pev—todpa SE—* GAN’ dre 9—‘Hror 6 

—: Il. p, 10-17 8ppa pev—xal—xai—, téppa S—adtap emei—moddoi 5 —oi 

pev—ol 5e—répbero 5¢—Apycion SE—Sy tére—. In such sentences the first 
8 (in the first apodosis) is copulative, with a certain adversative force ; 
the second 8€ (in the second protasis) is adversative, as placing the second 
pair of clauses in opposition to the first; and the last d¢ (in the second apo- 

dosis) is again copulative, but frequently with a certain adversative force. 

AG—atre —aOts (attis)—adtdp, dardp. 

§.771. 1. The original force of aé as an adverb is doubtlessly local, 
back, retro (cf. avepvev) : although it so soon passed into a temporal notion 
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Katrou. 

that it is not used as a local adverb; (so in Homer viv ad, devtepov ad, rd 
tpirov av, &c.; in Attic, ad madw, madw ad, also adéis wahw, avOis ab wary, 

avéis ad; thus in poetic questions, and exclamations of displeasure, it ex- 
presses the repetition of a similar, if not the same thing: Il. a 
540 tis & ab Tor, SodopAra, bev aupppaccato Bovdds; so also tint abre in 

Homer,) and then, like rursus, it denotes opposition, on the other hand, 
contra; as, Xen. Hell. IV. 8, 1 kat 6 pév 57 Kata yyy modepos ovTws emode- 

peiro’ év @ dé mavra Tava émpdrrero, Ta Kata Oddatray ab Kai Tas mpos OaddrTy 

modes yevoueva Sunynoopat, 

2. From the notion of repetition and opposition is derived its copula- 
tive force, whereby it can join together two clauses, and place them in 
opposition like 6¢, next, and further: Il. y, 180 Sanp att euds eoxe Kvvamdos. 
So in conversations: Il. y, 1g1, 203. In Homer it sometimes refers to 

pev in the first clause, but the adverbial force of ad was so strong that this 
use of it never became usual; hence it generally in such cases is supported 
by d¢€: Xen. M.S. I. 2,12 Kpirias pév yap trav ev 7H ddtyapxia TavTov 
mAeovextiotatds Te Kai Biadtaros eyévero, ANkiBiadns 8€ ad Tay ev 7H Sypo- 

Kpatia mavT@y akpatéoTtatos Kat UBpioréraros. 

3. Of the same sense with ad is the Homeric and poetic atte (that is, 
ad... 7é, like mére, rére, GAXoTe, evidre,) the poetic atOis, and the Ionic 

atts (another form of adre). 

4. The compounds of av, attdp (epic), and ardp (from aire and ap= 
apa), always stand at the beginning of the sentence, and express an unex- 
pected or strange contrast, or a rapid change and continuation of the sub- 
ject: Hdt. VI. 133 rodro pév 5) mpdoynpa Adyou jv atdp tiva Kat €yKoTov 
elxe Toto Hapiouce. 

Katrov. 

§. 772. 1. Kaitou, and yet, verum, sed tumen, is used when an objection 
to what is said or proposed comes across the speaker’s mind, so that he 
either gives up, or thinks of giving up his intention; as in Latin, quam- 
quam: Eur. Hippol. 1296 dove, Onoet, cv KatdoTacw Kakdv' KaitoL Tpo- 
Koo y ovdev, ddyuv@ Sé oe, this being an objection to her going on; where 
also, as elsewhere, it is strengthened by yé: Cf. Eur. Phoen. 690 xape od 

kal Kouice TOV Kpéovra—xairou (but) rodév ov poxOov exdver mapwv : Cf, Arist. 
Ach. 466. ‘Thus it is also very frequently used concessively, when the 
speaker wishes to mark that the statement he has made holds good in 
spite of some seeming contradictory fact, which he allows to be true, and 
which is introduced ‘by Kairou, and yet, although : Soph. Aj. 106g ov yap 
€o@ drov Aébywv axovoat ‘Cov mor’ nOeAno eu@v’ Kaitou Kakovd mpos avdpds K.T. A, 

Ajax’s character seemingly contradicted Menelaus’ statement; and so 
Eur. Orest. 75 mpooPbeypacw yap ov puaivopa oéOev eis PoiBov avadepovoa 
THY Gpaptiay* Kaito. orgy ye Tov KAvrayynotpas popoy ens adeApys : quam- 

quam sane doleo fatum Clytemnestre ;/ Helen’s grief for Clytemnestra was 
a seeming contradiction to any sympathy for Orestes. 

Obs. 1. The former clause is sometimes supplied, so that xairoe has the 

force of verily: Il. », 267 katrou éuoi—ond’ évapa Tpwor, (I ask for a spear 

Gr, Gr. vou, 11. 3P 
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from you) and yet (verily) I have plenty of my own : ‘Yhuc. 11.64. (This is 

a great glory) katrou (verily) 6 wév dmpdypov peppacr’ av. 

Obs. 2. InG.T., John iv. 2, it is used to modify a statement by givinga 

fresh fact to which the former one is in letter though not in spirit opposed : 

Kaitovye “Inoots avros ov« €Bdarife dN’ of pabyrai adrod. It is also used 

more in the classical sense, as Acts xv.17: and with the genitive absolute, 

Heb. iv. 3 Kalrou rav épyev dd KaraBodjs Kdopou yernbevTav. 

2. Hence also it is used to introduce an objection to an argument or 

action of someboby else: Thuc. I. 86 émawécavres moda Eavtovs, ovdapov 

dvreimov os otk adiKovor Tods Huerépous Evpyayous, KatToL ei mpds Tovs Mndous 

éyévovro ayaboi tore, mpos S€ nas kaxot viv, Surdacias Cyuias a§.ot tow. 

Obs. 3. When a word intervenes between «ai and roi, they are not taken 
as kairot, but toi belongs to the word which it follows; Xen. Cyr. VII. 3, 
10 Kal TGAAG TOL, @ Kipe, ovtws yee. 

“Opus. 

3. “Opws (from dpos, equal), equally, nevertheless, yet, denies the con- 
sequences which might be expected to follow from what has gone before : 

Thue. VI. 50 Adpaxos pév tadra cirov bpws mpooebero Kal aids Ti “AAKiBiddou 

yvoun. So with the ellipse of the foregoing verb: Eur. Med. 501 os pig~ 
yap Ovte cor Kowwoopa Soxodoa pH te mpds ye Tov mpdkew Kaas, Gpws Sé, but 

yet Iwill. The opposition is often more strongly marked by a\Ad—a@X’ 
3pws : Spws with a participle has a concessive force, though: Plat. Phd. 
QC oBeirae px 7) Wuy7) Cpws Kai Oerdrepov 6y—mpoarrohdvyrat. Cf. Xen. Cyr. 

V.1, 26. "AAN dpus is often found by itself in the dramatists, especially 
Euripides, at the end of a line, to denote that something will happen, 
though contrary to what might be expected: Eur. Elect. 753 ixovca 
kayo, Tndbev pev, GAN Spws ; SO in entreaties, where a person is asked to 

de something which seems unreasonable or unnecessary: Eur. Hec. 842 
mapdoyes xeipa—tipopoy, et kai pndév eotw, ANN Spws: so Arist. Ach. 408 

Dic. dd’ éxxvedAnOnr. Eur. add’ ddvvarov.—Dic. &dN opws. It is also some- 

times strengthened, as dpws ye pjv—dpws ye pevTor. 

Obs. 4. In G. T. dues is sometimes placed at the beginning of a clause 
in the sense of even yet, intimating an a minori argument, see Gal. ii. 15. 
i Cor. Xiv, 7. 

Etta, emretta. 

4, Etra and érewta (ém eira) sometimes have the force of dpws: Plat. 
Gorg. 5 19 E péudesOa trovre, dri ad’ éavrod dyabds yeyovas te kai Sy emeita 

Tovnpos €oTL. 

Limitation and denial. 

"ANG. 

§. 773. 1. "ANA, neut. plur. of dros, (the accent being changed,) ex- 
presses difference, division, separation. 

2. Its powers vary according to the nature of the preceding clause.— 
It either marks the direct contrary thereof, (but) so that both cannot 
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be true together, and thus denies it: this happens a. with a negative clause 

preceding, where the second clause is affirmative; as, ody of mAotown 
evoaipoves elo, GAN of dyaboi: Il. B, 214 od Kara koopov—GNN 6 Tt of clcato 

yedoliov ’Apyeiouss :—or 6. where an affirmative clause precedes, and the 
second clause is negative; as, Plat. Phedr. 229 D ékeiOev, GAN ovk évbdvde 

nptacbn. 

3. Or it denotes that the second clause differs from the first sufficiently 
to limit its force; the two are supposed to be true together, though differ- 
ing from each other: this occurs both with affirmative and negative con- 
cessive sentences, and may be translated by yet, but; in the last case the 

opposition is generally (see Hdt. VII. 11) pointed out in the first clause by 
peév, Hou, yé, &c.: Il. 7, 240 avros pev yap eyo pevew vndv ev ayon, GAN 
érapov méuro: Il. a, 284 val 6) tadra ye mdvta, yepov, Kata poipay €eumes, 
GAN 68 dvnp eOédec Tept mavrav eppevar addov: Il. y, 214 matpa pev (Mene- 
laus dixit), éXNG para Avyéos: Il. a, 22 vO Addo pev mavtes ennudnpunoav 
"Ayal, aidcioOar iepja Kai ayhaa S€xOar drowa, GAN ov« ’Atpeidy Ayapepvore 
qvoave Ovpo: Xen. Cyr. VIL. 1, 16 ra pev cal? juas epolye Soxet kadas Exew, 
GANA Ta TAdyia AvTe? pe: Plat. Gorg. 448 D kaos ye—oatvera Il. wape- 
oxevacbat eis Adyous’ GANG yap, 6 UmecXeTO XatpeOvtt, ov Trorel. 

Obs. ’ANAa pny is used frequently to introduce the second premiss of a 
syllogism, especially in Plato and Xenophon. So in G. T., as Rom. v. 14, 
&AXd alone introduces the minor premiss of the argument : GAd €Bacihev- 
gev Oavatos k.T.X. 

4. But d\da is used also after other negative clauses, when the uni- 
versal negative is to be limited by a particular exception—here éAAd= 
mAnv or «i py, nisi, but, except. It denotes something different from, and 
not comprehended in the negative first clause—generally we find a\Xos, 
(as ovdeis GAXos —aAa, ) in the first clause, pointing forward to the 
adda, which answers to it: Od. , 70 o08€ tw’ AAAnY pvdov ToinTacOar eme- 
oxeoiny edvvacbe, GAN cue teuevor yhpar OcoOa te yuvaixa: I]. b, 275 addos S 
OUTS LoL TOTOY aiTLos Oipavimvev, GAG Pin pytnp: Od. 6, 311 ovre poe 
airios GANos, GANG ToKje Svw: Xen. Anab. VI. 4, 2 ev d€ ro peowm GAH pev 
Tots OUdELLA OUTE GiAla, ovTEe “EAAnvis, AAG Opakes Kal Bidvvoi: Plat. Symp. 
192 E 088 Gdo te dv dhavein Bovépevos, GAN arexvas olor’ av k.T.d.: With- 
out G@ddos: Soph. GE. R. 1331 érae & adréyeip vw ottig GAN eyo: Xen. 

Vectig. III. 6 cis pev ody ras rovavras avéjoes Tay TpoTddev ovderws SaTavncat 
det obdev GAA Wydiopara re PriavOpora kai éemedeias. Instead of &AXos in 
the first clause we find also repos : Demosth. 554 (R.) pydéva étepov eivar 
tov Nukoundov dovéa, &XN *Apiotapxov : so in a question, as Plat. Protag. 
354 B i exeré te GANO rédos Aeyev, eis 6 arwoBdeYavtes ad’ta dyala kaneire, 

GANG (Stephan. e conj. ddX 7H) pSovds re kal Aimas; after tis GAdos there 
regularly follows 4, or GAN’ 4H, or mAnv: and moreover we find wy, or 

somtimes why 4, instead of addd, after a simple negation, as after ouvdets 

& Nos: Demosth. 1073 ob8evds adrois péhee WAH Tod mreoverrety: Plat. Tim. 
30 A Oems 8€ ott jy ovr’ ort TG dpiot@ Spav GAN0 TAH TO KAANTOV, (So 
G.T., as Acts xxvii. 22.) Aé is also thus used for adda, the preceding 
éddos being accompanied by pév: Plat. Rep. 359 E rodrov d¢ G\Xo pev Exerv 
ovdev, mept 5€ TH xe“pt xpuoovy SakrvALOv. 

5. We should especially observe the phrase aA’ Wf (except) after a nega- 
tion, or a question which implies a negative (either after the interrogative 

3P2 
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pronoun, or an indefinite ado re joined with some other interrogative), 
and even when €repos or @AXos is joined to the negation; Odx, OdSev, GAN 
7; OdSev Gro, aAN 7; OdBev Etepov, GAN H; Ti Gddo, GAN’ 7H; “AAO Th, 
GAN 4H: Thuc. V. 80 pi EvpBaivew 7G nde Twodepeiv GAN’ 7) Ga: Xen. Anab. 
VII. 7, 53 dpytpiov pev ot exo, GAN 7 pexpdv re: Id. CEcon. 13 otre adXos 

Tomore por Tapecxe Ta EavTod Suotxeiv AAN F ov veri ebedrers mapéxew: Plat. 
Protag. 329 D ra rov xpuoiov pédpia obey dtapéper ra Erepa TOY ETepwy, GNX7- 
Rov Kal Tov ddov, GAN A peyeder kal opixpdrnte: Id. Pheed. 97 D o¥Sév GAXo 
oKoTrety Tpoonkew avOporo, GAN FTO dpicrov kai To BedAriorov: Id. Rep. 429 B 

tls dv cis Go Te dwoBdéWas fy Sevdyv if dvdpetav Todw Etror, GAN 7H cis TodTO 
To pépos; Id. Protag. 354 B i exeré te GANO TeACS A€yeww—GAN *H Hdvvds te 
kai Avmas; Id. Rep. 553 D 16 pev ovdev addo €G AvyiCerOar odd oKoTeiv EAN’ 
4 éndbev && édatrévevy xXpnuatav meio €orar: Arist. Eqq. 779 os & ob xt 
pret o 0v8’ ar eivous, rovr’ até ce mp@ra Siddéo, GAN H Sia Tod7’ ade drin 

cov Tis avOpakias drodavet. 

Obs. t. This form arises from the confusion of two cognate phrases, 
ovsev GANo—GAAG and odd€v GAAo—7: GAAG and 7 agree in sense; dddd 
does not express opposition, but only a difference and limitation of the 
former clause, as is evident from daAdos being used in the first clause—so 
# expresses not only exclusion, but also merely a difference. Thus in ov 
&AAo—GAAA, GAAd belongs rather to ovdev, and in odSév GAAo —H, Ff belongs 
rather to dAdo, so that the two phrases coalesced, and in course of time 
were used after a negation or negative question, (without @AXo,) the proper 
force of each particle being unregarded ; (like of évexa; otvexa, for veka.) 

Obs. 2. In many passages there is doubt whether we should read dAX 
or ad’, when dAdo suits the sense and a@Ados does not precede; as, Plat. 

Rep. 330 C od8év eOedovres emawveiv GAN’ (alii GAN) FH tov wrodroy: Arist. 

Ran. 227 od8€v yap gor GN (Brunck.) 4 xoaé. If GAN is at a great 
distance from the negation, dd is preferable, but if it is near or at least 
not very far off, we should naturally write ad’. But in the elliptic ex- 
pression oddev &AXo (SC. mow) 4, Or TL GAXo (sc. or) H, Which are never 
followed by adW 7, but only by 7#,) it is always better to write ovdev adr’, 
vi GAN —though writers do not agree on this point. 

Obs. 3. In many passages the use of &\X’ 7 arises from the union of 
two phrases, odx—déAAd and oddév GAXo (sc. yiyverac &c.)—7: Arist. Pax 
476 od & ode ¥ cidxoy o88ev ‘Apyetor maar, GAN 7H KaTeyéA@v Tey TaaT@pov- 

pevov (formed from obx etAxov—AANG Kateyehov, non trahebant, sed ridebant 
and odS€y érotouv, 4 Karey. nihil aliud faviebant, quam ridebant :) Demosth. 
45,19 py poe pupiovs pnd Siopupiovs E€vous, pyd€ Tas emioTodupaiovs Tav7as 
Suvapers, GAN’ F (1) V. 1.) THs Tédews Corar, exercitus noster NON ex mercenariis 
etc. debet esse compositus, sed ex civibus, and non ex mercenariis, neque—, 

neque ex aliis, quam, pode eye Gag Suvdpers, i) THs TOEws. 

Obs. 4. This &\Xd is very nearly allied to mhyv. Mad is used as adda, 
as is clear from what has been already said. So wdyy as well as GAG is 
used before a negation, Hdt. VII. 84 whip od mavra rapelxero immov: Xen. 
Hier. 1.18 savres mpoodéxovtrac mv obx of TUpavyvo.: Demosth. 1290 
mAéovea mavtaxdoe TAY OOK eis ’AOjvas: so TARY 4, Hdt. VI. 5 whhy H ooo 
aitéav ‘lotiaio epacay eroipor eivar meiveoOar: Plat. Apol. fin. &dov marti 
TAN H To OG; also wAhy GAG, Lucian. Dial. Deor. XVI. fin. weya, & “Hpa, 
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gpoveis, Ore Evver TS Ati, kat gupBacrrevers aiTo, kai dua Toito LBpiters ddeds* 
tiv GAN Goma oe per’ dALyov avOis Saxpvovcay. Preceded by a negation : 
Id. Prom. c. 20 ov padiov, ® IIpopnbed, mpos oUT@ yevvaioy coduatiy dpud- 

haoOar’ TAHY BAKA Gvygo, Sidr pr Kat 6 Zevs ravtTa emnkovse cov, Even mj 
&AN 7 after a negation, in Aristot. Metaph. 1. nisi quod. 

Obs. 5. After a comparative (such as padXov, rd mréov), joined with a 
negative, ddd is often used in a different sense from y. ”H marks the 

equality of the two clauses (non magis quam), but &dAd denotes the con- 
trary to that which is denied in the first clause: the two clauses being 
eae the latter is preferred to the former, and hence is opposed to 

cl Boi rere W 44 ouK ev TO dx peiep Ts nAuklas TO kepdaivew—paNhov TépTet, 

ana TO Tinacba, 1.e. non in senectute ecru magis Juvat (sc. quam 
honor), sed honor (sc. magis, quam lucrum): Id. I. 83 Kal gorw 6 mddepos A q 3 # 

7 ’ , , ‘ , oe, 

ovx exe TO mAé€ov (sc. 7) Samdvns), GANG ae (sc. TO mA€ov  O7@v): Id. 
Il. 43 eAduBavoy tov tapov emionporatov, ouK (1. €. ov TovToy, ev @) &v © 
kewvtat paNdov (Sc. 7 exetvoy, ev @ 9 Odéa adta@v KatadeimeTal, i. e. i) TaTav THY 

a > a We , IA CIONZ , an DI -~ > = 
yiv), OAN ev @ 7 dda avr@v deipynoros Katadeimerae (SC. padov 7) ToUTOY, ev @ 

KeivTat). TAp i is also thus used, even where no negative accompanies the 
comparative.—(See §. 779%. Obs. 2.) 

6. Lastly we must mention some elliptic forms: OF phy a&AAd or Ob 
pevto. GANG, OF yap adda (frequent in Attic)=no indeed! but. The two 
former may be translated by yet, nevertheless, verumtamen, the latter by 
in sooth, or surely. ‘The ellipse must be supplied by the verb of the fore- 
going sentence, or something in its place (such as tod7’ éyévero, todr 
éoriv) after the negation: Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 8 6 tos winter eis yovata, kal 

puikpod kakeivov e&erpayndioev’ ob pi (sc. e&erpaxyndioev) GAN (nevertheless) 
emepewev 6 Kipos podis mas, kal 6 immos e€avéorn: Arist. Ran. 498 depe 87 

raxéws av’r’* oF yap adda reoréov, for I (cannot refuse, but) must obey=I 
must in sooth obey. It then gives the notion that the agent is reluctant, 
but cannot help himself. 

§. 774. “AMG is also used to express opposition between the sentences 

without connecting them—it signifies the transition to different or con- 
trary thoughts. Hence it is used in a succession of statements or 
questions, to mark that each one is a fresh suggestion or thought, and to 
lay emphasis on each (so G. T., as 1 Cor. vi.11): in exhortations, ad- 

dresses—generally when there is a break in the sentence, and some new 
thought suddenly introduced; G&A eirvxoins—aAN ava!—A€XN cia! 
—Also when the speaker interrupts or answers quickly and decidedly ; as, 
GANA Bodropor, well, T will. So in Arist. Equit. 361 @XN od AdBpakas Kara- 
gayav Midnotous kdovncets: “AAAG oxEAiSas ESnSoKos @vyTopar péraddra. (So 
in G.T., as Rom. x.15. Heb. iii. 16. Mark xiv. 36.) And it is frequently 
used in a question with great emphasis, to mark a strong contradiction to, 
and contrast with, the foregoing clencee Asch. Choeph. 774 aX 7 hpoveis 
€U ToloL viv HyyeApevots 5 

Obs. 1. The clause to which adhd i is opposed is sometimes in the form 
of an hypothetical protasis (§. 770. a): Il. 6, 153 «imep yap o° "Exrop ye 
kakov Kat avadkida dyoet, AAN od ey, Oe Tpaes. So also after éwet: Hat. 
IX. 42 enei (since) ipeis i} odk tore oddév, 4 od ToApare héyew, GAN eyo epeo: 
Id. VII. rr ef pets jovyiay déopev, GOAN od« exeivos AAA Kai pada oTpaTed- 
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covra k.t.d., Where the second adda comes under §. 773. 3. (So G.T., 
as I Cor. iv. 15 éav pupiovs maidaywyovds éxnte ev Xprot@, GAN ov woddods 
marépas.) So &dX’ ody, when the consequences of the former clause are to 
be signified: Plat. Phed. 91 B ei S€ pndev eore teAevtHoavtt, GAN’ obv TovTEV 
ye TOV xpovoy Hrrov andys éoona. So G. T., as Rom. vi. 5 ef cvpduroe yeys- 
vapev TO Spoiwpate Tod Oavatov avtov, GANA Kal THs avagTdcews eodueba. 

Obs. 2. Hence arose the elliptic use of &\dd in the middle of a sentence, 
the hypothetical protasis being suppressed: Soph. CE. C. 1276 mepacar’ 
GAN pets ye Kunoa maTpos—oroya, si nullus alius, at vos certe,=at least 

do you try: Eur. Ion 426 viv adda (sc. ef py mpdrepov), now at least. 

Obs. 3. *ANAé can also stand at the beginning of a sentence, without 
any clause before it to which it refers; but in this case it refers to some- 
thing in the speaker’s mind, or something commonly and generally known: 
Il. a,135 GAN ei pev Saoover yépas—, but (it is well) if &e. So Xenophon’s 
Symposium begins: *AAN pol Soxet Trav kahav kayabev avdpav epya od pdvov 
peta omovdns mpatropeva a&topynpdveuta eivat, GAda Kal ev Tais Tadiais : Arist. 
Ran. 426 xaipers ixerevo; pada exomrevery Soxo, not only, but &c. 

Connexion and Opposition of Negative clauses. 

a. OUte—otre, Myte— pyre. 

§. 775. 1. OUre—otre (Mnte— pte), nec—nec, neither—nor, are to 

negative clauses what ré—ré are to affirmative, joining them into one 

thought; as, Il. a, 548 oUre eav tis, ot avOparer. 

Obs. 1. In poetry sometimes we find Odte—te ot for Ovre—otre : Eur. 

Hipp. 303 sq. ote yap rére Adyous ereyyeO? Ode, viv T ov meiberar. 

2. Besides these usual forms there occur the following : 
2) ” a. Ob—otrte (mostly poetry), OS—od—otte: Il. 6 450-454 GAN ov por 

, , , ay > 7 a eee c , ” ‘ a» 
Tpowv téccov pede GAyos OTLGT@, OUT avtTns ExaBns oute Ipiapoto avaxtos, 

ouUTEe Kacvyyyitwv—, dovov aeio. Also OU—oUT otv: Od.1,147 6 otis 
‘ A > , > cr »” > = is ‘ , ‘ , 

THY vycov eaedpakev OPOadpotowy, OUT OV KYpaTa pakpa KUALVOdpEVa TpOTL XépToY 

elo iOopev. 

Obs. 2. But negative clauses may follow one another without any con- 
necting particle, especially in pathetic passages: Hymn. h. in Merc. 265 
00k tdov, o8 muAdpuny, obK GAXov pdOoy dkovoa, OvK dy pynvicatp’, OOK ay phvv- 
Tpov apoipny, ovre Body éAatHpt, Kpata® eri, €orka. 

b. O68¢—otre, like O’—oire, except that it connects the former clause 

with what went before, ovd¢ being used instead of od : Hymn. Cer. 22 od8€ 
tis dbavatay ovTEe Ovntay avOparav ijxovoev povns.—See §.776. Obs. 5. 

c. OUre—od (rareiy in prose). The speaker begins with ovre, as though 
another ovre were to follow ; but then the next clause is added. (dovvdras) 
without any copula, in order to make it emphatic by giving it an inde- 
pendent character: Hdt. VIII. 98 rovs otre weris, obk duBpos, ov Kadpa, 
ob w£& eépyer: Eur. Or. 41 sq. &v ote cira dia dépns edeEato, ob AovTp’ Cdwke 
Xport. 

Obs. 3. In poetry, the first ovre is altogether dropped in a short sentence, 
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OUre—ovrTe, pyjte—prjTe. 

so that the latter otre is referred back to its former clause as well as its 
own: Adsch. Ag. 532 Idpis yap ovte ovyredis médis: Id. Choeph. 294 8¢- 
xeoOal r obTe cvAdVew Twa: Ibid. 472 TavS éxas OVS aw Gddov; Pind. Pyth. 
VI. 48 ddicov ot® imépomdov FBav Spéerov. Similarly Juvenal, gud fornace 
graves qud non incude catene. 

Obs. 4. Ovre is sometimes used with a finite verb and participle, so that 
it refers to both. So Eur. Heracl. 813 6 & ote rods Kdvovras aidecOeis 
Adyov, UT adtds avrov Seiiay orpatnyos dv edAOciv erdArApno’ eyyis adkipou 

dopds, but he caring neither for the hearers nor his own cowardice, did not 

dare &e. 

d. Oite—oU8¢ (also strengthened into od8 ad, odd€ py, odd€ ye) stand to 
each other as rée—6¢ (§. 754. 5.), and hence signify neither—nor yet, since 
ovdé gives its clause an adversative or emphatic force, as nec—neque or 
neque vero: Plat. Apol.1g D adda yap ote rovtwy obdév eoriw, ob8€ y et 
TWos aknkoaTe, ws ey TaiWevety emtxelp® avOpamovs Kal yYpnuata TpatTopat, 
o08€ Toit dAnOés@: Xen. Cyr. I. 6, 6 kai ofdd oe emiriOevta ait, ws ovde 
Oéuts ein aiteioOat mapa Tey Bed oUTE immevew pr pabovTas immopaxodytTas VWuKaY, 
oUTE py émicrapévovs togevew togevovTas Kpateiy TOV emioTapevoy, OUTE [1 
emtorapevous KuBepvav, catew evyecOar vais kuBepvarvtas, o08€ pu] oTELpovTas ye 

[cirov] evyeoOa, Kadov adrois cirov ierOar, ob8€ py pvdarropevous [ye] ev 
Tokeu@ cotnpiav aireicOa: Plat. Legg. 840 A otte twds ma@moTe yuvaikds 
Haro, ovd ab raidds. 

Obs 5. Also after odte (sometimes after ov) we find od8é—oUre when a 
subdivision, definition, or explanation is to be added by ovée, while the 
second ovre belongs not to ovdé but to ovre, neither—and not—nor ; as, Plat. 

Gorg. 500 B pate atros otov Seiv mpos cue maifew, pnd Ste dv rixns mapa ra 
Séovra droxpivov, pnt ad Ta map’ eyod ovTas drodéxou ws TraifovTos. 

3. And a negative and positive clause may be joined together as 
follows : 

a. OUre—té (seldom kat), neqgue—que (et): Hdt. V. 49 ovte ydp of 
BapBapor GAxtpoi eior, dpeis TE TA es TOY MOAEHOY es Ta PeyLTTAa avTKETE apETHS 
népe: Id. VIL. 8, 1 or atros katnynoopat vopov Tdvde ev byw TiOeis, mapadeEd- 
pevds Te alte xpnooua: Thue. II. 81 ovte EvveBonOovv epidaccdy te: Eur. 
Iph. T. 591 sq. «@ yap ore ducyerns, Kal Tas Muxnvas oic6a: Plat. Prot. 361 
E o@re tadXa otpa: kakds eivar dvOpwros, POovepds TE HKvoT av avOpworeav. Cf, 
Ibid. 347 E. (So G. T., as John iv. 11.) 

8. Odre—8Sé, when the second clause is opposed to the first: Xen. Anab. 
VI. 1, 16 GAdG 87 eked pev oUTE TAia ear ois admomAevodpeba, pevovor BE 
avTov ovdé pias juépas orl ta emirndeca: Plat. Rep. 388 extr. ove dpa dv- 
Opwrovs akious Adyou Kparoupevouvs vr yehwros ay Tis mown, amodeKTéov, TAD BE 
Arrov, eav Oeovs: Id. Legg. 627 E pate dmodécete pndeva, Suaddc€Eas 8€ cis tov 
erihourov xpovov—diagvrarrew Svvairo. 

y- Sometimes where Ov're—oire is used, the second ov throws a negative 

force on some particular word in the clause, while the 7é connects the 
clauses: Hdt. VII. 12 ovre dv petaBovdevopevos rroréers ed, OUTE 6 TVyyvacd- 

pevds Tou mapa: the od belongs to cuvyyvaadpevos. 

Obs. t. There are some passages in which ore and pyre are used alone, 

@ Stallb. ad loc. 
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Oude, pede. 

in an adverbial sense, ve quidem, not even, for ovd€, pydse (§.776. 7.) : Xen. 
Mem. I. 2, 47 ote yap adrois a\hws peoey (al. o€S€) : Xen. Rep. Lac. X. 7 
rovrov améderée pHTE vopifedOa Tay dpotwy eivat. 

Obs. 2. pydé is found in the same combinations as ovde. 

b. O88, pde. 

§. 776. 1. Od8€, (und) either expresses opposition, or connects a 
new clause. 

a. Adversative: Il. , 25 &@ add\as pev maow envdavev, obd€ 708 "Hpn, 

neque (but not) Junoni: Od. y, 141 &6 arou Mevedaos dvmyer mdvras *Axat- 
ovs—oud *Ayapépvorn tapmav éqvdave. 

So ovSé is used (not ovre) when the same notion is expressed, first in a 
positive, then in a negative form: purjoopar ob8€ AdBopat ; Od. 1, 408 Ovzis 
pe Kreiver Odd@ OOdE aude : Soph. El. g97 yuu) pev 068 dvnp epvs. Gene- 

rally, when a negative clause is to be joined to a positive one: Od. a, 369 
vov pev Sarvopevor TepTopeba, pyde BoyTis eoTw. 

Ods. 1. But when the opposition does not rest on the negation, but on 
some other notion, this is signified by placing this word before 8€, and 
then using afterwards the negative od or py. .Compare 008€ rotro momoes, 
nor shall you do this, with rovro 8é ob moujoers, but this you shall not do. Ov 
ovdé—oidé. 

b. Copulative: Il. a, 330 088 dpa raye dav yyOnoev ’"AyuAevs. So two 
negations are joined together by OO—oi8¢€, not—and (or also) not, nor ; Eur. 
Med. 469 otto. Opdcos 768" €otl oud edroApia : Soph. Phil. 687 ovx éxov 
Baow ob8€ rw’ éyxopwv—ovd ds «.7.d. OU—oUTe is used when the speaker 

comes in as an addition to the first, Od. ¢, 201 ae €a 0 —ovde yevnrat. 

Obs. 2. In this copulative force the od generally belongs to the predi- 
cate, the é connects the clause with the preceding one. 

Obs. 3. In G.'T., as Rom. i. 21 4 supplies the place of this odde after 
> > >? , a > , 

ove—ovk eddgacay fH evxapiotnoar. 

2. Also Ob8€—ovddé, also not—and not (never neither—nor) : Il. 4, 372 
sqq. o08 dv guovye terAain—els ara ideoOar' obBE Te of Bovdas ovpppdcoopa, 
ode per épyov. The first ovd€ often=ne quidem, and the second is merely 
copulative : Isocr. 64, 115 kal pry ov8€ rv mapodoay eipyyny ovd€ tiv adTovo- 

plav—aéiav éhécbar, ne pacem quidem neque libertatem. 

Obs. 4. Od8€ (pnd) is used as if it was Kal od (kal py): but in kat ob 
the od belongs to the following word, and «ai only denotes the completion 
of the former thought, and thereto, and in sooth, as is very clear when the 

game notion is stated positively and negatively for the sake of emphasis, so 
that the one is intended to explain and strengthen the other: Od. 6, 307 
dct? iva epya yehaord kal oUK emveckTa inode (i. e. et intolerabilia) ; Hat. I. 
QI ovvéyva Ewitob eivat Tv apaptada, Kal ob Tov Geov, and in sooth not. Ovdé 

marks that the clauses formally answer to each other, but not any necessary 
connexion between them: Demosth. 254, 9 baivoua roivuy eye xaptros 
TeTuxnKads TOTE kat ou peppews oude Tupeopias : Id. 255, £4 ov Stapdprovey Kat 
al perdoxotey av tyeis—tovs Oeods aireire, pnde (but do not) peradidorey bp 
av abtol mponpnvra. So we sometimes find ovS€ or otte after Kai ov. 
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Ovde, pydé. 

Obs. 4. Sometimes the negation in the first clause seems to be sepa- 
rated from the predicate, and to attach itself to some other word: Od. é, 
223 epyov S€é por ov Pidov eoxey O08 oikopehin. And sometimes it is want- 
ing, and must be supplied from the second clause. So Asch. Choeph. 472 
trav & éxas 088 aw dddov: Hdt. 1. 215 oidype dé 088° dpyip@ xpéovra ovdev. 

3. If odre—oUtre come between ob8é —ov8é, they denote the minor clauses 
which are subdivisions of or subordinate to the first clause: Auschin. 44 
diy tis A@nvatwv éraipnon, pi) e&oT@ alte tev evvéa apxdvtTav yeverba, pyd 
icpootyny icpacac bat, py de curdienodr@ TO Snpooio, pyS€é dpEdrw apxiy pydepiav 

pndémore pt evdnpor, pnO irepdpiov, pHTE KAnpoTHy, PATE XeiporovnTiy, pqde 
knpukevodto—, pyde yvaopny cindr@ pndémore pate ev TH Sypo, pte ev TH 
Bovdf, pnd dv Sewvdraros 7 déyew "ACnvaior. 

4. If a negative clause is to be joined to a positive, té in the first clause 
may be followed by od8€, or pySe, in the second : Od. $, 310 wivé Te pnd 
épidawe. But if 7é or kat follow od, they do not carry on its negative force 

to the words to which té or kai are joined, but belong to some other word 
in the first clause which they connect with the second; Hymn. Cer. 95 
ovdd tis avSpav cicopsay yiyywokxe Babvfaver TE yuvarKa@y (avdpav Te yuvatkev 
re). In such passages as Hdt. VIL. 8,1 xwpny re ris viv exrjpeOa ovK eddo- 
cova ovde pAauporépny Tappopwrépny Te, TE does not refer to odde, but to the 
positive notion implied in ov« <Adooova=tony: Xen. Rep. X. 7 obey tze- 
Aoyicato odTe capdta@y oUTE xpnudtav aoGeveray. 

5. In 088€—otre—oive, the two last clauses are subdivisions of the 
notion to which the od belongs, while the é€ is often copulative: so II. a, 

115 émel ov ev cari xepeiwy o8 (for oblte) dcpas, o85€ puny, odT dp dpévas, 
oute re epya: Hdt. VIL. 4 of8€ of céeyevero ote Tovs anectedtas Aiyuntious 
oUte AOnvaiovs tipwpnoacba: Xen. Mem. 2, 2,11 pnd ereoOar pnde meide- 
aba pate oTpaTny® pte ado apxovte: see §. 775. Obs. 5. 

6. When pd follows an indefinite relative sentence, it sometimes con- 
veys, as a copula, to its own sentence the condition which is implied in the 
former one, while the py belongs to some word of the latter clause : Thuc. 
IV. 61 dco S€ yeyvdckovtes aita pu) 6pOGs mpockoTrodpev, pndS€ TovTd Tis Tpeo- 
Burarov ike Kpivas kK. T.A.== el O€ Tis HKEL TOUTO jay) Kpivas K.T. 2, 

Obs. 5. It is a disputed point whether the combination of o&3é—oUre is 
allowable ; such a combination as oJre—ovSé— oute is not quite in point, as 
ovdSé may be viewed as belonging to the first, not to the following ovre (so 
G.T. as Acts xxiii. 8), see §. 775. Obs. 5. There are certainly passages in 
which it occurs; as, Thue. IIT. 48 pydé otkr@ mdéov emweivavtes pT emcer- 
cea: Plat. Charm.171 B. But in the former py¢ is read for pyre, and in 
the latter ov8€ is divided into 08 8€: so Hom. Hymn. in Merc. 265 od8€ 
Tis davdtev otte byvntav avOparav Kovcev Paovijs, Where ovde is put for cai 

ov: so in G.T. as Gal. i. 12 ov8€ yap eyad mapéAaSov —oUTe €didayxOn, the obd€ 
is emphatic, for neither did I, &c. 

Adverbial use of ode. 

7. O8S€ (und) as an adverb is to negative sentences what the adverbial 
kai is to positive, ne quidem, not even. It may, like kai, stand in both the 
opposed clauses; as, Xen. Cyr. 1. 6,18 éazep (as neither) obB€ yewpyod 

Gr. Gr. vou. 1. aad 
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dpyov ovdev deXos, ovTws OddSE GTpaTHyod dpyov oddev Sedos etvar, not even—, 
so too not even: but very often it is used only once: and generally it fol- 
lows the usages of kai (§. 760.). So like «ai it has an emphatic force ; as 
oud 6 Kpatistos éré\pnoev avT@ paxyecOar. So ovdeis, oudé Ets, ne unUs qui- 

dem, o08 ds, ne sic quidem, ov8 daov, ov8 émwotiody &c. In these phrases 
the negative may be repeated with the predicate ; Soph. Trach. 279 v8puw 
yap ov orépycvow oud Saipoves, non amant ne dii quidem. 

Disjunctive Coordination. 

§. 777. 1. Clauses are said to be disjunctively coordinate when one 
of them excluding the other, so that they are not true together, they are 
joined together as one whole. The disjunctive conjunctions are "H—7 : 
(Epic “Hé—vé :) Ettre—eite: “Edvre—édvre. 

a. Alternatives ”"H—j—%. 

2. "H has a twofold force: it expresses either that one thing is ex- 
cluded from the other, so that if one is true the other is not—or that if 

one is not true the other is or may be (alternative)—or that one thing 
differs from the other (comparative). 

3. Alternative : "H—n, Hither—or, Aut—aut, Vel—vel: Od. & 330 h 
dppaddoy He kpudynddsv : Ll. a, 138 % réov H Atavros—yépas, H ’Odvanos. 

4. The first 7 may be omitted: Il. a, 62 pavrw épeioper H tepna 7 Kal ovet- 
porddov : Eur. Or. 1152 e€opev kdéos, adds Oavovtes H Kah@s TeTwopEvoL. 

Obs. 1. Homer sometimes marks the coordinate relations of the two 
clauses by adding ré (§. 755. 2.), so that 7 is nearly the same as etre: I. 
Pp; 42 mévos éorai—vyT adkns ATE PoBowo: I]. 7, 148 Sapa pev, ai « ebéAno Oa, 
TapagyEepev, ws emerkes NT exeuev. 

5. In Attic, the first 4 often takes the separative particle tot, whereby 
the disjunctive force is increased and made to seem necessary, so that 7 
takes the sense of aut, either surely, either only—or yé is often added to 
strengthen tol: Plat. Parm. 131 A ovxotdy yTou GAov Tov eidous 7 pEpovs Exd- 
orov TO perarapBdvoy petadapBaver: Id. Pheed. 76 A Hrou emuordpevol ye avTa 
yeyovapev—i varepov—dvapipynokovrar: Id. Gorg. 460 A Tor mpdrepdv ye 
q vorepov pabdvra rapa gov. This tot is but rarely added to the second 7, 
as it is more natural to express the necessity of the alternative in the first 
clause—it here means or at least. or surely : Pindar Nem. VI. 5 sq. adda 
TL mpooéepopev 4% péyav vooy HTo prow dOavaros®: Plat. Rep. 344 E éouxas 
(sc. oleoOat Touti GAXas Exew), Hv S eyw, HTor yuav ye ovdev KydecOat, videris 
aliter existimare, aut certe nostri quidem curam habere nullam. 

Obs. 2. We must distinguish between the disjunctive #rou, or surely, 
and the Epic jro., which expresses certainty—surely (§. 731.). 

Obs. 3. If the clause to which 7 refers is suppressed, it has the force of 
otherwise, alias, alioquin, that is, if this is not so: Plat. Pheedr. 245 E 
rovto b€ ovr dmdddvobai ove yiyvecOa Suvardy, } wavta Te ov'pavdy Tacdy Te 

yeveow ouprecotoay ornvat, alioquin omne celum collapsum stare. 

Obs. 4. The disjunctive conjunctions "H—7 are in Epic (very rarely in 

a Dissen ad loc. 
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Tragedy), joined with pev and 68€, "Hyév—aS€, and then they have a copu- 
lative instead of a disjunctive sense, like Kai—«ai, Té—ré: II. ¢, 128 dg" 
ev yryvookys Hpev Ocdov, nS€ Kai avipa, as well on one side, as on the other. 
So we say, “ You would know either God or man,” meaning both; so that 

it is not necessary to suppose, with some writers, that the copulative # has 
a root different from the disjunctive #—it means both, be it one, or the 

other: Il. 8, 257 wépe pev oe tla—hpev evi rrokéum, HB adrAolw emi épyo, HS 
ev dati. Kai is often added to 48é, and sometimes, though rarely, is used 

instead of it after j~év—sometimes rté, and still more rarely $€: I]. 0, 664 
prncacbe—raidov 75° addéyov—, hpev brew Cwovar kal @ KatareOvnkacw : cf. 
Od. 6, 575 (Hyuev—re) and Il. p, 248 (Hyév—édé). And on the other 
hand, 95€ sometimes answers to péy, or té, or kat in the first clause ; Od. 

#, 108 adrix’ emer’ dvepos pev enavaato, HSE yadnvn émdeTo: Od. a, 12 médEpSv 
Te mebevydtes HSE Oddacoay. And it is often used without any correspond- 
ing particle before it: Il. a, 334 As dyyedoe ABE cai avdpov: Eur. Hec. 
3.20 ypata yuvaixes dé mpecBitra ober. 

Obs. 5. *I8€ is also used, for the sake of the metre, for 75¢, of which it 
is a weakened form: Il]. y, 294 @povow i8€ orepvoiow, 

b. Etre—eire: édv te (qv tTe)—édv te (HV Te). 

§. 778. If the disjunctive relation is hypothetically expressed, the hypo- 
thetical conjunctions et and édy are accompanied by ré, as in Latin sitve— 
sive, though not till after Homer. 

a. Etré—etre. We often find either clause strengthened by the particle 
$y or the suffix obv: Hdt. 1. 86 év vd@ exon, €ite 8) dxpobima radra Karayeiv 
Gey Grew Sn, EtTE Kal evxnY emiTeheoa Oérov: Plat. Rep. 493 D ei ev ypa- 
gpixh, ei ev povorky, etre SH ev woditixy : Id. Apol. 27 C ei obv Kxawa etre 
madad. Ovv may be used in both clauses: Ibid. 34 E ei? obv dAnées, et? 
oty evd€és. 

Obs. Sometimes Etre—y: Plat. Rep. 364 B eite te ddixnya tov yéyover 
avTovd 7) mpoydvev. Or "H—eire, but scarcely found any where but in poetry : 
Eur. Alc. 114 % Avkias eit’ emi ras dvidpovs ’Apporiddas éSpas.—Eire only in 
one clause, almost wholly poetic : Soph. CE. T. 517 Adyouw ett épyoow : 
Esch. Ag. 1403: also Ei—eire: Id. Kum. 468 od 8, Ei Sixaiws, eite pn, 
kpivov diknv. So the Latin Comedians; as, Plaut. Curs. 1. 1, 4 Si media 
non est, sive est prima vespera, tamen est eundem. Lastly, Eire—ei 8é : 

Plat. Apol. 40 C kai etre 81 pndepia aicOncis eotww—E ei & ad oiov dmodn- 
pyoa, after a long interruption. So in Latin, sive—si vero. 

b. “Edv te—édv te: "Hy te—nv Te, "Av te—av Te, always with the con- 
junctive. This differs from Etre—ette &c. as the simple conjunctions «i 
and éav: Plat. Euth. c. 6 édv te marnp dv tuvyydvn, édv te untnp, édv Te Gddos 
doticovv. Instead of this formula, we find in Sophocles *Edv $8€—kat py: 

Soph, Ant. 527 édv 8€ rou AnpOy Kal p17. 

, Comparative 7. 

§. 779. As q disjunctive answers to another #, so as a comparative it 
refers to some word which expresses difference or distinction ; as, GdXos, 

3.02 
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ovdels GANosS, GAXotos, Evavtios, tBr0s, Siadepw, &c.; also to comparatives, 

and all superlatives or other words implying comparative notions ; as, :- 
mArdovos &c., UmepPev, mpiv, dOdvw, &c. So that # here also retains its 
original exclusive power: Hdt. If. 37 eond ese kai es rav KaGelpov ipdv, és 

TO OU Oepurdy ears eorevac GARov ye H Tov ipca: Plat. Pheed. 64 A oddév AAA 

abrot énitnSevovow % amobvnckew te Kal teOvdvac: Id. Gorg. 481 C adda tis 
jpav Widv te emucye wdOos H of GdAoer: Eur. Med. 659 pcxOov & od« adAdos 
UmepOev-#) yas warpias orepecbar: Hdt. 1X. 27 mpdtove eivac % Apkdoe: I. 
&, 81 Bédtepov os dhetyou mpopiyn Kkaxov HE Gren: SO. Ta wAeiova, Tots Tei- 
ovas 4. So also Hat. Il. 35 whetora H dAAy waca xopy.—(See §. 720. Obs.1.) 
So ew q Id. VII. 228 —See §. 503. Obs. 2. 

Obs. 1. "H also stands sometimes after an interrogative ris, ri without 
dddos: Plat. Crit. 53 E ti mov i edwxotvpevos ev Oerradia; Xen. (Econ. 
Il]. 3 adda Ti ovv TovT@Y eoTly aiTioy, H OTe K. T.A. So in indirect questions 

we sometimes find ti instead of &\Ao tt; Xen. M.S. IV. 3, 9 eyo pev Hd 
TOUTO TkOTa, ei dpa Th care Tois Ocois epyov, H dvOpamovs Ocparevew ; 

Obs. 2. As the disjunctive y nearly approaches in sense to the adversa- 
tive ddd, we find after padXov sometimes GAN’ od: Isocr. 23 B péddov ai- 
povyra ouveivar tois eEapapravovow, GAN ov Tois drorpemovor.—(On peddov 
7 ov see §. 749. 3.) And why, whose sense is cognate to 7 and ada, can 
supply the place of 7, as od8év &dko TAY: Eur. Heracl. 231 radr eori 
Kpelogw TAH Ua "Apyetors meaeiv. Also the comparative adverbs @s or 
gomep can stand after comparatives instead of 7: Lysias 572, 5 maddov as 
pot mpoonke: Plat. Rep. 526 C d ye peifw movov mapéxer pavOdvorte kat pede- 
Ta@vTL, ovK dv padiws ovde OANA dy evpois, WS ToiTo: Xen. Hell. Il. 3, 16 ei 
de, dre tpidxovTa eopev kal ody cis, irTdy Te oler GowEp Tupavvidos TavTHs THs 
apxns xpivar empedreioOat, evnOns ct. Also 4 ws, than as: Plat. Rep. 410 D 
padakarepot ad yiyvovra: 4 ws KdAXLOY avrois. 

Obs. 3. The comparative 4 stands sometimes after positive notions, 
or where pa\dov is omitted. a. After expressions of will, preference, &c., 
as in them is implied the notion of difference, separation, superiority : 
BovAcoPar, E0€dewv, aipetobar, alpeciv Sodvar, EmiBupetv, S€xecPar, Cytetv, &c.: 
Il. a, 117 Bovdop’ eyo adv cdov Eupevar, } avodeobGa: Ll. A, 319 Tpwow 7 

Bodetar Sotvar kpdros Hémep nyiv: Lysias 171, 5 tytodor kepdaivery  Hyas 
neidew : Hdt. IIL. 40 Bovhouar y: Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 3 dor émBuptay ris ecyev 
melo dkovew avTov } ciwmavte mapeivac; So Thuc. VII. 49 7 mporepov Oapon- 
oe kparnOeis, which has a comparative notion implied in it=péAXov Bappor. 
b. After Sikady éott, Auottedetv, &c., when they are used in doubtful cases, 

where the justice, expediency, &c. of two things are compared: Hdt. IX. 
26 extr. orm ody nuas Stkaroy eyew 7O Crepov Képas, YwEp AOnvaiovs: Soph. 
Aj. 966 Tecmessa says, enol mukpds TeOvnxev (Ajax),  Keivots yAvkvs, aiT@ Se 
Tepmvds—=epol mkpos TéOvnkev, Kal paANOv TeKpos, H Keivots yAuKds. 

Obs. 4. There seems to be no satisfactory explanation of the curious 
phrase in Arist. Ran. 103 dda whelv H patvopa. 

Obs. 5. Mép which is often joined with # (§. 734. 2. 3.) has a double 
force, as the second clause of the comparison is conceived of as positive or 
negative. In itself this second clause is logically negative, (6 marnp petCov 
cor % 6 vids, the father is the greater, not the son,) but it also may be con- 
sidered as positive, when the quality is not directly denied in the second 
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clause, but only as compared with the first clause—the father is greater 
than the son, though he is great—in the former clause wép increases the 
negative force of 7, so that jmep almost equals ovmep : I]. 7, 688 add aici 
te Avs kpeloowy voos Héwep avdpav (=adW ov'rep avdpov:) Il. o, 302 ray twa 
Bedrepdv eotw eravpepev, Hep "Axawovs : Hdt. 1X. 28 ’A@nvaiovs a€covixorépous 
elvan €xew TO Képas, MEP Apkddas. In the second case wép brings out the 

positive force of the clause, and means much; as, Od. 6, 819 rot 8) (Ty- 
Aepdyov) eyd Kal paddov ddvpopa, Nmep €keivov, sc. "Odvacéws, [ mourn for 
Telemachus yet more than Ulysses, much as I lament him. 

Remarks on the use of 4, and the Genitive, with a Comparative. 

§. 780. The object of comparison may be denoted by the disjunctive 
y, or by the genitive; but these may not always be interchanged so that 
one may be used instead of the other.—The following will hold good: 

a. If two subjects have the same verb, either the genitive may 
be used, or m with the same case as in the first clause: Eur. Or. 727 sq. 
motos ev Kakois avijp Kpeioooy yahyvyns vavTitocw eicopay (or H yadnyn) : 
Ibid. 1155 otK ear ovdev kpeiocor, } Pitos aadiys, od mAovTOs, ov Tupavris 
(or ovdev kpeicouy rod didov). 

6. If the two things compared are aie objects of the same verb, the 
genitive is not generally used, but 4: (Genit.) Hdt. VII. 26 ta mnyai 
dvadidovcr MatdySpov rorapod Kal éErépou ovk éAdooovos 7 Matdvdpou : Thuc. 
Il. 13 ov« éXdooovos jv 4% Tmevtyjxovta tahdvtwv: Id. VIL. 77 adn reves Kai ek 
Sewortgpwy 7 ToLdvde ecw@Onoav: (Dat.) Il. a, 260 iS yap mor’ eye Kai dpeio- 
ow Hetep buty (sc. duito) dvipdow epidnoa: (Accus.) Hdt. VIL. 10,1 od 
dé pedres ew avBpas orpareverOar Tord Gpetvovas  ZkUOas. But if the 

compared object in the first clause is in the accusative, the genitive is fre- 
quently used; as, Od. c, 27 ovrou éywye As yains Svvapar yNuKepwtepov GAN 
idéodar: Od. o, 130 oddev dxwSdtepov yaia tpeper dvOpdtrovo. 

Obs. 1. With the neuter words mhéov (metv), mAelw, EAatrov if joined 
with a numeral, 7 is in general omitted, without any change in the case 
following ; so in Latin, after plus and amplius—decem amplius homines : 
Plat. Apol. 17 D viv eyo mparov eri Sixaornpioy avaBeBnKa, &rn yeyoves TELw 

€Bdounkovra, aunos plus septuaginta natus®: (so G.T. as Acts iv. 22 erav jp 
mevdvev Tecoapdkovta, so émdvw above, 1 Cor. xv. 6:) Arist. Aves 1251 
mapSadas evnupévous Tetv ESakoolous Tov dpiOudv. These words either with 
or without 7, also stand as an adverbial accus. of quantity (§. 578.) joined 
with substantives of different gender and form: Xen. Cyr. IL. 1, 5 trzous 
pev ager ov petoy Sucpupior. §. 6 inméas pev jyiv evar petov 7 TO Tpiroy pépos : 
Ibid. meXracrds xai tro€dras wWhéov 7H cikoor pupiddas : Demosth. 846, 24 pap- 
Tupiav yap ™wA€ov H mavy ToAA@Y Tay anucay avayvecbecay, more than very 
many. So the neuter plural: Plat. Menex. 235 B atrn 1) ceuvdrns mapapever 
nuepas TAELW 7 Tpets. The Attic idiom seldom made mreiwv, peiwv, &c. agree 

with their substantives in gender, number, and case, as in Xen. Cyr. II. 

I, 5 toédras whelous 4 rerpaxicpupiovs, NoyxoPdpous ov pelous TeTpakiopuplor, 
TeATaoTUs OU jelous TpLTpUpioV. 

Obs. 2. Sometimes the particle is used as well as the genitive. This 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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may be explained in two ways; either the genitive is independent of the 
comparative, and expresses some one of the relations of the genitive ; as, 
Plat. Legg. Gos A Bn é\atTov 7 Tpidkovra yeyoves étav (as ‘lyse T pid- 

xovta erav (§. 521. 2.). Or the genitive is a demonstrative pronoun, de- 
pending on the comparative ; ‘he clause depending on 7 being of such a 

nature that it represents a substantival notion, to which the demonseedue 
refers ; the genitive is used to denote beforehand the importance of the 

following clause introduced by 4, which is then only a further explanation 
and enlargement of the demonstrative ; (so an infinitival sentence which 
has a substantival force often has totto prefixed; as, toito xcaddv éorw, 
drobaveiv wept tis matpioos.) This idiom is universal, from Homer down- 
wards: Il. 0, 509 sq. nui & ovis TovdE (sc. vod) vdos Kal pijres dpetvav, t 
avroo xedty pigar xelpds Te pevos TE: Od. ¢ 182 ov wey yap Toye Kpeiocov 
kai Gpetov, } 60 duodpovéorte vonpag wy otkov eXTTOV aviip nde yurn (= Tene OTe 

—éxnrov): Lysias 173, 35: ovdev yap av ety avTots XaheTwTEpOY TOUTwY 7) 
muvOdverOar pev mpas peréxovras. tov mpayparov: Demosth. 847 extr. énénv 
deiv pndév dAdo ToUTOU mpdrepoy H TOUTOY Tapakadovpevos éhéySar. And some- 
times 7 is dropped after the demonstrative genitive : Ausch. Ag. 602 ti yap 
yovaiki TouTou éyyos FSiov Spakeiv, awd otparetas vipa oooavtos Ocod midas 
dvotéat ; also Plat. Gorg. 519 D xatror todtou Tob Aéyou Ti dv dhoywrepoy ety 
mpaypa, avOpwmous ayabovs Kai Suxaiovs yevouevous—dduxetv. But very rarely 
do we find the demonstrative genitive omitted as well as 7: Eur. Alc. 879 
Ti yap avdpi Kaxdv peiCov, &yaptew muoTHs aXéxou ; in these cases the infin. is 
to be taken as a genitive without the article. In poetry sometimes 7 is 
used before the genitive, as a pleonasm: Soph. Antig. 1281 ti & éeoriv ad 
kdkvov 4 Kak@v ére; So Livy VIII. 14 prius quam ere persoluto. 

§. 781. c. If two objects are compared together in respect of their par- 
taking of the quality or operation of some verb, to which, however, they 

do not stand in the same grammatical relation, the proper and clearest 
construction is to use # with the nomin., supplying eéva, or the verb, from 
the other part of the sentence: Isocr. Pac. extr. rots vewrepors kai paddov 
dxpdgovow,  éym (sc. dkpdtw), mapavd: Demosth. 287, 27 quay dyewor 

H ékelvor TO péAXov mpoopopevov. But the genitive is often used instead 
thereof: Isocr. Pac. 176 A mheivor kai peifoor kakois mepiemecor emi THs apxns 
TavTns TOV év dravTL TH Xpovm TH TOEL YEyernpEevov. 

d. (Comparatio compendiaria.) If two things compared have a 
common verb, and one of them is accompanied by an attributive genitive ; 
as, Avs yever) Kpeiaowy térukrat i) TmoTapoio yeven, OF Kpeloo@y THs TmoTapoio 
yevens, the object of comparison (as yevey) is not compared with the proper 
corresponding object (as yevejs), but is directly referred to the thing or 
person of which that object would be, if expressed, the attribute, as zora- 

poio for yevens morapoio: Il. , 191 Kpeioowy 8 atte Ards yevet) Nota- 
poto réruxrac: Pindar. Ol. I. 11 pnd “Odupaias dyGva péptepoy adddcoper : 
Eur. Med. 1343 rs Tuponvidos EKddAyns exovcay dypwwtépay giow: Id. 
Androm. 220 yeipov’ dépoevwv vecov raitnv vooodpey: Xen. Cyr. IIL. 3, 41 
xopay éyere oddev HttTov Hyav (for THs nperepas) evripov : Theocrit. VI. 37 ray 

dé 7° dddvT@y AevKorépav avyay Napias imépawe AiBoro. 

Obs. 1. In Thue. III. 37 # is joined with the case which would be re- 
quired by the words suppressed : érv xelpoou vépors dxuwyrots xpopevn mois 
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Kpetooay eotiv | (wodts Xpoper7)) KAK@S Exovow axUpots: so Id. 1V. 87 Kai ov« 
av peifo mpos Tots Gpkots BeBaiwow haBoure H (TOvVT@Y) ots Ta epya kK, T.X. 

Obs. 2. This short form of comparison occurs in all languages, but not 

so universally as in Greek, where it is used not only with comparatives, but 
in all other expressions of comparison ; so Il. p, 51 atuari oi Sevovro Képar 
Xapitecow dpotar. See §. 519. §. 594. 2. 

§. 782. e. If the comparative word belongs, either in a predicative or ad- 
verbial force, to the verb of the clause, either the genitive or 7 may 
be used ; as, otros dmeimero moby eLdoow Tupapisa H 6 TatTHp : Hdt. II. 134 

mupapida 6€ Kal ovtos dmeXimeTo ToANOY eAdoow TOO TaTpds : Soph. Antig. 74 
mAclav (eotl) xpdvos, dy Set pw dpéokew Trois Kato TOv evOdde (diutius me oportet 
placere inferis, quam iis, qui hic sunt) : Thuc. VII. 63 kai ratra rots érhiras 
00x Nooov TOV vauT@y mapakehevouae (for 7) Tots vavras :) Id. 1. 85 eLeare & 
nuiv paddov étépwy for 7) érépors. 

f. If any two properties of the same object are compared in degree, 
they are sometimes signified by the comparatives (see §. 784.) of their 
proper adjectives, and ‘contrasted by 4: @atray  coperepos, possessing a 
degree of quickness greater than the degree of wisdom: Od. a. 164 mavtes « 
apnoaiar’ éhadpdtepor mddas civar H apverdtepor ypuooid te eoOjrds te: Plat. 
Rep. 409 D mrcovanis d¢€ rovnpois 7) xpnatois evtvyxdvav copdtepos H dpa- 
Odarepos Soxet etvar atr@ re kai GAdows: Thuc. II]. 42 6 py weioas afuvetdétEpos 
ay dd€as eivac i) GBuKdrepos : so Arist. Ach. 782 mheloves } Bedtioves: Soph. 
Phil. 1100 Tod A@ovog Saipovos cikod 76 KdKiov édeiv. So when the compara- 
tive belongs to a verb: Hdt. III. 65 emoijoa taxttepa 4 codpdtepa: cf. 
Ibid. 194; and also with pa@dXoy and a positive adjective: Kur. Med. 485 
mpodvpos paKov 4 cohwrépa. 

g. If the subject at one time is compared with itself at another, so that 
an increase in degree is signified, the reflexive pronouns épautod, oe- 
autTovu, éautou is used; and after this last adtég is added. This is not found 

in Homer, and rather in prose than poetry : ’Apelov eipi éuautod—apelov et 
ceauToU—apelwy eoriv attds éautod: Thuc. [Il 11 dvvaterepor adtot abtay 

eylyvovro. The following passage of Plato will illustrate this construction : 
Rep. 431 A B ¢aiverai por BovrdcoOar AE yewv obtos 6 Adyos, ds TL ev alto TO 
dvOpare rept tiv Wuxi TO pev BeXriov eve, TO Se XEtpov, Kai GTav pev TO BEATLOY 

ice tov xeipovos eyKpatés 7, TOUTO eye TS KpEtTTw abtoI—, drav S€é id 
tpopns Kakns 7 Twos Outdias KpaTnOA vd TANOovs TOV xXElpovos GpLKpdTEpoY TO 
BéArwov dv, rodTo dé€—xahely HITw EauTOU Kal aKddacToy Tov ovT@ Stakeipevor. 

KpelrTa—(Tipy veav nuty Tow) adTHY atTijs Sikaiws pyoers Mpooayopever bat, 

elmep ob 70 Gpetvor Tov yelpovos GpxeL, TaPpov KANTEov Kal KpeitToy avTov. Some- 

times these genitives are accompanied by 7 and a word or clause signifying 
the time or circumstances under which thet increase 1s conceived ; as hed 
the difference of time is also marked by #, and an expression of time; so 
that there are two comparisons in one sentence; Hdt. II. 25 6 dé Nethos— 
ToUToy Tov xpdvov aUTOs EwiiTOD Peet TOAAM brodeeaTepos H Tod O€peos. It is 
used in Aristotle to denote a change in degree, not in kind. So the su- 
perlative is joimed with atrds and the genitive of the reflexive pronouns 
(€pautov, ceautov, éautod) to mark that the subject possesses the quality in 

the highest degree, higher, that is, than at any other time: Gpiotos airos 
€autot—<dptoty ait) éautas : Xen. M.S. 1. 2, 46 ci@e cor, & Mepixdeis, tore 
cuveyevouny, Ore SewdTatos GauToU Tavita Hoda, when you so entirely surpassed 
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yourself. So also when the cuperlative belongs to the verb: Plat. Legg. 
715 D veos dv ras dvOpwros Ta ToLavTa Sephora autos abToU Opa. 

§. 783. h. A peculiar form of comparison is found, when any thing is 
compared in respect of some property with a whole thought or sentence. 
In this case the thought is contracted into a single substantival notion, 

which stands in the genitive after the comparative: Hdt. II. 148 joav—ai 
mupapides Méyou péLoves, grandiores, quam ut vratione explicari possit ; Thue. 
iit: 5° yevdpevov kpetogov Aéyou ro etdos m™ms vocou : Soph. Gh. T. 1374 
Kpelccoy Gyxovys cipyacpéva: SO mpaypna édmiSwv Kpetcoov: so adverbs: 
Xen. Hellen. VII. 5, 13 cd’wEav weppwrépw Tob Kaipod : and even partici- 
ples are used instead of substantives, to represent the whole thought, as 
Séovtos: Plat. Rep. 41:0 D of péev yupvaotixh dxpdr@ xpnodpevou &ypidtepor 
Toe SdovTos amoBaivovew, 

Obs. But sometimes the thought is expressed in full by 4 date and the 
infinitive of the verb (sometimes without aore), or by 7 os with the opt. 
and a&: Demosth. 68, 11 gore yap peifo raxeiver épya H @s TO Ady@ Tis av 

elo. 

i. When the notion of inequality between two objects is denoted, so 
that the properties of the one are too different or too great to exist in 
or with the other, the comparative of the adjective is used with 4 katd or 
more rarely % mpds, with the accus.: Thuc. VII. 75 pei{o } kata Sdxpua 
nerrovOdras: Id. LV. 39 6 yap dpxov ’Emrddas evdecotépws ExdoT@ Tmapeixey 
4 mpos Thy éfovotav: Plat. Rep. 359 D vekpds peifov 4 Kat dvOpwmoy : 
Hat. VILL. 38 péCovas % xata avOporav piow: or emt with dat.: Arist. 
Vesp. yropns peilovos 4 emt tpuywdots. The Latin uses guam pro with 
the ablative: Liv. XXI. 29 prelium atrocius, quam pro numero pugnan- 
tium, editur. Sometimes an infinitive is used to define the property more 
clearly: Eur. Med. 675 coparep’ i) kat dvdpa cupBahety én, above a man’s 
ability to comprehend: Plat. Cratyl. 392 A raira peifo eoriy H Kar epé Kal 

efeupetv. 

k. It sometimes happens that the comparative notion is formally con- 
tained in the word mdelovas, while in reality y it applies to another notion in 
the sentence: Soph. Ant. 312 é« ray yap aicxpév Anppdrev tods welovas 
dtopévovs iors dv } Tecwopévors=tors Toddods ois dv dropevous paddov 7 
ceowopevous: Id. CE. C. 796 Kdx’ dy AdBors TA TAELov’ H GaTHpia=Ta TodrAG 

AaBous dv Kaka paddov 7} Tornpia®. 

lA comparative notion is sometimes carried on from a comparative 
form to a positive : Soph GE. R.1204 ravev 8 dxovew ths abhireanee TIS 

dras dyplas, ris év mévors EbvouKos (SC. wGANOV) GAAay& Biov. So padhoy is 
carried on from one clause to another: Eur. Alc. 182 cadpor pev ovk dv 
paddoy, edtuxis & icos. 

m. Instead of the usual construction of the genitive or 7, we sometimes 
find a preposition and its case after a comparative, whereby the notion of 
parallelism and comparison is more clearly set forth: Thuc. I. 23 auxvé- 
Tepov Tapa Ta €k TOU mply xpdvou py poveuspeva., So G. T., as Heb. ix. 23 
kpettrogt Ovotas mapa tavtas : Luke xvi. 8 hporiparepor iwép Tols uiods Tod 
patos. 

a Herm. Ant. 312. 
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The Comparative without the second clause of the Comparison. 

§. 784. 1. We often find in Greek the comparative used without any 
object of comparison, so that where we use the positive, they use the 
comparative. The cause hereof seems to be that the Greek had the 
power, by a sort of instinct, or by experience, of defining in his mind 
the proper or usual size or degree of any thing; so that whatever went 
beyond, or fell short of this size or degree, presented itself to his mind in 
the relation of greater or less: hence the comparative is used in Greek 
where we use the positive and the adverbs too, very, rather, somewhat ; 
the comparison being made with reference to some such thought as— 
than it was before—usual—fitting—right, &c., more or less clearly present 
to the speaker’s mind, and sometimes expressed in words; as, Hdt. VI. 
84 Krcopévea 8€ Aeyovar, nxdvr@v Tav SKvOewv—, dpiréew ou peldvws’ dpudé- 
ovta d€ pahdov Tou ikveunévou (quam par erat) pabeiv tiv axpntorociny map’ 
aitéay: Ibid. 107 mrapew tre kai BnEa peldvws 7 ds edbee: Id. VII. 13 9 
veoTns emeCece, Gate GErkeaTEpa amroppivva rea es avdpa TpecBUTEpoy 7H xpewy : 
Id. I. 91 pyrpos dpetvovos, matpos S€ bmodeectépou: Id. IIL. 145 Macavdpio 
Oe T@ Tupavy@ qv adedpeds bTropapydtepos, hebetioris ingenti: Id. VI. 108 

mets Exaotepw oixcoper, too far (sc. i) Sore twas SexecOa): Id. 1. 116 eddxee 

—1 drékpiois éNevOepwrépy civac (justo liberior): Id. VI. 38 modduos bro- 
Ocppsrepos, hostis ferventior: Ibid. 46 reixos ioxupdstepov mepiBadddpevor : 
Ibid. 51 edy—oikins brodceorepys, familie inferioris : Ibid. 75 inédaBe Havin 
vovous eovta Kal 7 pOTepov STromapystepoy : : [bid. g2 Aiywnra O€ ovre ouUvEylva@- 

oxovro €oav Te at0addatepon, pertinaciores : Isocr. Paneg. 14. 38 sq. jpovpeba 
Trois doGevertépors—Ponbeiv paddov, i) Tois Kpeittoai—avvaduretv. So G.T., 

as 2 Cor. vill. 17 omoudatdtepos dé trapyov. So two comparatives frequently 
answer to one another, as we use the words better, weaker, &c.: Plat. 

Apol. 18 D rév Attw Adyor Kpetttw mov: Arist. Ach. 681 pédos edrovov 
&ypoukdtepov, very rustic—that is, more than usual. So especially, dpewov, 
BeAtiov, Képdvov Hom. Kdddtov, paddov, Xelpov, aloxiov, Si0v, KdKLov, vew- 
Tepov, more rarely kawétepov, (as the positive xawds is synonymous with 
vewrepos) &c., especially with a negative; as, ob xddAuov, obK Gpewwov, ob 
KaKLOV, OU KpELTTOV, OU XELpov, OU faov, not so easy as it seems: I). w, 53 od 
pany oi Toye KaAAOV ode 7 Gpwewor, than if this were not done: Il.d, 469 GAN 
iopev xa’ Gpirov* adeEuevar yap dpewov, than if we did it not: Hdt. ILL. 71 
Troveew avtixa pot Sokéet Kat pr) UTEpBareabar’ ov yap Gpewov, than if we did it 
straightway : Eur. Hipp. 1465 rév yap peyddov, magnorum virorum, aévorev- 
Gcis ja paddov Karéxovow (magis percrebrescunt, quam fama de interitu 
ignobiliorum): Plat. Phed. 105 A madw Se dvapipyjoKov’ ob yop xetpov 
moAAdkis dxovew: Xen. Cicon. VIII. 25 mpos TO prddocew oU KdKidy eore 
poBepay civar tiv uynv: Hdt. IIT. 62 od py re ror &k ve exeivou vewTepov 
avaBdaothoer, newer than before®; (Cf. LV. 127 ovdé tu vewtepdv ciue rouoas 

# kat ev eipyyn edOea moee :) Eur. Or. 1327 etpnpos tobi ti dé vedtepov 
Aéyets, than we wished; Plat. Phed.115 B ovdev xawdtepov: Id. Euthyphr. 
prince. ri vedtepov, & Saxpares, yéyovey ; sO vewtepa mpdooew, and hence veo- 
repicew (but Kady (not xaworépwv) mpaypdrav épiecOa). So G. T., as John 
Xlli. 27 6 moveis roinoov taxov: Acts xvil. 21 Aéyew te Kal dkovew KaLyo- 

TEpov. 

a Valcken. ad loc. 

Gr. Gr. vou. ul. ws) io] 
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Obs. The suppressed object of comparison is sometimes supplied by a 
preceding clause: Plat. Euthyd. 283 C oir’ odv Stavonbels ere paddov eimov 
érex.t.r. SoG.T., as 1 Thes. ii.17 dmoppavcGevtes ad’ Sy.av —trepiccote- 
pos éomovdacaper. 

2. As the superlative is sometimes strengthened by padiora &c. (see 
§. 138. 2.), so is the comparative by paddov: Plat. Legg. 781 A habpars- 
Tepov paddov Kai emiKhoT@TEpor. So G.T., as Phil. i. 23 woAA@ péddov 

kpetaoov : Mark vii. 36 paddov mepicodtepoy. 

Ooordination of Sentences logically subordinate. 

§. 785. 1. This consists in joining together, so as to form one thought 
and one grammatical sentence, those clauses which stand in the logical 
relation of conclusion and premiss, antecedent and consequent. 

2. The second clause expresses, 

a. The cause or reason, (conjunction ydp.) 

b. The consequence of the former clause, (ava, obv, Tolvuv, Tovyapobv. ) 

Cause, or reason. 

Tap, for. 

§. 786. [dp is a combination of yé and dpa; so that as yé denotes the 
reason, or the complement of something (§. 735.), dpa an explanation, or 
consequence (§. 7&9. a.), yap, as combining the two, has either a causal 
and explanatory (argumentative), or complementary and consequen- 
tial force (consequential). é confirms the clause to which it is joined, 
and thus confirms and suggests a sort of reason or ground for that which 
precedes: dye’ ot ye oica, say—you at least (certainly) know: to this 

é&pa adds an explanation of that which precedes, and thus gives a reason 
for it: éyer od dpa oicba, say—you know now: heye’ ob yap oicOa, say— 
you at least know now. It cannot stand at the beginning, and generally is 
the second word of a sentence. 

1. Fép causal and explanatory—either one of these forces prevails 
over the other. 

a. The causal being the prominent notion: Plat. Phedr. 233 B vy ryv 
"Hpav, Kady ye 7 KaTaywyn 1 Te yap mAdTavos avtn pad adudiradys Te Kai 

tymhy 
8. The explanatory force being the prominent notion. Here a de- 

monstrative pronoun generally stands in the clause to be explained, which 
points forward to the clause with ydp: Lysias Epit. 192, 6 tocodrov Sé 
evruxéaTepor Traides OvTes eyévovTo Tov TaTpds* 6 pev Yap—Tovs pev GAdovs ade- 
Koovras ékd\agev: So after a superlative, Td S€ péyotov, TO 8€ oXETALTATOV 
&c.: Isocr. Pac. 170 B 13 8€ mavrav oxeThudtatov’ ods yap apohoynoaper 
dv x.t.d. Lastly, after such expressions as tTexpypiov Sé, paptupiov Sé, 
onpetoy Sd, SAdov Sé, sc. cori, Setkvupe Sé, EdHrAwoe S€, cKEpaobe Bé, Xc. ; 
Plat. Prot. 320 C Soxet roivuy pos, ey, xapréotepov eivar pidov tpiv deyew. 
jv yap more xpdvos k. T.X. 
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Obs. 1. It very often happens that the sentence, whereof the causal ydp 
gives the premiss, is suppressed, and must be supplied by the mind : Plat. 
Symp. 194 A Kada@s yap adros jyouoa (sc. od pev Sivacat Oappeiv). So od 
ydp at the beginning of a sentence referring to some such notion as, it 
must be so, it is so, or if it were not so: Thuc. ILI. 84 od yap av rod re doiov 
TO TyswpeioOa mportidecay : Id. I. 68. 

Obs. 2. The explanatory ydp, is often omitted after récos, toios, tovobros 
(as in Latin enim after tantus, talis, sic), and also after the phrases given 
above in 8.: Plat. Legg. 821 E texpypiov dé° eye tovtwy ote véos ore Tada 
dknkoos Pav K.T.d. 

Obs. 3. Very often, especially in Herodotus, the explanatory clause with 
ydp is placed first : Hdt. VI. 102 kai, jv yap 6 Mapabav énirnde@tatov xwpiov 
ths “Artikns evummetoar—, es toto ot Katnyéeto ‘Inmins; Ibid. 118 kal, 
dmixato yap tyviKavta of Anduot dricw és Thy ynoov, Katatiberai Te és TO ipdv 
TO dyadpa, Kal evréAdeTat Toit Andiowwe dmayayety TO Gyahpa és Ando 70 

O7nBaior. 

Obs. 4. The premiss is often placed first, when, as being opposed to 
the conclusion, it is introduced by &AAd, which refers to some suppressed 
thought: Hdt. IX. 27 GAN od yap €v rode Takvos clvexa cractigew mpéret, 

apricot cipev meiOecOa ipiv: Soph. Ant. 155 GAN dde ydp x. 7.d., but (we 

must stop) for &c.: Eur. Hipp. édX cicopo yap x.r.d. So with reference 
to some suppressed objection: Id. Med. 1084 dda yap gorw podoa kai 
npiv, do not think me proud for &c. 

Obs. 5. The clause which thus follows the explanatory clause with ydp 
is often connected therewith, as a consequence, by. odv, (in Homer 7a, 

wherefore :) Hdt. VI. 11 (Aéyee rade") “Ent Evpot yap axis eyerae giv ta 

™phrypara— ij evar edevbeporoe 7) SovAoLoL, Kal TovTOLS ws Spyméernar vov oy 
opees, iv pev BovrAnoe tarairapias evdexeoOa, Td mapaxpija Bev movos bpiv 
ara, oloi te O€ €oeobe, UmepBaddpevor TOds evavTious, Eivat edevOepou, 

Obs. 6. The two clauses are often so compressed together that the sub- 
ject of the former is placed in the latter, and even follows the government 
thereof : Hdt. IX. 109 ty (i) sc.) d€ Kaxds yap eee mavouxin yeveoOar, mpos 
tadta eine Repén: Id. 1V. 200 Tév dé wav yap Hv 76 wAROoS perairiov, ov« edE- 
Kovro Tovs dyous (for ot dé (wav yap jv To TAnGos [atv sc.} perairiov) odk 

ed€xovto tovs Néyous): Id. 1.24 kai totor éoedOciv yap Hdoviy, ei weddoiev dxov- 
ceaOat Tov apiarov dvOarwy dodov, dvaywpnoa. Cf. [. 114. Il. ror. Thue. 
VIII. 30 tots ev tH Sapm “AOnvalots mpocadiypevar yap joav Kai oixoGev dda 
vijes—kat oTpatnyol—, Kat Tas dnd Xlov mdoas Kai Tas GAdas Evvayaydvtes 
eBovdovro &c.: Id. I. 115 tv 8€ Lapiwv joav ydp tiwes of ody iméyevov—, 
EvvO¢pevo.— Evppaxlay,—deBnoav b7d vixta eis tiv Sdpov: Ibid. 72 ty Be 
*AOnvaiwy eruye yap mpecBeia—rapoica, kai os HoOovto x. .X., for of AGnvaior, 
eruxe yap K.T.A. 

Obs. 7. We often find G\da yap, at enim, sed enim: Plat. Apol. 19 C py 
Twos eyo UTO MeAnTov togairas Sikas piyoue! &AAQ (=I fear not) yap €uoi 
rovrav—ovdev péreoti, for I have no share: Ibid. 20 C éy& yoiv cai airds 
exadduvopunv te Kat NBpuvduny av, ei nriordpny Tadta’ GAN (ov« aBpivouar) od 
yop eniorana, for I know not: so especially in Plato we find vév 8é—ydp 

used, which however stands after the sentence it explains : Plat. Symp. 180 
C «i pev yap cis hv 6”Epas, kadds dy cixe’ viv 82 (kaxads) ob ydp eorw cis. 

2. fdép is used as partly causal and partly consequential in ad- 

3R2 
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dresses, wishes, orders, questions, answers; it is causal as it 
points to some reason for asking the question &c., consequential as it 
represents the question as arising from it: Arist. Ran. 248 rovrt wap’ tpav 
AapBdava; Acwa yap weodpeba! then we shall suffer monstrous things | Kaxés 
yap éfddovo! may you then perish! So G.T., as Matt. xxvii. 23 ri yap 
Kakov emoingev ; SO et yap, eife yap. - 

Obs. 8. In kai yap, xai belongs to the word next following, and signifies 
even; yap has attached itself to kai, being the first word in the sentence, 
(though ydp in poetry sometimes takes the third place; as, kéy® ydép 
Eur. :) Hdt. 1. 77 kat yap mpos tovtous ait émeroinro ovppayin, i.e. Kal . 
mpos ToUTOUs. 

Consequence. 

“Apa.. 

§.787. 1. "Apa (Epic dpa and ap; enclit. 64; never stands the first 
word of a sentence, but in the first part thereof ;) is connected with the 

verb “APQ, to answer, to suit, and expresses the intimate connexion 

and coincidence of two thoughts or notions, so that one exactly suits 
and answers to the other; it signifies, exactly, precisely, just. 

Obs. In G.T. dpa sometimes stands first: Rom. x.17 dpa 7 miotis e& 
dkojs : cf. Luke xi. 48. 

2. Hence Homer uses dpa 

a. In correlative sentences of place, time, mode or manner, exactly 

that, which—there, where —then, when—so, as: I]. n, 182 éx & €Oope Kdjpos 
Kuvens, Ov Gp Oedov avrot, just the one which: Il. v, 594 ’Arpeidys—ryv 
(x<ipa) Bddev, 4 p exe rokov, just the one in which; Il. A, 149 6 8, 66 
mAeioror KAoveovto adayyes, TH p évépour’, just there: Il. @, 788 fos & 
npryeveca avn pododdxrvhos ‘Hos, THOS dp appt mupny KAvTOd ” Exropos eypeTo 

habs, just then; so etT dpa, 67 dpa, just as, just when; to dpa, just then ; 
ei pi) dpa, if not exactly ; ds dpa, just so. 

b. If by means of a pronoun a preceding object is again brought for- 
ward as the commencement of a new thought, dpa is used to refer back to 
it— exactly him who: Hl, v. 170 Tedxpos 8€ mpotos TeAapwnos avdpa Kkarexta 
"IpBpvov aixuntyy : v.177 Tév ‘3 vids TeAapavos tm ovatos éyxei paxp@ vv& : 
SO TAaOT dpa, Tolos dpa, Tégos Apa, To Apa, TH dpa, Ev) dpa, ds dpa, ec. g. po- 

vnoas améBn, 6s fa, he who, in a demonstrative force. Often the confirm- 
ative pév (§. 729. Obs. 2.) comes between the pronoun and dpa: Il. 8, 
867 Ndorns ad Kapév fynoato: v. 870 tay pev Gp "Apdipaxos kai Naorns 
iynodaoOny : and sometimes f4 is thus used with other words, as q pa. 

c. In the following combination of particles, dpa expresses the general 
identity of two thoughts, by marking that a sentence is immediately 
connected with what went before, and what it has already expressed : 

a. Ta pev Gp—ahd, that is just so, but: Od. r, 139 Tetpecin, Ta pev Gp 
mov emtkhooav Oeoi avtol. "ANN dye por T65e eimé—. (So in G.T., St. Paul 
often sums up by dpa what he has been saying or quoting. Cf. Rom. x.17. 
Rom. viii. 1.) 

8. Where the same thing is represented in another and less particular 
point of view, dpa marking that the former statement is implied and 
repeated in the general one: ovx—, GAN’ dpa, not—but then; negative, 
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008’ dpa, just not then: Od. «x, 214 008 oty’ (leones et lupi Circe) &pynOnoav 
er’ dvdpdow, &AN apa tolye odpjow pakpijoe meptocoatvortes avéorav (but just) : 
Il. , 670 7 obdx Ads, dre paxns emdevopar; 008 apa mas Hv, ev mavTeco ép- 

your Sanpova para yever at, nor was it Just possible : SO ouT dpa—oure : Il. 
¢ 349 sqq.- avrap émet rade y &de Jeol kaka Texpqpavro, dvdpos emer dpedhov 

(debebam) Gpetvovos elvau akoutrus—" tovit@ & ott ap viv ppeves Epredor, ovr 
dp onicow éoovra, my present spouse then has neither—nor then will he have. 
So Our dpa—vtre begins a speech when the speaker opposes some false 
notion to which dpa refers: Il. a, 93 oUt’ dip dy ebywdjs emipeudera, otf 
éxaTouBns, aN ever’ apntnpos—. 

y. GAN et Sy fa, with the finite verb; as, ei Aedes, if it is in sooth (84) 
just (dpa) your will: 8. émet pa, since just, yap pa, for just. 

§. 7&8. 1. From this notion of immediate connection and identity of 
two things, dpa has the further force of the progression and continua- 
tion of any action—hence it is used in Epic narratives, to connect the 
several thoughts and events thereof: Il. ¢, 592 dua 8€ Tpdwy etrovro pdday- 
yes Kaprepai’ jnpxe © Gpa ogi” Apns kai néty’ ’Evud: So kat pa: o08 dpa: 
Our’ dp—oure: Mév fa—aAd, or adtdp, or 8€, tis T dp, TIT dp, Tas T ap 
&c. when the narration is continued by a question; also in explanations 
or illustrations, which are connected immediately with that which they 
explain, and are, as it were, a drawing out and development thereof: Il. 

HB, 152 pada yap kparepas eudxovro haotow Kabvrepbe TremroWdres HO€ Bindw* ot 
& dpa (Aaol) yeppadiovcw evdpnrav and wipyov Baddov these to wit: Il. €, 333 
ovd€ Ocdwv tdwy, ait avdpdv médepov Kata Kotpavéovow, oUT ap *APnvain, ote 

mroXi@opOos "Eva: Od. €,175 tav & avdpdv reipnoopa, ottwés eiow Hp 
oly’ t8picrai—ye Pirdéevvor. Often in relative sentences of explanation or 
illustration : Il. 8, 20 ory & dip imep cehadis, NyAnio vii éouxas, Néotopt, Tov 

pa pddiora yepdvtwy Ti ’Ayapéepvov: SO OTL pa, émel pa, ovveK dpa, since to 
wit ; hence ydp (from ye dp) and even ydp pa. 

2. In this use of dpa is often implied the notion of quickness; hence 
there arises a second sense of dpa, so soon, so forth, as soon as ; and thus 
it is often joined to the adverbs, ata, adtika, kapTahipws, 0ods, écoupevws, 
(Hence the compounds aétdp, toe toa? dp—ei0ap=eddap from ed0ds and 
dpa—agap.) This usage also belongs to Homer: II. x, 349 sqq. os dpa 
avncavre trapeE d500 ev vexiecow KdwOnrny 6 8 Gp Oka mapédpapev adpa- 
Sinow’ add’ Ste By P arénv, docov 7 emiovpa TédovTaL TpidvOY—, TH pev eme- 
Spaperny’ 6 8 ap earn Sovmov dxovoas—, ad te By fp dmecav Sovpyverés—, 
yv@ Pp avdpas Syiovs. So very commonly, 8 dp, kat fa. 

3. “Apa also has this force in the combinations of (a) emel pa, Ste pa, as 
soon as (both in the protasis and apodosis) ; 6te 84 fpa—, kal té7r dp, so 
soon—then straightway ; or in the apodosis alone, ére d7—, 8y fa Téte, 
then straightway ; jpos—, kai téte 84 pa;—-(b) péev fa—, adtdp, adda Bé; 
where by the use of pév, which points forward to the following clause, it 
is denoted that this clause is a continuance of the former one: Od. 8,148 
—150 To 8 €ws (=rTéws) wev Pp emérovro—, GAN Gre by kK. T. A.—(C) 088° Gpa, 
where ov either belongs to the dpa (not straightway), or to the predicate 
(straightway—not): Od. 1, 92 ob8 dpa Awroddyor pydov® érdporow odeOpor, 
nor straightway: Od. p, 16 jpeis pev tra Exacta Sieimopev? 008 apa Kipxny 
€& ’Aidew ehOdvres eAnOopev, dAdKa pad dka HAO, and then we did not escape 
her notice. 
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4. The notion of quickness suggests the notion of suddenness, sur- 
prise, and therefore dpa is used to denote things, that from their size, 
beauty, sublimity, singularity, &c. come suddenly and unexpectedly 

upon the mind, so as to produce surprise and wonder thereat. So when 
an error, delusion, or any other strange thing is spoken of. In English 

this is frequently expressed by then: Il. 7, 33 vndeés! od« dpa coiye (se. 
Achilli) Tatnp nv immora Tinhevs : : Thuc. I. 69 Kaitou éhéyeoOe dapaheis etvae 
Gy dpa 6 Adyos Tod Epyou exparex. Thus in Soph. Phil. 345 et’ adnOeis cir 
dip ovv parnv, whether true, or whether then after all false. So G.T., as 
1 Cor. xv. 15 €¢ mep dpa oi vexpot ov« éeyetpovrar: Luke xi. 45 dpa padptupes 
€ore Kal ovvevdokeite Tois epyos Tov matepwv : Matt. xix. 24 rls dpa dvvarac 
owbnvat ; 

5. "Apa is very often used in this latter sense in Ionic and Attic prose : 
Plat. Rep. 375 D ovdk évevonoaper, dre cioiv dpa rovadrar oes, oias Hpeis 
ovk @nOnuer, ‘apa significat, aliquid preter opinionem accidere®.” So 
without a negative: Xen. Cyr. [. 4, 11 © maides, @s dpa epdvapodpev, Gre 
Ta ev T@ Tapadeiow@ Onpia eOnp@pev" Gpovov Epovye Soxei elvat, oidvTep et Tis Sede- 

peva (6a 6npgn. So when the writer is narrating what produced surprise 
at the time. The discovery of a mistake is also expressed by dpa (see also 
§. 398. 5.), when a person finding it out from some one else, does some- 
thing which signifies that he also feels it, so that dpa is used nearly in its 
Epic force of aitika: Xen. Cyr. VII. 3, 6 ruita dkovoas 6 Kipos émaicaro 
dpa Tov pnpov, he straightway: Ibid. VIII. 3, 25 Saxav dé iSiatns avpp amé- 
Aumev Gpa To inm@ todls addovs eyyds TH Huloer Tov Spdpov (then, would one 

have thought it?) Were also belong the combinations ei dpa, if at all 
events ; ei pi) apa, often ironical, nist forte. 

§. 789. "Apa as an expression of something unexpected is especially 
applied (a) in explanations and illustrations (dpa explicativum); (6) in 
sentences expressing the consequences of any thing (dpa conclusivum). 

. The explicative dpa denotes that some explanation or information 
is Arcee suddenly and unexpectedly, now: Il. a, 96 tovver’ Gp adhye 

éOwxev “ExnSdXos : Xen. Cyr. [. 3, 9 @ Saka, dmédwdas’ exBalG oe ek Tijs 
Tins’ Ta Te yap tANa—oov Kdddovy civoxonsw Kai ObkK exTlopat aUTOs TOV 

otvoy’ of & dpa trav Bacidéwy oivoydo.—karappododor. Hence yap, which is 
also accompanied by dpa when a strange or surprising thought is to be ex- 
pressed: Plat. Rep. 358 C wodd yap ayeivav dpa 6 Tov adikou i) 6 Tov Sixaiou 

Bios, ws héyovow, scilicet: bid. 438 A ovdelts rorod emOupet, GANA ypnoTod 

ToToU-—* Tavtes yap dpa Tay dyabav emidupodow, omnes scilicet etc. 

6. The conclusive force of dpa was not developed till the Attic era. 
It marks an unexpected consequence; for emphasis sake it some- 
times stands at the end of a sentence: Hdt. II]. 64 76 8€ xpnornpiov rotor 
ev 2upiy ‘AyBardvourr éheye dipo. : Xen. Hell. VII. 1, 32 otr@ xowdv te dpa 
xXape Kal dom Sdxpud eat !—9é 6 apa signifies contradiction: Plat. Apol. 34 C 
ey@ S€ ovdev Gpa TovTay moujow: ‘*8é apa indicat contrarium illud, quod ex 
pracedentibus colligitur, esse absurdum neque ullo modo probaadum, continet- 

que deductionis ad absurduim quam dialectict vocanl significationem, sive quis 

suam ipsius senlentiam enuntiet, sive ex alius cujusdam mente loquatur® :” 
Id. Rep. 600 D adda Upwraydpas péev dpa—xai Ipddcxos—éemi rairn ri copia 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Ibid. 
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Toivuy—rtotyap—torydptor—obv. 

otta opddpa pirtoivtrac—, “Ounpoy 8 apa oi em’ exetvov—i “Halodov payedeiv 
av meptidvras elwy ; 

Obs. The lyric, tragic, and comic poets used the lengthened dpa for dpa: 
Eur. Phoen. 1675 vié Gp’ éxeivn Aavaidwr p’ £er piav: so et Gpa, eit apa for 
2PM, ay» »# 7 oA > » = o 

«i Gpa, etr dpa. For dpa, and apa interrogative, see §. 873. 

Totvuy. 

§. 790. 1. Toivuy (from ro, wherefore, and viv, then, §.719. 3.) is used 
in (a) transitions—(b) conclusions—wherefore then. Often in trans- 
4° ‘ , +” , o c , 
itions, kat totvuy, é€te Toivuy, are found: Xen. Cyr. I. 3, 16 6ri—6é didac- 

Kadds pe @s dn dkpiBorvta tHv Scacoctyyny Kat GAdots KabiaTn Sixdew" Kat 
Tolvuy—eri ua Tore Oikn wAnyas éaBov, et, ut paucis me expediam : Ibid. I. 2 

maoas Tolvuy Tas dyéAas Ta’Tas edoKodpev Spav paddov eHedovaas weibeaOat Tois 
vonevowv i) tos avOp@movus Tvis apxovor, omnes igitur greges, ut rem paucis 
complectar. 

2. Toivuy is also used to mark a transition when a person takes up 
another person quickly, and replies to him decidedly: Plat. Rep. 450 A 
SeSoxrat jpiv trovto, 6 av ifeovoas, TO oe pur) peOrévar, Tp dv radra TavTa woTeEp 

radda duehOns. Kat ene totvuv, 6 TAavkwy én, Kowavov ris Wipov tavrys 
ridere. So 08 Toivuv, ph tolvuv, pev Toivuy in transitions, where ov, gn, per 
mark an opposition in the new thought. 

Tolyap. 

3. Totyap (from ré and ydp) answers to the Latin ergo, therefore: Ii. 
a, 70 © Aytded, Kéheal pe—pvbnoacba pivw “Ard\Novos—* Tolyap eyav pew. 

It generally stands at the beginning of the sentence. 

Tovydptor. 

4. Totydpto. (from ra, wherefore, yap, and the restrictive rot) just so, and 
on no other ground. It always stands first in the sentence: Plat. Gorg. 
471 C tovydptoe viv, dre peyrora HdiKnkas Tav év Makedovia, dO\vwtatds e€oTe 
mavrav Makeddver, 

Obs. This tof used in roivuv, rolyap, rorydpror, is to be distinguished from 

the restrictive roi, which is never used by itself to express transitions or 
conclusions, but is so used with other particles; and we may observe that 

it always follows the particle with which it is joined. Tot joined with kat 
expresses a transition—with ydp, émei (sometimes with yé), a conclusion ; 
Xen. Cyr. VIII. 7,17 ot8€ yap viv tou ryv y euiy Woyny éwpare. In ovtor 
and Te, rod expresses a transition with a further adversative notion which 
arises from od and 7: Il. y, 65 oUtor amdBdyr cori Oedv epixvdea Sapa, n0, 

truly not: Soph. CE. C. 1365 «i & e&epvoa rdade pr) "pavt@ rpopols ras 
maidas, 7 Tdv ovk av 7, TO cov pépos. So ovrTor (prov) more generally has 
an adversative force, yet not—not only. 

Ody (for odv, explanatory, see §. 737.). 

§. 791. 1. Ovv is used as an illative particle very rarely in Homer, and 
only in certain combinations, as émet obv, ds otv. It never stands first, 
but generally second in the sentence. As ovy properly dwells and lays 
emphasis on the circumstances under which the thing to which it is at- 
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tached took place (§. 737. 2.), so as an illative particle it points strongly 
to what has gone before, so that the premisses and conclusion are repre- 
sented as one thought. So ody, illative, is used by Homer with émei and 
as (€met otv, ds ov), because these conjunctions introduce sentences which 

lead us back to what has gone before, so that the mind dwells thereon: 

Od. 7, 453 of & dpa Sdprov émaradiv amd{Covro—v. 478 of & émel obv rav- 
gavto Tévou TetvKovTd Te Saita: I). 0, 249 map b€ Ards Bow@ Tmepixadrei KaB- 

Bare veBpdv évOa mavoppaiw Zyvi peerxov "Axaol. Of 8 ag obv cidovO, dr dp’ 

ex Atos nAvbev dpuis. 

2. It often means denique, without more to say; so that it is used 
especially to resume a sentence which has been broken by a parenthesis. 
The following combinations also occur, tovyapodv, otk obv, 008 obv, Kat 
ou, &c. 

Obs. It is generally laid down that odxouy means not, odxodv therefore, 
the accent being placed over that part of the word the sense of which 
prevails ; but this is not right. When it is negative it should be written 
ov« ovv, when it means therefore, ovxodv, with a note of interrogation, Is it 

not then? whence arises its ironical force of scilicet, the question being 
dropped in the pronunciation : Demosth. 104, 59 7 kai tére Tods dptverOat 
keNevovTas TOAE“OY TroLEv HoopeEV ; OUKOUY UmdXoUTOY SovAevev ; does not then 

slavery await us ?= therefore slavery awaits us. 

Remarks on the Asyndeton. 

§. 792. 1. From the general rule, that sentences or notions which are 

logically one thought should be also represented as one in language by 
conjunctions, there are certain exceptions ; sentences or notions which are 
really connected together following one another, without any conjunction 
to denote the connexion: this is called Asyndeton (dovvéerov). 

a. Asyndeton can properly only take place when sentences, which are 
in the same logical and grammatical relations to each other, are not con- 
nected by a conjunction. By the omission of the conjunction, the succes- 
sive thoughts are represented as following one another so rapidly that 
they are but one thought, and are taken in as it were by one glance of the 
mind. So repeatedly in Homer after adrixa when etpe follows By : Od. 1, 154 
épaav b€ Nippat, kovpar Atos aiyidxovo, atyas dpeckq@ous, iva Seumvnoeray éraipor. 
Adtixa kapmvda Téa kai aiyavéas Sodtxyavdous €ihoped ex vnov: Il. A, 199 BA 

dé kar’ Idalwv dpéwy eis” I\uov ipnv' ep’ vidv Lpidpowo daidpovos “Exropa Siov. 
And as here the notion of airika produces the asyndeton, so in pathetic 
passages also, the rapidity of the whole speech throws out the conjunctive 
particles. In an animated description also, the thoughts are crowded to- 
gether into one. ‘The Lyric, which loved pathetic, and often unconnected 
and sudden, turns of construction, frequently uses asyndeton, but more 

rarely the more stately and equable Epic. But even prose writers, espe- 
cially the orators, sometimes allow themselves in animated descriptions to 
drop the conjunction: Il. x, 295 (of Hector) ory 8€ xarnpnoas, oS GAN 
éxe pethwov &yxos’ AnipoBov & exdder Aevkdomida, paxpov dicas, yTE€ piv Sdpv 

paxpd6v—: Ibid. 450 sq. (of Andromache) Sedre, b0m por recov, Bop, 

érw épya Térukrat, Aidoins éxupys dds ekAvov k.t.d.: Eur. Hippol. 353 sqq. 
olpor Ti A€kers, TEKVOV; Gs p aTw@Aecas* yuvaikes, OVK avagyxeT’, OVK aveEopat 
(ao exOpov juap, €xOpov eicop® aos’ pio, peOnow cap dmaddaxOnoopat 

, - , ae SD a3 Se. 
Biov Gavovoa XaLpeT OUK €T Ell EVD). 
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b. The asyndeton also takes place between two sentences which are 
grammatically coordinate, but one of which is logically subordinate. By 
the omission of the conjunction the second clause is represented as a new, 
important, unexpected point in the narration: Il. p, 50 dovmncev dé recor, 

Sr as, ‘ , bk NES > ~ 9 y © s , / c - 

apaBynoe de revxe ew ait@. Aipatt of devovto Kopat, Xaptrecow spoiat, mdo- 

xpol 6, ot xpva@ re kai adpyip» eopyxwvro. So the end of a long train of 
thought is given with a beautiful emphasis by the asyndeton : Il. x, 391 
(Achilles Hectore interempto) viv 8 dy detdovres mamova—veopeba, rovde & 
» > , , A . , o al mR a > - 

dyopev. “Hpdweba péeya xidos’ emébvopev "Exropa Stov, @ Tpdes kata dotu bed 
os evxerdwvro: Pind. Pyth. II. 49 after relating the punishment of Ixion, 
Oeds Gray emi eAmidcoor Téxpap avierat, Beds O Kal TTEpdevT’ aicTov Kixe &c. 

c. It is very common in an explanatory sentence, which might be intro- 
duced by apa, or yap, and the asyndeton gives a certain weight and em- 
phasis to it, by making it independent. The second clause defines or ex- 
plains that which is generally or indistinctly stated in the first; so Il. ¢, 
654 muvypayxins dreyewis Okey dba’ Hplovoy Tadaepyov dywv Katébno ev ayave: 
Tl. B, 217 atoxiotos Se dvip tad ”INvoy HAOev" Hodkds env, xodOs 8 Erepov dda 

k.7..: Il. @, 608 ovver’ dpa Antot iodexeto KadXurapyo” ph Sow Tekeev, 7 
& airy yeivato roddovs: Il. v, 46 adda TlooerSdwv— Apyetous atpuve—* Atavte 

mpota mpooedy : Pind. Ol. Il. 44 émerar Sé Adyos evOpdvois Kddporo Kovpats, 
énaGov al peyada, révOos © emutvev Bapvd kpecodvav mpos dyabav. Zdéer pev ev 
*Ohupmiows dwobavoica Bpdpw kepavvod tavucbeipa Sepeda k.t.r. (So G.T., as 
John xvii. 17 dylacoy avrovs év ddnOeia—é Aéyos 6 ods 7 adjGed eorw. CF. 
Acts xxv.12.) So especially when a demonstrative stands in the first 
clause; as, Todto, Téde, oUtTws, Ge &c.: Plat. Gorg. 450 A kal pry kat ai 

adda téxvar ottws exovow, éExdoTn ai’t@y wept Aéyous eori: Ken. Anab. III. 
2,19 €vi pdvw mpoexovow ipas of immeis, pevyew avrois aopadéorepdv eorw, 7) 

nu: but here also the real cause of the asyndeton may be the animation 
of the speech: Demosth. 44 princ. kat d€ meipdoopa déyav, Senbeis ipav, 

aSpes ‘AOnvaior, tooodtov’ éemesSav Gmavra dkovante, Kpivate, ful) TpOTEpov Tpo- 
AapBavere. Generally after such a demonstrative we find ydp (§. 786.1. 8.). 

But it is used also with supplementary clauses, where ydp would not be 
used: Xen. Anab. I. 8, 9 kat joav immeis pev hevKoba@pakes emi trod evovipou 
Tov TOhELiov. Turcahepyns ehéyeTo TOUTaY apxeL. 

d. So when the same thoughts are emphatically repeated in other words : 
Pindar Pyth. III.107 opuxpds ev opixpois, peyas ev peyddots eooopar Toy 
dpperovr aici bpacw daipor doxnow Kat éuav Oeparciov payavav. So G. T., 
as Matt. iv. 39 ciara, mepivooo: 1 Cor. iv. 8 7d Kexopecpéevor Eaote—7dn 

émoutncare—ion eBacidevoare. 

e. Cognate to this is the asyndeton which occurs in the beginning of a 
new sentence, which is to explain and carry on a preceding one: Plat. 
Phied. gt C ’AAN iréov, pn. Tpdrdv pe tropyncare a édeyere, cay py paive- 
pat pepynpevos. So G.T., as John x. 11 eyo eipe 6 rouny 6 Kadds’ 6 rounny 

6 Kaos k. T,X. 

f. Often the conjunction, though not expressed, is to a certain degree 
implied in some other words; especially in demonstratives, which point 
back to what has preceded, and thus connect the sentences—so very often 
in Homer, os épar’. That the demonstratives otrws, téaos, roios, &c. 
often imply ydp, as in Latin, sic, talis, tanius imply enim, we have seen in 

§. 786. Obs. 2. 

g. The asyndeton naturally occurs when the unconnected sentence is 

Gr. GR. VoL. 11. aes 
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opposed to what has gone before, or comes after: Od. p, 426 sqq. &v@ 
irot Zeupos pev exavaaro—7dbe & emi Nétos @ka—* Travvdxros epopny, apa 
B HeAlw dvidvte HOov emi TKvAAns oxdmedov: Od. 8. 605 sq. ev & LOdky ovr 
dip Spdpot eipees, ore Tt Netpwv’ aiyiBotos sc. eoriv: Il. W, 352 sq. av & eBav 

es Siqpous, ev Sé kkypovs €Bddovto’ TAAN ’AyirAeds. So in Homer the adver- 
sative conjunction is often dropped when the opposition of a sentence in- 
troduced by cite (=6ére) or odppa is expressed: Od. a, 146 sqq. as 76 pey 
é€etéNeoue, Kai ovK eOehovo’, in’ avaykns. EOP 7 papos edergev, Upyvaca peyav 
iordv—, kai tore dy p’ “Odvaona kakés Tobey ifyaye Saipov, (bul) when she &c. 

2. Besides these general cases of asyndeton, there are the following : 

h. Very commonly before ta tovatta, cetera, adda, ot GAdou, in the 
enumeration of many objects «kai is omitted, as in Latin e¢ before ceteri, 
alii, reliqui, when these words signify collectively all the objects which 
yet remain to be mentioned: Plat. Gorg. 503 E oitov ei Bovde ideiy rods 
Cwypaous, Tovs oikoSdpous, Tovs vaurnyovs, TOUS GANovS TavTas SypLoupyots. 

i. When several objects, especially if they run in pairs, are enumerated : 
Plat. Protag. 319 D mhovovos, mévns—yevvaios, ayevvys: Cic. Tusc. I. 26, 
64 ut omnia, supera, infera, prima, ultima, media videremus®. So G. T., 

as 2 Tim. iv. 2 éemiotnd: edkaipws, dxaipws : so clauses which run in pairs, 
to each of which attention is to be called separately, and at the same 

time the opposition between the two, and their parallelism with the last is 
to be signified; as, 1 Cor. xv. 43 omeiperar ev aripia, éyeiperar ev O0En’ omel- 

petat ev acbeveia, eyelperar ev Svvdper* omeiperar TOpa WuyxiKov, eyelpeTat TOpa 
TVEVILATLKOV, 

k. When the same word is to be emphatically repeated (anaphora) : 
Plat. Gorg. 510 C obtos peya ev ravrn Ti wéder Suvvncera, TOOTOY OvdeIs XaipwY 

aduxnoes. 

l. The phrase éSdxeu tatta, et simil. is always inserted without any con- 
junction, after a question, or address; the result whereof is signified by 

these words :—generally the same word which is used in the first is used 
in the second unconnected clause: Xen. Anab. III. 2, 38 émet de ovdeis 
dvtéNeyev, eirev' “OTw Soxet radta, dvarewdrw tiv xeipa. "ESoge tadta : Ibid. 
VI. 3, 9 evradda 6 Zevopav déyer’ Aoket por, & avdpes oTpatnyoi—. Luveddxer 
tadta wao.: Ibid. VII. 3, 6 Kai draw, ey, tadra Soxei, dpare Ti xeipa. “Avé- 
TEWay TaVTES. 

m. In poetry, (especially Epic) two or four adjectives, each pair whereof 
forms one whole notion, or also three adjectives belonging to one sub- 
stantive, follow one another without any conjunction, if they are merely 

epithets and ornaments of the substantive. The greatest effect is pro- 
duced by the adjectives being divided into pairs, as the sentence is broken 

off suddenly, and contrary to our expectation, while, on the other hand, 
three adjectives form a natural and pleasing period: Il. 7, 140. 802 éyxos 
Bpibd, péeya, ortBapov, kexopvOpevov: Od. a, 97 Kaha rébiha, apSpdora, xpvoea : 

Od. 1, 205 otvov—1dvv, dxnpdoiov, Oeiov mordv: Ibid. 319 sq. KvkAwmos yap 
éxeito péya poradov mapa onkd, xXAwpov, eAawweov: Ibid. 322 sq. tords nds 
éekoodpoio pedaivns, opridos, evpeins, ir exmepda péya dairpa: Od. 0, 406 
(vngos) evBoros, evpndos, oivorAnOns, ToAdTupos : Adsch. Theb. 864 é€parav &« 
BabvkdArov ornbéov: Soph. Trach. 770 owvias exOpas exidyns: Eur. Hipp. 
669 radaves ® KakoTUXEls yuvatKOv TOT POL. 

a Vid. Adnot. ad loc. 
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THE SUBORDINATE SENTENCE. 

§. 793. 1. When sentences, which together represent but one 
thought in the speaker’s mind, stand in such a relation to each other, 
that one expresses merely the causes, results, circumstances, 

accidents, &c. which accompany the other, and therefore has of 
itself no definite meaning or place in the passage independent of the 
other, there are two different ways of expressing this connexion ; 
either the real logical relation is overlooked, and they are joined by 

a copula, which probably would be the original method before the 
niceties of language had developed themselves, as 70 €ap 7jAOe, Ta OE 

dévdpa OadAer: or their true logical relation is expressed in the form 
of the connexion, by using a word which represents the one as de- 
pending on the other, as éte 70 éap 7ADe, Ta S€vdpa AdArAEL. This is 

called the subordinate construction. 

2. The essence then of the subordinate construction is, that two 

or more thoughts are represented as forming one compound thought, 
the parts whereof are likewise represented in their proper relation 
to each other. The sentence, on which the rest depend, is called the 

principal clause, the dependent sentence or sentences dependent 
clauses. Thus in, The man who came from the enemy's camp in- 

Jormed Cyrus, when the night broke, that the enemy had fled ;— 

the man informed Cyrus, is the principal, the others the dependent 
clauses. These may be increased to any number, though necessarily 
this has a tendency to interrupt and confuse the whole thought. 

3. Every dependent sentence expresses a thought, and contains 
the same elements as a principal sentence, (subject and predicate,) 
only that this thought by itself has no definite meaning ; as, when 
the spring came, conveys no complete notion to the mind. 

§. 794. 1. The compound sentence is in reality nothing more 

than a development and resolution of the several parts of a simple 

sentence, which, as we have seen, when complete, consists of subject, 

predicate, attribute, object; each of which, except the predicate, 
(which is as it were the essential part of the sentence,) may be 
resolved into a fresh sentence, dependent on the predicate; as, The 

victory of the famous Cyrus over the enemy was made known to the 
Persians, may be resolved into That Cyrus, who was so famous, 

had conquered the enemy, was made known to those who dwelt in 

Persia: so in dvipa pou évvene Motoa rodvrpomor, 6s pada TOAAG 

mAdyxOn, the epithet wodAvrpomor is resolved into és pava &e.: Plat. 
382 
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Rep. 496 © rév moddAGv tkavds iddvres Thy poviav Kal Str oddels adtoy 
sN \ aN c Q , XN 7 Ss c BN / oddév bytes mpdtre. (= TV paviay Kal TO pNdev Vytes TpaTTELy). 

2. So long as these members of the sentence (subject, attribute, 
object) are in a simple form, as the mortal man, they generally are 

not resolved into dependent sentences: or if so, it is for the purpose 
of giving emphasis to the sentence: but when they stand in a com- 
pound form, as The complete victory of Cyrus over his enemies— 

the expansion of one or more of these elements is natural, and if the 
compound subject, attribute, or object comprehends many notions 

within itself, the clearness and flow of the whole sentence is improved 

by its being resolved into clauses. 

3. The subordinate construction is not so frequently used in 
Greek as it is in English, and most modern languages: our parti- 

ciples do not possess the same powers, so that where the Greeks 
use with great brevity and facility of expression a participle, we use 
a dependent sentence, which perhaps is more accurate, as giving 
the nature of the relation, and the notions of mode and time— 

though probably the Greeks did not feel this want themselves, from 

the wonderful power they possessed, of determining from the con- 
text the particular nature and properties of any part or member of 
a sentence. Compare “when he had done this he departed” with 

“radta mpdgas atéBn”— “when spring ts come” — with “ éapos 

edAOovros” &e. 

Soris of dependent Sentences. Conjunctions. 

§. 795. 1. As the subject, attribute, object, are expressed by sub- 

stantives, infinitives, adjectives, participles, and adverbs, it follows 

that dependent sentences are resolutions of 

a. A substantive, or infinitive used as a substantive—Substan- 

tival sentences. 

8. An adjective or participle-—Adjectival sentences. 

y. Adverbs, or cases of substantives used as adverbs.—Adverbial 

sentences. 

Under substantival sentences we must class interrogative depen- 
dent sentences, as being in reality the object of the governing verb; 
as, he asked me whether he was returned =he asked after his 

return. 

2. Though the cases of substantives express the adverbial notions 
of place, time, reason, means, mode and manner; as, at@épr 
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valei—rod Kipov Baoidetoytos todto €yéreto, SBper, yet we consider as 

substantival sentences those sentences only, which are resolutions 

of substantives forming the subjects or the immediate objects of the 
action of the verb, and without which its meaning is indefinite; as, 

Wyyétre tov Tod Tatpds Odvatov: while those which express any of the 

above-mentioned adverbial notions are termed adverbial sentences. 

3. This subordinate relation of one sentence to another is signified 

by the conjunctions, as opposed to copulative particles: these 
conjunctions stand to sentences in the same relation as prepositions 
to single notions, defining the relations between them: to these we 
must add the relative pronoun, which in an adjectival clause 
represents the adjective or participle, whether in the nominative or 

in an oblique case ; as, dvyp ds Kadds éotww=Avip 6 KaAds—Avopos bs 

HAGE = avdpds Tod €APvTos. The conjunctions as well as the relative 

pronouns are properly correlatives, (or words used as correlatives,) 
referring to some demonstrative, (or word used as demonstrative,) 
in the principal clause; and as these two, the demonstrative and the 
relative, as it were, dovetail into each other, they represent very 
well the logical unity of the two sentences ; odtés éovw 6 dvip, dv 

eldes* TO pddov, 6 dvb? ev TO KHTY, KAAALOTOV €oTW" EAEfE ToUTO, STL 

(Homer, 6) 6 dvO@pmros dOdvards éoti: Totos, otog : Sa@—ToDOUTw: ds 
, Eee, or n t ot Co] 2 / fy 

mpoéreka, ottws eyevEeTo’ odTw Kah@s TavTa EmpakeV, GOTE ETALVOV [EyI- 
By Ces A) gn SS , f f bag ee 

otou dé.os 7" Ste 0 Kipos 7A0€, Tore TaVTEs pEyadws EXapNTaV’ cCpELVE 

expt todtov, oF 6 Bacieds enOev: so Téppa, Gre—TdTE, Opa, &c. 

év TovT® TO xpove, Ore: but when no particular emphasis is required, 

the demonstrative is omitted; as, €Acfev, dt. 6 AvOpwmos addvards 

éoTiw—kadas Tdvra éxpatev, dote—Ore 6 Kopos 7AOe, Tavtes peyddrs 

éxdpnoav—epyewwe péxpis 06 6 Bacwreds énpdAOev: and even both the 
= va / € \ 3 m™ >} , 

pronouns are omitted; as, euewe pexpt 0 Bacidreds eT AOev—aTreBN 

mplv 6 Bacirevs emndrdev. 

Means of distinguishing the sorts of dependent Sentences. 

§. 796. The dependent sentences are known one from the other 

partly by the demonstrative, either expressed or supplied, in the 
principal clause, (a substantival demonstrative denoting a substan- 
tival sentence, &c.) or by the conjunctions by which the dependent 
clause is introduced; but these last are not certain guides: for in- 

stance, @ore may introduce an adverbial, as otrw Kkados eorw, date 

DoupdfecPar (=Cavpaciws cadds éorw), or a substantival sentence, as 

Hat. VII. 6 dvemee Eeptea, Gate Toew Taira = avenee Zepea 

movewy (accusative, as in dvémence Z. rotro). In this case we must 
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determme by the context what sort of demonstrative is to be sup- 
plied in the principal clause, and thence determine the nature of the 
dependent: otte (adverbial demonst.) kadds éoriv, Gore OavpaterOat, 

b) / a I a 2 c / a 

—avetevoe Eepfea totro (substantival demonst.) ore woveew Taira. 

The exact force of each conjunction will be elsewhere explained. It 
will be sufficient to say at present that 

I. Substantival sentences are introduced 

a. Expressing an assertion by ér and és, that, &c., see §. 800. 

b. Expressing a positive aim, by the final conjunctions ta, 
STwS, Ss, Sppa: n€eative, py, lest, Sms pi: see §. 805. 

ce. The interrogative substantival sentences by 4, dpa, mérepoy, 

dots, Smotos, étéc0s, &c.: see §. 872. 

II. Adjectival sentences by the relative pronouns és, Sets, ofos, 
dcos, &c.: see §. 815. 

Ill. Adverbial sentences by 

a. Local adverbs; as, 06, d0ev, of, &c.: see §. 838. 

b. Temporal conjunctions, as éret, évevdy, @s (when), dre, emi, 

émerddv, dtav, &c.—ivika, date, Ews, mpiv, oppa; see §. 839. 

c. By the causal conjunctions, 611, Sid &c.: see §. 849. 

d. Uypothetical conjunctions, et, édv (jv, dv); see §. 850. 

e. Consequential, date, ds, so that; see §. 862. 

J. Comparative, 4s, as, dws, dotep—(otTws); d0—(10000Te) : 

see §. 868. 2. 870. 

g. Modal, as dmws, how, &e.: see §. 868. 1. 
ry 2 ’ b] 

General remarks on the Moods and Tenses in the dependent 

Sentences. . 

§. 797. 1. Of course the moods have the same force and meaning 

in the dependent as in the principal clauses, (§. 410.) but there are 

certain peculiarities of construction of the moods, applicable to the 
different sorts of dependent sentences, which will be treated of here. 

2. With regard to the tenses, it may be laid down as a general 
rule—that the time in the dependent clause refers to and 
is determined, not by the time present to the speaker, 

but by the time of the principal clause; so that if the verb 
of the principal clause express a time present, past, or 
future to the time then present to the speaker, (and hence 

is either in pres. pft. or fut.) the verb of the dependent 
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clause is also in the pres., pft., or fut., as the case may be; 
as, dyyéAdeTar, GT of ToA€uLor Pevyovoww—iyyeATat, Gre ol To€ptor 

mepevyarww—ayyeAOnoerat, Ott of Todeutor pedéovrar. The pft. may 

be supplied by the aorist (§. 404.) épvyov.—When a future depen- 

dent verb should stand in the conjunct., the pres. or aor. conj. sup- 
plies the place of the fut. conj., which does not exist: totro éyo, 

TovTS pot A€AEKTAaL, TOdTO A€Ew, va yryveoKys OY yres. 

Obs. t. It may be as well to remind the student that the principal 
tenses are Present— Perfect—Future : the historic, the Imperfect— Aorist 
—Pluperfect : that the conjunctive is the subjunctive mood of the Prin- 
cipal—the optative the subjunctive mood of the Historic Tenses. 

3. When the verb of the principal clause is in an 
historic tense, (impft., plpft., or aorist used as plpft.) the verb 
of the dependent clause is either in the impft. (ind. or 

opt.). or plpft. (ind. or opt.), or aorist (ind. or opt.), or the 

future opt., (for which, however, the fut. ind. is very often used), 

according as the verb is to represent the action as present, per- 
fect, or future to past time. The impft. opt., and the aorist 
opt., are generally used instead of the future opt.: thus 7jyyeAXero, 
HYYEATO OY HyyeAOn, Stu of ToAEwLOL Epeuyov, ewededyecay OY Epuyov, OTL 

ol ToA€mot “PevEouvto or pevEovtar—rtovTo eeyov, TodTd prot €A€AEKTO, 

iv eideins—edidovr, eded0xew, COmKd cor TO BLBALor, va AGBous. 

Obs. 2. When the principal verb is in the future, and the dependent 
verb is to express something which will be past in reference to that future 
verb, it does not stand, as in Latin, in the fut. exactum; but if the thing 

is to be represented as really in existence, the notion of future time being 
kept out of view, and the verbal action brought forward in the aorist 

ind.; as, ef rovro éemoinoas: or in the fut. ind., as if the notion were 
simply future, and the notion of the perfection of the action lost sight 
of, as ef rodro momoes; or if merely a supposition is to be signified, in 
CON]. aor.; as, eav TovTo Tonons, mopevoona. Cf. §. 407. Obs. 2. 

4. Very often however the time of the dependent verb is not 
determined by the time of the principal verb, but by the time 
present to the speaker, so that the same tense or mood follows an 

historic tense which would follow one of the principal tenses: Xen. 
Anab. I. 1, 3 obrou @deyov, bru Képos — ré6vyxev: Id. Cyr. I. 2, 3 
émepeheto 6 Kipos, éndte ovoxnvotev, Omws evxaptoTdratot — Adyot 

€pBArnOyoovra: Hdt. 1. 29 Sddwv awedihpyoe Erea dena, iva Oi) pa} Tia 

TGV vopov dvaykacy ADoa TGV eOeTo: (§. 806. 2.) By this construc- 
tion a certain vigour is imparted to the sentence, that which is 

past being represented as in our presence, that which has happened 

as happening before our eyes. * 
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5. But also after the principal tenses we find an historic tense in 
the dependent clause. a. When the dependent clause stands in such 
relations to another dependent clause, that its time is decided by it, 

not by the time of the principal verb: Demosth. 118, 30 tote, dri, 

Goa pév tro Aakedapovion i td yuGv éewasyov of “EAAnves, GAN odv 

bmd yunolov ye dvtev THs “EAAdbos HiKodv7o, This also takes place 

when the verb of the dependent clause has conditions annexed to it 
by another sentence : nut, 671, €¢ TodTO A€yous, Gpaptévors av—dnyl, 

Ott, ef Toro eAeyes (€A€Eas), Hpaptes av. 6. When a past action is 

spoken of in present time as past: Demosth. 41, 4 AoyudoGw (taken 

as present) pévtor todd Gru eixouéy mote ryeis—Ilvovav—xal oAdA 

Tév peT exelvou viv dvt@y eOvdv advrovopotpeva Kal EAEKOEpA ITIPXE, 

Kal MaAXov yuiv eBovdre7’ exew oikeiws 7) keivw: Hdt. LIL. 89 déyoucr 

Ilépoat, ws Aapetos pev qv Kanwydos’ KapBvons bé, deamdryns' Kipos 

dé, matyp’ 6 pev, Gtr exammeve TaVTA TA Tpriypara’ 6 Se, OTL xade- 

mos Te Hv Kal dAiywpos’ 6 be, Ore Aaids Te Kal dyada ode TavTaépy- 

Xavncato. 

Remarks. 

Interchange of the Clauses. 

§. 798. 1. a. A substantival sometimes assumes the form of a principal 
clause, the word expressing the dependent relation being omitted, but 
only when the verbs oipat, oda, Soxa, dpds, dpate, ys precede: Thac. I. 3 
Soxet S€ por, (dru sc.) ovS€ Tovvopa TodTo Eipwacd To eixev: Plat. Protag. 
336 B GdN’ dpas, en, & Seaxpares, Sikaca Soxei eye Upwraydpas: Xen. 
Hieron. 1.16 a\v Opas, exetvd y' ovk dv ere reioas avOporey ovdeva. SoG.T.., 

as Matt. ix. 30 épate pndels ywaokero. (See also §. 860. Obs.) We must 
not include here the passages where otpat, &c. are little more than adverbs. 

b. An adverbial is used for a substantival clause : davpato, et od ravra 

moweis for Ott Tadra roveis = Oavpdto oe mowdrvra: Kur. Hipp. 424 dovdoct 

yap avdpa (rodro), Kav Opaciomdayxvds Tis 7, Stav SuverBy pnTpds 7) maTpos 
kaka: and in G.T., Mark x. 30, an adverbial clause is used for an adjec- 

tival, ovdeis eotw ds ddpijkev oixiayv—édv ph AdBy for ds py AdBy, cf. Luke 

vill 4.0, 
c. An adjectival clause is used for a substantive: 7A@oy ot dpstor yoav 

(for 7AOov dvdpes, ot dpistou joav): exenev ot dpiotor joav (for er. rods 
avbpas, ot ap. oar). 

Parenthesis. 

2. We must not include in the dependent sentences those words or 
clauses which are inserted in a passage without in any way influencing the 
construction; they form indeed part of the whole thought, as expressed in 

language, but seem to represent a notion or notions which did not belong 
to it as it was originally formed, but come into the mind as the thought is 
passing through, to explain, or modify, or lay emphasis on it, and inter- 
rupt for a time the original train of thought, which however returns when 
the interruption is over; they are not really connected with either what 
goes before or follows, and standing as it were alone in the mind, in the 

oy 
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middle of the thought, they stand alone in the sentence without in any 

way influencing its construction: Plat. Phaed. 60 A xatehapBdvoper tov pev 
Sewxparyn dpte eAvpevov, thy dé ZavOinnnv—yryveckers ydp—exovcdy te 7d 
madiov adrov Kai mapaxanpernv. Here belong otpar, oida, Sox@, dpas, dpate, 
dys: Arist. Thesm. 490 rair ovder@mor cif’, dpat, Evpuridns : Ibid. 496 
trav’, dpas, ovderaror’ eimev 3 SO TlVEs, dys, jaoav of Adyo, Plato. Interjec- 

tions also and the vocative may be looked upon as in a parenthesis. 

Substantival Clauses. 

§. 799. 1. The substantival clause supplies the place of the 
subject (nom.), or object of the verb in gen., instrumental dat., and 

accus. In many instances a demonstrative in the principal clause 
marks for which of these cases the substant. clause stands, in others 

it must be discovered from the context; as, (Nom.) 81 6 dypw7os 

Oyntés eo, (rouTo) SyAdv eotw.—(Gen.) (tobTov) TOAAAKLS 6 LaKpdrys 

UneuyynTEe TOs a’T@ cuvdvTas, bt. 6 GvVOpwros OvyTds éotw.—(Acc.) 

mavres loact (Touro), dtr 6 avOpwros Oyntés éotw.—(Instrumentalis) 

€AUTION (ToUTw), StL 6 dvOpwros OvyTSs éotwY. 

2. The substantive which is resolved into the substantival clause, 

would stand generally in the cognate accusative (§.548. 2.); and 

substantival clauses are divided into those introduced by 81 or ds 
(that), expressing a fact, and those introduced by the final conjunc- 

tions ta, Stws, ds (so that), oppa, expressing an aim. 

Substantival Clauses with 811, as, &e. expressing a fact. 

§. 800. Substantival clauses introduced by 67 (for which Homer 

also uses 8) and és, sometimes érws (and poet. otvexa, trag. 68odvexa 

for drt, that), all of which we translate by that, stand for the cog- 
nate accusative (or infinitive) which follows verbs of mental or sensual 

perception ; as, dpav, dkovew, vociv, pavOaverv, yryvdokxew &e. (§. 561. 

575.), or the setting forth the same; as, A€yew, dyAovy, derxvivat, 

ayyehAew (§. 566.), or as the nominative before passive verbs &c., 

with which the infinitive stands as the subject.—(See §. 676. 2.) 

Obs. There is a peculiar usage in the Greek Testament, adopted from 
the Hebrew, whereby a clause in the narration which is properly inde- 
pendent assumes a substantival character by having kal éyevero prefixed to 
it: St. Matt. xi. 1 Kal éyéveto ore erédeoev 6 “Invods—pertéBy cxeidev. Cf. 
Mark i. g. There is always a notion of time implied and this is clearly 
marked, where another xai follows before the verb; as, Matt. ix. 10 Kat 
éyéveto abrov dvaxewmevou év TH oikia, Kai iSod, ToANOL TeA@VAL—CUVAVEKELVTO | 
and similarly in Acts of Apostles kat €otat, see ii, 17 and 21. 

Gr. GR. VOL. II. we 
y 
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Construction of 81, as, &c. 

§. 801. 1. The verb of this substantival clause may be in 

a. Any tense of the Indicative. 

6. In the Subjunctive of the Historic Tenses (Optative). 

ce. With dy in the Historic Tenses of the Indicative, and in 

Optative. 

2. The use of the moods in these sentences seems to depend on 
the following principles : 

Any event may be represented by language either as a physical 
fact, or as a mental act—as having an actual existence in the 

external world, or as having a mental existence in the shape of 
a belief, impression, conception, or some other act of the mind. 

Every assertion, &c. contains these two elements, and either the 

one or the other may be brought forward as the writer chooses. 

If the event is to be represented in the former light, it is spoken 
of in the Indicative (see §.410.); if in the latter, it is in the 
Optative. (Oratio Obliqua, see also §. 884.) 

Indicative and Optative. 

§. 802. 1. Hence the indicative is used in any of its tenses, when 

a fact or certainty is spoken of. 

2. The optative, where the thing spoken of is represented as an 
uncertainty, a supposition. 

3. After verbs of saying or telling, shewing, setting forth : 

a. The indicative is used, when the principal verb being in 
the present (not the historic present), the notion of the dependent 
verb is spoken of as a fact, as if it were in the speaker’s presence, 
of which therefore he can speak with certainty ; as, oleras or déyet, 

dtt vooeis—Oru of Tor€uioL TEpedyacw (améepvyov)—6rL paxn yevn- 

O€TQl. 

6. The indicative is used after the historic tenses, when the 

writer introduces a person making some statement, which he wishes 
to represent as an actual fact, (in past, present, or future,) rather 

than as a thought, or conception, or assertion of the original speaker ; 

as, Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 7 of & €Aeyor, btu dpxtor—modAdovds 7dn SrepOerpav. 

So after verbs of denial, the indicative would generally be used, as 

the denial, to be effective, must generally be of the fact : Thue. I. 86, 
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4, The optative is used, when the writer introduces a person 
making some assertion, which he adopts, but works up in his own 
words, representing it not expressly as an actual fact, but as a con- 
ception, thought, or assertion of another ; as, of 6 €Aeyov, Oru GpKroe 
modAods 40 diapOeipercav.—(See Oratio Obliqua, §. 884.) 

5. So the indicative is used, when the speaker wishes to ex- 

press some former thought or saying of his own, of the truth of 

which he had no doubt; as, éAe€d wore, te of "EAANves Tovs Tlépoas 

vuxjooucw, The optative is used, when: the speaker repeats some 

former saying of his own as if it were another person’s, and not to 

represent it as an actual fact: Plat. Gorg. 461 A éxefvous eizov rovs 
Adyovs, STt ei wev KEpdos ryoto etvar—ééuov ein Srareyer Oar. 

6. Hence in a sentence where two assertions depend on the same 

verb, if one is to be represented as certain, the other merely as 

something probable, or when an actual fact (ind.) is to be con- 

trasted with something which is merely a supposition, crotchet or 
theory (opt.), the indicative and optative are interchanged: Thue. 
IL. 80 A€yovtes Gri—xpathooucr, Kal 6 TepimAovs oOdKETL Evorto ’AOnvai- 

os dyoos: Plat. Phed. 95 Dadra ratra pynvvew ote 6 ToAvXpdvidY 

éotw 7) Wuxi) Kal—rTadaitwpovpern 67) ToBTov Tov Blov ton: Hdt. I. 111 

os dpa Mavoddvys Te ety mais (the man’s supposition)—kal puv ’ Aorud- 

yns évtehherar azoxteivar (what Harpagus had told him). 

Obs. 1. The same rules hold good also with nouns which imply speaking, 
saying or telling, &c.: yvopn Hat. IX. 41: Adyos Plat. Pheed. 86: exdacis 
Hdt. VI. 129: mpddacis id. 1V.136: wéotrs Thuc. 1.136: yxphopos Hdt. 
VII. 6; verbs of blaming, xaki~w Thuc. I. 21; or with words used meta- 

phorically, as Sydodv, pyydew, of things without speech. 

Obs. 2. The oratio obliqua is not common in G. T. The indicative is 
more usual, where in classical Greek the optative would have been the 
more common, though not invariable, construction. 

Obs. 3. Of course it is not meant that what is spoken of in the oratio 
obliqua has no actual existence, but simply that the writer brings more 
prominently forward the other element—its mental existence. 

7. With verbs of hearing, asking, receiving in answer that— 
learning that: 

a. The indicative is used, when the writer wishes to express 
the thing heard, the question asked, or the answer given, in the 
shape of a fact, just as he heard it from his informant; as, Hdt. 
VIL. 157 rov yap émodvta tavtws xov TmuvOdavear dre Llépons arijp 

peAAer K.T. A, 

a Stallb. ad loe. 
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b. The optative is used, when the writer adopts the thing 
heard, or the answer given, and works it up in his own words, not 
representing it as a fact in the words of the informant, but as a con- 

ception in the mind of another person; as, Hdt. UJ. 140 muvodverat 
(hist. pres.) 6 Svdocdy ds 7) Bactanin.wepreAndvOot €s TobTov Tov avdpa. 

—(See Oratio Obliqua,). 

Obs. 4. The same interchange takes place between the ind. and opt. as 

with verbs of saying, &c. See examples of this interchange below, y. 

8. With verbs of mental persuasion, understanding, feeling, or 

words which imply the same, as dios, adnOjs &e. 

The indicative is used, when the persuasion is to be represented 
as amounting to a certain conviction; and therefore the thing 

spoken of is stated as an actual fact: €6 ySet, 671 Tada émpagas or mpd- 

feus—SHrov Fv, Ore of BdpBapor b7d Tv “EAjvev evexhOnoav or vienOy- 

govtar. The optative, when it is only a mere general vague notion, 

or a suspicion, or a persuasion of the probability of any thing, 

falling short of being a particular actual (past, present, or future) 
fact; as, Hdt. III. 68 6 “Ordvns awpGros bwémrevce TOV payor, ws ovK 

ein 6 Kvpov Spépois, GAN boTep ip. 

Obs. 5. The interchange as above, 6. also takes place here. See ex- 
amples, y. 

9. a. Indicative: Il. 0, 248 ov« diets, 6 (1. q. dre) we. Badey Alas ; 

Il. 6, 140 7 ob ytyvéoxets, 6 Tor @x Atos odx Ewer GAK7y; Il. A, 408 

oda yap, Orre kaxol wey amoixovtar moAcuowo: Hat. HI. 74 xetvov 0 

éxéAevoy avaBdvra én mipyov ayopedcat, Gs b7d TOD Kipov Spépo.0s 
dpxovrat: Ibid. 62 ovx éore Taira ddAnOéa, Skws (1. G. Os) MOTE coe 

Spépdis ddeAdeds 6 ods ewavéoryxe ; Thuc. I. 27 dyyedou 8tt modoup- 
koovrar: Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 7 of & €deyou, bru dpxror—mohXods 76n TAy- 

oidcavtas SépPeipay; Ibid. 3, 11 <0 dndray in eal 76 detmvoy, A€ youn’ 

dv, 8rt obra (6 "Acrudyns)’ ef d€ mdvy orovdator hayeiv, einow av, 

éru Tapa Tals yuvaEiv éorw. 

B. Optative: Hat. III. 140 muvOdverar (hist. pres.) 6 LvdAocer, 
@s 1) BactAnin mepredndrvOor és tovTov tov avbpa: Id. VI. 23 dvarelOec 

(hist. pres.) os xpewy etn Kadjy pev “Axriv—éav xalpew: Ibid. 29 

lepoiéa yAGooar petels Katapnvier Ewvrov, ws ety “loriatos 6 Mud 
owos: Id. VII. 6 yxpnopov, ws ai emt Anpvov émceiwevar vitor adan- 

Colato (for apaviCowro) kata THs Oaddoons: Ibid. éAeye tov Te “EAAN- 
oTovTov ws CevxPivar xpewv ein dm’ avdpos Lépoew: Thue. I. 72 edogfev 

avrois mapitntréa és Tovs Aakedaypovious eivat, dnAdca Tept Tod TavTos, 

ds ob Taxéws adtots BovAevtéov ein: Xen. M.S. II. 6,13 adAdas b€ 
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twas olo0a ém@dds; ov* GAN ijKovoa, btu TepuxAjjs wodkAds emiorarto : 

Id. Cyr. L1, 3 éytyvdoxopev rept aitév, os dvOpdmm TepuKdre mdv- 
Twv TOV GAAwY pdov ely GOwr 7} avOpdToV ape. 

y. Indicative and Optative: -Hdt. II]. 43 émrefdpevos b& 6 
"Apacs To BiBrlov TO mapa Tov TloAvKparovus HKov Euade, Oru exxouloar 

Te ddvvatov ein avOpdTwH avOpwToV EK TOD péAAOVTOS yivesOaL TpHYLG- 

TOS, Kal OTL OUK Ev TEeAEUTHOELW Pedder TToAvKpdrys: Ibid. 61 obTos 4H 

@v ot émavéotn, wabav Te TOV Spepdios OdvaTov, ws KpUTTOLTO yevopEvos 

Kal @s OAlyos TE Hoav of emiatapevor adtov Llepoéwv, of b6& ToAAOL 

mepieovTa puv eidetqoav: Thue. IL. 80 A€yovtes, 67,-—Kpatjcouct, Kal 6 

mepimAous ovKere €oorto ’AOnvaiows Guowos: Xen. Anab. IL. 1, 3 obrox 

éeyov, Ott Kipos péev téOvyxev (=Kvpov Oavaror), ’Apiatos 6& mepev- 

yos—ein kcal héyou, tu TavTyHy Tiy Huepay Tepipeiverey Gv avtovs: Hdt, 

ILL. 71 éy® tatra eddkeov adtos potvos eriotacba, btu TE 6 payos ein 6 
Bactretvor, kal Spépous 6 Kvpov teredettyKe. 

Obs. 6. ‘Qs or Ste may naturally be omitted before the indicative, the 

words then appearing as a mere quotation, and even before the optative, 
the conjunction being supplied by the mind: Hdt. 1V.135 mpopdauos riode 
dndady, adros pev oly TO Kabap@ Tod otparod emiOycea Oar péddou rotor SkvOyor : 
and also in the interchanges és or 6tt is omitted before the optativea, 
even where it stands at some distance from the indicative: Hdt. VII. 168 
hpatovres ws ot oi meptomtéa ott 7 “EAXGs dmoAAvpern’ fv yap K.T. A.— GAG 
Tiyswpynteov ein. This is especially the case, where the writer after giving 
some statement, answer, information, or conviction, as it was given or con- 

ceived by the person himself, goes on to give the probable grounds on 
which it was or might be supported, as they exist in the mind, introducing 
the optative by ydp>: Plat. Phileb. 58 A #xovov—as 4 Tod wetOew Svvapts 
TOAV Siapeper Tacay teyvav’ wavta yap vd avtev Soudot: so Phed. 86 A. 
Rep. 420 C. 

Obs. 7. As the indicative, when used in quoting the words of another, 
gives the sentence the form of the oratio recta, other words in the sentence 
stand in the same form as they originally did when spoken; the depend- 
ence of the sentence being wholly or ‘partially dropped : Plat. Symp. 175A 
ijkew CTs UE ore Dopdirns ovTos dvaxepyoas €v TO TOY yeTovav Tpobipm 

éornke ; ‘“ KGp0G KAaOUVTOS ovK eOehee elorevar : > Xen, Cyr. I. 4, 28 evravéa 
57 tov Kipov yedkaoa re ek Tov mpdobev Saxpvor Kai cimeiv ait@ amidyta Oap- 
pew, Ore mapeota aditois dXlyou xpbvov" date dpav cou e€eaTat Kav BovAn aoKap- 
Bapuxte’t. So G.T., see Actsi. 4. 

Obs. 8. Whence 67: is used, even where the words of another, speaking 

in the first or second person, of himself, or to some one else, are intro- 
duced ; as, Xen. Cyr. III]. 1, 8 etme &, Stu Eis xatpov Hews, py: Thuc. 1.137 
dndot S€ H ypady) OT. CeprotoKdHs Ko; 1V.10. So G.T., as James i. 13 
pndets metpatspevos Aeyer@ OT do Ocov mepatoua. Even before an impera- 
tive; as, Plat. Crit. 50 C 7 épotpev mpds adtovs, ort HStker yap aypas 7 TOS 
Kal OvK Spbas THY Oikny € Suir ;—immediately afterwards tows dy etzrotev (06 

vopor), OTL, "2 Saxpares, ph Oatpate ra Aeydueva. 

@ Matth. 529. 3. Stallb. Plat. Pheed. 95 C. » Stallb. Plat. Pheed. 86 A. 
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Obs. g. It may be remarked, that where the indicative is used the sub- 
stantival clause may be represented by a substantive, as éAeyev 6r1Kdpos 7é0vy- 
kev=Kvpov @dvarov—when the optative, the substantive would require an 
adjective or adverbial expression, as Apiaios mepeuyas ein =r (ds eB6xer) 
‘Apiaiou pvynv. 

Optative and Indic. of historic tenses with év.—G@reek Testament 
usage of va with Conjunctive. 

§. 803. 1. "Av is used in these substantival clauses with the opta- 

tive as in simple sentences, the form being used in which the notion 
would have been originally expressed, though the person is some- 
times changed: Thue. V. 9 ov« dv éAmioavtas os av éveféAOou Tis ad- 

trois: the form of the hope was ov« dv éweféAOut Tis Hiv: Xen. Anab. 

6, 2 karad\ayels 6€ odTos Kip, eter, ef adt@ Solty imméas xuAlovs, st 

TOUS TpoKaTakatovras imméas 7) Katakatvor dy (original form Karakatvoupe 

av) evedpevoas, 7) CGvtas TwoAAOds aiTGv Eder, Kal KwAUoere TOD KdLELY 

exovtas: Id. Cyr. 1. 6, 3 peuvnuar axovoas more cov, dtu elkdTws av 

kal mapa Oeav mpaxtikérepos ety: Demosth. 851, 22 olda ody, dr 

mavTes bv dpohoyjoatte. 

2. "Av with dr and the historic tenses of the indic. is used when 

the verb of the dependent sentence is represented as depending on 

a condition which is supposed not to take place: Demosth. 830, 55 
€i pe 6 marnp AmloTer ToUTOLS, SHAY, bre OT By TaANa éwérpeTrev, OUT 

av rad0 ott@ Katadimov aditots ébpatey: or in some other of the uses 

of av with ind. in simple sentences; as, Hdt. VIL. 119 Skws odk ay 
tcov mANOos e€eBadev k.T. A. 

3. In the Greek Testament (and in Hellenistic Greek) we have a 

remarkable sort of substantival sentence, in which wa with the 

conjunctive stands where in classical Greek the infinitive &c. would 

be used: St. Matt. iv. 3 eizé iva of AlOor otro Uprou yévwvtaLr: XVI. 20 

diecreiAaTo Tols pabynrats, va pnoeve eimwow : Vil. 12 doa dv OédAnTE iva 

Towow tuiv: Xvill.6 cvppéper aiT@, Wa Kpepacby x. 7. A.: Luke i. 43 

mo0ev tor TodTO wa EhOy 7) pairnp k.T.A.: John vill. 56 7yadArdoaro 

iva id: 1 John il. 11 atry é€otiv 7 dyyedla, iva Byqneyey: : John iy. 

34 euov BpOyua éorwy, va rod 70 OéAnua. 

Obs. 1. In considering this construction, wherein the Greek Testament 
departs more widely from classical usage than in almost any other point, 
we must keep in mind the necessary tendency of language to extend the 
powers of the several forms and constructions beyond the limits to which 
the severer and more accurate taste of the earlier stages had confined 
them, by the application of analogies more or less real and more or less 
strained. Of course this would take place more rapidly in every day 
speech, where the fancies of individuals would hit off an idiom which, if it 
suited the genius of the age, would obtain day by day a firmer footing in 
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the spoken language, and by degrees obtain admission into the written 
style ; and the decline of a language would seem to be marked by the adop- 
tion of these idioms, which would diminish its force and accuracy. Thus 
in the usage of prepositions, there can be no doubt but that in later Greek 
they were applied to a greater variety of relations, but with far less accu- 
racy than in the age of pure Greek. There are too even in classical writers 
(see §. 492. 3.) slight beginnings of the tendency which we find fully de- 
veloped in the Greek of the New Testament to confound the notions of the 
aim, the cause, the result, and the infinitival object of a verbal 
notion on the ground of their common property of following more or less 
closely on the verb, and their being dependent thereon. Thus in the 
Greek Testament we find the infinitive with the genitive article used to 
express the simple object of the-verb; (as, Acts xxvii. 1 ds éxpi@n tod 

Gmom)etv :) and eis with the infinitive and accusative article; (as, Rom. i. 
20 €lg TO civat avTovs dvamrohoyyTous (see §. 625. 3. Obs. 2.) : and the con- 
struction before us is a further application of the principle of the above 
constructions. It may be observed also, that the aorist conjunctive 

is far more usual than the present; the reason whereof may be, that in the 
aorist conjunctive the notion of time, which is so especially implied in the 
notion of aim, is less prominent than it would be in the present, and thus 

is the proper tense for the expression of a mere result or object. It is 
further remarkable, that va is the only one of the final conjunctions thus 
used, (except dzws occasionally, see below 1;) and we may account for this, 

not, I think, by any thing peculiar in the force of iva, but by recollecting 
that the idiom itself arose fromi what may be called the caprice of speech, 
and as accident originally fixed on wa as the conjunction for this idiom, 
so usage continued it. It is needless to point out how capricious, espe- 
cially in the later ages of a language, is the use of one word in preference 
to another. We may distinguish three sorts of this construction@ : 

1. Where the dependent clause may by a little stretch of thought be 
considered as very nearly final, as after verbs of intreating; as, 
2 Cor. xii. 8 roy Kipiov mapakddeca, va amooty an’ éuod, in which con- 
struction oms is also used, as Matt. ix. 38 den@nre—Otrws EOy. 

2. Where the dependent clause is one stage further removed from the 
real final clause, and only expresses the result—where frequently 
éo7e might have been used with the infinitive, as rodro yéyovey tva 
tAypwOy. Cf. Mark iv. 22. 

3. Where the dependent clause expresses merely the notion which is 
necessary to complete the notion of the principal clause, where the 
simple accusatival infinitive would have been used, as 6¢Ao tva pos 
Ses Ty Kepadny K.T. A. =OeAnua. 

Obs. 2. In Il. n, 352 we find, unless the line is spurious, an instance of 

this construction ; 7 o¥ vu te Képdicy jpiv EXmopar exredéec Oar, va pi pe§owev 
ade. 

4 See Ellicott, Ephes. i. 17,—Professor 
Ellicott (ad Gal. iii.17.), from whom I am 
unwilling to differ on such a point, thinks 
that in one at least of the three idioms, ° 
viz. eis with 76 and the infinitive, there is 
a notion of purpose. I confess, that look- 
ing at it in the way in which we usually 
speak of cause and purpose, I retain my 
opinion (see §. 625. 3.); but when the 
whole course of the events in the world’s 

history is regarded as preordained in God’s 
counsels, each event may be considered as 
designed to produce the next in the series ; 
and it may be that the sacred writers, look- 
ing at things in this view, adopted, natu- 
rally enough, an idiom which, already esta- 
blished in the language of their day, re- 
presented their view more completely than 
the usual form of classical Greek. 
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Remarks. 

§. S04. 1. In the passive and impersonal verbs the substantival clause 
is the grammatical subject, though logically it is the object : Aéyerar, ore 
ot MohEmot atonedevyasw—Anhéov eaTiy, Gt 6 avOpwros Ovnrds eorw. 

2. These impersonal forms become personal, by transferring the subject 
of the substantival clause into the principal clause, and making it the sub- 
ject of the impersonal verb, whereby the two clauses are more ; closely con- 
nected: Thuc. I. 93 kai yy H oikoSopia z &re kal viv €or, Ott Kar& omovdyy 
€yevero. When the subject is a pronoun without any peculiar emphasis it 
is omitted ; as, Plat. Crit. 46 D viv 8€ katdSndos dpa eyévero, OT dos 

evexa Ndyou ehéyero: Id. Pheed. 64 B kal opas ye od} AeANPaow, OTL dEoi clot 
TOUTO Tacyew? ; Xen. Cicon. I. IQ ott Tovnporarot eiat, ovdé oe havOdvoucw. 

3. When dre (or ds) is separated from the clause to which it belongs 
by a parenthetical sentence, the conjunction is sometimes Tepeated, either 
accidentally or for the sake of clearness: Hdt. II]. 71 tore, ipiv om jv 
imepTéeoy 1) viv nuepyn, OS ovk GAXos Pbas ened katnyopos €arac: Xen. Anab. V. 
6,19 héyovow, OTL, ei yn exmopiovor TH oOTpaTLa puoOov, Hore éyew Ta emirpdeca 
exmeovras, OTL Kuvduvevoer peivar TooavTy Svvauis ev TH Hdvtm: Id. Cyr. V. 3, 
30 tows kakeivo evvoeirar, ds, iid pay drodovvra, OTL Taya oddéva eEiKds 
giv ait@ Bovdeoba: Plat. Rep. 470 D oxdree 87, etrov, Ott ev TH viv bpo- 
Aoyoupevy oTdoel, OmoV ay TL ToOLOvTOY yevnTac Kal StaoTH TOS, eaVv ExaiTepot 

€xaTépwv Téwvoow aypovs kal oikias eumiTpaow, OS dditnprwdns Te Soket 7 TTAdoLS 
eiva), 

4. Sometimes a substantive in one clause is followed by a substantival 
clause in another, both depending on the same verb: Thuc. I. 82 prre 
mrOhepov dyav Sndvdvtas, pn as emitpepopev. 

5. Instead of this construction with ot: or os, the infinitive with 

accusative may be used, or the participle; and the difference between 
these three constructions, whereby this relation of the object to the verb 
may be expressed, is so little material, that we find all three in the same 

author, to express just the same notion; as, Hdt. VI. 63 éeéayyedAXe, ds of 
mais yeyove: Ibid. 65 ore of e&jyyetde 6 oikérns Tatda yeyovevar: Ibid. 69 dre 
aiT@ ov nyyehOns yeyevnpevos. 

6. Hence it sometimes happens that we find in the same sentence the 
substantival clause and the infinitive after one and the same prin- 
cipal verb expressed or implied : Hdt. III. 75 €deye, tov pév Kipou Spepdu 
< SN sy r id > s > , Z ‘ , \ ie @S autos vd KapBvcew dvayxaCouevos &toKTetivete, TOUS pdyous Sé Baoidevew ; 
Thue. III. 3 eonyyeAOn yap avtois, as etn Amd\Nwvos Madcevtos Céw THs TOAEwS 
€optn, ev 7) mavdnuel MutiAnvaio éoptdcovar, kai édmida etvar éemerxOevtas émume- 
ociv apve: Ibid. 25 Kal eye rots mpoeSpois, OTL €oBodH Te Gua es THY ATTLKHY 

€oTa. Kai ai Tecoapdkovra vies TapésovTat, ds der BonOjoat adtois’ mpoao- 
a , en! U a \ ug cal 2 > ‘2 

TreppOjval te avTos TovT@y éveka Kal Gua TOV GAov emipeAnodpevos : Xen. Cyr. 
c ‘ , > , Ls , Ds x oy Los ‘ , 

I. 3, 13 7 S€ (Mavdavn) drexpivato, ott Bovdouto nev av dmavra tO marpt Xapi- 
» 4 \ - > Cal 

(ecOa, dkovra pevtot Tov maida xaderov vopitew (for vouigor) elvar katadumew : 
Eur. Med. 777 sq. AéEo — ws Kat Boxet por radra, Kai Kadds exew (Exet 
Dind.) rupdvyvey x.7. 2X. 

7. Hence also it happens that although 67: or os has been used as if to 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Thid. 

(lee 
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introduce a substantival clause, the verb which should depend upon it fol- 
lows in the infinitive; but this is only from the construction of the sen- 

tence having been interrupted by a parenthesis or a paraphrase intervening 
oe hs : , , a 3 , = 

between ér and its verb: Xen. Cyr. 1. 6, 18 A€yers ov, pn, @ TaTep, ws 

enol Soxet, OTL, GaTEP OSE yewpyod dpyov ovdev SeXos, ovTws ovdE oTpatnyov 

apyov ovdey ddedos evar: Id. Hell. II. 2, 2 cides, Ott, bom dv mreiovs ovdAdE- 

yoow €s TO dotu kal Tov Hepa, Oatroy tov emitndeiay evdecav EseoOar: Id. 

An. I. 6,19 vopifw oti doris ev modepm otacracer mpos Tov apxovra mpos TH 
€avrov Wuxnv atacidtew. (So G.T., as Acts xxvil. 10 Oewpo Ste pera 
UBpews—péANew eoecOa Tov wAoiv.) And also the participle: Thuc. IV. 

\ Gy Z Noe , LJ > Nace a a > , 37 yvovs de 6 Kiewv Kai 6 Annoobevns, ott, ei Kai 67OTOVOUY paddoy évdacovew, 

StapPapncopevous avtols tad tis oerépas oTparias, Emavoay THY waxnv: Id. 
I. go dndtoivres—@s dé Tod BapBdpou, «i adOis emedOor obK By ExovTos amd 

exvpov mobev oppac@a. It seems as if the sentence was to have been as, 
Tov BapBapov avérs éemeAOdvTos, ovk av exo. 

8. After the verbs pépyynpat, ota, dxovw, ef similia, instead of a substan- 

tival clause introduced by ott or as, there not unfrequently follows an 
adverbial clause with ote (poet. jpos, Hvika). This appears to arise from 
some ellipse, as tod xpévou, which the very notion of memory implies; so 
we say, I remember when; thus pépvypar (rod xpdvov), ore ravra édekas: 
Lysias in Poliuch. 151, 34 d&ov S€ Kai rovTous Tols auvdikous evvous Hiv eivat, 
€xeivou Tod xpovou pyno0evTas, OTeE—tivdpas dpiotovs evopiter etvar: Il. &, 71 
qoea pev yap, ore mpdppav Aavaviow dyuvev: Il. 0, 18 7 ov pépvy, ote 7 
expepo bWddev; Thuc. I]. 21 prepvnpeévor cai TWeurrodvaxra— ore éoBarov rips 
"Arruxns €s Ehevoiva—arexopnoe madw: Xen, Cyr. 1. 6, § pépvypar Kat tod7o, 
OTe, Tov A€yortos, guvedder Kai euoi: Plat. Meno 79 D péprycar or eye 
Got Gpte amexpwvdunv—: Id. Legg. 782 C rovvavriov dxovowev ev dddas OTE 
ovd€ Bods éroApapev yeveoOar: Soph. O. T. 1133 «d yap oi8 Gru kdtowdev, 
7pos tov KiOaipavos témov—erdrnoiatey: Eur. Troad. 70 ot hvik’ Alas cide 

Kaoavdpav Bia: so in other combinations; as, Il. 0, 207 éoOdov kai T6 rérv- 
Kral, OT dyyedos aicya ¢idf. So sometimes in Latin, memini, quum 
darem; vidi, quum prodiret ; audivi eum, quum diceret. 

9. And similarly the substantival clause after verbs or sentences which 
express some mental emotion, as OaupdLew, axPec8ar, dyavaktety, aicxdve- 
oar, pepheoOar, Sewdv tovetobar, Servov eat, dyaTav, POoveiv, aioxpdy éort, 
&c., is introduced by «i, if, instead of 671, when the object of this mental 
emotion is to be represented not as certain, but as something possible, which 
the person can scarcely credit to be real: Eur. Ale. 199 7 mov orevager 
toiaid “Adpuntos Kakois, eoOAns yuvarkds €t arepnOnvai ode ypn. So where the 
sentence conveys the notion of wonder: Soph. El. 824 mod mére xepavvot 
Aws,—si tadtr’ ehopavres kpimrovow exnro.. The Attic politeness, which 
prefers indirect to direct assertion, uses this idiom very frequently, even 
of a past and certain matter; as, Alschin. 74. 30 ov« dyarma, et pr Siknv 
dédoxev: Plat. Lach. 194 A dyavakt@, et otrwal d vo ju olds 7 epi eimeiv: 
Id. Rep. 343 E 1é8e €Satpaca, ei ev aperis Kai codias tins pepe THY ddiKiay, 
THv O¢€ Sikacoovyny ev Tois evavtios®: Id. Phad.g5 A eBadpatov ei te eeu tus 
xpnoacba TG by airod: Demosth. 24, 23 od 8: Oaupactor cori, et orpa- 
TEvopevos Kat Tov@v ekeivos (6 Pidutmos)—ipav peddovtov (cunctantibus)— 

meprytyvera: Ibid. 25, 24 add’ ékeivo Oaupdlw, ef Aaxedaipoviors pev more—irep 
Tav “EAnvix@y Sixai@v dvtnpate (restitistis)—vvvi 8’ dxveire e&sévar Kal peAderTeE 

a4 Stallb. ad loc. 

Gr. GR. vou. 1. U 
o>) 
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(cunctamini) ciopépew imep trav iperépwov aitav xrnpdrov: Ibid. 52, 43 Oav- 
palo & eywye, et pndcis tudv pyr’ évOvpeirar, pyre dpyiferar, 6p@v—rhy pev 
apxnv Tod modepou yeyernuevny Tept Tod Tiwwpnoacba Pirimmov: Id. Mid. 29 
ovk WoXUVOn, €t ToLodTO Kakov erayer To, that he, &c. So G. T., as Mark xv. 

44 eOatpacey et dn réOvnxev: Acts Xxvi. 22 ei maOnros k,7.d. depends on 
ovdev extos (=ovdev dewodv) éyov. 

10. Frequently instead of ott odtws, we find the relative és, and for ott 
TovodTos, or ort Técos, the relatives otos, ooos: Plat. Crit. 43 B @avpdto 

> , c € 7 , S. ‘A > Pw c ¢ ‘ > A 

aic@avopevos, Os Hdéws Kabevders4: Ibid. ce—evdatpdrica—, Os padiws airy 
(riv Evpopav) kai mpaws depes; Id. Pheed. 58 E evdaiuwv por 6 avnp epai- 

ce > ~ ‘ ‘ > ’ A , > , a 

vero—sg dde@s Kai yevvaiws éredevta: Il. €, 757 Zed marep, ov vepeoiCn “Apet 
rdde Kaptepa épya, doadtidv Te Kai olov dm@Xece Aady Ayaroy for dre TocodTOV 
kat rowdrov: Hdt. 1. 31 ai Apyetar euaxapiCov thy pntépa, Olwy Téxvav exUpnoe : 
Thue. II. 41 dyavaxrnow bp otwv (Gru bd Tovott@v) Kaxorabet. So Homer: 
OL ayopevers, old p Eopyas, olov dkovoev, pro its, que dixisti etc.: Il. ¢, 166 
tov d€ dvaxta xoAos daBev, otov dkovoev: so Il. o, 262 otog exeivov Ovpds 

brépBios, ovk eOeAnoe piuvew ev medio for dre TowovTos—Ovpds, as in Lat., gue 
ejus est atrocitas, or quad est atrocitate: Od. &, 392 otov adverbially for dre 
TOLOUTWS. 

Final substantival clause introduced by os, in order that, 

dos, iva, &e. 

§. 805. 1. Final substantival clauses signify the aim or end of 

the verb, which would usually stand in the equivalent accusative. 
(more commonly with prepos. ét, eis) or in the infinitive; and are 
introduced by ds, émws, tva, (dpa poet.), (uy), see §.814., as, py, 

Stws py, iva py. Compare xededw oe todto—vce moLeiy Tovro—iva 

moujs tooro. These relative conjunctions refer to a demonstrative in 

the principal sentence, either expressed or implied. 

Moods. 

Conjunctive and Optative after the Indicative. 

2. The proper mood of the final sentence is the subjunctive, 
(past or present,) as the end or aim is something which either really 
resides in the will or imagination of the speaker or agent, or is sup- 
posed to do so. When the action of the verb depending on iva, &e. 
relates to present or future time, the conjunctive is used, because the 
aim of a present action is immediately in the mind of the speaker ; 
but if the aim relates to the past, is depends on past circumstances, 
and therefore the optative is used>. And hence the general rule 
may be laid down: When the dependent verb refers to present or 
future time, the conjunctive is used; when to time past, the opta- 

tive. Hence too we get the usual but less accurate rule, that when 
the principal verb is in the pres., pft., fut., or aorist with a present 

® Stallb. ad loc. b Nitzsch Odyss. III. 76. 
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sense, the Conjunctive is used; but when the principal verb is in 
an historic tense, the Opt., (subj. of hist. tenses) is used; if a past 

action has for its object something yet to come, of course the con- 
junctive is used, not the optative; as, tatra ypddo, yéypada, ypawo, 
iv’ AdOns, wt venias, that you may come: X€fov, tv’ «id, dic, ut 

sciam, “that I may know :’—taira éypador, éyeypaeu, éypawa, iv 

€dOous, ut venires: but also peteweuwapynv, “I sent for you,” (past) 
iva cdo, “that I may presently know :” so we say, “ I do this 

that you may” —“ I did this that you might”—« I did this that 

you may ;” so that generally speaking, where in English we should 
use “may,” the conjunctive is used; where “ might,” the opta- 
tive. Il. A, 289 sq. add’ ibs edatvete pdvexas trrovs ipOiuev Aa- 

vaav, tv tméptepov evxos apyobe, ut gloriam vobis paretis; but 

Il. ¢, prince. €@ at Tvdeln Aropndei Maddas ’AOjvn Saxe pévos kal 

Odpoos, iv éxdndos peta Tao "Apyeiuror yévorto, ibe KA€os eoOAOv 
Gpoito, ut clarus fieret et gloriam sibt pararet: Ul. 7, 347 adn 
” € / Nie? 7 b) \ , ple / w.9 / 

tO. of vextap Te Kal auPpooiny Epatewwipy atdgov evi oTiOeoo’, tva pn pv 

Aipos iknta, ut ne fames eum occupet; but ibid. 351 7 8 ’Axirri 
/ SaiX / \ >) 7 7 X\ ¢ , \ 

véxtap évt otnOecot Kal ayBpooiny eparewiy otd§, iva pa piv Aipos 

arepmijs yovvad’ tkouto, ut ne—oecuparet: Od. a, 85 “Epyeiav—vi- 

cov és Qyvyinv étpivopey (for drpivepev), Oppa taxio7a Novpdpy ev- 
, ” / , TaN HEN we) / > , 

TAOKGMY Ely VNLEpTéa ovdrjv: Vv. 89 avtap éeywor [Oaxny éoededcopar, 

Oppa ot viov padrAov éexotptva, Kal ot pévos ev ppect Yeiw: Ibid. 174 
7 n> »> , > f ~ ? Ss 2Q 4 / / 

Kat pot TOUT &ydpevaov eT7TULOV, Op’ ev €idG: Il. a, 26 pu} ce, yépor, 

KolAnoW eye Tapa vnvol Kixelw, pt] VU TOL ov Xpalopy OKiTTpOV Kal 

oréupa Ocoio: Vv. 32 GAN’ Ot, pn po epebibe, cawdrepos ds Ke véqar; but 

Plat. Rep. 393 E 6 0& ’Ayapéepvev hyptawev, evtehAdpevos viv TE amt- 

évat Kal avis pr) eADetv, pi) adT@ Td TE OKATTPOV Kal TA TOd DEod oTEU- 
Soe} , b) sf Nae \ Spe S , oy. a ¥” 

pata py émapKecou'—amevar O€ éxéheve Kal poi] epedicewy, va ods olkade 

€hOor: Od. 1, 355 sq. 86s wor ert mpdppwv, Kal por Téov ovvoma eimé 

avtixa—vov, iva Tou 8@ £eivioy, @ Ke ov xaipys: Ibid. 154 sq. dpoav de 

Nvppar—aiyas dpeckdovs, va Sevmviceray Eraipor: Xen. Cyr. I. 2, 3 
5 val n rn 5 / >) lal , XX XX yy NY ¢ 

(ex tis Tov TlepoGv edevOepas ayopas Kadovperys) Ta pev Ovia Kal ot 
° lal > , ’ Dy / c BS , ¢ 4 / 

ayopato.—arehjhavtar eis GAAOV TOTOY, ws [7 PLYVeNnTaL 7 TOUTwWY TYPBN 
na a / > [eae oe er 4 SS / - 

TH TOV TeTaLdevpevav evxoopia: Ibid. 15 iva b€ cadpeorepov Syroby 

maca 7 LlepoGv modureia, pixpov éewdverpr (paucis repetam:) Ibid. I. 

4, 25 KapBtons—rov Kopov dtexdder, Omas Ta ev Lepoas emxopia 
émTeEAoin. 

Obs. 1. When a past aim is to be expressed, the Future optative is often 
used. See §. 406. 6. 

Obs. 2. For the use of the Conjunctive Aorist see §. 405. 2. 

gu2 
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Seeming exceptions to the Rule usually given. 

§. 806. When an historic tense is used in the sense of a principal 

tense, and the subjunctive of the principal tenses (Conj.) is used. 
When a principal tense is used in the sense of an historic tense, 

and the subjunctive of the historic tenses (O pt.) is used. 

Conjunctive after the aorist, and other historic tenses. 

1. When the aorist has the force of the perfect (§. 404.) the past 

action is considered as containing, and extending into, present time, 

and the dependent verb refers to something present or future: 
Od. A, 93 tia air’, & dvoTnvE. ALTOY Hdos Hedioto, HAvbes, pa tidy 

véxvas kal atepméa xGpov: here nudes= eAyAvdas, advenisti, ades, as, 

Il. a, 202 tint att’, alydxoto Ads Tékos, eihjov9as; 7) iva TApiv By 

’Ayapeurovos “Atpeidao; Od. y, 15 Tovvexa yap Kal wdvrov énémhas, 

oppa mvOna. watpds: Od. v, 418 tinte 7 Gp’ ov ot Eertes, Evt pect 

mdvr eldvia; 7 iva mov Kal Keivos GAdpyevos GAyea wéoxy; Il. €, 127 

dxdt 8 ad tor aw ddbadrpv édov, i) aplv exijev, pp’ Ev yryvdoxys nyeV 

Oeov 70€ wat avdpa: but Plat. Alcib. IL. extr. dowep 76 Aroprdece 

gnolt thy AOnvav “Opnpos and Tév dpPadrpdv ahereiv THv axdrdv, Opp 

ED ylryveoxor Tyev Gedy Oe Kal Gvdpa: here d&eheiy is aorist, but in 

Homer the aim of the verb is present, so that €Aov is known to be 
used in a perfect sense: Eur. Med. 214 KopivOcat yuvaikes, é& Gov 

dduov, pa yor te pepdnoGe: Id. Hecub. 25 xreiver pe xpvocot—yapw 

€€vos TaTp@os, Kal KTavaov és oldu’ Gdods pebAy’, iv” aditds xpuody ev 

ddpows éxq: but Ibid. 710 Hee. éuos Edvos, Opijxtos scil. Exrewé vv: 

Chor. @po., ti Aé€ers 3; xpvodv os exo. (€xy Dind.) xravdv: here 

éxrewe is the real aorist, and the aim of the verb is something 
past: Hdt. VIL. 8,1. extr. 610 tyéas viv ey® ouvédega, iva 7d voew 
mpyoocew SrepOewpar viv: Plat. Legg. 653 sq. Oeol 5& oixrelpavtes 
TO TOV GVOpéTov eximovoy TepvKds yévos—Movoas ’A7éAAwI'G TE pov- 

onyeTnv kal Aidvecov €vveopractas edocav, iv’ éwavopPdvtar Tas yevo- 

pévas Tpodas év Tals éoptats pera OeGv: Demosth. 117, 26 ras moAeus 

avTGV Tapypyntat Kal TeTpapxlas Katéotyoev, iva pt) MOvov KaTa TOAELS, 

GAG Kal Kar’ €Ovn Soudedwouy. 

2. In narrating past events as if they were present, the writer 

throws himself so completely into the past events which he is 
narrating, that they become to him as if they were present, and 
placing himself in the position of the subject of the past verb, he 
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looks upon the aim thereof as he did, that is, as something present 

or future: this poetic idiom (zpo éupdrev zoreiv) is mostly used by 
the historians, especially Thucydides ; but in other writers, both in 

prose and poetry, it is sometimes used also to mark the present 
continuance of a past aim, or to lay emphasis on some past aim 
or final cause by stating it in the exact form, (either Present or 

Aorist,) in which it presented itself to the mind of the original agent 

or writer. So Hdt. V. 68 dvdas 5€ Tas Awptéwy iva 67) 7) at adral 

wor Totot Vixvwvior.w1,—petéBare €s GAAA ovrdpata. So G.T. as 

Matt. xii. 11 ézypetnocay atrév ei Cectiv—iva Katnyopjcwow avrod 

—where the form ei eéeorw x. 7. A. naturally suggests the mood 

which would have been used when these words were spoken. Some- 
times the aor. conjunctive is used where the verb in the original 

clause stood, or would have stood, in the present, as from the force 

of the Aorist proper (see §. 405. 2. and Obs. 2.) the Aorist conjunc- 
tive brings forward the verbal notion in which the aim consisted, 

and keeps out of view the accident of time which might require the 
optative rather than the conjunctive: Il. 8, 301 kaxovs 8 és péooov 
€hacoev ddpa Kal ovk €O€Awv Tis avayKatn Todepityn : Hdt. I. 29 Sérov 

amediunoe érea déka, iva by pa) Tia TOV Vopwy dvayxacby AdoTaL TGV 

édeto: Ibid. g 6 pév 67) A€ywr TadTa awepdyeto dppwdéwv, py TL ob e€ 

avtéov yévyntar xaxov: Id. VIL. 8. init. ovAdoyov Hepréwov tév api- 

oTewv emorgeto, iva yroyas Te WOnTaL opewy Kal aiTds ev Tact €iwy TA 

déker: Cf. VI. 9g. 100: Thue. Il. roi of “EAAnves éBonSyoar, py Kal 

énl odas 6 atpatds xwpyoq: Plat. Rep. 472 C aapadeiyparos apa 

eveka—elyroipey av70 Te Oikatosvynv oldv €oTl, Kal Gvdpa TOV TEA€ws 

dfkatov—xkai adixiav ad Kal TOY GéiKéTaToY, tva els Exeivous amoBAE- 

TOVTES, OloL GY ipiv datvevtar evdapovias TE TEpt Kal TOD evavriov, 

dvayxaldpeba Kal Tept juav aitev dmodoyeivy x. tT. d.: Id. Protag. 

320 A Tlepixdijs dedvms rept aditod prj Siapbapy O7 two *AAKiBiddov, 

anoondoas amo tovtTov Katabeyevos év Apidpovos émaidSeve : Id. Crito 

43 B xai énirndés ce ovK Hyetpov, iva ws 7dicta Sidyys*: Demosth. 

25, 24 ToAAG ldia TAEoveKTHTaL—ovK HOeAjoate, GAN’, tv’ of GAdor 

téxwot TOV dikalwv, TA tueTEp’ aTOV avyndtoxeTe cioepovTes Kal TpoeKu- 

Suvevere oTparevopevor: Id. 836. prince. etme yap, ws 6 TdaaTos Serre 

T@ Onpoolw Kal 61a Tadd’ 6 TarTijp ovK éBodAeTO pLcO@OijVvat TOV olor, iva 

pa) KwSuvedon, sc. 6 oikos. This making past things appear present 
is yery natural, when the writer or speaker is speaking of himself: 
Il. 1, 493 sq. @AAd ce maida, Oeots emetKedN’ "AyidAEd, Toredpyy, iva pol 

a “Ubi id quod propositum fuit nondum perfectum et transactum est, sed adhue durare 
cogitatur.” Stallb. 
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ToT aetxéa dovyov aptvys. So almost always in the Odyssey, when 
Ulysses is relating his own adventures: Od. t, 102 atrap robs dAXovs 

kehopynv—vnov emiRaivewev—, pytws tis AwTolo gayav réctoto hdOy- 

tar: Od. 1, 377 emecot te mavtas Eralpovs Bdpouvov, putts ou UT0ddeEi- 

cas avadun. : 

Obs. 1. The Conjunctive often follows an Aorist Participle when this is 
used in narrations rather to denote the action of the verb than as an ex- 

pression of past time: Hdt. IIf. 102 dvaBaiver émitndedcas Skws Leven. 

Obs. 2. From what has been said above (2) as to the notion of the thing 
aimed at or intended being brought prominently forward by the Aorist 
Conjunctive, the accident of time being kept out of view, it will be easily 

seen how this construction became the regular idiom for the final clause 
in Hellenistic Greek ; it was naturally adopted by the G. T. writers, so that 
the optative is not found in real final clauses, but its place is supplied by 

the (generally Aorist) conjunctive. The ind. present occurs twice after iva, 
Gal. iv. 17 ¢yrotow ipas iva airods tydoite: 1 Cor. iv. 6 tva pi—duarod- 
oe: and this construction is found also in the Greek of the G. T. era. 
So also the indicative fut. in final clauses, as t Pet. iii. 1 wa—repdyOn- 
govtat : in some editions the conj. aor. is substituted by a slight change 
of vowels for the fut. ind.: if the future is correct it may be referred to the 
usage of iva &c. with the historic tenses. See §. 813. 

Optative after a principal tense or aorist. 

. 807. A principal tense (or an aorist imper., conj., or opt. in a 3 ? 

present sense) is followed by an optative. 

a. When the historic present is used, this being equivalent to a 
past tense, and the aim of the verb being past: Eur. Hee. 10 modtv 
de \ 5 \ A 5 , 10 / aw? ” bs) ZPNS , , 

€ OVV ENOL KPVTOV EKTEMTEL Aa pa TaTnp, WW €ElLTOT LOU TELX)) Tegol, 

Tols COow ein Tatol py oats Biov: Ibid. 1148 povoy b& obv Téxvo.i 

fw elaocyer Sduous, iv GAXOs py Tis eidein TAOE. 

8. When the writer or speaker introduces the aim of another 
person, not as existing in his own mind, but in the mind of that 

person, so that the sentence partakes of the character of the oratio 
obliqua; as, Il. n, 339 mvAas woujcopev (conj.) «bd dpapulas, dppa bv 

abtamy immmdacln dd0s ety “ vult item a ceteris cogitari, quibus suum 

Nestor consilium suadet:” so Ibid. 342 7 (for iva) is used with the 
optative : Soph. CE. C. 11 orfodv pe Kédgi8pucov, ws muBoipeba, “ita 

jubetur aliquis eadem mente agere, que inest imperanti, optativus 

igitur non ad Gidipi, sed Antigone mentem spectat eam, qua sedem 

jubetur eligere :” see also Arist. Aves 1524: Plat. Rep. 410 B Gp’ odv, 
a ' 8 3 LAN TA / ; \ ¢ 6 cnn ” \ fal 

ye ey@, Ww QUK@MV, KAL OL KAULOTQAVTES MOVOLK) Kal YUPVQOTLK)) TQt- 

devew odx ob Evekd TIVES olovTar KabioTaow, iva TH pev TO o@ma Yepa- 

mevowTo, 7) Oe THY Woxnv; “ Socrates non e sud ipsius sententia re , TH nv woxyv; “s ¢ sud ipsius sententia rem 
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affert ; sed consilium, quod gymnastices conditores sequuti sint, ex 

ipsorum mente indicat *.” 
y. When the mind of the writer or speaker, at the moment when 

he is expressing the aim, is dwelling on some intention which he 

had in time past, when he began the action he is now continuing : 
Arist. Ran. 24 atdtos Baditw cal wove, rodrov 6 6x6, iva pi) Tadkarmwpoito 

pnd UxOos pepor “ sentit enim yam Dionysus se frustra studuisse, ne 
laboraret famulus: nam qui irritum suum consilium ita pro- 

nuntiat, is non jam consilium a presente rei contemplatione cap- 
tum dicit, sed priorem cogitat consilii cogitationem ».” 

6. When the dependent sentence forms part of a wish introduced 
by evxowa, &e.: Arist. Aves g28 edxopar 6€ cor Tdde—érws Tov TeEv- 

Oidwv euTdrjpevos pains dv: so G. T.as Eph. ili. 14 kdyatw ra yovard 

—iva Sey. 

Optative or Conjunctive after Optative. 

§. 808. When the principal verb is in the opt. with or without 
dv, the dependent verb is generally in the opt.; as, Soph. Aj. 
1217 sq. yevoipav, ty tAGev Exeots TOvTOV TPOBANnW’ 4AiKAvaTOV—, Tas 

iepas Smws tmpocetmopey Adjvas: Demosth. 39, 3 os 0° av ééetacbely 

pddwor axpiBGs, ph yévowro, @ mavTes Oeoi®: Eur. Troad. 698 zaida 

Tovode Trardos exOpépars av, Tpoias péyrotov @éeAnp, tv’ ol Tote ex ood 

yevopevor Taides "IAvov TmaAw Katoixiceray Kal méAts yévour ete: but 

if the notion of realisation comes in, the conjunctive is used; Plat. 

Apol. 28 D atrika—redvainy dixny émidels TO AdiKodrTL, iva pi) evOdde 

pevw KaTayé€AaoTos Tapa Vyvol Kopwvic., axOos apovpys. 

Interchange of Optative and Conjunctive. 

§. 809. 1. When two or more final clauses follow the same prin- 

cipal clause, it sometimes happens that the verb of one is in the 

conj., of the other in the opt., according to the proper force of these 
moods (§. 411. 1.).. The former gives a notion of the realisation of 
the proposed end, the latter has no such notion, but represents it as 
a mere possibility or supposition ¢. 

2. The optative frequently expresses the ulterior consequence 
of the conjunctive: Od. , 156 adr épéw pev éyav, iva elddres 7} KE 

Odvapev, 7} Kev GAevdpevot Odvarov Kal khpa vyoev, the second sen- 

tence is merely a wish, and a consequence which might follow if 
death were avoided: Il. €, 567 wepl yap die Tose AaGY, pajre AOD, 

péya d€ ofeas drocpydere Tévo10, the first sentence expresses the im- 

@ Stallb. ad loc. b Reisig 169. ce Schiifer Appar. tom. I. 456. 
d Nitzsch Odyssey iii. 76 
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mediate object of fear, the second the consequences resulting there- 
from: Il. 0, 597 sq.”Exrope ydp of Oupods éBotdAero Kidos dpeEar Ti prap- 

(On, iva vyvol Kopwvior Ocomidaks Top éxBEAn GKkapatov, O€ridos 0 e€al- 

c.ov apnv Tacav ém«pyvere, the former sentence expresses the immediate 

result of the favour of Jove, the latter the consequences of that re- 

sult: Hdt. IX. 51 és rodrov 67) Tov x@pov é€Bovdredcarto petactivat, 

iva kal Bdate €xwor xpacbar apOdve, cal ob tamées oeas pi) owoiaro 

(the primary, and secondary end). 
3. Or the conjunctive gives a certain, the optative only a pro- 

bable result: Hdt. I. 185 ds te 6 totayos Bpaddrepos ein (probable), 

Kal of mAdow €wou oKoAtol (certain): Thue. il. 22 Ores doabh Ta 

onueia Tots Tohestors 7 (certain), kal pi) BonOotev. So in CEH. C. 190 

the optatives eizoev and dxovoamer (if the reading is correct) ex- 

press an uncertain secondary aim in C&dipus’ mind, the words pj 

xpeta ToAgu@pev give his determined and primary aim. So Eur. El. 

56 mnyas Torapias petépyopar—, ws UBpw Seléwpev AlyicO0d Oeois, 

yoous T apeinv: Id. Hee. 1138 deca, py cot ToAduLos AeuOels 6 Tals 

Tpotav aOpoicn kat guvorxion Tadw, yvovres 8 ’Axasol COvta Tprapuddv 

Twa Ppvyov es aiay adfis dpevav sTddov, KaTELTA OprKns Ted{a TpiBovev 

Tade NenAarodrTes, yelroow 0 Ein Kaxdy Tpoer, ev wTEp viV—eKdpvo- 

pev, “alterum, Troja ut restitueretur, verebatur ne eveniret; de 

altcro conjecturam faciebat, haud esse dissimile veri Achivos redi- 

turos4,”’ 

Conjunctive and Optative with av. 

§. 810. 1. To the final conjunctions os, d7os, py and iva, the 

modal adverb é&y is frequently (especially in Hdt.) added, pointing 
to some (generally not expressed) condition: Od. €, 167 méupow dé 

ToL ovpov Omtobev, ds KE par aoK}Ons ony TaTpida yatav txnat, al Ke 

Beot y eékwor: Od. B, 376 GAN Gyooor, pay pytpt pidn trade pvby- 

cac0ai—, es av py KAalovoa Kata xpda Kadoy idwry (sc. €dy Tatra 

axovon). Compare Od. p, 156, §. 809.: Od. 0, 20 sq. Kai pv paxpd- 

TEpov Kat taccova OnKe id<oOa, ds Kev Paijxeoor iros TavTecot yé- 

voto, sc. ef mpos Tovs Painxas adikoito: Od. B, 52 ot marpos pev és 

olkov ameppiyacu véecOat Ixaplov, ds K avtos éedvdoartg Ovyatpa, doin 

& @ « eOedo. kal of Kexapicpevos EAOor. (The opt. is used here 

after the perf. according to §. 807. B.:) Ausch. Ag. 364 rov rade 

mpatavr’ em ’Adefdvipw teivovta mada (=Teivavta) StTws av prjTeE 
m™po kalpov py imép dotpwv Béedos 7AWOV oKipew, so that in this 

way, &c.: Eur. Bacch. 509 sq. xadetpfar’ aitov inmxais méAas 
parva, &s dv oKdtioy eigopa kvépas: Id. Hippol. 1313 dd«vee 

a Pflugk ad loc. 
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ge Onoedv, pv0os, add’ ex’ Hovxos, roivOerd’ axovoas, ws av oipwéns 

mAcov: Hdt. ILI. 44 ed€79n, Skws dv kai map EwvTov Téypas és Sdpov 

déoit0 orparod: Xen. Cyr. V. 2, 21 Ova Tijs ons Kapas Geis jpas, dmws 

av eidapev, dre det pidia cal modeuia vouifeww. The passages in which 

py dv is used with opt. are to be explained by §. 814. ¢. So Thue. 
Il. 93 iv mposdoxla ovdepia, ph av ToTE of ToAguon efaTivalws otTws 

émmedcerav: Xen. Anab. VI. 1, 1 ei ody Tadra éya dpdv Boxolyv, d7ov 

duvaivny, evratv@ akvpov Toveiy TO exelvov aflwpa, éxelvo évv0d, ph lav 

dy Taxd cwdporicGeiny. 

2. The general force of os dv, d7ws dv, dppa av, &e. (in the dra- 

matic writers especially) with the conjunctive seems to be that they 
modify or give a polite colouring to the intentions, desires, com- 
mands of the principal sentence, mostly when they are, or might 
seem to be, unreasonable, strange, abrupt, or startling, by stating or 
implying some reason or intent thereof, so that reference is made to 
the judgment or will of some person addressed or spoken of, as if the 
intention or command depended on it. This answers to our by thus 
doing—if you please—if you will be so good—by your leave, &e. 
Soph. Aj. 654 GAd’ ciue mpds te AovTpA Kal Tapaktiovs AEydvas ws dv 

Avpal” Gyvioas éua—eEahedowpor, J will go (by your leave) in order, 

&c.: Soph. CE. C. 575 totr’ aird viv didacy’ Smas dv exuddw, be so 

good as to tell this very point, &c. It is often ironical, as Soph. 
Electra 1495 xope & evOaTep Karéxtaves matépa Tov dyov es by ev 
tavtm Qdvys, be so good as to go, &c.: Hdt. L. 24 Kedeveww—adrov 

diaxpacbal piv, ds av Tadys ev yh TUxy. 

3. In some passages it is omitted where it might be expected. 
This occurs generally where the speaker is too much hurried or 

excited to trouble himself to be civil. So Eur. Bacch. 1202, where 

Agave rushes on the stage in a frantic state with the head of Pentheus 

in her hands, 6 xadAlmupyov aotu OnBalas yOovds vaiovtes ds inte 

mvd dypav: so Med. 1315: so in an angry speech, Soph. Ant. 768 
ov T ovdapya, TovpLov TpoodWer Kpar’ ev dpOadpots dpGv as Tots OéAovs1 

TOV didwy pativy Evvdv. 

4. In the following passages os and ézas are to be taken as modal 
adverbs, and with dv seem to signify how in the world: Xen. Cyr. I. 
2, 5 émedrovrat, os av BeATioTor elev of ToAITAL, how the citizens may 

be best: Ibid. 10 Bacireds tye adrois éori, kal adtds Te Onpa, Kal 

TOV GAov eTedeiTaL, STws av Onpwev: Ibid. II. 1, 4 BovdAevodpeda, 

Srus dv dpiora dywrhoipeda: Plat. Symp. 187 D mdAw yap ijxee 6 adtos 

Aéyos, tt Tots pev Kooplois TOV avOpdTwv, Kal ds dv KoopLdTEpoL yt- 

yrowrTo of pm ovtes, det xapllecOat. 
Gr. Gr. VoL. 11. a: 
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Obs. 1. Hence the elliptic use of the opt. with é to express a wish: 
Il. ¢ 281 &s ke of adOe yata yavoi! sc. ef rodTo SuvaTov etn, ulinam, si fiert 

posset, terra devoraretur ! 
Obs. 2. The general rules and exceptions given above (§. 806 sq.) hold 

good for the conj. and opt. with ay as well as without it. 
Obs. 3. ‘Qs &v with the opt. is far more rare in Attic than in Epic and 

Ionic; tva &v is very seldom found, see above (§. 809.) : Od. p, 156. 
Soph. Gz. C. 189. Demosth. 780, 7 tva pnd’ dv dkwv airy more mpoonery : 
iva dv has generally the force of ubicunque or sicubi; Oppa ay (ke) is only 
Epic : Od. p, 51 &k 8 avrod meipar’ dvnpbe, dpa Ke Tepmpevos dm’ dKovys 
Ss , - % e oo » \ A ” cal c a if 

Seepnvouv : Il. pw, 25 sq. ve ° dpa Zeds ouvexes, Opa ke Oaocoy adimAoa Teixea 

6cin. In G.T. either form is used indifferently, see Matt. vi. 5 and 16. 

"Orws and wos with Future Indicative—Oros av with Future 

Indicative. 

§. 811. Verbs of caring, considering, troubling oneself about, 
endeavouring, effecting, and inciting, or words which imply such 

notions ; as, émedctoOar, ppovtifgerw, Sedvevar, puddrrewv, ckomety, oKETTE- 

aa, BoudeveoOar, Spay, wovetv, mpaTTelv, curare, pyxavec8ar, Tapakahely, 

mapayyédNew, trapackeudtecOar, mpoeimetv, aiteioOar, dgiodv, dye &c., are 

followed by émws (mes py), and in Hdt. also by &s or as ph (on pr 

see §. 814.), with the fut. ind. instead of the conjunctive. The 
sense of this future is nearly allied to the conjunctive, and only differs 

therefrom in that it definitely expresses the possible realisation 
of the proposed end. After the verbs of caring, and considering, 
the original sense of 8mws is clearly seen, as é7@ rpd7 is used 
instead of it: Thue. LV. 128 éxpaccev, dtm tpdmw—dmaddAakerar for 
dros: Id. VI. 11 cKometiy btw tpdmw TO oerepoy ampeTes Eb OnoovTat: 

Xen. Cyr. I. 2, 3 of Tepovxot vépor émpédovtar, Sms tiv apxijy ph 

ToLopToL Egovtat of moAtTat, otot Tovnpod 7) alcypod epyov epierOa: 

Ibid. Il. 4, 31 Képos, & ’Appene, KedAever ot morety oe, TwS WS Td- 

XloTa €x@v oloes Kal TOY dacpoV Kal TO orpdrevua: Plat. Rep. 421 

E savti tpd7@ pudaxtéov, Stws pitote adtovs Ajeet Els THY TALLY Tapa- 

ddvta (sc. mevia kal mAobros): Demosth. 21, 12 oxomeioGe—rodro, @ 

dvdpes "AOnvator, mwas ph Adyovs épodor pdvoy ot Tap’ ipev mpEecBets, 

GAAG Kal Epyov ti decxvdew efovow: Id. 130, 75 Sé8orKa, Smws ph) Tavl 
dua, doa od BovddpeOa, Torety july avaykn, And émws and as are 

used with the ind. fut., even when the principal verb is in an historic 
tense, where we should expect the fut. opt., the oratio obliqua being 
changed into the oratio recta, and the words brought prominently 

forward in the tense in which they were originally conceived at the 
time. 

2. Sometimes émws dy is used with fut. ind. to refer to a condi- 
tion either expressed or understood: Hdt. IIT. 104 of 58 87 Ivdot 
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Tpdm@ ToLovTH Kal Cedfer xpedpevor eAavvovar én TOV XpuToY AEhoyto- 

Hevos, Skas ay Kavudtev TOV OEepwotdtwy EdvTwY EovTar €v Ti) ApTayn, 
: o tans , a 
1. €. OTay Kavpata Oepporara 7). 

Obs. 1. Where an interchange takes place between the future and opta- 
tive after 67s &c., the difference is the same as between the conjunctive 

and optative (see §. 809.) : Hdt. 1.117 oxomdv Skws cor Tojow Kata voor 
pnte—av0evrns env. 

3. Final clauses are sometimes expressed by Fut. Participle ; as, 

Hdt. V. 17 énéurovro airjoovtes (=iva airoiev) yqv Kal boop. 

Obs. 2. We must not confound this construction with the indirect ques- 
tion, §. 877. Obs. 2. 

Remarks on é%ws.—Dawes’s Canon.— Elliptical use of dmws and 
OTs pan. 

§. 812. 1. Dawes laid down (Miscell. Crit. 227,459.) that 6mws is joined 
with the conj. of the pres., aor. I. pass. aor. [1. act. midd. or pass., 
but never withconj. of aor. I. act. or midd., but in the place 

thereof the ind. fut. is used, and hence the ind. fut. and con- 
junctive are often interchanged; as, Plat. Tim. 18 E Gmwg of Kaxoi 

xopis of 7 dyaboi rats 6poias Exdtepou EuddEEovtar, Kai pun Tis adrois €xOpa Sia 
raita ylyvntor. But as this canon rests on no grammatical or logical 
grounds, so it is shaken by the fact that in many passages, by the agree- 
ment of the MSS., ézas is joined with aor. I. conj. act.: a change of HI 
into EI, and © into O, being all that is required to make the aor. I. con}. 
into the fut. ind., there were great opportunities opened to the inaccuracy 
of transcribers. ‘The ancients no doubt regarded rather the difference of 
meaning in their use of one or the other, not the difference of form. There 
are many passages in Hdt. and the Attic writers, prose and poetry, which 
contradict this rule; as, Hdt. I]. 120 extr. 6xws moujowor; Thuc. J. 73 

Stws p71) Boudedonobe: Id. 1V. 66 Gtws py emPoyPyowow: Lysias 138 
extr. dmws 7) €pydono0e. In these examples all MSS. agree, and there are 
some cases, where the aorist conj., and fut. ind., have a different form; as, 

dmas kdavow (F. kdavoodpar), exmreton (F. exmdedoerat), avakopion (F. dvako- 
puci), drohavawpev (EF. drodkavodpeba), aropnvn (F. aropavet). In many pas- 
sages the metre forbids any alteration®. The difference between these two 
forms doubtlessly is, that the fut. ind. represents the proposed end as 
something existing in future time; the aor. conj. as something of which 
the future realisation is only conceived, but without any notion of its 
actually existing. See Aisch. Pers. 114 radrd pou pedayxitov hpny aptocerar 

PoBo,—py rodis WUOnTaL Kévavdpov péy datv Sovoidos kai TO Kicowov rodop 
ayTidovroyv EaueTar. 

2. “Omws (or dws pH) stands with the fut. ind. or with the conj. to ex- 
press a desire or warning, 6pa or opare, vide, videte, being readily sup- 
plied by the mind: Xen. Anab. I. 7, 3 dOtws otv Evecbe dvdpes aEvor Tis 
edevbepias: Arist. Nub. 489 dye viv, OTws, drav Te mpooBaddopar codoy Tepi 

TOV petempav, evOews bpapmdcer: Plat. Meno 77 A aA’ Strws ph ody olds 

® Dawes’s error seems to have been one _inquire whether there were any grammati- 
into which he, in common with other Eng- cal or logical grounds for it to rest upon, 
lish scholars, has too frequently fallen, and then altering all the passsges to suit 
the laying down a rule from a number of his canon. 
Instances too generally, and not caring to 
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r Esopat ToAa Toadra Aéyewv. So in the forms Set &° (se. oxoret) Stas in 
Attic poetry : Soph. Aj. 556 Set o° Smws marpis deters ev €xOpois, olos e& otov 
‘tpagns. (See §. 898. Obs. 2.) Conjunctive : Hdt. VI. 85 el vov opyn 

Xpe@pevor €yvaray ovTa@ Smrapriy rat, Skws €& vorépns py Te vpiv, iv TadTa mpyo- 

ante, TavodeOpor kakov €s THY xopnv éoBddwor, videte, ne—inferant. 
3. The final clause sometimes depends on a notion suggested by the 

context; as, Eur. Ion 1420 poppy exov tiv’; (€pwt@ sc.) ds pe ph tavry 

AdBys. 

"Iva, as, Omas (more rarely), with the Historic Indicative. 

§. 813. “Iva, ds, 84s, (more rarely) are joined with the historic 
tenses of the ind., to express an end proposed and wished for, 
but not attained, or not to be attained. The principal sen- 

tence expresses something which does not take place, so that the 
end proposed by, or which might have resulted therefrom, does not 

take place either. We may translate as &c. by—in which case I 
should : Soph. Cs. R. 1387 odk av éoxdspny 70 pi) ’toKhetoar Tovpor 

dOAtov d€uas, tv’ H TupAds TE Kal KAvov pydev, ut essem ceecus: Ibid. 

1393 Tl pw’ ob AaBov Exrewas EdOds, ds Ederga pyToTE EuavTdov avOpd- 

Towa, evOev Hv yeyos, ut nunquam ostendissem: Eur. Hippol. 645 
Sq. xpiv 0 és yuvaixas mpdoT0Xov péev ob TEpav, adboyya 8 avrats 

ovykatoukive ddxyn OnpSv, tv etxov pjre Tpoopwvely Tiva, pay’ e& exel- 

vov pbéypa Se£acOa madi, ué possent: Ibid. 928 (xpiv) dtocds Te 

povas tavtas avOperous exew, THY ev Sikalav, THy 8 Stas etbyxavev 

(1. e. injustam), &s » ppovodca Tddix’ é&md€yxeTo Tpds THs Sikalas, KOvK 

dy nratépeOa, ut convinceretur: Id. Phoen. 202 (Chorus) Tvprov 

oldua Aito0va’ EBav—, PoiBo dSovrAa peddbpwv tv’ b7d Serpdot vipoBdrors 

Tlapvacod xarevacOny, (xatevacdn Dind.) tva depending on dovAa, ut 

habitarem (at ibi habitare non potuit, quoniam, bello inter Poly- 
nicem et Eteoclem exorto, Thebis manere coacta erat): Aristoph. 

Pax 135 ovxody éxpiy oe [Inydoov fetEar mrepov, Stws epaivou Tots Oeots 

tpayikotepos: Plat. Crit. 44 D ei yap &pedov—oioi re eivar of moAAOl 

Ta péylora Kaka efepydtecOat, tva otol te Yoav ad Kal ayaa Ta peyiota, 

kal Kadds av eixe, quo efficere possent etiam bona maxima (at id 
non possunt) : Demosth. 337, 5 €xpyv—mnapacnuivacba Kededoa Tas 

duabijkas, W’, ef te eylyveto duqdioBytyousov, nv (ut—liceret) «is Ta 

ypappata tabr émavehOeiv Kal THY GAnOeLtav Tavtwv eipeiv: Ibid. 849, 

17 e(ytnoev av pe Tov maida 1Ov ypapovta tas paprtupias, wv’, ef pi 

mapedldour, pndev Sixarov A€yewv eSdxouv: Id. 47, 27 od yap expqyvr— 

tafidpxous map’ tu@v—apxovtas olkelovs elvar, wv qv ws adnOGs Tijs 

moAcws 7) Sbvayis®: It is worthy of observation that dv is not used, 

in this construction, even where there is direct reference to a pre- 

@ Schifer ad loc. 
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ceding hypothetical sentence containing the condition of the de- 
pendent clause. 

Obs. The proper sense of these conjunctions is that which they have in 
this construction, as (=ois), in which case or circumstances. The subjunc- 
tive as being the verbal expression of mental acts, connects them with some 
act of the mind, whence they get their sense of aim &c. See §. 327. 3. 

Remarks on the construction of the seemingly final Conjunction pn. 

§. 814. After verbs of doubting, questioning, considering, reflecting, ask- 
ing and inquiring, and also verbs of fear, of anxiety, which imply reflection ; 
(or where such a notion is implied in the context, as Hdt. V. 3 durjyavov 
py éyyévntat: cf. Rom. xi. 21 pymws ovdé cov deicetar: sc. dédorxa) ; as, 
axoTrety, ppovtilew, dpav, Uwomredew, evvoeiv, petavoeiv, dudioPyteiv, truvOd- 

veoOar, éfepeuvay, dxvetv, Sedr€var, PoPetobar &c., the negative py is used 
without any other final conjunction, where in English we might use some- 
times the word that, but more generally the word lest. My is a sort of in- 
terrogation (as in Lat. ze) which introduces an indirect question in the 
mind relating to the preceding object of anxiety, &c.; as, Demosth. 14, 18 
8kv@ py) patatos Hp 7» orpateia yévyntar, I fear whether the expedition has not 
been undertaken in vain; that is, I fear that (or lest) it has. The cor- 
responding English expression is, I doubi whether (negative), or, I doubt 
whether it is not (affirmative). The construction of this sort of sentence is 
as manifold as that of the indirect question. See §. 873. 4. and §.&76 sqq. 

So G. T. as Matt. viii. 4 Opa pndevi eins: in ch. ix. 30 however the same 
notion is expressed by two independent infinitives, épare pydels yryywokétw : 
so ch. xxiv. 6. 

Hence we find a. The indicative of all the tenses, when the writer or 
speaker is inwardly persuaded that the object of his anxiety is really or 
will be in existence; and hence especially of events which are either 
present or past to him: Od. e, 300 deid, ph 54 mavta Ged vnpéeptea eirev, I 
fear whether the goddess has not (=that she has) told us, &c.4: Eur. Pheen. 92 
enioxes, os av mpovfepevyno@ oriBov, py] Tes ToAiTOv ev TpiBo meer Kapok 

pev Edn gavdos, whether there is not=TI am afraid that, or lest: Thuc. III. 
53 vov be oBoupeba, pA) duqporépor FpapryKaper : Xen. Cyr. It: 1,27 apa; 
pa) exeivous ad Senoer oe oarppovite ¢ éTt padXov, 7) npas vov edenoev : Id. LV. 

1,18 dpa pi moAAGy éxdoT@ Nuaey yeipav Seqoe Kai oOpOatpay: Plat. Lach. 

187 B okomety xp7, ph ot—ipiv 6 kivduvos xwduvedetar: Id. Rep. 451 A 
oBepov—, pi) opareis ths an Jetas—xetoopar » : Id. Phileb. 13 A oBobpat 
dé, pr) Twas yOovas ndovais ebpyaopev evayrias : Id. Cratyl. 393 C pddatte py 
7 TapaKpovoopat oe ©. 

b. The subjunct. of the principal tenses (conjunctive) after a principal, 
and of the historic tenses (optative) after an historic tense, to signify a 
suspicion ; the optative referring to past, the conjunctive to present or 
future time. The subjunct. is here deliberative. For examples see 
§. 805. 2. and Od. ¢, 473 dcido, ph Onpecow édap kai Kippa yévopar: Xen. 
Cyr. I. 1, 3 &k rovrov 8) dvayxagépeba petavoety, ph ovte Tay dduvdrwy ovte 
Tay xaherav epyov 7 (for ein §. 806. 2.) 1d avOparav dpyew: Id. M.S. IV. 
2,39 Kat povtilw, py Kpdriorov 7 pou oryav: Plat. Phed. 70 A ra S€ repi 
THS Wuxns moddAjv amotiav Tapéxer Tois dvOpwmos, ph, emedSav aradday7 

ToU Gapatos, ovdapod ere 7: Kur. Med. 118 of pos, réxva, py te TAONO, ws 
Strepadya4, 

@ Nitzsch ad loc. b Stallb. ad loc. ¢ Elms. Heracl. 483. a Pflugk ad loc. 
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Obs. 1. The conjunctive is often used after past tenses, in order to bring 
the clause prominently forward, as if the past fear or doubt was actually 
present. See §. 887. 

c. The opt. is also used in its secondary meaning to express more de- 
cidedly a doubt as to the realisation of the object. a possibility only of its 
being so: Hdt. VII. 105 dpa py parnv Kdépros 6 Adyos 6 eipnuevos Ein, vide, 
ne vana jactatio fuerit hoc, quod a vobis dictum est. So ironically: I. y, 
436 pytws tay’ im aitod Sovpi Sapetys, lest you should possibly. “Av is 
added when the suspicion is supposed to depend on a condition: Xen. 
Anab. VI. 1. 29 éxeivo évvod, pi Alay av taxd owhpoviabetyy : cf. the ex- 
amples in §. 810. 

Obs. 2 After verbs of looking into, inquiring, seeing, such as épav, oxo- 
weiv, or words which imply such notions, py with the ind. present ex- 
presses an inquiry whether something is not; dpa ph tovet, see whether 
he is not doing it. With the conj., a fear lest something should be: 
dpa ph toun, see lest he do it. So the ind. in Eur. Pheen. g2, given above 
in @. 

Obs. 3. There is a difference also between the conj. pres. and aor., dpa 
pa Toun, lest he do it now ; pi woujon, at some future, indefinile time. 

Obs. 4. After notions of fear or anwicty, &c. et (whether, if) is used 
instead of py, and p27 ov, giving a more indefinite character to the feeling : 
Eur. Med. 184 680s, et metow Séorowav euny: ‘in voc. pdBos inest notio 
dubitandi ; ac quum is, qui dubitat, sitne aliquid necne, etsi cogitatione ple- 
rumque in alterutram partem inclinat, id tamen non indicet, fit, ut ex cujus- 
que loci conditione intelligendum sit, utrum ei valeat pr od an pn®:” Ibid. 
Q31 condOd w oikros ei yevrnoera tase: so for py Andro. 60 kai viv pépovea 
got véous HKw Adyous, PoB@ pev Eel Tis SeamoTav aicOnoera. (See also §. 75%.) 

Obs. 5. We also find the following constructions after notions of fear 
and anxiety, &c.: 

a. Strws, quomodo, Attic poetry: Eur. Heracl. 248 7 rpéons, 6tws o€ tus 

aviv raat Bwpot rovS adroordce Bia: Id. Iph. T. 995 THY Geov & oTws Addo, 

dé6orxa, timore percussus delibero, quomodo—lateam.—So where the notion 
of fear, &c. is suggested by the context or supplied by the mind: Aésch. 
Choeph. 192 éya dé (déS0rKa) OWS pev dvTikpus TAS aiverw. 

b. Orws pay quomodo non, also Attic poetry: Soph. GH. R. 1074 dedouy’, 
dtrws pr ’k Tis TLomAs THAD avapphée kaka: Arist. Eq. 211 Oavud¢o 8 Stas, 
followed by present. 

c. ott or @s, thui, which signifies merely the object of fear, without any » 
notion of deliberation: Afsch. P. V. got dtu pev dpards 6 yduos apoBos od 

dédca: Xen. Cyr. V. 2,12 py Hood as dropnoes: cf. III. 1, 1. Demosth. 
141 kal tov pdBov ws ov oTHTETAL TOUTO GveV peyddov TLVOS KaKOd. 

d. Infinitive with or without the article: qoBeicOar 1d drobyn- 

oxew—deioa Oo Cyv.—Eur. Hec. 768 éppwdev Oaveiv: Plat. Gorg. 457 E 
poBovpa Siedeyxew oe. See above, §. 664. 1. and §.670. The omission of 
the article makes a great difference of sense ; if the infinitive has no arti- 
cle, the verb of fearing signifies unwillingness, hesitation ; if it has the arti- 

cle, the verb takes its proper sense of fear, and the infin. with the article ~ 
signifies the object of fear. 

e. ote py with the inf. (rarely) where the object of the fear is expressed, 
as that which is in consequence thereof avoided: Eur. Iph. T. 1380 6Bos 
& nv dote pr téyEar dda, 

a Pflugk ad loc. b Bornemann ad loc. 
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ADJECTIVAL SENTENCE. 

§. 815.1. The adjectival sentence is the resolution of an ad- 
jective or participle, and therefore signifies the attribute of a sub- 
stantive; as, of woA€uwo1, of dmépuyov (=ot amodvydvtes ToAgu101)— 

Ta mpadypara, & 6 Ade€avdpos empakev (=Ta bd Tod’ Adre~dvdpou mpa- 

XOevta mpdypara, or Ta ToD ’AdeEdvdpov Tpdypyara).— TdALs, ev 7 6 
Ilewciorparos répavvos tv (=7) b70 Tod Tewowerparov tupavvevbeioa). 

2. The inflexions of the relative pronoun which refers to the 
subst. in the principal clause, denote the gender and number, and 
frequently the case, which would be denoted by the inflexion of the 
simple adj. or participle. 

3. A simple attribute, such as Ileuciorparos 6 répavvos, is gene- 

rally speaking not resolved into an adjectival sentence, such as ds 
Tvpavvos iv, except when particular emphasis is to be laid on that 
attribute ; but if the attribute is compounded of the adj. and certain 

accessories thereto, the adjectival sentence is the most natural, and 

sometimes the only way of expressing it. 

Remarks on the Relative Pronoun. 

§. 816. 1. Originally there was no distinct form for the relative pro- 
noun in Greek, but the demonstrative performed the functions of the 
relative, being placed in both clauses; in the first as a simple demonstra- 

tive, in the second as a retrospective demonstrative, as in German, der 
Mann, der ; in English, ‘‘ the thing, that” (see §. 834.): so Il. a, 125 dda 
TO pev Tov eLerpdbopuer, TA Sédacra, que ex urbibus diripuimus, ea distri- 
buta sunt: (so Il. n, 481 oddé rus erAn mply mde mply Aciar imeppevéi 
Kpovior, nor did any one dare before to drink, before &c.: Pind. Nem. 1V. 4 
ovd€ pev Udap Téaov ye padOakt réyyer yvia, TéoToV cvAoyia Pdoppuyyt TvVdopos.) 
The aspirated pronouns were demonstrative as well as those beginning 
with +r, till the necessities of language soon assigned to the latter the 
demonstrative, to the former the relative, function. There are many 

instances, as well in the other dialects as in the most perfect sort of 
Attic, to prove that the relative pronouns were originally demonstrative ; 
as we find that the relative forms are used as demonstrative. (On the 
use of the demonstrative tod, 7, tév for od, @, dv, see §.445: so even in 
Attic, réws for éws, tas for as.) 

2. So Homer frequently uses, especially with ydp, or kai, the relative és 
as a demonstrative: Il. ¢, 59 pn® dvtiwa yaorepe pntnp Kovpov edvra dépor, 
pnd Ss piyou, ne is quidem aufugiat: Il. p, 198 adda kai dg Seidouce Avds 
peyddo.o Kepavydv: cf. Od. a, 286. Il. dX, 535: Adsch. Eum. 7 didoor 8 F 
(for aitn) yeveOdov Sdow. So ot—, ot, these—those, the one—the other : 

Il. p, 353 Telpovr’ eyxédvés re Kai ixOves, ot Kata Sivas, ol KaTa Kala péecOpa 

kuBiorev €vOa kai €vOa.—ot—oi te: I]. Ww, 498 ot Sevrepor, ot te mapoev.— 
ot for ofro Hes. Theog. 22. So Pind. Pyth. III. 89. (B.) 
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3. In Attic (and Ionic prose) this use is confined to the following cases : 

a. Kat ds, seldom kat %, for cal odros, cai adrn: Xen. Cyr. V. 4, 4 kat ds 
e€ararnbeis Suoker ava kpatos: Plat. Symp. 201 E kat 4, ovk edpnynoes ; py. 
In the oblique cases the article is used and not the relative, as kat tév, et 

eum. 
b. “Os pév—és S€ Demosth. and later writers, but before them by Doric 

writers, not only in nom. but also in oblique cases sing. and plural : 
Archyt. 676. ap. Gal. (238 Orell.) rév dyabav & peév evti dvOpare, a bé 
tev pepeov: Demosth. 248 médeus “EAAnvidas &s pev dvaipay, eis Gs B€ Tovs 

vyddas xatdyov. “O pév—bs 8€: Theogn. 307 ddd’ 6 pév adros rice kakdv 
xpéos, 05 8€ Hitovow arny éeEoTicw maoiv emexpeuacev (Bekker ovd€ Pidovow) : 

so in G. T. 1 Cor. xi. 21 8s pév mew, ds S€ pebdier: & pev for Ta pev, followed 
by ddd for ra de. 

c. “Os kal os, this and that, indefinite ; such a one—any one, very rare, 
only in nom.; as, Hdt. IV. 68 ras Baowdnias iotias emidpxnke Os kal Ss: in 
accus, Tov Kal Tév, TO Kai Td, see §. 444. b. 

d. In the phrase 4 & 6s, 7 & 4, said he, she, mostly in Plato. 
e. The following relative conjunctions are also used as demonst. : I]. o, 

547 6 & dopa (for réppa) pev eidimodas Bots Bdok’ ev Iepxaty—airap eet 
k.T.A.: e€tws for réws Il. p, 141: twa for evradOa Il. k, 127. So dre pev— 
ote d¢ even in Attic, and Ore pev—addore S€: Il. p, 178 ote & adros erorpu- 
vei paxecacba. So ds—das, Il. & 294 ds idev, ds pw epws truxwas ppéevas 
dugpexadvev. So Theocr. Il. 82. So €v@a—eévOa, ubi—ibi Id. VIII. 48: 
daccv—soov, quantum—tantum Id. IV. 39. Arist. Vesp. 212. (Hebr. x. 37.) 

4. The relatives, compounded of a relative and indefinite pronoun, as 
Satis, Strotos, 6Téa0s, &c., express an indefinite, and hence a general notion, 
whosoever, any one, every one who, &c., and therefore are very commonly 
used in general propositions: Eur. Troad. 400 qevyew peév ody xpy modepov 
Sotis «d hpovet: Id. Hec. 502 Satis e?, whosoever you are: they are fre- 
quently joined with the generalising adverbs 8n, Sy7ote, odv, which empha- 
size and therefore increase the indefiniteness of the pronoun. 

5. The indefinite notion is yet more strongly marked when these pro- 
nouns are applied to an individual, so that it is not viewed as a particular 
individual, but merely as a representative of the class to which it belongs ; 
and this is frequently the case with éots, such a one as, in Attic and also 
in Epic: Od. B, 124 dpa Ke Kelvyn Todrov eyn vdov, dvtwa of viv ev ornbecat 
tieiot Geoi: Xen. Anab. Il. 6,6 radra otv didromodépov Soxet avdpos epyov 

eivat, Sotis— aipeira. moAepety: Eur. Hipp. Q21 Sewdoy codiorny eimas, SoTLS 

ed ppoveiv rovs pr povodvyras duvards ear avayxkaca, So G.T., as Matt. vii. 
24 mas ovv GaTLS dkovet. 

6. From éors being thus used to clothe an object in the essential cha- 
racteristic of the species, rather than the accidental properties of the indi- 
vidual, there arises its definite force in adjectival sentences, to introduce 
that which is to be regarded as the especial attribute of the individual ; 
while ds expresses merely an accidental property which does not so really 
chracterise it : hence éo0ttg throws an emphasis on the subst. to which it 
refers ; as, 7 7édus  Kri¢era (the city), but » modus Aris (that city), ev AéAgos 
kri¢era, as early as Homer; as, Il. y, 43 0d pa Zav Sotis (the god who), 
te Gedy tmaros Kai dpirros (és would simply be “ who”): Hdt. II. 151 ey 
ppevi AaBdvres TO xpnarnpiov, O Tu exexpnoTd odu, i. e. cujusmodi iis datum 
erat: Ibid. 99 wédw kricas raitnv, TLS viv Meudis kadretrar: Soph. CE. C. 
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252 ov yap Wors dv adOpdv Bpordy (that mortal), datis Av, ci Beds dyor, expuyeiv 
dvvaro: so G.T., as Matt. ii. 6 Gotis mompavei k. rT. .4 

7. “Oors is also used to mark that the relative sentence expresses some 
(for the time) especial quality which has a definite bearing on the 
statement of the principal sentence, since he, where in Latin quippe qui is 
used: Eur. Med. 589 «¢ cou ydpov xareirov, AtTig ovdé viv ToApas pebeivac 

x.t.A. See Soph. Trach. 6. Cid. C. 263. Hdt. LI. 120 Woduxpdrea mavros 
drodéoa, Sv 6vtwa Kaxas yeovoe. So G. T., as 1 Tim. i. 4 yevearoyiais— 

aitwes ex(ytnoers mapexyovow. “Os however has also this force. 
8. “Ootts also frequently is equivalent to et ris: Soph. Trach. 22 adn’ 

Sots jv Oaxdv arupBis tis Oéas 68 dv réeyou. (See §. 743. 2.). So Hat. IV. 
74 OoTis pei py tis: Thuc. I. 40 kal doris (cits) py—moujoer: so also 
6s py, Hdt. III. 37 ds b€ rovrous pr dra@mee, €y@ S€ of onuavéw: so the elliptic 
phrase 6 tte ph=6 te py eore for ef py, except. So G. T., as Matt. v. 39 dotis 
oe parice. 

Obs. 1. On the use of these pronouns in indirect questions, being com- 

pounded of és and ris interrog., see Interrogative Sentences, §. 877. 
Obs. 2. On Gs te, dots Te, see §. 755. 3., Somep §. 734. 2. 3., ds ye, 

§. 735. 9. 
Obs. 3. Occasionally ri stands for 6 rt: this probably arose from its being 

so used in the indirect question (§. 877. Obs. 2.), as Soph. C&d. Col. 315 
tt po, and then, 317, ov« éyo tt @: Xen. Cyr. I. 2,10 od padiov ebpeiv ev 
7H Onpa Tt dmeot. Tov ev To Tohépw: this is more decided in G. T., so Mark 
Xiv. 36 ov Ti eyo OéAw adda Ti ad: Matt. x. 19 d0Oneerat bpiv—ti adjoere. 

Obs. 4. The difference between és and dors may be variously expressed 
—és is objective, dors subjective—és is individual, éoms generic 
—6és expresses the personal identity of the relative and antecedent, as 
Govkvdidys Ss nv “ONUpou vids—séotis the qualitative identity, i.e. by re- 
ferring to the existence of some quality or characteristic, as Govxvdidns 
Sotis fv “AOnvatos. 

Obs. 5. For dors and és in indirect questions, see §. 877. Obs. 4. 

Relation between the Principal and Dependent Sentences. 

§. 817. 1. The relation between the substantive and the adjectival 
clause is denoted by a demonstrative pronoun in the principal 
clause, pointing forwards to the relative pronoun in the dependent 
one, and this latter pointing backwards to the former; as, obdros 6 

avip, ov eides. The article 6, 7, 7d, is to be reckoned as a demon- 

strative, as it originally had this sense (§. 444.); as, 7d fddov, 6 

Od\Xet. Generally speaking it may be said, that whenever the 
article is used with a subst., it points to a relative clause either ex- 

pressed or implied ; as, 7d fddov Kaddv éott, that is 5 dpas or some 

such expression. But, as is obvious, this relative sentence need not 

be expressly stated when it is easily supplied, or the object is sup- 
posed to be sufficiently well known. ‘Hence the name Article, épOpov, 

that is, a joint, is very significant, as it expresses the connexion or 
fitting in of the article and the relative in the two sentences, as it 

a See Ellicott Gal. iv. 24. 

Gr. Gr. VOL. 1. 3x 
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were the two parts of a joint ; hence both the demonst. 6, 7, rd, and 

the relative és, 7, 6, are termed not unfrequently, “ articles,” the 

former prepositivus, the latter postpositivus. 
2. As to 6, 7, Td, and the demonst. otros, atrn, tovro the relative 

és, 7], © answers, so the demonst. of quality or size, totos, tovodros, 

téa0s, TosodTos, have their proper relatives otos and éc0s. But some- 
times 8s also is the relative to towdros: Plat. Gorg. 473 E érav to- 
aita A€yys, a ovdels dv Pijceev GvOpdzwv, as in other relations és 

often expresses quality : Plat. Thext. 197 A odd€va rpdmov biadé€opat, 
év ye 8s elu: Id. Pheedr. 243 E rodro pév moreva, Eworep dv js bs ef: 

Id. Rep. 529 A ovk dyevvGs ou Soxeis Tiv—pdOnow AapBavew Tapa 

gavté 4 eon. See Interrog. Sentences. 
3. “Ocos sometimes refers to a simple demonstrative, with the ad- 

ditional notion of quantity : Eur. Hipp. 469 és 5€ thy téxnv TEecodo’ 
donv ot. So where the antecedent is suppressed: Soph. CK. R. 1228 
vipa: THVOE THY oOTEeynV oo KEvOEL. 

Obs. The neuter relative sometimes refers not to any individual antece- 
dent, but to the general notion of the preceding clause: Thue. II. 40 6 
trois GAAos dpabia pev Opacos—eper: for the construction of dyuabia see 
§. 824. II. Obs. 4. 

Omission of the Demonstrative before the Relative. 

4. Not only is the demonst. omitted in the principal clause, when 
it would be in the same case as the relative, but even when it is in a 

different case, where it can be easily supplied, and has no particular 
emphasis: where the demonstr. would be quite indefinite, the re- 
lative is equivalent to si qui, whosoever, or if any one: and the 
demonst. is often omitted when an adjectival clause precedes, as we 
shall see further on: Od. A, 433 sq. 7 & €Eoxa Adyp’ eidvia of TE Kar’ 
ainxos éxeve Kal €ooouevgow dricow Ondvtépyor yuvargi Kat (sc. Tadrn) 
HK evepyos now: Soph. Phil. 139 kal yuoua (sc. éxelvov) map’ oto 

70 Oeiov Aids oxnmtpov avdocerar: Eur. Or. 602 ydpou & boars ev ed 

Kabeotaaw Bpotay, (tovtors sc.) wakdpios aidv’ ofs 6 i) TinTovow ed, 

(obtor sc.) ra 7” €vdoy eioi x. 7. A.: Arist. Vesp. 586 edomev tadrnp (sc. 

avT@) ootis dv Has dvateton : Thue. II. 41 oddtv tpoodeduevor odte 

“Opjpou enaiwverov, ove (twds sc.) Sots Emeou pev TO adtixa Tepe 
k.T.A.: Lys. 152, 40 pa) ov mpoxatayiwdoKete Gdikiav Tod els abTov 

BEV puikpa SaTava@vtos—, AAN’ boo (i. €. GAAG TovTwY, Goo) Kal Ta Ta- 

tpoa k.T.A.: Plat. Rep. 373 B (4 modus) byxou eumAnoréa kat TAHOovs 

(sc. Tovrwy), & ovKEeTL TOD dvayKaiov Evexd éoT ev Tails TdoAEoW?. 

Thue. I. 69 kalror édéyeoOe aoadeis eivar (i7d Twev sc.) dv 6 
Adyos tod épyov éxpdre.»: so in hasty expressions an emphatic 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Or dy may be taken objectively (§. 652. Obs. 6), and be 
referred to duets in éAéyeabe, whose fame ke. 
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but easily supplied pronoun is sometimes omitted ; Soph. Ci. C. 263 
Kdporye 70d Tabr éorly (map typ sec.) ottwes ehavvere : so where the 

writer wishes to generalise a principle or sentiment; Thuc. [V. 86 
kal ovk dv pel(m mpos Tots Opkors BeBalwow AaBerE 7) (ToVTwY) ots Ta 

épya x.T.A.: Il. €,80 BeAtepov bs hetywv mpoptyn KaKkdv HE GAwy : sce 

§. 836. 6. Thue. I. 68 ri de? paxpynyopeiv (mepl Tovrwv sc.) ev Tovs per 

dedovA@pevovs 76y dpare x.t.d. This suits well the forcible brevity 

of Thucyd., so IV. 26 aOupiav mAcloryny Tapetxe...6 Xpdvos emtyryvdpe- 

vos (€v T@ TOALOpKeEty adTods) ods MovTO iwEpGv GALyov éxToALopKyceE. 

So after neuter adjectives in general statements: Thuc. I. 82 dveni- 
pOovov doo. =(rovrols dmacw ot) k.t.A. So very often Lat.: Sallust. 
Cat. 58 maximum est periculum (sc. tis), qui maxime timent. See 
§. 836. 6. So odk éotw, os (or dots) 08 taita Torjoat. 

5. There is a peculiar form in Greek, éorw ot A€yovawy, (sunt qui 

dicant.) This form was so firmly established in the language, that 
neither the number of the relative has any influence on the verb 
€or, nor is the tense changed, though the time spoken of be past or 
future ; hence this form has assumed the character of the substan- 

tival pronoun éor, and by means of the cases of the relative has a 
complete inflexion. 

Nom.—'Eotw of=évor : Xen. Cyr. II. 3, 18 of pev eBaddov rats Boros, 
kal €oTW ot etvyyavoy Kai Owpdkwv K.T.X. 

“Eotw dua, “Eorw a jv xaderorata. 

Gen.—'Eotw dv=eviov: Thuc. III. 92 Aaxedaudviot tév GAXwv “EANjVov 
exéAevoy Tov Bovdrdpevoy emecOa, TAHY "lavev Kal Axai@y Kal EoTw av 
Mov Over. 

Dat.—'Eotw ois=eviows : "Eotw ots ovx ovrws edogev. So in construction 
with a preposition: Thuc. I. 23 €ote wap’ ots. 

Acc.—"Eotw ots=eviovs: Plat. Phed. 111 D got 8 ots kai Bpaxvrépous 
T@ Baber Tod evOdde civar kai maTUTEpous. 

“Eotw d=éua: Thuc. Il. 26 Kdedmopumos tis mapadadacciov éeotw & 
eOnace. 

As a question—€otw ottwes; Xen. M. 8.1. 4, 6 €otw ototwas avOpo- 
mov tTeOavpaxas eri copia; Also singular ; as, Plat. Meno 85 B éotw fvtwa 
ddéav ody abtod otros amexpivato ; 

Obs. 1. The phrase, Thuc. I. 40 gavettat &, seemingly some, is the same 
in principle. 

Obs. 2. Sometimes we find the plural eioiv: Eur. Iph. Taur. 624 cioo 
Sépov revs eiaw ois péder réde: Arist. Pax 499 GAN eiolv ot KwAvovew : 
Thue. VII. 44 of Uorepov Feovres eiotv ot Stapaprévres emdavnOnoay: Id. I. 
23 €iot d€ at....peréBadrov: Plat. Legg. 934 D paivovrar pev ody moddoi 

imd voowv, elat Sé ot dia Ovpod Kakiy piow apa Kal rpodpiy yevouerny ; but 
rarely the impft. #v: Xen. Hell. VII.5, 17 trav modrcpiov Hv ods tmoordr- 
dovs amédooav: Id. Anab. I. 5, 7 qv d€ rovTay ray orabuay ods mavy paKpods 
#Aavvev (with the relative in the singular: Id. Cyr. V. 3,16 jv d€ Kai 6 
€XaBe yapior). 

Ch ay 
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Obs. 3. Where the Latins said sunt qui dicant, the Greeks would 
enerally use the above form, Zot ot Aéyoucw, or eialy ot Aéyovtes, as a gaa : u ee i 

Dem. 45, 18 cioly of mdvr efayye\dovtes, sunt qui omnia enuncient. But 
sometimes also we find eioty ot Méyouow, as Hadt. IIT. 45 eior S€, ot Acyoucs 

A Ths} , Y 2 7 

TOUS avy Aiyurrou VUKNO AL Tlodvkparea. 

Obs. 4. Analogous to this formula is the use of éorw with a relative ad- 
verb, the demonst. being omitted :— 

"Eotw oTe=evidre, est quando, i. e. interdum ; 

"Eotw tva or dou, or év@a, est ubi, i. e. aliquando ; 

"Eotw od or évOa, (Soph. El. 1043.) est ubi, in many places ; 

Ovx eof dou, nunquam ; 

"Eotw yf or om, quodammodo; or in many spots; obx éotw om, no 
whither ; 

Odx Zot Stws, nullo modo, otk éotw Stws ov, certainly. 

"Eotw Omws; in the question, Is zt possible that ? 

Obs. 5. These expressions are especially Attic, both prose and poetry ; 
as, Xen. Cyr. III. 1, 20 6 peév yap icxvi Kparndeis Eotw Ste B7On TO TSpa 
doxnoas avapayeicbar: Ibid. 24 dovdevortes Eotw OTe SvvayTa: Kat waddov Tov 

evdaidverv eoOiew Te Kai Kadevdeuv. 

6. When the object to which the relative refers is to be considered 
as indefinite, the demonstrative is omitted, and the relative refers 

directly to the subst.; as, (otros) dvip, ds Kadds éottv=avyp Kadds, y ; as, 1p iip 
When the relative refers to a personal pronoun, this supplies the place 
of the demonst.; as, éy®, és—ov, 6s &c. If no particular emphasis 

is to be laid on this pronoun it is omitted, and the relative refers 

to the person implied in the inflexion of the verb; as, xadés émoi- 
noas, ds Tatra émpagus: if the subst. to which the adject. clause 
refers is omitted, the adject. clause has the force of, and is said to 

represent, a substantive; as, 7A@ov ot dpiotou tjoay=7AOov ot aptoror 

(sc. Gvdpes). 

Obs, 6. Substantives expressing place, mode or manner, &c. are some- 
times followed by a local, modal or other relative adverb, according to the 
sense of the subst., instead of the relative pronoun; as, 6 rdé7os 61 €orn : 

6 Tpdémos ws eBiwoe. 

Obs. 7. The case which the relative represents is to be learnt from the 
context—thus sentences with the relative in an oblique case can stand as 
the nominative case to the verb. 

Dat.: Eur. Orest. 603 ots 8€ ph miatovow eb—eicl dvoruyeis. 

Acc.: Eur. Med. 1302 ravryv & (obra) ots ESpacev épEovow Kakas. 

And sometimes a relatival clause thus standing for the nom. is joined 
with a substantive in the nom., Xen. Cyr. V. 1, 11 éy@ Kal Ov Kpdtw pevod- 
pev Tapa Gol. 

Obs. 8. So sentences with the relative in nominative represent the geni- 
tive, dative or accusative of the verb, as the suppressed demonstrative 

would stand in one or other of these cases, as 
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a. Gen.: Eur. Electr. 378 paptis yévoir’ dv dotis éotiv dya0ds—=rod dya- 
O00 avdpés. Cf. 376. 

b. Dat.: Soph. Aj. 1050 Soxodvra 8 (air@) bs Kpaiver orparod. 

ce. Acc.: Eur. Med. 515 mraxovs ddaoda raidas iT €owod oe=epe Te FH 
érwod oe: Virg. Ain. V. 485 Protenus Aineas celeri certare sagitta, invitat 
qui forte velint. 

d. So where the relative is in an oblique case®. Thus in the acc. to re- 
present a gen., Xen. Anab. V. 1. 8 eiSevae riyy Sivapey (sc. abrev) ed’ obs dy 
iow: so in the dative it may represent a genitive: Thue. II. 40 60 edvoias 
@ d<daxe—airod 6 Sedaxe. An acc.: Soph. Ak. R. 296 ® py eote dpavte 

répBos (tobTov) ov8 eros hoBei: thus joined with an accusative, Thuc. VI. 
61 méumovot vaiv emi T éxewov kal Ov tépt GANwy eveunvuTo : with a dat., 
Plat. Rep. 387 E rods Opnvous yuvaréiv dodibopev Kal door KaKol Tav dvBpav. 

Obs. g. When the relative clause stands first, and the sentence is so 
turned that the supposed antecedent is wholly lost sight of, the relative 
equals ef tus, as Thuc. 1. 70 of ’A@nvaioe & Gv emwonoartes py emeEehOwoow 
oikelwy oreperOa yyovvrac: Xen. Mem. II. 2,6 & dy otwvrat addov ikaverepov 
dudaEar weumover Tpos TovTov. 

Obs. 10. The relative clause sometimes stands before the antecedent, 

when peculiar emphasis is to be laid upon it, as G. T. John i. 12 dao 6€ 
ZaBov avrov, €S@xkey avTots. 

Person of the Verb in the Adjectival Sentence. 

§. 818. The person of the dependent verb is determined by the 
substantive or demonstrative pronoun either expressed or to be sup- 
plied ; as, éy®, ds ypadw: od, Os ypaders: 6 avip or exeivos, ds ypaer: 

ol Tay TOALTGY ApioToL joav, THY TdAW é€owoav: Plat. Crit. 45 E 

dvavopia TH ipeTepa Ovaveevyevar pas Soxeiv, oitwés ce ov Siecdoapev. 

Obs. 1. Hence after the vocative, the second person is used; as, Gp- 

Opwrre, ds as TovadTa Kaka é€wotyoas. Sometimes however the third person 
is used referring to a person speaking, or spoken to; as, Il. p, 248 @ pido, 
’Apyeiav nynropes nO€ pédovtes, oltre map’ Atpeidns’ Ayapeuvove kai Meveddw Sryia 

mivoucw kai onpaivouow exaorot Naois. Frequently there is a transition made 
from speaking of some one in the third person in the principal clause, to 
an emphatic apostrophe to him in the relative clause: Od. 6, 686 torara 
kal mUpata viv évOdde Sermvycerav’ ot Gap’ dyetpopevor Bioroy KaTaKEipeTe TON- 
ov ; Hdt. VIII. 142 Gddos re, rovrémv amdvtwy airtiovs yevérba Sovocivns 
roiot “EdAnoe A@nvaious, ovdapas dvacyxerov" oltwes aici Kal TO Tahar haivecbe 
Todovs €evdepooavtes dvOporov—here Herodotus returns in the adject. 
sentence to the oratio recta: Eur. Hec. 1196 mpds tévde & eciut,.... 35 dys. 

Obs. 2. When the person of the verb in the relative clause does not 
refer to the subject of the principal verb, but to some other subst. in the 
principal clause, it often agrees, not with the antecedent, but with the 
person implied therein : Isocr. 141 éotkate yap otro diakerpévors avOputracs, 
oltives—rteOUKapev—exkhnyordLoper. 

Agreement of the Relative Pronoun. 

§. 819. The relative pronoun agrees in number and gender with 
the subst. to which it refers, (as the attributive adjective with its 

a Hllendt Lex. Soph. ad voc. 4. 
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subst.,) but its case depends on its construction in the relative clause ; 
pe DES a % Cua. aN a / Je a) Ne 5) ca) € 

AS, O aVI/P, OV ElOEs—1 APETI, As TAaVTES Ol Ayabol EmLOvL0dvo0W—oi oTpa- 

TLOTAL, ois waxdueOa &C.: 6 avijp ob olkov HAO«s. 

But to both these general rules there are many exceptions. 

Exceptions in gender and number. 

1. Constructio kata otveow; Tl. w, 2012 prot mH 8 Tou dpéves 

(ppdvnots) otxovd’ As TO Tapos TEp ExrAC em” avOperTovs x. T.A. (§.378.). 
In personal names this belongs rather to poetry than prose; as, II. 

k, 278 Autos tékos, Are ot aiei—zaplorarar: Il. x, 87 idov Oddos, ov 

Téxov avT): so in Homer always; Bin “Hpakdeiy, domep : Soph. Phil. 

714 @ pédrea puxd, os fund’ oivoxtrov TéyarTos ho Oy SexéTer xpove: Eur. 

Suppl. 12 Oavdvrov entra yevvalwy tékvwv,—ots ror "Apyeiwv dvagt 

“Abpactos jyaye. With collective nouns or substantives used as such 
this construction is found not unfrequently in prose as well as poetry ; 
Il. 7, 368 Acie bé Nadv Tpwikdv, ots GéxovTas dpuKTi Tadpos épuke: Od. 

A, 502 Tw Ke Tew (TeV) oTVEAYAL MEVOS Kal XElpas GaTTOUS, ot KElvOY Bidwr- 

rac: Hdt. VIIL.128 mepiddpape oprdos—, ot adrixa 7d Téfeva AaBdvTEs 

—éepov emi Tovs otparnyo’s: Thue. IIT. 4 ro rév ’A@nvatwv vautikdy, 

ot Bpywovv év tH Madea: Eur. Or. 1134 sq. viv & brép andons “ENd- 

Sos deceL Olknv, Gv TaTépas exTe, Gv 7’ An@XEcev Téxva: Plat. Pheedr. 

260 A mA7OeL, ottep Suxdcovor. So when an adjective is used for a 

subst. in the gen. plural: Thue. II. 45 yuvackeias apérns, doar x. 7. A.: 

so G. T. as Phil. 11. 15 yevedis oxodrAtas —év ois haiveobe. 

2. Here also belong the following constructions : 

a. Where the antecedent is in the singular, but the relative in 

plural—the relative referring, in a general way, not to any definite 
individual, but to a class, and having the sense of ofos; but this is 

more common in poetry than prose: Od. yw, 97 KfT0s, d pupla Booker 
aydotovos Apditpitn: Il. €, 410 yxeppadio, té pa toh\Ad—zap’ Tol 

Papvapevov exvdivoero: Eur. Or. 920 avroupyds, oimep Kal pdvor oo- 

gover yjv®: Id. Helen. 440 °EAAny teduxes, otow odK« émotpopal : Id. 
Suppl. 867 piros 7 ddrnOys Hv pidos, mapodol re Kat pr Tapovow™ av 

apiOuos ov modvs: Theoer. 25, 121 ob pe yap Tis emAvO€ votaos éxel- 

vou Bovxodrlors air epya x. tr. A.: Plat. Rep. 554 A adypunpos ye tis 

—dv kal amo Tavtbs Teptovolav TmoLovpevos, OnoavpoToLos avyp, ods OF 

(cujusmodi homines) kat émawvet 7d tAHO0s»: Demosth. 328 (24) 
avopt KaA® TE KayaIG, ev ots odayod ov havyon yeyoves. So when a 

plural substantive is implied in the context; as, navroy after a su- 
perlative: Arist. Ran. 710 6 movnpdéraros Badaveds (mavtw@y) oTogor 
kot. A. SoG. T., as 2 Pet. i. 1 tavtnv—Bdeutépav — emiorodrAijy— ev 

@ Porson et Schafer ad loc. b Stallb. ad loc. 
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o ais. So also when the neuter plur. & refers to an indefinite pro- 

noun, or an adjective in neut. sing. used as a substantive, since in 
both of these a merely general notion is contained: Isocr. 67 E 
ovdey roodtoy KatacKevdgovow, ef dv x.t.A.: Thue. HI, 38 addo mu A 

év ots (Guev. Cf. Plat. Ale. I. 129 C. 

8. On the other hand a singular relative refers to a plur. 

antecedent when the relative is used in an indefinite sense; as 

dotts, Os av with conj. quisquis, quicunque: Il. A, 367 vv ad robs 

@Adous emreicomat (persequar), bv Ke Kixelw: Il. 7, 260 avOpdmous riv- 

vuvtat, otis « etiopkov dudcon: Kur. Med. 219 dixn yap odk éveot’ év 

OpOadrpots Bpotdv, Sots Tpiv avdpds oTAdyXVOV expabeiv orvyel Sedop- 

Kas, ovdev NOtxnpevos*: Id. Hec. 359 Secmotav Gyav ppévas TUXoWW ay, 

dotis dpyvpov mw @vicetar.—so especially mévtes, dors (or bs dv with 
conj.) never mavtes oirives, but always mdvres door or dots ; as, Thue. 
VII. 29 mévras Effjs, Stw evTdxoLev, Kal Taidas Kal yuvaikas KTElvovTas: 

Plat. Rep. 566 D aondgera: wdvtas, @ &v sepirvyxdvy. So frequently 

the relative pronoun is placed first in the singular, while a substan- 
tive to which it belongs, (generally a demonstr. pronoun,) follows in 
the plur.: Soph. Antig. 707 éo71s yap aitos 7 fpoveiv pdvos doxel, 7) 

yA@ooar, iv ovK GAXos, 7) Woxny Exel, obto SiamTvyOevTes OPOnocav 

xevoi: Thuc. VI. 17 6 1 8& exacros 7) ek Tod A€ywv Teiew oleTat, 7) 

otacidfov a7 Tod Kowod AaBwv GAAnY yh, wn KaTopIdcas, oiKnoeEL, 

Taira érouudcerar. 

Obs. 1. So two relatives both in the singular refer to a plural verb 
whose subject is éxaoros; Il. 0, 664 prncacde exagtos maiSov—ipéev Stew 
(@ovor kai @ karareOvnjkact. 

§. 820. 1. The relative sometimes agrees neither with the gram- 
matical nor the natural gender of its antecedent, but is in the neuter 

to signify that the notion of the relative clause is to be taken not as 

particular, but general (§. 381.): Soph. CE. T. 540 ap’ odyl ‘papov 

€oTL Tovyxelpnua cov, dvev Te TAROovs Kal girev tupavvida Onpay, Oo 

TAnOeL Xphyaciv O adtocxerat. This may clearly be seen in the fol- 

lowing examples: Xen. M.S. III. 9, 8 $06vov 5€ oxomGv, 8 tT ein, quid 

sit nvidia (in what category it is to be classed), das ein, qualis 

sit invidia, the category is supposed to be fixed, and its properties 
alone inquired after. Cf. Plat. Gorg. 462 D tis réxvn dyoroita ; — 

Oddepla, @ TGAe.— AAAG ti, Pd0i.— nyt 6) ewrreipla ris. 

Obs. 2. This neuter relative seems sometimes to refer to a masculine or 
feminine substantive, without the generalising sense as above: but in 
reality it refers to the whole sentence: Thuc. I. 59 rpemovra emi rip 
Makedoviay, ed’ OEp Kal TO mpdrepov eméumovto (where é’ dep refers to rpe- 

movrat emt tT. Max.: Id. III. 39 init. vacov 8€ ofrwes Exovres pera TeLxav Kai 
xara Oadaccay pdvov poBovpevor Tors Hwerépous ToAEpious, EV @ Kal adToOl TpinpeY 

& Pflugk ad loc. 
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mapackevy ovk appaxror joav mpos adtovs (where ev @ refers to the sentence 
which is to be supplied after @oBovpevor: py emepxwvrat.) 

2. When the plural of the subst. (expressed or implied) is used 
for the singular, the relative may be in the singular; as, Eur. Iph. 
A. 985 sq. oixrpa yap wemévOapev,  Kevijy Katéoxov edtiba. 

§. 821. 1. When the relative refers to two or more objects, it is 
in the plural, and of the same gender with the substantives, if they 

are all of the same gender; but if the substantives express things 
inanimate, the relative is often in the neuter; as, Plat. Apol. 18 A 
ev exeivyn TH pwvi Te Kal TO TpdT@ edeyor, év oiomep EreOpaypnv: Xen. 

Cyr. I. 3, 2 épév adrov Kexoopnyévor kal 6p0ahyav troypapn, Kal xpo- 

patos evtplyet kat komas mpooberos, & 6y Vopiya Tv ev Mydous: Soph. 

CE. R. 216 & & aireis—adxhy kavaxotdiow kaxGv AdBors av. 

2. But if the substantives are of different genders, the relative 

pronoun, in personal names, agrees with the more worthy gender ; 
in names of things it is generally neuter; as, Od. 8, 284 Odvarov 

cat Kijpa péAaway, bs 67 ode oxeddv éote: Isocr. de Pace 159 A jouer 

ExkAnoagovtes TEpt TE ToACuov Kal eipyvys, a peyiorny exer Svivapw 

év TO TOV avOpdrov Bio. But sometimes it agrees with the last 

subst.: Isocr. 163 A ijv 8€ thy elpyyny TomncopeOa—peTa TOAATS 

achadeias tiv Tédw oiknropeEV, ATadAAayéevTes TOACUOV Kal KLWdtveV Kal 

Tapaxijs, eis Hv viv Tpos GAANAOUS KaTéoTHLEV. 

3. When there is in the relative sentence a substantive used as a. 

predicate, the relative frequently, and indeed generally, does not 
agree with its own substantive, but suffers a sort of attraction to the 
predicative subst. The verb which with the subst. makes up the 
predicate is generally one of being, or calling, or being called ; the 
reason of this is the importance of the predicative substantive: Hdt. 
Il. 17 7 pév (688s) mpds 7 tpémeTar, 76 Kadéerar TInAovowov ordpa: 

Id. V. 108 thy akpyy, at Kadedvrar Kdyides tHs Kémpou: Id. VII. 54 

Tlepovko gigos, tov dxwwaxny Kad€ovor: Plat. Pheedr. 255 C 7 rod pev- 

patos éxelvov myn, Sv iwepoy Zebs Tavupndovs épdv ovopace: Id. Phil. 

40 A Adyou pv ciow ev Exdoros HuGv, as eAmidas dvoyatouev : Dem. 

853, 31 €xer— AdoBos—dybonkovta pev pvas, Hv éAaBe Tpoika THs 
yntpds. And even where the relative refers to a whole sentence; 

Eur. Med. 14 airy re mdvta cuppéepovo’ Idoom imep peylorn ylyvetac 
aetypia. SoG. T. as Mark xv. 16 rijs adds 8 éore mpartdpiov: 1 Tim. 
ll. 15 €v otkw Qeod, ris €oriv exxdyola Ocod: Eph. iii. 13 ev rats OAt- 

Weou, ATs orl S6fq duov. This is less frequent in Latin. 

Obs. Hence where the emphasis is to be Jaid on the antecedent, the at- 

traction of gender does not take place. 

- 4. When the relative does not follow immediately on its ante- 
eedent, but on another substantive which forms part of the principal 
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clause, it agrees sometimes in number and case, not with its ante- 

cedent, but with this predicative substantive: Plat. Legg. 937 D kal 
dikn ev avOpdrois 7Gs ov Kaddv, d TdvTa HucpwKe TA GVOpdziva; Id. 7 p ; 1eEep p 
Gorg. 460 E ovderor’ dy etn  pntopiki) GdiKov mpGypa, 6 y' del TeEpl 

dixatoovvyns Tovs Adyovs wovetra?: Ibid. 463 B ravrns pou doxei rijs 
5 , X\ \ XA , > A ‘ Ay NC pI Cie a 

emiTNOEVTEWS TOAAG MeV Kat GAAa popta Eivat, Ev O€ Kal 7 OWoToLiKy, 6 

Soxet ev Elva TExvy. 

5. The relative sometimes agrees with a substantival personal 
pronoun implied in its adjectival form: Soph. Ci. C. 730 ris épis 
€mreLodOov, Ov put OKVEITE. 

Exceptions in Case. Attraction. 

§. 822. 1. As the adjectival sentence represents an attribute of 
its subst., forming with it one whole notion, the Greek language 

endeavoured to make the adjectival sentence so coalesce with its 

substantive, that the unity of this whole notion should not be lost ; 

they effected this by placing the relative not in the case of the verb 
on which it immediately depends, but in the case of its antecedent. 

This is called (Attic) attraction, the relative being, as it were, at- 
tracted to and acted upon by its antecedent ; as, Hdt. I. 23 ’Apiova 
SiOvpapBov ap&tov avOpdtov tov (=v) jyets ioyev. Even Homer 

uses this attraction: Il. «€, 265 rhs yap rou yevetis Is Tpwt mep epvdra 

Zevs Sdxe: Il. Ww, 649 Tyhis Hore pw Coxe TeTyujoOa: Thue. VII. 21 

dyov amd Tov wodew av enewe (TOV TeLcOercGv) otpariav: Arist. 

Thesm. 835 év te tails GAAats Eoptais atow iuels yoper: Ausch. Ag. 

947 peAor—tav wep dy pedA7s TeAciv: Soph. CH. C. 334 iAOov iv 

(rovT®) Swep eixov oikeTGv TLoT@® pdvw: Xen. Cyr. II. 1, 33 cvv tots 

Onoavpois ois 6 TaTip Katéhimev (=Tols U7O TOD TaTpds KaTaderpOetor) : 

Plat. Rep. 408 A ék rod rpavparos of 6 IIdvdapos éBarev. So G.T., 

as Luke ii. 20 émt maou ois zjxovcav. The antecedent noun is often 

omitted (§. 817. 2.): peurnuevos dv mpage or dv expage weuv. So ois 

EXw xpOpar. 

Obs. 1. This attraction, however, generally speaking (see below, Obs. 
8.), is not used except where the relative should stand in the accusative, 
but is attracted by the genitive or dative of its antecedent. 

2. The unity of the substantive and adjectival sentence is very 
frequently yet more perfect, by the substantive being transferred 
from the principal to the relative clause (see §. 824. Il. 2.): emOupe@ 
fs eypapas émorohis (=THs U70 cod ypapbeions emiatodAijs)—xalpo 
éypapas émotoky (= TH t7d cod ypapOelon émorody); Eur. Orest. 

a Stallb. ad loc. 

Gr. Gr. vou. II. 32 
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1409 ds éynp’ 6 tofdras Lidpis yovaunss. So G.T., as 2 Cor, x. 13 of 

éuepioev Huiv 6 Qeds pérpou: Rom. iv. 17 Karevavte ob emiotrevoe Ocov?. 

Obs. 2. This attraction takes place even when the verb in the relative 
clause is omitted; as, Hdt. IV. 73 mavrev raparider tOv (for d) Kat tice 
@doror (waparifer sc.). 

Obs. 3. So the relative is in the case of a preposition, the ante- 
cedent being dropped : Soph. Elect. 1379 & (rovrer) olwy €x@ airé: Xen. 
Cyr. II. 4, 17 Omore S€ ad mpoehnhvboins avy n Exots Suede Plat. Gorg 
519 A 6ray ra dpxaia 7 mpooamohhvaat T™pds ois ERIOGVTO = Xen. Cyr. dl. 1. 34 
ve O€ brig xvovpat, nV 6 Geos €d 6.59, av Gy dy éepol Savleisys'- : so év@ dv for 
dvtt trovtov, &: "E§ Gv for é« rovrev, a; hence av@ ay for dr, as xdpw got 

oida, av0 Gv iAGes, because that. So G. T. as Heb. v. 8 euabev ad’ dv érabe 
> \ , a” 

for avTO TOUVT@Y ua émabe. 

Obs. 4. This attraction after a preposition resolves itself into a simple 
omission of the antecedent, if the case required by the preposition is the 
same as that required by the verb of the relative clause, as mpds ods eyo 
for mpds Tovtous ods Acy@ : or where the same preposition with the same case 
would naturally stand with the relative, it is simply an omission of the an- 
tecedent and of the preposition which should stand with the relative, as Xen. 
M.S. II. 6, 34 epol eyyiyvera edvora pds ols av trohdBw edvoikas exew mpéds 

eve for mpos TovTous mpds ovs. But when the relative clause requires another 
preposition, or the same used in another relation, the attraction is not ad- 
missible. It would be wrong for instance to say, mpés vis Aéyo for mpds 
TovTovs Tap’ ois pee: The instances which are adduced against this may 
be explained ; as, Xen. Cvr. VIII. 2, 26 wodda eunxavaro mpos TO mporeverv 

Tap ois Saiihera é€auTov pireiobat, is not necessarily mapa rovrous ev ois, as it 

would be correct to say, zap’ ois 8. dideio@ar: so Arist. Eth. Nic. I. 5, 5 
Tyagba (Tapa TovTOLS) Tap ots yLryyeoKorTat. 

Obs. 5. The attraction is seldom brought about by the preposition on 
which the antecedent depends being also used with the relative; as in 
Thue. Ill. 64 6d ay eyévovto ayabol, amd ToUTwy @peAcicOac: here more 

usually either dro rovrwy would have been omitted, or ap’ ov would have 
been merely a, as the sense is, to draw profit from those things wherein they 
have been brave: Lyc. c. Leocr. c. 32 eis abté rotro tiv TiY@piay Ta€avtes, 

eis 6 padiora HoBovpevor tvyxavover: Demosth. 95, 23 kal wept @v dact ped- 
Newy adrov Troveiy, Kal mept TOUTwY mpoxarnyopowvT ov eeacaeee for a pact Gicr 
Ibid. 96, 26 ad av dyeipe Kal Tpooaret kal Saveiferat, amd TouTwy dudyer. 
There is a very singular passage in Hdt. I1f. 31 of d€ Baowdyio Stxacrai 
KEKPLLEVOL divdpes yivovra Iepoeav, és 06 erobdvact, ij ode mapevpeOy Tt adtkor, 
pexpt TouUTou: so G.T. as Acts xxv. 18 dé mpatys jucpas a As ereBnv. 

Obs. 6. When the attracted relative is followed by a predicative subst. 
or adject. the attraction extends to them likewise; as, Demosth. 325, 10 

ee ove Kaipos—mnpoonyayero Gv éxpiva Sikaiwy Kal cuppepdvtwy 77) maTpids ov- 
dev mpodotva, for a expwa Sixaia kat ocvpdéeporta. Cf. Soph. CE. C. 334 
above, 1. 

Obs. 7. As the object of the attraction is to connect the relative imme- 

> Winer refers this to the omission of given below (Obs. 4.), as the prepositions 
a preposition, karévavT: Oco (Kad) of ert- Karévayts and Katd are not used in the 
otevoc—but this seems to violate the rule same relation. ) 
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diately to its antecedent as an attribute, it follows of course, that pro- 
perly it can only take place when the real demonstrative is omitted in the 
principal sentence before the substantive ; as, eAdtr@y é€ori TovTouv Tod 

dvdpés, bv cides becomes eAdrrwy cart Tod dvdpds ob Eide or 05 ides dvdpds : 
or where an adjectival sentence, by the omission of the demonstrative, 
represents a subatantive; as, Isocr. 46 BC 4 mods jpav Gy éhaBev drace 
perédaxe, for petédaxev exeivav, a ZhaBev; Xen. Anab. 1.9, 25 obv ols pddiora 

gireis (= irovs), for ody rovrous, ovs. But whenever the demonstrative is 
expressed in the principal clause (the article is not meant here, as it is 
often used not as a demonstrative, but merely as the article) there are two 
distinct sentences connected together indeed, but each in a whole and 
perfect form, so that grammatically the one form does not need the other 
to complete it; nor properly can the relative clause be taken into the prin- 
cipal clause as the attributive of the substantive, as the attribute is there 

already ; but the attraction had so powerful an influence on the language, 
that it also takes place when the demonstrative is expressed in the princi- 
pal sentence ; and even where the relative sentence is used as a substantive, 

and therefore might be expected to have an independent form: Hdt. III. 
80 tovtwv TOV 6 pdvapxos rovet ovdév: Thuc. V. 37 édéovro ToUTwy GyTEp Kai— 
giro emeorddkecay: Plat. Pheed, 70 A (Wuxi) adanddaypérn TodTwY TOY Kaka 
Gv ob viv 5) dupdGes: Id. Rep. 556 B eddrrm piowro tev TovodTwy KaKav 
oiwy viv 5) etropev: Soph. CH. R. 147 Ove yap xapw Kai Sedp’ éBypev, av 
68 e€ayyéhderar : Xen. Cyr. 1. 6, 11 Gv pev viv éyovrar AjWeoOar oi orpa- 
riarat, ovdels adrav euol ToUTwv xdpw eloerar: Demosth. 843, 1 extr. py yap 
oteabe adrov, bmép Gy Hpvyrat py AaBelv, Urép ToUTeV tpiv evroupyew EHedAnceW : 

Ibid. 70, 17 ofs odow iperépos exer (6 Pidtummos), ToUTOLs mévTa Tada dodahds 
kextnra. So G.T.as Acts xxiv. 8 mepi mavtov todtwy emvyvavae Gy Katn- 
yopoduev adrod: cf. ibid. 21. So sometimes, though but rarely, in Latin : 
Terent. Heaut. I. 1, 35 hdc quidem caussd, qud divi tibi. 

Obs. 8. The attraction seldom takes place where the relative should 
stand in the dative or the nominative: Dative: Thuc. 1.1 &« d€ rép 
rexpnplav Gv émi paxpstarov okomodvti por EvpBaiver mistedoa, for ois murTEd- 
car: Od. @, 30 ws dperes Tips dmovnpevos Haowep avacces Onpw evr Tpowy 
Oavarov Kai wétpov éextoneiv (for yrep): Nen. Cyr. V. 4, 39 ifyero Oe Kal Tov 
éavtod Tey Te TLoTaV, ois HSeTo, Kal Gv (for ekeivor, ois) nmictee Todos, 1. e. 
secum duxit multos suorum, et fidorum, quibus delectabatur, et eorum, quibus 

diffidebat. So G.T. as Matt. xxiv. 38 dype Rs hpepas cio AOe Nae for apr jpyepas 
4; 1 Tim. iv. 6 ris Kadjs Si8acKkadias fs mapycohovdyjxas. Nominative : 
Plat. Pheed. 69 A rodro & épowy ear @ viv 61) édéyeto for todTe 6; Xen. 
Hell. I. 2,1 76 & @Xo ere @ Fv Odvprias x. t.d.: Hat. I. 78 ovdev Kw ei- 

ddres TOV Fy Tepi Sdpdus te Kai aitdv Kpoicoy for todtwv & qv*. The follow- 
ing are not to be classed here: Il. y, 649 Tumis Hote pw coe TerTipjoOae 5 
because we may say, riu7yv ryacda; therefore note may be for jvre not 
yre: Arist. Plut. 1044 tddaw éyd ris EBpeos Fs U8pifouac; because vBpu 
iBpi¢erOa: Thuc. VII. 70 mas ré Tis, ev @ mpowerérakTo, adtds ExaTTOS nmel- 

a It is possible that the very difficult 
passage Thue. V. 115. is an application of 
the principle of the attraction of the nomin., 
Kal evOuuetobe Ort wep) raTpldos BovdAcveabe, 
Av (sc. BovAnvy 4) mids mepl, Kal es ulay 
BovAhy, tuxXovedy Te kal ph KaTwpldcacar, 
Zora, which deliberation will be for the 
only country you have, and for the only 

(time of) deliberation which will be allowed 

- you, whether it hits the right point (2s 

right) or fails (=is wrong.) This is thrown 

out only as a possible interpretation of a 

passage which is esteemed hopeless, (see 

Arnold, ad loc.) depending on an idiom of 

the language, though very anomalously 

applied. 

322 
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yeto mpOros daiverOa, because it may be &y roit@ 6, like mpoordrropai te. 
Nor the phrases in Hdt. cata 16 etpnra, 67d Tv elpnrat, as etpnrat is used 
impersonally (see §. 365. 5.), according as it has been said—by those by 
whom it has been said (that it was done, sc.). So in Thuc. V.79 és rohw 
eOev dvtwa icvav audoiv rais modiert SoKoin, the verb doxoin may be imper- 
sonal=7t may seem : Ibid. VII. 61 aq’ Gv jyiv rapacketacra, it may be pre- 
parations are made: but in Plat. Rep. 402 A év draow, ois éoti repipepdpeva, 
it seems as if ois eord would most naturally equal @ éor, though it is gene- 
rally interpreted ev dracw év ois mepupepdpeva eomr. If the relative should 

stand in the genitive it is not attracted; such a construction as 
Xpdopar macw ots émdvpo would be wrong. 

Obs. 9. Sometimes, though but rarely, this attraction of the accusative 
is not used by the Attics; as, Thuc. I. 50 Ta oxadn ovx eiAkov avadovpevot 

Tav veay, &s karadvcecay: Bur. Med. 752 duvupi—eppevery & cov kdvo for ois 
gov kkvo: Ibid. 758 rvyoto’ & Bovhopar: Plat. Gorg. 520 B péudeo Oat rovTw 
TG Mpaypart, 3 a’rot madevovor (because of the demonst.:) Lysias 444 Tay 
a2ov kaxkov, & werdvOare in’ airov (seemingly because a genitive follows). 

In G. T. also it sometimes does not take place. 

Obs. 10. This attraction sometimes takes place in the local adverbs, so 

that the relative adverb appears in a form which expresses the direction of 
the demonstrative adverb, or of the substantive which precedes or is im- 
plied: Thuc. I. 89 dcekopigovto edOds (sc. evteddev) 6bev (for ob, ubi) imeée- 
Oevro maidas: Soph. Trach. 7or éx 8€ ys dOev (ubi) poker’ dvaéovor 
OpopBadecs appot: Id. Phil. 481 euBarov p drn Ores dyav, és avTAlav, és 
Tp@pay, és mpUpvyy Strot (for ov, wb) FKuoTa péAkw Tos mapdvras adyuvew : 
Id. Ant. 228 rddas, ri x@peis (exetoe) of porto dwvers Sixnv ; though here ot 
may be joined with podwy:) Eur. Iph. T. 118 yopeiv ypewr (Exetoe) Strot 
xX9ovds Kpi arte Anoopev déuas: Id. Heracl. 19 méumav (exetoe) Strou yijs 
muvOavo iSpupevovs knpukas e€artei. 

Obs. 11. Here must be classified 65 Bother for otros bv Bother: so in 
Latin, guivis for quemvis: Plat. Gorg. 517 B épya roiaidra——, ota rovrev 
ds BovNe eipyacrac: Id. Cratyl. 432 A 7a déka 4 Oats Poder GAXos apibuds. 

Obs. 12. In G. T. Luke xix. 37 wept mdvtwv dy ecidov Suvdpewr, it seems 
as if the word évyduewr came into the writer’s mind, after he had written 
mavrwy, as explanatory of it; it is in a sort of apposition. 

Attraction of the Relatives oios, das, *Aikos. 

§. 823. The relatives, otos, S005, déaticodv, HAtkos, suffer attraction, 

not only from the accus. but also from the nomin., to some other 
case, when the verb etva with an express subject is the verb of the 
relative sentence, as ofos ov el, ofos éxeivos (or 6 Swxpdrns) éori; and 

this in a very peculiar manner, as the two following exsmples will 
shew: Xen. M.S. II. 9, 3 xapi€opar ot oot avSpi for yapltouar avdpt 

ro.ovT@, olos od ef, and in an adjectival sentence representing a sub- 
stantive, xapi{ouar otw oot, for xaplf. T@ TovwodTw ofos od ef. This 

attraction consists in the omission from the principal clause of the 
demonstrative adjective, (or the substantive,) in genitive, dative, or 
accusative, aS rolovtov avopds, TowotTm avdpi, Toodroy avdpa, or Tou 
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TolovTov, TH ToLovTw, Tov Tovodrov, and then putting the relative by 
attraction in the case of the preceding substantive or of the demon- 
strative which is omitted; as, avdpds oiov, avdpi olw, dvdpa ofov or 

oiov, of, ofov: the verb of the relative sentence (eivat) is then also 

omitted, and the subject of the relative sentence agrees with the 
attracted relative. This attracted adjectival sentence assumes the 
character of an inflected adjective, and still greater connection and 

unity between the two sentences thus mixed up together is produced, 
by placing the substantive omitted from the principal clause, and to 
which the relative refers, in the adjectival sentence. So 

yy o ty yd , yo o fol Gen. Epayat otou cod av8pds. Epayat otou aod. 

Dat. xapifouat olw col dvdpt. xXapiCopat otw got. 

Ace. eTalv@ oldv oe avdpa. ETALVG otdv GE. 
G x o (a > 5 aA a ¢ cA 

en. EPAaYal OlwY UL@V avopwr. EPALal OlWY UpLwy, 

Dat. xapiCouar otors buiv dvdpdor. xapifouat oto dpty, 

Acc. eTalW@ olous Spas avdpas. €TALVG olous Spas. 

Oios: Thue. VII. 21 pds dvdpas roApnpods otous Kal “A@nvatous for otor 

’AOnvaiol eiow: Lucian Toxar, ¢. 11 ob dadAov 70 Epyor, dvBpt oiw cor 

mohepioTy povowayzjoat. So also Thue. I. 70 dokeire ovd’ ExdoyioacOat 

TOTOTE, TPds Olous viv “A®nvatous dvTas, Kal Ooov tpOv Kal ws TAY dLa- 

épovtas, 6 dyav éotat, You do not seem to have considered what 
sort of people these Athenians are, and how much and how entirely 

they differ from you, against whom this contest will be; for oiot 
eiow ’A@nvaior mpos ots &c.: Arist. Nub. 1109 tiv & érépay adbrod 

yvdbov orduwoor oiavy és Ta peCw Tpdypata. So in an adjectival sen- 

tence representing a substantive: Plat. Soph. 237 C otw ye épot wav- 
tdnaow dmopov for T@ TovovTw, olds ye éyd e€iys, dmopdv éotw. Here 

also belongs the attraction of otos with superlative; as, Plat. Symp. 
220 B kat mote dvtos Tod mdyou otov Sewordrou for ToLovTov, ofds eare 
dewdraros: Arist. Eq. 978 Kal mpecButépwv Twp oiwy apyadewtdtav 

qKxovoa for totwy oto. apyadedtatol eiov. A curious construction is 

found in Plat. Apol. 39 C riwwplav ipiv few ev0ds peta Tov eyov 

Oavarov ToAY xadeTwrépay 7) olay ene AtexTovare, for 7) attn éotiv, olay 

eve am. quam qua me affecistis.—'Oaos: Od. 1, 321 sq. 70 pev (pd- 
madov Kixdwmos) dppes eloxouev eloopdwvtes Scaov & iotdv nds eerKood- 

poo: Ibid. 325 rod pev Soov 7 dpyuav eyav améxowa Tapactas for 
TocovTo Gaov éotly dpyvia: Od. x, 113 THY 5€ yuvatka ebpov bony T 

Opeos Kopudyy, for Tocadrny bon eotlv dpeos Kopydy: Hdt. I. 160 ext 

pic@ Sow 5x, mercede, quantulacunque est. So also soos in indefi- 

nite notions of magnitude: Id. I. 157 Mat¢dpns rod Kvpou ozparod 

Hoipay donv 84 Kote Exwv, partem, quantulacunque erat.— Oorwaoby : 
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Plat. Rep. 335 B éorw dpa dixaiov avdpos BAdtrewv Kal dvtwodv avOpo- 

mov tor av0pé7ev Kal dotiobv éott.— Hhixos: Arist. Ach. 703 elkds 
dvdpa Kuddv HAiKov Gouxudi8qv efodecGar—'Oorts: Thue. VIII. 87 qr 

dy yvopn, for tH yvdyy Fris Hv, whatever it was: “Owovos: Demosth. 

TovTOUS TOUS oTpaTLdTas AvoTelOns viv Eyer robs StotoUS TiVds Ou. 

Obs. 1. So Tl. t, 354 adAX oaov és Sxads te mUAas Kai hyydy ikaver, i. e. 
emt TocovToy, dcov eotiv és 2x, he only came as far as &c. Wence the forms 
Ocov pévov, tantum non, almost, dcoy ov or égoved, prope, &c.4 

Obs. 2. We find totov and tégov similarly. used in Homer, which is to be 

explained by the fact mentioned above (§. 816.) that the demonst. origin- 
ally per formed the functions of the relative: Il. Vy, 246 TopBov O° od pada 
mo\Xov ey® movecoOat dvoya, aX’ emetkéa TOLOV, 1. @. TOLOY oiov emtetKea OF ToOLoY 

oios éemecxyns : Ibid. 454 os Td pev ado Téa0v HoimE jy, ev dé peT@m@ AevKdy 
one eréruxto: Od. 6, 371 vijmuos eis, @ Ecive, inv TOgov, He yadippor. 

Obs. 3. The attraction takes place even where otos stands for otés té or 
Gote, and is joined with the infin. in the sense, I am of such a nature or 

sort, as, (is sum, qui,) hence, £ can, I ought, I am prepared, I am able, (so 
queo, I am able, from quis.) The relative otes points to a demonstr. tot- 
odtos which is sometimes expressed. The following are two instances of 
the idiom without attraction: Plat. Crit. 46 B éyo—tovodtos otos trav 
€pav pndevi Gio TweiBecOar 7 TH ASyo: Id. Apol. 31 A eyo tvyxdv@ dv Tor- 

obtos otos ind Tod Oeod TH moder Seddc0a. With the attraction (the 
demonstr. sometimes precedes) ; as, Od. @, 172 od ydp Tou wé ye Totov eyei- 
vato méTvLa pyTnp, Oldv Te puTHpa Lod T epevae Kal diatov: Soph. Aid. Col. 

869 Atos Soin Biov Tovotroy otov (GrTe) Kaye ynpdvar wore: Plat. Rep. 415 E 
oTparomedevoduevor 5€e—evvas Trornodobwy.—Gvxorv Toratitas, Olas Yep@vos TE 
aréyew Kal O€pous ikavas eivac: Demosth. 23, 19 (wept avrov 6 Bidummos Eyer) 
TovouTous dvOpdrous clous pedvadevras dpy<iobat To.adta, oia ey viv OKv® mpos 

Dyas ovopacat : : Lucian Hermot. c. 76 STOLKa TOLoOUT@—Olw pnTe hutreto@ar 

pyr dpyites@ar: but as a general rule the demonstr. is omitted: Xen.M.S. 
LS Ss aa sivthicos —-RaNAe=— 0a) clas guvetvat 7H meiOovre: Ibid. I. 4, 12 pcvny 
THY TV dvOporey (yOTray) eroincay (of Beoi) olav GpSpody Te Tiv Pavny K.T.A.: 
Demosth. 23, 17 yxovoy dvdpds otdayas otov Te Wetde0ar. So ocog in the 
sense of ofos with the further notion of quantity: Arist. Nub. 434 60° 
€“avT@ orpewoduknoa for rooaita dca. 

Obs. 4. When ré is attached to ofos it refers more definitely to the de- 
monstr., as it implies that something has preceded with which the word to 
which it is attached is connected ; this of course must be the demonstrative 

of oios, as ofos can refer to nothing else. See under ré (§. 755. 3, 4.). 
Obs. 5. When the adject. sentence is used as a substant. the article 

sometimes precedes the attracted ofos, *Atkos, and the sentence takes the 

character of an inflected substantive 
Nom. 6 otos od avip. 
Gen. TOU OloU DOU avdpds. 
Dat. TH Olw gol ayBpl. 
Acc. Tov oidv GE Gvopa. 

Nom. ol otor bets avdpes. 

Gen. TOV oiwy bpav dvdpar. 
Dat. TOLs OloLs Biv avopaor. 

Ace. TOUS Olous buds avdpas : 

a Passow Lex. v. 8aos. 
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Xen. Cyr. VI. 2, 2 ot 8€ ofot Tmep Spets dvBpes—xaraparOdvovow ; Id. Hell. 
it. 3, 25 yvovres fev TOS lois Hiv TE Kat Hpiv xaAemny woALTElay civar Sypo- 
Kpariay : Arist. Eccl. 465 ¢ékeivo deuvdv totow AMKouse vav for rnArKovrats, 
prikor vo éopev: Plat. Lach. 180 D ot AAtkor eyo al. kai eyd. 

Obs. 6. When the subject of the abbreviated adject. sentence and the 
article are of different number, the subject is in the nomin. without being 
affected by the attraction; this however is but seldom: Arist. Ach. 601 

veavias § otous ab diadeSpaxoras : Xen. Hell. I. 4, 16 ov« ehacay b€ rév olwy 

mep autos dvrav : Alschin. F. Leg. 48, 20 tpiopupious kwaidous otovatep cu : 
Demosth. 755 otovomep ob ovpBoidors. 

Obs. 7. A similar contraction of the principal and relative clauses takes 
place in expressions such as, Qaupactov doov mpoixopnre=Oavpacrdy eorw 
doov Tpovyopnoe mirum quantum processit (for mirum est, quantum pro- 
cesserit). And even Plat. Rep. 350 D pera idparos Baupactod dcou for 
@avpaorov eat ped? doov : Id. Hipp. 282 C xpnuara €daBe Paupaore ooa, for 
pace eorw, 60a: Hat. IV. 194 oi 6€ (sc. 78 xou) ope &pVovor Ogor €v Trois 
odpece yivovra : Id. 1.14 6a gore of whetota for doa ore ev Ackgoiat melora 
of este. So Latin, guam plurima. So Od. 6, 74 é00a rad domera modAd. 

So Lucian Toxar. c. 12 woAXods Kat GAXovs eixe Tept avTov—dudlas TAEtaTov 
Goov dmodéovras: Arist. Vesp. 213 dmexoupnOnpev oaov ogov otthyy: Plat. 

Charm. 155 C davéBdewe por rots opOadpois &pyxavev tt otov. Also Caupacth 
oon i) Tpox@pnors avtod: Hdt. IV. 28 dddpytos otos yiverat kpupds. Lastly 
in adverbs, @aupagtds ws, Baupacins as: Plat. Rep. 331 A ed ovv eyes Oau- 

paotas @s odddpa for Oavpacréy cot, ws. = Se Paupaciws @s aOAuos yéyove 

for Gavpaoudy éeativ, os Odws yeyove: Plat. Pheed. 66 A breppu@s—es ary On 

Aéyers: Ibid. 96 C Caupaotds ds: Id. Svmp. 173 C brepduds as yxaipo for 
Umeppves eotw, os xatpw: Demosth. 844, 1 Caupactds dy ws edvAaBovpny: so 
G. T. as Heb. x. 37 puxpdv door door. 

Obs 8. A peculiar method of making sentences coalesce occurs, when, 

after a verb of asking or knowing, &c. detts or otos &c. might stand in the 
sense of “who” (what) he is, with a demonstrative as the subject (by inverse 
attraction, see below) of the verb civac; as, épevo dutis otrdés ear (for epeso 
rovtov ooTts eotw), and on this a relative adjectival sentence follows, (such 

as ov dyer) referring to that demonstrative, the full sentence being €peco 
tovTov ov ityet GoTts €otw. The verb etva and the second relative are omit- 
ted, and the first relative and the demonstrative to which the omitted re- 

lative refers are in the case of the omitted relative; as, I]. A, 611 Newrop’ 
epevo, OvTWa TOUTOY téycu BeBAnpEvov ex TohEpoL0, 1. e. GaTLs OvTSS EaTLY, bv det : 

Od. 1, 348 ddp’ cidfs, otdv te wordy Té8€ vynis exekedOer Huerepn, 1. e. oldy Te 
morov Tbe €otiv, 6 vnis ex. So Hdt. [V. 133 St Bovdour’ av tosotto rAnOos 
yiveoOa for ti éore 6 BovdoiTo rooodro. But a more simple way of explain- 

ing this construction is, to translate the demonstr. “ here” —whom brings 
he here, or in such numbers. 

Inverse Attraction. The Antecedent attracted to the case of the 

Relative. 

§. 824. I. 1. Sometimes the relative does not stand in the case of 

the antecedent in the principal clause, but, vice versa, the ante- 
cedent in the case of the following relative—this is is called Inverse 
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Attraction. It most frequently occurs when the subst. should be in 
the nom. or ace., and the antecedent is separated from the rest of its 
clause by the relative clause to which it seems to belong ; as, Il. , 

371 domides docat dpioTrar évl otpaT@ dE pEyloTaL, Erodpevor—touen : 

Il. x, 416 gudaxds 8 ds elpeat, ijpws, ovTis KeKpluevn pvEeTar oTparoD : 

Soph. Cs. C. 1150 déyos 8 8s eurémtwKer apriws €uot orelxovte devpo, 

(se. rovrov,) cvpBarou yvdunv, de co tuam tecum reputa sententiam : 
Id. Trach. 283 tdéo8’ Gomep eicopis, €€ GABiwv Unrov evpotoa Biov, 
e a = A fy ote a / na eon bp) / 

Kove. mpds ce: Lysias 649 Thy obclay Hv KaTéALTE TH viel, OV TAElovos 

agia éoriv: Plat. Lys. 221 B ofdv re ody éoriv, émOvpodvta kal épdvta 

roTou 08 émiOupel Kal épa pr) pidreiv; Xen. Hell. 1. 4, 2 wévtwv dv d¢- 

ovrat mempayores elev: Soph. Trach. 151 1dr’ av tus eioidorro—xakotow 

ois €y Baptvouar: so G. T. as 1 Cor. x. 16 rov dptov bv KAGuEV odyxt 

Kowwwvia—rTod odyatos. The dative is very seldom thus lost by at- 
traction: Eur. Med. 11 Mydeva avidvovoa pev pvyfj wodtdv (MSS.) 
av apixeto xOdva, 1. e. placere studens civibus, in quornm terram 

fuga perventt. 

Obs. 1. Sometimes a demonstrative is used in the principal clause to 
supply the case thus lost: Hom. Hymn. in Cer. 66 kovpyy thy érexor, 
yArvkepov Oddos, cidei kudpyv, THs ddunjy om dkovoa: Arist. Plut. 200 Thy Suva- 
puv qv bpets hare éxew pe, TaUTHS Seardtns yevrnoopa : Soph. Cs. R. 449 tov 
dvSpa TobTov Sv mada (yTEis dmethGv Kavaknpvooev évoy Toy Aaieiov, ObTSS eaTLY 
evdadde: Eur. Or. 1629 sq. “EXevyy pev hv od dioh€oa mpdévpos dv juapres—, 
no cory: Lbid. 591 sq.’AmddAdov Os pecoudddovs edpas vawy Bporoice ordpa 
véwer capeotrarov—, ToUTw mOdpevos THv TeKovocay exravov: Plat. Meno 96 A 
eporoynkapev S€ ye, Tpdypatos ob pyTe SiddoKaror, pyre pabnral elev, ToT d.- 
Saxrov py eva. So G.T. as Luke xil. 48 mavtt 6 €666n rodv, modd (yt On- 
Geta Tap avTov. 

2. This inverse attraction is very common in of8els Goris od (or 
rarely és, Plat. Alc. 103 B) the verb éori being omitted: Plat. Pro- 
tag. 317 C od8evds Stou of mdvtwv dv buov Kal? jAtklay marnp elnv : 

Id. Pheed. 117 D kAaiwv kcal dyavakrév ot8éva bvtwa ob KaTéxhavoe 
Tov rmapdvrov.—Hence the formula, odSeis dots of, as a pronom. 
subst. (for mdvres, nemo non), which is inflected through all the 
cases ; as, 

Nom. obdeis dotis ouk Gv TaiTa ToMoeser. 

Gen. oudEvos 6TOU ou KaTeyéAacen. 

Dat. ovdevi dTw otk amexpivaro. 

Ace. obdéva évTiva, ob KarékAavoe. 

So od8apds: Hdt. VIL. 145 od8apav “EXAnvixdy tv od TOAAG pEfw?. 

® Soph. Ant. 3 seq. may be explained (§. 777. 5.), and the ov« before émwma as 
by this analogy, joining ovdév é0@ droov merely a repetition of the former negative. 
ov, taking the words ot’ %Ayewov, ott See olos, §. 823. Obs. 3. 
aisxpdév x.T. A. as subdivisions of ovdéey 
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3. But sometimes this formula suffers the common attraction, the 

relative following the case of ovde/s instead of odédels the case of the 

relative. So with an inf. depending on the attracted acc. : 
Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 25 088€va epacay dvtw’ ob daxpvovT arootpépecOar, for 

ovdéva Epacay yevérOat Goris ov daxpiov anootpépoito : Plat. Protag. 
Nv < > o 297 e > SEN BLD: / / SRS lal 

323 C os avayKkatoy obdéva ovtTw odxt apwoyeTos pETEXELY aUTISs (THs 

dikacoovvns). 

4. So in questions with tis: Thuc. II. 39 tiva ofecOe dvtwa ov 
7 , Bpaxela mpoddcer &moariseaOat ; 

Obs. 2. The local adverbs also are thus attracted, the demonstr. adverb 
assuming the form of the relative ; as, Soph. Gi. C. 1227 Bijvar ketOev oBev 
mep jkew for keioe, 66ev: Plat. Crit. 45 B woddaxod yap kai GAdNoge STrou dv 
agiky,dyannoovdi ae for d\daxod Grot. 

Inverse Attraction by the transposition of the Substantive. 

II. 1. There is also another sort of this attraction, whereby the 

connexion between the two sentences is clearly marked; it differs 
from the one just treated of, in that the antecedent is not merely 
attracted to the case of its following relative, but is actually 
transposed into the relative clause, and stands after the relative in 
immediate construction with the verb thereof, as dv ides dvdpa AGe. 

This deserves a further remark, as it is very frequently used, and 
sometimes creates at first sight a difficulty in the construction, while 
it gives force to the whole sentence. The object of this collocation is 
to bring prominently forward the adjectival sentence, on which in 
reality the chief emphasis is laid, and to give it a substantival cha- 
racter ; while the substantive on the contrary is little more than an 

adjective expressing some attribute of the adjectival sentence, and is 
in the case of the verb thereof.— This is called transposition. (See 
also §. 898. 2.) 

2. The most remarkable uses of it are: a. The cases required in 
the two clauses being the same, the principal clause or part of it 
standing first, but the antecedent being made to depend on the verb 
of the relative clause: Il. p, 640 ely & Sots Eratpos dmayyelActe 
Taxiora TInAeiéy: Eur. Or. 1184 080 fv 2Opewev “Epyudeny prjrnp eu. 

—b. The cases required in the two clauses being different, the re- 
lative clause standing first, and the transposed case being supplied by 

a demonstrative (see Obs.1.)“Ov cides dvdpa, otrds eorw: so G.T., as 
Mark vi. 16 &v éy@ dmexepddica “lwdvyyny, odrds eorw : John xvii. 2 wav 

0 dédHKas adTG, ddan abrois Cwiv.—c. The cases in the principal and 
dependent clause being different, the principal clause or part of it 

Gr. Gr. vou. U. 4A 
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standing first and the transposed case not supplied by a demonstra- 
tive. Nom. lost: Il. 0, 131 ras peév of dé0, pera 8’ €ooerat, Hv Tor’ 

amntpav kotpyy Bpiojjos: Soph. Aj. 1044 tis 0 éorw, dvtw’ &vBpa mpoo- 

Aevooets otparod; Eur. Hipp. 389 ov 00 drolw pappdkw dvapbepeiv 

éuehAov : So Cicero de Legg. III. 5,12 hee est enim, quam Scipio 

laudat in libris et quam maxime probat temperationem reipub- 
lice —Ace. lost: Xen. Anab. I. 9, 19 «¢ twa é6pen Katackevagorta, 

fis Gpxou xdpas: Adsch. Ag.1457 sq. viv d€ TeAElav exyvOicw—Arrs iV 

—épis: Choeph. 698 viv 0’ Hep ev bduorow Baxxelas Kadijs latpos ents 

qv, Tapodoav éyypape: Kur. Bacch. 246 sq. tair’ odxi dewijs ayxdovns 

emdgia, UBpers tBplCew, dots éotlv 6 éévos: so G. T. as Acts xxi. 16 

ayovres wap @ €evicOGuev Mvdown. So Cicer. pro Sulla c¢. 33 que 
prima innocentis mihi defensio est oblata, suscepi.—Dat. lost: 

Thue. VI. 30 rots aAofois Kat don GAAH TapacKevh EvvelreTO, TpdTEpoV 

eipnto x.t.A.: Hdt. IX. 26 Goat Hon efo80. eyevovro, for év macars 

€£0dols ai €yevovto. So G. T., as Rom. vi. 17 trnkovoare eis dv Tape- 

dd0nre térov didaxijs. So Cicero N.D. Il. 48 quibus bestiis erat 

is cibus, ut alius generis bestits vescerentur, aut vires natura dedit 
aut celeritatem. 

Obs. 1. Generally when the subst. thus transposed would in the prin- 
cipal clause be in any other case than nom. or acc., a pronoun is used in 
the principal clause to supply its place: Eur. Or. 63 sq. Hv yap kar’ otkous 
eu’ dr’ €s Tpoiay erher, Tapévov— , TaUTH yeynGe : Sometimes even when the 
principal clause stands first, as Il. @, 441 od8€ vv TOvmEp pepyna, doa 87 Ta- 
Oopev KaKG.. 

Obs. 2. This transposition sometimes takes place in the simple attrac- 
tion, and sometimes when the cases are both in the accusative; as, Hdt. f. 

57 Tov nveikavTo XApaKTHpa—ToUTOV Exovur ev udaky (see §. 822. 2.). 

3. When attributive adjectives are joined to the substantive, 
either 

(a.) The adjective and substantive are both transposed to the 
adjectival, while the demonstrative remains in the principal clause ; 
as, Il. @, 167 tv pipynoKdpevor, ot 67) wohées Te Kal éoONotL—xeaTo Wou- 

xas dA€oavres: Demosth. 1239 tavtyy Hts ein peyton TloTts ; 

(6.) Or the subst. remains in the principal, and the adj. only is 

transposed to the relative clause: Od. 6, 11 uvigi—, és of tnAvyeros 

yéveto Kpatepds MeyarévOns: Hur. Or. 853 mdrvu’ ’HA€Ktpa, ddbyous 

dkovoor, os cor SuaTuxEls Kw pepwv ; 

(c.) Or the adjective remains in the principal, and the subst. 
is transposed to the relative clause: Eur. Here. F. 1163 jjxw gov 
&dous, of tap “Aowmov pods pevovow evoTAot yijs "AOnvaiwv Képor : 

Arist. Ran. 889 érepo yap ciow otow evxopar Bevis ; 
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(d.) Or where there is more than one adjective, one of them re- 
mains with the subst. in the principal, the other is transposed to 
the relative clause; as, Il. v, 339 sq. éppifev 6€ paxn POvoiyBporos 
eyxelnow pakpys as elyov Tapecixpoas. 

Obs. 3. Sometimes the demonstrative is transferred to the relative clause: 
Eur. Iph. Aul. 155 odpayida pidaco’ Fv ent d€AT@ THVSE Kopitecs. 

4. A word in apposition to the subst. to which the relative sen- 

tence refers is sometimes attracted to the relative clause: Od. a, 69 
Kikdwmos kexdAorat, dv dpOadpov dAdacer, dvtiBeov Nodktgynpov : Od. 6, 

it. Il. y,122. A, 625. Plat. Hipp. M. 281 C ri wore 76 airioy, bre 

ot Tahatol éxeivor, Gv dvduata peydda A€yovtat em copia, Nittakod kal 

Biavtos x. 7.A.2: Plat. Apol. 41 A etpyoe Tods os aAnOGs biKaoTds, 

oimep kal A€yovTau exel Suxdeww, Mivws Te Kal ‘PadSdpavOus Kal AiakdsP ; 

Eur. Hee. 771 apos avop’, 6s apxer triode, Nokupnotwp, xPovos¢: Ibid. 
a x FIEN 97 A b) bbe yp \ , yo \ 5) 

986 apGrov peév etme Taid’, dv e€ Euts xepds, ModvSwpov, &« Te TaTpds ev 

ddpos exerts. So Arist. Poet. XI. €Aeds re kal pdBov olwv mpdfewv 7 

tpaywdia pipnols eotiv, for mpdgers Toradtas olwy x.t.d\. So G. T. as 

Philem. 10 tapaxadG ce epi Tod eyod Téxvou, dv eyw eyevvynTa— Ovyjat- 

pov: Luke 1.72 prnoOivat diabjxns aylas avtov, spKov (GpKov) dv @poce. 

So frequently when in apposition to a demonstr: Il. 7, 187 aAN 6re 
7) Tov tkave—s pv emrypdas Kvvén Bade patdipos Alas: Eur. Hipp. 

IOL THYd’, 1) TUAaLoL cals epéotnKev, Kimpis. And sometimes when the 

demonstr. is omitted ; as, Plat. Rep. 402 C 086€ povotkol mpdrepov éod- 
peOa, ovTe avrol ovTE ots ayer Huiv madevTEop Elvat, Tods PUdAaKas4, 

Obs. 4. A substantive (mostly with the article) is often placed in the 
relative clause, in the same case with the relative, to explain or define a 

notion to which the relative refers : Plat. Theet.167 B érepa rowaira, & dy 
TwWes TA HavTdopata Urs drreipias dkny Kadovow ; Id. Rep. 477 C ef dpa pav- 
Odveis, 6 BovAopar Aéyew 75 €idos: Id. 583 E 6 peragéd dpa viv 51 auporépov 

epaper civar Thy Houxlav, rodrd more auddrepa eorat humn Te Kai ySovn : Soph. 
Antig. 404 taitny y idoy Oanroveay bv od Tov veKpoy areiras.— Without the 
article: Thuc. III. 12 6 rots dAdo padiora cvvora lot BeBatot, piv TovTo 
(tiv miotw) 6 PdBos exupdy mapeixe. 

A relative clause coalescing with its dependent clause. 

§. 825. 1. When a relative clause is followed by another clause 
“depending on it, they often coalesce, the relative being thrown into 
the dependent clause, and standing in the case required thereby ; 
while the relative clause is placed, without any relative, after its 
dependent clause: Isocr. de Pace c. 16 dvOpaérovs aipotvpeba Tovs pev 
amdAlbas, Tovs 6 avropddovs, ols Smétav Tis TAEiova pucbdy B80, per’ 

a Heindorf ad loc. > Stallb. ad loc. ¢ Pflugk ad loc. 4 Stallb. ad loc. 

4A 2 
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éxeivon ed) Huas akodou@jaouow, for ot dxohovOjcovalw d7dTUv Tis abtois 

—b.d0: Plat. Rep. 466 A 67x rods pidakas ovk evdaipovas Tovotper, ots 

éfoy mdvta éxew Ta TaY TodLT@Y, OVdEY Exorey, for ol, E£ov adTots-—ovdeV 

Zxyouev?: Id. Gorg. 492 B ots efov anodavew tév ayabGv—éeondtyy 

éxaydyovto k.t.A.>: Demosth. 128, 68 wodAd av einety Exovev “Oddv- 

Oot vov, & T67 ei mpoetSovto, ovK av ane@dAorTo, for «i aiTa Tére TpoEis., 

avrovs éowoev Gv. The construction is still more peculiar when the 
relative clause is altered from the form in which it would have stood 

had the relative not been removed: Isocr. Panath. c. 18 ovveBn 
kuptay éxatépav yeveoOat THs apxis Tis Kata Oddatrav" Hv Srdtepor av 

katdoxwow, UmNKOOUS €xouer Tas TAELoTAas TOV TOAEwD, for 7), 6mdbTEpoL AV 

avi katdoxoow, Umnkdovs Tapeger Tas TAeioTas K.T.A. For an ana- 

logous construction, see ydp (§. 786. Obs. 5.). 

Obs. Adverbial relatives.—What is said of the construction of the 
pronouns és, doris &c., holds good also of the adverbial relative pronouns ; 

as, ov, ol, dOev, ws, iva, évOa, vOev &c. See the examples given under 

the Adverbial Sentences. 

The Moods in Adjectival Sentences. 

Indicative without av. 

§. 826. 1. The tenses of the indicative are used according to 

their respective powers, when the notion expressed in the adject. 
sentence is spoken of as something real or certain: 7) 70Aus,  «riGerar, 

) exticero—i) éxticOn,—i) xTicOnoerar. 

2. The indicative future is used very frequently when the 
certainty of something future is spoken of: otparnyovs aipodyras, ot 

T@ Didiam@ Todepysovow.—See §. 406. 

3. After negatives also the indicative is used (where in Latin the 

conjunctive occurs,) when truth or certainty is to be expressed ; as, 

Xen. Hell. VII. 1, 4 wap’ uot od8ets, Sotts ju2) tkavds éotw toa Tove 

€uol, nemo, gut non possit. 

Obs. My is used because the simple fact is stated with reference to the 
nature or requirements of the person spoken of—who is not able-—See 
§. 743. 

4. The Greeks, as well as the Latins, use the indicative in 

those adject. sentences which are introduced by the indefinite re- 
lative pronouns; as, doris, quisquis; dots bn, quicunque ; bots 

64 mote (Iemosth. and the later writers, éoris 6 zor’ odv,) dcos by, 
dc0s obv, quantuscunque ; dndc0s, dnococotv &c., expressing indefi- 

nite and general notions ; because, though the particular nature of 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Tbid. 
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the object is unknown or indefinite, the event itself is considered as 

certain and real, while its indefiniteness is sufficiently marked by the 
indefinite pronouns: thus Hdt. VI. 12 dovAniny dropeivat, Ars eorar, 

qualiscunque erit; (I know it will be, though whether it will be 

intolerable or bearable Ido not know: jris «in, Lam not certain 

whether it will be, nor do I know its nature :) Id. VII. 16, 3 od yap 
8) és ToLodTd ye evndeins avijKet TovTO, 8 TL BH Kote eat, TO emUaivd- 

pevov Tor ev TO Urve, Hore ddfEr, Ewe pOv, oe eivar: Xen. Anab. VI. 

5, 6 @antov—, brdcous éwehdpBavey 7) orpatiad: Eur. Or. 418 dovdcd- 

omen Ocois, 8 Tr wér cioty of Oeot. (For iyyesdas of’ HyyeiAas, et simil. 

see §. 835. 1.) 

5. The indicative is also used after an indefinite relative when a 

notion, viewed as an actual fact in a particular case, is referred to 
the class under which the particular subject falls, where in Latin 
the indefinite conjunctive is used: Eur. Hipp. 921 dewdv codpioriy 
eimas, Sots ed poveivy Tovs pr Ppovodvtas dvvards éoT dvayKdou : 

Aristoph. Vesp. 1168 kaxodaivorv eyo, dots em) yipa xtlwerhov ovdev 

Anpopuar, one of those who. 

Indicative with av (ké). 

§.827. a. The indicative future with ay occurs (only, but 

very frequently, in Epic), when a future event is represented in the 
dependent clause, as certain under some particular condi- 
tion: Il, 155 év & dvdpes valovor todvppyves, ToAVBodTaL, ot Ke E 

dwrivno. Pedy ds tiphooucw, if he comes to them, they will surely 
honour him: I. pw, 226 modAdots yap Tpdev katadreipomer obs Kev 

"Axalol XaAK@ Sydoouow, auvvduevotr TEpt vyGv: Od. kK, 432 TU ivelpere, 

Kipxns és péyapov xataBinyevar; fj Kev Gmavras 7) obs ne AVKovS Toy- 

getau (sc. ef katafnodpeda). 

Obs. 1. Homer sometimes uses here the conjunct. instead of the future, 
with this difference, that the future event is expressed with less certainty : 
Il. 6, 353 ot Kev Oy Kaxdy oirov avarAnoavres Ohwvtat, who, if we take no care 
for them, will probably perish. So Hdt. IX. 46 éxdrepor dé dv vixfjowor for 
vunoovot. So Od. ¢ 200. 

Obs. 2, Where xé is found with ind. pres. the reading is corrupt: Od. 
a, 316 Saépor 8, Stte Ké por Sodvar Pirov jrop avwyer, where read either with 
Hermann dévdyy, or with Nitzsch ort: te. 

b. The indicative of historic tenses (impft., plpft., aor.) takes 
av when it is to be expressed that the action of the relative sentence 

would either take place, or have taken place under certain conditions, 
which however do not, or have not happened (§. 424. a.): Od. ¢, 

39 Sq. TOAN, 0° &y ovdemoTe Tpoins e&hpar "Odveceds, eimep aTHpLoV 
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HAOe, AaxX@v Azo Ayidos aicav: Od. €, 62 7 yap Tovye Oeol Kata véorov 

COnoay, bs Kev ew evdukews epider, sc. ef p7) Oeol €dnoav: Od. 1, 129 sq. 

ovd dvopes vyn@v eve TéxToves... ot Ke ody Kal vipcoy evKTYyLeVNY exd- 

povto: Soph. CE. T. 1371 sq. éya yap ovk of0’ Cupacw motos BAétav 

Tatépa ToT év mpoceisoy eis“ Ardov potov; Kur. Med. 1339 ov« éorw 
fms Tobr av “EAAnvis yuri éthn, que sustinuisset hoc: Plat. Apol- 

38 D ois & (Adyors) Ereroa, et Oyyv Seiy Gnavra Tovey Kal A€yeLv. 

c. There is also a passage in Od. o, 262 where xé is used in a 
relative sentence in the sense of frequency, being accustomed to do 

so; the condition being conceived in animo loquentis, as taking 
place: kai yap Tpdds dacr paynris eupevar dvdpas—ot Ke tdy.oTa 

expwav péya vetkos duotlov toAguow*. In G. T. we find dv joined to 

the indicative historic tenses in the sense of quicunque (see §. 826. 
4.): Mark vi. 56 Sou ay eicerropevero—éoor &v HWavto adtdv.—The dv 

or xé belongs to the verb and not to the relative. Cf. Acts il. 45. 

Conjunctive. 

§. 828. 1. If the attributive notion expressed by the relative 
sentence is not to be viewed as actually taking place, but only sup- 
posed and possible, the relative is followed by the conjunctive, if 
the verb of the principal clause is in one of the principal tenses 
(pres., pft., or fut.). 

Obs. 1. The relative sentence can generally be taken as an expression 
of a condition under which the verb of the principal clause will take effect ; 

and the relative, with or without ay, can frequently be resolved into éév 
tis and the conjunctive. 

2. Without dy it is used where the relative clause forms part of 
a general statement which is not merely viewed as universally true, 

but which is applied to some definite substantive or pronoun in the 
principal clause, that—who, or which, rather than whosoever, 

whatsoever ; the conjunctive is used to give that indefiniteness which 
a general statement implies: Od. a, 351 tiv yap dovdiv waddov em- 

kAelovs’ GvOpwTmo1, its aKkovdvTecot vewtaTyn appiTedAyntar, men praise 

that song which is new. The attribute of the song is not expressed 
as any thing actual, as it would be by the indic., but as something 

supposed—something possible, (if 7t ts new, éav vewtaty 7.) Comp. 

Cicero de Orat. II. 44,185 ut aut ad eos motus adducantur, si 

qui finitimi sunt et propinqui his ab talibus animi perturba- 

tionibus»: Id. de Fin. UI. 9, 31 et dis, si que similes earum 
sunt: Id. Acad. II. 41,128 earwm etiam auctoritatem, si que 

a Hermann de Part. ty p.21 (whom but says, ‘*‘ poetam dedisse of re non dubi- 
Kiihner follows), would read of te. He wm esse puto.” 
does not give any MSS. authority for it, b O. M. Miiller ad loc. 
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illustriores videantur, amittere (si que t.q. quecunque): I. 

m, 386 sqq. ore bi p dvdpecor Korecoduevos XadeTHvy (Zevs), ot Bin 

ely Gyopi) cKohias Kpivaor Oéuiotas: Od. A, 427 Sq. Os ovK aivdtepov 

kal KbvTepov “AAO yuvarKds, Hts 87 ToLatra jpeTa dpeoiv Epya Badytar 

(édv tus, sc. yuvj,—PdAnrat): Il. 0, 491 sq. peta 8 dpiyvwros Aros 

dvdpdor “ylyverar adxn, Nev Stéovcw Kvdos imEeprepov eyyuadigy, 70’ 

Stas pivdOy (§. 816. 2.): Od. uw, 42 Sorts didpein wehdoy, Kai pOdy- 

yov dxoton Lewpyvov, To ote yur) x. Tt. A. So Hdt. 1V. 46 rotor 

yap 4 pyre dotea pre Telxea exTicpeva— KOs ovK dv einoay obtor 

dpayot—here there is reference to the definite demonstrative follow- 

ing: Soph. Aj. 812 od€ew O€Aovres avép bs oneddy Oaveiv. SoG. T., 
as James il. 10 dors dAov Tov vouov TmHpYHoy, TTaion O€ ev Ev, the 

former clause is particularised by the latter, and the latter follows 
the construction. In Matt. x. 33 the relative clause is particularised 
by the following pronoun, but dv is the reading of the received text. 

Obs. 2. dv is used in general statements when the universal truth, rather 
than any particular application thereof, is intended.—See §. 829. 2. And 
the conjunctive without a is also sometimes used where the general 
notion is limited in its application only zn animo loquentis. Cf. Il. & 81, 
See §. 830. 2, 836. 

3. Or it expresses some definite attribute of the principal clause, 
the existence of which is only supposed. This is rare in Attic Greek, 
as they usually preferred the optative for that purpose: Od. a, 415 
ovte Oeompotins eumatopar, Avtwa ptnp, és peéyapov Kad€oaca Oeorpo- 

mov, egepentar (edv Tva—e€ep.). 

4. The conjunctive without dv is used when the relative sentence 
forms part of a comparison. The notion is considered as a condition 
or assumption under which the comparison expressed in the prin- 
cipal clause is conceived. If the comparison is considered absolutely, 

and the relative sentence expresses merely an attributive notion of 
one of the objects of comparison, and not any such condition of it, 

the indicative is used. As the comparison is always conceived by 
the speaker as present, the conjunctive follows after an historic, as 
well as after a principal tense: Il. v, 63 adros &, dor ipnE oxdarTeEpos 
@pto netec0at, 65 pat an’ aiyidumos Tétpyns TEpysnKeos apOeis, Sppnoy 

medioto SKE dpveov GAXdo, as amd Tov Tige Tlocedawy evoolyOov 

(eav dpunon): Ibid. 179 6 8 adr’ érecer, perth ds, Hr Opeos Kopvpij— 
XAAK@ Tauvoperyn Tépeva xOovi piAdAa wTeddooy: Il. p, 110 Gore Ats 

jdyeveros, Ov pa Kbves Te Kal dvdpes and crabpoio Siwvtar: Ibid. 134 
EOTIKEL, OS TLS TE A€wv TeEpl ola TEKETOLY, © Pa TE VATE ayovTL cuvavTy- 

guvta. ev tAn avdpes emaxthpes: Il. 0, 579 Kiwy Gs, dor ent veBp@ 

BAnweva@ atéy. 
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Obs. 3. In G. T., as Acts vi. 3, we find the conjunctivus adhortativus 
(see §. 416. 1.) used after the relative, émuoxeyoueba—avipas €£—ots kata- 
ory ower. 

Conjunctive with av. 

§. 829. 1. If av is joined to the relative and the conjunctive, it 
generally belongs to the relative and not to the verb, and gives an 

indefiniteness to it, by annexing the notion, “be he who he may ;” 
and in consequence of this indefiniteness the conjunctive is used, 
where in English the indicative stands; ds wove?t, he who does it ; ds 

ton, he who may do it ; bs dv wou, whosoever may do, or does, it. 

2. Thus the conjunctive with dy is most commonly used in 
all general statements, proverbs, and sentiments, &c. which are not 
limited or refered to any definite person or thing, but are univer- 

sally true—whosoever ; and here it is equivalent to ééy tus or érav 
tis: Thue. [1.62 xatappovnors 6€ (éyylyverar), ds av kal yudun mioTedy 

TOV evavtioy mpoéxew; Xen. Hell. Il. 3, 51 voyitw apoordrov ép- 

you eivat oiov det, ds av dpGv Tors dirovs eLatarwpéevous pi) emitpéTry : 

Plat. Rep. 402 D Grou dy fupmimry ev re tH Woxn Kara 7On evdvta 

kal €v T@ EldEL OpooyoivTa Exelvois,—rovT apy ein KddAALoTOV Oéapa : 

so where the relative clause may be referred by an ellipse to a plural 
indefinite adjective or pronoun; as, Arist. Pax 371 ap’ oic@a Odvarov 
67. mpoeip’ 6 Zeds (racr) 8s av (be he who he may) ravrnv davoptrrew 

eehy: Thuc. II. 44 ro 6€ ebruxés.(rodvrous sc.) ot dv x.7.A. (Where 

the pronoun is expressed, the conjunctive stands without dv, see 
§.828. 2.) So G. T., as Matt. x. 11 els qv Gv wéAww—eicéNOnte: Gal. 
v.17 a av Oednte. 

3. Hence also the relative with av is used to express the indefinite 
nature, properties, or size of any thing ; as, Od. a, 158 feive pid’, 9 

Kal pot vepeoioea, Str Kev eimw; si quid dixero: Hdt. VI. 139 4 8& 

IIv0in oéas exédXeve “AOnvaiorsr dixas diddvar tadvras, Tas av adrot 
*AOnvaior Sixdowor, guascungue—constituissent: TA. IV. 68 déyov- 
TES TOV GoTGY Tov ay 67) A€ywou: Soph. Ant. 563 &s av Bddory péver vois, 
whatsoever it be: Ibid. 1071 ap’ oicOa rayods dvras, av déyys, Aéyeov. 
So G. T., as Col. 1.17 way 6 1 &v wore: Matt. xxi. 22 800 ay airh- 
onte. The conjunctive expresses that possibility and uncertainty 
which is implied in an indefinite notion. 

Obs. 1. On the conjunctive after an historic tense, see §. 806. The 
speaker identifies himself with the time past, so that he conceives of it as 
present. For Pres. and Aor. Conj., see §. 405. 2. and Obs. 2. 

Obs. 2. The indefinite notion expressed by the ind. with doris, éréa0s &e, 
is different from that of the conjunctive, in that the former relates to the 
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indefinite nature of the thing spoken of, the latter to the indefinite chances 
of the thing spoken of happening ; when both these notions are required, 
doris dy is used with the conjunctive. 

Obs. 3. If av belongs to the verb it is used in much the same sense as 
the future : Il. , 103 viv & ovk 208 bs Kev Edvaroy puyy, can possibly escape, 
(§. 827. Obs. £.); but where it is wished to give an indefiniteness to the 

action of the verb beyond that which arises from the indefiniteness of the 
relative, the optative is commonly used. 

4. It is also used with a peculiar force to signify that what is 
spoken of in the relative clause is the sole condition of the 

action of the principal clause; so in the instance above: ras év 
Sixdewor, whatsoever—nothing else was to be taken into consideration 
but the judgment of the Athenians: Hdt. [. 29 épxfoure yap peyadoiar 
KaTelxovto deka eéTea xpyoOa vdyortr tods av oft Xddwv OATac — the 

only point for them to consider was, whether Solon enacted them. 

So Thue. IT. 34 spyyuévos—bs dv yvdyn re doKn pH abdveros eivat Ka} 

aidyatt Tponky—any one was eligible who came up to this standard : 

Hdt. 1V. 66 wivovor avdpes tév SkvOéwv toicr ay dvdpes ToA€mwor Gpat- 

pypévor €wo.—this was the sole condition: Xen. Cyr. III. 1, 20 ots ¥ 

dv BeXriovs Ties EavTOV Hy{owvtTo, ToOUTOLS TOAAGKLS Kal GvEev avayKns 

edehovor TelOecOar: Ibid. 1.1, 2 dpOpwmor 6€ em oddévas paddov cvv- 
( BAS TS. aN , a ” MA Sar > a 
OTAVTAL, 7) ETL TOUTOUS, OS Gv atoBwyTar ApyEL avTOV ETLXELpOULTAS. 

5. The conjunctive sometimes gets from the context the sense of 
indefinite frequency, as often as. The relative sentence contains a 
condition, recurring with several indefinite persons or things, under 

which the principal verb has taken or will take place. The av be- 
longs to the verb: Il. 8, 391 év 8€ x’ eyav dadvevde paxns eOédovtTa 
vorow piuvacew «.T.A., as often as I observe, &c. See Plat. Apol. 

Socr. 23 A.—See the examples, §. 828, above. 

Obs. 4. In G. T. édy is used after the relatives for av. 

Remarks on the position, and the omission of av with the 

Conjunctive. 

§. 830. 1. "Av is so closely connected with the relative that it forms 
but one word with it, as in 6ray, éerav, émeidav, &c. (§. 428. a.) ; and hence 

it cannot be separated from it, except by little words, such as 6¢. 

2. The relative is found with the conjunctive without av in Homeric 
language very frequently, often in traged., sometimes in Hdt., rarely in 
Attic prose writers. Where it is omitted it falls under one of the rules 
given in §.828. For Homer see above, §. 828: Soph. El. 771 ovd€ yap 
Kak@s TaoxXovTL picos Gv TéKn Tpooylyverac: Eur. Iph. T. 1064 xaddv toe 
yhéoo’, btw mists wapy: Id. Med. 516 & Zed, ri 8) xpuood per ds KiPSyros ¥ 
rexpnpe avOporow dracas capi: Id. Ale. 76 dtou 768" &yxos patos Gyvion 
tpixa: Ibid. 978 kai yap Zevs, 6 re vevon, Etv coi rodro TedevTa: Id. Or. 805 

Gr. Gr, vou, 1. 4B 
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avnp, OoTts TpOmot SUvTOKY), Oupaios @v, puplov Kpeioroy (€oriv) épaipav — 

didos: Thuc. 1V.18 ottwes voptowor: Id. VII.77 & @ dvayKaoOy xoplo 
paxeoba is a doubtful reading, as are mast of the few passages in Attic 

prose, where the relative is found with the conjunctive without dv. In 
G. T. we find the conjunctive without dv: James ii.ro (See §. 828. 2.) 
and Luke viii. 17 6 06 yw0q (al. yrooOjcerat). 

3. The omission of dy generally modifies the sense as follows : 

*O yernoera, Sach will be; not a supposition, but a certainty. 

*O yevara, which may (or will) probably be; not a certainty, but a 
supposition, in some case more or less definite. 

°O adv yevnra, whatsoever it may (or will) probably be, without limi- 
tation to any particulars. (See §. 829 

4. The relative with a and conjunctive is sometimes interchanged with 
the indicative : when the conjunctive is used it is viewed as something 
which may happen to all, but it is not thought of as happening to any 
one in particular; by the indicative the actual existence of the verbal 
notion is denoted. So Thue. IV. 92 ov yap rd mpopnbes, ots ay &Ados erin 
—evdexerar Aoyirpov, Kai GoTig TA EauTOD exer k. T.A., Pagondas is thinking 
of the Athenian. 

Optative without av. 

§. 831.1. The relative without dy is joined to the opt. after an 
historic, in the some way as with the conj., after a principal tense, 

and expresses a supposed condition of some past action, and may be 
resolved into «i rés with opt.: Il. x, 20 de b€ of Kara Ovpov apiorn 

gaivero Bova, Néorop’ émt mparov Nydrriov edAOcuev avdpGv, et Tivd ob 

oly piri apvpova TexTyvatto, Hrs aAeFixaxos Taow Aavaoior yévouro 

= ef Tis—yevoiTo. 
2. Hence after an expression of indefiniteness (§. 826. 2.): Soph. 

Trach. 905 sq. ékate 8 dpydver srou patccer, whatsoever: Thue. 

VIL. 29 mdvras é€fs, dtw evTbyoev, Kal Taidas Kal yuvaikas KTElvorTEs . 

Hdt. ILI. 1 dyzpdv 6@OdApov os ety dpiotos. 

3. Indefinite frequency. The principal verb is either in impft. or 
frequentative aor., and expresses repetition or recurrence: (§. 402. 

1. 2.;) IL x, 489 sq. 8vtwa Tvdeldns dope mwAjgere mapdoras, Tov 0 

’Odvceds petomicbe AaBwv Todds e€epdcackey: I]. B, 183 GvTwa pev 

Baorjja kat oxov avdpa Kiyetn, Tov 8 dyavois éwéeoow epyticacKe 

mapaotds: v. 198 & & ad dijpov T avdpa Bo, BodwrTa T epedpor, TOV 

oxinmtpw éddoacke: Il. p, 268 mdvroce hourirnv, pévos dtpivovtes 

"Axaidv' Gddov petdrtxlous, GAAov oTEpeois eweeToLD velkeov, SvTWA TAYXU 

pdxns peOrevra Boev: Il. 0, 743 borg 5€ Tpdwv Koidrns emt vyvol 

béporro—, Tov 8 Alas ovracxe: Xen. Anab. L. g, 20 gidovs ye pay 

8cous Tojoatto Kal evvous Yvoin OvTas, Kal ikavovs Kpivere cuvEpyovs 

civat, & TL Tuyxdvor Bovddpevos KatepyatecIat, Gpodroyelrar Tpos TAaVTMV 

Kpariatos 61) yever Oar Ocparreve. 
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4. We have seen that when an indefinite character is to be given 
to the relative dv is used with conjunctive; when the indefinite 

character of the action is to be called out the optative is used— 
where the optative does not definitely refer to past time, it is used 
in some of its secondary and implied forces (§. 418. 1. a.) of un- 
certainty, indefinite possibility—a supposition without any 
notion of any particular case in which it was realised. 

a. When the relatival sentence expresses something uncertain, 
doubtful: Soph. Antig. 666 GAN év wédALs oTHGELe, TOLSE ypr) KAvEU 
(et twa orjoee): Id. Gi. Tyr. 713 os adrov ier potpa mpos maids 

Bavetv, cots (el Tis) yévorr Euod Te Kaxelvov mdpa: Xen. Cyr. L. 6,19 

Tob ev adtov A€éyew, a uy Tapas ciSein, PeidecIar det, when perhaps 

he does not know them for a certainty: Plat. Rep. 455 B dpa otras 

éheyes, TOV ev Edun Tpds TL elvat, TOV bE Auf, ev Oo 6 pev padlos TEL 

pavOdvor, 0 d€ yadeTOs. 

8. When the verb of the principal clause is in the optative, as 
being indefinite: Il. v, 344 yada Kev OpacvKdpdios ein, 8s TéTE ynO%- 

sevev i8av Tévov, 006’ aKéxouTO, 1. eC. ef ynOjoevev: Il. yp, 228 Bde X’ 

itoxpivatto Ocompdros, 65 capa Ovpo cidein Tepdwy, Kai of metOolaro 

Aaoi 1. e. ci—eidein: Od. a, 47 @s amddolTo Kal GdAos, OTs ToLadTa ye 
belo, i.e. ef Tis peCor: Ll. y, 29g Swwétepoe TpdTEpor bTep Spxta wHpH- 

veray, DOE oh EyKeMados Xapadis peor, ws Ode olvos: Il. G 521 ovw ay 

Tis ToL arp, ds evaicios ein, Epyov atipnoce waynes. 

y. Hence when the relative sentence forms part of an indefinite 

wish; as, Il. €, 107 viv & ein, ds rhode y dyetvova pati éviowor: Il. 

p, 640 ein 8 otis Eraipos drayyethere TaxioTa [ydeién: Soph. Trach. 

94 && dveuderod Tis yévorr Evoupos EoTLOTLs avpa, ATs p aworkioeev Ex 

tomav: Arist. Vesp. 1431 ép8ot tus, Hv ExaoTos eisein réxvqv. But the 

indicative is sometimes found when it is wished to exclude tle notion 

of indefiniteness: Eur. Med. 659 dxdpiotos ddo8’, drm mépeott, “ hic 
enim Chorus loquitur definite, quippe Jasonem cogitans.” So when 
the relative sentence is a member of a compound dependent clause, 
expressed as a wish, the optative is used. 

Obs. 1. Sometimes the opt. without dy is interchanged with the con- 
junct. with dy, but in different notions: Xen. Cyr. II. 4, 10 doxet yap 
pot, dn, mavras per, ots dv tis BovAnTar dyabods auvepyods moteiaGar érroLov- 

TOTO TpdypaTos, HStov eivae Ed TE h€yovTa Kai Ev ToLOdYTA Tapoppay padXo», 
i) Avrodvra Kat dvaykdCovta’ ous Sé d1) Tay eis Tov TOEpOY Epyav ToTagOal TLS 
Bovhouto cuvepyods mpoipous, Tovtovs mavtdmacww eporye Soxet ayabois Enpareoy 
civat kai Ndyous Kai Epyors ; og av BovAnTat, if a person wishes (supposition, 
but with a notion of its really happening every day) to make some others, 
be they who they may, I know not ; here é belongs to the ovs (if there be 

4 Bz 
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any such); ots 8€ tus BoUNowto, but if a person should wish...I am not 

imagining that he does, but supposing he does (without any notion of reali- 

sation) wish to make certain others &c. So that in the first clause the 

conjunctive supposes something which does really take place every day, 

though without any notion of its taking place in any particular case; but 

in the second clause it is not to be expressed that any one ever does 

really wish to do this, but only suppose one should da so; and therefore it 

is put in that indefinite form, ovs tis BovAorro, instead of ods av Tis BovAnTar ; 

so in the first case wouetsGa, to express the reality in present time of the 

action; in the second, woijoac@a, because it is not supposed as present, 

nor yet future, but is a mere supposition, without any regard to time, and 

therefore in aorist, (§. 401.1.) For some other uses of the moods after 

relatives, see the Oratio Obliqua, §. 886. 3. b. 

Obs. 2. In I. 0, 82 as 8’ &r dvaiéy vdos avépos bor emi ToAAHy yatav €y- 
ovdas peci Tevkahiuyot voron ev ciny i} &vOa, pevownoee te woAAd. The 
optative following on a conjunctive seems to arise from its juxtaposition 

with the wish, in the words év@ einv. 

Obs. 3. The optative is not used in G. T. after relatives either with or 
without dv, but the conjunctive (generally the aorist) is used in its stead, 
see §. 806. Obs. 2. 

Optative with av. 

§. 832. The optative is used with dy («é), in the relative sentence 
in the same sense as in independent sentences, to express a suppo- 
sition or assumption depending on certain conditions, hence a still 
more indefinite possibility; or it is merely a polite form of the future ; 
the dv belongs not to the relative, but to the verb: II. 0, 738 od per 

TL oxeddv eott TAs TUpyors Gpapvia 7) K a&mopuvaivedd’, Sc. ef july Ely 

rovavty TAs: Od. t, 126 odd Gvdpes vydv Evt TéxTOVES, Ot KE KdpoLey 

vias évooeApous, ot Kev teh€orev Exaota: Od. €, 142 od ydp jor Tapa 

vies emnjpetpor Kat Etaipot, ot Kev piv mépmorev en” evpea vOTa Gaddoons : 

Od. €,165 aitap ey airov kai tdwp ‘Kab oivov épvOpov évOjow pev- 

o€lke’, & kev Tou Aypov eptxo, which will perhaps: Thue. IIL. 59 kat 

@s GoTdOuntov TO Tis cuppopas Grsvi mor dy Kal avaklo cvpTécot, tt 

will possibly fall: Xen. M.S. 1. 2,6 rods 8& AawBdvovtas THs Gpi- 

Alas picOdv avopatodioTas EavtGv ameKdAel, bia TO GvayKaloy avtois 

eivat diadéyecOat, map av av AdBouev Tov picOdv; Plat. Pheed. 8g D 

odK €aTLV STL dy Tis petCov TOUTOV KaKoV TéQoL, 

Obs. Some commentators have been much troubled by the optative 
without ay, where they expected the optative with dv; and some have 
laid it down that the optative without ay is a solecism; but there are 
enough instances given in the last section to set their minds at rest. “Av 
is used with the optative when some condition of the verbal notion is to 
be signified; so by the optative without dv the event is represented as in- 
definitely possible, without dependence or connexion with any circum- 
stances which might affect its realization: and that view of the matter in 
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hand depends on the judgment or fancy of the writer, whether the act is 
or is not so viewed. It is more commonly omitted in poetry than prose, 
as prose writers naturally paid more attention to the actual circumstances 
of the case: Il. €, 303 peya epyov, & ot dv0 y avipe béporey. A prose writer 
would have probably added ay to represent the condition, et BotdowrTo : 
Plat. Euthyd. 292 E tis mor early » emuotnpn exeivn, 1 mas evOaipovas 
moujoevey (but 293 A tis mor early 7 emortnun, hs TuXdvTes Gv KahOs Tdv 
éridourov Biov SehOousev). So where a negative or a perfectly indefi- 
nite clause precedes; as, Adsch. P. V. 291 odx é€otw oTw peiCova poipay 

vetpaus 7 oor. It being previously stated that there is no such person, 
makes it unnecessary to refer by dy to his existence; as, ov« €orw 6r@ av 
&c., there is no one, to whom if he existed (av), &c.; the construction with 

ay after such a negative is admissible, when it is wished to lay emphasis on 
it; as, Eur Electr. 224 odk éo6 drov Otyoun,’ dv (could possibly) evdiKo- 
tepov : Soph. Ant. 912 ovx €o9 adehdos doris av BAdotor wore, the impossi- 
bility is more emphatic than without a; and when the negative is not in- 
definite we find dy: Eur. Alc. 79 ad otd€ didov tis méAas otdels Ootis dy 
eimot, who, if he were present, might &c. 

Construction of several relatival Sentences together.— Change from 

the Relative to the Demonstrative Construction. 

§. 833. 1. When there are two or more relatival clauses in suc- 

cession, depending on the same verb, or on different verbs but in 
the same government, the relative is generally used only once, and 

thereby the two sentences are united into one; as, avijp, 6s woAAa 

pev ayala tovs pidovs, TOAAG b€ Kaka TOd’s TOAEULovs Expakev—arijp, 

ds Tap’ jpiv iv Kat (ds) b7d Tavtov edidreiro—avip, dv eOavuacopev 

Kal (Ov) mdavtes epidovr. 

2. But if the verbs of the two clauses require different cases, the 
relative should stand with each in its proper case; as, 6 drip, 8s 
map riv tv, Kal Ov mavTes épidouv. The Greeks however endeavoured 

to avoid this repetition either (@.) by omitting the second relative, 
or (b.) by using a demonstrative (mostly atrés) or a personal pro- 
noun in the place of the second relative, so that the dependent rela- 
tive clause assumes the character of a demonstrative principal clause, 
connected with the other by xaé or 6¢ &c.: a. Od. B, 114 dvoyxO dé 

piv yapéerOar TO, Sted Te TaTIHp KedeTaL Kat (sc. bs TIS) Gvddver adTi : 

Od. 1, 110 dumedou, aire hepovow oivoy épratadvaAov Kat (sc. ds) opw 

(KuxAdrecot) Ads opBpos ager: Il. v, 634 Tpwolv, tv pévos aiev 

atdcOadov, ovd€ dvvavtat Pvddmdos KopécacOat dpotiov mod€wovo for 

kal ot ov dvvavrat x. Tt. d.: Il. y, 235 ots Kev ed yvoinv Kal (sc. or) 

a In fact, in this, as in many if not most observe. It could hardly fail to be more 
other constructions in Greek, it seems to _ profitable if, admitting the exceptional pas- 
be unreasonable to try to bind down writers sages, we were to endeavour to catch the 
to laws for which no reason can be given, shades of meaning which are conveyed by 
and which they evidently did not always the more or less usual construction. 
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rodvoua pvdnoatunv. So in prose where the clauses are opposed : 

Plat. Rep. 533 D &s émorijpas pev ToAAdKLs mpocelTopeD O14 TO eos, 

déovrar 6& dvepatos GAAov. b. Ul. a, 78 7 yap diopat avdpa xodrw- 

oéuev, 85 péya tdvtwv Apyelov kparéer kai ot (for @) welBovrar’ Axatol : 

Il. x, 243 sqq. 7Gs dy eer’ "Odvonos ey Oeloro AaBoipny, ob mEps eV 

apddpwv kpad(y xal Ovpos ayjvap ev TdvTeco. Tévowst, dct dé € (for 

dv d& dude7) Taddds AOHvn; Il. p, 300 Sorte Adwy dpeairpodos, Sor 

emidevns Snpov én Kpecdv, KeAeTar b€ € Ovpios ayjvop: Od. a, 70 avri- 

Oeov TloAvdnpor, dou Kpatos eat peyictov Taow Kukddmecot, Oowoa 

dé poy réxe Nvydy: Od. t, 20 bs Tacx ddAOLoWY avOpdTo.cL MEAw (CUTE 

sum), kat peu (for kal 06) KAgos odpavoy tker: Hdt. ILL. 34 Upnfd- 

omea, Tov eTiua TE pdAtoTa, Kal ot Tas dyyeAlas Epepe cdtos: Plat. Rep. 

395 D od oi emitpeonen, Tv 0 eyo, Gv paper KjdecOa Kat detv adrods 

dvopas yeverdat dyabods (for Kai ots paper deiv dvdp. ay. yev.)?: Ibid. 

505 E 6 bi biudxes pev daca Wvx7) Kal tovrov Evexa mata Tparres: 

Id. Gorg. 452 D 6 dijs ob péyotov Gyabov eivat Tots avOpdros Kat 

oe Onwovpyov etvat adrodb: Id. Phileb. 12 B jv dde "Adpoditny peéev 

A€yecOal Gyot, TO & adnO€orarov adtis Cvoya “Héorijy etvar: Demosth. 

122,47 Aaxedaypoviot, od Oadarrys pev pxov Kal ys ataons, bpiotato 

6 ovdev abttods, for ods ovdev tpioraro, quibus nihil non cessit: Ibid. 
35, 24 exelvor Tolvur, ots ovK exapiCovl of A€yovtes od efidovy ad- 

rouse. So the Latin, Cic. de Orat. Il. 74 Themistocles, ad quem 

quidam doctus homo—accessisse dicitur, eique artem memorie— 

pollicitus esse se traditurum. So G.T., as 2 Pet. il. 3 ots 70 Kpiwa 
€xtradat ovK apyel, kai 7 am@AELa abtav od VUTTACEL. 

Obs. 1. So also the relative adverbs are changed into demonstr. adverbs : 
Hat. V. 49, 11 €vOa Bavided’s te péyas Siattav roveerar, Kal TOY xXpnuatar ot 

Onoavpot évOattd eicr. 

Obs. 2. There are even some passages where, in the same sentence, we 
find both the relative and demonstr.: Hdt. IV. 44 *Ivddv rorayédy, os Kpo- 
KodeiAous SevTepos OUTOS TOTaKay TavT@Y mapexerar: Eur. Andr. 650 (yuvaixa 
BapBapov) hv xpyav o ehavvew tHVd tmép Neidov pods: Soph. Phil. 315 ots 
"Ohvprreot Ocoi Soiev mor adtots avtimow euod mabeiv. In such passages the 
demonstr. is emphatic and points to some thought to be supplied—which 
—and indeed that river is one of two, &c.—which—this I mean. So G.T., 
as Mark vii. 25 yur, qs elxe TO Ovyarpiov adtis mvedpa : Rey. vii. 2 ots €dd6n 
abtots ddujoa tHy yov: Gal. ii. 10 6 Kai éeorovdaca atts tobto rojoa. 
Sometimes if the relative is separated from its verb by some other sen- 
tence, or if the adjectival sentence is very long, the demonstrative is used 
for the sake of clearness: Xen. R. Lac. X. 4 O5 (Avkodpyos) émeid) KaTéwa- 
ev, dtu of pr Bovdopevor emipedciabac THs apeTHs ovx ikavoi ciot Tas maTpidas 
av€ew, exetvos ev Ti Srdptyn nvdyKace Kk. T,X. 

Obs. 3. Sometimes a clause, which, although it is logically dependent, 

yet does not stand in the form of the relative construction, is joined to the 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Ibid. ¢ Bremi ad loc. 
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preceding clause as grammatically a principal clause; as, Plat. Gorg. 483 E 
eet Tol Sikalo xp@pevos RepEns emt ry “ENNdSa eorpadrevoey ; 7) 6 warip avirov 
emt Tovs SkvOas;  G\Aa pupia av Tig Exor Toradta A€yew (for # rovadra ciAXa 
pupla & aw tis €xou héyetv). 

Relative used for Demonstrative. 

§. 834. ]. The relative pronoun is used not only to connect a dependent 
to a principal clause, but also sentences generally, between which there is 
no such relation, as it stands for kat and a demonstrative, referring to 
a word in the preceding clause. This is used but seldom in Greek when 
compared with its very wide use in Latin—in Greek sentences very often 
begin, ratra 6¢ eimdvres, Tatra b€ dxovoavres, peta O€ Tava, ek TOUTOU dé, ws SE 

ravra eyevero &c., where in Latin the relative gui &c. would be used, 

2. We shall give some of the more unusual cases of this idiom : 

a. In sentences which express the ground or reason, in place of the 
demonstr. with ydp, both in poetry and prose (see also §. 836. 3.); as, 
Xen. M.S. ILI. 5,15 sq. wore yap otras ’A@nvaio, domep Aaxedarporio, 4 
mpeaButepous aidéoovrar ;—ol and TeV TaTépev dpxovTa. KaTuppoveiy Tov TaTe- 
pov'— i) Twpacknoovaly ovTwas ;——Ol ov pdvov adToL evekias dpeNovow, GAA kal 
TOV emUyeAovpEvov KaTayed@ot k.T.A. So Latin: Cicero Phil. LV. 5 virtus 
est una altissimis defixa radicibns: quae (i.e. hec enim) nunquam ulld vi 
labefactari potest, nunquam demoveri loco. 

b. When the whole sentence is interrupted by one or more parentheses : 
generally there is joined to the relative some conjunction, as dpa, igitur, 
which denotes that the interrupted sentence is taken up again: II. A, 221 
(ris 51) mp@ros “Ayapéeuvovos dvtios HOev;) “Ipiddpas ’AvTnvopidns, nUs Te péeyas 
Te, bs tpadn év Opykn x.t.d.: Vers. 230 65 pa rév Atpeidew ’Ayapepvovos 
dvrios nA@ev. So also in prose. 

c. In addresses, questions, commands, but mostly only in poetry: 
Soph. CE. C. 1352 viv & d&wbeis eit xdkovoas y’ epod ro.avé’, a py Todd’ 
ovror evpavei Biov’ 5 y’, ® Kakicre, oKATTpa Kal Opdvovs €xov,—for ov y’, d 

kdxiote > Kur. Or. 746 Or. Wipov aud’ jav rodiras emt dove Oéoba xpewr : 
Pyl. 4 Kxpuvet ri xpjpa; for adrn dé ri xpnpa kpwet: Soph. CE.T. 723 roadra 
pjua partixal Si@picav’ av évtpémou ov pydev for tovTwr de evrpemou od pydev. 
So Hdt. I. 89 of Neyovravy=kai odror AeydvTwv.—See §. 816. 2. 

Obs. As the proper force of the relative is a mental repetition of the 
demonstrative, it is naturally used for the demonstrative and copula. 

Especial peculiarities —Relative with the principal Verb repeated. 

—Relative joined to an explanatory Infinitive or whole Sentence. 

§. 835. 1. Sometimes the relative pronouns are joined in poetry with 
the principal verb repeated, to avoid by an indefinite expression the direct 
assertion of something disagreeable : Eur. Med. 88q adn’ éoper, oidv eopev, 

ovK €p@ kakoy, yuvaixes: Ibid. 1011 Hyyetdas ot HyyerAas, ov ve peppopar, 
So with relative adverbs: Soph. GE. C. 273 ixdpny iv ixdpny: so om 

isch. Ag. 67 éott 8 bry viv éoti: especially ds and émws Eur. Or. 78 sq. 
erel mpos "IMuov €mdeus’ Strws EtAevoa Ocopavei rétTpo : Id. Hec. 873 maoxov- 
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tos dvdpss Opnkis ota wetoetar : Ita loquuntur, qui rei gravis aut male omi- 
nate mentionem declinent® So to express indefiniteness : Hdt. IV. 50 

cor OTwS Tép EoTL. 

2. As a substant. is taken into a relative sentence as an explanation or 
illustration of the notion signified by it (§. #24. II. Obs. 4.), so the relative 
is sometimes explained in an analogous manner by an infinitive, or a whole 

sentence, which repeats as it were, but in a more definite way, that to which 

the relative refers: Thuc. V.6 date otk dv éhabev aitdbev dppopevos 6 KNéwv 

TO OTpAaTo" OmEp mpooedexeTo Tomoew ator, ent THY “Appirorw, omepiodvTa 

opav ro mrAO0s, dvaByoecOar. So Cicero de Offic. II]. 31,112 crimina- 

batur etiam, quod Titum filium ab hominibus relegasset, et ruri habitare jus- 
sisset. Quod cum audivisset adolescens filius, negotium exhiberi patri, 

accurrisse Romam—dicitur. So Xen. Hier. VI. 12 6 & e(jdwoas npas, os 

Tods pev tdous pddiota €0 Tovey Suvdpeba, Tods 8 exPpods mdvtev pdhiota 
xetpotpeba, ode Tair’ odrws exer, as in Latin, quod for quod attinet ad 2d, 

quod. Sometimes in plur.: Xen. Hell. I. 3, 45 @ 8 ad elev, @S eyo Eipe 

otos del mote petaBdddeoOat, Karavoncare kai Tata: Eur. Or. 564 ed’ ots 0 
dmreieis, OS TeTpwORVaL pe Set, AkovTor. 

The Relative Sentence used for the other Dependent Sentences. 

§. 836. 1. Adjectival sentences have the force of substantival sentences, 
when they represent an adj. or partic. used as a substantive; as, 7AGov ot 

dpioto. joav, for #AOoy of dpiorae (sc. dvbpes). These we call Substan- 
tival Adjective Sentences. The relative which introduces such adject. 
sentences is not an adjectival, but a substantival pronoun. In English we 
use the demonstrative, ‘‘ they who were the bravest came.” This use of the 
adj. sentence is mostly Epic. So II. 7, 50 abrés 5€ mpoxddcooa ‘Axara 

doTis GpioTos (= Axaidy Tov apistov): Plat. Rep. 466 E a€ovot tv rraidov 

eis Tov méAEpov Oaor GSpot, ex liberis quotquot adoleverunt (=omnes adoles- 

centes): Demosth. 231, 4 ois yap edtuxyKeoay ev Actkrpois, od petpios €ké- 
xpnvto (=Tols evtuxnpacw). 

2. The relative clause which refers not to a single subst., but to the 

substantival notion expressed by the whole sentence, has also the force of 
a substantival sentence: Plat. Symp. 193 B idou yap yevopevor kat dvadda- 
yevtes TG OG eEcvpnooper re Kal evrevEdpeba Tois marduxots Tols NueTepois avTaY, 
a A lol dXt lel > en Se id ”? S 3 tov vov ddtyo. movodor. In Latin we generally find “id quod.” So 
sometimes in Greek, especially in Plato: Theet.172 D: Gorg. 461 C ek 
tavtns tows THs 6podoylas evavtioy Tt auvEeBn ev ToIs Adyots, Tou 6 8h dyamas, 

aitos dywv eri tovaita épwrnpara. Here also an attraction occurs, as we 
have seen above (§.821.): Demosth. 205, 13 mpoonker Symov mAci@ Xap 

> ‘ ” a > t © 3, 36 ~ aA w& x - , ~ > , 
a’tovs €xew @v ecwOnoay bp Huav,—7 wv adikeiv K@AVOVTAaL VU opyiterOa, for 

éxetvwv, 671. Even a real substantival sentence introduced by 67 assumes 
sometimes the form of a (substantival) adjective sentence, as dy7t Toutou, 
én may be resolved into dvti rovrov of or av@ Grov. 

Obs. 1. On oios, dcos &c., for dre toodros, roaos &c., see §. 804. 9. 

3. The adjectival sentence frequently supplies the place of an adverbial 
sentence introduced by 611, or of a gerundial participle, because : Hdt. 1. 33 
(Kpoioos Sé\wva) dmorépmerat, kapra dd€as apabéa eivat, Os, Ta TapedvTa ayaba 

a Pflugk ad loc. 
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pereis, THY TedevTHVY mavTos XpnuaTos dpav éxéNeve (—KeAevoavra): Xen. M.S, 
II. 7, 13 Oavpacroy moreis, Og jpiv pev ovdey didug (=8. m. jwiv—d.dots). 

4. The adjectival sentence can also be used for a substant. final sentence. 
The moods follow the usual rules of this construction (§. 805. sqq.) : Eur. 
Iph. T. 1208 kai oder wépor rir’, Satis oOnpavet: Xen. M.S. II. 1, 14 dma 
KT@VTal, Otg GpuvowvTaL Tos ddikodvras: Plat. Men. 89 E «és kaddv jyiv adros 

dde mapexadiero, @ peTaGpev THs cKeWews, quem (ut eum) participem facere 
possimus ; Thuc. VII. 25 kat rav vedv pia eis TeAomdvynoov @xero, mpéoBecs 
dyovoa, oimep ra opérepa dpdowow : I]. +, 165 KAnrovs orpivoper, ot Ke EMQwa 
és Khioiny TIndniddew ’Axirnjos : Od. 0, 457 Kai rér’ dp’ dyyehov Fav, ds ayyet- 
Neve yuvacxi. So G.T., as Matt. xi. 10 6g Karackevdoes tiv 6ddv kK. T. 2d. 

5. The adject. sentence is very often used for an adverb. sentence intro- 
duced by dote. 

a. After ottws or Ge: Soph. Ant. 220 otk éorw obtw papos, 85 Oaveiv 
epa: Demosth. 13, 15 tis ottws cinOns cot ipav, dots dyvoet Tov exeibev 
TOAEpnov Sevdpo AEovra®: Id. 100, 44 ov yap oUTw y einOns coTw ipav ovdeis, 
Os twodapBaver. 

b. After tovodtos, TnAtKodTos, Tocodtes ; Isocr. Epist. 408 D ypi éembupeiv 
ddEns—tydxavtys TO péyeOos, Hv povos dv ob rev viv bvTeY KThaacba Suvn- 
Geins. Generally the demonstratives are followed by their proper relatives, 
oios, Ogos: Eur. Heracl. 742 cvippayos yévoid por Tovodtos, otos ay Tpomyy 
Etpvabéos Oeinyv. And generally the verb is in the infin. (as after 
éore), as the adjectiv. sentence expresses the consequence or result of the 
principal clause: ‘Thuc. III. 49 9 pev epOacev tocodtov daov Ldynta dveyvo- 
kévat: Plat. Symp. 211 B ra d€ G@Ada mdvta cada ekeivov petéxovta tpdmov 
TWA TOLOUTOV, OLoY—prTe Te TEoY pre EAarToy ylyveOat nde TdoXELW pydED : 
Id. Apol. 31 A éya ruyxave dv torodtos, oto ind Tod Oeod rH mde Sedda0a : 

Soph. Gi. T. 1295 Ocapa 8 ciodWer taxa Tovodtov, otoy Kal orvyodvr’ éwouKTt- 
gat: Xen. Anab. IV. 8, 12 doxei—rooodtov xwpiov karacyeiv diadurdvras rods 
Adxous, Gaov e£w Tos eaxarovs Adxovs yeveoOat TaV Todepiwy Kepdtov. This 
illustrates the derivation of os from és. 

Obs. 2. So the phrases dcov y’ ép’ eiSévor, quantum equidem sciam, must 
be explained, in so far as (or that) I can know : so Soph. CEd. Col. 150 
uakpaisy y’ do éteixdoat. Also odSev otov with infin. (in n’y a rien de tel); 
as, Arist. Aves 966 ovSev otov dxodcar Trav énay adrov, properly ‘ nothing is 
of such a nature as—nothing is better than to hear his words=it is best” &c. 

Obs. 3. When ottws (or @8e) is followed by the relative ds, dots for doTe, 
there is something contrary to the general character of the Greek con- 
struction, which aims at connecting the principal and dependent clauses 
together by the use of the forms corresponding to each other; as, 6 or 
ovtros—és ; ToTovTos—6aos ; Tovodtos— oios ; ovrws—dorte. On the contrary, 

the construction in which tovodtos, tocodtos, is followed by oios, daog in- 

stead of dote, is in harmony with this general principle of the language. 

ce. This takes place in the forms éml tottw, (€mt toicde) eg’ dre, or (the 
demonstrative being merged in the relative) éf @te alone, on condition 
that, with the ind. fut., or usually with the infin., for éwt route, émi totode, 
dete, as often in Thuc.; as, III. 114 omovdas cal Evupayiay éroujoavro—emt 
TOLTdE, WOTE pte Apt pakiwras—or parevew émt [eXorovynoious, pyre K.T.A. 

a Bremi ad loc. 

Gr. GR. vou. 1. ae 
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6. On Ss, ds dy, dots dv, with conjunct. for an hypothetical adverbial 
sentence with ¢ay, see §. 828.1. So after general sentences or affirmations 
which are true under certain circumstances or conditions, a relative clause 
is used to explain and give these circumstances; as, BéAtepov 6s,=it is 

better for one, if he &c.: see §. 817.4: Il. & 81 Bedrepoy ds hevyov mpo- 
pvyn xaxoy né aon: Hes. Op. 327 icov & Os 6 ixérny Gore Ecivov kako 
épEn, Os Te Kaotyynto.o éov ava deuria Baivy—, ds Te Tev adpadins aderaiveras 
oppava Tékva, bs Te yovija yépovra—veikein’ TOO frou Zevs avtos dyaterac : Eur. 
Fragm. inc. 49 cvpdopa 8, bs av Tuxn Kaxns yuvakds: Thuc. VI. 16 ovk 
dxypynoros 45 7 dvova, 85 dv—ryv wow apedj: Id. Il. 44 7o & edrvxés, ot dv 
Ths e’mpemeotarns Adxoow, womep olde viv TedevTHs, bpets SE AUTNS: Xen. 
Hell. II. 3, 51 vopigw, mpoordatov epyov eivat oiov Set, Os Gv Spay Tos Pidovs 

e€aratapévous py emitpémn: Id. Anab. IL. 6, 6 raidra ody didomodepov Soxei 
avdpos épya eivat, Sotis, e£ov—eipyyny ayew dvev aioxvvys Kat BAABys, aipetrar 
ToAEpely. 

7. In G.T. we find és édv for és &. 

ADVERBIAL SENTENCES. 

§. 837. An adverbial sentence is the resolution of an adyerb or 
gerundial participle, and expresses therefore the accidents, or eir- 
cumstances attending on the action of the verb; as, ote Td ap HAGE, 
=T0d €apos €AOdvTos) Ta AvOn Oadrer. ‘The adverbial is joined to 

the principal clause by the relative adverbs, such as od, 601, ds, ore 

&c. These relatives refer back to a demonst. adverb (expressed or 

implied) in the principal clause, whereby the two clauses are joined 

into one (§. 795. 3.); as, ore TO €ap AOE, tote TA AvOn OdddrAEL—ds 

Aefas, ottws Expafas. The demonstrative adverbs (local, temporal, 

&c.) signify the notion (local, temporal, &c.) which the adverbial 
clause represents. —Local; as, évradda, éxet.—Temporal; as, 

rore.—Mode and Manner; as, otrws.—Causality ; as, é« Tovrov, 

emt rovrw.—Comparison; as, oltws, tocotrov, rocovrw. As one or 

other of these demonstr. adverbs stands in the principal clause, the 
adverbial sentence is local, temporal, &c. 

Local Adverbial Sentences. 

§. 838. 1. A local adverbial sentence is the resolution of a 

local adverb, or of the case of a subst. which, either with or with- 

out a preposition, expresses an adverbial notion of place. These 
sentences are introduced by the relative local adverbs, 06, 4, omy, 

omou, év0a, tva (not in G. T. or LXX)—wbi—; ober, évOev—unde— ; 

of, Gro, 4, omm—guo—and like the local adverbs express either 

where, whence, whither. The principal clause contains a correspond- 
ing demonstrative adverb, either expressed or implied; as, évraé@a, 
exet, exetoe, TadTy Xe, 
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2. The use of the moods in the adverbial is exactly the same as 
in the relative sentence: Il. w, 48 emmy 7 iddcer, rH 7 elkovor otixes 
avipov, where—there: Hdt. 1. 11 &k rod atrod pev xwpiov 7 dppij 

état, SOevmep Kal exeivos ewe emedegato yuuryv: Id. IIL. 39 dkxou yap 

Udcere orpareverOu1, TavTa of éxdpec ebtuxéws (indefinite frequency) : 

Hdt. VIL. 25 iva emrydedrarov ein: Xen. Anab. LV. 2, 24 paxdpevor 

Se of ToA€uton Kal omy ein oTEVOY ywploy TpoKaTadapBavorTes ExdAvory 

Tas mapddous (optative on account of the historic tense, éxéAvov) : 

Id. Cyr. III. 3, 5 €Opa Smourep emtuyxdvorey Onpios, anywhere 

where: Od. €, 490 va pH mé0ev GAdobev ator, as being a mere sup- 

position. So when dy is joined to the adverb and conjunctive it sig- 
nifies wheresoever: Hes. Opp. 206 tH 8 ets, 7 o@ by eyd mep byw, 

wheresoever: Soph. Ant. 773 dywv eépnuos ev’ av qf (wheresoever), 

Bpotév otiBos: Thue. II. 11 émeode (€xeice), onor dv (whithersoever) 

Tis Hyqta: Plat. Apol. 28 D of dy tis Eavrov tagn—evtavda bei— 

pevovta KLVOvvEvELV. 

Obs. t. On the attraction of local adverbs, see §. 822. Obs. 6. §. 824. 
Obs. 2; on their pregnant construction §. 646. Obs. 1; and change of re- 
lative into demonstrat. construction, §. 833. Obs. 1. 

Obs. 2. The local adverbial clauses sometimes express the aim of a 
motion ; as, Soph. Gi. R. 796 epevyov €vOa piror’ swpoipny Kaxav ypnopav 
dveidn. 

Temporal Adverbial Sentences. 

§. 839. 1. A temporal adverbial sentence is the resolution 
of a temporal adverb or gerundial participle, or the case of a subst. 
with or without a preposition, expressing a notion of time. Thus 
the sentence ére 4 vit éyévero may be a resolution either of vixrwp, 

or a partic., vuxtos yevoueryns (§. 696.) ; or a subst. with a preposi- 

tion, év rH vucti; or the dative alone, rH vuxri; or the genit. alone, 

ths vuxtéds. The adverbial sentence is less used in Greek than in 

modern languages in consequence of the powers of the participle; 
as, when he had done this he went away, tadta wojoas, a7eBn 

(§. 696). 
2. The time in which the dependent verb stands in relation to 

‘sien a meh Aad Ag . 
the principal verb is either coincident, é€v © od ypddets, 6 Eraipos 

émuytyvetrai—ire ov eypades, 6 Eraipos éemeylyvero &c.; or antece- 

dent, émevdn 6 Kipos éweAndvOer (emmAOev), of woAcuion amepvyov; or 

consequent, amply 6 Kipos émmdOev, of moA€utor aTeduyov. 

3. The conjunctions whereby these adverb. sentences are intro- 
duced are, 

a. When the adverbial sentence is coincident in time with the 

4c2 
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principal clause, ore, (edre Epic, formed by a resolution of the aspi- 

rated form ére,) éwéte, ds (Gomep Hdt.; omws in Attic poetry, cxws 

Hadt.), fvixa, which expresses a point, and év @, ews, while, (dppa, as 

long as,) which express a space of time. 

b. Antecedent to the principal clause, émet, éréav (émevh poet. ; 
éwet te Hadt.), émevd4, postguam; é§ ob, é§ Grou, also e§ dv, ex quo; 

and &@’ 08, since. 

e. Consequent, mpiv, before; mp %, before that, priusquam ; 

éws (téws in Post-Homeric Epic writers, and even now and then in 

Attic prose), ws (xpdvov) of (eas orou G. T.), eis 6 (es ob Hdt.), eore, 

wexpis OF dpxis of, pexpis Grou, péxpt, (&xpt poet.) (6ppa poet.) 

Obs. “Ore, Swdte, as, Emel, émet84, have also very often a causal force— 
since. 

4. These relative adverbs refer to a demonstr. adverb, either ex- 

pressed or implied in the principal clause ; as, “Ore—rérte ; “Ews—réws 
(poet.); "Hyos—rhpos poet.; “Oppa—rdppa poet. ; “Hvixa—tyvixa (poet.); 

Nplv (sc. tovrov), prius, —i, quam; ‘As—és; and frequently, especi- 

ally in Hadt., ‘Qs, “Ore—évraida, Odrw 84, often stands in the principal 

clause when it is placed after the subordinate clause, and expresses 

the result thereof. Sometimes the demonstrative adverb is supplied 

by a pronoun or adjective agreeing with a suppressed substantive ; 

as, Il. 1, 21 @&€re Tod (ypdvov) éte: Soph. Phil. 493 madal’ dv estou 

d€doLKa. 7 

Use of the Moods in Temporal Adverbial Sentences. 

Indicative. 

§. 840. The indice. is used when what is said is to be represented 

as a fact—past, present or future: I]. 6, 221 oppa rou dyderévovto 

Bony dyaddv Mevédraov, téppa 8 él Tpdwv orixes jAvdov : Il. A, go 

fpos Se Spurduos ep avijp &wAicoato dépTov,—rhpos opi) dperi? Aavaot 

pigavro pddayyas: Il. @, 31 add’ bre by p Ex Toto dumdexdtn yeveT” 

Ads, kal 167” dp’ GOavdrorort petnvda PoiBos AmdddAov : Il. a, 432 of & 

Bre 51 Ayuevos ToAvEvOos Evros tkovto, tarla wey orelhavTo, Oécavy O 

év vyt pedatvn’ Od. 1, 233 pevopev te pw évdov ijpevot, Ews enh dle 

vévov: Il. v, 495 Aivela Ovpos evi oriBeror yeyOel, ds de Kady EOvos 

emirmopévov éot adTG: Od. a, 363 KAatev erreur’ "Odvoija pidrov meow, 

dpa of Umvov dv eT Breddporor Bade yAavKdmes ’AOjvn: Hat. VI. 

41 Kal dorep dppiOn ek Kapdins mdduos, &wree bid Too MeAavos Kodmov : 

Ibid. 83 of d03A0.—éoXov mavra Ta mpijypata—, és 6 énhByoay of Tov 

drohouévav traides: Id. VIL. 7 ds 8& dveyrsodn EZepEns orpareverOar 
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ém ri ‘EAAdéa, évOatita—orparninvy moverar: Id. 1X. 6 émet 8&— 

oxoAairepa éroteov—, obtw 67) tmefeKopicavto— rdvta: Id. 1. 11 ds be 

nwepy TaxioTa éyeysvee (Ws TAXLOTA, uum primum, as soon as): Thue. 

I. 8 of yap ék tOv vijcwv Kakotpyo. avéorncay bx’ adtod, Ste wep (just 

when) kai tas ToAAAS adrov Katdnbe : Isocr. 348 B ov apdtepov érav- 

gavrTo, mpl Tév Te TaTépa EK TOO oTpaToTeboU peTeTepavto, Kal TOV 

pirwv avtod Tovs pev améxteway, Tovs 6 ex THs TOAEws e&€Bahov: Xen. 

Hell. I. 1, 3 éuaxovto, péxpis of "AOqvator dvéemdeuvcoy ; Xen. Cyr. VII. 

5» 39 6 S€ dxAos TAElov Kal TArElwv evEeppelr, Ewomep EPOacey EcTépa 

yevouevn, until that: Ibid. VIII. 8,9 apydpevor 6& tod olrov fvika wep 

‘ol mpwialrata apiotavres, expt TovTOV eaHiovtes Kal TivovTes Sudyouvow, 

€ote wep of dYiaitata Koluopevot, until that. 

Obs. The perfect coincidence of two clauses is also signified by making 
the logically dependent clause grammatically independent, and joining it 
with the other clause by «ai, (or generally Té—xai,) or 6€. Compare the 
examples given (§. 754.), and the following: I]. 7, 241 abtrik’ ere dpa 

podos env, terédeoto S€ epyov: Hdt. IIL. 135 kai dpa eros te (€paro) Kat 
épyov emoiee. Hence the proverbial phrases, dw’ émos kai dy’ épyov, ap eros 
te kal epyov, dictum factum, no sooner said than done: Demosth. 50, 19 
Tovyapovy Gpa aknkdapev TE Kal Tpinpapxovs Kabioraper. 

Conjunctive. 

§. 841. 1. The conjunctive is used after temporal relative ad- 
verbs or conjunctions, when what is said is not considered as an 

actual fact, but only as something imagined or thought of, the verb 
of the principal clause being in a principal tense. These conjunc- 
tions most frequently take the particle av, as drav, dravmep, (cdr 
dv epic), dmdrav, jvi« av, (éret av Hdt.,) énav, (émjv, éwéav), émeday ; 

mplv av, Ews dv, pexpis av (dxpis ay poet.), €or’ dv (eiodne epic, opp 

av poet.),—this dy points to certain circumstances on which the time 
of the conjunction, or action of the conjunctive depends. 

2. With those relative conjunctions which express a point of time, 
such as those from érav down to éze.ddv, the dv marks that the action 

may take place at some indefinite time or times ; thus while ére would 

express when, drav &c. signify whensoever® : the action depending on 
érav &c. is viewed as probable, though uncertain and future, and 

as the conjunctive is the proper expression of future probability, 
these conjunctions, compounded or joined with dv, take the con- 
junctive, except sometimes in the oratio obliqua. And thus they 
frequently mark that the principal clause depends on an action pro- 

bably taking place at some uncertain indefinite time, which is re- 

a Ellendt. Lex. Soph. ad voc. éray et i,vina. 
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presented as the condition, cause, or reason of the principal clause ; 

then, when, or if, soever you do what is right: téte 57, dtav, & xpr, 

Tous, evTuxels, or edtuxyoets. Thus also zpiv dy introduces the tem- 

poral condition of the principal verb, so that the dependent verb 
having previously happened, is viewed as the condition of the prin- 

cipal action. 

3. But with the other conjunctions (coming after zplv dv in the 

above list) expressing until, whilst, the conjunctive expresses some 

event conceived as probable but yet uncertain in its occurrence or 

duration, representing an indefinite space or point of time up to or 
during which the principal action continues; thus it often represents 
the final cause, the aim or intent of the principal verb, so that these 
conjunctions come very near to the final conjunctions, and indeed 
éppa is often used as such in poetry: ay, if used, generally adds to 

the uncertainty of the point or duration of time, thus making the 
temporal condition less definite. 

Remarks on the Conjunctive Construction. 

4. When an historic tense in the principal clause is followed by 
a conjunctive in the dependent clause, this is a change from the 
oratio obliqua to the recta. (See §. 886.) 

5. We find some of the conjunctions given in §. 839. 3. with the 
conjunctive without dy in the more definite sense of when, Sc. as dis- 
tinguished from whensoever, §c., frequently in Epic, sometimes in 

Ionic prose, as, as, Hdt. V. 172: és 06, Id. IID. 31 of 8& Bacirrjior 

dukactal Kexpiuevor Gvdpes yivovrat Tepcewy, és 08 aroPdvwor, 7 ode 

mapeupeOn Te Gdixov, wexpt Tovrov: mpiv, Id. VI. 82 mpiv ye dy tpotor 
xphoyntar kal paddy: mp q, Id. 1.19. IV. 196: peéxo, LV. 119 peéxpe 

dé TovTO Bopev, peveowev Tap jutv, &c. Some are thus used, though 

but seldom, in Attic; as, éwet Soph. CH. C. 1226. Ant. 1025: tvixa, 
mpiv in Attic poets and prose writers ; as, Kur. Or. 1343 mpiv érdpws 
i8w rov “Edevas ddvov: Thue. VIII. g of 6& KopivOvoc—od mpocOvp- 

Onoav fvpTelv, pw Ta “loOuta—B8reoptdowow : Ibid. ob BovAcpuevol mw 

ToAemLov exe, mptv TL Kal loxvpov AéBwor: Plat. Tim. 57 B Avopeva ov 

maverat, mplv )—OiadvTa dvta expdyy—i) vixnOévta—peivy : Id. Lege. 

873 A. Alschin. §. 60. ed. Bremi pijr’ amoyvérw pndév pare Kara- 

yore, mpl dxodon: Antiphon. ad Pharm. 619 mpl ey atte dor To 
kako y on Kal ylyvdoK@ot Tov GAcOpor, ev @ elol: péxpr, Axpt, Ews, 

until, without dv in poetry ; Soph. Aj. 571 péxpis puxods Klxwou vep- 
répov Oeov; and Thue. I. 137 pexps tAods yevntar: Soph. Aj. 555 ews 

TO xalpew Kal TO AvTEtcOar pdOns.—peéxprs ob often Thucyd. 
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Obs. 1. Homer joins ote xe, eioédxe sometimes with ind. fut.: Il. v, 335 
dN’ dvaxopnoa, ote Kev EupPAjoear a’ra@: Od. 6, 317 adda aoe dddos kab 
Seopos epvéer, eigdke por pada wdvTa watnp aroddoe. eedva. This may be 
accounted for by the near affinity of the conjunct. to the fut. (§. 415. 2.): 
so G. T. as Rev. ix. 4 érav Secovew ra (oa ddéar. 

Obs. 2. “Oray is found with the present ind. in G.T., Mark xi. 25 ora 
oTHKETE mpocevxdpevot: SO LXX. Exod. I. 16: and with the impft. in the 
frequentative sense: (the ay, though combined with ére into érav, yet 
belongs to the verb rather than to the conjunctive :) Mark iii. 11 d6tav adrov 
eVedper: cf. LXX. Gen. xxxviii. g &c.: so Polyb. iv. 34 dtay—oov. 

“Ore &c.—Orav Ke. 

§. 842. 1. Hence first, the conjunctive with conjunctions com- 
pounded with dy expresses an indefinite frequency. The prin- 
cipal clause expresses an action repeated at different times, or 
places, or by different persons; the adverbial clause gives the time 
in which, and at the same time the condition under which the 

action of the principal verb is thus repeated: Od. a, 192 (Aaéprn) 
Bpaotv te meow Te TapTiOe?, cbr av piv Kapatos Kata yuia AéBnow: cf. 

Od. A, 16: Xen. Cyr. IIL. 3, 26 dmep kal viv ert rovodow of BapBapor 

Baowelts’ Saétav otpatomedevwytar, Tadpov TepiBdAdovTat evmEeTGs bia 

THY ToAVXEtptav: Soph. Elect. 696 stay, whensoever, tis OeGv Bddary, 

dvvait dv ovd av icxtov duyeiv. 

2. The conjunctive without dv is sometimes found when the prin- 
cipal clause gives some general statement which does not depend 
for its realisation on the action of the temporal clause, but merely 
happens at some definite time signified by that action: Od. , 202 
Oeot dalvovrar évapyeis hiv, eit (when) epdwpev dyakdertas ExaTopu- 

Bas: Od. ¢ 183 od pev yap robye Kpeiooor Kat apevov, i 80 duodpove- 

OVTE VonpacL otkov e€xnTov arijp nde yuvyn. (Edr dav would represent 

that the principal action took place whenever the other occurred.) 
Seldom as: Hdt. IV. 172 rév b& ds Exaords of pxOy, S107 SGpor, 7d 

dv éxn hepdpevos e€ olkov. 

Obs. 1. As a corollary from this difference it follows that éravy gives a 
greater probability of the occurrence of the action than ére; as that 
which is conceivable at a number of indefinite times is more likely to 
happen than that which is conceived only at some one definite time. 

3. Secondly, the conjunctive with dv is used when there is some 
connexion of cause and effect between the clauses; when some par- 
ticular fact is spoken of, not only as taking place when the action 
of the temporal clause takes place, but depending for its realization 
on the event to take place at the indefinite time so signified—when- 
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soever this takes place, so does the other; whatever may be the 
other circumstances, the arrival of that time is the definite condition 

on which it depends (see §. 829. 4.): Od. 0, 444 majris Tor Kad’ dddv 

dnAjoera, Snwdt av adre edno0a yAvKdv Emvov: Od. a, 41 ex yap 

’Opéctao tists €ooerar Atpeldao, dwxér av HBHoy: Il. 0, 232 réppa 

yap ovv ot eyepe pevos peya, dbp av ’Axaol devyovtes vijds Te Kal 
“EdAnjoTovrov ixwvtat: Il. a, 509 téppa 8 emt Tpaecou rider Kpdros, 
dpp dv Axatol vidv éyov tiowow: Plat. Prot. 335 B emedav ob Boddy 

duad€yecOar, ws eyo Stvapar ExeaOat, Tore cor diarefopwar; Il. 1, 702 

paxnoetat, dmmdte Kev py Ovpds evt oTiOecow avdyq: Od. 1,138 AdAN 

-émukeAoavtas peivat xpdvov, eiadke vavréwy Ovpos évoTpUvy Kal émumveEd- 
cwow afta. Cf. Aisch. Pers. 364. 

4. The conjunctive is used in Epic (with or without dv, according 

as it is wished to give the sense of when or whensoever) when the 
adverbial clause forms part of a simile, expressing the condition 
under which the simile holds good, as this is not an actual fact, but 

only something imagined: Il. v, 334 os 8 (ect) 80 b7d Aryéwv ave- 

pov onépxwow dehra: (“Eotw, as it actually takes place; ére orép- 

xoow, at the supposed moment when &c.:) I. € 16 ws & Ste wophdpy 
méAayos—* Os 6 yeépwv apyawe: Il. 0, 605. 624 ev & ere’, ws Ste 

kia Oon ev vyt wéogow: I]. 7, 212. 297. Od. u, 392 as & Gr dvijp 

XaAkeds TéAEKUY peyav ye oKETAapvoy eiv Bate Woxpoe Bawty peyddra 

idxovra, pappacowv'—as tod (KvkA@mos) off’? dpOarucds edaivem rept 

MoxA®: Il. 0, 80 @s & Gr dv ai&y vdos dvépos—ads «.t.d.: Soph. Ant. 

587 dpuotov dore rovrtas oldya Stav émBpopy: Eur. Hec. 1026, we 

must read éxiece? for éxméon. 

Obs. 2. “Oray in these comparisons gives more reality to the action, re- 

presenting it as frequently happening. 

5. The difference then between éte &c., with the conjunctive, and 
drav &e. is twofold. 

1. “Ore, when, and dtav, whensoever. 

2. “Ore, when, as a mere point of time: Ore Tobro Tou}, Guapryioerat, 

he will be wrong when he does this. “Orav, whensoever, time as a 

condition of the action with the additional notion of the probability 

of its happening: Gray todro moun, duaptnocetat, whensoever he does 

this, he will be wrong. 

6. The aorist conjunctive expresses something which is con- 
ceived of as complete at some future time, and is translated into 
Latin by the fut. exactum : as, téTe 61), Stav, & xp, Toujons, evTYX7)- 

ges, tum demum, quum officia tua expleveris, felix eris. See 

§. 407. Obs. 2. 
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Optative. 

§. 843. 1. The optative is used with the uncompounded conjunc- 
tions ére &c., not drav &c. (see §. 844. Obs.), after historic tenses 

(besides the oratio obliqua, §. 885. 3.) in the same constructions as 
the conjunctive after principal tenses (§. 414). 

2. Very frequently to express indefinite frequency (§. 842. 

1.). After the impft. or frequentative aorist, in the principal clause : 
Od. 0, 69 sq. map 8 ériBer Kaveov Kadjv te Tpdmelav, Tap dé demas 

oivoio, Tet, Ste Ovpos dvdyou, when, or as often as he might have a 

mind: Il. x, 14 abrap 67 és vids te Bou Kai Aadv “Ayaay, ToAAAS ek 

Kepadjs mpodedvpvous Edxero xalras: Od. n, 136 etpe 5€ Daujxov 
c / Or LEN / , by / ’ , 

Hyntopas Oe pedovtas onevdovtas denaccow evoKdT@ Apyeipovtn, @ 

TUaT® aTévdeaxoy, ote pyyngatato Koirov: Od. A, 510 sqq. aro. oF aut 

mow Tpoinv dpatoipeba Bovdds, aiel mpOros eBale Kal ovy hpdptave 

pv0wv'—aitap or ev Tedim Tpdwv papvoipeba xadKo, oor évt TANnOvt 

pévev avopOv,—aArAG TOAD wpoldecke: I]. v, 711 Aaol Erord’ Erapor, oF 
c > , c , 4 ‘4 \ c x / 91) 

ot odkos é&ed€xovto, émméte py KapaTos Te Kal Lopas yovvad’ tkowto : 

Hdt. VI. 61 oxws d& evetkere  tpodds (7d maidlov), mpds Te Twyadpa 

iota Kai éXioceto Tv Aedv amaddAd£at THs SuTpopdins TO Tatdlov : Ibid. 

75 okws yap Tem evtdxor Sraptintéwr, évéxpave és TO TPSTwTOY TO CKi- 
T ° NG Seen, ¢ , \ N ” 

mtpov: Id. VIL. 119 oxws d& amixorto 7 oTpatin, TKN?) PV EoKE TETY- 
tal c 7 > ‘\ SSN \ fe nm ¢€ SS oo: ‘ 

yvia eToiun, €s THY avtTos oTAOMoV TOLEEoKETO ZEpEns’ 7 SE GAA oTpaTiy 

€oxe traiOpios’ ws Oe delmvov yévoto pn, of pev Sexdwevor €xeoKov 
, en OS t , p) rt ae . a 

movov" ob S€, OKws TANOOEVTES VUKTA avTOD aydyouev (transegissent), TH 

doTEpain THY TE TKNYIY avacnacavTes Kal TA EmLTAA TaVTA aBdrTEs, 

ottw dmehadvesxov: Id, 1.17 as d€ és TY MiAnoinv anixorto, so often. 

Obs. Sometimes in this construction dy .is joined to the impft. (seldom 
the aorist) in the principal clause (§. 424. 8.) : Hdt. IIL. 51 6 de, dkws 
dredavvdpevos EhPor és GAAnV oikinv, dareNatveT dv Kal awd Tav’Tns—, amedavyd- 
pevos & ay Hie er erepny TOV éraipay : Xen. Cyr. VII. 1, 10 éméte mpooBhé- 
tpete Twas Tov ev Tais Tageot, TéTe pey eitev Ov x.t.A.: Id. Anab. I. 5, 2 of 
pev vor, émet tis SidKoL, mpodpapovtes Gv ELoTHKETAY (the plpft. has the force 
of impft.). See Hypothetical Sentences. 

§. 844. Secondly, the opt. is used, when the time is not past, in its 
secondary force (§. 418.) of an indefinite possibility—uncertainty. 

a. When the adverbial clause contains an uncertain doubtful 

condition, or circumstances under which the verb of the principal 
clause would take effect: Od. 8, 31 7é tw’ dyyedtny orpatod &xhvev 

€pXomevolo, Hv xX huiv cada einor, ote mpdtepds ye WHAT ; when per- 

haps he has heard it: Thue. I. gt ph of Aaxedapovtlor opas rote 

sapas akodoerav, ovKéeTe a@Gow : Xen. M.S. I]. 1,18 6 pev Exav wee- 

Gr. Gr. VoL. Ut. 4D 
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vov payo. dv, stdte Bovdorro (but directly afterwards, ro & ef avdyKns 

Tatra macxovTt ovK efeoriv, dTdTav BovAntat, TavecOar): Plat. Amat. 

133 A émdre ydp tor TO dirocodety aicxpoy hynoaipny elvat, odd av 

avOpwrov vouicay eavTov eivat. So also ore ph, nist; often in 

Homer with optative. 
b. When the temporal clause forms part of a wish: Il. ¢, 249 

TolodTa. viv TdvTes daot Tpdecow Gywyo1,—etey, Or’ “Apyetoirr paxotl- 
a \ / , @ j? 

aro Owpnktnow: Il. o, 465 at yap mw Oavdrowo dvonxéos Ode dvvatynv 

voogw amoxpuia, Ste piv pdpos aivos tkavot. 

c. When the dependent clause is a continuation of an opta- 
tive construction; as, Soph. QE. C. 776 domep tis ef oor AimapovvTe 

Bey Tuxely pndev Sid0ln pnd? ewapKecar Oédo1, TANpN O ExovTe Oupov Ov 
? , AAV G3) PINS Q , , , 

xpn cots, ToTe Swpotd’, or ovdev 7) Xapis Xap pé€por. 

Obs. Sometimes instead of the simple conjunctions ére, emei &c. the 
forms compounded with dv, dtay, émdv, are used with the opt. both in its 
primary and secondary force. In prose-this seems only to happen, either 
in the oratio obiiqua when the notion is borrowed from another person and 
is not the original creation of the speaker’s own mind, or when the prin- 
cipal verb is in the opt. with or without a@@: Od. B, 105 évéa kal jparin 
pev ipaiveckev peyav iordv, vixras 8 adddveckev, ev Saidas wapabetro (indefi- 
nite frequency) : Il. w, 226 avrixa ydp pe karakreiverey AxiNets—, emyv yoou 
e& €poy etyv (continuation of a wish): Il. 7, 205 sqq. 7 7’ dy éywye viv pev 
aveyoune mrodepifey vias "Axa@v—* dua 8 nedim xatadvvte revéeoOar péya 
Sdprov, emhv ticatpeOa ABByv (oratio obliqua) + Adsch. Pers. 450 évravOa 
méepret (Prees. histor.) tovod’, dras, Otay vedv pOapévres €xOpot vijtov exow- 

y > , c , , : . r i 
Lotato, xreiveray evyeipwrov ‘EXAjvev otparoy (oratio obliqua): Xen. Cyr. 1. 3, 
II émevdav dé mavu otrovddlor dayeiv, elmo av, re mapa Tais yuvackiy eotw : 
Demosth. 865, 6 otx éo@ Goris ody nyciro Tov ciddt@v Sikny pe AnWeoOae 5 x WY mv pe dy 
map avtay, émerdsav rdxiora aynp civat Soxysaceiny. In many passages the 
reading varies >. 

Optative with dv (ké). 

§. 845. The opt. is used with dv, as in independent sentences, 

when the adverbial sentence expresses an assumption, suppost 
tion, conjecture, of something happening at some time or 
season, depending on some condition to be supposed or ex- 

pressed (§. 418.): Demosth. 48, 31 vAdfas (idumzos) rods érnotas 
7) TOV XEGva emrLXELpEL (Hiv), Hix” Av irets pur) Suvatpeba Exeloe (Els TiV 

Tod Didinrov xspav) adixécOa, when though we wished it ever so 
much, at any rate, we could not come. 

Obs. The local adverbial clauses follow the same constructions and 
idioms as the temporal; é€meaOe drou Hyotpat, follow where I lead ; dro 
Fyopa, where I may lead; dro dv Fyopa, wheresoever (no matter where) I 
lead ; 6rou Hyoyu, where I may possibly lead ; Grou av yyoun, where I may 
(on such or such conditions) lead. 

a Stallb. Plat. Pheed. ror D. b Bernhardy, Synt. 413. 
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Remarks on the use of éus. 

§. 846. "Ews, until, expresses a point of time up to which the principal 
action did or is to continue, or up to which it did or will not take place ; 

so that the dependent clause frequently denotes the aim or intent of the 
principal verb. When this point of time is past, the indicative is used; 
when present or future, the conjunctive. 

1. With the historic tenses of the indicative, after an historic tense 
in the principal clause: Od. 7, 280 vipyov madi ews emOov es rorapov : 

“Esch. Pers. 426 oipwyn xatetyey Gia, Ews KeXawjs vuKros Gup adetdeto. Or 
where it is said in the principal clause, “ that an action might continue, or 
have continued, until another action took place :” Plat. Gorg. 506 B 7é¢ws 
dy Sueheyounv €ws tHv Tod Audiovos dmédwxa ppow: so G.T. as Matt. i. 25 
OvK eyivwrkEY aT EwS ETEKEV K, T. A. 

Obs. 1. Sometimes we find éws with an historic tense after the historic 

present: Eur. Alc. 757 qiver ews eOdpuny’ avrov dupiBaca proé. 

2. With the conjunctive, of a present or future point of time—ex- 
pressing the event which determines the action (whether positive or nega- 
tive) of the principal clause as something future and possible, not as a 
fact. It is used both with ay and without, but in prose writers it gene- 

rally takes it@. a. With av: 1. a adds to the uncertainty of the time of 
the event by making the conjunction more indefinite—wntil whensoever it 
may be ; but adds to the probability of its taking place some time or other : 
Soph. CE. R. 834 éws 8 Gv expdOys, ey eAvida. 2. With ay the clause fre- 
quently denotes the aim of the principal clause, as being that on the gaining 
of which the action will cease: Soph. C8, C. 77 ovyjocopar—é€ws ay expddo. 
See dre and éray §. 842. 8B. Without a it gives a point of time up to 
which the action of the. principal clause continues, or before which it will 
not take place; Soph. Phil. 764 €ws avy 76 mhya, c@¢ atta. Without ay in 
prose: Xen. Cyr. VII. 5, 39 mepmevere Ews Tov dxdov Socapeba. So G.T. 
2 Thess. il. 7, 

3. With the optative (a) in the same sense as the conjunctive, but 
depending on an historic tense: Od. ¢, 385 apoe & emi xpaumvov Bopénv, mpo 
dé kupar éakev, Ews dye Daijkeror idrnperporor puyetn. So in the oralio 
obliqua: Soph. Trach. 684 caew (ekédeve) ews dy dpriypicrov appdcarpt 
mov: Arist. Ran. 766 éws apixoito ri téxvnv coperepos: cf. Arist. Eq. 135. 
(6.) When the adverbial clause is a continuation of the opt. in the principal 
clause, as of a wish, &c.: Plat. Rep. 501 C kai rd pv av, oiwar, é&aderpoter, 
TO dé é€yypadotey Ews dre padiora wounoeray x.7.A.: Id. Phaed. ror D ovk 
GiroKpivaro €ws Gy Tra an’ éxeivns dppnOevta oxeparo. (c.) So after a clause 
expressing an indefinitely repeated past action: Plat. Phed. 59 D zepi- 
ewevomev exaotore Ews avorxOein 7d Secpwrnpiov. 

Obs. 2. “Av is generally omitted»; if it is used, it has the same force of 

indefinite time (untel whensoever) as with the conjunctive. 

Obs. 3. In G. T., as Luke xix. 13, ws is used with pres. ind. in the 

sense of future, mpaypatrevoacde Ews Epxopat. 

§. 847. “Ews, as long as—whilst, denotes a space of time during which 
some action did, does, or will continue, 

a Elms. Heracl. 959. b Tbid, Stallb. Rep. 501 C. 

4D2 
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1. With the historic tenses of the indicative, when a past action is 
spoken of: Od. v, 314 mapos Amin Haba, ews evi Tpoiy TodepiLoper. 

2. With the pres. ind., when a present space of time is spoken of, in 
Which something is doing or to be done—whilst: Plat. Apol. Socr. 39 
ovdeyv yap Kwrder SiapvOodoyjoar—ews efeorr. 

3. With the conjunctive, when a present action is conceived as possibly 
continuing during another action, over an indefinite space of time, as long 

as. In this construction the conjunctive always takes av, to mark a con- 
mexion between the two clauses, in that it represents the indefinite duration 
of the action of the temporal clause as the sole condition of the principal 
clause—as long as, however long it may be: thc two clauses are coexten- 
sive in duration: Atsch. Ag.1435 €ws dv al6y rip em éoxapys eps AlyoOos. 
In G. T. with conj. without dy in the sense of “ whilst,” Matt. xxvi. 36. 
In the oratio obliqua it is used with the optative, but without ay: Plat. 
Theet. 155 A djcoper pydev dv peifov pyre éharrov yevéerOar Ews ioov eth 
avuTO €aUT@). 

Obs. The difference between the ind. and conj. with és in this sense 
is, that the conjunctive implies that the principal action is to continue to 
the end of the dependent action; the indic., that the principal action is 
to be done, while the other is taking place, but not that it is necessarily 
to be coextensive with it; Arist. Eq. 110 ypnopods eveyxe Ews KaPevder, do 
it while he is sleeping ; €ws dv kaSed8n would be, continue to do so as long 
as he sleeps. 

Remarks on the use of mpiv. 

§. 848. 1. Mptv, before, before that, until, is used with the indicative, 
conjunctive, optative and infinitive. The clause in which it stands defines 
and limits the preceding clause, by giving the event whereupon it will 
begin, or whereupon it will end, or up to which it did or will continue, or 
before which it did or will happen. 

2. It is used with conjunctive and optative only when a negative clause 
precedes ; with the indicative and infinitive after both negative and affirm- 
ative clauses. 

3. Indicative, until; when the action which is defined, and the event 

which limits it are both past, and are represented as past facts. Hence in 
narrations; as, Aisch. P. V. 479 ov« jv adeEnp’ oddev- mpl eyo opioww 
erga xpdcers. So with an historic present: Thuc. I. 132 ovde—y£iwoav 
veorepov TL Tovey eis avtév-—nmpiv ye d—é peAkav—ras emiaTodds Koptetv 
pnvirns ylyverat. So with 7: Xen. Ages. 2, 4 mplv 4 éyévorto. 

Obs. 1. The indicative is sometimes used seemingly in expressions of 
future events, after negative clauses; as, Il. a, 29 thv 8 eyo ob AVG@— 
mpl puv Kat yipas érecoww—but mpiv is in these passages to be translated as 

simple adverb—sooner : Il. o, 283. Cf. Il. 7, 62. 

4. Conjunctive® of something future—and only after negative clauses 
and principal tenses. ‘The reason of this is founded on the logical rela- 
tions of the two sentences : the temporal clause expresses by piv av and 
conjunctive the event or condition on which the principal clause depends ; 
(cf. ds dv, §. 829. 4., also 841. 2.) so that it is implied, that if the principal 
clause has taken place, the event of the temporal clause has preceded it. 
Now if the principal clause were affirmative, as tomo mpiv av edOn, it 
would imply that the person had come before the action took place, 

&® Elmsley Med. 215. Herm. on Elmsley Med. 
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whereas the action is said to take place before the person comes, and he 
may never come at all: so that zpiy dy after an affirmative sentence would 
express a degree of connection between the two clauses which does not 
exist; but o¥ moijow mplv av Edy contains no such contradiction, as, if 
the action is done, the person must have come, for the action was not to 
be done unless or until he came ; so that rpiv a with conjunctive=edy pn, 
and may be translated until or unless: av is sometimes omitted? ; with 
av, Soph. Gk. C. 1040 odxt mavcopa ply Gy oe TOY Gav KUpLoy OTHOW TEKVOY: 
without dy, Id. Philoct. 917 py orévace mov pdOys: Hdt. I. 13 

Obs. 2. The difference between mpiv and mpw dy seems to be that the 
latter marks that the action of the temporal clause is viewed as something 
which will probably take place some time or other: hence it gives a 
greater probability than zpiv alone; a is omitted where there is no notion 
of realisation: Eur. Alc. 849, Soph. Ant. 619. 

5. The optative is used in the same sense, but not so frequently as the 
subjunctive, in the oratio obliqua, after historic tenses, or an opt. preced- 
ing, (and only after negative clauses, for the same reason as given above ;) 

a. Where the event on which the principal clause depends as its condition 
is quoted from the original assertion of another person, and adopted by 
the writer into his own sentence (§. 884.) : Soph. Phil. 199 rod px mpérepoy 
Tovd emi Tpoia Tear Ta Oe@v apaxnta Behn, Tply 6S e&HKor ypdvos: mpiv 68 
e€jkou xpovos is a quotation from the supposed original decree of the gods, 
in which it would have been e&y«y : cf. Arist. Pax 1076: so Xen. Cyr. I. 
4,14 aanydpeve pndéva Baddewy ply Kipos éumdyPely : Isocr. Evag. 201 D 
ciOicpevov—piy SiadddrrecOat Tois droorac. Tply KipLoe YEVOLWTO TOY TwpdTor : 
Xen. Anab. VII. 7,57 ed€ovro pu) dredOciv mpiv av dardyayou, the original 
words of entreaty, adopted by the writer. 

8. After an optative or some word introducing some past opinion, mental 
determination, will, &c., which either is or might be in the optative, and of 

which the condition expressed by the optative is a continuation; so a 
determination, Soph. Phil. 551 eS0€€ joe px) otya tpl ppdoatpl cor Tov mAOdY 
moeicOar : wish, Soph. Phil. 961 Goo py ve, Tpiv padous el Kat kK. T.A.: Cf. 

Ibid. 656: after katapainv, GE. R. 505: ede, Il. h, 581: Hyodrto, 
Isocr. 347 E; voptcavtes, Thuc. 1V,117: oteo@u, Xen. Hell. II. 3, 48; 
or when the opinion is implied in the context: so Plat. Rep. 402 B mpo@u- 
povpeda Suayryvocke ws od mporepoy eodpevor ypappatikol (as we thought we 
should not) mptv obras €xousev. So G. T., as Acts xxv. 16 mpiv 7) 6 Katnyo- 
povpevos kata mpdawmov Exou Tos KaTNyOpous. 

Obs. 3. Upiv is very seldom indeed found with the conjunctive after an 
affirmative clause; Simonid. in Brunck, Gnom. n. 4. v.11. Gaisf. poet. Gr. 
min. nD. 231 POdver Se tov pev yjpas a{nrov AaBdy, wp Trepp tkntar. So in 
Hat. VIL. 10 dvareiOdpevos mptv i) arpexews éxpaby, the conjuctive seems to 
stand here from this combination being an almost proverbial form. 

Obs. 4. There are some passages where an affirmative clause seems to 
precede the conjunct., but in reality the negative is implied in some part 
of the principal clause>; as, Soph.- Ant. 175 dyunxavov = ovk ay pabos : 
Eur. Or.1218 dvAaoce 8 fv tis=py tis: so tis interrog. (Id. Her. 180) 
—ovdeis. 

Obs. 5. There are passages where the optative follows a principal tense, 
and the conjunct. an historic tense; as, Soph. Aj. 741 Tov avdp’ amnvda—py 
"£o mapnkew, TpW Tapov avTos TUX, but this is for emphasis (see §. 887. 1.). 

a R. P. Med. 222. b Elmsley Med. 215. Ellendt Lex. Soph. mpiv. 
© rvxo. Dindorf. Herm. ad loc. “ Omnes libri téxp7.” 
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When an infin. pres. or fut. follows the past verb, the conjunctive depends 
upon that, and not on the verb, which accounts for the optative. In Soph. 
Phil. 199 ov« @@ as od Oedv Tov pehérn=oviK oP Orvs ov Oeds Tis epehe- 
tnoe®: and Id. Trach. 2 Adyos pev €or apyaios=jv Aoyos. 

6. When the temporal clause does not signify the condition of the prin- 
cipal clause, but only a point of time up to which the principal action 
(whether positive, I will,—or negative, I will not,) will last, or before 
which it will happen, so that the action of the temporal clause is posterior 
to, and in some sort a result of the principal, mpiv is used with the infinitive 
after the analogy of ore with infin. which expresses the result (§. 665. Obs.) : 
Il. c, 387 odd€ Kev ds ere Oupdy epov meiver ’Ayapepvor, Tpiv y ano macay 

enol Pebievan Ouparyea hoBqv=L will continue unpersuaded by Agamemnon till 
in consequence hereof ; ov meioee i prior and continues till Odpevar : Od. x, 
385 tis yap kev avijp mpl TAain raccacba edntvos nde TOTHTOS, mplv Adoacl 
érdpous : Il. a, 98 ov’ dye mpiv Aoiworo Bapetas Kypas apéeker, mplv y’ and warpi 
pio Sdopevar (sc. Ayapeuvova) Etkamida Kovpyy ampiatny, avarowoy, ayew 6 
fepyv éxarduBnv: Hdt. VI. 119 Aapeios, mptv pev aixuadwrous yevéobar Tobs 
’Eperpréas, eveixé ogr Sewov xddov—eveixe xddov is prior, and continues till 
aixpadorous yevéoOa tors "Epetpieas: Eur. Med. 78 dradébpeo® ap’, ei xaxov 
mpogolsopev veov tara, mpw 76d’ é&yvTAnxevar: Id. Alc. 362. So also 
mow 7: Il. e, 288 mpty y y—doa: Hor. Il. 2 mpi péev 4 Vappdricov—Baor- 
Aedoa. So sometimes mpdtepoy 7: Hat. VII. 2 eoav yap Aapeip, kai mpd- 
TEpov 7 Baoidetoar, yeyovdres tpets maises. So G.T., as Matt. i.18 amply 7) 

ouveh Get. 

Obs. 6. Upiv with pres. infin. expresses that something happened up to the 
aa of an action ; with perfect infin. up. to the time following it; with 
aor. infin. up to the perfection or end: so mpty Secmvety, priusquam conem?; 
or mn eo¢: Seumvijgar, priusquam cenavero: SederrvyKevan, priusquam 
a cend surrexero. 

Obs. 7. When the principal and dependent clauses have a common sub- 
ject, it is not repeated in the latter : when the subject is different, it stands 
in the dependent clause in accus. before the infin., but sometimes it is 
wanting, as in Il. a, 98 given above; but I. ¢, 82 orjr’ adtot,—mpw adr’ 
év xepol yuvakay evyovtas mecdew, Syiows b€ xXdppa yeverOar— pevyortas 

refers to Aadv in the former part of the sentence. 
Obs. 8. The Homeric wépos, when it is used*as a conjunction, as mpi, 

always has the infinitive; as, Il. o, 245 és 8 dyopiy dyépovro, mdpos Sdéproto 
pedeoOar: Ll. , 764 adrap omiobev iyua tinmte mddeTor, Tdpos KovLY Gpdt- 

xuljvar. 
Obs. 9. In some passages we find the infinitive and conjunctive (or op- 

tative) construction, with mpi in successive sentences; joined together by 
7, or: Il. p, 504 od yap éywye “Exropa Iprapidny peveos GuimeciaeG dim, mtv y’ 
éx’ ’AxAAjos KadQXirpiye Bhpevar irm@, voi Kataxreivavta, hoBhgat te oTixas 
dvdpav ’Apyeiav, Hk’ adtos evi mporovow Gdn. 

Obs. 10. Upw dv is found with the infinitive in Hdt. I. 140; os od mpédre- 
pov Oamrera dvdpds Mepaéw 6 véxvs mp dy an’ dpyidos 7) Kuvds EXxvoOjva. (See 

§. 889.) 
Obs. 11. Ov rouow mpw erOjjs, I will not do it until you come. 

—_——_———._ dy edOjjs, until you come, whensoever that is—an 

expectation of your coming at some time. 
—— ébeiv, I will continue not to do it before you come. 

a Ellendt Lex, Soph. mpiv. b Herm, Med. 78. c Elm. Med. 78 
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Causal Adverbial Sentences. 

§. 849. A causal adverbial sentence is a resolution of a 
gerundial participle ; as, évet tatra déyeis, Guaptdvers (raita héywv 

dyaptdvets), or a substantive, or infin. used as a substantive, joined 

with a causal preposition: or subst. in the local dat.; as, 61a rovro, 

étL TOAAG TE Kal KaAa Epya amedel~ato, weyadnv Sd€av exTHjcaTo (da 

TV TOAAGY TE Kal KaAGY Epywv aTddEl—LY OY TOAAG TE Kat Kaka Epya 

dmoder€auevos peyddny dd€av extHraTO.) 

Adverbial sentences expressing the reason of the principal clause. 

1. The reason or cause of what is said in the principal clause is 
expressed by a temporal adverbial sentence introduced by the 

temporal conjunctions ore, émére, ds, émet, since, (perhaps connected 

with ézoua, sequor,) (émef re Hat., émeu Epic,) quonian, puisque, 

emery, Guoniam, enel, éneimep, emevdnmep, and by the conjunctions of 

place, applied to notions of time; as, omov, quandoquidem. The 

reason is conceived as coincident with the principal verb (re, ézdre, 
ws) or antecedent to it, (éme/, ézevd7.) 

2. In these sentences the ind. is the most usual mood, but some- 

times, as in the temporal dependent clauses (§. 845.), the opt. with 
dv, and also the ind. of historic tenses with dv, when it is to be 

signified that the action of the adverbial sentence would have taken 
or would take place, under certain conditions—the possibility of its 
happening being conceived of as the reason of the principal clause ; 
a. Indicative: Il. ¢, 95 py pe ret’, eel odx dpoydorpios “Extopds 

eit, quoniam—sum: Hat. I. 68 7} xov dv, @ Eeive Adkwv, eimep cides, 

tomep yd, Kdpta dv eOwipates, oKou viv ottw tuyxdvers Ooipa ToLEd- 

pevos: Aisch. Ag. 827 vixn &, émetwep Eoner’, eumédws evor! Demosth. 

9, 4 ote Tolvuy Tad0 obTws EXEL, TpOTHKEL TPOOJUeS EOEAELY AKoveLv— 

b. Optative with dv: Il. 1, 304 viv ydp x’ “Exrop’ dows, émet dy 

pada Tot oxeddv Oot, since he might come near enough to you: Plat. 
Prot. 335 D dcouau ody cod Tapapetvar jyiv, ds éy@ otd dy Evds TdLov 

dkovca. 7) cov.—c. Ind. of historic tenses with &y.—(Some 

such clause as if he had not, must be supplied: Il. 0, 228 tmoeev 
Xelpas euds, éwel od Kev dvidpwrl y ered€oOn, he retreated, since, if he 

had not, it &e. 

Obs. t. The clause, of which the reason is so given, must sometimes be 
supplied from the context, when @s (and also ydp) is used: so in an an- 
swer: Soph. Aj. 38 7 kal, Pidn Seomowa, rpds Katpdy Tove ; Minerva: os 
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gorw avdpos rovde rdpya Tatra oor: yes, since &c. So often in the dialogues 

of tragedy. 

Obs. 2. ’Emei is also used as an independent adverb, then, thus ; thus it 

introduces questions and commands, where it must be translated “then.” 
See below under ore. 

3. The reason or cause may be also expressed by a subst. sen- 

tence, introduced by om, 8dr (formed from 81a roto, Gr1) Sidrep, 

Sidr wep, from exactly the same reason that, and the two poetic 
words odvexa (tovTov évexa, 6) or SPodvexa (Tov Evexa, as otvexa for 

ov évexa.) The relative om, quod, refers to a demonstr. in the prin- 

cipal clause, expressed or supplied ; as, rovr@, 61a Tobr0, éx rovrou &c. 

4. Here also when there is no condition to be expressed, the 
ind. is the prevailing mood: Od. W, 224 adrap py vuv por 7d5e (i. e. 
el / , SN , er , Y) > \ a 5] \ ¥ IN 
EVEKA TOUTOV) XHEO, MNOE VEMETOA, OUVEKA O OV TO TPATOV, ETEL LOoV, WO 

dydmmoa: Plat. Euthyphr. 9 sq. dpa ro dovov, om Goudy éotr, pidetrar 

DT TOY Ger, 7}, OTe prdreitar, Goidy eat: Soph. Aj. 123 émouxrelpw b€ 

viv—, SPodver dtyn cvyKareCevKTaL KaK) 5) tf) ¥ Me 

Conditional Adverbial Sentences. 

§. 850. 1. A conditional or hypothetical sentence expresses 
a condition, and is introduced by the hypothetical conjunctions «i 

and édv (qv, dv). It is a resolution of an adverb, as 7 obt@ zovotys, 

dpaprdvo.s dv (=otTw y’ dv dyapravois): or a gerundial participle, 

as ef raira A€fewas, Gudprows av (=Tadta Adgas Gydpros av): or a 

substantive, (or infin. used as a subst.) with a preposition, (emi with 
dat., aved with gen. :) e Ta mpdypata otrws exe (=eml tH Ta Tpd- 

ypata ots éxew) —el pa) TodTO eyévero, Kal éxelvo ovK av ey€éveTo 
(=<dyveu tovtou Kal exelvo ovk ay éyeveto). See below. The conjunc- 
tion ei (éév) refers to a demonstrative in the principal clause, gene- 
rally supplied, but sometimes expressed, in tote, téte 84, odrws : Xen. 

Cyr. VIL. 1, 3 et rolvuy péyrorov ayabdy 76 weBapxeiv patverar eis TO 

Katampdtrew Ta aya0d, ottws tore, Oru x.t.A. The principal clause 
expresses something which depends on the other clause as its con- 
dition, or as some consequence or effect resulting from it: as the 
condition precedes that to which it is the condition, the cause 

the effect, the dependent is termed protasis, the principal clause 

apodosis. 

2. The conditional construction appears, in the Greek language, 
in a variety of different forms, whereby the nicest relations between 

a See Michet. Eth. 135. 
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the protasis and apodosis are accurately distinguished; and there- 
fore it will be advisable to treat separately of the different forms of 
protasis and apodosis. 

Obs. Ei is, both in form and meaning, the same as the Lat. si; ei, si, 

si French, if Engl., 0b German, are used as expressions of deliberation, as 
well as of condition. See below, Interv. Sentences. 

Different forms of the Protasis. 

§. 851. 1. The condition stands to that whereof it is the condition, 

as the cause to the effect. The condition is an assumed or supposed 
cause. When therefore the speaker states the condition, he does 
not know whether it will be viewed by others as really the cause of 
the apodosis, or not. Wherefore, as it is merely a possibility or sup- 
position, we might expect that the subjunctive moods would be used ; 
—but the notion of its only being a possibility is given in this con- 
struction, not by the moods of the verb only, but by the conjunc- 
tions «i, édv; and the view which others might take of it is not 

regarded, but only the degree of persuasion in the speaker’s mind, 
as to the existence or non-existence of the condition. 

2. The condition then may be viewed in a threefold way : 

I. The condition, though only a supposition, is viewed by the 
speaker, as if it were before his eyes as a fact in its nature and 
results. It represents itself vividly to him as a past, present, or 
future reality, whether it may, or may not ever, have been or be in 

existence ; in which case et with any tense of the indicative 
is used; as, ef rotro Aéyers—el TodTo eAeyes—el TovTO wETOinkas—el 

TobTo eTeToUNKELs (€mMoinoas)—el TodTO A€feLs. 

II. The condition is laid down more in its true character as a pos- 
sibility : in this case either the conjunctive with édv is used, as 
éav Tovro déyys, or the optative with ei, as ef rovro heyous. 

a. Conjunctive in its secondary sense (§. 411. 1.), with édv :— 

when the speaker regards the condition as a supposition of which 
he is not certain, but yet has some expectation that it will be 
realized ; as, éav todro Aéyns, [ know not whether you will say it, 

f only suppose you may, but from the present posture of affairs, I 
rather expect you will. 

b, Optative in its secondary sense (§. 411. 1.), with «¢ :—when 
the speaker regards the condition as a mere supposition, without 
any notion of its realization, so that the notion of doubt, uncertainty, 

Gr. Gr. VoL. I. 4 
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indefiniteness is implied thereby ; as, e? rodro Néyous, supposing you 
were to say this. 

Obs. 1. The Latin generally uses the present conjunct. for both these 
forms, si hoc dicas=éay rodro héyns and ei Trovro Aéyors; but sometimes the 

optative, as in Greek; as, si hoc diceretur, vere diceretur. In G.T. the 

conjunctive construction has almost entirely superseded the optative. 

II. The condition is regarded by the speaker as a supposition, 
of the non-existence or impossibility of which he has a con- 
viction. In this case the indicative (impft., or aor. used for impft., 
§. 398. 3.) is used; as, ef rodro eyes, si hoc diceres, if you said 
this; «i rodro éhegas, st hoc divisses, if you had said this, but I 

know you did not. In French the indicative is used as in Greek ; as, 
sil avait, il donnerait. 

Obs. 2. The forms of the hypothetical conjunction nv, av, come from 
eav, but the shortened form @y is not used in tragedy. The ASolic and 
Doric used ai for ei which is also found in Epic, but only in combinations 
with ydp and @c, at yip—aiSe for the Attic ei yap, ete, in wishes or ad- 
dresses; and with xe (ai xe for the Attic éay) both in indirect questions, 
after verbs of seeking, trying, &c. and also in real hypothetical sentences, 
when the protasis implies a hope, or wish, or anxiety for something. 

Obs. 3. Of course the indicative is used where the speaker or writer 
means to imply that the condition is not only supposed to be true, but 
actually is true; hence in all constructive conditional syllogisms, whether 
in matter purely logical or physical, as «i Oeds €ote, copds eoti—ei EBpdvTnoev 
kal ijotpaev. (See §. 853. 1.) 

Different Forms of the Apodosis. 

§. 852.1. The relation between that which depends on the con- 
dition, and the condition itself, is also threefold : 

a. It is either a necessary, certain, undoubted result from 
the protasis, or to be viewed as such; in which case the indice. is 
used; as, ef todro Ayers, Gpaptévers—el Te exel, Kal Si8wow—el eict 

Bapol, eiot Kat Oeoi—é€av rodro A€yys, &paptdvers : 

b. Or only a supposed, uncertain, indefinite, possible 
result; in this case the opt. is used with dv; as, ef tovro Aé€yous, 

dpaptdvos dv, erraveris ; el te €xor, Soin av: 

c. Or it depends on a condition which is conceived not to take 
place (§. 424. 3. a.), and therefore is itself certain not to take 
place; in which case the indic. of historic tenses is used with day; 

as, el Tobdro éAeyes, yuaptaves dv, si hoc diceres, errares (at, ut scio, 

hoc non dicis ; ergo non erras); « tu etxev, edidov dv, si quid ha- 

beret, daret, s'il avait quelque chose, il donnerait; €i robro é\e£as, 

Hpaptes av, st hoc diwisses, errasses (at, ut scio, hoe non dixisti ; 

ergo non errasti) ; el Tr €oxer, ewxev dv, si quid habuisset, dedisset. 
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Obs. 1. The protasis in which the conjunctive with dj is used has no cor- 
responding conjunctive for the apodosis in the common speech, as for it 
the fut. ind. is used; the supposed certainty and reality of the conjunct. 
being expressed in the form of an actual certainty and reality by the fut. 
But in Homer we find a good many passages when the conjunct. with dy, 
with or without xé, stands in the apodosis; as, Il. a,137 ef 8€ ke pu) Sdoow, 
ey O€ kev airos EXwpar.——See §. 855. Obs. Be 

2. The character of the protasis would naturally determine that 
of the apodosis, as in the above instances. A condition which is 
known to be certain (e with ind.) admits of the result being ex- 

pressed with certainty; as, ef tobro Néyes, dpaptévers. So a condi- 

tion which, though only supposed, yet conveys a notion of its realiza- 
tion (conj. with édy); as, éav rodro héyys (Aééys), Gpaption, erradis, 

or dpaptévers, erras. A condition which is a mere supposition—a 

possibility (ef with opt.), properly admits of no result more certain 
than itself—a mere supposition or possibility; as, «2 rodro déyous, 
dpaptévois dv. And when the speaker has determined on the non- 
existence or impossibility of the condition (e? with ind.), the result 
which would have followed therefrom is also denied and impossible ; 
as, ef ToUTO Edeyes, Hudptaves dv. 

3. But in Greek this general principle is deviated from, and the 
apodosis is often expressed in a form which does not correspond with 
the protasis; as, ef Todro déyeis, dpaptévos dv. And with most of 

the forms of the protasis, each of the three forms (ind. conj. and 
opt.) of apodosis is used.—See the following Sections. 

4. The apodosis is sometimes expressed by an infinitive, depend- 
ing upon héyw, oipar, &c.: ef todro A€yous Guaprdvers: as, Soph. 

CE. R. 87 A€yw yap kal ra dvoqop’ ef Tyo Kar dpOdv e&edOovTa, 

mavr ay edtuxeiv: cf. Thuc. I. 10: Il. a. 61 (see Obs.) Without dy, 

Plat. Prot. 316 C rodro dé otetai ot pdducra yevéo@ar. So G. T., as 

John xxi. 25 Griva édv ypddytar cad ev, ode adrov oipar TOY Kdopov 

xepfjoa: or by a participle with dé: Hdt. VIL. 15 etpioxw ade av 

ywopeva tadta, ei k.7.A.; or by an imperative; or by a substan- 
tive: Arist. Equit.660 7H & ’Ayporépn kata xiAlwy Tapyveca edxiv 

Tocac0ar xidpov elcavpiov ai tpixldes et yevota Exatdv TovBddAov : 

or by a question. 

Obs. 2. We sometimes find a protasis followed by another sentence de- 
pending on it as its protasis: Il. a, 61 viv dpe ratimrayxbertas dio ayy 
drovorrnoew el Kev Odvardy ye puyounev, ei S1) 6pod moAepds Te Sapa Kal Nocuds 
Axaovs. So G. T., as 1 Cor. vil. 36 et rus doynpoveiv vopifer—edv dmépak- 

pos. So also a second protasis following upon an apodosis: John xiii. 
17 €l TATA oldaTE, paKkdpLioi core €dy Toate adtd.—See also §. 860. 10. 

4E2 
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Forms of the Protasis and Apodosis*. 

Ei with Indicative in the Protasis. 

§. 853. 1. Ei with any tense of the indicative: 

The thing supposed is really an actual fact, though for the sake 

of politeness or a form of argument it is stated hypothetically, as et 

A€yeus rodro dpaprdvess, instead of év 6 A€yers Gyaprdvers: cf. Hur. 

Pheen. 1201 (see below, Obs. 2.): or where that which is really a sup- 

position is, for the sake of argument, or out of deference to the view 
of some one else, stated as a fact. So Soph. Cid. Tyr. 692, see 

below, Obs.1: and of course the apodosis may be looked upon in 
the same view, and stand in the indicative. So G.T., as 1 Cor. xv. 

26 ei vexpol ovK éyeipovtat ovde Xpioros eyyyeptar «.7. A. Cf. Rom. iv. 2. 

Obs. 1. It will generally be found that the protasis and apodosis taken 
together give the real view of the speaker, however much in one or the 
other it may be supported for the sake of politeness : Soph. Cid. Tyr. 692 
dmopov emt ppdvipa mepavOa p av ci ce voodigoua: the negation of the apo- 
dosis destroys the seeming admission in the protasis, see also §. 855. 6. 

2. The result thereof is expressed in the apodosis, 

a. By a tense of the indic. (or by the imperative), as a certain, 

undoubted, necessary consequence ; as, ei ToUTo heyets, Gpaptdvers 

—el Oeds @or, copds ors: Plat. Rep. 408 C ef pév Oeod Av, od« Hy, 
, , , 5] ’ by / 3 > a ° . 

pyoopev, aicypoKepdys’ ef 8 alcxpoxepdys, ovK iv Oeod, sit Apollinis 

filius erat, non erat sordidi lucri cupidus.—Ei éBpévmee, Kal 
Hotpayey: Plat. Protag. 319 A 7 Kaddv, Hv 8 eyd, TéxvnYa Apa KEeKTNY- 

cat, cimep kextnoa, if you really possess it, you possess a fine con- 

trivance. 

b. By an opt. with dv when the result is to be represented as 
uncertain, as only possible, not decided upon in the speaker’s mind, 

and hence this is a less decided, more polite way of expressing the 

notion of the fut. indic., dv referring to the condition of the former 

sentence: Ei rodro héyets, dpaptdvos dv: Od. 1, 277 ot0 dv ey TeEdi- 

dofunv ote ced o0vO Erdpwr, ei pr Oupds pe Kededer: Il. G 128 sq. ef bE 

Tis aOavdtwy ye Kat ovpavod eidndoudas, odK dv eyw ye Oeotow Eémov- 

paviowt paxotpyy: Il. a, 293 sq. 7) ydp Kev devdds Te Kal odtiavos 

kaheoipny, et 61) cou Tay epyov Swelgopar, Srre Kev clays: Eur. Hipp. 471 

ad ef Ta TAElwo xpnoTa Tdv Kakdv exels, dvOpwros odoa, Kapta y €v 

mpdéeas av, “ubi enuntiatum conditionale rem continet, que pro 

a Dissen Kleine Schrift. p. 47—92 sqq- 
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vera ponitur, indicativus adjungi solet, quamvis sequatur optativus, 
quippe de re, que probabili conjectura inde efficitur :’ Plat. Apol. 

25 B wokdy yap av tis evdampovia ein TeEpl Tovs véovs, Et Eis prev pdvos 

avtovs Biabetper, of & dAdor dhedodow, “loquitur Socrates ita, ut 

verum esse ponat, quod Melitus antea affirmaverat,” great would 

be the good fortune of the young, if one only, as you say &e.: Ibid. 
37 D wodAq pévt’ dv pe pirowrxla éxor,—ei ob rws dAdytoTos eipt, (dv 

in that case): Ibid. 30 B et pév ody ratra A€ywor d.apbelpw rods véovs, 

tavr’ dp ein BAaBepa: Id. Thet. 171 B ovxobv tiv atrod (oinow) dv 

Wevdy §vyxwpot, et THY TOV Hyoupevoy avTov WetdecOar Spodoyel dAnOF 

etvat: Demosth. 52, 42 viv 8 tows av éxxarécad dyads (6 Didunmos), 
elmep fq) TavTaTacw ameyvdKate. 

Obs. 2. When @ is wanting in the apodosis, a wish is expressed, or 
the possibility is represented as nearly approaching to a wish, without 
any notion at all of realization; something which might possibly happen 
without any notion of circumstances which might make it more or less 
possible: Eur. Phoen. 1201 e7 & duetvor of Beot yvopny €xovow, eUTUX7)S ein 

eyd, happy should I be! Cf. §. 855. Obs. 6. 

c. Sometimes by the indic. of historic tenses with av, when the 

result is considered by the speaker as something which does not or 
will not happen—Jé would be thus, if this were so; but this is not 
so, and therefore the condition is denied also, either directly or by 
implication: Eur. Or. 566 sq. ei yap yuvaixes és 78’ H€ovew Opdoous, 

avdpas hovedey, katapvyas Tovovpevat es Téexva,—nap ovdev adrais qv 

ay dAAvvae Téoes: Demosth. 833, 63 «i yap éxeiva avydwtar dpdds , yep 1 OK 

ovdév dv Tdv viv Tapadsoddvtmy e&hpxeoev cis Extov eros, GAN 7) Tap’ 

avTGv av pe Etpepov, 7) TO AO TepretSov AmoAdpEvov. 

Obs. 3. So xpi without av, oportebat: Eur. Hipp. 459 sqq- xpqv o emt 
pytois dpa matépa gurevery 7) emi Seandrats Oeois aAdowww, Eb pt) TOVTSE ye OTEp- 
fers vouous : Ibid. 507 et roe Soxet oor, xpiv pev od o° auaprdve. Here the 
apodosis, though without ay, is only so far denied as to mark that it ought 
not to be, not.that it actually is not. 

Obs. 4. We sometimes find od after ef instead of yy, where the ov is 
either actually privative, or is made to seem so by an antithesis, see §. 744. 
Obs. This usage is more common in G. T. than in classical Greek, though 
the passages may all be referred to the rules laid down in §. 744. Obs. 
Thus 1 Cor. xi. 6 et 00 xaraxadvmrera, is uncovered : Id. ix. 2 et dds 00k 
cil awdarodos, has a privative character given it by the antithetical clause 

aha ye tiv : so James ii. 11 ei ob poryedoes, is Opposed to dovevdvers bé. 
Of course the use of «i with the adverbial odSé does not belong here, see 
Luke xii. 26. 

Obs. 5. "Edy is found in G. T. also with the indicative, though in many 
passages the reading varies: Rom. xiv. 8 édv dmoOvijoKopev (al. drodvncKe- 
pev): 1 John v.15 édv oiSaper. 
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’Edv (qv, dv; Epic, et ke, at xe, also et alone) with Conjunctive. 

§. 854.1. The conjunctive with éé is used in the protasis 
when the speaker regards the condition, as a supposition, something 
not actually. existing or thought of as existing, but of the realization 
of which he has some notion. 

Obs. 1. Ei is also sometimes in Epic (especially in the combinations, 
eimep, ei yoov, et 84 and kal et), and very usually in Doric and Attic poets, 
as regularly for instance in Pindar, used with the conjunct.: cf. Od. a, 204. 
#96. € 337- lp, 223, &c. Theocr. 25,6. In Hdt. (11.13 et py— 
évaB_: VILL. 49 et vuxnPéwor: Ibid. 118 et pij—yévntar) MSS. vary. In 
traged. some single instances are found@: isch. Eum. 234 et mpoda: 
Soph. CE. R. 198 ef re WE Ady: Ibid. 874 et brepmAnoby : Id. CE. C. 1443 
et cov otepndG: Id. Ant.710. So in a wish: Id. Phil. 1092 et® ehwot 
pe-—ei py: Arist. Equit. 698 et py o expdyw. Cf. §. 700. In Attic 
prose writers the MSS. are very doubtful: Thuc. VI. 21 et uot@ov: Plat. 
Crat. 435 D ci—dmaddaydper (al.—eiuev). In later writers the use of ei for 
édv however returns, and they even use ¢dv with ind., whichis also found 

in Hat. (11. 13. IIL. 69. I. 206) though the readings are most probably 
corrupt. In Homer éav can be resolved into ei av by the interposition of a 
small word; as, eivep dv, ci 8 av. So G.T., as Rev. xi. 5 et tus Oehjon 
(al. 6€\er), Luke ix. 13. 

Obs. 2. The Aolic or Doric writers regularly join ai (without xa) to the 
conjunct.; and on the other hand aixa (=éav), and also éxkca (=<érar), 
émet ka (—emayv) to the indicative. 

Obs. 3. The difference between ei yévyntat, et yévoto, and édy yévytat, 
seems to be, that ei yévntat is said of something which may or may not 
happen, without any notion of its actually happening at any definite time 
—if he does: ei yévo.ro marks that it is decidedly a supposition, and im- 
probable—if it should: édv yévnro. marks that the person rather expects 
it to happen, when it does; the notion of ei yévnra is usually expressed by 
ei yévoiro. 

2. The consequent is expressed in the apodosis. 

a. Generally by a principal tense of the indicative, to ex- 
press the actual certainty of the apodosis, most usually the fut. (or 

the imperative; as, jv Todro A€yys, &paptdvers— Edy tu exys, ddcets : 

Od. p, 53 at d€ Ke Aloonar Erdpovs, Adoal Te Kehedys, of 5€ o Er TAEO- 

veoot Tor év decpoiot SedvTwr, (at ke expresses the anxiety, and wish 

of Circe, §. 851. Obs. 2.:) Plat. Rep. 473 D éav ph—i of dircoogor 

Bactkedowow, ovk ort KakGv TavAa—rTais méAeot. So G.T., as Matt. 

1X. 21 €ay povov ayapat—owljcopar. 

Obs. 4. "Av is sometimes added to the fut. ind. : Xen. Cyr. IV. 5, 49 

kav pev Soxapev dpedeiv mhéov én’ adbrav svvayavi{spevor, oro mpobvpias ovdev 

av eAetpoper : and similarly [bid. VII. 5, 21 érav b€ kat atoOwvrar nuas 

a Herm. Aj. 491. b But see Herm. ad loc. Ellendt Lex. ad voc. e¥ée. 
¢ Dissen Kleine Schrift. pp. tor, 113. 
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évSov dvras, TOAD Gv paddov 7) viv axpeior EvovTar Urs Tod exmeTAnYOa. CF. 
§. 424. 6. 

Obs. 5. Analogously to this fut. ind., Homer uses the aor. or pres. conj. 
with dv, but sometimes also without it. 

b. Sometimes by optative with @ (as §. 853. b.): IL. 6, 97 rod 
kev 81) TaympOTa Tap dyAad dGpa $époro, al Kev i67y MevéAaov—anupijs 

emiBdvr ddeyewhs: Xen. Apol. 6 jy 6& aicOavepat xelpwr yryvopevos, 

T@s av eyo av Hdéws Bioredoust; Plat. Pheed. 93 B odxt,—éav pév par- 
ov appocd7 (appovia)—, pardAov—av apyovia ein kal TAElov. 

Obs. 6. *Edv with conjunct. differs very little from et with ind. fut., 
hence we find both forms in the same paragraph: Hdt. III. 36 oi d€ Oepa- 
Tovres, emtoTamevor TOV TpdTOY avTod (Tov KapBiaew), KaTakpiTTovet Tov Kpoi- 

gov, emt T@dE TO Ady, Gore, Ei pev peTapednoet TH KapBvon, kat éemulntyjcer 

Tov Kpoiaor, oi de, expyvavtes adrov, Sapa Aapwovtat (wdypia Kpoicov, Hy dé py 
peTapedntar unde woOy piv, Tore Kutaxpyaba (interfecturos esse Cresum). 

Obs. 7. In G. T. we find édv with conjunctive used for ei with the opta- 
tive to express a merely supposed case; as, John xxi. 25 édv ypddpytar 
ka év, ‘The effect of this is to lay emphasis on the supposed case as if it 
were really possible,—if they were actually written &c. 

Ei with Optative. 

§. 855. 1. The optative with ei is used in the protasis when 
the antecedent is regarded by the speaker as a mere supposition, 
supposing that, without any notion of its past or future realization, 
and is to be represented as uncertain, simply as possible. So ina 
wish or vow: Arist. Equit. 662 ai rpixides «i yevota® Exardv tod- 
Borov. So the phrase ei duvawto, Thuc. VI. 1, &c., seems to express 
the wish that they may be able: (cf. G. T. Acts xxvil. 39. xx. 16.) 
so Thuc. VI. 56 #Am (ov et kat drocoodv ToApyoerav seems to confess 

a wish joined to the hope: so Soph. CK. R. 87 et tux. So G. T., 

though but seldom, as s Cor. xv. 37 et tuxor, it may be. 

Obs. 1. From this usage of ei with opt. in the conditional sentence, 
is derived the common form for expressing a wish; the apodosis, which 
forms part of the wish in the speaker’s mind, being suppressed; as, ei 
todTo yévoito, scil. edtuxhs av einv: Il. 7, 559 GAN et pu derkicoaiped” 
Eddvtes, revyed T Gporiv ddpehoipeba, Kai tw’ éraipwv atrod dyvvopévey Sapa- 
caipeba vndet xadrko! cf. Il. 7, 99. So in Latin, O si. 

Obs. 2. We must. not confound with the conditional protasis such 
phrases as ef 7. dAdo with opt., for there e¢ r=6 re. 

Obs. 3. Where a condition of some past aim is spoken of, the fut. opt. 
may be used: Asch. Pers. 369 ws et pdpov pevgoiab’ “EAAnves, kaxdv—nacr 

orépeoOar Kparos nv mpokeivevoy: cf. §. 406. 6. 

2. Hence «i with the optative is used, in a temporal sense of a 

frequently recurring action, without there being a definite notion of 
its happening at any particular time, si quando: Eur. Hipp. 1226 
ei (when) pev és TA padOaxa yalas—ibuvor Spduov mpovpatver’ es Tovp- 
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mpoodev: Thue. I. 18 et ruvés mov Siactaiev. So Eur. Elect. 1077 ei 

pev ta Tpdov ebtuxot, Kexappevny, ei & jooov ein k.t.d. So G.T., as 

1 Pet. ili. 14 €t kal mdoyorte 61 Stxacoodvyp. 

3. The consequent is then expressed : 

a. Most generally by the optative with dé, so that both ante- 
cedent and consequent are represented as mere suppositions. This 
is a peculiar idiom of the Attic dialect, which loved to modify dis- 
agreeable facts or assertions or wishes into polite possibilities or 
suppositions.—Ei ru €xor, Soin dv.—Ei raidra héyous, dpaptdvos ay: 

Od. €, 177 sq. ovd dv éyav déxnte oer cxedins emBatyy, ef py por 
thains ye, Jed, péyav Opkov dudooat, pjtt wor advTs Thua Kaxov Bovdev- 

oeuev adAo. 

Obs. 4. The protasis is sometimes not directly expressed as such, but 
contained in a relative sentence, or in the general sense of the context; 
but it sometimes is altogether wanting, being supposed to be known to 
the person spoken to: so the protases—If one wished—if I might—if this 
were the case &c., are generally omitted as easily supplied; as, ndéas av 
dkxovoayu; and the consequent sometimes must be repeated in the place 
of a regular antecedent, as it actually is in Adsch. Ag. 1049 metOov ay, ei 
meiQov dmeiOoins 8 iows: Hdt. IX. 71 adda taira pev kai POdv@ av e€ttrorev 
(§.425. c.); a& here marks that there is some antecedent to be supplied 
(sc. ef etrorev). Hence also the use of the opt. with a for the imper. 
Aéyous tiv, would you say, if you please. These elliptic forms are used, 
especially in Attic, as more moderate expressions of the notion of indic. 
(§. 425. a., b.) On «é or d@ in protasis, see §. 860. 1. 

Obs. 5. Sometimes the antecedent is contained in a participle such as 
€NOav (ei €AOois) AaBors av, 

b. Sometimes by the indicative, when the consequent is spoken 
or thought of as certainly following on the antecedent, should it 
occur ; it also frequently modifies the uncertainty conveyed by the 
protasis.—Ei rodro éyous, Guaptavers—Ei rotro yévouto, éorar Kal 

éxeivo: Il. x, 222 sq. et Tus roe Gv7p Gu’ Enouro Kat GAXos, waddov Oad- 

mpi) kal Oapradesrepov éctar: Hdt. I. 32 od ydp tor 6 peya mAovotos 

MGAAov Tod em” iyepnyv ExovTos dABiwTEpds eott, Ef un OF TUXN EmloTOLTO, 

mavta Kaha éxovta TeAevTHoa eb Tov Biov: Thue. IIL. 39 extr. ei pabv- 

pia paAov 7) Tévev pedery, Kal pa) weTa Vopov TO TAEiov 7 TpdT@V 

Gvopelas e€doipev Kivdvvevewv, Teprylyvetar Hiv Tots eAAova aAyetvots 

pl) TpoKapvew. 

Obs. 6. On the omission of dy in apodosis, see §. 853. Obs. : IL. «, 214 
avrix &mevt’ dm’ epeto Kdpyn TAPOL GAAOTpLOos as, ci py eyo Tade Toga hacia ev 

mupt Oeinv, let him cut off; Xen. Cyr. 1V.1, 21 GdN ef ye pévroe ebédov tis 
Emowto, kai xpi Eywyé oor €idetyy, will willingly feel grateful. 

Obs. 7. Homer uses the conj. with dy instead of ind. fut. in the apo- 
dosis: Il. A, 386 et pev 51 dvriBioy ody redxeor TreipyOeins, od« av To xpal- 
opyaor Bids.—See §. 852. Obs. 1. 
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Obs. 8. Sometimes the opt. and indic. are used in different parts of the 
same protasis: Lysias 179, 32 dewdv ay ein, et viv pev—ovyyvopuny Exorre, 
ev O€ TO Téws xpdve—Oavatw éxoddferte, if you were &c. (uncertain) and yet 
did &c. (—certain past fact): Eur. Orest. 508 sqq. ef rdvd (divdpa) adtroKtet- 
verey OpddeKTpos yuvn, xo Todde mais ad pytep’ avTaTOKTEVEl, KimELO 6 KElvED 
yevopevos hove péovov Nae, répas 51) wot Kakoy mpoByncerar: Thuc. I. 27 «i dé 
Tis TO mapauTika pev py eOehor EvprAcw (supposition) perexerw dé Boddetat k.7.X. 
(taken for granted). So the opt. and conj., Il. @, 688 rpis réca Soter 
dmowa—ai « ’Ayapeuvav yvotn o *Atpeldns, yvdwou b€ mavres "Ayavoi—the 
second clause is represented as very probable, supposing the first clause 
takes place—if Atreides were to know, and then (as it would probably hap- 
pen) all the Greeks &c. 

Obs. 9. Sometimes dy (xé) is used with fut. ind. in apodosis. (See §. 854. 
Obs. 3.): Od. p, 345 «i O€ Kev eis “Odxny apixoiveba rarpida yaiay, aid Kev 
"HeXi@ “Yrrepiove riova vndv Tedgopev : Od. p, 540 «i 8 ’Odvaeds EdOox, Kai ikour’ 
es matpida yaiay, aipa xe ov TO Padi Bias anoticera avdpar. 

Obs. 10. In G. T., as Mark ix. 42, a mere supposition stands in the 
present with the apodosis also in the present instead of imperfect : kaddv 
éoTw aitg@—ei Trepixertar, This gives emphasis, as the whole is represented 

as taking place before the eyes of the audience. 

c. By the indicative of historic tenses with ay. 

a. When the antecedent is viewed as not taking place (but seldom) : 
Plat. Ale. 111 E ef BovAnOeinwev eid€evar pi) povov Toior GvOpwroi eiow, 
b) ae ca) © Niasn / S € \ on Cc on = / € 
GAA oTOtoL VyleLvoL 7) Voo@dets, Gpa ikavol av nuiy qoov diddoKaAor ot 

mo\Aoi; Xen. Venat. XII. 22 ef ov eidetev Todro, dt. Oearar adtovs 

(9 “Apern), tevto dv énl rods mdvovs Kal tas Tatdevoes: Id. Cyr. I. 
aN X\ A x fy 7. 2 Wf, c UE a x ind b) / 

1,9 €y@ pev av, edy 0 Kipos, €i Exorut, ws TaxLoT av OTAa ErOLOvpHY 

(so vulg.) waou Tépoas «.7.A.: Eur. Or.1132 et pev yap eis yuvaika 
swoppovertépay Elpos pebeiper, SvoKAejs av qv pdvos. 

8. Very commonly to express the frequency of a past action, as 
with the temporal conjunctions, dre, émdére &c. The opt. is here used 
in its proper force, as the subjunctive of an historic tense in the 
principal clause. “Av, in its affirmative force, expresses the condi- 
tion, on the recurrence of which the action takes place. It would 
seem that this construction was not used by Homer, at least there 
are very few instances of it where the reading is not doubtful: Xen. 
Anab. II. 3, 11 kal ei tis adr@ Soxotn TGv pds TobTO TeTaypévev Bda- 

evel, ExAeyopevos TOV emiTHdELoy Enarey av: Ibid. I. g, 19 et be Tia 
dpwn dvta oixovdpov, éx Tod Sixatov [Kal] Katackevdovtd TE js apxoe 

7 \ , ral oO / 3 f2 2 , b) \ \ 
X@pas, Kal TpodddoUs ToLovyTA, OvdEvAa av TeTOTE AhetdeTO, GAAG Kat 

Tew mpooedidou: Id. M.S. IV. 6, 13 et d¢ Tus adT@ epi Tov avrrhéyor, 

—€nt tip indeow enaviyey dv Tdvta Tov Adyov. In Lat. the imperf. 

conjunct. is used both in protasis and apodosis: Horat. Sat. I. 3, 4 

Cesar, qui cogere posset, si peteret per amicitiam patris atque 

suam, non quidquam proficeret.—See §. 424. p. 
Gr, Gr. vou. 1. 4F 
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Obs. 11. The opt. with ei is also used where a proposal is humbly made 
to a person in the shape of a suggestion: Hdt. VIL. 235 16 dpiorov ei— 
véas Tpunkocias Gtrootetheras Xc. 

Ei with Indicative of Historic Tenses. 

§. 856. Ei is used with indicative of historic tenses, when 

the truth of the antecedent is'denied. The consequent is then 
expressed, 

a. Generally by a corresponding tense of the indicative with ay, 
whereby the truth of the consequent also is (illogically) denied; as, 
el TovTO eAeyes, Huaptaves av, st hoc diceres, errares; at hoc non 

dicis: ergo non erras: Il. A, 750 sqq. Kal vu Kev Axropiove Modiove 
maid Gddmaga (evertissem), ei ur opwe marnp evpukpelwv ’Evooly@wv éx 

ToA€uov eodwoe (servasset): Thuc. 1. g ov« av ody vicwr éxpdrer (6 

"Ayapeyvev), ef py Te Kal vavtikoy etxev: Plat. Gorg. 516 E ef joav 

(essent) avdpes ayaboi, ovk dv Tote TadTa éndoyov (paterentur): Id. 

Phed. 73 A et ph étdyxavey atrois émuorjun évodoa Kal dpO0s Aédyos, 
ov« dv olot o yoov Totro moveiv: Id. Apol. 31 D et éy@ mada ewexet- 

, \ bs f / x» > , \ A Wars (ara) 
pyoa TpPaTTELY TA TOALTLKA Tpaypata, TaAaL Av awohwdy Kal ouT av vas 

opedykn ovdey od7 av euavtov: Id. Kuthyd. 12 D e pév ody ov pe 

potas, eimov av (interrogares, dicerem): Id. Rep. 329 B et yap qv 

(esset) Trovr’ airiov, kav é€ym Ta avTa TadTa émerrdvOy (eadem mihi even- 

issent, with the notion of the continuance of the consequent): Xen. 
Cyr. I. 2, 16 ratra 6€ odk dy éBtvavto (possent) Torety, et ph Kal duairy 

petpia éxpavto (uterentur): Demosth. 830, 55 «i 0 émtotevev (adrois) 

(fidem haberet), oi« éy dymov Ta pev TAcior adrois TOV ypnuator 

evexetpioce (tradidisset). 

Obs. 1. The tenses are used as follows: Impft.—to express a continued 
action, either extending from past time to present or future, or continuing 
in past time. In Latin also generally the impft. is used, as the speaker 
places himself in past time: ef émeicOnv, ot« dv nppoorovy, si obediissem, 
(nunc) non egrotarem, I should not now be sick, or have been sick ; «i ratra 
eldes, Kapt av Batpates, mirareris, you would wonder—you had wondered : 

Xen. M.S. 1. 1, 5 didov odv, tu od« dv mpoddeyev (6 Saxparns), ei pi) eml- 
atevev ddnOevoey, implying the custom of Socrates as long as he lived. 
Plpft.—to express the notion of the continued duration of the consequent 
(§. 4090. 2.). The Aorist has the force of the impft., both with regard to 
past and present time, but with the action brought forward rather than 

the time in which it took place, or its duration: Plat. Gorg. 447 E «i 
ervyxavev @v trodnpdtav Snu.ovpyds, awexpivato dv Syrov cot. 

Obs. 2. From this form of the hypothetical sentence is derived the form 
of expressing a wish which cannot be realized, by ind. of historic tenses 
(the apodosis being suppressed) ; as, et todto éyéveto, sc. evtuxts av Hv or 
eyevopny: Xen. M.S. 1. 2, 46 €t@e woe cuveyevdpny! utinam tecum fuissem ! 

3. 
Eur. El. 1061 &t@ etyes, & rexovoa, BeAtiovs hpévas! utinam haberes! The f 
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optative, on the contrary, expresses a wish without any notion whether it 
be possible or impossible : m@s dv &c. with opt. the intensity of the wish : 
Il. 4, 670. See §. 418. Obs.1. The forms of expressing an useless wish, 
ei ydp or et, ds dhedov, (if I had been destined—if it had been my fate,) 
-e5, -€ (@pehov not Attic), are remarkable; they are used especially in 
poetry joined with the infin. pres. when the action is present, with the 
inf. aorist when it is past: Il. a, 415 ai& dedes mapa vyvolw addxpuros Kai 
anjpov ioba! if you had been destined to set by the ships; O that you were 
sitting! Il. @, 269 as p ope “Exrwp kreivac! utinam me interfecisset ! 
Sometimes @pede without eiHe: Il. o, 19 7 py Ghedde yercoda &c. (like 
Juisset, Virg. Ain. IX. 149:) Soph. Phil. g64 pymor ddhehov Aemeiv rhv 
Skipov: Eur. Or. 879 6pa & deAnrov dacp’, 6 pnror’ Bpehoyv: Demosth. 
783, 23 @hede yap pndcis GAdos ’Apiotoyeirore xaipev. Here also belongs 

the Homeric formula, eiwor éqv ye! as an expression of regret, if he were 
yet, but he is not! would that he were! Il. y, 180. A, 762. @, 426. Od. 
H, 209. 75.915. @, 210: 

Obs. 3. In G. T. épedov has almost an adverbial force, as 1 Cor. iv. 8 
dpedov eBacievoare : 2 Cor. xi. I Opedov dveixecGe. So with future: Gal. 
v.12 dhedov Kai droxdwovra (for the future, see §. 406.5.) Optative: 
Rev. iii. 15 dehov Weyxpis ets, better jes. 

Obs. 4. The protasis suppressed.—tThe ellipse of ei wapjada, et ph 
oicGa, i pi cides, et Tis ENeye, ct ESuvdpny &c., is very common: Xen. Anab. 
I. 5,8 edOds dé adv rovro1s cionnSjoavtes eis Tov mNAdv, Barrov i) ds Tus Ay wero, 
jeere@pous e€exdurcay Tas dudéas as in Latin, putares, crederes, diceres, 
cerneres, videres, you would think &c.: Plat. Thext.144 A eyo pev od 7 
av adpyy yevecda, if any one had said it tome: Eur. Iph. A. 1582 mdnyhs 
krumov yap Tas tis yoVeT dv sadds, scil. et mapyy : Nen. Cyr. VIL. i, 38 &6a 
5} eyvw dv ris, dvov GEov ein 7d hrdeiaGat dpxorra br Ta v apyouevav.— EBouhé- 
pv av (sc. ef eSuvdpnv), vellem (si possem; at non possum) ; but Bovdoiyyy 
av, velim, is often a polite way of saying, BovAopar, volo.— EBoudnyOny av, 
voluissem,—ijxor dv HEAnoa, minime voluissem: Plat. Phedr, 228 A kai- 
rot €Boudouyny y av paddoy (dtoprynpovevery Ta Avolov), 1 pot TOAD ypuvolov 
yevéoOa: so Atsch. Ag. 1252. In these cases dy refers to the suppressed 
antecedent. 

Obs. 5. On this ellipse of the protasis is founded the conditional use of 
the indicative historic tenses. The protasis denied in animo loquentis is 
represented by av.—See §. 424. 3. a. 

b. Not unfrequently by the optative with dy. The antecedent 
is denied, but the consequent not actually denied, but signified to 
have been a possible consequence of the antecedent had it been true: 
Il. B, 80 et pév tus Tov dveipov *Axatov aAAos EvtotTEY, Weddds Kev ai- 

pev kal voodifoiyeda paddov: Thue. Il. 60 et por kat péows yovmevor 

paddAov étépwv tpoceivar aiTa TodAeuciv emelcOnTe, ovK dv EixdTw@sS Viv 

ye Tov ddikeiv aitiav pepoipny, if you had been persuaded &c., it 

would have followed that &e. In Epic the apodosis is frequently 
placed first as a possible event, but is afterwards denied, at least as 

far as it is a result of the antecedent, by the use of the negative 

form of the protasis, and thus a feeling of surprise is awakened by 

disappointing the expectations raised by the apodosis: Il. ¢, 311 Kaé 
4F2 
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vu kev €vO &rddouto Gvak avdpav Aivetas, et pi) dp’ d€d vonoe Ards Ovyd- 

tnp Adpodirn, and now might have perished, cf. 388: Il. p, 70 &éa 

ke pela pépor KAvTa Tevxea TlavOoidao ’Arpeidns, ed pr) cl dydooato Doi- 

Bos ’A7déAAwv. So also the opt. is found when e? with an historic 
tense is used, not in a conditional, but in a concessive force to ex- 

press a past action: Thue. VI. 92 ei woAéuids ye Sv opddpa EBAarTov 

(since or although I did you great iyury—nocebam, not noce- 
rem), kal av pidos Gy tkavGs dpedotyv, as the result of the former 

clause: Soph.-El. 797 moAAGy ay Hors, @ fev’, Aros Tvxelv, eb THVT 

€mavoas THs ToAvyA@ooou Bors, st hanc avocaveras, not avo- 

Casses. 

Obs. 6. Of course the conditional «2 if, must be distinguished from «i, 

whether.—See §. 877. 

Imperative in Apodosis. 

c. When a command is given conditionally on some other event 
(expressed by any of the above forms of the protasis) happening, 
the imperative or prohibitive conjunctive (Eur. Med. 822.) 
is used in the apodosis; and when the protasis is of such a nature as 
to render necessary a more limited command than would otherwise 
have been given, an adverb is often used with the imper. to express 

—at least, nevertheless, &c.; Il. p, 348 et 6€ og Kal KeiOe mdvos Kat 

velkos Spwpev, GAAA wep olos itw k.T.A. SoG. T., John xviii. 23. 

§. 857. 1. The most usual forms of the Protasis or Apodosis— 
See also §. 852. 4. 

1. Condition—actual, or viewed as such. 

PROTASIS, APODOSIS. 

ei TOUTO TroLEls, dpaptavers, result certain. 

e7rolels, Gpaptavos av, result uncertain. 

meTrolnkas, nuaptaves cv, result denied. 

evmoinoas. dudptave, command. 

ETETIOLIIKELS. 

TOUNCELS. 

2. Condition supposed without any definite notion of its realization. 

el TOUTO ToOloLs, Gpaptdvos av, result uncertain. 

apaptavers, result certain. 

jmaptaves av (rarely), result denied. 

frequency. 

auaprave, command. 
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3. Condition supposed with notion of realization. 

PROTASIS. APODOSIS. 

€ay TovTO TOLi)s, dpaptdavers, result certain. 

dpaptavors av, result uncertain. 

ddprave, command. 

4. Condition conceived as neither existing nor possible. 

el TovTO é7roleLs, necpraves av, result certain. 

émroincas, dyaptavois av, result probable. 

2. The negative protasis is expressed by the same constructions 
as the positive, the negative being py—ei od is a solecism. See 

§. 744. Obs. 
3. In the oratio obliqua both the protasis and apodosis may re- 

main in the form of the oratio recta, or the protasis only. In either 
case it is for the sake of emphasis. See §. 887. 

4. The moods however of the negative protasis are affected not 
only by the view taken of the act denied, whether it is a real or only 
a supposed fact, but also by the character of the negation, whether 
it is actual or supposed. Thus the indicative ei ph morets is either, 
if you do not (absolutely) do this, or, if you do not do this act 

(real act). «i ph rovois, supposing you were not to do this, or, if you 

were not to do this supposed action. 

Remarks on the ellipse of av in the Apodosis with Indicative. 

On the opt. without dv, see §. 853. Obs. 

§. 858. 1. "Av is omitted also with the historic tenses of the indicative 
(see §. 853. ¢. 855, ¢. 856. a.), when the speaker puts out of sight for the 
time the conditions and circumstances stated in the protasis on which the 
consequent depends, and thus represents the action of the apodosis, inde- 
pendently of any such restrictions, as if it had actually happened; while 
the conditionai form of the protasis guards sufficiently against the suppos- 
ing that it is meant to speak of the thing as having really happened. This 
mode of putting the actual in the place of the conditional realization is 
emphatic, and gives a notion of the certainty of the consequent, if the re- 
striction contained in the apodosis had not intervened. Compare Liv. 
XXXIV. 29 et difficilior facta erat oppugnatio, ni T. Quinctius super- 
venisset: Hor. Od. II. 17,27 me truncus illapsus cerebro sustulerat, nisi 
Faunus ictum dextrd levasset : Soph. CE. R. 1386 ad ei tips adxovotons & 
qv mnyns Sv dtav ppaypds, otk yveoxspnv (av eoxopnv Dind.) 76 px) ’roKdeioa 
Tovpov aOdov Sépas; Kur. Hec. 1111 ef d€ py Bpvyav ripyouvs Tweodvras oper 
‘EAAnvev Sopi, PéBov wapéoxev ov péecws 65¢ xrvwos; Lycurg. Leocr. 154 «i 
pev otv (av ervyxavey 6 ’Apovras, ekeivoy aitov Taperxdpny’ viv dé tuiv Karo 
tovs ouveddras: Plat. Gorg. 514 C ei d€ pyre d:dacKadov ctyouev—, odo 61 
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dydéntov qv Snmov emyerpety Tots Snpootos épyors®: so iu English—I had done 
so. So G.T., as John ix. 33 ef pi qv—ovx eBbvato mociv: Gal. iv. 15 ef 
duvarov-—edaKxateé poe. So when the opt. with ei stands in the protasis: 
I). Ys 453 ov pev yap peony y éxevOaror, el Tis toro: Nen. Cyr. Vii'5,° 22 

ovKOUY TOUTOU TUX @Y Tapa wou ovdey ¥ 7vuov, ra ft) TOUTOUS TELT QL. 

Obs. 1. In G. T. 2 Cor. xi. 4, the @ is omitted after a protasis in the 

pres. ind. «i 6 €pXOpevos a\Xov “Incodv Knpvower— kahos HvetxeoOe (al. dvé- 
xeode), but if the impft. is the right reading, it may perhaps be frequenta- 
tive, alluding to the several cases mentioned in the protasis. 

2. Hence the indic of the historic tenses without dy is ironical— 
without doubt: Arist. Nub. 1338 ed8agdpny pevror oe v7) Ai’, & pede, ToIow 
Sixatois dvtidéyew, ef TaiTa ye peANets p’ avareioew, kt. , I had to be sure 

sent you to school ; (but without irony, ov« dy édida€duny ce, te in disciplinam 
non tradidissem.) When the apodosis is expressed by inf. or part., if av 
would have been used with the usual form, it is also used with inf. or 

part 

Obs. 2. The protasis is sometimes wanting, and is supplied by the con- 

text to the mind of the reader, which is thus secured from any danger of 
taking the ind. assertion to be really unconditional: Plat. Symp. 1g0 C 
ovre yap Omws arokteivatey cixov Kal @oTEp TOs ylyavTas KepavvwoavTes TO yEevos 
adpavicaev—ai Tima yap adtots Kal Ta iepa Ta Tapa TaY avOparav Abaviteto. 

3. This ellipse of ad in the apodosis is most usual in expressions of ne- 
cessity, duty, propriety, possibility, liberty, inclination, &c.; as, xpqv, eeu, 
Ghedov, verbal adjectives ending in téos, wpootKe, Kaipds Hy, ElKds HY, 

Kandy, aioxpoy jv, Kah@s eixe, ety, Evy, Hv, bwihpxe, Eueddes, €Boudspny, as 
it accorded with the genius of the Greeks as well as Latins, to represent 
that which was necessary or viewed as such &c., as unconditionally true, it 
being kept out of sight, that it sometimes did not happen, or only partially: 
Hat. 1. 39 «i pév yap bd dddvtos Tou eiwe TedevTHoEL pe—, xphy On oe Troveew, 

oportebat te hoc facere, you ought—but now it said not thus, therefore you 
ought not, &c.: Soph. Ch. R. 225 ot8° ef yap jv ro mpaypa pr Oendarov, aka- 
Oaprov ipas eikds Hv ovTas eav, decebat, it was fitting: Thuc. 1. 38 Kadov qv: 
Xen. M.S.II. 7, 10 ef pev roivuy aioypdv te eueddov epyacacba, Oavarov avr’ 
av’rov Tpoaperéov qv mors preferenda erat. So also with infin.: Ibid. 
I. 3, 3 ovre yap Ocois en Kah@s Exe, ef Tals peyddas Ovoias paddov 7) Tais 
opkpais éxapov : Demosth. 112, 6 ef peév ody dmavtes @podoyotpev, Pihummor 

Th moder Torepetv—, ovdev aAdo Eder (Oportebat) rov mapidvra (oratorem) 
Adye x.t.d.: so G.T. as Acts xxiv. 1g ots €8e1—-mapeivar—ei te exouey 
k.T.A.: Matt. xxvi. 24 Kahdv ny adr@ ef ovK eyevvnOn. 

Obs. 3. So very often without any expressed protasis: Xen. Anab. VII. 
7, 40 aloxpov qv Ta pey ena SiawempaxOa, it were base: Id. Hell. IL. 3, 41 
eéqv taita moeiy; Plat. Rep. 450 D kad@s etxe 7 mapaprvéia: Id. Kuthyd. 

304 D kai pry, eqn, déidv y jv dxodoa : Id, Charmid. 171 E ére mparrovres 
épbas eweddov mpage, facturi erant: Aischin. 455, 2 €Boudouny pev ody 
«.T.A.: Demosth. 838, 10 ry pev StaOnknv npavixare, eE is hy €idévar mept 
mavr@v tiv GdnOcav. 

Obs. 4. But da is sometimes used with all the expressions given above 
(3.), as in Latin the conjunctive is sometimes used instead of indic.; as, 

Sall. Cat. 7 memorare possem for the more usual poteram: Demosth. 40, 1 
el yap €k TOU mpoeAnAvOdros xpdvov Ta SeovTa obToL GuVEBovevaar, OvdEev Gv Dyas 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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viv er BovreverOar: Id. 813, 1 ef pev eBovdAcro "AchoBos—ra Sixara Troveiv—, 
ovdey dy der SixGv ovde mpayparov’ awéxpy yap av Tois bw ekeivoy yvaobeiow 
évpevev. When an antithesis between the action, if it had taken place, 
and its not taking place is to be emphatically brought forward, ay is natu- 
rally added, as it brings the counteracting circumstances clearly before the 
mind—in that case : Plat. Rep. 328 Ca Baxpares; ovde Bapiters i new KaTa- 

Baivev eis Tov Teipara xpay pévtoe et pev yap eym ere ev dvvaper jv Tov padios 
mopever Oat mpos Td doTu, ovdev dv oe eeu ievar, GAN Hueis dv mapa oe Hpev. viv 
dé ce xpi TuKvorepov Setpo ievaa: Men. Anab. V.1, 10 ef pev jmorape9a 
capas—, ovdev av er dv pedo Aeyew’ viv S€, x. 7. A.: Demosth. 861, 58 
kal ei pev pr Kal Tapa Tots avTov iors Kal mapa TO OtattynTH Tpoeyvwopevors 
adukelv TovUTOUS emoLEiTO TOUS Adyous, TToV Gv Hv GgLov Oavpacew* viv SE x.7.d.: 
Ibid. 525,15 «i roivuy dméexpy tovs trois Avovuciors Te movwodvTas Kata TovTOUS 
rovs vopuous dikny Sidvat, ovdey av TpoTeder TOvSE Tov vduou" GAN ovK aaréxpn. 

Obs. 5. The present forms, xpy, det, mpoonKer, kad@s exer &c., are used 
of things which may yet happen—the impft. of things which cannot 
happen. 

§. 859. 1. The omission of av becomes almost necessary, if in the apo- 
dosis there is an historic tense of the verb kuwduvedew, to be in danger of 
being =to seem likely, with an infin., as this verb itself denies the actual 
existence of that which is spoken of as only near being, which threatens, 
or seems likely to be in existence: Thue. III. 74 7 médus éxwSdveuce aca 
SiapPapivat, ei divepmos emeyEeveTo 7H proyi emidopos és ad’tny: Auschin. 71, 5 
ei Hy) Spope poris e&eshvyopev cis Aeddots, éxSuvevcapey dmovécOa. So 
cepisse in Latin: Tacit. Agr. 37 Britanni circumire terga vincentium 
ceperant, nt Agricola quatuor militum alas—venientibus opposuisset. 

2. So, for the same reason, when éXtyou, puKxpod, taxa, &c. nearly—almost, 
are added to the ind. of historic tenses in the apodosis: Plat. Symp. 198 
C eyoye EVOUBDUHEVOS, Ort avTos OvxX oids T Eqopat ove” eyyvs TOUT@V ovdEev KaAOV 
eine, tm aioxuvns dAtyou drrobpas Oxdpny, el 77 cixov + Bion. V. 5 e Bev 
yap Biorm Susddov xpdvov apw ed@Kev 7) Kpovidas, i) ee moXvt pores, oor 

aviecbat TOV peev ev evppoovtva kal xappare, TOV Oe evi pdx$e, 7H ila TAX poxOnaarti 

awo8 vorepov ecOda SéxecOa. So prope and pene in Latin: Tacit. Hist. I. 
64 prope in prelium exarsere, ni Valens animadversione paucorum oblitos 
jam Batavos imperii admonuisset. 

Remarks on some peculiarities of the conditional construction. 

1. “Av (xe) in the protasis.—2. Ellipse of the protasis.—3. Ellipse of the 
apodosis.—4. Ei & aye, et b€ elliptic.—5. Ei dé, or cay dé, for ed dé py, eav 

dé pn.—Ei b€ py for et d€.—6. Ei py, or et py dpa, ironic.—7. Ei pn, ex- 
cept, ef py el, nist si ; , or 7A ei py —8. Protasis without «7, as 
a principal sentence.—g. Concessive imperative.-—10. Double protasis. 
—11. Et tus.—12. Noun attracted after e.—13. Emphatic denial by a 
protasis. 

§. 860. 1. “Av (ké) in the protasis. This is used when the condition 
in the protasis itself depends on some condition, generally not expressed, 
but supplied ;—so for instance, «i ratra heyous av, if you were, under such 

and such circumstances—were an opportunity given you—if perhaps—Od. 6, 
352 mas dy eyo oe Séouu per dOavdro.ws Oeoiowy, «i KEV "Apns oixoLTo, xpéos 
kat Seopov advgas. Here the protasis depends on adv€as, should Mars de- 
part, in case (if) he could escape, &c.: Il. 1, 444 @s dv Emer’ amo ceio, 
idrov rékos, ovK eOeouue AeireTO’, oS et KEv por UTOGTAIn Oeds adtés, not even 
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if a god, (supposing it to be possible, xév) should promise: ll. k, 380 rav kK 
Uppw xapicaro Tmatip damepeiot dmowa, et Kev ene Cov wemdGout ext ynvow 
"Axaav: Od. v, 389 at Ke por ds pepavia Tapactatins—, Kal Ke TpinKocloow 
eyav avdpecou paxoipny: Od. p, 345 €i d€ Kev cis LOdxny d&prxoipeda—aiva 
kev Hedico—rriova vndv tevéopev: Il. ¢, 50 rev Kev Tor xapicaira matnp dmepeiot 
dmowa, €t Kev ene Coov memUQouT emi vnvolw ’Ayaoy: I]. x, 219 ov of viv Guy 
core meuypevov dupe yeverOa, ovd ei Kev pdda wohda TAVOL Exdepyos AmddA@v, 
not even, if it were possible: Xen. Cyr. ILI. 3, 55 tovs & dmawWevrous navta- 
Taow apetis Oavpatoun dv—, el Te mrEov Gv WhEedyGELE Adyos Kaas pnyOeis eis 
avdpayabiay : Id. Vectig. VI. 2 ei Ado Kai dpewwor ein dv Th mde OVT@ KaTa- 
oxevalouevy 1. e. ci oT@ Kataokevd¢orro : Plat. Protag. 329 B ey etwep adro 
To avOparay TreBoipny ay, kat col meiOopuar, si ulli alii, si id mihi affirmet, 
fidem habeam®: Demosth. 44 extr. ovrou maytehds 008 €t py) TrornoaT av 
rovro—evikarappornroy éeorw: Id. 1201, 8 et roivuy ToiTo icxupdy dv Hv ToT 

mpos Upas TeKuNnpLov—, Kdpol ‘yeverOw TeKurypLov K.T. d.) 

Obs.1. Porson laid it down that ei dv was a solecisin, in Attic Greek even 

in the indirect question, and altered dy into dp’ wherever it occurred ; but 

in Arist. Aves 1018 ovk ofS dp’ ei Oains dv, it would seem as if the first dp’ 
forbids the change of a into another dp’; but here ei means rather whether 
than if; so Eur. Alc. 48 otk ot8 dv ei weicaipl ce», 

Ellipse of the protasis. The antecedent which should properly 
be expressed in the protasis is sometimes supplied from the context—if tt 
were not so, &c. ; and ydp is used in the apodosis to mark that it is a con- 
sequence from something not expressed, or it is contained in a relative 
dependent clause, (§. 836. 1.) or some word of the sentence: Il. ¢ 521 
OUK dy TLS dup, ds évalowpos etn, epyor driphoece : : Hdt. VII. 3 Soxcer O€ Hot, 
Kal aveu TAUTNS Tis brrobjKns pacehenait av Repins, 1. e. el ph ely avrn ) UT. 

Maucs TIT: 1) GvEU GELTPLOU ovK ay be Ooxéet TO TOLOUTO EupSivar, 1. c el py 

éyéveto ceiopds,: Plat. Pheed. gg A Gveu Tod Ta Tovatta EXEL OvK ay oids 7” 
jv, 1.e. €b py—etxev.—OdtTw y av apapradvors, i.e. ei vit@ towoins. Very 
often in a gerundial participle ; see above (§. 850. 1.): Xen. M.S. I. 4, 
I4 ove yap Bods av Exwv capa, dvOp@rov b€ yvopnv, nOvvar ay mparrew a 
¢BovAero.— When the apodosis states a supposed consequent which is de- 
nied, (indic. of historic tenses with dv) (§. 852. 1.) it frequently happens 
that the protasis, which also denies the fact of the supposed antecedent, 
takes the form of a principal clause, introduced by adda: Od. n, 277 évOa 
Ké p exBaivovra Binoato kip emi xépoov—AAN avayaoodpevos rnxov madw for 
ei py evnxov. 

Obs 2. The verb ciui must sometimes be supplied in the protasis. So 
Rom. iv. 44 ef yap of ek vopov KAnpdvopot, sc. eigl, Or jaar. 

3. Ellipse of apodosis. 

a. In the expression of a wish: ei@e todto yévoito, €ife totTo éyéveto 
(§. 855. Obs. 6. §. 856. Obs. 2). 

b. In expressions of emotion, feeling, &c. ("Amoousryors) : Il. a, 340 
eimote 8 atre xpetm epeio yévntat deckea Novydy dpvvai Tots (Ahois—. So G. T., 
as Luke xxii. 42. 

When it can be readily supplied from the context; as in Homer in 
the combination ei 8 é0éders, with or without inf. : Il. @, 487 et ¥ eres 
mronepoto Sanpevar (SC. aye, paxov enol)* opp ed cidjs. So Hdt. I. 170 ras de 
Aas ToALas pndev hooor vopiferOar kdtatep (dv vopigowTo) et Spor elev. And 
especially in Attic, when two conditional sentences are opposed by Ei (éav 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Elms. Med. ott. 
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pév—ei (édv) dé pj, the first has no apodosis, as it is easily supplied, and 
the mind hastens on to the following opposed thought. Even in Homer : 
Il. a, 136 GAN et prev dacovar yepas—(sc. kadas e£er)* €i BE Ke pu) b@oow, ey 
dé Kev adros eXopar: Plat. Rep. 575 D édv pev Eexdvres tmeixwow (sc. kahds 
exer)" édv Be al emirpenn 9) TwOALS,—THY marpidia—kohdo erat 3 : Id. Protag. 

325 D kai édv pev exay metOnrat (sc. Kadds exer)’ Et SE pj, —evObvovow dmethais. 
4. A practical ellipse’ of the protasis takes place in the Homeric ex- 

pressions, ei 3 aye, 1. e€. €f Bovdret, dye: Il. a, 524 ad Gye ToL Keady Kata- 

vevoouat: also ei S€ or ei 8 aye is used in an antithesis, to which a verb 

must be supplied from the context: ¢, 46 add’ Got pevéovor Kapynkopdawrtes 
*Axaiol’ €t 8é Kal airol (sc. od peveovor), Pevydvray ody vnvoi: Il. x, 381 eo 
ayers. 

5. Ei py, (edv py), signifies by an ellipse of éori, if it be not, and thence 
a. it has assumed an idiomatic sense, except. 
b. by an expansion of the idiom (like our word but) it occasionally 

signifies but=mdnv or adda: Arist. Thesm. 898 pa ro Oem, et ph (but al. 
eit) Kpirvdda. So G. T. Luke iv..26. Matt. xii. 4. 1 Cor. vii. 7. Gal. i. 7, 
1g. Rev. xxi.27: so édv py Gal. ii. 16. 

c. By the addition of dé it takes an adversative force, referring to the 
preceding context, otherwise; when this is affirmative ei d€ pn=if this 
were not so; when negative, if it were so. 

Obs. Et ph or et py dpa is often used ironically to express certainty, as 
nisi forte, surely, since the supposition is an absurdity; Plato frequently 
in answers: Plat. Rep. 608 E od 8€ rotr’ eyers Neyer; Et ph adixd y’, env. 

6. Ei 8é, edv 8é for et S€ pH, and et 8é pH for ei S€. When two con- 
ditional sentences are opposed as alternatives, et 8é is often used for ef dé pn, 
as the first clause is already negatived by means of the opposed sentence : 
Plat. Protag. 348 A Kav peév Bovdy ere epwray, eroupds cit cou mapéxew (SC. 
ene) dmoxpwépevos* €dv dé BovdAy, ov euol mapacxe, but if you wish to take the 
other course=if you do not wish to do this. So where the first alternative 
is not expressed by a conditional clause: Hdt. III. 154 aAdw Kev vv ovk 
eppagero Epyw Suvards cival puv broxetpiny mroujoat, et SE (=i ju) Ewvrdv KoBn- 
odpuevos av’ropodnoee. And on the other hand, a negative sentence is often 
followed by et 8€ py for ef dé, this form being commonly used to express 
the contrary of the former negative alternative: Cf. Hdt. VI. 56: Thuc. 
II. 5: Plat. Hipp. M. 285 E Aakedaipdviot ob xaipovew, av tis adrois amd 

Sdavos tovs apxovtas Tovs yperépovs Katahéyn et Sé€ px (otherwise) mpaypar’ 
ay eiyes pavOdver ©: Id. Rep. 521 B: Xen. Cyr. Ill. 1, 35 mpos rav Gedy, px) 
oUT@ eye’ et SE pj (OLherwise) od OappodvTd pe eEers: so G.T. as Matt. vi.r. 

Obs. 3. So the temporal phrase éte py is used conditionally, in the same 
sense as ef p7; Il. v, 319 OTe ph adrds ye Kpovior euBddor k.t.d. : SO also év 
®; Thuc. III. 84 od yap dv rov ré doiov TO Tyswpcicbar povTiOecav—ev @ A) 
Bdarroveay icxdy ciye TO pOovew: so Arist. Eth. N. IV. 8, 23 whhv Oca py. 
In G. T. 1 Cor. xiv. 6 we find éxtés ei py except. 

7. When et py means except, a second ei is sometimes added ; as, ei pH} 
ei, except if; Plat. Gorg. 480 B od xproipos ovdev 7 pytopiKy jpiv, & Wade, 
el al €l Tis bmohdBor x. 7. d. 4, except, supposing that, &c. Id. Symp. 205° E 
ov yap TO éavTa@v, olwat, ExagroL dondfovrat, €l py €t Tis TO pev dyaOov oiketov 

cadet: Cf. Thuc. I. 17. So also in the same sense, mA}y et or why Et pH, 
but with the distinction between them, that in the latter the notion of 
unless is repeated or heightened®: Lucian. Dial. Mort. XXIV. 2 30 de, & 

@ Stallb. ad loc. b But see Ellicott, Gal. i. 7. ii. 16. Heindorf. ad loc. c 

4 Stallb. ad loc. € Hoog. Gr. Part. 532. 
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BéArioTe, ovy pS 6 Te dwodavers avrov, TARY Et py TodTO dys K.T.A. “non 
video, quem fructum capias ex isto (monumento), nisi excipiens dicas,” &c. 
This ei py is often used after tt (=i aAdko)—; and oddeis aANos: Hom. 
hymn. Cer. 78 o08€ tug GAAos airios aGavdrwr, et ph veeAnyepera Zevs : 
Arist. Eqq. 1106 pydev GAN’, ef py coOe: Xen. Cic. IX. 1 te 8é, et ph im- 
toxveiTo ye emmednoeoOa: Cf. Cyr. 1. 4, 13. 

8. The conditional protasis sometimes stands in the indic. without ei, as 
a principal clause, for the sake of emphasis—generally with the particles 
kat 8, ef vero, to signify some assumption, (fac ita esse) : sometimes 
eiev also precedes. The apodosis is often represented by a question: A‘sch. 
Eum. 894 kal 8% Sedeypou ris Sé poe ti pever; fac, me accipere : quis 
mihi honor conceditur: Eur .Med. 386 sq. etev’ Kat 8 teOvGou Tis pe SéEerau 
modus; Id. Androm. 334 té6vyka 77 0 Evyarpi Kai p awddeoe* prapdvoy pev 
ov« er dv diyou pioos, fac, me interfectum esse a tud filid: Id. Or. 646 
GSuKO" AaBeiv ypn pw avti rovde Tov Kakod ddixdy TL Tapa cod: Xenoph. Anab. 
V.7, 9 moe & tpas eLararnbevras—im epod Aeew eis Padow Kat 8} Kal atro- 
Baivope eis tiv yopav (fac eliam nos descendere). In the same way kai 84 
is joined to a participle (§. 858. Obs. 5.): Xen. Cyr. IV. 3, 5 xai 5: tpemd- 
pevot, if we turn. 

G. Sometimes the Protasis stands in the concessive Imperative, 
while the apodosis is given in another Imperative or future with kai: 
see §.420. Obs. 2. Sometimes the Protasis stands as a question, while 
the apodosis i is given in the Imperative, as Dem. 601, 20 doGevécrepos el; 
Tots Gpxovow epyyod. 

10. Sometimes a protasis is followed by another protasis, to explain and 
define more accurately the force of the apodosis : Plat. Pheed. 67 E «i yap 
SiaEBAqvrat prev mavTaxy) TO THpare, adrny de kad? avy emlupovae THY Veni 

EXEL, TouTou O€ eo ELEY et PoRotvto Kat dyavaxtotev, od moANn Gv doyia ein, 

Ei pt) Gopevor exetce tovey: see also §. 852. Obs. So often in Latin. 
11. In the formula e% tug G@AXos the predicate ears or Hy is dropped, and 

there is a remarkable attraction of the subject to the noun to which it 
refers; Arist. Plut. 655 viv & et tw addov (for tis GAAos) paxdpov : Soph. 
Aj. 488 eimep twos oOevovtos ev mAotT@ Spvyav: cf. Id. GE. C. 734. 

12. Analogously a substantive after «i is so attracted that it stands in 
the case required by the preceding verb: Arist. Vesp. 353 ov« éorw oud 
et céphw Siaddvae for rivl Kai ef weppos ety. 

13. In G. T. there is a remarkable form of emphatic denial, taken from 
the Hebrew and arising originally from an ellipse of an apodosis, such as 
od Pidcopa vel sim. Mark viii. 12 ef doOjoerar onueiov: cf. Heb. iii. 11. iv. 3. 

Concessive Adverbial Sentences. 

Remarks on et (édv) kat and kai et (édy). 

§. 861. 1. Kat is added to ei or édv when the protasis has a con- 
cessive force, that is, when it grants or allows some antecedent ; 

and the apodosis has an adversative force, that is, when it denies 

the consequent which might be expected to follow. The proper sign 
of this adversative force of the apodosis is 8pws, either expressed or 

supplied. 
2. There is generally a difference between et kat and kat ei—in ei 
, (although,) cai belongs to the sentence, and allows something 

which does or will really exist, or has existed; as, et nat Ovntds 
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elu, (if indeed) although I am mortal—allowing I am so: Soph. 

CE. R. 302 médw pév, et Kat pr Br€reis, ppoveis 8 Spuws, ola vdcw 

fdveotw, etst (quamquam) cecus es, vides tamen, quo in malo ver- 

setur civitas: so also eimep kat Od. 1, 35; eimep kai is sometimes 

emphatic—especially if: Thue. I. 69 etwep kal tiv d€lwoww Tihs aperis 
géperar. In kat ei, (poet. xér), even tf, cal belongs to ef and not to 
the sentence; allowing a supposed case which does not exist, and in 
many cases is impossible ; as, dvOpwmos Kat ei GOdvaros iy, supposing 
he were, even if he were immortal: one could not say Oeds kal ef 
a0dvaros jv: Aisch. Choeph. 298 ket ph mézo0a, Trovpyor éor epya- 

aréov, etiamst non fidem, perpetrandum facinus est. Kal ei (kei) 

sometimes refers to an actual fact, Soph. Aj. 677 kei viv dvoTvyG?: 
but it is generally intended in animo loquentis to speak of the fact 
as if it were one which he does not choose to credit or confess to: so 
G. T. compare Mark xiv. 29 with Matt. xxvi. 33. 

Obs. 1. The construction is the same as in the simple conditional sen- 
tences. Sometimes jn ei kat the cai does not belong to the whole sen- 
tence, but to the next word; as, Eur. Androm. 1080 dkovooy, €t Kat cots 
irors anvvabey xpnces, TO mpaxdev. Cf. Xen. M.S. [. 6,12. And in kai 
(kei) the xaé is often simply copulative, without affecting the sentence to 
which it is joined. 

Obs. 2. Very frequently ei stands alone in a concessive sentence ; some- 
times also etmep, although in truth, especially when the apodosis is nega- 
tive: Il. x, 225 podvos & elmep te voron, addd Te of Bpdoowyr te vos, ert? 

dé re pyris: Il. A, 116 7 8, elmep te TUXHOL para cyedoy, ob Sivatai ody 
xpacpeiv: Il. p, 233 ws qpeis, elmep re mUAaS Kal Teiyos "Axaroy pynsoueda 
(conj.) cO€vei peyddo, ciwor 8 ’Axawol, ob Kiop@ Tapa vaiduy ehevodpeO aita 

kedevda: Od. a, 167 ovd€ tis nuiv Oadrowpn, eltep tis emtxOoviay avOparav 
gyno edevoerOa. 

Obs. 3. A concessive sentence is most frequently supplied by a gerundial 
participle, either alone or with kai, kaimep, &c, See above, (§. 697. c.) 

Obs. 4. In Plato the form xav=xai édv has assumed an adverbial form 
signifying although, and is followed by ei: Protag. 328 A ad\a kéy et odé- 
you €ori: Pheed. 71 B Kay et py xpapeOa trois dvdpacw eviaxov. 

Adverbial Sentence expressing the result or effect. 

§. 862. This adverbial sentence is a resolution of an adverb 
of mode and manner, and is introduced by the conjunctions éote 
and (rarely) és, which refer to the demonstrative otrws, either ex- 
pressed or supplied in the principal clause: oftw Kadds éoriv, dote 
davpacecOar (=Oavpaciws Kadds éotiv)—rtis obtws avépactos iv, dete 

(Gs) Gmoxteivar TO Kady exelvo petpaKiov. 

Obs. These dependent clauses may express not only the notion of the 
modal adverb, but also that of the acc. or infin. used as a substantive, 

uniting the effect, and then they must be treated as substantival sentences 

a@ See Ellendt ad y. xa} ci, 1. 884. 

4G 2 
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(§. 796.) ; in this case doe refers to a subst. demonstr., such as rovro ex- 
pressed or supplied; Hdt. VIL. 6 dvémewwe Bépéea tobT0, GoTE Torcew Tavra. 

Construction. 

I. Indicative—Infinitive. 

§. 863. 1. The indicative is properly used when the thing 
spoken of is to be represented primarily in its character of an 
action or fact, so that this is rather brought forward, while its 

other character of a result is not wholly lost sight of but only kept 
in the back ground ; hence it signifies something really following 

from the principal verb, but not immediately or of necessity ; 
and dore may frequently be translated itaque: Hdt. VI. 83 “Apyos 
S& avdpdv éxnpdOy obtw, dote of SobAOL aitéwy eoxov TavTA TA TpN- 

ypara; Xen. Cyr. I. 4, 5 rayd b& wal ra ev rH Tmapadelow Onpia avy- 

Adxei—, Bote 6 "Aorudyns odkér eixev adTG ovdd€yew Onpia: Ibid. 

§.15 Kal todourdy obtws fon TH Tore Opa (6 AoTudyns), dore del, 

Onore oldv Te ein, ouveéyer TS KUp@, kal GAdous TE TOAAOdS TapehdpBave : 

Demosth. 95, 23 «i yap Hn rocavrny efovciar Trois airiacOat Kat dvaBaa- 

New Bovdropévors Sidore, Sote Kal wepl Gv dv Pou pedAAew airov Toreiv, 

kal Tept TOUTwY TpoKaTnyopovvTwY aKkpodobe, Ti dy Tis A€you;_Ibid. 118, 

28 ottw 5 KaxGs d1aKelweda—, dot dyxpi THs TiHpEepov npépas ‘ovdEev— 

mpagat Suvdpe0a: so G. T. as Matt. xi. 12 dare Lear Trois caBBdros 

KAaA@S TOLELD. 

Obs. t. “Qere is used with fut. ind. when the effect is to last into future 
time: Arist. Pax 1037 @ote ovdyi pu) TavoeL. 

Obs. 2. It sometimes happens that the real antecedent seems to be 
stated as if it were the effect of the consequent, instead of vice versa: De- 
mosth. Lept. 4.73, 28 odtws axydpuoro: kai Kaxol arvnodpeba Gate Tods Exovtas 
adnpyueba k.7.d. But after pavnoducba we must supply some past verb, 
such as yeyevjjcOa, and then the clauses appear in their proper relation. 

2. The infinitive is properly used when the thing spoken of is 
looked upon rather in its character of a result or effect; hence 
when it is wished to mark that it is supposed to follow from the 
principal clause, directly and of necessity, so that logically 

the two clauses are very closely connected ; hence it is used in the 

following cases : 

a. When the result or effect follows from, and is, as it were, ne- 

cessarily implied in the nature of some thing: Xen. M.S. I. 2, 1 
éru O€ mpos TO petplov SeloOar TeTaLbevpévos (6 Lwxpdrns) ottws, dote 

TAVV piKpa KEKTNUEVOS TaVU padiws €xew Aapxodvta: Plat. Apol. 37 C «i 

otTws adAdyioTds eipt, Bote pur) SVVaTOar AoyilecOar, Gr. tuets—ovx oloi 

Te éyéveobe eveyKeiy Tas euas diaTpiBas. 

Obs. 3. The ind. is sometimes, though rarely, used in this case, when 
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the result is to be conceived, not so much in its close connexion with the 

thing, but as a fact existing externally to it. 

6. When the result or effect includes the notion of an aim or 
purpose: Thue. IV. 23 extr. [eAomovyijovor 6€ ev tH HTElpw oTpa- 

ToTedevodpevol, Kal TpoTBorads ToLovpEvoL TO TELXEL, TKOTOUYTES KaLpOD, 

el Tis Tapanéool, dote TOs Gvdpas cdcar, 1. e. Observantes, si qua forte 

offerretur occasio, ut cives suos servarent. 

c. When oote implies the notion of on that condition that, ed con- 

ditione ut: Demosth. 68, 11 dkover Tobs pev tyeTépovs Tmpoydvous, 

efor avtots TGv AouTGy Apxewv “EAAjvwv, dor adrovs braxovew Bacrel, 

ov povov ovK avacxopevouvs TOV Adyov TodTOY K.T. rA., uum possent 

ceteris Grecis ita imperitare, ut ipst dicto audientes essent regi*. 

d. Usually, whenever a demonst., such as odrws, stands in the 

principal clause, to introduce the dependent clause. 

e. When the notion of the principal verb is compared with some 
result or effect. If this is equal to the result or effect, the predicate 
of the principal clause is in the positive degree ; and this case is the 
same as that given under a. If it is unequal, it is in the comparative, 
and the dependent clause is introduced by 4 @ore; as, Hdt. IIL. 14 
ee ~ K , \ BS > AD be LE fi an © b , b 
@ Tat Kvpou, 7a pev oixyia nv pelw Kaka, } wote avakAate?. 

Obs. 4. Sometimes instead of compar. we find the positive, (but in a 
comparative sense,) 4, (and sometimes oéute,) being omitted; as, Hdt. VI. 
109 6Alyous yap eivae orpari® T7 Mndwv ovpBaréev, pauci sunt ad: Xen. Cyr. 
NE é\tyou ecpev, BOTE eyKpaTets eva: Ibid. I. 5, 11 twopev emt rovs 

moepious, os eyw capas emiotapat--—idioras dvras, @s Tpos Huas aywviterOat, 

imperitiores esse, quam ut nobiscum decertent. © Quum Greci nullum habeant 
vocabulum, quo nimis significent, preter mepiooas, quod vero in compara- 
tione adhibent, nunc comparativo ad id indicandum, nunc positivo, pronuncia- 
tionis vi aucto, utuntur®:” Xen. M.S. II. 13, 3 Wuxpdv, dare AovoacOar, 
eoTiy. 

Obs. 5. In Homer dote is found only with infin., and that in two places 
only: Il. +, 42 ef d€ roe adrd Oupos eméoovta, dote véctOa, épyeo: Od. p, 
21 ov yap em ora@poior pévew Ere tHAlkos cipi, GOT emiTetiapev@ oHyavTope 
navra wiWéo8ar. Homer used the infin. without @ore : Il. A, 20 tév (Oapnyxa) 
more of Kwipys Saxe, Eewyiov eitvar. In Hesiod also @are is only found, 

Opp. 44- 
Obs. 6. In Soph. Aj. 378 od yap yevor’ dv rad? Stas voix ad eye, it 

seems as if 6mws was used for os or dore—or it may have arisen from the 
familiar phrase ot« ¢o@ drs ov being in the writer’s mind, so that he used 
it simply for ov« got ratra ovx be yew. 

Obs. 7. When dote is omitted, the infinitive of itself expresses the 
result : Soph. Gi. R. 1293 rd yap voonpa petlov 7) pépew: Eur. Hec. 1107 
Evyyvac6’, Grav tis kpciacoy H pépew Kaka wdOn, Tadraivns eEaTraddd€ar Cons: 

Thue. I]. 61 rarew ipav 7 dSidvora éyxaprepety, a eyvore: Hdt. VILL. 107 

4 Bremi ad loc. » Valckn. ad loc. © Bornemann ad loc. Hermann ad Viger. 885. 
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duadvrakovaas tas oxedias TopevOAvat Baowdet. So that it is used with or 
without ore to explain the nature of any thing by its results. See §. 669. 
Obs. 1. 

Obs. 8. Sometimes the dependent clause with date is only an explana- 
tion of a subst. in the principal clause, the explanation being regarded as 
the result of the notion of the substantive: Soph. CH. C. 969 Sdida€ov, ef 
ti Ododbatoy rarpi xpyopoiow ixvei’, dote mpds maidov Oavetv: Eur. Or. 52 
éArida Oe 67 TW exopev, Bote pr} Savety. 

Obs. 9. In adverb. sentences, introduced by dere, the same attraction 

takes place as we have seen above with infin. (§. 673. 2.), the participle or 
personal pronoun being in the nominative instead of accusative : Thuc. I. 
11 @ote py Hovxdoaca abéebyvar: Xen. Cyr. I]. 1, 19 of Mepoa evdpicay, et 
japakadovpevol, OTTE TA Gpoia TWovotyTEs TaY avTa@v TuyxXavew, py eOcAnTovaeL 
tavta Troveiv, Sixaias dv— apnxavobvtes Biorevery: Eur. Phoen. 476 €&9AGov 
é£o THaS Exov adtos xOovds,—G@oT adTds apyxewv adOis ava pépos NaBdv. And 
this attraction may be omitted under the same circumstances as with the 
infin. (§. 674.) 

Obs. 10. If the dependent sentence is negative, with the ind. ov is used, 
with the infin. p4, or when the principal sentence is negative also, py od. 
See §. 744. 2 

Obs. 11. We sometimes find a dependent clause with ore followed by 
another @ore: Thuc. VIII. 45 dote ddévta ai’rd xpnyata Teigar, doTE Tvy- 
xopyncar. 

Remarks on &s, Gate (cov, 60a, 8, 7) with Infinitive, in an 

independent parenthesis. 

§. 664. 1. We frequently find an independent parenthesis introduced by 
as (very rarely and only in suspected passages dore) with the infin. The 
force of such a sentence is very often restrictive of the mode of thought or 
speech. ‘The principal clause, the result or effect of which it expresses, 
must be supplied: Hdt. Il. 10 @ove (al. leg. as) etvar (i.e. e&eivar) opixpa 

Tavra peyddoor ovpBadreey, i.e. ita, ut liceat comparare: cf. Id. 1V. 36 ds 

puxpov peyddro eixkdoor: Hdt. VET. 24 as pev cue cupBadrcdpevoy ebpioxey, 
peyahoppoovrys eivexa avtd EépEns dpvocew exéedeve, ut ego quidem hanc rem 
considerans reperio. So very usually, ds esos eimety, ut ita dicam, prope- 
modum diverim: Id. Il. 25 as év wh€ore Adyw: SyAGoar: Xen. M. S. IIT. 
8, 10 &s 8€é ouvehdvte eitretv, ut paucis absolvuam: Plat. Rep. 414 A as év 
Timm, p1) Ov axpiBeias, eipjo8ar, ut summatim dicamus, neque rem diligenter 
persequamur : as yé pou Boxeiv, ut mihi quidem videtur, properly tali modo ut 
mihi videatur: Hat. Il. 125 as ene a7) peprfoGar, thai [ may remember ac- 
curately : so G. T. as Heb. vii. 9 “s eros ae Very often these sentences 
are expressed shortly without os; see §. 679. 2.; as, ob ToAK® Adyw eEitrety, 

especially éXtyou, purpod, wodhod Sety, ita ut paulum, multum absit ; and 
still shorter, 6Adyov, prope, pene. So Demosth. 42, 7 cuveddyte e amos 
(scil. eiweiv) : Hdt. VI. 30 6 d€ ot? dv érabe Kaxoy oddév, Soxéew é Epo : d:.f, 
172 Soxéew evot. So must be explained Eur. Med. 228 &v 6 yap fv por 
mdvTa yuyveoKew Karas (us is well known—to wit), kaxioros avdpav &kBéBnyx’ 
otvpos méous. (See §. 662. 5. 679%. 2.) 

2. After the same analogy we find ogov, doa, 6 te joined with infin. in- 
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stead of as: doov yé p eidévai, quantum sciam (properly pro tanto, quantum 
scire possim) 6 Tu p etdévar. 

3. We must distinguish this use of the final os, so that, from the similar 
use of the comparative os: see §. 896. 6. 

II. "Qete with Opiative, with or without av. 

§. 865. The opt. is used after dere (a) without dv when the prin- 
cipal verb is in the opt., so that both the principal notion and its 
result are represented as suppositions only ; Xen. Cie. I. r2 &t rus 
XpOT0 TO apyuplo, dore—KdKov 70 oGpa Exor: but generally (6) with 

dv when the result is to be represented as a supposition or possibility 
depending on conditions; Plat. Apol. 24 A dcore—OaupdfLoust av, et 

olds 7 einy eyo tudy Tadryny THY SiaBodyvy efeA€oOar: Id. Symp. 197 A 

ToguKyy ye pay Kal larpiKiy kal pavtixny ’Ardd\A@Y dvedpev, émOvplas 

kal €pwrTos iyemovevoaytos, date Kal otros “Epwros &v etn padntis: 

Demosth. 845, 3 (radra memoinkev) dote TOAD av dixadrepov Ova TadTa 

Ta Epya TooTOY projoatte, 7) €“od Tiva dveTeiKetay Katayvointe: Ibid. 

851, 23 Piduamos 8 obte Pidos ovr’ ExOpds (early), dot ovde TadTyv av 

Tis emTEVvEyKOL OtKaiws THY aitiav: Arist. Ach. 941 (of a vessel) icxupdv 

€or, dot ovK dy katayetn, ut non facile frangatur (frangi possit), 
sel. etiamst magna vi utare. 

III. Indicative of Historic Tenses with &v.—Infinitive with dv. 

§. 866. 1. The ind. of historic tenses with dv is used with gore, 
when the result is represented as something that would take, or have 
taken place only under certain conditions: Xen. Cyr. I. 43 otro kal 
Kévpou éx ths moAvAoylas od Opacos Svehalvero, GAN GaAdTys Tis Kar 

pirootopyla dor émcOiper dv Tis TAElw GkoveLy adTod, 7) cLwTGVTL Tapel- 
vat (sc. ef duvardy 7). 

2. In the place of the ind. of historic tenses with dv, the infin. 
with dv may be used: Thue. Il. 49 ra évrds obrws exaiero, dote— 

novota dv eis towp Wrypdv opas avtods pimrew, 1. e. GoTeE—EppitTov ay, 
sell. ef 7dvvarTo. 

Remarks. 

"Note with Imperative, or in an Interrogative Sentence. 

§. 867. 1. Lastly, dete is also joined with the imperative; not that 
the imperative depends upon it, or is construed with it, but it arises from 
a sudden and emphatic change from the oratio obliqua to the oratio recta : 
Soph. El. 1171 @ynrod mépuxas marpéds, "Adextpa, ppdvet, Ovntos S *Opearns, 
@oTe py Alay oteve, for date py—oréevew: Demosth. 129, 70 ypade de, Gote, 
dy BovAnobe, Xetpotovyoate®: Lucian. Dial. Mort. II. prince. od gépoper, & 

a Bremi ad loc. 
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iA , x A , a 4 a a s 
Tl\ovreyv, Mévimmoy rovrovi Tov Kuva TAPOLKOVYTA, WOTE 7) EKELVOY TOL KATAGOTHOOY, 

) Nets petounoopev eis erepov témov: so G. T. 1 Cor. iil. 21 dote prdels i] jpeis petoucnoop p JOTE p17) 
kauxdo0w: and with the conj., 1 Cor. v. 8 dete éoptdtwpev. So also date 
is emphatically used in a question: Demosth. 858, 47 ei—6é watip nmiores 
Tovrots, OpAov Ore ovr dv Tada ewérpeTrev, OUT av ekeiv OT@ KaTaALToY adToIs 
eppatev, date WéGev icagw ; (ergo unde scierunt?) See Interrogative Sen- 
tences. 

Construction of ép @ or éf arte. 

2. For dote, (ed conditione, ut; ita, ut,) the Post-Homeric language 

uses ép ©, or more usually, ép ote, which refers to the demonstrative, 
either expressed or implied in the principal clause, émt todt@ (or émi roiode 
in Hdt. and Thuc.). *Ep’ 6 (or ép Gre) is either used with ind. fat. or 
infin.; as, Hdt. IIT. 83 éwt toute b€ imekiorapa ris dpxis, éw ate in’ od- 
Sevds tyéov Apfopar: Id. VI. 65 KAeopevns ovvriberar Acurvyidy—, ew ote, 
qv avtoy Kataotnoyn Baowdja avtl Anpapyrov, epetat of em Aiywnras: Id. VIL. 
153 tovrauc. 8 av miovyos éwy Katnyaye, EW OTE Of amdyovor adTod ipoddvrat 
tav beav ecovtar: Ibid. 154 eppicavro dé ovrou émt totode Karadd\déavtes, ew 
OTe ‘Inmoxparéi Kapdpwav Supaxovoiovs amododvat : Id. I. 22 diaddrayy dé of 
eyévero €w wre Ecivovs ddAnAowor Eivar Kal Evppaxyovs: Plat. Apol. 29 C ai- 
epev oe, emt TOUTH pevToL, ep OTE pyKeTe ev TavTy TH Cyrnoer SiatpiBew pnde 
gidogodety: Xen. Hell. I. 2, 20 emowitvro ecipnyny, ep @ Ta Te paxpa Teixn 
kal Tov Iecpara kabeAdvras—AakeOdatpoviors ETec Oa. 

Obs. So also dote after the demonstrative : Hdt. III. 36 of dé Oepdmovres 
—kataxpimrovor tov Kpoiooy émt THd€ TO Adyw, Hote, ci pev perapelynoe TO 
KapBvon, Kat emifyrnoes tov Kpotooy, of dé expyvavtes attov Sapa Adpipovtar 
(wdypia Kpoicov, jy O€ pr) petapeAnra, pyndé 1obn piv, TOTE KaTaypynoOa. 

Modal Adverbial Sentences. 

§. 868. 1. The modal adverbial sentences contain a comparison 
between two of the objects of the respective clauses, and this com- 
parison is of two kinds—a comparison in respect of quality, or in 
respect of quantity, either in external size or in internal power ; 
as, A€yels OUTS, ws Ppoveis—ow (Scov) copdrepds Tis earl, ToToUT® 
(rocovT0) swdpoveotepds eotwv. 

Modal Adverbial Sentences of Quality 

2, Are introduced by the relative adverbs, ds, dcote, domep, Stws 

(Epic jize, seldom etre) which refer to a demonstr. adverb, either 

expressed or supplied in the principal clause, odtws, d8e, also ds 
(poet., rarely in prose, és—ds Plat. Rep. 530 D), «ai after 6 aérds, 
igos, &c., the neuter pronouns otoyv &c. They are to be regarded 
as resolutions of an adverb, or of an instrumental dative used ad- 

verbially (§. 837.). 
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The Construction 

3. Is the same as that of the relative sentence (§. 826 sqq.); as, 

Zevs Sidwow, STws eOerAE1, Or Stas dv Ody, ExdoTw, tin Whatsoever 

way he may will: and in Epic the conj. without av occurs; as, Od. 
a, 349 Zets—didwow advopdow addnotijcw, onws eBEXyow, ExdoTo: 

this conj. without av expresses indefinite frequency—he may will or 
may not from time to time; ones dv would imply that he has a will 
and follows it. So ézws éddAe, as he wills ; émws e0€An, as he may 

will; des dy edn, in whatsoever way, exactly as, he may will— 

in this last the action is represented as depending solely on his will: 
Thue. [V.18 add’ as &y ai réxat adtev Hhyjowvra (cf. Kur. Med. 331), 

in whatsoever way fortune directs—fortune is the sole arbitress : 
Aasch. Eum. 33 pavrevopar yap s ay FHyynta Oeds, the god is her sole 

euide; if it were fyyrae without ay it would mean, that if the god 

guided her she obeyed. So again, orws S8vapor, as [am able; ows 
Stivepar, as I may be able; owas ay Sivopor, in whatever way I am 

able, (the ability being the only thing considered in the action taking 
place ;) Smws Suvaipny, as [might possibly be able; swag av duvaipyy, 

as I might under certain circumstances be able. ‘Qs av or domep dv 
is very common with the opt., when the verb of the comparative 
clause is to be represented as a supposition depending on some con- 

dition, a mere possibility (§. 425.): Plat. Pheedr. 230 B dxunv exe 
Tis avOns, as dy evwdeotaroy Tmapéxot TOL TOmoV: Id. Phaed. 87 B éuot 

yap Soxel dpolms rA€yecOar TabiTa, Sowep dv tis TEpl avOpdmov ipavtou 

mpecBvtov anodavdvros héyou Todrov Tov Adyov. In G. T. Acts il. 45 

the impft. with dy is used in a frequentative sense, xa8ét dv tus xpetav 
° 

e€Lxe. 

Obs. In Od. €, 483 PidArov xvou Fria TOA}, SoGov 7 He Siw ne Tpeis av- 
dpas épucSar, the adverbial écor follows the analogy given in §. 836. 5. 6., 

(cf. §. 823. Obs. 3. §. 666. 1.) and is followed by an infinitive; it is nearly 
equivalent to acre with the further notion of quantity. 

Comparisons or Similes. 

4. Actual comparisons or similes may be classed with this sort of 
sentences, but they are to be distinguished from them. The com- 

parison does not limit or define the operation of the principal verb, 
but illustrates its nature. The moods used are a. the indicative, 

when the comparison is viewed as an actual fact. $8. The con- 
junctive, when it is viewed as something which might happen any 
day (§. 415. 2.). y. The optative when it is viewed merely as a 
supposed case without any reference to its really happening or not: 

Gr. Gr. von. 11. 44 
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Soph. CE. C.776 aowep tus—mArjpn 8 exovte Ovpov dv xpyfors tdre 

Sdpo.d’, if one were to give &c. See §. 426. 1. 

5. Hither the present is used, (the object of comparison being 

considered as something present,) or the aorist (§. 402. 3.), (as the 

comparison does not require the notion of time,) or the future, as the 
similitude is viewed as something which will happen in future. 

6. In Homer the comparative adverbs, és, dore, quTe, are used 

with a. Indic. pres. or aor., when the object of comparison is to 
be expressed as a real fact. 0. Ind. fut., when the notion is to 

be supposed as actually happening in future time. c¢. Conj. 
pres. (or more usually the aorist, because time is not the prominent 
feature in a simile), used much as the ind. fut. (§. 415.): so com- 

monly in Homer when the realization of the fact in fut. time is only 

expected. 

Indic. Il. ¢, 4 ds & dvepor Sto wévrov dptverov—, ws edaifero Oupds evi orn- 

Oecow Ayadv: Il. p, 421 GAN Sor aud’ ovporae 80° avépe Syprdacbov—-, as’ 
dpa tovs Suepyov enad€es: cf. Il. v, 703. 0, 691. p, 755: Il. «, 183 as de 

ives Tept pia Sutwpyoovra ev aiAj—, ws Tov vndupos Umvos and Bdeapotiv 

Od@der: Il. 0, 381 Bote peya Kipa—ynds mép roixey kaTaByoerar—, as: Il. 
P> 434 GoTe orndy pever eumedov, Wr ext TULB@ avépos éEaTHKEL. 

Conj. Il. 8B, 474 robs 8, dot aimddia rare’ aiyov aimddor avdpes peta Bra- 
Kplvaow, emel KE VOL@ PLyEwow, ws Tovs tyepoves Ovexdopeov evOa Kai €vOa, as 

the goatherds may—not will: Il. «, 485 @s 6€ A€wov pHrovow aonudvtoow 
ewedOav alyecw i) dierou kaka ppovéwy evopovan Os pev Opnixas dvopas eraxero 
Tudéos vids: Ll. w, 428 of 8, dot aiyvmiol—pdxwvror, ds oi—en’ addrAnowow 
dpovaav: Il. e, 161 as Se Aewy ev Bovot Boparv €E adxeva aéy Toptios ne Bods—, 

ds tos audorépovs e& tmmwv Tuddos vids Byve: cf. IL. p, 168. Od. x, 302, 
where the aorist conj. is used. 

7. In conditional suppositions introduced by dozep «i, as if, the 
moods and tenses are similarly used. 

Obs. 1. Homer and other poets often use as ét¢e, sometimes as Stay, as 
when, in comparisons (properly @s gore rére, dre, §. 841. 4.) : so Gotep Ore, 

aotep orav. Very frequently we find in comparisons os ei, ws ay et, (sc. 
ws dv ei) ei) dotrep Gy et. 

Obs. 2. "Av is not found in comparisons introduced only by the simple 
comparative conjunctions ws &c. In the passage in 1 Thess. ii. 7 os ep 
tpoos Oaday ta éavtijs téxva, cf. Mark iy. 26, if eav be taken for dy it would 

mean, in whatever way a nurse &c., according to the analogies to which it 
is usually referred (cf. Winer 274, Ellicott and Wordsworth ad loc.). It 
seems most probable that ws édv is here used after the analogy of ws el, ws 
otay (see Obs. 1.), the conjunctive having its proper notion of the action 
being one of every day occurrence. 

Remarks on the Modal Sentences. 

], OUtws (ds)—«s in wishes or protestations.—2. Comparative adverbial 
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sentence for an adject. sentence—6 atrds, toos, dotrep.—3. Attraction 
of the case.—4. A comparative clause shortened and coalescing with 
principal clause.—5. ‘Qs, after definitions of degree, &c.—6. ‘Qs eivar.— 
7. &s €oue &c. used personally. 

§. 869. 1. OUtws (&s)—s is used in wishes followed by protestations, 
so that the comparative sentence introduced by ws expresses the subject 
matter of the protestation. Soin Latin, ita me diz ament, ut ego nunc— 
letor Terent. Heaut. 1V. 3,8: Il. v, 825 ei yap eyav otto ye Ards mais 
aiytéxolo elnv ijpara TavTa—, OS viv Hucpyn Oe Kakdv Hepes Apyclowor Tact pada: 
Il. 6, 538 et yap eyav &s einy dOavatos Kal dynpaos ifpata Tdvra, TLoipny 0, aS 
tier ’APnvain kal “Arodov, OS viv Hyepn Oe Kakov déper Apyeiovcw : Arist. 

Nub. 516 ottw vixnoapl y eyo Kal vopiloipny codds, @ buds iyyovpevos evar 
Oearas Seévovs,—mparovs néiax avayedo’ twas: Lucian. Philops. §. 27 otitws 
évaipny, &pyn, TovT@v, @ alynbn—mTpos oe ep@. But sometimes the relative 
clause with os is omitted: Eur. Med. 714 ottws ¢pws wou mpos Oey Tedeo- 
épos yevoiro rraidwy, kadtds 6ABios Pavots, (where the context will supply és 
dyTopat ce from ikeoia Te yiyvopuat.) 

2. A comparative adv. sentence stands for an adject. sentence, especially 
with domep after 6 aitds, icos &c.: Nen. Anab. I. 10, 10 Baoweds—eis TO 
adts oXjpa KaréotTnoey evavtiay THy dddayya, Bomep (for ev d) TO TpaTov pa- 
Xovpevos cuvyec: Plat. Phed. 86 A et rus Stioxupiforro TH atta Adyo domwep 
(for 6) va; Plat. Legg. 671 C rodrov 8€ etvat rov mAdoTHY Tov aiitov Gomep 
(for 6s) rore. So also with kat: see §. 594. Obs. 4. 

Obs. So vice versa, an adjectival sentence stands for an adverbial: Arist. 
Vesp. 970 6 & erepos ofds €or oikoupds pdvos. 

3. In sentences introduced by as, domep, Gore, an attraction takes place 
sometimes, especially of the nominative into the acc. ; this however is but 

seldom: Lys. 492, 72 ovSapotd yap eorw “Aydpatov ’AOnvatoy civar BoTep 
©pacdBouhoy : Thuc. VI. 68 otk amodéxrovs dotep kal Huds. So after otov 
used adverbially: Soph. Gi. C. 869 WAvos Soin Bioy rovodroy ociov Kapé (for 

kal €y@) ynpavac wore. Frequently the nomin. stands alone, to which a verb 
must be supplied from the context: Arist. Ran. 303 ¢&ear: 5, dotwep “Hyé- 
Noxos, Hpiv A€yerv: Plat. Phed.111 A Ga 8 én adrijs eivar ciNXa Te TONG Kal 
avOparovs, Tos pev ev pecoyeta oikovvtas, Tovs Se mept Tov apa, eae pets 

(sc. oixeGmev) wept riyv Oddarray k.r.d.»: Demosth. 37 (Spald.) eypiy adrév 
—rd bvta dvadioxovra, GoTEp eyo, OUT pev aparpeioOas THY vikny: so G.'T. as 

Acts vil. 51 ws ot marepes tpay kai tpeis. See §. 760. 3. 

4. The comparative clause is shortened and coalesces with the principal 
clause in various ways: Plat. Phileb. 61 C xa@drep iptv oivoxdors tev, for 
nuiv, addr. oiv.: Id. Protag. 352 B ovd€ os mepi torodtou aitod dvtos Siavo- 
ovvrat, 1. €, ovSe mept adrod Siav., os TovovTov dvros: Id. Legg. 694 ovdels ay 

arodos Spunoe Karappovncas ws OvTwV Hav Bpaxéos akiwy, for karapp. npov os 
évtay Bp. dé. 

5. ‘Qs with a subst. is frequently used like wt in Latin, after definitions 
of the measure or degree of any quality of a person, in the sense of—as 
might be expected—as is possible—-as is proper. This os expresses a notion 
of coincidence and equality between the two objects, as; or qualifies the 
expression, by stating that the degree was not to be taken in its full force, 
but only when compared with the nature of the person or of the case, for ; 

a Stallb. et Heindorf ad loc. b Heindorf ad loc, 

4H 2 
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in the former case, the verb which is suppressed after s would agree 
with, in the latter it would contradict the quality spoken of; as, Soph. 

CE. R. 1118 Aatov yap jy, elmep tis GAXos, muords, WS vopeds avfp, ut pastor 
est fidus, as a shepherd is: Thuc. IV. 84 jv b€ odd€ adivaros, Ws Aaxedat- 
podvos, eimetv, ut Lacedemonius, for a Lacedemonian ; it heing well known 

that the Lac. were not orators. So ws éx tay Suvatay, ws ex tay bmdp- 
xsvtav Thuc., as they were able, as they were situated: Hdt. I. 30 ws 14 Tap 
fp: Nen. Anab. [V. 3, 31 Kat yap joav omuopévan, ws ev TOLs Gpeow : 

Thuc. Il]. 113 @morov 76 aAROos A€yerar dmodecbat, OS TPds TS peyEDos Tis 
modews, for the size of the city: so oia, Soph. G8. R. 763 d&wos ot dviip 
Sofhos. 

6. A very singular use of the comparative s, as, with infin. is found in 

Herodotus, limiting the application or meaning of some one word in the 
sentence: II. 8 75 ov 5) dao “Hdtoumddos ovxéts ToANOY Xe@piov ws Etvat Ai- 
yumrou, ut in Acgypto: Id. Ll. 135 4 ‘Podames—peydda éxtnoaro xpnuata, ws 
dy etvar ‘Poddiatos, é€txéodar, as being the property of a private lady like 
Rhodopis, but still not so large &c.: Id. 1V. 81 ws etvar Exd8as: Thue. I. 27 
ws Tahad etvar. 

7. The impersonal form ws é€orxe is, in a parenthesis, frequently used 
personally, as it is referred to the subject of the principal clause, and 
agrees in person with that subject: Hdt. III. 143 od yap dy, os otkact, 
éBovhéaro civas éhevOepor: Xen. Con. 1V. 53 ot &, ws Eorxas, ef rovro yévorro, 

vouiters av SiahOapjvac airdy: Plat. Rep. 372 C dvev dwouv, &pn ws eorkas, 
mois Tois dvdpas éotiopevovs: Ibid. 404 D Suxedixyy rouiiiav byov, ws 

Zouxas, otk uaiveis: Ibid. 426 B otk émawérns et, epnv eyo, Ws Eoikas, TOY 

rowvtay avipav. So also in Attic poets: Soph. El. 516 dvemeévn pév, ws 

Zoimas, ad orpéeper: Eur. Med. 337 dydov mapé€ets, Ws Eorxas, @ yiva. So 
also sometimes videri in Latin; as, ut videris, non recte judicas. 

8. The sentence is frequently elliptic, as @s tdyos sc. €vti: SO écov 
TaXOS. 

G. The sentence answering to the comparative clause must sometimes be 
supplied by the mind; so 1 Tim. i. 3 Ka@as wapexddeoa k. 7. A. SC. OUT@ Ta- 
pakare. 

Comparative Adverbial Sentences of Quantity or Degree. 

§. 870. In these sentences, the quantity or degree of the prin- 
cipal yerb is said to be equal with that of the dependent verb ; 

they are resolutions of an instrumental dative, used as an adverb 

. 609. 1.), or an accus. of quantity (§. 578.). 3 

The adverbial sentence is introduced 

a. By the relatives, cow, (ocov), referring to a demonstrat. in the 
principal clause, tovovtw (tocodtov): Xen. Cyr. VIII. 1, 4 toaobrov dra- ] Pd t b 

/ ec an lal lal / Ly € S Le) ys a , 

épew pas det TOV Sovd@Y, OGov of fev SovAOL UKovTEs Tots SEeoTOTAaLS 

UMNPETOVOL. 

b. By ocw, ooov, referring as before to the demonstr. téc, técov, 

tooottw, tooodtey; but both the predicates may be either in the 
comparat. or super]. ; as, 6s, (6cov) sopatepds Tis éotiv, TooodTw (To- 

covTov) cwdpoveotepds eativ—soaw (dc0v) copsdtatds Tis ati, ToooUTw 
lal / , 7 . . 

(rocotror) cadpovéoratds eo: but the comparative or superlative 
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stands either in one, Hdt. VIII. 13 dypwwrépn tocottm dow x. 7. Xd.: 

or both of the clauses, Thue. VIIL. 84 do pédtota Kal ehevOepor joav 
vairat, TosoUTw Kal OpactdtaTa Tpoomecdrtes TOV ptcOov azjrovy. Also a 

superlat. stands in the former, a comparat. in the latter clause : 
Demosth. 21,12 6c yap éroiusstar ait (TO Adyw) doKodpev xpioba., 

TosovT paANov amLaTovor TdvTes atT@. G.T.as Heb. 1. 4 toaotre 
, , b) / i4 LA 

Kpeitzev yevduevos AyyeA@v Sow Siadopsdtepov K.T. A. 

Obs. 1. Sometimes tooottw is suppressed, especially when the relative 
clause of the comparison stands last: 'Thuc. I]. 47 avrot padtora ebynokov, 
dow kal padtota tpoonecay: Plat. Gorg. 458 A peifoy yap ado dyabov iyyov- 

cr > ’ A > ~ ~ “~ » 

pat, Gowmep peiloy ayaddv €otw avtov. drahhaynvat Kakovd Tod peyiotou i) Gov 

dmadhagar: Id. de Rep. 472 A dow a, en, toraira mreiw Eyns, FrTov apebr- 
G ’ a \ , ” o r , 

cet vp’ npov: Id. Apol. 39 D kai xaderorepor eoovrat, 00 vewrepol eioL, So 

in Latin; Ovid. Epist. 1V.1g Venit Amor gravius, quo serius. 

Obs. 2. When 6¢@—tovotT are both suppressed, the two clauses may 
coalesce into one sentence: Xen. M.S. 1V.1, 3 ai apeorae Soxotdoa eiva 
pices padiota madeias Séovrar: so G.T. as Heb. vill. 6 viv b€ diapopwréaas 
eruxev Aetroupyias O6Gw Kal Kpeitrovos K.T. X. 

Obs. 3. Uf the one predicate diifers from the other in degree, they stand 
as coordinates with the disjunctive particle # (§. 779.). 

Obs. 4. Frequently a comparative clause introduced by s, étws, 4, or 
ocoy, and expressing possibility, serves to strengthen a superlative, or a 
comparative: Hdt. VI. 44 ev vd@ gyovtes Ooas Gv metotas BUvaiwTo Kara- 
atpeperbar Tay “EXAnvidev wodiov : Thuc. VII. 21 dywv awd Tév TodEov dv 

erewse oTpariav, Conv éxaotaydbev mhetoTnv eduvato: Ibid. mAnpody vais ws 

Stvavrar wActotas: Thuc. VI. 88 ws ay Suvwvto. petpiorara (for the conj. 
with ad see §. ¢68.3.): Xen. M.S. II. 2, 6 emipedotvrar of yoveis mavta 
mowodvvtes, Oras of Taides avtois yévavtat Ws Suvatov BéAtTioToL: Id. Cyr. VII. 

1, 9 7 dy Sévwpor tdxiota: Ibid. 1. 4, 14 dcayoviter@a Stws exactos TA Kpa- 
tiota Suvaito: Demosth. 108, 75 «ime ws ody te Ta dpiota. So also ws ay 
with the opt. of another verb, expressing that whereto the superl. notion 
applies, frequently in Xen., Plat. and others ; as, Xen. GZcon. XX. 7 otras 
ws av Gpiota paxowro: Demosth. 15, 21 ws av Kdd\or aite ta mapdvT’ 
€xou. 

Obs. 5. But generally the verb is suppressed with these relatives, and 
hence the elliptic forms Ws, Omas, d&pieta—oioy xaderétatov &c.: Thuc. VI. 
57 ws av pddtota: so Demosth. 23,18 dvnp éotw ev adrois otog Ewmerpos 7o- 
Aepou &c. Tovodros, oios Svvarat eivac Eyretpos To€Epov. 

Obs. 6. So the expressions ws ddnbds, really ; ds atexvads, straightway ; 
¢ z Cy aN) , ri ° co ws Tavu, pada, Ws Em TO TOAU, plerumque ; are to be explained; and ws éxa- 
oto, that is exaoror, os exacTo Hoav: so ws éxdtepor Thuc. II].76. On 
Gavpadtas as &c. see §. 823. Obs. 7. 
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INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES. 

§.871. 1. Sentences in general express a judgment—the agree- 
ment or disagreement of a subject with the predicate. The inter- 
rogative sentence expresses ignorance or a doubt as to this 

agreement or disagreement—* This is so ?’—* This is not so ?” 

They either do not depend on another verb (direct); as, “Js my 
friend come?’ or they do depend on another verb (indirect), 

“ Do you know whether my friend is come ’” or they imply a ques- 
tion (indirect), “JZ wish to know who he is?” Each of these is 

either contained in a single clause (simple) as above, or contains 

two clauses (compound), “Do you know whether he is come or 

not 2” and as the question relates to an object (person or thing), or 

the verb of the sentence, they are either nominal or verbal. The 

nominal interrog. sentence ought to be introduced by a sub- 

stantival or adjectival pronoun, as tis tatra énoinoev ; the verbal 
interrog. sentence by an adverbial interrog. pronoun, or an in- 

terrogative particle, as dpa tatra émotnoas ; 

2. An interrogative sentence is often known only by the po- 
sition of the words and the mode of pronunciation; the word on 

which, as containing the question, the emphasis is to be placed, 
being usually placed first in the sentence: so especially in nega- 
tions ; as, od é6édeus iévar; but very frequently it is introduced and 

marked by one of the interrogative particles; in G. T. it generally 
is without any introductory particle. The note of interrogation in 
Greek is an English semicolon (;) as, Od. €, 204 orm 61 oixovbde 

4 3 / La) 3 , lal 3 / NA 

pirnv és marpioa yatay avtixa viv eOedes levat 5 

Obs. 1. Those sentences which imply an expectation that the fact is so, 

and therefore have affirmative answers, are called affirmative questions. 
Those which imply an expectation that it is not so, and have negative 
answers, are called negative questions. 

Obs.2. The indirect interrogative sentence includes those dependent 
clauses which follow on some mental act, such as wonder, memory, 

perception, &c., and implies a question in the mind of the person who 
is spoken of as wondering, remembering, perceiving. — Thus “I 
wonder who he is ?”—the dependent clause ‘‘who he is,” stands in the 

person’s mind in the form ‘ who is he ? I remember who he is,” implies the 
question ‘‘ who is he?” 

Simple Direct Questions 

§. 872. 1. May be introduced generally I. by the interrog. pro- 

nouns, tis, tt (Epic tin), motos, woos &c., was, wy, Tod, 750L, WHev, Tod, 
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, y_ , rs aw ” , or 97 
mote &e.; as, tis ADE; Tt TOLEts ; woidv we EmOS Uyev EpKos dddvTWD ; 

mas Aéyers; Il. 7, 422 wéce pevyere ; 

Obs. 1. The interrog. words are not always in the beginning of the 
sentence, and even sometimes stand last, so that there is a sudden and 

unexpected change at the end of an oratio recia to the interrogative form : 
Eur. Phoen. 709 Aéyer b€ 81 Th rev exei vewtepov; Id. Hipp. 519 Sdetpatvers de 
ti; Id. Ion 1012 ri rade xpyode; Svvaow expepe tiva; Id. Or. 401 ifp&o de 
Avoons mote; So G. T., as John xxi. 21 od7os dé 7h. 

Obs. 2. Where a question, introduced by an interrogative pronoun, ap- 
plies to two substantives, it is sometimes used only with one of them, even 
when the other is in a different gender and number: Soph. Aj. 46 ota 
TOAP.OLS taiade kat (soim) ppevav Opdacer. 

Obs. 3. The article is sometimes prefixed to the interrogative word, 
and to give it emphasis when it refers to something which has gone be- 
fore: Soph. El. 671 16 wotoy & Ev’; what is that? Id. Gh. R. 120 78 roto, 
what is that? See §. 881. 2. 

= 

Tis, rl, motos &¢., mas &C. with other Particles. 

2. These interrog., especially ris, are frequently jomed with other 
particles : 

a. Tis wore, quis tandem? ri wore (for which Hom. timre), quid 

tandem ? 

b. Tis te, who then ? tis F dp’ (apa §. '788.), lo, who then? (ré see 

§.'755.); tis vu, quisnam (§. 732.) ; ti vw Od. a, 62 ti ww ot técov 

advcao, Zed; (Expostulation—why therefore?) These three combi- 
nations are only Epic. 

Cc. Tis dpa, tt dpa, so also motos dioa, wétepos apa, ras apa &c., where 

apa signifies the embarrassment of the person who asks the ques- 
tion, or a doubt as to its decision, or his expectation of some 

surprising answer: Aisch. Theb. 92 tis dpa pioerar, tis ap enap- 

kéoet OcOv 7) Ocav; Eur. Iph. T. 492 wérepos dp tudv evOdd dvopuac- 

pévos TvAddys xéxAnrat; In Homer 7 is always before this dpa in 

interrog. In Attic poetry dpa is lengthened into Gpa for the metre 
(see §. 789. Obs.): Eur. Iph. T. 472 ris dpa pajrnp 7 rexodo’ tyas 

TOTE 5 

d. Ti 84 (but also was 84, rod 84 &c.) guidum, frequently to ex- 

press the impatience, reluctance, surprise of the person who asks 
the question ; ri 84 wore, gui tandem: Eur. Med. 1012 tt 8% Karn- 

gets Oupa Kat daxpuppocis: Cf. §. 723.2. For ti Sat see §. 727. 
Also tis 8} ody, tt 8} ob, who, what then ? out with it; but in tt otv 

dy and mds ody 84, 7 is only connexive (§. 723. 2.) 

e. Ti obv (but also ti alone) with a negative is used in animated 
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expressions of exhortation or encouragement, as Lat. guin: Plat. 
Protag. 310 A ti ofv od dunyjow jyuiv THY Evvovotan ; 

Sf. Ti pay like was pay quid queso ? quid vero? (§.'728.). 

g. T1 8€; To give emphasis to the subject-matter of the question 
in an antithesis, or a change of the form of the sentence. The 
words which express this subject-matter are frequently separated 

from their sentence and placed first with ré 6¢, and then the predi- 

cate of the real interrog. sentence with a second interrog. word: 
Plat. Rep. 332 E tis 8€ sA€ovtas mpos Tov Tis Oaddrrys Kivdvvov (sc. €v 

a La / , Wigce / 2 /. If a \ LA) 

movet) ;—KuBepyijtrns.—Th 8€ 6 dixawos ; ev tive mpager kal pds Ti epyov 

dvvateératos Pidous apedetv Kal €xOpors BrAamrew?; Ibid. 341 D ri 8e 

kuBepvytys ; 6 opOGs KuBepynrns vavtdv apxov eortly 7 vadtrns; Id. 

Gorg. 502 A ti 8e 6 rarip adtod MeAns; 7) mpos TO BEATLoTOY BA€T@Y 

eddKet cor kOapwdety ;—Ti 8 ob ; But why not ?=surely. 

Obs. 1. "Iva ti is sometimes used, as Plat. Apol. 26 D tva ti radra déyers : 
Arist. Eccl. 718 twa tt why— it is elliptic=tva ti yevytas, as is seen from 
Demosth. roiadr’ nreihec—tva tL; iv’ eyo Katyyop®: so ote zt Plat. Rep. 
343 A Or Oy Th pdduora; Ore olec k.7.A. So G. T., as Matt. ix: 4 twa ti 
tpeis evOupetabe movnpa; (See §. 882. 1.): so the form ri ér, why is it that ? 
G. T. Mark ii. 16. Luke ii. 49. 

h. On tl wat, motos kat, mas nat &c. &e., see §. 760. 2. 

i. Very often yép is added to the interrog., as ws ydp, tis ydp &c., 

having an inferential force (§. 786. 2.), with an expression of sur- 
prise: Il. a, 123 mds ydp rou ddéaover yépas weyaPvpor ’Axawol; o, 182 

"Ipt Oed, tis yap oe OcGy euol dyyeAov HKev ;—Tt yap; quid ergo? 

expresses feeling, but it is also used to denote a new thought; as, 
kal tt yép; and what now ? But yap also has its logical force in this 

formula, ti yap; quid enim? or quidni enim? (=surely—natu- 

rally.) Observe especially the Attic, mas yép; as an expressive 
form of a negative answer (=in no wise). So in the same sense in 

Attic, wé@ev ; 1o8ev yap; On the other hand, mas yap od; wéGev 8€ of ; 

has an affirmative force—why not ? (=utique, sane) as an answer : 

Xen. M.S. LV. 4,13 ovxodv 6 pev ra dlkata mpdtrwv Sikatos, 6 b€ Ta 

dduka ddikos; Mas yap of; But ydp is not unfrequently used also 

without an interrog. word in the above meaning: Demosth. 43, 10 
yevoito yap tv Tt Kawwdrepov, 7) Maxedov avip ’AOnvatovs KaratoAeuav 

kal Ta TOV ‘EAAHvov btoixdv? ; Ibid. 47, 27 od yap expyv—rasapxovs 
+ Le = na 9s 7? > € , lal lad , pr iN Ee 4 

Tap vuav—eivat, tv nv ws aAnIGs THs TOAEWS 7) OVVAapLS ; 

Obs. 2. Mépada is used in Doric and Attic in the sense of was yap ; 
(=minime,) which clearly was originally interrogative, m@s pada; How in 

the world ? 
a Stallb. ad loc. b Bremi ad loc. 
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k. Ti podv, re wabsv, cur, why ? always used in a bad sense. 
The former signifies an intentionally, the latter an accidentally, 

wrong action : as, ti pabay rodro érolnoas; What is your intention ? 

with what aim did you this? what were you thinking of to do 

this ? ti madav todto éroincas; quid expertus, hoc fecisti? What 
has come to you, what was the matter with you, that you did this ? 

The latter as early as Homer: Il. A, 313 ti ma@dvte AeAdopeCa Oov- 
pioos adkjs; Arist. Nub. 339 ti wa8odca.—Ovyrais eifacr yuvartly ; 

Ibid. 1510 ti yap paSdvr és Oeods bBptCerov ; 

Obs. 3. So also 6 tt paddy is used in indirect questions : Plat. Apol. 36 B 
Tl d&ibs eipe padety 7 drorica, 6 Te pabey ev TS Bio ody jovyxlay jyov®, pro- 
pterea quod: id. Euthyd. 299 A wodd pevror, &pn, Sekadtepov tov tperepov 

marépa TUnTouu, 6 TL pabwv Goods vicis ovTas epvoev, (asking him) what he 
meant by begetting. 

§. 873. Simple direct questions are introduced II., by ¥; 
dpa; ap od, dpa ph; py; pov; pay ody; pay ph, pav ov ; 

1. 7H, generally with other particles, implies an asseveration, as »§ ¥ P ye 
it supposes the subject matter of the question as really existing. 
Homer, # fa (for which Attic Gpa), F dpa 84, 4 pd vu, W vu, H vd wou; 

°*H occurs in Homer without a particle, when a question is answered 

by a conjecture in another question immediately following: Od. ¢, 
a , ) , » / a 3 4 — / 3 

405 TimTe Tocov—eEPonsas— ; y pajtis oEev prjAa—E€EAavvEL 3 WY pITLs o 

avrov kreivy; In Attic, 4 wou, num forte, whether perchance, whe- 

ther, surely, expressing an ironical doubt as to what the answer will 

be, yes or no (see §. 731.1. a.): Ff yép, ts it so? expressing sur- 

prise or incredulity ; the yap refers to these feelings (see §. 786. 2.) : 

Eur. Med. 695 q yap tetéApnk’ pyov alcxioror réd_; Plat. Hipp. 
6 C = , a ¢ / Sih i a“ v / 2) urs 

393 " yop, © In7zia, €av TL EPWTA TE L@KPATHS, ATOKPLVEL 5 

Obs.1. In G. T. we find # prefixed to a question: Rom. vi. 3 4 dyvoeire 
k.T.A.; 2 Cor. xi. 7 4 apapriay énoinoa k.t.d.; this seems to be alterna- 

tive, and to refer to a suppressed question implied in the preceding clause 
—(is not this so, or) are ye ignorant &c.—See §. 877. Obs. 6. 

2. *Apa is a lengthened form of dpa, first used in the Post-Homerie 

dialect, and especially in Attic. Originally, épa was placed after 

the interrog., but it afterwards assumed an interrog. force, and was 

therefore lengthened into apa, and stood as other interrogatives at 
the beginning of the sentence, though in poetry it was allowable to 
place dpa as well as dpa in the middle. It expresses, like dpa in ris 

dpa &c. (§. 872. c.), embarrassment, doubt; hence surprise, incredu- 

lity. The Attic politeness used this particle with a marked emphasis 
of tone in very pointed and decided questions; hence ironically, as 
the speaker pretended to be embarrassed or in doubt. As dpa 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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generally implies doubt and surprise, it generally prepares one for 

a negative answer: Eur. Alc. 477 "Adunrov év ddpotow apa KLyx ave ; 

Here uncertainty only is expressed, from which he desires to be 

freed # Soph. Phil. 976 otpou, ris Gvijp; ap ’Odvocews KAvow; (aston- 

ishment:) Xen. Cyr. VIL. 5, 40 dpa, &py, & dvdpes, viv pev Karpos 

diadvOjvar; (Ironical=J should think it was time to go.) But apa 

has also the power of expressing a positive consequence or result in 

the shape of a question: Eur. Ale. 341 dpd ou orévew adpa; Is tt 

not then my lot to mourn / 
3. O8 or p¥ is attached to dpa, according as the person who asks 

the question expects an affirmative or negative answer to his ques- 
tion; dp od éoTw dobevis; nonne cegrotat? Algrotat: dpa pi 

gor aobevis; numnam egrotat? (He is not perhaps sick ?) 

Non egrotat: Plat. Pheed. 64 C dpa ph addo 717) 6 Odvaros; Cf. Id. 

Rep. 405 A. Xen. C&con. IV. 4 dpa— ph aioxuv@aper roy Mepody 

Baoréa piyjoacda; We shall not be ashamed &e.? On the con- 

struction of dpa py see Obs. 2. 

4, My; (see §. 814.) not perhaps ?=whether perhaps, expresses 

anxiety, and hence generally prepares one for a negative answer: 
Xen. M.S. IV. 2, 10 GAAG ph Gpyitextov BovrAet yeveoOa ;-—OdK obv 

éyoy’, épn. Minime gentium. “Adda ph yeopérpyns éemOupeis, eqn, 

yevérbar ayabds ;—O8de yewperpys, en, k.T.A. So G. T., as Luke 

Vi. 39 pate dvvarar TupAds TUPAdY ddyyetv ; Id. xi.11. When ov 

stands in a sentence introduced by pi, it belongs to some single 
word, not to the whole sentence: pi odx We, did he never-come. 

So G. T., as Rom. x. 18 pt} odk Hxovoav: Xen. M.S. IV. 2, 12 ph od», 

Edy 6 EvOddnyos, ob Sivopar éy® Ta THs Sixatoovyns epya eEnyyjoacbat ; 

Shall I not perhaps be unable? Whether shall I be able? My is 
distinguished from dpa pj, only in that the question is less pointed 
and emphatic.—My mm, num forte: Plat. Rep. 466 A Ti otv; vbv 

Hpty 6 TOV emtkovpwv Bios, OomEp TOD ye TOV OALpTLOVUKOY TOAD ye Kal 

KaAXov Kal dyelvov paiverat, py wy KaTa TOY TOY oKUTOTOUwY datveTaL 

Biov 7) tTwav GrAdA@V dnurovpyGv 7 TOV TGV yewpyav ; Ov pot doxel, 
épy: Ibid. 486 E Ti ody; ph my dSoxodpév cor odk dvayKaia Exacta 

dveAnAvOevar— 3 “AvayKatorara pev ody, én. 

Obs. 2. When an aflirmative answer follows a question introduced by 
py or Gpa pH, it always seems contrary to the expectation or wishes of the 
speaker: Asch. Suppl. 295 pi Kai Adyos tis Zyva pryOnva Bpor@; there is 
surely not a report? The chorus answers, kal kpunta y' “Hpas tadta Ttav 
maddaypatwr, immo non modo amat, sed clam conjuge amat: Plat. Crit. 44 E 
dpa ye py enovd mpopnOet ;—el yap te ToLovrov oPet, €agov avTo xaipe ; numne 

de me sollicitus es ? you are not anxious about me? Socr. cat tavta mpopy- 

Oovpa, @ Kpirov, kat adda Toda. 
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5. Mév (from the interrog. yj and ody) answers exactly to the 

Latin num, Is it not then? whether ? and hence always prepares 
one for a negative answer: Eur. Hee. 754 r¢ xphua paorevovca; pav 

eAevOepov aidva Oeabar; padiov ydp eatt sor. Hee. answers, Od dfjra* 

Tovs KaKkovs b& TyLwpoupEern aiGva Tov EvpravTa dovrAcdoa OéAw. But 

in the passages wherein a not unwelcome surprise is mingled with 

the doubt, and hence the speaker rather wishes than fears the sub- 
ject-matter of his question, péy seems to introduce a question to 
which there is an affirmative answer: Plat. Prot. 310 D ri oty ca, 
Ww 0 eyd, todTo; pov tl ce ddiKel T1pwraydpas; Kat ds yeAdoas’ Ni} 

Tovs Oeovs, &pn, ® Voéxpares, Ort ye pdvos eotl copds, eve S ov Tove?. 

Whether does Protay. wrong you? From the frequent use of this 
word, the elements yj and ody which composed it were so little re- 

cognised therein, that they are joined with it, pav ody ; pav py; AXsch, 

Choeph. 177 pav ody ’Opéorou Kp¥foa dGpov 7 Téde; Eur. Andr. 81 

pav obv doxely cou ppovtica tiv’ ayyéhov; Plat. Pheed. 84 C ri, &pn, 

tyuiy Ta AexOevta; pov ph OoKel EvdeGs A€yecOar; but when péy is 

followed by od the answer is affirmative, (nonne 2) Soph. GE. C.1729 

pav obx dpa ; 
Obs. 3. The use of the moods after pH, dpa py, pav py in direct ques- 

tions, is the same as that. after py (§. 814.). 

§. 874. Simple direct questions are introduced, IIL by 03; 
ovKodv, ov pevtTo.; ob 84; 08 By Tou; oUTL TOO ;—aAAA; GAN H5—BE ;— 

eita, €1eiTa, 

1. 08; (otk) non, nonne? and (with the notion of a result from 

what goes before) oéxoiv, non or nonne ergo? (§. 791. Obs.) they 

always imply an affirmative answer: Soph. Aj. 79 odkody yeAws 761- 
atos €is ExOpovs yedap ; 

2. 08 pévtor, ts tt not in truth? is used when the speaker seems 

to deny the subject-matter, while it is affirmed in the answer with 
the more certainty: Plat. Phed. 229 B eizé por, @ Zexpates, obk 

evdévig pévror Tobey and Tod “lAvcood A€yetar 6 Bopéas tiv ’OpelOviav 

apadocat; Socrates answers, A¢yerar yap: Ibid. 261 C ov 0 eine ev 

Stxacryplors of avTidiKoe Tt SpGouw ; odk AvTA€yover pévtor; 7) TL pyco- 

pev; Todt?’ ard, is Pheedrus’s answer. 

3. 08 8H, generally od 84 mov, also odm mov, in Attic, is used 

ironically, to express a question to which a denial is confidently ex- 

pected: Plat. Theset.146 A ot mou éya tnd idodoylas ayporxiCouat ; 

Lam not ? am I not ? 

4. Very frequently questions are introduced by éddé, when the 
question is opposed to some thought in the speaker’s mind, or when 

412 
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an application or remonstrance is made, in the shape of a question : 

Eur. Med. 325 Adyous avadois’ od yap adv meloas more! “AN e€edGs 
me, Kovoeyv aidéoer Aités; in this sense we often find 4X _=an 

(§.'774.): Xen. Symp. 1.15 édN qf dddvn ce cidnde; Soph. El. 879 

XP. adpeor ?Opéorns iv —HA. aX qf pcunvas—Kamt Tots epots 

yedds; (no, he is not come) but are you not mad ? 

5. Also 8€ is sometimes used in animated questions, referring to 
some suppressed thought: Hdt. I. 32 Kpotoos 6& omepxOels eime’ *O 
feive "AOnvate, 7) Sé jperepn eVdampovin obtw Tou améppimTas és TO pnd€r, 

Gore ovde idiwréwv avdpGv akiovs tu€as evoincas ; 1. e. lOudtas pev €v- 

Saiuovas voplters, 9 O€ K.T.A.: Demosth. 107, 70 eimé pot, od Sé 07 

TL THY TOA Hpty ayaboyv TeTOINKas ; 

G. Eira and éwetra in questions implying reluctance, irony, asto- 
nishment, are used to express that something unexpected results 
from what has gone before: Plat. Crit. 43 B etra més otk edOds emy- 

yeipas pe; Id. Apol. 28 B tows & dv obdv eiror Tus" Ett ob« aicxdver, 

® Séxpares: Xen. M.S. L 4, it eur” od« ole. ppovticery (Oeods av- 

@pdmev): Demosth. 71 extr. ei” ody épate Didimmov dddAoTpiwraras 

TavTn (Ti eAevOepia) Kat Tas Tpoonyoptas ExovTa ; 

Obs.1. A question is sometimes doubtfully introduced by éoriv otv éras : 
Eur. Alc. 52 éor’ otv émws "Adknotis €s ynpas podor. 

Obs. 2. In G. T. «i introduces a simple indirect question, as Acts 1. 6 et 
amoxabvoTdvers THY Bacideiav ; this may have arisen from a suppressed clause, 
such as “‘J wish to ask” (see §.877. b.), and marks a deference to the 

person addressed. There are passages in Plato where ef is found in a 
simple direct question, but they are suspected readings, see Ast. Lex. Plat. 
I. Go. 

Obs. 3. On the force of the interrogative formula od py with future ind. 
&c., see § 748. In G.T., as John xvii. 11 we find it as a simple 
strengthened interrogative od pt) tio adré ; so Luke xviii. 7. 

Obs. 4. Métepos is also used, to refer to two objects already or hereafter 
named, in the sense of ‘‘ whether of these: Plat. Gorg. Crat. 403 C mérte- 
pos (Seapos) ioxupdrepds eariy, avdyn 7) emlupia; Id. Soph. 236 C dvo etsy 
THs elS@doToLikis, ELKATTLKYV Kal havTaoTLKiv—ev ToTépa Tov codioTHy Oereov. 
So ri is thus used: Plat. Phil. 52 D ti more yp havar mpds adnGecay eivat, 

70 Kadapov—i to odddpa. In G.T. ris is used for mérepos: Matt. xxi. 37 
tis ex Tav Svo emoinge k.T.X. 

Direct Double Questions 

§. 875. a. In Homeric, sometimes in Attic poetry, are introduced 
by "H—#}, either —or, utrum—an: Od. & 120 % p oly bBpicrai Te 

kal dypior ov0€ Sikavor, He Prddcewor kal ogi vdos eatl Ocovdis ; 

b. In post-Homeric, especially in Attic, by Mérepov (arévepa)—y ; 

as, WoTEpov ovTOL UBpiorai eioww H pidd~ewor. When both the clauses 
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have the same verb it is sometimes placed first, with wérepov: Xen. 
Cyr. IIL. 1, 15 wérepa 8 ayf, @ Kope, dpewov eivar, ov TO ayabe Tas 

Tyswpias ToreioOa, i ov TH of Cyuia; Also more than one clause 

may be opposed to the one introduced by aorepa: Hat. ILI. 82 «ddev 
hpi 1) €devdepin eyeveto kal Ted SdvtTos; KéTEpA Tapa Sijov, i) dAvyap- 

xins, 7) Movvapxov ; 

Obs. 1. The 7 or the mérepoy in the first clause is sometimes omitted ; as, 

Od. a, 226 cihamivn Hé ydpos; Cf. Il. «, 62: Eur. Or. 1539 ri Spaper; 
dyyéAAwpev es médw Tade, H oty exopuev; Xen. Cyr. II]. 1, 12 ri dé, Hv ypy- 

pata modda €xn, eas TAOUTEW, } TévnTa ToLeis; Soph. Electr. 317 rod Kaou- 
ynrov ti ys, nEovtos } peAdovtros ; this is generally the casein G.T. We 
find once in G. T. John vii. 17 1étepov—y. 

Obs. 2. When a general or indefinite question has preceded, the one 
following thereon is introduced by 4%, an, referrmg back to the preceding 
one to correct or qualify it. The first question expresses the uncer- 
tainty of the speaker—the one which follows with 4, an, signifies the only 
thing which the speaker can suppose, in case the person of whom the 
question is asked does not choose to inform him better: Il. a, 203 rin?’ 
avr aiyixoro Avds téxos cidndovdas; * iva UBpw tdn ’Ayapepvovos ’Atpeidao 
(=quamquam quid quero? certe venisti, ut— ?) Plat. Symp. 173 A adda 
tis cot Sunyeito; H adros Swxparns®; Id. Parm. 173 B wddev odv 81 apEdpeba 
kal ti mpa@rov brobnoopeba;  BovdAcoGe am evod dp~opac; Id. Menon. 71 B 6 
d€ pup oida Ti €or, Tas dv, Grotdy ye TL, Eldeinv; * SoKei Gor oidv Te eivar— ; 

c. “Apa—n, num—an: Plat. Euthyphr. 9 extr. dpa 70 dcvov, dre 
ic4 , 3 oO ig \ r lal aA oe c 4 , Bp) 

OoLov €oTL, didcirat vT0 TOV Oedv, H, OTL Pidcitat, Oovoyv ETTLD 5 

d. Mav—, seldom: Eur. El. 504 pay rapa 51d xpdvov o° avéuvynocav 
Kaka; % Tas Opeorov tAnpovas huyas orévers ; My—h, whether—or : 

Plat. Pheed. 78 D aird Exacrov, 6 €or, 70 dv, ph mdOTE peTaBoAnv— 

evdexetat; 4 del aditGv Exaotov, 6 éott: Id. Rep. 479 B kai peydda 

pi Te paddAov, & dv dijcwmer, tadta TpoopyOyoerat H Tavavria. 

Obs. 3. If the second clause is negative, either 7 od is used, or 9 pH, 
the former when the predicate, the latter when only some particular part 
of the sentence is denied; Plat. Rep. 473 A adda od mérepov dpodoyeis 
ovras, HW 08 (for 4} ovx dpod.); Id. Pheed. 263 C riv "Epwra mérepov hapev 
Tov dppoeBynTnTipov, } TOV ph (sc. dudua® ) ; 

e. "ANKo te 7H, an elliptic compound question for dAdo tu yévour’ av, 
7 (post-Homeric), is used in the sense of nonne: from its frequent 
use, this expression became a mere adverb: Hdt. I. 109 &ddo tm A 
Aelmerat TO evOcirev euol Kwvdvvar 6 peyioTos; nonne relinguitur 
mihi— ? Xen. Cyr. ILI. 2, 18 Go te ody, Ey, H Sid TO yijs ovavigew 

ayadis viv mévntes vouter’ eivar; Id. Anab. LV. 7, 5 a@ddo te ¥ ovdey 

Kodvet wapévat; Plat. Phed. 70 A B dépe 87, 7) & Gs, GAN Te Hav 
avT@v TO pev cGpa eat, 76 Se Wyn; Oddev adXo, py: Id. Euthyphr. 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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15 C we find rodro & ado Tu H Oeodides ylyverat; 7) 00; (annon:) 

and sometimes 7 was dropped, and the two sentences coalesced ; and 

then perhaps it should be written @dov: Plat. Hipp. 226 E adore 
ody olye piAdoKepdels didodat TO Képdos; Id. Men. 82 C ef jv tadvrn 

. 

dvoiv Todotv, tadtn b€ évds Todds dvov, Go Te Gra av iv dvotv 

modoiv TO xwplov; Ibid. 84 D ado te ody yevour’ av rérrapa ica yopia | 

rade; for GAAo Te yevour’ dv i) olye piroKepdets &e. 
Obs. 4. Sometimes a&AXo te H iS not used as a mere interrog. particle or 

as an elliptic question: the question is then introduced by some other 
interrog. particle, and @\do te is the subject or object of the verb: Plat. 
Pheed. 64 C jyovpeOd te rov Gavarov etvar; mavu ye.—Apa py a&ddNo Te i) THY 
THs Wuxns ard Tov THparos dmaddaynv; Ibid. 258 A # wou GAN Te chaiverae TO 

TovovToy 7) Aéyos ovyyeypappevos; It is also used as a predicate without any 
interrog. particle, and between a@dXo 7 and # the subject is placed: Plat. 
Pheed. 106 E &dXo ti Wux7), 4, ef aOdvaros Tuyxdvet ovwa, Kai av@dcOpos ay ein ; 

Obs. 5.’AdXos and ado are often used instead of @dXos tus, dAdo Te (Xen. 
Cyr. IV. 4, 8 ef & aNdo Tes Opa Gpeuvoy, Aeyerw), SO 1S GAXo used interroga- 

tively instead of dAdo 71: Xen. M.S. 1.17 Go ye 7) dfpoaivn mpdccote TH 
Oedovte Ta AuTNPA VTopevery ; 

Indirect Questions, 

§. 876. Although they are in form adverbial sentences, yet are to 

be regarded as substant. sentences, and then may stand as the object 

or subject of the verb; as, ef rodro moujoers, odK old}a—el TodTO ToUI)- 

celts, ov OnAGY EoTL. 

Simple Indirect Questions 

§. 877. Are introduced by 

The interrog. pronouns Sets, Srotos, dméc0s, SwdTepos, — OTs, 
dtrou, im, Smére, XC. as, od« olda, Gotis eot(—6mws TO Tpaypa expakev. 

Obs. 1. If the question is repeated by the person to whom it is ad- 
dressed before he answers it, the pronouns compounded with és are used 
instead of the simple pronoun; as, ogtts for tis, Omws for mds; this second 
question is considered as dependent upon, ‘do you ask:” Arist. Ran. 198 
obros ri moveis; Dion. ott moa; Id. Ach. 594 adda Tis yap ef; A. “Oats ; 
mohirns xpnords : Plat. Euthyr. 2 B adda 6) tiva ypadny ce yéypanra; &. 
“Hytiva. ; OUK G yeu, shane Soxet: Id. Hipp. M. 292 C més 57, ppace eyo. 

"Orws; poet, ovx olds T EL perio Gat : Id. Legg. 662 A kai ras dv raird y 

ere Evyxwpoipev; AO. "OTmws; ef Geds nuiv—Solyn Tis cvppeviar. 

Obs. 2. As the pronouns tis, ri, motos, més, &c. are the proper forms for 

the direct question, so those compounded with the relat. 6s, as éoris, dzoios, 
érws, &c., properly belong to the indirect question, the relative part of the 
compound (6 in dzoios for instance) signifying the dependence of the in- 
terrog. sentence. Sometimes however, the simple forms are used, the 

indirect question assuming the character of the direct. Thus Soph. Gi. C. 
307 ovk éxo th p@: Id. Phil. 56 drav o° epwra tis re kal médev mdper: Plat. 

Phedr. 278 E tw’ adrév pyooper civa: Ibid. 59 C tives dis joa ot Adyar. 
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This is very usual in G. T., as dors and é7e are not used as interrogatives 
—and in some passages ti has assumed almost the force of the relative 
pronoun (see 1 Tim. i. 7.), the construction proper to the interrogative 
form being retained, when the interrogative force is dropped: thus Matt. 
xX. 19 dbo0Ojncerac tuiv—rtt hadyoete, the form in which the latter would 

present itself to the mind would be ti NaAnoopev ; and this form is retained 
when it assumed the character of a dependent adj. clause. So Luke xvii. 8 
eroinacoy Ti Sermvyow ; so Tl Oéhw ; cf. Eph.v.17 so Plat. Legg. 744 tt Boudo- 
par; Sometimes we even find tis, motos, THs, and Tis, 6oT1s, Totos— trots, Grws 

or még0s, in the same passage: Plat. Crit. 48 A ovd« dpa—jpiv ott dpovtt- 
oTEov, Ti Epotow ot woAXOL Hpas, GAN OTL 6 emaiwy Tepi TOV OiKkalwy Kai ddikov? ; 
Id. Phil. 17 B adW re (€opev) moa ré cori kai ota: Id. Gorg. 500 A ap’ 
ovv marrds aydpés eorw ekr\éEacbar Tota ayaba Tay ndéwy eoTi Kal 6TOta KaKd ; 

Ibid. 448 E add ovdeis epwra Tota tis ein 7 Topyiov téxvn, adda Ths Kat Ovtive 
d€ou kadeiv tov Topyiav.—Sometimes, but less frequently, the relative form 
is placed first; as, Id. Rep. 414 D ov oida, 6mola rédApy 7) Wotous Ad-yous 
Xp@pevos epO. “Omrotos, &c., on the other hand are not used for motos &c. 
in the direct question, in good authors, or they only seem to be so used, 
as they really depend on a principal clause suppressed. 

Ohs. 3. Sometimes the indirect questions are introduced by 6s, ds, otos, 
dgos, for da7is, dts, droios, dnda0s. So Il. , 609 Kai yvopevar Og Te Te- 

gevyor 65 T cba’ ev modguw: Il. n, 171 KAnp@ viv wemddaxGe Staptepées OS KE 

Adxyow. But this is rare, and could not have generally obtained till the 
origin of the relative és from the demonst. was no longer perceived : 
féschin. 67, 13 dv dé tpdmov, kai bv olwy Kaxovpynpdtey, Tavr Sn aédv eat 

dxovoa: Plat. Rep.327 E dpas otv pas, én, dco. eopev; Id. Men. 80 C 
kal viv mept apetns, 0 gow, eyo pev ok oida: Soph. O. C. 1171 €&o.8 dxovav 
Tavd’, &5 €68 6 mpoardtns. So G. T. Luke viii. 47 80 qv airiav. 

Obs. 4. Vhe same distinction seems to be preserved in the use of és for 
és7s, (which latter is in the indirect question, what ris is in the direct,) as 
in Latin between gui and quis: oats is used when some peculiar defi- 
nition or description is required of the person or thing, who is he? tis 
being the direct interrogative and therefore making the compound more 
personal : etwé Gotis €ori—Oepiorokdyjs ; but 6s, when the question is asked 
as to the quality thereof, what is he? the person or thing being supposed 
to be known: eimé 65 éot1-—AOnvatos. This distinction is reversed in the 
relative sentence, (see §. 816.6.) ris being the indefinite generalising 
pronoun, and thus making the compound less personal and more generic. 

b. Et (st), whether, (§. 850. Obs.) can properly be used hike 7 only 

in compound questions; it signifies an alternative —a_ hesitation 

between two possible things; but very frequently one clause only 
is expressed, the other being implied therein, and existing in the 
speaker’s mind; so after verbs of reflection, consideration, inquir- 

ing, asking, trying, knowing, saying, &c.: dpav, cxo7eiv, €idevat, 

oxentecOar, doBeicOa, &c.— retpacba, emivoetv, epwrav —déyew, 

dpagew, &c.: Il. €, 183 sda 8 ovdk ot’, ed Oeds Eore: Il. a, 83 dpdoa, 

ei pe cadoers; Xen. Anab. VII. 3, 37 oxépar, et 6 “EAAjver vdyos 

kdAAuov éxer: Id. M.S. II. 2, 2 dn 2 wore éoxdpw, ci Gpa—rd dyapt- 

aTety Tpos pev Tovs didrovs dduxdv éorr: Id. Cyr. VIII. 4, 16 7a de 

a Stallb. ad loc. b R, P. Phoen. 892. 
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ExT@paTa OvK od’ ei Xpvoavta ToT 66. So Hdt. IX. 14 Boudeuspevos 

el KOs TovTovs mpGrov €dor. In Luke vi. 7 cxomodvres is supplied, 
TapeTnpovy et Ceparedcer, 

c. ’Edv also with conj. is sometimes used when something ex- 

pected, but as yet untried, is spoken of: Il. 0, 32 d¢pa ty, iy To 

xpatopy: Xen. M.S. IV. 4 12 oxépar ev rdd€ cor waddAov apécky. 

Obs. 5. Very frequently, esp. in Homer, this deliberative éév (Ep. et ke, 
ai xe), is joined with words expressing any action whatever, there being 
implied therein the notion of cxomew or metpacOa, to see or try whether. 

In such sentences the conjunctive or optative is used, as the principal 
verb is in a principal or historic tense, with the exceptions given above 
(§. 806 sqq.): Il. A, 796 adda oe wep mpotw, dua 8 aos aos. éreabw 
Muppidcver, at xev (in case that, to try tf) TL pews Aavaoion yévnat' Kai Toe 
revyea Kaha Sdt@ Todepdvde héeperOat, at Ke Ge TO ioKovtes ATOTXwVTAL TrOhE- 

poco Tpaes, avatrvedowou 5’ *Aprjion vies "Axardv reipdpevor: Ll. xk, 55 eyo & 
éxi Néoropa Siov eis kat Orpuvéw avotipevat (Tretpwpevos), at K eVEAynow eddeiv : 

Il. v, 172 yAaukidov & iOds deperar pever, Hv tin Tépyyn avdpav: Od. a, 379 
eyo b€ Oeodrs emPBadoocoua aicv edvras, ai Ke Tobi Zeds BHou Tadivtira Epya yeve- 
cba: Hdt.I/ 75 &s re ra xpnaornpia ewepre, et otpatedntat emi Iepoas, (for 
atpatevoiro, see below, Oratio obliqua.) Cf. Id. Il. 52: Il. 7, 38 "Exropos 

Opogw@pev Kpatepov pevos, v—mpoxahéooetat (for mpoxadkeconrar). So és Il. n, 
171, see above, Obs. 3. So ei ms with optative means fo try to do some- 
thing: Thuc. I. 58 WordSaara d2 mépwavtes pev kai map’ ’A@nvaiovs mpeoBes, 
ei Tws Tretceray, to see if they could persuade them. SoG.T., as Acts xxvii. 
12 €Gevto Bovdny dvaxOjvar—et mws Sdivawto x.t.rA. Cf. Rom.i.10. So 

with the future: Rom. i. 10 et tas—edo8wOjoopat : ins X1.13 €l dpa 
eSpyjoer: Phil. ili. 11; but these may be referred to §. S56. 2 

Obs. 6. "H, an, is also used sometimes in the Epic writers, for a simple 

indirect question, the other clause being suppressed : Od. 7, 138 add’ aye 
por Tdde eiwe, Kul dTpexews KaTdhe~ov, H Kal Aadpty adtiy 6ddv ayyehos €hOwo.— 

See §. 873. Obs. 

d. M4, (as in the direct question) whether, whether not, is used in 

Homer only (see Od. e, 300.) with conjunctive after principal, with 

optative after historic, tenses, but in Attic with ind. also: Il. «, 97 
/ « y \ \ > y 2 / XOX No Bey 

KataBjopev, Oppa Weopev, pa) TOL pEV KayaTw adbdnKoTEs OE Kal UTVO 

koupjowvtar, whether they are not, &c.: Od. ¢, 394 6 & én Togfov 

evdpa, TavTn dvactpopdev, Teipdyevos evOa Kal evOa, ph Képa ines 

Gorey, AToLYopevoto avakTos.—See above (§. 814.). 

Obs. 7. The difference between py (whether) with ind. and conj. in Attic 
Greek is, that the ind. ph movet, asks whether he is doing it now, the con- 
junct. py mouq, whether he may not do it presently—but py, with conjunc- 
tive, often signifies /est—See §. 814. Obs. 2. 

Indirect Compound Questions 

§. 878. Are introduced by 

a. “"H—i Homer, rarely Attic poets (cf. §. 875. a.): Od. a, 175 

dydpevsov—, ie véov peOeTeEs, } Kal Tatpwids éoor Eeivos: Od. & 144 
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peppnpicev "Odvoceds, 4% yotvor Aloco.ro—, % abtws Alooour’, el deifere 

noAw xal eiyara doin: Od. y, 214 eimé pot, HE ExOv Krodduvacat, ji cE 

ye Aaol é€xdalpovow: Soph. Ck. C. 79 olde yap Kpivodct ye, 4% xpn ce 

piuvery 4 mopevecOar madi: Kur. Med. 492 ot8 exw padeiv, % (ei 
Dind.) Oeovs voices rods TdT odK apxew ETL, H Kawa KeioOar Oéop 

ev avOporots Tavov. 

b. Métepov (wéTeEpa)—H post-Homeric (see §. 875. b.) i. e. od« oda, 
nétepov 67 % TEOVNKED. 

Obs. 1. Wédrepov or 7 may be suppressed in the first clause : Od. 8, 110 
ovd€ Te Sper, Cader Oy H TEOvnxev. Cf. §. 875. Obs. 1. 

Obs. 2. We must distinguish from the double question a succession of 
single questions, each introduced by 7, but not opposed as alternatives : 
so G. T., as Rom. viii. 35. 

c. Ei—4, like wérepov—y, but with this difference, that Ei—7 ex- 

presses uncertainty, and a determination to sce the result: Il. x, 
246 twa eldouev, et xev "AxiAdAevs—€vepa Bpotdevta épntar—, 7 Kev 

o@ dovpt dapuely: Il. 0, 533 cloopa, et xe 6 Tudeidns kpatepos Ato- 

pndns Tap vyGV Tpos TElxos ATdoeTaL, } KEV eyo TOV Xak@ dydcas 

évapa Bpotéevta pepopar: Plat. Apol. 18 A rodr@ tov voty mpoceyerr, 

ei dikara A€yo, H py. 

d. Eite—eire, in the same sense as Ei—}, except that Eire—eire 
expresses that the two clauses stand in the same relation to the 
principal verb: Il. u, 239 trav (olwvGv) odt. perarpémoy’ 008 ddreyLo, 
cir én d€€0 twou mpos “HO r HeAdidy te, cit’ én” dpiotepi Toiye worl 

Copov jepdevta: Soph. Ant. 38 xat deters taxa, et edyevijs TédpuKas, 
ei’ éoOAGv xaxyj. Often in prose, as Plat. Rep. 484 C. In poetry 

the following forms also eccur ; Etre—7: Il. 8B, 349 apiv “Apyood’ 

i€évat, mplv kal Ards alyixoro yvopevat, cite Wetdos tmdcxeEors, HE Kal 

ov«i; or the reverse, “H—eite, as Soph. CE. R. 1100: also Ei—eire 

Eur. Ale. 140. And in poetry the first etre is sometimes suppressed : 
Soph. Trach. 236 rod ys; matpwas, cite BapBdpou déye. Cf. §. 778. 

Obs. 

Moods in the Interrogative Sentence 

§. 879. Are used in the same constructions, except some few 
peculiarities, as in the simple sentence. The ind. is used in both 
direct and indirect questions, as in other languages, to inquire 
whether a fact really is or not. On conjunct. and opt. see §. 417 
and 418. ¢.: on the pres. or fut. ind. after a past tense, see Oratio 
obliqua, §. 886. 2. d. The conjunct. (with éav or «) after principal, 
the opt. (with «) after historic tenses, have a deliberative force 

(§. 417.). The ind. of historic tenses (§. 424. a, 8.), and the opt. 

are used with dv, referring to some condition more or less general 
Gr. Gr. VoL. 11. 4K 
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according to the context (§. 425.1.): Xen. M.8.'IV. 2, 30 rodro 

Tpos c€ AnToBAET, ef por ehjoats Gv eEnyjoacba, sc. ef BovAowo: Id. 

Cyr. IV. 32, 4 oxomGy, dzws dv (how in the world) Kadota Kal 

TaxtoTa Tadra yévoto (sc. ef yévouro).—l16s with ind. and xé: HI. 

X, 202. 

Obs. t. The opt. without dy is used also after a principal tense, when 
the notion of uncertainty or doubt is to be conveyed by the question ; 
(cf. §. 815. c.) as, Plat. Hipp. 297 E épa yap, ei—rotro patpev eivar Kadov. 

Obs. 2. Kév is often added by Homer to the conjunct, or opt. of an 
indirect question ; as, Il, 1, 619 ppacodpueO, f Ke vedpeO ep’ rperep 7) ke 
pevopev: Od. a, 268 Oedy év yotvacr keirat, i} Kev vootnaas Gmoticetat (i. € 
anotiatntat), HE Kal ovki: Od. 0, 299 dppaiver, #f Kev Cdvatoy dvyou, # KEV 
aden. 

Obs. 3. A great many of the seemingly unusual constructions in these 
clauses arise con the usages of the oratio obliqua (§. 286. 2), in which form 
naturally all questions may be reported by a writer. So indicative after 
a past tense: Aidt. III.119 diromeiparo €i cuveravol €igt. So conjunctive : 
Hdt. I. 53 éveréhdeto emeipwtay ei otparedntar. Cf. Id. II. 52. So the 
optative often arises from the oratio obliqua. 

Obs. 4. When an opt. is used in the second clause, after a conjunctive 
in the first clause, of a compound indirect question, the opt. expresses, 
as in a final sentence, the less immediate thought (§. 809.): Il. 2, 650 

ppdtero Ovpe—peppnptlwv, 7) 75n Kai Keivov evi kparepy Vopivy—'Extop Xara 
Sydeon, amd 7 dpwy tevye EATGL, 7) CTL Kal TAEdvecow Spedevey wovoy aimvy : 
Hdt. I. 53 érepwray ei orpate’ntar emi Uepoas kai et twa orpatoy dvdpav 
tpoa8éoito ¢idov. 

Obs. 5. The indicative and optative stand together in Il. ¢, Gog, és re 
mehevyor, who might possibly have escaped; 6s 7 é0av’, and who was for 
certain dead. 

Obs. 6. In emphatic questions, we sometimes find the ind. where we 

should expect the optative, mas ov« oida; how could I be ignorant ? was 
evdpucov ; how could I think so? emphasis is hereby laid on the verbal no- 
tion by representing (the positive or negative) notion as a reality. 

e . 

The answer to a question 

§. 880. Is expressed 

a. By repeating the word which expresses the subject matter of the 
question: Eur. Hipp. 1395 &q. opas pe, O€orrow’, ws Exo, Tov GOALoY ;— "Opa. 

If the answer is negative a negative is prefixed; as, Ibid. g1 sq. otc® ovr, 
Bporotow os kabeornKev vdpos ;—Odx otda. 

b. By yp, ony ey, eywye—or negat. ov pnp, od eywye, od: De- 
mosth. I4. 20 TL OvV —COv ypapets TavT e€ivat OTPATLOTLKa ; Ma Ai, ouK Eywye. 

c. Very frequently by an explanatory yé, which marks the connexion 
between the answer and question; yes, surely, at least. It has a double 

force : 

a. It assents to the subject-matter of the question by introducing a 
statement which a fordior?, proves the other true, and therefore it is used 

to give assent, and add something more to the question®; and this is its 

a Elmsl. Iph. Taur. 806. 
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more usual force (cf. §. 735. 8.): Eur. Hipp. 95 ev & etapoonyédporow éore 
tis xapis; Hipp. Tretorn ye kai xépdos ye ovv pdyO@ Bpayei. 

8. It asserts the subject-matter, by introducing a sentence stating cir- 
cumstances under which it is true; as, Eur, Pheen. 1616 ris jyyeuaov por 
modds épaptncer Tuprod; FO 7 Oavotca; (od y av cap oi5’ dre: Id. Iph. 
Taur. 497 mérepov adeApo pytpds eorov ek pias; idrdryti y’, eopev © od Kact- 
yjte, yvai. ‘This yé is also added to a negative answer ; as, Eur. Iph. A. 
1129 ei’, dv epatiow ae, yevvaiws, Téat.—Ovev Kehevopor Set Y <pordcba 

ééhko—and a strong affirmation can precede it, such as vai, vy Aia. 

d. By ydp, (§. 786.) as a stronger explanation than yé, which removes 
the doubt expressed in the question, by giving the grounds for it: Eur. 
Hipp. 280 6 & és mpdcamor od Texpaiperac Brerov; Tr. éxdnpos dv yap triode 

tuyxavet xPovds: Ibid. 330 Tr. kamera kpimrets ypnad ixvoupevns euov; Ph. 
ek TOV yap aicypav ecOa pynxavapeda. 

e. By vat, vh tov Ata—rdvu, kdpta, &c.; often found with yé, as mévu 
ye—also e0 ye, kahds ye, &c.: Plat. Apol. 20 B éore tus, env eyw, 7) o¥.— 

Ndvu ye, 7) O° ds. 

f. By tot (§.786.), pévror (§. 7290. a.), ody (§. 737.) which assent to it 
in the same way as ye, by introducing something which implies it: Plat. 
Gorg. 447 B ti b€, & Xapepov; emOvpet Swxpatyns axodoa Topyiov; Cher. 
€r avtd ye Tor ToiTo mapecpev: Plat. Pheed. 65 D qapév re etvai—Oixarov 

avro i) ovdév; Bapey pévtor vi) Sia®; Ibid. 68 B od roddy av ddoyia ety 3 Todd} 
peévtoe vy Ata: bid. 73 D adda mov pupia torair dv ein. Mupia peévtou vy 

AL, €hn 6 Suyspias: bid. 82 C od yap dy mpéro, en, @ SHxKpartes, 6 KéeBns* 
Ov peévtor pa A’, 7 © ds: Id. Phedr. 262 D ovxotv dndov, @s Td wabos TodTO 
dv épotornrayv Twav cicepptn ; yiyverat obv ovTa. 

g. By pevoov or pev ovy (§. 730. b.) introducing something which implies 
it, and thus assenting to it, (uwtigue), yea rather (Plat. Rep. 400 E), or 
something which states it more correctly, and thus partially denying it, 
(immo) nay rather: Id. Phedr. 230 A B dp’ od rdéde jy ro Sevdpov, ep érrep 
nyes Nas ;—Todro pevotv aité: Id. Protag. 309 C ’AAN 7) cope Tw? Hpiv, 
Vaxpares, EvTvyav Tape ; Socr. Lopatata peev otv Synmov tay ye viv, et cou 

Soxet aopwratos ecivar Upwraydpas: Id. Gorg. 466 A ri ody dys ; Kohakeia 

Soxet cou elvar 7 pyntopixy ;—Kodakeias pevov eywye eirov popiov’: often ob 
pevouv, no, truly not. 

h. By 06 yép ody, xopi8H pév obv, neuliquam. 

i. Sometimes the answer begins with kat, the reply being then a con- 
tinuation of the subject matter of the question, and implying the truth of 
the doubt which suggested the question to him who asked it, and whence 
we must collect whether the answer is affirmative or negative; as, Eur. 

Ph. 422 evrat@a Tadaod mais Evvnxe O€odhatra; P. Kadwxev jpiv dvo dvoiv 

veavidas : Soph. Aj. 44 9 Kal rd BovdAcup’ ws em ’Apyeios TOS Hv ;—Kav e&€- 
mpaev ei katnpédno’ eyo. Kal in kai Tobto, kal tadta, et quidem, like yé, 
does more than affirm the question, while todto, tadta, alone, only affirm 

it: Arist. Pax 274 Il. Ovxotv repdv y ér’ ék AaxeSaipovos peter avucas Tt ; 
K. Tait’, & déor06’: Plat. Rep. 456 E ri dé; ai yuvaixes trav yuvaikév ovx 

atta éoovra BéXtioTa ; Kat TooTo, én, Tord (sc. BéAtiotrat EoorTat). 

Obs. 1. When there is a rapid interchange of question and answer, the 

a Stallb. ad loc. b Tbid. ¢ Tbid. 

4K2 
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question is often interrupted, so that the answer separates the question 
into two parts. See Eur. Hee. 1260 sqq. 1270 sqq. When several ques- 
tions are asked in succession, of course they are answered in the same 
order. The answer to a compound question belongs to the latter clause ; 
as, Eur. Or. 1539 Ti dpapev; ayyeAdaper cis médw Tdd€; 7 Oty Exoper ;— 
"Aohadéatepov, pida (sc. otya éxew). 

Obs. 2. The answer often assumes the form of a question, especially in 
certain formulas; as, 7@s odK oi8a; &c. Ti F od peANer; TLS odx EpedXe ; 
why should it not=certainly ; and the negative is omitted in this formula, 
tt pedNer; GANG Ti péANer; GANG Ti yap péANer; what will he do, if not ? 
quidni ?=certainly : Plat. Hipp. Maj. 2874: Id. Hipp. Min. 373 D &. dpspo 
pev apa kal T@ Oeiv Taxos pev ayabdy, Bpaduris dé Kaxdv ; “Im. “ANAG Th péeAde ; 

So also ada ti oter; Id. Rep. 332 C and édha tt; quidni ? Id. Pheed. 89 B 
ovK dy ye ewol meiOn—. "ANAG TLD; also GAnOes; (accent thrown back) in 
ironical replies, really ? who would think it ? Itane? so mépada originally 
a question, 7@s pada; how then ? in Doric originally, then Attic, for ovda- 
pas: see §. 872. Obs. 2. 

Remarks on the Interrogative Sentence. 

A relative Sentence coalescing with a Question. 

§. 881. 1. When the interrog. sentence is composed of an adjectival in- 
terrogative pronoun, the copula eva and a substant., and followed by a 
relative sentence referring to it, as moids éori 6 pidos, ov eines, the verb 

etvac and the relative are omitted, and the verb of the relative sentence 
becomes the governing verb of the interrog. sentence: see also §. 823. 
Obs. 8.: Il. 7, 440 Totov Tov piGov ewes; Ibid. 424 Sots Ode Kparée (see 
§. 823. Obs. 8 Sets ak, «Oo tis 8 otros kata vnas ava otpariy Epxerae oios; Il. 

A, 612 GAN iO. viv — Néorop’ epewo, ovTia TOUTOY dyet BeBAnpevov ex Tod€po10 : 
Hdt. VII. 48 Sarpduee avSpav, kota Talta A€yers civar vo pot mohepi@rara ; 

Soph. Aj. 46 mowator roApas tatode cai cbpevav Opaoe; Eur. Hee. 188 ti 
76d dyyeAres ; Ibid. 501 tis obTos Tapa Tovpov ovK eas KeicOar: Plat. Pheed. 
79 B rotépw ody époudrepoy Te cider paipev dv etvai—70 copa; Ib. Gorg. 520 

extr. emi totépay ody pe Tapakadeis Thy Cepaneiav. So G. T., as Luke xi. 11 
tiva be tpav Tov ratépa (ris éoTw tev wathp bv) airnoe 6 vids dprov.—See 
§. 823. Obs. 8. 

2. We must distinguish from this the case where the article precedes 

the interrog. pronoun, whereby it is signified that the subject matter of 
the question is well known, or already spoken of: Plat. Rep. 421 extr. 
"Erepa dy—rTois pidn&w eipyxapev,  ravti tpdr@ pvdakréov, Oras pytore av- 
Tovs Anes eis THY wOAW TapabdiyTa. TA Tota TadTa; 1.€. mold eat TaiTa, a 
Revers © ; Arist. Pax 696 evdSampovet? macyer dé Oavpacréy" ‘EPM. 16 ti; Ibid. 
693 oid p exedevoev avanv0écOa cov. TPYT. ta TL; (referring to ofa:) Id. 

Nub. 776 aye 81 taxéws rourl Evvipracov. STPEV. 16 ti; Id. Av. 1039 
vopous veous ikw Tap vas Sedpo ToAnTov, TIE]. TO Th; 

Rhetorical change of a Dependent into a direct Interrog. Sentence. 

§. 882. 1. In many writers a dependent sentence introduced by a con- 
junction assumes the form of an interrog, sentence, the conjunction being 
still retained. This frequently gives a thetorical force of expression to 
the construction: Xen. M.S. I. 4,14 Otay tl roumowor, vopieis adrods cod 

a Heindorf. ad loc. b See Heindorf. ¢ Stallb. ad loc. 
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gporritew ; Plat. Gorg. 448 C viv § ered) tivos rexvns emiotnpor eoti, riva 
dy kadotvtes aitov opOas Kadoipev; Soph. Aj. 107 Cavety yap airy ot te Tw 
Odo, Min. Mpiv ay ti Spdogs, 7) ri kepdivys wreov; Aj. Upiv dv—véra qo- 
nyxOeis Gdvy: Demosth. 43. 10 wore &@ xpy mpdgere; emevddy ti yevnra; 
Hence the elliptic expressions, va Tl; @s TL; (sc. yévnra,) with what in- 

tent? dtu ti; (sc. yiyverar) on what grounds ? Plat. Apol. 26 D tva ti raira 
Aéeyers; Eur. Or. 796 ds th 5) T6Se; Or. ds vey ikerevow pe cow: Plat. 

Charmid. 161 C étu 84 tl ye; edn. 

2. So the interrog. pronoun ti followed by a negation=otdev od, nihil 
non, is inserted in a sentence without any change of the construction : 
Demosth. 241, 29 €Aavvopevwy Kai UBpiCopévor Kai TL Kakdy obxl TucyxovT@y 
Taga 1 oikovpervn peat yeyove mpodoTay, for ovdev Kakov ov Tacx. 

Two or more Interrog. Sentences in one. 

§. 883. 1. Two or even more interrog. words may be attached to the 
same verb, so that two or more questions on different points are expressed 
in one sentence: Soph. Aj. 1 185 tis dpa véaros és wore Angee TohuTAGYKT@Y 
eTewy dpiOpds? ; Kur. Hel. 1543 @ TAHBovEs, TOS &k Tivos vews Tore Axaidos 
Opuboarres 7 kETE oxdpos ; ; Id. Phoen. 1288 wétepos dpa méTepov aindger ; ; Soph. 
Ant. 2 dp’ ot0f 0 t1 Zeds Tav dm Oidimov KaKdy OTOLOV ovxi VOY ere CooaLW 

Tedel. 0 Te Kul Onowov, So G.T., as Acts x1.17 tls funy duvatés=tis Kat wos 

duvaréds; Hadt. 1. 30 et tiva cides dABiwTurov, whether any one, and whom 

&e.; Plat. Ion. p. 530 A més tl yyoviow; Plat. Hipp. M. 297 extr. mds Ti 
ap ap dyeovicoipeba : Id. Thet. 208 E més ti toéto: Id. Soph. 261 E; Id. 

Rep. 400 A tota 8 ézotou Biov pipnpara, od« exo Aéyew®: Demosth. 429, 8 
e€eraterIat, tis Tivos atrids eure. 

Obs. The relative is also thus used; as, Soph. Ant. 942 ota zpos otwv 
avépev mazvyo; Often in a construction with a participle: Eur. Alc. 144 
& mAjpoy, otas otos apapravers: Plat. Symp. 195 A otos olwy airias Sv 
TUyXaveEL. 

2. By a remarkable brevity of expression we find fresh questions in- 
serted between a substantive in an interrog. sentence, and its article, by 
the answer to which the nature of the subst. is more clearly defined: 
Plat. Rep. 332 C’Q Sipovidy, 7 tlow ody Ti drodiodca bpedopevov Kai Tpor- 
Koy Téxyn iatpixy Kadeirac; to whom does it give its gifts ? what are they ? 
All these points are answered together in ‘H c@paoe Pdppakd te Kat ouria 
kal ToTd. 

3. In G.T. we find a remarkable combination of two questions : Mark 
ii BH Aidov emdacet x. 7. X. ; 

, - , 

Vil. 1 Tig cori €& tpar cvOparos bs €av 

Of the Oratio obliqua, or indirect construction (see also §. 802.). 

§. 884. 1. When we say or imply of ourselves or others that 
something has been thought or said by us or them, we may view it 
either oljectively as an actual fact existing independently in the 
external world; or subjectively as a mental act, as a belief, sup- 

position &c. of the person who is spoken of as thinking or saying. 
Both of these? are implied, and we may bring the one or the 

a Hermann. ad loc. b Heindorf. ad loc. © Stallb. ad loc. 
4 Vox est signum rei vel conceptus. 
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other forward as the case reguires; when we repeat the state- 
ment of the original speaker, we may either bring prominently 
forward the fact which those words express, as éheyev “ dt ovTws 

éori,” or the mental act, which the words likewise imply, as édeyev 
bre ovrws ein: in the former case the statement is, in point of con- 

struction, independent of the verb of saying; it is a mere quotation, 
and hence comes under the oratio recta, or direct construction—he 

told me “the peace is concluded ;” in the other it depends upon 
that verb, and thus is in what is called the oratio obliqua, or in- 
direct construction, as he told me the peace was concluded. 

2. There are two sorts of oratio obliqua. . 

Where a single clause is stated as depending on what another 
person said or thought; as, éXeyov Gru obTos EAOoL. 

2. Where the sentence is composed of a principal and dependent 
clause or clauses, all of which are referred to what another person 

says or thinks; as, €Aeyov dru otros €\Oou bs TodTO ToUjoeLe. 

Obs. 1. The principal clause in the oratio obliqua is that which is intro- 
duced by érz, as &c., which would have been a principal clause when 

originally spoken. The dependent clauses are the relative or adverbial 
clauses introduced by a relative, or mpiv, érav &c. 

Obs. 2. We must not confound with the simple oratio obliqua, or con- 
sider as exceptions to it, those dependent sentences which are introduced 

by the writer after a verb of saying or thinking, not as part of what was 
said or thought, but as a quality or accident belonging to something said, 
not entering into the original statement; as, Deno 127 é ois HOH 
XapovvTar pater Cheyer ed’ ois #5 xapiodyrac does not mean that 
they said, ‘‘ émi trovrors #5 xaptovpeba,” but they said, “tabta,” (and this 
might be resolved into a clause in the oratio ebliqua,) of which Demos- 
thenes observes, #5) xapidvrac: nor with the compound oratio obliqua, 
those clauses which are introduced in the same way after a really depend- 
ent clause (with accus. and infin.), as Plat. Gorg. 513 A ef dé coe oter 6vtw- 
ovv avOparav rapaddcew réxrnv Tiva ToLavTHY, HTLs GE TojTEL peya Sdvacbar 
(25, ea wNe 

Obs. 3. If the opt. is used in the oratio obliqua, of course the opt. will 
also be generally used in the sentence depending on that opt.; this how- 
ever is regulated, not by the rules of the oratio obliqua, but by the simple 
use of the. opt. in dependent sentences. See §. 802 ff. 

3. The dependent clauses in an oratio obliqua may be either 
themselves in the form of the oratio obliqua (the optative), or may 
retain the form in which they stood, or may be supposed to have 
stood, in the original oratio recta. See §§. 886. 3., 887. 

4. The statement which in the oratio recta stands in the words 
of the person who made it, may be expressed in the oratio obliqua 
by the ace. and infin. (§. 664, 665.) ; as, émjyyeAe Tods ToAeplovs 
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anopvyeiv, by ét or ds, and the verbum finitum (§. 801.) ; as, dru ot 

TohELoe ATovyorev Or anépvyov: or by a participle ; as, rovs TwoAe- 

Blovs amopuydvtas. ‘To these must be added the logically dependent 
sentences introduced by yép, odv, pévro, &e., which imply a person 
stating them as proofs or inferences (see Obs. 4.) A wish, command, 

or desire may be expressed in the oratio obliqua by the infin. 
(§. 663. b.); as, dee rots orpatidtais emiOécGar tois ToAeptors (or. 

recta, émidecde). 

5. With regard to the use of the indicative and optative (which 
presents the greatest, if not the only, difficulties in the oratio obliqua) 
it may be once more stated generally, that in all clauses which re- 
peat words or thoughts of any one there are two notions:—1. The 
actual fact spoken of.—z. The mental act of the person referred 
to. And as the one or the other of these notions is to be brought 
more prominently forward, the indicative or optative (oratio obli- 
qua) is used. 

6. Hence after verbs which express mental operations, the indi- 
eative frequently stands, as the fact, not the mental act, is to be 
brought prominently forward. See §. 886. 

7. The oratio obliqua frequently obtains in questions and answers, 
as these imply speaking or saying. 

8. A change is naturally made in the person of the oratio recta 
when any one’s words or thoughts about himself are repeated in 

oratio obliqua, as €deyev btu Toujoee, Or EAeyev OTL Toijoes, rarely 
ére Toinow: Il. 0, 82 vofon ev’ einy i) vOa. See §. 802. Obs. 6. 

Obs. 4. An acc. and ind. sometimes depend on a verb of perceiving or 
communicating which is suppressed, though implied in the context, so that 
they seem to be independent: Hdt. VII. 220 déyerar 52, ws airdés odeas 
anenepwe Acwvidns, pt aaddovrar knddpevos’ aditd b€ Kal Sraptrintéwy roice 

Tapeovor OUK EXEW ev’mpemcws exdimelvy THv Ta&tv. This is very common in 
Herodotus, especially in narrations, and is called the narrative or his- 
toric inf. 

Obs. 5. Parentheses, and especially those which yép connects with the 
context, although they grammatically are independent sentences, yet fre- 
quently assume the form of the oratio obliqua in the opt., generally when a 
sentence introduced by érz for os precedes, of which the parenthesis seems 
to be a continuation. This is first found in Hdt., and in Attic prose more 

frequently than in poetry: Aisch. Ag. 603 rair’ dmdyyeidov méceL, FKew dros 
TaxioT epdopuoy mode’ yuvaika muothv 8’ év Sdpors EUpor porary, olay mep odv 
€eure : (eUpnoee would be the mere report of the messenger himself : evpot 

represents it as coming from Clytemnestra’s mind) : Soph. Phil. 615 «véews 
imeoxeto Tov avdp’ ’Aydiois Tovde Syrdoew Aywv, olorTo pev padio Exovarov 

AaBov: Hat. VII. 3 éNeye—, ws aitos pev yevorto Aapeio j8n BaoidevovTi—, 

*ApraBatayns dé ere itary edvte Aapeig’ ovkwv ovr’ cikds ein ove Sikacov, ddXov 
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Twa TO yepas e€xew mpd éwvrodv: Xen. Anab. VII. 3,13 edeyov modXol Kara 
> \ a A ay if 4 A AQ m” ‘A af a > al 

Tava, Ore tmavtds aka A€you Sevens’ xemwav yap Ely, Kai ovre olkude dmomAelv 

T@ Bovdopév@ Suvarov ein x. 7. d.: Id. Hell. HI. 2, 23 droxpwapevev de trav 

"Hdelor, drt od rouoerav Tava’ émidnidas yap Eyorev Tas TONELs’ Gpoupiy envav 
oi €popor: Plat. Rep. 420 C aomep ody ay ei npas avdpiavras ypacbovras mpoo- 

edOav tis Mpeye A€ywv, dtu ov Tvis KahAicTuLs TOD fwov Ta KddAdTTa PappaKa 
Ss 

mpoorTidepev —oi yap oOarpoi, kudducrov ov, ovk doTpei@ évadyAuppevor Elev, 
GAG peavi—, petpios dy eSoxodpev pds adtoy drodoyetaOat héyorTes K.T. dr. # 
So also opt. with ad: Ibid. 458 extr. d7A0v 87, Ore ydpous rd pera TovTO 

U © \ > , id / cy i 5S a c \ at ea E r 
TOLNO OMEV tEpous €ls Ovvapw OTL padiora Elev av lEpol Oot obediporarot. 

Obs. 6. The oratio obliqua may be used where any notion of saying, 
thinking &c. is implied. 

Use of the Moods in the Oratio Obliqua. 

I. Optative. 

§. 885. 1. Since the oratio obliqua represents any statement or 

judgment as depending on a supposition—as a mental act—of course 
the two subjunctive moods, being the proper expressions of suppo- 

sition, are the proper forms of the oratio obliqua. But in Greek 

the conjunctive is never used in the principal clauses of the oratio 
obliqua, and in the dependent clauses introduced by 4s, av, étav, amply, 

dv &c., only when it would have been used in the oratio recta. So 

it is not correct to say, A€yet, OTL 6 GvOpwTos Ovntds 4; and in qypl 

avrov, €ay todro A€~n, Guaptavery, the conjunct. A€~y is not used on 

account of the oratio obliqua, but because it would have been used 
in the oratio recta ; as, €ay totto heEn, dpaprdver. 

2. The reason why the conjunctive is not used in the oratio 
obliqua is, that the conjunct. properly expresses something yet to _ 
come—while that which is conceived in one’s own tind, or drawn 

from the mind of another person, must be, as far as it is only a 

mental act, already past. When the verb of the principal clause 
is in time present to the speaker, the oratio recta is retained, as the 

thing spoken of is represented as a fact; as, A€yet, dre 6 dvOpwmos 
Ovyntos éotw—dypl, OTL adtos, eay todro AEEy, Guapraver: or the ac- 

cus. and infin. is used; as, A€yet, Tov AvOpwTov Ovyntov civat— dnp, 

avTov, €ay TovTo hé~n, Guaptavew. (See construction of dru and os, 
§. 802. 3.) 

3. But when the verb of the principal clause is in an historic tense, 
the opt. is necessarily used in the oratio obliqua, cither for the ind. 
or conjunct. of the oratio recta. In the former case it expresses that 
the thing which would be spoken of in the indic. as a reality, is to be 
regarded only as another person’s inode of viewing it, not so much 

a Stallb, ad loc. 

————— 
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as happening in the external world as passing through another per- 
son’s mind. In the latter case it expresses that the thing which the 
conjunctive spoke of in the oratio recta, as a probability, is to be 

considered as only conceived of in another person’s mind, as a 
supposed. possibility. So édav rodro héyys, Guaptnon—ére€e oe, ef TodTOo 

A€yots, GaprncecOar: Hdt. II. 75 redevrév edreye, boa ayaba Kipos 

Ilépoas memoujxor (fecisset): Xen. Ages. I. 10 Tiroadépyns pev epo- 

gev ’Aynoddm@, ef ametcatto, Ews eOorev, (oratio recta ip onelons ews 

€lDwow) ods wéeppere (EmEpa) mpds PBaoidéa ayyeAovs, SiaTpakeoOar 

av7@ apeOjvat adrovdpous Tas ev 77 Acia médELs “EAAnvibdas. 
Obs. 1. We must not confuse this construction with those cases where 

the opt. is used to express uncertainty, as opposed to the certainty of the 
ind., for in these cases the opt. does not arise from the oratio obliqua, but 
would have been used in the oratio recta. Cf. §. 802. 3. and §. 888. 

3. The future optative is used in the oratio obliqua where the 
simple future would have stood in the oratio recta: Thuc. V. 7 dva- 

Aoyifouevov b€ Thy éxeivou iyyepoviav Tpos olay euretplay yevjsouto : 

Soph. CE. R. 1271 atdév tocad@ dOobver’ otk Showrd viv: Adsch. 

Pers. 360. 
Obs. 2. Sometimes the oratio obliqua is used in the dependent clauses 

of an oratio recta, when it is to be marked that a statement is made, not 
as by the writer himself as a fact, but as passing in his own or another 
person’s mind: Hdt. VII. 2 éeoraciagov (oi maides), 6 pev “AptaBaavns, Karore 
mpeaButratds Te €ln TavTos Tov yovov, Kal OTL voudpeva EtW—Tpos TavT@Vv 
avOpareav, Tov mpeaBitatov tiv apxiy exew. RepEns Se, os Atédcans re nais 
€ln—, kal Ore Kipos ely 6 xrnodpevos rotor Teponor tiv ehevdepinv: ‘Thue. II. 
21 of Ayapvijgs exakiCov tov Tlepixdéa, OTL OTpatnyds Ov ovk« éme§dyor, quod 
(quia) exercitum non educeret (e mente Acharnensium) : Soph. Trach. 903 
Kpv Wao’ épautiv, évOa pn tis etoldor, whi me a nullo visum iri credebam: 
(But Id. Aj. 658 kpivro ros yxos todtpdv—yaias dpvéus, EvOa prytis dwperar, 
oratio recta; the verbal notion is emphasized by being brought forward as 
a fact. CE. R. 796 éfevyor &vOa pnror dpoipnv.) So Latin, Liv. XL. 18 in 
Hispania prorogatum veteribus est imperium cum exercitibus, quos habe- 
rent. 

4. If the opt. in the oratio obliqua stands for the conjunct. with 
av in oratio recta, av may be joined to the conjunction by which it 
is introduced ; see §. 844. Obs.: Il. n, 387 jvdyer Mpiapos—eineiv, 

aixe Tep Yppt pidov Kal dv yévouto, po0ov “AdreEdvdpoio (e mente Pri- 

ami, non referentis): Il. B, 597 otedto yap evdydperos vixnoéyer, 

eimep dv adtal Motoa deiSoev: Thue. VILL 54 Kal ewypicavto mAev- 

gavta Tov Lleicavdpov kal d€xa dvdpas pet adtod apaccev, own av 

adrots Soxoin apiota e€ew: ef. VILL. 68: Hat. 1. 56 eppdvrige ioropéwv 

tos dv “EAAjvov duvaterdrovs mpooxthcaito didovs: Antiphon. 722 

ovTot d€ Oavatov TO pnveTh Thy dwpedxv anedocay, dnayopevdvTmy TOV 

piov TOV euov jn awoKTElvely TOY dvdpa, mpl av eya BEAoupL. 

Gr. Gr. VoL. U1. 41L 
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Il. Indicative. 

§. 886. Though the nature of the oratio obliqua would seem to 
require the optative as the proper expression of a supposition, yet 
it is not always used, but the indic. is used far more frequently ; 
so that objects are brought before the reader not as mere concep- 
tions but as facts, which gives great power of representation to 
the language. In the use of the indic. we must distinguish two 

cases : 

1. Where the statement, though it depends upon another person’s 
conception, is to be marked as something real or certain, in oppo- 

sition to a mere supposition or possibility ; the reality being stated 
in the form which the person originally used when he stated or con- 
ceived it as such; as, Hdt. VI. 132. below, b. 

2. Where the oratio obliqua assumes the character of orat. recta. 
This frequently happens in stating something which holds an im- 
portant place in the events detailed in the sentence, which is as it 
were the essence of it, such as some important fact, viewed rather in 

a substantival than a verbal character, as €Aeye 67t Geds ott cods= 

©cod copia: the argument whereby some person was influenced 
(thus after verbs of persuading), the especial reason, ground, 
end, aim, essence of the mental determination, reflection, &c.— 

the terms or conditions on which any thing is granted, which 

gives a character to the whole action; or some remarkable de- 

claration, to draw attention to the importance of which in the 
order of thought, it is stated, as nearly as possible, in the form in 

which the person originally stated it: inasmuch as this clause is logi- 
cally the principal clause (on which frequently the other depends), it 
is not in form made dependent on it, while its grammatical subordi- 
nate relation is preserved, so as not to be wholly lost, by retaining 
the conjunction by which it is introduced. 

a. Substant. sentences (see §. 802.) : Hdt. III. 61 rotrov rov dvdpa ava- 
yvooas (persuadere) 6 Madyos LarieiOns, @s of aitos Svampyger (argument 
whereby he persuaded), etoe dywv és tov Baowdniov Opdvoyv: Ibid. 84 of be 
Aowrol tay éxta €BoudevovTo, Ws Bucidréa Sixaidratra oTHOOVvTaL (end of the de- 
liberation): Id. VII. 8, 1 todto eppdvtiLov Skws pu) etpopat Toy mporépwy 
yevopevay ev Tysn THE (ne inferior essem), pndé eXdoow TPOTKTHGOMAL SuvapL 
Tléponor (end of the thought): Xen. Cyr. II. 2, 1 det pev odv émepedetto 6 
Kipos, éére avoxnvoiev, OTWS evxapiaTérator—Adyou EuBAnOHGovTar (object or 
essence of the care). 

b. Relative sentences: Hdt. VII. 54 Hépéns—etyeto mpos rov jhuor, 
pnSepinv of ovytuxinv rovavrny yeveo Oar, } puv Tavoer KataotpéWacba THy Evpwo- 
mv mporepov 7) emi Téppace Toicr exeivns yevnra (the clause beginning with 7 
pw mavoe expressing the especial aim of the prayer): Id. VI. 132 (Marua- 
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dys) airnoas véas éBdouqKovra, Kai orpatinv Te Kal xpnuata Tovs ’AOnvaious, od 
ppacas ofr, em Hv emrotpatedetar (he is really marching) xepyy, adda das 
avtovs Katam\ouTteiv, HY of ETwvTar (§. 887.) emt yap yopny rora’tyy 6) Twa 
dew, OVev xpuody edreréws apOovoy otoovtat’ (will certainly gain) déyav be 
Tovavra aitee tas veas: Xen. Hell. IL. 3, 2 Sof 7 Sym rpidxovra EhécOa, 
Ot Tovs marpious vépous fuyypdipouar, kab’ ods ToATedcouat (essence and espe- 
cial aim of the decree). 

ce. Adverb. sentences: Xen. Anab. III. 5, 13 door joav Oavpagorrtes, 
Oto. more TpeWovtar oi "EAAnves (essence of the @avpa) Kai ri ev vo Exorev : 
Ibid. I. 3, 14 «is d€ 6) etme—orparnyods pev EhéoOat GiANovs ws TaxLOTA, Ei pI 
Bothetar (condition or terms) Kdeapxos dmdyew—e)Odvtas d€ Kopov aireiv 
mola, @s amomheoev’ dv Se pr) S80 Tadra (§. 887.), Hyepdva aireiv Kipor, 

Sots [as] dua Pidias tis xopas amdger (especial point of the request)— 
mrépyae d€ Kat mpoxatadnopevous Ta dikpa, GTwS 1) PYdcoucw (especial aim) 6 
Kopos pte of Kidixes katahaBdvres, Gv oANOvSs Kal TOAAG XpHyata EXopev HpTa- 
kéres (argument on which the request was grounded): Hdt. III. 104 éxws 

Gv kavudtwoy Tév Oeppotarav dé edvTwy Egovtat ev TH apmayy (see §. 424. 8.). 
So also when the conjunctive would have been the form of any part of the 
original statement, it is used in the same way and for the same purposes 
as the ind. (see §. 887.): Plat. Legg. 683 «i yotv—ris jpiv imdcyorro Beds 
@s, édy émrixeipyownevy,—ovd xXElpous dxoucdueOa. So in Latin, Jugurtham 
maxime vivum, sin id parum procedat, necatum sibi traderet.—(See below, 

§. 887.) 

d. Indirect interrog. sentences.—The indic. is generally used in 
these sentences, attention being drawn to the question by stating it in the 
form in which it was originally stated: Hdt. III. 78 etpeto, 6 re od xpatar 
TH xcept: Isocr. Paneg. 56 D ras ordcets étovotvto mpos adAnous ody STrdTEpOL 
To LouTay cipfouow, GAN STdTEpor POycovTar tiv wOAW dyaboy TL ToLGaYTEs : 
Thue. I]. 4 of Wrararjs éBouedovto, eite KaTakatcoucw, womep exovow, eu- 
mpnvavTes TO olknwa, €lTe TL GAO xpyoovtar: Xen. Cyr. LV. 2, 3 evvondevtes 
d€ oid Te Tacyouow vd TOv Acoupior, kal Gti viv TeOvain pev 6 Apywv aitar, 
edokev a’tois—aroorjvar: Plat. Apol. 21 B woddy pev xpdvoy Ardpouv, Ti ore 
héyet, for 6 re A€yor. But even when the very words are not used in the 
oralio obliqua, yet by a sort of confusion of time and person, the indic. of 
past tenses very often followed the same tenses in the principal sentence : 
Od. p, 120 elpero & aitix éretta Bory dyabds Mevédaos, SttEu xpnitav ikdpny 

Aakedaipova diav: (the actual word of Menelaus must have been ixod, see 
§. 890.) 

3. Hence in the compound oratio obliqua we often find a curious 
mixture of the oratio obliqua and recta. The principal clause is in 
the oratio obliqua, and then follows a dependent clause in which 

the verb stands in the form of the oratio recta, marking the most 
important words of the sentence by giving them in the mood in 
which they would originally have been uttered ; as, (inf. and accus. 
as the oratio obliqua) Hat. I. 136 éxeAeve ris Eavtod xapys oixeiy 
Skov Bovrovrat (originally Skov BovAece). So also (és and the opta- 

tive as the oratio obliqua:) Adsch. Pers. 354 €defe—as, ef pedaivns 
vuxtos igetar Kvédas, "EAAnves od peévorev: so G. T. as Acts xxill. 22 

4L2 
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amévoe TOV veaviay Twapayyethas pndevi ekAadjoar Sti tadta evepdvicas 

Tpds jE. 

Obs. Analogously to this the present is used in passages where the 
other verbs are in the past tenses, to bring out the fact more strongly. 

III. Conjunctive. 

§. 887. 1. As the ind. of historic tenses is thus used in dependent 

clauses after an historic tense, so after a past verb of perceiving or 
communicating, followed by the oratio obliqua, we find a dependent 
clause in the conjunctive, to mark the point on which the rest of the 

sentence turns—that being the mood proper to the expression at the 
time when it was used, as of a future event, and the parties being 

introduced as speaking or perceiving, as they originally spoke or 
perceived; hence part of the sentence seems to be in the oratio 
obliqua and part in the oratio recta: Hdt. I. 29 épxiowr peyddroror 
katetxovto ’“AOnvaior, d€xa erea xpynoecOar vopowot, Tos av adr Sddwv 

Ojto.: (the oath was d€ka érea xpnodpeba, the proper form thereupon 

being rods av, &c.: Thue. II. 13 (6 Tepuxdrjs) mponydpeve rots "Adnvai- 

ols, Oti—Tovs Aypods Tovs EavTOU Kal Tds oikias, Hv dpa py Sydcwow ot 

ToA€pLor— aiyow adta Snudova etvar: Xen. Cyr. LV. 5, 36 rovs immovus 
éxédevoe udadTTeEL evovTas Tos GyaydvTas, ews dv TL onpdvy : Id. Hell. 

II. 1,24 Avoavdpos 6€ Tas tayloras Tv vedy exédeuoev EvETOat Tots AOn- 

vaio’ émevdav O€ exBOot, KaTLodvTas 6 TL ToLodoW, azomAciv: Id. Anab. 

IL. 3, 6 edeyov S& of dyyedor, Stu eixdra BSoxotev Aéyew Bacire?, Kal HKovev 

nyeuovas EXOVTES, Ot aiTOvs, édv oTOVOA! yévavtat, dove, evOev ELover Ta 

emitjoera: Plat. Apol. init. édeyov, @s xpiv tuas edtAaBeioOa, pay dT 

€u.0d éfaratmOqre. So generally in clauses introduced by piv av. 

Interchange of Conjunctive, Optative, and Indicative. 

§. 888. The indicative is sometimes found in the oratio obliqua 
to express reality and certainty, as opposed to a mere supposition 
and possibility expressed by the opt. in another part of the sentence : 
Hat. VIII. 70 dppddecov, ore adrot pev, év Sadaptve karjpevor, bmep ys 

ths AOnvalwv vavpax€ew péddorev, viknOevtes O€ ev VHow AToAapPOEvTEs 

modopkyoovrat : Xen. Anab. III. 5,19 doror jjoav Oavpdcovres, o7ot 

Tore tpépovtar of "EAAnves kal ri ev vO éxorev: Id. Hell. V. 2, 38 dida- 

okov, OTL of "OdvvO.0t Kateotpappévor Tiv pelo Sdvauvy Maxedovias 

ciev Kal OVK Gvicouct THY EAdTTO. 

IV. Accusative (or with certain Verbs Nom. see §. 672.) with Infinitive, 

instead of Verbum finitum. Narrative Infinitive. 

§. 889. In Greek one or more dependent clauses in a narration 
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may stand as an oratio obliqua in the accus. and infin. (depending 

on a verb of saying, &c expressed or implied) instead of the verbum 
finitum; in Latin this is restricted to such clauses of the oratio 
obliqua, as are introduced by relative pronouns or relative conjunc- 
tions, and are in reality the principal clause. 

a. Adject. sentences: Hdt. VI. 117 avOpa ot Soxéew émitnv avtiotivac 
peyay, ° Tou (for ov) TO yevetov Ti aonida Tacay oxcdtew: Thue. I. g! (&pacav) 
Goa avd per exeivoy BouheverOar, ovdevds UotEepor yrouyn pavyvat : i.e. de qui- 
bus rebus consultavissent (not de q. r. se consultavisse). Cf. Corn. Nep. 
Them. VII. ilorum urbem ut propugnaculum oppositum esse barbaris, apud 
quam jam bis classes regias fecisse naufragium, (i.e. apud hane enim 
etc. as properly as a principal clause.) 

6b. Adverb. sentences.—a. Local, temporal, causal, comparative : 

Plat. Rep. 408 C oi rpay@domowi—’ArodAXovos pév haow *AckdynTOv eivat, 

tro b€ xpvood meccOjvar mAovcwoy avdpa Oavacipov dn dvta iacacba, dev 7 

kal kepauvwOqvar attéy: Latin, wade fulmine eum percussum esse, i.e. et 
inde (as logically a principal sentence): Hdt. III. 26 dXéyerar—, errerdH ex 
THs Odovos tavtns i€var—, emumvetoar vorov peyav: Ibid. 35 ws dé (quum) év 
TH Kpadin ebpeOHvat evedvta Tov dioTov, eimeiv Tpds Tov Tatépa k.T.A.: Id. VI. 
84 Skvas yap (sc. pact) rovs vopadas, émet te odu Aapeioy éoBadety és riv 
XOpnyv, peta Tata pepoveva pw TicacOa, 1. e. postquam invasisset : Id. VII. 

148 pera dé, ws eNMety Tobs ayyéNous es 57) TO”Apyos, emeAOeiv emi 7rd BovdevTH- 

pwv: Ibid. 150 extr. émet d€ opens tapahapBdvew tovs “EAnvas, ovt@ 87, 
emliotapevous OTL ov peTad@oovar THs apyns Aakedapoviot, peTatTéey Kk. T. A. 
(the finite verb being used in the sentence depending on émorapévous, and 
the infin. in the sentence depending on the preceding verb Aeyerar) : Hdt. 
Il. 121. §. 2 ws dé Tuxetv Tov Bacthqa avoiEavra 76 oiknpa, Oaipdot k.T.d. WS 
d€ del CAdoow paivesdar ta xpnuata—, Tomjoai pu trade: Id. 1.140 od mpd- 

tepov Oanrerar mp dv édxuoOjAvar. This construction is very common in 
Herodotus. Thuc. Il. 102 déyerar S€ Kai "AAkpaiwou TO Apudiapew, OTe dx) &AG- 

oPar abtov peta Tov Povoy THs pyTpos, TOY Am6\A@ Ta’THY THY yHY XpHoat oikeEl : 
Xen. Cyr. V. 2, 4 dmnyyeAdov tO Kip, te trocaita ety evdov dyad, doa er 

avOporev yeveay, ws adios Soxetv (i. e. ut sibi videretur), pi) dv emdureiv rods 

évdov dvras: Plat. Rep. 614 B egy Se, emedh od exBivae tiv Woynv, ropeverOat 
peta TOANOY Kai adikvetaOa oas eis Témov Tiva Sadviov, ev @—Ov' Eivar yao- 
pare x. t.d.: Id. Rep. 359 D iSeiv—vexpdy, ws hatveo@ar, peifo i Kar 
avOparov. 

B. Conditional: Hdt. III. 108 Aéyouar b€ kai 76d "ApaSior, bs Taca av 
yi enipmdarto Tay diay tovTer, et pH ylvecOat Kar’ adrovs oidy Te Kata €xidvas 
nmorapny yiverba : Thuc. 1V. 98 of A@nvaioe epacay, ei pev emimdéov Suvy- 

Ofjvar THs exeivwy Kparnoal, ToUT ay €xev, 1.e. St ampliorem illorum agri partem 
in suam potestatem redigere possent, se eam retenturos. 

ce. Mixed sentences: Hdt. VI. 137 émet te yap i8etv rods ’A@nvaiovs 
THY XopHY, THY odio UT TOY ‘Ypnoody covoay Eocav oikjaar pcOdv Tov TElyeos 

Tov Tept THY akporoNiv KoTe eAnapevor, Ta’TnY ws iSeiv Tos "APnvaious efepya- 
opevny ev, THy (1. €. Nv) mpdrepov eivar Kakny Te Kal Tod pNdevds d&iny, AaBeiv 

pOdsvoy x.t.r.: Id. ILL. 105 etvae b€ (Aéyerac) tay’tnta ovdevi Erépw dpoiov, 
o id > \ Xr , F a © a Viens Ce , > e ‘ , I 

ovT@ @oTe, ei pry TpohapPdverv THs 6500 Tods “IvBous, ev d TOS pUppyKas oUANE- 
yer0ar, ovdeva dv opewr drocaerbat. 
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Change from the Oratio Obliqua to the Recta, and from the Recta 
to the Obliqua.—Change of person. 

§. 890. It being the genius of the Greek language to bring things 
before the eyes of the reader as much as possible, the oratio obliqua 
is sometimes, and especially in Attic prose, changed suddenly to the 
oratio recta ; the person spoken of in the oratio obliqua as saying 
something, being suddenly introduced in the oratio recta as speak- 
ing of himself in the first person, or to some one else in the second 

person : and on the other hand, the oratio recta is with equal facility 
changed into the oratio obliqua. (See ind. with oratio obliqua 

above, §. 886:) Lysias 897 Kadéoas attovs eiwe Avoyeirwv, Ott Kata- 
Aimot adrots 6 maThp €ikoat pvas dpyuplov Kal Tpidkovta oratipas. “Eye 

oty TOAAG TOV épautod Sedamdvyka els THY tueTepay Tpodyy K.T.A.: 

Xen. Cyr. I. 4 extr. évratda 61) Tov Kijpov yeAdoa te éx Tév Tpdobev 

daxpiov kal cizety atte amidvta Oappeiv, bt Tapéotar avOis dAlyov 

xpdvov: date spav oor eféarat, kav Boddy, doxapdapv«ret: Id. Hell. I. 

1, 27 €d€oOan dé ExéAevov Apxovtas—peuvnpevous Ooas TE vavpaxlas— 

VeviKhKaTe Kal vais eiknpate—pov jyoupévev: Ibid. II. 1, 25 (AA- 

kiBiddns) ovK ev KAAG en adTovs dppeiv, GAAG peOopuioa és Synorov 

mapyver— ov dvres vaupaxnoete, ey, Stav BovdAnobe: Plat. Prot. 302 C 

€pota ovv ‘Eppis Ala, tiva obv tpdmov doin Siknv Kat aide avOpeérors. 

Ildrepov ws ai réxvat vevéunvrat, ott Kal tavras veipw ; On the other 

hand: Xen. Anab. VII. 1, 39 eA@a@v 5€ KAéavdpos’ MdAa ports, fn, 

dvarpatdpevos tk" éyew yap “AvagiBiov, Stu ovK EmuTHdELov Ely K.T. AQ: 

so G. T. as Mark xi. 32 GAX’ éav cimopev, €€ avOpdz@v, époBodvto 

tov Aadv. So the imperative (see §. 421.): so G. T. as i Cor. iv. 16 
TApaKaArG ovv twas, pipyntat pou yiver9e. Jor the infinitive see §. 889. 

CHAPTER V. 

Especial peculiarities in the Construction of Words and Sentences. 

I. Ellipse. 

§. 891. 1. Ellipse is the suppression of a sentence or part of a 
sentence, which is logically of minor importance, but which gram- 
matically is required to express a notion or thought, and must be 
supplied. The use of the ellipse arises from an endeavour to mark 

the unity and connectedness of the parts of a simple or compound 
thought by the form of the sentence, and to give brevity and power 
to the expression. 
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2. The notion of the suppressed word must of course be general 
and indefinite, or implied in the word which would define it were 

it not suppressed, as of Ovyrol (sc. dvOpw7or), 7) avpiov, (sc. yp€pa), or 

supplied from the context or common use, as eis didacKddov leva: 
so é@ toas (sc. pofpas) Soph. El. 1062. So, if a sentence is suppressed, 
it must be of a general nature and easily supplied. 

Obs. 1. The principle of ellipse has been often confounded with brachy- 
logy; and, it is needless to say, it has been much abused by its applica- 
tion to cases where it does not apply. The legitimate use of ellipse seems 
to be mostly confined to two cases :—1. Where the context supplies, or 
sometimes by its form only, suggests to the mind the suppressed notion : 
fésch. Choeph. 142 fpiv pev edxds téoSe sc. evyoua (see §. 581. 2.): so 
Udap Kata xerpds.—2. (More rare) where the every day usages of speech 
had created and familiarized a shortened form of expression, as in tis xpeta 
oe euod sc. €xer. So es xdpaxas &c. Within these limitations it is a true 
principle of the Greek language—beyond them it creates confusion and 
conceals other grammatical principles. 

a. Ellipse in a simple Sentence. 

3. On the ellipse of the subject see §. 373, and of eivar see §. 376; 
on the ellipse of a substantive defined by an attributive, adj., part., 

or gen. (as of Ovytol, TO Kaddv, of €xovtes, eis Gdov adixécOar, 6 Lo- 

gpovicxov) see §. 436. Of the participle &y see §. 682. 3,—of the 
noun before participle in gen. absolute, see §. 695. Obs. 1.—of the 
protasis or apodosis, §. 860. 

Obs. 2. In many phrases the subst. suppressed after the adj. is supplied 
in the verb: Theocr.18.11 twoddv émuves sc. ofvoy: Arist. Equit. 121 érépav 
€yxeov sc. orovdnv. So Soph. Ant. 190 tavrns em wAéovtes dpOijs sc. vews. 
So that this is brachylogy rather than ellipse, see §. 823. d.: Eur. Here. 
F.180 tov cadAtuikov exopace (sc. kOpov): Id. El. 835 éaas mevotnpiav Bowa- 
cdpecGa (sc. Ooivny): Plat. Lach. 184 D rip evavriav yap Adyns Nixia €Oero 
(sc. Wipor, according to the usual form 6¢obar ior). 

4. The sentence is sometimes without its verb where the notion of 
the verb is general, such as wovety, dpav &c., yiyverOa, elvar &e., and 

sometimes a special verb, when the context easily suggests it. So 
G. T., Gal. 1. 9. The object of a verb sometimes stands alone, espe- 
cially in prayers, curses, proverbs, inscriptions, commands, &c.; the 
verb being readily supplied from common use: és képaxas, és @dpov, 
eis d€Opov (sc. amLO. Or Eppe)—mpds oé yovdtwy (sc. ikerevw)—és Kehadiyy 

goi (tpémoito sc.), but this rather belongs to Brachylogy. See also 
§. 897. So G. T. as Matt. v. 38 dpOadpov avri dpOadpod. 

Obs. 3. The notion which is required to define another, as an attribu- 
tive defines a substantive, the object the verb, &c. can never be supplied. 
Some verbs however have a pregnant force, so that the notion defined 
implies the notion defining it; as @uAdcoew in Homer=¢vdAdocew vita, 

to watch through the night—to keep the night watch. 
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Obs. 4. We may observe that the ellipse of éord &c. is very common in 
G. T. in all sorts of sentences, and constructions. 

Obs. 5. The subject is sometimes omitted in a narration, so that two 
following verbs refer to different persons: Hdt. VI. 30 6 d¢€ (Histizus) 
ovr’ av erabe Kaxdv ovdev—Soxéerv eyot, dnjké 7 av (Darius) aire tiv airiav.— 

So G.T., as John xix. 4 ¢&pdOev ody 6 Inaods €£a—xai déyer (Pilate) adrois. 
Cf. Luke xix. 4. 

b. Ellipse in a compound Sentence. 

5. a. A substantive to which an attributive relative sentence 
refers may be suppressed ; as, II. p, 640 ein, batts Eraipos dmayyethere 

raxtora LIndeidn: Thue. I]. 11 émeode, drox dv tis jynrar i.e. ets Tod- 

tov Tov Témov, Oot (§. 836. 1.). 

b. A whole sentence may be suppressed, to which a following sen- 

tence refers; so in the combinations, odx dt, ph 6t1—, adda §. 762. 2., 

ei py (§. 860.) ; so also, ody ért in the sense of gquamquam, although ; 

(adda does not follow this phrase as an antithesis:) Plat. Prot. 336 D 

Soxpare. ye eyo eyyvGpar pay emAnoecOa, obx br Talfer Kal pynow 

emAjopev etvat. Also in final or interrog. clauses introduced by 

Srws py and py, and in hypothetical clauses, either where a wish is 

expressed, as ele toito yévouto (§. 856. Obs. 2), or where two hypo- 

thetical clauses are opposed, whereof the principal one is generally 
suppressed.—See §. 860. 3. 

6. Another case of ellipse is, where a conditional protasis is 
omitted, but signified by attaching to the verb of the apodosis the 
conditional particle dv, which suggests to the mind the suppressed 
sentence ; as, 70€ws dv dxovoayut, ndews av FKovoa (§. 860. 2.). 

7. When two sentences expressing similar thoughts, and standing 
in the same construction, are in juxtaposition, in the latter sometimes 

we find only the more important parts of the whole, while the more 
formal parts which are common to both, occur only in the first. See 
§. 896. Obs. 3: but this too may perhaps be referred to brachylogy. 

Obs. In G. T. Matt. xiii. 8 and Mark iv. 8 there is an ellipse of some 
substantive after the numerals, cai edvdou xapmév, 6 pev Exatov k.7.r. It 
may possibly be xaprovs or onéppara. 

Il. Brevity of Expression or Brachylogy. 

§. 892. 1. There is a wide distinction to be drawn between ellipse 
and brachylogy. In ellipse some element of the notion or thought 

is actually suppressed ; in brachylogy it only seems to be suppressed, 
but in reality is in some way expressed or involved either in the 
whole sentence or some member thereof. The use of ellipse, as 

it depends partly on perception and common usage, and partly on 
the nature of the language, may be reduced to certain rules; but 
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brachylogy depends solely on the pleasure of the speaker, so that 
he may use it whenever he thinks that his brevity of expression is 
sufficiently cleared up by the context or other circumstances. 

2. The readiness of apprehension which was so especially the 
characteristic of the Greek mind, naturally gave greater scope to 
this figure in the Greek than in any other language; and it is a 
want of this rapidity and readiness which makes the Greek language 
so difficult to master, and yet so profitable a mental exercise to the 
moderns. Many instances of it have already occurred in explaining 

the different forms of construction, as of éx Tijs dyopas GvOpamoat aneé- 

gvyov, and some will be found below. We can only treat of some 

of those instances of brachylogy which from their frequent use may 
be laid down as principles of interpretation for the language. 

The notion of a Substantive or Adjective supplied from the context or part 

thereof. 

§. 893. a. The subject of one sentence is supplied from some 
word in the objective part of the preceding one, see also §. 373. 4. 
Attic prose, except orators, and sometimes poetry: Il. 7, 77 otd€ 7H 
’Atpedéw dds Exkuov—GAN “Extopos—mepiayvutat sc. oy or aby. Cf. 

Il. 7,748: Hes. Opp. 513 kat re dra pod Bods epyerar, ovd€ py toxer 

(se. puvds): Thue. VIII. 44 ee@oBnoav pév tods toddods, ovd« ciddTas 7a 

mpacodpueva, Kal Epevyov (ob ToAAot): Soph. CE. C. 655 ovd€ dimvor 

Kpyvat puvvOovow Kypicotd voyddes pe€Opov adrN aitv—(Kngicds sc.) 

émuviocerat.—sSee also §. 311.1. 6. So GT. aan Cor. xy. 25 det 

yap atrov Bacidevew dxpis ob OF (sc. adrds) x. tr. A. Cf. Rom. iv. 3 

eviaTevoev—T® Deo Kal EAoyicOy (sc. TO TicTEvoaL) K.T. A. 

b. A substantive which would properly be used twice in a clause 

is used only once: Soph. El. 1265 éppacas tmeprépay (xepw sc.) ris 

tore xapitos: Id. Cd. Col. 1059 rov epéomepov (sc. vdpov) Olaridos 

€x véyuou.—See also §. 782 d. So Eur. Phoen. 103 yepaiav vég (xetpt 

se.) xeipa. So G. T., as 1 John ui. 2 idaopds eote Tepi TOV GyapTiav 

Hyav—ov mepl TOV iypeTépwv pdvov, GAAG Kal Tepl (GuapTLdv sc.) GAov 

Tod kdopov. The substantive or pronoun of the latter of two coordi- 

nate sentences is generally supplied from the former, in which it al- 

ready stands; the article which would be joined to the substantive in 

the second clause standing alone; as, Plat. Epist. 354 E perpia 7) Oe 

dovaAcia, dwetpos S& 77 Tois avOpdmors. So G. T., as Matt. x. 26 ovdev 

yap eort kexadvppevoy 5 od« aroxadupOijoerar Kal (ovdév) KpunToY 6 

ov yvacOjcerat. 

Gr. Gr. vou, 11. 4M 
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ce. A subject is supplied from the predicate, or a predicate from 
the subject, when the same word would be both-subject and predi- 
cate; as, Hdt. VIII. 80 tot yap e& euéo (sc. movetpeva) Ta Troredpevo, 

timo Mydov: Ibid. 142 tovrtev andytwy aitious yevéoOar (sc. airiovs) 

Ths Sovroovyys Tots “EAAnot AOnvatovs. 

d. A substantive cognate to some word in the sentence, is supplied 

from that word (rapovvpa). So Homer, (deo/) Swripes édwy se. d0- 

cewv. So also Il. , 528 ddpwv ofa dior kakGv, Erepos dé édwv: Il. 

v, 99 kal 8’ ddAas (sc. BANGEV) Tod y 10d Bédos TéETeET Ovd AvoAryeL. 

So cognate notion of the verb (see ace. 9. 548.) : dewdv, dea Boav 

sc. Bonua, Boryata.— pets TAHTTETOaL Sc. TAnyds: Soph. El. 1075 
*"HAexrpa tov det watpds (SC. oTdvov) Setdata otevdxovoa?: Kur. Pheen. 

325 Saxpudecoay (sc. idv) (Saxpvdeco’ Dind.) tetoa. Also os ciety se. 

éxos, and thence in old Attic. (The tragedians use the full form, os 

eimeiy €vos, and so commonly Plato and Demosth.) 

e. So a word is suggested by the context: see also §. 373. 3; 
Hat. 1.137 dmoxreiva: 6€ odd€va Tov Eadrov Tar€pa 7) pntépa GAN bxdoa 

70n ToLavra éyéveto K.T.A., Sc. Téxva supplied from the general notion 
of the sentence: for ris supplied see §. 373. 6: so twés Twas is sup- 
plied from a partitive genitive, Xen. Anab. III. 5,16 dvapeyvicba 

apy te Tpos exetvous Kal éxeivwr pds attods: so G.T. as Acts xxi. 

16 cuvndrOov Kai TOV pabyTOv odv piv. 

Jf. The affirmatives eis, Exacros, are supplied from the negative ov- 
deis; as, Plat. Symp. 192 Ei rafra dxovoas 088’ dy eis e€apvnbetn—, 

GAN’ atexv@s oloit av axnkoevar k.t.d.»: Id. Rep. 366 D. Demosth. 

c. Meid. §.18 ovKotv de.vdv—pmdéva rorpqoa TéTOTE yd Gv ot vdpor 

diddacw &ar8a, GAN ottes evAaBGs—Bbiaketo Oar. 

Where a Pronoun is supplied from the context or part thereof. 

§. 894. 1. a. Where a person has been already mentioned, the 
pronoun as the object of the verb is supplied therefrom, except where 

especial emphasis is required: Xen. Hell. III. 4, 3 éwayyetAauevov 
an? ly X\ / / c / > ” _ 

Tod ‘AynotAdov Tip otparetav, duddacw ot Aaxedatpoviot (sc. adT@ TavTa). 

The antecedent is often supplied by the relative which implies it (see 
§. 817.). So in antithesis: Od. 0,167 otrws ob mavtecot Deol (se. 

s / a 2) / x ‘ yy , pe , mévra) xaplevra didotow avdpaowy, ovTE ipunV, OTE Ppévas, ovT’ ayopyTiv. 

Obs. In G.T., where different cases are required, the pronoun is gene- 
rally repeated, as Luke xvi. 2 dovyjcas airy cimev aitd, but not always, 
see Acts xiii. 3. 

a Or to roy del we may supply xpévov, and take marpés with orevdxovoa as a geni- 
tive of cause, b Stallb. ad loc. 
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b. So also the pronoun is supplied to a genitive absolute from the 
foregoing sentence: Hdt. I. 3 rods dé (Asiatics), mpotcxouévar (exelvav 
Greeks) tadra, mpopépew ou Mydeins tiv aprayijv' os od ddvres adtot 

dfkas, ovde ExddvTes Atatedvtwv (cPdv Asiatics). So G. T., as Luke 

Vill. 20 aanyyéAy atte deydvTov. 

ec. Very frequently the reflexive pronoun €avrod is supplied from 
the pronoun adrds: Il. a, 355 éA@r yap éxer yépas, abtds (sc. EavT@) 
azovpas : Soph. Phil. 6g1 iv’ aérds (sc. Eavto) Hv spdcovpos. 

d. Sometimes a pronoun is supplied in two following clauses to 
one verb as subject, to the other as object: Il. 0, 555 mplv y ne kata- 

ktdwev (adtous) 7é Kat aKpys “[Avoy aizewijy (adtots) éddew Kk. 7. d.: 

Thue. I. 36 kal 6r@ (=e tun) rade Evppepovta pev boxed A€yecOar 

oBetrar dé sc. ef b€ Tis HoPeirar. 

Where a conjunction is supplied by the contezt. 

2. Where éorts or door are used in the sense ef ris, (see §. 816. 8. 

817. 4.) the implied «7 is sometimes carried on to a following clause 
by a copulative conjunction, Thuc. [V. 6 “Ooo: 3% yiyvdcxovtes adra 
1) Op0Gs TpocKoTObpev, pydé TOUTS Tis TpEeTBdTaToV iKeL Kpivas=Kat 

el Tis ike pu) kptvas: so G.T. as 1 Cor. vil. 13 Kal yuri) fms exer 

avdpa amtorov Kat (Sc. et) ovTOs ouVEvOOKEL k.T.X. 

Where a verbal notion is supplied from a preceding verb, or verbal notion. 

§. 895. 1. a. After d7Aov 671, ot8 Gri, ed O18 StL, to’ 671, the verb 

is very often supplied from the predicate or preceding sentence ; 
as, Plat. Gorg. 475 C. Socr. Ovxodv kako tmepBaddov 76 dduKety Kd- 

Kiov av etn TOO ddixeioOar: Po. AjAov 87) btu sc. kaxtov dv ein. Hence 

the affirmative adverb, d7Aovdrt, certainly, clearly. 
b. A verbal notion is supplied by the form of the sentence (see 

§. 581. 2.), or from some expression in it: Eur. Hipp. 870 $d, ped 

(=crévw) rév éuov tupavvev Sdpous. So Adsch. Ag. 1146 ia, io 

(=orévw) Atyetas pdpov anddvos: Eur. Ion 1420 popdiy exov tiv ; 

(€pw7@) ds pe pa) TavTy AaBijs. So G. T., as Eph. v. 33 7 6% yuv7 (se. 

Bderéra) va PoBnra tov avdpa. Cf. 1 Cor. viii. 7. 

Obs.1. So the interjectional iSod (et sim.) suggests the notion of 
eort: Asch. Ag. 1269 idov! & "Addy adrods exdvwov eve : this is very 
common in G, T. 

ce. A verbal notion is supplied from some expression in a preceding 
sentence, so that the noun is in the case required by such a verb : 
Il. h, 162 6 8 dpaprh Sovpacw—se. &8addcv supplied from the hostile 

action expressed by avécxero peAfpy in line 161: Hat. I. 36 yeAb & 
opéov «.T.A., Kab THY’ Aoiny 7H Edpémn woredvtev (Oavpage, se. from 

4M 2 
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yeXS 8 dpéwv) iconv. So Soph. Ant. 857 évavoas adyeworaras eyol 
pepluvas TaTpos tpiméAtcTov olkoy (A€yovoa sc.). So G. T., as Acts 
xxiv. 18 év ais eipov p’ iyyvicpevov—ev TO tepO od peta GxXAov ovde 

peta OopvBou, tives 6€ avo THs Actas “lovdaiwy, sc. yoay supplied from 

jv, implied in evpdév pe €v TO tepw: so Rom. xi. 7 T@ TOV Pédpor (se. 

amaitobyrs = dperdAnv €xovtt): Rom. xl. 6 apopytevoopev supplied 

from spopyretav: v. 7 elite dvaxovian (sc. éxovtes) év TH SiaKovia (se. 
TOLOpEY KaTa THY avadoyiay Ths TioTEws). 

d. So a predicate, or a predicative adjective or substantive, is sup- 
plied from a former sentence or clause: Soph. El. 1021 «6 dderes 
todde THY yueunv Tatpos OvicKovTOS Eivat—GAN ip (Tordde sc.) pow ye. 

So G.T., as Rom. vu. 5 «i yap odpputo. yeydvapev adda kal dva- 
ardcews eodueba: so Id. 13 éyéveto Odvaros is supplied to duapria: so 

Matt. vi. 25 wAcioy is supplied to céua: so 1 Cor. ix. 25. 

e. One verbal form is supplied from another in the context.— 
1. So passive from active: Thuc. VI. 7Q kat Tots ye "A@nvaiors Bonbetv, 

érav im Gddeov (sc. dbtkGvrat) Kal py—Tods Gddovs GduKGow : Soph. CE. C. 
L108 T@ rexdvTe wav (sc. texev) gitov. So G.T., as Rom. ii. 6—8 os 
amodacet ExdoT@ KaTa Ta Epya avTOD, ToLs eV opy) 
Kal Oupos (sc. arodobncerat). 

2. So one tense, or mood, or person from another: Arist. Pax 1201 
vuvi S€ mevtnkovra Spaxpav ewrora, 601 Oe (€paroda sc.) rprdpdxpovs Tovs Kkadous 
x.t.A.: Soph. Gi. R. 328 mavres yap od ppoveir’, eyo & ov phrore (Ppovncw 
sc.) «.7.A.: Adsch. Eum. 140 éyeupe cal od thvd’", éym dé oe. So G.T., 
as Rom. 1. 18 od od ry pigay Baotdlers, dda } pita ce (Bactdte). This 
frequently happens when after otpat $€ kai, an infin. should follow: 
Plat. Apol. 25 extr. radra ey cor od TrelBopar, & MéAnre, otpar Sé ovde GA- 
Rov avOparer ovdéva sc. wetoerOar gor?: Id. Rep. 608 Edppypl cor—, oipor 
Sé kal GAov dvtivodiv (sc. uppycew). So also after €ouxe: Od. 6 192 ob 
ovv eoOjros Sevnoeat ore tev Gddov oy em€ory’ ikérny Tadanelpiov avtidcavTa 
(un SevecGur) : so G. T. as Rom. i. 27 dvtyucdiay jy eeu (sc. dwokapPavew) 
drohauBdvovres. So after a parenthesis: Adsch. Ag. 1094 pateter 3° dv 
dvevpyoet pdvoyv: Cassandra, paprupiowe yap toicd’ émumeiOopat’ KNatdpeva Tade 
Bpédn (partetw sc.). 

3. So the participle, from the verbum finitum or infin.: Thuc. II. rz 
THY TaY Tédas SHodv 7) THY éavTav Spay sc. Snovpevny: Adsch. Ag. 864 Kat Tov 
pev Kew (Sc. mia pépovta), Tov & émerodpepew Kaxovd Kakiov dddAo mhua, dd- 

exovras ddpous : Od. 0, 152 xalpetov, & kotpw, Kat Néoropt mowpéve Nady eimeiv 
Sc. xaipew: so the finite verb from participle, Xen. Hell. V. 4, 3. 

4. Very commonly, especially in Attic, an infin. of a preceding verb is 
supplied after pédda, in its future sense; as, Eur. Hipp. 441 rois épao.— 
doo. Te péAdovo” (€pdy sc.): Thuc. IIT. 55 otre ewdOete otre eueAdynoare 
(wafetv) : Isocr. 213 B ras pev émdpBour, tas dé eueddov (mopOeiv), rais dé 
nmethouv Tav Téhewy (mopbev). In dialogue, especially Plato, ri 8’ (was yap) 
od pedrer; How should it not? From a participle in the principal clause 
is supplied the finite verb of the dependent: Soph. El. 1434 viv (Bare) ra 
mpl ed Oepevor Tad @s mddu sc. Onode. 

\ 7 ~ ‘ 

any aiavor, Tots dé 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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Obs. 2. The constructions in which a verb is carried over a parenthesis— 
as, Thuc. [V.g atrods hyetto mpodupjoecOar (ove yap airol édmitovrés more 
vavoi KatnoecOat ovK ioxupov ereixi(ov) exeivors Te Brafopcvors adoouov Td 

xepiov (7yetro sc.) ylyveo@a, or from one ciause to another at some dis- 
tance, are not to be classed here, as the verb is simply carried on from 

one clause to another. So where the verb is separated from its subject 
and object by a parenthesis: Philemon 12 od 6€ aitév—roir éorw k. 7. 2., 
then in ver. 17 mpooAaBov airéy. So rt Pet. 18 troraynre is carried on from 
verse 13: so also ch. iii. I. 

2. The effect of the verb being thus used only once is to give an 
appearance of unity to the two clauses.—Hence it is very usual to 
omit the verb in dependent clauses introduced by éonep, domep ; 

Eur. Med. 1153 didous vonifove’ ovoTep av moos oebev, sc. vonttn: Plat. 
Legg. 710 D wadvra oxeddv dreipyaota. TH Gea, darep (se. dmepydteta) drav 
BovAnO7 Siapepdvras ra) mpagat twa modu: Od. Xr, 411 ‘éraipoy Hae pets KTEL- 

vovTOo aves os dypiddovres, ou pa Tr ev averod avdpos péya Suvapevoro 7) yao 

7) €pdve i) cihamivy, sc. kTetvovtat. This is also very t usual in those hypothe- 
tical sentences, which only express that what is in the principal clause 
belongs especially to the person spoken of. The protasis consists of ei, 
or cimep tis or &AXog Tis, Or cimep Tou, elmrep mote &c. Compare the full 
expression in Demosth. 72157 ey a; cimep Twi TodTo Kal d\Aw tpoonKdy- 
TOS cipy Ta, vopia Kapol vov appdrrew cimeiv, With the shortened one, Hdt. 

IX. 27 jpiv eori modda Te Kal ed Exovra, ei Téovor Kat GAdowot “EAARvev. Eltrep 
alone: Plat. Rep. 497 E ov 10 py BotdeaOar, adn elirep (Ses at duaxk@dvoer, 

TO pay SvvacOa Siak@dioer2 ; so Gs oUTIS, WS oUSeis GANos. In the same 
sense: Plat. Apol. 28 ED rére pev, ob exetvor érattov, enevov, GoTep Kal Gos 

Soph. Ci. C. 563 x@s tig wAcior avnp. K. T,X. 

3. There are some instances in which this brachylogy produces 
some difficulty in the construction, and which therefore require to 
be specially observed. The verb is placed in the dependent and not 
in the principal clause, and agrees with the subject thereof, and 
therefore must be supplied to the principal clause in the number and 
person required by its subject. This also commonly occurs in de- 
pendent clauses introduced by dowep, dowep Gy ci, domep, cf sim. and 

the effect of it is to mark strongly the unity of the two clauses 

Tl. c, 46 ef d€ kai adroit (sc. pedgovtar), pevydvtwy adv vynuot: Thue. II. 21 
&y (qKpoGvto sc.) dkpodobat ws éxagtos Spynro: Id. III. 68 Kat bre vorepor 
(mpoetxorro sc.) d mpos TO mepuretxiGeo Bar mpoetxovro : Id. I. 82 dverripbovor, 
Ooot (émBouhevovrar) domep Kat jets Um ‘AOnvaiov émuBouheudpeOa, pz) “EX- 
aos povoy, a\Aa Kal BapBapous mpoohaBevr as Ovao@Onvac: Id. II. 67 iy ot 

nyepoves (rounceabe), somep vov vpets Kepahataoavres mpos tovs Evpravtas 

dvayvepas Touijoeobe, Fj hoo Tis €% adixots € epyors Adyous Kahovds yTyoet: Xen. 
Cyr. IV. 1, 3 avros vida oios Rv? Ta pév yap adXa, (émoler) écazep, olpat, kal 

mavres vpeis etrovette. So often in Latin comparative sentences, e2 cariora 

semper omnia quam decus atque pudicitia hoe It occurs less frequently 
in other dependent sentences; as, Kur. Or. 1037 od viv p’, adedpé, (se. 
KTElve) yy) Tis "Apycioy KTdvy. 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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4, A verb of a general meaning is supplied from a verb of special 
meaning, as every particular verb implies the general verbal notion 
of action, or state: so movetv, méoyew, epydtecOar, yiyvecdar, etvar, cup- 

Batvew, &c. thus ti ado ,—odSev GAX0 7—GAXO Tr H for Ti GAAO TOLEt 

or éorw or such like, 7) 67 (ef. Lucian. Dial. Deor. V. 5 Avzeis, & 

"Hpa, ceavtiv, od8év ado, Kdyol Emitelvers TOV Epwra (notvTodaa) : 

Thue. III. 39 tl GAXo ovr, 7) emeBovhevoav; IV. 14 vi Aaxedatpdvioe— 

Go obSev 7) ek yijs evavpdyouv: Xen. M.S. IL. 3, 17 tl yap GdXo ji) Kevduved- 

wets ;=ovdev Addo (sc. mouets), 7) Ore wd. : Id. Cyr. 1. 4, 24 pdvos ekeivos 
oudév GAXo (sc. ezoler) 7) Tos TeTT@KdTas TEpteAavv@y eOcato: Plat. Huth. 277 

D kai viv rovitw ob6€v GXo 7) xopeverov mepi oé: Id. Pheed. 63 D ti de, d 
Zexpares, epyn 6 Kpirav, dAdo ye 7) Tadau por A€yer 6 weANwY Gor Sacew TO pap- 
paxova, (In full: Plat. Rep. 424 D otd€ yap épydtetar ado ye (Sc. 7) mapa- 
vopia), i) KaTd opixpov eiooukoanern Npewa Umoppet mpds Ta COvn): Adsch. Ag. 

1139 o0d€v mor (metooperny Sc.) et pa) EvvGavovpevnv. So probably 2 Pet. 1. 
5 kal avto rodro de (Sc. moujoare) emxopnynoate. From frequent usage the 

original construction of the phrase was lost, and it was applied, where 
grammatically it was inapplicable, as a mere adverb: Thuc. VII. 75 oddév 
yap GAdNo F moder CxmeTroNopKnpery edxecav tropevyovon. So often’in Latin, 
nihil aliud, amplius quam is used as an adverb: Liv. XXII.60 quid 
aliud quam admonendi essetis: XXXVII. 21 classis ad insulam se recepit, 

nihil aliud quam depopulato hostium agro: Suet. Calig. 44 nihil am- 
plius quam Adminio—in deditionem recepto magnificas Romam litteras 
misit. ‘The same may be said of the interrog. forms, aAdo te #, or aAXo Tt, 
nonne ? where, after the phrase became a mere interrog. form, the # was 
dropped.—See §. 875. e. So when the protasis is without its predicate : 
Soph. Ant. 718 «7 & ovy (ottws éutt) &c. So ri (se. eoriv) dre Luke il. 49. 

5. An important use of brachylogy is where several objects 
depend on one verb, which strictly can be applied to only one of 
them; but the notion of the verb is such as admits of a more 

general, or more particular application. This sort of brachylogy is 
called Zeugma: 

Il. y, 326 nxe Exdor@ immo. depoimodes kal Troika Tevxe Exerto (containing 
the particular notion of ‘lying,’ as well as the general notion of ‘ being 
in store, ready’): Hdt. 1V. 106 éc@jra 52 popéouct TH SkvOuxh dpoinv, yoo- 
cay Oe dinv: Pind. Ol. I. 88 (B) eXev & Oivopaov Biav rapbévoy te civevvor, 
vicit Gnomaum, obtinuit virginem»: Id. Nem. X. 25 expdryoe b€ Kai ro? 
"EdAnva orparoy, TUXa Te OA@Y Kal TOV “IoOpot Kal TOY Nepea oréavoy: Soph. 
Trach. 353 s ris Kdépns ravtns exate Keivos Evputov @ édov, thy & irfpinupyov 
Oixadiav. (Cf. 364). So G.T., as 1 Cor. iil. 2 yadda buds éwotica od Bpdpa. 

Obs. 3. It is one of the great properties of the Greek language, that the 
Greek mind from its quickness of apprehension, and exactness in the ap- 
plication of notions, seems to have been able thus to deduce a general 
notion implied in some particular verb, and then to apply it to a new sub- 
stant. in a particular sense suitabie to the new object, and implied in that 
general notion. So A’sch. Choeph. 360 Baowweds yap is, opp’ ens, popipov 
Adxos mymddvTwv XEpoty mevoiBpordy te Bdkrpov. In pdpysov Adxos Xepow 

a Heindorf ad loc. b Dissen ad loc. 
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myrddvrev is implied the general notion of governing—this implies the 
notion of wielding the sceptre, in which sense it is carried on and applied 
to Baxrpor. 

6. So a verb of perception or communication is supplied from a 
foregoing verb of cognate meaning: Xen. Hell. If. 2, 17 dmjyyevher, 
dre avtov Avoavipos Kedever es Aaxedaiuova iévat od yap (sc. édeyev) 
eivat KUplos @Y €pwToto bm avTov, AAG Tods ’E*dpovs. See §. 884. 

Obs2-1. 

A simple verb is supplied from the compound verb, inasmuch 
as this latter contains the notion of the former : 

Plat. Gorg. 493 C adha rorepov reidw ti oe Kal petatibeoat, eddarpover- 
TEpous elvat TOUS KOOpLlovs T@V aKo\doTwY ; i. e. persuadeone tibi mutataque 

sententid putas, feliciores esse temperantes libidinosis ? Thuc. I. 44 of ’A@n- 
vaio peTeyvwoav Kepxupaiors Evppaxiay py wouncac Oa for peréyvooay kal éyve- 
aay: Xen. Cyr. 1, 1, 3 &« rovrov by nvayxa(épeda petavoew (i. e. petavociv Kai 
voeiv), py) ovTe TOY dduVdT@v oUTE T@Y YaheT@Y Epyar 7 TO dvVOpaTar apxew. 

Obs. 4. In the two former examples the second clause may depend on 
the compound verb as representing an accus., which is the proper expres- 
sion of that /o which a change takes place. 

8. A compound verb in one clause is supplied from the same verb 
in the former, the preposition with which it is compounded being 

placed alone in the second clause. See §. 643. Obs. 1 

9. An affirmative verb is supplied from a negative; this is most 
commonly the case in an antithesis introduced by an adversative 
conjunction : 

Tl. «, 819 00 p elas paxdpecou Oeois dvtikpd payerba Tots Gdous* GTAP, et 
ke Avos Ovyarnp ’Adpoditn €hOno’ eis médepov, THY Y ovtdpev GEL Yadk@ (sc. 
exeeves, in elas): Soph. C8. R. 236 rov dvdp’ dtravd® rodrov—pr cicdéyea Oat, 
pyre mpoodevety twa, obey S am oikay mavras: Id. El. 71 Kal py pw dripov 
Tio amootethyte yijs, GAN dpxémdoutor Kal kataotatny Sopa (i.e. oréANeTE= 
motte): Hdt. VII. 104 6 vopos—avwyer Tout dei, obK e@v Hevyew ovdery 
TANOos avOparav ex payns, GANG pevovtas ev TH Taker emKparéew i) awToAAVTOat : 
Id. IX. 2 od8€ Ewy tévar exaorépo, GAN adrod ifopevoy mage: Plat. Apol. 
36 B dpednoas, ov of modXol (sc. empeodvTa ®) : compare Latin, Cic. N. D. 
I. 7,17 tu autem nolo existimes, me adjutorem huic venisse, sed auditorem : 

so G.T. as 1 Tim. iv. 3 kwdudvtwv yapeiv, (keMeudvTwV) amréyeoOar Bpwpdror. 
So the general verbal notion of existence, or being, is carried from the 
particular verb of the clause to the next. So also with other verbs which 
imply a change from one opinion to another, so that the new opinion is 
implied from relinquishing the old one: Plat. Lys. 222 B od padiov aro- 
Badety rov mpdcber Adyov, as od TO Spovoy TO Suolm Kata THY dpoidTnTAa axpn- 
arov, i.e. non est facile priorem rejicere rationem, ut non putemus, simile 
simili, quatenus simile est, inutile esse; hence also od which at first seems 
not wanted—dmoBadeiv rov Aéyov=rejectd priore ratione sententiam ita mu- 

tare, ut putemus ceit. 

Obs. 5. So where the predicate is expressed by éoré and an adjective or 

a Stallb. ad loc. 
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pronoun, as 1 Cor. vii. 19 ra wavra is supplied from ovdey: John viii. 16 
pdvos ovK eit, GA’ ey@ Kal 6 méprpas pe maTHp, SC. eopev dua. 

(See §. 860.) Where a sentence is supplied either wholly or partially. 

§. 896. In an antithesis one clause frequently requires to be sup- 

plied from the other : 
Il. x, 265 @s ovk €or’ ewe Kal oe idnpeva, for eve oe kai oe cue: Hes. Opp. 

182 ovd€ marip maidecow Gpolios, ovd€ te aides (SC. marTpi), oddé Ecivos Eewvo- 
ddx@ Kal éraipos éraipm : Soph. CE. T. 489 ti yap 7) AaBdakidas (sc. mpos Tov 
TId\vBov) 7) T@ TlodkiB@ (sc. mpos Tovs AaBdaxidas) veikos exerro; Eur. Or. 742 
ovK ekeivos (SC. ekeivyy), GAN’ ekelvn Kewov evOdd’ #yayev: Thuc. I. 73 ov yap 

mapa StkacTais oUTE Hav (SC. mpos TovTOUS), OUTE TOUTwY (SC. mpds Huds) of 
Demosth. 30,17 émpdéapev rpeis (SC. mpos ekeivous) kat 

exeivou mpos Huas eipnynv. Sometimes the sentence is wholly omitted, when 
it is implied necessarily in the notion which it expresses, as vuxtt 6’ duds 
mretev, Which implies xai #uate: so G.'T. as Matt. x. 25 dpkerov To padntH 

iva yevnta ws 6 OiddoKados adtod, kai (va yévntar) 6 SotAos ws 6 Kiptos avrov. 
So a negative sentence is supplied to ef yy from an affirmative, or an af- 
firmative from a negative : see §. 860. 5. 

Aoyou ay yiyvowTo : 

Obs. 1. Very often where in two coordinate sentences the same predi- 
cate would be used in the sing. to each of them, the predicate is used once 
in the plural, the two being considered as making up one plural notion; as, 
6 Sexpatns kai 6 IAatwv joav cool, for 6S. iv codds, kai 6 IL. Hv codds. 

Obs. 2. For a comparative notion carried on to a positive form, see 

Re ioe. J. 

Obs. 3. So when a sentence or a question is introduced by ézei suggest- 
ing from the context some conditional clause, since this is, or if this were 

(or were not) so; Soph. CH. R. 433 ov yap te o 75n papa havycorr’ emet (ei 
78n) TXoAT y av olkovs rods epodrs eorerduny: so G. 'T. as Rom. in. 6 eet (if 
this were so) m@s Kpwet 6 Oeds Tov Kéapor ; 

Obs. 4. There are two passages in the Greek Testament the difficulties 
of which may perhaps be solved by applying the principle of brachylogy : 

a. Matt. v. 21 jKovcare dtu eppébn Tois dpxaios, Od govedoes, 6s 8 ay ho- 
vevon evoxos otal TH Kpioes’ eyw dé Aéy@ ipiv Sri Tas 6 opyCopevos TO AEAPHO 
avTov évoxos éorat 77 Kpioe. (carry on from verse 21, }Kovcate Sé Gti EppeOy 
Tois apxatois) os & dy ely To ddeAPo avrod, ‘Pdka, Evoxyos ora THO ovvedpia, 
(carry on from verse 22, éyw Sé€ héyw bpiy) os av cin, Mapé, Evoxos eorat TH 
Kpioec®, 

8. Rom. iii., in which chapter the first eight verses form a supposed 
dialogue between St. Paul and a Jew, the alternate verses being assigned 
to each respectively. 3. ri yap ei nmiotnoay x. tT. d., to which St. Paul an- 
swers in v. 4, pi) yevorro k.t.dX. The Jew goes on in v. 5, ei d€ 7 ddtkia 

a I find this suggested in Poli Synopsis 
adloc. Iam aware that it may seem asome- 
what too bold suggestion; but the whole 
passage so evidently presents us with two 
pairs of clauses,in each of which there is a 
contrast between the formal traditions of 
the Jews, and the spiritual teaching of our 

Lord, that I confess it would seem to me 
natural to carry on to the second pair of 
clauses the words whereby this contrast is 
expressed in the first pair, (see §. 891. 7.,) 
even were there not in the passage a diffi- 
culty of which every explanation is con- 
fessedly unsatisfactory. 
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«.t.A. St. Paul interrupts the Jew in v. 6, pi yévorro x. 7.d.: the Jew takes 
up his interrupted argument in v. 7, and St. Paul in v. 8 goes on with the 
sentence he had begun in v. 6, kat jy (yévoiro sc.) Kabes Praodhnpotpcba, 
kabas haciv Twes nas héyew Ste ToT@pe K. T,X. 

Aposiopesis. See also §. 860. 3. b. 

§. 897. This figure of rhetoric consists in the sentence being 
suddenly broken off, at the will of the speaker. In animated and 
excited passages, the verb is often suppressed after jj; as in tragedy 
for instance, yi dra, and pH alone: Soph. Ant. 577 yt) rpiBas ru, 
G\AG vw Kopiver’ eiow: Eur. Ion 1331 pi tadra: Id. Med. 964 pur} pro 
ov sc. Tatra einns: Arist. Ach. 345 prj wor mpépacw: Id. Vesp. 1179 

7 yor ye wvOovs. Mi ov ye is very common as an earnest dissuasive : 

Soph. Ci. C. 1441 Pol. ed xp, Oavodyar: Antig. pi) od y’ (se. tad’ 

eimys), GAN éuol 7H05. So in dissuasive wishes ph yde, absit, ut : 
Demosth. 295, 8 ris odx) Katéntucey dv cod; pr yap Ths méAEds ye, 
pn® epov sc. katranriceev: Plat. Prot. 318 B adda pi otros: Id. 

Rep. 381 E ph ydp, ey (sc. rovatra Aeydvtwv) : Eur. Troad. 210 ph 
yop 67 divav y Etpora (sc. €\Oomer): so pato. ye Xen. Cyr. IL. 3, 

24. Demosth. 45, 19 prj jor pupiovs pnde dicpuplovs é€vous pnde Tas 

emtoToAuatous Tavtas duvapers (sc. wydlonade), GAN 1) Tijs TOAEwS EoTAL 

sc. 7) dvvayus. Sometimes the apodosis is wholly suppressed when 
the speaker is excited. See above (§. 860. 3. b.). 

Obs. The ellipse of the apodosis occurs in G. T.: see §. 60. 3. Rev. 
XIX. 10 6pa pn Comes under aposiopesis. 

Consolidation of Sentences. 

§. 898. There are some other forms, which remain yet to be 

noticed, besides those mentioned under their respective heads, 
whereby the close connexion of two sentences, or two clauses of 
the same sentence, is represented in language. 

1. When an infin. (or participle) stands in the same sentence with 
some other verbum jfinitum, the subst. which properly depends on 

the infinitive (or participle) is frequently made to depend on the 
verbum finitum, so that it is in the case required thereby. 

a. Participle: Soph. El. 47 dyyeAde & Spxw mpooreis, for 

ayy. mpootiels Spxov: Id. Ant. 23 "Ereoxdéa pev, os A€yous1, adv 

dikn xpyobels dikaig kal vopw Kata xOovos éxpupe: Id. Phil. 55 Adyou- 

ow éxxdéwes A€yov: Thue. IIL. 59 (deducOa tydv) peioardar d€ Kal 

enikhacOfvat TH yropn oixtw cddpore Na/3dvras (where another reading 

is olkrov odppova): Xen. Cyr. VIL 1, 40 otro. b€ ered) NTOpotvTo, 

Gr. Gr. vot. 11. 4.N 
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Kukho TavToOev ToinTdpevol, GoTe SpacOa Ta STAG, dT Tals aoniow 

exdOnuto, for xkvkAov mounodpevor exddnvto: Ibid. 1. 6, 33 omws odv 

Tovotw Be. eOucbevtes mpadrepor woAtras yevowro: Ibid. I. 3,17 Tots 

8 érépows, eimev, OTe Bdddew Serjoor avatpovpevovs Tais Badou: ct. 

NaS 527, 
B. Infinitive: Il. o, 585 of (kives) & frou Saxéew pev ameTpw- 

m@vto hedvtav: Il. n, 409 od ydp Tis pedo vexdov KarareOvyndTar 

ylyver —nupos pertioogney Oka (for véxvas pecdiooev): Hom. Hymn. 
Cer. 281 sq. ovd€ re mad8ds pvijcato THAvyETOLO ano damédou avehe- 

ofa: Soph. El. 1277 pH pe aroorepjons tév cGy Tpoodtwy *Sovev 

pebécbar (amoorepety tid Te and peOerOa Twos), but see §. 362. 5.: 

Id. Phil. 62 od« 7élwoav tév *Ayidretwy STrMY EAPdVTL Scdvor: Id. 

Antig. 490 Ketvyy—eraitiGpar todde Boudetoar thou, for Bovdcdoat 

rovoe tapov: Eur. Hipp. 1375 dMyxas epapar diuaporpacar, for ép. 

diay. pe Adyxn: Id. 1399 rAtov xpij~o ordpatos taldwv 6 Tadas mpoc~ 

mrvgacOat: Id. Hel. 675 river xpifovca mpoolcivar mévev, for tivas 

movovs mpood. xpng.: Thuc. I. 138 rod “ENAnyxod eAnida jv wmerides 
avTd Souldcew: Id. LIL. 6 ris yey Oaddoons elpyor pt) xpie8ar rods 

MirvAnvatovs: Id. V. 15 émiOuyia tev avBpav TOv ex Tis viToU Kopt- 

gacbar: Xen. Anab. V. 4, 9 Ti Hpav denoecbe xpyoacbar: Plat. Crit. 

52 B ov0 émOvpia oe GAAS Trews, v1 GAAwY vopov EhaBev—eidévan : 

Id. Legg. 626 D doxeis yap jor Tijs Oot éxwvuptas Eros eivar waddov 

érovopndtecOar: Id. Rep. 459 B 

tov: Ibid. 437 B 16 éepieoOai tos AaBetv. So also with the article: 

Demosth. 19, 4 tedtwv otxl viv 6p6 Tov Katpov Tod héyew, for ovx dpa 

opddpa nuiv Set akpov eivar Tov &pxdv- 

Tov Kalpov Tod TadTa A€yew. Compare the Latin, horum non video 

opportunitatem dicendt. 

Obs. 1. This construction is sometimes explained by supplying a pro- 
noun, such as ayyeAXe épx@ mpooriOeis aditéy: but it is evident that this is 
absurd, and moreover keeps out of view that unity of the sentence, which 
was intended to be marked by this form. 

2. Analogous to this there is a sort of attraction (contrary to that 

given in §. 824. 11.) which takes place in almost all dependent 

clauses, the subject of the dependent being transferred to the prin- 

cipal clause, in which it stands as the object (see also §. 804. 2.). 
In this construction the unity of the clauses is visibly signified; and 

the subject of the dependent clause, which is the leading notion of 
the whole sentence, is brought prominently forward. In Latin this 
idiom is found, but far less frequently than in Greek: nosti Mar- 
ecldum, quam tardus sit, for quam tardus sit Marcellus : 

Il. B, 409 #deu yap Kara Ovupdy adedpedv ws eroveiro: Hdt. ILI. 68 otros— 
mparos Umdatevae TOV Mé&yov as odK ety 6 Kvpou Spepdis: Tbid. IIT. 80 eidere 
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pev yap Thy KapBvocw UBpw em dcov emeEnhOe: Thuc. VI. 76 tobs péAdovras 
am abrav Néyous (Setcartes) pr) buds me(owow: Id. II]. 51 tovs re MeNoTrovyy- 
alous (efuAdrreto 6 Nikias) das pi) To@vtat éxmdovs aitdébev: Id. 1. 72 Tip 

operepay TOAW eBovovTo onpnvar don ein Sivayw: Eur. Med. 37 dédocxa & 

auth pn Te Bovrevon: Ibid. 39 Seaiva ré vv (adrnv) jay Onxrdv don aryavoy 
dv yraros: cf. 245 (avdpes) heyovor S pas (yvvaixas) ws dkivdvvoy Biov Copnev 
kat oikovs: Plat. Rep. 327 princ. xareBnv yOes eis Tetpara—mpooev&dpevds Te 
Th Oe@ Kai Gua Thy Eopthy Bovddpevos OedoacGa Tiva tpdrov moncovoew : Ibid. 
372 E oxorodvtes yap kal rovavtny ray av Karidoipev Thy Te SuKarocdvyy Kal 
ddixiav Orn tore Tais rokeow eupvovra: Ibid. 472 C e(nrodpev adré re SiKaro- 
ouvny ody éott, kal dvdpa tov TeAéws Sixavoy: Id. Theet. 146 E yvavar ém- 

oTHpyy avtd 6 Te wor éorw: Demosth. 831, 57 ovciav, nv Kat tudv of modXdol 
ouvndecay Ott Katedeihn,—aiaypoas Sinpracev: [bid. 847, 10 BovAopat be Tad- 
Tyv (aréKpiow) ws cori adnOis emdetEac: Ibid. 838 in. deiéare yap ravtny tHv 
ovolav Tis qv, Kal mov mapédoTé poe Kal Tivos evavtiov : Ibid. 126, 61 Tov Eb- 
gpatoy ola erable peuynpévos. With Gen.: Hdt. VI. 48 dmemeipito ray “Eh- 
Ayvev 6 Te ev va exouev: Xen. Cyr. V. 3, 40 of dpxovres attOv émipecicav 
dros ovekevacpevor oor Tavta: Id. M. 8. 1. 4, 13 rivos yap addov Coov Woy?) 
mpata perv QeGv—ijobnra dri ciai; Plat. Rep. 407 A wxudiSou—ovk dxovers 
Tras pyot, dSeiv, drav ro 7Sn Bios 7, dpernv doxetv. So with an ellipse of the 
dependent verb: Soph. Aj. 118 dpas, ’Odvaced, tiv Oedv isxiv, don: Id. 
Ant. 318 ty env NUmv, Onou: so Eur. Hipp. 1251 tov cov mbecba raid 
émes early kaxds. We rarely find such constructions as, Arist. Av. 1269 
Seuvey ye Tov KipUKA, TOV Tapa Tovs BpoTovs olxduevov, Et pNdémoTe vooTHTEL 
maduwv: so Senec. de Benef. lV. 32 Deos verisimile est ut alios indul- 
gentius tractent. And yet more remarkable is Xen. Cyr. II. 1, 5 tods perros 

“EXAnvas, tobs ev TH Acia olxobvtds, ovdév Tw cades héyeTar ef EmovTa. So in 

a subst. sentence: Arrian I. 27 jyyé\O@q—rods “AotrevBious Ste ovdev Tay 
ovykeypevav maga €Oédoey: so G. T. as 1 Cor. xvi. 15 otSare tiv oikiay Sre- 
ava, oti eoriv arapx7 THs Acias. 

Obs. 2. Here also belongs a remarkable construction in Arist. Eq. 926 
oncicw o Ores eyypapjs, and of Set, unless there is an ellipse of épay (see 
§. 812. 2.), Soph. Aj. 556 érav & ixy mpds rodro, Set o dmws marpos Setgées 

év ex9pois, oios €€ otov “rpdpyns: Id. Phil. 54 ryv Bidoxrnrov ce Set Woy 
OTs Adyorow ex«deers A€yov : Cratin. ap. Athen. 1X. 373 Set o Omws ANex- 
tpvdvos pydey Siolaerg ro’s tpdrovs. And perhaps analogously, Thue. II. 7 
AakeSatpoviois—tois Ta éxetvov éNopéevois—vats emeTaxOnoay roretoOar, for 

vies emeTaXOnoay Toco Oat, 

Obs. 3. And not only the subject, but sometimes also the predicative 
nominative of the dependent clause, stands in the principal clause in 

PJ a AY / ? > al , ee a 
accus.: Al’sch. Theb. 17 7 yap veous éprovras eipevet wed, dmavTa TavOoKovca 
mawetas dtAov, EOpepaT oixotipas domdnpdpovs mictods bras yévorsbe mpos 

4 , = > , oa / \ > = > , xpéos r0de, i.e. ebpearo, Srws yévorbe motot oixvatHpes aomidnpspor. So 
often Plautus: Poen. II. 5 nec potui tamen propitiam Venerem facere 
uli esset mihi. 

3. So also when the clause depends on a verbal notion expressed 

by a substantive in the principal clause, the subject (or object) thereof 

is attracted into the principal clause, and placed in the genitive as 
the object of the substantive: see Soph. Trach. 173: so 

Thuc. I. 61 9X6 8€ Kat Trois AOnvalors edOds ) &yyedia TOY TOKEWY GTe ad- 

4N 2 
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eotaot: Ibid. 97 dpa Se kal rHS apxAs Grddergw exer THs TOV ’AOnvaiwy ev oto 
rpémm katéotn ; Id. IL. 42 ovre (ris) weviag EAmlds, ws Kav ere Siahvyar ari 

¢ Ul b \ col a” 2 , = > , c x ‘ x 

mroutnoeey, avaBodiy tov Sevod éromorarto, i.e. eAmidi, OS Kav Siahvyov Thy 

meviav mAouTnoetev— : Tevias eAmids, hope in relation to his poverty. The 

dependent clause expresses more accurately the exact object of the hope, 
mevia being the object of the dependent clause ; hence adrqy is used. 

Obs. 4. There are some remarkable passages where an attributive, which 
should stand with its subst. in the dependent clause, is transferred to the 
principal clause, while the subst. remains where it was: Eur. H. F. 840 

€ ~ \ Q Us, > > Sienres Sh < S } Il be d G rc 
@s—yv@ pev TOV Hpas olos eat avt@ XOAos: Stob. Ll. 197. ed. Grot. (353 

22. Gesn.) dpas tov edtpdteLov ws 750s Blog; in Soph. Trach. g7 Gduov aird 
TovTo, Kkapdéa Tov “Adkunvas 7d6e woe 766 Tats vaier, rodvro Only prepares 
the way for the whole dependent clause. For an analogous idiom, see 
§. 824. 1. 

4. Where two clauses are of such a nature that either of them 

might stand as the principal clause, and the other be made to de- 

pend upon it, as 7jKovca oT: péedAre Ee, or péhAet HEEw ws yKovea, this 

relation and the close connexion between them is signifed by their 

both assuming the form of a dependent clause ; that which logically 
speaking is the principal clause standing as a subst. sentence with 
ott or ws, that, or in the ace. with infin. This is most usual in Hdt., 

rarely in Attic prose, and very seldom if ever in the orators : 

Xen. Anab. Vi. 4, 18 ds yap ¢yoa—ijxoved Tivos, OTL KXéavdpos ex Bufavriov 
c ‘ I, or c , > ‘ , , lol - 

appootis pede Wgew ; Hdt. 1.65 os & avrot Aaxedadvicc Aéyovor Aukodpyov 
emitpomevoavta—ek Kpntns ayayeo8ar rattra: Id. I. 191 tnd peyabeos ths 
moALos, @ heyeTat—TGv Tepi Ta €oxaTa THS TOALOS EadwKOT@Y TOs TO pEToY Ot- 
KeovTas Tov BaBvr@viay od pavOdvew éadwxdras: Id. IIT. 14 as dé heyetau ba 
Aiyurtiov, Saxpvew pev Kpotoov: Id. LV. 5 as 5€ ExdOar A€youct, vewrarov 
c , > / (.) \ Z o c ‘ DN ~ \ amavrav €Ovéwy evar 76 oderepoy: Ibid. g5 as dé eyo muvOdvonar rev Toy 
‘EMAjorovroy oikedvr@v “EAAjvev Kat Idvrov, tov Zad\wotw TobTov, covra avOpe- 

mov, Souhetoo ev Sauw: Plat. Rep. 347 A ov 87 évexa, ds Eorxe, puoOdv detv 
bmapxev Tots peddovew eOedAnoew dpxyew®; Id. Phil. 20 C rdde ye pry, ws 
S ‘ > ~ > , fe YG , c 

OLULOL, TEpt avuToOu avayKaloTaTtov Eau Aeyeu = Id. Soph. 263 D TaVTATACLY, WS 

okey, 7) Tovav’tn oivOcous—ylyves8at Adyos evdys. So also in poetry; as, 
Aksch. Pers. 564 rur6v éxuyeiv dvakr’ airdy, ws dxotopey: Ibid. 188 rovrer 

ordow Ti, WS ey “Sdxouv Spav, Tevxew ev dAANAVoL: Soph. Trach. 1238 
c A ago c ” > , > ‘ / lal am aw c m” avnp 08 ws EouKxev oU vee enol POivovts poipay: Id. Antig. 740 68 ws Eorke 
TH yuvatkt uppaxetv>. So also, but not nearly so frequent, in Latin : 
Cicero de Offic. I. 7, 22 atque ut placet Stoicis, que in terrd gignuntur, ad 
usum hominis omnia creari, homines autem hominum causd esse gene- 

ratos: Id. N. D. I. 37, 94 isti autem quemadmodum asseverant, ex corpus- 
culis—concurrentibus temere atque casu mundum esse perfectum (for 
mundus est perfectus). 

Pleonasm. 

§. 899. Pleonasm is the using a word the notion whereof has 

occurred already in some other part of the sentence; as, mdAw 

a Stallb. ad loe. » Erfurdt ad loc. 
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avois. But it must not be forgotten that by this repetition of the 
notion it is generally defined, explained, or enforced. There is, 

properly speaking, no such thing as pleonasm either in a logical or 
grammatical point of view; and many expressions only seem ple- 

onastic from our own forms of language. In poetry of course, as 

using forcible and striking expressions, this supposed pleonasm most 
frequently occurs. 

The most remarkable cases of seeming pleonasm are, 

1. The attaching to a word another word of the same root to 

heighten the notion thereof.—a. A neuter verb with its cognate 

notion, (which being very generally omitted seems, when expressed, 
to be pleonastic,) in the acc.; as, paxnv paxecOar, méAEuov TOdE- 

pei (§. 548. a.), and in instrumental dat.: Plat. Symp. 195 B ged- 

you puyn, so pice. tepuxds Xen. and others (§. 548. Obs. 7.).— 

6. An adjective with its abstract subst. or instrumental dat. ; as, 

Soph. CH. R. 1469 i@ avag, 0 © yovy yervaite: Plat. Soph. 231 B 7 
yever yevvata codiotikn*: peyeber péyas, wAnPer woAAO! Hat. and Plat. 

—so the genitive, Od. £, 101 ovay cuBdo1a: Hdt. V. 64 otpatnysy ris 

otparias : so G. T. as Acts Il. 30 Spkm dpooev: Luke xx. 11 oixodeondry 

oikias.—c. An adjective or adverb with an adverb (mostly poet.), 

Homer : oid0ev otos, quite alone ; aivdbev aivas, terribly violent ; Keizo 

péyas peyahwori, far extended. So also Plat. Lach. 183 D év ry ahy- 

Geig Gs ahnPds. These pleonastic adverbs must, if possible, be trans- 

lated by some word which heightens the original notion. 

2. Synonymous adverbs or adverbial expressions are frequently 
combined : Plat. Phaed. 66 C as adnOas te dvr: Demosth. 849, 15 

ev0vs Tapaxpiya (statim in ipso facinore)—atrixa advos—eéaiprns 

evOvs—nadwv ab0is—eir atOis—raya tows—del cvvexds—as olov, as 

for instance—éneira peta tadra—ed pdada, «bd ofddpa—navrdnact Kal 

TavtTas—oiTw te kal tavty—. Most of these combinations serve 

to strengthen or generalize the adverbial notion; and in poetry, if 

particular attention is to be called to any notion, two, or even three, 
synonymous words are used for that purpose; as, Soph. Aj. 310 
Kopnv axpté ovué. cvdAAaetv xepi ; in some of these forms which seem 

to have crept into the written from the common language, it must be 
allowed that this repetition is somewhat redundant: so G. T., as 
Acts xiv. 10 €d0éos mapaxpfpa: John xi. 7 émertra peta todtTo: Luke 

XIX. 4 Tpodpapyov ewmpoober. 

3. The verbum jinitum is joined frequently, in prose, with a par- 
ticiple of the same or a cognate verb; as, BA¢rovTa bpav—éedn A€ywv 

8 Heindorf ad loc. 
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—éneye pas—etnov Néywv—7 8 ds A€yov Arist. Vesp. 795.—€parke 
héyov: Hat. II. 108 gorw eotoa copy. See §. 710.4. So G.T. 

as Luke xx. 2 etwov mpds atrov héyovtes. 

4. Very frequently in poetry a concrete notion is expressed by a 
periphrasis with the abstract. So oxfjpa Sépnev, for dduor. So Eur. 

Hee. 718 GAN eicopd yap Toi8e Seondrou Sénas ’Ayapeuvovos: so Bin 

“HpaxAjjos—obevos “Exropos. See §. 442. e. 

5. Very often the part is joined to the whole by kai, ré, when the 
part is to be especially distinguished: Homer "Exzop: pév kal Tpwol: 

“Esch. Cho. 145 dv Oeotor cat TH wat Aikn. Very often ® Zed kal 

Oeot. So in prose; as, A@nvator kal Iguxparns—Atyurros xat Ade€- 

dvopeca. In Latin frequently : Cic. de Divin. I. 53 fore, ut armis 
Darius et Perse ab Alexandro et Macedonibus vincerentur : 

so G. T. as Acts v. 29 6 Hlerpos kai of amdorodot. 

6. To call particular attention to a leading notion or thought, 

the Greeks frequently express it twice—once positively, and then 
negatively, or vice versa; (Parallelismus antitheticus :) Od. p, 415 
ob ydp pot Ookéets 6 Kdurotos “Axal@y eupevat, dAd’ Gprotos: Hat. II. 

43 00x HKora, GANA pddiora: Thuc. VII. 44 péyrotoy 6€ Kai obx Hota 

éBrawev 6 Tawwvicuos: Demosth. 108, 73 éfw zpos buas kal obk daro- 

kptpouor: so G. T. as John i. 20 dpoddynge Kai od Apyqoato: Eph. v. 

T5 py Os doopor GAN’ as copoi. 

7. The notion of a single word is sometimes repeated in a whole 

sentence: Od. a, init. dvdpa por évveve, Motoa, wodttpotov, Ss pdda 

moAdG wAdyx§y : Hdt. I. 79 ds of mapa Sdgav Eoye TA TpHypara, 7) ds 

adtés Katedéxee: so G.T. as Luke xxii. 61 daepuvijo6n tod déyou Tod 

Kupiov as cimev atte. 

8. Partly for clearness, partly for emphasis’ sake, a word is re- 

peated by a demonstr. pronoun: Thue. IV. 69 ai oikiar tod apoa- 

otelov éemdd€eis apBdvovoa abtai Uaijpxov épuua: Xen. Cyr. VI. 1, 

17 tpeis 6€ TA Tpdcopa Huiv adtots THs ’Acovpias éxeiva KTaoOe Kal 

épydgecbe: Isocr. 241 C tas Kuxdd8as vious, wep ds éyevovto ToANal 

mpayparetar kata THY Mive tod Kpyros dvvacretay, radtas 7d TeAevTatov 

i770 Kapav katexopévas, éxBadovres €xelvous ovK €£0idcacbat Tas ydpas 

éréAunoay : so the personal pronouns are repeated, Demosth. 1161. 

26 ovrot MovTo éue—dopevor apijcew pe Tos paptupas: Eur. Pheen. 

549 pol yey, ef kal pi) Kad’ EAAjvev xOdva TeOpduped’, GAN ody Evverd 

pou doxeis Acyewv: so G.'T. as Col. 1.13 Kal bpas véxpovs dvtas—ouve- 

Cwmolnoev Spas: see also §. 658. 2. 833. Obs. 2 : so otrw Acts xxiv. 14. 

9. The accidents both of time and place of an action, which are 

contained in the context, and therefore in most languages not actu- 
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ally expressed, the Grecks, especially their poets, loved to signify 
expressly by participles, such as idv, wordy, édddr, Tapdv &c., exwv, 

dyov, pepov (§. 696. Obs. 2. §. 698. Obs. 2.). 

10. Here must be classed the G. T. idiom of kat éyevero prefixed 

to a sentence, to which it is after an interruption sometimes joined 
by «ai, see Matt. ix. ro. 

Anacolouthon. 

§. 900. 1. Anacolouthon is the grammatical term for a construc- 

tion where one part does not follow from the other—vwhere the 

construction with which a sentence begins is not continued through- 

out, as the rules of grammar would require, though the sense is the 

same, or nearly so, as if it were. The source hereof is the rapidity 

with which in the Greek mind one thought followed on another ; 
and the endeavour to express each part of a thought in its most 
accurate, elegant, and forcible form—that which should most fully 

correspond to the notion in the speaker’s mind, and would most 

forcibly convey it to the hearer, whose own powers of mind would 
enable him to recognise its meaning in spite of its grammatical in- 
accuracy. The Greek language being so much a transcript of their 
actual thoughts, and their written language being formed so much 

from the expression of those thoughts in every day life, it is not to 
be wondered at that these constructions occur frequently in the best 
authors. 

2. There are three sorts of anacolouthon:—a. Grammatical. 

—b. Those which seem to proceed from mere carelessness.—c. Rhe- 
torical. 

3. The authors who use it most may be divided into 
a. Those whose general style is careless and loose, with whom 

anacolouthon is very common. Among these we must place He- 
rodotus, who not always troubling himself about the rules and accu- 
racies of grammar, told the stories of old days in a simple, easy, 
quaint style, such as we might expect in the old chronicles and 
legends from which he drew much of the materials of his history. 
The irregular constructions of Herodotus have a peculiar charm, as 
arising from and not unsuitable to the spirit of his history, and his 
simple, childlike style of narrative. 

B. To the second class belong those who, engrossed with the sub- 
ject, were overpowered by their flow of thought, and endeavouring 
to concentrate these notions in all their fulness in as few words as 
possible, passed from notion to notion, or from thought to thought, 

without taking much care that the several parts of the whole sen- 
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tence should be connected together with strict grammatical accuracy; 
beginning the clause with the construction which just occurred to 
them, changed it for what suggested itself as a more fitting or forci- 
ble expression of the latter part of the thought or action; but en- 
grossed with a new sentence before they had scarcely written down 
the last, passed from one construction into another, as the new 
thought clothed itself more naturally in one form or the other, with- 

out taking the pains to connect them grammatically, or perhaps 

being unable to do so without weakening the expression. To this 
class belongs Thucydides, whose constructions, in spite of, or perhaps 
because of, their grammatical inaccuracy, have a power and depth 
of expression which perhaps no other prose writer ever attained. 
The same may be said of some of the constructions in Pindar and 
Aischylus. 

Obs.1. We must not confound this anacolouthon with the sudden changes 
of construction, in which two parallel thoughts are given in a different 
construction—either sentence is by itself grammatically correct, though 
when combined the connection seems strange. 

Obs. 2. It is natural that we should find many such constructions in the 
Greek Testament writers. Many of these are referable by the construction 
kata ovveow to the principles which have been laid down from time to time 
in the treating of the several forms of language. The others, which can 
not be reduced to any fixed rules, may be resolved into separate clauses, 

and thus be reduced to constructions more or less usual. Thus Eph. v. 18 
7 O€ yur) va PoBnrat Tov avdpa, when viewed in connection with the con- 
struction of the preceding clause, is anomalous, but when considered by 
itself, is easily accounted for by supplying BAerérw from the general im- 
peratival tone of the passage. 

y- To the third class belong those who aimed at giving their 
writings the easy off hand style of common life, which every one 

could follow and sympathise with. This is of course the proper 

character for the dialogues, which having a dramatic character, 
aim to place the reader in the midst of the characters introduced, 

and to which therefore an inartificial easy style is indispensable, 
not avoiding those inaccuracies of language which abound in com- 
mon life, and without which the dialogue would lose much of its 

reality. Plato of course is at the head of this school of writers ; 
whose grammatical inaccuracies do not arise from ignorance of the 
grammar of the language or carelessness, but from the instincts of 
that pure taste which led him to those forms of language which 
would best suit the style of his writings and the temper of his 
hearers. Most of his anacoloutha arise from some sort of attrac- 

tion which most naturally affects the language of common life, the 
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case of a substantive being not that required by its own verb, but 
some other near which it happens to stand, or the latter part of a 
sentence following the construction of a parenthesis, instead of the 

sentence with which it is grammatically connected. 

4. Of the anacoloutha arising from accidental carelessness it is 

impossible to treat; some are noticed under the constructions which 
they violate. 

5. Of the rhetorical anacolouthon there are two sorts to be espe- 
cially mentioned :— 

a. When the notion which gives rise to the train of thought is 
placed at the beginning thereof as the logical subject, it frequently 
happens that after a break in the sentence this same notion stands 
as the grammatical object of the verb: Xen. Hier. LV. 6 dozep ot 
3 \ ) 4 , lal “4 fal > XN > / 

adAntat ovy, dtav idtwTOy yévovta. KpeitTovs, ToUTO adTods evppaivet, 
b) x, 0° : a 9 an o n 9 > \ 5) . , > 
GAN’ Stray Tov avtaywvictav frtovs, Toor avrovs avid, for TovT@ «d- 

ppatrvovra.—arviévrar: or the construction is changed by the intro- 
duction of a new subject and verb, Eur. Alc. 122 pévos 8 dv ei pds 

Td HV Oppacw dSedopKos PolBov mals, mpodimodc’ yOev ESpas ckotious, 

instead of dvéotnoev dv mpoAtmodcav. So an accusative occurs in the 

beginning of a sentence, where the construction in the latter part 
thereof requires some other case (for the nominative, see §. 477. 1. 

See §. 711. and 581.) 

8. To place the opposition between two notions in as strong a 
light as possible, they stand each at the beginning of its own sen- 

tence in the same form, though the form required by the construc- 
tion of each is different: Plat. Phedr. 233 B rowtra yap 6 épws 
>! / lol \ a X 7 a + / b) ‘ 

émdeikvuTau Suctuxodvtas ev, & pi) AVTNY Tots GAAOLs TapexXEl, AvLapa 

Trovet vouitew, edtuxodvras 5& Kal Ta ju) HOovTs Uéia Tap exetvwv evatvou 
> / / ,’ > Y? X\ \ > \ ¢ Lod ¥ 
avaykater tuyxavew, for map etrvxovvt@y b€ Kal Ta py TOoVAs afLa 

éxaivou avayk. tvyxaverv. A very remarkable instance of this anacol. 

is to be found in Xen. Cyr. 1V. 6, 3 and 4. 

Position of words in a Sentence. 

§. 901. The position of words in a sentence is twofold :—a. Usual. 
b. Inverted. 

Usual Position.—Simple Sentence. 

1. The subject stands first, the predicate (verb or adjective with 
elvat &c.) last. The object is placed before the predicate, the attribute 

Gr. Gr. VOL. It. 40 
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after its substantive ; as, Kipos, 6 Bactveds, kadas aréOavev—Koirpior 

mavu npodtuas atta ovveotpatevoay Xen. Cyr. VII. 4, 11: Mais 

péyas—avyp ayabds—6 mais 6 péyas—o6 avip 6 ayabds—6 Tats 6 Tov 

Kvpov—6 moAepos 6 mpos Tovs Ilépcas. 

2. When several objects belong to the same predicate, the most 
important one is generally placed next before the predicate, and 
the rest placed before it in the order in which each is supposed to 
have been added to the first object, those that entered the mind 

first being placed nearest to it: of "EAAnves rods Hépoas évixnoav— 

ol "E. év Mapadar tovs TI. évixyoav—ot"EAAnves tavTn TH iepa ev 

Mapadari tovs Uepras evixyoav. In this way the local and tem- 

poral adverbs generally precede the direct object (tére or ravrn rh 

neepa tovs II. évixnoay),—an object of a person in the dative and 

accus. precedes an object of a thing (rov maida tiv ypapparikny b6d- 

Tka—T@® Taldl AiBdrlov didmu),—the adverb of time an adverb of 

place (rére or ravty TH Hepa ev MapadGvi Tods II. évixnoav). The 

modal adverb is generally placed next the predicate, as being im- 

mediately connected with it and modifying its sense ; as, of “EAAnves 

TavTn TH nwEpa ev Mapadevr tovs Ilépas Kadds évixyoar. 

Compound Sentence. 

3. The position of the dependent sentence corresponds to that of 
the word, of which it is a resolution; Plat. Phed. 59 E 6 Oupapos, 
domep cidOer Gmaxovew, ceive Tepyseverv: Xen. Cyr. III]. 2,3 6 5& Kopos, 
év @ auvehéyovto, eOveTo" émel 8é Kaha Fv TA tend atte, ovveKdAEvE TOUS 

te TOV TlepoGy iyyeuovas Kai Tovs Tov Mydav. *Emet 5€é dod joav, édege 

ro.dde. But a substant. sentence, (even when it expresses the gram- 
matical subject,) stands after the verb; as, Xen. Cyr. 1. 4, 7 of & 

éAeyov, Ott Gpxto.—modhods Syn TAnordcavtas SepOerpav, or A€yerar Ore 

ATTN 

Inverted Position. 

§. 902. 1. When the predicate is put before the subject, the attri- 
butive before its subst., or the ebjective words, especially the adverb, 
after the verb, the position is called tnverted ; as, ot adyafov Todv- 
Koipavin’ eis kolpavos éorw: Xen. Cyr. III. 2, 25 wai yap, épacar, 

modvxpuoos 6 avijp: Ibid. 7 €txov 6 Xaddaior yéppa— Kal wodrepiKd- 

tarot 6€ A€yovTar ovTo TOY TEpt Exelvyv THY x@pav eivac: Demosth. 
112, 5 ovd’ dv eAmis Hv atta yevésOar Bedtiw—éyabds 6 avijp—ro Tis 

dperis kaAAos—or yet more strongly, tijs dperis 7d KdAdos: Plat. 
s 
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Prot. 343 B otros 6 tpdros jv tav Tadadv Tis piocodias, veterum 

sapientioen.—péyas Tats—6 Baotheds Kipos—6 mpds tos Mépoas mdde- 

pos: Hdt. VIL. 53 ravde dé elvexa tpoayopevw avtexecOat Tod ToAewov 

évrerapevws: Plat. Pheed. 58 D adda meipd ws ay dvvn akpiBéorara 

dteAOety mévta: Demosth.112, 7 dvdyxn pvddrrecOat Kal d.op0odcbar 

mept tovrou: Ibid. 111, 3 at d& roradrar woAduretar ovvnOers ev eioww 

buiv, airvar S€ THs Tapayns Kai Tov dpaptypdtwy: so G.T., as Rom. 

XVi. 25 TO SE Buvapevy was ornpifar ——— (v. 27) pdvw cope 

Geo K.T.A. 

2. If particular emphasis is to be laid on the subject, it is placed 
last in the sentence; and if two words are to be thus distinguished, 

one is placed first, the other last : Xen. Cyr. III. 2, 9 odtw 87) jyotvro 
Mev ot Appenor’ Tov b€ Xadbdalwv of mapdvtes, ws emAnTlaloy ot Appeérior, 

Taxv ddaddgavtes EOcov.—Nacdy dpetav nyeuav éortiv 7) edoéBera : Plat. 

Pheed. 58 E edSaipov yap por avijp epaiveto, & ’Eyxéxpates, kat Tod 
‘ a , TpoTou Kat TOV Adyar. 

3. When any part of a sentence is placed, out of its proper posi- 
tion, either first or last, it is to be considered as done for emphasis’ 

sake: Plat. Apol. 18 C ézeird ciow otro of Kariyopor—arexvas épi- 

Bnv Katnyopodvtes (reum absentem accusantes), atoXoyoupévov ob- 

Sevds. If the writer first expresses a thought generally, and then 
applies it to some particular object or case, so that emphasis is to be 
laid thereon, the end of the sentence is its proper place, to produce 
a permanent impression on the mind: Plat. Rep. 572 B dewov tu ai 
dypiov Kal dvowov émOupidv eldos Exaor@ Eveoti, Kat wévu SoKodow Hpav 

“éviows petpions etvor, etiam in nonnullis nostrum, qui admodum vide- 

antur moderati esse*: Demosth. 42, 8 GAAa kal pice? tis éxetvorv, 

dvdpes *AOnvator, cal dedvev Kal POovel, Kat tov wavy viv SoxotvTwy 

oixelws éxew adtg : so in a question, G. T. Matt. xi. 3 od e@f 6 

EPXOMEVOS 5 

Obs. 'The proper position of the several parts of speech, is given under 
the respective heads; see Index. 

Compound Sentences. 

§. 903. 1. In dependent sentences the inverted position is more 
usual than in the words which they represent, and is used as the 

sense and rhythm of the sentence may require. 

2. A subst. sentence introduced by én, és, that, is placed before 

the principal verb, when that which it expresses is to be brought 

a@ Stallb. ad loc. 
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652 Syntax of the compound Sentence : §. 904. 

more directly forward: Demosth. 116, 21 67 peév 81 péeyas &x puxpod 

—6é Pidunmos nbtnrar—, mapadrgclyw. The same is true of the final 

subst. sentence; as, Xen. Cyr. I. 2,15 twa 8& capéotepov byrofhj 

naca % Uepoév rodurela, pixpov emdveyst. For the inverted position 

of an adj. sentence (dv cides Gvdpa, odds Eottv) see §. $24. II. It 

also occurs in local adverb. sentences, introduced by relative adverbs 
of place, od, 7, va &e.; as, Il. pw, 48 omg 1 iOdvy, TH Tt elkovot orlxes 

avipév: see §. 824. II. In temporal and conditional adverb. sen- 
tences there is no change of this sort, as their proper place is before 

the verb. 

3. If in a dependent sentence (especially an adject. sentence) any 

word or notion is to be especially broughtforward, it is placed some- 
times before the conjunction, or relative, or interrogative; as, Thue. 

I. 77 rots Kai GAAoOE mov apxijv Exover Sidtt ovK dverditerar: Plat. 

Apol. 19 D rovatr’ éorl cal radAa, wept épod & of moAAOl A€yovow. Cf. 
Hdt. VI. 11 tpées, jv x... Compare Latin: Cic. de Divin. I. 40 

deus ut haberetur. 

4, If in a number of clauses the attention is to be particularly 

called to any one word, as the leading notion of the whole sentence, 
it is placed either at the beginning or end of the whole sentence. 
See §. 902.3: Xen. Cyr. V. 2,11 todtay éyé cor, et tobi, Ews dv 

avijp dikatos @,—ovmor’ émArjocouat: Plat. Pheed. 59 D E rq yap mpo- 

Tepaia iypepa emerdr efjAOowev Ex TOD SecpwTnplov EoTepas, ewvOdpe0a, 

Ort TO TAoloy é€x Andov adtypnévoy ein. Very frequently a subject 

common to both the principal and subordinate clause is placed 
first; as, Xen. Cyr. V. 4, 26 ot 8€ “Acovpiot ws ijxovoay Tada, Tava 

émoloup. 

5. In a sentence which stands with others in a paragraph, that 

word is most properly placed first which is most connected with the 
preceding sentence; as, Hdt. VII. 105 movebo1—ra dv éxeivos dvdyy" 

dvdyer 5€ Tid alel: Plat. Pheed. 60 A kat 6 Swxpatns BrA€Was eis TOv 

Kpfrera’ °Q Kpirav, edn, amayayérw tis tadtnv oixade. Kat tadTny 

pev arqyov Ties TGV TOU Kpitwvos BoGaody Te Kal KkoTTOmMEVNV. 

Hyperbaton. 

§.904. 1. An especial method of bringing a word or words pro- 
minently forward is by separating those which, as making up one 
notion, would naturally be jomed together. Hereby generally only 
one is marked as important, but sometimes two, especially when 
they stand at the beginning and end of the sentence (§. 902. 3.): 
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Il. B, 483 exmpené’ év wodhotor nal efoxov ipdecow: Od. a, 4 modda 8 

by ev mévT@ Ta0ev Gdyea Ov Kata Ovudv: Hat. IIL. 135 enynodpevos 
macav Kal emdéfas tiv “EAAdba: Soph. Aj. 187 GAXd’ amepvxor kal Zeds 

kaxav kal PotBos ’Apyelwy pari: Plat. Rep. 401 B ap’ ody rots moun- 

Tals Hiv emuotarntéov Kal Tpocavaykactéop Tiy Tob dya0od eikdva HOous 

eutovety Tots Toujuacw, for tiv Tov aya0od 7Oovs eix.: Lysias de inval. 

S- 21 mpos &v exagtov tyiv tov eipnuévwv®: Demosth. 110, 1 moAdé@y, 

® dvdpes "AOnvaior, Adywv yyvonévov: Ibid. 111, 3 a€i6—pydeplav 

pot da Todro Tap’ tuGv dpyiv yevécOa. So the comparative is often 

separated from the words used to strengthen it; as, 7oAv, 7oAAG : 
Xen. Cyr. VI. 4, 8 few adr@ b€ wodd "Apdorov avipa kal muoTdrepov 

kal dyeivova, for o& moAd ToT. x. Gy. dvdpa Apdorov (i. e. 7) TOV ’A.): 

Demosth. Mid. 49 of 6€ jriywwpévor 614 TOAAG TOvTwY cicly EAdTTW 

mpdaypara, for nr. elot ba mpdypata TOAA® eAdtTw TovTwv. So in 

Lat., as Cic. de Orat. II. 46, 192 sed alia sunt majora multo. 

Obs.1. The old grammatical term for this is Hyperbaton, tmepBartédv, 
Latin, verbi transgressio. See Quintil. VIII. 6, 62. 

Obs. 2. This figure however frequently makes the sentence obscure, an 
example which it is not expedient to follow: Plat. Rep. 358 E epi yap 
Tivos Gv padXov todAdKts Tis vouy €xwv xaipor Néeywv Kal dxkovwy; where 7od- 
haxis belongs to déyor Kat axovay : Ibid. 523 D ev maou yap rovros otk avay- 
kagerar TOV TOANGY 77 Woy THY vdnow emepeoOa, Ti woT éote SaxTudos, for Ti 
mote TOY TOANGY eoTL SaktvAos, quid tandem sit e multis rebus digitus: Id. 
Crit. 50 extr. mpds pev dpa oor Tov marépa ovk €& ioov jv TO Sikavov Kai mpos 
tov Seondrny, for e& taov coi jv: Lysias de ced. Eratosth. §.16 mpooeAOoioa 
ody po. eyyds 77 dvéparros m™s oikias THs éuns, for eyyis THs otk. tr. euns: Id. c. 
Agor. 463 R. §. 22 kai avro ro Wipiopa cou TO THs BovAns Katauaptuphce, 
for cod KaTapaprT. 

Obs. 3. When a negative is prefixed to an article or a relative, a conjunc- 
tion or a preposition, it may not be separated therefrom, for it is attached 
to it for the purpose of marking or suggesting an antithetical clause to be 
supplied by the mind: Lysias de ced. Eratosth. §. 28 oi yx ra dixava mpar- 
rovres—=ol py) Ta Otk., dAAG Ta Gdixa wp. : Plat. Crit. 47 D mecOopevor wy 7H Tov 
eraidvrov b6£7": Id. Phed. 77 E padroy de py os yay dedidrwy (in opposi- 

tion to what precedes as dedtérav): Xen. M.S. III. 9, 6 1d 8€ dyvoev 
éaurov Kal pr & otde dogdfew re Kat otecOa yryvooxew, eyyuTdt@ pavias édoyitero 
evar: ‘Thue. IL. 57 ef d€ mepi nav yrooerGe pn ta eixdra: Id. I. 141 mode- 
peiv Sé put) pos Guotay avtimapackeuny advyvarot, 

Obs. 4. In poetry an attributive genitive, or an object which belongs to 
two clauses, is placed in the second only: A%sch. Prom. 21 otre havi ovre 
tou popdyy Bpotav ower: Kur. Troad. 1209 & rtékvoy, odx immooe vixnoavTa 
ce, ovd’ HAtkas Téforor, 

2. The relation between the same or cognate notions, especially 

if they are contraries, is signified by their being put beside one an- 

a Bremi ad loc. b Stallb. ad loc. 
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other: (Opposita juxta se posita magis easplendescunt:) Od. ¢, 
155 Tap ovx eéhwv eYehovoy : SO adtds abrob &ec.: Demosth. 111, 2 7 

pev TAs avTh wap’ abtis Siknv Ajperar: Plat. Phaedr. 277 C worthy 

pep mouxidous Wuxi Kal tavappoviovs SiS0obs Aoyous, whods dE dahy : 

Xen. Anab. V. 6, 2 7£louv “EXAqvas dvras “ENAqor «x. 7. A.: Hence a@ddos 

do, alius aliud ; &ddos addob, alius alibi; addos dddoge, alius alio ; 

dos ddober, alius aliunde; Gos GdAy, alius alia (sc. vid), &e.; 

one did this, the other that, &c.: Plat. Apol. 37 D Kaddés oby dv wou 

6 Blos ein—dddnv é& GAs TW Worews GuerBouevw. So G.T., as 

2, Tim. iv. 2 émiornOt ebxatpws dxaipus. 

3. When in a sentence, or two coordinate sentences, there are 

two words joined together, which are opposed to two other words 
likewise joined together, the words which correspond to each other, 
correspond to each other in their position; the arrangement of the 
words of the one pair being exactly the contrary to that of the 
other pair of words. So subst. adj., adj. subst. This figure is called 
Chiasma from its analogy to a X: as, woAAdKis 750vn Bpaxeia pak- 
pav tiktet Adaynv: Plat. Pheed. 60 A toratov 87 c& Tpocepotor voy oi 

émirjdevot Kat ov TovTovs : Demosth. c. Onetor. §. 25 pdprupas b€ Trav 

pev duiv mapéfouar, Tov 3 emideiEo peyddra texpypia; Theocr. VIII. 

1, 2 Adgwidi To xapievte cuvyvreto BaxodéovTt para vewwv, ws part, 

kar pea paxpa Mevddxas. The Latins also were very fond of this 

figure, i.e. Cic. Tusc. Il. 4,11 philosophia medetur animis, inanes 

sollicitudines detrahit, cupiditatibus liberat, pellit timores?. 

4, Sometimes the predicates of two coordinate sentences are 
placed contrary to their natural order; the one whose sense re- 

quires that it should follow the other being placed before it (#oTepov 
mpotepov). This takes place, when the notion which should stand 

second, is to be brought forward as the more important notion or 
thought of the two: Od. wu, 134 Tas peév dpa (sc. Nippas) Opépaca 

Texodoa Te TOTLLA pjTnp Opwakiny es vncov ame@kice THACAL valewy. 

5. Another powerful method of calling attention to a word or the 
notion whereon emphasis is to be laid, is the placing immediately 
after it some particle, as wép, 57, yé (§.'720. §. 734. ff.), or av (§. 432. 

b.), or a parenthetical word such as otwat &c., and in a speech, @ dv- 

dpes AOnvator: Demosth. 40, 2 ti ody éort toto ; bru od8€v, @ dvdpes 
’AOnvaior, tov dedvTov ToLovvTav tuOv KaxGs Ta Tpdypar éxer: Ibid. 

43,10 wér obv, & dvip. °AO., wore & xp mpagere ; Ibid. 53, 44 edpyoer 

Ta oabpd, @ dvop.’AO., Tv exelvov TpaypwaTwr aiTos 6 TOAELOS. 

a Adnot. ad loc. 
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Constructions in the New Testament. 

§. 905. 1. It will be seen from the instances given under the 

several paragraphs throughout this volume, and still more from the 

Index at the end of Vol. I., that the Constructions of the Sacred 

Writers do for the most part follow those of Classical Greek. Some 
remarkable peculiarities have been given under the constructions 
from which they vary, such as iva with the conjunctive (§. 803. 

Obs.), éy€vero or Kat éyévero, «al éorat, to introduce a principal clause 

(§. 800. Obs.), the use of the conjunctive for the optative, and the 
aorist conjunctive for present, §. 806. 2. 

2. There are however some other peculiarities which are rather 
extensions of the analogies of classical Greek than variations from 

them, and these it may be useful to notice. 

3. In the prepositions ézé, ets, xara, mpds, werd, did, the analogies 

are extended so as to apply to persons in the usages in which in 
classical Greek they are only applied to things, and thus to have 

with the accusative a sense which in classical Greek they have with 

the genitive or dative. 

a. a. émt with accus. denotes the having power over (see with gen. §. 633. 
3. A.) : Luke ix. 1 e€ovciay émt Sandra: (Matt. x. 1 eovoiay mvevparar :) 
Luke i. 33 Baowretoes emi Tov oikov. 

b. émi with accus. is applied also in the sense of §. 635. 3. d. to personal 
objects, on which any action takes place; Matt. xxiii. 35 dOmws €dOn ef 
Upds. 

c. emi with accus. is used as with dat. (§. 634. 3. e.), for that on which 
some feeling &c. rests: 2 Cor. il. 3 memos ent waévtas. Cf. Matt. xxvii. 43. 

d. ei with accus. is used of a point of time, as with dat (§. 634. 2.a.): 
Luke x. 35 émt thy adpioy ceAdwv. Cf. Mark xy. 1.(?) 

e. emi with accus. is used as with dat. (§. 634. 1. a.), in the sense of on: 
Matt. xxvii. 25 70 aiva airod ép has, or this may be referred to b. above: 
Rom. xv. 20 ét Oepéduov oixodopa. 

f. emi with accus. is used as with dative (§. 634. 3. 7): Heb. vii. 13 éb 
dv Tatra Aéyerar: it might possibly fall under §. 635. 3. c. 

8. 8d with gen. is used in exhortations, &c. after the analogy of 

§. 627.1.3.d.: 1 Cor. 1. 10 mapaxakd—81d Tob dvépatos. Cf. 2 Cor. x.1. 

Obs. 1. In G. T. da with the genitive seems often to convey a notion 
of some peculiar colouring having been given to the action by passing as 
it were through the means &c., which makes it precisely what it is, see 
Rom. iv. 11 morevdytwy 8 dxpoBuotias, is not a mere defining genitive, 
but gives the miors its characteristic. Cf. Rom. ii. 27. 

y. katé with accus. is, according to some, applied to a person analo- 
gously to its application to things (§. 629. 1. c.): Rom. viii. 27 ére Kata 
Ocdv evrvyxaver, but it had better, (with Meyer,) be referred to §. 629. 3. g. 
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5. petd is used with genitive to express common relations or connec- 
tions, to which it is not applied in Attic Greek (§. 636. I. 1.5.): Matt. 
XVUl. 23 ovvapar Adyor pets TOV SoUhw/: 1 Cor. ill. 6 adeAPds peta ASedpod 
kpiverat. So Eph. iv. 25 Aadetre—adnOecav peta tod wAyoiov : Matt. xx. 2 

ouppornous peTa TOV Epyatav. 

e. ™pds with accus. is applied to persons as it is to places (§. 638. III. 
1. d.)—with, among: Johni.1 jv mpds Tov Gedy: Philemon 13 mpds epautdy 
karéxeww. The pregnant construction of prepositions (§. 646.), seems hardly 
applicable here. 

Obs. 2. The use of mpo && nuepdv John xii. 1, and mpo erév dexarecodpor, 
Jourteen years ago, 2 Cor. xii. 2, is remarkable, and is somewhat analogous 

to dua wevre érov (§. 627. I. 2. ¢.). 

Obs. 3. The phrase év wuxats EBSouyjKovta (Acts vii. 14) may be referred 
to the analogy of §. 622. 1. 

Obs. 4. The usage of eis for év (as John i. 18) may be referred to §. 646. 

Obs. 5. The phrase of rap’ avrot (Mark iii. 21) to signify the friends of 
our Saviour, does not exactly correspond to the idiom given in §. 637.1, 
but is evidently an extension of this. 

Obs. 6. The anomalous form ets xa® ets (Mark xiv. 19, Rom. xii. 5) is 
evidently a nominative formed from the neuter accusative, év xa@’ év (see 
§. 629. 3. h.) analogously to 6s Botder, quivis. 

Obs. 7. In the phrases (John xi. 18) da6 oradiov Sexarévre—(John xxi. 8) 
and mnxov Svaxocioy, the azo marks the point whence the mensuration 
begins, either upwards, giving the lowest point (as above), or downwards, 
giving the highest point, as Matt. 11. 16 do Suerods kal xarwrépo: and 
where os is added it marks that the point so given is taken at guess ; 
thus where it is certain, as in Matt. 11.16, ws does not occur. 

4. a. In the use of the article it must be borne in mind that many 
notions and phrases would be familiar to the Christian world, and 
thus come under §. 447. 2. which would not have been so to others ; 

and again, the sacred writers might wish to emphasize or to call 
attention to some notions which would thus fall under §. 447. 1. 

b. There would also be a variety of idiomatic expressions which 
would be so familiar as not to need the article: thus eis émtyvwow— 

em Gy Oetas. 

5. Besides the use of iva given in §. 803. Obs., the following are 
remarkable : 

a. To the usages given under §. 803. Obs. 3. should be added the use 
of iva with conjunctive as an infinitive in apposition ; as, John vi. 29 rotrd 
€or TO épyov wa moTevonTe. 

b. This iva with conjunctive so completely answers to the infinitive, that 
it even follows its idiomatic usages. Thus it is used for the imperative, or 
optative, by an ellipse of Oca, dds, et xopar, déopar vel sim. (see §. 671.), as 
Mark v. 23 tva edOay émOys Tas xeipas: Eph. v. 33 €xaoros ayanat@ thy 
éavrov ‘yuvaixa, 7 Sé yuri (Bderérw) va P6ByTar Tov dvdpa. So also in two 
passages, the infinitive (uy héyeer=nedum, §. 864. 1.) is represented by wa 
py: 2 Cor. ix. 4; Philemon 19 wa pi A€yo. 

EE —<——- =< ee 

> 
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c. va is used with the future indicative in a final clause, seemingly after 
the analogy of ézws (§. 811.); or perhaps after that of the historic indica- 
tive (§. 813.), in which case. So Gal. ii. 4. 1 Cor. ix. 18. Rev. xxii. 14. 

Obs. 8. There is no ellipse of iva in the phrase, Heb. viii. 5 dpa momons 
(wounoers ?), but the imperative is prefixed to the conjunctivus adhortativus 
after the analogy of BovAa et sim. to the conj. deliberativus (see §§, 417., 
$14.). 

6. In collocation, the general principle that when a word or clause 

is put out of its natural place it is for emphasis, must be borne in 
mind. The change of construction arising from the resumption of 
a clause after an interruption is especially to be remarked, as it is 
the solution of several difficult passages: see Eph. iii. 1, where the 
unfinished clause is suspended over the parenthesis, and is joined to 
its verb airodwa: in v.14 by 6d. So it explains an anomalous repe- 

tition of words, as Eph. ii. 11, 67s is repeated in v.12, when the 
clause is resumed after the interruption: so Phil. i. 30 exovres is the 
resumption of the participial construction in y. 28. The collocations 
Ta OoKovvTa péAn I Cor. xl. 22, and tHv peAAovoay dSdéfav Rom. viii. 

18, are illustrated by some of the examples given under §. 902. 3. 

7. The sentence is not unfrequently prefaced by a relative clause, 
as Rom. vi. 10 (rotro) 0 yap ané0avev=Odvaroy yap, or by the pre- 

position wepi with a genitive, 1 Cor. vil. 1 mepl & av éypawaré por: 

both of these represent a nominative or accusative prefixed to the 
sentence to denote the principal matter thereof. 

8. One or two remarkable phrases may be noticed, 

a. The elliptic «i Sov, if need be, 1 Pet.i. 6. 

8. The change from the direct construction to the interrogative, Phile- 
mon 16 méo (for modA@ Se) padrov. 

y- @s dt used with the finite verb after the analogy of os with partici- 
ple (§. 701,), 2 Thess. il, 2 Gs Gt eveornkev 7) Hpépa: so Rom. ix. 6 obx 
oloy oT k.T. A. 

5. €ws Epxopar 1 Tim. iv. 13 instead of éws dv €X\éw: possibly to express 
that his coming was so certain as to be virtually happening. 

e. The use of éwei with indicative present instead of imperfect is remark- 
able ; the éemei refers to a suppressed clause, since if it were (or were not) 
so; and the consequent is expressed as an actual fact, so as to be brought 
home more forcibly to those who were affected by it, and thus more em- 
phatically denied, see 1 Cor. vil. 14, Rom. xi.6. The classical idiom uses 
the less emphatic but more polite form of the past tenses of the indicative. 
See §. 856. 3. c. 

¢. The phrase ody érs—ddd must be distinguished from the incressive 
forms given in §. 762; there is a simple ellipse of od pyut, I do not say 
that—I do not mean that=our not that ; so ovdx oto, it is not as if. 

yn. oirwes in Acts v. 16, seems at first sight to be merely put for o: 

Gr. Gr. VoL. 1. 4P 
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but it possibly refers to some well remembered exhibition of miraculous 
power, and has its usual force, bringing those sick who were healed on that 

occasion ; or it may fall under §. 816. 5, and mean, that the persons spoken 
of were of the sort on whom the apostles exercised their powers. 

6. In Acts x. 4, drevioas atté is an unusual construction for eis adrdv. 
«. In Rom. v. 18, the simplest explanation is to supply an impersonal 

dméBn or eyévero in each clause.—See Meyer ad loc. 

x. Though dors and ére are not used in indirect questions, yet éru has 
assumed an interrogative force by an ellipse of ti €or, ri yéyovev: Mark 
ix. 11 6re Néyovow of ypappareis; a fuller form is found in Luke ii. 49 tt 
Stu eCyreiré pe, and fuller still in John xiv. 22 tl yéyovey Ott peAdecs K.T.A. 

Hebraisms. 

9. Besides these peculiarities which are referable, as we have seen, 

more or less closely, to the analogies of classical Greek, there are 
also some phrases and constructions derived from the Hebrew, either 
directly or through the Septuagint. 

Obs. 9. The term Hebraism seems not to be applicable to every con- 
struction which finds a parallel in Hebrew, but only to such of these as 
find no parallel in Greek. 

a. For ovdeis, pndeis we find 0d (uy) mas; Acts x. 14 ob8€moTe epayoy Trav 
kody, the negative being always joined to the verb, and was to the noun 

following it; Matt. xxiv. 22 o0« dv éoaén waca capé: od Tas, when joined 
together means, not every one, not all: see Matt. vil. 21 06 was: so Matt. 
XixX. 11 o0 mravtes, not all. 

Obs. 10. We must distinguish més od, which is used practically as an 
universal affirmative, as 1 John il. 21 wav Wevdos ex THs aAnOeias obK eorTw is 
not the same as odSev Weddos ek tis dAnOcias gor: it attaches a quality to 
the subject rather than denies the contrary of it: so Eph.iv. 29 mas Adyos 
campos €k TOU OTOpmaTds Gov [A exmopeverOm@=aréoTw TOU GTdpatos : SO 1 Cor. 
XV. 51 mavtes pev 00 KoiunOnobucba=avaornodpeba. 

8. The feminine avrn is used for the neuter rotro; Matt. xxi. 42 (Mark 
Xll. II) mapa Kupiov eyevero atty kal éore Oavpaorn. 

y. Here may be referred the distributive expressions, 8o0"6uo, two by two ; 
ouLTOcLa cupToo.a, by companies ; so also otépa mpds otdopa, face to face ; 
(though the anomalous phrase éros eis gros, Soph. Antig. 340, presents us 
with a similar form ;) so also jpépav €£ nuépas (2 Pet. 11. 8): mepa Kat nyepa 
(2 Cor. iv. 16); ei in strong denials: see §. 860. 13. 

It is not to the purpose to notice here any Orientalisms of style or 

expression, which do not affect the construction of the sentence. 

A 



INDEX OF MATTERS. 

The first figures refer to the §., the others to the paragraphs. 

Abstract, use of for the con- 
crete, 353, I. 

— notions, expressed by neuter 
adjectives, 436. 

Accusative, notion of, 471, 4,2. 
— division of the notions ex- 

pressed by, 548, 2. 
— rules for the use of, 546. 
— absolute (?) 581, 700. 
— adverbial (750 yeAav),5 48, f. 
— adverbial, use of with vari- 

ous verbs, 549, d., 551, f.. 

5525 Si 553) Cs 55454, 555; 
d., 556, e. 

— adverbial, two together, 579, 

— cognate, after verbs of mo- 
tion, 559, Obs. 2. 

— cognate to a notion implied 
in the verb (ovy@=ob Ady: 
Aédyous), 548, d. 

— cognate to a notion implied 
in the verb, use of with va- 
rious verbs, 551, d., 552, d., 
554, c., 556, d., 566, 1. 

— double, joined with verbs 
implying two coincident no- 
tions, 546, 2. 

— double, of cognate notion 
and patient (S:ddoKw ce d- 
ddyuara), joined with what 
verbs, 547. B. 

— double, list of verbs followed 

by, 583. 
— elliptic (uéya (sc. xdpua) 

“xalpev), 548, €., 551, €-) 552, 

€-) 553, a. 
— neuter, adverbial use of, 

579) 6. 
— participle, for nom. part., 

682, I. 
— participle, used absolutely, 

700. 

— participle, for other cases, 
WII, 

— in apposition, 580. 
— of cognate notion (Koimaodat 

Umvov), 548, b. 
—of cognate notion, joined 

with what verbs, 547. A. 

with various verbs, 549, 0., 

551,6., 552, 6., 553) 5. 554, 

@., 55556.) 556, b. 

Accusative of cognate substan- 
tive (BovAjy BovaAetw), 548, 
a. 

— of cognate substantive, use 
of with various verbs, 549, 

G., 550, ey 551; Ae» 552, a, 
553) 4 555,45 550, a. 

—of duration in time and 

space, 548, 9. 
— of equivalent notion (ay7.- 

KatOaveiy Slknv = Odvarov), 
548, c. 

— of equivalent notion, use of 
with various verbs, 549, c., 

550, 6., 551, c. and 2., 552, 
Cy 553, Cy 554, 5, 555, Cos 
566, c. 

— of the patient, 582, 1, 2. 
— of the patient, with neuter 

verbs, 545, Obs. 2. 
— of the part (tUmTw ce ke- 

Parhv) 545, 5-) 584, I. 
— of quantity (500 oradious), 

578. 
— of quantity, in an adverbial | 

form (moAAd, sepe), 578, 
Obs. 2. 

— of time (todTov Tby xpdvov), 

577: 
— of time, in an adverbial form 

(€vvijuap, vixntwp &c.), 577, 
Obs. 2. 

— with adjectives expressing 
quality (KaAds Ta dupara), 

5792 2- be 
— with ciul (edpos, péyebos, 

yévos, mpdpacw &e.), 579, 

— with infinitive, 672. 
— with infin. in exclamations, 

670. 
— with infin. in an oratio ob- 

liqua, instead of verbum fi- 
nitum, 889. 

— with infin. in independent 
clauses of the oratio obliqua, 
889. 

— with infin., for nom. with 
infin. (vowidw guavtby TadTa 
eimety), 673, I. 

of cognate notion, use of | — with infin., for gen. and dat. 
with infin., 674, 675. 

— with exclamations, as o%uor 
TO madden, 579; 3- 

Accusative with infin. instead 
of the construction with érz 
or ws, 804, 5. 

—- with infin. in one of two 
clauses contracted together, 
898, 4. 

— with infin., use of as sub- 
ject of a sentence (Aéyera:, 
doxet, kaddy éotw &c.), 676. 

— with participle, 681, 682. 
— with verbs transitive, no- 

tions expressed by, 545, I- 
— with verbs neuter, notion 

expressed by, 545, 2. 
— with verbs passive, notion 

expressed by, 545, 3- 
— with verbs transmissive, no- 

tion expressed by, 545, 4. 
— used in a pure adverbial 

sense (tovvaytiov, TaAdAa, 
Aoirdy, Gupdrepov &C.), 579, 
6. 

— use of, as object of the verb, 

544- 
— use of, to define the verbal 

notion (aAyet Thy Kepadry), 

579, I. 
— with verbals in -réos, for 

the dative, 613, Obs. 5. 
— after prepositions, 624-639. 
— after verbs of hearing, 487, 

3+ 485, Obs. 
— after verbs of sorrow for, 

489, Obs. 2. 
— after verbs of desire, 498, 

Obs. 2. 
— after verbs which exchange 

their neuter for a correspond- 
ing transitive sense (ex7Aev 
moAeulous), 542, Obs. 1. 

— after verbs of motion, 557— 

559- 
— after verbs of moving along, 

558. 
— after verbs of motion éo, 559. 
— after verbs of doing, accom- 

plishing, furnishing, &c. 560. 
— after verbs of learning, study- 

ing, practising, &c., 56t. 
— after verbs of eating, drink-~ 

ing, &e., 562. 
— after verbs of labouring, 

undertaking, playing, &c., 
543. 
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Accusative after verbs of fight- 
ing, contending, conqueriug, 
&c., 564. 

— after verbs of being wrong, 
impious, pious, &c., 565. 

— after verbs of saying, telling, 
proclaiming, &c., 566, I. 

— after verbs of praying, vow- 
ing, swearing, &c., 566, 2. 

— after verbs of singing, shout- 
ing, sounding, &c., 566, 3. 

— after verbs of crying, mourn- 
ing, lamentation, &c., 566, 4. 

— after verbs of confessing, ad- 
mitting, denying, &c., 567. 

— after verbs of prosecuting, 
defending, decreeing, blam- 
ing, &c., 568. 

— after verbs of making, build- 
ing, contriving, &c., 569, I. 

— after verbs of creating, bring- 
ing forth, &c., 569, 2. 

— after verbs of writing, paint- 
ing, spinning, &c., 569, 3. 

— after verbs of pouring, scat- 
tering, &c., 570. 

— after verbs of heaping up, 
digging, &c., 571. 

— after verbs of preparing 
meat, drink, &c., 572. 

— after verbs of giving, pay- 
ing, selling, &c., 573. 

— after verbs of receiving, 574. 
— after verbs of seeing, hear- 

ing, &c., 575. 
— after verbs of possessing, 

finding, wearing, &c., 576, 
ie 

— after verbs of obtaining, 
choosing, gathering, &c., 

576, 2. 
— absolute mapdv &c., 700. 
Accusatival relation of self to 

the middle verb, 362, 3. 
Active form of verbs, 347, 358. 
— form with pronoun used for 

the middle, 363, 4. 
— and middle sense of verbs, 

dissimilarity of, in certain 
cases, 363, 6. 

Adjective, notion of, 356, r. 
— original force of, 356, 2 
— attributive, 438 sqq- 
— attributive, proleptic usage 

of, 439, 2 
— after article and substantive, 

as predicate, 458, Obs. 2. 
— agreement of, with one of 

several subjects, 391, Obs. 
— agreement of, with a sub- 

stantive in construction with 
another substantive (eua «h- 
dea Oupov), 440. 

— construction of the predica- 
tive, with several subjects of 
the same gender, 391, I 

INDEX OF MATTERS. 

Adjective, construction of the 
predicative, with several sub- 
jects of different genders, 
391, 2. 

— followed by its substantive 
in the genitive, and in the 
same gender therewith (7 
TOAAH THS YAS, for To TOAD 

TIS VAS), 442, C- 
— not agreeing with its subst. 

in gender and number, 378, 
b. 

— not agreeing with its imme- 
diate attributive, 379, a. 

— referring to only one of two 
substantives, 391, Obs. 1. 

— to two appeeee substantives, 
391, Obs. 2. 

— position of, as_ predicate, 

459, 1 
— use of, for the attributive 

genitive, 435, a 

— use of, for the substantive 
in apposition, 435, 5 

— use of, instead of adverbs 
(xOcCds HAGev for xOés), 714. 

— use of ovx« and un with, 746. 
— used without its subst., 436. 
— in the masc. used with a 

subst. in the fem., 390, e. 
— neuter used to signify ab- 

stract notions, 436, ¥. 
— neuter with a gen. of the 

subst. (17d moA’v Tod Biov), 

442, 6. 
—in the neut. plural with a 

genitive substantive, 442, 
Obs. 

—in the neut. sing. with a 
masce. or fem. subject, 381. 

— predicative attracted by vo- | 
cative, 479, 4. 

— two together (ra evdq Ka- 
Ad), of which the latter is 
substantive, 458, Obs. 1. 

— verbal, 613. 
—-verbal in -tTés, transitive force | 

of, 356, Obs. 
— with &v, 430. 
Adjectival clause, for a sub- | 

stantival, 798, c. 
— clause with another clause 

depending on it, 825, I 

— clauses in succession, con- 
struction of, 833. 

— clauses, demonstrative con- 
struction of, 833. 

— relation of self to the middle 
verb, 362, 4. 

— sentence, 815. 
— sentence, use of, for the 

other dependent sentences, 

836. 
— sentence, use of the moods 

in, 826. 
| Adverbs, notion of, 713. 

" 
Adverbs, confirmative, ujv, wav 

728.— wey 729.— ev TOL, mev- 
odv, pmevdn 730.—%, Fro 
731.—vv 732.—vh, val, wa 

733: 
— compounded with preposi- 

tions, 644. 
— in ov, as ov, mov 522, Obs.1. 
— in Oev, as evidev 522, Obs. 

Te 
— incressive or emphatic, 762. 
— intensive, m™ép 734- —yé 735- 

— local (évrad0a, ob, eyytbev 
&e. )s 7 15. 

— local, attraction of, 822, Obs. 
6. 

— local, pregnant construction 
of (dmor yijs eopev), 646, Obs. 

— local (éxetev, evOévde), with 
the article, pregnant con- 
struction of (6 éxeiWey mé- 
Aeuos for 6 exe? m.), 647, 
Obs. 

— modal, 718. 
— modal 67 720-724.—8ijTa 

725.—Onv, d70ev, Shmovdev 
726.—Bdal 727. 

— modal, with article, 456, 2, c- 
—- of mode and manner, 717. 
— negative (ovx, uh), 738-750. 
—of place and time, article 

with, 456. . 
— relative, changed into de- 

monstrative, 833, Obs. 2. 
— with the principal verb re- 

peated (€mAevo’ bmws emdev- 
oa); 835; I 

— restrictive, rol 736.—owv 

737- 
— temporal, 716.—vir, 

719.—Hdn 720. 
| — use of as attributive adjec- 

tives, 436, c. 
— with article and prepos. and 

case, 456. 
— with attributive gen. and 

article, 456. 
| — with gen., 509, 2. 
| Adverbial acc., 548, f-, 549, d.5 

5515S 5529 fy 553> Os 5545 
d., 555, d-, 556, e 

— clause for a_substantival, 

798, 6. 
— force of prepositions, 640. 
— notions, expressed by the 

participle, 695, 3- 
— relatives, 825, 2. 
— sentences, 837. 
— causal sentences, 849. 
— comparative sentences, 868, 

viv 
- 

Lic 
— comparative sentences of 

quality, 868, 2. 
— comparative sentences of 

quality, use of the moods 
and tenses in, 869, 3, 4 



Adverbial compar. sentences of 
quantity or degree, 870. 

— concessive sentences, use of 
ef kal and ral ef in, 861. 

— conditional sentences, 850. 
— conditional sentences, differ- 

ent forms of the protasis in, 
851. 

— conditional sentences, differ- 
ent forms of the apodosis in, 
852. 

— conditional sentences, differ- 
ent forms of protasis and 
apodosis in, 853. 

— conditional sentences, double 
protasis in, 860, 9. 

— conditional sentences, ellipse 
of the protasis in, 860, 2. 

— conditional sentences, ellipse 
of the apodosis in, 860, 3. 

— conditional sentences, table 
of the most usual forms of 
the protasis and apodosis in, 
857. 

— sentences expressing the 
reason of the principal clause, 
849, t. 

— sentence expressing result 
or effect, 862. 

— sentence, expressing result 
or effect, use of indicative 
and infinitive in, 863. 

— sentence, expressing result 
or effect, use of opt. with or 
without &y in, 86. 

— sentence, expressing result or 
effect, use of indicative and 
infinitive with &y in, 866. 

— sentence, expressing result 
or effect, use of éo0re with 
imperative in, 867, Tr. 

— sentence, expressing result 
or effect, use of ef’ @ or éTe 
in, 867, 2. 

— local sentences, 838. 
— temporal sentences, 839. 
— temporal sentences, use 

ind. mood in, 840. 
— temporal sentences, use 

conj. mood in, 841, 842. 
— temporal sentences, use 
~ opt. mood in, 843, 844. 
— temporal sentences, use 

opt. with &y in, 845. 
— temporal sentences, use 

€ws in, 846, 847. 
— temporal sentences, use 

mply in, 848. 
Adversative clauses, when co- 

ordinate, 763, I. 
Affirmative verb to be supplied 

from a negative, 895. 
Agreement of the copula with 

the predicate, 389. 
— of demonstr. pronoun with 

its subject, 381, Obs. 1, 2. 

of 

of 

of 

of 

of 

of 

INDEX OF MATTERS. 

Agreement of ovdels and pndels 
with the subject, 381, Obs. 3. 

—of the predicate with its 
subject, 377. 

— of the predicate, with a sub- 
ject expressed by 76 or ra, 
with the genitive plur. of a 
subst., 380, 1. 

Anacolouthon in nomin., 477. 
— meaning and origin of, goo, 

I. 
— sorts of, goo, 2. 
— in the participial construc- 

tion, 707. 
— participle in nom. for the 

other cases, 707, 708. 
— participle in nom. without 

any verbum finitum, 709. 
— participle in gen. for some 

other case, 710. 
— participle in accus. for some 

other case, 711. 
— participle in dative for some 

other case, 712. 
— very common in Herodotus, 

goo, a. 
— use of, in Thucydides, goo, 8. 
— use of, in Plato, goo, y. 
Anomalies, grammatical, how 

to be accounted for, 378. 
Antecedent, coincident, conse- 

quent notions, 471, 3. 
— notion, 480, 2. 
Antithesis, omission of one 

clause of, 896. 
Aorist, proper sense of, 401, 1. 
— interchange of, with the per- 

fect, 401, 6. 
— use of, as a narrative tense, 

401, 3- 
— use of, as an instantaneous 

future, 403, 2. 
— use of, in comparisons or 

similes, 402, 3- 
— use of, in the conj., opt., im- 

per., and infin. moods, 405. 
— use of, to express an attempt 

already taken place, 403, 
Obs. 

— use of, to express determi- 
nation, 403, I. 

— use of, to express freqnency, 
402, I, 2. 

— use of, to express induction, 
402, I, 2. 

— use of to represent a mo- 
mentary action, 401, 2, 4, 5- 

— use of, for impft., perf., and 
plupft., 404. 

— use of, with zi ody, to ex- 
press a command, 403, 3. 

— I. middle, seeming passive 
force of, 364, 7, 0. 

— I. passive, and aor, II. pas- 
sive, difference between, 367, 
Ne 
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Aorist I. and IT. passive, used to 
express reflexive and intran- 
sitive notions, 367, 2. 

— Il. middle, distinguished 
from aor. I. middle, 365, 1. 

— Ii. middle, seeming passive 

force of, 365, 2. 
— conjunctive, used to express 

the futurum exactum in La- 
tin, 407, Obs. 2. 

— conjunctive, use of in nega- 
tive or prohibitory forms 
with ph, 420, 3. 

— indicative, use of with &y, 

424, B. 
— iterative form of in oxoyr, 

402, Obs. 3. 
Apodosis, ellipse of, 860, 3. 
— forms of, in conditional sen- 

tences, 852, 853. 
Aposiopesis, 807. 
Apposition, 467- 
— accus. in, 580. 
— of adject. with names of 

persons, 467, 4. 
— of adject. with possessive 

pronouns (euds tov &bAfou 
Blos), 467, 4. 

— nomin. in, used for attribu- 
tive gen., 435, é. : 

— with a substantive, 467, ¥. 
— with a substantival pro- 

noun, 467, 3. 
— with os prefixed, 467, Obs. 3. 
— used to limit former expres- 

sion, 467, Obs. 2. 
Article, use and meaning of, 

446. 
— before a single word or sen- 

tence, 457, I. 
— omission of, before adverb 

and subst. &c., 456, Obs. 
— omission of, before latter of 

two attributive gen , 459, 8. 
— omission of, with collective 

nouns, 447, Obs. 
— peculiar collocations of, 459. 
— position of, 458. 
— prepositive and _ postposi- 

tive, 817, I. 
— repeated before each of seve- 

ral subst., 459, 9. 
— separated from its subst., 

459, 4- 
— separated from its subst. by 

particles, nev, &c., 459, 7- 
— use of, as a demonstrative, 

444- 
— use of, as a relative pro- 

noun, 445. 
— use of, for the relative pro- 

noun, accounted for, 445, I. 
— use of, in Post-Homeric writ- 

ers, 462. 
— with adjectives used as sub- 

stantives, 451, 1. 
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Article, with adverbs of place 
and time, 456, a, 6 

— with modal adverb, 456, c. 
—and attributive gen. with 

adverb, 456. 
— with two attributives of 

same subst., 459, 5. 
— with personal nouns, 450. 
— with abstract nouns, 448. 
— with collective nouns, 447. 
— with material nouns, 449. 
— with numerals, 454, 455. 
— with participles used as 

subst., 451, 2. 

— with personal pronouns, 452. 
— with demonstr. pronouns, 

453+ 
— with indefinite pronouns, 

454- 
— with the subject, 460. 
— with subst. and attrib. gen. 

461. 
— use of, in of augl, mepi tia 

&e. 456, I. 

— with Ado 454, 3 
— with Epes, arent 455. 
— with « ExagTos fate? 
— with repos 454, 3 
— with mdvtes 454. 
— with wAciovs 454, Obs. 3. 
— with tadrdv, @dtepov 459,6. 
— with superlative, 459, Io. 
Asyndeton, figure explained, 

792- 
— in the participial construc- 

tion, 706. 
— in negative clauses, 

Obs. 2. 
Attraction, constructions by, 

389. 
— of local adverbs, 647, Obs., 

822, Obs. 6. 
— of causal gen., 501, Obs. 4. 
— of the infin., 672, 3., 673, 

2., 675, Obs. 
— of the infin. with éc7e 863, 

Obs. 5. 
— of participle, 682. 
— of prepos. with the article, 

647- 
— of the vocative, 479, 4. 
— of relatives, where admis- 

sible, 822. 
— of relatives, the object and 

use Of, 822, Obs. 3. 
— of relatives (oios, aos, 7Al- 

kos), 823. 
— Inverse, nature of, 824, 1 
— inverse of ovdels datis ov, 

824, 1..2. 
— inverse of ds BovAa, quivis, 

824, I. Obs. 1. 
— by transposition of the subst. 

824, IL. 1. 
— of the case in comparative 

775) 

INDEX OF MATTERS. 

sentences introduced by ds, 
éorep, Sore 869, 3. 

Attraction of the copula to the 
predicate (7 meptodds eat oTd- 
dor €%), 389. 

Attributive construction, 433. 
— forms, origin of, 434. 
— forms, interchange of, 435. 
— adjective, 438. 
— adjectives, proleptic usage of 

(<tpnuov kolunoov otéua, for 
bore epnuov elvat) 439, 2 

— genitive, 463, 534. 
— gen., forces of, 466, Obs. 2. 
— gen., proper case of verb 

used instead of, 466, Obs. 3. 
— gen. with article, 461. 
— gen. and article with adverb, 

456. 
—- gen., causal, 499, Obs. 2. 
— gen., collocation of, 459, 2 
— gen., objective, 464. 
— gen., subjective, 464. 
— gen., passive, 465. 
— gen. of procession, 483, Obs. 

2. 
— gen., use of prepos. with, 

464, Obs. 
— sentence, inversion of the 

members of, 442. 
Attributives, two with the same 

subst., use of Article with, 

459) 5- 

Brachylogy, 892. 

Canon, Dawes’s, 812, 1., 814., 
748, Obs. 3 

Cases, notions of the, 471, 4. 
— principles of the, 471, 3. 
— properly only three, 471, 4. 
— as object of verb, 471. 
— after prepositions, power of, 

472, 4. 
— Greek, general observations 

on, 473- 
— modern and Greek, contrast 

between, 473. 
— difference between the, in 

expressing relations of time, 
606, Obs. 1. 

—— use of, with the infin., 672, 

673. 
— absolute, accusative, 700. 
— absolute, dative, 699. 
— absolute, genitive, 695, 2 
— dependent, 480. 
Cause, antecedent notion of, in 

gen., 480, 2,1. 
Causal genitive, 481. 
— gen., attraction of, 501, Obs. 

4. 
— attributive gen., 499, Obs. 2. 
— gen. after all verbs, 451, t. 
— notion, expressed by the 

participle, 697. 

Causal notion, expressed by the 
preposition, 616. — See also 
under each preposition. 

— objective relation, expres- 
sions of, 468, c. 

— relation, expressed by ad- 
jectives, 714, ¢ 

Causative verb, 35753: 
Chiasma, meaning and use of 

the figure, got, 3. 
Cognate notion, ace. of, 548, 6., 

549, 0., 551, 0., 5520-5 553, 
b., 5545 de, 555, 0.) 556, b. 

— notion of the verb, in what 
cases expressed, 544) 394 

— notions, juxtaposition “of, 

904, 2 
— substantive, acc. of, 543, a. 

Obs. 5.5 5495 @-, 550,05 551, 
Gy 552, @-, §53, 4» 555, o 

Collocation of prepositions, 651. 
Combination of two synony- 

mous adverbs, 899, 2. 
Comparatio compendiaria, laws 

for the use of, 781, d. 
Comparatives, gen. with, 502, 2. 
Comparative, followed by 7 

ésre, with infin., 863, e. 
— followed by # with infin., 

863, Obs. 2. 
— use of # and the gen. with, 

780. 
— use of, for the positive, 784. 
— without second clause of 

comparison, 784. 

— clause, coalescing with prin- 
cipal clause, 869, 4 

— particles as, date, oiov &c., 
with the participle and abso- 
lute cases, 701-704. 

— sentences, use and construc- 
tion of, 868, 2-4. 

— adv. sentence for an adject. 
sentence, 869, 2. 

— adv. sentences of quantity 
or degree, 870. 

— carried on to second clause 
from the first, 783, J. 

Comparison, two sorts of, in 
adverbial sentences, 868, 1. 

Complex attributive sentences, 

437- 
— objective sentence, 469. 
Compound adj., used for the 

attributive gen., 435, Obs. 
— sentences, 751. 
— verbs, use of tmesis in, 643. 
Conerete notion expressed by a 

periphrasis with the abstract, — 

899, 4. 
Gontianne notion of the, ex~ 

pressed by the participle, 697, 
c. 

Conditionals, use of the moods 
as, 422, 

a oe 



Conditional protasis, use of, | 
without «i, as a principal | 
clause, 860, 8. 

— sentences, forms of protasis 
in, 851,1., 853, 857. 

— sentences, forms of apodosis 

in, 852, 853, 857- 
Confirmative adverbs, 728-733. 
Conjunctions, origin of, 751, 2. 
— coordinate or copulative, 

751, 3: 
— disjunctive, tragic and epic) 

use of 777, Obs. 4. 
— hypothetical, use of, 778. 
— introducing dependent sen- 

tences, 795, 3- 
— subordinate (Te &c.), 751, 3. 
Conjunctive mood, notion of 

the, 414. 
— mood, secondary meaning 

of, 411, I. 
— mood—the subjunctive of 

the principal tenses, 410, b. 
— mood, general rule for use 

of, in the final sentence, 805, 
2. 

— after historic tenses, 806. 
— after an optative, 808. 
— after uA, 805, 810, 814, b. 
— after as, drws, iva &c. 805, | 

2., 810. 
— after ds &y &c. 810. 
— use of, for the indicative 

future, 415. 
— use of, in adjectival sen- 

tences, 828, 829. 
— use of, in comparisons, 419, 

2. 
— use of, in compound sen- 

tences, 419. 
— use of, in dependent sen- 

tences, to express frequency, 
419, 1., 829, 6. 

— use of, in dependent clauses 
of the oratio obliqua, 885, t. 

— use of, in oratio obliqua, 
887. 

— without & 830. 
— with édy 854. 
— with 4s, doris &c., or ds &y 

828, 829. 
— with éte, éray, érérav, nvik 

ty, emdy, ews ty &c. 841, 842. 
— aor. for the present, 405. 
— aor. for the Latin futurum 

exactum, 407, Obs. 2. 
— aor. with yf, for the impera- 

tive, 420, 3. 
Conjunctivus adhortativus, 416. 
— deliberativus, 417. 
Construction, attributive, 433. 
— by attraction, 389. 
— indirect, or oratio obliqua, 

884. 
— Kata olverw, 378-380. 
— objective, 468. 

INDEX OF MATTERS. 

Construction of prepositions 
with different cases, 648, 

— of sentences, 898. 
— of voutCew with the dative, 

591, Obs. 
— of ticacOat, 585. 
Coordinate attributive construc- 

tion, 441. 
— or copulative conjunctions, 

754; 3- 
— sentences, 751, 3. 
— sentence, copulative and con- 

nexive forms of the, 753, 2, 

3 
entences expressing subor- 

dinate thoughts, 752. 
Coordination of sentences logi- 

cally subordinate, 785. 
Copula, agreement of the, with 

the predicate, 389. 
— eivai, ellipse of the, 376. 
— civa: and predicative adjec- 

tive, 375. 
Copulative conjunctions (ré, 

kal), 754. 

Dative, notion of the, 471, 4, 3., 
586. 

— heads of, 586, 3. 
— absolute, 699. 
— circumstantial or modal, 603, 

604. 
— instrumental, 607-611. 
— instrumental, instead of cog- 

nate or equivalent acc., 548, 
Obs. 6. 

— local, 605. 
— expressing reference to, 599, 

600. 
— temporal, 606. 
-— transmissive, 587-594. 
— after prepositions, 622, 623, 

631-639. 
— after verbs, adjectives, and 

adverbs of coincidence, equal- 
ity, similarity, &c. 594. 

— after verbal adjectives in 
Téos 613, 5. 

— after avttos, éxOpds, dicpopos 
&e. 601, 2. 

— after pldos, kowds, svyye- 
yns &e. 590. 

— after verbs expressing the 
above notions, 590. 

— after méAas, éyyis, ayxod 

592, 2. 
— after verbs expressing the 

above notions, 592, I. 
— after a«érouvbos, diddoxos, 

étijs &C. 593, 2. 
— after de? and xp7, 594, 3- 
— after oidos, etvous, apeAmmos 

596, 3. 
— after verbs of governing, 518, 

Obs. 3. 
— after verbs of transmission 
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or communication of any 
thing, 581, 1. 

— after verbs of granting, 
offering, paying, &c. 588, 1. 

— after words denoting what 
is allotted or decreed, 588, 
oh, 

— after verbs of sharing with, 
selling to, &c. 588, 3. 

— after verbs of speaking, pray- 
ing, swearing to, &c. 589, 1. 

— after verbs of counselling, 
praising, reproaching, &c. 
589, 3- 

— after verbs and adjectives of 
uniting oneself to, or asso- 
ciating, 5go. 

— after verbs of adopting, or 
applying oneself to, 591. 

— after verbs of meeting, send- 
ing, pouring, &c. 592, I. 

— after verbs, adjectives, &c. 
of obeying, trusting, &c. 593, 
Tey 

— after verbs of agreeing with, 
&c. 594, I. 

— after verbs, adject., and adv. 
of equality and agreement, 

594, 2. 

— after verbs of being suitable 
for, &c. 594, 3- 

— after verbs of pleasing, 594, 
4e 

— after verbs of helping, fa- 
vouring, &c. 596. 1. 

— after verbs of serving as a 
slave, 596, 2. 

— after verbs and adject. of 
hostility, contention, &c. 601, 
Ts 

— after verbs of taking away, 
602, 1. 

— after verbs of coming, going, 
604, 2. 

— after a verb to define a place 
(‘EAAGE: valwr), 605, 1. 

— after verbs of governing, 
Homeric use of, 605, 3. 

— after verbs of joy, sorrow, 
&c., 607. 

— after verbs of action, 607. 
— after verbs of measuring, 

deciding, &e., 609, 3. 
— in notions of price and value, 

609, 2. 
— in the cxjua Ka BAoy Kat 

Lépos, 597, Obs. 3. 
— of the accessories of any 

thing (adrois tots tras), 
604, I. 

— of the accessories of any 
thing (oTpard, oTdA@, TANG E:, 
vavat &c.), 604, 2. 

— of the circumstances under 
which any thing takes place 
(kax7y aton) 603, 1. 
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Dative of the instrument or | 
means, 607, 608. 

— of the material, 610. 
-— of the mode or manner, 

603, 2. 
— of the participle for another 

case, 712. 
— of certain participles (BovAo- 

Méve, HOomevw &c.) with eivat 
and yiyvec@at, 599, 3. 

— of the personal pronouns, 
seemingly redundant, 600, 2. 

— of point of superiority, 504, 
Obs. I. 

— of substantives and adjec- 
tives after elva: and yiyve- 
w8at, 507. 

— of time (tpitn juéepa), 606. 
— with comparatives, &c., 609, 

ie 
— with the infinitive, 672. 
— with the participle, 682, 683. 
— with passive verbs, sense of, 

61t. 
— with reAevew, ‘to admonish,’ 
— Attic use of, doubtful, 589, 

Obs. 3. 
— with voui€ew explained, 591, 

Obs. 
— with oios, To.ovTos, apparent 

use of, 594, Obs. 2. 
— in Aristotle to signify mid- 

dle term, 611, 5. 
Datival relation of ‘self’ to the 

middle verb, 362, 2, 2. 
Dativus commodi et incommodi, 

595: 
— commodi, 596, 597, 598. 
— incommodi, 601, 602. 
Demonstrative, omission of the, 

817, 4. 
— pronoun, 655. 
— pronoun, agreement of, with 

its subject, 381, Obs. 1, 2. 
— pronoun aitds, 656. 
— pronoun, referring to a sub- 

stantival notion implied in a 
preceding word, 373, Obs. 

Dependent cases, 480. 
— sentence changed into an in- 

terrog., 882. 
— sentences, use of ov« and ph 

in, 742-744. 
Deponent verb, 357, 5-, 362, 9., 

268. 
Difference, notion of, with gen., 

503. 
— between od and uh, 739. 
Double accusative, list of verbs 

followed by, 583. 
— accusative, use of, 582, 3. 
— genitive, 543- 
— dative, 611, Obs. 1., 642, 

Obs. 4. 
Dual, proper use of the, 387, 

ie 

INDEX OF MATTERS. 

Dual adjective with plural sub- 
stantive, 388, a. 

— subject with a plural verb, 

387, 2. 
— substan., fem., with masc. 

attributive (rovTw Ta TExva), 
388, b. 

— verb, used with a plural 
subject, 388. 

Elements of a simple sentence, 
371. 

Ellipse, meaning and use of, 
891, 1, 2. 

— and brachylogy, difference 
between, 892, t. 

— of &y in apodosis with indic., 
858. 

— of the apodosis, 860, 3. 
— of the copula eiva, 376. 
— of yap, 786, Obs. 2. 
— of indefinite pronoun ‘ls, 

373, 6. 
— of the protasis, 860, 2. 
— in a simple sentence, 891, 

3 4. 
— in a compound sentence, 

Sgt 9 5» 6. 

— of the subject, 373. 
— of the substantive before an 

attributive adj., 436. 
Elliptic accus. 548, €., 551, ¢., 

5525 6) 553, d. 
— expressions, 860, 4—7. 
Elliptical use of infinitive in 
commands and wishes, 671. 

— use of ydp, 786, Obs. 7. 
Equivalent notion, 545, 5. 
— notion, accus. of, 548, c., 

549, C-, 550, 0., 551, ¢., 551, 
Bey 5525 Cy 553,05 554, 0., 

555) C:, 556, ¢. 
— acc., particular uses of, 579. 
Essential words, 351. 
Etymology of a, 423. 
Exchange of cases in the parti- 

cipial construction, 708. 
Examples and explanation of 

relative tenses, 394, 8. 

Feminine adjective with neuter 
subst. ( 7d yuvatiidy éore 
kaAn), 378, b., 379. 

-— plural with verb singular, 
386. 

— plural with neuter sing. (ai 
feTaBoAal Avmnpdv), 381. 

— dual with masc. adjective 
(tovTw Ta TexVa), 388, b. 

Formal words, 351. 
Frequency, expressed by the 

impft. ind. with &, 424, B. 
Future, proper sense of, 406, I. 
— expressed by a periphrasis 

with “éAdw, 408. 
— use of, for present, 406, 4. 

Future ind., difference of, from 
opt. with dv, 426, 2. 

— ind., use of, to express pro- 
bable repetition in fut. time, 
406, 2. 

— ind., use of, to express com- 
parison, 406, 2. 

— ind., use of, to express ne- 
cessity, 4.06, 3. 

— ind., use of, to express in- 
tention, 406, 5. 

— ind., use of, to express a 
desire, 413, I. 

— ind., use of, interrogatively, 
to express a strong command, 
413) 2. 

— ind., use of, with &v, 424, 6. 
— middle, seeming passive force 

of, 364, 7, a. 
Futurum exactum (iii. ), proper 

sense of, 407, 1, 
— exactum (iii.), use of, to ex- 

press continuance in future 
time, 407, I. 

— exactum (iii.), for simple 
future, 407, 2. 

Gender, especial peculiarities 
of, 390. 

— of adjectives, &c. in the con- 
structio kata cbveow 378, b., 

379, 380, 2. 
— of adjectives, &c. in sayings, 

proverbs, &e. (ai wetaBodAal 
Aurrnpdv), 381. 

— of the predicative adjective 
with substantives of different 
genders, 391. 

— of the predicative substan- 
tive, 382. 

— of relative pronouns, 819, 
821. 

Genitive, notion of, 471, 4, I. 
— antecedent notion expressed 

by, 480, 1. 
— power of, 480. 
— absolute, 541, 695, 2. 
— participle without its sub- 

ject, 695, Obs. 1. 
— absolute for some other case, 

710. 
— attributive, 463, 534. 
— attributive of procession, 

483, Obs. 2, 4. 
— attributive, use of article 

with, 461. - 

— attributive, used for material 
adjective, 435, 0. 

— attributive, used for nomi- 
native in apposition, 435, d. 

—. attributive, used without its 
substantive, 436, b. 

— causal attributive, 499, Obs. 
9 

— double attributive, 465. 
| — elliptic attributive (6 Tov 



Bacirews vids), 483, Obs. 2. 
Genitive attributive, sorts of, 

542, 5- 
— causal, 481. 
— causal,after substantives(d- 

Bot modeulwy), 499, Obs. 2. 
— causal, after all verbs, 481, 

Tn 
— double, 543. 
— material, 480, 6., 538-540. 
— partitive, 533, ff. 
— (partitive) after e«iva: and 

ylyveoc Oa, 533, 1 
— privative, 529. 
— relative, notion of, 502. 
— separative, 530, 531. 
— the latter of two substantives 

in, 542, I, 
— of the article with an infini- | 

tive to express the aim or in- 
tent of an action, 492. 

— of cause, 480, 1. 
— of partition, 480, 4 
— of place, 522. 
-— of place, after verbs of mo- 

tion, 522, 2. 
— of position, 480, 3., 524, I. 
— of personal pronouns (09, 

gov &c.), for the possessive 
pronouns (éeuds &c.), 652, 3. 

— of personal pronouns, for the 
dat. comm. 652, Obs. 4. 

— of price, 515. 
— of privation, 480, 6. 
— of property or possession, 

Sorte bic 
— of quality (av5pds ori aya- 

God eb Torey K. T.A.), 521, 2. 
— of relation, 480, 2. 
— of separation, 480, 5. 
— of temporal separation (d<v- 

Tép@ ere TobTwY). 532. 
= of a point of time (@épovs, 

jucpas, vuxTds), 523. 
— of a space of time (détea Hee- 

POY), 523. 
— with the infinitive, 672. 
— with the participle, 621. 
— after adjectives compounded 

with a privative, 529, Obs. 2. 
— after adjectives and adverbs, 

expressing connection or de- 
pendence, 520. 

— after adjectives expressing 
fulness, 539, 2. 

— after adjectives of misery 
(TdAawa Tay ddyéwv), 489. 

—- after adjectives expressing 
opposition, proximity, &c., 
525. 

— after verbal adjectives in 
ucds, 494. - 

— after verbal adjectives ex- 
pressing a transitive action, 

494- 
— after adverbs expressing 

Gr. GR. VoL. 1. 

INDEX OF MATTERS 

proximity to, or distance 
from, 526. 

Genitive after 
502, 2. 

— after interjections (olor Ka- 
Kav !), 489. 

— after numerals in -dovos (d- 
WAGOtOS) 502, 3. 

— after numerals in -7Aods (8r- 
TAovS), 502, 2. 

— after prepositions, 618-621, 

627-639- 
— after substantives, used as 

prepositions, 621, Obs. 2. 
— after superlative adjectives, 

eve, Oe 
— after passive and intransi- 

tive verbs (¢Adxou opayels), 
483, Obs. 3. 

— after verbs of smell (d¢ev 
tov), 484. 

— after verbs of examining, 
inquiring, saying, 486. 

— after verbs of hearing, in 
the sense of to ‘ obey,’ 487, 4. 

— after verbs of grief, sym- 
pathy, &e. 488. 

— after verbs of anger and an- 
noyance, 490. 

— after verbs of benefit, ad- 
vantage, enjoyment, 491. 

— after verbs of wondering, 
praising, &c. with an ace. of 
patient ((mA@® oe Tis cdT- 

xlas), 495. 
— after verbs of caring for, 

thinking much of, 496. 
— after verbs of ‘ drinking in 

honour of,’ 497. 
— after verbs of desire or long- 

ing for, 498. 
—of thing, after verbs of 

grudging, with dative of 
person (@Ooveiy tw) ris co- 

pias), 499. 
— of thing, after verbs of re- 

quital and revenge, with acc. 
of person (Timwpetcbal twa 
dyov), 500. 

— of thing, after verbs of pro- 
secution and sentencing (é- 
mauriacbal twa pdvov), 500. 

— after recipient verbs, 501, 

Obs. 3- 
— after verbs of superiority, 

&e. 504. 
— after verbs of inferiority, 

506. 
— after verbs of aiming at a 

mark, 518. 
— after verbs of striving after, 

509. 
—after verbs of catching, 

reaching after, 510. 
— after verbs of obtaining, &c. 

512. 

comparatives, 
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Genitive after verbs of meeting 
with or approaching, 543. 

— after verbs of failing in, 
missing, &c. 514. 

— after verbs of remembering 
and forgetting, 515. 

— after verbs of beginning, 
516. 

— after verbs of ceasing, stop- 
ping, 517. 

— after verbs of buying and 
selling, 519, 2. 

—- after verbs of exchange and 
barter, 520. 

— after verbs of valuing, 521. 
— after verbs of governing, 

being superior to, 505. 
— after verbs expressing pri- 

vation, 529, I. 
— after verbs of removal, se- 

paration, departure, &c. 530, 
Ti. 

— after verbs of beginning, 
BGO y 2 

— after verbs of leaving off, 
ceasing, &¢. 531. 

— after verbs of driving away 
from, delivering from, 531. 

— after verbs of participation, 
communication, &c. 535. 

— after verbs of contact, 536. 
— after verbs of praying or 

vowing, 536, Obs. 6. 
— after verbs of eating 

drinking, 537. 
— after verbs of making, form- 

ing, &c. 538. 
— after verbs of being full and 

filling, 539, I. 
— after Cumeipos, emioThuoy, 

TpiBwv, adans, a&maldeuTos, 
ihidtns &e. 403- 

— after &AAos, EtEpos, Siado- 
pos, evavtlos &c. 503. 

— after déos, dvdkios, avrd- 
tos, 521. 

—aftter xowds, Yoos, bpouos, 
cuvepyéds, ovyyerns &c. 521. 

—after gidros, éxOpds, dia5o- 
xXos, akdAovbos &c. 508, 

—-after %1os, ofxetos, Kipios, 
mpéeray 518, 3. 

— after dytlos, wéoos, mapa- 
TANTS, 525- 

— after édev@epas, ovos, Kevds, 
yuuvds Ke. 529, I. 

— after drep, vécgpw, xwpls, 
TANY, 529, 2. 

— after mAéos, TANpNS, TAod- 
cos, dSacds Ke? 539, 2. 

— after the adverbs pape: idvs, 
apt, MEXPL, 512 

— after adverbs of position, 
proximity to, distance from 

| (avra, evamov, mpdaber, ey- 
ys) 526. 

4Q 

and 
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Genitive after étjs, epetjs &c. , Imperfect, use of, for present, 
508. 

— after mov, mh, md0ev, ov- 
Samov, mavtax7y Kc. 527. 

— after ed, KaA@s, meTpliws, as, 
with efvya:, KetoOa, exer, | 
jew &c. (ed modav cixer), 
528. 

—after akotew &c., muvOa- 
veoOar &ec., pwovOdvew, eni- 
oTacbat, evOuuetoOa &c. 485. 

— after pedeTay, in sense of 
‘to care for,’ 496. 

— after xpateiv, 507, Obs. 1. 
— after clvar, ylyvec@a, 483, 

518, a. 
— after dtc Oar, to request, 529, 

Obs. 1. 
— after tmnpetetr, 596, Obs. 3. 
Genitival form of local adverbs, 

ov, Tod, ayXOV, Suod, 522, 
Obs. I. 

— relation of self to the middle 
verb, 362, 2, I. 

Gerund, proper expression for, 
in Greek, 695. 

Greek and modern cases, con- 
trast between, 473. 

Herodotus, style of, goo, a. 
Historic tenses, difference in 

the signification of, 394, 6. 
Hyperbaton, meaning and use 

of, 904, I. 
Hypothetical sentences, see 

Adverbial hypothetical sen- 
tences. 

Imperative, proper sense of, 
410, d., 420, 1. 

— sense of, in the different 
tenses, 420, 2., 405. 

— aorist for the present, 405. 
— use of in negative or pro- 

hibitory forms, 420, 3. 
—use of certain («imé, dye, 

gépe, 15c), in the singular, 
with a substantive in plural, 
390, a. 

— in apodosis of conditional 
sentences, 856, c. 

— of ii. pers. with tls or was 
TIS, 390, Y: 

— of iii. pers. sing., perf., mid., 
or pass, (AcAclpOw, religuum 
esto), 399, Obs. 1. 

— with dy, incorrect, 424, e. 
— with éore, 867, 1, 
Imperfect, proper sense of, 398, 

Ts 
— indicative, use of, with &, 

424, B. 
—use of, to signify an at- 

tempt, 398, 2. 
— use of, as conditional, 398, 

3. | 

398, 4. 
— use of, to express continu- 

ance, 401, 4. 
— use of, to express frequency, 

402, 2. 
— use of as a descriptive tense, 
HOM. 

— iterative form of in cxov, 
402, Obs. 3. 

Impersonal form @s oie in 
parentheses, used personally, 
869, 7- 

Indefinite article, 446.— Re- 
marks. 

— pronoun, 659. 
— pronoun, ellipse of, 373, 5. 
Independent sentences, use of 

ov« and uh in, 740, 741. 
Indicative, notion of the, 410, 

I, 2, a, and Obs. 412. 
— future, use of, to express a 

desire, 413, I. 
— future, for conj. adhorta- 

tivus, 413, 3. 
-—— future with od for impera- 

tive (od mavon A€ywrs; for 
Tavov A€ywv), 413, 2. 

— future with dv, 424, 6. 
— future with dy, in the apo- 

dosis of hypothetical sen- 
tences, 854, Obs. 3., 855, 
Obsiincnas 

— future with dy joined to a 
relative, 827, a. 

— future with dws, as 
Sri. 

— future with ésws dy, 811, 
Ds 

— future with ov un, 748. 
— impf., aorist, and plpft. with 

ay, difference between, 456, 
Obs. 1. 

— present and perfect not used 
with dy, 424, y. 

— in apodosis, 852, 1., 853, a., 

854, a., 855, 
— in oratio obliqua, 886. 
— in adverbial sentences, 840, 

863. 
— in dependent sentences with 

drt and és, that, 802. 
— in dependent sentences with 

KN}, 814. 
— in dependent sentences with 

relatives, 826, 827. 
— independent sentences with 

temporal conjunctions, dre, 
emel, expt &c. 84o. 

— in dependent sentences with 
temporal conjunctions, ore, 
émére, ws, since; émel, émei- 
5H, Omov, 849, 2. 

— in dependent sentences with 
br, didTt, obvera, SOovvena, 
849, 3- 

ut, 

Indicative in dependent sen- 
tences with ef, 851, 2, I. 
and 853. 

—of historic tenses, to ex- 
press a condition, 422. 

— of historic tenses used in 
wishes, 418, Obs. 1. 

— of historic tenses, use of, 
with iva, as, drws, 813. 

— of historic tenses with €ws, 
846, I. 

— of historic tenses with ay 
after 671, &s, that, 803, 2. 

— of historic tenses with rela- 
tives, 827, b. 

— of historic tenses with tem- 
poral conj. ére &c. 849, 2. 

—of historic tenses with ei, 
851, ILL. 856. 

— of historic tenses with dy 
after arte, 860. 

— with dy, 424, 8. Cf. 827., 

852, 1., 853,¢-, 855, ¢., 856, 
a. 

— with édore, as, 863, 1. 
Infinitive mood, notion ex- 

pressed by the, 662. 
— aor. for passive (détos @av- 

udoat), 667, Obs. 3., 669, 
Obs. 2. 

— aor. for present, 405. 
— aor., pres., and future, dif- 

ference between, 405, Obs. 2. 
— elliptical use of, in com- 

mands and wishes, 671. 
— pres. for aor. in an oratio 

obliqua, 395, Obs. 2. 
— perf. mid. or pass. in an 

oratio obliqua, for impera- 
tive perf. midd. or passive, 
399, Obs. I. 

— after mplv, 848, 6. 
— after dc7e, 863, 2. 
— after oios, dcos, 823, Obs.3. 
— after sand doe, as; dco, 

doa, O71, 864. : 
— as explanation of the rela- 

tive in adjectival sentences, 
S355 2 

— change of impersonal con- 
struction with, into the per- 
sonal, 677. 

— for éore with inf. 863, Obs. 
a. 

— for és with inf. (ov moAAG 
Ady@ eimeiv, Odlyou Sei), 
863, Obs. 2. 

— instead of part. after Sesxvd- 
val, ayyéAdew, patveoOat, 
moweiv, 684, Obs. 2. 

— instead of part. after verbs 
of mental feeling, 685, Obs. 

— instead of part. after dvé- 
xeoOu, vmoucverv, TAHVAL, 
TOAMGY, TEpLOpay, emiTperel, 
dmorduvew, 687, Obs. 

_ 

a 

a 



Infinitive instead of part. after 
&pxeoGar, mavery, 688, Obs. 

— instead of part. after may- 
Tolos éyeveTo, Teipacbat, Ta- 
parkevaferbat,  emel-yerOut, 
690, Obs. I. 

— instead of part. after certain 
impersonal expressions (pé- 
met, AvoiTEAEl, pidAov eotly 
&c.), 691. 

— instead of part. after éxeuw, 
692, Obs. 

— instead of part. after 6d- 
vew, 694, Obs. 4. 

— use of, as a general expres- 
sion of necessity for d<? or 

xP! 671, ¢. 
— use of, in questions express- 

ing reluctance, 671, d. 
— use of, with al ydp, «%6e, 

671, é. 
— use of, in adverbial sen- 

tences, 863. 
— use of ovx and pH with, 

(A Sear 
— use of, with nom., gen., dat., 

and acc., 672, 673. 
— use of @s, éoTe with, in 

seemingly independent pa- 
rentheses, 864. 

— or inf. with ace. after a sup- 
pressed verb of perceiving or 
communicating, 884, Obs. 2. 

— with ace. instead of the con- 
struction with 67: or as, 804, 
4. 

— with adjectives, as acc., in 
Homer (eles a&pioros), 667, 
Obs. 1. 

— with @v, 429. 
— with dv after dare, 866. 
— with éo0r<, 664, Obs. 3. 
— with the article, use of, for 

inf, without art., 670. 
— with the article, use of, as a 

substantive, 678. 
— with the article, use of, in 

exclamations and questions, 
679, t. 

— with the article, use of, in 
adverbial expressions, (7d 
voy clvat), 679, 2. 

— as object after verbs denot- 
. ing a motion of the will, 664. 
—as object after verbs of 

thinking, or saying, &c. 
665. 

— as object after verbs of a- 
bility, efficacy, causing, &c. 
606. 

— after adjectives and substan- 
tives to define the notion 
thereof (dios Oavudceo@ar), 
667. 

—after eva: and yiyrecOau 
with a substantive, 668. 

INDEX OF MATTERS. 

Infinitive after cupBaiver, 5e?, 
xph &e. 669, a. 

— after demonstratives 
substantives, 663, 2, 3. 

— after verbs of giving, tak- 
ing, going, like Latin supine 
(fjkw pavOdvew), 669, e. 

Intensive particles, 734-737. 
Interchange of oratio obliqua 

with oratio recta, 8go. 
— of prepositions, 649. 
Interjections with gen. 489. 
Interrogative particles, use and 

senses of, 872, 2. 
— pronoun, preceded by arti- 

cle, 881, 2. 
— sentences, use and forms of, 

Bin Bion olin 
— sentences containing simple 

direct questions, 872-874. 
— sentences containing direct 

double questions, 875. 
— sentences containing simple 

indirect questions, 877. 

— sentences containing indi- 
rect compound questions, 
878. 

— sentences, moods in 
879. 

— sentences, answer to the 
question of, 88o. 

— sentences, coalition of a re- 
lative sentence with (zotoy 
Tov midOov eimes; for motds 
éotty 56 mvdos, dv elmes;), 
881, 1. 

— sentences substituted for de- 
pendent sentences (dtay tf 
mohtwot;), 882. 

— sentences, two or more in 

one (tls tlyos atribds éo713), 
883. 

and 

the, 

Intransitive verb, 357, 2, 4. 
— verb used as transitive, 359, 

2. 
—- verb used as passive (éx- 

mintew bd TWoS), 359, 3+ 
— verb with gen., 483, Obs. 3. 
Inversion of the members of 

the attributive sentence, 442. 
Inverted position in a simple 

sentence, go2. 
— position in a compound sen- 

tence, 903. 

Language, nature of, 350, I. 
Limitation, notion of, express- 

ed by the participle, 697, c. 
—and denial, modes of ex- 

pressing, 773. 
Local forms in 1, a1, w, not, aot, 

605, Obs. 1. 
— objective relation, 468, a. 

Masculine adjective, used with 
a tem. substantive, 390, c. 

Masculine adjective with neut. 
subst. (uespdiidy eort Kadds), 

378, b., 379. 
—or fem. plur. noun, used 

with a verb sing., 386. 
— in plur. with adj. in neuter 

(of moAAol Sevdv), 381. 
Material genitive, 538-540. 
— antecedent notion of, in gen., 

480, 2, 7. 
Means, notion of the, express- 

ed by the participle, 697, d. 
Metonymy, 353- 
Middle voice, twofold function 

of, 362. 

— verb, 357, 5 
— and active sense of verbs, 

difference between, 363, 6. 
— verb, passive force of, 364, 

Wn serds Be 
— verb, reciprocal force of, 364, 

We 
— verb, reflexive notion of, 

3{02, ite 
— verb, remarks on the reflex- 

ive force of, 363. 
— verb followed by the per- 

sonal pronoun, 363, 2. 
— verb for the active, 363, 3, 

— verb with ‘ self’ in the ge- 
nitival relation (dmoréure- 
cOu, to send away from 

oneself), 362, I. 
— verb with ‘self’ in the da- 

tival relation (dyec@ar yu- 
vaika, ducere sibt uxorem, to 
marry), 362, 2. 

— verb with ‘self’ in the ac- 
cusatival relation (Aovec@at, 
to wash oneself=to bathe), 
362, 3- 

— verb with ‘ self’ in the ad- 
jectival relation (vimrec@au 
Tovs médas, to wash one’s 
own feet), 362, 4. 

— verb with ‘self’ in more 
than one relation, 362, 5. 

— forms, use of to signify the 
passive notion, 366. 

Modal objective relations, ex- 
pressions of, 468, d. 

Mood, meaning of the term, 
ANOy I 

Moods, division of, 410, 2. 
— the general power of the, 

AVIS Oe 
— use of, as conditionals, 422. 
— use of, in dependent sen- 

tences, 797- 

— use of different, in sentences 
connected by kal, 759, Obs.4. 

— in temporal adverbial sen- 
tences, 840. 

— in the interrogative sen- 
tence, 879. 

4a2 
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Moods in oratio obliqua, 885. 
—in oratio obliqua, inter- 

change of, 888. 

Negative particles, 738-750. 
— repetition of the, 747. 
— seeming pleonasm of, 748- 

750- 

— clauses, connexion and op- 
position of, 775. 

—and positive clause, con- 
nexion of, 775, 3, a, B. 

_ Neuter adj. with mase. or fem. 
subst. (yuvn @7A0 eotw), 
361. 

—as expression of abstract, 
436. 

— plural, joined with a verb 
singular, 384. 

— plural, with a verb singular, 
principle of the construction 
of, 384, Obs. 2 

— plural, with a verb plural, 
385. 

— plural, use of a predicative | 
adj. in the, for the neuter 
singular, 383. 

— subst. with masc. or 
adj. (pide réxvov), 379. 

Nominative, not strictly a ease, 

474: 
— force of, 476. 

fem. 

— peculiarities in the use of, | 

477, 478. dae 
— as expression of object, after 

elvat &c. 476, 2. 
— emphatic at beginning of a} 

sentence, 477, 1 
— at the beginning of a sen- 

tence, in seeming apposition 
to a subst. of a preceding 
sentence in an oblique case, 

477) 2 
— of a thing or person in the 

phrases dvoud éorl jot, dvoja. | 
exw, 475, Obs. 1. 

—in the oxjua Kad dAov Kal | 
Hépos, 478. 

— instead of oblique case, 476, 
Obs. 2. 

— use of, to express the sub- | 
ject of the sentence, 475, I. 

— use of, to express the object | 
of the verbal notion, 475, 2. 

—use of, for the vocative, 

476. df 
— with infinitive, 672, 673, 

3 4 | 
— with infin. for the acc. with 

infin. 673, 2, and Obs. 
— (participle) in attraction to 

a parenthetical nominative, | 
675, Obs. 

— with participle, 681. 
—— partic. for the other cases, 

7°75 708. 

INDEX OF MATTERS. 

Nominative partic. without any 
verbum finitum, 709. 

— of verb in passive voice, the 
object of verb in active, as 
eye moretoua:— morevey 
mit, 363. 

Notions, antecedent, cvinci- 
dent, consequent, 472, 3 

— implied in a transmissive 

verb, 545, 1 
—_ implied in a neuter verb, 

545, 2 
— implied in a passive and 

middle verb, 545, 3- 
— implied in a transmissive 

verb, 544, 4- 
Nouns, substantive, 352. 
Noun, different meanings of 

the same, 352, 5. 
Number, 354, 355- 

| — especial peculiarities 

| 399. 
| — in the constructio kata ov- 
| veo, 378-380. 
— of adjective, participle, &c. 

different from that of the 
substantive, 378, 0. 

— of the predicative substan- 
tive, 382. 

— of the relative pronoun, 819 
821. 

— of the verbal adjectives in 
és and 7éos, 383. 

| — of the verb, which has se- 
veral subjects disjunctively 
united by #—#, ovre—oite, 

393, 8. 
Numerals with article, 455, 1 
— ordinal with article, 455, 3 

of, 

| Objective construction, 468. 
— relations of place and time, 

expression of, 468. 
— sentence, complex, 469. 
Object of the verb expressed 

by the cases, 471. 
Omission of prepositions, 650. 
— of one of the clauses of an 

antithesis, 896. 
— ofa subst. or adj. the notion 

of which is involved in the 
context, 893. 

— of the verb in dependent 
clauses, 895. 2 

— of a verbal form to be sup- 
plied from a preceding verb, 

895, @, b. 
Optative, notion of the, 414. 
— mood, secondary meaning of, 

AUl, 1. 
— use of, to express a supposi- 

tion, 418, a. 
| — use of, to express a wish, 

418, b. 
— use of, to express a com- 

mand, 418, ¢. 

Optative, use of, to express de- 
sire, willingness, &e. 418, d. 

— use of, in direct questions, 
418, é. 

— use of, in negative ques- 
tions, 418, ifs 

— use of, in compound sen- 

tences, 419. 
— aorist for present, 405. 
— instead of an imperative, 

420, Obs. 1. 
— and conjunctive, interchange 

of, 809. 
—and conj. with dy, inter- 

change of, 831, Qbs. 
— after a principal tense or 

aor. 807. 
— or conj. after optative, 808. 
— without dy, in independent 

sentences, 426, i. 
— without dv, with negatives, 

426, Obs. 1. 
— in independent sentences, 

after 8t1, @s, that, 802. 
— in dependent sentences, af- 

ter ws, mws, iva &c. 805, 2., 
807, 808. 

— in dependent sentences, af- 
ter uh, 814, 6, ¢c. 

— in dependent sentences, af- 
ter od wh, 748. 

— after the temporal conjunc- 
tions, 87e, as, ews Ke. 843, 
844. 

— after the hypothetical conj. 
et, 851, 6., 855. 

— aiter Gcte, 865. 
— after a relative, 831. 
— with ay; 425:, ch S520 a. 

853, 6. 854, 6., 855, a, 
856, 6 

— with dy in dependent sen- 
tences, after 671, as, that, 
803, 1 

— with dy in dependent sen- 
tences, after a relative, 832. 

— with dy in dependent sen- 
tences, after the temporal 
conjunctions, OT, @s, ews 
&e. 845. 

— with &y in dependent sen- 
tences, after date, 865. 

— with ay in dependent sen- 
tences, after the causal con- 
junctions, dre, ws, émel, guo- 
niam, &c. 849, 2 

— with dy after ws, dmws, iva 
&e. 810. _ 

— with dy after uh, 810, 814, 
C. 

—in oratio obliqua, use of, 
885. 

Oratio obliqua, laws of the,884. 
— use of the moods in, 885-— 

888. 
use of the optative in, 885. 



Oratio obliqua, use of the in- 
dicative in, 886. 

— use of the conjunctive in, 
887. 

— interchange of conj., opt., 
and ind. in, 888. 

— acc. with infin., instead of 
verbum finitum in, 889. 

—and recta, mixture of, 886, 
3.—in subst. sentences, a.— 
in adject. sentences, 6.—int 
adverb. sentences, c.—in in- 
direct interrog. sentences, d. 

— changed into recta, 842, 1. 
— interchange of, with oratio 

recta, 8go. 
Origin of prepositions, 472. 
Original forms of verbs, 358. 

Parallelismus antitheticus, 899, 

Parenthesis, use of, 798, 2. 
Participle, notion expressed by 

the, 662. 
— use and force of the, 680. 
— construction of the, 681, 

682. 
— certain peculiar construc- 

tions of, 705 sqq. 
— neuter with article for noun, 

as Td dedids for dé0s, 436. 
— with the article, 451, 2. 
— gen. abs. 695, Obs. 2. 
—attributive, agreement of 

with the substantival notion 
expressed by a periphrasis, 
380, 2. 

— in the nom. by attraction, 
with what verbs constructed, 
683-694. 

— in the nom., and ace. with 
“ infin., difference between, 

683, Obs., 687, Obs., 688, 
Obs. 

— for the verbum finitum,705, 
BivAt 

— for the verbum finitum, in 
one of two sentences con- 
nected by kal, re—kal, wev— 

d€, 759, Obs. 4, 765, 2. 
— not agreeing with its imme- 

diate attributive, 379, a. 
— not agreeing with its subst. 

in gend. and number, 378, b. 
— gen. abso]. without its sub- 

stantive, 695, Obs. 1. 
—- nominative, use of the, with- 

out any verbum finitum, 709. 
— genitive, use of the for some 

other case, 710. 
— accusative, use of for some 

other case, 711. 
— dative, use of for some other 

case, 712. 
— of the same root and mean- 

ing attached to the verb of 

INDEX OF MATTERS. 

the sentence (trakovwy tma- 
Kovet), 705, 3. 

Participle, used as a subst. (of 
jBaéyres for @pnBor), 436, a. 

— common use of certain, as 
adverbial expressions, 696, 
Obs. 1. 

— use of, as the completion of 
the verbal notion, 681. 

— use of certain, to express the 
English ‘ with,’ 697, Obs. 2. 

— use of the, in the dat. abso- 
lute, 699. 

— use of the, in the ace. abso- 
lute, 700. 

— use of, to define a demonstr. 
used with a preceding verb, 
693. 

— use of, as the Latin gerund, 
695-698. 

— use of, as gerund, to express 
temporal, causal, and adver- 
bial notions, 695. 

— use of, to express the time 
of any action or state, 696. 

— use of, to express the cause 
or reason, 697, a. 

— use of, to express the con- 
ditions, 697, ¢. 

— use of, to express limitation, 

697, d. 
— use of, to express the means, 

608, ¢. 
— use of, to express mode and 

manner, 698, f. 
— use of, in the gen. without 

a subject, 699, Obs. 1. 
— use of, in the gen. absolute 

with émi, 696, Obs. 4., 700, 
Obs. 2. 

— use of the, with compara- 
tive particles, as, Bote, are, 
oiov, oia, 7OI-704. 

— use of ov and uh with, 

746. 
— with dat. of reference, use 

of, 599, 25 3: 
— after verbs of sensual and 

mental perception, 683. 
— after verbs of shewing, prov- 

ing, appearing, &c. 684. 
— after verbs of mental feel- 

ings and affections, 685. 
— after verbs of satisfying one- 

self, enjoying the possession 
of, being full of anything, 
686. 

— after verbs of permitting, 
tolerating, persevering, &c. 
687. 

— after verbs of beginning and 
ceasing, 688. 

— after verbs of being in luck, 
in error, deficient, 689. 

— after meipaoOat, mapackeva- 
(eaOat, erelyer@a, 690. 

669 

Participle, after moAAds, mav- 
Totés é€ott, 690. 

— after certain impersonal ex- 
pressions, ‘it is good, fitting, 
profitable, to my mind,’ &e. 
691. 

— after éxew, as €xw Kntnod- 
fevos, 692. 

— after Tuyxdvw, Kupe, drav- 
Odvw, Siaterd@, Siaryiryvomuat, 
did-yw, pdvw, olfxouat, 694. 

— with efya: for the verbal 
form (dedopkas iv), 375, 4- 

— of eiva: omitted after verbs 
of declaring, 682, 3. 

— of eiva: omitted after tuy- 
xavew and kupety, 694, Obs. 1. 

— of civa: omitted after an 
adj. or subst, following a 
part. (Adtpapépwr atixerns), 
705, 6. 

— with &y, 429. 
— substantival force of, 697, 

Obs. 1. 
— represented by finite verb, 

698, Obs. 5. 
Participles of 

tenses, 705, 6. 
Participial construction, asyn- 

deton in the, 706. 
— construction, anacolouthon 

in the nominative, 707. 
— construction, exchange of 

cases in the nominative for 
other cases, 708. 

Particles, intensive, 734-737. 
— negative, 738-750. 
— (nev &e.), after a vocative, 

479) 5- 
Partition, antecedent notion of, 

in gen. 480, 2, 4. 
Partitive genitive, 533. 
— notion, expressed by pépos, 

535, Obs. 1. 
Passive voice, 367. 
— force of middle, 364, 2. 
— verbs with gen., 483, Obs. 3. 
Perfect, proper sense of, 399, I. 
— use of, to connect a com- 

pleted action with present 
time, 399, 4. 

— use of, to represent an action, 
continuing in its effects, 399, 
b. 

— use of, in imperative, to ex- 
press strong exhortation, 399, 
Obs. I. 

— use of, as a present perfect, 
399, Obs. 2. 

— use of, to express frequency, 
399, Obs. 3. 

— use of, for a future, 399, 2. 
— middle force of, 365, 3. x 

Periphrasis for a personal name 
(Oppeta yipus), 442, d. 

— with wéAdw for the fut., 408. 

the different 
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Person, especial peculiarities of, 

399 
— of the verb with several 

subjects, 392. 
— of the verb in the adjectival 

sentence, 818. 
Personai construction for im- 

personal with infin. (dlcads 
cit TodTO mparTev), 077. 

— construction for impers. with 
the participle, 684, Obs. 1. 

— construction for impers. with 
6t1, ws, 804, 2. 

— name, expressed by a peri- 
phrasis, 442, d. 

Place, notion of. expressed by 
the cases, 522, 577, 605. 

— notion of, expressed by pre- 
positions, 614, 3. 

— notion of, expressed by adv., 
VIR. 

— notion of, expressed by adj., 
714, a. 

— expression of objective rela- 
tions of, 468, a. 

Plato, stvle of, goo, y. 
Pleonasm, 899. 
— apparent, of uy), ov—ov wh 

—ni) 0d, 748-750. 
Pleonastic use of two words of 

the same root, 899, I. 
Pluperfect, proper sense of, 400, 

a 
— use of, to express a past ac- 

tion continuing in its effects, 
400, 2. 

— use of, as an impft. of pre- 
sent*pft., 400, 2. 

Plural number, 355., used for 
singular, 7b. 

— of proper, material, and ab- 
stract nouns, 355. 

— forms of pronouns, joined to 
a singular, 383, Obs. 

— gen. of a subst. with 7é or 
7a (Ta THY BiaKdywv K.T.A.), 
380, 1., 436, d, 5. 

— masc. or fem. joined to a 
verb singular (oxjjua Bow- 
TiKdv), 336. 

— neuter, joined to a verb sin- 
gular, 384. 

— neuter, joined to a verb 
plural, 385. 

— for the singular, 355, Obs.1, 2. 
— of the first person instead of 

the singular, 390, d. 
— neuter of the predicate for 

the singular, 383. 
— predicate, joined with voca- 

tive singular, in addresses, 

399, B. 
— subject joined with a sin- 

gular verb, 390, 0. d. 
— subject joined with a dual — adject. in the neuter plur. | 

verb, 388. 

INDEX OF MATTERS. 

Plural verb, agreement of a, 
with a singular subject, 378, 
a. 

— (or dual) verb, used with a 
singular noun, 393, 5- 

— verb, used with a dual sub- 
ject, 387, 2. 

— verb with a subst. in sin- 
gular and pera, cum, 393, 
Obs. 3. 

Position, antecedent notion of, 
in gen. 480, 2, 3. 

— (usual) of words in a simple 
sentence, QOL, I, 2. 

— (usual) of words in a com- 
pound sentence, gol, 3. 

— (inverted) of words in a 
simple sentence, go2.—- 

— (inverted) of words in a com- 
pound sentence, 903. 

— of ay, 431. 
— of the article, 6, 7, 74, 458. 
— of prepositions, 651. 
— of the pronouns, 452-454. 
— of gen. of personal pron. 

pov, cod &c. 652, 3, and 
Obs. 3, and 4. 

— of adtod, -@v, 652, Obs. 3. 
— of reflexive pron. €avtov &e. 

652, 3, and Obs. 3. 
— of ai’tés with éxaatos, 656. 
— of aids with reflexive pron. 

and preposition (é€y avtbs at- 
TP), 656, Obs. 4. 

— of tls, 446, Remarks, 660. 
== of me, 750. 
— of wey and 8¢, 765, I. 
— of yé, 735, Obs. 2. 
— of ov and uh, 738, Obs. 1. 
— of éwith the vocative, 479, 3. 
— of interrog. words, 872, Obs. 

I. 
Positive adjectives with com- 

parative force, with gen., 

502, 3: 
— for comparative with éore, 

863, Obs. 1. 
Potential optative, 426, I. 
Predicate of a sentence, 371, | 

374 
— agreement of the, with a 

subject expressed by 76 or Ta 
with the gen. plur. of a subst. 
380, I. 

— with more than one subject, 
391, 392- 

— with article, 460. 
— temporal relations of, 394. 
Predicative adject., and the co- 

pula eiva, 375. 
— other verbs, 375; 5. 
— substantive, 375, 6. 
— used with infin. or part., 

375, Obs. 3. 

instead of neuter sing., 383. 

Predicative subst., joined with 
a subject of different gender 
or number, 382. 

— subst. with elvat, 375, 2 
Prepositions, origin and power 

of, 472. 
— use of, in language, 614, 1. 
— original force of, 614, 2, 3, 4. 
— original adverbial force of, 

640. 
= secondary force of, 616. 
— posterior to cases, 472, 2. 
— ellipse of, absurd, 472, 3. 
— attraction of with the art. 

(oi éx THs ayopas avOpwrot 
amépuyov, for of ev TH ay.), 
647. 

— collocation of, 651. 
— in composition, 641, 642. 
— joined or compounded with 

adverbs, 644. 
— use of, with the cases, 614, 

5 
— construction of, with dif- 

ferent cases, 648. 
— used with attrib. gen., 464, 

Obs. 
— constructed with a gen. only, 

618—621.—{av7i 618.—-mpo 
619.—émd 620.—é« 621.) 

— constructed with a dative, 
622, 623.—(e& 622.—ovv 
623.) 

— constructed with an accus. 
624-626, —(ava 624.—eis 
625.—was 626.) 

/— constructed with gen. and 
ace. 627-630.—(dia 627.— 
kad, 628, 629.—vmep 630.) 

— constructed with gen., dat., 
and acc. 631-639. —(augl 
631.—Tepl 632.— ent 633, 
634, 635.—meTad 636.—mapa 
637-—7pds 638.—iré 639.) 

— pregnant construction of 
(wimrew ev yovvact, KetcOat 
els 71), 645, 646. 

— difference of, from adverbs 
of place, 617, Obs. 1. 

|— division of, as to meaning, 
615. 

— interchange of (ava macav 
Thy ‘EAAdda Kat tep) “lwvinv 
iv Adyos), 649. 

— repetition and omission of, 
650. 

— with accent thrown back 
for compounds of «iui, 643, 
Obs. 

| Present absolute, use of, 395, 
ee ey 
_-—— historic, use of, 395, 2.5 
| 806, 2. 
| — in the sense of perfect and 

aor., 396. 
— use of, for future, 397. 



Present, use of, in comparisons, 
868, 4. 

— use of, to signify an attempt, 
398, 2. 

— use of, to express frequency, 

395) te 
Pretii genitivus, 519. 
Privation, antecedent notion of, 

in gen., 480, 2, b. 
Privative genitive, 529. 
Proleptic usage of attributive 

adjectives (epniov kolwnoov 
oTéua, i.e. Sote evpnuor 
elvat), 439. 2- 

Pronouns, use of, 652. 
Pronoun demonstrative, 655. 
— demonstr. airds, 656. 
— demonstr., prospective use 

of the, 657. 
demonstr., 

power of, 6:8. 
— demonstr., omission of be- 

fore the relative, 817, 7, 8. 
— demonstr. and relative in 

thesame sentence, 833, Obs.2. 
— indefinite (7s, 71), 659. 
— indefinite, position of, 666. 
— indefinite ( écTis, dzoios, 

éxécos &c.) notion and use 
of, 816, 4. 

— interrog.—See Interroga- 
tive sentences. 

— interrog., preceded by article, 
881, 2. 

— personal of the third person, 
prospective use of, 657. 

— personal, retrospective power 
of, 658. 

— reflexive (€uavtod &c.), 653. 
— reflexive, used instead of re- 

ciprocal, 654. 3. 
— reflexive of third person (08, 

retrospective 

odicw, éavTov, Eos, opeTepos | 
&c.), used for that of first 
and second person, 654, 2. 

— omitted with part. 
— reflexive, use of with com- 

paratives, 782, 9. 
— relative.—See Relative. 
— not agreeing with its imme- 

diate attributive, 379, 0. 
— plural forms of, joined to a 

singular, 383, Obs. 
Protasis, forms of, in conditional 

sentences, 851, 1., 853, 857. 
—See Adverbial conditional 
sentences. 

— suppressed, 856, Obs. 2., 
860. 

Quantity, accus. of, 578. 
— adverbial accus. of, 578, 

Obs. 2. 
Questions, affirmative and ne- 

gative, 871, Obs. 
— simple direct, 872, 1. 
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| Questions, simple direct, for- 
mule in, 872, 2. 

— simple direct, moods used 
in, 873, Obs. 2. 

— direct double, forms used in, 
875. 

— indirect, form of, 876. 
— simple indirect, proper forms 

for, 877. 
— indirect compound, 878. 
— forms used in answering, 

880. 
— coalescing with a relative 

sentence, 881, I. 

Reciprocal force ofmiddle,364, 1. 
Reflexive force of middle verb, 

remarks on, 363. 
— pronoun.—See Pronoun re- 

flexive. 

ail verb, 357) 5- 

Relation, antecedent notion of, 
in gen., 480, 2, 2. 

Relative adverbs for és, 4, 3, 
817, Obs. 1. 

— adverbs changed into demon- 
strative, 833, Obs. 1. 

— adverbial, 825, 2. 
— construction changed into 

the demonstrative, 833. 
— genitive, 502. 
— pronoun, use of, 816. 
— pronoun, rule for use of, 

818. 
— pronoun, compounds of, 816, 

4. 
| — pronouns of quality and size, 

817, 5. 
— pronoun, use of with éori, 

818, 5, Obs. 1-4. 
— pronoun, in the constructio 

kata ovveow, 819, 1. 
— in place of demonstrative 

(és for obtos) in adjectival 
clauses, 834, I. 

— pronoun, use of, demon- 
stratively, 816, 823, Obs. 2. 

— pronoun, exceptions to usual 
agreement of, in gender and 
number, 819-821. 

— attraction of, 822. 
— (oios, édc0s, 7Alkos), attrac- 

tion of, 823. 
— inverse attraction of, 824, I. 
— (ovde?s boris ov), inverse 

attraction of, 824, I. 2. 
— (ds BotdAer) inverse attrac- 

tion of, 824, Obs. 11. 
— attraction of by transposi- 

tion of subst., 824, IT. 
demonstrative and con- 

junction of= ka) obo, 834,¢. 
— construction of, 826-832. 
— changed into demonstrative 

or personal pronoun, 833. 
— in the same sentence with a | 
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demonstr. (ds obr0s totauds), 
833, Obs. 2. y 

Relative, with the principal 
verb repeated (#yyetAas of? 
iiyyeivas), 835, I. 

— joined to an explanatory 
infin., or whole sentence, 
835, 2. 

— sentences. —See Adjectival 
sentences. 

— sentence, coalescing with a 
question, 881, TI. 

Repetition of the negative, 747. 
— of prepositions, 650. 
— of substantive by the use of 

a demonstrative pronoun, 
899, 8. 

Retrospective power of the de- 
monstr. and personal pro- 
noun, 658. 

Rhetorical anacolouthon, goo, 5> 

Schema.—See oxjjua. 
Self, relations of, to the middle 

verb, 362, 2. 
Sentence, elements of a simple, 

371. 
— unity of a, 370. 
Sentences, adjectival, 795, B., 

S15. 
— adjectival, person of verb in, 

818. 
— adjectival, use of the moods 

in, 826. 
adverbial, 795, y., 837. 
complex objective, 469- 
compound, 751, I., 794, I. 
coordinate, 751, 3. 
contraction of, 898. 
dependent, 794, J. 

— dependent interrog., 795, a. 
— dependent, tests of, 796. 
— dependent, mocds and tenses 

in, 797. 
— dependent, interchange of 

clauses in, 798. 
— interrogative, $71, I. 
— interrogative, use of ote 

in, 867, I. 
— principal, 794, 1. 
— relation between principal 

and dependent, 817. 
— simple, 794, 1. 
— subordinate, 751, 3. 
— subordinate, construction of, 

793- 
— substantival, 795, a., 799- 
— with article, used as sub- 

stantives, 457, 3. 

Separative genitive, 530, 531. 
Simple verb to be supplied 

from a compound verb, 895, 
7. 

Singular number, use of, 354. 
— interchange of, with the 

plural, 390, a. d. - 
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Singular, of imperatives, as cizé, 
used with a plural subst., 
390, a. 

— subst. for a plural, 354, Obs. 
— verb, use of, after a plur. 

subject implied in some part 
of the sentence, 390, b. 

— verb with a masc. or fem. 
noun in the plural, 386. 

— verb with a neuter plural, 

384. 
— verb with several nouns in 

plur., 393; 7- 
Subject of a sentence, 371, 372. 
—— of the passive verb, the ob- 

ject of the active verb, (m- 
orevoua — moreve Tiv1), 

372, 4: 
— ellipse of the, 373. 
— elliptically expressed by a 

preposition, and the case of 
the numeral (els Séka &vSpas 
HAVov), 372, Obs. 2. 

— implied in the predicate, 
373> 2- 

— indefinite, 373, 1. 
— to be supplied from the con- 

text, 373, 3- 
— to be supplied from some 

word in the sentence, 373, 4. | 
— of the dependent standing 

as the object of the principal | 
clause, 898, 2. 

— masc. or fem. with an adj. 
in the neuter, 381. 

— in the neut. plur., joined to 
a verb sing., 384. 

Subordinate attributive con- 
struction, 441. 

— conjunctions, 751, 3. 
— Sentences, 751, 3., 793. 

Substantive, notion, sorts of, 

352. 
— number of the, 354. 
— abstract for concrete, 353. 
— predicative, with verbs, 375, 

b. 
— and attributive gen. with 

article, 46r. 
— attribut. use of, with a pre- 

position, 436, d. 
— used as attribut. adjective, | 

439, I- 
— ellipse of, before an attri- 

butive genitive, 436, 0. 
— mostly with the article in a 

relative sentence to explain. 
or define a preceding notion, 
824, Obs. 

— transposition of by attrac- 
tion, 824, II. 1. 

Substantives usually omitted 
before an adj., list of, 436, B. 

Substantival clauses, use and 
construction of, 799-801. 

— sentences with 871, ds, 800. 
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Substantival sentences with 671, 
@s, construction of, 8or. 

— sentences with 67, as, use 
of the moods in, 802, sqq. 

-—— sentences with d71, as, per- 
sonal construction of, for the 
impersonal, 804, 2. 

— sentences with 671, os, 
change of into the acc. with 
inf. or the participle, 804, 4. 

— clause with é7 or os, and 
the infin., with accus. after 
the same verb, 804, 5. 

— clause introduced by dre 
instead of é71, 804, 7. 

— clause introduced by «i in- 
stead of 671, 804, 8. 

— adjective sentences, 836, I. 
— final sentence introduced by 

@s, Omws, Iva, &c. 805, I. 
— final sentence, use of conj. 

and opt. in, 805, 2., 808. 
| — final sentence, interchange 
| of conj. and opt. iti, 809. 
— final sentence, conj. and opt. 

with dy in, 810 
— final sentence, dmws and ws 

with fut. ind. in, 811. 
— final sentence, fut. ind. with 

&y in, 811. 
— final sentence, introduced 

by @s, dmws, iva &e., ellip- 
tical use of dws and érws uh 
in, 812. 

— final sentence, ind. of his- 
| toric tenses in, 813. 
— final sentence, construction 

of uh in, 814, a, b,c. 
— final sentence, construction 

of ei, Orws ph, brws, bte or 
@s, that, inf. with or with- 
out art., and éo7e wh, after 
verbs of fear in, 814, Obs. 4. 

| Superlative with gen., 502, 3. 
— strengthened by a compara- 

tive clause, 870, Obs. 4. 
Syntax, province of the, 350, 2. 

Temporal 
468, 0. 

| — relations of the predicate, 

394- 
| Tenses absolute, 394, I. 
— primary and secondary, 361. 
— principal and historic, 394, 

| 5: 

| — relative, 394, 2, 3. 
— difference bewteen absolute 

and relative, 394, 4. 
— table of the absolute and 

relative, 394, 7. 
— table of the powers of, 409. 
— in the dependent sentences, 

objective relation, 

797- 
Thought verbal, notions con- 

tained in, 471, 3. 

| Thucydides, style of, goo, £. 
Time, notion of, expressed by 

adjectives, 714, 6. 
— notion of, expressed by the 

cases, 523, 577, 606. 
— notion of, expressed by the 

participle, 696. 
— notion of expressed by the 

preposition, 6:5, 2.—See also 
under each preposition. 

— accus. of, 577. 
— difference between gen. and 

accus. of, 577, Obs. 1. 
— adverbial expression of, 577, 

Obs. 2. 
— expression of objective rela- 

tions of, 468. 
Tmesis in compound verbs, 

643. 
Transitive verb, sorts of, 357, 

23% 
— verbs, used as intransitive 

or reflexive (tpémw for tpe- 
Touat), 360. 

Transmissive dative, 587-594. 
— verb, 357, 3: 
Transposition, 824, II. 1. 
Two clauses both assuming the 

form of dependent clauses, 
898, 4. 

Unity of a sentence, 370. 

Verb, different sorts of, 357. 
— causative, 357, 3- 
— deponent, 362, 9., 368. 
— intransitive, used as transi- 

tive and passive, 359. 
— passive and intrans. with 

gen., 483, Obs. 3. 
— reciprocal, 357, 6. 
— reflexive, 357, 5. 
— transitive, used as_intransi- 

tive, 360. 
— agreement of the, with the 

predicate (7 mepiodds iat ord- 
S101 €€), 389. 

— construction of, with several 
subjects, 393. 

— construction of, with several 
subjects of different persons, 

392. 
-— agreement of, with one of 

several subjects, 393, I, 2- 
— construction of, with several 

subjects, united by disjunc- 
tives, 393, 8. 

— of general meaning supplied 
from a verb of special mean- 
ing, 895, 4. 

Verbs of action, accus. with, 

559-568. 
— of motion, twofold sense of, 

557, 1- 
— of motion, use of ace. with, 

cock 
557, 558, 559- 

i i ai 



Verbs of perception, acc. with, 

575° : 1 
— of possession, accus. with, 

576. ; 
— of production, or effect, ace. 

with, 569-572. 
— of reception, acc. with, 574. 
— of transmission, acc. with, 

573: 
— with one ace. case, 548, 1. 
— with a double acc., list of, 

583. 4 
Verbum finitum and infinitum, 

369. 
— finitum, replaced by acc. 

with infin. in an oratio obli- 
qua, 889. 

— finitum in one, and parti- 
ciple in the other of two coor- 

Gr. Gr. VOL. Ii. 
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dinate sentences, united by 
kal, Té—nal, wev—dé, 759, 
Obs. 4., 765. 2. 

Verbal form of the predicate, 
resolution of, into the parti- 
ciple and civa: (vijods eorw 
améxovoa), 375, 4. 

— adjectives in téos and tds 
in plural instead of singular, 
383. 

— adjectives, construction of, 
613. 

— thought, notions contained 
154 7ils 3 

Vocative, force of, 479. 
— not objective, 475. 
— not strictly a case, 474. 
— notion and use of the, 479. 
— attraction with the, 479, 4. 
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Vocative, followed by a particle, 
479 5- 4 

Voice, active, middle, and pas- 
sive, 357, 8., 359. 

Wish, expressed by opt. 418, 
b.—with ei (€i-yévoiro), 855, 
Obs. ; 

— expressed by indic. of historic 
tenses, 856, Obs. 2. 

— expressed by ottws (&s)— 
as, 869, I. 

— expressed by ydp, 786, 2. 
Words, essential and formal, 

35 : . . 

— between article and its subst., 

459) 4- 

Zeugma, 895, 5. 
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The first figures refer to the §., the others to the paragraphs. . 

Those words which have asterisks prefixed are not actually mentioned in this volume, but 

their construction is explained by that of analogous words in the section to which the reference 

as made. 

a privat., compounds with, 
529, 1, and Obs. 2, and 3. 

ayabds Tt 579, 2.—with dat. 
comm., 602, 3. 

&ydAAcoba with dat., 607, I. 
ayavaxreiv with acc., 540, c.— 

with dat., 607.—with part., 
685. 

ayavakrety ei for bt: 804, 9. 
ayaray with acc., 549, ¢.— 

with dat., 607.—with par- 
tic., 685.—ayanay ei for 6rt 

804, 9. 
aydoar0n and ayacbijven 367, 

#yao9a: with gen. and acc., 
495, and Obs. 3. — with 
double gen., ib.—with dat., 
607. 

ayyeAla twés, de aliquo, 486, 
Obs. 2. 

ayyeAins eAGety 481, I. 
ayyedrcw with infin., 665.— 

with part., 684. Difference 
between infin. and part., 
ib., Obs. 2, b.—with acc., 
566, 1. 

ayyéAAeTat with acc. with in- 
fin., 676, 2, a. 

aye with plural. 390, 2. 
wye with conjunctive, 416. 
aye 574 721, 2.— aye mwnhv 728, I. 
&yew and compos. intrans. 360. 
ayew with gen., 530.—with 

ace. (yéAwra &e.), 552. 
ayepdvevpa for iyyeudy 353, I. 
aynabev AaBety 7. 646, Obs. 
ayvociv with gen., 485.—with 

part., 683. 
aryopdew with gen, 510, 2. 
ayopaios for év ayopa 714, a. 
ayxiotivos for yx GAAnAwY 

714, Wd 
&yx1, ayxov with gen., 526.— 

ayxov with dat , 592, 2. 
&ywv, with, 698, Obs. 2. 
aywriferPa with acc., 563.— 

with dat., 6o1, 1. 
adans with gen., 493. 

| ddeApds omitted, 436, B.— 
with gen., 507.—with dat., 

594, 2- 
*adnv with gen., 540. 
adnv 578, Obs. 2. 
&diceiv with single and double 

acc., 583.—with part., 689. 
adicqoeosa: seemingly pass., 

364, Obs. 
*4dikos Gdixlay 548, 2, Obs. 2. 
aSvvaroy by acc. abs., 700, 2. 
édv0varés eiut with inf., 666.— 

with ate ib. Obs. 
twpeos with gen., 529, Obs. 2. 
aeldew with dat., bor. 
delpew with gen., 530. 
&@vé with gen., 529, Obs. 2. 
andés éor with part., 691. 
aOéaros with gen., 529, Obs. 2. 
’AOnynow 605, Obs. t. 
aixTos with gen., 529, Obs. 3. 
&0pdos for adverb, 714, ¢. 
aOUpwv with acc., 563. 
aPaos with gen., 529, Obs. 3. 
ai for el,—ai yap, ate for ei 

yap, ele 851, Obs. 2. 
ai with conj., 854, Obs. 2. 
aiat with gen., 489. 
al ydép with inf., 671, e. 
aideioGat with acc., 550.—with 

téandinf., 670.—with part., 
685.—with inf., ib. Obs. 

aidpis with gen., 493. 
aidés of person, 355, 1.—Twds 

496, Obs. 4. 
atey with gen., 485.—with 

acc., 575. 
alka (=édv) with ind., 854, 

Obs. 2. 
al ke 854, 2, a. 
(aikiCer@a) aiklsacOa and ai- 

Kia Ojva 308, 3, 0. 
alwatra 355, 0. 
aiveiy TwWd Twos 495.—aively 

alvov with acc., 583. 
aivicoerOa with acc., 566. 
aivdbev aivas 899, t. 
(atpew) drm—, avratp. intrans., 

359- 

alpew, alpecOat Tt 362, 2 —al- 
peoba with acc., 576, 2.— 
atpecOat tT Twi, dat. incom., 
601, I. 

aipecOa mévov 563. 
aipeiv, to prosecute, with gen., 

501.—with double acc., 
583.—to take, with acc., 

576, 2. 
aipeto@ar with acc., 553. 
aic@dvouat for the perf., 396. 
aic@dvecba: with gen., 485.— 

with acc., §75.—with part., 
683. Difference between inf. 
and part. with, ib. Obs. 

*dtooew with acc., 558, 2. 
cicuuvay with gen., 505. 
aicxpoy ov, acc. abs., 700, 2. 
—with dat. incom., 602, 3. 
—aicxpdv eotw ei for ort 
804, 9. 

aisxivecGa with ace., 550.— 
with dat., 607.—with inf, 
664 —-with ré and inf., 670. 
—with part., 685.—with 
inf., ib. Obs. 

aisxiveoOa ef for tt 804, 9. 
aiteiv, -eto@c. with double ace., 

583.—7wds TL, mapa TwWds TL 
ib. Obs. 

(airic@at) infin. Aridobou pas- 
Sive, 368, 3, a. 

aitiaoGa with gen., 501. 
alriov S€, todtTo omitted with, 

655, Obs. 5. 
aitios ceil tu 600, 1.— with 

inf., 666.—with 7é and inf., 
670. 

aipviSios for adverb, 714, ¢. 
(Giceio@a1) axécacrAa and ari- 

aOijva 368, 3, 0. 
akhpatos with gen., 529, Obs. 

Be 
&rdAavoros with gen., 529, Obs. 

3: 
anunv ace., 577, Obs. 2. ; 
axddovOos with gen., 508.— 

-€iv, -ws, -HTtKos with dat., © 

593; I, 2. 



axovTlCew with gen., 509. 
&xoveww, to be called, 475, 2. 
axovew, audivisse, 396. 
ékove with gen. and acc., 

487, 1, and 3.—with acc., 

575- 
axovew, to obey, with gen. and 

dat., ibid. 487, 4.—dkovew- 
with part., 683. Difference 
between inf. and part. with, 
ibid. Obs. 

GkovecOa for axovew 363, =. 
akovw bre for dri 804, 8. 
&«pa applied to persons, 382, 1. 
*axpatfjs with gen., 506. 
GKpoacba: with gen., 485. 
&«pos for adverb, 714, a. 
axis for ives 354, 2. 
&xwv for adverb, 714, c. 
GdAaAdtat with acc., 566, 3. 
GdaAxety with gen., 531.—with 

dat., 596. 
*adaovv with gen., 529, I. 
adaoa with ace. vie, 558. 
aryety with gen., 488.—-with 

ace., 549.—rihv kepadty &e. 
579, 1.—with dat., 607. 

&aryos tds, pro aliquo, 488, 
Obs. 1. 

GAréyew and -ifew with gen. 
and ace., 496, and Obs. 1. 

adrétew with dat., 596. 
*&AnOes in answers, 88o, Obs. 

2.—ace., 579, 6. 
GAnGevew with acc., 565, 1. 
&Anua of person, 353, '. 
aAloxeo@ar with gen., 501.— 

with part., 624. 
*aArécOa with acc., 548, Obs. 

I1.—*aArteiv Tut 602. 
aAAd expression of limitation 

and denial, 773.—0t waadov, 
ov Tb WA€ov, GAAG 773, Obs. 
5.—ov why aAAG ; ov pévTor 
GAAG ; ov yap GAA 773, A. 
—aardAd to mark a transi- 
tion to different or contrary 
thoughts, 774.—aAA& after 
ei, emet ibid. Obs. 1.—aAN 
ovy ibid.— dard, cer'te, in the 
middle of a sentence, ib.— 
adda at the beginning of a 
sentence, ibid. Obs. 2. 

GAAd in a question, 874, 4. 
aA after the vocat., 479, 5. 
BAAa, BAA, of GAAXo!, asyn- 

deton with, 792, 2, h. 
GAN’ tpa 787, c. 
GAAG "YE 735, 9. 
GAAR 87 721, 3.—GAAG ShTa 

725, 2, f- 
GAN 7 in a question, ibid. b. 
GAN’ 4 731, Obs.—GaAn Fro, 

GAN Frou mév 731, °2, 3. 
GAN F (ovK, ovdtv GAN 7 ; ov- 

dev RAAO, GAN’ ; OvdEeY ETE- 
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pov, &AN H; Th UAAO, GAN’ 

H ; GAXO TL, GAN 7) 773, 5: 
GAAG ev Bi 730, Cc. 
GAAG why 728, d. 
GAN ov yap, GAAG ydp 786, 

Obs. 7. 
GAN ov way ov5é —GAN od pay 

728, b.—GAAG ev 729, 3, €. 
-—GAAG MevToL 730, A. 

GANG TL MEAAEL | GAAG TL; GAAG 
Ti yap meAAeL; GAA Th oles ; 
in an answer, 88c, Obs. 2. 

GAAG TOL 736, 4. 
GAAatTeEWv, -ec0a: with gen., 

520, 2.—with acc., 573,574. 
&AAcoOat with acc., 556. 
%rAn. alio, 605, Obs. 5. alio 

modo, 603, 2. 
adAAfA@y &e. not used for éav- 

Tav &e., 654, 3. 
BAAnY Kad GAAnY 558, 1. 
&AAo } or YAO Tt H 895, 4. 
&Ao& with gen., 527. 
&AAotvs with gen., 503. 
&AASKoTOS With gen., 502. 
&AAos, AAO for ZAAos Tis, AAO 

Tt 875, é. 
&AAos BAA, (HAAOS HAAOVEr) 

in apposition with another | 
nom., 478. 

&AXdos BAAOPev. BAAOS GAACGE. 
&AAos &AAH Ke., 899, I. 

&AAos with gen., 503.—7 
Obs. 2. 

tAdos, on the other side, 714, 
Obs. 2. 

ZAAo Te H and &AAo Tt in a 
question, nonne, 875, e, and 
Obs. 

tAdoce bro for GAAaKOU drat 
by attract., 824, Obs. 2. 

&dAdTpios With gen., 503. 
advew with acc., 549, d. 
dAvmos with gen., 529, Obs. 3. 
zAvoKew with gen., 530. 
od@vot with gen., 50. 
adAannt. fox-skin, 253, 2- 
dua with dat., 594. 2.—Dative, 

603, 2.—in partic., 69%. Obs. 
5.—with dat. and part., 699. 
—fiua—kal for te 752. 

*Fauobhs duabiav 548, Obs. 2.— 
with acc., 579, 2. 

duatevew with ace., 558. 
GuopTavew with gen. and ace., 

14 —with acc., 55 —with 
part., 656. 

awe! Bew, -eo8a. double sense | 
of, 548, Obs. 2.—with gen., 
520.—with acc., 558. 

Gmewdy €or wtth part., Fgt. 
auedeiv with gen. and acc., 

ib. 

496, and Obs. 1.—with inf., 
664. 

aueAzerat seemingly pass., 394. 
GmeAoduat 372. 
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dueupla with dat., 589, Obs. 4. 
apnxaverv with acc., 551, 2. 
*aunxavos eiue with 7é and 

infin., 670.—with inf. for 
aunxavey eoti with ace. with 
inf., 677. 

aphrAGoOar with ace., 563.— 
with dat., 6or. 

auvnmoveiy with acc., 551, 2. 
%uoipos with gen., 529. 
aorAye vunrtds 606. 
aumedos for o1 354. 

auTAakeiy with acc., 565. 
aptve with gen., 53t.—with 

dat. 531, Obs. 3., 596. 
aupi, prepos. with gen., dat., 

and acc., 631.—as adv.,640. 
—with dat. in pregnant 
constr. for acc., 645, b.— 
with dat. and acc. in same 
passage, 648. 

au) mept 640, 3- 
aug. evera 621, Obs. 2. 
Gmprevvive: with double acc., 

583. 
augis with gen., 526. 
augeaBnrety with ace., 551, I, 

e.—with dat., 601. 
appsrepov, Gupdtepa, aCC., 597; 

5. 
tupw Aéyera 384. Obs 1. 
&v, modal adverb, 423.—Na- 

ture and use of, 424. 
&y with ind. fut., 424, 6. 
&y seemingly with indie. pres. 

and perf., 424, ¥. 
ay not used with imperative, 

424, € 
4v with indic. impf., plpft. and 

aor., 424, @.—omitted, 858, 
850- 

éy with conjunc. in Homer, 
424, (—with conj. delibe- 
rativus, ibid. 7.—with con- 
junctions, as édy, émdy, érav, 

Tplv &v, os &y 42%. 
éy with opt., 425, d.— omitted, 

426. 
uy with infin and partic., 429. 
év without verb, 430. 
éy with adject. and adverbs, 

430. 
&v, position of, 431. 
ay pain (cima) 43°; Obs. 4. 
éy repeated, 432. 
&v used once with two verbs, 

432, Obs. 2. 
ay Ke 432, Obs. §. 
&y in protasis, 860, I. 
#y in relative sentence omit- 

ted before conjunct., 830. 
| & in relative sentence omit- 

ted before opt., 832, Obs. 
avd, prep. with dative and 

accus., 624.—as adverb, 
640, 2. 

4R2 
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ava and epi with acc. in same 
sentence, 649. 

ava- in compos., 624, Obs. 
avaBarAcoOo with infin., 664. 
—with ré and infin., 670. 

avaBrémew with acc., 554.— 
avaBarérew Tiwi 589, 2 

avdryery with acc. vie, 538. 
avayryvécKe with infin., 664. 
dvaryKate Tid TL 583,—dvay- 

KadCoual re ibid. 
avaykaiov and avayr. ov, acc. 

absol., 700. 
avayrn éort with inf., 669, a 
avaddvar with gen., 530. 
*avaiverOa: with part., 684. 
dvakadeiv dvout Twa 583. 
*avanepavvvcbat pirlay 572. 
*avaxoupl(m with gen., 531. 
avak@s éxew with gen., 496, 
avapudpTntos with gen., 529. 
avopimvqjokey with gen. and 

acc., 515, Obs.—with dou- 
ble acc., 583. 

dvavra 558, 1. 
dvaé with local dat , 605, Obs. 

avatios with gen., 521. 
avamelOew with bore 664. 
*avamveiv with gen., 531. 
civdpi6juos with gen.,529, Obs.2. 
avdooew with gen., 505. "with 

dat., 605, 3 
eee part. force of, 696, 

Obs. 1. 
avaxdcerPar with gen. 530. 
avddvew with dat. 594, 4 
avBplos Bb), 7 
avew, aviev, SUN with ace. 

560, 2 
*avéAkew with gen. 530. 
*avemothuwy with gen. 493. 
&vevOe with gen. 526, 520, 2 
avexew xXElpas Tie 589, 2. 
avéexeobar with gen. 504.—with 

inf. 664. 1. , 687, Obst — 
with partic. 687. 

avqxoos with gen. 529, Obs. 2. 
—*with ace. 579, 2. 

aynkovorety with gen. 487, 4- 
with dat. £93, I. 

ative pos with gen. 529, Obs 2. 
avhp, tvdpes omitted, 436. 
avOdrreciat with gen. 536. 
avOety with gen. 539, 1 
*t&vOos of person, 353. 
tvOpwros, &vOpwrror 

436. 
avOpamors inter homines, 605,2. 
aviévat with gen., 531. 
avictopety with double ace. 

> 583. 
avopea 255 
avotoTvéew with ace. 566, 3 
dra, tw ny, avtia, avtiov with 

gen. 526. 

omitted, 
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avralpew intrans. 360. 
avrddAwyma, avTadAdTTELW, aV- 

TarddtrecOa with gen. and 
dat. 520, and Obs. 1, 2. 

*ayvrauelBeoOa with accus. 583. 
avrav with gen. 513, I, 2.— 

with dat. 592. 
avvdéios with gen, 521. 
avravyev with acc. 555, ¢ 
avréxeoOar with gen. 536. 
dvrny 558. 
avTnv épxeabat 558, I. 
avr, prep. with gen. 618.— 

as adverb, 640.—davrTi with 
inf. for avtt rod with inf. 
678, Obs. 1. 

avTi- in compos. 618, Obs. 
avtia¢ew with dat. 592. 
avr.ay with gen., dat. and ace. 

513, 1, 2.—with dat. 592. 
avTiBiny édOety 558.—avTiBinv 

ibid. 
ayt.BoAjoat with gen. 513, I 
avtixpvs with gen. 526. 
avTiAauBaveo ba with gen. 536. 
ayTiAeyew with 76 and infin. 

670. 
avriov, accus. 558, I. 
ayvrtos with gen. 525. 
avrTimados with gen. 507. 
avtimoretc@a with gen. 536, 

Obs. 1. 
avtiarpogos with gen. 525. 
avtip§oyyos with gen. 507. 
avicas, quickly, straightway, 

696, Obs. 1. 
&vw with gen. 526.—with dat. 

605, Obs. 5. 
&&ids eiue with inf. 667.—for 

&iidy éott with acc. with 
inf. 677. 

dios, atlws, akiody, -odcbar, 
with gen. 521.—aéids Tiwds 
eiut tive 400, I 

HoxKvos for adverb, 7 14, € 
*amayopevew et, Kak@s with 

accus. 583.—with inf. 664. 
amdéys with gen. 529, Obs. 2. 
amatdevtos with gen. 493, 520. 
amatpew intrans. 399.—with 

acc. 558. 
dais with gen. 529, Obs. 2. 
amaiteiy with double ace. 583. 
GmarAoKkTéoy éeori tia and 

Twos 613, Obs. 2 
amadAdrrev, neuter, 359. 
ameAAdTrev, with gen. 531.— 

-eadat with ace. 559.—Obs. 
2.—with partic. 688. 

amavevbe with gen. 526. 
dmavra civat Tit 382. 
dmayvrav with gen. and ace. | 

513.—with dat. 592. 
amavtiucp) with gen. 526. 

| amaktovy with gen, 521. 
amatayv with double accus. 583. 

dirar cop with gen. 529, Obs. 2 
amavpay with gen. 491.—*ruwl 

Tt 602. 
aréBn sc. Ta mpdyuaTa 273, 3- 
ame@eiv with gen. 487, 4.— 

with dat. 593. 
Grrethety with ace. 566, 2. 
&meipos, -ws with gen. 493. 
amevrevbev 644. 
&merdos with gen. 529, Obs. 2. 
amedxer Bat with dat. 589. 
améxew with gen. §30.—arré- 

xeo0c with gen. §31.—with 
76 and inf. 670. 

améxpn and dméxpn ty 858, 
Obs. 3. 

amévat with gen. 530. 
amore with inf. 665. 
amioTodua Td Tivos, miht non 

creditur ab aliq. 372. 
ard, prep. with gen. 620.—as 

adverb, 640.—in pregnant 
sense, for év with dat. 646, 
¢.—amé with the artic. for 
ev (of amd Tis ayopas y- 
Opwrrot darépuyov) 647. 

amd mpdtns, ard Tov evO€os, ard 
TOU mpopavous 640. 

ands yAdoons, ard otduatos, 
amd uviuns, am duudror, 
amd orovdijs, ard yvouns, 
amd xeipds, awd pavijs Ke. 
640. 

anob—evera 621, Obs. 2. 
aro- in compos. 620, Obs. 
am ovpavdbey 530, Obs. 3. 
amoyevec Oa: with gen. 437. 
amodeckvipmar with eivar 666. 
émodexeoba: with gen. 485. 
arodtdo0c0a with gen. of price, 

519, 2 

amodidpdokew with ace. 548, 
Obs. 1. 

amddoors with dat. 588, Obs. 
amofevyvivat with acc. 558, 2. 
amoOvickew with acc. 552, a. 
arouely with ace. 548, Obs. 1. 

amoxduvey with inf. and jes: 
687, Obs. 

amorAatew with ace. 566, 4. 
*arokplvecOar Td epwrwmevov 

566, I. 
amoAavery with gen. 491.— 

*with ace. 576, 2. 
amoroyeto0at with dat. 596. 
“AmoAXov as interject. with 

gen. 489. 
arodwArevat Kakdy pdpoy 552, 0. 
aroupmrhjokeobac with gen. and 

ace. 515, Obs. 
| amovéeuew with dat. 588. 3. 
arome:pacba: with gen. 493. 
andmpo 640, 3. 
é.mérpobev, -0c with gen. 526. 
amoppatey with double ace. 

583. 



Gmopev, -la with gen. 529.— 
with acc. §51, 2. 

amoppopey with gen. 537. 
amoovAdobal tT 583. 
Q@mootepety with gen. 529.— 

with double ace. 583.—azro- 
orepovual te ibid, 

*amooTlABew with gen. 483. 
amoatpéeperOa: with accu. 548. 

Obs. 1. 
amrorpadels bpevOv 529, I 
amoTavpova9a with acc. 554, ¢. 
arovpac0a, seemingly pass. 

364, b. 
amopev'yew with acc. 548, Obs. 

1,—with dat. 598. 
amroxwpety with accus. 

Obs. t. 
amperes with dat. 594, 3 
(drrew) cuvdrr. intran. 350. 
dmrecOa: with gen. and dat. 

536, and Obs. 4. 
amvew with acc. 566, I. 
amw0etcbat with double ace. 

583. 
arwrdtvyny cidédtwy 483, Obs.3. 
&pa 787.—of continued action, 

788.—rapidity, ibid. 2 and 
3.—unexpected, ibid. 4 and 
5.—explicative, 78g —con- 
clusive, ibid. b.—é&pa omit- 
ted, 792, ¢.—tpa in a ques- 
tion, 872, 2. 

dpa for tipa 789, b. 
dpa, interrog. 873.—ap’ ov, dpa 

548, 

wn ib. 3, ‘and Obs. 1. apa— 

_ 4875, ¢ 
dpa djTa 725, 2 
apacba with acc. 566, 2.— 

with dat. 589, 3 
&pew, to suit, please, with dat. 

594, 4 
apéeckew Tid, Twi Tt 504, Obs. 

2. 
*apéoxecOar with gen. 490.— | 

with dat. 594, 4., 607. 
apeotas with dat. 594, 4 
aphyeyv with dat. 596. 
dp’ jv 208, 4. 
apiOuetobar with gen. 533, 2. 

apiOudy 579, 4 
apibue, certo numero, boo, I. 
apiorepas (xeipds) 530, Obs. 1. 
Gpiorevery with gen. 504.— 

with ace. 553. 
apreiv with ace. 573, Obs. 2. 
apretc Oa with dat. 607. 
apudtrew with dat. 594, 3 
apvetcOat with ace. 567.—with 

inf. 665. 
dpynols éotw with 76 and inf. | 

670. 
&pvvo8a with ace. 576, 2 | 
aipmd few with acc. 576, 2. 
apTvew, aprivew with ace. 569. 
apiduevos ard Tivos 696, Obs. I. 

INDEX OF WORDS. 

aptera, parebit, 364. 
aptiabhs with gen. 493. 
apvew with gen. 537.— with 

ace. 570. 
épxew with gen. 505.—with 

dat. ib. 3, and 605, 3.—with 
ace. 553. 

dpxew, -ecOa with gen. 516, 

530, 2. 
&pxeo0at with partic. 688.— 

with inf. ibid. Obs. 
apxevew with gen. 505.—with 

dat. 605, 3 
apxny, accus. 580, I. 
apxis, at the beginning, 523, 

and Obs. 
&pxowa bd twos, mihi imupe- 

ratur ab aliq. 372, 4- 
apxdbuevos, at the beginning, 

696, Obs. 1. 
tépxeav with loc. dat. 605, Obs. 

doa, doac0a with gen. 540. 
aoeBery with accus. 565.—els, 

(awepl) riva ib. Obs. 
aabeveiy with ace. 552, b. 
aoxew with ace. 561. 
aoketoOa with dat. 610. 
uoxevos with gen. 529, Obs. 2. 
a&opevos for adverb, 714, ¢ 
domts = 6mNiTat 354. 
&omovdos for adverb, 714, ¢ 
aooov with gen. 526. 
aorpatre: scil. 6 Beds 373, 2 
aorpamrew with ace. 570. 
acxadev with dat. 607.—with 

partic. 685. 
ardp 771, 3.—aTap wey 720, € 
—ardp after the voc. 479, 5- 

ére with partic. and absol. 
cases 704.—Gre 5H 721, 3. 

arep, &tepOe with gen. 529, 2 
&rn of person 353. 
ariyd¢ew with double acc. 583. 
&rmos with gen. 529, Obs. 3. 

| &ros with gen. 539, 2 
atvtecOa mediow0 522, 2. 
av. contra, 771. 
avday with ace. 566. 
avsadcba for avdav 363, 5 
abvdis 771. 
abdéeo@a with gen. 483. 
avipiov, accus. §77, Obs. 2. 
avuTap as — Etymology of, 
_788, 2.—ardp tot 736, 4. 

aire Fiji le 

avrew with ace. 66 3. 
attn heus tu, 476. 
avrika, asyndet. 792, a. 
avtixa with gen. 527.—with 
_partic. 696, Obs. 4 

QTLs 771i. 

avTddiov 558. 

abrol &e. following a singular 
verb, 399, 

avrdés in avrots trots &C. 604,1. 

677 
avtTds, pers. pron., use of, 652. 

—Difference of from reflex- 
ive €avrov 653.— Meaning 
of avrés, ipse, ait Todtoe, 
TodT avTd 656.—Referring 
to a personal pronoun in 
the verb 656, Obs. 1.—abrds 
for the reflexive pron. 656, 
Obs. 4.—abtol Kar abra@yv, 
avtds mpbs avrov &c. 656.— 
avrés in abstract notion (ad- 
70 7d KaAddy) ibid.—avdTa in 
abst. notions, ibid. avréds, 
solus, (avto) éopev) ibid.— 
Other various uses of, 656. 
—avrds, retrospective force 
of, 658. 

avtés for adths EavTod, ats 
éavT@ kK. T.A. 8Q4, € 

avTds avTov, avtds atte &e. 
904, 2. 

avtTov (avT@), TavTn, THE 605. 
Obs. 1.—avrov TH5€ 655, 5. 

avTuv, 7s, v for opérepos 652, 

abtov, reflexive pron. use of, 
656, I 

avTg, avTH dat. of reference, 
600, 2. 

&patpetobat, double accus. 583. 
—Tiwt Tl, apaipety twl Te 
602, 1.— apaipctofar pass. 
with ace. 583. 

upap, etymology of, 788, 2. 
apdrddrcoOa with acc. 556. 
&pbovos bcos 823, Obs. 7. 
aprévan, -tecOar with gen. 531. 
adfrero with inf. 669, a. 
apixvetoba with ace. 559. 
&ptdos with gen. 529, Obs. 2. 
aploragda with acc. 553. 
apverds with gen. 530, 2 
apopuacba with ace. 558. 
ap ob, since, 839, 0. 
&pwvos with gen. 529, Obs. 2. 
&xos tTwds 488, Obs. 1 
&x Occ Ga: with gen. 490.— with 

dat. 607.—with ace. 549.— 
with partic. 685.—t%y@erOat 
ei for St1 804, 9. 

&xpis with gen. 512, 2. 
&xpis, uxpis ov 830,¢. see ews. 

—txpis &y with conj. see 
éws &y under éws.— &xpis 
without & with conj. 842, 2. 

&oppos for adverb, 714, a. 
aWogpnros with gen. 529, Obs.2. 
awpt with gen. 527. 
awptay with gen. 57 
awrety with ace. 5 bee 

, Obs. ms 

Bdew with ace. 566.—with 
double ace. 583. 

Bd8os, accus. 579, 4 
Balvew with gen. 530.— with 

aCC, 55S, Is) 2s 
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BdAAewand comp. intrans. 359. 
BddAew with gen. 504, 509.— 

with gen. and ace, ib. Obs. 
BdadAAew with double ace. 583. 
Bdpa@pov, of a person, 353, I 
Baoirevew with gen. 505.— 

with dat. 605. 
Baotredeo@ar with ace. 553. 
Backatvew with dat. 6o1. 
Bavew with acc. 566, 3. 
Bia, periphrasis with, 442, e. 
Bid€ew and -ecOa 368.— Bid- 

€ec0a1, BeBidoOa, Bracljvat 
pass. 368 

BiBpooxey with ace. 562. 
Blos, subsistence, 353. 
Prakevery and -ecOa 363, 6. 
BAdarewy with g i 

double ace. §83.—with dat. 
602, 2 

*BAdarecOal rit Ott. 
Baaordvew with acc. 555. 
BAaconmety BArAacdypiay 

566, 2. 
BAdeo@on, seemingly pass. 

a. 
Baémew with ace. 554. 
Body with ace. 566, 3. 
Bo2detv with acc. 573, Obs. 2 

— Bondea with dat. 596, and 
Obs, 2. 

Béonnuc of a person, 353. 
BovaAcc@a with ace. 551.1. 
BovaAtjcopa, volo, sc. si licet, 

406, 4.— with inf. 66¢. 
BovAevew with ace. 551, 1 
BovaAcvecOa: with inf. 664.— 

with 67ws and conj. ib. Obs. 

&e. 

364, 

3. 
Bows, ox-hide, 353, 2 
Bpadvs for Bpadews 714, ¢ 
Bpéuew with acc. 566, 3 
Apidew intrans. and trans. 359, 

Obs. 2 
Bpl@ew with gen. 539, 1. 
BpuvtG sc. 6 Geds 373, 2. 
Bete with ace. 555.—with 

dat. 610. 

yada omitted, 436, B. 

yatrakt 355, 6 ; 
yauctv with gen. 533, 3.—with 

double ace. 583. 
yemor, nuptiw, 355, Obs. t. 
yavovr with acc. 549, d. 
ydp, various uses of, 786.—xal 

yap ib. Obs. 3.—yap 37 721 
3.—yap Sira 725. —-ydap On 
726.—ydp fa 787,¢., 788 — 
yap &pa 789.—yap To 790. 
—vyip omitted, 792, 786, 
Obs. 2. — y4p in question, 
872. %.—in answer, 880, d. 

yap after vocat. 479, 5. 
ye 735-—7 ev 729, d.—yé 

bev—dH 730, C.— YE MAY 735, 

| ypdpeodau with gen. 
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10.—vyé Tot 736,1. Cf. 790, 
Obs. 

yé, in answers, 88e, c. 
yeyoveiv with acc. 566. 
yeaav with ace. 549. — with 

double acc. 583.—with dat. 
607. 

yeros, homo vidiculus, 353. 
yeme with gen. 539: 1: 
yeveh, yéeveow, yevos, yovos for 

vids 353, I. 
yevvaios yeve: or youn 899, I 
yervav with acc. 569, 2.—pa- 

ventem esse, 390. 
yévos, accus. &79Q, 4. 
yépwy ciui with infin. 666. 
yeve with double ace. 583. 
yeveoOa: with gen. 537. 
vii omitted, 436, B. 
yndey with ace. 549. —with 

partic. 685. 
ynpatvew with acc. 553, ¢ 
Yiipas, periphrasis with, 442, e. 
ynpveo8a and -ev 363. —with 

tS acca cOG: 
yiyvecOa seemingly as copula, 

375-—-with an adverb, ib. 
yiyveo Gat with gen. origin. 483. 

—with ¢ 
with gen. partit. 533, 1.— 
with dat. comm. 597.—and 
an abstract subst. with inf. 
668. c. 

ylyvera, at the beginning of a 
sentence, with a plural verb 
following, 386. 

ylyverat jot Tt BovAopevy, Hd0- 
Mev, GS MEVve, EATOMEVW 599, 
3 —ylyveta Bore C69. 

yryveckev with gen. 48s.— 
with acc. 551, I, 2.—Tt rit 
609, 3.—with infin. 665.— 
with part. 683.—inf. with 
part. ib. Obs. 1. 

yyvdoKew Kkar@s, to wit, 864. 
yryvecke for yvaxa 396. 
yAixeo@a: with gen. and ace. 

536, and Obs. 4.—7ept Tivos 
ib. Obs. 5.— with as and 
indic. fut. 664, Obs. 3 

yesun omitted, 436, 8. 
yauny ewiv 57 9.4 
yoaoGa: and ‘yoda 362. —with 

ace. 5&6, 4. — with double 
acc. 583. 

piv 737, 8. 
youvaec Cac with gen.5 36, Obs.6. 

ypdpew with ace. 569, 3. 
ypdpev and ypdpeo@ar vduous 

362, 2. 
5Ol, — 

eveKka. TiyV OS, er aitia TiLVOS 

ib. Obs. 2.—with double ace. 
583. 

| yuuvacew with double ace. 583. 
'yumyds with gen. 529, 1 

yuvh omitted, 436, B. 

dal 727. 
daleoAa: with double ace. 583. 
Samide Ectvwy 534, Obs. 2. 
dalyvoda: with ace. 562. 
dalpw with double acc. 583. 
daxptew with acc. 566, 4. 
Sdipvoy for ddxpua 3254. 
daujivar. SunOjvar 367, Obs. 2. 
8 tp 788. 
dao%s with gen. and dat. 539, 

2, and Obs. 
dé, adversative copula, 763.— 

pév—bé 764. —position of, 
765.—various uses of, 765- 
767.—dé for yap, ody, 5€ in 
questions and answers, 768. 
—kel 8¢ 769.—6é in apodo- 
sis, 770.—after a participle, 
770, Obs. 

5¢ after a parenthesis, 767, 4. 
dé after a vocat. 479, 5 
dé in questions, 874, 5. 
de accusatival suffix, 559,O0bs.1. 
dé ipa 784, b. 
d€ ye 725, 10. 
5¢ 67 721, 1. 
ded.évar with acc. 550, a, b. 
dedoyuevov, ace. absol. 700. 
dedurkevar with inf. 664. - 
dedpdunuoe for -nKa 363, 5. 
de? with gen. 529, 1.—with dat. 

504, 3- ; —with inf, 669, a.— 
with dat. and ace. with inf. 

74: 
de? different from 2<: 858, Obs. 

4. 
Set o Orws for Se? ce oKoTEW 

dirws 812, 3- 

dexeviva: with partic. 684.— 

Difference between itS use 
with inf. and partic. ibid. 
Obs. 3. 

(Serxvive.) Sad. intran. 
with ace. 59, 2. 

Semuatvew with ace. 550, a, b. 
Setv, egere with gen. 529, 1.— 

arcere with gen. 53i. 
Sety (to bind) with double ace. 
Ee 

devdv eotw ei for btt B04, QO. 
Sewdv morets ba ci for Tt 804, 9 
dewds Te 579, 2.—dewds etme 

with inf. 666. 
Sevmveivy with ace. 562. 
devcOat with gen. and acc. 520, — 

1, and Obs. 1. — with inf. 
664.—with dows, and conj. 
ibid. Obs. 3. 

S<iv9ar (to ask) with double 
ace. 583. 

detovar ScOFjvat Seopdy 583. 
Séxa ‘pucpar, érav,'genitive of 

space of time, 523. 
deAed(ew with acc. 576, 2. 

Shy) Ss 

¢ 



déuas in periphrasis, 442, e. 
d€uas 580, 1. 
d€uew with ace. 569. 
devvacery with acc. 566, 2. 
dekias (yeipds) 530, Obs. 1. 
déov ace. absol. 700. 
5éos (7d) with acc. 360, 1. 
déos eori with 7é and inf. 668, 

Obs. 
dépreoCar with ace. 554. 
(5€pxopar) SepxOjva pass. 368, 

b, 
deomdCev with gen. and ace. 

505, and Obs. 3. 
Sevew with ace. 570. 
SeveoOar with gen. 520, I. 
dedpo with conjunct. 416. — 

witb gen. 527. 
deurepaios, on the second day, 

714, b. 
devTepos with gen. 502, 3. 
dexhmepos, adverbial, 714, 0. 
déxec0a with gen. 530, 1, ¢., 

501, Obs. 3. —*with gen. of 
price, 520.—with ace. 567— 
574.—with double ace. 583 
Twi TL 508. 

(5€xouar) béacda and dexO7,- 
vat 368.—édexdunr, pass. ib. 

57, uses of, 720, 721, 722, 723. 
—d) tére, 5% ydp ibid.—s) 
atte ibid. Obs.—dy fa té7e 

788, 3. 
d7n0ev 726. 
SnkThpios with gen. 542, 2. 
dnActo Oar with double ace. 583. 
dnATLov with gen. 494. 
O7Aov civai, woety with part. 

684.—dijAds eis mol@y Tt ib. 
Obs. 1. 

djAov and d7Aov by, acc. absol. 
700, &.—djAroyv bt. without 
verb, 895, a. 

dHAds eur OTe for SHASY oT 
drt 804, 2. 

dnAovy intrans. 359.— cdjAwoe, 
apparebat, 373, 1. 

SnAovv with gen. and acc. 466, 
487, 1.—with part. 684. 

Snunyopety with ace. 566, 1. 
dios omitted, 436, b. 
dnuoola 603, 2. 
8 mov 724, 2. 
dnmovley 726. 
Snpov, Snpdbv xpdvov 577, Obs. 2. 
dnpds for adverb, 714, b. 
d77a 725. 
dia Bedwy 534, Obs. 2. 
did (Stal) prep. with gen. and 

accus. 627. — as adverb, 
640. 

dia- in compos. 627, Obs. 
dia mpd 640, 3. 
diaBarAew with ace. 568. — 

-eaGat with dative, 6or, Obs. 
3. 

INDEX OF WORDS. 

didyew with part. 694. 
diaylyveoGa: with part. 694. 
diadéxeoOat, Siddoxos, diadoxh 

with dat. 593, 1, 2- 
Scadidévar with gen. 535. 
diadoxos with gen. 508. 

diadexeo Oa. 
SiaciSew with dat. 6or. 
diaGeadaPar with gen. 455. 
Staxetobar Thy yvouny with os | 

and gen. absol. 702. 
diakeAcverOar with dmws with 

ind. fut. 664, Obs. 1. 
diaxkwAvew with inf. 664, 1. | 
diadéyeoOar with dat. 589. 
diadumav xpdvov 696, Obs.t. | 
diadAAdtTec8a with dat. 590. | 
—-ev with part. 688. | 

diauyyuovevew with gen. 515. 
*SiavemetoOal TL 545, 3. 
SiavoeioOat with gen. 485.— 

drws with ind. fut. 664, Obs. | 
4.—with inf. 665.—with as 
and gen. abs. 702. 

Siameipacba with gen. 493. 
diampdrreoGau with inf. 666. 
diamphocew medio. 522, 2. 
diackorety with gen. 485. 
dia TaXous 627, 3. 
diaredeiy with part. 694. — | 

without part. ib. Obs. i. 
diateTaypevos, active, 365, Obs. 
Siar piBew with acc. §52.— with 

double ace. 583. 
diapépery with gen. 503, 504. 
— 503, Obs. 2.—with acc. 
579, 1.—Tiwds Tit 585, I. 

Cf. 

*Siapeperw te and els tm and 
twit 504, Obs. t. 

*SiapbeipetOar with acc. 552. 
diaopos with gen. 503, 504, y. 

—with dat. 594, 601, 2. 
didgwvos with dat. 594. 
diabevSer0a with gen. 514. 
diSanTds Twos 483, Obs. 3. 
didackadicds with gen. 494. 
diddoKew with double ace. 583. 
—with inf. 665. 

*iddoKecOal Tt 545, 3. 
diddoKkecPa, meaning of, 363, 

6., 362. 6. 
*S.Sackduevos with gen. 493. 
(d:5évar) xd. intrans. 359. 
dddvar with part. gen. 535.— 

with gen. pret. 519, 2.— 
with ace. 573.—with dat. 
588. —with inf. 669, e. 

dietvar with part. 694. 
dteEeAGeiv with ace. 558. 
dievAaBetc ba with gen. 496. 
d:éxerv with gen. 530, I. 
dind¢ew with gen. 501.—with 

ace. 568.—with double ace. 
583.—Sina(ecOa with dat. 
Gor, 598, Obs. 3. 

Sikaids Te 579, 2.—Olicauds eipn | 
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with inf. 667.—Otikady éore 
~ with inf. 669.—8ikaids ciue 

pers. for Sfraidv éors with 
acc. with inf. 677. 

dixatovv with inf. 664. 1.—with 
ore ib. Obs. 4. 

&ixn 603, 2. 
dixny 580. 

| diunvos, adverbial, 714, b. 
dioucety and -eto Oat 363. 
d:oucety with double acc. 583. 
diopiCe with gen. 530, I. 

| SurAdowos with gen. 502, 3.— 
h 503, Obs. 2. 

dimAovs with gen. 502, 3., 503, 
Obs. 2. 

dicxeivy with dat. 6or. 
dls réa0s with gen. 502, 3. 

| Suppnadareiy with ace. 558. 
dtxa with gen. 529, 2. 
dix7 603, 2. 
dubjy with gen. 408. 
didkew with gen. and epi, 

évera Twos 501, and Obs. 2. 
—with ace. §58.—to prose- 
cute, with ace. 568.—with 
double ace. 583. 

Sidkev Tedlo1o 522, 2. 
dola, in two ways, 579, 6. 
doxe? with acc. with inf. 676. 
doxeiy with ace. 551, 1.—with 

dat. 600.—videri, personal, 
676, Obs. 

ddénnois mpocyiyvera with 7d 
and inf. 668, Obs. 

doxovr, acc. absol. 700. 
dox®@ for Sox@ br 798.—paren- 

thet. ib. 3. 
SotdCew with acc. 551, Tt. 
dd~av, acc. abs. 700. 
détav TadTa and ddfayTa TavTa 

384, Obs. 1. 
*Sopupopery with acc. 359, 5.— 

with dat. 596, 5. 
déo1s with dat. 588, Obs. 
dovAcvew with acc. 553.—with 

dat. 596, 2. 
SovaAos with gen. 508. 
dovAos SovAcias 548. 2, Obs. 2. 
Sotpe UAkiua 384, Obs. 1. 
Sdx mia 558, T. 
dpav with double ace. 583.— 

*xard, Kakaé etc. with acc. 
and dat. 596. 

*Spamerevew with ace. 548, I. 
dpdrrecOa: with gen. 536.— 

with ace. 576, 2. 
dpémew with acc. £76, 2 
divec@a with nom. 475, 2.— 

with ace. quantit. 578. — 
with inf. 666.—with dare 
ib. Obs. 

Suvatdés eiut with inf. 666.— 
—pers. for Svvaréy éort with 
ace. with inf. 677.—dvvardv 
dy, ace. absol. 700. 
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dv0, SUw, Svow with the plur. 
(dvo oxdredAar), 388. 

dvordAas with gen. 489. 
dvoromucty with double ace. 583. 
5uopopetv with dat. 607. 
dutxepaivery with ace. 549, ¢ 
—with dat. 607. 

Sémara for SGua 355. 
dwpeav, gratis, 580, I. 
Swpety and -eto0a: 368.—with 

ace. 573. 
SwpetoGat Tvl Te 588.—tivd Tit 

ib. Obs. 
SwpnO7jvar pass. 368, 4. 
Sépnua with dat. 588, Obs. 
dwrivny, gratis, 580, 1. 

éa with conjunct. 416. 
éay with inf. 664. 
edy 850, 1.—édv, jv, ay, dif- 

ferent forms of, 85i, Obs. 2 
—construct. with the conj. 
851, 11, and 854.—in apo- 
dosis, ind., (ind. fut.) with 
ay, Conj. with or without 
ay, Opt. with &y 854.—éav 
with conj. interchanged with 
ei with ind. fut. ib. Obs. 5. 
v, an, 877, Obs. 5. 
vy dé for éav dé uh 860, 6. 

eav Kal, if even, 861. 
*edy for ort 798: 
edvmep 734, 4 
edy Te (iv as dy Te)—éav Te 

(iv TE, ay Te) 778, b.—édy— 
kal for éavte—éaur< ib. 

eapwrds, adverbial, 714 6. 
€avTow, use of, 652. Laie eMou- 
aD, caurod 654, b.—éavtay, 
ots, ovs for GAAHAwY &e. 654, 

s 
a 
X 
a 

iu Me Mo 

we 

dwy (sc. ddcewyv) Swrijpes 893, 

€Bovaduny and éB. & 858, 3, 
and Obs. 3 

eyyi€ew with gen. 513.—with 
dat. 592. 

eyyrAvpen with ace. 569, 3 
eyyus, eyyt0., eyylTaTa, -w 

with gen. 526.—with dat. 
592, 2. 

eyevero in G. T., 800, Obs. 
éykade with gen. 501.— with 

dat. 589, 3. 
eyravdcw with ace. 570. 
eyAivew with acc. 548, Obs. 1. 
eyKoAdmrew with acc. 569, 3 
eyxpaths with gen. 505. Obs. 2. 
éyKapud¢ew with double acc. 

583. 
eyreutov with dat. 598, Obs. 
eye, use of, 652. 
er for ede. &y 85%, 2, and Obs. 

ébev with gen. and ace. 537, 
and Obs.—with acc. 562. 

INDEX OF WORDS. 

éCew with acc. 556. 
eOeAew, cf. OérAew. — ebcdAjow, 

volo, sc. si licet, 406, 4. 
€OeAovThs, adverbial, 714, c. 
e0i¢ew with double acc. 583. 
€0fCeoOar with ace. ib. 
ei 850.—Etym. of ib. Obs. 
ei with indic 851, 2,1., 853.— 

in apod., ind., opt. with a, 
opt. without ay, ind. of his- 
toric tenses 852. 

ei with indic. of historic tenses, 
851. 2. III.,856.—in apod. : 
ind. of historic tenses with 

ay, opt. with &y 856.—Differ- 
ence between imperf. aor. 
and plpf. with ay in the 
apod. 856, Obs. 1.—ei with 
indic. of historic tenses as 
an expression of a wish, 856, 
Obs. 2. — Ind. of historic 
tenses without & in apod. 
858. 
with conj. 854, Obs 1. 
with opt. 852, 855. —in 
apod.: opt. with &, opt. 
without &v, indic., indic. fut. 
with &y, indic. of historic 
tenses, conj. with av 855.— 
ei with opt interchanged 
with ei with ind. ib. Obs. 5. 
—ei with opt., 
sion of wish, 855, Obs. 6 

el, concessive, 861. 
ei, in wishes, 418, d. 
ci—etre and clre— eb dé 778. 
ei dv, Porson’s rule, 840, Obs. 
et for 871 798, 804, 9. 
ef for uh, after a verb of fear, 

814, Obs. 4. 
el, an, 877, b. —ei—ij 878, c.— 

ei—eire ib. d. 
ei dpa for «i ipa 789, Obs. 
et hpa, st forte, 788, 5. 
ei yap, in wishes, 418, 786, 2., 

855, Obs. 2. 

el ye 735.1. 
et your with conj. 854, Obs. 1. 
ei 8 &ye 860, 4. 

nm mu me 

ei € ellipt. 864. 4.—ei dé for 
ei 6¢ wh 864, 5.—el Se mh 
for «i d€¢ 860, 5. 

ei 54, if then, 721.—ei 8 fa 

787, ¢. 
ei 67 with conj. 854, Obs. 1. 
ei kal, if even, 861, 2. 
ei mev 84 720, 9 
ef uh, ironic. 860, 6.—ei mh, 

except, 860, 7.—ei my «i, 
nisi st, ib. 

et wh Ye 735, 9.—et my Apa 787. 
—nisi forte, 788. 5. 

ef mor Env ye 856. Obs. 2. 
ei Tas 877, Obs. 5. 
ef tis or ei dAAOs Tis ellipt. 

895, 2 

as expres- | 

eldew, to see, with gen. 487, 2 
— with ace. 575. — with 
double ace. 583. 

eidévar with gen. 485.—(*eidds 
with gen. 493.)—with inf, 
665. — with part. 683. — 

with inf. and partic. ib. Obs. 
2.—-with és aud gen. absol. 
702.—eidévai be for 671 804, 
8. 

e(Sec0ar with dat. 594, 2 
elev, fac ita esse, 860, 8. 
eiap, etymology of, 788, 2. 
e(@c, form of, 726.—in wishes, 

418, b., and Obs. 1, and 856, 
Obs. 2. 

e(@e with inf. 671, e 
cide yap 786, 2. 
eixd (ew th Tiwi 609. 3. 
elke with gen. 530. —with 

ace. 567-573.—*with dat. 

593. 
cian, frustra, 603, 2 
cixds, eixdtws with dat. 594, 3. 
eixds jy 858, 3. 
civdetes, accus. 577, Obs. 2. 
elvat as copula 374, 6., 375, 

2. 3.—eivar as substantive 
verb, 375, 3-—eivar with an 
ady. ib. —eiva: with a partic. 
(€morducvds etuc) for the 
simple verb, 375, 4.—«lvat 

| as copula omitted, 376. 
| (elvan) av eyyis jAlou ducpev 

SC. 7 Huepa 373, 3- 
| (<civa) Zorw and qv at the be- 

ginning of sentence followed 
by plural (cx jue Mivdapindy) 
386. —éorw of for eioly of 
386, Obs. 2. 

| (civor) av dpa seemingly for 
Zor 398, 4. 

civar, seemingly redundant, in 
évoudcew, -eobot 474, Obs. 3. 

civa: with gen. origin. 483.— 
with gen. possess. 518. 

eiva: with gen. partitive, 533, 
li 

/elvat with ady. and gen. 528. 
—with acc. of quality, &e. 
579, 4.—with dat. possess. 

_ 597- 
eiva: and a subst. with inf. 668, 

6.—«iva: and an abstract 
subst. with inf. 668, c. 

(elvat) the partic. of eva 
omitted with adj. and subst. 
after verbs of declaring, 682, 
3.— after tTuyxdvew, Kupew 
683, Obs. t.— with an adj. 
or subst. after a partic ; as, 
AdTpa Pépwy K. tkeTNS SC. BY 
705, 6. 

elvdvuxeEs, ACC. 57 
| cio for énod 654, 2 

POusa2s 

Difference between eidévac 



ciré, applied to many objects, 
390, 2, a. 

cimeiv with gen. 486. 
cimeiy with ace. 566, 1.—with 

double ace. 583. 
cimewy with dat. 589.—with 

dat. and acc. with inf. 674. 
elmep 734. 4.—with conj. 854, 

Obs. 1.—etrep concessive, 
861, Obs. 2.—etrep or eimep 
Ts, or elmep %AXOs Tis, elrep 
mov, elmep Toré elliptic, 895, 

if) 2. 
elpyew, -eoOa with gen. 531. 

—with double acc. 583. — 
twi tt 596, Obs. +.—with 
inf, 664.—with 7é and inf. 
670. 

eipnuevov, acc. absol. 700. 
eipnvn with gen. 529. 

| eis (es) prep. with acc. 625.— 
as adv. 640.—in pregnant 
force for év with dat. 646, a. 
—with the article for ev (7 
Aluyn e€Kdibvt es Thy Svptiv 
thy és AiBinv) 647. 

eis TOTE, THOS, Eis VOY, Eis OTE, 
és ov, és avTika, eis mpdader, 
eis TO mpdcOev 644. 

eis-, és- in compos. 625, Obs. 
eis 6 839,c. See ews. 
eis with dat. 594, 2. 
ciodyery with gen. 501.—eicd- 

yew yuvaika for eicdyeoOau 

363, 3- 
ciodmat 644. 
etocaro idety, axovoa 667, Obs. 2. 
eioért with ace. 644, Obs. 
eloly oi Aeyevtes for of A€you- 

ow 451, 2., 817, Obs. 3. 
cialy of 817, Obs. 2. 
eigomlaow, eco. 644. 
elgdxe, See Ews tv under ews. 

with indic. fut. 842, 6. 
eicopay with gen. 485.—with 

verbs of appearing, &c. 667, 
Obs. 2.—*with partic. 683. 

eicowe 644. 
*clomAciv Suevatoy 558, I. 
ciompatrew with double acc. 

583. 
elopépey with acc. 573. 
aita=Ouws 772, 4.—with par- 

tic. 697, d.—eira in ques- 
tions, 874, 6.—eira d7ta 725, 
2. 

elre—elre 778. — el? otv—elr’ 
ovv ib.—etre—H or H—etre 
ib. Obs.—eire omitted ib.— 
ei—etre ib.—eite—Bé ib.— 
elre 5H 721.—él7’ apa for 
el’ &pa 789, Obs. 

elre—eire ; elre—7H in the in- 
direct question, 878, d. 

eixe xade@s for eixev dy 853, 3. 
elwOéevor with inf. 664. 

Gr. Gr. vou. tl. 

INDEX OF WORDS. 

ex, et, prep. with gen. 621. — 
as adv. 640.—in pregnant 
force with verbs of standing 
&c. for ev with dat. 646, c. 
—ex with the article for év 
(ot éx THS ayopas a&vOpwra 
amepuyov) 647, a. 

éx- in compos. 621, Obs. 1. 
€k Tov eupavods, ex xeipds, ex 

modds 523, Obs. 
ek mpornKdvTwy, ek Tov EvmpeE- 

Tous, ek WayTds Tpémov, ek 
Bias 523, Obs. 

ex TéTE 640. 
éxads with gen. 526. 
exaorTos ws ex. adverb., singly, 

714, Obs. 2. 
€xaoTos with another nominat. 

478. 
éxdxepos with another nominat. 

479. 
*éxBatvew with acc. 558. 
*éxd.0doreo Oat with double ace. 

583. 
exdvev with double acc. 583. 

—éxdvoual tr ib. 
éxe? illue and illic, 605, Obs. 5. 
éxeiev with article for éxet (6 

éxetOev mdAcuos Setipo ike) 
647. Obs. 

exeiva joined with a singular 
noun, 383, Obs. 

exeivos, n, 0, local demonstra- 
tive, 655, 1.— used twice, 
ib. Obs. 4.—opposed to obT0s 
ib. 7.—éketvos used of well- 
known things, ib. 8.—€ke?- 
vos prospective, 657.—retro- 
spective, 658. 

éxeioe in pregnant force for 
éxet 646, 4, a. 

éxntt with gen. 621, Obs. 2. 
*éexxduvew with ace. 540. 
exaéyev with double acc. 583. 
€xAetrery with part. 688. 
extraryActoGar with acc. 550,0. 
*éxmivw with acc. 537, Obs. 
*éxmAnttecIa: with acc 550. 
exotiva with ace. 548, Obs. 1, 
extivery with acc. 573. 
extds with gen. 526. 
extdabev 644. 
exTpéemec Oat with ace. 548, Obs. 

I. 
éxoy, adverbial, 714, ¢. 
éxay eivat 667, Obs. ¥., 679, 3-5 

864. 
éAauov, of a place, 353. 
edav (to strike) double ace. 583. 
éAatTov without 7 with a nu- 

meral, 780, Obs. 1.—as an 
adverb, ib. 

€AatTovePa: with gen. 506. 
éAatvew with acc. 558. — to 

forge, with ace. 569.—with 
double acc. 583. 
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éAavvey in compos. intrans. 

éAatverGar with ace. 558. 
*eAaxlotou jyeto Oat 521. 
erAdec0a with gen. and ace. 

498, and Obs. 2. 
eAeyxea, of person, 353, 1- 
edéyxewv with double acc. 583. 
—with part. 684. 

*éAcew with acc. 549. 
ercvbepla, éAcddepos, édevfeporv 

with gen. 529-531. 
*Edevoit 605, Obs. 1. 
eAOeiy aryyeAlns 481, I. 
eAOety ayyedrinv, ekeolny, &e. 

558. 
éAXicoew, saltando 

with acc. 359, 5. 
EAKew with ace. 552.—to weigh, 

with acc. 578.—with dat. 
589, 2. 

éAkewevat vetoto 522, 2. 
éAnvew Kdépdayo, &c. 556. 
‘EAAds, “EAAny adject., 439, I. 
€AAciec Oar with gen. 529.— 

with part. 688. 
éAreo9a with acc. 550.—with 

inf. 665.—with dove ibid. 
Obs. 

eAmiCew with ace. 550.—with 
dat. 607.—with inf. 665.— 
with éore ibid. Obs. 

€uavtov, supplied by éavrov, 

54) 2- 
euBatvev, euBaredvew with ace. 

, 558: 
eweAAes for eu. dy 858. 
éuméver with part. 691. 
éuds for uov 652, Obs. 6. 
éuod for euavtov 652, Obs. 5. 
eumdteoOar with gen. 496. 
éumadw with gen. 503.—% ib. 

Obs. 2. 
eumdooew with gen. 540, Obs. 
Eumetpos with gen. 493. 
éumeAd(ecOa with gen. 513, I. 
—with dat. 592. 

éumns with partic. 697, c. 
éumimAacbar with part. 686. 
éumAcos with gen. 539. 

celebrare, 

| €urddwv with dat. 601, 2. 
e€uroray with ace. 576, 2. 
eumpnOew with gen. 540, Obs. 
éumpoober with gen. 526.— 

imante, 644. 
eupephs with dat. 594, 3- 
ev, evi, eiv, eivt, prep. with dat. 

622.—as adv. 640. 2. 
év- in compos. 622, Obs. —in 

pregnant force for eis 645, 
a. 

éy tots, év Tats with superlat. 
(as mp@ro1) 444, 5, a. 

ev @, whilst, 839. See ews. 
évayxos, acc. 577, Obs. 2. 

| evayttov, -fos with gen. 503, 

48 
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525, §26.—with dat. 601, 3. 
—*7 ib. Obs. 3. 

évapi¢ew with double ace. 583. 
evyetavdi 644, Obs. 
€vSea with gen. 529. 
evonads ciut, yiyvouat, Tomy TL 

684, Obs. 1. 
éydo0ev with the article for 

évdov (thy @vdobev tpdmeCay 
pepe) 647, Obs. 

*évdotds Tt 570, 2. 
*évdvew, evdtec@a: with acc. 

ao 583. 

EVEKa, ACCUS. 580, ft. 
evena, evenev, civera, elvexev, 

ovvera with gen. 621. Obs. 
2.—supposed ellipse of, 488. 

éveotw with inf. 666. 
evijv and evav ay 858, 3, and 

Obs. 3. 
evOa, ubi, 828. 
ev0a—évOa, ubi—ibi, 816, e. 
év0a, evOade, force of, 605, Obs. 

= 
ev0a wep 734, 3. 
evbev, unde, 838. 
évbev, unde for ob, cujus, 530, 

Obs. 3. 
évOevOe with the article for @v@a 

(6 &vOevOe wdAcuos excie Tpé- 
wera) 647, Obs. 

évOeos with gen. 507. 
(évOupeicbar) evrebuuficPa pas- 

sive, 368, a. 
évOupeto0a with gen. 485.— 

with ace. 551.—with part. 
683. 

éviavowos, adverbial, 714, 6. 
evpevtevbevi 644, Obs. 
*éyvérew with acc. 583.—with 

dat. and acc. with inf. 674. 
—with partic 684, Obs. 2, b. 

évyijuap, acc. 578, Obs. 2. 
evvoety with gen. 485.—with 

partic. 683. 
évvowos with gen. For. 
*évoxdeiv with dat 601, 
évoxos with gen. sor. 
evtavda with gen. 527.—é- 

tavda, force of, 605, Obs. 5. 
—with partic. 696, Obs. 6. 
—evTav? dn 719, 4, 6.— 
evtavba 54 721. 

evtav0ot, huc and hic, 605, Obs. 
s 

*evréAcoOa with acc. 566.— 
with dat. 589, 3. 

évtéuvey with acc. 569, 3. 
evtpénecOa: with gen. 510. 
évtpopos with gen. 507. 
evtvyxdvew with gen. 512. 
evémiov with gen. 526. 
e& ayxyuddo, e& ampoodoKy- 

Tov, e& €roluov, e& a¢ATTOU 
523, Obs. 

e£ dudbev 644. 

INDEX OF WORDS. 

e& ov, drov, av, since, 839, b. 
See dre. 

éfaipetc Oa, pass. with acc. 583. 
ekaigyns 523. — with partic. 

696, Obs. 5. 
etavateiy with acc. 555, ¢. 
eéavaxwpeiv with acc. 548, Obs. 

if 
éEavexeoba: with part. 687. 
étamivns 523, Obs. 
étapécxedOat with dat 594, 4. 
eéapvos with acc. 581, Obs. 
eEdpxe with gen. andace 516, 

and Obs. 
*ekewpey Th Tur, apud alig. 

605, 2. 
| ekeAeyxew with part. 684. 
| €EepéoOa with gen. 486. 
eteorw with dat. 588, 2.—with 

inf. 666, d. 
éfera(ey with gen. 486.—with 

double ace. 583. 
efért with gen. 644, Obs. 
eEqyeto@a with gen. and acc. 

505, Obs. 3. 
efjqv and etjy dv 858, 3. 
ééjs with gen. 508.—€éijs 523. 

—with dat. 593, 2. 
ekievar Thy viv 54%, 1. 
etloracba: with gen. 530.— 

eLicrauat kapdias tb dpav 670. 
eédbev, exinde, 644. 
etév, accus. absolute, 700. 
etoniow 644. 
ééopxody with acc. 566, 2.— 

with double ace. 583. 
| €fw with gen. 526. 
éourévar with acc. 579. 1.—els 

wt ibid. Obs. 1. — with dat. 
594, 2.—with part. 682, 2., 
684. 

éds for éuds, ods 654, ©. 
émawvery with gen. 495.—with 

double ace. 583.—with dat. 
and ace. 594, and Obs. 

eralpec@al te Twi, dat. incom. 
601, 1. —with dat. instr. 607. 

ératsoew with gen. 510.—with 
BCC W555 2. 

éraiTiao@a: with gen. 501. 
émdy, see étay under éte—. 

éray with opt. for éel 844, 
Obs. 

enavderaois with dat. 601, Obs. 
De 

émapkew with gen. 535.—with 
dat. 596. 

éravpéoat with gen. 4gI. 
ere?, since, 839.— émel with 

conj. for érdy 842, 2. 
émel after a vocat. 479, 5. 
émel Onv 726, 1.—émel ov wey 

729, b.—émel vv 732. 
émet ye 735, 9.—emel te, post- 

quam, quoniam,755,4. (See 
émet, )—erel fa 788, 3.—emet 

ta. 790, Obs.—émel viv 791, 
Te 

ére(yeiv, intrans. 359. 
éretyecOa: with gen. 507.— 

with acc. 558.—with partic. 
and inf. 690, Obs. 1. 

éreiday for $rav, see under OTe. 
—with opt. for éredn 844. 

éreidh, postguam, 839. See 
ére.—in questions and com- 
mands, 849, Obs. 2. 

ere8y, quoniam, 720. 
bre.) 

éreih 849,1: See érel. 
treta=Ouws 772. 3.—ewaTa 

in questions, 874, 6.— ez. 
djTa 725, 2. 

éreita with partic. 697, ¢- 
éneurintew Baow 558, 2. 
émeésevar with gen. 501. 
éméoixe with acc. with inf. 676, 

b.—with part. 691. 
éwec@a: with gen. 536.—with 

acc. §59.—with dat. 593.— 
with dat., with ace., with 
prep. 593, Obs. 
Se with éaTe 664, Obs. 

( See 

érevonuciv with double ace. 
583. 

érevyer@a: with double dat. 
642, Obs. 4. 

érhy see érdy. 
éxt, prep with gen. 633.—with 

dat. 634.—with ace. 635.— 
as adverb, 640.—with dat. 
in pregnant force for acc. 
645, ibid. Obs. 3.—with acc. 
interchanged with eis and 
acc. 649.—éml with gen. in- 
terchanged with év and dat. 
ibid.— with gen. and partic. 
pres. (én! Kvpov BactAcdor- 
tos) 696, Obs. 3.—with dat. 
and part. 699, Obs. 2. 

2m (with accent thrown back} 
for émréort 643, Obs. 

éri- in compos. 635, Obs. 
ém) waAAoy 644. 
ém) tovtw, émt toiade, ed STE 

(éo7¢) with ind. fut. or inf. 
836, c. 

émBatvew with acc. 558. 
émiBadreoOar with gen. 507. 
émiBarevery with gen. 507. 
émiBovrctouo bd Twos 372, 

4. 
émldotds eius for emtdakdv eore 

with acc. with inf. 677. 
émiuueiy with gen. 498.—with 

inf. 664. 
émicadew with dat. 589, 3. 
émixéoGar with double ace. 583. 
émixoupery with dat. 596. 
émAauBdveoba with gen. 536. 
émAavedverGa: with gen. and 



ace. 515, and Obs.—with 
part. 683. 

émiAelrew with part. 688. 
émaAcirecOa with gen. 529. 
émAveoOat with 7d and inf. 

670. 
émimaiec@a: with gen. and acc. 

508, and Obs. 
emiperei. 603, 2. 
emichedOat, -cio0at with gen. 

and acc. and zept tivos 496, 
Obs. 1.—with acc. 551, 1.— 
with ré¢ and inf. 670. 

emmeadgs with gen. 496, Obs. 4. 
emimmvnokesbat with gen. and 

ace. 515, Obs. 
emvdooey with gen. 539. 
eximayxu 644. 
emumAnooew with dat. 589, 3. 
émimoAatos for adverb, 744, a. 
emimoATs 523, Obs. 
erimpoobev, emimpdcw 644. 
émoknjnrecbat with gen. 501. 
émotduevos with gen. 493.— 

*dat, 608, Obs. 1. 
entorac0a: with gen. 485.— 

with part. 683. Difference 
between inf. and part ibid 
Obs. 1, and 2.—with os and 
gen. absol. 702. 

émiotate with gen. 505.— 
with dat. ib. Cbs. and 605, 
3- 

éemeaTéAAomat Tt with dat. 589. 
3h 

emorépeoOa with gen. 539. 
emorephs with gen. 539, 2. 
emorThuwy with gen. 493.— 

with acc. 597, 2. 
éemittpéper Oat with gen. 510. 
*éentotpopos with gen. 493. 
emaxav xpdvov 696, Obs. r. 
emirate with gen. 505. 
émitéAAecOa with dat. 589, 3. 

— -ew with inf. 664, I. 
émiteTpayméevos receptive force 

of, 364, 557: 
émitndés, consulto, 580, 1. 
émirndetds eiut with inf. 666. 
émitndevew with acc. 561. 
éemtiay with dat. 589, 3. 
*émitpémouat Tt 545, 3-— -ew 

with inf. 664., 687, Obs.— 
with part. 657. 

émitpéperOar with gen. 496. 
éritpyuua of person, 353, I. 
*énitpomevew with gen. 505.— 

with acc. 350, 5. 
éemtipecbar with gen. 498. 
émipbdvws SiaketoPar with gen. 

499- 2 
émixatpew with ace. 549. 
emixetpodmat 372, 4.— -ety with 

inf. 664. 
émixeirOcn with gen. 497. 
émixaptos with gen. 508. 

INDEX OF WORDS. 

emnoplcew with dat. 588. 
émduevos with dat. 593. 
*éravupds Twos 507. 
epav, epacda, eparicew with 

gen. 408. 
epay with acc. 549. 
epdoac0a and épacbijvat 367, 

Bs 
(épydec@ar) cipydoba, éepya- 

aOijvot, epyac@hoecOar pas- 
sive, 368. 

epya{ecba: with acc. 560.— 
with double ace. 583. 

épyov, épya omitted, 436. 
épdew with double ace. 5383. 
épciv with double acc. 583. 
eper@ox with double acc. 583. 
*épecivew with double acc. 583. 
*épciSeoGa: with gen. 536. 
epnuos, épnuody with gen. 529. 
épntvew with gen. 531. 
épi(er9a: with acc. 564.—épl- 

(ew, pis with dat. 601, and 
Obs. 2. 

épis of persons, 353. 
épmew with ace. vice 558. 
Epxec9ar with ace. 559 —édddv 

558.—twi for mpds Twa 592. 
—with part. fut. 690, Obs. 2. 

epxovTa: wedio.o 522, 2. 
*épwety with gen. 531. 
épwtav with double acc. 583. 
epérnats tivos, de aliquo, 486, 

Obs. 2. 
és see «is. 
eonxovey with dat. 593. 
ea6ns for eoO7jres 354. 
éoOiew with gen. and acc. 537, 

Obs.—with ace. 562. 
€advTt 599. 
eomA€ovTt 599. 
écovjuevos with gen. 510. 
€or &v, see Ews &y under éws. 
éote 839,c. See ews. 
*éore TEp 734, 2, 3- 
got. TeV aicxpay, atrémwv &e. 

Renee 
eoTly, €oTw 373, 5. 
€or. moi Tt Bovdopev, Hdouevar, 

acnevy, CAmoueve, 599, 3- 
€or (licet) with dat. 588, 2.— 

with inf. 666.—éore ibid. 
Obs. 2. 

éort (accidit) with inf. 669. — | 
with éo7e ib. Obs. 1. 

éort with partic. 691. 
éorw of = evioi—éorw @y = eviwy 

&e. 817, 5. 
gory bre 817, Obs. 4. 
éatw bmov, ban, brws,—eoTw 

08, tva, €vOa, 7 817, Obs. 4. 
éoriay with gen. 537. 
éoTiay yduous 583. — double | 

ace. ibid. 
€ow with gen. 526. | 
Eow0ev gen. 522, Obs. t. 
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| Erepos, érépwht with gen. 503. 
eréwy gen. temp. 523. 
rt Tolvuv 790. 
erode with acc. 569. 
eros eis étus 577, Obs. 2. 
ed A€yery &c. with acc. 582. 
ed xew, ixew with gen. 528. 
ed Tmoety with part. 689. 
ev mpdtrew Tivds 483, Obs. 3. 
evdamoriCey, cvdaiuev with 

gen. 49:.—with acc. 552. 
efdew with acc. 556. 
eddokimeiy and -eir0a 363, 5. 
evepyeteiv with double ace. 583. 
ev@0 with gen. 512, 2.—with 

the partic. 696, Obs. 4. 
evAoyeiv with double ace. 583. 
ctvoim, marks of favour, 355; 

y- 
edvous with dat. 596, 3- 
evopkety with acc. 566, 2. 
evmope with gen. 439. 
evpev asyndet. 792. 
ebptoxe with acc. 569, 1., 576, 

2.— -€00a: with part. 684. 
cUpos, aceus. 579. 
evocBety with acc. 565.—eis, 

mepl, mpds twa ibid. Obs. 
edt’ &v, see bray under dge. 
evte for re, see bre. 
evTuxeiv with ace. §52.—with 

part. 689. 
evpnuectvy with dat. 589, 3. 
evdpaivew with double ace. 583. 
evxeo00r with acc. 566, 2.— 

with inf. 665. 
evxeray with acc. 566, 2. 
evwxelv, -eto6o. with gen. and 

acc. 537, and Obs. 
evwyxeiv with double acc. 583. 
ep drat 644. 
epamtecbat with gen. and ace. 

536, Obs. 4. 
épetis with gen. 508.—with 

dat. 593, 2. 
epéotios for adverb, 417, @. 
épleca: with gen. and ace. 

510, and Obs. 
epopevew with gen. 505. 
*épuBpicew Ouudy 549- 
eduuveiv with acc. 566, 3. 
ep’ @, ef Ste with ind. fut. or 

inf. §36., 867. 
@xew and compos. intrans °359. 
—with gen. 517., 531-— 
with acc. 576.—with inf. 
664.—with 7é and inf. 670. 
—with part. romoas exw 

692.—with inf. ib. Obs. 
éxew ed, kada@s &e. with gen. 
528.—evOixas &c. with gen. 
489. 

éxew yveunv with as and gen. 
absol. 702. 

ZxeoOa with gen. 536. 
éxOaipw with double ace. 583. 

482 
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éx@pés with gen. 508.—with 
dat. 6o1, 3. 

exw, possum, with inf. 666.— 
with éore ibid. Obs. 2. 

exwv Anpeis, pAvapels, KuTTA- 
Ces 2xwv 698.—é€xav, with, 
ib. Obs. 2.— pleonast. ib. 
Obs. 2. 

éwOivds adverbial, 714, b. 
é€ws, whilst and until, 846.— 
—with ind. 840.—with ind. 
of hist. tenses, 840.—€ws ay 
with conj. 841.—éws with- 
out &y with conj. 842, 2.— 
éws with opt. 843, 844.— 
éws with opt. and ay 845. 

éws for tTéws 816, €. 
€ws ov, until, 839. c. 

(ety with gen. «40, Obs. 
(naoov with gen. 495. 
(mAduara of person, 353, 1- 
(nucouv with double ace. 583. 
(juices Oat seemingly passive, 

364. 
(wypew with acc: 576, 2. 
(dew, Civ with ace. 552. 
Cwyviva: with double acc. 583. 

#, alternative, aut.—i—7 777, 
3.—1in direct questions, 875. 
—in indirect questions, 877. 
——ijto. or hro—% 777, 
5.—, alias, alioquin, 777, 
Obs. 3, in questions, an, 875, 
Obs. 2., 876, Obs. 6.—? od 
and # pH in questions, 875, 
Obs.3, and 4.—#—<tre 778. 
—in indirect questions, 87 78. 
—7 comparative, 779.—tIs, 
ti—% ib. Obs. 1.—t 4 ib. — 
# with comparative, 780., 
783, Obs.—% without mar- 
Aov or atter a positive adjec. 
779, Obs. 3.— with mAéor, 
TAciw, ZAaTTov and a nume- 
ral omitted, 780, Obs. 1.—% 
with genitive after a com- 
parative, 780, Obs. 2. 

7, Kara with ace. or }) mpds with 
ace. after a compar. 783 

H ws, than as, after a compar. 
779, Obs. 2.—?) as with the 
optat. and & 783, Obs. 

A bore with inf. 863, ¢. 
} ore with inf. after a com- 

par. 783, Obs. 2. 
7 731, 1. 
7 Oh, i pddra 8h 724, 2 
7 d7Ta 725, 2 
a pay 729+; 731. 
a unv—ye 735, 10. 
7] bev 729, @ 
% ov after paADov 749, 3 
H mov, i) To, h ye 731, 1.—% 

Tot 790, Obs. 
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A pa vu 732. 
n with gen. 527-—7, ubi, quo, 

838. 
7 with superlative, 870, Obs. 4. 
n éxew, neew with gen. 528. 
4 9 35,4 8 H 816, d. 
i Tis }} ovdels 659, Obs. 2. 
A, interrog. , H &pa 5h, 7) pa vu, 

H vu, i vb mov, 4} mou, h yap 
87 3,1. 

nay with ace. 552. 
(irycio8a) 7yjcAa pass. 367, a. 
nycioOa: with gen. 533. 2.— 

with gen., ae , acc. £05, 

and Obs. 3.—with ace. 551, 
2.—with dat. 596, 2.—with 
inf. 665. 

nyewovevpa for nyeudy 353, 1. 
iryewovevery with gen. and dat. 

505, and Obs. 3.—with dat. 
596, 2. 

Nycuovevouat 272, 4- 
nse, and, 777, Obs. 4. 
Hdec@oa with acc. 549.—with 

dat. 607. —with partic. 686. 
75n, force of, 719, 4- —vov ion, 

Hon vov, dn ovk, dn Tore, 
ouTos %5n, ottws 45n, TOT 
Hdn, evTav Hdn, kal Hdn 719, 

4, 5. 
ndovy twos, de aliquo, 489. 
népios, adverbial, 714, b. 
fice €3, Kad@s &c. with gen. 

52%. 
Hkw, veni, 396. 
HAVe with inf. 669. 
jAlkos attracted. 823, Obs. 5. 
Hato, soles, 355, b. 
*nudatios, adverbial, 714. 
juatt, juepa 606. 
nuev—ndé 777, Obs. 4. 
neepa omitted, 436. 
juépav, ace. of time, 577. 
huepas, gen. of time, 523. 
Hmepeve KEAcVOoU 522, 2. 
neepiowos, adverbial, 714, b. 
nuiv, dat. of reference, 599, 

600. 
nutdAtos with gen. 502.—# ib. 

Obs. 3. 
iyusous (6) Tod xpdvov, — 

TELA THS YAS 442, C. 
husovs H 503, Obs. 2. 
7juos, accus, 577: Obs. 2.—ijuos 

for te 804, 8. 
Huey for yeni 652, 3 
juav &c. for ddAdAfAwy &e. 654, 

2, Obs. 
yy, see av. 
fv and jy &y 858, 3, Obs. 3. 
qvika, when, 839,a. See are. 

—rjvik’ ay see bray under 
ére.—Avika without &y with 
conj. 842, 2. 

hvika mep 734, 3.—Hvixa for 
bre 804, 8 

DE 

H jut- 

jovs 523. 
Ararnuéevos Twds 483, Obs. 3. 
rep 779, Obs. 4. 
joGa with ace §56. 
7yoOnve with gen. 488. 
noonréoyv Twos 6123, 3. 
fioowv cit with inf. 666. 
jovxn quietly, dat. 603, 2. 
hovxta with gen. 529. 
fovxos, adverbial, 714, c. 
re—ire 777, Obs. 1. 
#ro., eonfirmative partic. 731. 

2, 3, 4.-—Fro—h, aut—aut, 

7775 5-—fitot hey 731, 2, 3. 
qt7acGa with gen. and ind 

twos 5c6, and Obs. 
qTThsec8a, seemingly pass. 

364. 
nuKTai, pass. 368. 
qvre, as, 80 as, in comparative 

adverbial sentences, 868. 
Axe with ace. 566, 3. 

Bakety with acc. 556. 
Oardoowos for adverb, 714, a 
OaréGew, OdAAEW W. ace. 555, c. 
O4ATN 355. 
*OauBew with acc. 550, b. 
Odvarot 355, 6b 
Oappety with acc. 550.—*ruwi 

607. 
8acoew with ace. 556. 
G&repa, accus 570, 6. 
datua with inf. 667. 
Oavud¢ew with gen. and acc. 

495, and Obs. 2.—with ace. 
550.—with dat. 607.—@av- 
ual@ ef for d71 804, 9: 

Yavudoros with gen. 495. 
Oavuacios, Oavpactas ws $23, 

Obs. 7 
Oavuacroy dcov 823, Obs. 7. 
0<eaoGa: with gen. 485. 
(@cdoAar) Ocdoacba and bcabij- 

vat 368. 
Ogarpov for Aedrat 353, 3 
Oéew medloro 522, 2. 
@€Aew with acc. 551, 1.—with 

inf. 664.— with gore ibid. 
Obs. 4. — with 76 and inf. 
670. — OéAew, solere, 402, 
Obs. 1. 

OewicTevew with gen. 505. 
@ev, suffix for the gen. 530, 

Obs. 3.—@ev suffix 726, I. 
Qeparevew with double ace. 

583. 
OeparreverOat Oeparretay 583. 
PcparedoerOat, seemingly pas- 

sive, 364, a. 
Oépec@a with gen. 540, Obs. 
Gepivds for adverb, 714, b 
Oépous 523. 
Oewpety with gen. 485. 
Onv 720. 
OnTevew with dat. 596, 2. 



Ovyydvew with gen. and dat. 
536, and Obs. 4. 

OvnjcKew with ace. 552.—mor- 
twum esse, 340. 

Ornrots, inter mort. 605, 2 
Godew with ace. 556. 
Gowlew with double ace. 583. 
Opéero Pa with ace. 566, 4. 
Opéupya, of a person, 382, r. 
6péWerGa, seemingly pass. 364. 
Opnveiy with acc. 566, 4. 
Opoety with ace. 566, 3. 
OpeoKkew with acc. 556, 558. 
Suydrnp, omitted, 436. 
Bver sc. 6 BuTip 373, 2 
@vew and -e7 8a 363, 6. 
Obew emia, ebayyeAic, dia- 

Barnpia, yeve@dia, Avxaca, 
ydwous 560, 3 

8uuoBépos with ace. 581, 3. 

Oupot 355. 
6vpuove Oc: with gen. 490.—with 

dat. 601. 
Oupaios for adverb, 714, a 
BaKos, market- place, 3 Bau 2. 
Owiicoew with ace. 566, 3. 

(iao0a) idcac@a and iabjva 
368. 

labew with ace. 556. 
idye with acc. 566, 2. 
ide, applied to plural, 3 390, 2,4. 
iSe with gen. 485.—with acc. 

54+ 
idety, idé00a, with verbs of 

appearing, &c. 667, Obs. 3. 
idla 603, 2 
{510s with gen. 518, 3. 
iSiwrevew, ididtys with gen. 

493- 
idpovy with ace. 555. 
iéva: and compos. intrans. 359. 
—with gen. 531. 

iéva: with gen. 509., 522, 2.— 
with dat. 592. 

iévon, elut with fut. sense, 397, 
a. 

*iévas with acc. 559.—with 
ace. vie, 558. 

iéva: with part. fut. and pres. 
690, Obs. 2. 

iepacOa with acc. 553. 
iepés with gen. 518, 3. 
tm with acc. 556. 
i@éws with partic. 696, Obs. 4. 
YO. 54 721, 2. 
idvvew with ace. 559. 
i8d(s) with gen. 512, 2. 
ixavés eiui with inf. 666.—with 

bore ibid. Obs. 2. 
ixdvw ndouévy Twi &c. 599. 
tkerds Tt 579, 2. 
ixerevew with gen. 536, Obs. 6. 

—with ace. 566, 2.—with 
double ace. 583.—with inf. 
664. 

INDEX OF WORDS. 

ixveto@a: with gen. 536, Obs. 6. 
—with ace. 559.—7Tim, ad 
aliq. 592. 

iuelpew, -coac with gen. and 
ace. 498, and Obs. 2. 

iva, final conj. that, 805.—with 
conj. and opt. 805 sqq. 

iva ty with conj. and opt. 810, 
and Obs. 3.—with indic. of 
historic tenses, 813. 

tva in G. T. 803, Obs. 
iva 84 721, 3.—lWwa wep 734, 3 
va wh see iva. 
ta Ti; 882, 1 
iva with gen. 527., 838. 
iva for évratda 816, e. 
trois cum eg. 604. 
trmos for firma 354. 
vs in periphrasis 442, d. 
to® 67: without verb, 889. 
ioduotpos, iodpporos, toos with 

gen. 507. 
Yoov, accus. quantit. 578, Obs. 

De 
iaéppomos with gen. 507. 
icos, Yows with dat. 594. 
toracOc with ace. 556- 
ioropety with double acc. 583. 
isxavay with gen. 536. 
isxvew with dat. 609, 1 
iv¢ew with acc. 566, 3. 
*ix Sues, fish-market, 353, 3 

KdOapua, of person, 353, I 
kadapés with gen. 529. 
Kabalpew with double acc. 583. 
KalCew with acc. 556. 
Kablotac@a KadGs with gen. 

528. 
*<adopay with partic. 688. 
KaddmepOe with gen. 526. 
kal, omitted with %AAo, wAAa, 

oi GAAoL, Ta ToLadTA 792, 
Oy tes © 

kat—Kal 757.—Té—kal 758.— 
kat alone, atque, ac, 759.— 
at the beginning of an in- 
terrog. sentence, ib. 2. — 
adversative, ib. 3.— incres- 
sive, ib. 4. — for ré—xat ib. 
Obs. 1.—with modus ib. Obs. 
2.—in apodosis, ib. Obs. 3.— 
kal, etiam, 760.—kal, etiam, 
referring to a cal in another 
clause, 761.—kat for dre 
752, 2.—kal with duotos, toos, 
6 avtés 594, Obs. 4.— kal 
after a partic. 696, Obs. 5 

kai with partic. 607, ¢. 
kai in an answer, 880, 7. 
kal ydp 786, Obs. 7. 
kal—yé 735, 10. 
kal 5) Kal 724. 
kal dnTa 725. 
ka) édy, kal ei, even if, 861, 2. 
Kat dn 719, 4, b.—Kal 54 724, 
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2.—kal 57. fac ita esse, 860, 
8. —with a partic. ibid. 

Kal ev 7295 ¢. 

Ka) wey dh 730.¢. 
kal mevrot 730. d.—kah péevror 

kal ‘ibid. 
Kal way 728 c.—kal phy kal, 

pat phy ovde ibid. 
Kai—phv—vye 735, 6. 
kal vu Ke 732. 
kat bs, Kal } for kat obtos, Kab 
arn 816. 

Kat pa ab 8. 

«al Taira with partic. 697,¢.— 
—kal raira or kal TodTo in 
an answer, 88o, 7. 

kal rolvuy 790, I. 
kalecOon with gen. 498. 
KatvoTomeiv Tt 500, 2. 
kalvvoOat twa with inf. 667, 

Obs. 1. 
kalmep with partic. 697, d. 
kaipdv, ad tempus, 577, Obs. 1, 

and 2. 
kaitot 736. 4., 790, Obs.—with 

partic. 697. 
Kaitor ye 735, 6. 
*kakodoyev, KaKoTroeiy with 

acc. 582, 3,1 

kakds 71579, 2.—with dat 6or, 
3.—Taoav kariav 548, Obs. 2. 

kakds eius with inf. 666. 
*kaxoupyew with acc. 582, 1. 

—with double ace. 583. 
KaK@s A€yev, worety with acc. 

583- 
Kade dvoud Twa 588. 
kadetv with double ace. 583. 
KadersOal, kexAjo@al Tivos 483. 
KaAeto@a BovAny 559. 
KadALep@, -oduat 363, 5. 
KaAAoTreve with gen. 504.— 

with acc. 579, 2 
adds TL 579, 2.— with dat. 

602, 3. 
Kkadovjmevos, so called, 438. 
KadA@s exe, Hew with gen. 

528. 
kaA@s Aéyey with acc. 583. 
kaduvew with partic. 687. 
kéuvew with acc. §55.—rTovs 

opOarpods 552, ¢. 
x&v with the imperat. 424, € 
kay ei, at least, 430. 
kdpa, in periphrases, 442, d. 
iA for the sing. 355, Obs. 

ccamooiten with ace. 576, T, 2. 
kaptepeiv with ace. 563.—with 

partic. 687. 
kard, prep. with gen. 628.— 

with acc. 629. —as adv. 640. 
—kara- in compos. 629, Obs. 

Kata with partic. 697. 
kataBaivew, -ec@ac with acc. 

557, Obs., 558. 
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KaTayeAcy with dat. 589, 3. 
KaTayiyvéokew with acc. 551, 

2. 
KaTadnrds elut, (ylryvouat) mov 

vt 684, Obs. 2. 
KaTakAciewy With gen. 531. 
KaTakovew with gen. 487, 4.— 

with dat. 593. 
KaTaAAdrrecba with dat. 590. 
xatadvew with dat. 590. 
*xarapavOdvew with gen. 455. 
KaTavTa 558. 
Katavtioy with gen. 520. 
Katamaooew with gen. 540, 

Obs. 
Katdmravua, of person, 353. 
*aTramAntTecOa with ace 550.» 
Katampoitec0a: with partic. 

689. 
Katapaca: with dat. 589. 
Kkatapveio0a with inf. 665. 
katdpxew, -er0a with gen, 

and ace. 516 and Obs. 
«ata Bevydvon with double acc. 

583. 
katatievat with gen. pret. 

520. 
katathKouat with acc. 540, ¢. 
KkatavTde 644. 
katapein, of a person, 353. 
katappovety with gen. 496.— 

with ace. §51, I. 
KaTeayn THS Kepadrs 522, Obs. 

2 
katéAaBe with inf. 669. 
karepya¢er8a with inf. 666. 
katevxeo0a: with dat. 589, I. 
karéxew with inf. 664. 
kaTyyopei with acc. 568. 
KaThkoos with gen. 487, 4. 
katnpeln applied to persons, 

353, I. 
KaTieiv, see Kaopav. 
KaTouvivar with ace. 566, 2. 
katémoGey 644. 
Katw with gen. 526. 
Ké, Kév, (see &y,) position of, 

431. 
KeiBev, see exetOev—xeibey d0ev 

for ketce d0ev by attract. 
824, Obs. 2. 

Kei, illic and illuc, 605, and 
Obs. 5. 

kelpew with double acc, 583. | 
—pédvov 576, 2. 

(ketoOa) (Sia-, rpoo-) bd Tivos 
359) 3°, 

ketoOa with gen. separat. 530, 
1.—with ace. 556. 

KetaOat KaA@s with gen. 528. 
KEKOMmevos ppevav 520. 
xéxpavrat as IIT. pers. perf. 

386, Obs. 1. 
KkexT7o0a with acc. 576, 1. 
keAadeiy with acc. 566, 3. 
keAevew with acc. 566, 2.— 
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with double ace. 583.—with 
dat. and acc. 589, 3, and 
Obs. 3.—with inf. 664.— 
with dat. and ace. with inf. 
674. 

*céAevdds Tivos, to a place, 512. 
xevés with gen. 5209. 
Képapos, prison, 353, 2.—for 

Kepapmot 354. 
Kepavvivat with ace. 572. 
kepdatvery with acc. 576, 2. 
kepxls, the woof, 353, 2. 
Keptouew with double accus. 

583. 
_KevOev, intransit. 359. 
KepdAaov dé 655, Obs. 4. 
Kydec0o with gen. and ace. 

496, Obs. 1. 
Kndevua, applied to a person, 

382,1. 
| KHdds Tos 496, Obs. 4. 
kyp, mM periphrases, 442. d. 
Knpvacet 8c. 6 Khpvt 373, 2. 
Knpvooew with acc. 566. 
Knpvooomal TL 545, 3. 
*eukAnokew with double ace. 

583. 
KOapiCew with acc. 566, 3. 
Kiwduvevery with gen. 496.— 

with ace. 552.—with inf. 
665. 

Kwduvevery does not take &y 

859. 
xwetv with double ace. 583. 
Kittay with gen. 408. 
KAd¢ew with acc. 566, 3. 
(KAalew) KexAavuevos 363, 5. 
KAiwaxes for the sing. 355, 

Obs. 1. 
KAlvey and compos. intrans. 

359- 
KAivedOal Tit 592. - 
KAvew, audire, 475, 2.—with 

gen. 485.—with acc. 575. 
—with dat. 598. — with 
partic. 683. 

KrAvw, audivi, 396. 
(Kyiv) Kvdoac0n, seemingly 

passive, 364, 6. 
Kvi¢ecOat with gen. 498. 
Komuaoba brvoyv 550. 
kow? 603, 2. 
kowds with gen. 507.— with 

partitive gen. 535. 
kowds, kowwvia with dat. 590. 
kowvovv, -ovc0a with gen. 535. 

—with ace. 573.—with dat. 

588, 3. 
kowwvetv with gen. §35.—-with 

dat. 588, 3. 
Kotpavery with gen. 505. 
KoAd¢ew with double acc. 583. 
KoAd(eaOa for rord(ew 363, 3. 
Kod) 603, 2. 
Koumety with acc. 566. 
koviat and Kovin 355, b. 

Kovieww medlolo 522, 2. 
kdrreobal tTiva 566, Obs. 
kopevyvoba with gen. 540. 
kote with gen. 490.—*with 

ace. 549.—with dat. 6or. 
kéros twds de aliquo, 490, 

Obs. ! 
xpa¢ew with ace. 566, 3. 
Kpatvery with gen., dat. and 

acc. 505, and Obs. 3. 
kpateiy with gen., dat. and 

ace. 505, and Obs. 1, 3.— 
with double acc. 583.—with 
dat. 605, 3. 

KparetoOa with gen. 506. 
Kpatiorevery With gen. 504. 
Kpatos in periphrases, 442, €. 
—with ace. 579, 7. 

KpaTovma bard Tivos 372, 4. 
Kpeloowy with gen. 502, 2. 
Kpnvaios for ev Kphvn 714. 
KpiOat 355, b. 
kplvac0a, seemingly pass. 364. 
kptvey with gen. 486, 520, b. 
—with acc. 568.—with 
double ace. 583.—and -eo@at 
with gen. and zrepi Tivos 501, 
and Obs. 2.—Kplvew Tl Tw 
609. 

(kpivew) arorerpic Oa pass. 368, 
a.—emoxpivacda and -O7jvat 
368, b. 

KpetaAtCew, «pore with ace. 
548, Obs.1. 

KpdTnua, of a person, 353. 
Kptmrev, -eo0at with acc. 582, 

5.—with double ace. 583.— 
with dat. and ace. 582, Obs. 

KpvmrTouat Tt, celor aliquid, 583. 
krao Oo with gen.519, 2.—with 

ace. 576, 2. 
(xTGc00) KexTHoPa passive 

368, a.—KrThoacOa and -67- 
vat 368, b. 

aTHua with an adjective for 
the simple neuter of ad- 
jective 381, Obs. 4. 

Kti¢e with ace. 569. 
KTuTetv with acc. 566, 3. 
dua for kimara 354. 
Kuvayeretv Siwypdv 559, Obs. 2. 
KumTacers €xwv 698, Obs. I. 
(Kdmrew) brok. succumbere, 360. 
Kupetv, seemingly as copula, 

375, 3-—with gen. and ace. 
512, and QObs.—with acc. 
576, 2.—with partic. 693.— 
without partic. ib. Obs. 1. 

kuptevey with gen. 505. 
xUpios with gen. 518, 3. 
kwkvew with acc. 566, 4. 
K@Kuua, Of a person, 353. 
KkwAvew with gen. 531.—with 

inf. 664.—with 76 and inf. 
670. 



*xappdev with acc. 566, 1. 

AaBdv, with, 698, Obs. 2.— 
pleonast. ibld. 

Aayxavew with gen. and ace. 
512, and Obs.—8lknv with 
dat. 601, 1. 

Ad(vc@a with gen. and ace. 
§36, and Obs. 4. 

Aalar, secretly, 698. 
Aas (xetpds) 530, Obs. 1. 
Aadew with dat. 589, 3. 
(AauBdver) dvad., bmoA. in- 

transit. 359. 
AauBSdvew with ace. 574.— 

-eo8ar with gen. 536, and 
Obs. 3. 

Adumew with acc. 555. 
AdumeoOar for Adumew 363. 
AavOdvew with double ace.583. 
AavOdvecOa with gen. 515. 
AavOdvw with partic. 693.-—in 

part. with finite verb, ibid. 
and Obs. 4. 

AavOdvw, bri TavtTa mow for 
AavOdver, OTL K.T A. BO4. 

Aarpevew with acc. 553, c.— 
with dat. 596, 2. 

Adxava, of a place, 353, 2. 
Aéyew with gen, and acc. 486, 

487.—Aéyous, phuata &e. 
566,1.—with double ace. 
583.—with dat. 589.—with 
inf. 664, 665,.—*Aéyew with 
76 and inf 670.—with dat. 
and ace. with inf. 674. 

Aéyeww, -eoOat with partic. 684, 
Obs. 2, b. 

A€yew with as and genit. abs. 
702, 

A€yew ed, kax@s with ace.>83. 
(Aeyew) Aétouar seemingly 

passive, 364. 
Aéyetat with ace. with infin. 

676, a. 
Aeyduevos, so called, 438, Obs. 
Aelmesv, -e0ar with gen. 529. 
(Acimety) €AA., emitA., Garod. in- 

trans. 360.—Aeler Oa: seem- 
ingly passive, 364.—Amrjvat 
different from AcpO vat 367, 
Obs. 2. 

Aclweo@a: with partic. 688. 
Aeroupyew with acc. £53. 
A€xrpa. for A€krpov 355. 
Aevooewv with accus. 554, 519. 
A€wr, lion-skin, 353, 2. 
Anyew with gen. 517,—with 

partic. 687. 
Ajdew, AnOdvew with gen. 515. 
Afkew with acc. 566, 3. 
Anpew with dat. 580. 
Anpets Exwv 698, Obs. 1. 
Ajjpos, nugator, 353, 1. 
AlOos for Alo: 354. 
AiAalea@at with gen. 498. 
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Avmapety with partic. 687. 
AlooecOa with gen. 536, Obs. 

6.—with ace. 566, 2.—with 
double ace. 583.—with inf. 
664. 1.—with dws and conj. 
ibid. Obs. 3. 

(Aoyi¢er@a) Aoylcacba and 
AoyiaOjvat 368, 6. — with 
acc. §51, 1.—with inf. 665. 

Adyos twds, de aliquo, 486, 
Obs. 2. 

AoWopety with acc. 566, 2.— 
with dat. 589, 3. 

Aodopeto bal Tit 589, 3. 
Aourdv §79. 6. 
Aovew with double ace. 583. 
AoveoOa: with gen. 540, Obs. 
Aoxevew with double acc. 583. 
Avew and AvecOal 71 362, Obs. 

1.-Atvoec Oat seemingly pass- 
ive, 364, a. 

Avew with gen. 531. — with 
gen. pretil, 520. 

Aver TEAN with partic. 691. 
Avuatvea@a: with double ace. 

583.—with dat. 602, 2. 
Aurretc Oar with dat. 607. 
Adots with gen. 529, I. 
AvoireAciv (Avew TéAn) with 

dat. 596.—with part. 691. 
(AwBaoOa) AwBnOiva passive, 

368 bd. 
AwBaoOu with double acc.583. 

—with dat. 602, 2. 
Awpay with gen. 517. 

bd 733.—pa Ala 566, 2. 
palvecOa with acc. 549. 
¥uardpids Tt and els Tt 579, 2, 

and Obs. 
farpd, accus. 578, Obs. 2.— 

—warpdy 558, 1. — maxpds 
for adverb, 714, b. 

pddwora with gen. 502, 3. 
aadAdov with gen. 502, 2.— 

MGdAov GAN ov 770, Obs. 2. 
—omitted, 779, Obs. 3.— 
MGAAov 7) ov 749, 3. 

pd 728. 
pavOdvew for penabnkévar 396. 
pavOdve with gen., with gen. 

and acc. 485.— with acc. 
§61.—with inf. 665.—with 
partic. 683 —Difference be- 
tween inf. and partic. ibid. 
Obs. 1. 

mavlat 355. 
pavredcoOo with acc. 566. 
pdpvacba with dat. 6or. 
saptupety with acc. 566.—with 

partic. 683. 
(udooev) udtaoar seemingly 

passive, 364, 6.—with acc. 
572. 

Maotiyovcba, pactiyeoerOc 
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Maxny udxyeoOa 564. 
axecba with dat Gor. 
heya, wéyiora, accus. 578, Obs. 

2 
peyaipew with gen. 499.—with 

dat. and ace with inf. 674. 
béyapa for ucyapoy 355, Obs. 1. 
Méyebos, mirwn in modum, 

accus. 579, 7. 
wéeyiotov Se 580, Obs. 2., 655, 

Obs. 4, 
Mefrévat, -ecOaut with gen. 531. 

—peOevon, -eo0a with par- 
tic. 688. 

MeOvo Gjvat with gen 483, Obs. 
ae 

metCoy with gen. 502, 2. 
Hetov with the plur. 381, Obs. 

3.—metoy without # with 
numerals, 780, Obs. 1 —as 
adverb with numerals, ibid. 

fetoverteiy with gen. 506. 
Mecovoba with gen 506. 
BeAcOnud Tivos with gen. 496, 

Obs. 4. 
MeAe pol twos and m1 496 and 

Obs. 2. 
uéAcos with gen. 489. 
méAeo9a with gen., wéAetal 71 

496, and Obs. 2. 
weAetay with gen. and ace. 

496.—with acc. 561. 
uéeAnua of a person, 353.— 

with dat. 598, Obs. 
MeAtooew with gen. 540, Obs. 

| weAtoon for méAr 353. 3. 
méeAAey with inf. 664. 
(ueAAELY) MEAAW YpdHew, scrip- 

turus sum. 408. 
MéAmev with ace. 566, 3. 
mewaeva: with gen. 511. 
weurvnuat dre for br: 8o4, 8. 
féewova with inf. 664, 1. 
peurtds transit. 356. Obs. 
MeuperOa with gen. 49:.— 

with ace. 568. 
Méueobat ei for bts S04. g. 
MeuperOat, weupOjvar and uéu- 

wacba 368. 
Méudeo@a: with gen. and ace. 

495, and Obs 3.—with dat. 
and acc. 589, 3, and Obs. 2. 

méeudiy with dat. 589, Obs. 4. 
uy after the vocat. 479, 5. 
ev for why 720. 
uéev—sdé 764. Position of, 765, 

766.—ue alone, 766. wey 
—dé, 5¢—SE 770. 

bev "ye 735: 
ev 3h 720, 730. 
pe pa 788, I. 
fev Tolvuy 790, 2. 
weveatve with dat. 6or. 
uévew 6or. 
mevoway with ace. 551, FT. 

seemingly passive, 364, a. | uevody730.—in answers 88o,¢. 
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pévos in periphrasis, 442, €. 
BMéevto: 730, 730, 3. — im an- 

swers, 880. f. 
Meptuvay with acc. 551, 1 
MepunpiCew with acc. 551, I. 
bépos, accus. 579, 5- 

mecovixtios for adverb, 714, b. 
féoos with gen. 525. 
péoos for adverb, 714, a 
*ueconys with gen. 526. 
peotoy eiva: with part. 686. 
peotés, weorovy with gen. 539, 

i 2: 
meta, prep. with gen., dat. and 

acc. 636.—as adverb, 640.— 
meta- in compos 636, Obs. 
—erd with acc. and part. | w 
peta TavTa yevducva 696, 
Obs. 4. 

méra (accent thrown back) for 
pérectt 643, Obs. 

peTaBaddAcw with ace. 553. 
peTadiddver with gen. 535.—T1 

ibid. Obs.—with dat. 588, 3. 
*ustairios with dat. 596. 
peTaAdayxavey mepos 535, Obs. 

ie 
perarhauBavew with gen. 535. 
peTapedrer jot tivos and Tt 496, 

and Obs. 2. 
MeTapeAciv with partic. 685. 
petaéd with partic. 696, Obs.4. 
*ueraév with gen. 526. 
peTaoTpepeo ba with gen. 510. 
metépxecOar with gen. 536, 

Obs. 6. 
MéteoTi mol Tivos and 7 535, 

and Obs. 
peréxerv with gen. and ace. 

535, and Obs.—with dat. 

588, 3. 
petéwpos for adverb, 714, a. 
*uerémice with gen. 520. 
petpios Exew, Hew with gen. 

528. 
méxpis with gen. 512, 2.—pe- 

XpLs, MEXpis STov 839, c. See 
€ws.—pmeéxpis %y with conj. 
see €ws dy under e€ws.—pé- 
xpis, méexpis ov without ay 
with conj. 842, 2 

pexpe The 644. 
wn force of, 738.—difference 

from ov 739.—in principal 
clauses, 741.—mm in direct 
interrog. sentences, 873, 3, 
4.—in indirect interrog. 
sent. 877, c.—un in depend. 
clauses, 742.— in relative, 
743.—in final and con- 
ditional, in consequential 
sent. with éo7re, in indirect 
questions, 744.—in infini- 
tive and infinitival sent. 
745.—with abstract, subst. 
745, Obs. 3.—h with par- 
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ticiples and adjectives, 746. 
—uh pleonastic, after ex- 
pressions of fear, doubt, dc. 

749- 
uh with II. person conj. for 

the imperative, 420, 3. 
uh with LI. person imper. aor. 

for the conj. 420, Obs. 5. 
uh, interrog. 805, 2.. 814.— 

with conj. and opt. 805, 
809, 814, b.— nh dy with 
conj. and opt. 81o, 814, 
Obs. 1.— with indic. 811, 
8r4. 

uh, 8 OTA, wy ov ye, uh yap 
without a verb, 897. 

uy Sh, ne jam, 720, 2.—ph 8h 
with Gee (only) Veen 

py O7Ta 725, 2 
uh pev 729, b6.—un pev 5% 

ibid. 
1) esvody 730, b. 
wy “ny 728, b. 

uh vu ToL 732. 
uy 8r1, wh bmrws—aGAAA kai | 

(aAAd) 762, 2, and 3. 

uN ov 749, 750. 
mh Tolvuy 790, 2. 
undanod deAGerv 646, Obs. 
unde see ovdé. 

pnde—ye 735, 10. 
pnde 57 721 
pndec@a with ace. 551, 1. 
pndels and pndeév eius 381, Obs. 

ae 
pndev, ir no respect, 579, 6. 
penkacba with ace. 566, 3. 
uejkos accus. §79, 4, and 7. 

why (udv) 728. 
unviaios for adverb, 714, b. 
envlew with gen. 490. 
unviwa of a person, 353, t 
ujuis of a person, 353, J 

MATE—pnre, see ovTE—oUTE. 
parnp omitted, 436. 
pjri, mito, nedwm, 762, Obs. 
entiecOar with ace, 551, 1. 
mare ye 54, unre 5h, nedum, 

vate Le 
pho ye 59, nedum, 721, 1. 
Aro, see ovToL.—phToL 

without verb, 897. 
unxavacia with ace. 569, I 

—as passive, 368, 3. 
enxavacGa with dws and ind. 

fut. 664, Obs. 3. 
pla with dat. 594, 2 
blyda with dat. 590. 
puryyivar and compos. intrans. 

360. 
mlyrvucba with dat. 590. 
uipdv, mucpd accus. 578, Obs.2. 
fikpou sc, dety 864. 
pucpod Sev 864. 
(mipetoOar) meuijabat passive, 

YE 

368, a. 

*umerrba TaAAa with acc. 561. 
piuvew with dat. 588, 2. : 
piuvhoKev, -ecOa with gen. 

and ace 515, and Obs. 
pivhoxeo Oar with partic. 683. 

Difference between inf. and 
partic. ib. Obs. 

mice and compos. intrans. 

ond: 
piods Tivos 499, Obs. 2. 

pvas0n with gen., with gen. 
and ace 515, and Obs. 

pynuovede with gen. and ace. 
515, and Obs. 

poyetv with acc. 563. 
pol dat. comm. 598.—dat. of 

interest, Goo, 2. 
poipa omitted, 436. 
joodetv with ace. 558. 
uévos for adverb, 714.—dves 

and yédvov, difference be- 
tween, ib. Obs. 3. 

pdvos, Movooy with gen. 529. 
ov, pol, we used retrospect- 

ively, 658. 
pod, pot, mé, for ead, euol, cue 

652, Obs. 2.—od for éuds 
(mod 6 mdrnp for éuds) 652, 
3.—pod before its substan- 
tive for wot 652, Obs. 4 

poxGeiv with acc. 563. — 
pvteto Oat with acc. 566, I. 
ubCew with acc. 566, t, 3. 
pvodtrecOar with ace. §49. 

|puxolraros for év puxorrdt@ 
714, a. 

MUX local dat. 605, 1 
bev 873, 5 —pev dara 425.— 

pay obv, wav mh 873, 5-— 

pav—ij 875, d 

vat 733.—val ua Ala 566, 2. 
valew, varerde with ace. 5 76,1. 
vaooew with gen. 539, I. 
vavoly, cum nav. 604. 
venue with ace. 573, 576, I. 
veueoiv with dat. 6or. 
véov accus. 577, Obs. 2 
vepbe with gen. 526. 
vh 733.—vy Ala 566, 2. 
vhewv with acc. 571. 
ynkovoteiv with gen. 487, 4 
pyveulns 523. 
vi¢ec@at with double ace. 583. 
vucay intransit. 359.—7vyuny, 

OrAvumia, yvounv, apeTiy 
564. 

vixaoOa with gen. 506.—with 
dat. ib. Obs. 

vinreoOo with gen. 540, Obs. 
viper sc. 6 Beds 373, 2 
voeiy with acc. 551, 1.—with 

partic. 683. 
voulCew with acc. 551, 2., 561. 
—with dat. 588. (uti) 591, 
Obs.—with inf. 665, 683 



vowoGereiv with acc. 568. 
voceiy with acc. 552. 
véaos of a person, 353, I 
véatos twos, reditus in locum, 

507, Obs. 3 
vorpicey with gen. 530, I 
véogoy with gen. 529, 2 
vov0ereiv with inf. 664. 
vv partic. confirmative, 732. 
vi«ra, viktas acc. of time 577. 
vuntes, hore nocturne, 355, 

Obs. 1. 
vixtwp accus: 577, Obs. 2. 
viupeuua for vu 353, 1 
vov, viv, vuvt 719.—viv 5é, but 

now, ib, 2.—vodv Hdn 719, 4 
—viv d¢—yap 786.—viv 57 
720, 2.—viv uev 8 729, f. 

vixios for adverb, 714, 0. 
vetiCew with ace. 558, 1. 

téew, Evew with ace. 569, ! 
Eevovoba with dat. 590. 
tévws Exew with gen. 493. 
tvvad\Adrrea@a: with dat. 590. 
tunévat tuvddous 559, Obs. 2. 
tvvwdds with dat. 594, 2 
éupewy with double acc. 583. 

6- in the pron. dmotos, drdécos 
&e. 816, 877. 

6 avrés, idem, 454, 2-—6d Bov- 
Aduevos, 6 Tuxay &c. 451.— 
6 avrés with dat. 504, 2., 
605, 4 

6, 7, 7é6°as a demonst. pron. 

443) 444. 
6, 7, 76 as relative pron. 445. 
6, 7, 76 as article. See under 

Article. 
6, 7, 76 with aad and éx for év 

and with cis for ev, as of 
ex THs aryopas avOpwrot ame- 
puyov—7 Aluvn exd.d07 es Thy 
Supt thy €s ArBinv 645. 

6, 7, 76 demonst. pron., pro- 
spective use of, 657. 

6, 7, 76 retrospective 658. 
8 for 8t1, that, 8oo. 
6 nAlkos attracted, 823, Obs.5. 
5 pev—ds dé 816, 3, dD. 
6 oios attracted, 823, Obs. 5. 
bye, tye, Toye local demon- 

strative, 655. — repeats a 
subject, 655, 3, Obs. 2 

oymevew with acc. 558. 
85, Hde, 7d5€ of local demon- 

strative, 655.—for éuds 655, 
2.—8de for eya, ob 655, 4.— 
85e generally prospective, 
655, 6.—éde prospective use 
of, 657, 2.—dde, Hde, Tdde re- 
trospective, 658. 

6 pév,—é 5é; Td pev, 7d BE; 
Ta mev,—Ta 5é ; 6 pwév T1s,— 
6 5é mis Ke. 444, d. 

Gr. Gr. VoL. 1. 

INDEX OF WORDS. 

| 6 wev—é 8, of wev—oi 5é with- 
out another nom. 478. 

6 6€ in narrations (idemque) 
655, Obs. 2. 

d50moeiv with ace." 569. 
650s omitted, 436. 

| *68ds Tivos, to a place, 512, 2. 
6500 gen. loci, 522, 2 
68uvac0c with ace. 549. 
od%pec0a with gen. 488.—with 

ace. ib. Obs. 2, and 566, 4 
—with double ace. 583. 

dew with gen. and amd 484. 
—-with ace. 555. 

b0ev 838. 
SOevrep 734, 3. 

b0ec0a with gen. 496. 
b0otvera, see dtu. 
oi GAAot and GAAo, of moddot 

and moAAol, vi mAclous and 
mAelous, of dAlyot and dAlyo 
454, 3- 

| of Gul (rept) tiva 436, 1, d. 
of Acydvtwv 421, 834, ¢ 

quo, with gen. 527. 
quo, 605, Obs. 3., 838. 
quo, pregnant force of, for 
ov 646, d. 

of for avt@ 654, 1, a. 

of mep 734, 4 
oia with partic. and gen. abs. 

704. 
ofa 84 721, 3. 
oida with ace. 551, 2. 
oda for oida bt 798.—paren- 

thet., ibid. 2. 
oida bre for dt 804, 8. 
ol drt without a verb, 892. 
oikety with acc. 576, 1.—in- 

trans. 350. 
(olketc bar )gxjoba passive, 368. 
oixeios with gen. 518, 3. 
oikta, ofkos omitted, 436. 
oikiCew with acc. 569, 1 
oixrelpev with gen. 488.—with 

ace. ib. Obs. 1.—with acc. 

549- 
oixtdés Twos, pro aliquo, 488, 

Obs. I. 
oixtpoxeewv with ace. 566, 4. 
oluat for olua: bre 798, 1.— 

parenthet., ibid. 2. 
otuot tds 480. 
oiue (ew with acc. 566, 4. 
oiviGec@at with dat. for the 

gen. pretii, 520, Obs. 2. 
olvos, wine-shop, 353, 2+ 
oivoxoever scil. oivoxdos 373, 2 
oidbev olos 899, I 
oiov, how, 579, 6.—oidv Te bv 

ace. absol. 700.—ofoy with 
partic. and gen. absol. 704. 

olos seemingly with dat. 594, 
Obs. 2.—oios with superla- 
tive, 870, Obs. 4.—oi0s, oi- 
és 7’ eiul with inf. 666. 

SS = ° . 
2] 

S =~ . 
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vios for 8rt To.wdros 804, fo. 
—uolos exeivov @upds omep- 
Bios, que ejus est atrocitas, 
ibid. 

oios 817, 3.—attracted, 823, 
and Obs. 5. 

oios with a verb repeated (#y- 
yethas, of” HyyeAas), 835. 

ofos in indirect questions, for 
émotos 877, Obs. 2. 

oids Te 755, 4 
oios, oids re with inf. attracted, 

823, Obs. 3. 
ofcera: seemingly passive, 364, 

a. 
oic@’ & Spacov, cia? ds mol- 

naov, oiaba & yevéoOw ; 421. 
*dioreve with gen. 509. 
oixvely ayyeAins 481, I. 
es abi, 396.—with acc. 

548 , Obs. I. 

otxouat with partic. 693. 
| oxvety with inf. 664. 
6A€Opios with gen. 542, 2. 
GA Opos of a person, 353. 
bAeOpos adjective, 430. 
6Atyoy accus. 578, Obs. 2. 
oAlyou Setv or dAlyou 864.— 

bAlyou jyctoOat 521.—oAtyo 
dat. of quantity, 609, 1.— 
oAtyot cicly with inf. 666. 

dAvywpetv with gen. 496. 
(drAoptperbat) dAoptpacba and 

dAopupOjjvat 308, b. 
ddoptpecOar with gen. 488.— 

with acc. 566, 4. 
duaprety with dat. 593.—éuap- 

teicOat with ace. ib. Obs. 
duéotios with gen. 507. 
bundtkia with dat. 594, Obs. 

Ws 
‘Outpo, apud Hom. 605, 2. 
duiAety with dat. 590. 
*§uiAla with dat. 590. 
dupa in periphrases, 442, € 
duviva with ace. 566, 2. 
duoia 580, I 
dpuowov efyac with partic. con- 

struction of, 682, 2., 684. 
duorvos with gen. 507. 
Suotos, -ws, duds, dudyAwooos, 

dudvumos with dat. 594. 
duodTns, Spuolwors with 

5945 Obs. 
dpuo.odv with inf. 594. 
duodroryerv with ace. 567.—with 

dat. 594.—with partic. 684. 
aie aie with partic. 684, 

Obs. 2, b. 
SuoNoryetra with ace. with inf. 

676, 2, a. 
budcrodos with gen. 507. 
duévupos with gen. 507. 
Sums 7 _—with partic. 697. 
dvap x. bwap accus., 577; Obs. 

2. 

45 

dat. 

hr: 
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évevdiCew with gen. 495.—with | 
acc. 566, 2.—with double 
acc. 583.—with dat. 589, 3 

dveipomoAery with acc. 552, d. 
évivacba with gen. and tT &« 

twos 491, and Obs. 2.—with 
double acc. 583. 

bvoua in periphrases, 442, €.— 
acc. 579, 4., 580, I 

ovomacewv,  -ecAa. with 
475, Obs. 3., 666. 

ovoud ew with double acc.583. 
dvoudlerOal Tiva 362, 4. 
évros in gen. abs., ellipse of, 

695, Obs. 3. 
dds adverbial, 714, ¢ 
émé¢ew with acc. 573.—with 

dat. 588. 
ban, Omws, Exe, Hrew with 

gen. 528. 
brn, 8101, quo, 605, Obs. 3.— 

éxn, 8trov, bra 835, 
émndety with dat. 593. 
dmiobev, dxicow with gen. 526. 
brAiCew with ace. 569, 572. 
dro. pregnant, for dmov 646, 

Obs. 2. 
bmécos, dmécos ovv, quantus- 

eunque, with indic. 825, 4. 
—with conj. 828, Obs. 3. 
See és, 4, 8 

énéray, see bray under dre. 
érére, when, 839. See bre. 
éméte, since. See bre. 
Smo with gen. 527. 
dtrov pregnant, for dma 646, 

Obs. 2.—émov, quandoqui- 
dem. See bre. 

dmov Ep 734; 3- 
dws with gen. 528. 
dws (interrog.) when used for 

m@s 877, Obs. 2. 
émws with superlat. 870, Obs. 4. 
bmws, that. See dre. 
émws final conj. 805.— with 

conj. and opt. 805, sqq. 
dros dy with conj. and opt. 
810.—8rws (dmws dv) with 
indic. fut. 811, 2. — é7ws, 
émws uh with conj. pres., 
aor. I. pass. and aor. IT. 
midd. 812.—émws and érws 
uy with IT. pers. indie. fut. 
or conj. ellipt. 812, 2.—d7ws 
with indic. of historic tenses 
813.—drws, as, and é1ws wh 
after verbs of fear &ec. 814. 

drws temporal conj. 839. See 
8re. 

bmws(€rAcua’bmws érAcvTa)835. 
érws in comparative adverbial 

sentences, 868. 
émws obv 737, 7 
érws uh, see brws. 
épav with gen. loci, 522.— 

with acc. 554.—after verbs 

elvar 

INDEX OF WORDS. 

of appearing &c. 667, Obs. | 
2.—with part. 683. 

épas, dpare for dp., dtr 798, I. 
—parenthet., ibid. 3. 

dpacbau for dpav 363, 5. 
opéyerOar with gen. 5£1. 
dpetos adverbial, 714, @ 
(Gp@o0vv) xatop@. intrans. 
bptCew and -eoOat 363, 5- 
dpkios adverbial, 714, ¢ 
dpkovv with double acc. 583. 
épkwmote with 76 and inf.670. 
dppatvew with acc. 551, t 
épuav, -ac0o with gen. 510.— 

with ace. 556. 
oppwd<iy with inf. 664. 
épvooew with ace. 571. 
oppavds with gen. 529. 
opxetoGar oxnuatia &c. 556. 
dpxetrOar with dat. 598. 
bs, %, 6, qua, que, quod, use | 

of, 817.—for ofos 817, §.— | 
agreement of, 819. —attrac- | 
tion of, 822, 825.—inverse | 
attraction, 824.—attraction } 
in position, 825.—ds, 7, 6 
with indic. 826.—with indice. 
and &v 827.—with conj. 828, 
829. — with conj. and & 
omitted, 830. — with opt. 

831.—with conj. and opt. 
interchanged, ib. Obs. — 
with opt. and av 832.—%s, 
i, 6 changed into the de- 
monstr. constr. 833. — ds 
with the demonstr. 833, Obs. 
2.—3s for the demonstr. (qu 
for is)816,834.—4s for obTos | 
yép 834.—ds apa, is igitur, | 
834—8s for ofros in ad- | 
dresses &c. 834.—8s with 
the epexegetic subst. 833, 
2.—6s for 871, 836, 3.—8s | 
with ind. fut. or conj. or 
opt. for tva, ut, ib. 4.—dés 
(after oftws, @5e, ToL10dTOS, | 
TnAtKovTOS, TogovTos) for 
&oTe 836, 5, Obs. 2, and 3. 
—in the form, én tovre, 
ém) Toiade, ep Te with ind. 
fut. or inf. 836, 5, ¢.—és= 
ef tis 817, 4. —Os, Os tv, Sotis 
év with conj. for édy for <i 
828, 1., 836, 6. 

és in indirect questions, for 
boris 877, Obs. 3, and 4. 

és, 4, 3, demonstrative, 816. 
—bds wey, ds dé ib. 3, b.—ds 
kal ds ib. c. 

ds BovaAc: for dv BovA. 822, Obs. 
aie 

Baye 735, 9- 
ds 8 Hrot 731, 5. 
boa mActota 823, Obs. 7. 
dcov—éoor, tantum, quantum, 

795> 3, @ 

359: 

écov—tocovvTo 870. 
dcov, accus. of quantity, 578, 

Obs. 2. —beev, bow, with 
compar. and superl. 870.— 
dcov, only ; 8oov mdvor, tan- 
tum non, almost, drov ov or 
éaovov, prope 823, Obs. 1.— 
écov, doa with inf. ; as, dcov 
vy eu’ ciSévar 836, Obs. 2., 

864, 3, 4 
dcos for étt Téa0s 804, 10. 

| doos 817, §.—attracted, 823. 
| Gas in indirect questions, for 

éréaos 877, Obs. 3. 
écos 5h, bcov oby, quantus- 

cunque with indic. 26, 4.— 
— with conj. 828, Obs. 2. 
Cf. és, 7, 6 

damep, daoorep KC. 734, 3- 
éocdrios for bts Téc0s 804, IO. 
dooce Saleta,—dooe paciwd &e. 

384, Obs. 1. 

Bare 755, 3 
doris force of, 816, 5, sqq.— 

seemingly for tls 871, Obs. 
1.=ei tls 816, 8. 

daTis = eay Tis 828, 3. 
dotis with the demonstr. (év- 

Twa TovTOV wyer) 822, Obs. 8. 
doris, Srtis On, guicunque, with 

indic. 826, 4, 5.—with conj. 
828, Obs. 2. Cf. bs, 7, 8. 

Goris TE 755, 3. 
doppalveo@a with gen. and ace. 

485, and 487. 
b0@—tTocovTw 870. 
érav see OTe. 
dre 839.—with indice. 840.— 

érav with conj. 841.—ére 
with conj. for édray 842, 2 
ére ke with ind. fut. ib. 3.— 
dre with opt. 843, 844.— 
éray with opt. 844, Obs.— 
ére with opt. and &y 845.— 
dre, since, with ind. 847, 2 
—with opt. and &y ibid.— 
with ind. and hist. tenses 
and &y ibid. 

ére for 671 804, 8. 
ore Ye 735. 
bre O7Ta 725. 
bre wéev—dre Sé€ for réTe pev— 

tére 5é 816, 3, € 
bre fa, Ste 5h fa 788, 3. 
dv, quod, with inf., as éte w 

eldévar 864, 2, 3. 
é7t with superlat. 870, Obs. 4. 
ott, that, with indic. and opt. 

801, 802.—with opt. and av 
803-—with ind. of hist. 
tenses and &y 803, 2.—étt 
repeated after a parenthe- 
sis, 804, 3.—dre ace. with 
inf. and part. 804, 5.—étt 
interchanged with inf. (acc. 
with inf) 804, 6.—ér: after 



a verb of fear, 814, Obs. 5. 
—ir: in quotations, 802, 
Obs. 5. 

brt, because, constr. 849, 4 
bre Ti 882, I. 
bri addy 872, Obs. 3. 
broBeiy with ace 566, 3. 
érptvew with dat. 589, Obs. 

ev yap arnd, surely, 773 6.— 
ov phy GAAG and ov péevTor 
aAAd, veruntamen, ibid. 

ov—orTe 775, 2, a. 
ov with II. person indicat. 

future, interrogative for the 
imperative (od Actes ; =Aé- 
Ye)» 413, 2 

ov in questions, 874. 
od with I. person indicat. fut., 

interrogative for the conj. 
adhortativus, 413, 3. 

ov 54 724, 2.5 874, 3.00 or) 

wou ibid. 
ov O7Ta 725. 

ev péev Gnv—yé 726, 1.—ov pev 
54 729, b., 730. 

ov mev 729.—ov pev yep ib.— 
ov wevrot ibid.—ovd puévra: in 
questions, $74, 2 

ov mevooy 730, b. 
ov wa constr. 748.—Dawes’s 

canon, ib. Obs. 3. 
ov wy with If. person indic. 

future, interrogative (od wu) 
prvapijoets ; = uw) pAvdper), 

413, 748. 
ov pay 728, b. 
ou Mdvov—EARG Kal or GAAd ; 

—ov pdvov, Sti —GAAA kal 
VADy Line 

ov TAS’ eotiv, cigty 655, 3. 
ovT. Tov in questions, $74, 3. 
ot Tot 790, Obs. 
ov Tolvuy 790, 2. 
ov poavew with partic. and «at ; 

Kal <vdvs 694, Obs. 2. 
ov with gen. 527.—whbi 838. 
ov, of, € &c. reflexive pron. 

for euod, cod, euol, col &e. 
_ 654. y 

ov, of, €, uly, personal pron., 
prospective use of, 657, 1 

ovd &pa 787, ¢c., 788, Tie 
ovdauy, ovdauov with gen. 527. | 
ovdé 776. — ov6é—ovdé ibid. 

Difference between od5é and 
wat ov ibid. Obs. 2. 

ovdé—otre 775. —ot'te—ovdé 
775, d, and Obs. 4.—ov5é— 
abre—obre—o0dé 776, 3.— 
sé—ovdé; ovdée—re or kal 
ibid. 4.—ovddé, ne—quidem, 
ibid. 5. 

aude f 724, 1. —ovdé pv 729, 
b.—ovdé—vyé 735, 10. 

INDEX OF WORDS. 

ovdé wodAod Bei, minime gen- | 
tium, 747, Obs. 

ovdels and oddev ciui 381, Obs.3. 
ovdels datts ov, nemo non, at- 

tracted, 824, 2 
ovdé wh With conjunct. 415. 
oudey UAAO 7H 8Qs, C. 
ovdev oiov with inf. 836, Obs. 2. 
ovdev, in no respect, 579, 6. 
ovdérep with partic. 697, d. 
ovdéTepa accus. 579, 6. 
ovk by old ef Suvatuny 431, Obs. 

2s : 
ovk dy pOdvos Aeyor 694, and 

Obs. 2. 
oun eoriy brov, bry, OTS, OWS 

ov 817, Obs. 4. 
ovn o18 dv ci meloaue 431, Obs. 

2. 
ovkouy Sita 725. 
odicwv, ovx Sv, use of, in He- 

rod 752, > 
ovKovv and ovicouy 791, Obs. 
obv 737.—yép 786, Obs. 4.— 

ody consequential, 791. — 
ovv in answers, 880, h. 

otvekxa with gen. 621, Obs. 2 
—otvena, that. See or. 

avpdvios adverbial, 714, a. 
odpavol plur. 355. 
ov7 &pa-—olre 787, ¢., 788, I. 
ovracew with double ace. 583. 
o¥te—ovTe 775, 1.— ovTeE—Te 

ov for odte ib. Obs. t.—ov— 
ovte ibid. @.—ovdé— vie 
ibid: | 6.—-ou7re——ov ib. ¢.— 
ovre omitted in first clause, 
ib. Obs. 3.—otre—ovd5de ib. | 

d. and Obs. 4.—o¥re—ré or | 
kal ib. @.—ovre—Se ib. B. 

ote ye 735, 10. 
ouTos, avtn, TovTo, local de- 

monstrative and various 
uses of, 655.— prospective, 
657.—retrospective 658. 

outos used twice 655, Obs. 4. 
ovtos omitted, 655, Obs. 5. 
ovTos opposed to eéxeivos 655, 

7. 
autos, heus! 476, a., 655, Obs. 

6 
ovTos, otTws, Hn 719, 4, 6.— 

ottws 5 721. 
ovrw 54 in a principal clause, 

839. : 
oUTws, ws in wishes, 418, b.— 

ottw 697, Obs., 869. 
ottws differs from dd 655, 6 
oTws with partic. 696, Obs. 6 
otTws éxew, Hkew with gen. 

528. 
ovx bmws, ovx bT1,—GAAG Kal | 

(aAAd) 762, 2.—ovx oiov— | 
aAAa. ib. 

ovx bt, quamquam, Sgt, 
ovxl 738, 2. 

Sale © 
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bpedrev adverbial use of, 856, 
Obs. 3. 

dpedos, of a person, 353. 
Oprceiv, b1d Tos 359, 3 
dpAtocKévew with acc. 552, b. 
éppa final conj. 805. —with 

conj. and opt. 805, 2., 809. 
— bop av 810, Obs. 3 

bppa for Téppa 816, e. 
dpa, watil, 839, 4 

Bopp’ rot 731, 4. 
owe with gen. 527. 
oWetew with gen. 408. 
dyos adverbial, 714, b. 
dor, of a place, 353, 2 

See ews. 

maidevew with double ace. 583. 
maidevua, of a person, 382. 
maidevuata, of a person, 355, 

Obs. 2:,°382, 2. 
madevoerOa, seemingly pass- 

ive, 364. 
mate and comp. intransitive, 

oY: 

mate with double acc. 583. 
maiCew with ace. 563. 
maméAnuwa, of a person, 353- 
mats omitted, 436. 
madatew with ace. 563. 

| mavnuepios adverbial, 714, b. 
mavyvuxa ace. 577, Obs. 2. 
mavTa and t& mwavr7a, applied 

to a person, 382. 
mavTa ace. quantit. 578, Obs. 

mavta, at all events, 

579: 6. 
mavTa morety and Aéyew with 

partic. 69o. 
TAVTAX 7), -ov with gen. 527. 
TayTnuap, ace. 577, Obs. 2. 

| wavrotov elvat, yiyverGor with 
partic. and inf. 690. 

mapd, prep. with gen. dat. and 
ace. 637.—mdp’ ovdev ibid, — 
as adverb, 640.— pregnant 
force of with dat. 645, e.— 
with ace. 646, b. 

mépa (accent thrown back) for 
mdpeott &c. 643, Obs. 

mapa- in compos. 637, Obs. 
mapdbupos adverbial, 714, a. 
mapaweiy with dat. 589, 3.— 

with inf. 664. 
mapakeAever Oar with brws and 

ind. fut. 664, Obs. 4. 
mapakeAevots with dat. 

Obs. 4. 
mapaxpoveoOa with double ace. 

583. ; 
mapadauSdvew with gen. 519,2. 
mapadimdyTt 509. 
mapajeAciv with gen. and acc. 

496, Obs. t. 
mapavTa 558. 
mapamAnoios with gen. §25.— 

with dat. 594, 2. 

4.92 

589, 
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mapackevaterdar with inf. 664, 
1.—with 8mws with ind. fut. 
664, Obs. 3.—with partic. 
and inf. 690, and Obs. 2.— 
with @s and partic. ibid. 
Obs. 2. ‘ 

mapackevacticds with gen. 404. 
mapatuxév ace. abs. 700. 
mapautika, mapavtTdbev, map av- 

760: 642. 
mapaxwpeiy with gen, 530.— 

*with dat. 593, 1 
mapeyyuay with dat. 589, 3 
mapeivat with dat. 592. 
mapéK 640, 3. 
mépeoti with inf. 666.—with 

&ore ib. Obs. 
mapéxet sc. 6 beds 373, 3- 
mapéxey with dat. 588.—a- 

CXOALavy, mpayyuata, oXAoV 
with inf. 668, c.— mapéxoyr | 
acc. absol. 700. 

moprevar with gen. 531. 
mapév acc. absol, 700. 
mapotvve with inf. 664. 
mapos 848, Obs. 6. 
mas with another nom. 478. 
mas, adverbial, 714. 
mas tis with the II. pers. im- 

perat. 390, +. 
maocew with gen. 540, Obs. 
mdoxew with acc. 552. 
mateiv with ace. 558. 
mateioba, to cat, with ace. 562. 
Tathp omitted, 436. 
mavey and compos. for 7av- 

eo0a 359. 
mavery with double acc. 583. 
— -eo0a: with gen. 517.— 
with partic. 688.— mavew 
with inf. ibid. Obs. 

medav with gen. 531. 
medol, humi, humum, 605, Obs. 

Bs 
mE 603, 2. 
melOew with double acc. 583. 
—with inf. 664, 665.—with 
ws 664, Obs. 3.—with édore 
ib.—with 76 and inf. 670. 

melBec@ar with gen, 487, 4.— 
with dat. 593. 

mewhy with gen. 498. 
mepav and -aoba 363, 6.— 

with gen. 493.—*with acc. 
560, 2.—*with dat. 6or. 
Obs. 3. — with inf. 664.— 
with part and inf. 690, 

meotéov eotiy twa and Tw 
613, Obs. 2. 

merdew, méAas with gen. 513, 
1, 2. ef. 526.—with dat. 592, 
T, 2, 

neue Eopthy, Mavabhvaas6g. 
—with dat. 592. 

never ban with gen. 529. 
mévns with gen. 529. 

| wAelaTos Tov xpdvoU 442, C. 

INDEX OF WORDS. 

mevOiK@s éxew with gen. 488. 
méradTae with part. 6g. 
memiatevjuat, receptive force of, 

364, 5, ¥- 
memobevar With dat. 593. 
némpwra: with ace. with inf. 
676, b. 

mp 734.—with part. 697, ¢ 
mEpa. with gen. 526. 
mepatvey with ace. 560, 2.— 

with double ace. 583. 
mepay with acc. vie 558.—to 

accomplish, with acc. 560, 2. 
mept, prep. with gen., dat. and 

ace. 632.—as adverb, 640, 2. 
mept with acc. in pregnant 

force for the dat. 645, b 
mept with gen. and tmép with 

gen. inter. 646. 
mepiaumeTle 640, 3. 
*repiBaivew with dat. 596. 
mepvytyveoba: with gen. 504. 
mepioldog0a with gen. 519, 2 
meprezvar With gen. 504. 
meptexeo9a: with gen. 536. 
mepudety, Se TepLopay. 
*repysevew with inf. 664. 
meplodov (Thv) 579, 4- 
mepiopay with inf. 664.—with 

part. 687.—with inf. ibid. , 
Obs. 

mep) mpd 640, 3. 
mepioods with gen. 502, 3. 
mepiotepns with gen. 539, 2 
mepiteeiabal Tt 545, 3. 
*repi tivos evera 621, Obs. 2. 
mepltpiuua, of a person, 353. 
mepixopeve with acc. 556, c. 
méeooew with ace. 572. 
mepuyuevoy eivar for medev- 

yevat 363, 5. 
mepukévat (ev) TL 579, T-—7e- 

guxévac and a subst. with 
inf. (ad) 668. 

my with gen. 527. 
mnoav with acc. 556, e. 
ahua, of a person, 353, t. 
ayualve with double acc.583. 
miumAnut with gen. 539. 
mivew with gen. and acc. 537, 

and Obs.—with ace. 562. 
wimigke with double acc. 583. 
mintew ord Twos 359.—with 

ace. 556.-—mimrrey tit for 
els TL 5Q2. 

miore.s, testimonia, 355, Y 
morevew ddéay 551, d. 
mioTEvoua bmd Twos, Mihi cre- 

ditur ab aliq. 372, 4 
mortdés, active, 356, Obs. 
mAaytos adverbial, 714, a. 
mAdooew with ace. 569, 3 
mwAeiv with ace. 559,— with 

ace. vie 558, 

mAéKery With acc. 569. 

mwAel@, mAéov, without 4 with 
numerals, 780, Obs. 1.—as 
adverb with numerals, ib. 

mAéoy with the plural 381, Obs. 

mAeoverteiv with ace. 576, 2. 
maégov civar with dat. 596, Obs. 

2. 
mAéos with gen. 539, 2 
mAnyeis Tivos 483, Obs. 3. 
TANG0s acc. 579, 4 
TANG, cwm multit. 604, 2.— 

TAPE TOAAGL 8QQ, I 
mAnGew with gen. 539, I- 
mAnKTiCec9a. with dat. bor, 

Obs. 3. 
mAny with gen. 529, 2 
TAY = GAA 773, Obs. 4.—rAnv 

Hy wWAhy GAAa ; wAny GAN F 
ibid.— after the comparat. 
779, Obs. 2.—Ahy ei or TARY 
el uh 860, 7. 

mAnpys ¢ivae with part. 686. 
TAnpns, TAnpédw with gen. 539, 

We 2 
TAnod¢ew, tAnolov with gen. 

508, I, ¢., 526.— with dat. 

592. 
| TAnalov ace. 558. 

| (wahrrew) for -erOa: 359. 
TAWOevew with ace. 559. 
wAivOos for mAltv@o 354. 
taovowos With gen. 539, 2 
maAovTot, divitiw, 355, Obs. 1. 
mveiv with gen. 484.— with 

acc. 555, d. 
mo0ety with gen. and acc. 498, 

and Obs. 2. 
nobeicba: for mobeiv 363, 5 
mé6ev with gen. 527.—7mdééev 

yap; 872. 
mot, quo, 605, Obs 5.—preg- 

nant force for rod (ubz) 646, 
Obs. 

| moety with gen. materiz, 5 38. 
—with acc. 569.—€v, kaxa@s, 
with ace. 583. 

Toteiv, ev, Kak@s with particip. 
689.—with double ace. 583. 
—*ri tiwet 598. — with inf. 
666.—with d7ws with ind. 
fut. ib. Obs.—jovxlav with 
inf 668. 

motety (to represent) with partic. 
684. — difference between 
partic. and inf. ib. Obs. 3, d. 

*roveto Oat EavTOv 527. 
moetoOar with gen. 533, 2.— 

with gen. pret, 521. 
moikiAAew with acc. 569, 3 
toiuvn, of persons, 353, I 
motos for 6émotos in indirect 

questions, 877, Obs. 2. 
moios eit with inf. 666. 
mokeuev with acc. 564.—with 

dat. 601, and Obs. 4. 



moAiTeve With ace. 553.—and 
-ec Oat 363, 6. 

mWoAAG, ToAV, accus. 578, Obs. 
2.—TOAAE 579, 6. 

moAAdKis with gen. 527. 
moAAov Seiy or moAAvv alone 

864, I. 
moAAaTAdo.os with gen. 502. 
—h 503, Obs. 2. 

mohAdv elvat, eyKetcOa with 
partic. 6go. 

ToAAOD Hyer Oat, Toreto bar 521. 
TOAA® dat. bog. 
modus, for adverb, 714, c. 
moAvs joined by ral, Té—kal to 

another adject. 759, Obs. 2. 
modus (6) Tod xpdvou—moAA} 

THS xapas 442, d. 
moAvotephs with gen. 539, 2. 
moveiv intrans. and trans. 359. 

—with acc. 563, 560. 
movnpevew and -erbat 363, 6. 
mévos, of a person, 353. 
mopeverOa ddd 558. 
mopi¢er 71 for mopiCerOa 363, 3. 
mopiorikds With gen. 494. 
*réppw with gen. 526. 
méaos for émécos in indirect 

questions, 877, Obs. 2. 
moTepa, MéTEpoV, acc. 578, 4.— 

aérepov—H in direct ques- | 
tions, 875, b. 

métva Oedwy 534, Obs. 2. 
mov, mov with gen. 527. 
mov 522, Obs. 1. 
mov 5 721, 873. 
mpayua with the adj. for the 

simple neuter adj. 381, Obs. 
4. 

mpayua, mpdyuara omitted 436. 
mpayuarevery with acc. 559. 
mpadecOa1, seemingly pass.365, 

2. 
mpacoew (to accomplish) with 

ace. 560, 2. 
mpdtrew with acc. 560. — 

-ecOa (to exact) with double 
ace. 583. pass. and ace. ib. 

mpatrew ed with gen. 483, 
Obs. 3. 

mpemew, mpemovtws with dat. 
594, 3-—with dat. and acc. 
and inf. 674, 676. 

mpémet with partic. 691. 
mpewovTws, Tpenwy with gen. 

518, 4.—with dat. 594, 3. 
tpéaba Oedwy 534, Obs. 2. 
mpcoBela for mpeoBets 353, I. 
mpeoBevey with gen. 504.— 

with acc. 566. 
mpeoBevuata, of a person, 353, 

I. 
mphocew dd0t0 522, 2. 
mplac@a with gen. 5 19.—*with 

ace. 576, 2.—with dat. 598. 
mpiv—mplv 795. 
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mply mep 734, 2, 3.—-mpiv ye 

735) 9. 

mplv, mply # 839.—constr. 848. 
—rnply or ply # with conj. 
for mply &yv 842, 2. 

mpé prep. with gen. 619.—as 
adv. 640, 2. 

mpo- in compos. 619, Obs. 
mpoadeic 0a with dat. 598. 
mpoaipecoOat with inf. 665. 
mpoBalvery with ace. 558. 
mpodiOdvar with gen. 535. 
mpoexew with gen. 504. 
mpoexe with dat. instrum. 

609, I. 
mpoduudy elvar, mpobvpctobau 

with inf. 664.—with dws 
with ind. fut. 664, Obs. 3.— 
with +d and inf. 670. 

mpotec Oa with gen. 531.—with 
gen. pret. 520. 

mpokaretobal Tid Te 583.— 

mpox. xdpun 592. 
mpovnorevew with dat. 598. 
mpovoeivy with gen. 496. 
mpoopay with gen. 496. 
mpomdAa 644. 
mpondpo.le with gen. 526. 
mpomepuat 642. 
mpontvery with gen. 497. 
mpopety with ace. 555. 
ampés with gen., dat. and ace. 

638.—as adv. 640.—with 
dat. in pregnant force for 
ace. 645. 

mpocavday with double ace. 583. 
mpocBdadAew with gen. 484. 
mpogdiddvat with gen. 535. 
tpoodoxav with ace. 550. 
mpoceért with dat. 644, Obs. 
mpoctevxecOa: with dat. 589. 
mpoonke: different from mpoo7- 

ke 858, Obs. 4. 
mpoonkew with dat. 594, 3.— 

dat. and ace. w. inf. 674, 676. 
mpoonker wor With gen. 512. 
mpoojov acc. absol. 700, a. 
mpoonyopos with gen. 4094. 
mpda0ey with gen. 526. 
mpocevat mpooddia 559, Obs. 2. 
mpookaAdcioba with gen. 501. 
*rpoodCew with gen. 484. 
*rpoomvet with gen. 484. 
mpooratrew with inf. 664. 
mpooréAAe with ace. 558. 
mpoouuBadAco Oa with gen.5 35. 
*rpoopephs with gen. 507. 
*rpoopwveiv mpooluiov 566, I. 
mpoaxalvew with acc. 566, 3- 
*“rodow with gen. 526. 
“rpotapBeiv with acc. 550, b. 
Tpotov (mpd Tod) 444, @. 
*rpovpayny Tivt TodovvTt 599, 3- 
mpopatvouat idéc0at 667, Obs. 2. 
mpopacw 570, 4. 
mpopepery with gen. 504. 

| 
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mpuuvds for adverb, 714. 
| tpwt with gen. 527. 

mpara, Td, applied to a person, 
382. 

mpwtevew with gen. 504. 
mpatos with gen. 502, 3.—ad- 

verbial, 714, a. — difference 
between mp@ros and mpaétov 
ib. Obs. 3. 

mratew and compos. for -erGat 

359- 
mrepdv, bird, 353, 2. 
*rréoocew with ace. 550. 
TIv80t 605, Obs. 1. 
mukvés for adverb, 714, ¢. 
mvAa for the sing. 355, Obs. 1. 
muvOdveoOu, in sense of per- 

fect, 396. 
muv0dvecba. with gen. 485.— 

with partic. 683. — differ- 
ence beween inf. and partic. 
ib. Obs. 

mupol 355, b. 
mwAreiv with gen. 519, 2,—with 

ace. 573. 
mwAcioba with gen. 481, I. 
mépoda 880, Obs. 2. 
Tas hy 427, 4. 
mas yap tv; mas 8 oun ty; 

without verb, 430. 
Tas yep; Tas yap ov ; 872, 2. 
m@s Exe, Hrew with gen. 528. 
mas 89 723., 870.—nGs otv 5), 

m@s 8 ovv ibid. and 872.— 
m@s Sal 727.—ma@s kal 872. 
—nras pny 728., $72. 

padiov with dat. 602, 3. 
padiws pepe with partic. 685. 
‘Pauvovvti 605, Obs. 1. 
pamrew with acc. 569. 
paWwdery with acc. 566. 
p<Cew (to do) with ace. 560. 
pety with ace. 555. 
pémew with ace. 558. 
pnyviva: wémAous for pyyvucbat 

363, 3.—gwrny 566, I. 
*5vyerv with ace. 550, b. 
popety with ace. 562. 
piec@a with gen. 531.—with 

inf. 664. 
pvo.os with dat. 602, 3. 

cadnilersc. 6 caATLYKTHS 373; 2- 
catpamevey with gen. 505. 
carrew with gen. 539, I. 
cavTod or ceavTov, uses of, 

652, 3- 
oéBas in periphrases, 442, é. 
ot 54 elliptic sc. Aéyw 581, 2. 
cele sc. 6 Beds 373, 2. 
onualver TH odATLYyY: SC. 6 TaA- 

MLYKTHS 373, 2-—mpoonualver 
sc. 6 Beds 373, 3- 

onuatvew with gen. 578.—with 
dat. ib. Obs. 3., 5895 3- 
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onetov 6€ 655, Obs. 4. 
onwepids for adv. 714, b. 
onmepov ace. 577, Obs. 2. 
onoapa, of a place, 353. 2. 
onte.os for adv. 714, b. 
o4€vos in periphrases, 442. e. 
oiyav Adyov &c. 566. 
alOnpos, tron-mar't, 353, 2- 
citeto@a with ace. 562. 
ciwmay with acc. 566.—with 

dat. 598. 
oredaCew with ace. 570. 
(cent ea0a) eoxepba pass. 368. 
oKevadew with acc. 569. 
okomey and -ctoOo 363, 6. 
oxomety with gen. and ace. 485., 

487, I. 
(sKoTa(e) cvoKoTdce sc. 6 beds 

3733 2+ 
ckotiatos for ev oxdt@ 714, b. 
cpiKpots, quum res parve sunt, 

603, I. 
ool, dat. of reference, 600, 2. 
cov for ods 652, 3.—cov before 

its substantive for oot ib. 
Obs. 4. 

cod, gol, vé, retrospective, 658. 
adpos, of a person, 353, 1. 
ods for cod 65°, Obs. 6. 
copi(erOa with ace. 551, I. 
copés with gen. 493. — with 

acc. 579, 2.—mpds 71 ib. Obs. 
onmaviCew with gen. 529. 
omdvios, adverbial, 714, c. 
ometpey with acc. 569, 2., 570. 
omwevoew with gen. 497. — 

-eo0at orrovddas &e. 560, 2.— 
with acc. 570. 

omépxew for orepxerOat 359. 
onepxec0ar with dat. Gor. 
omevdew with ace. 560. 
omovddcev with ace. 560. — 

with inf. 664, 1. 
omovoy, egre, 603, 2. 
otayav for dves 354. 
ordew with ace. 555., 570. 
oTabuav and -dobat 363, 6. 
oraduacbal Tt Twl 600, 3. 
otelxew with ace. 558. 
oTé\Ae with ace. 558., 569. 
orévmara for créupa 355, Obs. 

I. 
otevatew with acc. 566, 3.— 

with instrum. dat. 607. 
oteve, oTévecOai w. gen. 488. 
otéyw médos accus. 566, 4. 
orepyew with acc. 549, Obs. 2. 
—with gen. and dat. 498, 
Obs. 2. 

orepyev, -eoOu with instrum. 
dat. 607. 

oteperv with gen. 529, I. 
orepety and -etoAa with gen. 

529.—with double ace. 583. 
oTephoecbot seemingly passive, | 

364, Obs. 
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| *crepavotcba with ace. 584, 3. 
—with dat. 548, Obs. 8. 

arepavéoagba: seemingly pass- 
ive, 364, b. 

(oriva) kataoriver b4d Tivos 

359) 3+ 

dat. 601. 
(orHcec0a) karaor. seemingly 

passive, 364, a. 
atdrA@ cum catervd, 604, 2. 
otoxa(eoOat with gen. 509. 
otpareve and -ecOa 363, 6. 
—with ace. 564. 

atpatnyew with gen. 505. — 
with dat. ibid. Obs. 3., 596, 
2. 

atpatnAateiy with gen. and 
dat. 505, and Obs. 3.—with 
dat. 396, 2. 

oTpatomedevery and -ec@a 363, 

oTpége and compos. intran- 
sitive, 359. 

otpepecda with gen. 507.— 
with ace. 551, 1. 

oTpaTe, cum exercitu, 604, 2. 
*arvyeiv with ace. 549. ¢. 
otvyos, of a person, 353, I. 
ov, use of, 652, (in Homer, 

ibid. Obs. 1.) 
ovyyevys with gen. 507.— with 

dat. 590. 
ovyy-yvécKeo Oa with inf. 665. 

—- ovyy-yvécnw different 
constructions of, 682, 2. 

avyyveuov with gen. 493. 
*ouyKepdvyvaba pidiay 572. 
ovyxwpery with gen. 530.— 

with inf. 664,1.—with écre 

ib. Obs. 3. 
cvaday with double acc. 583. 
ovdAAauBavew, -eo8o with gen. 

535- 
osvAAauBavovTt 599. 
cup Batvew with inf. 669, a.— 

construction of, 674.—with 
inf. 674., 676,6.—with par- 
tic. 691. 

ouuBardrcoOa with gen. 535. 
ounBovaevew with infin. 664. 
cupmaxla for cbupaxot 353. 
ovputya with dat. 5go. 
ouurpdooew with dat. 596. 
oumpéepew with dat. 596. 
cumpeper with partic. 691. 
ovupopos with gen. 507.—avp- 

gopdv éori with dat. dnd ace. 
with inf. 674.—with partic. 
691. 

ocuuduhs with gen. 507. 
avupuTos with gen. 507. 
atvupwvos with gen. 507.’ 
abupwvos, -eiv, -la, with dat. 

594,2, and Obs. 1. 
‘ctupnpos with gen. 507. 

orjve: with acc. 556. — with 

ovv, Evy, prep. with dat. 623. 
as adverb, 640.- 

civ with a subst. of quality 
instead of the gen. 604, Obs. 
D i 

aiv- in compos. 622, Obs. 
ovvaye rive vndv, diKkaoTHpioy 

&e. 559. 
ouvavetv with dat. 594, I. 
ouvatpso0a: with gen. and acc. 

536, and Obs. 4. 
ouvahratreaba with dat. 590. 
cuveBy with Sore 669, Obs. 1. 
guvedevee With gen. 493. 
suverdyTt 590.—ouveddvTt G- 

mwA@s einer 864, I. 
ouverec Gar with gen. 536. 
guvepyés with gen. 507. 
suveTpiBn TiS KEpPaAS 522, 

Obs. 3. 
ouvhéns with gen. £07. 
ovrjveev with inf. 669.—with 

ore ibid. Obs. 1. 
gumévat with gen. 485.—with 

gen. and ace. ibid. Obs. 
ovviarwp with ace. 581, 3. 
avvvonos with gen. 507. 
cbvoda with partic. 682. 2. 
TUYTEREVTL 5GQ. 
atveott with partic. 691. 
avytpopos with gen. 507. 
ouvTvyxevew with gen. 512. 
auve@dés with dat. 594, 2. 
suxva acc. 578, Obs. 2. 
ouxves adverbial, 714, ¢. 
spayels Tivos 483, Obs. 3. 
apayn, blood, 353, 1. 
opakeAtCew for -ecbat 359. 
opdrrcw, cpadAco Oa with gen. 

514. 
o¢é for adtdv 654, T, a. 
opérepos for huerepos, tueTEpos 

654.—oérepos for euds, ods 
654. 

Sontrot 605, Obs. tr. 
optow for tuty 654, 2, a. 
oxeddv with gen. 526, 
oxéeo0at and compos., seem- 

ingly passive, 365, 2. 
oxétAws with gen. 489., 495. 
oxhua “AAkuwavirdy (eis “Axé- 

povra TupuprceyeOwy Te péov- 
oi Kexutds TE) 393, 5- 

oxime Bowriwy or TWuwdapucdy 
(ueAvydpves Buvor TéMerar) 
386, I. 

oxima kal bAov Kat wépos in 
the nominat. 478., 708, 2.— 
in the accus. 584, I. 

oo¢ew with gen. 531. 
swthp adjective, 439. 

rd with the gen. plur. and the 
verb in plur, 380, 

To wev Lpa—, aAAd 787, ¢. 
Ta Tota Without Kat 792, h. 

es 



Tdde mavTa 655, 3.—Tade with 
adverbs of time and place, 
ibid. 5. 

TdAas with gen. 480. 
TaAAG accus. 579, 6. 
Taud for éyd 436, Obs. t. 
Tomeve and -ecAat 363, 6. 
TavavtTia accus. 579, 6. 
*ravvew rh Tin 588, 5. 
Tavov accus. 577, Obs. 2. 
Tavuv Tae 055, 5. 
Tdéacbat seemingly passive, 

364, d. 
Ta TOAAG acc. 57%, Obs. 2. 
TopaTrew méAEKOV, oTATELS 583. 
*rapBew with ace. 550. b. 
T&pxaiov accus. 577, Obs. 2. 
TavpovoGa with acc. 554. 
tavtTa applied to a notion or 

thought, 383, Obs. 
tata, this world, &c. 655, 2. 

—tavra with an adverb of 
place or time, ib. 5.—taitrva 
mavta ib. 3.—Tatra, pro- 
spective use of, 657, 2. 

TavTa mév—TavTa dé, accus. | 

579, 6. 
TadT tpa 570, 6. 
TtavTn 605, Obs. 1.—hoce modo, 

603, 2. 
taxa with indic. of historic 

tenses without ay &59. 
taxos, celeriter, 579, 7- 
Té—Té 754, I-4.—Té— BE ; mev 

—rté ib. 5.—7é alone, ib. 6, 
4.—r1é with moaAvs 759, Obs. 
2.—Hpic use of ré 755.— 
elmep Té —TéE ; — eirep—TE ; 
TE; —pev Te—DE Te OF GA- 
Ad Te ;—TéE—5E Te, GAA TE; 
pév Te—OE Or GAAG ;—8BE Te, 
GAAG Te ;—Oe—Té; TéE—8E; 
Té—aTdp ;—kal Te ;—ydp 
TE ;— Fre ;— TE—H1e 755, 
2.—OorTe, boTis TE, olds TE, 
boos Te, bote, Goel Te, Gre, 
Hore, dmws Te, OTE TE, OO TE, 
iva te ib. 3.—oids Te eiul, 
ore, woelre, ore in the 
“Attic, émrefre in Herod. ib. 
4. 

Té—kal 758.—with modds 759, 
Obs. 2. 

te ob for ote 775, Obs. 1.—Te 
—ovdé 776, Obs. 

Té—nal for dre 752, 2. 
Té YE 735, 10. 
Teyyew with ace. 555. 
(relvew) Evy. for -ecPat 359.— 

mporeivew and -ec0a 363, 6. 
Tekmalpecbal Tt Tivi 609, 3. 
Texunptov dé 655, 0. 
Texvoov with acc. 569, 2. — 
parentem esse, 396. 

Texvoov, -ovoba with gen. 
165. 
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Texel, Terxl Ce with acc. 569. 
TexTalvew with ace. 569. 
TeXery with acc. 561., 573. 
tédewos with gen. 494. 
TeAEuTay UTI TLVOS 359, 3. 

| TeAcuTay, as intrans. 359. 
TeAevTav With gen. 517.—with 

ace. 5f0, 2. 
TeAcuTHoETHa seemingly pas- 

sive, 364. f 
Tehevtav, at last, 696, Obs. 1. 
TéAos accus. 577, Obs. 2. 
rTéuvew bpkia, pirddtnta, cuvbe- 

clas, pir 560 2. 
TéuverOat epn 583. 
tépmec@a with gen. 540, — 

with acc. 549.—with partic. 

-etaptatos, on the fourth day, 
714, 0. 

-evxew with ace. 569, 1. 
-exviv with ace. 569, 3. 
-éws for éws 795., 839.—poet. 

for réte ib. 4. 
-7 aAnbeia 603, 2. 
-f, THOE 605, Obs. 1. 
de with gen. 527. 
-hicey with ace. 549, ¢.—oiuw- 

ydv with acc. 360, 2. 
(rhKew) ext. intrans. 359. 
THAe, THAGA with gen. 526. 
TnAlKos civ with inf. 666. 
TnAtkotTos as femin. 390, Obs. 
THhueAeiv With gen. 406. 
Thmos, accus. 577, Obs. 2.— 

Twos poet for réTe 839, 4. 
Thy apxnv 577, Obs. 2. 
THY TAXLOTHY, Thy TpOTHY, THY 

dAdrws, Thy evdciay 558, 1. 
Thy Spyv, ad tempus, 577, Obs. 

Vie 
thvixa poet. for rére 839, 4. 
TnTaoGat with gen. £29, I. 
THTes, accus. 577, Obs. 2. 
7) with the neuter. adject. 381, 

Obs. 4. 
Tl, in any respect, 579, 6. 
zi with the negat. for ovdev ov 

in the middle of a sentence, 
882, 2. 

Tt HAAO H 8Q5, 5. 
Tl BovAdsuevos— ; cur, 697. 
Th yap méAAEL; TLS ov peAAEL; 
Tt ® ove €ueAAe ; in answers, 
880, Obs. 2. 

tt 6€ wo or cor; quid ad me? 
590, Obs. 2. 

tl On, Th SH wore, TL 5h ody, TI 
obv 5h 721.—Tt Bat 727.—71h 
env 728.—rTl vu 732. 

7) elvat, aliquid esse, 381, Obs. 
Bid oh 

tl éort wol ti; (Kowwdv) 590, 
Obs. 2. 

tl Akers ; 4.06, 5. 
tt wadev and rt maddy 872, k. 
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Ti méAAeL; in answers, &8o, 
Obs. 2. 

| rl woe tTuvds 535, Obs. 2. 
| tL od, rt obv od with the aorist, 

, 403) 3: 
TieaGal TiVd T.LVOS 500. 
TiOévan and 7{0co 0au vdpous 362, 

2. 
TiWévar, -ecOat with gen. 532, 

2.—with dat. 591. 
(riOnus) Tyres as femin. 390, 

Obs. 
tixrew with ace. 569, 2.—pa- 

rentem esse, 369. 
tlAAeoOal Twa 364, 4. 
tyual of a person, 353, 1. 
Tyuay, -Goba with gen. 521. 
Timagba, TeTyuAoOa, TeTibW?,- 

ceoOa seemingly passive, 
364, 4. 

Tipwpely, -eioOal Tid Tivos and 
avTl Twos 500, and Obs. 4. 
—with dat. 596.—Tipépnua 
with dat. 596. Obs. 2. 

twdtacGar seemingly passive, 
364, 4. 

tTlvew with ace. 573.—with dat. 
585, 1. 

tlrte 872, a. 
tls omitted, 372, 6. 

| rls=one, they, 373, 7- 
tls or mas Tis with the IT. pers. 

imper. 390,¥7- 
tls as indefinite article, 446, 

659.— position of, 660. 
tls, tl collective, 659, 1.—for 

eye, av ib. 2.—with adj., 
indefinite numerals, and ady. 
ib. 4.—exrimius quidam, ib. 
Obs. t.—with pronouns and 
cardinal numerals, ib. 5.—# 
Tis 2) ovdels ib. Obs. 2. 

tls for arts in indirect ques- 
tions, 877, Obs. 2. 

tls doris ov attracted, 824, 2. 
tls more 872.—TIis Te, Tis 7 

up’. tis vu ib. b.—ris &pa ib. 
c.—tt 8H, Tt dhmote, ti Sal, 
tls dh obv, Th ody BF ib. d.— 
wt unv ib. f.—rl 6€ ; Tid od; 
ib. g.—ti kal ib. h.—rls ydp, 
wl yap; ib. @. 

ths 7 tp, thr &p 788, 1., 872, 
¢. 

ticacba with gen. 500.—with 
dl{kny ib. Obs. 1.—construc- 
tion of, 585. 

TitpooKkecOat ohayds 583. 
TiTtoKecOa with gen. 509. 
TAhpev with gen. 489. 
TAjva with aec. 563.—with 

inf. 664.—with partic. 687. 
—with inf. ib. Obs. 

76 with inf. for the inf. alone, 
670. 

|ré, Tov, Te with inf. or with 

\ 
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ace. with inf. 678.—7é6 with 
inf. or with acc. with inf. to 
explain a subst. ib. —ré with 
inf. or with ace. with inf. in 
exclamations and questions, 
679. 

76 with the gen. plur. and the 
verb in plur. 38o. I. 

7d avtika accus. 577, Obs. 2. 
Tv & GAndés accus. 579, 4. 
Td 5€ péeyioToy, kal Td Meyioror, 

7d be Sewdrator, Kal Td erxa- 
Tov, TO TeACUTAIOV &C. 580, 4. 

70 & bdov 579, 6. 
7) éudy for eyéd 426, 2, d, 7. 
7d éeximay acc. of quantity, 578, 

Obs. 2. 
7d EwOivdy accus. 577, Obs. 2. 
7 Odrepov 450, 6. 
7d Kal 7d, Tov Kal Tov 444, b. 
7d Kard (ent, ets) Te or Twa 

679, 2. 
To KaTa TOUTOY civaL 679, 2. 
*rd Aeyouevoy 580, 2. 
To AaTdY 577, Obs. 2., 523. 
Td undév 745, Obs. 4. 
7d vov elvai—rd Thucpor elvat 

—Td én opas elvar—Td er 
exelvois <ivai—7d KkaTa ToOU- 
tov elvat 670, 2. 

7) mépas, TO Tadady, To TPB- 
Tov, T) TdAa, TL mply acc. 
5477, Obs. 2. 

Td adv mepos accus. 579, 4. 
7d tavtdv 459, 6. 
7d Tédos, TO TeAEUTGIoY, ad 

postremum, 577, Obs. 2. 
7d dedi6s &c. for dé0s 436, 2, d. 
*7d Tod TonTOD, 580, 2. 
76d, huc, 655, 1.—7dde with 

an adverb of place or time, 
ib. 5.—prospective use of, 
657, 2. 

769° éxeivo 655, 8. 
tol 736.—in answers, 880, f. 
Tol-yap 790, 3- 

ToLyapTolt 7QO, 4. 

Tolvuv 790, I, 2. 
totov, only, 823, Obs. 2. 
rodade different from Toodros 

655, 6.—rodode cil 666. 
TotovTos seemingly with dat. 

594, Obs. 2.—rowwidros differ- 
ent from roidode 655, 6.— 
To.ovrds eius with inf. 666. 

TOS TPWTOL 444, Cd. 
tokets of one parent, 355, Obs. 

2. 
ToAmay with ace. 561., 563.— 

—with inf. 664.—with par- 
tic. 687.—with inf. ib. Obs. 
I. 

Tov xpdvoy 5477. 
Tééa. for tTéEov 355, Obs. 1. 
tokebew with gen. 509. 
técor, only, 823, Obs. 2. 

INDEX OF WORDS. 

Toaoutov — baov ; toco’T@ — | 7@, wherefore, 6o9, 3. 
éa@ 870. 

TOTOVTO ACCUS. 
578, Obs. 2. 

Tér dn 719, 4.—TéTe Bi 720, 
Me 

tov with inf. or with acc. with 
inf. to explain a subst. 678. 
—rTov and tov un with inf. 
or with ace. with inf to ex- | 
press the aim, 492. 

Tov AaTOU 523. 
TovvayTioy accus. 579, 6. 
Tour eué, Tovmt ce 570, 6. 
tovro with adverb of time or 

place, 655, 5.—rTovr’ ere? ib. 
—vo0vT éxetvo ib. 8.—TovT’ 
avTé 656.—rTovTo prospec- 
tive use of, 657, 2. 

touTo 8, id quod, applying to 
a whole sentence, 836, 2. 

TovUTO m&év—TovTO 5€, accus. 

579, 6. 
téppa poet. for év ToT 830, 4. 
*rpayewdetv with ace. 566, 1. 
tpagels Tivos 483, Obs. 2. 
tpapjvat different from Ope- 

pejvat 367, Obs. 2. 
Tpemew and compos. for tpé- 

Tmec0at 363. 
tpémecOar with gen. 530. — 

with ace. viw, 558, 1.—with 
dat. 591. 

tpepev with double ace. 583. 
Tpéxew with ace. 563. 
tp{Bew and compos. for tpl- 

Beoba 363. 
tpiBwy with gen. 493.—with | 

ace. 581, 3. 
tpiCew with ace. 566, 3. 
Tpinpapxeiv with ace. 553. 
Tpinpect, cum tri. 605. 
tpluwa of a person, 353, I. 
TpitAdowos With gen. 502, 3. 
TpimAovs with gen. 502, 3. 
tpitaios, on the third day, 714, 

tpdémov accus. 580, tT. 

TpoT@ Toi@de 603, 2. 
TptvecOar seemingly passive, 

364, a. 
tpémov, TovTov, Tov Tpdmov &e. 

580. 1. 
Tpwyew with acc. 562. 
Tvyxdvew seemingly for efvat 

37593. 
Tvyxave with gen. 512. — 

with ace. 576, 2. — with 
partic. 693. 

tUuBos of a person, 353, I. 
tTUmTew with double acc. 583. 
TUmTedOal Tia 545, 3. 
tUmTegbat moAAGS TANYEs ibid. 
Tupavveiy, -vevery with gen. 505. 
tupbs, cheese-shop, 353, 2. 
rvxn With inf. 669, 1. 

rap bvTl, TE Ady@, Epyw 603, 2. 
of quantity, | tos for @s 816, 1. 

bBplCew with double ace. 583. 
UBpiowa of a person, 353, 1. 
byialvew Tas Ppevas 579, I. 
byleat 355, Y- 
ter sc. 6 Oeds 373, 2. 
Hew with ace. 570. 
vies "Axal@y 442. 
vids omitted, 436. 
bAatos for UAn 714, a. 
dAakreiv with acc. 566, 3. 
bAhevt. as femin. 390, Obs. 
bmérepov for tuets 436, Obs. 1. 
buiv, dat. of reference, 600, 2. 
juve with ace. 566, 3. 
duvos with dat. 598, Obs. 
buv@dery with acc. 566, 3. 
indyew with gen. 501, and 

Obs. 1. 
bmakovew with dat. 593. 
bmavicracOc with gen. 530. 
bravrav, bravTia¢ew with gen. 

and ace. 513.—with dat. 

592. 
bras accus, 577, Obs. 2. 
bmdpxew with gen. and ace. 

516, and Obs.—with partic. 
688. 

bmdpxov, accus. absol. 700. 
bratevew with gen. 504. 
bmelkey with gen. 530.—-with 

ace 548, Obs. 1.—*with dat. 

503) I 
bméx 640, 3. 
brekoTiva with ace. 548, Obs. 

is 
bmextpemerOar with acc. 548, 

Obs. t. 
tmetdyew mdéda with acc. 548, 

Obs. 1. 
bmép prep. with gen. and ace. 

630. 
bmep- in compos. 630, Obs. 
bmepavw 644. 
brepBadAdAew with gen. and acc. 

504, and Obs.2.—Twad Tim 
609, I. 

brepBardv 9o4. 
bmepéxe with gen. and acc. 

504, and Obs. 2. 
dmepideiy with gen. 496. 
brepottia: of a person, 353, I- 
bmeprévtios for trép mdvrov 

714, a. 

breppepe with gen. 504. 
bmeppuas ws 823, Obs. 7. 
imépxeoOa with ace. 548, Obs. 

I 
treats with partic. 691. 
bmjKkoos with gen. 487, 4. 
bmnotos, adverbial, 714, 0. 
dmnperew with acc. 553.—with 

dat. 596, 2. 



Umvov, som tempore, 523. 
id, prep. with gen., dat. and 

ace. 639.—as adverb, 640. 
—with dat. or ace. in preg- 
nant force, 645. 

té with acc. and partic. (67d 
vinta €d9ovcav) 696, Obs. 4. 

brokdtw 644. 
brouevey with inf. 664.—with 

partic. 687. 
broumvhokey, -eoOa with gen. 

and acc. 515, and Obs.— 
with double ace. 583. 

brovoeiy with gen. 485. 
Uromtos transit. 356, Obs.— 

with gen. 542, 2. 
brooctHvat with dat. 6or. 
brootpapels Tivos 483, Obs. 3. 
brotapBeiy with acc. 550. 
troupyetr with acc. 573, Obs. 2. 
broxwpety with gen. 530.— 

with ace. 548, Obs. 1. 
voratos, adverbial, 714, a. 
torepely, torepoy civat, taTepl- 

(ew with gen. 506. 
votepos with gen. 502.—torTe- 

pos # 503, Obs. 2. 
bpaivew with acc. 569, 3. 
*ipeAkew with gen. 522, 1. 
bpievat, -eoOar with gen. 531. 
bpiotacba: with dat. 6or. 
vy, in alto,inaltum, 605, Obs. 5. 
bWddev with gen. 526. 
Uos, accus. 579, 4. 

gpayety with gen. and ace. 537, 
Obs.—with ace. 562. 

palve intrans. 359—with acc. 
569, 2. 

patvew, gpaiverOar with partic. 
684. —aivoua woi@y tt ib. 
Obs. 2. 

galvecOa with gen. 518, b.— 
with gen. loci, 522.—with 
inf. 665, 654. 

patvouat dey 667, Obs. 2. 
paver with gen. 486.—with 

inf. 665. 
gpavepdy eivar with partic. 684. 

—pavepds eiut moray ti ib. 
Obs. 1. 

paviva different from pav67- 
vat 367, Obs. 2. 

pado0a with ace. 566. 
petdcoOa with gen. 496., 531, 

Obs. 1. 
gevariCew with ace. 563. 
épe applied to more than one, 

390, a. 
pepe with conj. 416. 
(pepe) diap., drepp. intrans. 

359- 
pepe tifor peperOat 363. 
pépew with gen. 530.—with 

acc. 573. 
pepduevos, pepwy, maximo stu- 

Gr. Gr. vou. 11. 

INDEX OF WORDS. 

dio, 698, Obs. 1. —dépwr, 
with, ib. Obs. 2.—pleonast. 
ib. Obs. 2. 

ged with gen. 489. 
| pevyew bd Tivos 359, 3: 
gpevyew with gen. 530. 
pevyew w. gen. as KAoT 7s 5OL. 
pevyew with acc. 558.—diwyyua 

559, Obs. 2., 568. —with dat. 
598.—with inf. 664. 

pevyew puyy $99, I. 
pevywv epuye 899, I. 
POducvos, pOas, quickly, 698. 
peavey 694.—with part. 693. 

—with part. and acc. of 
person, followed by #, mpiy 7 
ibid. Obs. 3.—with inf. ibid. 
Obs. 5.— p@dvew in partic. 
with finite verb. ib. Obs. 4. 

pbeyyecOa with ace. 566, I. 
pbovety with gen. 499.—with 

ace. 549 —with dat. 601.— 
with dat. and acc. with inf. 
674. 

pooveiv ei for drt 804, 9. 
pOdvos tiwds 499, Obs.1. 
plovovua ord Tivos, invidetur 

mthi ab aliq. 372, 4. 
P9dpos of a person, 353, I. 
pOdpos adjective, 439, I. 
pireiy, solere, 402, Obs. 1. 
piAew with double ace. 583. 
prria tivds 499, Obs. 2. 
pirnoecba seemingly passive, 

364 Obs. 
plarov éori por toieiy tt for pi- 

Aov éotl pe 7. TL 677. 
plrov éort with dat. 602, 3.— 

with partic. 691. 
gidos with gen. 508.— with 

dat. 590. 
| *piroppoveto Oar with dat. and 

acc. 594, 4, Obs. 2. 
pirtara, Ta Of a person, 355, 

Obs. 2. 
gitvew with ace. 569, 2. 
padé of a person, 353, 1. 
gAvapetv with ace 566, I. 
pdvapets Exwy 698, Obs. 1. 
poBetoOa with ace. 550. —o- 

Bepdy, pdoBos éort with inf. 
664.—oBetc0a with 76 and 
inf. 670. 

Ros with inf. 667. 
péBos in periphrases, 442, c.— 

twos 499, Obs. 2. 
popety with acc. 576, I. 
pace with gen. 486.—with 

ace. 566.—with dat. and 
ace. with inf. 674.—with 

| part. 684, Obs. 2. 
| ppiogew with ace. 550. 

TWOS 372, 4. 
ppovet with ace. 551, 1.—with 

part. 683. 

cal a c / smd (ppovety) Karappovotuat wo | . ; 
| xiTév, weaving house, 353, 2- 

697 

ppovhnoes 355, Y- 
ppsvipds Tt 579, 2. 
ppovticey with gen. and ace. 

and zrept twos 496, and Obs. 
I, 3.—with os and gen. 
absol. 702. 

ppdvtis tiwds with gen. 496, 
Obs. 4. 

ppovTicew ov with partic. 687. 
*puyds, puyh with acc. 581. 
guyh for puyddes 353, I. 
pvew intrans. 359. 
pvew with acc. 569, 2.—pvvae 

seemingly for elvat 375. 3-— 
with an adverb, ibid,—with 
gen. 483. 

puaAakny accus. 579, 7- 
puaddrrec0a with gen. 496. 
ova: with gen. origin. 483.— 

and a subst. with infin. 668. 
pvétuos with acc. 58r. 3. 
pupew with gen. 539, I. 
puoav with ace. 555. 
pureverv, -eo0c with gen. 483. 
gpwvety with ace. 566. 

xaCec0a with gen. 530. 
xalvew phuata 566, I. 
(xalpev) kexapjoOa for rexa- 

pnkévat 343, 5. 
xalpe with ace. 549.—with 

dat. instrum. 607.—xalpew 
eye twa and xalpew AC 
yew, elmety, dpatew Tivi 674. 
—xa'pew with partic. 685. 

xadav for -ag@at 359. 
xarerralvey with gen. 490.— 

with ace. 549.—with dat. 
601, I. 

xademds eiut with inf. for yare- 
mév éott with acc. with inf. 

77: 
xareras dépew with dat. in- 

strum. 607. 
xaual, humi and humum, 605, 

Obs. 5. 

xavSavew with ace. 576, 1. 
xapiCecdac with gen. 535.— 

with ace. 573.—with dat. 
588. 

xépw, gratid, with gen. 621, 
Obs. 2.—xdpw éwhv, ojv ib. 
—xdpw vera ib. 

xapua, of a person 353, 1- 
xetuepwods adverbial, 714, 0. 
xetv with ace. 570, 57!.—T! 

TWh 502, I. 
xelp, of works of art, 353. 
xelp omitted, 436. 
xeipos, Sekias, apirrepas Ke. 

530, Obs. 1. 
xnpovy with gen. 529, I. 
xoCbs for xGés 714, Dd. 

xdros tivds, de aliquo, 490, 
Obs. 2. 

qu 
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Xorove@au with gen. and rept, | @ with vocat., position of, 479, 
é« Twas 490, and Obs. 1.— 
with dat. 601. 

xop5nh omitted, 436. 
Xopevew ayovas, ppotuiov 556. 

—Twé 556, Obs. 
Xopnyety with gen. and dat. 

505, Obs. 3.—with ace. 553- 
—with dat. 596, 2. 

xopta¢ew with doubleacce. 583. 
Xepracer@al 1 ibid. 
xotv with ace. 571. 
Xpacpety with dat. 596. 
xpav with dat. 58q. 
xpaoba with dat. 591.—with 

acc. 560, TI. 
xpela with gen. 529.—with 

dat. 506. Ods. 2. 
Xpew with gen. 529. 
Xpewmevy GAnCEL Adyw 599, I. 
Xpsev, acc. absol. 700. 
xpn with gen. 529, 1.—with 

dat. 594, 3.—-with inf. 669. 
—xp7 with dat. and acc. 
and inf. 674. 

xen different from xpiv 858. 
Obs. 4. 

Xpiue with the adject. for the 
simple neut adj. 381, Obs. 4. 

Xpiua, xphuera omitted, 436. 
Xpiua in periphrases, 442, e. 
Xpnv and xphv dy 858, Obs. 3. 
(xpiic Ga) x pyc Piven pass. 368, b. 
xpHola with dat. 591. 
Xphowos, xpnotds Tt 570, 2. 
xpévios adverbial, 714, b. 
Xpdvos omitted 436. 
xpdvov &c. gen. of time, 523. 

xpévor, xpéve, adv Xp. 577- 
*xpdve, TS xp. 606. 
Xp@uat bd Tivos 372, 4. 
Xpauevos, with, 608. 
xHev0a with gen. 490. 
xapa omitted, 436. 
Xewpew with gen. §30.—with 

acc. 558.—to hold, with acc. 
576.—with dat. 593, 1. 

xwpicew with gen. 530. 
xwpts with gen. 526., 529, 2. 

Wapdbor 355, b. 
Wave with gen. 536. 
weyew with gen. and ace. 495, 

and Obs. 3.—with double 
acc. 583. 

Wevdew, -eo0a with gen. 514. 
—*WPevder0a with dat. 609. 

Wnoicew with acc. 568. 
(Wnol(eo@a) ratrabnptCoua ba- 

varouv 372, 4. 
W:bupiew tii 589, 1. 
WiAds with gen. 529. 
WoAdevtos as fem. 390, Obs. 
Wixn 355, 7- 
(Wixw) karabuxOevres as fem. 

390, Obs. 

253% 
@, hic and huc, 605, Obs. 5. 
@ jot Tivos 489. 
Oe exe, Hee with gen. 528. 
@de, hic and huc, 605, Obs. 6. 
ade, different from ofrws, 65 5,6. 
de with partic. 696, Obs. 6. 
&v, participle with another 

part. 695, Obs. 4. — with 
adject. or subst. besides the 
partic. 705, 6.—omitted ib. 

evety and -ei7@a 368, 3. 
(@veiv) wvoduevos, wrndcioar, 

ewvijcla pass. 368, 3. 
eveto9a: with gen. 519, 2.— 

with ace. 573. 
apaios with gen. 404. 
dpnv (rHv), ad tempus, 577, 

Obs. ¥. 
@piaios adverbial, 714, b. 
ws, prep., force of, 615., 626. 
as, that, with indic. and opt. 

419,23. See or. 

ws, ut, in wishes, (utinam) 418, 

@s, as, 868, sqq.—és goxas 
&e. personal for ws Eo:Ker, 
ut videris for ut videtur, 
849, 6. 

@s, as, in indirect questions 
for 6mws, 876, Obs. 3. 

@s, as, in apposition, 467, Obs. 
oN 

>, as (Sox<iv) with ace. 703. 

&s with icos, 6 adtés 594, Obs.4. 
@s with superl. 870, Obs. 4. 
@s with dat. ; as, @s yeportt, 

@S enol, meo judicio, es eun 

ddé 599, 4. 
@s, as, after comparatives, 

779, Obs. 2. 
@s with partic. fut. 690, Obs.2. 
@s with participle and cases 

absol. 7or1, sqq. 
@s with ace. and partic., after 

a verb of believing or say- 
ing, 703, Obs. 

&s—®s for @s—otTws 816, e. 
@s for 671 oftws 804, IO. 
ws final conj., that, 805, sqq. 

with conj. and opt. 805, 2, 
and 806.— interchange of 
the conj. and opt. with 809. 
—s &y with conj. and opt. 
810.—és ke with opt. uti- 
nam 810, Obs. 1.—es with 
indic. fut. 811.— with ind. 
of hist. tenses, 813. 

ws, that, after a verb of fear, 
814, Obs. 5. 

és for ofrws 839, 4., 868, 2.— 
in wishes and assertions, 
860, |. 

ws, when &e. 839, a. See bre. 
@s for dare. See wore. 

@s G@AnOas, as aTexvas, ds 
mavu, ws pada, ws én rd 
TOAU, &s Exarrot 870, Obs.4. 

as &y without verb 430.—és 
dy ef ibid. 

@s &y with conj. see 8ray after — 
ére.—ws with conj. for ds 
tv 842, 2.—since, see bre. 

as &pa 788, 2. 

&s ye 735, 9. 
as 6 721, 3.—ironic. ibid. 
ws ei 869, Obs. 
ws eimety and ws émos eimeiv 

893, d. 
@s els, él, pds with acc., ws 

éxl with dat. 626, Obs. 1. 
@s €xew, ke with gen. (as 

moda@v elxov) 528. 
&s eixdoot 864. 
@s wh, see as. 
as Ore or 67 dy with conj. 841, 

842, 869, Obs. 2. 
@s ovv 7QT, I. 
@s ovis or w&s ovdels BAAOS 

ellipt. 895, 2. 
&$ T& TOAAG 578, Obs. 2. 
ast ; with what intent ? 882,1. 
@s @eAov, -es, -e with inf. 

856, Obs. 2. 
aoavTws éxev, Kew with gen. 

528. 
aoavtws with dat. 594, 2. 
éomep, as, in comparative ad- 

verbial sentences, 868, 3, 4. 
after toos, 6 avtdés &c. 869, 
2., 594, Obs. 4. 

| domep, when, 839, a. See dre. 
domep after a comparative, 

779, Obs. 2. 
domep dy ei, as Uf, 430., 432, a. 
ote, Sorte 5h with partic. and 

gen. absol. 704. 
éarte, so that, with indic. and 

inf. 863.—éore, generally 
@s with inf. in parentheses 
(as %ros eimeiv) 864, 1.— 
with opt. with and without 
év 865.—with indie. of his- 
toric tenses, and &v.—with 
inf. and &y 866.—with im- 
perat. 867. 

éore wh with inf. after verbs 
of fear, 814, Obs. 5. 

éore, as, in comparative ad- 
verbial sent. 868, 3, 4. 

*ooriCerOar with dat. 592. 
a@pedetvy with double acc. 583. 
—with dat. 596, I. 

a@percioOa amd, €k Twos 491, 
Obs. 2. 

awpeanua with dat. 596, Obs. 2. 
apedanoerOa, seemingly pass- 

ive, 364, Obs. 
apérrudy éote with inf. 669, a 
wpéruos with dat. 596, 3. 
&perov for wpedrov ky 858, 3- 
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167 ROU MOVROV 5.06 Gis. cckevac «  -OVTOU 

GTC DS cal o.g'G a entelen 9.03. transfer (‘‘ but see §. 442.”) to end 

of section 2. 

200 Pe NNaEGe Meets 2 tcc ors voor, Ett 

ETP SOMES Se sfacl oo ic sin pared g! SAS 

Deer COWOT 0. es see else | OCWOT. 

238 2 after “dvox&’...... insert a comma 

264 OUP GEQ inc s coed sc 507 

BBG) NAG? Povey’. 5.6.0. oo ee ee Xpevov 

meaesaom Ida tZ0)- 0s... 0.2. 1d. le1eg: 

292 28 after “internal”.... insert a comma 

aa? GEPWO «5 5a sis warce «a Pepove 

293 5 G.T.as Heb. vi. &c. — transfer to end of i. 

Aes so) e John Vs iss. .s..< ohnivic 

325 HOUR EV ATA 4 Sic oie 4 hte 40; 

334 6 from bottom—equlity . equality 

344 Obs. And even.... comedy transfer to foregoing section 

345 4 from bottom—dddvy.. edvn 

356 10 ...... ofav,airéy. dele comma between these words 

Seon Vern porelet se cute ac $5. , pavels 

363 37 mpookvvovpev .......  mpookuvoiperv 



ERRATA. 

Error. Correction. 
Line 

31 every lie is not —of the every lie is—not-of the truth 

truth 

11 from bottom ‘*1341”.. 1241 

4 “So with dore (§. 704.)” 

4 from bottom “ ddayjra” .. 

6 ‘‘verse” toute 

5 from bottom “ rvyydver’’. . 

Amt ate) celal is ‘ajio\'e “* érawav” 

SOS a as oe 

Wh sland wee Clone” 

20 from top “odre’”’.. .. : 

7 from bottom “ Ag. 45” 

EYL Wile siete geie (Oh a) een 

yet” 

Oy REC TG MON io igreieesuals tars 

5 from bottom ‘ dnAot”’.. .. 

ON Mia oniaee RD OTM. 

g trom top <"'nmns : <)-162 6. 

TAs casters) § OS ETEKEV. ice 

foot ‘‘ Michet”’.. 

16 from bottom “ apapravess ”’ 

4 from top.. 308 

TS Hip ta sia iois «of, ‘. 700”. 

GPO OOn) elas oc Se ass 

CHOIGIOUS: Dares cic Sek ha, 

9 from bottom “ 1 Cor.viil.7” 

Obs. 1. * Wod! 8 peer: 

A'from top “ier ats’... 3. 

17 ‘‘(momoare) emxopnynuate” 

7 from bottom “ds 8 ay”... 

THE 

transfer to end of next line 

“ Sdnrau”’ 

“line” 

“ ruyxavew” 
- 99 

°© errauvetv 
999 

“6 er 
- %> 

© GL@Tav 
a? 

“* ovre 

“Ag. 745” 
“even, yet”’ 

‘see 507” 

“ éSndov” 

“ec Rina 

Re HTM” 
«? ev ” 

€WS OU ETEKEV 

“* Michel.” 
ccf , ” 

apapTavetv 

dele comma after ‘‘ condition” 

‘“cf. line 700” 
“é 869” 

transfer passage from G. T. to fore- 

going Obs. 

$F9 (Cor. vill. 

*© i8od & ! ’AmddAA@v”’ 
” 

‘ev ois 

ss seeks emtxopnynoate”’ 
oc 4 ” 

os av 

END. 
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A Aist of Books 
RECENTLY PUBLISHED BY 

JOHN HENRY ann JAMES PARKER, 
OXFORD, ano 377, STRAND, LONDON. 

NEW THEOLOGICAL WORKS. 

REV. DR. MOBERLY. 

SERMONS ON THE BEATITUDES, with others mostly preached 
before the University of Oxford ; to which is added a Preface relating to the recent 
volume of “Essays and Reviews.’ By the Rev. Georce Moserty, D.C.L., 
Head Master of Winchester College. S8vo., price 10s. 6d. 

ARCHDEACON CHURTON. 
A MEMOIR OF THE LATE JOSHUA WATSON, Esas By the 

Venerable Archdeacon CuurToN. 2 vols., post 8vo., with Portrait, 15s. 

THE LATE REV. H. NEWLAND. 
A NEW CATENA ON ST. PAUL’S EPISTLES.—A Pracricar 

AND EXEGETICAL COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES OF St. PavL: in which are 
exhibited the Results of the most learned Theological Criticisms, from the Age 
of the Early Fathers down to the Present Time. Edited by the late Rev. HENRY 
NeEwiranp, M.A., Vicar of St. Mary Church, Devon, and Chaplain to the Bishop 
of Exeter. Vol. I., containing Tue Eristte to THE Eruesians. 8vo., 10s. 6d. 

Vol. IJ., containing THE EpistLE To THE PHILIPPIANS. 8vo., cl., 7s. 6d. 

REV. WILLIAM BRIGHT. 

A HISTORY OF THE CHURCH, from the EDICT of MILAN, 
A.D. 313, to the COUNCIL of CHALCEDON, a.p. 451. By WiLt1am Bricurt, 
M.A., Fellow of University College, Oxford; late Professor of Ecclesiastical His- 
tory in the Scottish Church. Post 8vo., price 10s. 6d. 

ARCHBISHOP LAUD. 
LETTERS OF ARCHBISHOP LAUD, now first published from the 

Original MSS. Edited by the Rev. James Briss, M.A., Oriel College, Oxford, 
(Anglo-Catholic Library.) 8vo., price 13s. cloth, 

THE LORD BISHOP OF OXFORD. 
THE REVELATION OF GOD THE PROBATION OF MAN. 

Two Sermons preached before the University of Oxford, on Sunday, Jan. 27, and 
Sunday, Feb. 3, 1861. By Samuer, Lorp BisHor or Oxrorp, Lord High 
Almoner to Her Majesty the Queen, and Chancellor of the Order of the Garter, 
8vo., price ls. 6d. . 

A CHARGE delivered at the Triennial Visitation of the Diocese, 
November, 1860. By Samuet, Lory Bisuor or Oxrorp, Lord High Almoner 
to Her Majesty the Queen, and Chancellor of the Order of the Garter. Pub- 
lished by request. 8vo., ls. 6d. 

THE ORDINATION SERVICE. AppressEs ON THE QUESTIONS 
TO THE CANDIDATES FOR OrpINATION. By the Right Rev. the Lornp Bisuor 
oF Oxrorp. Third Edition. Crown Svo., cloth, Gs. 
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2 NEW THEOLOGICAL WOBRES, (continued). 

MONTAGU BURROWS, M.A. 

PASS AND CLASS. An Oxford Guide-Book through the Courses 
ot Litere Humaniores, Mathematics, Natural Science, and Law and Modern His- 
tory. By Monracu Burrows, M.A. Second Edition, with some of the latest 
Examination Papers. Feap. 8vo., cloth, 5s, 

REV. R. W. MORGAN. 

ST. PAUL IN BRITAIN ; or, Toz Orntatn oF BRITISH AS OPPOSED 
ro Papa CurisTIANITY. By the Rev. R. W. Morean, Perpetual Curate of 
Tregynon, Montgomeryshire, Author of “ Verities of the Church,”’ “ The Churches 
of England and Rome,” “ Christianity and Infidelity intellectually contrasted,”’ &c. 
Crown 8vo., cloth, 4s. 

REV. T. LATHBURY, WA. 

A HISTORY OF THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER, AND 
OTHER AUTHORIZED BOOKS, from the Reformation; and an Attempt to 
ascertain how the Rubrics, Canons, and Customs of the Church have been under- 
stood and observed from the same time: with an Account of the State of Reli- 
gion in England from 1640 to 1660. By the Rev. Tuomas Latueury, M.A., 
Author of “A History of the Convocation,” “The Nonjurors,”’ &c. Second 
Edition, with an Index. 8vo., 10s. 6d. 

REV. E. B. PUSEY, D.D.° 

THE COUNCILS OF THE CHURCH, from the Council of Jeru- 
salem, A.D. 51, to the Council of Constantinople, A.p. 381; chiefly as to their 
Constitution, but also as to their Objects and History. By the Rev. E. B. 
Pusey, D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew; Canon of Christ Church; late Fel- 
low of Oriel College. 8vo., 10s. 6d. 

NINE SERMONS preached before the University of Oxford, and 
printed chiefly a.p._1843—1855, now collected into one volume. By the Rev. 
iE. B. Pusey, D.D. 8vo., 9s. 

PROFESSOR NEATE. 

THREE LECTURES ON TAXATION, ESPECIALLY THAT 
OF LAND, delivered at Oxford, in the year 1861. By CuHartes Neate, M.A., 
Fellow of Oriel College: Professor of Political Economy in the University of 
Oxford. 8vyo., price 1s. 6d. 

PROFESSOR BERNARD. 

ON THE PRINCIPLE OF NON-INTERVENTION. A Lecture 
delivered in the Hall of All Souls’ College. By MountacuE BERnarD, M.A., 
Chichele Professor of International Law and Diplomacy in the University of 
Oxford. 8yo., price 1s. 

PROFESSOR GOLDWIN SMITH. 

THE FOUNDATION OF THE AMERICAN COLONIES. 
A Lecture delivered before the University of Oxford, June 12, 1860. By 
Gotpwin Smitu, M.A., Regius Professor of Modern History. 8vo., price ls. 

PROFESSOR STANLEY. 

THREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURES ON THE STUDY OF 
ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY. By Arrnur Penruyn STANLEY, M.A,, 
Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical History, and Canon of Christ Church. 8vo., 
sewed, 2s. 6d. 
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NEW ARCHEOLOGICAL WORKS. 3 

EDITOR OF GLOSSARY. 

SOME ACCOUNT OF DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE IN ENG- 
LAND, from Richard II. to Henry VIII. (or the Perpendicular style.) With 
Warmerous Illustrations of Existing Remains from Original Drawings. By the 
Epirtor or “THE GLOSSARY OF ARCHITECTURE.” In 2 vols., 8yo., Te 10s. 

Also, 

Vou. I.—FROM WILLIAM I. TO EDWARD I. (or the Norman and Early 
English styles). 8vo., 21s. 

Vou. I1.—FROM EDWARD I. TO RICHARD II. (the Edwardian Period, 
or the Decorated Style). 8vo., 21s. 

The work complete, with 400 Engravings, and a General Index, 
4 vols. 8v0., price £3 12s. 

PROFESSOR WILLIS. 

Leads hala OF THE SKETCH-BOOK OF WILARS DE HONE- 
- CORT, an Architect of the Thirteenth Century. With Commentaries and De- 
scriptions by MM. Lassus and QuicuEeRratT. ‘Translated and Edited, with many 
additional Articles and Notes, by the Rev. Roprrt Wiutis, M. 7 ERS; 
Jacksonian Professor at Cambridge, &c. With 64 Facsimiles, 10 Tilustration 
Plates, and 43 Woodcuts. Royal 4to., cloth, 22. 10s. 

The English letterpress separate, for the purchasers of the French edition, 4to., 15s. , 

RAYMOND BORDEAUX. 

SPECIMENS OF MEDIEVAL TRONWORK.  Serrurerie du Moyen- 
Age, par Raymonp Borpeavux. Forty Lithographic Plates, by G. Bouet, and 
numerous Woodcuts. Small 4to., cloth, 20s. 

JOHN HEWITT. 
ANCIENT ARMOUR AND WEAPONS IN EUROPE. By Joun 

Hewirr, Member of the Archzological Institute of Great Britain. Vols. II. and 
III., comprising the Period from the Fourteenth to the Seventeenth Century, 

’ completing the work, 17. 12s. Also Vol. I., from the Iron Period of the Northern 
Nations to the end of the Thirteenth Century, 18s. The work complete, 3 vols., 
8vo., 22, 10s. 

|REV. HERBERT HAINES. 

A MANUAL FOR THE STUDY OF MONUMENTAL BRASSES. 
With numerous Illustrations, and a List of those remaining in the British Isles. 
By the Rev. Hersert Haines, M.A. 2 vols., Medium 8vo., price £1 1s. _ 

M. VIOLLET-LE-DUC, 

THE MILITARY ARCHITECTURE OF THE MIDDLE AGES, 
Translated from the French of M. Viottet-~e-Duc. By M. Macpermort, 

_ Esq., Architect. With the 151 original French Engravings. Medium 8yo., 
cloth, price £1 1s. 

REV. C. H. HARTSHORNE. 

AN HISTORICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL ACCOUNT OF ENG- 
LISH CASTLES. By the Rey. C. H. Hartsnorne, M.A. With numerous 
Engravings. Medium 8yo, [In the press. 

OUR ENGLISH HOME: its Early History and Progress, With 
Notes on the Introduction of Domestic Inventions, Crown 8vo., om 



4 NEW THEOLOGICAL WORKS, (continued). 

OXFORD LENTEN SERMONS. ~ 
A SERIES OF SERMONS preached in Oxford during the Season 

of Lent, 1859. Feap. 8vo., 5s. 

THE DEAN OF FERNS. 

THE LIFE AND CONTEMPORANEOUS CHURCH HIS- 
TORY OF ANTONIO DE DOMINIS, Archbishop of Spalatro, which in- 
cluded the Kingdoms of Dalmatia and Croatia; afterwards Dean of Windsor, 
Master of the Savoy, and Rector of West Ilsley in the Church of England, in 
the reign of James I. By Henry Newxanp, D.D., Dean of Ferns. 8vo., cloth 
lettered, 7s. 

REV. L. P. MERCIER. 

CONSIDERATIONS RESPECTING A FUTURE STATE. By 
the Rev. Lewis P. Mercier, M.A., University College, Oxford, Feap. 8vo., 4s. 

REV. H. DOWNING. 

SHORT NOTES ON THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES, intended 
for the use of Teachers in Parish Schools, and other Readers of the English 
Version. By Henry Downina, M.A., Incumbent of St. Mary’s, Kingswinford. 
Feap. 8vo., cloth, 2s. 

REV. J. M. NEALE. 

A HISTORY of tue so-canrtep JANSENIST CHURCH 
or HOLLAND; with a Sketch of its Earlier Annals, and some Account of the 
Brothers of the Common Life. By the Rev. J. M. Neare, M.A., Warden of 
Sackville College. 8vo., cloth, 10s. 6d. 

REV. T. T. CARTER. 

LIFE of JOHN ARMSTRONG, D.D., late Lord Bishop of Gra- 
hamstown. By the Rev. T. T. Carrer, M.A., Rector of Clewer. With an In- 
troduction, by Samuet, Lorp Bisuor or Oxrorp. Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo., 
with Portrait, cloth, 7s. 6d. 

THE LATE BISHOP ARMSTRONG. 

ESSAYS ON CHURCH PENITENTIARIES. Feap. 8yo., cloth, 
price 2s. 6d. 

THE PASTOR IN HIS CLOSET; or, A Help to the Devotions 
of the Clergy. By Joun Armstrone, D.D., late Lord Bishop of Grahamstown. 
Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 2s, 

ST. AUGUSTINE. 

ST. AUGUSTINE’S EXPOSITIONS ON THE BOOK OF 
PSALMS, translated with Notes and Indices. Complete in Six Volumes, 8vo., 
price in cloth, 22. 16s. 6d. 

ST. ANSELM. 

MEDITATIONS AND SELECT PRAYERS, by Sr. Ansrtm, for- 
merly Archbishop of Canterbury. Edited by E.B. Pusey, D.D. Feap. 8vo., 5s. 

CUR DEUS HOMO, or WHY GOD WAS MADE MAN; by 
St. ANSELM. Feap. 8vo., 2s, 6d. 



NEW SERMONS. 5 

PAROCHIAL SERMONS, by the Rev. Henry W. Burrows, B.D., 
Perpetual Curate of Christ Church, St. Pancras. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 6s. 

Second Series. Fecap. 8vo., cloth, 5s. 

PARISH SERMONS. Second Series. By Wirxram Fraser, B.C.L., 
Vicar of Alton, Staffordshire, and Domestic Chaplain to the Earl of Shrewsbury 
and Talbot. Fcap. 8yo., cloth, red edges, 3s. 

THE WISDOM OF PIETY, AND OTHER SERMONS, addressed 
chiefly to Undergraduates. By the Rev. Frevertck Meyrick, M.A., Her Ma- 
jesty’s Inspector of Schools; Fellow of Trinity College; late Select Preacher 
before the University of Oxford, and Her Majesty’s Preacher at Whitehall. 
Crown 8vo., 4s. 

THE YEAR OF THE CHURCH. A Course of Sermons by the late 
Rey. RicHarp WeEssTER HuntTLEY, M.A., sometime Fellow of All Souls’ Col- 
lege, Oxford; Rector of Boxwell-cum-Leighterton, Gloucestershire, and Vicar of 
Alberbury, Salop; and for eleven years Proctor in Convocation for the Clergy of 
the Diocese of Gloucester and Bristol; with a short Memoir by the Editor, the 
Rey. Sir Georce Prevost, Bart., M.A. Fcap. 8vo., cloth lettered, 7s. 6d. 

LEAMINGTON COLLEGE SERMONS. — School Life. — Sermons 
preached in the Chapel of Leamington College. By Tuomas Bursipcs, LL.D., 
Master of the College. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, ds. 

ARMSTRONG’S PAROCHIAL SERMONS. Parochial Sermons, by 
Joun ArmstTrRONG, D.D., late Lord Bishop of Grahamstown. A New Edition, 
Feap. 8vo., cloth, 5s. 

ARMSTRONG’S SERMONS FOR FASTS AND FESTIVALS. A 
new Edition. Fcap. 8vo., ds. 

PLAIN SERMONS ON THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER. By 
a Writer in the “ Tracts for the Christian Seasons.” Fecap. 8vo., cloth, 5s. 

SHORT SERMONS FOR FAMILY READING. Ninety Short 
Sermons for Family Reading, following the course of the Christian Seasons. By 
the Author of ‘* A Plain Commentary on the Gospels.’’ 2 volumes, cloth, 8s. 

——— 

SINGLE SERMONS. 

Rev. H. P. Liddon. of Oxford. By ARTHUR PENRHYN 
OUR LORD'S ASCENSION THE StanutEY, D.D., Regius Professor of 
CHURCH’S GAIN. A Sermon Ecclesiastical History, and Canon of 
preached before the University, in the Christ Church. Second Edition. 8vo., 
Cathedral Church of Christ, at Oxford, price ls. 6d. 
on Ascension-day, 1860. By H. P. 
Livpon, M.A., Student of Christ Church, Rev. H. J. Rose. 
and Vice-Principal of St. Edmund Hall. : THE QUESTION, “ WHY SHOULD 
8vo., price ls. WE PRAY FOR FAIR WEATHER ? 

Rev. H. P. Liddon. 

OUR LORD’S EXAMPLE THE 
STRENGTH OF HIS MINISTERS. 
A Sermon preached in the Cathedral 
Church of Christ in Oxford, at the 
General Ordination of the Lord Bishop 
of Oxford, on the Fourth Sunday in 
Advent, 1860. By Hrenry Parry Lip- 
Don, M.A., Student of Christ Church, 
and Vice-Principal of St. Edmund Hall. 
Published by desire of his Lordship and 
of the Clergy ordained. 8vyo., price ls. 

Dr. Stanley. 
FREEDOM AND LABOUR. Two Ser- 

mons preached before the University 

ANSWERED. A Sermon preached at 
the Harvest-home Service at Market 
Harborough, October 24, 1860. By 
H. J. Ross, B.D., Rector of Houghton 
Conquest, and late Fellow of St. John’s 
College, Cambridge. Published by re- 
quest. Feap. 8yo., price 6d. 

Rev. Coker Adams, 

THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS. A 
Sermon preached at New College, on 
Trinity Sunday, MDCCCLX. before 
the University of Oxford, By the Rev. 
Coker ADAMS, M.A., Fellow of New 
College. 8yo., price ls. 



6 NEW THEOLOGICAL WORKS, (continued). 

REV. P. FREEMAN, . 

THE PRINCIPLES OF DIVINE SERVICE. An Inquiry con- 
cerning the true manner of understanding and using the order for Morning and 
Evening Prayer, and for the Administration of the Holy Communion in the 
English Church. Vol. I. 8vo., cloth, 10s. 6d. Vol. II., Part I. containing THE 
HOLY EUCHARIST considered asa MYSTERY. §8yvo., cloth, 6s. . 

THE BOOK OF PSALMS. 

A PLAIN COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF PSALMS, 
(Prayer-book Version,) chiefly grounded on the Fathers; for the use of Families. 
2 vols. feap. 8vo., cloth, 10s. 6d. 

DAILY SERVICES. ' 

DAILY SERVICES OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. 
A new Edition, on thick paper and in clear type, with red Rubrics, in 2 vols., 
crown 8yo., morocco, 1/7. 10s. Also on thin paper, in one volume crown 8vo., 
morocco, 16s. 

Both editions of this work may be had in a variety of elegant bindings. 

REV. J. DAVISON. 

DISCOURSES ON PROPHECY, in which are considered its Struc- 
ture, Use, and Inspiration; being the substance of Twelve Sermons preached in 
the Chapel of Lincoln’s-Inn, by Joun Davison, B.D. Sixth and cheaper Edition. 
8vo., cloth, 9s. 

REV. J. 8. BARTLETT. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH, from 
the First Century to the Reformation. By the Rev. J.S. Bartiert. Feap. 
8vo., cloth, 2s. 6d. 

MRS. HAMILTON GRAY. ' 

THE EMPIRE AND THE CHURCH, from Constantine to Charle- 
magne. By Mrs. HAMILTON Gray. Crown 8yo., cloth, 12s. 

REV. C. E. KENNAWAY. 

PERDITA AND ANGELINA; or, THE LOST ONE FOUND. 
An Anglo-Roman Dialogue. By the Rev. C. E. Kennaway. ‘Together with 
Romeward and Homeward. Feap. 8vo., cloth, 3s. Gd. Pt. II., separately, 1s. 

REV. A. WOODGATE. 

ANOMALIES IN THE ENGLISH CHURCH no just grounds for 
Seceding ; or, The Abnormal Condition of the Church considered with reference 
to the Analogy of Scripture and of History. By Henry ArtHuR Woopeare, 
B.D. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 2s. 6d. , 



NEW DEVOTIONAL WORKS. 7 

REV, E. MONRO. 

PLAIN SERMONS ON THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER. 
By a Writer in the ‘‘ Tracts for the Christian Seasons.” Feap. 8vo., cloth, ds. 

HISTORICAL AND PRACTICAL SERMONS ON THE SUFFER- 
INGS AND RESURRECTION OF OURLORD. Bya Writer in the Tracts 
for the Christian Seasons. 

SERMONS ON NEW TESTAMENT CHARACTERS. 

2 vols., feap. 8vo. cloth, 10s. 

By the 
Author of “Sermons on the Prayer-book,” and ‘‘ On the Sufferings and Resur- 

rection of our Lord.’”’ Fcap. 8vo., 4s. 

REV. G. ARDEN, 

BREVIATES FROM HOLY SCRIPTURE, arranged for use by the 
Bed of Sickness. By the Rev. G. Arpen, M.A., Rector of Winterborne-Came; 

Domestic Chaplain to the Right Hon. the Earl of Devon; Author of ‘‘A Manual 

of Catechetical Instruction.’’ 

Feap. 8vo., 2s. 6d. 

Feap. 8vo. 

THE CURE OF SOULS. 

Second Edition. 2s. 

By the Rev. G. Arpen, M.A. 

OXFORD SERIES OF DEVOTIONAL WORKS. 

THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. 
FOUR BOOKS. By Thomas a Kem- 

pis. A new Edition, revised, hand- 
somely printed on tinted paper in feap. 
8vo., with Vignettes and red borders, 
cl., ds.; antique calf, red edges, 10s. 6d 

LAUD’S DEVOTIONS. 
THE PRIVATE DEVOTIONS of 

Dr. Witt1am Laup, Archbishop of 
Canterbury, and Martyr. A new and 
revised Edition, with Translations to 
the Latin Prayers, handsomely printed 
with Vignettes and red lines. Feap. 
8vo., antique cloth, 5s. 

WILSON’S SACRA PRIVATA, 
THE PRIVATE MEDITATIONS, 
DEVOTIONS, and PRAYERS of 
the Right Rev. T. Witson, D.D., 
Lord Bishop of Sodor and Man. 
Now first printed entire. From the 
Original Manuscripts. Feap. 8vo., 6s. 

ANDREWES’ DEVOTIONS. 
DEVOTIONS. By the Right Rey. 

Father in God, LaunceLor An- 
DREWES, Translated from the Greek 
and Latin, and arranged anew. Feap. 
8vo., 5s.; morocco, 8s.; antique calf, 
red edges, 10s. 6d. 

SPINCKES’ BEVOTIONS. 
TRUE CHURCH OF ENGLAND 
MAN’S COMPANION IN THE 
CLOSET; or, a complete Manual 
of Private Devotions, collected from 
the Writings of eminent Divines 
of the Church of England. Sixteenth 
Edition, corrected. Feap.8vo., floriated 
borders, cloth, antique, 4s. 

The above set of 5 Volumes, in neat grained 
calf binding, £2 2s. 

TAYLOR’S HOLY LIVING, 
THE RULE AND EXERCISES 

OF HOLY LIVING. By Bisuop 
JEREMY Taytor. In which are de- 
scribed the means and instruments of 
obtaining every virtue, and the reme- 
dies against every vice, In antique 
cloth binding, 4s. 

TAYLOR’S HOLY DYING. 
THE RULE AND EXERCISES 
OF HOLY DYING. By Brsuop 
JeREMY Taytor. In which are de- 
scribed the means and instruments of 
preparing ourselves and others respec- 
tively for a blessed death, &c. In an- 
tique cloth binding, 4s. 



8 "ss BNG@LISH DIVINES: 

WORKS OF THE 

Standard Gyglish Divines, 
AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES IN CLOTH. 

ANDREWES’ (BP.) COMPLETE WORKS. 11 vols. 8yo., £3 6s. 

ANDREWES’ (BP.) SERMONS. Second Edition. 5 vols., £1 15s. 

BEVERIDGE’S (BP.) COMPLETE WORKS. 12 vols. 8vo., £4 4s. 

BEVERIDGE’S (BP.) ENGLISH WORKS. 10 vols. 8vo., £3 10s. 6d. 

BRAMHALL’S (ABP.) WORKS. 5 vols. 8vo., £1 15s. 

BULL’S (BP.) HARMONY OF THE APOSTLES ST. PAUL AND 
ST. JAMES ON JUSTIFICATION. 2 vols., 10s. 

BULL’S (BP.) DEFENCE OF THE NICENE CREED. 2 vols. 
8vo., 10s. 

BULL’S (BP.) JUDGMENT OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. 

8vo., ds. 

COSIN’S (BP.) WORKS. 5 vols. 8vo., £1 10s. 

HAMMOND’S PRACTICAL CATECHISM.  8yo., 5s. 

HAMMOND’S MISCELLANEOUS WORKS. 8vo., 5s. 

HAMMOND’S SERMONS. 2 Parts. 8vo., 10s. 

HICKES’S TREATISES ON THE CHRISTIAN PRIESTHOOD. 
3 vols. 8vo., 15s. 

JOHNSON’S (JOHN) UNBLOODY SACRIFICE. 2 vols. 8vo., 10s. 

JOHNSON’S (JOHN) ENGLISH CANONS. 2 vols. 8yo., 12s. 

LAUD’S (ABP.) COMPLETE WORKS. 7 vols. 8vo., £3 3s. 

TAYLOR'S (BP. JER.) WORKS (Epen’s Ep.) 10 vols., £5 5s. 

THORNDIKE’S (HERBERT) THEOLOGICAL WORKS. 10 vols. 
8vo., £2 10s, 

WILSON’S (BP.) WORKS. Vols. II. to VI., £2 12s. 6d. 

Vol. I., containing the Lire or Brsnor Wrison, &e., by the 

Rey. JOHN KEBLE, M.A., 7s in the press. 

EEE 



CHURCH POETRY. 9 
——— eee td 

THE AUTHOR OF “THE CHRISTIAN YEAR.” 

THE CHRISTIAN YEAR. Thoughts in verse for the Sundays and 
Holydays throughout the Year. Imperial Octavo, with Illuminated Titles,—Cloth, 

1/7. 5s.; morocco, 11. 11s. 6d.; best morocco, 2/. 2s. Octavo Edition,—Large 

type, cloth, 10s. 6d.; morocco by Hayday, 21s.; antique calf, 18s. oolscap 

Octavo Edition,—Cloth, 7s. 6d.; morocco, 10s. 6d.; morocco by Hayday, 1és.; 

antique calf, 12s. 32mo. Hdition,—Cloth, 3s. 6d.; morocco, plain, 5s.; morocco 

by Hayday, 7s. Cheap Edition,—Cloth, 1s. 6d. ; bound, 2s. 

LYRA INNOCENTIUM. Thoughts in Verse for Christian Children, 
Foolscap Octavo Edition,—Cloth, 7s. 6d.; morocco, plain, 10s. 6d.; morocco by 

Hayday, 15s.; antique calf, 12s. 18mo. Hdition,—Cloth, 6s.; morocco, 8s. 6d. 

32mo. Edition,—Cloth, 3s. 6d.; morocco, plain, 5s.; morocco by Hayday, 7s. 

Cheap Edition,—Cloth, 1s. 6d.; bound, 2s. 

THE AUTHOR OF “THE CATHEDRAL,” 

THE CATHEDRAL. Foolscap 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d.; 32mo., with 
Engravings, 4s. 6d. 

THOUGHTS IN PAST YEARS. The Sixth Edition, with several 
new Poems, 32mo., cloth, 4s. 6d. 

THE BAPTISTERY; or, The Way of Eternal Life. 32mo., cloth, 
3s. 6d. 

The above Three Volumes uniform, 32mo., neatly bound in morocco, 18s. 

THE CHRISTIAN SCHOLAR. Foolscap 8vo., 10s. 6d.; 32mo., 
cloth, 4s. 6d. 

THE SEVEN DAYS; or, The Old and New Creation. Second 
Edition, foolscap 8vo., 7s. 6d. 

MORNING THOUGHTS. By a Crzreyman. Suggested by the 
Second Lessons for the Daily Morning Service throughout the year. 2 vols, 
foolscap 8vo., cloth, 5s. each. 

THE CHILD'S CHRISTIAN YEAR. Hymns for every Sunday 
and Holyday throughout the year. Cheap Edition, 18mo., cloth, 1s, 

COXE’S CHRISTIAN BALLADS. Foolscap 8vo., cloth, 3s. Also 
selected Poems in a packet, sewed, Is. 

FLORUM SACRA. By the Rey. G. Hunr Smyrran. Second 
Edition, 16mo., 1s, ‘ 



10 A NEW SERIES OF TALES. 

HISTORICAL TALES, illustrating the chief events in Eccle- 

siastical History, British and Foreign, adapted for General Reading, Parochial 

Libraries, §c. Now publishing, in Monthly Volumes, with a Frontispiece, 

price 1s. 

Tur Series of Tales now announced will embrace the most important periods and 

transactions connected with the progress of the Church in ancient and modern times. 

They will be written by authors of acknowledged merit, in a popular style, upon 

sound Church principles, and with a single eye to the inculcation of a true estimate 

of the circumstances to which they relate, and the bearing of those circumstances 

upon the history of the Church. By this means it is hoped that many, who now 

regard Church history with indifference, will be led to the perusal of its singularly 

interesting and instructive episodes. 

Each Tale, although forming a link of the entire Series, will be complete in itself, 

enabling persons to subscribe to portions only, or to purchase any single Tale 

separately. 
————— 

Already published. 

No. 1.—THE CAVE IN THE HILLS; or, Cecilius Viriathus. 

No. 2. THE EXILES OF THE CEBENNA: a Journal written during the Decian 
Persecution, by Aurelius Gratianus, Priest of the Church of Arles; and now 
done into English. 

No. 3.—THE CHIEF’S DAUGHTER;; or, The Settlers in Virginia. 

No. 4.—THE LILY OF TIFLIS: a Sketch from Georgian Church History. 

No. 5.—WILD SCENES AMONGST THE CELTS. 

No. 6.—THE LAZAR-HOUSE OF LEROS: a Tale of the Eastern Church 
in the Seventeenth Century. 

No. 7.—THE RIVALS: a Tale of the Anglo-Saxon Church. 

No. 8.—THE CONVERT OF MASSACHUSETTS. 

No. 9.—THE QUAY OF THE DIOSCURI: a Tale of Nicene Times. 

No. 10.—THE BLACK DANES. 

No. 11—THE CONVERSION OF ST. VLADIMIR; or, The Martyrs of Kief. 
A Tale of the Early Russian Church. 

No. 12.—THE SEA-TIGERS: a Tale of Medizval Nestorianism. 

No. 13.—THE CROSS IN SWEDEN; or, The Days of King Ingi the Good. 

No. 14.—THE ALLELUIA BATTLE; or, Pelagianism in Britain. 

No. 15.—THE BRIDE OF RAMCUTTAH: A Tale of the Jesuit Missions to 
the East Indies in the Sixteenth Century. 

No. 16.—ALICE OF FOBBING;; or, The Times of Jack Straw and Wat Tyler. 

No. 17.—THE NORTHERN LIGHT: a Tale of Iceland and Greenland in the 
Eleventh Century. 

No. 18.—AUBREY DE L’ORNE;; or, The Times of St. Anselm. 

No. 19.—LUCIA’S MARRIAGE;; or, The Lions of Wady-Araba. 

No. 20.—WOLFINGHAM; or, The Convict-Settler of Jervis Bay: a Tale of the 
Church in Australia. 

No. 21.—THE FORSAKEN;; or, The Times of St. Dunstan. 

No. 22.—THE DOVE OF TABENNA.—THE RESCUE: A Tale of the Moorish 
Conquest of Spain. 

No. 23.—LARACHE: a Tale of the Portuguese Church in the Sixteenth Century. 

No. 24.—WALTER THE ARMOURER;; or, The Interdict: a Tale of the Times 
of King John. 



NEW WORKS OF FICTION. 11 

~ 

ALICE LISLE: A Tale of Puritan Times. Feap. 8vo., cloth, 4s. 

THE SCHOLAR AND THE TROOPER; or, OXFORD DURING 
THE GREAT REBELLION. By the Rev. W. E. Heya@arr. Second Edition. 
Feap. 8vo., cloth, 5s. 

SOME YEARS AFTER: A Tale. Feap. 8vo., cloth lettered, 7s. 

ATHELINE; or, THE CASTLE BY THE SEA. A Tale. By 
Louisa Stewart, Author of ‘ Walks at Templecombe,” “ Floating away,” &c. 
2 vols., feap. 8vo. 9s. 

MIGNONETTE: A SKETCH. By the Author of ‘The Curate of 
Holy Cross.’”’ 2 vols., feap., cloth, 10s. 

STORM AND SUNSHINE; or, THE BOYHOOD OF HERBERT 
FALCONER. A Tale. By W. E. Dickson, M.A., Author of “Our Work- 
shop,” &c. With Frontispiece, cloth, 2s. 

AMY GRANT; or, THE ONE MOTIVE. A Tale designed 
- principally for the Weadhers of the Children of the Poor. Second Edition. Feap. 

8yvo., cloth, 3s. 6d. 

THE TWO HOMES. A Tale. By the Author of “ Amy Grant.” 
Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 2s. 6d. 

DAWN AND TWILIGHT. A Tale. By the Author of ‘“ Amy 
Grant,”’ “Two Homes,” &c. 2 vols. feap. 8vo., cloth, 7s. 

KENNETH; orn, THE REAR-GUARD OF THE GRAND 
ARMY. By the Author of the ‘“ Heir of Redclyffe,” ‘ Heartsease,” &c., &c. 
Third Edition. Feap. 8vo., with Illustrations, 5s. 

TALES FOR THE YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN OF ENG- 
LAND. A Series of Tales adapted for Lending Libraries, Book Hawkers, &c. 

Feap. 8vo., with Ilustrations, strongly bound in coloured wrapper, 1s. each. 

No. 1. Mother and Son. ) No. 12. The Tenants at Tinkers’ tn 
No. 2. The Recruit. 4 new Edition. No. 13. Windycote Hall. 
No. 3. The Strike. No. 14. False Honour. 
No. 4. James Bright, the Shopman. No. 15. Old Jarvis’s Will. 
No. 5. Jonas Clint. No. 16. The Two Cottages. 
No. 6. The Sisters. No. 17. Squitch. 
No. 7. Caroline Elton; or, No. 18. The Politician. 

Vanity and sais Is No. 19. Two to One. 
No. 8. Servants’ Influence. No. 20. Hobson’s Asse 6d. 
No. 9. The Railway Accident. No. 21. Susan. 
No. 10. Wanted, a Wife. No. 22. Mary mene ea 4d. 
No. 11. Irrevocable. Dissent at Evenly 

. “To make boys learn to read, and then to place no good books within their reach, is to give them 
an appetite, and leave nothing i in the pantry save unwholesome and poisonous food which, depend 
upon it, they will eat rather than starye,’—Sir W. Scott. 



12 NEW PAROCHIAL BOOKS. 

CATECHETICAL WORKS, Designed to aid the Clergy in Public 
Catechising. Uniform in size and type with the ‘ Parochial Tracts.” 

Already published in this Series. 

I. CarrcHEetTicaAL LEssons on 
the Creed. 6d. 

II. CarrconeticaL Lessons on 
the Lord’s Prayer. 6d. 

TIT. CarecHEeTicaL LESSONS on 
the Ten Commandments. 6d. 

TV. CatrecuHEetTicat LESSONS on 
the Sacraments. 6d. 

V. Carecueticatn LzEssons on 
the Parables of the New Testament. 
Part I. Parables I.—XXI. ls. 

VI. Part Il. Parasries XXII. 
nay. @.0'9 0 Gow UF 

VII. Carecueticat Nortes on 
the Thirty-Nine Articles. 1s. 6d. 

VIII. Carncuntican Lessons on 
the Order for Morning and Evening 
Prayer, and the Litany. 1s. 

IX: CavTEcHETICAL LESSONS on 
the Miracles of our Lord. Part I. 
Miracles I—XVII. Is. 

X. Part iIl. Mrracurs XVIII. 
—XXXVII. Is. 

XI. CavrecHETIcAL 
the Saints’ Days. 1s. 

QUESTIONS ON THE COLLECTS, 
EpistLes, AND GosPELs, throughout 
the Year; edited by the Rev. T. L. 
CLAUGHTON, Vicar of Kidderminster. 
For the use of Teachers in Sunday- 
Schools. Two Parts, 18mo., cloth, each 
2s. 6d. 

Nores on 

COTTAGE PICTURES. Cottage Pictures from the Old Testament. 
Twenty-eight large Illustrations, coloured by hand. The set, folio, 7s. 6d. 

COTTAGE PICTURES from the New Testament, (uniform with 
above). The set of 28, 7s. 6d. 

SCRIPTURE PRINTS FOR PAROCHIAL USE. 
Price One Penny each; or the set in an orna- Sepia, with Ornamental Borders. 

mental envelope, One Shilling. 

. The Nativity. 
. St. John Preaching. 
. The Baptism of Christ. 
. Jacob’s Dream. 
. The Transfiguration. 
- The Good Shepherd. Dob Cow = 

Ninety thousand have already been sold of these prints. 

Printed in 

7. The Tribute-Money. 
8. The Preparation for the Cross. 
9. The Crucifixion. 

10. Leading to Crucifixion. 
11. Healing the Sick. 
12. The Return of the Prodigal. 

They are also kept 
mounted and varnished, 3d. each. 

PARKER’S CHURCH CALENDAR AND GENERAL ALMA- 
NACK, published Annually, contains, besides the usual information of an 
Almanack, much that is contained in no other, particularly with regard to the 
state and progress of the Church in America and the Colonies. 12mo. 6d. 

Tue Cuurcu, with information regarding the several Dioceses of England, Scot- 
land, and Ireland, the Colonies and America. 

Tue Universities, with other Educational Institutions, Theological Colleges, 
Schools, &c. 

Tue State. The Members of the Royal Family, Houses of Parliament, &c., &c. 

MisceLLANeous. The Kings and Queens of England, Statistics of the Popula- 
tion, Post-office, &c., &c. $ 



EDUCATIONAL WORKS. 13 

ANNALS OF ENGLAND. An Epitome of English History. From 
Cotemporary Writers, the Rolls of Parliament, and other Public Records. 3 vols. 
feap. 8vo., with Illustrations, cloth, 15s. Recommended by the Examiners in the 
School of Modern History at Oxford. 

Vol. I. From the Roman Era to the deposition of Richard II. Cloth, 5s. 

Vol. II. From the Accession of the House of Lancaster to Charles I. Cloth, ds. 

Vol. III. From the Commonwealth to the Death of Queen Anne. Cloth, 5s. 

Each Volume is sold separately. 

“ The book strikes us as being most useful as a Handbook for teachers. It is just the sort of 
help for a tutor to have lying by him as a guide to his lecture. The maih facts he will find 
marshalled in strict chronological order, and he will be assisted by references to the statute- 
book and the old chronicles. The ‘ANNALS’ will, in short, supply the dry bones of an historical 
lecture, which each teacher must clothe for himself with life and spirit. But the work will also 
be highly useful to students, especially for the purpose of refreshing the memory and getting 
details into order, after the perusal of more regular narratives. We trust to see it extensively 
employed in the Universities. At Oxford it may be especially serviceable. A reliable guide to 
the original authorities, and one which gives its proper prominence to the early history, may, 
if it falls into the hands of either students or teachers, do something to dispel the illusion that 
English history can be profitably studied by beginning at the momentary overthrow of English 
nationality, and that, after all the labours of Turner, Lingard, Palgrave, Kemble, Lappenberg, 
and Panli, David Hume still remains the one correct, orthodox, and unapproachable text-book 
for its study.”—Saturday Review. 

THE ETHICS OF ARISTOTLE. With Notes by the Rev. W. E. 
JeLF, B.D., Author of ‘A Greek Grammar,’ &c. 8vo., cloth, 12s. 

The Text separately, 5s. The Notes separately, 7s. 6d. 

SOPHOCLIS TRAGCEDLA, with Notes, adapted to the use of Schools 
and Universities. By Tuomas Mitcuett, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo., £1 8s. 

The Plays may also be had separately, at 5s. each. 

Cipipus TYRANNUs. AJAX. 

(preus CoLoNeEus. TRACHINIZA. 
ELeEcTRA. ANTIGONE. 

PHILOCTETES. 

THUCYDIDES, with Notes, chiefly Historical and Geographical. By 
the late [. AkNotp, D.D. With Indices by the Rev. R. P. G. TippEMAN. 8vo. 

Complete, 3 volumes, 8vo., cloth lettered, £1 16s. 

MADVIG’S LATIN GRAMMAR. A Latin Grammar for the Use 
of Schools. By Professor Mapvic, with additions bythe Author. Translated by 
the Rev. G. F. Woops, M.A. Uniform with Je.r’s “‘ Greek Grammar.’ Fourth 
Edition, with an Index of Authors, 8vo., cloth, 12s. 
Competent authorities pronounce this work to be the very best Latin Grammar yet published in 

England. This new Edition contains an Index to the Authors quoted. 

JELF’S GREEK GRAMMAR.—A Grammar of the Greek Language, 
chiefly from the text of Raphael Kiihner. By Wm. Epw. Jetr, M.A., Student 
of Ch. Ch. 2 vols. 8vo. Second Edition. 11. 10s.. 

This Grammar is now in general use at Oxford, Cambridge, Dublin, and Durham ; 
at Eton, King’s College, London, and other public schools. 

A MANUAL OF GREEK AND LATIN PROSE COMPOSITION, 
specially designed to illustrate the differences of Idiom between those Languages 
andthe English. By E. R. Humpnureys, LL.D., late Head Master of Cheltenham 
Graminar-school. Crown 8vo., cloth, 3s. 6d. 

LAWS OF THE GREEK ACCENTS. By Jon Grirritus, M.A. 
lémo, Fifth Edition. Price Sixpence. 



14 THE OXFORD POCKET CLASSICS. 

A NEW SERIES of the Greek and Latin Classics for the use of 
Schools. 

‘*Mr. Parker is supplying a want long felt, in issuing a series of good classical 
texts, well edited, and in a cheap form. The expensiveness of our school-books is a 
crying evil, which cannot be too soon abated. It is absurd extravagance to put 
costly books into the hands of schoolboys, to be thumbed and torn to pieces, when | 
cheaper ones would answer every useful purpose just as well. In this respect our 
neighbours on the Continent are far more rational than we are. We look with satis- 
faction upon Mr, Parker’s efforts to bring about an amendment. Though we think it 
would have been better to announce the editor’s name, we willingly bear testimony 
to the ability with which he has executed his task, and have much pleasure in recom- 
mending the Texts as suitable for school purposes.’ —Atheneum. 

GREEK POETS. 
Paper. Bound. 
Sd. stds 

fEschylus em a i sis oon a Ae Wig HSE F oi! 

Aristophanes. 2 vols. ae a see oe SB) AO03. Oa. 

Huripides. 3 vols. ... ee = ais = sos ROO) ac ik. bie 

Or the 6 Plays only «+. oe ae ae ee eens WO es a 5 

Sophocles ae ane eee oes 2 rGime. SO 

Homeri Ilias ... wey eee ets aes eos 3 210:4..482 06 

Odyssea oo eee fo “5 2} 6 aed» (0 

GREEK PROSE WRITERS. 

Aristotelis Ethica ae ae oe. Dacia nas eae: pl iD econ ald 

Demosthenes de Corona, et Auschines in Ctesiphontem .. 1 6...2 0 

Herodotus. 2 vols. ... 3 eee eae ae Bt 10 5.220 0 

Thucydides. 2 vols. ... ae san eae 33 AO it. s0. 

Xenophontis Memorabilia... 2 ae ae suey! Pome Omer ge 

——- Anabasis aL) 2G! 3,72 40 

LATIN POETS. 
Horatius a ove a8 ane is of ei tial ote ee sree I) 

Juvenalis et Persius .., es ~~ a AT AD BOAO 
Lucanus se “4 ove aa8 Fis . 20 Seam O 

Lucretius sam an ie ho 62. ein 

Phedrus nC ove 2 ai : 1 10 = Peg ae 

Virgilius ese oe : wae Bee 2 HOV cee O 

LATIN PROSE WRITERS. 

Cesar ... aa an 3 a ee a B20 xcs A 

Cicero De Officiis, de Senectute, et de Amicitia TAG GAD 

Ciceronis Tusculanarum Disputationum Libri V. ... seo wo pees: ae O 

Comins Nepose vices este Bases habs Lp Onsen.tghihy 4 
Livius. 4 vols. se a AeA sae gf 6 10h... 10. 0 

Sallustius Ba we LG. cepa O 
Tacitus. 2 vols, a ve oes ais wae oc oe Oo 20 



NEW SERIES OF ENGLISH NOTES. 15 

THE PLAYS OF SOPHOCLES, with English Notes by Members of 
the University of Oxford. Complete in 2 vols., cloth, 6s., or separately— 

s. d. $8 

Ajax (Text with Notes). . 1 0] Antigone ; ; 3 ace 
Electra . : - 1 0O|Philoctetes . ; a via 
Cidipus Rex . : : - 1 O(Trachinie . Q ° ae | 
Qidipus Coloneus . : Ber ies) 

THE PLAYS OF ASCHYLUS, with English Notes by Members 
of the University of Oxford. Complete in 2 vols., cloth, 7s, 6d. 

Prometheus Vinctus (Text with Agamemnon , : : : 
Notes) - - 1 0O|Choephore . : : A 

Septem Contra Thebas <i ooi'e etO!| Humenidés . ~- . Fr fies 
Perse . A : : . 1 0O|Supplices : : 5 é a OS) oS 

THE PLAYS OF EURIPIDES, with English Notes by Members of 
the University of Oxford. Complete in 2 vols., cloth, 6s. 6d. 

Hecuba (Text with Notes) . 1 O 0 
Medea . - : : - 1 0O|Phenisse  . : : oe 
Orestes < : : - 1 01 Alcestis : : : Gor 
‘The notes contain sufficient information, | years ago, we had put into our hands a portly 

without affording the pupil so much assistance } 8vo. volume, containing Porson’s four Plays, 
as to supersede all exertion on his part.”— | without one word of English in the shape of 
Atheneum, Jan. 27, 1855. notes; and we have no doubt the book cost 
“Be all this as it may, it is a real benefit to | nearer twenty than ten shillings, and after all 

public schoolboys to be able to purchase any | was nothing near so useful as these neat little 
Greek Play they want for One Shilling. When | copies at One Shilling each.’? — Educational 
we were introduced to Greek Plays, about forty | Times. 

The Text of SopHoctes separately. One vol., cloth, 3s.—The Notes, ditto, 3s. 

The Text of ASscnyLus separately. One vol., cloth, 3s.—The Notes, ditto, 3s, 6d. 

The Text of EuripipEs separately. One vol., cloth, 3s. 6d.—The Notes, ditto, 3s. 

Pocket Editions of the following have also been published with 
Short Notes. 

Hippolytus . ° . 

DEMOSTHENES. 

De Corona . . : . 2 O| #scuines in CrEsIPHONTEM . 2 O 

VIRGIL. 

The Bucotics . 6 : - 1 O| TheGeoreics . - . aoe O 

The First Three Books of the A.NEID, Ls. 

HORACE, 

OpEsand Epopes . : SHi2 G0) |p SAT RES Hil. - ° oe uted nO! 

EpistTLes and Ars PorEtica, Is. 
e 

SALLUST. 
JUGURTHA a thas mat iii - 1 6| CarTiLine of -welezas i 0 

CORNELIUS NEPOS—Livss (with Short Notes) . . ola GO 

PHEHDRUS—Fabstes (with Short Notes) . 5 . Balbus) 
HOMER—Frirst Six Books or It1ap (with Short Notde) eae 
LIVY.—Books XXI.—XXIV. . é Cloth, 4s. 6d.3 sewed, 4 0 

In the Press. 

_Short Notes to Cicero, and Casar, 



i. THE LITERARY CHURCHMAN, 

THE LITERARY CHURCHMAN. A Journal devoted to the in- 
terest and advancement of Religious Literature. 

THE LITERARY CHURCHMAN was established in order to extend to REtI- 

cious LITERATURE the advantages which General Literature already possessed in 

the Atheneum, Literary Gazette, Critic, and other similar journals. Previously, 

Religious Literature had been dependent for publicity on a few scattered notices in 

Newspapers or Religious Magazines; while the weekly issue of some twenty or 

thirty works, bearing more or less on Religious subjects, proved an importance suffi- 

cient to demand a journal distinctly set apart for the interests of that class of pub- 

lications. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

For the Year . 2 . 8s. 0d. | For Six Months < a eds 
Ditto Free by post . - 10s. 0d. | Ditto Free by post . - 6s. Od. 

THE PENNY POST. A Church of England Illustrated Magazine, 
issued Monthly. Price One Penny. 

That this Magazine is wanted, a circulation of 22,000 copies of each number tes- 

tifies. It is the only Penny Magazine upholding sound Church principles. That it 

does good, and is appreciated, testimony whence it would be least expected, abun- 

dantly proves. But at the same time it must be borne in mind, that this is a small 

circulation for a Penny religious periodical. Those who differ, depend much upon 

their periodicals for inculeating doctrine hostile to the Church, and circulate thon- 

sands, where the Church of England, unfortunately, circulates only hundreds. 

MONTHLY.—ONE PENNY. 

Subscribers’ names received by all Booksellers and Newsmen. 

THE GENTLEMAN’S MAGAZINE.—The times, it is readily al- 
lowed, have greatly changed since Sylvanus Urban first solicited public attention, 

but it may be fairly doubted whether the tastes and habits of thought of the edu- 

cated classes, to whom he addresses himself, have changed in a like degree. Hence 

he does not fear that History and Antiquities, in their widest sense, can ever become 

unpalatable to them, but, on the contrary, he is glad to mark an increased avidity 
in pursuing such studies. This is a state of things that he thinks he may claim 

a considerable share in bringing about, and the steady progress of which he is 

desirous of forwarding by all available means. He alludes to the growing appre- 

ciation of the Past, as the key to the understanding of the Present, and (in a sense) 

of the Future, as testified by the formation of Archeological and Literary Societies, 

which have already achieved much good, and may do still more; and as a means to 

that end, he devotes a portion of his pages every month, under the title of “ ANTI- 

QUARIAN AND LITERARY INTELLIGENCER,” to a record of their progress. 

It has ever been the desire of Sylvanus Urban to see his CorrESPONDENCE 

a leading feature in his pages, and he has the gratification of reckoning many of 

the most erudite men of the time as his fellow-workers, who have, through him, 

conveyed an invaluable amount of knowledge to the world. He invites those of the 

present day to imitate them. Another important feature has been, and will be, the 

OxiTuARY, to the completeness of which he requests friends or relatives to contri- 

bute by communicating fitting notices of eminent persons daily removed by the 

hand of death from among us. 

All Communications to be addressed to Mr. URBAN, 377, STRAND, W.C. 
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